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FOREWORD
The fifty-three articles in this book were written by

RCA engineers and scientists to acquaint RCA tube en-

gineers, particularly those of limited tube experience,
with the terminology, objectives, problems, and tech-

niques peculiar to electron tubes. The articles are in-

tended to provide the basic principles underlying the

design, manufacture, and application of the many pres-
ent-day varieties of tubes.

Because this book is a compilation of articles by
authors, each writing more or less independently, dup-
lication will be encountered. In this kind of material,

however, duplication is desirable. First, some dupli-

cation is necessary to help keep individual articles

complete in themselves; second, some repetition may
assist the reader in acquiring information faster; and,

most important, different treatments of similar sub-
jects illustrate how tube design is affected by the dif-

ferent design objectives and the different environments
of individual authors.

In general, the treatment is non-mathematical and
free of detailed descriptions which often are subject to

change. For more detailed treatment, the reader is

referred to the references and bibliography at the end
of most articles. References to published material
list the publications; those to unpublished information

show a code, the key to which is available to author-
ized persons through RCA Electron Tube Division li-

brarians.

Because the preparation of these articles extended
over several years, some authors are no longer as-
sociated with the design activities which they discuss.
In such cases, however, the authors' names are shown
in the article captions with the locations where the
preparation of the articles took place. Most articles
involved the cooperation of associates of the authors.
These contributions are gratefully acknowledged by the
authors.

This book is the result of a strong management de-
sire, supported by the Engineering Education Commit-
tees at Harrison and Lancaster, to bring the original
Vacuum Tube Design book up to date. It was recognized
that the earlier book had played a very important role

in the orientation, training, and development of RCA
tube-design engineers, that a revised edition would
supplement and strengthen the programs conducted by
the education committees, and that engineering super-
vision would benefit greatly if new engineers had ac-
cess to basic tube-design know-how written by RCA
authorities.

An early step in implementing the program for the

revised book was the formation by Dr. G. R. Shaw,
then chief engineer of the Electron Tube Division, of a
steering committee under the chairmanship of J. F.

Hirlinger. From the first, this committee worked
closely with the education committees, who had the re-
sponsibility of choosing subject matter, selecting and
appointing authors, and guiding and encouraging authors
in the completion of their assignments.

Much progress was made, but a greater and more
concerted effort was needed to carry the program
through to prompt completion. As a result, R. S. Bur-
nap, Manager of Commercial Engineering, on his re-

tirement, was appointed a consultant to the RCA Elec-
tron Tube Division with his most important and essen-
tially full-time assignment the completion of the

Electron Tube Design book. With the establishment of

new schedules and through the special efforts of com-
mitteemen, authors, and reviewers to complete their

commitments, the job was finished.

The names of contributing committee members dur-
ing the preparation of the book, together with the names
of those who reviewed or edited articles follow. The
contributions of these people and of the men who car-
ried the heaviest load, the authors, are hereby acknow-
ledged with the sincerest of thanks.

R. S. Burnap

Consultant to the Electron
Tube Division
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Fundamentals of Electron Emission

L. S. Nergaard

Princeton

ELEMENTARY CONSIDERATIONS

In the preparation of this article on electron emis-
sion, two courses seemed open: (1) to give brief de-

scriptions of the various emission mechanisms and then

to present a substantial amount of data relating to these

mechanisms, or (2) to give a more detailed elementary
exposition of the physical phenomena involved and then

to illustrate them in some detail with a particular ex-

ample, the oxide cathode. The latter alternative seemed
preferable because a comprehensive literature survey
can make boring reading and, more important, it was
believed that an elementary discussion of the physical

phenomena involved in electron emission would prepare
the way for a study of the vast literature on the subject

and, at the very least, provide a lexicon for the reading

of this literature. Accordingly, the second course was
adopted.

In the subsequent discussion, the viewpoint will be
quite elementary and even mechanistic where possible.

To this writer, barium oxide on a cathode is not a white

coating of "gunk" prepared by a complicated bit of witch-

craft. The writer has no complaint with witchcraft but

he regards the end result in this case as a collection of

crystallites, each containing an orderly array of very
tangible spherical barium and oxygen ions stacked al-

ternately. It is just this kind of mental imagery that

the writer hopes to convey so that atoms, ions, and
other elementary particles will have the reality of the

balls on apool table. Then the interactions of particles

are easy to visualize and to remember. As long as the

behavior conforms to classical mechanics, visualiza-

tion is easy, but difficulties arise when quantum effects

enter and particles display wavelike properties. These
difficulties may be surmounted for the most part by
considering electrons and photons as short wave trains

("wave -packets") and invoking the familiar concepts of

physical optics. The quantum effects which are of con-

cern are: (l)the dual nature of particles, (2) the quan-
tization of energy, and (3) quantum statistics.

where h is a constant (Planck's constant) and u is the

frequency of the light. When it was shown that the

photoelectric threshold for metals is given by

hu^ = <!> (1)

where Vq is the lowest light frequency at which photo-

emission occurs and 0 is the work function of the met-
al, the evidence for quanta was overwhelming. Be-
cause both the wave characteristics and particle char-

acteristics are required to encompass optical phenom-
ena, the particles ("photons") may be thought of as

wave trains characterized by a frequency, yet local-

ized in space so that they are in a sense particles. As
noted above, the energy of a photon is

e = hu (2)

The momentum p of a photon is equal to its energy di-

vided by its velocity (the velocity of light c), or

where X is the wave length

This value for the momentum was precisely demon-
strated by A. H. Compton in 1922.

In 1924, deBroglie suggested that electrons, which
are normally considered particles, might also display

wave properties. He associated a wave length

X=iL (4)

P

with the electrons. This relation is the same as that

found for photons. In 1925, Walter Elsasser suggeste^
that electrons should display diffraction phenomena.
Diffraction effects in accord with the above relation

were found in 1927 by Davisson and Germer and by
G. P. Thomson. Thus both electrons and photons
can be visualized as wave train's.

The Dual Nature of Particles

The wave theory of light, which accounts for the nu-

merous interference effects observed in optics and ra-

dio propagation, was firmly entrenched when Planck
showed that the spectral distribution of radiation from
a black body can be accounted for by assuming that ra-

diation occurs in energy particles (quanta) of size h u,

*See Mott, N. F. , and R. W. Gurney, Electronic Process in

Ionic Crystals, Oxford University Press, London, 1950.

**The electron wave length can be written X» (1.1 xlO~''')/vl/2

cm where V is the energy of the electron in volts. Hence, an

100-volt electron has a wavelength ofaboutlO"^ cm, or about

a lattice spacing for a metal. It is this short wave length that

gives the electron microscope its high resolution.

1



ELECTRON TUBE DESIGN

Quantization of Energy

The possible energy states of a system are discrete.

The energy losses and gains of a system correspond to

transitions between the discrete states and, thus, are

also discrete. This discreteness of the energy states

may be regarded as a consequence of the wave nature

of particles. (See Appendix A. ) In some systems, the

energy states are so closely spaced that the thermal
energy kT (k = Boltzmann's constant, T = absolute tem-
perature) of the particles constituting the system can
cause transitions between states. In such systems, the

states may be regarded as a continuous band of states.

Quantum Statistics

In describing the equilibrium distribution of particles

among possible energy states, two kinds of statistics

are possible: Fermi-Dirac statistics and Bose-Ein-
stein statistics.

Fermi-Dirac Statistics . These statistics, which ap-
ply to atoms, ions, and electrons, state that the proba-
bility that a state of energy be occupied by a particle is

given by the expression

1 + exp[( e - ep)/kT]

where e is the state of energy of the electron, and
ep is the Fermi-energy, the energy at which the prob-
ability of occupancy is one-half. In Appendix B it is

shown that transitions in a system obeying Fermi-Dirac
statistics may be regarded as bimolecular and that, ex-

cept for electrons, each state may be occupied by only

one particle; in the case of electrons, each state may
be occupied by two electrons if their spins are oppositely

directed.

Bose-Einstein Statistics . These statistics apply to

photons and phonons (the energy quanta of lattice vi-

brations) and state that the probability that a state of

energy c be occupied may be expressed as

exp ( € /kT) -1

We will have no need for the Bose-Einstein statistics.

The subsequent discussion will consist of a brief in-

troduction to solid-state physics and will lay the ground
work for the discussion of electron-emission processes.
The emission processes involved in thermionic emis-
sion, field emission, photo-emission, and secondary
emission will then be outlined. Finally, the physics

of the oxide cathode will be discussed in some detail.

The oxide cathode is the bread and butter of the tube

industry and particular attention to this emitter is well

justified.

ELEMENTARY SOLID-STATE PHYSICS*

If all that an emitter did was to emit electrons co-

Thefollowingbooks on solid-state physics are standard; Kittel
is the latest and, in some ways, the most readable; Seitz, F.

,

The Modern Theory of Solids , McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940;
Mott, N. F. , and R. W. Gurney, Electronic Process in Ionic
Crystals , Oxford University Press, London, 1950; Kittel, C.

,

Introduction to Solid State Physics , Wiley and Sons, New York,
1956.

piously, life would be simple. However, such is not

the case; an electron emitter also emits atoms and
molecules as well, and may absorb atoms and mole-
cules from ambient gases. The emission and absorp-

tion of atoms and molecules changes the constitution of

the emitter and alters its emitting properties. There-
fore, it is necessary to consider some properties of

solids other than their electron-emitting properties if

the behavior of emitters is to be understood.

Some Properties of Solids

A solid is an assemblage of atoms or ions. The par-

ent atoms can be thought of as almost rigid spheres

each consisting of a positively charged nucleus sur-

rounded by electrons. Outside of this core of nucleus

and electrons are a few electrons (the valence electrons)

which determine the chemical properties of the atoms.

The total charge carried by the core electrons and the

valence electrons is equal to the nuclear charge so that

the net charge on an atom is zero. When atoms are

packed together that may share electrons, i. e. , the

valence electrons of one atom may spend part of the

time on neighboring atoms. When this sharing occurs,

the crystal is said to be covalently bound. Germanium
and silicon are examples of covalent crystals. Another
possibility exists when a crystal contains atoms of two

or more kinds. Then, the valence electrons of one con-

stituent may transfer to atoms of another constituent to

form positive and negative ions; the ions are held to-

gether by coulomb forces. Such crystals are called

ionic crystals. The alkali-halides, such as NaCl, are

examples of ionic crystals. In either event, the crystal

can be regarded as made up of stacked spheres. Fig. 1

shows a two-dimensional model of a crystal; each ball

bearing represents an ion or an atom. This model gives

an effective visualization of how a crystal is constituted

and illustrates several of the defects that occur in real

crystals. A lattice vacancy is obvious and the slip

plane of a dislocation due to the non-uniform strain on

the boundary is quite visible. Fig. 2 shows the effect

of an "impurity" (an oversize atom) on the crystal. No -

tice that the crystal makes room for the impurity by
leaving vacancies.

How well the packed-sphere model is borne out in

real crystals is shown by the fact that Goldschmidt was
able to select a set of numbers, one assigned to each
ion, such that the sums of the numbers associated with

any pair of ions gave the lattice spacing of the crystal

formed from the ions. These numbers are called

ionic radii and range fromO.07 A for f"^" to 2.94 A for

Sn4+.

Although the atoms are almost rigid, they still can
move somewhat and they do move with an energy of mo-
tion that depends on the temperature. The energy
stored in atomic or ionic motion is responsible, in

large part, for the specific heat of solids; the remain-
der of the specific heat is due to the heat motion of

electrons.

Some effects of this heat motion are illustrated in

Tables of ionic radii are to be found in Seitz, F. , The Modern
Theory of Solids . McGraw-Hill, New York, 1940

2



Fundamentals of Electron Emission

Fig. 3. This is an energy diagram in which the energy
of a particle is shown vertically and its position hori-

zontally. The binding energy of the atoms is shown by
the periodic curve; it shows the potential energy that

must be surmounted for an atom to jump from a normal
lattice site, near a minimum, to an adjacent lattice

site. Such a jump can occur when: (1) an atom picks

up enough thermal energy to surmount the potential

hill and (2) an adjacent lattice site is vacant. This jump
process is the vacancy mechanism for self-diffusion

and the energy e q is the activation energy for self-

diffusion. Notice that where the crystal terminates on
the right, there is a potential barrier of height AH.
When a surface atom picks up enough thermal energy
to surmount this hill it is "free" and can escape from
the solid. The value AH, then, is the heat of sublima-
tion.

Figure 1. Ball-Bearing Model of a Two-Dimensional
Crystal with Several Common Crystal Defects —

Vacancies and Dislocations

In ionic crystals, where the binding energy is coul-
ombic, an applied electric field tilts the energy level

diagram as shown in Fig. 4. Then, the probability of

a negative ion acquiring enough thermal energy to sur-
mount the hill on the right is greater than the proba-
bility of getting enough energy to surmount the hill on
the left. Consequently, if there are vacancies in the

negative lattice, negative ions will drift to the right.

Similarly, positive ions will drift to the left. These
processes constitute electrolysis. The activation en-
ergy for electrolysis differs by very little from that for

diffusion and in practice is the same.

The evaporation process mentioned above has its

counterpart in absorption. This counterpart must exist

or all solids would evaporate away in time — some in

a very short time. The fact is that solids are in equilib-

rium with their surroundings. Such an equilibrium is

illustrated in Fig. 5. The figure shows schematically

a solid having N sites that a particular constituent can
occupy, ns of which are occupied. Also shown is the

vapor phase which has Nq sites for the same constituent,

of which ny are occupied. The rate at which particles

move from the solid to the vapor phase and from the

vapor to the solid phase is discussed in Appendix B;the
equilibrium formula is found to be (in the notation of

Fig. 5)

"s NcWi2 = ny (N - ng) Wgi (7)

where W]^2 is the probability that the constituent of

concern moves from state 1 to state 2 in unit time (see
Appendix B)

W21— = exp ( AH/kT) (8)

and AH = the latent heat of sublimation.

It frequently happens that

ng« N (9)

then

ny = ng— exp (-AH/kT) (10)

Eq. (10) says that the number of particles in the vapor
phase is directly proportional to the number in the solid

phase and that their ratio is determined very sensitively

by the latent heat of sublimation AH; conversely, to

maintain a certain constituent in a solid phase, a cer-
tain vapor pressure of this constituent must be main-
tained about it. When the latent heat is high, the re-
quired pressure may be very small indeed but is still

finite.

Figure 2. Ball-Bearing Model of a Two-Dimensional
Crystal with Impurities (Over-size Balls). (Note that

the crystal accommodates the impurities by

forming vacancies and dislocations)

3



ELECTRON TUBE DESIGN
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Figure 3. The Energy of an Atom as a Function of

Distance Through a Crystal
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Figure 4. The Periodic Electric Field with a Voltage
Applied to an Ionic Crystal
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Figure 5. Solid- Vapor Relationships in the Equilibrium
Between a Solid and a "Vacuum"

If the ambient vapor is continuously pumped away,
the "saturated emission" current is the product of

and the mean thermal velocity is normal to the surface.

This velocity is given by

v=-v (11)

where
8 kT
TT m

m = the mass of the particle

(v lo'^ cm sec"^ at room temperature)

Thus the particle current density, i. e. , the rate of

evaporation per square centimeter, is given by

Id = "v Vn (12)

Electronic Properties of Solids

Band Structure . The discussion so far has related

to the atomic constituents of solids. It is now pertinent

to consider the behavior of electrons within the atoms
or ions that constitute the solid.

As has been noted earlier, an atom in free space
consists of a compact nucleus carrying an integral num-
ber of positive electronic charges surrounded by an

equal number of electrons. To free each electron from
the nuclear field requires a specific amount of energy.

This situation is illustrared in Fig. 6 which shows the

energy-leveldiagram of a valence electron of a simple

atom. The energy level of the electron is shown as at

1 in the figure, together with an excitation level for this

electron at le. To raise the electron into the bottom
of the continuum of free energy states, requires the

ionization energy e^. When atoms are compacted into

a crystal, the forces between atoms shift the electron

energy levels in much the same way that coupling two
isochronous tuned circuits changes the resonant fre-

quencies. Just as the resonant frequencies of a pair of

coupled circuits must be ascribed to the circuits in

combination and not to each circuit individually, the

energy levels of the atoms "split" to form a band of

permitted levels which must be associated with the crys-

tal as a whole instead of with individual atoms. The
"splitting" of the uppermost atomic level and its exci-

tation level may occur in one of two ways depending on

the atoms involved. First, the I'splitting" may occur
in such a way that the resultant bands of levels overlap

each other and the free electron continuum above the

surface potential barrier or second, the splitting may
occur in such a way that the resultant bands of occupied

and unoccupied levels do not overlap. Fig. 7 illustrates

the ocurrence of such overlapping. In this case, there

are about as many free electrons as there are atoms
and the material is metallic. Such materials have high

conductivity. To be emitted, an electron needs to ac-

quire an energy sufficient to surmount the surface bar-

rier 0 in Fig. 7, where 4> is the work function of the

metal and is the same as the photoelectric threshold.

The case where overlapping does not occur is illus-

trated in Fig. 8. In this case, there is a region of

width which cannot be occupied by electrons; this

region is called the "forbidden gap. " Materials with a

gap between the occupied and free electron bands are
semiconductors or insulators. To obtain conductivity,

electrons must be thermally excited so that their energy
is high enough to enable them to cross the gap into free

electron levels.

>-

(r
iLl

z

o

O
UJ

llJ

le

1

TTT
EXCITATION LEVEL
VALENCE LEVEL

DISTANCE

Figure 6. Energy -Level Diagram of a Simple Atom
Containing Two Electrons
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figure, the crystal is metallic.
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Figure 8. "Splitting" of energy levels of atoms in a crystal to form bands. If the bands do not overlap, a for-
bidden gapforms and the crystal is, therefore, a semiconductor or insulator.

Except at absolute zero temperature, where the filled

band is actually full and the free states are empty, some
electrons from the "filled" band are always in the

"empty" states. To avoid this contradictory nomencla-
ture, it is advisable to introduce other terms for these

bands at this point. Because the filled band is occupied
by valence electrons, it is called the valence band.

Because electrons in the free states can conduct, this

band of states is called the conduction band. It now re-

mains to compute how many electrons from the valence
band are to be found in the conduction band at any tem-
perature. The conduction band has N^. states that may
be occupied. Because the density of states in the va-
lence band is so high, it may be regarded as also having

N(, states which may be occupied. Suppose n electrons

from the valence band are in the conduction band. The
equilibrium number of such electrons is given by

(Nc - nf = Wgi (13)

Because n <C^c reasonable temperatures

W -i

n = N„ (Ili^) 2 = Np exp(-e_./2kT) (14)
W21 ^

where Eg is the band-gap energy

Therefore, the activation energy for the thermal exci-

tation of electrons into the conduction band is one-half
of the bandgap energy. Because there are as many
missing electrons ("holes") in the filled band as there

are electrons in the conduction band, the Fermi level

lies half-way between bands. The semiconductor or

insulator is then said to be "intrinsic. " To evaporate,

an electron in the free energy states (the conduction

band) must acquire an additional energy X. This en-

ergy is equal to the energy difference between the low-

est conduction band levels (the only ones occupied at

reasonable temperatures) and the surface barrier.

Thus, the thermionic work function is X + cg/2.

Conductivity . If there are no electrons in the con-

ductionband of a solid, or no holes in the valence band,

the solid is non-conducting. The first part of the fore-

going statement is obvious, the latter may require ex-

planation. If all of the levels of a band, separated from
other bands by substantially more than the thermal en-

ergy of the electrons, are occupied, no electron in the

band can be accelerated. Acceleration would result in

an increase in energy, and there are no empty energy

states into which the electron can move. Hence, solids

with large band-gaps are insulators. Electrons in the

conduction band of a solid have many unoccupied states

5
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into which they can move, so they can be accelerated.
Similarly, holes in the valence band open up energy
states into which electrons can move, thus permitting
acceleration. Whenever an electron moves into an un-
occupied state in the valence band, it leaves a "hole"
behind just as do atoms in vacancy diffusion. It is con-
venient to think of the hole rather than the electrons
as moving. The hole then acts like a positive charge.
In summary, both conduction electrons and valence-
band holes can act as charge carriers; the former are
negative (n-type), the latter are positive (p-type).

Both electrons and holes move with thermal veloc-
ities, velocities of the order of lO'^ cm per sec. In so
doing, they collide with lattice atoms or impurities now
and then. If the average distance between collisions is

L, the average time between collisions is

L
T = ^ (15)

V ^ '

where v is the thermal velocity, as previously de-
fined

In the presence of an electric field E, an electron
or hole, starting from rest, moves a distance
s = (q/2m)Et in a time t. When t = r the electron
makes a collision and must start from rest again.

Hence

L =i r2 (16)
i m

And the average drift velocity due to the field is

L 1 q 1 q L
V = — = --E T =- -^E (17)

T 2 m 2 mv

This equation is not exact because some electrons have
a remanent forward component of velocity after a col-
lision and others moving at angles to the field are scat-
tered forward. A more refined computation taking

these effects into account leads to

q L
V =— -a^ -=- E

77 m V
(18)

instead of Eq. (17).

In both computations, it has been assumed that v is

small compared to v so that the collision time is deter-
mined by the thermal velocity. This assumption is

valid for all the usual applied voltages. The ratio of

drift velocity to field is called the mobility \l, where

q
TT mM= ^ ^ ^ (19)

where Eq. (18) has been used instead of the less exact
Eq. (17)

Note that in many solids, the apparent mass of elec-

trons and holes is not the free-space mass of elec-
trons. Due to the periodic fields they see in crystals,
their masses may be as small as a few per cent of the
free-electron mass and theoretically may become nega-
tive in certain instances. These apparent or effective

masses , as they are called, are usually denoted by m*.

The conductivity, then, is the product of the number
of carriers, the charge they carry, and the mobility, or

CT = nq(i (20)

Diffusion . The diffusion of electrons or holes — or

atoms, ions, or molecules, for that matter ~ occurs
when their density varies from point to point. This
variation in density gives rise to a current in the ab-
sence of an electric field and is important in many
semiconductor devices, including transistors. To il-

lustrate the formation of such a current, consider a
plane normal to a one-dimensional distribution of elec-
trons, as shown in Fig. 9. All of the electrons with
velocity directed to the right, in a column of length L
and unit-area cross section on the left of the reference
plane, will, on the average, cross the reference plane
in a time t without making a collision. Similarly, the

electrons with velocity directed to the left in a similar
column on the right will move to the left. The average
density of electrons on the left is []n — (dn/dx)(L/2)J;
the density on the right is [^n + (dn/dx)(L/2)j] .

L^dn

Hence, the net rate of flow to the right is

dn L L dn L L
b = ("'dx 2^" (" + di2")T =- T dx

or

]'D

_ dn

(21)

(22)

Now jj5 is the diffusion current density and, by defini-

tion, the diffusion constant is

D = V L (23)

The relation between the mobility and the diffusion con-
stant is

£ _ 8 qL _q_

D ~ ^ m^ V L " kT

This expression is the Einstein relation.

(24)

In a region where positive charges, such as holes,

are non-uniformly distributed in the x-direction, and a
field is applied in the x-direction the net current density
is

j = ne lUE - De 4^
dx

(25)

If the current is made zero, the equation is easily in-

tegrable because -y E dx = V, the voltage drop.

The result is

n = no exp (-eV/kT) (26)

where is the density when V = 0.

This expression is the well-known Boltzmann equation.

Donors, Acceptors, and Traps. So far, it has been
assumed that the crystals have been free from defects
and have contained no foreign atoms. If this assump-
tion were true, semiconductors and insulators would
have little utility — transistors would be impossible

6
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and the oxide cathode would not exist. Fortunately, it

is possible to introduce foreign atoms, ions, and va-

cancies into solids to make them useful. In a covalent

crystal, the substitution of a fraction of atoms having
one more electron than the host- crystal atoms provides
electron "donors. " These atoms produce energy levels

that lie in the forbidden gap near the conduction band,

and are therefore easily ionized. A conventional en-

ergy-level diagram with donor levels is shown in

Fig. 10. In this figure, the horizontal lines of Fig. 8,

indicating the energy levels that constitute the valence
and conduction bands, are omitted and only the upper-
most state of the valence band and the lowest state of

the conduction band are shown. The potential barrier
at the surface is indicated by a step. The energy lev-

els introduced by the donors are shown by the dotted

horizontal line, dotted to indicate that the donors are
localized and do not give rise to a band that extends
throughout the crystal. Similarly, the substitution of

atoms having one less valence electron than the host

atoms of a covalent crystalproduces "acceptor levels"

near the valence band, levels which by accepting elec-

trons from the valence band thus produce holes in the

valenceband. Donors can be produced in ionic crystals

by substituting ions of higher valence than the negative

constituent ions of the crystal, or of lower valence than

the positive constituent ions of the crystal. Conversely,
acceptors can be produced by substituting ions of lower
valence than the negative constituent ions of the crys-
tal, or of higher valence than the positive constituent

ions. Vacancies in the negative lattice of ionic crys-
tals also provide donors; such donors are known as F-
centers. Positive ion vacancies yield acceptors and
are known as V-centers. To maintain charge neutrality

of the crystal, the vacancies must be occupied by as
many electrons as constituted the net negative charge
of the ion removed.

y

X

Figure 9. Column for the Computation of a

Diffusion Current

Because donor centers and acceptor centers lie in

the forbidden gap, they require less thermal energy
for ionization than does excitation from the valence

band to the conduction band.* The number of electrons
excited to the conduction band from donors of density

Nd lying at an energy below the conduction band is

easily computed, by use of the by-now familiar forma-
lism for computing equilibrium distributions. The re-

sulting equation is

(Nj3-n) N^Wi2 = n2w2i (27)

where n is the density of ionized donors, i. e. the

number of electrons in the conduction band.

The solution of this quadratic equation is

Nc /
4N^

n =— exp (- ej)/kT) 1 +— exp (
Cj^kT)-: (28)

When

Nd «Nc exp (-CDAT) (29)

All of the donors are ionized, and

n = Nd (30)

When

Nd» Nc exp (-^dAT) (31)

Only a fraction of the donors are ionized, and

n =VNdNc exp (-ep/kT) (32)

and the activation energy is one-half the difference in

energy between the donors and the edge of the conduc-
tion band. Fig. 11 is a plot of Eq. (28) for the partic-
ular case (N(./2)exp (- €D/kT) = 10 10 and shows the

change from full ionization to partial ionization as the

density of donors is increased.

CONDUCTION BAND

R LEVELS ^
eG

VALENCE BAND

SURFACE

Figure 10. Conventional Energy -Level Diagram,
for a Solid

*It is assumedtliat the energy levels of other donors and of the

valence band lie far enough below the energy levels of the don-
ors considered so that these "other donors" and thevalence
band do not contribute significantly to the occupation of the con-
duction band.
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Figure 11. The Density ofElectrons n in the Conduction
Band of a Solid as a Function of the Donor Density

Nj) When N^c^d/^T = 2 x

The "doping" atoms normally used In germanium and

silicon have such low activation energies that Eq. (29)

is satisfied, and all of the donors and acceptors are

ionized at room temperature. However, the donors in

BaO lie far enough below the conduction band so that

Eq. (31) is satisfied, even at the temperatures at which
oxide cathodes are operated (1000 to 1100 K). As a re-

sult, the oxide cathode requires a high density of don-
ors to provide useful conductivity and emission. These
requirements will be discussed in detail later.

Donor and acceptor levels are not the only levels pro-
duced by foreign atoms, introduced by intent or acciden-

tally. Unfortunately, foreign atoms may produce levels

known as "trapping levels. " These are levels in the

forbidden gap, unoccupied at zero temperature, which
drain electrons from the conduction band, either di-

rectly or by emptying donors lying above them. They
are particularly pernicious in photoconducting devices.

When electrons are excited from the valence band to

the conduction band by incident light, many are trapped

by these levels. This trapping reduces the photocon-
ductivity and, what is worse, these traps empty very
slowly so that electrons dribble back into the conduction

band from the traps for a long time after the light has

been shut off. This dribbling back results in a very
slow decay in the photoconductivity. At present, trap-

ping levels set a definite (and embarrassingly low) limit

to the speed of response of photoconductive devices.

Other foreign atoms form recombination centers.

These centers trap electrons (or holes). Having done
so, they then trap holes (or electrons) which recombine
with the charge already trapped, thus destroying elec-

trons and holes in pairs. Such centers may limit the

equilibrium densities of electrons and holes obtainable

and, therefore, the recombination through centers
rather than direct recombination may limit conductivity.

Conclusion

This section has skimmed the aspects of solid-state

physics that pertain to electron emission; the viewpoint

has been elementary, some would say naive. However,
the intent has been to outline the basic phenomena in-

volved in emission problems and to introduce the jargon

thatwillbe encountered in the literature on the subject,

without at the same time burdening the reader with math-
ematical rigor.

EMISSION MECHANISMS

This section will be devoted to an outline of the var-

ious schemes by which electrons are persuaded to leave

their natural habitat in solids so that they may be ex-

ploited in an environment free from the lattice and im-
purity collisions that impede their motions in solids.

Only the basic mechanisms will be considered and no

attempt will be made to detail the artifices used to ex-

ploit the various mechanisms.

Thermionic Emission

Thermionic emission is simply the thermal evapora-

tion of electrons from a solid. Hence, Eq. (12), de-

rived in the preceding section, may be used to write

down the evaporation current density

It (12)

This equation gives the particle current. To obtain the

electron current, Eq. (12) must be multiplied by the

electron charge q, thus

h (33)

For a semiconductor, the number of electrons Ny in

the vapor phase is related to the number of electrons

in the conduction band by Eq. (10)

N
Is^ exp (- AH/kT) (10)

For electrons, the latent heat AH is the product of the

electron charge q and the electron affinity X*; the num-
ber of possible sites N for electrons in the conduction

band is Nj,; and the number of occupied sites ng is the

number of electrons in the conduction band n. Hence,

Eq. (10) reduces to

n^ = n exp (-qX/kT) (34)

To obtain the emission formula, it remains to express
n in terms of donor density in the semiconductor. Eq.

(32) gives the required relationfor the semiconductors
used as thermionic emitters

n = ^Nd Nc exp (- c D/2kT)

Combining Eq. (33), (34), and (32)

Je = evnV N^ N^exp
|^

—
J

(32)

or

*In emission problems, it is customary to express X, and €]-,,

and in terms of electric potential, i.e., electron volts; this
convention will be used henceforth.
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jg = At\/-^P exp
-q (X D /2)

kT

where
4 7rk2 mq

(35)

(36)

In practical units, the value of A is the familiar

A = 120 amperes cm"^ deg"^

Note that the work function is the sum of the electron

affinity X and one -half the energy gap between the don-
ors and the edge of the conduction band.

For metals where the valence band overlaps the con-

duction band (see Fig. 7), the solid may be regarded as

an intrinsic semiconductor (one having no donors, ac-

ceptors or traps) with zero bandgap. Then, Eq. (14)

with Eg set equal to zero is applicable, i. e. , n = N^,.

Usingthis value for the electron density in the conduc-
tion band is tantamount to setting Nj) = N(., and ej) = 0

in Eq. (35).

Thus for a metal

ie = AT^ exp (-q<^/kT) (37)

where X of Eq. (35) has been replaced by <^> , the

usual symbol for the work function of a metal.

The work functions of metals are usually high (of the

order of 4.5 electron volts) so they are ordinarily used
only in high-power transmitting tubes where their ther-

mal stability and insensitiveness to ambient gases make
them desirable.

The work function of a metal can be reduced by build-

ing a dipole layer on the cathode surface. Fig. 12 is an
energy -level diagram showing a dipole layer consisting

of a monolayer of oxygen, on the metal surface, covered
by a monolayer of some low-work-function metal, such
as cesium or barium. The oxygen underlayer binds the

low-work-function metal to the base metal so that the

evaporation rate of the low-work-function metal is

greatly reduced. Unfortunately, the evaporation rate

is still appreciable. Furthermore, the dipole layer is

easily removed by ion bombardment, so that any gas
in the tube has a serious effect on such an emitter. To
mitigate these difficulties, A. W. Hull invented the

"dispenser cathode" in which a reservoir of active ma-
terial replenishes the dipole layer as it is lost by evap-
oration or bombardment. More recently the dispenser
cathode has received much attention. The Lemmens
("L") and Katz ("M-K") cathodes are examples of the

dispenser cathode. In some of these cathodes, alkaline

earth oxides and a reducing agent are stored in a reser-
voir. The reducing agent reacts wifh the oxides to pro-
duce free metals which proceed to the emitting surface
through aporous plug by Knudsen flow through the pores
or by surface diffusion. If the reducing agent reacts

rapidly, the porosity of the plug controls the rate of re-
plenishment; if the reducing agent reacts slowly, the

rate of reaction controls the rate of replenishment. In

other versions, alkaline earth compounds (oxides,

silicates, and aluminates are used) are compacted with
finely divided metal powder to form the emitter. These

cathodes are mechanically stable and can be made with

precision. Because any loss of dipole layer is replen-
ished, they can be operated at temperatures at which
they yield emissions of the order of amperes per cm2.

The measurement of the work function of an emitter
is by no means simple. Part of the difficulty arises

from the fact that the work function is lowered by
an electron-accelerating field at the emitter sur-
face. This effect is known as the Schottky effect. ^ It

arises because an electron leaving the surface sees its

image in the surface. Thus, in the case of a metal,

the force on an electron is

F=(^)2-qE (38)

where x is the electron's distance from the surface,

and E is the applied field. At some distance 1 from the
surface, the force becomes zero and the electron can
be regarded as free. This distance is obtained by set-

ting F = 0. Thus,

1 = i
2V E

(39)

The work required to remove an electron from the sur-
face is

1 q2

W=/ I —.2 -qE
I

dx
(2^)2

-^^]

Examination of this equation shows that something is

wrong because the integral is infinite. The difficulty

is that the image force cannot vary as x~2 down to

atomic distances; somewhere near the surface, the

image force must change in a manner which keeps the

force finite. Schottky ingeniously bypassed the difficulty

by dividing up the integral as follows
oo °° 2 1

W = /'qf (x) dx „ dx -/* qEdxJo^ ^ ' J\ (2x)2 -^o

where f (x) represents the image force near the surface
and behaves as q/(2x)2 remote from the surface. In-

tegration then gives
oo 2

W=^ qf (x)dx- ^ -qEl (40)

Eliminating 1 by use of Eq. (39) gives
°° /

W=^qf(x)dx = q^ qE

In the absence of field, W must be just q <^ , where <^

is the work function. Therefore,

(41)W= q[<A - /q^]

In practical units, this relation is

W= q \^ -3.72 X 10-4^ eJ

where E is in volts cm"^

The result shows that the work function is reduced by
an electric field and that the equation for the emission
of a metal in the presence of a field should be

9
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ie = At2 exp[-j^ i<t>-^f^)^

This equation may be written

ie = jo exp

(42)

(43)

where jo is known as the field-free emission

A plot of the logarithm of je versus the square root of

the field should yield a straight line with a zero-field

intercept of Inj^. To determine the work function of a
metal, it is the logarithm of Jq T-2 that should be plot-

ted against T-1 to make a so-called Richardson plot.

Then, the slope of the line will be 4) and the intercept

will be A.

For semiconductors, the simple image-force repre-
sentation is not adequate because the density of elec-

trons is usually so low that the field of the external
electron extends a considerable distance into the solid
— a Debye length. 2 To complicate matters further, the

dielectric constant of semiconductors usually differs

substantially from unity. The treatment of a problem
of this complexity is beyond the scope of a simple ex-
position such as this. It will only be noted that Schottky

plots and Richardson plots made from the zero-current
intercepts obtained on semi-conducting cathodes must
be treated with great reserve.

When data for Schottky plots are taken with great
precision, it is found that the resulting curve shows
periodic deviations from the straight line computed
above. ^' ^ These deviations are due to the wavelike na-
ture of the electrons. As the field at the surface in-

creases, the potential barrier keeping electrons in the

solid becomes narrower and it acts like a "quarter-
wave plate" in optics so that, depending on their ve-
locity (wave length), some electrons are more easily

transmitted and others are more completely reflected.

The net effect of summing over-all velocities is the
periodic variation in emission. The effect is very
small, but in the hands of Coomes and his co-workers
it has provided a powerful tool for studying the nature
of surfaces.

Because of the great difficulty in determining true

>-
IS
q:
iij

z
lu

o
a:

work functions, W. S. Nottingham has suggested that

the Richardson equation

jg = At2 exp (-q 0/kT) (37)

be written for all thermionic emitters and that A and
0 be starred (A*, <^ *) to indicate that they are not true
values of the thermionic constants. He proposed the

name "work factor" for <f>*. This proposal has the
merit of providing a basis for the comparison of cath-
odes without raising the many questions involved in in-

terpreting the constants in fundamental terms.

Field Emission^' ^

Field emission results from the wavelike nature of

electrons. It is the periodic deviation from the Schottky
line effect carried to the extreme where most of emitted
electrons "tunnel" through, rather than moving over
the potential barrier. Because the computation of the

field-emission formula is complex and laborious, the

derivation will not be reproduced here. A computa-
tion that illuminates the physical mechanism involved
and displays the general functional form of the emis-
sion equation will suffice.

Fig. 13 is an electron-energy diagram of a metal
with a strong field at the surface. As before, <j> is the

work function and V is the width of the occupied levels.

The potential outside of the surface is

V = * - Ex

where E is the electric field

(44)

The triangular area labeled A is the potential barrier
through which the field- emission electrons must pen-
etrate. Also shown is the curve of the distribution of

electrons in the various energy states. Notice that

there are practically no electrons where the barrier is

thin; therefore, most of the emitted electrons must
penetrate the barrier where its thickness is

S =
-f- (45)

The equation of an electron wave (as in Appendix A) is

(46)^ = exp (+ i
-2jIX)

OCCUPIED
LEVELS

DISTANCE
+ 0-

Figure 12. Energy-Level Diagram Showing Reduction of the Work Function of a Metal by Building a Dipole
Layer on the Cathode Surface
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where
27!- _ p (See App. A, Eq. 4)

and the momentum p is •^2m ( e - U)

The total energy e of the electrons at top of the oc-

cupied levels (Fermi Sea) is zero.

The average potential energy through the potential bar-
rier is

U P <^

Therefore, the momentum is

= ly mq <t>

And the propagation constant is

— = lyj mq

Hence, the wave function is

, ,_V niq0 .

= exp (+ -—zr^x)
-n

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

The electron density is a maximum on the left and drops
off to the right, so it is clear that the negative sign is

pertinent to this case. Thus

y niq<t>
^ = exp (- V i_ X) (51)

Hence, the density of "free"electrons at x = s is

rp^l.* = exp (-2V^ 1)H exp (-C ^) (52)
E E

This calculation has been very rough; ityields the form
of the exponential factor in the emission equation and
that is about all. The complete emission formula in

practical units is

^ p2 ^3/2
J = 6.2 x 106(^)V^— exp(-6.84x 107^(53)V 77+9!. E

For the refractory metals, <^ is about 4.5 electron

volts and r] is about 10 volts. With 4> = 4.5 electron
volts, the exponential is approximately

, 6.5 X 10^ 2.8 X 10^

^ )~io-^~^)

Hence, a field of about 1.3 x lo'' volts per centimeter
is required to obtain an emission current of an ampere
per square centimeter. Because the emission varies
so rapidly with field, a very slight increase in field

will run the current into thousands of amperes per
square centimeter. However, such field strengths can
be obtained only with very sharp points and the heating
of these points at the high current densities obtained
gives rise to surface diffusion of the atoms of the metal.
The surface diffusion tends to lower the surface energy
of the solid and rounds off the point so that the field de-
creases, and with it, the emission. Hence, only the

most refractory metals have found use as field emit-
ters and these, chiefly in field-emission microscopes.
An attempt has been made to use germanium as a field-

emitter in a surface study; however, the point deformed
badly and, on the whole, little was learned.

OCCUPIED
LEVELS

("FERMI SEA'

CURVE OF DENSITY
DISTRIBUTION OF
ELECTRONS (FERMI
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION)

1.0 0.5 0
I

SURFACE

Figure 13. Energy -Level Diagram of a Metal with an
Intense Electric Field at the Surface so that

Field Emission Occurs

Photoemission'^' ^

Photoemission is the ejection of electrons from a
solid by photons. The first question to be answered is,

what electrons? A consideration of the results of a
head-on collision between a photon and a free electron
will elucidate the problem. The energy transferred
from a particle of mass m-^ and energy e^^to a second
particle of mass m2, at rest initially (keeping in mind
conservation of energy and momentum) is

4m^ m2
^ (m^ + mg)^

(54)

Suppose the first particle is a photon and the second is

an electron. The phenomenon involved is Compton
scattering, but to avoid the complications of a relati-

vistic computation a heuristic approach which leads to

the correct answer will be used.

As noted earlier, the momentum of a photon is

If the energy hv is written as

2m

(3)

(55)

where p is the momentum and m is the apparent mass

The apparent mass is

hi;
m'

2C^
(56)

This mass is very small; if the energy is one electron
volt, the mass is m* ~ 10" gram.

Because this mass is small compared to the mass of

11
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an electron, Eq. (54) may be written

mi

m2
or

€3 = €1

4

€i4-
m^

mg

'2 =

moC

(57)

(58)

This is the maximum energy transfer in a Compton en-
counter. If hy is expressed in electron volts, Eq. (58)

becomes

and

h = Planck's constant

k = Boltzmann's constant

V = the frequency of the incident light

V = the frequency of the light when hv =

i (x) =

q2x e3x

2^ 3^

(e-x
2

^

-2x .-3x
x> 0

=10-
1

(59)

Hence, a photon in the visible region of the spectrum,

say a 2-volt photon, can transfer only a 2 x 10"^ frac-

tion of its energy to an electron.* This energy is far

from enough to overcome the work function of any ma-
terial. It now seems clear that a direct encounter be-
tween a photon and an electron cannot cause photoemis-
sion and that a "three-body" collision is necessary,
i.e., the photoelectron must be at least partially

"bound" so that neighboring electrons, atoms, or the

lattice as a whole can take part, and the stringent mo-
mentum conservation requirement encountered in the

free-electron collision can thus be relaxed.

In metals, photoelectrons come from the top of the

Fermi sea. Thus, the photoelectric threshold occurs
at

hu = q0 (60)

where ^ is the work function

When hv exceeds q 0 , the ejected electrons have a

maximum kinetic energy of

1/2 mv^ = hv -
q(l> (61)

This is the Einstein equation which, when verified ex-
perimentally, clinched the particle concept of light.

Because the emitted electrons do not all come from the

same depth in the Fermi sea, the curve of yield vs.

energy h v has a tail that makes the exact determina-
tion of 4> from photoelectric measurements difficult.

This difficulty was obviated by R. W. Fowler who com-
puted the "straggling" effect and arrived at a universal
curve that makes possible the determination of 0

Fowler's formula is given by

I rh( u
In

f2
B + In (62)

where

I = the photoelectric current
B = a constant

T = the emitter temperature

Similar considerations apply to "electron sputtering. " The
ratio of electron-mass to atom-mass is of about the same or-
der of magnitude as that above. It seems likely that in "elec-
tron sputtering" the incident electron Interacts with another
electron in an atom or ion, then excites it to a higher electronic
state for which the binding energy of the atom or ion to the host
crystal is small with the result that the atom or ion departs
via dissociation.

The use of the so-called Fowler plot is shown in Fig. 14.

The curves labeled Tj and T2 are "experimental" curves
taken at temperatures T^ and T2, respectively. These
are matched to the universal curve by translating them
horizontally and vertically. The required horizontal

translation gives q /kT from which 0 may be compu-
ted; the required vertical translation gives the con-
stant B.

4 FOWLER CURVE

3

2 T|

1

B

1
kT,

'2

-4-2 0

.

10 12

A kT

/ -2

-3

-4

Figure 14. The "Fowler Curve"for Photoelectric
Emission and an Example of How the Work Function
of a Metal is Determined by Matching Experimental

Curves to the Fowler Curve

In semiconductors and insulators, photoelectrons
may be obtained from the donor levels and from the va-
lence band. In the former case, a peak, centered at
e

J)
+ X, is found when the yield is plotted against the

energy of the incident photon.* In the latter case, the

yield increases for photon energies exceeding the thres-
hold value of Cg + X. Again the yield curve has a
"tail" near the threshold. Attempts to determine the

true threshold by matching the Fowler curve have met
with varying degrees of success; it is not yet clear that

a curve based on a metallic model will fit a semicon-
ductor.
*As before, C D is the depth ofthe donors below the edge of the
conductionband, X is the electron affinity, and e g is the band-
gap energy.
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Fig. 15 shows curves of the photoemission of BaO in

the inactive state and in a thermionically active state. 9

The effect of the donors produced by activation is ap-
parent in the substantial "tail" on the "active" curve
that extends to much lower photon energies than in the

inactive case. This tail may be resolved into peaks in-

dicating a set of donor levels at about 2.3 ev below the

conduction band and a second set of donor levels at

about 1.4 ev below the conduction band. For compari-
son, Fig. 16 shows the corresponding curves of photo-
conduction. These curves are displaced from the pho-
toemission curves by hi^~ 0.5 ev. In photoconduction
electrons need only be excited to the conduction band
whereas in photoemission they must be excited over
the surface barrier. Hence, the displacement between
the photoemission and photoconductivity curves must
be equal to the electron affinity, i. e. , X — 0.5 ev in the

case of BaO.

10
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tr
iij
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I
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Figure 15. The Photoemission Current vs. Photon
Energy for Activated and Unactivated BaO

The photoelectric yield of metals may be quite high.

Hughes and DuBridge cite values of 1 electron for every
14 photons for potassium, and 1 electron for every 4

photons for gold. The usual yield in television pick-up
tubes is about 1 electron for every 100 photons.

Secondary Emission^ *^'

Secondary emission is the ejection of electrons from
a solid by electrons impinging on the solid. The theory
of secondary emission is in an unhappy state — no the-

ory fits the experimental results in detail. To illustrate

some of the physical notions involved, and to point up
some of the features common to all present theories,

the theory of Bruining will be discussed.

The first problem is that of computing the energy
loss of the impinging electron as it moves into the

solid. At the energies required for secondary emis-
sion, the electron wave length is so small that the

chance of a head-on collision with any other electron
in the solid is trivial. Hence the encounter of the on-
coming electron with any other electron is fleeting.

The momentum transferred to the secondary electron
may be written

Ap = Ft (63)

where F is the average force felt during the encounter
time t, in other words Ft is the impulse.

Now t depends on the range 1 of the force F and the

velocity of the primary electron

(64)

where V is the energy in electron volts.

Therefore

FlAp

V m
(65)
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The energy imparted to the secondary electron is

A e
(Apr _ (F 1)'

2m 2m (2qV)
(66)

m

This is also the loss of energy of the primary electron.

If there are n encounters per centimeter of path, the

energy of the primary electron decreases as

a e

S X
(Fl)2

2m (M.)
^ m '

If the energy e is expressed in terms of V

av
a X

Integrating yields

2mq(2aV)

a

(67)

(68)

Figure 16. The Photoconduction Current vs. Photon
Energy for Activated and Unactivated BaO

V? =

or

ax (69)
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v r -ax (70)

where Vq is the energy of the electron at the entrance

surface of the solid

This equation is the Whiddington Law for the loss of

energy of an electron moving into a solid.

— -0.4x10^2 volts2 cm"^

Terrill has found that for many metals

a

y
where y is the density of the metal relative to the

density of water.

(71)

Bruining then writes the contribution to the second-

ary-emission current dig of an element dx at a distance

X below the surface as

dig =
dx

(72)

where
/3 = a constant

ij, = the primary constant

The "Attenuation factor" for secondary electrons is

e " '^^ This attenuation factor accounts for the fact

that some of the secondary electrons moving toward the

surface are scattered and do not reach the surface.

The energy given to secondaries in the interval dx is

5 (qV) dx. The total secondary current is then

a X
^3ir/

x = Vo/a ^-ax S(qV) dx (73)

This equation may be simplified by the substitution

It then becomes

' a

2
ey dy

where

This equation has a maximum for

0

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

However, like all other theoretical expressions for

secondary emission, when the theoretical maximum is

fitted to the maximum of an experimental curve, the

rest of the curve fails to fit. Therefore, nothing is to

be gained by further discussion of the theory.

Experimentally, the energy distribution of second-
ary electrons is as shown in Fig. 17. Most of the sec-

ondary electrons have an energy of less than 10 elec-

tron volts, as shown by the peak on the left. The peak

*ThIs factor is used in all secondary-emission theories.

on the right, centered on the primary energy,

from reflected electrons.

results

SECONDARY ENERGY-VOLTS

Figure 17. Typical Energy Distribution Curve
of Secondary Electrons

The secondary emission ratio 6, the number of sec-

ondary electrons divided by the number of primary

electrons, of a number of metals is shown approximately

in Fig. 18. In every case, the maximum yield occurs

at about 600 electron volts.

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

Vq-primary electron energy-electron volts

Figure 18. Secondary -Emission Yield vs. Primary

-

Electron Energy (The curves are approximate and are
intended to show only the general behavior and magni-

tude of the yield of the metals listed)

Compound materials have been found that have yields

higher than those of the pure metals. For example,

cesium-on-oxygen-on-silver gives a yield of 6 = 8 to

11, and magnesium-on-oxygen-on-silver gives a yield

of 5=8. The latter emitter has prompted a study at

the University of Minnesota of the secondary -emitting

properties of single crystals of magnesium oxide. Re-

cently, Lye at Minnesota has measured the secondary

yield from the surface of a single crystal of MgO pre-

pared by cleaving the crystal in a vacuum of 10"° mm
of Hg. He obtained an initial yield of 6 = 24; the yield

dropped with time and electron bombardment.

Some insulating secondary emitters, notably MgO
films, display the Malter effect, the emission of elec-
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trons for an extended period after the primary beam
has been shut off. This phenomenon is believed to re-
sult from the charging up of a thin insulating surface
layer. Such a charging up produces a field high enough
to produce field emission. To illustrate this, suppose
that a layer one atom thick were charged to a potential

of 1 volt. Then, the field would be approximately 10^

volts per centimeter. This value is high enough to give

a very high initial field-emission current.

It may have been noted that there are some "wrin-
kles" in the curve immediately to the left of the Vq peak
in Fig. 17. In examining these wrinkles critically and
in further experiments on the penetration by electrons
of thin metallic films, it has been found that there are
discrete energy losses by the primary electrons.

Ruthemann and Lang have studied this behavior in de-
tail. Pines and Bohm have advanced the theory
that these discrete energy losses result from the col-
lective behavior of the electrons in the metal. 1'^'

The mechanism they envisage is plasma oscillation,

a behavior found by Langmuir and Tonks in gas dis-

charges.^ The computation of the characteristic ab-
sorption energy proceeds as follows: Suppose the den-
sity of electrons in the Fermi sea is n. Now consider
a slab of thickness dx, as in Fig. 19. Suppose the elec-
trons immediately to the left of the slab are displaced
to right by an amount | and those at the right displaced
by an amount | +.4-^ Then, the net charge moved
into the slab is

p dx = qn I - qn
(^^dx)" '^"(dx)

dx (78)

where p is the charge density. Hence, p= -qn 91/3 x.

By the Gauss theorem, the divergence of the field E is

BE/3x= p/ 6 = -(qn/e )(a l/S x), where e here
denotes the dielectric constant. Integration yields

E = (-qn/ e ) I . The integration constant has been set

to zero, because the field vanishes when there is no
displacement.

The equation of motion of an electron then is

dt2 m
q^n

(79)

This equation is that of a simple harmonic motion with
an angular frequency

P
ngf:.

m e
(80)

This frequency is the so-called plasma frequency. Ac-
cording to Pines and Bohm, electrons should lose en-
ergy in discrete amounts, which Pines calls plasmons,
and of magnitude

Setting

E =1i o) qV

with V = 15 qv gives

2 X 10 16

From Eq. (80)

2Wp m e
1023

(82)

(83)

(84)

This value is of the right order of magnitude for the

density of electrons in the conduction band of a metal.

This result does not mean that the theory is correct;

the fact is that the theory is the subject of much contro-
versy. Many feel that collisions of the electrons with
lattice atoms will provide such strong damping that free
oscillation cannot take place. Sternglass, who has done
much work on the contribution of inner-shell electrons
to secondary emission, has suggested that the discrete
losses are in fact due to the excitation of electrons from
an inner shell and are indicative of the discrete level

from which they came.-'-^ The resolution of this prob-
lem is not vet at hand.

dx-

n(e+-p-dx)
dx

Figure 19. Charge Displacementinan Electron Plasma

THE PHYSICS OF THE OXIDE CATHODE

Emission-Current Density

The ability of the oxide cathode to emit at current
levels of 50-100 amperes cm-2 for microsecond pe-
riods seemed remarkable at one time. In the light of

modern solid-state theory, it does not seem as remark-
able. In the previous chapter, the emission equation
for a semiconducting cathode was found to be

h exp

AE = fi w (81)

For the case of aluminum, the discrete losses are about
15 electron volts. To see how the theory hangs to-

gether, it is interesting to compute the electron den-
sity corresponding to this energy loss of 15 electron
volts.

Recent research on oxide cathodes is summarized in a chap-
ter entitled "Electron and Ion Motion" by the present writer,
in Halbleiter, m, edited by W. Schottky, Vieweg and Sohn,
Braunschweig. This paper contains an extensive bibliography
of oxide cathode work, past and present.
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At 1000 K, N(, is about 10^^ for electrons. It should be

possible to produce donors to about Ipart in 105, i. e.

,

Njj = 10^^. If these donors lie 1.4 electron volts below

the conduction band, as DeVore found in BaO, then, with

X = 0.5 electron volts, the current density at lOOOK

should be

jg ~ 40 amperes cm"^ (85)

This current density was obtained by Nergaard and

Matheson in pulsed diodes. ^'^ This current density,

however, cannot be maintained indefinitely. Ten years

ago, the usual explanation of this phenomenon was that

the cathode was deactivated by "poisoning. " The writer

found it difficult to accept this explanation; he had ad-

tivatedmany oxide cathodes by drawing current for ex-

tended periods, not by shutting it off, yet under pulse

conditions the cathode was supposed to be able to reac-

tivate spontaneously in afew milliseconds in the absence

of current.

In 1931, Becker and Sears had shown that oxide cath-

odes could be activated, as least temporarily, bv pass-

ing current through them in the back direction. 1° They
attributed this phenomenon to an electrolysis of what

would now be called donors. (They called it Ba. ) In

1945, Sproull published the results of his work on the

pulse decay of the oxide cathode, and put forward the

hypothesis that pulse decay was due to an electrolytic

depletion of a dipole layer on the surface of the cath-

ode. 19 These models, involving electrolysis, appealed

to the writer and were developed and extended in a ser-

ies of studies by the writer and his co-workers (R. M.
Matheson, R. H. Plumlee, and H. B. DeVore) to give

a coherent model of oxide -cathode behavior.

Model of the Oxide Cathode

The model conceives of the oxide cathode as consis-

ting of a semiconducting host material (BaO or a com-
bination of alkaline -earth oxides) containing mobile

donors produced by any of a variety of chemical reduc-

tion processes. The mobility of the donors permits

them to electrolyze and diffuse at the normal operating

temperature of the cathode. Not only are the donors

mobile, but other constituents of the cathode, such as

CO2, O2, H2, H2O, or their dissociation products, are

mobile as well. This may seem to lead to a very com-
plex model of the cathode; however, the model is no

more complex than the cathode itself and it is the com-
plexity of the cathode that makes it the ubiquitous emit-

ter that it is.

To give a coherent account of the implications of the

mobile-donor model,20its principal consequences will

be outlined first; then these consequences will be illus-

trated by experimental data. In brief these conse-

quences are:

1. When no current is flowing, the donors are uni-

formly distributed throughout the cathode; when cur-

rent is drawn, the donors electrolyze towards the

base metal. This flow sets up a donor density grad-

ient so that back-diffusion of donors occurs. When
the current is constant, electrolysis is everywhere
balanced by back-diffusion. The donors do not plate

out at the base metal, because of their low solubility

in the metal.

2. The resistance of the cathode is a function of the

average current. The average current determines
the distribution of donors which determine the re-

sistivity. Because donors are depleted from the re-

gion of the emitting surface, the voltage drop near
the surface is high; because donors accumulate to-

wards the base metal, the voltage drop near the base
metal is low. The net effect is that the resistance of

the coating rises with the current through it.

3. At modest current levels, a diode may show
marked departures from the Child- Langmuir law

without being emission limited. This departure is

due to the cathode-resistance voltage drop, which re-

duces the voltage across the vacuum diode. The in-

crease of cathode resistance with life may, in fact,

determine the useful life of a tube.

4. At very high current levels, donor depletion re-

duces the electron density at the emitting surface to

the point that emission limitation sets in. It then be-

comes apparent that the work function depends on the

average current.

5. If a pulse is applied to a diode, the initial current

will be high but, as the donors redistribute and the

resistance of the cathode rises, the current will decay
correspondingly. The initial current in a second
pulse will depend on the extent of the electrolysis

during the first pulse (i. e. , on the current density

and pulse length) and on the time between pulses dur-

ing which the donors can diffuse towards the zero-

current uniform distribution.

6. If donors are produced at the cathode surface dur-

ing current flow, the donors flow through the surface-

depletion layer into the bulk of the cathode and, in so

doing, reduce the resistance of the depletion layer

and greatly enhance the electron current. Subsequent
to donor production, the conductance of the cathode

is increased in proportion to the number of donors
added.

7. The electrolysis of oxygen ions in the cathodes

increases the oxygen-ion density at the surface and

thus enhances the evaporation of oxygen. This elec-

trolysis is a reduction process in which the external

power supply that produces the current acts as a re-

ducing agent. It is the mechanism that permits the

activation of cathodes on passive base metals, and

the mechanism by which a cathode maintains its ac-

tivity for thousands of hours in the presence of resid-

ual oxygen in tubes.

8. Other constituents of the cathode also electrolyze.

Among those studies are CO2, H2, and H2O. Partic-
ularly interesting is the case of H2O; it is found that

H2O is absorbed by the cathode when oxygen is elim-

inated. This effect suggests that the donor in the

cathode is actually Ba++ (OHe)-- and that it is the

spare electron (e) that is easily ionized to provide

conductivity. Then, donor electrolysis occurs by

proton (H+) transfer, and the rapid decay of current
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under pulse conditions is easily accounted for.

These items do not exhaust the numerous aspects of

the oxide cathode that might be discussed in terms of

the present model. However, they illustrate the fea-

tures pertinent to the activation and life of cathodes and

to the limitations of a cathode in practical use.

Cathode Conductivity

In considering cathode conductivity, it is well to start

with consideration of the conductance of a cathode in

the absence of current in order to have a reference

base.

The conductivity is

o= nqM (20)

To obtain the conductance per unit area, it is merely
necessary to divide by the thickness of the cathode d,

thus

g
nqjLt

(86)

The thickness d is about 10-2 centimeter, and y. has
been measured by Pell to be about 10. It remains to

determine n from Eq. (31), using DeVore's value for

D 1.4 electron volts. Then, with N
1018, as before.

n =^ ^c^D ^ ^ j)/2kT) 10^^ cm"

and

10" mho cm'

D

(87)

(88)

In other words, the resistance of a unit area of the cath-

ode with no current is about 10 ohms. When current is

drawn this resistance rises very markedly, and at high

currents the heating due to cathode resistance becomes
very large.

In practical cathodes, this problem is ameliorated by
making cathodes porous.^^'22 Part of the conduction

then occurs through the pores where the mean-free-
path of electrons is large. To illustrate the order of

magnitude of pore conductivity:

Eq. (34) gives the density of the electrons in the pores

n^ = n exp (-qX/kT) (34)

With n~ 10^^ cm"^, as above, and X = 0.5 ev,

n^ ~ 3 X 10l2
(89)

The mobility is

^ (19)
mv

With MO-3 cm

jLt ~ lO"* (89)

Then^ g~5 x 10-1 mho cm-2, i.e. , the pores have a

conductivity about 5 times as large as that of a solid

coating.

In cathodes made by coating silicon-bearing nickel,

there is another resistance to be concerned about,

namely interface resistance. 23, 24 Interface resis-

tance arises from the diffusion of silicon out of the

nickel and the subsequent reaction with BaO to form
barium orthosilicate (2BaO- Si02), which is an insulator.

Depending on the thickness of the layer and on its ac-

tivation (it is an impurity semiconductor), the resis-

tance of the layer may range from a fraction of an ohm
to thousands of ohms. The presence of interface re-

sistance is easily detected because, in its presence,

the current displays a decay with a time constant of

about 1 microsecond. Because the decay of current

due to donor depletion has a time constant of the order
of a millisecond, the separation of interface resistance

from bulk resistance is easy. When both are present,

a diode has an equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 20. This

circuit is valid at a given average current level; if the

current level is changed, the circuit constants must also

be changed. R^^ represents the initial sum of interface

resistance and bulk resistance. C2 with Rj^ gives a

time constant of about a microsecond and, thus, ac-

counts for the interface decay. Rj^ is usually about 5

times Rq in the milliampere plate-current range. Rj^

and Ro, together with C^, have a time constant of about

1 millisecond, which corresponds to depletion decay.

The latter decay is very embarrassing in dc oscillo-

scopes, because at an average current of 25 ma cm-2
the decay may amount to 5 per cent.

=rC,

Figure 20. The Small-Signal Equivalent Circuit of a

Diode with a Given Direct Current

The effect of cathode resistance on the current-volt-

age characteristic of a diode is illustrated in Fig. 21,

which was drawn from data of Eisenstein.^S xo obtain

these curves, Eisenstein measured the velocity distri-

bution of electrons emerging from an aperture in the

anode of a diode having an oxide cathode. The retard-
ing potential required to stop electrons is equal to the

potential drop in vacuum through which the electrons

have fallen. Hence, the applied voltage minus the stop-
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ping voltage is the potential drop through the cathode.

The lower curve is the measured diode characteristic.

The upper solid curve is the diode characteristic cor-
rected for the cathode voltage drop. The dotted curve
is the computed perveance line. It appears that the

current is, in fact, space-charge limited and that the

diode characteristic is deformed by the cathode voltage

drop, which is 275 volts at an applied voltage of about

1500 volts.
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a 2/3i

where Rk is the cathode resistance and a is the per-
veance of the tube

Because the cathode resistance acts as a negative feed-

back resistor, it reduces the apparent transconductance

gj^ according to the relation

1

Smo
.

' „ (91)
1 + gmo Rk

where gjflo is the true transconductance of the triode

Finally, the ratio of power output to initial power output

is / (r.„ \2
(92)

When this computation was carried out, the computed
values of P/Pq were in agreement with the measured
values. At the end of life, the cathode resistances of

the tubes were measured and found to agree with the re-
sistance computed from I/Iq. Finally, an attempt to

measure emission was made. When the cathode re-
sistance was corrected for, there was no evidence of

emission limitation up to an ampere per cm2. It ap-
pears that these tubes failed solely because of an in-

crease of cathode resistance with life. It also appears
that the factory test set did not measure actual emis-
sion; it measured a current limited by cathode resis-
tance.

5 10 15 20 25 30
LIFE-HUNDREDS OF HOURS

Figure 21. The Effect of Cathode Resistance on a

Diode Characteristic (after Eisenstein)

The effect of cathode resistance on tube life is illus-

trated in Fig. 22. The data pertain to eight tubes and
have been averaged for each point on the curves. The
curve labeled I/Iq is the ratio of emission to the emis-
sion at the beginning of life, both measured in a factory
emission test set. The curve labeled P/Pq is the ratio

of power output into a standard load to the power output
at the beginning of life. If it is supposed that the drops
in emission and power output are due to an increase of

cathode resistance, it is possible to compute the change
in cathode resistance with life from the l/lg curve and
then compute a P/Pq curve for comparison with the ex-
perimental curve. The resistance change was computed
from:

Figure 22. The Effect of Cathode Resistance on
Tube Life

Pulse Operation of Oxide Cathodes

The work function of an oxide cathode is a function
of the average current through the cathode. This re-
lationship is illustrated in Fig. 23, which shows a set
of Schottky plots obtained by operating the cathode at

the average plate currents designated by \qq in the
figure and then delineating the Schottky curves with a
short pulse. The zero-voltage intercepts of these
curves are the field-free emissions, and are a meas-
ure of the work function. As the average current is in-

creased from 3.5 x 10-6 to 13.2 x 10-3 amperes, the
work function increases by about 0.11 electron volts.

Because the pulse operation of oxide cathodes is of

importance in radar application, it is worth examining
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the pulse behavior in a little detail. " The complete
decay of cathode current is shown in Fig. 24. Although
this tube was capable of an initial pulse emission of 40

amperes cm"2, a measurement at this current level

could not be made because the anode would have melted;

hence, a low initial current was used. Note that the

time constant is of the order of a millisecond and de-
cay is almost complete in one second.

That the resistance of the cathode changes during

pulse decay is shown in Fig. 25. This series of curves

was obtained by interrupting the anode voltage for a

few microseconds during a 145-microsecond pulse and

measuring the current voltage characteristic during re-

application of the voltage. Notice that the departures
from linearity of these curves start at very low voltages.

If decay were due to emission limitation only, the

curves should coincide in the low-current region and

then break off abruptly at saturation. The early de-

parture, whichincreases with elapsed time, shows that

the internal resistance of the cathode increases during

decay. After the long pulse, the E -I characteristics

PULSE VOLTAGE

10

Vp -(VOLTS)

15 16

Figure 23. Schottky Curves Showing the Effect of Average Current on the Work Function of an Oxide Cathode

lO
-4 10" lOI-

1

I

TIME- SECONDS

Figure 24. The Decay of the Currentfrom an Oxide Cathode During a One -Second Pulse
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were sampled with short pulses during recovery . Under
these conditions, the curves of Fig. 25 are retraced in

reverse order. Fig. 26 shows how the current decays

and recovers during and after the 155-microsecond
pulse. The variation of peak pulse current with duty is

shown in Fig. 27. Notice that the peak pulse and dc

emissions approach one another as the cathode tem-
perature is reduced. This result is to be expected; as

the temperature is lowered, so is the donor mobility,

and at low-enough temperatures the donors will be

"frozen in, " and no pulse decay will occur.

Donors and Their Formation

The subsequent discussion relates to what the donors

in the oxide cathode are, and how they are formed. The
high diffusion rate of donors required to account for

pulse decay suggested that they were F-centers— oxy-

gen vacancies occupied by two electrons. To obtain data

on this possibility, cathodes were activated at the re-

ceiving end of R. H. Plumlee's 60-degree mass spec-

trometer using the analyzer as a pure and controllable

source of the reducing metals, Ba, Ca, Sr, and Mg.26
Fig. 28 shows a typical result of depositing one of these

metals (Ba) on an inactive cathode. When deposition

starts, the electron current I rises markedly; when
deposition stops, the electron current falls to an asymp-
totic value higher than the initial current. The rise

during deposition is due to donors migrating through the

depletion layer. The donors move slowly compared to

the electrons, so that the electron current rises mark-
edly in order to maintain space-charge neutrality. The
effect is somewhat analogous to the gas amplification

that occurs in a gas -filled photocell. The shape and

magnitude of the deposition curves are independent of

the metal used. Mg has an ionic radius of 0.78 A.
,

Ba has an ionic radius of 1.43 A. Therefore, if the

metals actually moved into the cathode, Mg should move
very much more rapidly thanBa. That it does not sug-

gests that neither is the donor, but that all of these re-
ducing metals produce something else — perhaps F-cen-
ters — that does move into the cathode. The increase

in emission subsequent to deposition is proportional to

the amount of metal deposited and is independent of

Figure 25. Current-Voltage Characteristics of a Diode as a Function of Elapsed Time During a
145- Microsecond Pulse
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which metal is used. This result is shown in Fig. 29

in which AI/Iq is the fractional increase in emission
and N is the number of monolayers of metal deposited.

In computing N from the measured ion current and time
of deposition, it was assumed that the actual cathode

area was the projected area.

1.0

0.8

_o0.6

^ 0.4

0.2

PULSE LENGTH 155 fiSEC
REPETITION RATE IOO~/SEC
PEAK CURRENT 6 AMP
CATHODE TEMPERATURE SI255K

_L _L
100 200 300

TIME-/i SEC

400 500

Figure 26. The Decay and Recovery of the Pulsed
Emission of an Oxide Cathode (The available current
during recovery was measured with a short sampling

pulse)

As was noted in an earlier section, the amount of any-
thing in a solid is related to the amount of the same
thing in the gas phase by the relation

ig— exp(- AH/kT) (10)

To study how the constituents of an oxide cathode are
related to the gas-phase constituents of a vacuum tube,

Plumlee installed a diode at the source end in his mass
spectrometer. 27 The anode of the diode was apertured
so he could examine the evaporation products of the

cathode. The pressure in the spectrometer was less

than 10"'^ mm of Hg. (If this value seems like a good
vacuum, recall that at this pressure about 3 x 10"^

monolayers of atoms are deposited on the cathode sur-

face from the gas phase every second. If these atoms
did not re-evaporate, they would increase the thickness

of the cathode about 2 mils in 1000 hours.

)

The equilibrium pressure of oxygen in contact with an
oxide cathode proved of particular interest. It was
found that the rate of evaporation of neutral O2 was pro-
portional to the voltage applied to the diode. Becker
had observed this behavior in 1929. Fig. 30 shows the

results of Plumlee's measurements. The voltage-de-
pendent evolution of O2 becomes less and less as the

cathode activates (the state of activity is noted in the

figure. ) As was pointed out earlier in this section, the

enhanced evaporation results from the electrolysis of

oxygen ions to the surface. When oxygen evaporates,

donors are formed. Because elimination of oxygen may
seem tantamount to producing excess "free" barium,
this experiment might be interpreted to show that the

donors are barium atoms, a view widely held in the

past. Recent experiments of Timmer at Cornell Uni-

versity show that this view is untenable. 28 Timmer
has measured the Ba vapor pressure required to main-
tain excess Ba in BaO. His measurements show that

in order to maintain the density of excess Ba in the

cathode necessary to make the cathode active, a Ba
vapor pressure of 10"^ mm of Hg is required. Hence,
in any tube pumped to 10"'^ mm of Hg or better, the

donors cannot be free barium. A possible alternative

will be discussed later.

Because the CO2peak observed in these measurements
was larger than the O2, H2, and H2O peaks, the behavior
of CO2 was examined in somewhat more detail than the

other peaks. Fig. 31 shows the behavior of the CO2
peak as a function of time when the anode is turned on
and off. When the anode voltage is turned on, CO2 elec-

trolyzes to the surface, enhances the evaporation rate,

and the vapor pressure of CO2 rises until the gas -phase
thermal current of CO2 to the surface just balances the
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Figure 27. Peak Pulse Current vs. Duty for an Oxide Cathode
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enhanced evaporation rate. Then, the peak height be-
comes constant. When the anode voltage is turned off,

the evaporation rate drops and the cathode "soaks up"
CO2 until the initial situation is restored.

The H2 (neutral) peak behaves in the same way. The
water peak proved the exception — its behavior was the

reverse of that of O2, H2, and CO2. This behavior is

shown in Fig. 32. Aside from the spikes, which have

yet to be explained, the general behavior shows that the

cathode absorbs H2O when anode voltage is applied. It

was some time before an explanation of this behavior
was found and a new class of donors had to be "invented"

before the explanation would hang together. The "inven-

tion" and explanation is Plumlee's.''^' It can be
summed up by the chemical equation

2 Ba++0-- + 2 H2O— 2 Ba++(OH e)"- + O2 + H2

Thus, water (in small amounts) reacts withBaO to form
a donor with the concurrent release of O2 and H2, and
the behavior of O2, H2, and H2O is tied together. The
hydrogen nucleus (a proton) carries a positive charge;

therefore, it should electrolyze into the cathode on ap-
plication of voltage in the forward direction of the diode.

Furthermore, every oxygen ion in the lattice is a pos-
sible site for the proton. On this account alone the dif-

fusion rate should be about 5 to 6 orders of magnitude
faster than any vacancy diffusion mechanism. The ac-
tivation energy for the diffusion of protons in ice has
been measured and found to be about 0.25 electron volts.

This agrees with the measurements of the "activation

energy for pulse decay" (0.25 to 0.4 electron volts.

)

The diffusion rate of protons inBaO has been computed
roughly, assuming that every oxygen ion is a possible

site and that the activation energy is 0.25 electron volts.

The result agrees with the diffusion rate required to

account for pulse decay. Thus, Plumlee's hypothesis
ties together a variety of phenomena qualitatively and,

from present indication, quantitatively

The oxide cathode is not yet completely understood,
However, considerable progress has been made since

World War Hand the vast accumulation of knowledge of

the oxide cathode in the fifty odd years since its dis-

covery in 1904 is taking on a unity and coherence that

9

Figure 28. The Current Response of a Diode when Ba is Deposited on the Oxide Cathode.

(The deposition rate is 8.5 x 10~3 monolayers per minute, computed on the assumption
that the cathode is a smooth BaO crystal face.

)
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promises a complete understanding in the foreseeable

future.
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Figure 29. The Fractional Change in Activity of an

Oxide Cathode as a Function of the Number of Mono-
layers of Reducing Metal Deposited (The unmarked

points are for Ba)

APPENDIX A. THE "WAVE EQUATION" FOR ELEC-
TRONS, AND THE DENSITY OF STATES

The Wave Equation

The simplest wave equation that can be written mathe-
matically is the one-dimensional wave progressing in

the x-direction.

1/-= exp (-i
2 7^x^

This function satisfies the differential equation

d2>P ,2 7r2^
+ (—— ) )// - 0

dx^

(Al)

(A2)

X = (A3)

(A4)

the propagation constant becomes

2 TT _ 2 TTP _ P

~Y ~
h ~ ^

where 11= h/2 tt

Now express the momentum p in terms of the total en-

ergy e and the potential energy U:

P

2m
U (A5)

When the appropriate substitutions are made, the wave
equation becomes

2m
( e - U) = 0

(A6)

This is the one-dimensional form of Schrodinger's wave
equation. The above manipulation must not be regarded
as a derivation of Schrodinger's equation. It is no more
possible to derive this equation from first principles

than it is to derive Newton's Laws from them. Schro-
dinger's equation should be regarded as an empirical
formula, summing up the experience of the time, forti-

fied by the vast number of predictions made from it

which have been experimentally confirmed. Like New-
ton's laws, it has its weaknesses and fails to predict

the relativistic effects now accounted for by its genera-
lization, the Dirac wave equation.

The wave function (x) is interpreted as a quantity

such that (x) i/'*(x)dxis the probability that the elec-

tron will be found in the interval between x and x + dx

(
1^* is the complex conjugate of

A Simple Case of Quantization

If X is expressed in terms of De Broglie's relation Consider an electron in a one-dimensional potential

Figure 30. Oxygen Evolution from a BaO Cathode as a Function of Diode Voltage and Cathode Activity
(The state of cathode activity for each run is noted in the table)
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well such that U = 0 when 0 < x < a, and U = °° out-

side of the well. Inside the well the wave equation is

2m
,

+—-e'i>

And its solution is

9-2
0

Where

i// = A cos ax + B sin ax

2m

(A7)

(A8)

(A9)

Because the electron is inside the well and the wave
function must be continuous at the boundary between in-

side and outside, !^ must vanish at the edges of the well,

i. e. , A = 0, a = njr, n =1, 2, 3, • • •
.

a
Therefore,

njr,2 1 .nh ^2

2m ' ^8m
(AlO)

and the possible energy states are discrete. The cor-

responding classical momenta are

nh
p = ± V 2m e = +

2a
(All)

and are also discrete

The Density of States for a Free Electron

In the subsequent discussion of the distribution of

O
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Figure 31. Carbon -Dioxide Evolution of a BaO Cathode as a Function of Time and Anode Voltage
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Figure 32. Water Evolution of a BaO Cathode as a Function of Time and Anode Voltage
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"free" electrons among possible energy states, the den-

sity of states, i. e. , the number of states in a given en-

ergy interval, must be known. This value may be ob-

tained from the results of Eq. (All) above.

If the size of the well—a in Eq. (AlO)-is increased,
the difference in energy between discrete states dimin-
ishes and ultimately becomes less thankT, the thermal
energy of the electrons, and the electrons become
"free. " Then the number of states in the momentum
interval Ap is

band is

An =
AP.

(A12)

The factor 1/2 in Eq. (All) must be dropped in the

enumerationbecauseboth plus and minus p correspond
to the same energy. For the case of a three-dimen-
sional box of dimensions abc, the relation correspond-
ing to Eq. (A12) is seen to be

An
Apy Apz abc

h3

(A12a)

where Pj^, Py, and Pgare the x, y, and z components

of the momentum

Thus, the number of states per unit volume of space is

the volume in momentum-phase space Ap^, Apy, Ap^
divided by h3. In other words, each state occupies a
volume h3 in phase space.

To compute the number of states in an energy inter-

val, it is convenient to write Eq. (A12a) in spherical

coordinates. The volume in a spherical shell of thick-

ness dp and radius p is

dVp = 4 7r p2 dp

In terms of energy, this equation becomes

(A13)

dVp = 2iT (2m)3/2 cl/2 d e (A14)

Then, the number of states in the energy interval be-
tween e and ( e + d e ) is

dN= 2.(2m)3/%i/2
h3

(A15)

which is the required relation.

APPENDIX B. FERMI-DIRAC STATISTICS

The Transitions Between Two "States"

Consider a group of Nj^ states lying in an energy band
not exceeding kT (k is Boltzmann's constant) in width
centered at an energy and a second similar band of

N2 states centered on an energy e 2- Then the number
of states occupied in the first band is the number of

states multiplied by the probability of occupancy

"2 = N2 exp(-
£2 - ep

kT
(B2)

Eliminating between the two equations, yields

ni(N2 - n2)e" ^^^^^=112(^1 - n{, e"^/^^(B3)

By multiplying through by a constant, this expression
may be written

n^ (Ng - Hg) = "2 ('^l
' "1) ^21 ^^'^^

This equation admits of a simple interpretation in

terms of a bimolecular reaction: nj^ is the number of

particles in the Nj^ states, i. e. , the number of particles
available for transitions to the N2 states; (N2 - n2) is

the number of unoccupied states to which transitions
can be made; Wj^2 is a rate-constant such that N]^(N2-
n2) W]^2 is the rate at which particles make transitions

from the Nj^ states to the N2 states. Then Eq. (B4)
merely states that under equilibrium conditions there
is no net exchange of particles between the states. The
statistics yield no information on the magnitudes of Wj^2
and W2j^ but state that their ratio is

W2i

W
= exp

12

[-(^1- ^2)/1^t] (B5)

The interpretation outlined above provides a simple and
direct way of writing the equilibrium conditions for a
system obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics.

Transitions to "Free" Energy States

Frequently it is necessary to consider transitions to

the conduction band in a solid or transitions from a
solid phase to a vapor phase. The electrons in a con-
duction band or the atoms or molecules in a vapor phase
are essentially free, in that they may occupy states in

a distribution of energy levels whose separation is

small compared to kT. It is convenient to consider that

all of the free electrons have one energy. The question
then is what value to assign N2 in Eq. (B4) whenN2 rep-
resents the number of "free" states. The value may
be obtained as follows.

Eq. (A15) gives the number of levels available in the

energy interval de at energy e
.

2tt (2m)3/2 ^ 1/2

h3

The probability of occupancy is given by Eq. (Bl).

Hence, the number of particles in the interval de is

.(2m)3/2 €l/2

dN = de (B6)

dn = 2 ttJ de
(e-ep)

exp + 1

kT

(B7)

(Bl)

The total number of particles is obtained by integrating
e from 0 to °o. The integration is simple if e [^(e-

e -p)/kT'] ^1, which is true in most problems of con-

Similarly, the number of occupied states in the second cern. It should be noted that the energy is being meas-

ly = NJ exp (
11Z-JF)+ 1

kT
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ured from the lowest level among the free states and
that e p must be negative for this inequality to hold.

When the inequality does hold, Eq. (B2) may be approx-
imated by

dn =27r
(2m)3/2 ( 6_ g )

T-^ exp ^ *^

h>5

1/2

kT
de

Integration yields

n = Np exp (

where
kT

2wjn_JcT 3/2

h2

(B8)

(B9)

Thus, for transitions from states Nj^, lying at an en-

f'rgy jej^]below the free states, to the free states, Eq.
(B4) may be written

"l(Nc-ni) =n^(N^ -n^) (BIO)

When n|<:<-N(,, then n^^ N^. Wj^2

where

W>21

W12

ni (N^ - n^) W21

(Bll)

Studies of the magnetic properties of electrons reveal
that they have a magnetic moment as though their charge
were spinning about an axis and that if two electrons

have their spins oppositely directed, both may occupy
one energy state. Hence, for electrons

Nc = 2 (

2 ffm kT
^
3/2

h2

(B12)

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A
a

a

B
b
C
c

c

D
d

E
e

exp

F
f (x)

=mo
AH=
h =

i/h =

I =

lo =

i =

Richardson constant

a distance

a constant = n(Fl)2/2qV
a constant

a distance

a capacitance
a distance

the velocity of light

diffusion constant

thickness

electric field strength

base of Naperian logarithims
exponential function

force
function of x
conductance per unit area
"apparent" transconductance (mutual conduc-

tance)

"true" transconductance
heat of sublimation
Planck's constant

h/2 77- (also written 1i)

current
initial current

Is =

ir =

j
=

iD =

ie
=

io =

k =

L =

1 =

m =

m* =

N =

p
Po
P
q

%
s

T
t

U
V
V

V

Vn
W

W,

X :

a -

y
5 =

e :

X

M

a
T

X

CO

secondary - emission current

primary current

current density

diffusion current density

electron-emission current density

field-free-emission current density

Boltzmann's constant

mean free path

a length

particle mass
effective mass
Density of states; density of sites available

to a constituent

"density of states" in the conduction band of

a solid or in the vapor phase
donor density

particle density
particle density in a reference state

particle density in a solid

particle density in a vapor
power output

initial power output

momentum
electronic charge
cathode resistance
distance

absolute temperature
time
potential energy
voltage; energy in electron volts

velocity; drift velocity

mean thermal velocity

mean thermal velocity normal to a surface
work
transition probability from state m to state n

per unit time
distance

perveance; attenuation constant
a constant

density relative to density of water
secondary emission ratio

energy
activation energy for self-diffusion; energy
gap between donors and conduction band
Fermi energy

band-gap energy
depth of Fermi sea
wave length

mobility

frequency
threshold frequency for photoemission
a displacement from equilibrium position

charge density

approximately equal to

conductivity

mean collision time
work function

electron affinity

a wave function

its complex conjugate

frequency x 2'''

plasma frequency x 27r
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Oxide-Coated Emitters

C. p. Hadley

Lancaster

In 1903, Wehnelt^' ' ^ reported that the alkaline-

earth oxides are efficient thermionic emitters of elec-

trons. Over the fifty-odd years since this discovery,

the oxide-coated cathode has been the subject of inten-

sive investigation, and many workers have contributed

to abetter comprehension of its operation. Particularly

rapid advances in understandir^ have occurred since

the advent of the theory of semiconductors. ^ As a

result, the phenomenon of thermionic emission from
the oxide -coated cathode is now understood in principle

but, in spite of extensive work, by no means in detail.

With regard to commercial use, the oxide-coated

cathode is by far the leading thermionic emitter. In

spite of its susceptibility to poisoning, ion bombard-
ment, and damage by high voltages, its advantages of

low cost, low temperature of operation, and relatively

high current density have ledto its use in an overwhel-
ming majority of tubes requiring a copious supply of

electrons. In recent years, several new emitters have
appeared, such as the Philips L-cathode and the molded-
nickel cathode. Although these types are finding uses
in special applications, they have given no indication of

monopolizing the field of thermionic emission. Indeed,

no serious challenge has even been made to the suprem-
acy of the oxide-coated cathode, nor is there any evi-

dence that any successful challenge is imminent.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The typical oxide -coated cathode, shown in Fig. 1,

consists of a solid solution of barium, strontium, and
calcium oxides supported on a metallic base. The most
useful base metals are various alloys of nickel. The
cathode may be directly or indirectly heated. Typical

operating temperatures range between 1000 K and
1100 K; 1075 K (brightness) is common in commercial
cathode -ray tubes. The electron emission available

under constant voltage conditions may be as high as 0.5

ampere per square centimeter, although 0.1 ampere per
square centimeter is a more conservative value for

long-life operation. Under microsecond pulse condi-

tions, a current density of 10 to 50 amperes per square
centimeter is notunusual. A typical oxide -coated cath-

ode is made as follows: The coating material, composed
of alkaline earth carbonates suspended in organic li-

quids in which a binder is dissolved, is applied to a

nickel sleeve by spraying. After the cathode is mounted
and placed in the envelope, several distinct processing
steps are required for proper emission. These are:

(1) evacuation of the envelope including baking; (2) burn-

out of the binder; (3) decomposition of the carbonates

to oxides (frequently called breakdown); and (4) activa-

tion (also known as aging).

OXIDE COATING

NICKEL SLEEVE

CATHODE TAB

HEATER

Figure 1. Cross Section of Indirectly Heated
Oxide-Coated Cathode

THE CATHODE COATING

The carbonates for the cathode coatii^ are usually

precipitatedfrom a water solution of the nitrates. Typ-
ical reactions are:

Ba(N03)2

Ba(N03)2

+ Na2C03 —» BaC03 + 2NaNO,

+ (NH4)2C03—* BaC03 + 2NH4NO3

The first reactionproduces a sodium-precipitated car-

bonate which is used in the majority of sprays. It has

been often said, although not fully substantiated, that

residualsodiumwhich remains afterwashing of the car-

bonate is helpful in cathode activation. However, re-

cent practice tends toward the use of the ammonium-
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precipitated carbonates, which can be more readily

cleaned of residual impurities.

A t5^ical carbonate (RCA C-175) contains coprecip-
itated barium, strontium, and calcium carbonates in

the molecular percentages of 49, 44, and 7 per cent,

respectively. A typical cathode spray (RCA C-185)
contains the same carbonate mixture and a binder of

nitrocellulose, alcohol, diatol, and diethyl oxalate. In

thepreparationof the spray, the carbonate is thoroughly
dried and then ball-milled with the binder.

The cathode coating is applied to the nickel sleeve by
spraying. The coatir^ may be a few thousandths of an
inch thick and have a weight of 6 to 8 milligrams for

each square centimeter of cathode area.

Various cathode sprays are used depending on the in-

tended applications. Themolecular ratio of the carbon-
ates may be changed, for example, to obtain various
emission levels. This effect was first shown by Ben-
jamin and Rooksby-*^^. Their data, repeated in Fig. 2,

show that maximum initial emission is usually obtained
with low percentages (20 to 30 per cent) of BaO. More
recent results by C.H. Meltzer, show a much broader
region of maximum initial emission. (See his chapter
entitled, "The Oxide Coated Cathode.") Other workers
have further increased initial emission by adding 5per
cent of CaO to the coating. Factors other than initial

emission are involved, however, and the proportions
used in any cathode spray are a compromise. Operating
life, for example, is prolonged by an increase in bar-
ium content; whereas grid emission is decreased with
an increase in calcium content; the cathode spray
(C-185) described above, represents a suitable com-
promise for general use. Examples of cathode sprays
for various applications are given below.
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Figure 2. Dependence of Emission on Proportions of
Barium Oxide and Strontium Oxide. Curve A: carbon-
ate content before heat treatment; curve B, oxide con-

tent after activationl4

1. For general use, when emission must be ob-
tained readily and applied voltages are not too high,

a spray which produces a fluffy coating (fast-drying)

is desired; C-185, described above, is suitable.

2. The cathodes of tubes operating at high plate volt-

ages require a smooth, dense coating. Such a coating

is achieved by use of slow-drying solvents, such as

amyl acetate, and carbonates having a small particle

size. This last requirement can be satisfied with a

mixture of singly precipitated barium carbonate and
strontium carbonate.

3. If the structure of the tube is such that the grid
runs hot, thermionic emission from the grid may be
a problem. This grid emission may be decreased
by decreasir^the barium evaporation from the cath-

ode, a result which is achieved by increasing the cal-

cium content of the spray. Molecular concentrations
of CaCOg as high as 20 per cent are occasionally used.

THE BASE MATERIAL

The functions of the metallic base are to support the

cathode coating, to conduct heat and current to the coat-

ing, and to provide reducing agents for activation of the

cathode. The last function, that of activation, will be
explained in detail later. The essential point to be made
here is that adequate emission is obtained only by vir-

tue of activating centers withinthe coating, and that these
centers are produced by a chemical reduction of the al-

kaline-earth oxides. The needed reducing agents may
migrate to the cathode from remote parts of the tube,

but the heat source of reducing materials is the metal
sleeve which itself contains small quantities of impur-
ities as alloys. The most common of the base metals
is nickel alloyed with small amounts of silicon, mag-
nesium, or carbon. The various cathode nickels have
been arbitrarily classified as active, normal, or pass-
ive, depending on the quantity and character of the re-
ducing agents present. The analysis of three typical

alloys is given in Table I.

Table I

Cathode Alloys

(all values in per cent)

Material Active-599 Normal-220 Passive—499

Nickel and
cobalt 99.0 min. 99.2 min. 99.8 min.

Silicon 0.15-0.25 0.01-0.05 0.01 max.
Magnesium Present 0.01-0.1 0.005 max.
Carbon 0.04 max. 0.04 max. 0.05 max.
Copper 0.02 max. 0.2 max. 0.1 max.
Iron 0.02 max. 0.2 max. 0.1 max.
Manganese 0.2 max. 0.2 max. 0.002 max.
Sulfur 0.008 max. 0.008 max. 0.005 max.
Titanium 0.005 max.

The advantage of the active alloy is the ease with which
emission is obtained, evenunderpoor conditions of vac-
uum and cleanliness. There are, however, disadvan-

tages which make the use of such an alloy undesirable

except where necessary: (1) the cathode coatir^ tends

to peel from the base metal; (2) an interface material

forms between the oxide and the base metal. When 599
alloy is used as the base, the interface material is bar-
ium orthosilicate (Ba2Si04). The Ba2Si04 interface is

a poor electrical conductor, especially if current is

not being drawn through it continuously, and, there-

fore, acts as a degenerative resistance in series with

the cathode. The interface resistance is particularly

undesirable in tubes designed for computer applications.
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because such tubes may be cut off for a large propor-
tion of the operating time.

Normal and passive alloys do not usually show inter-

face resistance, and have less tendency to peel than the

active alloys. Normal andpassive cathodes are some-
what difficult to activate and should not be used when
vacuum conditions are poor. Improved techniques of

tube manufacture, however, make the use of active

alloys unnecessary ; modern tendency is toward the use
of the purer nickels as base materials.

DECOMPOSITION OF BINDER AND CARBONATES

A vacuum bake is included early in the processing of

a tube containing an oxide-coated cathode. If the bake
is at more than about 275 C, the nitrocellulose binder

is burned out. Following the vacuum bake, the coating

is usually somewhat yellow or brown in color because
of carbon left behind from the binder. K aLucite binder

is used, the binder sublimes without residue.

After the bake, heating current is applied to the cath-

ode to decompose the carbonates. A typical reaction is:

BaCOs » BaO + CO2

Some of the carbon dioxide reacts with the residual car-

bon from the binder to form carbon monoxide, and the

cathode coating turns pure white. Both the carbon di-

oxide and carbon monoxide are pumped from the tube.

The rate at which the breakdown occurs depends on the

cathode temperature. Fig. 3 gives curves^ of the vapor
pressure of carbon dioxide during the decomposition as

a function of the temperature for CaC03, SrC03, and
BaC03. The barium carbonate is the most stable of the

three compounds, and requires a temperature in excess
of 1200 K for breakdown to occur in a reasonable time.

A typicalbreakdown temperature would be 1250 K, and,

for a small tube, the breakdown would be complete in

30 to 120 seconds. The breakdown is usually monitored
with an ionization gauge; the completion of the reaction

is indicated by a rapid fall in pressure.

ACTIVATION

After the breakdown is complete, the cathode is acti-

vated by further heat treatment at temperatures near
1250 K. As explained previously, activation is essen-
tially a chemical reduction of the cathode coating. There
are three mechanisms by which such reduction may
occur: (1) by dissociation of the oxide by ion bombard-
ment, (2) by electrolysis of the oxide by passage of cur-
rent, and (3) by chemical reduction by reducing agents.

Chemical reduction is a very important mechanism and
will be explained in some detail. The essential reaction

involved is the reduction of barium oxide. One typical

reaction is given below:

4 BaO + Si — Ba2Si04 + 2Ba

For a suitable reaction to occur, the reducing agent

must satisfy the following requirements

:

1. The reducing agent must be present in an avail-

ableform. If the silicon or magnesium isinthecath-
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Figure 3. Vapor Pressure of Carbon Dioxide During

the Breakdomi Reaction

ode nickel as a compound of oxygen or sulfur (usually

as inclusions at metal grain boundaries), for example,

it will be bound too firmly to its anion to reactwith

the barium oxide.

2. The reducing agent must be protected during the

breakdown, otherwise it will react with carbon dioxide

and be made unavailable. (If the reducer is alloyed

with the nickel base, this requirement, as well as

that of 1 above, is fulfilled.

)

3. The reducer must diffuse through the base metal
readily enough to be available for reaction.

4. The reduction must take place rapidly enough to

be useful. Table II, devised by Rittner, ^ gives the

equilibrium pressure of barium at 1 000K during the

reaction between barium oxide and various elements.

This equilibrium pressure is a measure of the rap-

idity with which the reaction progresses; i. e. , the

greater the equilibrium pressure, the more rapid the

reaction. Although, of course, reducing agents other

than those listed in Table II exist, they are either

nearly inert, as far as the reduction of BaO is con-

cerned, or are so active that the pressure of Ba pro-
duced is essentially that of Ba vapor in equilibrium

with solid Ba.

As a rough rule of thumb, barium pressures no great-

er than 10-10 to lO-H mm of mercury can be tolera-

ted for cathodes of reasonable life. Thus, accordingto
Table II, any cathode base composed entirely of a ma-
terial more active than molybdenum would lead to ex-

cessive barium evaporation and a heavy interface.

If the reducing agent is included as an alloy of the base
metal (for example, as silicon in nickel), the rate of

reaction is reduced by two factors: (l)the presence of
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the reducing agent as a compound (in the example, sil-

icon would be present as Ni3Si), and (2) the absence of

a saturated solution of the reducer. Rittner^ outlines

the method of accounting for these factors and gives

as an example the equilibrium pressure of barium over

the reaction of BaO with 0.1 per cent (by weight) of sil-

icon in nickel. At 1000 K, this equilibrium pressure

is approximately 10"^ millimeters of mercury, a pres-

sure which would be maintained only a short time during

the initial operation of the cathode.

Table II

Reduction of Barium Oxide

CONDUCTION BAND

Reducing Agent
Pressure of Barium

(gas) mm. Hg

Tin
Iron

Vanadium
Zinc

Gallium
Molybdenum
Chromium
Tungsten
Columbium
Boron
Manganese
Tantalum
Carbon
Titanium
Cesium
Barium

sociation 8 x 10- 16

(Sn) 4 x 10- 15

(Fe) 8 x 10-15

(V )
9 X 10--13

(Zn) 2 X 10--12

(Ga) 4 X 10-12

(Mo) 6 X 10"-12

(Cr) 4 X 10--10

(W) 2 X 10--9

(Cb) 2 X 10--9

(B ) 1 X 10--8

(Mn) 1 X 10--8

(Ta) 1 X 10--8

(C ) 4 X 10--6

(Ti) 7 X 10--6

(Ce) 2 X 10 -4

(Ba(s)+Ba(g) )
1 X 10--2

MECHANISM OF OPERATION

Early workers on the oxide cathode recognized that

high emission was associated with the presence of ex-

cess barium. It was believed that the excess metal
formed a dipole layer on the surface of the oxide and,

thus, reduced the work function. More recent work
has emphasized the semiconductor nature of the cathode,

andhas associatedthe principal activating centers with

oxygen deficiencies.^ Still more recently, Plumlee^
has indicated that the activating centers may be more
complex, possibly involving the OH" radical. Experi-
mental measurements of the energy of the various
levels of the band structure of BaO have yielded a var-
iety of results. NergaardlO has summarized them as
follows (see Fig. 4):

1. Band gap: about 5 electron volts.

2. Electron affinity: about 0.5 electron volt.

3. Valence-band exciton states: about 1.2 electron
volts below the conduction band.

4. Impurity levels: 3.5, 2.4, 2.0, 1.4, and 0.8 elec-

tron volts below the conduction band. (The levels at

1.4 and 2.4 electron volts are probably most certain.)

The two important electrical characteristics of the

cathode are its thermionic emission and its conductivity.

These characteristics may readily be calculated-'^ The
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Figure 4. Energy -Level Structure of Oxide Cathode

density of electrons in the conduction band n^ is givenby

(1)

^'^^/^^
, Ne= ^(2.mkT)^/2

h3
nc = Nc e

Here N^ represents the density of available states in the

conduction band, ? is the energy of the Fermi level

(measured from the bottom of the conduction band) q
is the electron charge, k is Boltzmann's constant, Tis
the absolute temperature, h is Planck's constant, and
m is the mass of the electron. The energy of the Fermi
level C may be calculated from the expression

n„ + S Ni

i
i,eq(Ei-0/kT 01

where N^ is the density of states in the forbidden band
at the energy Ej, and UQjis the density of electrons in

the i^^ state at a temperature of absolute zero.

The conductivity of the coating ct is given by

(7 = nj.qM

and thermionic emission current density is

n„ q ^ e-lx/kT
2 77 m

(2)

(3)

In the above expressions, [i is the electron mobility,

and X is the electron affinity.

The problem in making any calculations is to deter-

mine the proper model to use. The experimentally de-
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termined model of energy levels described above is

complicated; and, in any event, the density of the var-

ious levels is not well known. A simplified model of

barium oxide which explains many, although not all, of

the experimental results, is as follows; As stated pre-

viously, the band-gap is about 5 electron volts and
the electron affinity about 0.5 electron volts. It is

assumed that only one activation level, a donor level,

is important and that it is located at about 1.4electron

volts below the conduction band. In the notation being

used, X = 0.5 electron volts, Ej = = - 1.4 electron-

volts, and the density of the activation levels is given

by Nj = N^j. With these assumptions, the emission and
conductivity equations become:

-qk5/4(8 7rm)l/4

INTERFACE- -OXIDE

BASE METAL

.3/2

VACUUM

T^/^e -q '^>o/kT

2 3/4
(2 TT mk) II dftT

(4) FifTure 5. Diagram of Oxide Cathode with Interface-'-^

be higher if current is not drawn continuously from the

cathode.

^3/4g qE,3/2kT (5)* THE MEASUREMENT OF THERMIONIC EMISSION

4> o, the work-function, is given by X - Eb/2

Similar equations containing slightly different band-
structure values apply to a triple-oxide cathode. Typ-
ical constants for such a cathode are:

</>o
= 1 electron volt

23
N]-, = 10 levels/cubic meter

jo = 20 amperes/square centimeter

a = 10"^ mhos/centimeter

The current density given above is well in excess of

the emission usually drawn, and applies more cor-

rectly to pulsed emission. The reason that dc emis-
sion is lower than pulsed emission by at least two orders
of magnitude is ascribed by Nergaard^ to the mobility

of the donors. According to this picture, donor levels

which are ionized by thermal excitation of electrons to

the conduction band experience a force away from the

cathode surface when current is drawn. The result is

that N^j of Eqs. (4) and (5) becomes quite small near

the emitting surface, and the cathode conductivity be-

comes low in this region.

Another factor of importance in the operation of the

cathode is the interface resistance. As described pre-
viously, cathode nickels which contain silicon lead to

the formation of an interface compound. A sketch of

such a situation is shown in Fig. 5. The interface ma-
terial is itself a semi-conductor and exhibits a conduc-
tivity of the sort expressed by Eq. (5). A typical in-

terface layer may be of the order of 10"3 centimeters
in thickness and may, if well-activated, exhibit a con-
ductivity at 1000 K of about 10"^ mhos/centimeter^^.
In some cases, the resistivity may be much higher.

For example, the resistance of the interface tends to

Under some circumstances the current maybe carried as a flow

of space charge through the pores of the cathode coating. In such
cases, Eq. (5) does not apply.^^

A measurement of thermionic emission must be made
on each manufactured tube which contains an oxide

-

coated cathode; such measurement is by no means
straightforward. Indeed, most so-called "emission"
measurements are relative determinations, the results

of which depend on many factors other than the con-

dition of the cathode. Such factors include tube geom-
etry and cleanliness of collecting electrodes.

The most practical method of making a true measure -

ment of the thermionic emission of an oxide -coated cath-

ode is to connect the tube involved as a diode. In the

elementary theory usually given for the current -voltage

characteristics of a diode, two regions are recognized.

For the lower voltages, the current is said to be space-

charge limited, and the current varies as the 3/2 power
of the voltage. For higher voltages, the emission is

said to be temperature limited and is essentially con-

stant. On the basis of this simple theory, a satisfac-

tory emission measurement can be made by the appli-

cation of a collection voltage which is sufficiently high

to reach the saturation region.

Unfortunately, a number of additional effects occur

which are of importance and which complicate the meas-
urement considerably. These additional effects, listed

below, are described in detail later.

1. The initial velocities of the emitted electrons alter

the simple space -charge theory.

2. The application of a high collection field lowers

the surface barrier over which the electrons must
pass to be emitted and thus eliminates atrue tem-
perature saturation.

3. The electrical resistance of the cathode coating

causes a voltage drop during emission measurement.
As a result, the actual voltage difference between the

cathode surface and the anode is less than the applied

voltage.

4. The cathode may be poisoned during testing.

Cathode poisoning raises the cathode surface barrier

and decreases emission.
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5. Because of the difference in work functions of the

cathode and anode, a contact difference in potential

acts in series with the tube.

6. Some types of cathodes (oxide -coated cathodes in

particular) give a higher emission for microsecond
pulses than they do for steady-stage voltage condi-
tions.

In the previous section (Mechanism of Operation), the
thermionic emission equation for the oxide cathode was
derived. Any proper measurement of emission must be
characteristic only of the cathode material and hence
must be some form of evaluation of Eq. (4). The ex-
perimental measurement, therefore, must duplicate the

assumptions under which the emission equation was de-
rived. It is not profitable to list all of the assumptions
here, because most of them are well-enough satisfied

in ordinary procedure. Two of the assumptions, how-
ever, necessitate special precautions. These precau-
tions are:

1. The cathode condition (N^j and
<|>o) must remain

constant during a measurement.
2. The electrons being measured must not escape
over a barrier either greater or less than X . This
implies that the electric field at the surface of the
cathode must be zero.

CATHODE

ANODE

Figure 6. Potential Distribution in a Diode
(no space charge)

Fig. 6 gives a potential-energy diagram for an elec-
tron in a plane -parallel diode, in which the anode is

held positive with respect to the cathode by Vg^ volts.

It is assumed that the electron-charge density in the
cathode-anode space is negligible. The diagram shows
the surface barriers, <#> and<^'„, and the Fermi levels
of the two electrodes. The electric field in the cathode-
anode space is given by

[Va- (-^a- *c)]/L
where L is the cathode-anode spacing.

The difference between the anode and cathode work-
functions, <^j^- = V(>, is called the contact difference
in potential, and must be taken into account when the
voltages applied to the diode are small. Theactualpo-
tential difference across the vacuum gap for an applied
voltage of Va is V^-Vf,.

If the cathode coating has an appreciable resistance Rj^,

a potential difference Rj^ij^ is formed across it by the
cathode current ij^. The vacuum gap potential differ-

ence then becomes

Vc - Rkik (6)

The electrons within the cathode -anode space of the

plane -parallel diode must obey the usual laws of me-
chanics and electrostatics. Therefore,

V .D

] = nqv

jnv"
2

—>

D

mvo + q

D is the electric displacement, p the charge density,

V the velocity of an electron at the potential 4'
,
Vq the

velocity of an electron at zero potential, j the current
density, n the density of electrons in the vacuum space,

the permittivity of free space, and E the electric

field. If it is assumed that the initial electron velocity

is zero, these equations may be combined to yield the

following expressionfor the cathode current density, j j^:

4e, r3/2
(V)

Eq. (7) is the familiar space-charge relationship.

The above equation is, of course, somewhat idealized;

amuch more complete analysis is given by Nottingham.H
A sketch of the actual potential distribution between the

cathode and anode, neglecting V^., is given in Fig. 7.

The equations which describe the current density j2
are as follows:

-qVs/kT
J2 = io^

4e. (V
3/2

(L - 1)

(8)

(9)

Vg is the height of the potential barrier due to space
charge (see Fig. 7), and 1 is the distance of the top of

the barrier from the cathode surface.

If the applied voltage is varied, the potential distri-

bution changes, as shown in Curves B and C of Fig. 7.

As V is made more positive, the potential barrier be-
comes smaller and moves toward the cathode. At a

critical voltage, the field at the cathode is zero, Vg and
1 are zero, and j2 = jo, which is the current described
by Richardson's equation. One important method of

determinir^ emission, which will be described later,

involves a technique for increasing V until j2 = j^.

In the introduction to this paragraph, an idealized

theory was described as a simple explanation for the

current-voltage curve of a diode. The subsequent dis-

cussion has shown some of the fallacies in the simple
explanation. In reality, the characteristic curves look
more like those shown in Fig. 8. Curve A shows the

case when the cathode resistance is negligible, curve
B when appreciable resistance is present. The theory
of Eqs. (8) and (9) is meaningful when the cathode cur-
rent is limited by space charge, that is, when the
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applied voltage is rather low. Eq. (7) applies only

when the field at the surface of the cathode is exactly

zero, which occurs only at a single current value for

any given diode. As the voltage applied to the diode is

gradually raised, a semi-saturation of current is reach-
ed as shown in curve A of Fig. 8. In this region, called

the Schottky region, additional theory is required for

explanation.

CATHODE ANODE

A— RETARDING FIELD
B— ZERO FIELD
C— ACCELERATING FIELD

Figure 7. Potential Distribution in a Diode
(space charge): curve A, retarding field; curve B,

zero field; curve C, accelerating field

A /

/

B

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE

Figure 8. Current versus Voltage Characteristics
for a Diode: curve A, zero cathode resistance;

curve B, appreciable cathode resistance

As shown in Fig. 7, diode voltages beyond the space

-

charge region cause an accelerating field at the surface
of the cathode. This accelerating field lowers the sur-
face barrier (X in Fig. 4), and allows electrons of low^
er -than-usual energy to be emitted. The calculation of

the amount by which the barrier is lowered was first

made by Schottky-*-^, who made the assumption that the

force exerted by the emitter on an emitted electron is

the familiar image force. The theory is, therefore,

accurate only whenthe electron is at some distance from
the emitter. The lowering of the work-function barrier
is given by

A ^

qE

\/ 4 77 €0

at the surface of the cathode

, where E is the field

The current density for the accelerating condition is,

therefore

q A 0 AT (10).
J3

For any diode, E is proportional to V; therefore, a plot

of Injg versus -s/V should give a straight line having an
intercept IuJq. This method is sometimes used for the

determination of the field-free current.

It is important that the condition of the cathode re-
main constant during measurement. Any poisoning will

cause (i>Q to increase and N]^ to decrease. Because ]q

is more sensitive to than to the other variables, the

net effect of the poisoning is a lowering of emission.
There are three factors most important to cathode
poisoning.

1. Even for well-processedtubes,excessive heating
of the anode causes a tube to become gassy. The effect

can be minimized if the anode power is kept to a min-
imum. The two requirements of low anode power and
zero-field current tend to work in opposite directions.

K zero-field current is drawn under dc conditions, it

is usually necessary to reduce the cathode temper-
ature. For temperatures nearer the operating range,

the anode power may be kept low by the application
of voltage in microsecond pulses.

2. Any cathode (and in particular an oxide -coated
cathode) evaporates material to the anode during life.

These evaporated materials, frequently oxides, can
be decomposed by electrons having more than about

10 volts of energy. The decomposition products are
able to poison the cathode.
3. Poisoning effects act much more strongly as the

cathode temperature is lowered.

In addition to the effects discussed above, whichapply
to all cathodes, there are some special effects which
are characteristic especially of oxide-coated cathodes.

These effects result from the semiconductor nature of

these emitters. In the section on thermionic emission
theory, it was noted that the emission from semicon-
ductors was due to the presence of donor levels. The
donors are mobile at the temperature of operation, and
are moved toward the base material by the electric field

which is present during the drawing of current. Two of

the effects of donor mobility which are applicable to
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this discussion are:

1. Pulse emission for oxide cathodes is from 10 to

100 times as large as dc emission.
2. The Schottky theory of Eq. (10) may not hold. If

emission dataareplottedas
1^^ jg versusVv7 the slope

of the curve for a plane -parallel diode is as follows.

dvl/2 ln]3=kT
\4 7reoLj

Similar equations are found for tube geometries other
than plane -parallel. Metallic emitters and emitters
such as thoriated tungsten perform as predicted by
Eq. (10), but oxide-coated cathodes show an anom-
alously high slope (3 to 4 times that expected). This
effect casts doubt on the validity of using a Schottky
plot for the determination of field-free emission for
oxide-coated cathodes.

On the basis of the above discussion, the most satis-
factory simple way to properly measure the thermionic
emission of an oxide -coated cathode is:

1. Apply voltages to the diode -connected tube. Draw
currents within, and slightly above, the space-charge
region.

2. Make a plot of the current tothe 2/3power versus
the applied voltage. (Eq. 7).

3. Correct the plot for cathode -coating resistance.
This correction may frequently be made by a deter-
mination of what coating resistance must be assumed
in order that the space -charge current satisfies geo-
metric considerations.

4. Find the field-free emission current at the point
where the plot of the measured current departs from
the space -charge line.

It is tedious to make the space-charge plot point -by-
point, and it is impossible inproduction. The next best
expedient is to make a single pulsed-emission measure -

ment at a voltage sufficiently high that the current does
not change too rapidly with voltage. The emission so
measured will be several times higher than the field-

free value.

The least satisfactory method of all is to measure
current with a moderate voltage applied to the collec-
tor. The accuracy of such a measurement depends pri-
marily on geometry and on the resistance of the cathode.
Since Eqs. (4) and (5) show that both the emission and
the resistance vary with cathode activity, the current
will be some measure of the activity of the cathode if

the geometry can be assumed constant from tube to tube.

DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM AND POISONING
Although the previous paragraphs have discussed sep-

arately the various mechansims occurring in oxide cath-
odes, the condition of the cathode at any time is deter-
mined by a dynamic equilibrium of all the mechanisms
in progress. It is convenient to classify the mechanisms
as follows:

Activating Mechanisms

1. Migration of reducing agents through base metal.

2. Reducing action between the oxide coating and var-
ious reducing agents present.

3. Diffusion of the activating centers throughout the

oxide coating.

4. Reduction by electrolysis.

De -Activating Mechanisms

1. Evaporation of activating centers.

2. Oxidationof the coating by undesirable impurities
such as oxygen, water vapor, and chlorides.

3. The evolution of gases from tube parts.

4. The reduction of compounds on electrode surfaces
by electron bombardment.

Destruction of Barium, Strontium, or Calcium Oxides

1. Reaction with materials such as water vapor,
chlorides, and carbon dioxide.

2. Destruction by ion bombardment.
3. Evaporation of the coating.

The cathode will become useless for emission if any
of the activating mechanisms is interrupted unduly, or
if the undesirable reactions are present to any extent.

According to the discussion following Eq. (4), a well-
activated cathode has an activator concentration of about
1023 centers per cubic meter. Referred to BaO, the

activator concentration is thus a few parts per million.

Concentrations of impurities as high as 0.001 percent
by weight will not seriously affect the cathode perfor-
mance. As a rule of thumb, 1 microgram of poisoning
material for every milligram of cathode coating may be
considered to be enough to destroy cathode emission.
These figures emphasize the necessity for great clean-
liness, not only in the cathode materials, but in every
part that enters the finished tube.

Every tube type must be considered as an individual

within a species. Schedules for baking, evacuation,

activation, and aging cannot usually be taken over bodily
from one tube type to the next. Proper procedures for
any new type must, therefore, be developed experimen-
tally, and frequently with considerable difficulty.

CONCLUSIONS

In the field of oxide cathodes, perhaps more than in

any other field, it is difficult to make many specific

recommendations that will apply to all situations.

Accordingly, the author has attempted to generalize
and to present a broad picture of theory and practice.

It is hopedthat the presentation is broad enough to per-
mit the reader to particularize according to his own
needs.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

n^ = density of electrons in the conduction band.
N(. = density of available states in the conduction

band.

q = electron charge.

^ = energy of the Fermi-level measured from the

bottom of the conduction band.

k = Boltzmann's constant.
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T = absolute temperature,

h = Planck's constant,

m = mass of an electron.

Nj = density of states at the energy Ej

Ei = energy of a state in the forbidden band (meas-
ured from the bottom of the conduction band),

noi = the density of the electrons in the i^h state at

a temperature of absolute zero,

a = electrical conductivity of the oxide coating.

/I = mobility of the electron in the conduction band.

= thermionic emission current density with zero-
field at the cathode surface.

X = electron affinity of the oxide -coated cathode.

= density of impurity levels in the cathode coating.

E]3 = energy of the impurity level (measuredfrom the

bottom of the conduction band).

00 = work-function of the cathode (as expressed in

Richardson's equation).

Va = anode voltage.

R]^ = cathode coating resistance,

ik = cathode current

= anode work-function

"^c = cathode work-function
L = anode -cathode spacing.

D = electric displacement,

p = charge density,

V = velocity of the electron at the potential ^.
4^ = potential within the cathode -anode space.

= velocity of the electron at zero potential.

1 = electron current density (vector).

n = density of the electrons in the cathode-anode
space.

V = velocity of an electron in the cathode -anode
space

^o = permittivity of free space.

^ = electric field

jj^
= current density under idealized space-charge
theory.

j2 = current density under practical space -charge
conditions

Vg = height of the space charge barrier.

1 = distance of the top of the space charge barrier
from the cathode surface.

V = vacuum gap potential.

j = electron current density (scalar).

E = the electric field at the surface of the cathode.

33 = current density under accelerating conditions.
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE EMISSION COAT-
ING

The oxide -coated cathode is a system for producing
efficient emission of electrons by the application of ther-
mal energy to a material having a low work function.

The system uses a nickel alloy for the cathode sub-
strate metal upon which the oxide coating derived from
alkaline -earth carbonates is formed. The presence of

an activated oxide coating lowers the work function of

the substrate nickel core metal. The low work function
of the system permits operation at the relatively low
temperature of 1025 K, and copious electron emission
at low heater -wattage input. Electron emission is in-

fluenced by the effects of the low work function as well
as by the electron transfer efficiency involved in the
porous nature of the emission-oxide matrix coating.

Work Function

The work function or the total amount of work nec-
essary to free an electron from a solid, is measured
in electron-volts (ev) and is temperature dependent.
The temperature dependence may be produced either
by the work function of the base metal, or by absorbed
layers of atomic films. In general, the work function
increases with the decrease in atomic volume or lat-

tice spacing, i.e. , the work function increases with the

increasing electron affinity by reason of increasing
electrical forces of attraction to the nucleus with de-
creasing distance, as shown in Fig. 1. When atoms of a
lower work function are adsorbed onto the surface of a
higher work function metal, the work function of the

substrate metal is reduced by the potential barrier at

the surface of the metal. For example, when a mono-
layer of barium ( (#> =2.52 ev) is vaporized onto the sur-
face of nickel

( ,p = 4.96 ev), the resultant adsorption
layer, barium -oxygen-nickel, has a work function of

0.9 ev. 1

Although large lattice spacings in a solid contribute
to a low work function, they are also associated with
low melting points and low boiling points. Therefore,
the usefulness of materials having large lattice spac-
ings is limited by their high rate of evaporation, which
tends to shorten the life of a system under vacuum tube
conditions as well as to contaminate adjoining elect-
rode surfaces. A balance of the two factors— work
function and rate of evaporation — is desired in an ox-
ide-cathode system. The barium/barium oxide system

has the lowest usable work function consistent with min-
imum rate of evaporation and long life at the operating
temperature of the tube. Fig. 2 illustrates the rel-
ative emission capability of the oxide, tungsten, and
thoriated -tungsten cathode systems.

The work function of a metal not only involves the
particular substrate metal but also involves the type of
crystal surface that is being measured. In some cases,
preferred orientation occurs and it is found that the
work functions of different faces of the metal lattice

will vary with the plane of the lattice that is exposed. 2 , 3

However, for practical purposes, the values of the work
function assigned to those materials used for cathode
systems apply to polycrystalline surfaces with random
orientation such that average effects are created.

Semiconductor Plus "Electron-Pore Gas" Conductivity

The activated alkaline -earth oxide coating on a cath-
ode nickel base metal lowers the work function of the
system by modifying the surface -energy potential bar-
rier of the substrate metal so that electrons are trans-
ferred copiously at a relatively low operating temper-
ature. In addition to creating a low work function sys-
tem, which can be obtained by a thin film of oxide coat-
ing, a relatively thick oxide coating (0.75 to 3.5 mils)
introduces a factor of coating porosity that allows an
"electron pore gas"4, 5, 6 effect to operate in conjunc-
tion with the basic semiconductor mechanism of elec-
tron transfer, 8, 9 Normally, pure oxide coating has
a resistance of 10 12 ohms. The activating process
causes the oxide to act as a semiconductor by a process
of physical -chemical reactions which are believed to
lead to the formation of barium and associated donor
sites in the oxide lattice. In addition to this semicon-
ductor property of electron transfer, there exists a
phenomenon of electron transfer through an "electron
pore gas" in the interstices between the macroscopic
crystal particles of the oxide matrix at temperatures
above 575 K. Although the electron gas, i.e. , a cloud
of electrons which is considered in terms of kinetic
theory of gases, does not reduce the work function of
the system, it does increase the efficiency of emission
by increasing the conductivity of the system, as shown
in Fig. 3. 1" A higher level of emission performance
is possible at the operating temperature of 1025 K be-
cause there is a greater net voltage applied between
cathode and plate as a result of the lower voltage drop
across the oxide coating, i.e. , the depth of the poten-
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Figure 1. Atomic Number Versus Atomic Volume for Elements ivith Various Work Functions (0)

tial minimum, as well as its distance from the surface
of the cathode, is decreased to permitmore of the elec-

trons to reach the plate. A relatively thick porous ox-

ide coating, in addition to contributing a higher con-

ductivity by reason of the electron pore gas effect, con-

tributes to long life performance because the matrix of

barium oxide in the coating is a reservoir for active

barium sites in the system by reason of the chemical

reduction processes induced by the active reducing

agents of the nickel base metal.

Activation of the Oxide-Cathode System

Barium and associated donor centers are produced
by chemical reduction of the barium oxide by reducing

agents in the cathode nickel -alloy base metal. Barium
oxide plus metal yields the metal oxide plus barium.
Barium oxide can not be decomposed to barium and ox-

ygen within the temperature limitations of the vacuum
tube. The temperature required to decompose barium
oxide would be close to 3000 Kata vacuum of 10"5 mill-

imeters of mercury. Electrolytic dissociation of bar-
ium oxide yields only about two per cent of the avail-

able barium centers. Electrolysis of barium oxide oc-
curs upon passage of current through the coating where-
upon the barium ion is transported toward tlie base me-

tal to be reduced to free barium by acquiring two elec-

trons. The oxygen ion forms atomic oxygen yielding

two electrons in the process. Oxygen ultimately

leaves the oxide coating to enter the vacuum space
where, in time, it is removed from the vapor phase by

combining with the getter flash material. As soon as

barium has been created and donor sites have been es-
tablished in the oxide matrix, the oxide coating is cap-

able of transferring high emission current. Electro-

lysis does not activate an oxide system as readily as

chemical reduction by certain alloying metals in com-
mercial cathode nickel. The time for activation by
electrolysis is measured in tens of hours for a pure
platinum cathode in contrast to a time of minutes for

activation by chemical reduction, as shown in Fig. 4.

Electrical Importance of the Substrate Metal and Emis-
sion Coating

The reducing-element content of the cathode nickel

base metal creates and replenishes the supply of bar-
ium centers which maintain the low work function of

the system and the basic semiconductor method of elec-

tron transfer. The operating characteristics of the

cathode with respect to other tube electrodes are de-
termined by composition, purity, and particle size of
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Figure 2. Average Value of DC Emission Currentfrom Different Cathode Systems

the emission carbonates; the technique of coating the

cathode metal; the conversion of the carbonates to the

oxide -matrix crystal structure; the rate of thermal
diffusion of barium through the coating; the rate of elec-

trolytic transport of the barium ion- the rate of evap-
oration of barium/barium oxide;-'^^' and the con-

current formation of surface films on adjoining ele-

ments. The location of the active barium donor sites—
whether in, on, or around the crystal lattice of the

alkaline -earth oxide —is not known with certainty. The
electrical importance of the crystal structure of the

oxide lattice is related to the degree of porosity, which
determines the effectiveness of the electron pore gas
in decreasingthe resistance of the coating at the oper-
ating temperature of 1025 K as shown in Fig. 5.

Equilibrium Systems and Interactions

In addition to the variable factors noted above, fur-

ther variations on the physical -chemical equilibria

which influence the micro -chemical actions occurring in

the oxide coating are induced by the effects of temper-
ature, time for decomposition of the carbonate to the

oxide, coating weight, particle size, anddensity. Evap-
oration of certain condensable metals from the cath-

ode base metal, as well as from the oxide coating, tends

to contaminate insulating mica spacers as well as the

heater insulation coatings. The effect of temperature,
time, and partial pressure of carbon dioxide and car-

bon monoxide gases influences the porosity of the coat-

ing in terms of sintering and fusion of the coating. Elec-
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Figure 3. Pulse-Emission Performancefrom Oxide-Coated Cathodes Using the Same Cathode Base-Metal Nickel

Alloy, but with Oxide Coatings Derived from Carbonates of Different Particle Size as Originally Precipitated.

Particle-size determination by the Andreasen pipette sedimentation method. Type 1-v tube with Ejr = 5.5 volts;

plate voltage of one -microsecond duration at a pulsed repetition frequency of 1000 cycles per second.

tron bombardment of electrode surfaces and glass walls

of the tube releases gaseous products that interact with

the active barium centers of the coating causing a re-
duction of emission; positive -ion bombardment can dis-

rupt surface layers of the oxide cathode to cause an
increase in the work function of the system. In view
of the varied factors and phenomena involved, 15, 16 it

may be concluded that all equilibria in the oxide cath-
ode are in delicate balance with each other in the se-
quence of activation and regeneration during the life of

the tube. These equilibria are dependent upon the non-
injurious nature of the environmental vapor phase for

the best electron-transfer performance and long life.

PREPARATION OF THE EMISSION COATING

The Carbonate Form

The preparation of the alkaline -earth emission car-
bonates is a critical operation in terms of maintaining
purity, uniformity, particle size, and chemical comp-
osition. The carbonates are formed by precipitation in

which a solution of sodium and/or ammonium carbonate
is added to a solution of alkaline -earth nitrates. The
solutions are made under controlled conditions using
distilled water and are filtered before being mixed to-

gether in the reaction. The reaction is of the double de-
composition type in which the equilibrium is shifted in

the forward direction because of the insolubility of the

alkaline -earth carbonate which precipitates out of sol-

ution. For example,

Ba(N03)2 + Na2C03 BaCOs j + 2NaN03
barium sodium barium sodium
nitrate carbonate carbonate nitrate

Ba(N03)2 + (NH4)2C03 BaC03 | + 2NH4NO3
barium ammonium barium ammonium
nitrate carbonate carbonate nitrate

Various precipitation methods can be used, but to ob-
tain reproducible uniform particle size distribution all

methods must adhere to standardized control proce-
dures with respect to concentration of reacting solu-
tions, temperatures, rate of addition, rate of mixing,
and pH of the reacting media. The carbonates that are
used for emission purposes are usually the coprecipi-
tated double carbonate of barium and strontium in 50/50
mole per cent composition (57/43 weight per cent) or the
coprecipitated triple carbonate of barium, strontium,
and calcium in 57/39/4 weight per cent composition.
The carbonates may be made as the needle form (ortho-

rhombic crystal lattice) or the spherulite form (rhombo-
hedral crystal lattice) depending upon the temperature

,

composition, and concentration of the reactant sol-
utions . The carbonate particles as precipitated in nee -

die or spherulite form are composed of crystallites rep-
resenting a lattice arrangement. The carbonate crys-
tal particles are from 1 to 25 microns long, and from
1 to 4 microns in diameter. Crystallite sizes are from
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100 to 1000 angstroms. Figs. 6 and 7 show represent-
ative needle shaped crystal of triple carbonates pre-
cipated by sodium and ammonium reagents.

The methods of precipitation are essentially straight-
forward. However, because purity of the product is

essential to emission performance, the effects of ad-
sorption and entrapment of foreign ions are minimized
by the use of proper sequences of precipitation and
washing operations . There are two precipitation meth-
ods: (1) a batch method wherein one reagent solution is

added to the other reagent solution and (2) a continuous
flow method wherein both reagent solutions are brought
confluently into a reaction zone. In the batch method,
the addition of alkali carbonate solution to the alka-
line-earth nitrate solution is preferred to the addition
of the nitrate solution to the carbonate solution because
the former procedure insures the production of a chem-
ically pure product with a smaller amount of contamina-
tion from the alkali ions and salts. In the second method,
the simultaneous addition of equimolar proportions of

alkaline -earth nitrates and alkali carbonates minimizes
the impurity content of the adsorbed alkali nitrate ions

because the concentration of the alkali nitrate ions is at
a minimum at the time of the formation of the alkaline

-

earth carbonate crystal. Another important feature of

continuous flow methods of precipitation is the greater
uniformity of the precipitated particle size than that ob-
tained by the batch process. The continuous -flow reac-
tion approaches one of constant-volume constant-con-

1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6

lO'/T DEGREES KELVIN

Figure 5. Conductivity ofOxide Coatings as a Function

of Temperature for Different Degrees of Activation
and Pore-Gas Conduction

Figure 6. Sodium -Precipitated Triple Carbonate Photo-
graphed by Carbon -Replica Technique (electron-micro-
scope magnification x 50,000; courtesy Dr. E.P. Berlin)
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Figure 7. Ammonium-Precipitated Triple Carbonate
Photographed by Carbon-Replica Technique (electron-

microscope magnification X 50,000; courtesy Dr. E. P.

Bertin)

centration during precipitation instead of undergoing
dilution as does the batch type of reaction.

Emission carbonates precipitated by the addition of

sodium carbonate differ from those prepared by ammo-
nium carbonate reaction in particle size and residual

impurity content of the alkali salt. Under equivalent

conditions, the "ammonium" type of emission carbonate
will tend to be about 10 per cent larger than the corres-
ponding "sodium" type of emission carbonate when pre-
cipitated in the temperature range above 80 C. The dif-

ference of impurity content between "ammonium" and
"sodium" types of emission carbonates is that the

former is ammonium nitrate and the latter is sodium
nitrate . Both ammonium nitrate and sodium nitrate are
adsorbed to an equal extent onto the surfaces of the car-

bonate crystals or entrapped within the crystals. Both
nitrates are washed from these carbonates to the same
extent. The difference between ammonium nitrate and
sodium nitrate is in the difference in melting points and
decomposition products. Ammonium nitrate melts at

169 C and decomposes into gaseous nitrogen, oxygen,
and water vapor at 2 10 C; whereas, sodium nitrate melts
at 308 C and decomposes into sodium oxide, nitrous

oxide, and oxygen at 380 C. Thus, when the residual

impurity is trace amounts of ammonium nitrate, it is

lost during bakeout or sealing-in operations. During
decomposition from the carbonate, the emission oxide
coating is not contaminated with any low-melting-point

substances that might cause excessive sintering and

fusing of the coating. Where the impurity is sodium
nitrate, the higher melting point and decomposition

temperature contribute to side effects in the early de-
composition stages of the carbonates leaving a residue

of sodiiun oxides which sublimes at temperatures above

800 C. The low melting point of the sodium salts con-
tributes to the inherent melt condition of the eutectic of

barium carbonate (2BaC03:lBaO) which melts at 1030 C.

The over-all effect is to increase the tendency toward
fused oxide coatings under high speed sealex operation

where both the heater wattage and induction heating by

RF coils are high , and vacuimi pumping efficiency is low.

The particle size of the precipitated emission car-

bonate and the particle -size distribution of the carbonate

are of importance in determining the ultimate porosity

of the oxide coating. It is this porosity that contrib-

utes to the electron pore gas effect in decreasing the

electrical resistance of the coating. 19,20,21 within

the limits of the controlling factors of concentration,

temperature, pH, and rate of input mixing of the con-

fluent reagent solutions, the method of continuous flow

precipitation can give a narrower distribution of part-

icle size range about a given desired particle size than

the batch method.

The factors of temperature and concentration, pH of

the reacting media, and rate of mixing of the reagent

solutions are major determinants of the shape and size

of the precipitated carbonate crystals. The crystals

are produced as relatively large needles in the temper-
ature range about 80 C. A mixture of crystal forms,
varying from spatulate clusters of needles to spherulite

forms, are obtained in the mid-temperature range from
50 to 75 C. Spherulite formation is predominant at

temperatures below 50 C. All crystal forms within the

composition ranges that are used for emission purposes
are of the orthorhombic type of lattice formation. Part-

icle size varies directly with temperature and inversely

with concentration of the reacting solutions, i.e. , nee-
dle size increases with increasing temperature; needle

size decreases with increase of concentration, provided

the temperature is constant. When the pH of the react-

ing media is below 7, the precipitated carbonate crys-

tals are larger than those precipitated from a reaction

medium above pH 7. The rate of addition of the reagent

solutions to each other influences the particle size;

rapid addition causes small particle -size formation,

whereas slow addition causes large particle-size for-

mation. The rate of mixing, the shape of the impeller

blade , and the turbulent currents produced in the reactor

vessel also influence the crystal habit of nucleation and

growth. Manufacturing practice has resulted in the

standardization of processes designed to control all

these factors to the high degree necessary for the pro-

duction of uniform, chemically pure, ultrafine quality

emission carbonates.

The relationship between the size and shape of the
emission carbonate particle as precipitated and the

emission performance of an oxide coating is com-
plex. 22, 23 general, carbonate particle sizes within
the limits of 2 to 18 microns in length and 2 microns
in diameter yield an oxide coating capable of a higher
level of emission than can be obtained from carbonates
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which are originally precipitated larger than 2 5 microns
longer smaller than 2 microns long. Emission car-

bonate crystals that are precipitated either too large or

too small yield oxide coatings that are not capable of

good emission performance. Ideally, the larger the

carbonate -particle size, the higher would be the level of

emission obtainable from the oxide coating from these

carbonates by reason of the greater degree of porosity.

The deviation from this effect in the instance of very
large precipitated particles results from three factors.

First, the growth of large carbonate crystals is

brought about by long contact with the mother liquor

wherein small crystals are solubilizedand redeposited

onto larger crystals . Such large crystals contain many
crevices and cavities enclosing mother liquor solution.

These occluded impurities are entrapped by a bridging

of the fissure at the surface of the crystal. As a result,

it is difficult to remove the impurities by washing.

Coarse crystalline material can be much more heav-

ily contaminated than the same material in afiner state

of subdivision. However, when the particle size is too

small, the effects of adsorption onto the increased sur-

face area also creates a high degree of impurity which

is very difficult to remove. Thus, a balance point in

terms of optimum particle size must be made between

too large or too small a particle size.

Second, large crystals require a longer or harder

ball -milling to grind the particle down to dimensions

usable for coating techniques calling for smoothness
and density needed for close -spaced tube designer high

voltage gradient characteristics. The prolonged mill-

ing necessary to reach a fine state of subdivision builds

up the abrasive content from the ball -mill pebbles (a

potassium alimiinum silicate clay complex) and, thus,

tends to increase the electrical resistance of the coat-

ing.

Third, the more porous type of emission coating de-

rived from carbonates of large particle size is capable

of being decomposed to the oxide more readily and at

somewhat lower temperatures. However, the very por-

osity of the crystalline matrix subjects it to more ex-

tensive sintering from unfavorable gas equilibrium con-

ditions that lead to eutectic-melt formation.

In contrast to these effects of large particle size car-

bonates, when the carbonate powders are precipitated

as very small particles, they are difficult to process

and handle in centrifugal washing and filtering oper-
ations; the adsorption effects resulting from the in-

creased surface area of matter in a finer state of sub-

division increases the impurity content of absorbed
alkali salts; and the denser type of emission coating de-

rived from small particle size carbonates are more
difficult to decompose on sealex processes and yield a
lower level of emission performance due to the in-

creased resistance of the coating that results from the

much reduced porosity. Fig. 3 shows that the level of

emission performance for the less porous type of coating

is definitely lower because of the decreased conductivity

of the coating. The denser type of coating, however,

is more resistant to "poisoning actions" that tend to

decrease the amount of active barivun centers of the

oxide matrix. The denser type of oxide coating offers

more dimensional stability with respect to grid-to-

cathode spacing and, because of the decrease of sur-

face area within the bulk of the less porous oxide mat-
rix, less barium/barium oxide evaporates to contam-
inate adjoining tube electrodes. In production practice,

a balance of factors including particle size and porosity,

decomposition characteristics, resistance to poison-

ing, and level of emission performance determines the

final selection of the optimum type of carbonate mater-
ial to be used.

After precipitation, the carbonates are collected in

a centrifuge, washed, reslurried in fresh distilled wa-
ter, centrifuged, and rewashed to free the crystals of

residual mother liquor salts and impurities. Next, the

carbonate powder is dried to a very low moisture con-

tent, blended, and analyzed for purity and composition.

Acceptable bulk powder is then stored as approved lots.

Carbonate powder is withdrawn from stock upon de-

mand, redried to insure a moisture content of less than

0.10 per cent, and then ball -milled. The technique of-

application and the end use of the carbonate coating

dictate the ball -milling time, selection of binder, and

solvents. The number, weight, and size of the ball-

milling pebbles, the quantity of carbonate powder and

binder solution, the speed of milling in terms of revo-

lutions per minute and peripheral speed, and the vis-

cosity of the charge are maintained at standard condi-

tions to insure reproducibility and uniformity of the

emission carbonate coating.

The emission performance of the oxide coating is in-

fluenced by the texture and porosity of the emission car-

bonate coating. The physical properties of texture and

porosity of the carbonate coating are transferred to the

oxide form despite the conversion from the ortho-

rhombic lattice of the carbonate to the cubic lattice of

the oxide crystals. When the emission coating is de-

posited onto the base metal, the solvents evaporate and

leave the carbonates mechanically bonded to the metal

with the nitrocellulose or methyl methacrylate binder.

The proportion of the weight of the coating to its thick-

ness depends upon the type of cathode and the tube type.

The weight and thickness of the coating (i.e. , the pack-

ing density) must be uniform and reproducible. This

uniformity is especially important for maintaining uni-

form transconductance values.

The type of solvents used in the carbonate -spray for-

mulations influences the bulk density (porosity) of the

emission coating as it is applied to the base metal.

Solventshavingahigh vapor pressure (low boiling point)

evaporate rapidly and produce a porous, fluffy coating.

Solvents having a low vapor pressure (high boiling point)

evaporate slowly to leave a smooth, dense coating.

The spray-gun aperture settings control the amount
of material deposited per application, whereas, spray-

gun air pressure and distance from the cathode control

the degree of porosity of the applied coating. High air

pressures tend to deposit dry, fluffy coatings; low air

pressures tend to deposit wetter, more dense coatings.

A dry, porous coating is deposited onto the cathode when
the cathode is further away from the gun nozzle; a denser

deposit of coating material is obtained when the cathode

base metal is closer to the gun nozzle.
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Low humidity and high temperature increase the rate

of evaporation of the solvents and produce amore porous
coating. On the other hand, high humidity causes the

nitrocellulose binder to set in a brittle fashion and thus

contributes to imperfect adherence of the coating to the

base metal. The emission coating is applied in an air

conditioned environment at 50 per cent relative hvmaid-

ity and at a temperature of 72 F to insure uniform spray
application. The dew point of the water vapor in the

compressed air is maintained at minus 40 F to mini-
mize the effects of moisture on the setting of the nitro-

cellulose binder. The rate of airflow through the spray
booth is kept constant to maintain a constant rate of sol-

vent evaporation in order to obtain uniform deposition

of the coating. The ratio of solids to solvents and the

viscosity of the coating formulation are maintained with-

in close limits. Low specific gravity formulations tend

to deposit a wet, dense coating; high specific gravity

formulations tend to deposit a dry, porous coating.

Whereas the true density of the triple -carbonate

emission powder used in production is about 4.0 grams
per cubic centimeter, the range of apparent density of

the coatings of emission carbonates as normally de-
posited onto the cathodes in 0.50 to 2.0. Thus, the poro-
sity of the carbonate coatings ranges from 87.5 to 50

per cent. The range of weight distribution of the car-
bonate coatings is 3.5 to 8.0 milligrams per square

centimeter. A coating that is packed too densely has a

lower level of emission performance than a fluffy, por-
ous coating; however, when the coating is too fluffy, its

mechanical adherence to the base metal is poor and the

coating tends to powder. The standardizing notices

show representative curves for weight, outside di-

ameter, and apparent densities that can be used as a
guide for design purposes. Ref. 2 4 describes coatings

for oxide cathodes. The characterof the spray is clas-

sified into three grades — wet, medium, and dry. In

general, the adherence of the sprayed coating increases

with the wetness of the spray during application. A wet
spray produces a smooth, hard coating that is strongly

adherent to the base metal and is difficult to damage in

handling. A medium spray produces a coating that is

visibly rough and which adheres firmly enough to with-

stand normal handling. A dry spray produces a coating

that is decidedly rough and which must be handled care-
fully because of its fragility.

The use of the tube should determine the density of

the coating. Close -spaced rectifiers, where arcing is

a factor, require a high -density, smooth coating, as do
cathode ray tubes and tubes with very close spacing.

High emission performance can be better obtained with
low -density porous coatings but only at the cost of lower
resistance to poisoning and greater instability in per-
formance. High -density coatings are more stable but

have a lower level of emission performance; the quan-
tity-rate of evaporation of barium/barivmi oxide is re-
duced to a minimum and grid contamination is less cri-

tical. In practice, compromises in coating weights and
densities are required to obtain the desired tube char-
acteristics under sealex conditions consistent with the

base metal reducing activity and the temperature -time

-

pressure equilibrium during the decomposition of the

carbonate coating.

The Oxide Form

Oxide -coated cathodes are used under a wide variety
of conditions , and some of the requirements which come
first to mind include such objectives as: low cost of

preparation, high heater efficiency, long life at a con-
tinuous emission level of 80 to 130 milliamperes per
square centimeter (Fig. 8), and reliable performance
under pulse conditions of 40 to 80amperes25,26,27per
square centimeter (Fig. 9). 28 Tubes can be designed
and built with oxide -coated cathodes to last more than

100,000 hours (about 10 years) by operating the cath-

odes at reduced temperatures. However, the lower
the cathode temperature, the more likely is the oxide
coating to yield lower emission due to the effects of

effects of gaseous residues in the tube. This tendency
of the oxide-coated cathode to "slump" under low tem-
perature conditions results from the decrease in the

rate of chemical reaction between the reducing element
content of the base metal and the oxide. Sufficient active

barium centers are not produced to offset the inacti-

vation effects of those physical -chemical reactions
from the environmental gas and vapor phase that tend
to decrease the amount of active barium donors in the

oxide matrix. When the oxide cathode is examined in

terms of economy, ease of preparation and fabrication,

relative mechanical stability, ease of activation, and
relative low rate of evaporation consistent with long
life, it is apparent that the alkaline -earth oxides have
the lowest usable work function consistent with the ob-
jectives stated at the beginning of this paragraph.

Numerous methods are used for the application of the

alkaline -earth compounds to the cathode base -metal.

450
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Figure 8. Permissible Direct-Current Density (ma/
cm^) for Long Life Performance for Average Oxide

-

Coated Cathodes
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The emission coating can not be applied directly in the

form of the oxide during the manufacturing operation

because it reacts with water vapor and carbon dioxide

in the air to form the hydroxide and carbonate com-
pounds .

BaO + H2O Ba{OH)2

BaO + CO2 -3^ BaCOs

Therefore, some barium compound that is stable under
atmospheric conditions, pure, and easily convertible to

the oxide under vacuum conditions is required for coat-

ing the cathode base metal. The alkaline -earth carbon-

ates have this required stability, purity, and converti-

bility. Although the system barium/barium oxide has
the lowest usable work function of the family group
(barium, strontium, calcium) at the operating temper-
ature (the work function, in electron volts, for Ba/BaO
on nickel is 1.1 at 1025 K; for Sr/SrO on nickel, it is

1.4 at 1175 K; for Ca/CaO, it is 1.9 at 1300 K), the

barixmi/barium oxide system is not useful as an emis-
sion coating when used alone, because, as shown in

Fig. 10, it inherently passes through a comparatively
low-melting eutectic phase while being decomposed
from the barium carbonate to the barium oxide. 29, 30

However, the strontium and calcium systems do not

pass through such a eutectic phase during the con-

version from the carbonate to the oxide form at these

temperatures:

3BaC03;;i:±2BaC03:lBaO + C02t ^3BaO + 2C02f
(eutectic)

3SrC03-

3CaC03-

3SrO + 3C02t

3CaO + 3C02t

The melt condition of the eutectic phase of barium car-

bonateA>arium oxide, 2BaC03 : IBaO, (melting point

1300 K) compared to that of barium oxide, BaO, (melting

point 2170 K) causes the emission coating that is formed
from barium carbonate alone to sinter to a great degree
under certain conditions of temperature and carbon
dioxide gas equilibrium pressure encountered during
sealex operation. In practice, decreased porosity

(i.e.
,
fusion) and varying degrees of poor coating ad-

herence to the base metal, in terms of brittleness, re-

sult from a greater cohesion for itself as a melt than

adhesion to the base metal where the coating is of some
thickness other than that of a thin film. The level of

emission is reduced in a sintered oxide coating because
of the decrease of porosity and increase in the size of

the crystallite lattice . The conductivity of such a fused

coating is decreased as the effect of the electron pore
gas type of electron transfer is diminished. Conse-
quently, the coprecipitated double carbonate of bar-
ium-strontium (50/50 mole per cent) composition was
used because it minimized the eutectic melt formation
of the barium carbonate component as a result of the

diluent effect exerted by the strontium carbonate at
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the temperatures of processingand operation. In addi-

tion, the coprecipitated double carbonate, (BaSr)C03,
yields larger crystals than the single barium or stront-

ium carbonate under the same conditions of precipi-
tation, i.e., standard temperature, concentration, and
rate of reaction. The increased size of the precipi-
tated particles, as carbonates, decreases the ulti-

mate packing density of the emission oxide coating.

Similarly, the use of the coprecipitated triple carbon-
ates of barium, strontium; and calcium, (BaSrCa)C03
of 57/39/4 weight per cent composition, yields a still

larger particle-size formation under the same con-
ditions of precipitation. Figs. 6 and 7 show the large

-

size needle form of the crystal structure obtained for

the triple carbonate. The conductivity of the oxide coat-

ings derived from such carbonates is maintained at a

higher level by virtue of the increased mean free path
of the electron pore gas associated with increased
porosity. The level of emission performance is conse-
quently higher because of the lower voltage drop across
the coating.

The complex changes that occur when the carbonate
is converted to the oxide have been under investigation

by many laboratories. The use of X-ray powder pat-

terns as well as Geiger -counter display on graph re-
corders has shown that the crystallographic trans-
formations that occur during the decomposition and
subsequent heat treatment of the oxide are critical in

determining the emission activity of the oxide coating.

X-ray data have shown that for the coprecipitated crystal

of barium -strontium carbonate (BaSr)C03, 31 there
exists a range of lattice constants which vary continu-

ously and linearly with composition indicating that true

single -phase solid solution exists through the entire

composition range. Similar studies on the triple car-
bonates (BaSrCa)C0332, 33, 34 indicate that true solid

solution can exist for the three component system; it

is only when the calcium component is less than 10 mole
per cent or 6 weight per cent of the composition ratio,

as shown in Fig. 11, that true single-phase solid-

solution exists .
*

X-ray investigation of the internal crystallite for-

mation of carbonate particles, by Eisenstein^^ has

* Berlin, E. P., C. H. Meltzer, and E. G. Widell, X-ray

Study of the Triple Carbonates (unpublished)
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contributed an important observation of the decompo-
sition of the emission carbonates. It was noted that in

the decomposition of the single-phase solid-solution

double carbonate (BaSr)C03 crystals, the strontium

carbonate component is converted to the oxide first;

the barium carbonate component remaining in the lattice

is converted some time later. When the decomposition
is completed, the two oxides, SrO plus BaO, exist as

separate phases; crystals of single -phase solid -solution

(BaSr)O are obtained only after further heat treat-

ment; ^6 the critical temperature for this final trans-

formation is about 1050 C. Similar decomposition
phenomena occur for the triple carbonates of copre-
cipitated barium-strontium-calcium (BaSrCa)C03 with-

in a limited range of composition when the calcium
component is less than 6 weight per cent.

rBaCO

(BaSrCa)C03^—-» SrC03

(orthorhombic)

:aC03 >- CaO
(hexagonal) (cubic)

The important insight into this complex transformation
is the fact that single -phase solid-solution carbonates
ultimately yield oxides having small crystallite units of

150 angstroms, whereas, mixtures of the single car-
bonates, BaC03, SrCOs, and CaC03, yield oxides
having crystallite units of 250 to 300 angstroms, be-
cause of the higher temperature needed on heat treat-

ment to create the single -phase solid-solution oxide

from the separate, mechanically mixed, single car-

bonates. 37, 38, 39 The single-phase solid-solution

double carbonate (BaSr)C03 is of larger particle size

than either of the separate single carbonates;the single

-

phase triple component solid -solution (BaSrCa)C03
(where calcium is less than 6 weight per cent) is larger

than the comparable double carbonate when made under
the same conditions. The coincidence of the resultant

smaller crystallite formation in the oxide form with

the porosity of the oxide coating derived from the larger

-

particle-size double or triple carbonate is related by a
minimum fusion effect in explaining the higher emission.
In a later paper, Eisenstein40 concluded that the barium
oxide molecules move to the surface of the coating by
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diffusion to form crystallites and that the crystallites

were the source of the low-work-function points from
which emission can occur.

The electron-emission performance of the oxide coat-

ing derived from the carbonates of barium, strontium,
and calcium is primarily correlated with the low work
function of the system and its increased electrical con-
ductivity as contributed in part by the porosity of the

oxide matrix and the electron pore gas. The system
barium/barium oxide has the lowest usable work func-
tion for emission purposes in vacuum tubes consistent

with ease of activation and relative low rate of evapo-
ration for long life. The presence of the strontium and
calcium components in the triple carbonate composition
contributes:

1. a diluent effect to offset the low-melting eutectic

phase of the barium carbonate-to-barium oxide con-
version.

2. a crystal habit of large particle growth of the

carbonate form that determines the extent of the poro-
sity of the oxide -matrix emission coating that is

obtained.

The single -phase two-component solid-solution -oxide

lattice exists for the double oxides (BaSr)O and (SrCa)O
but not for barium and calcium because of the disparity

of the size of their ions, i.e. , barium possesses an ion

radius of 1.35 angstroms, strontium has an ion radius
of 1.13 angstroms, and calcium has an ion radius of

0.99 angstrom. The difference between the ion radii

of barium and strontium is 16.3 per cent; whereas, the

difference between the ion radii of barium and calcium
is 26.7 per cent. Solid solution formation in the oxide
form can exist only when differences between ion radii

are within 17 per cent. X-ray data indicate that all the

alkaline-earth-carbonate crystals that are made by
coprecipitation to form (BaSr)C03, (SrCa)C03 and
(BaCa)C03 consist of solid solutions throughout the

range of composition (although not always single -phase
solid solutions). However, only the oxides (BaSr)O and
(SrCa)O become solid solutions upon conversion from
the carbonates. The decomposition of (BaCa)C03 re-
sults in amatrixof a microcrystalline mechanical mix-
ture of BaO plus CaO forms. In terms of significance

of the effect of solid solution upon a favorable level of

emission, the absence of the solid -solution formation
for the BaO plus CaO matrix is important in the con-
siderations to be given to too high a calcium content in

the triple -component-oxide system that is derived from
a triple carbonate orthorhombic (needle form) lattice

structure.

Under standard conditions of preparation in which
concentration, temperature, pH, rate of addition and
rate of mixing are held constant, a series of double
carbonates of barium and strontium compositions show
an increase in the particle size of the precipitated car-
bonate crystal from 100 per cent barium to 75/25 mole
per cent (BaSr)C03; the particle -size range and dis-

tribution remain essentially constant through the com-
position range from 75/25 to 25/75 mole per cent

(BaSr)C03; as the composition ratio becomes richer
in the strontium component the particle size decreases
from the composition ratios 25/75 mole per cent

(BaSr)C03to 100 per cent strontium carbonate. Com-
mercial practice undertook the preparation and use of

the 50/50 mole per cent barium -strontium composition
and controlled the particle -size range and distribution

in order to influence the porosity of the final oxide-

coating form that was used on the cathode base metal.
The use of the 50 mole per cent barium component was
undertaken for reasons of useful long life performance
in terms of sufficient active barium in the emission coat-

ing for self-gettering, minimum contamination of ad-
joining electrodes due to evaporation of barium/barium
oxide, and the above-mentioned porosity factor that

controlled the conductivity of the oxide coating and,

thus, influenced the level of emission performance of

the tube.

The use of the coprecipitated triple carbonate of

barium, strontium, and calcium was in commercial
production in the early 1930 period. At RCA, the com-
position change was made by the addition of the calcium
component at the expense of the strontium component
while keeping the barium component constant in the sys-
tem. Thus, the use of the former double carbonate of

50/50 mole per cent, or 57.2/42.8 weight per cent,

(BaSr)C03 was discontinued in favor of the triple car-
bonate of 57.2/38.8/4.0 weight per cent (BaSrCa)C03
because of the increased level of emission performance
that was obtainable from the use of such triple carbon-
nates as they were of larger particle size than the dou-
ble carbonates when made under the same standard
conditions of manufacture.

In discussing particle -size range and distribution of

the emission carbonates, comparisons are made within

a given series of compositions that are produced under
standard conditions. Thus, in terms of tube perform-
ance as influenced by the porosity of the oxide coating,

i.e. , its conductivity, it is recognized that the greater
porosity made possible by a change in the precipitation

process (use of more dilute reactant solutions, or use
of a slower rate of addition) is equally effective as the

same degree of porosity achieved at a different con-
centration of reactants and with a change of component
composition provided that the amount of the barium
component remains at a value that is useful for tube

performance. Precipitated carbonates can be made
with the same particle -size range and distribution at

two entirely different compositions provided suitable

adjustments are made in the precipitating technique.

For example, initial levels of performance are the same
for double carbonates of 70/30, 50/50, and 30/70 mole
per cent barium and strontium when their particle size

is the same. Similarly, triple carbonate compositions
of 57/39/4, 44/50/6, 49/45/6, 20 and 56/38/6 weight
per cental yield initial levels of emission that are equal

when they are precipitated with the same particle size

and are given equal treatment of ball milling and spray
formulation to yield the same weight, diameter, and
density of emission coating. The final choice of a com-
position ratio, or particle -size range and distribution

or both for an emission carbonate is based on standard-
ized practices of manufacturing the carbonate, the seal-
exing procedures, and life performance of the tubes

under the environmental conditions, i.e., materials
of construction, processing methods for preparing these
materials for use in the tube, and duty cycle require-

ments in the application of the tube in the circuit.
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Under standard conditions of manufacture, compo-
sition ratios of double carbonates ranging from 70/30
to 30/70 mole per cent (BaSr)C03 yield the same par-
ticle size. The particle size of the triple carbonate
(BaSrCa)C03 i.e., the calcium component is 4 weight

per cent, within the same composition range when pre-
cipitated under the same standard conditions is larger

than the particle size of the corresponding double car-

bonate with the same barium content. The crystal struc -

ture of the barium-strontium-calcium triple carbonates
and the emission performance of the corresponding tri-

ple-oxide systems have been investigated by the labora-
tories at RCA, Harrison. It has been observed that a

large sub-central area in the three -component phase

-

diagram system is capable of yielding higher emission
performance than can be obtained from the two-compo-
nent barium -strontium phase system, i.e., largerpar-
ticle size for the triple carbonate as a single -phase
three -component solid-solution carbonate providing

that the calcium component is less than 6 weight per cent.

For purposes of such comparison, it is necessary topre-
pare the carbonates under standard conditions. It is

known that the oxide coating derived from a solid solution
double -carbonate (BaSr)C03 system yields higher
emission than one from an oxide coating derived from
a mechanical mixture of BaC03 plus SrC03. For a given

heat treatment (temperature and time), a solid solution

of the oxide (BaSr)O forms more readily at a lower
temperature from the solid solution (BaSr)C03 than

from the mixed single phases of the mechanical mix-
ture. Part of the explanation for the higher emission
from the solid-solution (BaSr)C03 to (BaSr)O can be

explained by the larger particle size of the carbonate
crystal and the resultant greater porosity (increased

conductivity) of the oxide coating. Nonetheless, it is

important to take into account the lower temperature of

1325 Kversus 1400 K at which solid solution phase for-

mation occurs together with the smaller internal crys-
tallite growth as a contributory factor to the higher
conductivity of the oxide coating. These considerations

apply equally as well to the three -component single

-

phase oxide of barium, strontium, and calcium derived
from the single -phase three -component solid -solution

triple carbonate (BaSrCa)C03. It is interpreted that

the presence of the calcium oxide component serves to

complex the oxide phase by reason of the smaller ion

radius of the calcium compared to the radii of barium
and strontium which would tend to yield a distorted crys -

tallite lattice . The three -component triple oxide tends to

possess the smallest parameter crystallite lattice of the

three systems (BaO, (BaSr)O, and (BaSrCa)0)38, 39 and
tends to form the single -phasfe solid-solution oxide with

the minimum effects of fusion at the relatively low tem-
perature of 1275 K.

The crystallite formation in the oxide form is deter-

mined to some extent by the composition of the carbon-
ate form in that theeutectic melt formation of the bar-
ium carbonate component is minimized by the presence
of strontium and/or calcium components. Once this

eutectic form has beenrainimized, the interdependence
of temperature, time, and carbon dioxide gas equilib-

rium pressure on the decomposition of the carbonates
affects the crystallite growth of the oxide coating. Be-
cause the surface energy forces are greater for a fused
condition, i.e. , the packing density in the lattice struc-

ture is greater, the work function of such crystallite

systems is higher than thatof a system where the melt
formation is at a minimum. Measurement of crystal-
lite growth is a measure of the degree of fusion; crystal-

lite growth is more rapid in the melt condition. Investi-

gations^?, 38, 39 indicate that the growth of crystallites

in the oxide form is more rapid from the single barium
carbonate (eutectic melt condition is pronounced), less

rapid from the double carbonate, and least rapid from
the triple carbonate. This effect is observed for emis-
sion coatings made from single barium carbonate in

which the work function is about 1.25 ev as contrasted
with the work function of 1.0 ev for the emission coat-

ings derived from the double and triple carbonates. It

is noted that at temperatures below 1070 K the reducing
agent activity of the cathode base metal is the dominant
factor for obtaining high emission from the oxide coat-

ing, but at temperatures above 1200 K, heating effects

of high temperatures cause rapid growth of crystallites,

i.e.
,
fusion, to become the dominant factor for causing

low emission performance. Thus, the higher emission
that is obtained from coatings derived from the double
and triple carbonates over that of the single barium
carbonate occurs by reason of the greater conductivity

of the oxide coatings derived from the double and triple

carbonates. The increased porosity of the oxide coat-

ing derived from double and triple carbonates as well

as the smaller crystallite growth in the oxide form con-
tributes to this higher conductivity. The higher con-
ductivity of the triple oxide derived from triple carbon-
ates of the same particle size as equivalent compositions
of the double carbonate is due to the still smaller growth
of crystallites and slightly better conductivity of the

oxide coating.

Thus, the use of the coprecipitated triple carbonate of

barium, strontium, and calcium contributed several ad-
vantages in terms of tube manufacture and tube per-
formance.

1. The particle size of the triple carbonate within the

composition range in use as precipitated under stand-
ard conditions is larger than the particle size of the

corresponding double carbonate of the same barium
content.

2. The thermal decomposition characteristics of the

triple carbonate are slightly faster and more uniform
than those of the corresponding double carbonate by
reason of the larger particle size and the earlier de-
composition of the calcium carbonate component, pro-
vided that the calcium carbonate content does not ex-
ceed six weight per cent.

3. The oxide phase resulting from the conversion of

the triple carbonate tends to possess the smallest
parameter crystallite lattice structure which contri-

butes to the higher conductivity of the coating; the

formation of small crystallites in the oxide crystal

phase is indicative of minimum fusion or crystal

growth, i.e., a greater degree of porosity is retained
in the oxide coating.

It is evident in the case of the double carbonate sys-

tem that a series of solid solutions of (BaSr)C03 could

be made throughout the composition range and that the

series of solid solutions could be maintained in the oxide

phase (BaSr)O upon conversion of the carbonates to the

oxide. However, in the case of the triple carbonate
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(BaSrCa)C03 it is not possible to attain the solid-solu-

tion single -phase triple oxide when the calcium carbon-

ate content is in excess of six weight per cent. In the

final analysis, since it is desirable to maintain single-

phase solid-solution formation of small crystallite size

in the oxide form, it is not essential to increase the

calcium content beyond the present composition ratio:

(BaSrCa)C03 57/39/4 weight per cent. The qualities

of long life, resistance to poisoning effects (optimum
porosity, not maximum porosity) under manufacturing

conditions, stability, and minimum quantity-rate of

evaporation of barium/barium oxide onto adjoining elec-

trodes are important criteria rather than maximum
emission under ideal vacuum tube conditions . Thus , the

manufacturing, sealex, and stabilizing schedules would

determine the optimum composition and particle size

(for a given manufacturing schedule)as the time schedule

and heat treatment cycle would determine the single

-

phase solid-solution oxide form that contributes to high

emission performance.

THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS OF OXIDE

-

CATHODE SYSTEMS

In any considerations of the chemical and physical

processes that go on during the conversion of the emis-
sion carbonates to activated oxide coatings, much
thought must be given to a time -temperature -pressure

sequence of equilibria reactions. The processes that

occur during the decomposition of the carbonates and

the subsequent activation of the oxide form influence

the properties of the oxide cathode system to a great

degree.

Thermodynamic considerations indicate that barium
can not be derived from thermal decomposition of the

barium oxide nor from the reduction of the barium oxide

by the nickel of the cathode base metal. The change in

the Gibbs free energy AF accompanying a change in the

state of matter is expressed as AF = AH + T (AS) ,

where the symbols H and S represent the heat content

(enthalpy) and the entropy respectively, and T is the

temperature in degrees Kelvin. For a given chemical
reaction, if AF is negative, the reaction is thermo-
dynamically possible; whereas, if AF is positive, the

reaction does not take place. Where AF is zero, chem-
ical equilibria exists . For purposes of calculation, the

relationship of a substance in its standard state (at a

temperature of 298 K and at a pressure of 760 milli-

meters of mercury) between the standard free energy
change AFO for the given reaction at the temperature
T is AFg = -2.3 RT log Kp, where AF^ is the free en-
ergy for the reaction in calories at a temperature T in

degrees Kelvin, and R is the molar gas constant equal

to 1.987 calories/mole/degree Kelvin. K is the equilib-

rium constant for the reaction

BaCOs (solid) = BaO (solid) + CO2 (gas)

and Cone. BaO x Cone. COo
K= i

Cone. BaC03

or, in terms of partial pressures (assuming that solids

do not possess vapor pressures), the equilibrium con-

stant K' = PCO2 (partial pressure of CO2). The free

energy change for the transfer of reactantsat arbitrary

partial pressures to products at arbitrary pressures is

given by the equation

AF = 2.3 RT log K' - 2.3 RT 2n log p

or, AF = AF^ + 2.3 RT 2n log p

where Sn log p represents the algebraic sum of all the

n log p terms, those for products being taken as posi-

tive and for reactants as negative. The equilibrium

constant K' is related to the equilibrium of all partial

pressures of all gaseous reactants and products by the

rule of mass action and can be applied to the chemical
reduction of barium oxide,

BaO (solid) + Metal (solid) = Metal oxide (solid)+ Ba (Gas)

and, therefore, K' is equal to the partial pressure of

barium. Heat and entropy data are usually referred to

the reference standard temperature of 298 K; therefore,

in order to compute AF at a new temperature of 1050 K,

it is necessary to obtain data referringto the variation

of H and S with temperature in terms of heat capacity

data, such that

AF^ = AH^^ + TAS^^ + f (ACp
,
T)

The factor f depends upon the difference in heat capacity

ACp between products and reactants and upon temper-
ature T. White 42 and Rittner 43 have indicated the value

of such thermodynamic calculations in discussing the

rate processes and reactions that occur in the oxide

cathode.

Where gaseous products of reactions are formed, the

equilibrium pressures impose an upper limit onthe rate

of reaction, and also on the rate at which these gas
products can be removed. It has been indicated that the

diffusion process of the reducing agents in the cathode
base metal limits the rate of reaction because the re-
actants can not be brought together fast enough. The
following metals can react with barium oxide to yield

an equilibrium pressure of barium above barium oxide:

Mg, Si, Zr, Al, and W; the following metals are inert

in the presence ofbarium oxide: Ni, Co, Cu, Pb, Au,
Pd, and Pt.

The reduction of barium carbonate by metals to yield

carbon monoxide is thermodynamically more favorable

than the corresponding reduction ofbarium oxide. For
example, the oxidation of silicon or tungsten by barium
carbonate will occur preferentially at the lower tem-
perature of 870 K before the reduction of barium oxide

by the silicon or tungsten can occur at 1270 K, 44, 45

at 870 K, 2BaC03 + Si = Ba2Si04 + 2C0

barium silicon barium carbon
carbonate ortho- mon-

silicate oxide

at 1270 K, 4BaO + Si = Ba2Si04 + 2Ba

barium silicon barium barium
oxide ortho-

silicate
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Thus, there can be no effective yield of barium re-

leased by introducing reducing agents into the carbon-

ate coating. Barium hydroxide and barium nitrate are

prone to oxidize nickel and the reducing metals and are

not used in emission coatings. Nickel oxide as an inter-

face compound is highly undesirable because it can act

as a "sink" for barium as well as being conducive to

poor coating adherence. In some instances, a solid

solution of NiO:Ni02 can form in the presence of BaC03
to yield a blue -black barium nickelite, BaNi205.

The decomposition of the carbonate coating is a cri-

tical step in the processing schedule. It is during this

time that the carbonate may oxidize the surface layers

of reducing elements in the base metal and form oxide

or interface compounds prematurely along with the re-

lease of carbon monoxide. The time for decomposition
must be short and is determined in practice by the

pumping characteristics of the sealex system and by
the temperature of processing. If, however, the time
of decomposition is too fast in terms of pumping effi-

ciency, the partial pressure of carbon dioxide will ac-
celerate a melt situation due to the presence of the 2Ba
C03:lBaO eutectic phase, leading to large crystallite

growth and fusion effects. Thus, at the time of decom-
position, there are several reaction-rate processes
occurring, two of which are competitive for the reduc-

ing action of the base metal alloy. For example.

at 870 K,

at 1120 K,

at 1270 K,

BaCOs + M = BaO + MO + CO t

BaCOs = BaO + C02t

BaO + M = Ba + MO

below 1300 K, SBaCOs = 2BaC03+BaO + C02f
eutectic

= 3BaO + 2C02 f

Thus, under conditions of thermal decomposition of

the carbonates, wherein the removal of the carbon di-

oxide gas is too slow, the undesirable side -reactions

leading to the reaction of the carbonate with the reduc-
ing element of the cathode base metal at the lower temp-
erature of 870 K, and the concurrent reaction of eu-
tectic melt formation, cause low emission and slump-
ing performance on two counts. The side -reaction with

the carbonate uses the surface concentration of reducing

elements of the nickel alloy so that the rate of replen-

ishment of barium by the main reaction with barium
oxide is slowed down to produce a slumping emission
with respect to the normal rate of recovery from gas
poisoning actions in the tube after processing and aging.

Where the interface compound is formed prematurely,
an impedance exists that further lowers the emission
performance. The eutectic melt formation tends to-

ward a fusion of the oxide coating, decreasing its por-
osity, and thus increasing its bulk electrical resis-

tance which lowers the level of emission by reason of

the decrease of the cathode to anode voltage.

The activation reaction yielding the barium and asso-
ciated donor sites in the oxide coating is a "reaction-

rate" process defined by the temperature and the fol-

lowing physical-chemical kinetics:

1. Concentration of the effective reducing element
in the cathode base metal
2. Lattice structure of the base metal and distribu-

tion of grain boundary lines

3. Rate of diffusion of the reducing elements along

grain boundary lines in the base metal to the inter-

face surface region^S, 47, 48

4. Rate of chemical reaction of the reducing ele-

ment with the barium oxide to form barium and the

interface compounds
5. Rate of diffusion of barium through the oxide ma-
trix and rate of diffusion of gaseous barium into the

oxide lattice involving equilibrium pressures of bar-
ium (solid) to barium (gas) to barium (ion)

6. Rate of electrolytic transport of barium ions to the

cathode -metal interface region where it is reduced to

the barium
7. Rate of diffusion of barium to the surface of the

oxide coating

8. Rate of evaporation of barium/barium oxide from
the surface of the coating leaving a layer deficient in

barium oxide about 10-4 centimeters thickl

In order to obtain an appreciable solubility of barium
in barium oxide, the vapor pressure of barium must
be maintained at a rather high level. It is considered
that the barium generated at the interface region is

transported through the barium oxide matrix of crys-
tals by a volume -diffusion process termed Knudsen
flow, or free molecule diffusion. 43 The Knudsen flow

effect postulates that the flow of gas through a long tube

(pore space) takes place at a pressure such that the

mean free path is much greater than the radius of the

tube. Rittner calculates that since the barium can pene-
trate into the barium oxide particle a maximum dis-

tance of 4 X 10-4 centimeters, the oxide coating must
be a porous mass containing relatively fine particles

in order to account for the rate of evaporation of bar-
ium, e.g., the rate of evaporation of barium is four

micrograms per square centimeter per hour at a temp-
erature of 1225 K for an oxide coating on a nickel base
metal alloy containing 0.12 weight per cent Mg. 43

As previously stated, a reaction is thermodynam-
ically possible in terms of Gibbs free energy change
during any change of a state of matter such that the

AF is negative. And since the standard free energy
AF'-' is related to the equilibrium pressure through the

relation AF^ = 2.3 RT log K', where K' varies direct-

ly with the partial pressure of the barium gas, the rel-

ative activity of the reducing element content of the base
metal can be estimated informs of the partial pres-

sure of barium generated by the molecular reaction of

BaO with the element, e.g.
,

at 1000 K, BaO+Mn=Ba+MnO, the Pg^^ is 1x10"^ mm Hg'^3

at 1000 K, BaO+C =Ba+CO, the Pg^ is 4x10-6mm Hg^S

atl073K,BaO+Mg=Ba+MgO,thePBais 7 mmHg42

The thermodynamic lower limit for the equilibrium Ba
pressure is that partial pressure of Ba produced by the

thermal dissociation of BaO, i.e., 8x 10-16 mm Hg;

the thermodynamic upper limit for the equilibrium Ba
pressure is the partial pressure of Ba above a BaO
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phase saturated with excess barium which is estimated

to be about 1 x 10"^ mm Hg (this limit is somewhat low-

er than the vapor pressure of pure Ba). Thus, where
high pressures are found for active reducing agents

,

e.g.
,
Mg, it is only because the postulated reaction in-

volving the gaseous Ba phase does not represent the

lowest energy state of the system. The calculation does
indicate the relative activity of the several reducing
elements.

In practice, where the reduction of barium oxide is

to be accomplished by a reducing element that is pre-
sent in very minute concentrations in the nickel base
metal alloy, instead of molecular amounts in intimate

contact with each other, this type of calculation can not

be applied as readily. In order to be able to solve this

problem and predict the behavior of the cathode system

,

it is necessary to have a knowledge of the phase diagram
of such dilute-solid-solution alloys, the effective con-
centration of the reducing element and its rate of dif-

fusion in the alloy; in addition, the free energy of for-

mation of the intermetallic compounds such as MgC2,
Mg2C3, SiC, AI2C6, WC, Ni2Mg, m^Si, and Ni4W
must be known before predictions can be calculated.

The reactions between the barium carbonate and the

barium oxide forms with the reducing elements in the

nickel base metal and with the residual gases in the tube

are shown in Table I.

The reactions and equilibria involving carbon mon-
oxide and carbon dioxide are of considerable import-
ance in vacuum tube technology. Around 770 K, car-
bon (in excess) in an atmosphere of oxygen yields car-
bon dioxide, but at 1270 K, the reaction of oxygen with

excess carbon yields almost pure carbon monoxide:

at 770 K, C + O2 = COg

at 1270 K, 2C + = 2CO

It follows that the equilibrium between CO2 and CO at

the higher temperature will be toward the formation of

carbon monoxide, i.e. , C + CO2 = 2CO, in the pres-
ence of excess carbon. It is only at temperatures above
2400 K that carbon dioxide is appreciably dissociated

to carbon monoxide: 2CO2 = 2CO + O2. Where excess
oxygen is present, both carbon and carbon monoxide
are oxidized to carbon dioxide: 2CO + 02= 2CO2. At

870 K, carbon plus water vapor yield carbon monoxide
and hydrogen: C + H2O = CO + H2; and CO + H2O = CO2
+ occurs at lower temperatures.

Trace reactions can account for methane, alcohol,

and even benzene, as follows: CO + 3H2 = CH^ + H2O;
CO + 2H2 = CH3OH; 12CO + 3H2 = CgHg + 6CO2.

The reactions of methane with barium oxide at high

temperatures are really the reactions of carbon and
hydrogen, as the methane decomposes quite readily.

Thus, CH4 = C + 2H2, then BaO + C = CO + Ba and
2BaO + 2H2 = 2H2O + 2Ba. The reaction of methane
with barium oxide gives rise to a high concentration of

barium but results in low emission, nonetheless, be-
cause the carbon deposits onto the coating to yield a
dark surface with a resultant low operating temperature,
i.e., with black body radiation.

DECOMPOSITION OF THE EMISSION COATING

The decomposition of the carbonate coating is a cri-

tical step in the processingof an oxide cathode system.
In the decomposition process, the carbon dioxide gas is

in equilibrium with the barium carbonate and barium
oxide phases at definite dissociation pressures with

temperature. Because the dissociation pressure for

barium carbonate is the lowest of the three component
carbonates, it is the determining factor in the selec-

tion of the temperature for decomposition. It is during
the time that the carbonate is being converted to the ox-
ide that the competitive reactions of the reducing ele-

ments with barium carbonate and barium oxide make it

mandatory to convert to the oxide phase as quickly as
possible in order not to deplete the surface concentra-
tion of reducing elements in the base metal before they

can react with the bariirni oxide to yield the active bar-
ium. The time for decomposition should be short and
is determined in practice by the pumping characteristics

of the system and by the temperature. However, when
the time for decomposition is too short relative to the

pumping efficiency of the system at the surface of the

coating, the partial pressure build-up of carbon di-

oxide gas will repress the decomposition of the carbo-
nates long enough to allowfor the direct oxidation reac-
tion of the carbonates with the reducing elements, and

also, will create theeutectic melt phase that produces
large crystallite growth and fusion effects. If silicon

Table I

Chemical Reactions of BaC03 — BaO with Some Reducing Elements

Reducing
Element

Temperature

870 K 1270 K

carbon BaCOs + C = BaO + 2CO BaO + C = Ba + CO
magnesium BaC03 + Mg = BaO + MgO + CO BaO + Mg = Ba + MgO
manganese BaC03 + Mn = BaO + MnO + CO BaO + Mn = Ba + MnO
silicon 2BaC03 + Si = Ba2Si04 + 2CO 4BaO + Si = Ba2Si04 + 2Ba
tungsten 3BaC03 + W = BasWOe + SCO 6BaO + W = Ba3WOe + 3Ba
carbon monoxide BaO + CO = CO2 + Ba
hydrogen BaC03 + H2 = BaO + CO + H2O BaO + H2 = H2O + Ba
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or tungsten are involved as reducing agents
,
premature

formation of the interface impedance may occur due to

the formation of the barium orthosilicate or barium
tungstate to yield the consequent lower emission per-
formance. Thus, the sealex operation becomes a com-
plex sequence of events related by the factors of time,
temperature, and pressure during the decomposition
of the carbonate coating, as shown in Fig. 12,49 and
the diffusion -rate -reaction process of the reducing-ele -

ment content of the cathode base metal together with

the interrelated gas and vapor reactions from adjoin-

ing tube elements.

The partial pressure of carbon dioxide gas in the tube

during decomposition of thecoatingon the sealex is de-
termined not only by the size of the cathode and the

weight, density, and particle size of the carbonate coat-

ing, but also by the rate of exhaust, and the pumping
efficiency. The factor of pumping efficiency is influ-

enced by the time, temperature of decomposition, vol-

ume of the tube, gas content of the tube, diameter of

the tubulation, and the bore size of the plumbing. The
vacuum during the decomposition of the carbonates is

about 10-3 millimeters of mercury on sealex so that a
breakdown temperature of 1273 K would be sufficient,

provided that the time for decomposition were of the

order of tens of seconds. However, production seal-

ex speeds of 1000 units per hour allow only about 2.4
seconds per position and 1.2 seconds for indexing to the

next position. Thus, temperatures for initial decom-
position of the carbonate coating actually range about
1473 K in order to bring about rapid breakdown of the

carbonate coating in the first few positions. X-ray
analysis shows that the single -phase solid -solution ox-
ide form occurs about 1350 K; correlating data indicate

that the high emission is obtainable from such a small

-

crystallite solid-solution oxide matrix. Therefore, it

is desirable to attain a high temperature for some short
period of time in order to obtain good emission per-
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formance. This result can be achieved by heating the

cathode to a high temperature provided certain side-
effectsdo not overshadow the desired goal of a good ac-
tivated oxide cathode in a tube possessing good oper-
ating characteristics. At high temperatures, the fol-

lowing side -effects must be taken into consideration:

1. The more volatile barium/barium oxide can evap-
orate preferentially from the triple -oxide matrix to an
excessive degree, as shown in Fig. 13^0 and Fig. 14^1

and contaminate adjoining grid electrodes and thus
tend to introduce effects of primary grid emission,
contact potential shifts, and even secondary emission
from other electrodes.

2 . The crystallite structure of the oxide coating can
grow too large and fuse to reduce the conductivity of

the coating, and thus, lower the level of emission per-
formance.
3. The evaporation of the more volatile chemical re-
ducing agents alloyed with the cathode nickel, as
shown in Fig. 15,52 e.g.

,
Mg, Mn, can cause leak-

age paths across adjoining surfaces which would tend

to produce feedback, rf noise, and lower transcon-
ductance

.

4. The nickel cathode base metal (melting point

1450 C) can be softened, i.e. . lose hot bend strength,

to create bowing of the cathode and misalignment.
5. The tungsten heaters may become embrittled by
excessive crystallization and burn out; the insulation

6 8

TIME-SECONDS
10 12 14 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700

TEMPERATURE -DEGREES KELVIN

Figure 12. Pressure-Time-Temperature Interdepend-
ence on Decomposition of the Emission Carbonates^d

Figure 13. Rate of Evaporation of Alkaline -Earth
Oxides^O
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Figure 14. Vapor Pressure of Alkaline -Earth Oxides

coating can become impaired and create heater-cath-
ode leakage effects.

Hence, in practice, there will be an optimum temp-
erature for decomposition; this temperature determines
the minimum time for the decomposition of the carbo-
nate coating, provided that the partial pressure of car-
bon dioxide gas is not excessive.

It can be observed from the curves of the dissocia-
tion pressures of the alkaline -earth carbonates, as
shown in Fig. 16, that barium carbonate is very diff-

icult to decompose because of the low equilibrium pres-
sure of carbon dioxide that exists at the lower temp-
eratures. The reaction can be driven to completion
only by rapid removal of the gas under vacuum pump-
ing conditions. The decomposition of the carbonate
coating is primarily a problem of gas evolution-gas

removal at the surface of the coating at a given temp-
erature regardless of the vacuum pressure in the tube

as a unit that is measured at some distance from the

cathode surface. If the condition of temperature and
pressure of carbon dioxide gas at the surface of the

coating places the system to the right of the equilibri-

um pressure curves, the carbonates will decompose
without giving evidence of pitting or fusion, i.e., the

eutectic low melting point phase of the barium carbo-
nate will not have been formed to anappreciable extent.

Should the temperature -pressure equilibrium that ex-
ists at the surface of the coating place the system to

the left of the equilibrium curve, the barium carbonate
component will not decompose quickly enough to avoid
formation of the eutectic phase. The entire sequence of

events is transient in time (fractions of seconds) such
that the pumping efficiency, tubulation bore size, gas
content and surface areas of the anodes, and the a-
mount and density of carbonate coating are in critical

balance with sealex speed, heater current, and rf in-

duction heating.

After decomposition of the carbonate coating has been
accomplished during the early stages of sealexing, the

envelope and electrode parts of the tube are further de-
gassed in successive stages of induction heating while

the cathode is kept hot by means of the lighted heater.

When the cathode coating is in the oxide form, it is vul-

nerable to the poisoning actions of gases and water va-
por that would tend to change it back to the hydroxide or

carbonate. After degassing, the tube is "gettered"

(the getter is flashed) to absorb residual gases, and
then is sealed off. Usually, there has been sufficient

chemical reducing activity to create the necessary bar-
ium phases in the oxide coating by the reaction of the

barium oxide with the reducing agent. A high emission
current can be obtained immediately after decomposi-
tion of the coating; however, it is often necessary to

activate the oxide coating still further after the tube has
been sealed off because the amount of barium and asso-
ciated active donor sites are depleted by reaction with

the gases coming from the adjoining electrode surfaces
upon electron bombardment during the passage of cur-
rent in the tube.

Thus, after gettering and sealing off, the tube is us-
ually heated to a high temperature by the use of one and
one-half times the rated heater voltage in order to cre-
ate additional active barium centers by chemical re-
ducing action of the cathode base metal alloy on the ox-
ide coating. Then the residual gases must be removed
from the adjoining tube electrodes. This is accom-
plished by applying positive voltages to grid and anode
and drawing current. The electrodes are bombarded by
electrons and heated so that their gases are driven off

to be absorbed by the getter and by the activated cath-

ode coating. During such treatment, the emission cur-
rent passes through a minimum and then increases to

a higher value as the gases are absorbed by the getter

and cathode coating. During this "aging" schedule, the

rates of diffusion of reducing elements in the base met-
als are stabilized and active barium centers in the coat-
ing are well distributed by electrolysis and chemical
reducing activity. Details of an activation schedule
will vary with the tube type and kind of material used
in construction. The size and configuration of the elec-

trodes, the properties of the materials, degree of prep-
aration by washing and hydrogen firing, type and posi-
tion of the getter, cathode base metal alloy (active or

passive), coating weight and density, and the efficiency

of the original sealex degassing and pumping will deter-
mine the activation schedule.

AMMONIUM-PRECIPITATED CARBONATES

The porosity of the oxide coating, i.e., the degree
of fusion and crystallite growth, is adversely affected

by low-melting impurity salts that may be present in
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the emission-carbonate form. As far as can be deter-
mined, the presence of low -melting solium -salt com-
pounds as an absorbed layer at the crystal surfaces of

the carbonate causes excessive sintering action between
adjoining crystals during the low temperature range
(500 to 750 K) of decomposition. Later in the time se-
quence (measured in milliseconds), the internal con-
tent of sodium salts that is released upon complete de-
composition of the carbonates contributes to the low-
melting condition of the barium carbonate eutectic phase
at the higher temperature range of 1000 to 1270 K.

Furthermore, it is at this temperature range in the de-
composition process that the more volatile sodium/so-
dium oxide molecules are deposited upon adjoining elec -

trode surfaces. Thus, this volatile sodium contaminant
contributes to excessive leakage and RF noise effects

beyond the normal level that is ordinarily contributed

by deposits of barivun/barium oxide.

The ammonium -precipitated type of emission car-
bonate is purer than the emission carbonate prepared

Dy use of sodium carbonate reagents because any ammo-
nium salts left in the emission carbonate, after pre-
cipitation and washing, vaporize completely as gases.
Thus, the oxide coating is purer than the parent ammo-
nium precipitated emission carbonate. Becausethe ox-
ide coating derived from ammonium -precipitated car-
bonates contains no contaminant with a low melting
point (the eutectic phase is the sole inherent melt con-
dition), it does not sinter and contract in dimensions
tothe same extent as oxide coatings containing sodium
salt impurities. The spacing between cathode and grid
does not change as drastically because the sintering
action is at a minimum so that transconductance de-
creases less on life.

In general, the contamination of grid wire surfaces
is the result of barium/barium oxide evaporating from
the oxide coating. This normal form of contaminant
is more stable than where the more volatile sodiiun/so-
dium oxide forms are present so that the tube perfor-
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mance slumps less over the life period as the contact
potential difference between cathode and grid is more
constant. The more stable type of contaminant of bar-
i\im/barium oxide, ordinarily arrived at by the use of

slightly higher controlled hot shot schedules during
aging, can not be usefully obtained when using carbon-
ates having sodium -salt impurity content because of

the excessive leakage effects induced by the presence
of the more volatile sodium/sodium oxide contaminant
on grid and mica surfaces.

Compared to the oxide coating derived from sodium

-

precipitated emission carbonates, the oxide coating
derived from ammonium -precipitated emission carbon-
ates is more porous. As such, the latter form reacts
more quickly to the poisoning actions of gases in the

tube. However, when the tube has been properly de-
gassed, the very porosity of the oxide coating derived
from ammonium -precipitated carbonates offers higher
conductivity across the coating by reason of the elec-
tron-pore gas effect. An improved level of emission
performance can be obtained, with more stable con-
tact potentials, minimum screen-grid emission, and
minimum decrease of transconductance on life. The
important corollary to gas poisoning actions on the oxide
coating is the need for proper parts, properly pre-
processed. In order to manufacture tubes of good qual-
ity, and with minimum shrinkage due to poisoning ef-

fects, the proper selection of materials of construct-

ion for anodes, i.e. , low gas content together with good
heat dissipation capability, or, better parts processing
in terms of hydrogen firing and sealex degassing would
be required.

LIFE ASPECTS OF THE OXIDE -COATED CATHODE

The oxide cathode is usually spoken of as an electrode
in the vacuum tube. Actually, it is a complex system of

interacting phase changes between the nickelbase metal
and the oxide coating derived from alkaline -earth carbo-
nates. Specific alloys of nickel containing controlled

trace amounts of several metallic agents of magnesium,
silicon, manganese, tungsten, and even carbon are used
to obtain the desired degree of activity from the cathode

system. These reducing elements react with the barium
oxide to yield barium and associated active donor sites

in the oxide lattice at a replenishing rate during the life

of the system. The rate of diffusion of these reducing
elements is the controlling factor in determining the

activity and recuperative power of the cathode during
the life of the tube.

The emission carbonates from which the oxide coat-

ing is derived has been developed along a range of com-
position ratios with respect to barium, strontium, and
calcium. These carbonates are carefully controlled

with respect to size, shape and purity. Moderate bulk

density, needleform carbonates are used for most of

the applications where high level emission performance
is necessary; high density, spherulite forms of carbo-
nates are used for emission coatings where the require-
ments demand smooth, dense coatings for close-space,
high-voltage gradient rectifier service.

After being applied to the cathode by suitable means
of spray coating or electrophoretic techniques, the

emission coatings are held in place by the binder of

nitrocellulose or methyl methacrylate (Lucite) that was
present in the carbonate coating suspension. After the

coated cathodes have been assembled and mounted in

the tubes, the carbonates are converted to the oxide by
a combination of heating and vacuum pumping to form an
adherent coating of oxide crystals on the cathode base
metal; carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide gases, along
with other tube gases, are removed by vacuum pump-
ing. Nitrocellulose is oxidized to several forms of ni-

trous oxides, water vapor, carbon dioxide, and light

organic fractions of ethylene at 200 C; where methyl
methacrylate is used as the binder, it sublimes as the

monomer gas phase at 300 C. A carefully controlled

schedule of high-temperature filament heating of the

cathode and rf-induction heating of the metallic parts
is performed on the sealex. Further high temperature
treatment is performed on the cathode, and actual cur-
rent passage is accomplished during the aging-stabili-

zation step to bring the cathode system to a reasonably
high level of emission activity.

The mechanism of electron transfer through the ox-
ide-coated cathode has not been completely detailed in

all its phases. There exists a basic semiconductor me-
chanism for electron transfer coupled with an electron
pore gas path of transfer which improves the conduc-
tivity of the system. The equilibria phases of barium
(solid) to barium (gas) to barium (ion) are involved such
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that a large excess of barium vapor phase is required to

maintain a threshold content of active donor sites in

the oxide lattice. Changes occur in the surface layers

of the oxide matrix due to the preferential rate of evap-

oration of barium/barium oxide from the external sur-
faces. Strontium and calcium oxides which have lower

vapor pressures than barium oxide at the operating tem -

peratures of the cathode system remain after the outer

surface is free of barium oxide. Electron-diffraction

techniques confirm the fact that for equimolar barium

-

strontium oxide, the surface layer is almost pure
strontium oxide. Eisenstein was able to calculate from
X-ray scattering patterns that the surface composition
differed from the bulk composition of the oxide. ^ In

115 hours, the surface layers containing less than 10

mole per cent of barium oxide were about 10-5 centi-

meters thick; at 1205 hours, the layerthat wasdeficient

in barium oxide was about 3 x 10-4 centimeters thick.

In this instance, the cathode coating that was being ob-
served was heated but no current was drawn. Because
the physical nature of the external surface of the oxide

matrix is independent of the bulk oxide composition,

electron affinity for such surfaces would appear to be

the same regardless of the bulk composition. In prac-
tice, a range of bulk compositions exists that yield the

same emission performance when due regard is given

to the carbonate particle size and the resultant porosity-

conductivity of the oxide coating.

When the emission obtained from an oxide coating is

decreased by gases or other foreign material, the term
"poisoning" is used to denote a series of physical -chem-
ical reactions that tend to deplete the amount of active

donor centers in the oxide lattice as well as to bring

about physical changes in the coating that causes its bulk

resistance to increase. The poisoning of the oxide coat-

ing is most likely to occur at low operating temperatures
of the cathode wherein the forward equilibrium reactions

creating the active barium centers are slowed down to

the extent that the reverse physical -chemical phe-
nomena of depleting the active barium donor content

override it.

These "poison." gases or vapors may be given off by
the nickel base metal, by the micas, by the heaters, by
the anodes, and by the glass envelopes. 53, 54 Water
vapor combines with barium oxide or barium to form
barium hydroxide which, as a low-melting compound,
induces excessive sintering and fusion of the cathode

coating. 55 Chlorides and fluorides form low-melting

compounds with barium, too. Fused coatings have a
minimum porosity such that the conductivity of the coat-

ing is decreased, i.e., bulk electrical resistance is

increased. Gas poisoning due to carbon dioxide, car-

bon monoxide, and oxygen are, in effect, the result of

harmful equilibrium pressures of these gases that tend

to extend the low-melting actions of the eutectic phase
of barium carbonate. Where the barium phases are de-

pleted due to the interaction with these gases, the cath-

ode system can bring about a recovery from the effect

by the replenishment of the barium by means of the re-

ducing activity of the agents in the nickel alloy. Where
the malfunction has been brought about by sintering of

the coating, no recovery can be obtained; further pro-

cessing by activation-aging schedules only worsens the

melt situation and increases the bulk resistance of the

coating.

The pulse operation of the oxide -cathode system can

give initial high currents of 50 to 100 amperes per

square centimeter during one or two microsecond inter-

vals provided that the duty cycle (repetition rate) is not

excessive. The initial high level of current may decay

swiftly due to impedance effects of four basic phenomena:

1. Surface layer "skin resistance" at the oxide-

coating-to -vacuum interface. This impedance is

thought to be caused by a depletion of active emission
centers by reason of a depletion of barium ions which

are rapidly transported away from the surface by the

large electrolysis effects of high current densities.

The removal of positively charged barium ions from
the surface layers would leave a relatively high nega-
tive field at this surface for the transient one- or

two-microsecond interval. Correspondingly, the

excessive loss of electrons from the surface during

the high-current passage exerts a cooling effect great-

er than the Joule heating effect in the bulk of the ox-

ide matrix such that the surface layer is at a lower
temperature and therefore maintains a high imped-
ance, 27

2. Interface resistance due to the formation of bar-
ium orthosilicate by the chemical reaction of silicon

with barium oxide. This type of interface compound,
where it exists, offers impedances of 50 to 200 ohms
which introduces a large voltage drop — cathode to

anode—during large current passage. 5^6, 57

3. Insufficient plate -dissipation capability causes
gases to be evolved upon electron bombardment of

the anode. These gases can react with and deplete

the active donor centers of the oxide coating to re-

duce the conductivity of the coating so that the emis-
sion level of performance will be decreased.

4. Blocking action due to the formation of the equi-

valence of an electron space charge effect in the pore
spaces. The large micro -second surge of pore -gas
electrons, including high ratio secondary electrons,

actually builds up rapidly to exert a space -charge
limiting effect within the pore volume to throttle it-

self back and thus create the decay effect. Thus,
rapid cascading avalanche type of secondary elec-

tron build-up maybe applicable in the instance of the

oxide cathode under pulsed conditions. ^

Normal tube life expectancy is temperature limited.

The lower limit of temperature is determined by the

level of emission desired and the reserve capacity re-
quired to resist poisoning actions; the effects of poi-

soning increase with decreasing temperature of cathode
operation. The upper limit of temperature is limited

by several factors, i.e., evaporation of barium/barium
oxide, sublimation of base metal reducing elements,
sintering of the coating, and interface formation and
growth. It has been calculated that 50 per cent of the

barium oxide content of the coating would evaporate
within 1500 hours at 1200 K, whereas, only 83 per cent

of the barium oxide would evaporate within 1,000,000
hours at 1000 K. 51

The requirements of reliability, stability, and long

life from vacuum tubes involve two major areas of tube

technology, i.e. , the tube -manufacturing operation and
the application of the product in electronic circuitry.
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The Manufacturing Operation

From the manufacturing point of view, the problems
involved include mechanical failure and electrical fail-

ure induced by physical-chemical phenomena. Gross
mechanical errors of misalignment, short circuits,

vibration hazards and glass breakage, and mechanical
failures due to burn-out of heaters, bowing of cathodes

and thermal shock can all be minimized by correct de-
sign and by the use of selected materials of construction.

Electrical failure, on the other hand, that is induced by
gaseous products of evaporation and chemical inter-

action across electrode surfaces is mainly involved in

the manufacturing operation of preparation of parts, of

maintenance of efficiency and cleanliness of sealex

equipment, of the mounting ope ration, and of observance
of the limitations of the materials of construction, e.g.,

in the use of copper -clad side rods for cooling effect on
the grid laterals; one must be aware of the relatively

high vapor pressure of copper and its evaporation under
too high a setting of the rf induction-heating equipment
used for degassing the metal parts.

The physical chemistry of the oxide cathode has been
discussed in some detail. The recognition and under-
standing of the reactions and interactions are important

in order to establish a suitable manufacturing process.

Controlled purity of the cathode nickel alloy and of the

emission carbonates is necessary in order to obtain

reproducible results and maintain a manufacturing
schedule. The cathode nickel alloy, in terms of its

reducing element content and diffusion rate processes,
controls initial -life as well as long-life characteristics

of the cathode system by its ability to contribute a re-

plenishment rate of supply of active barium emission
centers. The oxide coating, in terms of matrix re-

sistance, space geometry, and porosity of structure,

effectively controls the level of emission and trans

-

conductance values.

These factors are interdependent and are acted upon
by the environmental gas and vapor phases in the tube

at the time of decomposition of the coating. The ge-

ometry of the tube and the sealex speed required for

optimum production define the temperature limits for

the decomposition of the coating consistent with pumping
efficiency and gas removal; these limits, in turn, deter-

mine the requirements of weight, outside diameter, and
density of the emission carbonate coating. The equi-

librium-gas pressures at the transient port and index

times on the sealex influence the direction and relative

speed of chemical reactions necessary for good acti-

vation and for proper porosity structure within the oxide

coating. The gas content of the other electrodes in the

tube will influence the partial pressures of carbon di-

oxide and carbon monoxide gases, which, in turn, will

affect the decomposition characteristics of the carbon-

ate coating. The optimum conditions for the proper se-

quential processing of tubes in the manufacturing oper-
ation (provided all component parts are properly cleaned

and prepared) should consider the following:

1. Glass envelopes should be baked out just prior to

use (preferably during the process) to remove much
of the air and water vapor that are absorbed in the

glass. The release of such gases and water vapor

during tube processing and life poisons the acti-

vated oxide coating by reacting with and depleting the

active barium centers as well as accelerating sin-

tering of the coating.

2. Sealing -in flames should be adjusted, and the

mechanical alignment of the cathode within the tube

should be arranged so that the coating is not subjected

to temperatures greater than 200 C. The nitro-

cellulose binder volatilizes while being oxidized at

200 C leaving the residual carbonate coating poorly

adherent to the base prior to decomposition. The re-
sult is an incomplete bonding of the coating to the

base metal such that peeling of coating can occur
initially as well as later on in life. Moreover, when
such a poor interface bond exists, proper activation

of the coating can not be achieved since good paths

for the diffusion of the reducing elements from the

base metal do not exist.

3. The "breakdown positions" — i.e., normally.
No. 5 and No. 6 in a 16-head sealex operation —
should be adjustedfor heater lighting and rf-induction

heating such thatthere is a relatively rapid decompo-
sition of the carbonate coating to the oxide form . This
cycle is admittedly the result of a balance of many fac-

tors among which are the size, weight, and density

of the carbonate coating, the total gas content of the

adjoining metal electrodes, the warm-up time of the

heaters and the orientation of the rf coil for optimum
induction heating. The controlling mechanical feature

(all other things being equal) is the bore size of the

tubulation which determines the efficient removal of

the gases by the pumping system. The complex state

of affairs that must be balanced is the effect of the

relative carbon dioxide gas pressure at the time of

breakdown. Where the time -temperature -pressure
ratio results in a high relative pressure of the gas,

the eutecticmelt phase of the carbonate is prolonged
to the extent that the resultant oxide coating has a
lesser porosity and in extreme cases may be fused.

The relatively high partial pressure of carbon dioxide

gas at the time of decomposition of the carbonate coat-

ing accelerates the oxidation of the reducing element
content at the surface of the base metal without crea-
ting active barium centers in the coating. The net

effect is premature heavy interface formation, low
emission, and early life slumping which will require
a longer and harder aging schedule to bring the cath-

ode system and tube to a good level of emission per-
formance.
4. The position of the getter in the tube and the posi-
tion setting of the getter flash coil are of critical im-
portance in creating a good tube. The position of the

getter should be such as to eliminate a line of sight

path to the cathode in order to prevent poisoning of

the coating by the deposition of metallic elements
from the getter channel or the getter compound itself.

Deposits of getter material onto the insulating sur-
faces of micas and electrode supports create leakage
effects. The use of metal or mica shields can mini-
mize such effects. The getter flashing coil on the

sealex should be positioned such that no extensive
heating of the anode metal surfaces occur to release

gases onto the oxide coating. In this position in the

sealex sequence, the oxide coating is not being kept
hot while heater lighting is not being applied so that

the coating is vulnerable to the poisoning effects of
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the oxygen and water vapor that are being released

from the glass walls and the metal parts.

The production of a uniform highly reliable tube pro-

duct is dependent upon parts preparation and processing.

Uniformity of cathode -base -metal structure and effec-

tive reducing element content (vacuum -melt alloys);

uniformity in carbonate -coating weight, density, and

outside diameter; well degassed or essentially gas-free

parts; and stable line voltages to maintain uniform

heater -lighting and rf -induction heating s chedules would

contribute to this uniformity and reliability. It was
indicated earlier that activation can be achieved by

chemical reducing activity to create barium centers

without the passage of current. Many tube types come
off the sealex in an active condition solely by means
of thermal action on chemical activity. The use of the

aging schedule, after sealex processing, is mainly for

the purpose of stabilization and gas clean-up of metal

parts by electron bombardment during the passage of

current. Correct settings will yield uniform and re-

liable results: meters should be calibrated; panel wir-

ing, resistors, and ballast lamps should be operative

and at rated dissipation wattage. Correct wattages and

time sequences will insure reproducible results. In

general, hot shot treatments (high heater wattage appli-

cation without current passage to activate the coating by

thermal chemical means) should be at relatively lower
filament voltages and longer time sequences rather than

at higher filament voltages and shorter time sequences
inorder to avoid fusion of the coating, excessive rates of

evaporation and sublimation from the cathode system
that causes leakage, and bowed cathodes.

Application End Use

From the operational point of view, the problems in-

volved in insuring tube reliability and long life require

consideration of the limitations of materials of con-

struction based on the recognition of the dynamic equi-

librium of the physical-chemical processes involved in

creating electron emission. Tube design and tube appli-

cation should take into consideration the following basic

ideas

.

1. Cathode systems should be designed to operate at

the relatively low temperature of 1000 Kfor long life.

The cathode system should be operated within + 5 per

cent of this rated value in order to obtain optimum
life performance.

At operating temperatures above 1050 K, the

evaporation of barium/barium oxide is accelerated

so that cathode life expectancy is decreased. Depo-
sition of such barium/barium oxide onto adjoining

insulating support surfaces creates leakage paths and
results in variable frequency response. Deposits of

such material onto grid Laterial wires give rise to

primary grid emission, reverse grid current which
changes the bias, rf noise, shifts in contact potential,

and even bioeking-action effects.

At operating temperatures below 950 K, the emis-
sion level will decrease due to the slower rate of

diffusion of the reducing element content of the base
metal required to maintain the replenishment rate of

active barium centers needed to compensate for the

poisoning action of the normal tube vapor phase.

Sparkingand arc-over may result due to thehigh vol-

tage gradient with respect to local hot spots. Cold

starting, i.e., application of anode voltage before

the cathode has reached operating temperature,

should be avoided where possible because positive

-

ion bombardment will damage the cathode system to

the extent of rupturing the oxide -coated surface.

Normally, the effects of positive-ion bombardment
are minimized because the space cloud of electrons

(surrounding the heated cathode system) cushions

and neutralizes the velocity of these positive ions.

2. Envelope temperatures should be maintained

at reasonably low levels. Glass and metal surfaces

adsorb and absorb quite an amount of water vapor and

gases; such surfaces, upon being warmed, release

these materials as vapors which poison the cathode

in the extreme case, and cause slumping perform-
ance, grid current flow, and back-bombardment ef-

fects in general. For similar reasons, the plate

dissipation capability should be adequate to minimize
excessive gas release with the wattage required to be

handled. The designed factor of safety may be nul-

lified if the ambient temperature of the tube is ele-

vated above that expected in normal tube application.

It should be noted that a deposit of getter -flash ma-
terial on the sidewalls of the tube, where it opposes
the radiation characteristics of the anode, can actu-

ally reflect 80 per cent of the heat that would have
passed through the glass. Therefore, tube and appli-

cation design should make provision for proper ven-
tilation in order to maintain a low ambient temper-
ature. Where the application requirements demand
a higher rating, either a redesign of the tube struc-

ture is indicated, or a change in the materials of

construction within the same tube design, e.g. , sub-

stitution of a copper-core, iron-clad, aluminum-clad
anode metal for a nickel-clad-iron metal.

3 . The maximum tube ratings are limits below which
the tube must be operated in order to obtain good
performance. In applying ratings of a tube , the equip-

ment designer must take into account the effects of

longer duty cycles or higher operating frequencies.

Longer duty cycles can impose heavy current demands
on the cathode coatings which can cause it to become
heated excessively and cause it to sinter. High fre-

quencies can increase tube losses which decrease the

output of the tube and reduce its efficiency.

4. Tube characteristics do change on life due to the

chemical -physical nature of electron emission that

isafunctionof coatingporosity, i.e. , characteristics

can be changed by sintering of the coating which low-

ers the conductivity or increases the bulk electrical

resistance and also increases the spacing between
cathode and grid, 58 by decrease in the effective re-

ducing-element content of the base metal, by decrease
in the effectiveness of the getter, and by electrolysis

effects on glass which release gas. Thus, circuits

should be designed to operate over a rather wide
range of tube characteristics. A range of + 20 per

cent of published values is a commonly used criterion.

Acceptable life performance can be extended in many
instances if a wider range of plate currentand trans-

conductance values can be tolerated. This statement

is not intended to imply a looseness in rating which
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permits nonuniformity of characteristics; what is in-

tended is that the circuit application of a specific tube

be evaluated on the merits of the tube design rather

than on the requirements of the circuit. If the cir-

cuit requirements are mandatory, a tube of the pro-
per design should be used that can meet the require-

ments. Some application problems originate from
lack of consideration of the limitations of the tube

rather than from the defects of its design or manu-
facture.

5. Formation of interface impedance formerly inter-

fered with standby and cutoff type of operation. The
use of high silicon (0.08 per cent) nickel alloy as a

cathode base metal would normally create the inter-

face compound, barium orthosilicate, to an excessive

extent. The problem is not as extensive today as

formerly because most present-day cathodes are of

the low (0.02 per cent) silicon type. However, where
this problem can still cause malfunctioning because
the circuit is operated most of the time well -biased

below cutoff, reduction of the heater voltage during

periods of cutoff or standby operation will minimize
the growth of the interface compound.
6. The problem of grid contamination by evaporation

of barium/barium oxide from the cathode system is

essentially due to the intensity of theprocessingtech-
nique (high temperature) rather than the cumulative

effect during life. 59 The problems of contact poten-

tial, grid emission, and developed bias readings are

discussed more thoroughlyunder their specific chap-

ters. However, where negative grid currents may
be due to primary grid emission, ionization of re-

sidual gases, or leakage currents across micas, high

values of grid resistors increase the susceptibility

of the circuit to develop a runaway condition. In

some instances, the proper choice of a grid resistor

of slightly lower value (if it did not change the cir-

cuit condition) made the difference between a good

tube and a bad one assuming no excessively contami-

nated grid surface or gas content in the tube.

7. The problem of noise and hum has become more
severe in today's high-frequency tubes having closely

spaced elements. Noise may be attributedtoeachof

the following: emission coating and gas ionization, as

well as electromagnetic, contaminating, and me-
chanical sources.

a. Shot effect is the noise derived from random
bursts of electrons propagated under conditions of

temperature -limited emission. The shot effect

arises from the discreteness of the electron; the

effect has the same intensity at all frequencies. 61

A reduced shot effect is experiencedunder space-

charge limited conditions; the noise is due pri-

marily to velocity variations of the electrons in the

potential minimum region.

b. Flicker effect62, 63 is propagated by variations

in the activity of the emitting surface of the oxide

coating. This effect is essentially a low-frequency
variation rather small for space -charge limited

conditions but large for temperature -limited con-

ditions. The flicker noise effect is induced by the

passage of varying velocity electrons across the

charged layer set up on the surface of the oxide

coating. Pore gas electrons have different escape
velocities induced by them by the effects of elec-

trostatic gradients through the bulk of the oxide

matrix. The surface dipole layer comes into ex-

istence due to the electrolytic transport of active

donor centers back to the cathode and the escape of

electrons into the vacuum space during the passage
of current. The consequence of the passage of

varying electron current across a charged layer

is to induce an amplitude -modulated signal of rather

low frequency variation. This effect can be mini-
mized to some extent by the use of high-density

coatings which result in a reduced porosity of the

coating, thus lowering the velocity of these elec-

trons. The use of an oxide coating with decreased
porosity reduces the level of emission as rated by

the d. c. diode emission test, but there is still suf-

ficient current for normal space -charge limited

conditions

.

c. Gas ionization effects are induced by variable

positive -ion gas currents in the grid circuit. The
effects of this noise are not appreciable unless the

positive -ion current is greater than 0.02 micro-
ampere and its frequency is below 10 megacycles.
d. Electromagnetic induced noise at frequencies
above 30 megacycles result from induced voltage

variation in the grid circuit due to stray electro-

magnetic fields; these grid-voltage changes cause
the plate current to vary.

e. Reverse grid current noise is induced by nega-
tive grid currents, created by positive -ion bom-
bardment or primary grid emission, across com-
position resistors in the grid-leak circuit.

f. Leakage noise arises from the variable leakage
currents along mica insulators and glass due to the

contaminants evaporated from the cathode base
metal and the oxide coating, e.g., Mg or Mn from
the nickel cathode, Ba/BaO from the oxide coating.

The phenomenon is closely related to the manufac-
turing operation, the materials of construction, and
the circuit application. Excessive heater wattage
during sealex and aging schedules will accelerate

the volatile elements (Mg, Mn) out of the base metal
along with amounts of Ba/BaO from the coating.

The choice of base metal with respect to alow con-
tent of Mg or Mn will determine whether a given

heat treatment for activation is or is not excessive
with respect to the metal. The density of the oxide

coating will influence the quantity -rate of evapo-
ration of Ba/BaO. The choice of mica coating or

glass surface can determine whether leakage can
become a factor as a consequence of processing
temperatures. The end application wherein a 12-

volt tube is required to pass a 16-volt filament life

test, will determine the original choice of material

to an even lower content of volatile -reducing-agent

content in the nickel base metal, or to a more dense
oxide coating.

g. Mechanically induced noise results from heater

hum from the use of non-inductive heater windings;

this noise may be cancelled out by proper design and
choice of winding, i.e. , the use of double -helical

-

wound heater types will cancel out 60-cycle vari-

ations in magnetic fields. Noise currents due to

heater -cathode leakage effects resulting from
alkali impurities in the heater coating can be mini-
mized by the use of pure heater coating material
or improved heat transfer characteristics at lower
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operating temperatures for the same wattage input.

h. Poor mica insulation can allow more than nor-
mal leakage currents to flow because its surface is

more conductive, or the condition of the mica coat-

ing did not provide sufficient roughness to interrupt

the continuity of the leakage paths . This effect can
be minimized to some extent by the proper choice

of mica coating or texture of coating applied to the

mica surface.

i. Vibration can cause noise currents to flow.

When the vibration is due to loose fit of the cathode
within the mica (ballistic microphonics), it is de-
tected when, with no signal input to the stage, a
rise in output current results from tapping the tube

.

This type of vibration effect is rarely caused by
original hole -insert diameters but can be due to the

enlargement of the opening by excessive heat treat-

ment of the cathode or a life -cycle requirement of

the cathode such that the opening in the mica is

enlarged by "puffing" of the mica. Vibration itself

can also release small amounts of gas from the

puffed mica. This gas can contribute a variable

-

positive -ion gas current in the grid circuit and, so,

create a noise effect.

CONCLUSION

It is apparent that the emission obtainable from an
alkaline-earth -oxide film on a nickel -alloy base metal
is of the same order of magnitude as that obtained from
a cathode system made from a relatively thick coating

of oxide. The work functions are essentially the same
but the efficiency in terms of milliamperes output per
watt input is higher for the thick oxide coating by reason
of the porosity factor. The thick oxide matrix coating

acts as a reservoir for a replenishment rate of supply

of active barium centers by reason of the chemical re -

ducing activity of the base metal to offset the evaporation
of barium/barium oxide. The several instances of

pulse -emission decay and diminishing performance
capability with life are only manifestations of the dyna-
mic equilibria existent in the several physical -chemical
processes that exist in the cathode system. The effects

of vapor phase interaction and deposition of material
onto electrodes in the tube system create unwanted
side -reactions. Nonetheless, the oxide-coated cathode

is an efficient, consistent performer within those limi-

tations and can be made more stable in operation when
due considerations are given to chemical purity in parts

processing and sealex operation, temperature limi-

tations, and duty cycle in the end -use application.

Theories of the mechanism of electron emission from
a hot metal surface offer an explanation in terms of a

kinetic velocity distribution of electrons from the "free

mobile" electrons from the valence band into the con-
duction band. However, a mechanism for transferring

electrons through the coating of an oxide cathode is not

as yet fully described. The complex nature of the

composite surface that is deficient in barium/barium
oxide offers a reduced surface -energy -potential barrier
and, as such, lowers the work function of the system.
In addition to the distribution of barium donor equivalents

through the bulk oxide causing the coating to have a

high conductivity as a semiconductor material, the

porosity of the oxide matrix introduces a factor of elec-

tron pore gas that increases the conductivity to a still

greater degree, thereby, yielding the high emission
performance. The complete mechanism will, ulti-

mately, include the several rate processes, both chemi-
cal and physical, that are involved: rate

of diffusion of reducing elements in the nickel base
metal; rate of reaction with the oxide coating; rate of

thermal diffusion of barium; rate of electrolytic trans-
port; and the equilibrium phases of barium (solid) to

barium (gas) to barium (ion) forms.
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Nickel Base Metal for the Oxide Cathode

C. H. Meltzer and E. G. Widell

Harrison

The oxide -coated cathode is more than an electrode

for conducting current in an electron tube. It has the

additional and most important function of providing the

efficient transfer of electrons for emission that makes
conduction possible in the tube. The emission is the re-

sult of adynamic equilibrium system based on the inter-

action of reducir^ agents in the base nickel with the

coating of alkaline -earth oxides. In sucha system, the

activated coating, consisting of barium oxide and other

oxides, is considered to be a semiconductor containing

active donor sites associated with the presence of free

barium. The existence of such an activated coating on

the substrate nickel alloy metalforms a low work func-

tion system that permits efficient transfer of electrons

from the cathode at a relatively low temperature of

1025 K. Barium is most readily formed in the coating

by the reduction of the barium oxide component of the

coating by reducing agents such as carbon, magnesium,
and silicon supplied by the supporting nickel alloy metal.

The kind and amount of the specific reducing elements
added to the cathode base metal depend upon the end re-

sult required of the specific tube design as determined
by the tube design engineer.

NICKEL

Nickel is the metal accepted by the tube industry as

most suitable for the cathode base material. Although
nickel has much in common with iron and cobalt, and

with them, forms a family (group Vni) in the periodic

table of elements,! nickel has the best combination of

characteristics for base -metal purposes (see Table I).

Nickel has good elastic and mechanical properties; it

does not oxidize easily and forms relatively unstable

oxides, and therefore, is readily deoxidized by heating

in hydrogen (hydrogen firing); it is ductile and, as a re-

sult, is capable of being formed into the shapes required
for cathode applications. In addition, nickel can take a
high polish with a resultant low surface emissivity, i. e.

,

it has low radiant heat losses; its heat conductivity is a

good compromise between enough to insure uniform
cathode sleeve temperature and not so much as to cause
excessively high end losses; its electrical conductivity

is adequate, about one-fourth that of copper; and most
important, its high melting point, low vapor pressure,
and relative freedom from oxidation make it possible to

process and operate tubes at the cathode temperatures
needed to obtain suitable emission capability.

REQUIREMENTS OF NICKELALLOYS FOR CATHODE
BASE MATERIAL

Early in the manufacture of oxide-coated cathodes it

was discovered that just any nickel was not suitable for

use as a cathode base material. Early oxide-coated

cathodes consisted of a nickel filament which was coated

with alkaline-earth compounds or which had the com-
pounds incorporated in the filament material. Investi-

gations disclosed that the presence of barium in the

oxide coating affected the emission and that barium
could be made available by the reaction between the

barium oxide in the coating and certain reducing agents

in the base metal. The problem, therefore, was to

decide what agents gave the best emission performance,
and also, to determine what additives would achieve the

desirable result of increasing the hot resistivity and the

hot strength of the filaments. Many alloys were tried

but the achievement of an alloy having all the desired

improvements was limited by unwanted side reactions

introduced by some of the additives. These side re-

actions will be described later.

The filament type of cathode was largely displaced in

receiving types of tubes by the indirectly heated uni-

potential type of cathode which offered many advantages

for ac heater-power supply. In the unipotential type of

cathode, the fact that the heater function and the coat-

ing-support function are separate has changed the re-

quirements for the physical properties of the nickel al-

loy. Its hot strength and hot resistivity are no longer

the major considerations and, therefore, full considera-

tion can be given to those properties best suited to a

coating support material and to the reducing element
content needed for suitable activation of the oxide coat-

ing.

As a practical matter, the selection of suitable com-
positions for the cathode base metal has been influenced

by the availability of the alloys in commercial use.

The varying properties of these alloys produced by the

air-meltingprocesses employed by the nickel industry

made it mandatory to select individual ingots which gave

compositions most favorable to achieving the desired

tube performance and uniformity. The success of this

method over the past twenty years has depended on the

availability of these better alloys as well as economic
factors of cost and demand. The need of the tube in-

dustry for nickel represents but avery small portion of

the tonnage made for the steel and allied construction

industries. In recent years, the situation has improved
in that nickel alloys produced by a vacuum-melt process

have been available. As early as 1949, RCA demon-
strated that nickel wire for filament-type cathodes pro-

duced by vacuum- melting techniques had superior qual-
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ities for filaments to wire produced by air-melting
processes. In 1958, RCA began large-scale production
of vacuum-melt nickel alloys for indirectly heated cath-

ode sleeves. Large scale production (melts of 500
pounds) was called for in order to insure the correct-
ness of the desired compositions by reducing the var-
iations between melts and within melts which often oc-
curred with alloys purchased from commercial vendors.

Table I

Physical Properties of Nickel^

Atomic number 28
Atomic weight gm 58.69
Atomic volume cc 6.59

Density gm/cc 8.9

Melting point C. 1452
Boiling point C. 2730
Electrical resistance ohms x 10"^ 6.9

Curie point (loss of magnetism) C. 360
Tensile strength lb/in2 cast 53000

drawn 150000
Metal to ion plus 2 electrons,

oxidation potential 0.25
Ionization potential of gas atom 1st electron 7.61

2nd electron 18.22
Specific heat cal/gm at 500 C. 0.127
Thermal conductivity cal/cm sec deg C.

at 500 C. 0.148
Thermal emissivity 0.355
Work function in electron-volts 4.98

METALLURGY OF NICKEL AND ITS ALLOYS

Nickel in ores almost always occurs when associated
with cobalt, iron, and copper as complex minerals of

sulfur and arsenic, as well as in the form of silicates.

The most important nickel-iron-copper-bearing sulfide
ore is found in Ontario, Canada; considerable lower-
grade nickel-magnesium silicate ores are found in New
Caledonia and the West Indies. The International Nickel
Company of Canada, Ltd. is the chief producer of nick-
el. The metallurgy of nickel is complex; the method
that is used depends upon the nature of the ore. 2 The
final product of the processing is nickel oxide contain-
ing impurities of sodium, copper, zinc, lead, sulfur,

and arsenic. The nickel oxide is reduced to nickel with
soft coal, melted in a reverbatory furnace, and poured
into molds. The nickel ingots produced by this process
are 96 per cent pure. These ingots are then used as
anodes in an electrolytic cell having nickel sulfate as
the electrolyte. The pure nickel deposited at the cath-
ode is the electrolytic nickel used for the manufacture
of nickel alloys for cathodes. This electrolytic nickel
contains 99.95 per cent of pure nickel and cobalt. The
range of the cobalt content is from 0.3 to 0.5 per cent.

Faint spectrographic trace amounts of copper, iron,

silicon, carbon, and sulfur are present. Another form
of pure nickel is made for use in the powder metallurgy
technique. In this instance, the nickel oxide is reduced
with a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide (water
gas) at 300 C. The nickel is purified as follows: first,

the carbonyl gas compound is made by passing a stream
of carbon monoxide over the nickel powder at 80 C to

form nickel carbonyl gas, Ni(CO)4; then, the gas is

decomposed at 200 C in tall stainless steel towers to

yield the pure nickel powder. The particle size of the

nickelpowders is dependent upon the rate of flow of the

nickel carbonyl gas through the heated towers and is

smallest when the rate of gas flow is slowest. This
carbonyl nickel contains 99.95 per cent of pure nickel
and cobalt; the cobalt content is about 0.3 percent. The
remainder of the powder is about 0.06 percent carbon.

The next step is to melt the nickel in either its elec-
trolytic form or carbonyl nickel powder form into ingots

suitable for further treatment of the metal to form the
final cathode nickel alloy. Two melting procedures are
in commercial use; the air-melt process and the vac-
uum-melt process. These methods will be discussed
in turn.

Air-Melt Process

In the air-melt process, electrolytic nickel is melted
in acid-type, natural-gas fired reverbatory furnaces
with capacities of 6 to 20 tons, or in basic-type induc-
tion furnaces with capacities of 1 to 3 tons. For the

acid process, calcium silicate lines the side walls and
sintered quartz sand forms the bottom lining; for the

basic process, the linings are made from calcium car-
bonate (limestone) and magnesium carbonate (magne-
site). The charge is clean mill scrap from previous
runs and essentially sulfur-free, electrolytic nickel.

Charcoal, with a maximum of 1 per cent sulfur content,

is used to deoxidize the metal. The furnace gases are
essentially sulfur-free and are made slightly reducing
by the addition of about 2 per cent carbon monoxide.
Excess carbon in the molten metal is removed by re-
acting it with nickel oxide added to the charge. Finish-
ing amounts of magnesium and manganese are added
to ensure complete deoxidation. The molten metal is

then poured into copper-base molds for cooling. These
ingots of cathode nickel alloys are forged into flats or
bars which can be subsequently processed into strip,

rod, or wire by hot- rolling and cold-working opera-
tions.

The pure nickel is made malleable by adding selected
additives so that the ingot can be hot-rolled and cold-
worked to the desired strip gauge. The process involves
four essential requirements: deoxidation to remove
harmful oxides; degassification to remove carbon di-

oxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, and hydrogen; fixing

of harmful elements by compound formation; and the
avoidance of any injurious effect from the selected ad-
ditives. No single addition element is capable of satis-
fying all four requirements. Aluminum will deoxidize,
but will not fix harmful elements. Boron acts as a flux-

ing agent, improves the fluidity of the molten metal,
and combines withthe last traces of gas that is not fixed
by other deoxidizers; an excess of it will cause brittle-

ness. Calcium will deoxidize, as well as fix sulfur,

but an excess of it will cause brittleness. Magnesium
is sufficient for purposes of deoxidation and can fix

sulfur but it can not provide adequate degassification.
It will not fix selenium or tellurium completely. Mag-
nesium alone is inadequate for the more severe hot-
working operations such as rolling sharp-cornered
sections or hot-piercing of seamless tubing. It pro-
duces material that can be hot-worked well at high tem-
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peratures but which "edge-cracks" at low temperatures.

Manganese is used to deoxidize the molten nickel as

well as to fix sulfur. It improves the rolling and forg-

ing qualities of the nickel and contributes some har-
dening properties; an excess of it results in a loss of

ductility and machinability . Silicon is used to deoxi-

dize the nickel but it will not fix harmful elements.
Titanium will convert some harmful solid and gaseous
nitrogen elements but will not provide adequate deoxi-

dation. Phosphorous will convert an excess of calcium
to a harmless constituent but will not remov^e gases;

an excess of phosphorus renders the nickel brittle at

low temperatures.

Fundamental studies of the processing involved in

the fabrication of nickel and nickel alloys have fur-

nished adequate proof that melting of nickel must be
accomplished under conditions that remove or prevent
the introduction of oxides or sulfides into the cast

metal. Deoxidation as such is only part of the treat-

ment which would give the metal adequate hot and cold

malleability for all processing and fabricating opera-
tions. It is concluded that a small amount (0.01 per
cent) of sulfur renders nickel nonmalleable because of

the formation of nickel sulfide (Ni3S2) which surrounds
each metallic grain of nickel."^ This sulfide lowers the

intercrystalline cohesion of the mass of nickel grains

even at low temperatures. Nickel sulfide melts at 630 C;

consequently, at temperatures above this critical point,

there is practically no cohesion between the grains of

nickel.

As previously stated, the treatment for producing op-
timum malleability of nickel alloys requires the use of

two or more addition elements. Ingots of nickel alloys

for cathode purposes have been deoxidized mainly by
the addition of controlled amounts of carbon, magne -

slum, and manganese because the other deoxidizing

elements in excess of critical amounts would impair the

performance of the alloy as a cathode base metal in

electron tubes. The amount of each element that is used
to produce such optimum malleability must be varied to

suit the chemical composition of the nickel material
that is being treated and its condition in the air-melting
furnace at the time of treatment. If excess sulfur is

present in the nickel, the material can not be worked
at temperatures below 925 C without fracture along the

edges. Calcium, which may appear in the molten metal
because of the contact between the molten metal and the

refractory lining of the furnace, affects the upper range
of hot ductility. The excess calcium must be counter-
acted by a material that forms a compound with it, e. g. ,

boron or phosphorus. Elements that can cause difficul-

ties in the hot-working of these nickel alloys are: cal-

cium in excess of 0.001 per cent; lead in excess of 0.02

percent; sulfur in excess of 0.01 percent; selenium or
tellurium in excess of 0.001 per cent; boron in excess
of 0.001 per cent; and phosphorus in excess of 0.002

per cent.

In practice, the sulfur content of nickel alloys should
be substantially below 0.008 per cent, because sulfur

in excess of only 0.01 per cent will render the nickel

nonmalleable. The addition of manganese to react with
the sulfur slightly improves the malleability of the

metal. The resulting manganous sulfide MnS forms a

eutectic with nickel that melts at 1325 C. It is distri-

buted in the form of a network of small globules along
the grain boundaries of the nickel lattice. Manganese
is used, however, despite its slight ability to fix sul-

fur, because it does perform a necessary amount of

deoxidation and contributes to improved forging quali-

ties of the nickel at high temperatures, i. e. , it helps
to produce ingots with clean surfaces free of "pulls"

and "cracks" during the rolling and drawing operations.

Merica and Waltenberg^ have indicated that the addition

of magnesium to the molten nickel reacts with the sul-

fur to form magnesium sulfide MgS, which is insoluble

in the nickel and has a melting point higher than that of

nickel. The magnesium sulfide forms small crystal-

line particles which are entrapped during the solidifi-

cation of the nickel and become dispersed throughout
the grains but not in the grain boundaries (see Fig. 1).

At this stage, the metal is malleable. However, nickel

containing sulfur and made malleable by the addition of

magnesium becomes nonmalleable when the alloy is

melted in an oxidizing atmosphere. The magnesium
sulfide decomposes toform objectionable films of nickel

sulfide around the nickel grains. Nickel oxide does not

enter into the grain boundaries as nickel sulfide does
(see Fig. 2). It is considered that the solubility of nickel
oxide in solid solution in nickel is slight. The eutectic

form, Ni-NiO, exists up to 1.1 percent nickel oxide; in

excess of this percentage composition, the nickel oxide

separates out uncombined. It is concluded that nickel
oxide has little or no effect upon the malleability of the

nickel.

The composition specifications for some commer-
cially available air-melted nickel alloys suitable for

cathode base metal are shown in Table 11 by RCA alloy

numbers N18, N34, N81, NlOQand N130. These figures

are maxima or limiting ranges of composition in weight
percent as applied to final strip or tubing; the cathode
sleeve formed from these alloys will have a much lower
carbon content after it has been hydrogen fired during
the cleaning process. The analysis does not differen-

tiate between the effective free element content and the

total combined content including oxide and intermetal-
lic compound formation. The figure of merit is given
in terms of total content. The unknown distribution with
respect to the free element (Mg), its oxide (MgO),
and compound form (MgSi or Mg2C3), for example,
does not permit accurate estimates of the reducing ele-

ment activity interms of cathode effectiveness. Hence,
the selection of cathode base metal has been based on
pilot-test tube performance in lieu of a better means
for evaluating the activity of the nickel alloy. Air-melt
cathode nickel possesses a further complicating factor
caused by the lack of homogeneity from melt to melt as
well as within a given melt. Nonhomogeneity within

the melt results from the large tonnage melts used by
the commercial producers. The large molten mass of

nickel cools down very slowly. As a result, segrega-
tion of additives occurs because pure nickel crystal-

lizes out first, and the additives are therefore forced

to diffuse out in front of the solid nickel phase into the

remaining liquid zone. Subsequent solidification causes

the additives to be present in random pockets of con-

centration. The nonhomogeneity between melts results

from the acceptance of in-grade material selected on
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0.021 %S IN Ni

NICKEL SULFIDE FILM IN
THE GRAIN BOUNDARIES

0.021 %S PLUS 0.24% Mn IN Ni

MAGNESIUM SULFIDE
GLOBULES IN THE
GRAIN BOUNDARIES

0.021% S PLUS 0.10% Mg IN Ni

MAGNESIUM SULFIDE
GLOBULES WITHIN
THE GRAINS

Figure 1. Photomicrographs of Sulfur in Nickel (500X)

the basis of broad composition specifications which the
vendor can meet on a tonnage scale.

Vacuum-Melt Process

The requirements for improving the stability, re-
liability, and life of tubes in electronic applications
created the demand for better cathode base- metal al-

loys. Controlled compositions designed specifically
for good emission performance with long life and min-
imum side reactions such as high interface impedance,
excessive leakage paths along insulating surfaces, grid
emission, and reverse emission from the anode were
desired. Such special alloys for cathode purposes were
not available until RCA began its development of vac-
uum-melting techniques which would insure that the ad-
ditives, and particularly those in trace amounts, in the
compositions could be maintained within narrow limits.

The use o£ «acMttm^:am»itejg-.*fiPh«tf^^ laMiiMM^

cause contamination by the furnace and its natural-gas
atmosphere is avoided, it is unnecessary to make any
specific additions of reducing elements for purposes of

deoxidation and fixing of harmful ingredients. The
composition of the nickel alloy in terms of reducing
element activity is more closely related to the require-
ments of cathode base metals than to the demands of

air-melt metallurgy. However, because hot-rolling

of the ingots is carried out in the oxidizing atmosphere
of air, and cold- rolling techniques require specific de-
grees of malleability, certain additives, such as man-
ganese, are incorporated as for the air- melt tech-
nique. The need of hot-strength nickel alloys for some
cathode applications, where bowing of the sleeve must
be minimized at high temperature operations, requires
the presence of other additives that can exert trouble-
some side reactions when they are present in excess of

I the 3Hse M-Bim^sx^fikc
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nickel of 99.95 percent purity nickel-cobalt (the range
of cobalt content is about 0.3 per cent); the addition of

precise amounts of chemically pure reducing element
additives; and a process which prevents the introduc-

tion of foreign impurities. The problem of homogeneity
within the melt is resolved by limiting the ingot size to

two 250-pound portions that are poured from a 500-

pound melt. The 500-pound batch is small enough to be
poured quickly into the molds; each ingot is small
enough to solidify rapidly and practically eliminate the

segregation of additives since there is a minimum of

differential cooling within the molten mass of the ingot.

0.20% NiO IN Ni

Ni-NiO EUTECTIC

1.1% NiO IN Ni

Ni-NIO EUTECTIC

precise intervals and at temperatures and pressures to

minimize the effects of intermetallic compound forma-
tion, and to hold losses of the volatile ingredients, like

magnesium, to some constant value. The total amount
of reducing element agents that are added is adjusted

to compensate for such losses so that the desired amount
is obtained in the final alloy. Cobalt, tungsten, silicon,

manganese, and carbon do not require compensation
amounts; magnesium is added as an alloy of nickel to

minimize its losses. The amount of magnesium alloy

added is adjusted so that the amount of magnesium re-
maining in the melt is a constant under the particular

conditions of time, temperature, and pressure. Carbon
is added in excess of the desired amount, not because
of losses incurred during the melting operation, but to

allow for losses which will be incurred during the hot-

rolling of the ingot and the final hydrogen firing of the

cathode. The final amount of carbon that is present in

the finished cathode sleeve is held to close limits. The
presence of carbon indicates that the nickel alloy has
not been oxidized too greatly during the rolling opera-
tions, and thus, indicates that the reducing element
content has not been essentially changed by oxide com-
pound formation. However, when too much carbon is

present in the final cathode after hydrogen firing, it can
cause gassytubes during sealex manufacture of the tube

by the reaction of carbon with barium oxide to form
carbon monoxide. The final carbon content in the cath-

ode sleeve is held to a minimum amount within close
limits to insure the optimum result. The specifications
for vacuum-melt cathode alloys are illustrated in

Table II by RCA alloy numbers N132 and N136.

EFFECTS OF REDUCING AGENTS ON HOT STRENGTH
AND HOT RESISTIVITY

0 o
,

^0 (P

%
3l

11.0% NiO IN Ni

FREE OR PRIMARY
NiO

Figure 2. Photomicrographs of Nickel Oxide
in Nickel (lOOX)

The charge of electrolytic nickel is melted in a mag-
nesia crucible in a vacuum of less than 25 microns of

mercury. The crucible is lined with a cement facing of

magnesia-alumina that is chipped out between changes
of composition in order to prevent contamination of one

charge by the other. When the nickel has melted, hy-

drogen gas is admitted into the system and maintained
at a pressure of 20 millimeters of mercury in order to

deoxidize the molten nickel. After a while, the hydrogen
and the resultant water vapor are pumped away. The
molten nickel is then kept under an inert atmosphere
of argon gas maintained at some 250 millimeters of

mercury. At this time, the selected reducing elements
are added to the molten nickel in a definite order, at

While increased hot strength of nickel alloys has been
one of the primary problems for directly heated cath-

odes (filamentary type), current design of tube types to

withstand shock and vibration has made increased nick-

el-alloy hot strength important for indirectly heated
cathodes. The tube assembly is trussed in a rigid

framework so that the heated cathode sleeve is kept
from expanding through the mica supports. Under these
conditions, bowing of the cathode sleeve can occur un-
less the nickel alloy has sufficient hot strength to with-
stand the pressures created by the restricted expansion
movement. Considerations of some of the data accumu-
lated on experimental melts indicates that intermetallic
compounds may play an important role in the hot

strength of nickel alloys. The effects of reducing-agent
additives in the nickel alloy for increasing the hot

strength of the metal may be summarized as follows:

4

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

10.

11.

Magnesium alone: little effect

Silicon alone: little effect

Carbon alone: little effect

Aluminum alone: little effect

Aluminum plus silicon but no carbon: little ef-

fect

Aluminum plus carbon: slight effect

Magnesium plus carbon: great effect

Silicon plus carbon: appreciable effect

Zirconium plus carbon: great effect

Titanium plus carbon: very great effect

Tungsten plus carbon: very great effect
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Table II

Domestic Cathode Nickel Alloys

Limiting compositions* on tubing or finished strip

(maximum except wliere range is given)

Indirectly Heated Cathodes

Manufacturer's Designation**

Inco DH ST RCA c Cu Fe Mg Mn Si s Ti Al W Co Ni-Co

N2S .04 .05 .05 .02-. 08 .05-.15 .10-. 16 0 38-42

330 GIO N7T .10 .15 .20 pres

.

.30 .10 .008 .005 99.0

220 Gil N15-N18-N18T .04 .20 .20 .01-. 10 .20 .01-. 05 .008 .03 99.2

225 G3 N19-N34 .04 .20 .20 .01-. 08 .20 .15-.25 .008 .03 99.0

N42 N42S .08 .05 .05 .05-. 10 .05-.10 .15-.20 .005 .005 0 .4-.

7

bal.

399 G6 N80-N116 .04 .10 .10 .005 .10 .15-.25 .008 .01 99.4

499 G21 N81-N81T .02 .10 .10 .005 .02 .010 .005 .005 99.8

N107 .04 .05 . 05 .02-. 08 .05-.15 .02-. 05 0 38-42 bal.

Selected 330 — N109S & T .08 .15 .10 .03-. 10 .20 .01-. 05 .008 .005 1.0 99.0

699 G5 N120T .04 .10 .10 .10 .10 .05-.12 .008 .02 99.5

599 G4 .08 .05 .10 .01 .10 .15-.20 .005 bal.

799 G2 " .08 .08 .20 bal.

899 .05-. 10 .10 .05-. 10 .02-. 07 bal.

999 P50 N131T .05 .04 .05 .01 .02 .02 .005 .01 .002 99.5

A30 .03-. 10 .05 .10 .02-. 07 .05 .02 .005 .01 .07-.13 .08 99.2

— A31 N130 .03-. 10 .10 .10 .02-. 07 .05 .01-. 06 .005 .02 .002 3.75-4.25 1.0 94.5

- - A32 .03-. 10 .05 .10 .02-. 07 .05 .03 .005 .01 .07-.13 2.0 -2.50 96.2

- - X3010
X3012

- .05 .10 .10 .01-. 06 .05 .02 .005 .02 3. 75-.425 bal.

.03-.08 AC.UO .10 .01 1 A.10 .Ui . UUO AT KqIDai.

N132 (vacuum .01-.03 .10 .10 .02-. 04 .08 .01-. 03 .008 .005 .O-.O K o 1Dai.

melted 330)

N133 (vacuum .03-.10 .10 .10 .02-. 07 .05 .01-.06 .005 .02 .002 3.75-4.25 1.0 94.5

melted A31)

N136 (vac. .01-.03 .10 .10 .04-. 07 .08 .01-. 03 .008 .005 .3-.5 bal.

melt hi-Mg330)

N144 (air .05 .04 .05 .01 .02 .02 .005 .01 .002 3.75-4.25 95.5

melt P51)

N7027vacuum .01-.03 .07 .01 .01 2.0 40
melt, hi Co)

Directly Heated (Filamentary) Cathodes

(nominal composition except where range is given)

NIW .10 .05 .05 .05 0 1.0 2.0 40

Selected 225 N9 .20 .20 .02-. 07 .20 .12-.20 .008 .01 1.0 bal.

Cobanic WBE N85 .05 low .90 .04 .03 .18 42-45

N91 .04 .05 .05 .01 .05-.15 .075-

.125

0 18-22

SC 210 N94 .34 .03 .07 .20 .05 .18 .2 0 .2

N97 .04 . 05 .05 .01 .05-.15 .12-. 20 0 38-42

NlOO .10 .05 .05 .05 0 1.0 2.0 .5 bal.

SC 213 U-1.0 1.9 1.0 96.1

* Zero composition means absent spectrographically or less than 0.005%; dash means "not specified."

**Inco = Int'I. Nickel Company; DH= Driver-Harris; ST = Superior Tube; WBD= W. B. Driver; SC = Sigmund Cohn
t Contains 0.1% Zirconium

ft Contains 5% Molybdenum

The cumulative effect of a combination of elements is

generally more effective in raising the strength and
hardness of an alloy than an equivalent addition of a

single element. The hardenability effects of several
elements are multiplicative, while increasing amounts
of one element are additive.^ It is evident that the ad-

dition of some of the reducing agents, i. e.
,

silicon,

aluminum, and magnesium, alone or in combination
has little effect, but that those elements which have a

tendency to form stable carbides impart strength to the

nickel. Although zirconium and carbon impart great

strength to the nickel, the most pronounced increase

in hardness occurs with the addition of titanium and
carbon. The addition of 0.10 per cent zirconium plus

0.10 per cent carbon increases the tensile strength of

pure nickel by 50 per cent, but the same amount of ti-

tanium and carbon produces an increase of nearly 100

per cent. The hardening effects of several reducing

elements added to nickel are shown in Table III.

Laboratory tests conducted by C. W. Horsting have

indicated that the addition of 2 per cent tungsten to
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nickel increases the hot strength of the alloy by 20 per
cent. Further additions of tungsten increase the hot

strength of the nickel alloy at a much slower but uni-

form rate. The addition of cobalt to the extent of 40

per cent of the alloy seems to have little hardening ef-

fect when no aluminum is added. However, when the

alloy is made with cobalt plus aluminum by the air-

melting process, there is a marked increase in the hot

strength. When the same alloy is made by the vacuum-
melting process, there is only a slight increase in the

hot strength. The increased hot strength of the alloy

made of cobalt and aluminum in nickel under air-melt
conditions may be due to the formation of microcrystal-
line grains of aluminum oxide in the slip planes of the

nickel metal. Titanium appears to produce the great-
est hardening effect of the several additives. It is also

an excellent reducing agent, but the side reactions of

heavy, dark-brown interface compound formation pre-
cludes its use in the amounts necessary to harden nickel.

Table III

Tensile Strength of Some Nickel Alloy Base Metals

Metal

Nominal
Composition
— per cent

T.S. in psi

After Annealing
at 1000 C

800 C 20 C

N81 0.02 C 8,200 28,600

N18 (220^ 0 0'^ Mo- 10,300 -

U.UZ ol
A no r^r\

U.Uo 11

N109 (selected 330) 0.07 Mg 13,400 43,600
0.03 Si

0.10 Co
N2S 0.06 Mg 13,700 59,000

40.0 Co
N34 (225) 0.20 Si 14,200 44,800

0.03 Co
0.03 Mg
0.03 Ti

N107 0.05 Mg 15,000 58,700
0.03 Si

40.0 Co
N130 (A31) 0.03 Si 17,000 60,900

0.03 Mg
0.5 Co
4.0 W

{^electron)
*

3.0 Si 18,700

(16 Metal)* 0.5 Ti 20,700
1.5 Si

17.0 Co
0.1 Al

(LX74) 1.0 Al 26,300 96,000
10.0 W
5.0 Mo

40.0 Co
(Konel)* 2.5 Ti 31,300

0.5 Si

0.3 Al
17.0 Co

(Tungsten TIO) 100.0 W 130,000

The effect of various additives on the electrical re-

sistance of nickel at 20 C is given in Fig. 3 from data

obtained from Wise and Schaefer.^ Additional data on

changes of the electrical resistance of nickel by the ad-

dition of aluminum and tungsten elements have been

supplied by C. W. Horsting.

EFFECTS OF REDUCING AGENTS
ACTIVITY AND REACTIONS

ON CATHODE

Commercial practice makes use of the reducing ele-

ment content of the nickel alloy to effectively produce

an activated oxide coating by creating barium and as-

sociated donor sites in the oxide matrix as a result of

the chemical reduction of barium oxide. The reducing

agents of carbon, magnesium, silicon, titanium, man-
ganese, and tungsten react with the barium oxide (BaO)

component of the emission coating to form barium (Ba)

and the respective products of the reaction at the opera-

ting temperature of the tube — 980 to 1020 K.

BaO + C
BaO + Mg
4BaO + Si

4BaO + Ti

BaO + Mn
6BaO + W

2Ba +

Ba +

3Ba

(carbon monoxide)

(magnesium oxide)

(barium orthosilicate)

Ba2Ti04 (barium titanate)

MnO (manganese oxide)

(barium tungstate)

Ba + CO
Ba + MgO
2Ba + BagSiO^

+ BagWOg

The reducing agents added to the nickel play an im-
portant role in activating an oxide-coated cathode.

Electrolysis plays a supplementary role during aging

and life of the tube. If electrolysis were the sole means
of activating the cathode system employing very pure

nickel base metal — i. e.
,
passive metal — the time re-

quired to bring the cathode system to a good level of

emission would be about 200 hours. Consequently, tube

manufacturing operations must rely on the activity of

reducing agents to achieve good initial activation. If the

reducing agents should be added to the emission car-

bonate coating, chemical reactions would occur prior to

the decomposition of the carbonates to the oxide form.

These reactions take place between the carbonate and

the reducing agent at the low temperature of 850 K to

yield carbon monoxide plus the metal compound:

BaCOg + Mg
2BaC03 + Si

BaO + MgO + CO

Ba2Si04 + 2C0

The same harmful side reactions can occur when the

decomposition of the emission carbonate is prolonged

at a slow rate through a relatively low temperature zone

below 850 K. In this case, the surface concentrations

of reducing agents in the base metal are effectively

oxidized. The resultant oxide film, or interface com-
pound of barium orthosilicate when it is present, cre-

ates a barrier for further rapid diffusion of reducing

elements and, in effect, lowers the activity of the cath-

ode system. As a result, low levels of emission per-
formance are experienced on initial testing and early

life.

Obsolete, coating peeled

T?TH»B ID
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Figure 3. Effects of Various Additives on the Resistivity of Nickel (aluminum and tungsten by C. W. Horsting;
all others by E. M. Wise and R. H. Schaefer^)

may also induce undesirable side reactions. For these

reasons, several reducing agents are added to the cath-

ode base metal to obtain a balance which yields good
emission together with long life performance and rela-

tive freedom from the side effects of sublimation, grid

emission, high interface impedance, and changing con-
tact potential.

Barium Vapor Pressure and Diffusion Rates

Equilibrium pressures of barium produced by the

reduction of barium oxide have been calculated by
White''^ and Rittner^ in order to evaluate the activity

of the several reducing agents. These calculations are
based on molecular reactions of the pure reactants in

intimate contact with each other. The results can be
used only as reference values because the reactants are
neither in molecular proportions nor are they as readily
available in the oxide cathode system. The concentra-
tions of the reducing agents are minute fractions of

molecular amounts; a diffusion zone and an interface

zone separate the barium oxide component from the

reducing elements. Thus it is necessary to take into

account the rate of diffusion of the reducing element to

the surface of the cathode metal and then through the

interface layers. Table IV lists the activities (in terms
of equilibrium barium vapor pressure) of some of the

pure-metal reducing elements as calculated by White
for 1073 K and by Rittner for 1000 K Table V lists the

rate of diffusion of the various reducing elements
through nickel as reported by Shepherd, et al.^ The
diffusion rate of carbon has been determined by Widell
and Umbreit.

Sublimation Effects

^3<3«**™f1 ImlniijT' tirtwrm tSss±taS^, tei£ter-iai&-

buted to material subliming from the cathode base met-
al. The ASTM^^ has standardized a method for study-

ing this phenomenon whereby the material subliming

from the uncoated cathode can be collected on a mica
target to produce a change in resistance between two
electrodes attached to the mica. The use of mica as a

target material has not been too successful because
variations in the purity of the mica and the extent of its

surface variations have resulted in erroneous data.

More recently, the use of quartz substrate material

faced with platinum electrodes has made possible more
reliable data capable of standardization.

Table IV

Equilibrium Pressure of Barium Produced by the Re-
duction of Barium Oxide'^' ^ (in order of increasing

activity of base metal)

Reaction
^Ba

in mm Hg

Temperature
degrees
Kelvin

BaO(s)+Ni(s) = Ba(g)+NiO(s) 9 X 10
-17

1073

3]3aO(s)+Mo(s) = 2Ba(g) +Ba^oOg 6 X 10
-12

1000

3BaO(s) + W (s) = 2Ba(g) +BaWO
(s) 3

2 X 10
-9

1000

BaO(s) + Mn(s) = Ba(g:) +MaO(s) 1 X 10
-8

1000

2BaO(s) + Si (s) = 2Ba(g) +SiO^(s) 3 X 10
-8

1073

BaO(s) + C (s)

2BaO(s)+Tl (s)

= Ba(g)+CO(g)

= 2Ba(g) +1if)^{s)

8 X lO'
4 X 10"

7 X 10

-6

6
6

1073
1000
1000

7 1*73
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Table V

Diffusion Constants of Reducing Agents in Nickel

Reducing Diffusion Constant Temperature
Agent cm2/ sec Range — deg C

_ 56,600

Magnesium RT
0.44 e 1067-1299

Silicon
61,700

1.5 e 1115-1303

68,900
Molybdenum ' Fit

3.0 e 1155-1402

61,400
Titanium " RT

0.86 e 1155-1402

64 000

Aluminum RT
1.87 e 1155-1402

67,100
Manganese - RT

7.50 e 1155-1402

76,800
Tungsten - RT

11.1 e 1155-1402

39,300
Carbon " RT

0.456 e 700-1000
*
Carbon by Widell and Umbreit

Most complaints of electrical leakage have come
from the use of nickel alloys containing more than0.08
per cent of magnesium. The reason that magnesium is

cited as being the main source of leakage effects is

based on an examination of the vapor pressure curves
of Fig. 4^2. Magnesium has a vapor pressure nine

orders of magnitude greater than that of nickel at 1150 K.

It also has a very high diffusion rate in the cathode
nickel alloy. The amount of magnesium that does sub-
lime is dependent on the factors of concentration, rate

of diffusion, and the temperature reached during the

manufacturing process. The deposits on adjoining elec-

trodes, micas, and glass that result from such sublima-
tion have been analyzed spectrographically as well as

by wet chemical methods. The deposit is shown to be
mostly magnesium; manganese and nickel have also

been found in smaller amounts. 13 The nickel found on
mica spacers results from a high rate of evaporation
from bare portions of the cathode operating at or above
1 150 K (brightness temperature). Ordinarily, the oxide

coating prevents sublimation from the coated portions

of the nickel cathode unless the operating temperature
is in excess of 1200 K. The operating temperature
ranges of some cathode systems are shown in Table VI.

REVIEW OF SPECIFIC REDUCING AGENTS

The effects of specific reducing agents in the nickel

72

alloys will be considered for the following eleven ad-

ditives: carbon in pure nickel - RCA No. N81 (Driver-

Harris 499 alloy); carburized nickel alloy - RCA No. N18
(Inco 220 alloy); carbon and magnesium; magnesium;
silicon; aluminum; tungsten; titanium; manganese; cal-

cium; boron.
Table VI

Temperatures of Cathodes

Brightness

Temperature
deg K

Tube Class Minimum Average Maximum

Mercury-Vapor and Gas
Rectifiers

Heavy Output and Certain
Acorn Tubes 1076 1100 1125

Power Amplifier Receiving
Types — General

Cathode -Ray Types 1050 1075 1100

Low Grid Current Types
With Regular Grids
High Power Output Re-
ceiving Tjfpes 1000 1025 1050

Low Power Output Re-
ceiving Types 975 1000 1025

With Special Grids Temperature depends on

grid design

Small Receiving and Low
Output Types — General 975 1025 1100

Carbon in Pure Nickel — N81

It is known that a small amount of carbon in pure
nickel acts as a fairly good reducing agent for oxide-

coated cathodes systems during tube processing and
early life. The reaction of carbon with barium oxide

yields the desired barium for activation of the coating

together withcarbon monoxide gas. The amount of car-
bon in this alloy is maintained below 0.02 per cent as

an upper limit in order to prevent the excessive pro-
duction of barium and the concurrent evaporation of

barium that would give rise to grid emission. 14 How-
ever, this limitation on cathode activity results in a

lower level of emission performance than is desired
initially. Increasing the carbon content to 0.05 per cent

will increase the production of barium to give improved
emission performance but can contribute to grid-emis-
sion effects. It should be noted that another effect of

excess carbon in the base metal (in excess of 0.05 per
cent) is to introduce an extra amount of carbon mon-
oxide gas into the tube which must be completely taken

up by the getter. Too much carbon in the base metal can
cause loss of tubes during production because of ex-

cessive gas.

Carburized N18 Cathodes

Cathodes made from a particular lot of N18 alloy

have been processed by gas-carburization technique in

order to increase the carbon contenfl^ and thus improve
initial emission performance and obtain higher trans-

conductance. The reason for this procedure was the

poor performance of this particular N18 alloy. The
cathodes were heated in an atmosphere of hydrogen and

methane. The amount of carbon introduced onto the

cathode surface by the process was about 0.05 percent.
Normally, the N18 alloy would contain about 0.02 per
cent silicon, 0.025 per cent magnesium, and about 0.02
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Figure 4. Vapor Pressure Curves for the Elements (by R. E. Honig^^)

per cent carbon after hydrogen firing. The tube type
using these particular alloys was experiencing low ini-

tial emission. All analyses and investigations gave
evidence that the reducing agents were combining as
oxides or intermetallic compounds, or were being pre-
vented from diffusing to the surface by oxide inclusions
or carbides. The carburizing treatment added the ex-
tra amount of carbon needed to create activation prior
to the point at which sufficient diffusion of the main re-
ducing element content could supply the necessary cath-
ode activity. There were no reports as to excess gas
in the tubes.

Carbon and Magnesium

Magnesium and carbon can form carbides. It is

known that MgC2 is unstable at elevated temperatures;
it decomposes to form carbon and the stable Mg2C3^^.

This intermetallic compound can form in vacuum-
melted nickel when the carbon content is as high as 0.07

to 0.10 percent. A cathode nickel alloy containing such
high carbon content failed to sublime magnesium even
though the latter element was present to the extent of

0.04to0.07 per cent. The standardASTM test was neg-
ative; tubes made from this melt had low emission and
were gassy. When the cathodes were baked in hydrogen
(dew point 35 C) at 800 C for ten minutes, the carbon
content was reduced to 0.03 percent. Sublimation tests

performed on these processed cathodes gave indication

of the presence of magnesium on the target. Tubes
made from these treated cathodes gave normal emis-
sion performance and were not gassy. It may be con-
cluded that excessive carbon content in the nickel alloy

can affect the reducing activity of magnesium and slow
down the rate of diffusion and sublimation by forming
carbide compounds.
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Magnesium

Magnesium and silicon are the two elements that have

received the most attention as reducing agents for oxide-

coated cathodes. Both have been deemed desirable,

even if not absolutely necessary. Magnesium is used
because its presence insures high initial activity of the

cathode with the result that good electron emission is

readily obtained through the early life period; silicon

is used because, althoughit acts more slowly, its pres-
ence maintains a high cathode activity over the long

life period. Modern tube performances, however, re-

quire cathodes that give low interface impedances. As
a result, silicon has been relegated to a secondary
place and magnesium is now receiving first considera-

tion in the design of cathode alloys. On the other hand,

the very factors that make magnesium so desirable for

easy activation of the oxide coating also give rise to the

undesirable side effects of sublimation, electrical leak-

age between electrodes, grid emission and anode emis-
sion due to the copious amounts of barium produced in

the emission coating and evaporated onto the adjoining

electrodes. Considering the above factors, it can be

concluded that the magnesium content should be held to

a lower limit of 0.03 per cent for ease of activation of

the coating and must not exceed 0.07 per cent to pre-

vent the effects of excessive sublimation and excessive

production of barium in the coating.

Silicon

Silicon retains its activity as a reducing agent over a

period of thousands of hours because of its slow rate of

diffusion. Its presence in cathode nickel alloys insures

good emission performance over a long life period.

However, it does have an interfering side reaction. It

reacts with barium oxide to form an interface compound,
barium orthosilicate, which has a dark grey color, and
whenpresent to the extent of 0.20 per cent introduces an
electrical interface impedance of hundreds of ohms.
The operating temperature of the oxide coating can be

lowered by as much as 45 C because of the increase in

radiation which results from the dark grey color of the

interface compound. Under normal conditions, current
flow keeps the interface compound in an active condition

due to the presence of barium donor sites and, therefore,

little resistance is offered to the flow of current. How-
ever, when the tube is operated under intermittent or

standby conditions, the interface becomes deactivated

and its impedance increases to a large value. This
phenomenon usually occurs in tubes that are used for

pulsed emission, computer circuitry, and especially

with tubes that have high values of transconductance.
When the silicon content in the nickel alloy is excessive,

a high rate of production of barium and a subsequent in-

creased rate of evaporation of barium causes grid emis-
sion to occur in some critical tube types. In general,

experience has indicated that there is a greater tendency
for peeling of coating to occur when the silicon content

of the base metal is greater than 0.20 per cent. When-
ever interface impedance is a factor that can influence

the performance of the tube, the silicon content should
not be greater than 0.02 per cent.

dicate that aluminum is a fairly active reducing agent

and can be helpful in obtaining long life from oxide

cathodes. However, the aluminum content in the nickel

alloy shouldbe limited to 0.10 per cent in order to min-
imize peeling of the coating that apparently occurs in

conjunction with an excess of aluminum. At least, 0.05

per cent magnesium and 0.03 percent silicon should be

present when aluminum is part of the alloy composition

in order to insure adequate activity and life.

Tungsten

Investigations have indicated that a nickel cathode

alloy having a low silicon content with 4.7 per cent tung-

sten does not exhibit measurable interface impedance
when cathodes made from it are life tested under con-

ditions which would produce high impedances with

cathodes made from high silicon nickel cathode al-

loys. ''^ X-ray diffraction studies of the interface, by

Eisenstein, failed to reveal the barium tungstate com-
pound upon completion of a 6000-hour life test. Barium
orthosilicate was found to be present as the interface

compound. Analysis of the cathode base metal indicated

that the composition included 0.02 per cent silicon as

well as the 4.7 per cent tungsten. It is concluded that

the silicon reacted with the barium tungstate to release

the tungsten and to form the barium orthosilicate com-
pound. The orthosilicate compound was maintained in

a more active condition by the further reaction of the

tungsten with the barium oxide to provide the activa-

ting barium donor centers.

Some evidence has been obtained to indicate that a

nickel alloy containing 4 per cent tungsten plus 0.04

per cent magnesium and containing no silicon had

caused very little decay in emission on life. The meas-
ured interface impedances were less than 5 ohms/cm^
at the end of thousands of hours.

The chemical reactions of tungsten-bearing nickel

alloys with barium oxide are well described by Hughes
et al.-'-^ At best, a tungsten nickel alloy has only a mild

reducing activity; it provides enough barium to yield

good activation of the oxide coating but it is not active

enough to withstand the depletion effects of ordinary

tube poisoning. Low emission and extreme slumping
during early life is experienced, whereas nickel alloys

containing the same amount of tungsten but with small
percentages of magnesium and silicon can withstand the

same degree of poisoning effects. In the absence of

such poisoning effects, tungsten nickel cathodes can give

very long life performances. It is concluded that the

tungsten content of the nickel alloys should be held to a

maximum of 4 per cent for purposes of imparting hot

strength to the alloy and contributing some reducing

element activity. In addition to this tungsten content,

the cathode alloy must contain the more active reducing

agent such as magnesium and silicon to initiate good
production of barium in the coating. The operating

temperature of the oxide coating can be lowered by as

much as 50 C, because of the increase in radiation

which results from the dark-brown color of the barium
tungstate interface compound.
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tanium as a reducing element agent in the cathode nickel
alloy is considered, it is evident that titanium, although
it is a powerful reducing agent and imparts excellent
hot strength to the alloy even when used alone, should
not be used in amounts greater than 0.10 per cent be-
cause a dark-colored interface compound, barium ti-

tanate, is formed. The decrease in cathode tempera-
ture due to the increase in radiation, the increase in

interface impedance due to the compound formation,
and the tendency for the coating to peel when titanium
is present in substantial amounts are reasons for not

using titanium as a prime activating agent. Cathode
alloys should not contain more than 0.005 per cent ti-

tanium, the minimum amount detectable by spectro-
graphic techniques.

Manganese

Manganese is considered to be a mild reducing agent.
It is added to nickel alloys for purposes of cleaning the
metal and as an aid to the hot forging of the ingots. The
specifications for air-melt grades of nickel alloys al-

low a maximum limit of 0.20 percent manganese to be
present in the alloy. Vacuum-melt grades of nickel
alloy permit a maximum of 0.08 percent manganese to

be present in the alloy.

The effects of adding manganese as a reducing agent
to pure nickel has been investigated; 19 no effect on im-
provement of emission performance has been found.

It was evident that the presence of more than 0.20 per
cent of manganese could induce side effects that low-
ered the transconductance. No effect on the contact
potential between grid and cathode has been ascribed
tothepresence of manganese. Sublimation studies have
indicated that manganese is present in the deposits
found on the targets when the cathodes contained more
than 0.15 per cent of manganese. Some evidence exists
that manganese may inhibit the diffusion of magnesium
in nickel at 850 C but the use of multicomponent alloys

complicates the interactions. Increased stabilization

or increased rates of diffusion and evaporation can be
produced on any one of the components by interaction
of the other agents that may be present.

In general, manganese is considered to be an un-
desirable additive for cathode base metal purposes.
Manganese content is limited to a maximum of 0.08 per
cent and should be maintained at 0.05 percent in those
cathode alloys that are to be used in critical tube types
because there are measurable leakage effects asso-
ciated with the presence of too much manganese.

Calcium

The presence of elemental calcium has been detected
in amounts approaching 0.001 per cent. Calcium is ob-
tained from the refractory lining used for crucibles
wherein the nickel alloy is melted. The reducing activ-
ity of carbon is sufficient to convert some of the cal-
cium silicate content of the lining to elemental calcium.
The presence of calcium in excess of critical amounts
apparently causes embrittlement of the nickel alloy. Its

presence in the interface region apparently causes poor
coating adherence and high impedance effects. Further
studies are necessary to substantiate these interactions.

Boron

Commercialprocesses for the manufacture of nickel

alloys use small amounts of boron to improve the work-
ing qualities of the metal. Analyses indicate that it is

present in the nickel alloys to the extent of 0.001 per
cent. It is considered that where boron accumulates
in harmful concentrations at the surface of the cath-

ode, it can form a high- impedance barium borate glass
which offers such a restrictive surface barrier to the

diffusion of other elements that poor emission per-
formance is obtained. All precautions should be taken
to keep the boron content at or below 0.0005 per cent.

It is especially important that boron be absent from
the lubricating fluid used in drawing and fabricating
operations in order that the surface layers of the nickel
are not contaminated with boron.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED CATHODE AL-
LOYS

Temperature ranges of oxide-coated cathode sys-
tems for tube design purposes are given in Table VT.

A cathode material selection guide as given in Table VII
and a list of the limiting compositions of domestic cath-
ode nickel alloys as tabulated in Table II give the char-
acteristics of cathode nickels commonly used by RCA
in the manufacture of electron tubes. Dr. I. Stacy has
compiled a guide to cathode nickels to acquaint the tube
design engineer with the properties of the new develop-
mental air-melt alloys submitted for testing by com-
mercial producers and the more recent vacuum-melt
alloys made by RCA for use in computer and industrial

tube types.

The relative activity of a cathode nickel alloy refers
to its capability for producing barium by the reaction
of the reducing element content of the metal with the

barium oxide component of the emission coating. The
activity of an alloy is related to the effective concen-
tration of the reducing agent (i.e., not combined as an
oxide or an intermetallic compound), the rate of diffu-

sion of the reducing agent through the alloy, and the
extent of surface film formation that can impede the dif-

fusion of the reducing element into the emission coating.

RCA vacuum- melted alloys are so well-controlled as
to composition and effective concentration (minimum
combined compounds) that little or no difference exists

in the activity of melts of the same composition. The
choice of composition and activity of a cathode alloy

must consider the particular tube application in terms
of temperature of processing and operation and the sub-
limation effects of leakage, grid emission, and contact
potential as well as the growth of the interface imped-
ance over the life period.
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The Interface and Other Oxide-Cathode Impedances

E. J. Hannig

Harrison

Although the oxide cathode was discovered by Wehnelt-'^

in 1904, it was sixteen years later that the problem of

cathode impedance was recognized byArnold2 who ob-
served a platinate interface layer on platinum -iridium
filaments in 1920. In that year, few circuits demanded
anything more than "some" emission. Practically any
tube would be sufficient to meet circuit demands. The
period between the '20s and the '50s was one of rapid
advancement for the entire electronics industry . Wide-
band amplifiers, large- and small-signal pulse circuits,

radars, computers, and the like all demanded more
than just "some" electrons from cathodes. Demands
for tubes capable of 10,000 to 20,000 hours of reliable

service only placed heavier burdens on the oxide cath-
ode. It was during this era thatthe electronics industry
became aware of the cathode impedance in the more
critical applications when the cathode had to have prac-
tically zero impedance for as long as possible. In this

period, Eisenstein^ published a comprehensive paper
on the common cathode -interface layer, barium ortho-
silicate, and Nergaard and Matheson^ summarized the

role of the interface impedance in electron-tube cir-
cuits. In the period from 1944 to 1954, oxide-cathode
literature dwelt at great length on cathode impedance. 5-

10 It is the purpose of this article to analyze cathode
impedances, to establish some methods to minimize
them, and to review some of the more acceptable means
for measuring them.

CATHODE SLEEVE ACTIVITY

Most cathode impedances are influenced by the char-
acteristics of the cathode sleeve material. Although
nickel is commonly used, certain alloys of nickel are
acceptable for fabrication into cathode sleeves and
others are not. H It is usual to find tube types that can
be processed satisfactorily only if a certain nickel alloy

is used as the cathode sleeve material. Even different

melts of the same alloy may require different processing
schedules. These are onlyafew of the variables which
tube processing must accommodate and still produce
the maximum quantity of acceptable tubes in minimum
time with minimum shrinkage.

The three general classifications of nickel alloys are
given in Table I, together with the reducing -agent con-
tent of each. The classifications describe the speed

with which these alloys can activate an oxide coating.

For example, alloy N34 will activate the oxide much
more readily than any of the others listed in Table I.

Consequently, the use of this material in a vacuum tube

requires less time and power in processing; it is called

an active alloy. Alloy N81 is the most difficult to pro-
cess. For high-speed production, an active alloy is

most desirable although, unfortunately, the more active

alloy is often prone to application failures.

Table I

Classi- Alloy

Maximum Reducing-Agent Content—Per Cent

(Weight)

fication No.* Mg Si Mn Ti C

Passive N81 0.005 0.010 0.02 0.005 0.02

Normal N109 0.03-0.10 0.01-0.05 0.20 0.005 0.08

Active N34 0.01-0.08 0.15-0.25 0.20 0.03 0.04

Normal N18 0.01-0.10 0.01-0.05 0.20 0.03 0.04

The alloy numbers are RCA designations for commercial ma-
terials. A more complete listing of these alloys is given in

Tables II and VII in the article on"The Nickel Base Metal for
the Oxide Cathode.''

Cathode base-metal sublimation testing has been
standardized-'^ 2 by the American Society for Testing

Materials for the more precise evaluation of alloy ac-

tivity. In the test, the resistance between two conduct-

ing strips painted across a sheet of mica is continuously

measured. The bare nickel sleeve is mounted opposite

these strips. The sleeve is heated by a conventional

cathode heater to some given temperature; a brightness

temperature of 900 C has been satisfactory for most
alloys. Materials from the hot nickel sleeve will sub-

lime and deposit a thin film on the mica causing the re-

sistance between the conducting strips to decrease at a

rate which depends principally on the amount of metal

coming out of the sleeve and the rate at which it comes
out. '^ These metals are primarily magnesium, man-
ganese, and nickel. Characteristic sublimation curves

for alloys N18, N34, N109, and N81 are shown in Fig.

1. Less than one hour is generally required to obtain

such curves. The curves give a good indication of the

availability of magnesium in the cathode during pro-
cessing and activation. Magnesium and manganese
appear to be the primary activating agents. However,
at some point in life, other, more long-lived agents

such as silicon take over the function of producing bar-

ium for emission.
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LOG t (TIME IN MINUTES)

Figure 1. Graph of Target Resistance PlottedAgainst
Elapsed Time for Different Alloys (Rq is the target

resistance at t = 1 minute; resistance units are
arbitrary)

The electron-tube industry requires a wide range of

cathode nickel alloys to make the many tube types re-

quired. However, only slight variations in the charac-
teristics of an alloy can be tolerated from meltto melt.

Each melt must meet certain compositional specifica-

tions or it is rejected before it ever reaches the tube.

Unfortunately, melts with apparently identical compo-
sitions may have widely different sublimation and ac-
tivation characteristics.

Consider a factory problem of some years ago. Alloy

N109 cathode material was being used in the nickel

sleeve for a tube type. No particular difficulties had
come from this type for many months; many melts of

N109 had been used during production with only slight

variations in processing. Then, melt X made from al-

loy N109 was tried with chaotic results. It was impos-
sible to properly activate oxide cathodes using melt X
as the cathode sleeve. The factory tried melts A and B
and produced good tubes. All three melts were quickly

rechecked, both by wet analysis and by spectrographic

analysis, and all were within specifications. Other
standard tests were made with little success. So far

as all these tests were concerned, the three melts were
interchangeable. Cathode sublimation testing, then in

its infancy, was attempted. The results of this test

(Fig. 2) were conclusive.

From the sublimation curves it was at once apparent
that meltX did not belong in the same activity category

as melts A and B, even though all other analyses in-

dicated that it was. Some condition within melt X was
inhibiting the free sublimation of its reducing agents.

MeltX, therefore, produced cathodes very much under-
activated, and processing and aging conditions could

not be varied sufficiently to produce the same oxide

cathode as that activated by melts A and B.

While melt variations such as the above do not happen
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Figure 2.

ELAPSED TIME-MINUTES

Sublimation Curves for Three Melts of the

Same Cathode Base -Metal Alloy

every day, they occur often enough to warrant mention.

Often, the presence of bulk impedance (the impedance of

the oxide coating excluding any interface impedance) in

the oxide coating is the result of such variations. The
cause of all cathode impedances can generally be traced

to the base metal; the amount and availability of its re-

ducing agents determine whether or not a cathode im-
pedance is likely to occur.

CATHODE ACTIVATION

This section will discuss only enough of the cathode

activation process to aid in understanding cathode im-
pedance. Although it is common commercial practice

to employ the triple carbonate as cathode spray, it is

only necessary torefer tothe simple barium carbonate

(BaC03) as the material with which the cathode is coated

initially.

Duringthe processing of an oxide-coated cathode, the

following reaction always precedes activation:

800 C
BaCO^ BaO + C02 t (1)

The carbon dioxide (CO2) is pumped off and the car-

bonate coating is converted to barium oxide (BaO). The
cathode temperature is then raised to approximately
1000 C or higher; this temperature favors the more
rapid diffusion of the reducing agents from the base
metal into the oxide coating. The reaction that occurs

at the cathode operating temperature is described by

Eqs. (2) and (2a):

BaO + Mg Ba + MgO (2)

2BaO + Si 2Ba + Si02 (2a)

In the case of initial activation, these reactions occur
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at about 1000 C; normal tube operating conditions re-
quire only approximately 800 C. In Eqs. (2) and (2a),

magnesium and silicon are taken as the reducing agents
since these can be considered as the prime reducers,
although there are others of less importance contained

in the base metal (see Table V in the article on "The
Nickel Base Metal for the Oxide Cathode").

The diffusion constants are given in this same Table V
and are related to cathode temperature as D = f(e" VRT).
The outward flux D(dc/dx)i of activator particles is

given by Rittnerl4 as:

^e-^/^ (3)

where D = diffusion coefficient

Co = initial concentration of activator in the

base metal
1 = thickness of base metal (approx.

)

t = time in which diffusion takes place, and
T is a constant _ 412

Cathode activity depends principally upon the tem-
perature and D (dc/dx) i. The dependence on outward
flux is a property of the base metal; it distinguishes

one nickel alloy from all other nickel alloys. As a result,

cathode temperature control is a significant factor in

cathode activation; it determines the time required to

reach the desired cathode activity.

As the operating time of a cathode increases tothou-
sands of hours, e-t/r in Eq. (3) becomes important
in that the activator is gradually being depleted. There-
fore, the flux decreases with life. The rate at which
reactions (2) and (2a) proceed decreases due to a de-
crease in activator flux. Consequently, the cathode
becomes deficient in the barium required to maintain
a good conductive coating. Emission may or may not

suffer, although it usually follows the increase in cath-

ode resistance on long life. Cathode environment plays
a more substantial part in causing low emission prob-
lems; any condition causing excessive evaporation of

surface barium will decrease the emission more readily.

CATHODE IMPEDANCES

If reactions of the type described in Eqs. (2) and (2a)

can be completed during the time allowed for processing,
the cathode will emerge as a good emitter that is rela-
tively "cathode -impedance -free. " If the reactions are
retarded in any way, cathode bulk impedance will result.

This condition will require aging or some period of

operation to eliminate the impedance and produce the

good conductive coating. H the rate of this reaction is

ever insufficient to maintain good coating conductivity,

bulk impedance results again; should bulk impedance
develop after many thousands of hours of operation, the

possibilities of recovery are extremely slight.

While the reduction reactions Eqs. (2) and (2a) are
taking place, a third, extremely deleterious, reaction

is taking place as a by-product of Eq. ( 2a)

:

2BaO + Si02 2BaO-Si02 (4)

Silicon dioxide, which is formed together with free bar-

ium in the chemical activation equation, reacts with the

oxide of barium to form barium orthosilicate. This

compound exists at the interface of the base metal and

the oxide coating. Its properties approach that of an

insulator; its electrical conductivity is much lower than

that of any other possible cathode compound, which may
include tungstites and titanates among others. These
two are objectionable interfaces; however, tungstites

are possible only with certain more recent alloys, and

titanium is held to an extremely low value in practically

all alloys. Their conductivity is, nevertheless, low

enough to cause considerable concern should they be

present in sufficient volume. Thus far, the best way
to inhibit interface impedance is to limit the silicon

content of cathode alloys to small values. In this way,

Co in Eq. (3) has a small value, consequently, the flux

density of the particular reducing agent is decreased.

Because the orthosilicate layer has such high resist-

ance, one must ask, "How, then, is it possible for cath-

ode current to flow at all?" The best answer to this

question at the present time lies in the realm of semi-
conductor theory. It is analyzed by Nergaard and

Matheson-'--^ in terms of an impurity -type semiconductor

having the same donors as that of the barium oxide.

A third cathode condition which manifests itself as an

impedance arises from poor coating adherence. Poor
bonding of coating to base metal results in a peeling

cathode. Such a cathode is more likely to occur with

highly active alloys than with others. Sometimes the

interface (2BaO' Si02) is thick enough to physically

separate portions of the coating from the cathode.

Peeling cathode trouble is inherent in random melts of

an alloy. The entire coating may peel on only limited

areas. Thus far, it has been difficult to predict whether
agivencathode would or would not peel; in this respect,

peeling differs from the actual interface compound. It

has relatively the same effects as the interface and bulk

impedances. Interface -impedance investigations natu-

rally ledtopeeling-cathode investigations. Instruments

employed to evaluate the interface also measure im-
pedance due to poor coating adherence.

Most cathode problems are the result of cathode envi-

ronment which tends to suppress or accelerate the acti-

vation reactions. These reactions give rise not only to

the common cathode problems, ^^but alsotothe cathode

impedances, allot which limit the useful life of a cath-

ode.

K the more obvious cathode ailments are excluded, it

is possible to view the cathode as being in one or more
of the four possible conditions described in Fig. 3.

Quadrant I shows a cathode coating having an abundance
of barium both on the surface and within the coating; this

abundance permits good emission and virtually perfect

conduction through the coating. Quadrant II illustrates

the possible effect of bulk impedance caused by a

smaller amount of barium within the coating and pos-
sibly on the surface; consequently, emission may be

satisfactory but the coating itself is far more resistive

than that of Quadrant I. Quadrant III shows the presence
of the interface compound between coating and base
metal, and a slight decline of barium in the coating, and
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points out some barium within the interface itself; again,

the result is a very poorly conducting cathode. Quadrant

rv approximates the situation in a peeling cathode; some
areas are as good as Quadrant I for conduction, whereas
others are either loosely bound or have no coating what-

soever.

E.BULK IMPEDANCE I. GOOD CATHODE
NO IMPEDANCE

m. INTERFACE IZ. PEELING, POOR
IMPEDANCE COATING ADHERENCE

LEGEND

A -BARIUM
o - BaO

Figure 3. Cathode -Condition Diagram

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF CATHODE IMPEDANCES

(A) (B)

Figure 4. Simplified Equivalent Circuits of Cathode
Impedance: (A) extreme simplification; (B) closer

approximation

The effect of added resistance in the cathode circuit

is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tube was first set to a nor-

mal operating condition of 4.4 milliamperes per volt

(4400 micromhos). Then a 120-ohm resistor was add-

ed in series with the cathode as shown in the lower right

quadrant of Fig. 5. The result was a bias shift of -0.3

volts, plate current was reduced by 15 per cent, and the

mutual conductance g-^ fell to 2.80 milliamperes per volt

(2800 micromhos). The effect on the amplitude of the

plate signal is shown in the upper right quadrant. Trans

-

conductance degenerated according to the formula:"^

1 + gmo %
where g^^o initial gm of stage,

= any added cathode resistance,

Sm ~ Sm of tube with cathode resistance

added.

To study the effects of a cathode impedance, it is nec-

essary to assume some sort of configuration for the

passive components of the impedance. Cathode imped-
ance can be approximated by the oversimplification in

Fig. 4A; another, somewhat closer, approximation is

given in Fig. 4B (see Ref. 15). Although neither rep-
resentation accounts for every case of tube failure due

to cathode impedance, Fig. 4A is adequate as a work-
ing model to demonstrate principles. The time constant,

which is the product of resistance and capacitance, dis-

tinguishes one cathode impedance from another in non-

destructive testing.

t = RC (5)

where t = time constant in microseconds,
R = resistance in ohms, and
C = capacitance in microfarads.

With regard to the direct-current effects which these

impedances cause in atube, it is obvious that some in-

crease in bias can be expected, provided that the cath-

ode current does not drop too radically. In either event,

the direct-current parameters of the circuit are al-

tered and the tube can be a failure for this alone.

Eq. (6) implies that high-transconductance tube types

are more sensitive to small changes in cathode -resistor

value than lower-transconductance types.

The resistance added to the cathode circuit simulated

one component of cathode impedance. However, this re-

sistance is not semiconductive and it is not temperature-

dependent. A capacitance (Ck) added in parallel with

Rk (Fig. 6) makes the shift in gjiQ a function of the time

constant. The shift in gm varies inversely with RC;

the smaller RC becomes, the more closely gm ^P"
proaches the maximum shift permitted by R^ alone.

Therefore, smaller cathode time constants are always

more damaging to circuit performance.

Raudorfl'^ has demonstrated (Fig. 7) that the gain of

a circuit depends upon the frequency in a tube where
cathode interface impedance exists; this characteristic

is typical of short time -constant cathode impedances.
Fig. 7 illustrates the frequency-dependent response of

a cathode which has developed an interface impedance.
The impedance produced by peeling cathodes would pre-
sent about the same gain-shift pattern with one excep-

tion; the gain would approach its design value at a fre-

quency mugh higher than that shown in Fig. 7. Its time
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Circuit (this effect was produced by physically placing a 120-ohm resistor in the cathode circuit)

constant is anywhere from 0.01 to 0.1 times that of the

interface. The bulk impedance would allow a lower
frequency response because the bulktime constant can

be from 10 to 100 times that of the interface. The
most significant effect on alternating-current para-
meters produced by these impedances is a frequency-
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dependent reproduction of the input signal.
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the same effect as the others. There is currently very

little in the literature on decay caused by poor adher-
ence. Perhaps the extremely short time constants of

peeling cathodes have hitherto been undetectable due to

the longer pulse rise time on pulse -emission equipment.
Many tube failures in computer and other pulse applica-

tions are traceable to one or more of these impedances.

Most pulse circuits require reasonably good fidelity,

i.e., the output signal waveform must be similar to the

input signal waveform. A cathode impedance causes

the current waveform to deviate from the grid pulse

voltage in a manner somewhat analagous to that of a

capacitive discharge. For the first few hundredths of

a microsecond, the cathode current follows the grid

voltage; thereafter, the blocking action of the impedance
increases exponentially to produce a corresponding
decrease in the current, as shown in Fig. 8B and SC.

The amount of this degeneration and the resultant wave-
shape depend upon the resistance and time constant of

the impedance.

Should a cathode impedance develop at some inter-

mediate stage of an amplifier, only signals of the types

shown in B and C of Fig. 8 would be available to the

succeeding stages, and a distorted waveshape would
appear at the output of such an amplifier. Circuits re-

quiring definite values of triggering voltage would fail

upon receiving the pulse as modified by the cathode im-
pedance.

(A) (B)

Figure 8. Current Decay Produced by Cathode Im-
pedance: (A) the input voltage; (B) the distortion pro-
duced as a result of cathode impedance with a short
time constant; (C) the distortion produced by a cath-

ode impedance ivith a longer time ccmstant than in (B)

SECOND

Figure 7. Variation ofGain with Frequency Caused by

the Formaticm of Cathode Interface Impedance (the

increasedgain-shift ivith life is caused by increased
interface resistance (Rj)

DECAY CHARACTERISTICS

Pulse -emission testing has disclosed several decays
characteristic of oxide-coated cathodes. 18,19 Although

many of these emission decays are due to deterioration

of the emission mechanism, the interface decay and,

possibly, the bulk decay has been mentioned in the liter-

ature. Poor adherence of the coating should produce

The electrical effects of the cathode impedance are

nearly always manifested as a direct-current bias shift

plus a frequency -dependent degeneration in the affected

stage. These two effects adequately describe both alter-

nating-current and pulse response. The range of the

degeneration depends upon the type of impedance. These

impedances can be categorized by their time constants.

The bulk impedance, or oxide impedance, will have a

time constant greater than 10 microseconds; usually it

will be on the order of 100 microseconds. InterfaceOA
impedance will be about 0.5 to 5.0 microseconds. "

Poor adherence of coating generally results in a

0.05- to 0.5-microsecond time constant. There is some
overlapping in the effects produced by the three types

of impedance.
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EFFECT OF ALLOY ON CATHODE IMPEDANCE

Certain cathode alloys are prone to definite types o|

cathode impedance. Low-activity base metals (N81

and N131 ) are often subject to bulk impedance. This

effect is generally caused by under -processing the tube;

it is often found after thousands of hours of operation

as the result of loss of barium in the coating. Bulk

impedance is a curable malady, as was shown by life test

data on ten tubes (type 6AL5) which used N131 cathode

material. Initially, the value of bulk resistance was
between 0 and 105 ohms (average, 44 ohms). The tubes

were put on conduction life and at the end of 500 hours

the resistance of the worst tube was 5 ohms, and the

average resistance was 0.4 ohm. The data of these tests

are plotted in Fig. 9. The tubes had been under -pro-

cessed initially but, with life, all bulk resistance values

fell to a point where tube operation was satisfactory.

Alloy N34 is probably the most infamous of the inter-

face-impedance-producingcathode materials. Its high

silicon content (0.15 to 0.25 per cent) enhances the for-

mation of large amounts of barium orthosilicate. N130
alloy, having approximately 4 per cent tungsten, gives

rise to barium tungstate (3BaO- WO3). The author knows

of no satisfactory cure for this c ondition other than c are -

ful selection of cathode alloys with strong emphasis on

keeping the titanium, aluminum, and silicon content low.

A temporary palliative for interface impedance is to

draw a large emission current from the cathode. This

large current temporarily activates the interface layer.

However, when the tube is subsequently brought to its

normal operating condition, the deleterious effect of the

interface impedance will slowly return.

1
1

TUBE TYPE : 6AL5

CATHODE METAL : NI3I

0 WORST SAMPLE
o AVERAGE OF 20 SIDES

100 200 300
LIFE-HOURS

400 500

Figure 9. Variation of Cathode Bulk Resistance with Life

OPERATIONAL CAUSES OF INTERFACE IMPEDANCE

In addition to the interface -producing elements in a

cathode, at least three other factors favor the growth

of interface impedances.

These factors are:

1. Duty cycle. K an application requires very low

current or allows the tube to stand in a nonconducting

state for appreciable lengths of time, it fosters the

growth of interface impedance. Low duty cycles pro-

mote rapid development of interface.

2. Cathode temperature. High cathode temperatures

promote interface formations. High-silicon cathode

nickels can have an interface immediately after pro-

cessing if the cathode is run at too high a temperature.

3. Cathode current. The value of cathode current

drawn in the application strongly influences the rate

of formation of the interface. Lower currents pro-
duce high interface impedance in less time than do
higher currents.

The effect
6

of duty cycle has been demonstrated by

Waymouth." The results of his experiments are des-

cribed in Fig. 10 where the percentage of survivors is

plotted against hours of life. The tubes whose charac-

teristics are indicated by the curve marked Panels I and

n, drew 60 milliamperes per square centimeter during

life for a lOOper cent duty cycle; the tubes whose char-
acteristics are indicated by the curve marked Panels II

and IV operated at cutoff, or zero per cent duty cycle.

In this graph, tubes were considered failures as soon

as the interface was detectable. The cathode alloy for

all these tubes contained approximately 0.03 per cent

silicon by spectrochemical analysis.

1000 2000 3000
LIFE-HOURS

4000

See the footnote at the bottom of Table I

Figure 10. Effect of Ehity Cycle cm Fnterface Resis tance

Cathode temperature has been shown by Metson21 ^-q

bear directly on interface growth. Fig. 11 shows the

result of running tubes for 3000 hours at different heat-

er voltages ( cathode temperatures) . The mean value

of the interface impedance of large lots of tubes is

plotted against life time in hours.

The actual silicon content of the cathode sleeve was

0.05 per cent; were a base metal similar to N34 alloy

used, the magnitude of interface developed would have

been ten to a hundred times greater than that indicated.

A more quantitative evaluation of the role of silicon

content in the cathode sleeve was obtained from a 100-

hour life test. Twenty twin-triode tubes, type 6SN7GT,
were run at a heater voltage of 7.5 volts; ten used N109
alloy with 0.01 to 0.05 per cent silicon, and ten used

N34alloy with 0.15to0.25percent silicon. The results

are shown in Table II.

During this short life test, the tube was not permitted

to draw current. The data illustrate the dependence of
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of peeling on direct-current tube characteristics are

slight and, like the bulk impedance, it has very little

effect on cathode temperature. Once peeling starts on

a cathode, there is no cure; the magnitude of the defect

only increases with life. In addition to N109 alloy, the

effect has also been detected on N 18 alloy andN 130 alloy

.

Poor adherence of the coating can occur at the ends
of the coated area, in a single portion of the cathode, or

over the entire coated area. It can be caused by the

base metal itself
,
by poor cleaning methods, or by large

interface deposits whichpushthe coating away from the

nickel sleeve. Life data on peeling are not so copious

as data on bulk and interface because of the difficulties

in making coatings peel.

CATHODE IMPEDANCE EVALUATION

Methods for evaluating the cathode impedance gen-

Figure 11. Rate of Grmvth of Interface Resistance as erally involve either alternating-current or pulse tech-

a Function of Temperature niques. Some investigators have used direct -current

methods^^ but these methods have not met with accept-
ance in the tube industry. It is common practice to

interface growth on the supply of silicon in the base measure the cathode resistance (Rk) and the associated
material. capacitance {C-^ or the time constant of the impedance.

Table II

N109 Interface Resistance—ohms N34 Interface Resistance—ohms
Tube No. Unit No. I Unit No. 2 Tube No. Unit No. 1 Unit No. 2

1 0 0 1 48 38

2 0 0 2 29 38

3 0 0 3 45 50

4 0 0 4 50 94

5 0 0 5 66 50

6 0 0 6 41 30

7 0 0 7 57 75

8 0 0 8 90 69

9 0 0 9 80 83

10 0 0 10 50 75

COATING ADHERENCE

Because alloy N109 appears to be so much better than

N34 for retarding interface formation, it has become
widely used in computer and other critical tube types.

As a consequence of this shift, the problem of poor coat-

ing adherence has become more prominent. Although
alloy N109 is not a consistentpeeler, many of its melts
are prone topeelingof coating. The behavior of a peel-

ing cathode is similar to the behavior of interface imped-
ance, with the exception that peeling cathodes show a

time constant between 0.05 and 0.5 microsecond. Be-
yond one microsecond, a pulse signal would be repro-
duced exactly the way it entered the tube. The effects

The symbols listed below will be used in the following

discussion:

Zk = sum of all the cathode impedance (Rk and Ck are

its components)

Zb = the bulk or oxide impedance (Rg and C3 are its

components)

Zi = the interface impedance (Ri and Cj are its com-
ponents)

Za = the "peeling" impedance (Ra and Ca are its

components)

All present-day instruments measure the resistive

components of the cathode impedance. The direct-cur-
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rent method measures Rk. The alternating-current

method will measure at least Ri and some fraction of

Raand RB- Pulse methods measure Riand some frac-

tionof Ra, and Rb- Present instruments were designed
solely to measure the interface resistance. We shall,

therefore, discuss them and their use in measuring Rj

andCi and then relate them to Ra and Rb- The direct-

current method will be omitted because it is time-con-
suming and, therefore, little used.

Measurements of Ri are designed so as not to change
the cathodes in any way. Signal levels must be low, and
reduced heater voltages are normally prescribed. It is

common practice for most tests of this type to employ
signal levels of from 0.1 to 0.3 volt and heater voltages

of about 90 per cent of normal operating voltage. It is

alsorecommended23 that test current be heldto approx-
imately five milliamperes per square centimeter of

coated area. This current density is chosen to minimize
changes in the interface that might be produced by high-

er cathode -current drains.

When a tube is tested for cathode impedance, it is

generally advisable to employ the triode type of test.

Most acceptable test methods use this type of connection

in preference to the diode connection. In this way only

the cathode characteristics are measured. The grid is

biased so that it will not draw current, and the plate is

grounded with respect to the signal voltage. Otherwise,
the effects of a grid or a plate impedance might be in-

cluded in the impedance measurement.

Sine -Wave Methods

Sine -wave methods generally employ two^^ or three^S,

frequencies. A high frequency of 10 megacycles is

common to all. At this frequency acts as a short cir-

cuit to the signal, and only plate resistance is measured.
A low frequency of about five kilocycles is then passed
through the tube and C j or will act as an open circuit

to this frequency. Here Ri or Ra or both are evaluated
because the entire degeneration is assumed to take place
across the resistive component of the impedance. K
bulk impedance is present, its resistive component may
also be effective at this frequency. A third, inter-

mediate, frequency is often added to evaluate the capac-
itive component of whatever the system has measured
for Rk. These systems inherently assume that a single

value of resistance in parallel with a single capacitance
will explain the entire behavior of any and all cathode
impedances present in the cathode. This assumption
is not true. A single two-element impedance can only

approximate one impedance at a time. It is a fallacy

to lump two or more of them together in the same two-
element approximation.

In spite of the obvious discrepancies of the sine -wave
methods, the method contributed by Wagner^^ has had
some success in evaluating cathode impedance. It uses
a bridge type of circuit (Fig. 12) which permits the tube
to be measured as a diode or a triode. The input sig-
nals are 10 megacycles and 5 kilocycles at 0.1 volt root-
mean-square across the tube; the bridge is balanced by
the null methods. Wagner's method will give a single
value for the cathode resistance but neither Ck nor a
time constant can be determined.

Pulse and square-wave systems have been most suc-

cessful in evaluating cathode impedances. Their biggest

advantage is that the effect of the impedance on a pulse

signal is normally presented on an oscilloscope. The
experimenter can visually estimate the type of imped-
ance bynotingthe approximate time constant of the de-
cay. Diode and triode tests are both possible but, again,

the triode system is preferred. The pulse length used
is generally 10 or 20 microseconds with an amplitude

of about 0.2 volt peak. The output pulse or square wave
should have a rise time no greater than 0.05 micro-
second.

Square -Wave Methods

Two square-wave systems currently employed by the

tube industry are (1) the Frost^"^ method and (2) the

Shipley^"^ method. In the Frost method illustrated in

Fig. 13, combinations of resistance and inductance are
inserted in the cathode circuit of the tube under test

until two horizontal lines are made to coincide on the

oscilloscope screen. From the values of the inserted
resistance and inductance, both the resistance and the

capacitance of the cathode impedance can be deter-
mined. This method is good, but time-consuming.

In the Shipley method, a square is shaped to match the

decay produced in another square wave by cathode im-
pedance in the tube under test. The waves are matched
by inserting resistance and capacitance in the cathode

circuit of a "standard tube." The outputs of the stand-

ard and the tube under test are displayed on an oscil-

loscope via an electronic switch. Both the resistance

and the capacitance of the cathode impedance are de-

termined. This system circuit is shown in Fig. 14.

For a single cathode impedance, such asRiCi or RaCa,
the approximation is quite good. The approximation
has the added advantage that, should there be more than

one impedance present in the cathode of the tube under
test, the experimenter is readily aware of the con-
dition because the exact decays are visually displayed.
The sole objection to this method is the rather dubious

entity of a standard tube of universal application which
must, of course, be impedance -free and completely
stabilized.

Pulse Method

In an attempt to reduce cathode impedance testing to

a production basis, and yet maintain a reasonable de-
gree of accuracy, Hannig27 developed a pulse method
which has met with considerable success within RCA.
The circuit employs a differential amplifier in which
only the decay produced by the cathode impedance is

amplified and displayed on an oscilloscope. The sys-
tem uses a pulse input of 10 microseconds minimum
width and a peak amplitude of 0.3 volt. The minimum
repetition rate is 5000 pulses per second. The system
was originally a triode test but was modified to include

a diode test. The diode test uses the same pulse width
but an amplitude of about 5 to 8 volts peak. The same
differential amplifier serves both tests. The diode

test circuit is given in Fig. 15. Values of Rj measured
on this system agree closely with those read on the

Frost system. Ra and Rb may also be evaluated; eval-

uation of Rb requires a pulse width of more than 20
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Figure 12. Wag\ier's Sine -Wave -Method Test Circuit

microseconds. The addition of a variable capacitance

in the cathode circuit of the tube under test also gives

some measure of the associated capacitance of the im-
pedance. The variable capacitor is calibrated directly

in terms of time constants, which are used to separate

Za, Zi, and Zb-

By combining diode and triode testing techniques, it

is possible to differentiate between grid and cathode

impedances. This method has been applied with ex-

cellent results to numerous tube problems. As such,

it represents a nondestructive test and allows further

testing of the malfunctioning grid or cathode. Draw-
ings of the effects of various tube impedances are given

in Fig. 16 (A to E). Table HI gives information on each

part of Fig. 16.

The diode test might also have been used to yield the

data of columns (A), (C), and(D) of Table III. However,
had grid deposits been present there is a possibility

that the grid impedance effect could have been added to

these decays. There is no way to screen this effect

out in the diode test. At first glance, columns (B) and

(E) appear to be similar. Both are diode tests; both

have time constants of less than 10 microseconds. The

experimenter can determine which impedance is in-

volved by reference to the fifth and sixth rows. The

change in heater voltage from five volts to six volts de-

creases the magnitude of Rg, whereas this change in

heater voltage only serves to increase Rq (resistance

of grid deposits) or leave it unchanged. R^ and R^

also show a temperature dependence similar to that of

Rg.

Table HI

Data

Fig. 16 Reference

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

Tube Type 12AU7 6AG7 6AG7 12AT7WA 6AF4A

Cathode Alloy N109 N81 N34 N109 N18

Test Type Triode Diode Triode Triode Diode

Impedance None Bulk Interface Poor adherence Grid

Resistance —ohms (6.0 V =.Ejj) 0 55 180 240 380

Resistance—ohms (5.0V = Ejj) 0 80 230 300 350

Time Constant—microseconds >10 1 0.1 >10
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Figure 13. Frost-Method Test Circuit

Test devices which perform the function of evaluating

a cathode impedance all operate so that the tube con-
dition is unchanged. To that end, a few "musts" are

enumerated to guide in the selection of the best con-
ditions for life -test impedance testing. For cathode
impedance testing only on the triode system:

1. Do not test with heater voltage greater than 90 per
cent of normal

2. Use low-amplitude test signal

3. Maintain grid bias beyond cutoff; no grid current
is permissible

4. Do not allow direct -current cathode current to ex-
ceed five milliamperes per square centimeter of

cathode area
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Figure 16. Oscillograph Traces of Square-Wave Distortion Caused by Cathode
Impedance: (A) no impedance; (B) bulk impedance; (C) interface impedance;

(D) peeling-cathode impedance; (E) grid impedance
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Tungsten, Thoriated-Tungsten, and Thoria Emitters

W. E. Harbaugh

Lancaster

PURE -TUNGSTEN EMITTERS

Tungsten has been usedfor many years as the source

of electrons in high-power tubes. Until relatively re-

cently, all tubes operating at plate voltages above 5000

volts used pure -tungsten emitters because of their re-

sistance to high-energy gas ions, which attack oxide-

coated and thoriated-tungsten cathodes.

Although tungsten has the relatively high work func-

tion of 4.56 volts, its high melting point (3655 K) and

great mechanical strength make it possible to operate

cathodes at temperatures high enough to achieve prac-

tical emission levels.

Preparation of Tungsten Filaments

Ductile tungsten was first produced by Coolidge in

1909. Because of its high melting point, powdered-
metallurgy techniques were employed and are still in

use today. Tungsten powders are compressed into bars

under pressures of about 30 tons per square inch at

room temperature, and the bars are then presintered

in a furnace at about 1250 C. These bars, which are

porous and weak but sufficiently strong to be handled,

are then sintered by passage of several thousand am-
peres through them to heat the tungsten almost to its

melting point. During this process the metal powder
sinters and the volume shrinks about 17 per cent. The
tungsten bar is then very strong, but quite brittle. In

the next step, it is hot-swaged down to a small rod size

by rotating hammers. Swaging produces an elongated

crystal structure which makes the metal ductile.

The tungsten is then ready for drawing or rolling to

produce the wire sizes used in filamentary cathodes,

The tensile strength of wire produced in this manner
may reach 500,000 pounds per square inch; such wire

is reasonably ductile. Required "bends" can be made
cold, but severe working is best accomplished at tem-
peratures between 800 and 1000 C. The long fibrous

structure of pure (undoped) tungsten remains until the

wire is heated above 1200 C. At this temperature the

metal begins to reerystallize into a fine -grain structure

and suffers a loss of ductility. At the high temperatures

(2400 K) required for electron emission, the grains

continue to grow and eventually form large crystals

which cause the filaments to become extremely fragile.

In some instances the crystals may extend completely

across the diameter of a filament, and the resulting

offsetting may cause the filament to break mechanically

long before failure due to normal evaporation occurs.

Efforts to produce single-crystal wire and "doped" wire

to prevent grain growth and offsetting have been moder-
ately successful. Thoria was used as an early addition

to pure tungsten to inhibit grain growth; the fact that it

also greatly enhanced the electron-emission properties

of tungsten proved to be an unexpected extra dividend.

The grain size of tungsten is of considerable impor-
tance when the wire is severely worked. When round

wire is rolled into strands having odd-shaped cross-

sectional configurations, wire having 1000 grains per

square millimeter, since it works more easily than

coarser-grained material, is far better for achieving

uniform dimensions. However, fine -grain tungsten has

low creep strength sothat, for maximum life, tungsten

having large grain structure (less than 500 grains per

square millimeter) is desirable. Grains should have a

length-to-width ratio of at least 5 to 1 to achieve high

strength. Because the grain size is controlled by the

tungsten supplier, close cooperation between the maker
and the user of tungsten is very desirable for achieving

a proper balance between workability and strength.

Properties of Tungsten Emitters

Electrons are emitted from tungsten when sufficient

thermal energy is inducedto cause the electronto cross

the surface -boundary region. The properties of tung-

sten, its emission characteristics, and the emission

properites of various materials have been thoroughly

studied and are well covered in the literature 1" 20.

Emission from pure metals such as tungsten follows

the Richardson-Dushman equation as closely as can be

determined experimentally. This relationship is:

Is = At2 e "Vt (1)

where Ig = Emission current — amperes
A = Constant for the emitting material — am-

peres/square centimeter/deg K
T = Absolute temperature — deg K
bo = Constant corresponding to the temperature

required for all of the free electrons in the

material to be emitted — deg K

Table I shows the values of A, work function and

bo for several pure-metal emitters; thoriated tungsten

is included for comparison.
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TABLE I

Emission Factors for Tungsten and Some Other Metals

Emitter

A
amp/cmVdeg^

Work Function

Volts

bo

degrees K

W 60-100 4.54 52,400

Ta 60 4.1 47,200
Mo 60 4.15 51,300

Th on W 3.0 2.63 30,500

The thermionic properties of tungsten are well known;
Table II shows some of these properties which are im-
portant to tube designers. 21 In this table, there are

certain important properties to be noted. First, it is

apparent that there is a large increase in resistance

with temperature. This increase must be accommo-
dated by heating the tungsten filament slowly to prevent
burnouts caused by sudden surges of current. (This

precaution also applies to thoriated tungsten, although

to a lesser degree. ) Second, the power radiated is so

high at practical emission levels that this type of fila-

ment is basically inefficient. At a given emission level,

pure tungsten requires about six times as much heating

power as thoriated tungsten, and about 30 times as much
as oxide-coated cathodes.

Table II also shows that the emission level is a steeply

rising function of temperature; however, the evapor-
ation-rate rise, shown in the last column, is even steep-
er. The evaporation rate becomes a critical factor as

the operating temperature increases.

Filament life is assumed to end when 10 per cent of

the metal has evaporated, because hot spots and burn-
outs usually occur at this point. Tubes having filaments

of less than 0.010-inch diameter are generally operated
at approximately 2400 K. Tubes having filaments of

larger diameter can be successfully operated up to

2800 K because the percentage loss due to evaporation
becomes smaller with increasing bulk of the emitters.

Oxygen increases the work function of tungsten to 9.2.

Other electronegative elements also reduce the emis-
sion capabilities of tungsten. For this reason, tung-

sten emitters must be cleanto achieve design-emission
levels. A tungsten filament is usually cleaned by heat-

ing it to somewhat above its operating temperature for

approximately 30 minutes to degas the material through-

out. A final flash at 3000K for approximately one min-
ute removes all the surface oxide and provides a clean
emitting surface. This treatment is usually given to

the filaments during exhaust and processing of the as-

sembled tubes.

Present Uses

Recent work''^' ^'^ has shown that the more efficient

thoriated-tungstenfilament canbe used at high voltages

and in high-power tubes; new tubes, therefore, are no

longer being designed with pure-tungsten emitters.

However, several tubes using pure-tungsten emitters,

such as the 207, 891, 892, 880, 9C21, and 9C22 are
still in production. Pure -tungsten emitters are also

used in tubes, such as continuously pumped Resnatrons
for particle accelerators, where the degree of vacuum
is too poor for thoriated-tungsten operation.

THORIATED-TUNGSTEN EMITTERS

Langmuir discovered that thoria (thorium oxide),

previously mixed with tungsten to reduce grain growth
in tungsten filaments, could greatly increase therm-
ionic emission under proper conditions. It was found
that metallic thorium, produced by reduction at high

temperatures, diffused to the surface of the tungsten

to produce a layer one-molecule thick. It was further

found that the electropositive dipole effect of this mono-
molecular layer reduced the work function of the tung-
sten to 2.63, which is less than the value of 3.35 for

pure thorium.

Preparation

Thorium oxide is added to the tungsten powder in pro-
portions between 0.7 and 2 per cent. The finished thor-

TABLE n

Thermionic Properties of Tungsten at Various Temperatures

Total Radiation Electron Rate of

Temperature Resistivity Intensity Emission Vaporization
deg K microhms/cm watts/ cm2 amp/cm2 grams/cm /sec

300 5.64 0.0015

600 13.54 0.048
900 22.58 0.379

1200 37.02 1.691

1400 38.52 3.82 5.75 X 10-9

3.7 X 10-201600 45.22 7.77 8.05 X 10-9

1800 52.08 14.22 3.92 X 10-5 6.22 X 10-17

2000 59.10 23.72 8.92 X 10-4 2.32 X 10-14

2200 66.25 37.18 1.14 X 10-2 2.90 X 10-12

2400 73.55 55.8 1.02 X 10-1 1.58 X 10-10

2600 81.0 80.8 6.48 X 10-1 4.64 X 10-9

2800 88.5 112.9 3.21 8.28 X 10-8

3000 96.2 153.9 9.92 X 10-7
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iated filament must be flashed to a high temperature
(2800K)to reduce some of the thoria to thorium metal.

At this temperature thorium diffuses to the surface and

rapidly evaporates so that the emission at high temper-
ature is essentially that of pure tungsten. If the tem-
perature is then reduced to between 2000 and 2200 K,

the rate of diffusion is still quite high, but the rate of

evaporation is reducedto the point where a monomolec-
ular layer can form on the surface. This treatment is

known as activation and usually is accomplished in 15

to 30 minutes during tube processing. The filament
temperature may then be reduced to the operating range
of 1900 to 2050 K, where generous electron emission
occurs and the rate of thorium evaporation is substan-
tially equal to the rate of diffusion to the surface.

Thorium apparently diffuses to the surface along

grain boundaries and spreads over the surface by mi-
gration. The surface coverage depends on the orien-

tation of the tungsten crystals; certain faces show pre-
ferential adsorption. It is also believed that finer-grain

material is beneficial because many more paths are
available for outward diffusion of thorium and, there-
fore, coverage can be accomplished more quickly.

Reasons for Carburization

It has long been the practice to form a layer of tung-

sten carbide on the surface of thoriated-tungsten fila-

ments. Tungsten carbide greatly reduces the rate of

evaporation of thorium from the surface^^' at 2200 K,

for instance, the rate of evaporation is reduced 83 per
cent. In addition, the fine grain structure produced by

the preferred type of carbide assists rapid diffusion of

thorium to the surface. Higher-temperature operation

and greater thorium mobility make the carburized fil-

ament much more rugged in the presence of gas ions.
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Figure 1 . Life Expectancy and Emissionfor Thoriated-

Tungsten Filaments for tivo Thicknesses of Carbide

This rugged carbide layer, together with the better

vacuums and cleaner parts of modern tubes, and the

increased protection offered by "crowbar" circuits^S,

have made it possible to use thoriated-tungsten fila-

ments in tubes having plate voltages as high as 40,000
volts.

According to Ayer, the life of a carburized filament

is essentially afunction of carbide thickness, as shown
in Fig. 1. More recent information indicates Ayer's
curves to be conservative, although they are still highly

useful in tube design.

The Carburization Process

The carbide layer is formed by heating the filament

in a carboniferous atmosphere so that carbon reacts

with the tungsten surface to form a shell of carbide

around the filament. Past practice has been simply to

carburize until a certain decrease in resistance of the

filament showed that a certain percentage of the fila-

ment cross section was carburized. A 20-per-cent re-
duction in resistance was the average figure used.

It has beenfound most practical to carburize the fil-

aments before they are inserted into tubes by heating

them in a bell jar containing dry hydrogen and a hydro-
carbon such as benzene or toluene. When the hydro-

carbon vapor strikes the hot filament it dissociates,

and at high temperature the carbon reacts with the tung-

stento form tungsten carbide. A typical apparatus for

performing this operation is shown in Fig. 2.

Many carbides are possible in such a setup and, there-

fore, careful control of all parameters must be main-

tained to achieve the desired results. In 1947, Horst-

ing27 first showed that the carbon potential of the hy-

drogen atmosphere was important, not only for main-

taining a uniform depth of carbide, but also for con-

trolling the type of carbide. The various types of car-

bide possible for different carbonpotentials when other

conditions remain constant are shown in Fig. 3. There

are many forms of tungsten carbide, all grouped around

two chemical compounds, WC at 6.12 per cent carbon

and at 3.16 per cent carbon, as shown in Fig. 3.

The diagrams at the left of the figure illustrate a pie-

shaped, cross-sectional area of a round wire. The

figures at the right show the concentrations of carbon

in tungsten in respective layers and their relative depth

of penetration.

It can be seen that the stoichiometric WC produces a

massive, unbroken carbide; W2C is also a massive car-

bide but breaks up on radial lines. As the carbon con-

centration diminishes, a laminar carbide is formed in

the region between 3.16 per cent C (W2C) and 2.45 pei
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Figure 2. Typical Equipment for Carburizing Thor-
iated-Tungsten Filaments
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cent C. This type of carbide is caused by a narrow re-

gion of solubility of tungsten in W2C which precipitates

out on cooling to form a laminated structure. Further

reductions in carbon potential reduce the penetration

but still maintain the laminar structure.

Further work^S has indicated that the finely lamin-

ated structure, as shown in F of Fig. 3, is the desir-

able type for full, stable emission in high-power tubes.

It is believed that the broken-up carbide structure al-

lows the thorium to diffuse to the surface more readily

and it is therefore available at all times for electron

emission.

The typical cross section of a filament strand used
in an RCA Super-Power tube in Fig. 4 shows the pre-
ferred type of laminar carbide. An example of the un-
desirable, massive type of carbide is also shown.

In most coiled filaments, the carbide is produced in

a bell jar similar to that shownin Fig. 2. The filament

is carburized to a specified per-cent change in resis-

tance and is then mounted in the tube. The tube is then

exhausted. During exhaust the filament is flashed and

activated by the procedures mentioned previously. It

hasbeenfound, in studies of this action, that a massive-
type carbide is formed during carburizationandis later

reduced to the laminated phase by the flashing and activ-

ation processes. The carbon content of the carbide is

reduced both by evaporation of carbon and by further

penetration at these high temperatures. This method
produces satisfactory filaments, butrequires very close

control of all parameters.
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(H)

LEGEND

3.16 -
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Figure 3.

W2C

Distribution ofTungsten Carbides on Carbu-
rized Thoriated-Tungsten Wire

End-Loss Correction

In the design of straight-strand filaments for Super-

Power tubes it was found that any system involving high-
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Figure 4. Cross Sections of Carburized Thoriated-
Tungsten Filaments: (A) preferred type of laminar
carbide (272X); (B) undesirable massive type of

carbide (272X)

temperature flashing of the filaments during exhaust
would not be feasible. This limitation is the price paid

for afilament feature which is very important in the de-
sign of high-power, high-frequency tubes.

All directly heated cathodes (filaments) must be so
mounted that heating current can be passed through them
while they are held in proper relationship to other tube
elements. In any structure, the heat lost to the mount-
ing mechanism is considerable. To offset this loss, a
method known as "end-loss correction" is used on all

Super-Power tubes. This correction consists simply

of reducing the cross section of the filament near the

ends where it is mounted. This arrangement creates
sections of higher resistance in which more power is

dissipated (because the current through the strand is

constant). By proper design, this additional power can
be made just sufficient to offset the heat lost to the

mountings.

The difference between a corrected and an uncor-
rected filament is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5.

For a given length, much more filament area is main-
tained at a useful emitting temperature, or, for a given

emitting surface, the tube can be made much shorter,

thus greatly enhancing higher-frequency operation.

Figures. Temperature-Distribution Curves: (A) fila-

ment without end-loss correction; (B) filament with

end-loss correction

End-loss correction, as described, is a useful tool

in the design of high-power tubes. However, it must
be pointed out that such a correction can be made for

only one temperature. It is normal to correct for the

operating temperature. At higher temperatures the

thinned cross sections overheat, as shown in Fig. 6.

Obviously, such a filament, properly corrected for

operating temperature, cannot be flashed at high tem-
peratures during exhaust, without melting the ends.

Preferred Carburization

Experiments have shown that a thoriated-tungsten

filament can be carburized directly to the laminated
phase in a hydrogen-hydrocarbon atmosphere, and that
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to thorium metal; (2)aclosely controlled hydrogen-ben-
zene mixture is admitted while the filament is still hot

(this step forms a thin rind of massive-type carbide);

(3) the flow of benzene is turned off sothat no additional

carbon is available, and the temperature is increased
so that the carbide already formed penetrates deeper
and produces the carbon-starved conditions that yield

the proper laminated carbide; (4) the filament is stretch-

ed approximately one per cent beyond the elastic limit

at 2000 K. The stretching step, possible only on straight

wire, not only produces a straight filament, important
in electron-optical devices, but also appears to enhance
electron emission, possibly by pulling apart the grains
slightly and allowing more freedom for thorium migra-
tion.

Filaments produced by this schedule are presently
used in tubes which have been operated more than 20,000
hours without loss of emission. Checks of the carbide
have indicated that half of the carbide still remains for

future life.

Figure 6. Effect of Various Center Temperatures on
a Filament Having End-Loss Correction for an

Operating Temperature of 2000 K.

a filament so produced will have full, stable emission
at operating temperature without further high-temper-
ature activation. In this method, jets of pure hydrogen
are directed at the reduced-area end sections to keep
them from burning out or carburizing during the pro-
cess. The carburizing schedule used on this type of

filament is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Typical Cycle for Carburizing
Filaments

This carburizing process involves four steps: (1) the
filament is flashed at a high temperature inpure hydro-
gen to cause recrystallization and to reduce the thoria

Some Precautions for Carburization

A word of caution must be given regarding the setting

up of carburizing schedules. The filament being car-
burized must be heated in a clean atmosphere, after

which the carbon can be added to enter into the reaction.

When the filament is heated in a hydrogen-hydrocarbon
atmosphere, the hydrocarbon dissociates long before
any reaction between the tungsten and carbon occurs.
A carbon deposit then forms on the surface which greatly

increases the thermal emissivity so that for a given
power input the temperature is quite low. In addition,

it acts as a shield to prevent additional carbonfrom re-
acting with the tungsten. For these reasons, the fila-

ment is flashed in pure hydrogenfirst and held at tem-
perature while the hydrocarbon is added.

The foregoing procedure is recommended; however,
particular attention must be paid to all operating con-
ditions because the process is very critical. The a-

mount of hydrocarbon vapor must be closely controlled,

all times and temperatures in the process must be held

accurately, and the hydrogen must be pure and extremely
dry to prevent any reaction with the monolayer of thor-
ium or with the carbide.

Quality Control

The quality of filaments produced by the preceding
method is controlled in several ways. The decrease
in current (or increase in voltage) indicates the change
in resistance during carburization and is one of the

conditions kept constant. With many production tubes,

thyratrons are usedto shut off the heat when the prop-
er resistance is reached. However, resistance is

only one factor and can change with surface condition,

as pointed out by Horsting^'i. A second check can be
made by weighing the filaments before and after car-
burizing to determine whether they have reacted with
the correct amount of carbon. Two types of destruc-
tive tests are used, on a sampling basis, to assure the

correct carbide structure and thickness. The sample
filaments are sectioned and viewed through the metal-
lurgical microscope to study the carbide structure
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and measure the layer thickness. In addition, sections

of the filaments are placed in a spectrograph and their

surfaces explored for thorium. A properly activated

filament shows traces of thorium when the surface is

arced in a spectrograph.

Electron-emission tests are also made in either fin-

ished tubes or in test bottles which have been properly
baked and processed, and total space current is plotted

against voltage. Fig. 8 shows a plot of voltage and
current on atypical RCA Super-Power tube. In Fig. 8,

the point where the current begins to break away from
the 3/2-slope of the voltage indicates the maximum
space-charge-limited emission available.
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In Fig. 9, a plot of emission versus temperature is

shown together with data on the radiation and emission
efficiency. Most large power tubes are designed to op-

erate at a filament temperature of 2000K which yields

about 3 amperes of emission per square centimeter of

emitting area.

Fig. 10 shows curves for use in converting bright-

ness temperature, as read on an optical pyrometer, to

true temperature. These curves, which are based on
the emissivity of pure tungsten and carburized tungsten,
are takenfrom published literature^S and hold true for

most cases. The curve shown in Fig. lOB shows re-
cent measurements of the spectral emissivity of cath-

odes used in certain Super-Power tubes. It can be seen
that this curve differs slightly from that shown in Fig.

lOA. More accurate results can be obtained by meas-
uring the spectral emissivity for each type of cathode
to account for surface differences.
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Figure 9. Variatioii of Emission, Emission Efficiency,

and Radiation of Thoriated Tungsten as a Function

of Temperature

THORIA EMITTERS

Because thoriated tungsten had proved so attractive

as an emitter of electrons, a substantial program was
conducted from 1940 to 1950 to achieve electron emis-
sion directly from thorium oxide. Thoria has three

inherent advantages over thoriated tungsten. First,

more shapes of tube elements are possible because of

the ease of working the base metals to which thoria is

applied. Second, higher emission densities seem pos-
sible with thoria, although this increase may be due to

the increased surface area. Third, thoria cathodes are
easy to activate and are less susceptible to poisoning.

They appear to be extremely rugged and continue to

emit electrons after treatments which completely kill

thoriated tungsten or barium-strontium oxide.

Thorium-oxide powder (Th02) is usually coated on a

refractory base metal such as tungsten (W), tantalum
(Ta), or molybdenum (Mo) by painting, spraying, or

cataphoresis. The base metal reduces some of the

thorium oxide to thorium, which then diffuses to the

surface. Emission occurs from a monolayer in a man-
ner similar to that of thoriated tungsten.

Forgue^'^ experimented with many combinations of

metal powders sintered to a base metal and coated with

thoria (THO2 on W on Ta, Th02 on Mo onTa, Th02 on
W on Mo, etc. ). A tantalum base metal was preferred
because it could be shaped easily; the recommended
cathode at that time was Th02 on Mo on Ta. Fig. 11

compares Forgue's emission datafortwo experimental
thoria combinations with that for pure tungsten, pure
tantalum, and thoriated tungsten.
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Figure 10. Curves for*Conversion of Brightness Tem-
perature to True Temperature: (A) pure tungsten (far
carburized tungsten, curve is about 10 degrees below
that shown and parallel to it); (B) carburized thoriated

tungsten (as measured on a super power tube)

Figure 11. Comparison of Thoria Emission-Tempera-
ture Data (from Forgue) with Data for Standard

Cathodes

Thoria cathodes have not proved to be the panacea
once expected. The principal difficulty has been in

keeping the thorium oxide on the base metal. The oxide
is not only difficult to keep on mechanically, but is also
easily ripped loose under severe ion bombardment.

The solution to these mechanical problems may be in

the area of "cermet" or "dispenser" type cathodes.
Tubes have been made with directly heatedthoria cath-
odes pressed into cylindrical form and made conductive
by addition of tungsten or molybdenum powder to the

thoria before pressing

Thoriated tungsten is still the more reliable emitter
although, with further effort, thorium oxide may well
displace it in the future. At present, only one commer-
cial RCA tube employs the thoria cathode: the 8D21 vhf
television tetrode. Life and reliability now appear to

be excellent on this tube type, although early production
was beset by many cathode difficulties. Thoria cathodes
have many attractive attributes. It is possible that ma-
trix technique, where the emissive material is held
within a porous metal layer, may well improve the

mechanical structure to the point where thoria will be-
come a reliable cathode material.
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SUMMARY

Pure-tungsten cathodes are no longer being designed
into high power electron tubes. The penalty paid for

high cathode heating power is no longer justified since

thoriated-tungsten emitters have been improved to the

point where reliable operation in even the highest power
tubes is now possible. Thoriatedtur^sten must be prop-
erly made and the processing carefully controlled to

achieve the proper grain structure and carbide layer for

full uniform electron emission under extreme voltage

conditions. Although thoriated tungsten is used almost
universally in all high-power electron tubes, thoria-

coated cathodes have excellent possibilities and may,
in the future, displace thoriated tungsten as the pre-
ferred high-power emitting material. Many problems
are yet to be solved to advance the state of the art of

this material; however, there is no fundamental reason
why it should not be the cathode material of the future.
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Photoelectric and Secondary-Electron Emission
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In the past, progress in the field of photoelectric and
secondary-electron emission was made mainly on an
empirical basis. In recent years, however, general
understanding of the solid state has advanced sufficiently

to provide some qualitative ideas concerningthe mecha-
nisms of photoelectric and secondary- electron emis-
sion. Such understanding is more advanced in the field

of photoemission than in that of secondary-electron
emission. Therefore, photoelectric emission will be
treated in considerable detail, whereas the discussion
of secondary- electron emission will be confined essen-
tially to experimental results.

PHOTOELECTRIC EMISSION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The basic law of photoelectric emission is the Einstein
equation

eV = h !^ (1)

according to which a light quantum or photon h is

converted into energy eV. The energy, expressed in

electron-volts, which the electron obtains from the
photon is given by

h V

e

he
e

(2)

Where h is Planck's constant, V, X, and c are, re-
spectively, the frequency, wavelength, and velocity of

the light; and e is the electron charge. Substitution, in

Eq. (2), of the numerical values for h, c, and e gives

(3)12,000

where \ is in angstroms. This equation means that

for visible radiation, covering approximately the range
from 4000 to 8000 angstroms, photoelectrons have an
energy of between 1.5 and 3 electron-volts; however,
this value is not the energy with which the electrons can
escape into the vacuum, because part of it is needed to
overcome the surface barrier. Thus, the maximum
energy with which the electron is emitted is reduced
by the value of the work function 0 and, therefore, Eq.
(3) becomes

V=12^-,^, (4)

Equation (4) shows that there exists a long wavelength
threshold Xq for photoemission given by

12, 000
^0 (5)

Electrons cannot be emitted if the wavelength of the

light exceeds Xq. To respond to visible radiation,

therefore, the photoemissive material must have a 0
lower than 3.0 and preferably as low as 1.5 electron-

volts. This statement is strictly applicable only for

metals; the case of semiconductors will be discussed
later.

A low value of 0 is an essential condition for photo-
emission*, but for a more detailed understanding of

emissive materials, it is useful to consider photoemis-
sion as athree-step process. Thefirst step is the ab-

sorption of light and its conversion into electronic

energy. The second is the motion of the electron

through the solid to the surface, and the third is the

escape of the electron through the surface barrier.

With these three steps in mind, it will be shown that

the efficiency of photoemission differs considerably for

the two basic types of material, namely, metals which
contain a large number of free electrons and semicon-
ductors or insulators which, forpractical purposes, do
not contain free electrons.

METALLIC PHOTOEMITTERS

In the case of metals, a large amount of incident light

is reflected and, therefore, lost for photoemission. If

the free electrons in a metal were really completely
free, the law of conservation of momentum would pre-
vent the absorption of photons altogether. (In reality,

there is no completely free electron in a solid because
some residual binding forces are exerted by the excess
positive charge and, therefore, some light is absorbed
by the metal. ) Thus, it is apparent that the first step

in the process of photoemission, i. e. , the absorption

of light, is of low efficiency in metals.

The second step is the motion of the electron through

This statement applies, of course, only to visible radiation.

The importance of
(f)
decreases with increasing photon energy,

1. e. , for radiation in the far-ultraviolet and X-ray range.
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the solid. Because of the large number of free electrons

in a metal, electrons produced at a distance from the

vacuum interface are likely to suffer many collisions

with other free electrons (electron scattering). The
energy loss associated with the scattering process re-
duces the probability of their reachingthe surface with
sufficient energy to overcome the surface barrier.
Therefore, in practice, only light absorbed very close
to the surface is likely to be effective for photoelectric

emission.

Finally, in the third step, the electron has to escape
through the surface barrier, i. e. , the metal must have
a sufficiently low work function. According to Eq. (5),

the work function 0 of metals can be determined from
the threshold wavelength of photoelectric emission. It

may be mentioned in passing that the photoelectric and
thermionic work functions of metals are identical so
that 0 can also be determined by measurement of the

change of thermionic emission with temperature (Rich-

ardson Plot). The only metallic elements having a low
work function arethe alkali metals and, to alesser de-
gree, the alkaline earth metals (see Table I).

Table I

Metal

Work
Function*
(0)— elec-
tron-volts

Metal

Work
Function*

(0)— elec-

tron-volts

Beryllium (Be) 3.9 Lithium (Li) 2.5

Magnesium(Mg) 3.7 Sodium (Na) 2.3

Calcium (Ca) 2.7 Potassium (K) 2.2

Strontium (Sr) 2.7 Rubidium (Rb) 2.1

Barium (Ba) 2.5 Cesium (Cs) 1.9

Experimental difficulties make all 0 values doubtful within

wide limits.

The work functions of the alkali metals decrease in the

series lithium— sodium—potassium-»rubidium—cesium,
hence cesium has a lower work function than any other

chemical element. Without going into detail, it may be

mentioned that there is a qualitative correspondence

between work function and ionization energy. The alkali

metals have low ionization energy and work function be-

cause the single electron in the outermost orbit of the

atom is relatively loosely bound.

Cesium, although it is the most sensitive of the ele-

mentary photoemitters in the visible light range, has a
quantum efficiency of only approximately 0.01 per cent,

i. e. , 10,000 photons are needed to produce one photo-

electron. The reasons for this low quantum efficiency

have been discussed above; they are, predominantly,
large light reflection, low light absorption, and loss of

electrons by electron scattering within the material.
With the development of the composite materials, to be

described later, metallic emitters have lost practical

importance for the detection of visible radiation. They
are still occasionallyused in the ultraviolet region be-
cause metals having high work functions maybe advan-
tageous for applications where sensitivity to visible

radiation is not wanted.

SEMICONDUCTING PHOTOEMITTERS

In semiconductors and insulators, as shown in the

conventional energy-band model of Fig. 1, the edge of

the filled (valence) band is separatedby a forbidden band
Eg from the edge of the conduction band. Insulators and
semiconductors differ merely in that the forbidden band
is larger for insulators.

ELECTRON
,

VACUUM
AFFINITY (Ea)~f~/ LEVEL (V)

CONDUCTION BAND (C) 1 '-^

FORBIDDEN BAND (Eg)

VALENCE BAND (F) '

Figure 1. Conventional Energy -Band Model of a
Semiconductor

In order that a semiconductor can absorb light, the

energy of the photon has to be large enough to raise an

electronfrom the valence band into the conduction band.
Therefore, the long wavelength threshold of light ab-
sorption will correspond to the energy Eg. An electron

raised to the conduction band may produce photoconduc-
tivity, but, in order to escape as a photoelectron into

the vacuum, it has to have additional energy to reach
the vacuum level V. The energy difference between
conduction band and vacuum level is called electron
affinity E^. Thus, to produce photoemission from a

semiconductor, a photon must have the minimum total

energy (Eg+E^). The practical importance of semi-
conductors for photoemission lies in the fact that ma-
terials have been found having (Eg+Eg.) values smaller
than the 0 of any metal. The foregoing analysis applies

to semiconductors of the intrinsic type. In "impurity"
semiconductors, which will not be considered in detail,

photons of lower energy could release some electrons
from donor levels within the forbidden band, but the

efficiency of this effect would be very low because of

the small concentration, and hence small light absorp-
tion, of impurities in the effective region near the sur-

face.

The measurement of Eg and(Eg+E3^) is, in principle,

not difficult. Eg can be determined from the longwave-
length threshold of the light absorption or from the long
wavelength threshold of photoconductivity and, in some
cases, from the change of resistance with temperature;
(EgfEg) is derived from the threshold of photoemission.
Thus, the thresholdfor photoemission should always be
at shorter wavelengths than that for photoconductivity
and light absorption. Actual measurements of these
values will be referred to later.

Conditions for the motion of an electron through the

solid are also more favorable for semiconductors than
for metals. There are practically no free electrons in

the semiconductor and, therefore, the mean free path
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of an electron released by light is much greater than in

a metal. Although the electron loses energy by colli-

sions with the lattice in a semiconductor, lattice scatter-
ing is a much less efficient process than electron
scattering. As aresult, electrons can be releasedfrom
a depth of more than 200 angstroms below the vacuum
interface.

Finally, the escape of the electron through the surface
barrier of the semiconductor is determined by the elec-

tron affinity. It is worth mentioning that, although the

work function 0 of metals is fairly accurately known,
the values for can only be determined as the differ-

ence of (Eg+Ea)-Eg. As has been explained, these
energy values are derived from threshold measure-
ments which are inherently not precise because they
depend on the sensitivity of the measuring equipment.
Thus, electron affinity values are even less accurate
than the 0 values of metals.

As a result of the more complete light absorption and
the greater depth from which electrons can be released,
semiconducting photoemitters have proved much more
efficient than metallic emitters. In the following, semi-
conductor photocathodes, particularly those which have
found practical use, are described in greater detail.

PRACTICAL PHOTOCATHODES

Photocathodes can be formed as opaque layers with
the light incident on the vacuum interface or as semi-
transparent layers with the light usually incident on the
interface between cathode and (transparent) supporting
material. Opaque cathodes can be formed in arbitrary
thickness, either directly on the glass wall of an evac-
uated tube or on a conducting base material such as a
solid metal electrode or a conducting coating on glass
or mica. For semitransparent cathodes, the thickness
is critical because the layer must be thick enough to

absorb most of the incident light, but thin enough for
photoelectrons originating near the cathode- glass inter-

face to have a high probability of escape. The optimum
thickness is usually in the range of 100 atomic layers.

Despite the more critical activation process, semi-
transparent cathodes are preferred for devices such as
multiplier phototubes and television camera tubes be-
cause they simplify light optics and electron optics.

Contrary to expectation, it has beenfound that light in-

cident on the glass interface of a semitransparent cath-
ode may release more photoelectrons than light incident
on the vacuum interface. This effect has been attrib-

uted to the complex mechanism of light absorption when
the wavelength of the light is greater than the film thick-

ness.

Photoemitters having a useful quantum efficiency

have several features in common: First, as has already
been mentioned, they are semiconductors. Second,
they all contain alkali metals. Third, in all compounds
containing a single alkali metal the threshold wavelength
increases in the series lithium —sodium—potassium
rubidium — cesium so that the cesium compound is

always the most sensitive to visible radiation. The
following summary of the forming process, photoelec-
tric characteristics, and other properties of photo-

cathodes is confined, therefore, in most cases to the

cesium compound and to semitransparent cathodes be-
cause the activation process and the properties are
basically similar for compounds with other alkali metals
and for opaque cathodes. The description of individual

photocathodes will proceedfrom the simpler to the more
complex materials rather than in historical sequence.
For more details on the formation of photocathodes,
the reader is referred to Refs. 1, 2 and 3.

The Antimony-Cesium (Sb-Cs) Cathode

Since 19364 many photoemissive materials have been
found which have the common characteristic that they
are semiconducting intermetallic compounds of alkali

metals with metals of the fourth, fifth, or sixth group
of the Periodic System. The Sb-Cs cathode is outstand-

ing among these materials because it has high photo-
sensitivity, is simpletoproduce, and has been the sub-
ject of numerous experimental studies aimed at a better

understanding of the photoelectric mechanism.

Formation. The formation of an Sb-Cs cathode (as

well as that of all subsequent cathodes) requires a vac-
uum in the range of 10"6 millimeters of mercury or
less. The first step in the process is the evaporation
of an Sb layer on the supporting material. The thickness

of the layer is monitoredby measurement of the trans-
mission of white light through the layer. The evapora-
tion is stopped when the transmission has decreased
about 20 per cent. The tube is then heated to between
120 and 150 C and the layer is exposed to Cs vapor.

Because alkali metals oxidize at once upon exposure to

air, the Cs required for the activation is usually pro-
duced within the evacuated tube itself or in an attached
side tube. A convenient technique is the use of a nickel

pellet filled with an intimate mixture of a Cs salt and a
reducing agent (for instance, one part of cesium chro-
mate powder with four parts of pure silicon or zir-

conium ^ powder). Cesium is evolvedfrom this mixture
when it is heated to temperatures greater than 700 C.

When the tube and the Sb layer are at a temperature
of 120 to 150 C, the Cs readily reacts with Sb to form
the photosensitive compound. This reaction is accom-
panied by three characteristic phenomena. First, the

Sb layer loses its metallic appearance and assumes a
red color in transmitted light. Second, the resistance
of the layer rises rapidly by many orders of magnitude
above that of the original Sb layer, indicating the for-

mation of a semiconductor. Third, white light produces
photoelectric emission which rises to a peak and then

drops rapidly with continued addition of Cs. During the

activation process, the photoemission is usually mon-
itored. When the photoemission passes over the peak,
the introduction of Cs is stopped and the baking process
is then continued until the photocurrent reaches a con-
stant peak value. After the tube is cooled, the sensi-
tivity, particularly for red light, can be further im-
proved by careful exposure of the cathode to oxygen
until the photoemission again reaches a peak. Oxygen
is conveniently introduced by heating, in a side-tube,

a salt such as potassium permanganate (KMnO^) or po-
tassium chlorate (KCIO3) to the temperature at which
it releases oxygen. As an alternative, the oxygen may
be introduced by a thin layer of manganese oxide on
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which the original Sb layer is deposited.

Properties . Typical response curves of Sb-Cs cath-

odes before and after surface oxidation are shown in

Fig. 2. The most important features of the oxidized cath-

ode are the high quantum efficiency of up to 20 per cent

at wavelengths below approximately 4200 angstroms
and a practical threshold wavelength of approximately
7000 angstroms. For practical purposes the sensitivity

of a phototube is usually given in microamperes per
lumen. The lumen used for this measure of sensitivity

is based on the color distribution of a tungsten lamp at

2870 K. Phototubes having Sb-Cs cathodes usually have

a sensitivity of 40 to 80 microamperes per lumen, and
occasionally as high as 100 microamperes per lumen.

In the detection of very low light levels, the ther-

mionic emission of a cathode is an undesirable feature

becuase it may limit the signal-to-noise ratio. The
thermionic emission of the Sb-Cs cathode is usually

below 10"4 amperes per square centimeter at room
temperature.

The reproducible performance of the Sb-Cs photo-

cathode indicated that the material should have a well-

defined chemical composition. Quantitative studies^

suggested the stoichiometric formula Cs3Sb. However,
with present analytical methods, it is not possible to
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Figure 2. Spectral Sensitivity Characteristics of
Various Photoemissive Materials Used as

Cathodes in Phototubes: curve A, Ag—O

—

Cs;

curve B, Sb—Cs; curve C, Sb—Cs—(0)

detect minute excess amounts of Sb or Cs within the

cathode material or adsorbed to the surface or both.

It may well be that just such a small excess of one of

the components is of significance in the photoelectric

mechanism.

Values of the band-gap energy Eg (see Fig. 1) have

been reported? as determined from measurements of

light absorption, photoconductivity, and curves of log a

vs 1/T where a is the conductivity andT is the absolute

temperature. The electron affinity had been com-
puted from photoemission thresholds; attempts have

also been made to measure the thermionic work func-

tion. Finally, measurements of the thermoelectric^

and Hall9 effect have been made to establish the sign

of the current carriers in CsgSb; at present, the evi-

dence is in favor of p-t5rpe conduction!*^.

Miscellaneous Cathodes of the Sb-Cs Type

There are other photoemitters which are semicon-
ducting stoichiometric compounds of an alkali metal

with another metal, but differ from CssSb by having
lower sensitivity in the visible spectrum. The Sb may
be replaced by metals of the fourth group such as ger-

manium, tin, or lead(Ge, Sn, Pb), the fifth group such
as arsenic or bismuth (As, Bi), and the sixth group
such as selenium or tellurium (Se, Te). Two of these

compounds deserve special mention: Cs3Bi ^ because,
among the cathodes not containing Sb, it comes closest

to CssSb in sensitivity to Visible radiation although its

quantum efficiency is down by a factor of about ten; and
Cs2Te because it has very high quantum efficiency in

the ultraviolet (up to 30 per cent)-'--^. As mentioned in

the introduction, photocathodes may also be formed by
replacing Cs with other alkali metals. The response
curves of K3Sb and Na3Sb are shown in Fig. 3.

Multi-Alkali Cathodes

Although Cs is superior to other alkali metals in all

types of cathodes, it has been found^^ that the combin-
ation of two or more alkali metals with antimony may
in some cases produce higher sensitivity than Sb with

any one of these alkali metals. This "multi-alkali

effect" has been definitely established for two cathodes

of the generalformulaeSb-K-NaandSb-K-Na-Cs. The
formationprocess for these cathodes is essentially sim-
ilar to that of the Cs3Sb cathode, but the introduction of

the alkali metals has to be carefully controlled because
the ratio in the final layer is critical.

The spectral response curve for Sb-K-Na is shown
in Fig. 3; comparison with the curves for the corre-
sponding single-alkali cathodes KgSb and NagSb shows
the magnitude of the multi-alkali effect. The sensitiv-

ity of the Sb-K-Na cathode is similar to that of super-
ficially oxidized Cs3Sb but it has the advantage of much
lower thermionic emission at room temperature: less

than 10"!^ amperes per square centimeter.

The response curve of the Sb-K-Na-Cs cathode is

shown in Fig. 3 and covers the visible spectrum more
effectively than any other known photoemitter. The
sensitivity to tungsten light often exceeds 200 micro-
amperes per lumen. The thermionic emission at room
temperature, despite the longer threshold wavelength.
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Figure 3. Spectral Sensitivity Characteristics of
Photoemissive Materials of the Alkali

Antimonide Type: curve A, Sb—Na; curve B,

Sb—K; curve C, Sb—Cs; Curve D, Sb—K—Na;
curve E, Sb—K—Na—Cs

is smaller than that of superficially oxidized Cs3Sb,
usually about 10" 1° amperes per square centimeter.

There is no explanation for the "multi-alkali effect, "

but measurements of light absorption, photoconductiv-
ity, and chemical composition make it certain that the
Sb-K-Na-Cs cathode is basically an Sb-K-Na cathode
whose electron affinity is reduced by a surface layer
of Cs. A systematic study^^ has shown that the im-
provement in red response of the Sb-K-Na-Cs cathode
over that of the Cs3Sb cathode is caused by a lower value
of the band-gap energy, while the high quantum efficiency

of the Sb-K-Na cathode, compared with that of K^Sb and
Na3Sb, is associated with a reduction of the electron
affinity.

Photoelectric and Secondary-Electron Emission

The Silver-Oxygen-Cesium (Ag-O-Cs) Cathode

Formation . The first step in the preparation of an
Ag-O-Cs cathode is the formation of a silver base. The
base can be produced in a number of ways, such as elec-

troplating, chemical deposition, or evaporation. The
last method is preferable because it produces the clean-
est and most uniform surface. It also is the only method
by which a semitransparent cathode of controlled thick-

ness can be made. The silver base is oxidized by ex-

posure to a glow discharge in 0.1- to 1-millimeter
pressure of oxygen. The oxidation is accompanied by
a characteristic color change which allows accurate
control of the process. The colors go through golden-
yellow to blue and then green. The best results are
obtained when the oxidation is stopped at the blue color.

(This procedure applies to opaque cathodes; semitrans-
parent silver layers are completely oxidized and have
almost 100 per cent transparency.

)

After the tube has been evacuated again, the silver

oxide is exposed to Cs vapor and at about 150 C a re-

action takes place. As soon asthephotoemissionpasses
through amaximum, the introduction of Cs is stopped and
the tube is kept at the indicated temperature until the

photocurrent reaches a stable maximum value. It has
been found^^ that higher sensitivity is obtained by the

additional evaporation of a small amount of silver,

followed by another baking until maximum photocurrent
is obtained.

Properties . A typical color response curve for an
Ag-O-Cs cathode is shown in Fig. 2. The maximum
quantum efficiency in the visible and infrared regions
is only 0.5 per cent at 8500 angstroms, but, because
the threshold wavelength is beyond 12,000 angstroms,
this cathode is valuable for infrared work; in fact, this

photoemitter is the only one known having a usable infra-

red response. The tungsten light sensitivity is 30 to

50 microamperes per lumen. The thermionic emission
at room temperature varies over a wide range (lO"!^

to 10"9 amperes per square centimeter) even among
cathodes having similar photoelectric behavior; 10"

amperes per square centimeter can be considered an
average value.

Despite a great amount of experimental work, the

mechanism of the Ag-O-Cs cathode is little understood.

It is known only that the reaction of silver oxide with

Cs leads to cesium oxide mixed with Ag, but there is

no explanation for the low quantum efficiency nor for

the fact that the silver apparently cannot be replaced
by another metal.

The Bismuth-Silver-Oxygen-Cesium (Bi-Ag-O-Cs)
Cathode

The absence of red response in theCSoSb cathode and
the low efficiency of the Ag-O-Cs cathode in the visible

range led to unsuccessful attempts at combining these
two materials. However, it was found (see Ref. 3, p.

300) that If Sb in this combination is replaced by Bi,

a cathode can be produced which approaches in its prop-
erties the desired compromise.

Formation . The first step of the process consists of
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the evaporation of a thin Bi layer having a light trans-

mission of about 60 per cent. This is followed by the

evaporation of Ag until the transmission is reduced to

about 50 per cent. This bismuth-silver layer is then

oxidized by a discharge in oxygen or simply by exposure
to oxygen until the transmission has increased again to

about 55 per cent. Finally, the layer is activated with

Cs at approximately 150 C until maximum sensitivity

is obtained.

Properties . Atypical color response curve is shown
in Fig. 2; although the peak quantum efficiencyis lower
than that of Cs3Sb, the drop toward longer wavelengths

is more gradual so that the whole visible range is cov-

ered. The total sensitivity is usually 30 to 60 micro-
amperes per lumen and sometimes is as high as 90

microamperes per lumen. The cathode is particularly

suited for applications wherepanchromatic response is

required. The thermionic emission at room tempera-
ture is approximately 10-13 amperes per square centi-

meter, which is about ten times that of Cs3Sb.

Little is known about the mechanism of this very com-
plex photoemitter. It is particularly puzzling why Bi

in this combination is better than Sb, by contrast with

the superiority of the CssSb cathode over the Cs3Bi
cathode. As in the case of the Ag-O-Cs cathode, there
is no explanation for the function of the Ag.

The most important characteristics of the described
photocathodes are summarized in Table II. It must be
emphasized that the values for the wavelength of peak
response (X peak) and threshold response (Xq) and,

particularly, the values for thermionic emission vary
considerably from tube to tube.

Matching of Photocathode and Light Source

Of the above described cathodes, the CsgSb cathode is

the easiest to produce and, therefore, it is used in all

general-purpose tubes where high sensitivity to white

light is required, However, in some applications other

cathodes may be preferable. As an indication of the

variety of requirements, a few specific examples follow:

1. In scintillation counters, the light source is a

phosphor which emits chiefly in the blue region of

the spectrum. Hence, the Cs3Sb cathode is most
suitable, although the lower thermionic emission of

the Sb-K-Na cathode may render the latter superior

for the detection of extremely low signals.

2. In television camera tubes, particularly those

for color television, panchromatic response is de-

sirable. Therefore, the Bi-Ag-O-Cs cathode is gen-

erally used. However, the more recently developed
K-Na-Cs-Sb cathode is gaining in importance be-

cause of its higher sensitivity, particularly to red

Table U

Characteristics of Photocathodes

Photocathode
Material

Phototube
Response
Number*

Wavelength
of Peak
Response
^ (peak)

angstroms

Maximum
Quantum
Efficiency

^ (peak)
per cent

Wavelength
of Threshold
Response t

^0
angstroms

Maximum
Luminous
Sensitivity

microamperes
per lumen

Average
Thermionic
Emission at

Room Temperature-
amperes per square

centimeter

Sb-Cs(O)
(opaque)

S-4 4000 25 7000 120 10-15

Sb-Cs 4500 10 6500 25 < 10-14

Sb-Cs(O)
(semitransparent)

S-11 4500 20 7000 90 10-15

Ag-O-Cs S-1 8500 0.8 12000 50 10-12

Bi-Ag-O-Cs S-10 4500 10 7500 90 10-13

Sb-K 3500 5

Sb-Na 2700 < 0.1

Sb-K-Na ~ 3700 > 25 6200 60 < 10-16

Sb-K-Na-Cs S-20 ~4500 > 30 8500 230 10-16

Includes effect of envelope material,

tResponse at threshold wavelength is one per cent of response at peak wavelength.
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light. Panchromatic response is also advantageous
for many scientific applications such as spectros-
copy, astrophysics, and biology.

3. For the detection of infrared radiation, only the
Ag-O-Cs cathode is available. The image converter
tube may be cited as an important application of this

material.

SECONDARY-ELECTRON EMISSION

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ^ ^

Secondary emission and photoemission have many
basic features in common; the main difference between
the two types of energy conversion is that the energy
of bombarding photons at visible radiation frequencies
is less than three electron volts, whereas the energy
of bombarding primary electrons can be varied at will

and is for practical purposes usually two orders of

magnitude larger than that of visible- radiation photons.
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With this quantitative difference in mind, secondary-
electron emission can also be considered as a three-
step process similar to that described previously for
photoemission. The first step, the absorption of a pri-
mary high-energy electron and its conversion into one
or more low-energy secondary electrons, is still little

understood, both for metals and for semiconductors.
The second step, the motion of the secondary electron
through the solid, does not differ substantially from
the corresponding step in the case of photoemission.
Again, electron scattering reduces the depth from which
electrons can reach the surface and, thus, conditions

are again more favorable for semiconductors than for
metals. The third step, the penetration of the surface
barrier, is again determined by the work function for
metals and by the electron affinityfor semiconductors.
By comparison with photoemitters, there is adifference
in degree inasmuch as the average energy of secondary
electrons is greater than that of photoelectrons so that

secondary electrons can be releasedfrom metals having
a higher work function or from semiconductors having
a larger band gap.

PARAMETERS OF SECONDARY-ELECTRON EMIS-
SION

Whereas photoemitters are defined by the parameters
of spectral response and quantum efficiency, the three
important parameters of secondary-electron emitting
materials are: (1) gain factor 6 as a function of pri-
mary electron energy, (2) energy distribution of emitted
secondary electrons, and (3) gain factor 6 as a function
of angle of incidence of primary electrons. Before
specific materials are described, afew general remarks
on these parameters may be useful.

Gain Factor 6 as a Function of Primary Energy

All secondary-electron emitters — metals and semi-
conductors alike — show the same general shape for the
curve of the gain as a fimction of primary energy (see
Fig. 4). With increasing primary energy, 6 rises and
reaches apeak in the 500- to 1000-volt range, followed
by a very gradual decrease. This behavior is explained
as follows: On the one hand, with increasing primary

Figure 4. Secondary Emission as a Function of
Primary -Electron Energy

energy an increasing number of secondaries is pro-
duced. On the other hand, more energetic primary
electrons will, on the average, penetrate to a greater
depth so that at excessive primary energy too many
secondary electrons will be released at a depth from
which they cannot reach the surface. Thus the peak
value of 6 represents the point at which the increase
in the production of secondary electrons is compensated
by the decrease of the number reaching the surface.
This point will be reached at lower 6 values for metals
than for semiconductors as a result of electron scatter-
ing.

Energy Distribution of Secondary Electrons

Whereas the energy distribution of photoelectrons is

limited to the very narrow range from zero to (hv-<p)

(i. e. , to considerably less than three-electron volts for
visible radiation), the energy spectrum of secondary
electrons extends from zero up to the energy of the pri-
maries. This effect is not only of academic interest

but also of practical importance because the large
spread of initial velocities affects the electron optical

properties of tubes employing secondary- electron
emission.

A typical distribution of secondary- electron energies
is shown in Fig. 5. This curve can be qualitatively in-

terpreted as follows: The peak at the energy value of

the primary electrons represents elastically reflected

primary electrons. The small number of secondary
electrons emitted in the intermediate range are inelas-

tically reflected primary electrons. Finally, the peak
at low energies is produced by the "true" secondary
electrons. This peak is in the range from 1 to 4 elec-

tron-volts, which is considerably larger than that for

photoelectrons.

Gain Factor 6 as a Fimction of Angle of Incidence

It has been found that for primary electrons having
energies exceeding about 100 electron-volts, 6 in-
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ENERGY OF SECONDARY ELECTRONS— ELECTRON-VOLTS

Figure 5. Velocity Distribution of Secondary
Electrons

creases as the angle of incidence deviates from the nor-
mal. This effect is readily explained by the fact that

primary electrons penetrating into the material to a
certain depth will release the secondary electrons

closer to the surface if the incidence is glancing rather
than if it is normal. The effect is not noticeable for

primary electrons below 100 electron-volts because
slow primary electrons are absorbed so close to the

surface that a change of angle would have a negligible

effect. For practical purposes, the angle of incidence
is not very important because in most applications pri-

mary electrons having energies of less than 200 to 300
electron volts are used.

PRACTICAL SECONDARY EMITTERS

As has been pointed out, semiconductors are more
efficient secondary emitters than metals and, there-
fore, are generally used for such applications as dy-
nodes in multiplier phototubes. However, it must be
mentioned that there is also a practical need for sur-
faces of exceptionally low 6 , for instance, for grids
and other electrodes in many types of tubes. For such
applications, graphite is often used because it has a
peak gain close to unity.

This article is mainly concerned with secondary
emitters having high values of 5. From the earlier

discussion, it is understandable that all efficient photo-
emitting materials are also efficient as secondary
emitters. In addition, some materials whose large
band-gap energy Eg prevents photosensitivity to visible

radiation have found use as secondary emitters.

Secondary-Emitting Photocathodes

Both the Ag-O-Cs and the Cs3Sb photocathodes have
high 6 as secondary emitters, with peaks of 10 and
more. They have found extensive use as dynodes in

multiplier phototubes because it is advantageous in

manufacture it photocathode and dynodes can be acti-

vated by the sameprocess. However, Ag-O-Cs dynodes
have gradually fallen intodisusebecausethethermionic
emission of ^-O-Cs surfaces causes additional dark
current.

The other photocathodes described above also have a

high 5 but, because of the complex activationprocess
of these materials, they have not foundpractical appli-

cation,

Silver-Magnesium-Oxygen (Ag-Mg-0)

Among the materials which are not photosensitive to

visible radiation, the highest gain factor is obtained

with partially oxidized silver- magnesium alloys. 1^

For metallurgical reasons, these alloys can be made
only with a maximum Mg content of about two per cent.

It is believed that an essential condition for secondary
emission is a surface layer of MgO. It is likely that

the Ag is needed only to provide sufficient conductivity

and that it does not play a specific part in the emission
process, in constrast to the role of Ag in the Ag-O-Cs
photocathode.

The oxidation process of the Ag-Mg alloy is very
critical in its effect on 6. At present it is believed
that heating in oxygen leads to diffusion of oxygen into

deeper layers and, thus, prevents a sufficient concen-
tration of MgO at the surface. Better results are ob-
tained by oxidation with larger molecules which do not

readily diffuse so that Mg, in turn, has to diffuse to

the surface to be oxidized. For this reason, a baking
process in water vapor^"^ at low pressure or in C02^°
is generally used.

Ag-Mg-O dynodes have somewhat lower 6 than Cs3Sb
dynodes, but they have the advantage of easier manu-
facture, particularly for multi- electrode tubes where
the formation of an Sb layer by evaporation is incon-
venient and difficiUt. In multiplier phototubes it is gen-
erally found that the Cs vapor introduced for thecathode
activation increases the 6 of Ag-Mg-O dynodes. This
effect is most likely due to a lowering of the electron
affinity by an adsorbed Cs surface layer.

Copper-Beryllium-Oxygen (Cu-Be-O)

A combination basically similar to Ag-Mg-O, namely,
a partially oxidized alloy of Cu and Be, has also found
use as dynode material^^. Again, the maximum amount
of Be that can be alloyed with Cu is only about two per
cent, andagainthe oxidationprocess is critical^O, prob-
ably because a surface layer of BeO is essential. The
peak of 6 for Cu-Be-O is reached at a higher volt-

age than for Ag-Mg-Osothat, for a given voltage below
the peak, the efficiency is lower. In the important
range of primary electron energies below 300 electron
volts, Cu-Be-O has 6 values similar to those of Ag-
Mg-O. Cu-Be-Oappearstohavetheadvantageover
Mg-O that it is less liable to deterioration on exposure
to air. In addition there are indications that Cu-Be-O
dynodes are more stable under electron bombardment.
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Photoconductors for Camera Tubes

C. W. Rector

Lancaster

A photoconductor can be defined empirically as a

material whose electrical conductivity is increased by
the action of light. The behavior of photoconductors

can be predicted to a limited extent on the basis of

solid-state physics. As yet, however, even the most
advancedtheories are inadequate for a detailed analysis

of practical materials. Fortunately, a relatively sim-
ple theoretical model of a photoconductor is available

which has considerable heuristic value and can serve the

novice well as a means of explainir^ and predictir^ cer-
tain important properties of photoconductors. The
theory of the model will be developed in this chapter in

sufficient detail to permit its fruitful application to sev-
eral specific photoconductors. These photoconductors

will serve as examples to guide the reader in his own use
of the theory.

Photoconductors are used in several solid-state de-

vices; light-sensitive photocells and light amplifier

panels are perhaps the two most prominent. The main
use of photoconductors in electron tubes, however, is

in television camera tubes. Currently, the most im-
portant commercial application is as the light-sensitive

element in the vidicon. Thus this chapter, for the most
part, will consider the use of photoconductors in this

camera tube.

The preparation of photosurfaces for the vidicon in-

volves a host of variables which must be carefully con-
trolled in the production of a satisfactory tube. Some
of the pitfalls to avoid in the preparation and use of

these photosurfaces will be considered. In addition,

methods for varying some of the electronic character-

istics to a limited extent in order to achieve photosur-
faces having special properties will be described.

BASIC THEORY

That the orbital electrons of a single isolated atom
have a series of distinct energy states available to them
is well known. However, if several of these atoms are
brought near each other, the individual energy levels

will be perturbed. If the atoms are considered as a
group, then each level will split into as many distinct

levels as there are atoms in the group. The effect is

similar to that obtained by linking a line of otherwise
independent pendulums by a chain of weak springs.

This splitting for the hypothetical case of six hydrogen
atoms ina line is illustrated in Fig. 1. Electron energy

is plotted against the lattice constant d, i. e.
,
against

the interatomic spacing. At a very large distance from
each other, each atom will be relatively unaffected by
the presence of the others and the levels will be effec-

tively coincident. However, when the lattice constant,

that is to say d, is made smaller, there begins to be a

certain amount of couplir^ between the atoms which
causes a slight splitting of the levels. Note that the

higher energy levels (those correspondir^tothe "outer"

or least tightly bound electrons) are affected first.

The "inner" or more tightly bound electrons are some-
what shielded by the others and, therefore, the cor-
responding levels do not split until the atoms are close

enough to each other to be quite strongly coupled.

LATTICE CONSTANT (d) >

Figure 1. Dependence of Energy Levels on Lattice

Constants for Six Hydrogen Atoms

In the case illustrated in Fig. 1, each energy state

is split into six distinct states, one for each atom in

the group. Were there N atoms in the group, each
state would be split into N states. The actual width of

the resulting band is not dependent on the number of

atoms in the group, but rather on the nature of the

atomic energy level from which the band arose, and

the degree of couplir^: the smaller the lattice constant

d the greater the couplir^ and the wider the resulting

band. If a tangible amount of material containing, say,

1020 atoms bonded together in a lattice is considered,

the individual energy levels are split into lO'^" distinct

levels, forming an energy band the actual width of which,

in terms of energy is not very great, so that there

exists an extremely high density of energy levels — so

dense, in fact, that there is no practical means of dis-

tinguishing between the actual energy band composed
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of 10 distinct levels and a continuous band, that is to

say, a continuum of energy states extending from the

bottom of the energy band to its top.

The effect can be pictured more conveniently if a
cross section is taken through this graph at the lattice

constant a.^ and this line smeared out along one of the

lattice axes, producii^agraph of electron energy ver-
sus distance through the lattice. Such a graph is shown
in Fig. 2, where the bands are labeled the Is and 2s

allowed bands to correspond with the terminology of

Fig. 1. They are termed "allowed" bands because
electrons may occupy any energy state in them. Just

as the orbital electrons of a single atom can have only
those energies corresponding to the various atomic en-
ergy levels. Is, 2s, etc.

,
so, in a crystal lattice, the

electrons can occupy only those states within the bands
derivedfrom states Is, 2s, etc. Energies between the

allowed bands are denied to the electrons and, as a
consequence, this region is termed the "forbidden band
gap. "
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Figure 2. Simplified Band Structure

The inner, more tightly bound (lower energy) elec-
trons play very little part in chemical binding. They
are effectively shielded by the outer electrons which
are the ones that contribute most to the binding energy
in a crystal. These outer electrons are termed the

"valence" electrons for they determine the chemical
valence of an atom. To fulfill the requirements of min-
imum energy, and to obey the Pauli exclusion principle

which limits to two the number of electrons in any one
energy state, the electrons in a solid will occupy the
lowest levels in the lowest allowedbands so far as their

numbers permit, andwillfill them from the bottom up-
ward. At a temperature of absolute zero, when the

crystal has its lowest energy, the demarcation level

between filled and unfilled states will be sharp. The
highest energy electrons, those in the uppermost al-

lowed band which contains electrons at absolute zero,
are the valence electrons, and the band in which they
lie is termed the "valence" band. The next higher band,
the first one which is devoid of electrons at absolute
zero, is termed the "conduction" band for reasons to

be given later. In the case illustrated in Fig. 2, the
two bands do not overlap and there exists a forbidden
band gap between them. This case does not apply to

all crystals. The energy band diagrams for four dif-

ferent crystal types is presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 3A
for instance, has overlapping bands. Such a material

will be a good conductor of electricity. Another example
of a good conductor is a material with an incompletely
filled band shown in SC. Why it performs this way is

of interest. In a solid, the electrons are moving about
randomly. The energy and momentum of each electron

is specified by the quantum mechanical requirements
associated with the particular energy state the electron
occupies. Because these motions are random, no net

electrical current can result. But if an external electric

field is impressed upon the solid, a corresponding
force acts upon the electrons which tends to add a drift

velocity component to their random movements. How-
ever, since this would also add a small increment to

their energies, the addition of a drift velocity compon-
ent can only be realized if there exist available energy
states into which, with the small amount of energy
available, an electron can be lifted. If a solid has an
incompletely filled band, these slightly higher energy
states will be available and, therefore, conduction can
take place. Or again, if (as in Fig. 3A) the allowed
bands overlap, an electron in the top region of the up-
permost filled band can move continuously into the next

higher band.

In Fig. SB, however, and in Fig. 2, there exists a
wide energy gap between the highest filled band and the

lowest empty band. If this highest filled band, the so-
called valence band, is completely filled, then for an
electron to increase its energy, it must acquire enough
energy to be boosted into the next allowed band, which
is termed the conduction band. Consider that at room
temperature the thermal energy kT* is only about 0.025
electron volt, then a material having a band gap greater
than about 2 electron volts (ev) would be very much an
insulator, because at normal fields the energy obtain-

able from the field is appreciably less than kT and only

those extremely few electrons in the far reaches of the

tail of the thermal energy-distribution curve have ener-
gies greater than the 2 ev required to raise an electron
from the valence band to the conduction band. Note,

however, that should an electron be excited from the

valence band to the next-higher normally unfilled band,

it would act as a conduction electron, for that band is

an incompletely filled band and the electroncan, there-
fore, acquire the small increments of energy offered
by the external electric field.

Because the band gap is very wide in an insulator,

very few electrons can be thermally excited into the

conduction band. If the forbidden band gap is narrow
(as in Fig. SC) an appreciable number of valence elec-

trons may, at room temperature, be thermally excited

into the conduction band. The number so excited will

be few compared to those available in a material with
either an incompletely filled valence band or with over-
lapping bands. As a result, such solids will not con-
duct electricity as well as metals. For this reason,
they are termed semiconductors. The particular type
shown in Fig. 3C is called an intrinsic semiconductor
because its conductivity is due to its narrow band gap
rather than to impurity content.

Fig. 3 shows a semiconductor with impurity atoms

*k is here the Boltzmaim Constant, equal to 1.3805 X 10"^
erg/o K
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Figure 3. Energy Band Diagrams for Several Crystal Types (after Shockley): (A) Metal, (B) Insulator,
(C) Intrinsic Semiconductor, (D) Impurity Semiconductor

of the kind which have, after bond requirements are

satisfied, one or more easily excited electrons. Such
atomsgiverise to spatially isolated energy levels with-

in the otherwise forbidden band gap. An electron in

such a state can be thermally excited into the conduc-

tion band by the acquisition of much less energy than

that requiredto excite it directly from the valence band.

These donor states, as they are called, donate electrons

to the conduction band, and thereby increase the con-

ductivity of the material. Materials that show electric-

al conductivity largely as a product of such states in

the forbidden band gap are termed impurity semicon-
ductors.

An impurity semiconductor may also be an acceptor

type. To explain this term it is desirable to first in-

troduce the concept of a "hole. " In Fig. 4, the transi-

tion labeled I is that of an electron in the valence band
being excited directly into the conduction band, where
it can contribute to the electrical conductivity of the

crystal. Note, however, that this migration leaves an
unoccupied state in the valence band (labeled p in Fig.

4). This absence may be considered as a bubble or

hole in a sea of electrons. At any particular moment
this hole is localized spatially. However, it may wander
through the crystal because an adjacent electron may
jump into this vacant energy state to leave behind a hole

where it had been; then, another electron can drop into

this new vacancy to leave a new vacant state behind it,

and so on. If an external electric field is impressed
upon the material, a hole will tend to move in the op-

posite direction of the electron drift, that is, toward
the negative electrode, thus conducting electricity.

This process is called hole conductivity.

CONDUCTION BAND:

Op 6p

valence band

Figure 4. Impurity Semiconductor
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There are subtleties here which cannot easily be ex-
plainedwithout recourse to the mathematics of quantum
mechanics, but for the purposes of this article it is

adequate merely to note that a hole is an absence of an

electron in a normally filled band, and that it behaves

very much like a particle of roughly electron mass and

electron charge, but with opposite sign, i. e.
,
positive

instead of negative.

The transition labeled D in Fig. 4 is that of an elec-

tron from a donor state into the conduction band. K an
impurity has fewer electrons than are necessary to

satisfy bonding requirements in the lattice into which it

is introduced, then it is electron hungry and can act as

an acceptor of electrons. Such impurities usually pro-
duce energy levels within the forbidden band gap that

are fairly near the valence band energy-wise. Elec-
trons, therefore, can be thermally excited from the

valence band into these states to leave behind a hole

which can contribute to the conductivity of the material

by hole conduction. This process is shown in Fig. 4

as the transition labeled A. A crystal having its elec-

trical conductivity due chiefly to conduction electrons

is termed N-type; if its electrical conductance is due

chiefly to hold conduction, it is termed P-type.

The reader may wonder why these impurity atoms
give rise to discrete states in the forbidden band gap
rather than bands. The reason hinges on the amount of

impurity. If it is assumed that the impurity atoms are

fairly uniformly distributed, they will be several lattice

spacings apart and therefore, the coupling between them
will be weak. Because it is this coupling between atoms
which gives rise to the bands, weak coupling will cause
insignificant splitting of the impurity levels. Thermal
vibrations of the lattice can broaden these impurity

levels, as can high concentrations of impurities, but

these effects will be ignored in this presentation.

Thermal excitation is not the only way electrons can
be excited from the valence band to the conduction band.

Light, if its energy is greater than that of the forbid-

den band gap, can do the same. The energy of a light

quantum is given by hu, where h is Planck's constant,

equal to 6.62 x 10-27 erg-seconds and u is the fre-
quency correspondir^ to two wavelengths of the light.

The relation between wavelength and frequency is X =

c/v, where c is equal to 2.998 x lO^*^ centimeters per
second (the velocity of light) and ^ is the waveler^th in

centimeters. A very useful relation to remember is

the following equation relating the wavelength and the

energy of a light quantum given in electron volts:

(> , in microns) (E, in ev) = 1.24 (1)

It is apparent that the maximum waveler^th which
will excite an electron from the valence band to the

conduction band is given by:

X max (in microns) = 1.24/Band gap (electron volts) (2)

As an example, for a band gap of 2.0 electron volts,

the impingir^ light must have a waveler^h shorter than

0.62 micron ( (i ) (6200 Angstroms) for the material to

manifest photoconductivity. Because of certain com-
plicating factors, photoconductivity may be initiated

at somewhat longer wavelengths, but this possibility

need not be of concern for the moment.

If the wavelength of a quantum of incident light is

short enough to excite an electron to the conduction

band, its movement will leave a hole in the valence

band. As long as the electron and hole are free, they

can contribute to the conductivity of the material. How-
ever, these free electrons and free holes may, if they

get close enough to each other, recombine, i. e. , the

electron may drop into a vacant state in the valence

band. Due to the relatively small density of carriers,

as well as considerations arising from the principle of

conservation of momentum, such direct recombination

is an exceedingly improbable occurrence. However,
in all crystals localized energy states exist in the for-

bidden band gap introduced by imperfections. These
imperfections may be vacant lattice sites; interstitial

atoms (i. e. , atoms within the crystal, but not at lattice

sites), impurity atoms in either substitutional or inter-

stitial positions; dislocations, that is, mechanical im-
perfections in the crystal; or one of several other types.

In any case, such imperfections give rise to discrete

energy states in the otherwise forbidden band gap.

These states are localized — not only in terms of en-

ergy, but spatially — within the crystal.

If an electron in the conduction band, while wander-
ii^ through the crystal, approaches close to one of these

localized energy states, it may lose a small amount of

energy by exciting lattice vibrations, and drop into this

localized energy state — become trapped by it. If this

state, now filled by an electron, then captures a free

hole, recombination will have taken place, for a free

electronand a free hole will have annihilated each other.

Such a localized energy state is said to be acting as a

recombination center. If these discrete states are close

to the conduction band, however, there is an appreciable

chance that a trapped electron may be thermally re -ex-

cited into the conduction band before that state traps a

hole, in other words, before recombination takes place.

The previously trapped electron is then again available

for conductionpurposes andhasnot beenlost complete-

ly as in the case of recombination. Such a state is act-

ing as an electron trap.

Analogously, a level near the valence band which traps

a hole may have this hole thermally re -excited into the

valence band before an electron is trapped. Such a

level is then acting as a simple hole trap rather than as

a recombination center.

Fig. 5 shows both shallow trapping states which act as

hole traps or electron traps, and those deeper-lying

states which act predominantly as recombination cen-
ters. Itshouldbe rememberedthatprobabilities are be-
ing dealt with here. The probability of thermal excitation

varies exponentially with energic distance from the al-

lowedbands and will change from a high probability to a

low probability in a narrow energy rar^e, roughly kT
wide. Although it is not strictly correct, we may take

what is shown in Fig. 5 as the steady-state Fermi levels

to be demarcation levels between those states acting

predominantly as simple trapping states and those states

acting predominantly as recombination centers. These
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Figure 5. Model Showing Both Shallow Trapping States and Ground States

latter, situated deep within the forbidden band gap, are

termed ground states.

It is apparent that thermal excitation and photoex-

citation across the band gap are inverse processes to

recombination. Excitation puts electrons into the con-

duction band, and holes into the valence band. Recom-
bination takes them out. In the steady state, the rate

of recombination must equal the rate of excitation.

The rate of recombination varies directly with the num-
ber of unoccupied ground states and the number of

conduction electrons. Other things being equal, the

number of conduction electrons will vary inversely with

the number of unoccupied ground states. The signifi-

cance of this relationship will appear later, when ap-
plications of the theory are discussed.

APPLICATIONS

Based on physical state, photoconductors can be
divided into three large groups. These are; (1) single-

crystal photoconductors, (2) microcrystalline photo-
conductors, and (3) amorphous photoconductors.

Much has been published concerning single -crystal

photoconductors; models have been constructed, theo-
ries have been expounded. A good deal less has been
written about microcrystalline photoconductors, and
very little is available on amorphous photoconductors,
which are the ones of greatest importance in vidicon

applications. There are very practical reasons for

this lack. A single crystal without imperfections is

the most amenable to theoretical analysis. A crystal

without imperfections is an impossibility, so even if

the "perfect crystal" problem could be solved com-
pletely, the range of its applicability wouldbe restricted.

Any deviations from the ideal crystal — any imperfec-
tions introduced — increase the analytical and compu-
tational difficulties until only with very gross approxi-
mations and questionable assumptions can the problems
be solved.

In passing from the single-crystal state through the
microcrystalline state to the amorphous state, the
density of imperfections in the crystal lattice increases
by several orders of magnitude. Is it any wonder that

theorists cling to the single crystal? From a practical
point of view, the tube designer can not so limit himself
because some of the most important photoconductive
devices, such as sintered photocells and the vidicon.

are based on these less -perfect states. However, in

the application of the simplified theory previously given,

the order of complex to more complex will be followed.

The single-crystal germanium and cadmium sulfide

photoconductors will be discussed first.

Germanium

Sir^le crystals of germanium used in photocells are

grownfrom the melt and zone -refined in much the same
fashion as crystals grown for transistor use. The ger-

manium is doped with arsenic, which is in group V of

the periodic table (see Table I) and thus has one more
valence electron than it needs for bonding requirements
in a germanium (group IV) lattice. Arsenic, then, in-

troduces donor-type energy states near the conduction

band of the germanium. The extra electron of the ar-
senic is easily lost into the conduction band and the

germanium becomes more conductive. Arsenic-doped
germanium is, thus, N-t5fpe because the majority of

the carriers are electrons.

Table I

Periodic Table

lb lib Illb IVb Vb VIb viib

B C N O F
Al Si P s CI

Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br
Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I

Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At

In one application, thin slices (about 20 mils thick)

are cut from a single-crystal germanium ir^ot and then

subdivided into small rectangles 160 by 95 mils. These
pieces will be the photosensitive elements, but first, a
good deal of processing is required. The previous
mechanical treatment has work-hardened the surface
and therefore greatly increased the number of surface

recombination states. If it is recalled that in the steady

state (other things being equal) the number of conduction
electrons varies as the number of unfilled recombina-
tion centers, then it is reasonable that a large number
of surface recombination states will reduce the photo-

conductivity. Because such reduction is undesirable,

about one half of the 20-mil thickness is electrolytically

etched away. The etching removes the work-hardened
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portion and considerably improves the surface condi-
tion.

An indium dot is placed on the center of the germanium
waferwhich is thenbaked at550Cfor8 to lOminutes in

a hydrogen atmosphere to diffuse some of the indium in-

to the germanium. Indium is in group III of the periodic

table and thus is shy one electron for germanium-type
bondir^. It introduces acceptor levels into the forbidden

band gap of the germanium. These levels lie near the

valence band. Electrons in the valence band can easily

be thermally excited into the indium acceptor levels to

leave a hole which is freeto wander about in the valence

band. Of course, some of these states obtain their elec-

trons from the arsenic donor states andthus the effect

of the arsenic is neutralized. Going from the ger-
manium toward the indium metal, the conductivity

passes from N-type to intrinsic, where the indium has
just neutralized the effect of the arsenic, to P-typeand,
upon reaching the pure indium, to metallic. The indium
dot serves as one electrode; the other electrode is at-

tached to one edge of the wafer, often by tin-soldering

(see Fig. 6).

NDIUM

DIPOLE FIELD
(-)

Figure 6. P-N Junction Photocell

The result of this processing is a P-N junction type

of photoconductor. Its operation is illustrated by Fig. 7

which depicts an N-type material with donor levels near
the conduction band joined to a P-type material with

acceptor levels near the valence band. In thermal
equilibrium, electrons which are concentrated in the

conduction band of the N-material tend to diffuse into

the conduction band of the P-type material where their

concentration is low. Similarly, the holes in the va-
lence band of the P-type material will diffuse into the

valence band of the N-type material, where holes are

scarce. However, whereas the negative charges of the

conduction electrons were compensated by the positive

charges of the donor atoms in the N-type material, there

is no similar charge compensation in the P-type ma-
terial. Therefore, electrons diffusing into the P-type
material will make it negative. Similarly, whereas the

positive holes in the P-type materialwere compensated
bythe negatively charged acceptor ions, they will, when
they diffuse into the N-type material where there is no

such charge compensation, make it more positive. The
diffusion of electrons and holes from where they are
concentrated to where they are not sets up a dipole

layer, positive on the N-side and negative on the P-
side,— a condition which prevents any further net dif-

fusion of carriers. Note that in Fig. 7 the Fermi levels

in both materials are aligned. The Fermi energy is

related to the chemical potential of the materials. It

can be shown from considerations of thermodynamics
that for thermal and electrical equilibrium to exist, the

Fermi levels of all materials in contact must be equal.

P-TYPE

o

FERMI LEVEL

N-TYPE

O O (+)

Figure 7. P-N Junction Band Diagram

If an external field, such as to make the P-type ma-
terial more negative, is applied, the height of this

potential barrier will be increased by an amount pro-
portional to the external field. Due to the high barrier,

the diffusion current will be quite small, just enough to

balance the current due to thermally excited carriers.

Because electrons are scarce on the P-side and the

electrons can't get over the barrier, the current due to

the impressed field will also be very small. A similar

conclusion can be drawn for holes. Then the effective

resistance in the dark will be high. However, if an
electron-hole pair is generated by light on the P-side
and the electron is within a diffusion length of the bar-
rier, it can plummet down the barrier into the conduc-
tion band of the N-type material and move toward the

positive electrode; the hole will move toward the nega-
tive electrode. Similarly, if an electron-hole pair is

generated on the N-side and the hole is within a diffu-

sion length of the barrier, it will float up into the va-
lence band of the P -material toward the negative elec-

trode, while its electron moves toward the positive

electrode. The sum of these currents constitutes the

photocurrent.

The germanium cell is a P-N junction and must be
operated with the P-side negative, that is, with re-
verse voltage. Were it to be operated in the forward
direction, the dark current would be too high for the

device to be useful.

Cadmium Sulfide

Unlike the germanium cells, the cadmium-sulfide,
single -crystal photocells are not P-N junctions, but

rely on a wide band gap (2.3 ev compared with ger-
manium's 0.75 ev) to provide a low dark current. One
method of processing this type of cell is to grow the

crystals of cadmium sulfide in a vapor-phase reaction

between cadmium vapor and hydrogen sulfide. The
crystals are formed at a temperature of 960 to 980 C
andimmediately after formation are doped with a halide

by moving the crystals into a temperature zone of 600
to 700 C and then passing nitrogen containing one of the

hydrohalide acids over them.

The resistivity of the undoped cadmium sulfide crystal

might be about ohm-centimeters. After the ma-
terial is doped with halide, the resistivity of the crys-
tal drops to about 1 ohm-centimeter. Along with this
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resistance chaise, the sensitivity (measured in terms
of the number of charges passed through the crystal

per photon absorbed) is increased. In order to increase

the resistivity, the crystals are cooled, soaked in a

very dilute solution of a copper salt such as cupric

chloride, and then washed, dried, and baked in a static

hydrogen-sulfide atmosphere at700C for 5 or 10 min-
utes to enable the copper to diffuse into the crystal.

This treatment increases the resistivity of the material
and decreases the decay time, i. e. , the time required
for the signal to decay the dark-current level after the

excitir^ light is turned off ; it also decreases the sensi-

tivity somewhat.

The variations described above can be explained in

terms of the theory. A pure crystal has high resist-

ance, low sensitivity, and short lag or decay time. The
resistance is high in the dark because the band gap of

cadmium sulfide is large (2.3 ev) andveryfew electrons

acquire enough thermal energy to overcome it. Be-
cause of the general imperfections in the crystal, a
fairly large number of recombination centers exist

which keep the number of conduction electrons low.

This scarcity reduces the sensitivity and, in addition,

causes the decay to be fast, because the moment the

light is cut off, the recombination centers quickly gob-
ble up the conduction electrons, which are no longer
being replenished by photoexcitation.

The addition of monovalent halide ions, which sub-
stitute for the divalent sulfide ions, introduces donor
levels near the conduction band because the halide has
one more electron than it needs to satisfy its bonding
requirements in the lattice. It can be predicted from
theory that not only the halide s, but also elements from
group III of the periodic table will do this. Such atoms
as aluminum, gallium, indium, or thallium, which
could substitute for the cadmium, all have one more
electron than is necessary for bonding with the sulfide

ion and would, therefore, introduce donor levels.

The donor levels, introduced into the forbidden band
gap either by halide or group III elements, lie suffi-

ciently close to the conduction band that almost all of

them are ionizedat room temperature. The conductiv-
ity is, therefore, enhanced. There is another effect,

though: namely, that some of the available electrons
fill up recombination centers in the dark. Thus, when
the crystal is illuminated, fewer unfilled recombination
centers are available and the photoresponse is there-
fore, increased. This effect, plus the fact that the

emptydonor sites can act to some extent as traps which
must be filled upon illumination and emptied after-

wards — processes which take time — causes the rise

and decay times to be increased.

When silver or monovalent copper is added, it sub-
stitutes for the cadmium. The silver atoms having one
less electron than necessary for bonding, introduce ac-
ceptor states near the valence band. These states take
up the excess electrons of the previously introduced
halide or group III element and thus neutralize its effect

very much as the indium acceptor states did when intro-

duced into germanium-containing arsenic donor states.

The resistivity then rises, the lagis decreased, and the

photosensitivity is somewhat decreased. The exact

amounts of the two doping agents used are determined
empirically and vary somewhat with the use to be made
of the photocell.

Microcrystalline Photoconductors

Microcrystalline photoconductors are represented
by the powder photoconductors, generally used with a

plastic binder, and by sintered photoconductors. The
latter can be prepared, for example, by spraying an
aqueous slurry of a finely ground photoconductor onto

a suitable substrate, drying the surface, and then firing

it to form apolycrystalline sintered layer. Doping ma-
terials are much the same as for single -crystal photo-

conductors, but they are generally added to the slurry
before spraying rather than introduced after crystal

growth.

The microcrystalline photoconductors present appli-

cations of the simplified theory similar to those of the

single crystals and will not be discussed further.

Amorphous Photoconductors

The most important current commercial use of amor-
phous photoconductors is as the light-sensitive element
in vidicon-type television camera tubes. The remain-
der of this article discusses the application of amor-
phous photoconductors to these tubes.

Although many chemists have seriously questionedthe

existance of an amorphous state, (i.e., one in which
there is no order) because of their belief that there al-

ways exists at least some short-range order, even in

liquids, this classification will be retained here. Es-
chewing a theoretical definition, it will be said that a
material is amorphous if it does not give anX-ray dif-

fractionpattern containing lines. Amorphous photocon-
ductor targets for the vidicon are presently prepared by
evaporation in a poor or good vacuum, depending on the
type of surface desired. To understand the character-
istics requiredof a photoconductor for use in a vidicon,

it is important to understand the principles of operation
of this type of tube. Fig. 8 illustrates the operation of

a vidicon.

GLASS SUBSTRATE -SIGNAL PLATE

PHOTOLAYER

ELECTRON
BEAM

LOAD
RESISTOR

COUPLING
CAPACITOR

PRE-
AMPLIFIER

THERMIONIC
CATHODE

Figure 8. Operation of Vidicon

The glass faceplate of the vidicon is coated with a

transparent, conducting layer. This material might
be tin oxide (TIC, NESA, as it is variously called),

indium oxide, or one of the other conducting oxides.
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or a thin evaporated layer of some metal, as for ex-

ample, gold. Such considerations as spectral trans-

mission, conductivity, chemical reactivity with the

photoconductor which is laid down upon it, propensity

for diffusion into the photolayer, electronic character-

istics of its contact with the photoconductor, durability,

and ease of preparation affect the selection of the par-

ticular conducting layer used. The photoconductor

substrate presently in vogue is tin oxide (TIC) ,
although

the use ofbismuth oxide -gold layers is increasing. The
photoconductor, which in the case of current commer-
cial vidicons is antimony trisulfide, is evaporated onto

this substrate. In operation, the photolayer is scanned
by a low -velocity electron beam. The beam side of the

photolayer becomes stabilized at essentially cathode

voltage. Since the conducting substrate, which acts as

a signal electrode, is maintained, for example, at a

voltage of 50 volts above that of the cathode, the as-

sembly may be considered a form of sandwich cell,

with the transparent conducting layer as one electrode

and the electron beam as the other.

If a light image falls on the photosurface, the con-

ductivity of the photoconductor will be modified; it will

be greatest in the areas where the intensity of illumina-

tion is greatest. During the interval between coincident

scans (1/60 second for broadcast TV pictures) charges

transferred transversely across the photolayer will

cause the potential to rise on the beam side. The por-
tion of the beam electrons landing on the photolayer on

a successive scan is determined by the resultir^ poten-

tial pattern. The signal results from capacitive coup-

ling to a load resistor of th€ charges landing on the

beam side of the photosurface coupling is obtained

through the signal electrode. The signal is taken from
the load resistor, amplified, and used. More informa-
tion on vidicon operation can be found in the article en-

titled "Camera Tube Design and Processing. " (Also,

see Refs. 1 and 2).

PHOTOCONDUCTORS FOR THE VIDICON

The basic performance characteristics of the vidicon

are determined in large part by the characteristics of

its photoconductive target. The properties of photo-

conductive surfaces, pertinent to their application in

vidicons are:

1. Spectral response
a. Peak wavelength
b. Half -width

2. Transfer characteristics

a. Sensitivity

b. Gamma

3. Rise and decay characteristics

a. Rise time
b. Lag, stick

c. After-image, burn

4. Dark current -voltage characteristics

a. Operating voltage

b. Signal-to-dark current ratio

c. "k" value

5. Stability

a. Chemical
b. Physical

Spectral response describes the variation of signal

with wavelength for a given illumination or, alterna-

tively, the illumination required to obtain a given sig-

nal at any wavelei^h. The peak-wavelength and half-

width terms are self-explanatory.

The vidicon can be thought of as a transducer which
changes illumination information into electrical in-

formation. Its transfer characteristics characterize

the relationship between the illumination on the photo-

conductor and the electrical signal obtained from it.

The most fruitful method of presenting the transfer

characteristics is on a log-log plot — the logarithm

of the signal vs. the logarithm of the illumination. A
straight line on such a plot represents a power law

variation, that is a relationship in which the logarithm

of the output signal is proportional to the logarithm of

the illumination. The slope of such a straight line is

known as gamma, a photographic term indicative of

contrast.

Rise and decay characteristics describe the time
required for a change in the illumination on the photo-

surface to manifest itself in a corresponding charge in

the output signal. The rise time is the time required

for the signal to rise to within 1/e (where e is the base
of natural logarithms) of its equilibrium value after the

light level is charged (usually from zero, i. e. , the

dark condition). This definition implies an exponen-
tial rise which is not always found. Lag and stick are

arbitrary measures of the decay time and apply to short-

term effects (about a second or less). It is found em-
pirically that, for the usual television scan rates, the

picture will smear when the image is moved over the

photosurface if the signal does not decay to less than 15

percent of its initial levelwithinthree scans (3/60 sec-
ond). * After-image and burn refer to long-term ef-

fects. The after-image is measured by the time re-

quired for an image to become imperceptible after all

incident illumination is removedfrom the photosurface.

Its usual range is from two seconds to several minutes.

Although usage varies, burn is generally restricted to

those cases inwhich an appreciable signal remains after

a quarter of an hour or so and which can be removed
only by strii^ent measures such as washir^ it out with

uniform illumination of high intensity, operating the

tube with high dark current, or increasir^ the target

voltage until secondary emission stabilizes the surface

potential near that of the mesh.

Another important photosurface characteristic is the

relationbetween the dark current and the target voltage.

As in the case of the transfer characteristics, it is

convenient to plot this characteristic on log-log paper.

The logarithm of the dark current is plotted against

the logarithm of the target voltage, i. e. , the voltage

applied to the signal electrode. Over an appreciable

*Note: By a "scan" is meant a single pass of the beam of a
given point. Because of the relatively large diameter of the
beam In the usual vidicon, there is no effective interlacing,

and a scan occurs every 1/60 second.
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portion of its rar^e, such a plot will approximate a
straight line. The slope of this line is termed the k
value. For antimony trisulfide surfaces, the customary
range of k is from 2.0 to 4.0, although both higher and
lower values are found. If a surface has a k value much
above 3.0 its dark-current variation is apt to be exces-
sive; slight variations in the thickness of the photolayer
cause variations in the electric field across the photo-
conductor which, inturn, when k is high, may give rise

to appreciable variations of the dark current over the

surface.

The stability of a photoconductor is of prime im-
portance in any application. A photoconductor which
is chemically unstable andprone to change its electron-

ic characteristics on life is obviously undesirable. The
red form of selenium, for example, is metastable and
must be operated below 40 degrees Centigrade if it is to

be kept from rapidly converting to the thermodynami-
cally more stable gray form. Indium tri-iodide is deli-

quescent and must be kept in a dry atmosphere during
processing. Antimony trisulfide surfaces will not tol-

erate the customary tube bakeout at a temperature of

400 C but revert to the black, conducting form at a tem-
perature in the neighborhood of 200 C. Some of the low-
melting photoconductors, which appear interesting be-
cause of their relatively fast decay times, cannot be
used successfully because their vapor pressures are so

high at the operating temperature of the vidicon that

they evaporate rapidly from the photosurface in the

vacuum of the tube.

Most of the properties of the photoconductive target
listed at the beginning of this section are determined by
the choice of photoconductors. Nevertheless, radical

variations in these properties canbe produced by modi-
fications of the chemical preparation of the basic ma-
terial and by co -evaporation with other materials, as
well as by suitable choice of evaporation parameters.
Since antimony trisulfide (Sb2S3) is presently most in

use as the basic photoconductor for vidicons, it will be
discussed in detail. Other photoconductors will be con-
sidered later.

Antimony Trisulfide Photosurfaces

There are, basically, four kinds of antimony tri-

sulfide photosurfaces. These are:

1. Compact (frequently termed "solid")

Evaporated in high vacuum (10"^ millimeters of

mercury or less)

2. Porous
Film density less than about 0.5 gram per cubic
centimeter

3. Quasi-Porous
Film density in the range from about 0.5 grams
per cubic centimeter to 2.0 grams per cubic
centimeter

4. Composite
Includes combinations of the above three, as well
as CO -evaporation with other materials

The general characteristics of a compact, (high-vac-
uum evaporated) antimony trisulfide surface are: high

sensitivity, high lag (long decay), high capacitance, low
blue sensitivity, high dark current, and a tendency to

give secondary emission at relatively low target volt-

ages. A porous layer, on the other hand, is charac-
terized by lower sensitivity, lower lag, low capacitance,
improved blue response, relatively low dark current,

and a low secondary-emission ratio. The quasi-porous
layer partakes variously of the characteristics of both
compact and porous layers, depending on the evapora-
tion pressure as well as certain other evaporation par-
ameters. The most common composite layer is a com-
pact layer evaporated on aporous substrate. This com-
bination increases somewhat the dark current and lag

over those of a porous layer, but the main effect is to

enhance the sensitivity.

The high capacitance of the compact layer (an average
layer has a capacitance of over 12 millimicrofarads
per square centimeter) is due in part to its thinness

(roughly one to two microns) and, in part, to its high
dielectric constant (over nine). As may be seen from
Fig. 9B, the density of a porous layer is only a few
tenths of a gram per cubic centimeter compared with

over four grams per cubic centimeter for a compact
layer. Thus, in a porous layer, the effective dielec-
tric constant is much reduced and the capacitance of a
typical layer is only about one millimicrofarad per
square centimeter. That portion of the lag due to the

capacitance of the target and the effective beam resist-

ance (the so-called "capacitance" lag) is, therefore,

appreciably reduced in the porous layer. Actually, ex-
cept in very thin compact layers or barrier -type layers,

the photoconductance lag predominates over the capac-
itance lag.

Effects of Pressure

Fig. 9A depicts the variation of the electric field re-
quired for a standard dark-current density through the

photolayer with the ambient gas pressure during evap-
oration. Note in particular the negative slope of the

curve above about a pressure of 150 microns and the

sharp drop below that pressure. The quasi-layer is

obtainedby evaporation in the transition regionbetween
compact and porous. While the general shape is main-
tained, the curve may be moved up or down and the

position of the transition region shifted slightly by
changes in photosurface thickness, evaporant flux den-

sity, evaporation geometry (primarily throw distance),

substrate temperature, composition of starting ma-
terial, and nature of the ambient gas. In Figs. 9A and
9B, note the coincidence of the sharp drop in field re-
quired to sustain a standard dark-current density and
the equally sharp increase in the density of the photo-

layer.

Fig. 10 shows the variation of the dark-current den-
sity with target voltage for representative compact,
porous, quasi-porous, and ASOS photosurfaces. The
last-named is a special composite layer which will be
discussed later. Representative transfer characteris-
tics for these four kinds of photosurfaces are given in

Fig. 11.

The characteristics of the deposited layer have been
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shown to be affected by the nature and pressure of the

residual gas or any vapors from contaminants in the

system. Because pressures of the order of 10"10 mil-
limeters of mercury are required to reduce the rate

of residual gas -substrate collisions well below the rate

of evaporant-substrate collisions, even at high evapora-
tion rates, really gas -free photoconductor layers have
not been investigated. Nevertheless, it seems desirable

to reduce the residual gas pressure to as low a level

as possible in the evaporation of solid layers and, in

particular, to avoid metallic and organic contaminants.

Thus, the standard preferred high-vacuum practices

shouldbe adhered to, including such thirds as the avoid-

ance of cadmium or zinc -platedparts, the use of welded
or silver-soldered joints rather than lead-soldered

joints, and the use of an oil-diffusion pump and a liq-

uid-nitrogen trap.
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Effects of Photolayer Thickness

Fig. 12 shows the spectral response for two differ-

ent thicknesses of high-vacuum-evaporated antimony
trisulfide. Note that the spectral response peak shifts

from 0.5 micron inathin layer to over 0.65 micron in

a thick layer. This red shift is due to the absorption
characteristics of the antimony trisulfide which, since

it absorbs strongly in the blue region, allows only red
light to affect the deeper layers. Because the blue light

can penetrate more easily into the porous layer by tak-

ing advantage of the interstices, even relatively thick

layers of the fluffy porous Sb2S3 do not show a very
large self-absorption red shift. Thus, the response
peak of the porous layer lies near that of a very thin

compact layer.
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WAVELENGTH—MICRONS

Figure 12. Variation of Spectral Response
with Film Thickness

When the thickness of the photoconductor is greater

than the average distance that the carriers travel be-
fore recombination, the sensitivity is reduced. As the

thickness of the photolayer is increased, a larger pro-
portion of the carriers generated by the illumination is

swallowed up in the interior of the material without be-
ing able to reach an electrode and contribute to the con-

ductivity.

Part of the observed lag in the vidicon is due to the

capacitive effect of the target. A thick layer generally

has a slight advantage in lag over that of a thin layer,

because the former has a lower capacitance.

Effects of the Substrate

Some of the requirements imposed on the substrate

have been previously mentioned. Not yet mentioned,

but easily the most important requirement is that the

photoconductor adheres firmly to the substrate. Porous
layers generally present no problems but there are
severe limitations for compact layers, especially those

which must be exposed to the atmosphere at sometime
during tube processing. The mechanical bond of the

photoconductor to the substrate is determined by many
factors. One of the most important is substrate tem-
perature. Fig. 13 illustrates film stress for a typical

semiconductor film evaporated on a glass substrate.

Each line represents a constant substrate temperature.

It is apparent that only a small range of temperature
exists which permits thick layers to be evaporated onto

the substrate without peeling of the layer. What this

temperature range is depends on both the substrate and
the photoconductor. As yet, no quantitative work has
been done on antimony trisulfide evaporated on TIC,
but what evidence there is indicates that the optimum
temperature lies below the temperature at which the

antimony trisulfide layer converts to a black, highly

conducting form, and above normal room temperature.

Duringthe course of the evaporation process the sub-
strate temperature tends to rise. If a substrate heater
is used and a constant substrate temperature is to be
maintained, the power input to the substrate must be
reduced as the evaporation progresses. Recognition of

this fact is crucial in the preparation of thick layers.

FILM STRESS

TENSION COMPRESSION

INCREASING SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE

Figure 13. Film Stress for a Typical Semiconductor
Evaporated on Glass Substrate

Chaise of substrate temperature also changes the ac-

commodation coefficient of the surfaces exposed to the

evaporant stream. It is well known that the amount of

material reflected from the interior surfaces of the

evaporation chamber to the target is appreciably in-

creased if the temperature of these surfaces is raised,

even though they are below the evaporation tempera-
ture of the evaporand. It has also been found that an

increase of substrate temperature tends to make the

resulting photolayer more dense and shifts the porous-

compact transition range toward higher pressures. If

there is more than one constituent in the evaporand, the

composition of the resulting photolayer will be a func-

tion of the substrate temperature: even if only a single

component is present, phase charges may be caused

by an elevated temperature or by surface quenching,

i. e.
,

by the sudden cooling of the evaporant as it de-

posits on the substrate.

Scrupulous cleanliness of the substrate is a requisite

for the adherence of thick photoconductor layers. Great

care must be taken to avoid even the least residuum of

soap or detergent. Organic solvents which tend to leave

films (acetone is a frequent culprit) should either not

be used, or else the substrate should be cleaned after

their use. If the final rinse is with water, distilled

water should be used. However, to avoid water spots,

it is usual to follow the distilled-water rinse with a

vapor rinse. Although a steam jet can be used for this

purpose, one of the most satisfactory procedures is to

place the clean, still-wet target blank in a saturated

atmosphere of an organic solvent miscible with water.

Acetone or an alcohol meets this requirement and is

usually used. The reservoir of solvent is maintained

somewhat above room temperature. The solvent vapor

condenses on the target blank, rinses it and removes
residual water in the process. When thermal equilib-

rium is reached the target blank will be essentially dry
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and may be removed. If evaporated gold is to be used
as the signal electrode, a very clean substrate may be
obtainedby cleaning the glass target by standard glass-

cleanii^ procedures, followed by distilled water and
vapor rinses. Then, before the gold signal electrode

is deposited by evaporation in a vacuum, the glass is

subjected to a glow discharge, which is one of the best

methods of cleanir^ glass surfaces. Unfortunately, it

also destroys most of the transparent conductii^ coat-

ings now in use and, therefore, cannot be used to ad-
vantage after the signal electrode is applied.

The quality of the substrate is important in the pre-
vention of spots and blotches which show up in the vid-

icon picture. These defects can be caused by granu-
larities, pinholes, high-resistance areas, or surface
irregularities in the signal electrode. Water spots
also show up in the picture, as do insulating particles

lyir^ on the surface.

Evidence suggests that, in addition to affecting ad-
herence and spots, substrate character and quality can
have a considerable effect on the burn characteristics

of a photoconductive surface, especially on negative

image burn which is occasionally encountered. The
choice of the substrate and its methods of subsequent
processing are critical factors in the over-all per-
formance of the photosurface and should not be slighted.

Effects of Modifications of The Basic Photoconductor

It has been known for many years that variation from
stoichiometry of the Sb2S3 used in the preparation of

vidicon targets affects the characteristics of the re-
sulting photosurface. It was early found that a slight

excess of antimony in the starting material (greater
than the 71.8 per cent in stoichiometric Sb2S3) im-
proves the over-all performance of the porous and the
porous-compact kind of composite layer. While photo-
surfaces evaporated from material containii^ an excess
of sulfur, may have fair sensitivity (largely a result of

the very high target voltage required to obtain the stand-
ard dark-current density), their decay characteristics
will be poor. Image retention andburn are particularly
severe, even in the stoichiometric material. As the

amount of antimony in the material is increased, the
sensitivity rises and the decay characteristics improve.
At some percentage, apparently somewhat above the

Sb2S3-Sb eutectic (73.1 per cent Sb), the over-all per-
formance becomes optimal. The lag continues to de-
crease slightly as the excess of antimony is further in-

creased, but the sensitivity drops and the long-term
decay (image retention and burn) is increased. Roughly,
the same variations occur in the case of compact Sb2S3
photosurfaces, but here additional factors enter, for,

as the proportion of antimony is increased over the
stoichiometric percentage, the tendency for thick layers
to peel is accentuated. In addition, the conversion to

the dark, highly conducting form of Sb2S3 takes place
at a lower temperature. Furthermore, while the re-
duction of target voltage (for standard dark-current
density) with increased antimony content is generally
not a problem in porous layers, it is a severe limita-
tion for the compact layers. Solid layers have a low
target voltage (show high conductivity) and further re-
duction sharply reduces the maximum signal obtainable

(a function of the target voltage, capacitance, and scan
rate) and the sensitivity, and makes the target more
prone to show the effects ofbeam-landii^ errors (port-

hole effect).

Another method of modifyii^ the basic photoconductor

is to intentionally introduce impurities into the material

during preparation but reliable data have not been ob-

tained on the effects of such doping. Most experiments

indicated either no effect or a slight worsening of the

over -all performance; in a few experiments some im-
provement was seen. Doping with silver, monovalent
copper, and arsenic have at various times appeared to

improve the characteristics of the photolayer, but (imtil

serious effort is expended in trying to optimize amounts
and methods of introduction) great improvement does
not appear likely.

Miscellaneous Evaporation Parameters

The geometry of the evaporation system has a marked
effect on the evaporation process. The throw distance,

i. e. , the distance from the evaporator to the target,

directly affects the uniformity of the deposit. The ex-

pected evaporant distribution pattern on a stationary

target from a point source can be easily derived for a

high-vacuum evaporator. However, the design of most
evaporators is such as to make them more or less di-

rective and, even if the dimensions of the evaporator

are small compared with the throw distance, the ef-

fective size of the source may be considerably enlarged

by the collision of evaporant molecules with each other

and with residual gas molecules. It has been computed
that, for a moderately fast rate of evaporation, the

local effective pressure due to evaporant molecules is

greater than 10 microns.

In a high-vacuum evaporation system, such factors

as the accommodation coefficient of the target substrate

and the walls of the evaporation chamber are important.

To reduce the reflection of evaporant molecules from
the walls of the evaporation chamber onto the target,

the chamber itself should have as large dimensions as

convenient and should be kept as cool as possible. Sand
blasting the exposed surfaces of the evaporation cham-
ber increases the effective accommodation coefficient

and thus reduces reflections and discourages peeling

which contribute to spots on the photoconductor. It has

the disadvantage of makii^ cleanii^ of the chamber
more difficult.

Generally, if the throw distance is kept large com-
pared to the dimensions of the target, and nonuniform-

ities of substrate temperature are avoided, it is not too

difficult to obtain moderately uniform high-vacuum lay-

ers. Obtainii^ uniformly porous surfaces is much
more difficult. Although this important process has
not been completely investigated, some observations

can be made concerning it. Examination of a porous
photosurface with an electron microscope discloses

that the layer is composed of relatively large aggre-
gates of roughly spherical particles, 100 to 200 ai^-
stroms in diameter. These aggregates, in turn, form
chains and larger aggregates which can be seen imder
lOOOX magnification. The surface of the porous photo

-

layer is highly structured and has discernible buttes,
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plains, and valleys. The variation in elevation may,
in very porous layers, exceed one -third of the total

layer thickness. It may be that the ability of the elec-

tronbeam to penetrate some distance into this structure

accounts for the decrease of electric field required for

a given dark-current density with decrease in the den-
sity (increase of porosity) of the photolayer. This ex-
planation is further suggested by Fig. 14, which shows
that the drop in the field with decreased density is most
pronounced in thin layers where the fraction of the total

thickness that the beam could be expected to penetrate
is greatest.

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.0 2.0 4.0
FILM DENSITY—GRAMS PER CUBIC CENTIMETER

Figure 14. Electric Field Required to Support a Dark
Current of 0.07 Microamperes per Cubic Centimeter

Plotted Against Density of the Photolayer

It is known that the formation of the small "building

blocks" (100 to 200 angstroms in diameter) disclosed
by the electron microscope is necessary if a porous
photolayer is to be deposited. What part the further
agglomeration of these particles in transit plays in the
formation of the porous layer is not clear, although
light-scattering experiments indicate that particles

whose diameter is at least a few tenths of a micron do
exist in the evaporant cloud.

Evaporantaggregates in apoor vacuum behave some-
what similarly to smoke. Above an ambient pressure
of a few hvmdred microns, evaporation chamber geome-
try and temperature gradients induce convection cur-
rents; these can be observed by the use of fine beams
of light. Much turbulence is in evidence and, in some
configurations, vortices are established which can give

rise to annular deposits of photoconductor onthe target.

At lower pressures, the influence of convection currents
is not as obvious. The course of travel of the evaporant
particles may be more influencedby the meanfree path
of the aggregates than by their velocity per se. Shield
temperature plays an important role in determining the

distribution of particles in the evaporant stream.

It follows that, within the confines of a small tube

such as the 1-inch vidicon, it is extremely difficult to

obtain uniform porous layers. A way of bypassing this

difficulty is to perform the evaporation on the target
(generally the faceplate of the vidicon) in a chamber of

more favorable geometry and then to cold-seal the face-

plate to the bulb. While a large bell jar could be used
to achieve layer uniformity, its use would result in

large amounts of photoconductor being wasted and in

the photoconductor evaporant permeating the entire vac-

uum system and makir^ cleaning of the system difficult.

A preferred method is to employ a relatively small
evaporationchamber to achieve a degree of lateral uni-

formity by the use of a long evaporator boat and longi-

tudinal uniformity by maintaining a constant evapora-
tion rate and causing the faceplate to travel across the

top of the evaporation chamber in a line normal to the

axis of the boat. This principle is employed in the so-

called traveling-plate evaporator.

Use of the traveling -plate evaporator offers other ad-

vantages in addition to achieving uniform layer thick-

ness. The photolayer is more homogeneous because,
during the traverse of the target, there is little time
for the nature of the evaporation to change. The evap-
oration parameters can be controlled more closely and
the evaporation system is easier to clean. Monitoring
a glass plate which travels ahead of the target allows
close control of the thickness of the layer and permits
evaporator temperature or traverse speed to be adjust-

edbefore the target passes over the evaporationcham-
ber. By sacrificing monitoring time, it is feasible to

form several targets in succession.

The rate of evaporation is important in deciding the

porosity of the evaporated layer (see Fig. 15). Note
that rate of deposition, rather than rate of evaporation
is used as abscissa; the rate of evaporation is not di-

rectly measurable. Both rates will be functions of am-
bient pressure and evaporator -boat temperature. The
rate of deposition will also be a function of the throw
distance. The data for Fig. 15 were taken with pres-
sure constant and throw distance fixed.

The sharp rise in the density of the evaporated layer

at very low rates of deposition is evidence that there
must be a sufficient number of evaporant-evaporant col-

lisions for nucleationto take place before a porous layer
can be formed. This statement is true regardless of

the fact that, due to collisions between the evaporant
and the ambient gas, the energy with which the evap-
orant strikes the substrate may be reduced to a rela-
tively low value. A glance at Fig. 9B will reveal that

a sufficient number of evaporant-ambientgas collisions

must also have occurred for the evaporant energy to be
reducedto the levelat which nucleation will take place.
At any given rate of evaporation above the minimum
necessary for nucleation, there is a narrow range of

ambient pressure at which the transition from a com-
pact layer to aporous evaporated layer will take place.

As might be expected, this range is also affected by
the nature of the ambient gas. Helium, with its low
molecular weight and long mean free path, will, at a
given pressure, permit a denser layer to be deposited
than, for example, nitrogen or argon.

Because the evaporation rate is a direct function of

the evaporator -boat temperature, control of evapor-
ator-boat temperature is vital in achieving repro-
ducible photosurfaces. Over a large portion of the ris-
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ing part of the curve of density vs. rate of deposition

(Fig. 15A), the density varies roughly as the square
root of the rate of deposition. While this is not a rapid

variation, it requires only a small chaise of boat tem-
perature to produce quite a large change in rate of

evaporation. By evaporatir^ at rates corresponding
to the minimum of this curve, it is feasible to reduce
the influence of boat temperature on the density of the

resulting photosurface.

The throw distance (evaporator -target distance)

stroi^ly affects the porosity of the evaporated layer.

In evaporations at several hundred microns pressure,

it is possible to effectively terminate deposition by in-

creasing the throw distance a few inches. It is apparent
that to produce a layer of a given density, as the throw
distance is decreased, it is necessary to decrease the

pressure. Fig. 15B illustrates the strong dependence
of film density on throw distance. Note the progres-
sion of the curves with decreasing ambient gas pres-
sure. As the gas pressure is reduced the inflection

point of the density-throw curve moves toward a greater

throw distance.

A lower limit to the throw distance is imposed by
temperature effects on the substrate and the deposi-

ted photoconductor, as well as by considerations of

photosurface uniformity. An upper limit is imposed
by practical size of the evaporation chamber. In ad-
dition, at any particular pressure, the rate of deposi-
tion becomes sufficiently low at large throws to effec-

tively limit the throw distance. Fig. 15C shows this

effect strikingly, because at increased pressures the

dependence of the rate of deposition on throw distance
becomes very strong. While it is likely that optimum
throw distances exist for various values of the other
evaporationparameters, this subject has not been com-
pletely investigated.

The evaporator itself is an important factor in the

evaporation process. Fig. 16 illustrates several evap-
orator styles. The first two, 16A and 16B, are cups
wound with molybdenum or tungsten wire. Because most
hard glasses release contaminants at the temperatures
used for evaporating many photoconductors, Vycor or

fused quarts is preferable for use as the cups. From the

point of view of chemical reactivity, such evaporators
are excellent. However, both their thermal inertia

and the energy input required are large. In the simple
design shown, the hot heater wires are exposed to the
back diffusion stream of evaporant and this exposure
may cause some dissociation. In addition, the high en-
ergy input heats up the evaporation chamber and in

some cases gives rise to reevaporationof material de-
posited on the walls. The target is also exposed to this

excess heat and while heat treatment during and after

evaporation may in some cases improve the charac-
teristics of the photosurface, such heat treatment is

best effected in a more controllable fashion.

Fig. 16C shows an evaporator cup made with alumina-
covered wire; this type has proved satisfactory in some
applications. Its thermal inertia is high, but lower than
that of the Vycor evaporator. The type shown in 16D
can be made very small, however, spattering of the
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photoconductor is apt to occur because of the depth of

the cup. The directly heatedtantalum boats illustrated

in Fig. 16E, F, and G have very low thermal inertia.

Their power consumption is small compared with that

for indirectly heated cups and satisfactory evaporations
can therefore be made at a lower temperature. For
most materials, this type of boat is more or less sat-
isfactory from the standpoint of chemical reactivity.

Evaporation of a more inert metal into the boat can im-
prove this characteristic if thermal diffusion or evap-
oration is not excessive. The cross section of the di-

rectly heated boats should be adjusted to obtain uniform
temperature at the operating point. Thermal conduc-
tivity down the leads, radiation losses, andcoolirg due
to the evaporation of the photoconductor are factors

which need to be considered. A particular advantage of

the boat illustrated in Fig. 16G is that the substrate is

not in direct line with the material and is, in fact, ex-
posed only to the vapor. This type of evaporator is of

considerable aid in reducii^ the incidence of spots on
the photosurface caused by evaporant spatter.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SELECTION OF PHOTO-
CONDUCTORS FOR THE VIDICON

General Requirements of Photoconductors
for the Vidicon

The choice of photoconductors for use in the single

-

layer vidicon photosurface is limited by the desired

spectral response of the tube. This subject will be dis-

cussed in detail later in this article. In addition, the

scan rate, target area and thickness, dielectric con-

stant, and resistivity are interrelated in such a way as

to further restrict choice. For example, if T be the

time between scans, R the resistance, and C the capa-

citance of the photolayer, then for frame storage, the

following inequality must hold.

RC » T (3)

If V is the potential rise on the beam side of the

photoconductor, then the highlight signal current which
can be obtained is

(A) (C)

VYCOR OR
FUSED QUARTZ

TUBE

TANTALUM
HEATER JACKET

(D) (E)

I = CV/T (4)

This signal must be greater than a certain minimum
Iinin in order that a sufficiently high signal-to-noise
ratio be obtained. In the vidicon, I^^j^^ is determined
largely by the noise generated in the preamplifier stages
and the quality of the picture desired.

It would appear that both C and V should be as great

as possible. However, both are limited by other con-
ditions. The potential rise V is determined by the re-

lation

V = Vt(1 - e
-T/RC)

where V-p is the target (signal electrode) voltage.

(5)

The resistance R is a function of the amount of light on

the photosurface. The particular functional relation-

ship is characteristic of the particular photolayer.

Figure 16. Types of Evaporator Boats: (A) Single-

helix-wound Vycor cup, (B) Double-helix-wound Vycor
cup, (C) Alumina-coated molybdenum or tungsten wire,

(D) Tantalum -sheath Vycor evaporator, (E) Tempera-
ture-compensated tantalum boat, (F) Linear tantalum
boat for traveling-plate evaporator (temperature com-
pensated), (G)Anti-spatter point-source tantalum boat

for high-vacuum evaporation

Fig. 17 shows the potential rise V in the dark (0) and
at three different light levels (1, 2, and 3). After each
scan time T, the beam returns the potential of the beam
side of the photosurface essentially to cathode potential

(taken here as zero volts). The difference between the

potential for a light level (1, 2, or 3) and that for the

dark level (0) is a measure of the resulting signal. It

is apparent that for highlights, the signal approaches
saturation, that is, a very small increase in signal re-

sults from even a large increase in light. It is further

apparent that if the dark resistivity of the photolayer
were so low that during one scan time the potential V
rose to V-p (for example, if the dark-current curve was
at 2 or 3, then the maximum light signal obtainable

would be quite small for a moderate value of Vrp. It is

this consideration that determines the relation given in

Eq. (3).

The obvious palliative, increasii^ Vrp, is useful only

to a degree, for when V-p is greater than, say 100 volts,

secondary-emissionandbeam-bending effects frequent-
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ly degrade the picture. Also, because it is the charge de-
posited by the beam that reduces the potential of the

photosurface, the useful potential rise V is limited by
the ability of the beam to discharge the target.

TIME—SCANS

Figure 17. Potential of Beam Side

of Photo Surface vs. Time

The capacitance of the target is limited by require-
ments of short decay time. If the illumination on the

photosurface is removed, the potential on the beam
side, instead of risir^ after scanningto its illuminated
equilibrium value, will be scanned down until it oscil-

lates between its minimum value and that corresponding
to its dark equilibrium value. Because the velocity

distribution of the beam causes it to have, in effect, a
high resistance, it will in general require more than
one scan for the potential on the beam side to reach
equilibrium, even if the "photoconductive" lag were
zero. The smaller the capacitance of the target, the

smaller will be this "capacitance" lag effect.

If end effects are ignored, the capacitance C of a
vidicon photolayer is given by the equation

C = kA/4 TT d (cgs units) (6)

where k = dielectric constant of the layer, A = the

area of the scanned surface, and d = the thickness of

the layer

Thus, the target capacitance can be reduced by de-
creasing the raster area (e.g.

,
by going from a 1-inch

to 0.5-inch vidicon), increasing the photolayer thick-

ness, or by reducing the effective dielectric constant
(by going from a compact layer to a porous layer).

By the use of Eq. (6), Eq. (3) can be expressed in terms
of more -basic properties of the photolayer. The re-
sistance of the layer is given by

R = pd/A (7)

where P = the resistivity of the film

Thus, in practical units,

1

( A ) ( 47rd ) 8.99 X 10^^
= 10-13kp» T

(8)

As an example, for compact Sb2S3, k = 10. Thus,
p » lOjveO ohm-meter or, very approximately,
p > 10^2 ohm-centimeter.

An intrinsic photoconductor with this resistivity would
have a band gap such that the threshold for light absorp-
tion would be in the far red. As will be seen later, such
a photoconductor would have its peak sensitivity in the

visible spectral region. It is fortunate that the peak
occurs in the visible region. If the peak occurred else-

where, the requirements of spectral response might
preclude successful operation of the simple single

-

layer vidicon and force the use of targets havii^ much
more complex structures.

Spectral Photoconductive Response

The theory discussed earlier suggests a relationship

between the band gap, absorption spectrum, and spec-
tral photoconductive response of a material; such a

relationship exists although it is not as precise as one
would like.

In a metal, light of very long wavelengths (i. e. , of

low energy) can excite electrons for the same reason
that thermal excitation is easy: there are empty energy
states immediately above the filled ones. Metals, then,

are strongly absorbing not only in the visible region,

but also in the infrared region.

On the other hand, a pure insulator requires light of

very high energy to excite electrons from the valence
band to the conductionband and thus absorbs only in the

ultraviolet region and transmits visible radiation. How-
ever, in the region in which the insulator does absorb,
it is photoconducting, because the additional electrons
excited from the valence band to the conduction band
will contribute to the conductivity of the material.

There is, however, a group of compounds whose con-
ductivity is not increased by the absorption of light.

These are the compounds of atoms with only partially
filled "d" shells. Light shining on such compounds as
iron oxide, nickel oxide, or the manganese oxides, for

example, can raise electrons to a higher energy state,

but the electrons and holes either remain bound to each
other, forming a so -called "exciton, "or have extremely
short lifetimes and so do not contribute to the conduc-
tivity. In the pure state, these compounds have not

been observed to be photoconductive, althoi^hthey ab-
sorb in the visible part of the spectrum and as a result

are highly colored.

Disregarding such compounds, there is a rough
method of estimating the spectral response of a photo-
conductor. As a rule of thumb, it can be said that

"Photoconductivity begins in earnest at that wavelength
at which the material begins to absorb radiant energy
strongly. " Fig. 18 illustrates this rule. Note that the

inflection points of the transmission spectra of antimony
trisulfide and indium trisulfide lie very near the peak
of their photoconductivity curves. Note, however, how
poorly this rule of thumb applies to selenium. For-
tunately, few photoconductors are as far off as sel-
enium. However, this example does show that the rule

should be applied with caution.

The question may arise as to why the photoconduc-
tivity drops at shorter wavelengths where the absorp-
tion is almost 100 per cent. The explanation is similar
to that used to explain the drop in sensitivity of thick
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Figure 18. Comparison of Transmission Spectrum with Photoconductive Response for Three Photoconductors

layers of antimony trisulfide. At short wavelengths,

most of the light is absorbed in a thin layer near the

surface of the photoconductor. Here, the electrons and
holes have a high density and a correspondingly greater

rate of recombination. Furthermore, any carrier

which goes to the opposite electrode must make its way
through a maze of obstacles such as traps and recom-
bination centers for almost the entire interelectrode

distance. K, as happens frequently, the range of the

carriers is short compared to this distance, very few
will get to the opposite electrode unless they are gen-
erated some distance below the surface, i. e. , unless

the light penetrates well into the material. Thus, if

the light is absorbed very strongly, the photocurrent

will drop, as it is seen to do in Fig. 18.

To apply the rule-of-thumb relationship between
photoconductive spectral response and special trans-

mission, the spectral transmission must be known.

It can be obtained roughly from considerations of color,

if the incomplete "d" shell exceptions are remembered.
If a material is white or colorless, it transmits in the

visible region. If photoconductivity in the visible region

is desired, such transmission is not desired, but the

material might make an ultraviolet photoconductor. If

the material is black, it probably absorbs so stroi^ly

in the visible region as to give negligible photoconduc-
tivity in this region. However, such material may be
a good infrared photoconductor, especially if it is cooled

below room temperature to reduce the dark current due
to thermal excitations.

Based on color, many of the elements and compounds
in the I, H, III, IV, V, VI, and VH "B" groups of the

periodic table appear as possible photoconductors. See
Table I and Fig. 19. Regularities and trends in such
properties as ionicity and homopolarity, heats of for-

mation, and interatomic distances of binary compounds
throughout the periodic table are well-known to chem-
ists. Similar trends can be found in the transmission
spectra, which may be used as a more accurate para-
meter than simple color.

The wavelengths (in microns) of the inflection points

of the spectral transmission curves of a series of bi-

nary compounds of cadmium, gallium, and indium are
plotted in Fig. 19; the binary compound is indicated on

the abscissa. From left to right, following the C's the

plot shows cadmium fluoride, cadmium chloride, cad-

mium bromide, cadmium iodide, then cadmium oxide,

cadmium sulfide, cadmium selenide, and cadmium tel-

luride. Similar treatment is used for galliimi (denoted

by S) and for indium (denoted by X).

From Fig. 19, it is possible to estimate the color of

the compound. Those compounds lying below the lower

limit of the visible region are-white or colorless. Those
lying above the upper limit are black, approaching me-
tallic. Those lying between the limits, but near the

lower limit are yellow by transmitted light, because
they absorb only in the blue region, i. e.

,
they absorb

all wavelengths below their ordinate onthe chart. Those
higher in the visible region appear red by transmitted
light because they absorb both blue and green.

The fluorides and chlorides of cadmium, gallium,

and indium couldbe ultraviolet photoconductors at best.

Their iodides, oxides, sulfides, and selenides might be

good photoconductors for visible radiation. Indium io-

dide, for example, is nearly panchromatic, as is its

sulfide. The tellurides of these compounds, on the

other hand, although infrared photoconductors, absorb
so strongly in the visible region that their sensitivity

is low there. Note than gallium oxide is missing from
the chart. By extrapolation, the inflection point of the

transmission curve for gallium, and hence, by the rule

of thumb, its photoconductive response peak, would lie

in the ultraviolet region. The compound itself is found

to be white, which reinforces the validity of the extra-

polation.

Regularities are to be found in many other series of

compounds. Their importance in this discussion lies

in their usefulness for extrapolation and interpolation

where there are no data available for the compound in

question. The trends in the spectral transmissions
are reflected very well in corresponding trends in the

spectral photorespouse. Fig. 20 shows that the spec-
tral response peaks of cadmium sulfide, cadmium sel-

enide, and cadmium telluride occur exactly as would
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Figure 19. Regularities in Binary Compounds of Cadmium, Gallium, and Indium

be expected from an analysis of Fig. 19. Cadmium
sulfide peaks at about 0.5 micron or 5000 angstroms,
cadmium selenide at 0.72 micron, and cadmium tel-

luride in the near infrared region at 0.82 micron. The
trend also works in another way. In Figs. 19 and 20
the cation was kept constant and the anion changed. If

the anion (the more electro -negative element) is kept

constant and the cation is changed, a trend will also be
in evidence. Zinc and mercury are in the same group
(n B) as cadmium. The trends in their physical and
chemical properties are reflected in a red shift in the

photoconductive response as the series progresses
from zinc to cadmium to mercury. Note in Fig. 21

that the spectral response peak of zinc sulfide is about
0.3 micron whereas that of cadmium sulfide is 0.5

micron. Zinc sulfide is white; cadmium sulfide, yel-

low; and mercury sulfide, red. The peak for mercury
sulfide is even further into the red region than cadmium
sulfide; in fact, it is close to where the zinc telluride

curve lies. Mercury selenide is black and its response
peak is in the infrared region.

There are bound to be exceptions to simple rules for

complex materials. Fig. 22 illustrates one. The
curves for the lead selenide and telluride are just the
reverse of what they would be expected to be. Most of

the other properties, for example, the optical dielec-
tric constants and major absorptionpeaks in the intrin-

sic absorption spectra do follow the expected order.
All three curves (for sulfide, selenide, and telluride)

lie in the infrared region above 2 microns and are quite

close together. The anomaly in the photoconductive re -

sponse canprobably be attributed to the complex struc-
ture of the bands. While most photoconductors exhibit

a negative -temperature dependence of band gap having
a value between -3X10"^ and -5 X lO'^ electron volts

per degree, the lead group exhibits an almost equal,

but positive dependence. In other words, as the tem-

perature of most photoconductors is increased the band
gap becomes smaller and the response peak is shifted

toward the red. For the lead group (sulfide, selenide,

etc. ), the band gaps become larger as the temperature
is increased and their response peaks are shifted to-

ward the blue.

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

WAVELENGTH-MICRONS

Figure 20. Spectral Response of Cadmium Sulfide,

Selenide, and Telluride

Excluding the rare exceptions, such as the lead group,
selenium, and the unfilled "d" shell group, the trans-
mission spectrum or color is a fairly reliable means
of selecting photoconductors on the basis of where it is

that their photoconductivity is wanted. To a consider-
able extent, this test will roughly determine the dark
conductivity of the intrinsic material because, in gen-
eral, the greater the band gap, the greater the dark
resistivity. Doping and crystal imperfections, how-
ever, can radically alter this relationship as in the case
of cadmium sulfide single crystals doped with copper
and chloride where the resistivity can change by over
12 orders of magnitude.
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Figure 21. Spectral Response ofZinc Sulfide, Selenide,
and Telluride
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Figure 22. Spectral Response ofLead Sulfide, Selenide,

and Telluride

The melting points and boilir^ points of the material
(matters of very practical importance) show the same
sort of trends as do the inflection points of the trans-
mission curves. Unfortunately, two of the most impor-
tant aspects of the photoconductivity of a material —
the sensitivity and the decay — cannot be estimated
directly from a consideration of the constituent ele-
ments either by the simple theory used here or by any
other known to date. One further interesting and some-
times useful correlation is that existing between heats
of formation and forbidden band gaps. The correlation
is not as good as that between spectral transmission and
band gap, but heats of formation can frequently be found
where transmission spectra are lacking.

COMPOSITION GRADED PHOTOSURFACES

Mentionwas made earlier of pre -doping the material
to be evaporated. It is also possible to treat the fin-

ished photosurface by e^qjosing it in an atmosphere of

an active agent or by baking it in such an atmosphere.
Air bakes andH2S bakes have been tried with Sb2S3 and
a few other photoconductors with varying success. A
third method of doping the photosurface is to co -evap-
orate the doping agent and the photoconductor. Co-
evaporation may also be used to construct graded junc-

tions of two or more photoconductors.

A graded-junction photosurface is made by control-

ling the deposition rates of two or more materials
throv^hout the progress of the evaporation. The proc-
ess produces a composition gradient across the thick-

ness of the photolayer. The electronic characteristics
of such composition-graded photosurfaces are fre-

quently quite different from those of any of the constit-

uents. An example is the so-called ASOS layer which,
although it is a compact (high-vacuum evaporated) layer
consistii^ largely of Sb2S3 may be more resistive than
a porous Sb2S3 layer and more sensitive than a compact
Sb2S3 layer. Depending on its composition gradient,

an ASOS photolayer may have a decay significantly

faster or slower than a solid Sb2S3 layer. Further-
more, this decay may vary considerably depending on
the wavelength of light to which the photolayer is ex-
posed; the decay is longer for shorter wavelengths. By
choosing materials whose evaporated layers are dis-

tinctly P or N type, it might be feasible to construct
PN, NP, NPN, and PNP graded junctions by controlled
co-evaporations.

The degree of control required to successfully repro-
duce composition-graded photolayers is extremely
high. Slight variations in the deposition rates are suf-

ficient to markedly modify the electronic characteris-
tics of the resulting photolayer. The price for im-
proved performance is greatly improved control of the

evaporation parameters.

A device which has proved of considerable value in

monitoring composition-graded photolayers is the so-
called "Pin-Hole Evaporation Camera" (PHEC). It is

useful only for high-vacuum evaporations (below 10"^

millimeters of mercury), where the mean free path
of the evaporant molecules is appreciably greater than
the dimensions of the evaporation chamber. Fig. 23

shows the device schematically.

During the evaporation, "images" of the evaporators
are deposited on the monitor plate. The thickness of

these images builds up in proportion to the amount of

each material deposited on the faceplate. The image
thickness may be monitored by transmitted light or,

through the use of interference bands, by reflected light.

A typical plot of interference bands vs. evaporation
time is shown in Fig. 24.

By taking the slope of each curve at a particular
time and by adding the ordinates, the relative rate of

evaporation of each component at a particular fraction
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of the total photolayer thickness can be obtained. By
doing this for several points, a plot of composition vs.

fractional thickness can be made. Fig. 25 shows such
a plot for the evaporations illustrated by Fig. 24.
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Figure 23. Pin-Hole Evaporation Camera (PHEC)
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Figure 24. Band Sequence vs. Timefor the Evaporation

of One Type of Composition-Graded Photolayer
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Figure 25. Composition vs. Fractional Thickness for
Evaporation Schedule of Fig. 24

PHEC monitoring is not limited to two-component

systems, but may be employed for any high-vacuum
composition-graded evaporation, regardless of the

niunber of components. "Focal distance, " inter-evap-

orator distance, and aperture size may all be varied to

obtain optimum monitoring for any set of component

evaporants. The wavelength of the monitoring light is

also an important parameter.
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Cathodoluminescent Materials

R. N. Summergrad

Lancaster

Luminescence may be defined as the process whereby
matter generates nonthermal radiation, that is, lumi-
nescence is the production of photons in excess of the

photon emission produced by thermal agitation alone.

Materials capable of luminescence are called phos-
phors.

The luminescence process is generally classified

according to the means by which the phosphor is excited.

For example, the term "photoluminescence" refers to

the process whereby phosphors are made to luminesce
by the impingement of either ultraviolet or visible radi-
ation upon the phosphor surface. Materials which are
excited in this manner find many uses in the lamp in-

dustry. The term "electroluminescence" refers to the

process by which phosphors emit light when excited

by electric fields or currents. Phosphors of this kind

are finding increasing usage in such devices as light

amplifiers and panel lighting. A third type of lumi-
nescence, which is of great importance, is cathodo-
luminescence which refers to the process of producing
luminescence by an electron beam. Cathodoluminescent
phosphors are used in such devices as televisionpicture
tubes, radar tubes, and oscilloscope tubes. The types
of luminescence mentioned above are the most impor-
tant to the tube engineer. For the sake of completeness,
however, one should mention roentgenoluminescence
(excitation by high-energy photons, i.e. X-rays and
gamma rays), ionoluminescence (excitation by ions),

triboluminescence (excitation due to mechanical disrup-
tion of crystals), and chemiluminescence (excitation

by energy from chemical reactions).

This chapter will be limited to a discussion of cath-
odoluminescent phosphors. The discussion starts with
the presentation of a simple model of the cathodolumi-
nescent process. The next section covers the methods
by which phosphors are prepared and illustrates the

effect of different conditions of preparation upon the

nature of the resultantphosphor. The last section dis-

cusses the characteristics of phosphor materials which
might affect their utilizability in cathode-ray tubes.

Suchfactors as (1) the stability of phosphors, (2) decay
characteristics of phosphors, (3) phosphor body color,

(4) color of the emitted light, (5) phosphor efficiency,

(6) the variation of light output with current density or

accelerating potential, and (7) the variation of light

output with temperature are important in deciding
whether an individual phosphor may be used in a par-
ticular cathode-ray-tube application.

THE CATHODOLUMINESCENT PROCESS

The phosphors that are used in cathode-ray tubes are
inorganic solids which may be classified as either semi-
conductors or insulators. When high-velocity electrons
strike the phosphor, the kinetic energy of these electrons
is transformed, in part, to light energy. Generally,

the phosphors of interest emit in the near -ultraviolet

region or visible region of the spectrum.

To understand what occurs betweenthe impingement
of an electron beam upon the phosphor surface and the

emission of light by the phosphor, the use of a simpli-

fied energy level diagram is mostuseful. Fig. 1* shows
the energy levels permitted in a phosphor and some of

the electronic transitions which may take place under
excitation by an electron beam. The energies of the

electrons present in the insulator are plotted along the

ordinate, and X, the distance along a crystal axis, is

plotted along the abscissa. In a perfect insulator at

zero degrees Kelvin the electrons are only allowed to

occupy the energy levels designated as filled bands,

the highest of which is known as the valence band. The
electrons in completely filled bands cannot contribute
to the conductivity of the insulator. The highest per-
mitted energy levels for electrons in a solid are found
in the conduction band. This band, which is empty at

absolute zero temperature, normally has a smallfrac-
tion of its energy states occupied at room temperature.
These electrons may move throughout the crystal and

may contribute to the electrical conductivity. Sepa-
rating the permitted bands are the forbidden regions.
In a perfect solid we would find no electrons with ener-
gies corresponding to those of the forbidden bands.

However, because of the non-ideality of the materials
used, electrons are found in localized centers in this

region (some localized centers, such as luminescence
centers, are deliberately incorporated in a phosphor).
Electrons in these centers, such as the trapping center

shown in Fig. 1, are localized in space, which means
that an electron in such a center is not free to travel

through the crystal without first passing into the con-
duction band.

Consider now the cathodoluminescent process. When
an electron strikes a phosphor, it forms a wealth of

*Those who wish to seek further justification for such a plot may
refer to the texts listed in Refs. 1 and 2.
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secondary electrons along its path by transferring bits

of its energy to electrons located in the filled bands.

As is shown by the transitions indicated in steps (1) and

(2) in Fig. 1, the excited secondaries may eventually

find themselves in the conduction band. The removal

of these electrons from the filled bands leaves vacan-

cies or "holes" in these bands. For the solid to return

to its lowest energy state, the electrons and holes must
recombine. An excited electron has several choices

available to it, that is, it may return to the ground by

any one of a series of competitive processes.

BAND
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FORBIDDEN
REGION

LOWER
FILLED BAND
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REGION

. : :. . . . . : ; .:lower filled band

X

Figure 1 . Plot of Electron Energy E in a Phosphor as
a Function of Distance Along a Crystal Axis X with

electronic Transitions under Cathode-Ray Excitation

1. It may move to a region of the crystal in which
an empty luminescence center is located and drop
into this center with the subsequent emission of light.

This process is shown in Fig. 1, where the "hole"
moves through the valence band (3) and is captured
by the luminescence center** (4) leavir^ the center
vacant. An electron from the conduction band, which
finds itself in the region of the empty luminescence
center (5), may then fall into an excited state of the

luminescence center (6) with the subsequent release
of energy in the form of a quantum of light, h v (7)

(h is Planck's constant and v is the frequency of the

emitted light). In some phosphors the electron may
fall directly from the conduction band to the ground
state (or lowest energy state) of the luminescence
center, combining (6) and (7) in one step.
2. The electron in the conduction band may undergo
non- radiative transitions, as shown in (8), (12), and

(13), finally recombining with a hole in the valence
band. The nature of the centers in which nonradiative

**This diagram is merely another way of saying that the electron

which occupies the luminescence center drops into the vacancy in

the valence band.

transitions occur is very little understood. In some
cases, the luminescence center may itself allow non-
radiative transitions to occur within the center, along
with the light-emitting transitions3.
3. The electron may drop into a trapping center (9)

(10) from which it will eventually be returned to the
conduction band by thermal agitation (11) and will

then be in a position to undergo the radiative or non-
radiative transtions already discussed.

It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that the

emission characteristics of the phosphor will be deter-

mined to a large extent by the nature of the centers

which are found in the forbidden region between the con-

duction andthe valence band. For example, the effi-

ciency of a phosphor (i. e. the percentage of the beam
energy which is converted to light energy) under cath-

ode-ray excitation will largely depend upon the compe-
tition between the nonradiative centers and the radiative

centers for holes and electrons. The decay character-

istics will be controlled by the nature of the lumines-

cence center and the nature of the traps present. The
color of the emitted light will depend upon the nature of

the luminescence center, while the saturation charac-

teristics will be controlled by the number of luminescent

centers per unit volume andthe types of center present.

Other factors which play an important role in determin-

ing phosphor characteristics are the width of the band

gap Eg (Fig. 1), secondary emission, andthe absorption

of emitted light by the phosphor itself.

Excitation by means of particles is an inefficient pro-

cess because excitation does not take place directly in

the luminescence center and, therefore, the excited

electron has the possibility of its energy being degraded

by means other than by the emission of visible radiation.

The picture of the cathodoluminescent process given

above is an extremely simplified one. Such steps as

the emission of X-rays and short ultraviolet radiation,

which inturn might be used to excite the phosphor, have

been omitted from the previous discussion. It must be

truthfully stated that the detailed picture of the cath-

odoluminescent process is not available at present and

the explanation is extremely difficult to obtain.

PREPARATION OF PHOSPHORS

It is not difficult to prepare cathodoluminescent phos-

phors, and even the novice may very easily be success-
ful inpreparing a new phosphor. The j ob of the phosphor

chemist is a much more difficult one, however, for he

must prepare useful new phosphors, that is, phosphors

which have a practical application. There is an enor-

mous gap betweenthe rather idealized theoretical pic-

ture given in this chapter and the actual preparation of

a newphosphor material. At present, aside from those

systems which are only slight modifications of known
systems, it is not possible to predict the properties of

new phosphor systems with any accuracy. Although

theoretical calculations which predict the emission

characteristics of a simple phosphor system have been

made,4, 5 this approach is of very little value in solving

the practical problem of preparir^ new and better ma-
terials. A detailed theoretical approach of this type

is not useful at the present time because (1) the calcu-

lations, even for a simple system, are very time-con-

suming and the phosphor systems normally used are
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much more complicated than the ones for which calcu-
lations have been made, and (2) the efficiency of such
a system under cathode-ray excitation is impossible to

determine theoretically with our present knowledge.
The chemist, therefore, must rely upon his chemical
knowledge, his intuition, and an approach in which he
prepares a large number of samples, using rules of

thumb which may help or hinder him in his work.

The most efficient cathodoluminescent phosphors are
well-crystallized, white (or slightly colored), high-
melting materials which are generally prepared from
highly purified "base" materials to which controlled

amounts of known impurities, or "activators," are added.
There are, however, some phosphors to which no known
impurities have been introduced. These, so-called,

"self-activated" materials are in many cases thought
to be defect structures (i. e. , materials which have a
slight excess of one type of atom over another). For
example, unactivated zinc sulfide is thought to have a
slightly greater amount of zinc than of sulfur.

Normally, phosphor preparation is accomplished by
high-temperature synthesis; most preparations take
place in the temperature range between 700 and 1600 C.

High firing temperatures are required to form well-
crystallized materials and to incorporate the impur-
ities (i.e., activators) into the crystal lattice.

Phosphor synthesis and phosphor research should be
conducted with highly purified materials in an atmos-
phere free of contamination. Trace amounts of certain
impurities may change the characteristics of some
phosphors. For example, as little as 2 x 10"^ per cent
of nickel in a copper-activated zinc sulfide phosphor
will modify the decay characteristics of this phosphor,
while, in a zinc sulfide phosphor activated with silver,

the incorporation of 10"^per cent of nickel almost com-
pletely suppresses the luminescence^.

The techniques used to prepare phosphors for use in

cathode-ray tubes vary with the phosphor system. The
properties of the phosphors will depend upon such fac-
tors as the base materials (crystal structure, ion size,

and bond type of the base material are all factors
which affect luminescence), the type of activator or
co-activator or both, the firing temperature and time,
the atmosphere in which the phosphor is prepared, and
the chemical nature of the materials themselves. Obvi-
ously, the method of preparation will depend upon the

system under consideration and will vary from phosphor
system to phosphor system.

The methods of phosphor preparation will be illus-

trated by examining the procedures used in making
several standard phosphors for color TV*. The W-2
phosphor (Zn2SiO4:0.012Mn**) is prepared in the fol-

lowing manner:

To two moles of a pure grade of zinc oxide is added
1.2 moles of a "luminescent grade" of silicon dioxide
and 0.012 moles of manganese carbonate. These ma-
terials are intimately mixed and ground for several

*See Table I and figures for the characteristics of these phos-
phors.

hours in distilled water in a thoroughly cleaned pebble
mill. After the water has been removed by filtration,

the material is dried and then fired in large, open
silica boats at 1250 C for two hours, in an atmosphere
of air. Next, the phosphor is cooled and further pro-
cessed to fit the demands of the particular method of

application which will be used to form the phosphor
screen.

Because the ZnS:0.015% Ag:Cl phosphor also usedin
the color TV tube is much more sensitive to very small
amounts of contaminants (such as nickel, iron, and
copper) than the Zn2Si04:Mn phosphor, greater pre-
cautions must be taken in the preparation of the sulfide

phosphor.

It seems to be generally true that the smaller the

amount of activator required to produce efficient lumi-
nescence, the more easily is the luminescence affected

by impurities. The zinc sulfide base to be used is pre-
cipitated from a purified zinc sulfate solution. The
solution may be purified by partial precipitation of

zinc sulfide. The partial precipitate contains such im-
purities as silver, nickel, iron, cobalt, and copper,
the sulfides of which are much less soluble than zinc

sulfide. The solid sulfide containing the impurities is

removed and the precipitation of pure zinc sulfide is

completed. About 0.015 per cent by weight of silver

is then added as silver nitrate together with a "flux"

in the form of purified sodium chloride. An intimate

mixture may be prepared by milling the ingredients in

a pebble mill. The resultant phosphor mix is dried and
then fired in tightly covered containers in air at 800 C
fortwohours. Next, the surface of the phosphor charge
must be cleaned to remove the portion that has been
oxidized to zinc oxide. Further processing may be
required in order to prepare the phosphor for its final

application.

The phosphor syntheses discussed above illustrate

several important points about phosphor preparation:

1. Phosphors of the oxide type generally require

larger amounts of activator than do the sulfide phos-
phors. Along with this need, the purity requirements
of oxide systems are not as stringent as sulfide sys-
tems.
2. All activated phosphors require intimate mixing
of the solid starting materials to insure uniformity
of the final product. For the zinc-silicate phosphor
activated with mai^anese, the intimacy of mixir^ is

required to insure the production of a uniform base

material, as well as to insure the uniform distribution

of the activator in the base matrix, while the blue-

emitting sulfide preparation requires only that the

activator be uniformly distributed.

**This symbolism will be used throughout the text. The first

chemical formula, that of zinc silicate, refers to the "base" ma-
terial (the material into whose structure we are placing the ac-

tivator). The activator symbol (Mn for manganese in this case)

and the number of moles of activator per mole of base material

follows the chemical symbol for the base material. Where per-

centages are used, they will refer to weight per cent. In some
cases, co-activators will be listed following the activator.
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3. Many oxide phosphors are found to be most effi-

cient whenthe composition of the base material devi-

ates from stoichiometry to some extent. This state-

ment is found to be true of the Zn2Si04:Mn phosphor,
where a slight excess of silica is used to c^timize
the efficiency. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the

efficiency of manganese-activated zinc silicate (will-

emite) as a function of the composition of the base
material.

100

1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

ZnO/SI02 RATIO

Figure 2. The Effect ofthe ZnO: Si02 Ratio on the Lumi-
nescent Efficiency of Willemite (ctfter M. R. Royce)

4. In many sulfide phosphors activated with mono-
valent positive ions such as Ag+ or Cu"*", a "flux"

such as NaClis added to the phosphor mixture. This
flux serves twopurposes. It is usually alow melting
material which is thought to partially dissolve and
reprecipitate the phosphor base material and, there-
fore, topromote crystallization. Its second function

appears to be to facilitate the entry of the monovalent
positive ion (Ag+ in this case) into the ZnS lattice

where it substitutes for a doubly charged Zn++ ion.

It does this by substituting a sii^ly charged, negative

CI" ion for a doubly charged, negative S~ ion. This
substitution allows the crystal to remain electrically

neutral. The CI" ion is called a "co-activator"; the

phenomenon described is known as charge compen-
sation. Another way that charge compensation may
occur is by the formation of lattice vacancies. For
example, the substitution of two sii^ly charged pos-
itive ions for two doubly charged positive ions may
be compensated for by a negative-ion vacancy. The
second type of charge compensation is generally less
favorable energetically than the first.

Fig. 3 illustrates some of the different types of de-
fects and substitutions which may be found in aphosphor
crystal of the type under discussion. The crystal
lattice shown in this diagram is an idealized planar
lattice; real phosphor crystals have three-dimensional
lattices.
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O DOUBLY CHARGED NEGATIVE ION M POSITIVE IN VACANCY

^ SINGLY CHARGED POSITIVE ION ® INTERSTITIAL ION

M SINGLY CHARGED NEGATIVE ION

Figure 3. Idealized Planar Lattice Containing Doubly
Charged Negative and Positive Ions with Singly Charged

Ions as Impurities

PHOSPHOR RESEARCH

The search for new or improved phosphors may be
classified under the following headings:

1. The formation and activation of new base mater-
ials (i. e. , base materials heretofore unknown).
2. The activation of established compounds with new
activators or with previously tried activators in new
ways.
3. The modification of established phosphors by
means of preparatory techniques or impurity addi-
tions.

It is sometimes difficult tosharply distinguish between
these classifications.

Although a complete review of the preparation of new
phosphors is beyond the scope of this chapter, a brief

discussion of some of the methods used in preparing
new materials and in modifyii^ the characteristics of

old ones will be given.

The phosphor chemist, in search of a new base ma-
terial, chooses a group of starting materials that he
feels has the possibility of forming new compounds.
His choice may be completely a matter of guesswork
or he may take into consideration such factors as the

chemical nature of the materials involved, the sizes of

the cations and anions involved, and the probability that

a white material will be formed. In spite of all the con-
sideration given to the factors involved, it is still ex-
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to predict whether
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compound formation will take place in a new system.
After he has chosen his materials, he attempts to form
compounds by reacting starting mixtures, which are
varied over the entire composition range, under what
he considers to be the proper conditions . Compound
formation is then determined by X-ray diffraction.

Initially, large increments in composition are taken to

indicate whether new compounds are being formed. If

new compound formation is indicated (by the appearance
of lines in the diffraction pattern other than those pro-
duced by the starting materials), then he is justified in

taking smaller increments about the composition which
shows the most intense lines of the new compound. In

this way, the exact composition may be established.

He may then attempt to activate this material.

Normally, when a new phosphor system is found, a
great deal of work must be done to optimize the system
in order to produce a phosphor with the most desirable

characteristics attainable. Such things as phosphor
efficiency, color, decay characteristics, saturation

characteristics, and temperature dependence might all

need modification. To affect these phosphor properties,

the chemist may modify the preparatory conditions (in-

dependently or in conjunction with one another) as fol-

lows:

1. By varying the reaction temperature or reaction

time or both.

2. By changing the atmosphere in which the prepar-
ation takes place.

3. By varying the activator concentration.

4. By changing the composition of the base material.

5. By fluxing the mix.
6. By adding impurities.

Variations in firing temperature, or firing time, or

both may affect the completeness of reaction, the dis-

tribution of activator, the crystallinity of the phosphor,
and the crystal structure of the base material. All of

these factors may change the properties of the phos-
phor. For example, heating the ZnS:Ag phosphor to

temperatures greater than 1020 C causes the crystal

structure to change from the low-temperature cubic

form to the high-temperature hexagonal form. The
crystal change is responsible for a shift in the emission
to shorter wavelengths.

In most cases, changing the atmosphere in which a
phosphor is prepared will affect the characteristics of

the phosphor. The extent of the effect will depend upon
the phosphor system under consideration. In many
aluminates, such as MgAl204:Mn, firing in a reducing
atmosphere (e. g. ,

H2 gas) produces a green-emitting
phosphor, while firing in an oxidizing atmosphere (e.g.,
air) produces a red-emitting phosphor. This change
in emission color is due to the oxidation of manganese
to a higher valence state under oxidizing conditions.

The proper conditions for compound formation may be very dif-

ficult to ascertain. For example, the two-component system,
CdO and B2O3, was only recently worked out completely 8

,

although the system has been known and studied for many years.
The determination of the proper preparatory conditions may be
greatly aided by the use of "differential thermal analysis" and the

use of a high-temperature balance.
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Figure 4. The Dependence ofLuminescent Efficieitcy
upon Activator Concentration in Zinc Silicate:

Manganese

The variations of the activator concentration of a

phosphor will affect its efficiency, may cause a marked
change in the "temperature breakpoint," cause a slight

shift in emission color, and may affect its decay char-
acteristics. The effect of manganese activator concen-
tration upon the efficiency and the decay of the Zn2Si04:
Mn green phosphor is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, taken
from the work of M. R. Royce.
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The addition of impurities to an established phosphor,
the addition of a flux, and the variation of the compo-
sition of the base material upon the phosphor character-
istics were discussed and illustrated in the previous
section.

PHOSPHOR CHARACTERISTICS

Proper design of cathode-ray tubes must take into

account the inherent properties (and very often limita-

tions) of the phosphors used for the screen. Among
the many factors that must be considered are the follow-

ing:

1. Optical Properties: Amount and type of light nec-
essary, spectral distribution, visual efficiency decay
characteristics, current-saturation properties,
effect of accelerating potential on the phosphor emis-
sion, and temperature stability under operating con-
ditions .

2. Physical Properties: Particle size of the phos-
phor, stability of the phosphor to tube processing,
and resistance of the phosphor to "burning" during
tube operation.

It is rare when all the desirable properties demanded
can be obtained. Most often, the design engineer must
accept phosphors which do not completely satisfy all

his requirements because the phosphor chemist can
produce nothing better. Table I lists several RCA phos-
phors, indicates their chemical composition, and tab-
ulates some properties which might be of interest to

the design engineer. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show the spec-
tral energy curves of these phosphors. For a more
complete list, see form No. TPM-1508, entitled "RCA
Phosphors." An engineer's choice of phosphors is not
limited to the partial list shown here, or even to the

more complete list on "RCA Phosphors," since many
"experimental" phosphors, which at present have no
commercial application, are available.

Table I

Characteristics of RCA Phosphors

Phosphor Emission

Persistence
Per cent of initial

brightness at time

Wavelength of

Peak Radiant
Energy

C.I. E. Co-
ordinates

Relative Ra-
diant Energy

* RCA
Formula Color interval angstroms x y Total Visual Number

Zn2Si04:Mn Green Medium: 18 at 20

milliseconds
5250 0.203 0.728 100 100 33-W2-A

ZnS:Ag Blue Short: 0.1 at 20
milliseconds

4500 0.146 0.52 242 26 33-Z-265

ZnO:Zn Ultraviolet Extremely short:

10 at 0.05

millisecond

3910

33Z-613

Green 10 at 3 milliseconds 5100 0.246 0.439 85 59

ZnCdS:Cu Greenish-yellow Long 5350 0.291 0.546 118 104 33Z-601

Zn3(P04)2:Mn Red Medium: 29 at 20
milliseconds

6380 0.674 0.326 73 22.5 33Z-639D

*Relative to 33-W2-A
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Figure 6. Relative Radiant Energy as a Function of
Wavelength for RCA Phosphors (A) 33-Z-265; (B) 33-
W-2A, (C)33-Z-639D. Excitation voltage =8 kilovolts;
current density =1.5fjiA/CM^ fordefocused spot; ordi

-

nates for curves A, B, and C are independent

Phosphor Efficiency

From the previous discussion of the mechanism of

cathodoluminescence it might be expected that the effi-

ciency of this process would be rather poor. One is,

therefore, somewhat surprised by the efficiencies of
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3000 4000 5000 6000
WAVELENGTH—ANGSTROMS

7000

Figure 7. Spectral Emission Curves for Zn): Zn (33--

Z—613) Showing the Emission Change When Current
Density Is Varied at an Excitation Voltage of8 Kilovolts:

curve A, 1.5 fiA/cm^; curve B, 100 uA/cm2

80

some of the better cathodoluminescence materials as

measured by Briland Klasens^' ^^(see Table n). Note

the great disparity between the efficiencies of the phos-
phors in the sulfide systems activated with "monovalent"
activators, such as silver and copper, and the efficien-

cies of the phosphors with oxides as the base material,

or the efficiencies of the manganese-activated sulfides.

There is no known reason for this difference in effi-

ciency, but all known measurements of phosphor effi-

ciency, although they may differ from the values listed

in Table n, show the same relative differences^ between
these two different phosphor types.

Table H

Intrinsic Efficiencies

Phosphor Formula
% Energy
Conversion

ZnS:10-4Ag:10-4Al 25

(50% ZnS - 50% CdS):10-4Ag:10-4Al 19.5

ZnS:10-5Cu:10-4Al 25

ZnS:0.015Mn 4.5

ZngSiO^-O.OlTi 8.5

Zn2Si04- 0.004 Mn 8.5

Cd2B2Og:0.002Mn 5

Zn3(PO4)2:0.03Mn 5.5

*% Energy conversion refers to the percentage of the electron-

beam energy which is converted to light energy.

Decay Characteristics of Phosphors

70

4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000
WAVELENGTH—ANGSTROMS

Figure 8. The Spectral Emission Curve of ZnCdS:Cu
(Z-601)
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In most cathode-ray tubes the excitation of the screen
is intermittent. Because of this, the characteristics

of the rise and decay of luminescence are of interest.

For example, in television tubes the initial rise and
decay of the emission durir^the first few milliseconds
are of interest, while for radar applications the growth
and decay curves for periods of up to several seconds
must be studied. Several papers^^' show that the

growth and decay of cathodoluminescence may be divided
into an initial process and later processes. In many
phosphors the initial process increases or decays expo-
nentially with time, while the later stages of the rise

or the decay of luminescence, for most phosphors, do
not follow an exponential law. In almost all cases, the

simple exponential portion of the decay curve remains
almost completely unchanged when the phosphor tem-
perature or the current density of the electron beam
are varied. In contrast to this behavior, a phosphor
which suffers a power-law decay (i.e., L(t) ^ e~^,

where nis a constant, t is the time after excitation has

ceased, and L(t) is the light output at time t) has its

decay characteristics markedly chained by either the

temperature or the current density. The effects of

temperature and current density upon the decay of a

Zn2Si04:Mn phosphor are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

The exponential portion of these decay curves (L(t) cc
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e-at where a is a constant) indicates that a monomo-
lecular process is the initial rate-controlling step.

The first-order kinetics is thought to be due to the elec-
tronic transition from the excited state in the manganese
center to the ground state of the center. The power-
law portion of the curve is thought to result from the

presence of traps whose depth and concentration con-
trol the rate of decay (see (11) Fig. 1). The foregoii^
theory has been confirmed by experimental observa-
tion. Since the nature of the luminescence center is

very little affected by current density or temperature,
one would not expect the exponential portion of the decay
curve to be changed much by change in either current
density or temperature. However, the occupancy of

traps and the rate at which they are emptied depends
upon the temperature and the current density, there-
fore, the power-law portion of the decay curve should
be affected markedly by both the temperature and the
current density. Figs. 9 and 10 offer evidence which
favors the suggested explanation. Phosphors of the
ZnCdSrCu type owe their long persistence to the pres-
ence of deep traps. The whole decay curve of such
phosphors may follow a power law, as shown in Fig. 11.

100
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0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

DECAY TIME SECONDS
0.8 0.9

Figure 9. Phosphorescence Emissionas a Function of
Decay Timefor Various Temperatures (after Leverenz)

The shortest decays (among the efficient phosphors)
arefoundin ZnO:(Zn), cubic MgS:Sb, etc., which decay
to half their peak intensities in times of the order of

10"6 seconds. The longest, efficient, exponential de-
cay is found in ZnF2:Mn-type systems where the ex-
ponential component is still discernible about one second
after the exciting source is removed. The photolumi-

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
DECAY TIME— SECONDS

0.7 0.8

Figure 10. Phosphorescence Emission as a Function

of Decay Time for Various Excitation Current Den-
sities. Excitation current density: curve A, 0.04 jJ-A/

cm^; curve B, 0.25 [lA/cm^; curve C, 0.56 ixA/cm^;
curve D, 1.5 [lA/cm^; (after Leverenz)

nescence of such t"'^ type phosphors as ZnS:Cu is still

discernible after several days.

Those readers who are interested in a more detailed

discussion of phosphor decay are referred to Ref . 6.

The Variation of Light Output with Accelerating Poten-
tial and with Current Density

It is often desirable for a phosphor to show a linear

rise in light output with current density and with accel-

erating potential. In some cases, if linearity is desired,

the nonlinearity may be compensated electronically.

Accelerating Potential . The light output of a phosphor
screen as a function of accelerating voltage depends
upon the nature of the phosphor screen and the way that

the phosphor has been deposited. The light output of a
screen as a function of voltage is given by the followii^

equation: L = K(i)(V-VQ)Ql, where L is the light output,

V is the accelerating potential, Vq is the "dead"volt-
age, K(i) is a constant which is dependent on the current
density, and q is a constant which raises from 1 to 3

depending upon the screen preparation. The dead volt-

age Vo is thought to be due to surface contamination.

Fig. 12, taken from the work of Strange and Hender-
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2 3 4 5
DECAY TIME— SECONDS

Figure 11. Phosphorescence Emission as a Function of
Decay Timefor Various Cathode-Ray Excitation Levels

(after Leverenz)
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Figure 12. Variation of Cathodoluminescence with Elec-
tron Accelerating Potentialfor a Zn2Si04- -Mn Phos-
phor Excitation current density: curve A, 5 jiA/cm^;

curve B, 100 fiA/cm^; curve C, 550 jiA/cm^

son^^, shows the effect of acceleratir^ potential on the

light output for the green, manganese-activated zinc

silicate phosphor screen.

Current Density . The luminescence intensity per
unit area is directly proportional to the current density

at low values of the current density, but saturation

occurs at higher values. At constant excitation, the

current density at which saturation begins is a char-
acteristic of the phosphor material. As a rough rule

of thumb, under intermittent excitation the phosphors
with the greatest number of luminescence centers per
unit volume show the least saturation. Fig. 13 illus-

trates this point. The Zn2SiO^:Mn phosphor has sev-
eral orders of magnitude more activator than the ZnS:Ag
phosphors which show much less saturation.

Temperature: Its Effect on Luminescence

The efficiency of phosphors is fairly constant up to a
certain temperature and decreases rather rapidly
thereafter. The temperature at which this decrease in

efficiency occurs is calledthe temperature breakpoint.
The temperature breakpoint is a characteristic of the
phosphor, but may also depend upon the means of ex-
citation.

Cathode-ray tubes are normally operated at room
temperature, so that one would, perhaps, expect that

the variation of light output with temperature would be
of no practical importance. However, in cases where
a great deal of power is concentrated in a very small
region of the screen of a cathode -ray tube, the instan-
taneous phosphor temperature may be appreciably in-

creased. If the temperature breakpoint of a phosphor
is only slightly above room temperature, its efficiency

may drop appreciably under high voltage and high cur-
rent density conditions. Such a drop in efficiency would
be caused by both the saturation of the phosphor and
the increase of the temperature beyond the temperature
breakpoint.

The effect of the temperature breakpoint upon phos-
phor efficiency may best be illustrated by comparing
the blue phosphor, ZnS:0.015%Ag:0. 015%A1, which is

used in the color projection tube, with the blue phos-
phors ZnS:0.015%Ag:Cl, used in the color tube. The
projection-tube phosphor, which has the higher tem-
perature breakpoint of the two, is less efficient under
normal operating conditions, but in the projection tube

the situation is sharply reversed.
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Figure 13. Cafhodoluminescenceasa Function of Beam
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Phosphor: curve A, cubic ZnS:Ag (0.0025), 850 C,

7 mg/cm^; curve B, hexagonal ZnS:Ag (0.015), 1250 C,

8 mg/cm^; curve C, rhombohedral Zn2SiO^:Mn (0. 3),

1250 C, 5 mg/cm^ (after Leverenz)
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Application and Colorimetry of Phosphor Screens

A. E. Hardy

Lancaster

SCREEN APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

Phosphors are used in cathode-ray tubes to convert

electron energy into light. The phosphors for this pur-

pose are inorganic crystalline materials with a particle

size of 1 to 10 microns. Much effort has been spent in

developing methods for applying the phosphor particles

intheformof athinunlform screen to the inner surface

of the faceplate of the cathode-ray tube. The amount of

phosphor deposited is given in milligrams per square

centimeter and ranges from 1.5 to 20. Screen weight

per square centimeter for any particular tube type is

determined mainly by the particle size of the phosphor

which is used and the voltage at which the ultor is op-

erated. Usually, screen weight per square centimeter

is increased with increase in ultor voltage. Some spe-

cial double-layer cascade-type screens for radar appli-

cations require heavy screens for good physical separa-

tion between the layers. The minimum screen weight

per square centimeter is determined largely by the

quantity of material required to give complete glass

coverage which in turn is related to the particle size of

the phosphor.

Screen weights per square centimeter for some typ-

ical tubes are given in Table I.

Table I

Tube Type Ultor Volts
Screen Weight

Milligrams per sq. cm.

lEPl 1500 2.0

5FP7A 8000 22.0
10BP4A 12000 5.2
17LP4 16000 5.2
21CEP4* 18000 3.0
21CYP22 25000 2.0-3.0
5TP4* 27000 3.0
7NP4* 80000 8.0

* Aluminum-backed screens

The light output of screens operating at ultor voltages

above 6000 volts may be considerably enhanced by a
deposit of bright aluminum film on the beam side of the

phosphor screen. This film serves as a mirror to in-

crease the light output by a factor as high as 1.8.

Numerous methods have been proposed or used for

layir^ down phosphor screens. Some of these are:

water settlii^, slurrying, dusting, air spraying, liquid

spraying, electro-spraying, tacky film, smoking, cata-
phoresis, monolayer flotation, evaporation, painting,

printing, decalcomania transfer, embedding in face
plate, and swirling.

APPLYING PHOSPHOR SCREENS FOR BLACK-AND-
WHITE PICTURE TUBES AND OSCILLOSCOPE TUBES

Water settling is by far the most widely used technique
for applying screens to all tubes except color tubes.

This method dates back to at least 1930 and has been
used exclusively for black-and-white screens made
commercially in the U.S.A.

Although the water-settling method is quite old, many
changes and refinements have been made to bring it to

its present high level of development. Each tube manu-
facturer will have one or more standard settling pro-
cedures which differ slightly in the concentrations and
in the sequence of addition of materials, but all settlirg

schedules are basically the same.

The flow chart shown in Fig. 1 outlines the major
steps in screening, filming, and aluminizing a black-
and-white television tube.

The phosphor powder, which is actually a mixture of

insoluble blue and yellow phosphor crystals, is prepared
as a water suspension either with or without ball mil-
ling. Ball milling may be required in some instances
to break up phosphor crystal aggregates and aid dis-
persion.

A quantity of cold water, containing an electrolyte

such as barium acetate, is added to the tube bulb to

produce a cushion layer. A quantity of potassium sili-

cate, which is the screen binder, is added to the cush-
ion water. The phosphor suspension is added after, or
with, the potassium silicate by means of a long-stem
funnel equipped with a nozzle or large -hole spray tip at

the delivery end. The phosphor is then allowed to set-

tle out of the liquid under the influence of gravity. Dur-
ing the settlii^ period, the electrolyte causes a partial

gelling of the silicate. The silica gel becomes an ad-
hesive between particles within the screen coating and
between the coating and the faceplate. (Particle-to-

particle binding is called cohesion while particle-to-

glass binding is termed adhesion.

)

At the end of the settling period, the cushion layer is
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carefully poured off andthe screen is forced-air dried.

With large-scale production, the settling process is

carried out on a conveyor belt. Pour-off occurs as the

bulb passes down over the end of the belt. Small-scale
production and laboratory settlir^ are frequently done
on a table that can be tilted. Siphoning is sometimes
used with either belt or table settling. Although water
settling is still largely an art, considerable technology
has been developed and applied to it.

PHOSPHOR
SUSPENSION

POTASSIUM
SILICATE
SOLUTION

TUBE BULB
CONTAINING

BARIUM ACETATE
AND

CUSHION WATER

AIR
DRY

POUR
OFF

SETTLE

The principle of differential settling rates maybe used
to make a particle -size separation. The process of

fractionating particles by suspending them in a liquid,

allowing partial settling to take place, and then pouring
off particles still in suspension, is called elutriation.

SCREEN ADHERENCE

Sodium silicate was the first material to be used as

a binder inwater settling. With this material, standing

times of about eight hours were necessary to develop
sufficient adherence for pour -off. Later, when sodium
sulfate was addedasanelectrolyte, standing times were
reduced to one hour. Changing from the sodium salt to

the potassium salt eliminated a form of screen burning
which had been prevalentfor some time. Still later, it

was found that the use of divalent salts, such as barium
acetate, further reduced standing times to 10 to 15 min-
utes. Other electrolytes, such as acetic acid, barium
nitrate, strontium nitrate, and potassium bicarbonate,

have been used commercially, butthe tube industry now
uses barium acetate.

REWET
APPLY
FILMING
MATERIAL

AIR
DRY

BAKEOUT ALUMINIZE

Figure 1. Major Steps in Screening, Filming, and
Aluminizing a Black-and-White Television Tube.

STORE'S LAW

Particles settling through a liquid under the influence

of gravity alone quickly reach a terminal velocity which
is given by Stoke 's Law.

2ga^ (d-dp)

977

where V = terminal velocity in cm/sec
g = acceleration due to gravity in cm/sec^
a = radius of particle (a spherical shape is

assumed) in cm
d = density of particle in gm/cc
Aq = density of the settling medium in gm/cc
77 = coefficient of viscosity in poises

Table II shows the terminal velocity and time required
for particles in the 1 to 20 micron range to settle through

10 centimeters of water.

Table II

Particle Diameter-
Microns

Terminal Velocity-
cm/minute

Time to Settle
10 cm-minutes

1 0.01 1000
2 0.04 250

5 0.25 40
10 1.0 10
20 4.0 2.5

The concentrations of silicate and acetate for best

adherence have been determined empirically. There is

no apparent stoichiometry. Adherence of a settled

screen is determined by measuring the size of a hole

eroded in the coating by a calibrated jet of water of

specified duration. A tjrpical contour diagram which
depicts adherence as a function of silicate and acetate

concentration is shown in Fig. 2. The unit of adherence
is the reciprocal of the eroded-hole diameter in centi-

meters.

The screenadherence discussed in theprevious sec-
tions is the adherence that exists during pour-off and is

called screen wet strength or wet adherence. The ad-
herence of the dry screen is also important and, there-
fore, some compromise must be made between wet and
dry adherence. In general, dry adherence increases
directly with the amount of silicate used. Dry adherence
is measured by determining the amount of air pressure
required to blow off a portionof the dried screen coat-

ing.

In the preparation of a screen for aluminizing, a dry
screen is rewet with water. Rewettir^ the coating

leads to still another adherence consideration: that of

rewet adherence. It is obvious that the concentrations

of silicate and acetate actually used represent a com-
promise among the requirements for wet adherence,
rewet adherence, and dry-screen adherence.

FILMING AND ALUMINIZING BLACK-AND-WHITE
SCREENS

Placing a bright aluminum film on the back of a phos-
phor screen increases light output by a factor of up to

1.8. In addition, the aluminum film improves large-

area contrast by minimizir^ the harmful effects of

optical and electron reflections from the inside wall of

the tube envelope. A further advantage is the elimina-

tion of screen charging at operating voltages above

12,000 volts. A non-aluminized phosphor screen de-

pends on secondary emission to keep the screen at ultor

potential.
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BARIUM ACETATE CONCENTRATION—WEIGHT PER CENT

Figure 2. Contour Diagram ofAdherence as a Function

of Silicate and Acetate Concentration

Aluminum films are deposited by evaporation at a

pressure of 10"'^ millimeters of mercury. The alum-
inum is obtained in the form of pellets or wires which
are loaded onto, or attached to, tungsten-coil evapora-
tors. The thickness of the evaporated aluminum film

is in the range of 1000 to 3000 angstroms.

Evaporating aluminum directly on to a phosphor
screen does not result in a bright mirror finish and
therefore, gives no gain in useful light output. As a

result, it is first necessary to deposit a smooth organic

film on the back of the phosphor coating to bridge its

rough surface and to support the aluminum film. Since

the organic film must later be removed by baking, as

little as possible should be used. The general practice

is to first wet the phosphor coating with water. The
water fills the voids in the screen. Next, the organic

film is formed by spraying a film former, such as butyl

methacrylate, or by floating a nitrocellulose film, onto

the wet coating. After the film has formed and the

coating is again dry, aluminum maybe evaporated onto

the film. The deposited aluminum must have sufficient

porosity, usually in the form of pinholes, to allow the

decomposition products of the organic layer to escape
during screen bake -out.

Some electron energy is lost by the electron beam in

passir^ through the aluminum film. Fig. 3 shows the

effective electron transmission for aluminum films at

various voltages as a function of film thickness.
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Figure 3. Effective Electron Transmission of
Aluminum Films as a Function of Thickness

for Various Voltages

SCREENS FOR COLOR TUBES

Phosphor screens for color tubes are entirely different

in structure from those used for black-and-white pic-

ture tubes. A color-tube screen for a tube such as the

21CYP22 consists of about 1,000,000 phosphor dots, 18

mils in diameter (330,000 each of phosphors for the

three colors—red, blue and green). These phosphor
dots are positionedaccurately with respect to an aper-

ture mask and the three electron guns in the neck of the

tube. The geometry of the tube is such that the beam
from any gun of a properly operated tube can land only

on the phosphor dots for a single color.
The dot array is produced by a photographic system

which involves four major steps: application of phos-
phors, applicationof a photosensitive binder, exposure
to light, and developing.

The phosphors most widely used for color picture
tubes are blue-emitting, silver-activated, zinc sulfide;

green- emitting, manganese-activated, zinc orthosil-
icate; and red-emitting, manganese activated, zinc
orthophosphate. These phosphors are all white powders
and have about one-half the average particle size of

water- settling phosphors for black-and-white tubes.

Several different photobinders have been used in the

preparation of color-tube screens. These include ma-
terials such as: dichromated albumen, dichromated
polyvinyl alcohol, Kodak photo resist (KPR), and Kodak
photo lacquer (KPL). Dichromated polyvinyl alcohol is

a commonly used material. It is available as a water-
soluble material which produces a film when spread out
as a thin layer and allowed to dry. The dried film may
be redissolved in water.
When 2 to 10 per cent by weight of a dichromate salt.
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such as ammonium dichromate (in older literature it is

often called bichromate), is added to the polyvinyl alco-

hol (PVA) while it is in solution, the resultant dried

film may be made insoluble in water by exposure of the

film to ultraviolet radiation. Actually, the photosensi-

tivity extends over quite a wide range as shown in Fig. 4.

WAVELENGTH—MILLIMICRONS

Figure 4. Photosensitivity of PVA-Ammonium
Dichromate Film

If only selected portions of the film are exposed to

ultraviolet radiation, only those areas become insoluble

(other terms are insolubulized, hardened, tanned); the

remainii^ unexposed areas are still water soluble and
may be removed by washing them away.

EXPOSURE SYSTEM

A high-pressure, mercury-capillary-type, quartz-

envelope lamp is a suitable source for an exposure unit

(lighthouse). Its spectrum is typical of that of a high-

pressure mercury arc. If a suitable orange filter is

placed over the light source, beam landing may be

checked with a screened faceplate panel without affecting

the photobinder. Althoi:^h dichromated PVA has very
low photosentivity as compared to that of a silver

halide photographic emulsion, it must be handled under
a safety light which is yellow to orange. White incan-

descent lamps, fluorescent lamps, or natural daylight

are all capable of fogging dichromated PVA films.

DEVELOPING

Water is the developer for dichromated PVA. The
water is sprayed onto the screen uniformly with con-

siderable force (20 to 30 pounds per square inch). The
water pressure and duration of development are ad-

justed to give good clean-up, i. e.
,

complete removal
of unexposed and unwanted areas with as little harm as

possible to the desired screen areas.

The basic elements of photodeposition, phosphor
application, photobinder application, exposure, and
developing, have been combined in many ways to yield

the following systems:

1 . One -Step Slurry . Phosphor is mixed with phos -

phor binder and applied to tube face panel as a slurry.

2. Two -Step Slurry, or Tacky Film. Clear photo-
binder is applied by spinnii^. Dried film is exposed
and developed. Phosphor slurry in unsensitized PVA
is applied by spinning and is then dried and redevel-

oped.

3. Dusting . Clear photobinder is applied by spray-

ing. While film is still wet, dry phosphor powder is

air-settledonto wet film. After the phosphor -photo-
binder layer is dried, it is exposed and developed.

4. Water Settling. Phosphor powder is applied to

panel by conventional water settling. Clear photo-

binder is applied to dry screen by swirling. After

photobinder has soaked into settled screen and dried,

the screen is ejq)Osed and developed.

All four methods are capable of producing high-quality

screens. The one-step slurry method has reached the

highest degree of perfection. The two-step slurry

method is capable of giving the finest elemental screen
area definition (since exposure is made without the pres -

ence of light -scattering phosphor crystals). The dust-

ily method can yield screens with the optical character-

istics of water -settled screens (high contrast, low op-
tical contact) . The water -settlii^ method is the easiest

way to make a few screens for experimental purposes.

ONE -STEP SLURRY PROCESS

The principal steps in screening faceplate panels by
the slurry process are given in Fig. 5. Each color

phosphor is made into a suitable slurry in its own special

way. In order to conserve space, only the preparation
of the green slurry will be presented as representative

of a currently used typicalprocedure and compositions.

The phosphor powder is ball milled in water for one and
one -half to three hours. FoUowii^ the milling, PVA is

added from a 10 per cent stock solution to yield a con-
centration of 38 per cent phosphor, 3.6 per cent PVA,
58 per cent water. This mixture is rolled in the ball

mill an additional one and one -half hours to ensure good
mixir^. After the mill charge is transferred to a port-

able mixing vat, a final adjustment of slurry viscosity

is made by adding more water. A few hours before the

slurry is to be used, it is sensitized with ammonium
dichromate from a 10 per cent stock solution.

The final slurry composition, as presently delivered

to the factory, is 38 per cent phosphor, 3.6 per cent

PVA, 6 per cent ammonium dichromate (based on weight
of PVA) and 58 per cent water. The slurry is kept in

constant agitation until used. It is applied to the face-

plate panel by a combination spinning and tiltii^ cycle.

The panel is positioned at 15°, open end up. About 180

milliliters of slurry are added to form a puddle near the

center of the panel. The puddle is worked out to the

edge and spread over the entire faceplate area by spin-

ning and tilting. The wet phosphor slurry film covering

the panel is kept in position by additional spinning until

it is dry.

The amount of PVA used in the slurry controls the

viscosity, which is adjusted to give the best application

characteristics. The amount of phosphor in the slurry

is essentially the greatest amount that can readily be
held in good suspension. This amount, in turn, is con-

trolled by the amount of PVA present. The concentra-

tion of ammonium dichromate is not critical. The expo-
sure time decreases with increasing dichromate con-

centration, but dot quality and slurry shelC-life are

poor at very high dichromate concentrations. The effect

of dichromate concentration on exposure time is shown
in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5. Principal Steps in Screening Face-Plate Panels by the Slurry Process
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Figure 6. The Effect of Bichromate Concentration

on Exposure Time

Phosphor -dot size is dependent, not only on light-

source and mask-hole sizes, but also on exposure time.

An empirical relationship of exposure time versus hole

size is shown in Fig. 7. Final dot size is also dependent

to some extent on the pH of the developing water (low pH
produces small dots) and the vigor with which the screen

is developed. Due to the intensity distribution of light

within the light -spot image (see Fig. 8), the core of the

phosphor dot is more completely hardenedthan the edge.

In some instances the edge of the dot is not hardened all

the way through to the glass substrate and, as a result,

the edge, while still wet, is seen to float like a skirt
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surrounding the central core. Very hard development

will completely break off this skirt, leaving an under-

sized dot. Prolonged exposure will result in good ad-

herence of this skirt to the glass, giving an oversize dot

with poorly defined edges.

4 8 12 16 20

EXPOSURE TIME—MINUTES
(GREEN FIELD)

Figure 7. Effect of Exposure Time on Dot Size

all color balance will also vary to produce different

whites. Thus, a section of the white field may appear
pink relative to the rest of the field.

The causes of white nonuniformity include: (1) me-
chanical causes (misregistry, dented masks, small
dots, overlapping dots, missing dots); (2) electrical

causes (stray electron excitation); (3) chemical causes
(phosphor deterioration or poisoning); (4) physical

causes (variation in screen weight per square centi-

meter).

Phosphor light output is a function of coatii^ thick-

ness or screen weight per unit area as shown in Fig. 9.

As a result, screenweight per square centimeter with-
in a field must be held within a certain rai^e if the

light output is to remain essentially constant. Although
variations in coating weight per square centimeter in

excess of twice this range will affect light output to the

extent of only 5 to 10 per cent, this variation may de-
grade white uniformity.

100
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>
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DISTANCE FROM
CENTER OF IMAGE— MILS

Figure 8. Light DistributionAcross an Aperture Image

SCREEN DEFECTS

Cross-Contamination

One of the commonproblems in making the phosphor
screenfor a colorpicture tube is the presence of wrong

-

color phosphor particles on dots of the desired color.

Because phosphor dots are coarse and rough on a mic-
roscopic scale, there is a tendency for the phosphors
that are deposited on dots already formed, to be trapped
mechanically. Insufficient development will result in a
high level of this kind of contamination, called "cross

-

contamination.

"

In addition to mechanical trapping, some phosphors
seem to have a natural affinity for one another. The
present sequence of depositing the phosphors, i. e. ,

blue,

green, and red, results in the least cross-contamina-
tion.

White Nonuniformity

- ALLOWABLE
RANGE OF
SCREEN

1

WEIGIHT

0 12 3 4

SCREEN WEIGHT—M6A:m2

Figure 9. Light Output as a Function ofScreen Weight

Blue -Phosphor Breakdown

No discussion of color tube screen defects would be
complete without a brief mention of the long-standing
problem of blue -phosphor breakdown. The blue phos-
phor, silver -activated zinc sulfide, is very susceptible

to contamination by copper (0.01 parts per million is

detectable.

If the blue -screen phosphor becomes contaminated
with copper before the screen-baking stage, the baking
will cause activation of the zinc sulfide by the copper
and a resultant color change from blue to green. Most
screens will have a few sections, perhaps only a dot or
two, where copper particles have affected the coatii^.

The principal source of copper is the atmosphere. Ac-
cordingly, elaborate filtering of the air is required in

the screen-processing areas.

FILMING AND ALUMINIZING OF COLOR-TUBE
SCREENS

The production of a white field requires that the three
color fields be excited simultaneously by their respec-
tive guns, and that the beam current for each color be
adjusted to give the proper balance for white. If the
light output of any field varies over the field, the over-

Until very recently color screens were filmed in the

same general way as black-and-white screens. How-
ever, a new filming technique, knownas emulsion film-
ing is now available. The emulsion is similar in prin-
ciple to latex water-base paints wherein an organic film
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former is dispersed in water. After the emulsion is

appliedby a slurry technique, it is allowed to dry while
spinning is continued. As the water evaporates, the
organic molecules get closer together until finally they
coalesce and form a true organic film. Emulsionfilm-
ing, particularly for a separate faceplate panel, is

cheaper, safer, and more readily automated than con-
ventional spray filming.

The process of aluminizing color screens is similar
to that employed for black-and-white screens. Because
the evaporator does not have to be inserted through the
neck of the color tube, four widely spaced evaporators
are used. The use of several evaporators is particu-
larly fortunate because they facilitate obtaining a thick
aluminum film. The aluminum thickness in the color
tube is in the range of 3000 to 4000 angstroms which is

about two times as great as that for black-and-white
tubes. This very thick aluminum is needed to absorb
low-velocity secondary electrons and to attenuate high-
velocity scattered primary electrons, which, if they
reached the phosphor screen, would degrade field purity
and white uniformity.

SCREEN BAKEOUT

The final step in the processing of color-tube screens
is screen baking. The screened, filmed, and alumin-
ized panels are placed on a flat horizontal wire- mesh
conveyor belt which carries the panels through a six-
zone lehroven. Fig. 10 is a plot of a typical oven tem-
perature calibration run and shows the temperature in

each zone.

ZONE I ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 ZONE 5 ZONE

Figure 10. Typical Oven -Temperature
Calibration Chart

During the lehr-oven bakeout, the PVA and filming
lacquer are removed by decomposition, combustion,
evaporation, and sublimation. All of the organic mater-
ial must be removed if a good vacuum is to be main-
tained in the finished tube. Allot the organic material
removed by the baking must pass through the many pin-
holes normally present in the aluminum film. Filming
and aluminizing techniques which do not result in ade-
quate aluminum-film porosity result in blistering of the
aluminum.

Recent radiotracer studies give quantitative data.

Fig. 11, on the effectiveness of time and temperature in

removing the PVA.

PHOTOMETRY OF PHOSPHOR SCREENS

Seeing is such a subjective act that countless systems
of light units and definitions have come into existence.
It is helpful to go back to the old concept of a single candle

placed at the center of a sphere having a radius of one

foot. By agreement, let the candle have an intensity of

one candle.
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The Effect of Time and Temperature on

the Removal of PVA

Further assume that the candle emits uniformly in all

directions. It is then convenient to divide space sur-

rounding the candle into unit solid angles with their

apices at the candle. The unit solid angle used is the

steradian. The candle flame is surrounded by 4 tt

lumens.

A one -square -foot section of the sphere with a radius

of one foot subtends a solid angle of exactly one ster-

adian. It follows that the illumination on the one square
foot is one lumen. By definition, one lumen per square

foot is equivalent to an illumination of one foot candle.

If the illuminated surface is fully diffusing without ab-

sorption or specular reflection, it will have a bright-

ness of one foot lambert. If the surface absorbs one-
half of the incident flux, its brightness will be one -half

foot lambert.

An extended light source, such as a cathode -ray -tube

screen, has a candle-power equivalent. A phosphor
screen is essentially a Lambertian emitter: its candle

power intensity varies with the cosine of the angle of

view. As a result, a one -candle extended source emits

a total of only tt lumens on one side.

For example: In Fig. 12, S is a phosphor screen. Iq

is the candle power of the screen, measured on its axis

at a distance from S.

Figure 12. Derivation of Observed Brightness
of an Extended Source
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Candle power at an angle 6 from the axis is:

Iq = Ig cos 6

and the apparent brightness of S is:

l_

S

but,

and

B

I

S

Therefore, B

Iq cos 6

Sq cos 6

Iq cos

Sq cos
= B,

and the observed screen brightness is independent of

direction of view.

The basic equations for the cathode -ray -tube -screen
light source are as follows:

One candlepower (Cp) (extended source) = tt

lumens (on one side)

2 2One Cp/ft = T! lumens/ft = it foot lamberts

The candlepower ^ area (ft^) foot lamberts

of a source

or, foot lamberts =
area (ft2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

For example:

A color tube which has a screen area of 250 square
inches (1.735 square feet) with a brightness of 8 foot

lamberts, has a candle power equivalent of:

Cp = 1-735x8 ^ 4

and emits 4.42 x tt = 13. 9 lumens.

If the tube operates at a voltage of 25,000 volts and
400 microamperes (25,000x400 x 10"^ = 10 watts), the

efficiency of the screen itself as a light source under
these conditions is 13.9/10 = 1.39 lumens per watt.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

The most widely used device for measuring screen
brightness is a photovoltaic cell equipped with a cor-
rection filter to simulate the color sensitivity of anaver-
age eye. This type of instrument is usually calibrated

in terms of illumination from an incandescent lamp
which has been calibrated by the National Bureau of

Standards.

If the photocell unit is used at distances which are
large comparedtothe size of the phosphor screen, read-
ings are obtained in foot candles, and reliable values
for screen brightness may be calculated. The general
practice, however, is to place the cell on the tube face

and, under this condition, brightness is supposedly
measured directly. However, the large ac component
in the photocell current due to raster scanning and light

losses resulting from rays reaching the photocell face
at oblique armies can introduce very large errors.

An early subjective instrument used for illumination

measurements is the MacBeth illuminometer. This in-

strument requires matching the brightness of a built-in

incandescent lamp with the brightness of the phosphor
screen. Because the color of the phosphor light and that

of the lamp are quite different in most cases, much ex-

perience is required for the proper use of this instru-

ment. Another instrument, known as the Spectra Spot

Brightness Meter, uses a lens system and a multiplier

phototube. It reads directly in foot lamberts and can
measure areas as small as 0.030 inch in diameter.
This instrument also presents problems in reading the

absolute brightness of a phosphor.

It is recommended that all photometersfor measuring
color television screens be calibrated with the standard
diffuse sources available from the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) . NBS is preparing a new diffuse source
for measurement of black-and-white screens to replace

the original standard which is no longer available.

Measurements made with an eye -corrected photo-
voltaic cell, Weston Model 759, calibrated on the NBS
color primary standards at a distance from the source
of three times the source diameter, gave the basic effi-

ciencies shown in Table III.

Table III

Screen
Tube Phosphor Efficiency

Type Number Phosphor lumens/watt

Display P20 ZnCdS:Ag 60

Storage
Tube
21CEP4 P4 ZnS:Ag + ZnCdS:Ag 36

5ABP1 PI Zn„SiO.:Mn
y. 4

30

Blue-ZnS:Ag
( 1.39

I 7.3*
21CYP22 P22 Green— Zn2Si04:Mn

Red-Zn3(P04)2:Mn

5WP11 Pll ZnS:Ag 27

5WP15 P15 ZnO:(Zn) 18

5ZP16 P16 CaMgSi03:Ce
(ultraviolet)

0.09

*Corrected for mask loss.

COLOR MEASUREMENT AND SPECIFICATION

The basic instrument for measuring color of phosphor

screens is a spectroradiometer. This instrument de-

termines the emission intensity of a source as a func-

tion of wavelength over a certain wavelength interval.

It is often confused with a spectrophotometer which

usually can only measure the fraction of incident light

that is transmitted or is reflected by a substance.

Curves obtained with a spectroradiometer are called

spectral-energy-distribution curves (S.E.D. curves).

Because colors are not uniquely determinedby S. E . D.

curves, such curves have limited direct value. How-
ever, starting with the S.E.D. data, it is possible to

convert to an objective color specification system such

as the CLE. (Commission Internationale de L'Eclair-
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age) color system-formerlyl. C. I. (International Com-
mission on Illumination). In this system, every color

is uniquely determined by a set of x, y, and z coordin-
ates. Because x, y, and z are coefficients which add
up to one (see below), only two are required to define a
color. By convention, x and y are used.

The C.I.E. color system cannot be discussed in de-
tail here; however, the following defining equations are
vital to the use of the system:

X =

y =

z =

X
X + Y

Y

+ Z

X + Y

Z

+ z

X + Y + z

from the preceding equations

^ = X + Y + Z (8a)
X ^ '

^ = X + Y + Z (8b)

y

^ = X + Y + Z (8c)

z

where x, y, and z are the trichromatic coefficients

X, Y, and Z are the tristimulus values

The conversion from the S. E. D. data to the x and y
coordinates is accomplished by a set of three integra-

tions where, in effect, the source is resolved into the

relative amounts of the C.I.E. primaries required to

color -match the source.

A plot of the X and y coordinates for the pure -spectrum
locus produces a horseshoe -shaped locus in Cartesian
coordinates. This locus with a straight line joining the

ends is called the color mixture diagram. All colors

will have coordinates lying within this area.

A very useful characteristic which applies to the mix-
ing of phosphor colors (a color -addition process) is the

fact that a straight line joining two phosphor points re-

presents all the intermediate colors that can be ob-

tained from mixtures of these two phosphors. For ex-
ample, it can be seen in Fig. 13 that combining a blue

phosphor and a yellow phosphor in the proper propor-
tions will produce white. It is this principle that is used
in the making of screens for black-and-white picture

tubes. Color mixture problems may be solved by con-
sidering them as moment arms. The two colors have
a certain intrinsic colormetric weight, called stimula-

bility, which must balance around the mixture point as

a fulcrum. Stimulability is defined as luminous effi-

ciency Y (limiens per watt) divided by y. S = Y/y

It has been shown that Y/y is equaltoX +Y+ Z which

are the actual amounts ofthe C.I.E. primaries required

to match the unknown source in color and intensity.

APPLICATION OF C.I.E. COLOR SYSTEM TOBLACK-
AND-WHITE SCREENS

The development of an all-sulfide black-and-white

screen requires the makii^of a series of silver-activ-

ated zinc-cadmium sulfide phosphors. The series should

runfrom 100 per cent zinc to 30per cent zinc (the balance

cadmium sulfide) in steps of approximately lOper cent.

The color of each phosphor is measured and plotted on
the C.I.E. mixture diagram. A line through these points

is the color locus of the zinc-cadmium sulfide system
and is shown in Fig. 14. In addition to color, the visual

efficiency must be measured— at least on a relative

scale—and the stimulabilities calculated. Plots of rela-

tive visual efficiency and relative stimulability are

shown in Figs. 15 and 16.

Neglecting certain secondary effects, such as the

body color of the yellow phosphor, it is now possible to

pick a pairof phosphors which produce a given shade of

white with maximum light output. In referring to white

light, it is convenientto describe it in terms of the near-

est equivalent black-body temperature. Charts are

available for the center section of the C.I.E. diagram
which show the black-body color locus, isothermal lines

across this screen, and a minimum perceptible color

difference scale (M. P. C. D. ) along the isothermal lines.

Assuming the 10,000 degrees Kelvinat +20 M.P.C.D.'s
(above the black-body line) is a desirable white, it can
be seen from Fig. 17 that a number of straight lines

can be drawn through this point, each of which will in-

tersect the phosphor color locus at two places.

The choice of the phosphor pair depends simply on
which pair produces the greatest light output.

The screenbrightness Ysc of a television tube is re-

latedto the intrinsic brightness of the phosphors by the

relationship:

Ysc = a Yy + /3 Yb (9)

where Yy and Y^are the luminosities of the yellow and
blue phosphors, respectively, and a and /3are the rela-

tive amounts used in the blend. Since Yy is usually about

ten times as great as Y and a and /3 are nearly equal,

most of the visual efficiency of a television screen is

due to the yellow phosphor.

The approximate amounts of blue and yellow phos-
phor needed to make the 10,000-degree Kelvin white light

are given by the following equation:

a = (100-")Sb-Lb (10)

Sy-Ly

where,

^ = per cent yellow to be used

Sy = relative stimulability of the yellow phosphor
Ly = linear distance from the 10, 000-degree Kel-

vin point to the yellow end of the color line

Sg = relative stimulability of the blue phosphor
Lg = linear distance from the 10, 000-degree Kel-

vin point to the blue end of the color line
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0.9

Figure 13. Three Complementary Phosphor Pairs which will Produce White

A pair of phosphors for optimum efficiency may be
picked from among the three pairs shown in Fig. 17 by
means of Eqs. (9) and (10).

Table IV shows that phosphor pair number one will
produce a brighterlO,000-degreeKelvin white than any
of the others.

Table IV

Phosphor Per Cent Yellow to Make Relative Screen
Pair 10,000° Kelvin White Brightness

1 61.80 100.00
2 30.53 57.90
3 26.27 41.60
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Figure 14. Phosphor Locus of the Zinc-Cadmium Sulfide Silver-Activated System

Calculating a 10,000-degree Kelvin white on paper is

simple and direct. Achieving it inafinishedtube is very
difficult. Factors such as body color, screen weight,
particle size, and operating conditions all affect the
final result.

APPLICATION OF CLE.
TELEVISION SCREENS

COLOR SYSTEM TO COLOR

Much of what has been said about photometry, color

-

imetry, and the use of the CLE. system for screens
for black-and-white tubes also applies to color screens
for tubes. Early in the development of color television

the National Television Standard Committee (NTSC)
proposed the three phosphor primaries and described
them in terms oftheirC.I. E. coordinates. (See Table

V.)

The CLE. diagram has been used often to show how
the fidelity of color television pictures compares with
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other color media such as color photography and color
printing. Fig. 18 compares the color gamut of the color
television phosphors with the color gamut of printing
inks.

Table V

Color

NTSC PROPOSAL
C . I. E . Coordinates
X Y

Red 0.670 0.330
Green 0.210 0.710
Blue 0.140 0.080

Figure 15.

20 40 60 80

PER CENT CdS IN ZnCdS:Ag

Relative Efficiency of a Phosphor

100

0 20 40 60 80

PER CENT CdS IN ZnCdS:Ag

Figure 16. Relative Stimulability of a Phosphor

The laws of color addition may be used to determine
the ratios of beam current for the red, blue, and green
guns to produce any color, including white, within the

phosphor triangle. These same principles may be used
to determine the magnitude of color chaise when changes
are made in the beam -current ratiosfor the three guns.

It is also possible to calculate the relative and absolute
currents for each gun to produce any color point within
the color triai^leby means of Grassmann's equations.

Simply stated, these equations say that the X, Y, and
Z, which are the CLE. tristimulus values of a color
mixture, are equal to the sum of X, Y, and Z of the

component colors.

Applying these equations to the problem of finding the
gun currents which will yield 8500-degree Kelvin white
gives:

X8500 = lRXj^+IgX3 +I(jXq

Y8500 = IrYr + IbYb + IgYq

"8500 = Ir2^R + + Ig^g

(11)

(12)

(13)

where Ir, Ig, Iq are the relative red, blue, and green
gun currents

and, Xj^, Y^,

Yg, Yg, Zg

'^G' ^G

are the CLE. tristimulus values of the red, blue, and
green phosphors.

and, X350O' YssoO' ^'^'^ ^8500 tristimulus val-

ues for the 8500-degree Kelvin white point.

The following data for the three phosphors are suffi-

cient to make the calculation as outlined:

X* y* z* X* Z*

Red 0.670 0.330 0.000 4 2 0

Blue 0.140 0.080 0.780 3.5 2 20
Green 0.210 0.710 0.080 2 8 1

8500° Kelvin White 0.287 0.316 0.397

*Value calculated from the spectral-energy distribution

curves.
t Value measured with eye -corrected photocell,

tValue calculated from Eqs. (5), (6), and (7).

Using these data:

X = 0.287

y = 0.316 =

'R ^B

61R + 25.5Ib + 11I(

2Ir + 2Ir + 81B
6Ij^ + 25.5Ig +

0.397
20Ib+Ig

6Ij^ + 25.5Ig + lllg

Solving these equations gives the following current re-

lationships:

Per Cent Per Cent
Calculated Measured

Ig = 28 30

Ib = 22 20

Ir = 50 50

The final step is to calculate the absolute currents for

a given light level.
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Figure 17.

Assume:
8 footlamberts brightness required

Screen area
Ultor voltage

Candle Power

^8500

Beam Watts

and
Beam Current

Locus of Zinc-Cadmium Sulfide Phosphor System and Three Complementary Phosphor Pairs

for Producing White Light

The principles of photometry and colorimetry are re-

latively simple and straightforward. However, the

practical difficulties of making precise measurements
are enormous and have yet to be fully resolved. An
accuracy of +10 per cent on measurement of absolute

screen brightness or gun current to produce a given

brightness is quite good.

Anaccuracy of+0.005in x- and y- CLE. units would

also be quite good; even this level is reached with con-
siderable difficulty.

250 sq. in.

25,000 volts

4.4 [See Eq. (3)]

= 3.7 cp/w [See Eq. (12)]

4.4

"377
1.2

4.4 X 10
25000

-6
480 jLta
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Manufacture of Cathodoluminescent Materials

J. A. Markoski

Lancaster

SULFIDE PHOSPHORS

Until the second World War, luminescent materials

ofthe sulfide type were made in small amounts by lab-

oratory methods. The war created a heavy demand for

radar phosphors and laboratory production methods
proved utterly inadequate. Asa result, RCA was asked
by the Navy to build the first commercial plant in the

United States for the production of radar phosphors.

The process chosen for the new plant was the so-called

"acid process" in which zinc sulfide or a mixture of

zinc and cadmium sulfides is precipitated from an acid

solution of the corresponding salts. The Pyrex glass

apparatus used in the laboratory was replaced by glass

-

lined steel reaction vessels of commercial design. In

addition, many special features were provided to meet
the very high purity standards necessary for the manu-
facture of satisfactory phosphors.

Most of the radar screens manufactured in the Lan-
caster plant during the war were of the cascade (or layer)

type in which the layer next to the glass was phosphores-
cent zinc-cadmium sulfide. This phosphor was excited

by absorbing the light from a second layer of blue-emit-
ting zinc sulfide which was placed directly over it. After

the war, the composition and the characteristics of these

two phosphors were altered to make them suitable for

black-and-white television.

The reaction by which zinc sulfide is made is:

ZnSO^ + H2S -3«- ZnS + HgSO^ (1)

The by-product, sulfuric acid, is neutralized with

zinc oxide and the resulting zinc sulfate is used to make
the next batch.

HgSO^ + ZnO-^ ZnSO^ + H2O (2)

Although the basic chemistry appears simple, the

actual production of high-grade phosphors is not. Un-
less many precautions are taken and rigid processing

techniques are observed, unsatisfactory phosphors

result. Even though some deviations may appear to be

trifling or insignificant, they often have harmful effects

which persistently defy explanation. In order that some
ofthese pitfalls may be avoided, the essential features

of each step will be taken up in sequence.

Preparation of Stock Solutions

Although other soluble zinc salts can be used, the

sulfate is best suited for the method of manufacture
described here. The greater part ofthe zinc sulfate is

obtained by adding zinc oxide to the by -product, sulfuric

acid, obtained from the reaction shown in Eq. (1). Some
handling losses in the recovery of the acid are inevita-

ble; these losses are compensated for by the addition of

concentrated Chemically Pure (C. P. ) grade sulfuric

acid. United Stated Pharmacopoeia (U. S. P. ) grade zinc

oxide is added slowly with continuous stirring until a

methyl red indicator shows the alkaline color. At this

point, there is no free sulfuric acid, and the pH of the

solution is 5.5 to 5.9 at 25 C. This condition is impor-
tant because it assures an excess of zinc oxide essential

for the removal of iron by the reaction:

2 Fe"^"^"^ + 3 ZnO + 3 H2O 2 Fe(OH)g ^ + 3 Zn"^"^ (3)

At onetime ammonium hydroxide was added to raise

the pH and precipitate iron, but it has since been found

that zinc oxide is superior. The addition of an oxidizing

agent such as hydrogen peroxide to oxidize any ferrous
iron which maybe presenthas beenfound unnecessary.
Since the by-product, sulfuric acid, is nearly saturated
with hydrogen sulfide, the addition of hydrogen sulfide

is also unnecessary. A partial precipitation of zinc

sulfide is automatically obtained and carries down all

other less soluble suKides. After the zinc sulfate solu-

tion has been allowed to cool and settle, the mixed sludge
of zinc sulfide and excess zinc oxide is removed either

by filtration or by siphoning off the clear supernatant
solution. It is extremely important to avoid metallic

and organic contamination; all reactors, pipes and
valves used in the neutralization step must be made of

materials impervious to 1.5 to 2.0 normal (N) sulfuric

acid.

Cadmium sulfate stock solution is prepared by dis-
solving Analytical Reagent grade cadmium sulfate in

demineralized water and purifying the solution by two
partial precipitations. The first precipitate is cadmium
hydroxide which carries down all other less soluble

hydroxides. This precipitation is performed by adding
ammonium hydroxide until the pH is 5.8 to 6.0.

The second partial precipitation is performed by
adding hydrogen sulfide, which precipitates cadmium
sulfide and all other less soluble sulfides.
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Cadmium sulfate solution may also be prepared by the

reaction between cadmium oxide and sulfuric acid. This

method is cheaper and will probably be adopted in the

future. In this case, it is probable that an excess of

cadmium oxide will act in a manner analogous to that

of zinc oxide in the removal of Fe+++ [Eq. (3)]

.

Precipitation

The principal problems encountered in precipitation

are safety, purity, and corrosion.

Hydrogen sulfide is so toxic that no leaks in the system
are permissible. Very slow seepage from the stuffing

box of the precipitation reactor is practically unavoid-
able but is not hazardous when proper venting is pro-
vided. Other leaks maybe prevented by the use of pure
gum -rubber gaskets l/4-inch thick. For seals against

liquids, 1/4 -inch Neoprene gaskets are the most satis-

factory.

Purity and corrosion are interrelated because cor-
rosion is capable of introducing harmful metallic im-
purities. It has been reported that the adverse effects

of the principal contaminants such as iron and copper

are detectable in concentrations as low as 1 part in 10

million.

Corrosion is controlled mainly by the use of glass

-

coated steel. Supplementary construction materials

include rubber -lined steel, porcelain, polyvinyl chlo-
ride. Teflon, and Hastelloy C. Theoretically, such
parts as drive shafts and bearings are not exposed to

corrosive atmospheres; nevertheless, experience has

shown that gradual erosion takes place and ultimately

causes severe damage. Not all contamination is metal-
lic. Grease and oil or shreds of packing material from
stuffing boxes can be disastrous to quality. All three

can be eliminated by the use of mechanical rotating seals

made of graphite and Hastelloy C. The advantages of

mechanical rotating seals are offset by high initial cost

and complexity. The complicated structure of the ro-
tating seal makes it difficult to repair. Stuffing-box

seals are relatively inexpensive and simple to maintain.

The best packing material for this type of seal is par-
affin-impregnated flax. As the packing material wears,
the shreds will fall into the reaction tank; this can be

prevented by placing a Lucite shaft cup on the agitator

stem inside the tank.

The entire precipitation reaction takes place on the

acidic side with the acidity progressively rising as the

reaction proceeds. As the acidity increases, the rate

of reaction decreases; therefore, strong agitation is

needed to save time and to assure 98 per cent complete
precipitation. Best results are obtained with a center

-

agitated reactor equipped with athree-bladed impeller

and a baffle with two projecting side arms. The second
arm on the baffle is placed at the surface of the liquid

to provide the swirling and tumbling which promote gas

absorption. A dip pipe made of Hastelloy C will also

provide additional effectiveness. Hydrogen sulfide is

delivered to the reactor through a pipeline filter con-

taining a disposable filter cartridge. No other purifica-

tion is necessary.

For the sake of economy, the rate of reaction must

be established for each reactor of a given design. The
rate was first determined for a 100-gallon reactor of

the type described with no dip pipe. The zinc sulfate

solution was a 1.6 N and the pH was 5.9. The air in the

reactor was swept out with hydrogen sulfide until an

initial absorption of two pounds per hour was assured.

This rate of flow was maintained until it was no longer

possible to precipitate any more zinc sulfide. Atmos-
pheric pressure was maintained in the reactor by allow-

ing the excess hydrogen sulfide to escape to a fume
scrubber. Samples of solution were removed at inter-

vals and analyzed for unprecipitated zinc. The results

were used to calculate the data required to plot the curve

in Fig. 1, which shows the total amount of zinc sulfide

precipitated at any given time. The slope of this curve

gives the rate of precipitation at any instant provided

the proper scale correction is applied. By calculation,

pounds of zinc sulfide precipitated per hour can be con-

verted into equivalent pounds of hydrogen sulfide ab-

sorbed per hour. When these results are plotted as a

function of time, as in Fig. 2, a curve is obtained which
shows what the rate of flow of hydrogen sulfide should

be at any time during the precipitation.

TIME- HOURS

Figure 1. Rate of Precipitation of Zinc Sulfide

Physical properties of the zinc sulfide precipitate are

controlled by the rate of precipitation and by the hy-

drogen ion concentration. Zinc sulfide that has been
precipitated very rapidly from an alkaline solution is

extremely fine and difficult to wash. When this mate-
rial dries, it forms hard of glassy lumps which must
be crushed and ground. On the other hand, if zinc sul-

fide is precipitated slowly from an acid solution, a

coarser product is obtained which can be washed easily,

and while drying, forms a dense free -flowing powder.

Ninety -eight per cent of the zinc can be precipitated

from 1.0 to 2.0 N zinc sulfate solution if the initial pH
is 5.9 and agitation is continued until no more hydrogen
sulfide is absorbed. If it is assumed that the solubility

product for zinc sulfide and the ionization constants for

hydrogen sulfide are correct, it is impossible to show
theoretically that such high yields are obtainable.

Therefore, it is evident that the simple equation

Zri"^ + S~ —> ZnS does not adequately describe the

precipitation of zinc sulfide.

The ionization constants Ki and K2for aqueous solu-
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5 10

TIME-HOURS
15 17

Figure 2. Rate of Hydrogen Sulfide Delivery for Pre-
cipitation of Zinc Sulfide

tions of hydrogen sulfide are:

and

X
=

Ki = 9.1 X 10

Kg = 1.2 X 10
15

(4)

(4a)

At 25 C and atmospheric pressure, a saturated solu-

tion of H2S is approximately 0.1 molar (M). By using

this concentration and the values given above for Kj and
K2, it can be calculated that Cug- = 9.5x 10"5andCs~ =

1.2x 10"15, Thus, it can be seen that the concentration

of the HS ~ ions is more than times greater than

that of the S= ions. In strong acid solutions, the com-
mon-ion effect will decrease the concentration of the

S" ions to an extremely low level, and though the HS"
ions will also be repressed, their concentration will

still be very much greater than that of the S~ ions. This
suggests the possibility that zinc sulfide is not entirely

precipitated by the reaction:

Zn++ + ZnS

but the two-stage reaction

Zn++ + 2HS-^Zn(HS)2

Zn(HS)2 -^ZnS + HgS

(5)

(5a)

(5b)

also takes place near the end of the precipitation. The

existence of Zn(HS)2is controversial, but there is good
evidence to showthat it is present in zinc sulfide to the

extent of approximately two per cent and decomposes
sharply at 390 C. This subject is discussed in greater

detail under "Neutralization and Washing. "

K it is desired to shift the emission color from the

blue emission color of silver -activated zinc sulfide to

some longer wave length, zinc sulfide is precipitated

almost completely to buildup the acidity, then cadmium
sulfate is added and the precipitation is continued until

absorption of hydrogen sulfide ceases. Precipitation

from a mixture of zinc sulfate and cadmium sulfate

should be avoided because this method produces a pre-
cipitate which is difficult to wash and is too light and
fluffy after drying. Such material is difficult to pack
into crucibles and greatly reduces firing capacity.

The shift of emission color is precisely governed by

the zinc -cadmium ratio, therefore accurate control of

all concentrations, pH's, and yields is essential.

Neutralization and Washing

After the zinc or zinc -cadmium precipitation has been
completed, the precipitate is allowed to settle out and
the supernatant sulfuric acid is removed and neutralized

with zinc oxide. This step constitutes the preparation
of zinc sulfate stock solution.

The settling time of the precipitate depends upon the

particle size; two or three hours is usually sufficient.

The by-product, sulfuric acid, should be removed;
washing of the precipitate should be started as soon as

possible to minimize the reverse reaction. Inthe pres-
ence of 1 NsuKuric acid, the zinc sulfide not only begins
to redissolve, but also forms lumps which eventually

cement together into one large mass that cannot be
broken up by ordinary stirring. Zinc -cadmium sulfide

is not subject to this lumping tendency, but may change
in composition because of the tendency of the more
soluble component (ZnS) to redissolve.

Sulfide precipitates are washed until the wash water
has a pH of 2.5 to 3.0. The remaining acidity is then
neutralized by adding ammonium hydroxide. It has been
found that this step is indispensable in making ZnS:CdS:
Cu phosphors for the P-V type of radar screen. If

omitted, verypoor build-up characteristics willresult.

In the case of the ZnS:Ag phosphor, G. E. Crosby has
found that neutralization of the small amount of residual
acidity prevents the sudden and troublesome evolution

of large volumes of hydrogen sulfide during the subse-
quent firing operation. It is important to note that lower
temperatures are ineffective and hydrogen sulfide is

not evolved gradually as would be expected if it were
merely absorbed on the surface of the zinc sulfide.

These facts indicate the existence of Zn(HS)2 (zinc hy-
drosulfide) or perhaps an addition compound such as
ZnS.H2S. The amount present is determined by drying
10-gram samples of zinc sulfide at 175 C for 48 hours,

then baking for 2 hours at 450 C. The loss of weight
at 450 C is 0.5 per cent and is due to the evolution of

hydrogen sulfide, presumably from the decomposition
of zinc hydrosulfide. One gram of hydrcgen sulfide is

equivalent to 3.86 grams of Zn(HS)2; therefore, the
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amount of Zn(HS)2 in this case is slightly more than 1.9

per cent. This phenomenon of gas evolution at 390 C
is unnoticed in batches of one kilogram or less, but it

becomes a major problem when the operation is scaled

up.

From a manufacturing point of view, sodium bicar-

bonate is superior to ammonium hydroxide for neutral-

izing residual amounts of sulfuric acid in washed pre-
cipitates because it removes all traces of hydrogen
sulfide which is both obnoxious and hazardous. This
substitution has not yet been adopted because there is

a possibility that it may have an adverse effect on the

application properties of the finished phosphor.

Although washing by decantationis simple and effec-

tive, it has the disadvantage of being excessively time
consuming. Essentially the same result has been ob-

tained experimentally in a much shorter time by the

use of a rubber -lined centrifuge equipped with an Orion
filter bag. This method is satisfactory except for the

fact that hydrogen sulfide is practically impossible to

remove unless sodium bicarbonate is used for neutral-
ization of the filter cake.

Drying

There are many ways in which unfired zinc sulfide

can be dried. It is not likely that any particular method
has a significant effect on quality, as long as care is

taken to prevent metallic contamination. In the ordinary
batch-drying process, wet zinc sulfide or zinc -cadmium
sulfide is placed in 10-liter Pyrex evaporating dishes
covered with aluminum lids. These dishes are placed
in a hot-air drying oven and heated at 175 C until all

water has been removed from the batch.

Activation and Fluxing

Activators maybe added either before or after a sul-

fide is precipitated. In the first case, a soluble salt

containing the activator is added to the solution of zinc

sulfate and the activator is then co-precipitated with the

base material. In the second case, the activator solu-
tion is added to a slurry of zinc or zinc -cadmium sul-

fide which has been previously washed and neutralized.

The subject of fluxes is complex and is treated thor-
oughly in the literature. For this reason, only those
techniques which are specific to the manufacture of

cathode -ray tube phosphors will be discussed.

In the preparation of radar phosphors or those which
are to be fired above 1000 C, it is extremely important
to use very pure fluxes. Sufficient purity can be ob-
tained by dissolving Reagent Grade salts such as sodium,
ammonium, or calcium chloride inpure water, and then
adding ammonium hydroxide and unfired zinc sulfide.

The ammonium hydroxide serves to remove those im-
purities which have insoluble hydroxides, and the zinc

sulfide removes impurities which have sulfides with
solubility products below 1.2 x 10"^^.

Fluxes and activators can be added at the same time
to slurries of base material, or a system of "dry" flux-

ing and activation can be used. In the latter case, all

of the activator is added to a water suspension of a rela-

tively small portion of the entire batch. The small

portion is dried and then ball milled with the required

amount of flux to provide a combination activator -flux

mixture which can be dry blended with many times its

own weight of dry base material. The merit of this

method is that large quantities of base material can be

fluxed and activated in a short time with very good ac-

curacy.

Although it was well known that activators introduce

stror^ absorption bands which extend into the visible

spectrum, this knowledge was not put to practical use

until 1952. It hasbeenfound that the absorption of light

by a ZnS:CdS:Ag phosphor could be reduced by mini-
mizing the activator content. This effect, which pro-
duces light-body colored phosphors, is especially nota-

ble in P-4 screens where it simultaneously improves
light output and decreases screen color nonuniformity.

Firing and Coating

Some inorganic phosphors, such as precipitated cal-

cium tungstate, have a feeble luminescence before they

are fired. In general, such luminescence is too weak
to be of any practical value, and must be improved by

firing at some elevated temperature which may range
from 800 to 1250 C. The firing temperature depends
on the following factors:

1. Composition of the phosphor
2. The particle size desired
3. The degree of phosphorescence which is desired
or tolerable

4. The melting point of the phosphor
5. Such phenomena as solid solution, activation,

crystallization, phase change, and solid-state re-
action

Phosphors, suchas ZnS:Agor ZnS:CdS:Ag, for black-

and-white television can be fired infused silica boats or
crucibles with close-fitting covers to minimize oxida-
tion. This precaution is not sufficient for copper-acti-
vated ZnS or ZnS:CdS phosphors which are usually fired

at 1200 to 1250 C. These phosphors are fired with
blocks of graphite in the small air space between the

material and the cover. The graphite prevents exces-
sive oxidation and provides an atmosphere which im-
proves the peak efficiency of the phosphor. This im-
proved result is particulary notable in the case of

copper-activated sulfides. Silver -activated ZnS phos-
phors fired at high temperatures are also improved
with a simultaneous narrowing of the emission band.
ZnS:CdS:Ag phosphors containing approximately 50 per
cent CdS do not seem to be affected at all by the "carbon-
firing" technique just described.

The conversion of inert materials or mixtures into

phosphors which may be solid solutions or chemical
compounds is a solid-state reaction involving time as
well as temperature. The controlling factors are the

size of the batch, the shape of the charge, and the char-
acteristics of the material being fired. For the sake of

homogeneity and to avoid long firing periods, the thick-

ness of the charge should not exceed four inches. The
optimum time for a specific result can only be deter

-
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mined by trial and error.

Inadditiontothe properties controlled by firing, there
are several other properties controlled by coating and
washing. For ease of handling and blending, a phosphor
should be free flowing. It should also have good adher-
ence and resistance to ion burn and photolysis. Unfor-
tunately, at this stage of development, a coating which
simultaneously combines maximum adherence with ion-
burn resistance is not currently available. For this

reason, two coatings have been developed. The first

of these is a mixture of hydroxy apatites of the general
formula Mio(P04)6(OH)2(where M is calcium,cadmium,
or a mixture of both) plus some zinc. This coating pro-
vides the phosphor with good wet adherence in the set-
tling process and is satisfactory in tube types where
ion burn is not a severe problem. Good burn resis-
tance is obtained by applying what is loosely called a
"magnesium silicate" coating. The actual composition
of this coating has not been determined, but initially

it is probably a mixture of magnesium hydroxide and
hydrated silicon dioxide.

The beneficial effects of phosphate coatings were first

observed by G. E. Crosby and the author. Later, the

phosphate coating was improved, andanion-burn resis-
tant coating was developed by T. W. Edwards and G. E.

Crosby. Their work indicates that the method by which
a coating is applied is just as important as the coating
material itself.

Soluble chlorides which remain after coating are re-
moved by washing with demineralized water. An ar-
bitrary limit of 0.006 per cent chloride in the finished

product has been adopted as standard practice. In the

preferred method of washing, a stainless -steel rotary
drum filter is used. Washing is followed by air drying
at 175 C in a forced-circulation drying oven. Unfired
sulfides or any other materials which may evolve hy-
drogen sulfide should not be dried in the same oven be-
cause this gas may react with the coating of the phosphor.

The final step in the manufacture of a sulfide phosphor
consists of sifting it through a 250-mesh stainless -steel
screen and then storing it in moisture -tight opaque con-
tainers until the phosphor has been tested and is ready
for use.

OXYGEN-DOMINATED PHOSPHORS

Zinc Orthosilicate: Manganese Activated

For many years zinc orthosilicate (commonly known
as willemite) was made without any change of formula.
In recent years, its newly acquired importance as the
green phosphor for color television has necessitated
some changes in its composition and method of prepar-
ation.

The formula of one of the materials currently in use
is given below:

Zinc oxide 44,000 grams
Silicic anhydride 20,420 grams

(Special luminescent grade)

Manganous carbonate 382 grams
Demineralized water 120 liters

The above mixture is milled, dried, crushed, and
fired for two hours at 1200 C. After firing, this phos-
phor is quite soft; it can be easily milled to an average
particle size of less than 1 micron and has apeak emis-
sion loss of only 10 per cent.

During firing, the solid-state reaction 2 ZnO + Si02
Zn2Si04 takes place. As in any chemical re-

action, it is desirable to have the reactants as finely

divided as possible. Wet milling with 1/2- to 3/4-inch
flint pebbles has always been favored as a means of

attaining this condition. Manufacturers of ball -milling
equipment are experts in establishing the critical fact-

ors of mill charge, viscosity, pebble charge, and speed
of rotation, and can be very helpful. The milling time
is also very important but, for a given set of conditions,

the time can be optimized by trial and error. Under

-

milling does not comminute the ingredients sufficiently

to assure efficient compound formation; overmilling
tends to contaminate the product with the relatively low-
grade silica which abrades from the pebbles. Low peak
efficiency caused by incomplete reaction can be correct-
ed by remilling and refiring at 1000 C.

Some applications require a shorter decay than that

obtained with the formula given. By means of an eightfold

increase in activator concentration, the persistence of

Zn2Si04:Mn can be reducedto 25 per cent of its normal
value with an attendant decrease of 25 per cent in peak
efficiency.

Zinc Orthophosphate: Manganese Activated

Zinc orthophosphate:Mn was first used as the red
phosphor in color television tubes by RCA. Originally
it was made by the reaction:

3 ZnS04 + 2 NaHP04—^n3(P04)2 + 2 NaS04 + H2SO4

(6)

A.L. Smith^ found that zinc orthophosphate:Mn exists
in three distinct crystalline forms: the alpha form,
which is a light -yellow-green phosphor; the beta or the
red form, which peaks at 6380 angstroms; and finally,
the orange -red gamma form which peaks at 6320 ang-
stroms. Of these, only the betaform is useful for color
television.

S. A. Harper made zinc orthophosphate by the re-
action between ammoniacal diammonium phosphate and
zinc chloride. He found that the crystal size could be
controlled by adjusting the pH of the reaction and he
greatly improved the water stability of the phosphor by
adding zinc oxide before firing. The original material
had a tendency to cake in water suspensions. Caking
was due perhaps to the tendency of anhydrous zinc
orthophosphate to revert to the tetrahydrate Zn3(P04)2.
4H2O. It is not understood how zinc oxide improves the
stability of Zn3(P04)2 in water suspensions.

Both of the foregoing methods have been superseded
by H. E. McCreary's method which involves the direct

reaction between National Formulary (N. F. ) grade
phosphoric acid andU.S.P. zinc oxide. In McCreary's
method, dilute phosphoric acid (specific gravity 1.18)

is added at a controlled rate to an aqueous suspension of
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zinc oxide containing dissolved manganous chloride. At
the end of the reaction the pH should be 2.9 to 3.0. At
this point, a stoichiometric excess of 1.93 per cent

zinc oxide is added. The reaction produces a mixture
of zinc orthophosphate, zinc metaphosphate, and zinc

oxide. Firing at 960 C converts the mixture to zinc

orthophosphate. The conversion can be attributed to

the reaction between zinc metaphosphate and zinc oxide

as follows:

Zn(P03)2 + 2 ZnO ^ Zn3(P04)2 (7)

Apparently an excess of zinc oxide is indispensable

for the stability of the phosphor in water suspensions.

An activator concentration of 8.8 mol per cent and a
firing of at least 900 C are necessary to form the short-

persistence, beta form of zinc orthophosphate :Mn.
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Calculation of Fields and Currents

L. C. Scholz

Harrison

ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS

This chapter discusses the basic relations and laws
governing electrostatic fields and currents. The laws
are presented axiomatically; for rigor and further clar-
ification, the standard literaturel, 2, 3 should be con-
sulted.

In a static field, the electric field intensity E (a

vector quantity) may be expressed as the gradient of a
scalar potential as follows:

r 6r \6r/ v^\m ) 6z €
(5)

SOLUTIONS FOR SIMPLE GEOMETRIES

In the absence of space charge, Eq. (4) has the form
known as LaPlace's equation and may be used for ana-

lytic solutions of simple geometries. Although two
cases presented below are extremely simple, they pro-
vide basic required analysis information.

-grad V = - AV,
or

A 6V - 5V

5y

6V\

(1)

(la)

where i, j, and k are unit vectors in the x, y, and z

directions, respectively. The gradient at a point in

space is the maximum space variation of the potential

and is defined at that point.

Gauss's law, which expresses a further relation be-
tween the electric flux and its source charge, states

thatthe total flux through the surface of a body is equal
to the total charge enclosed. This relationship may be
written in terms of the flux density 6 (known as the dis-
placement) and the charge density p as follows:

or rephrased in differential form.

5Dx

5 X

5Dy

5y

6D

5z

(2)

(3)

From the identity D = e E and a combination of Eqs.
(1) and (3), Poisson's equation (in rectangular coordi-
nates) is obtained as follows:

6^ V

5x2

6fv_

"5y2

5!v

6z2

(4)

Infinite Parallel Planes

The potential V at any point z between two parallel

planes held at potentials and V2 , and distanced apart
is given as:

Vo -V,
V = Vi + ^ 1 z, (6)

a linear variation E2 is expressed as:

Ez = -grad V (7)

Concentric Cylinders

For concentric cylindrical planes, the basic equation

has the following form:

In r/Rj^

and the linear variation is written as

E.
^2-^1

r In R2/R1
(9)

Although analytic solutions are possible for certain

other simple geometric configurations, the approxima-
tion methods discussed below are generally used.

This equation is the basis of the present analysis of

electrostatic problems.

A similar result, for cylindrical coordinates,
pressed as follows:

IS ex-

THE THERMIONIC DIODE

The analysis of the electrical field of a diode differs

from the previous problems in electrostatics only in

that electrons flow through the interelectrode space.

The presence of these electrons results in a charge
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(treated as being continuous) which interacts with the

total field distribution. In the analysis procedure,
Poisson's equation, written with the charge expressed
in terms of the current and tube geometry, is integrated

over the proper limits.

Before attempting the solution of the equation, how-
ever, the more general problem of a current injected

into the region between two infinite parallel planes^, 5, 6

(these planes may be physical electrodes or imaginary
in space) must be considered briefly. In the absence
of charge, the potential variation, plotted from Eq. (6),

is a straight line. As electrons enter the interelectrode

space, the potential is everywhere depressed by the

field resulting from the charge.

Two possible conditions may exist as the electrons
enter the interelectrode space:

(1) an accelerating field may be present as a result
of a higher potential on the second plane, as shown
in Fig. 1, or, of current.

(2) a retarding field may exist as a result of a higher
potential on the first plane, as shown in Fig. 2.

PLANE I PLANE 2

V2

and curves (C) show the formation of potential' minimum.
The concept of self regulation of current, the so-

called space-charge-limited current flow, is essential
to a clear understanding of the physical processes
within an electron tube. Although the idea of a potential

minimum is also fundamental and has a physical basis,

the sudden transition of potential distribution is less

easily visualized and is best explained mathematically.
The following analysis of the current flow between two
infinite-parallel planes provides a basis for the solution

of some of the more important problems of electron-
tube design.

PLANE 1 PLANE 2

V2<V|

FOR CURVE B.Vm IS AT

PLANE 2

\^^^
\\\

Figure 2. Typical Retarding Potential Distributions

In an infinite-parallel plane geometry, when a cur-
rent which has originated at a point of zero potential

flows in a Z direction, the velocity in any plane perpen-
dicular to the Z axis is a constant. This condition de-
fines a single-velocity beam. The total current flow-

ing J is the sum of the conduction and displacement
currents.

Co SE
•J = pu + — (10)

6t

Figure 1. TypicalAccelerating Potential Distributions

As the current is increased, a potential minimum is

formed; as the current is further increased, the poten-

tial at the minimum is lowered to a critical current

value at which a transition takes place and a virtual

cathode is formed.

In Figs. 1 and 2, curves (A) show the charge-free
variation, curves (b) show the effect of a small charge,

It can be shown that

dE
J= ^o TT (11)

dt

and this expression leads to the following three equa-
tions:

*The assumptions inherent in an ideal infinite -parallel plane

configuration are outlined in the following section.
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J Where dN^j is the number of electrons emitted per sec-
E = T + Eq (12) ond having velocities between u and u+dy, and N is the

^ o total number of electrons emitted. This plot of distri-

bution, which has the form shown in Fig. 3, applies to

e J T"^ e . . metal emitters as well as the more usual oxide-coated
^ " ~m 'e 2 * ^ emitter. This spread in velocities contradicts the as-

° sumption of a single velocity made above, but for the

diode (or grid-cathode region of other tubes), it is pos-

e J T^ e sible to compensate for this change by deducing the

Z = + — Eq +Uo'r ^'^P® °^ potential distribution that exists in the real di-

m e„ 6 m 2 ode.

where Eq and Uq are the values at Z = 0, and T is the

time of flight of the electrons. These equations may
be solved for T by assuming that the value of Uq is

known.

U+Lb
T + Z = 0 (15)

Physically realizable solutions for T are positive real

values. At most, T has two such roots if the following

condition holds true:

12 m e. 54 Z2

Therefore, the current may have a maximum value

^3

'max
2

^
m (U+Uq)

9 ° e z2

and for this value of current

T
3 / 2Z \

2 \u+UQj

The transit time for zero current is given as:

2 Z

and

U + Uo

3

2 To

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Values of current greater than J result in negative
solutions for T because above the value current
flow is not stable. Therefore, the equation does not

apply above this value. Attempts to increase the cur-
rent result in changes in the field that turn part of the

current back to the source. This effect and related
phenomena are observed in pentodes and beam power
tubes.

Further discussion of the thermionic diode requires
an investigation of the effects of velocity distribution

on the equation for space-charge flow. In practical
electron tubes, the electrons are initially derived from
a heated cathode of metal or some oxide mixture.
Thermally emitted electrons travel in a direction per-
pendicular to the emitting plane at velocities ranging
from zero to infinity according to the following Max-
wellian distribution function.

dN„ N exp
KT

-mu|/2KT)du (20)

=IOOOK

N(u)= NUMBER OF PARTICLES
WITH VELOCITY u

NUMBER OF EMITTED
PARTICLES

100 200 300 400 500 600 700
VELOCITY- KILOMETERS PER SECOND

Figure 3. Form of the Normally -Directed
Maxwellian Velocity Distribution

In the presence of an accelerating field, a large cur-
rent can flow in a charge-free tube. The current de-
presses the potential until a retarding field is formed
at the cathode. The retarding field, in turn, limits the

current because only electrons having sufficient energy
can pass the potential minimum. If enough electrons
are available, a limiting condition is established and
only a portion of the available electrons reach the

anode. This condition is known as space-charge-
limited operation. If the current is not sufficient to

form a potential minimum, all the available electrons
reach the plate, as shown in curve A of Fig. 4. This
condition is known as temperature- limited operation.

Because all the electrons have energies greater than
zero, even zero field at the cathode surface (potential

minimum at the cathode surface) permits all the avail-

able electrons to flow. These conditions distinguish

the boundary between temperature- limited and space-
charge limited operation. As the anode potential is re-

duced, the current is reduced, and the potential mini-
mum moves towards the anode, as shown in curve B of

Fig. 4. At some given current, the potential minimum
is at the anode surface, as shown in curve C of Fig. 4.

A lower current level results in operation in the region
of the retarding field. One additional case must be
considered: that of electrons emitted with zero energy.
If the electrons emitted have zero velocity (energy), the

potential minimum must fall on the cathode surface.

An accelerating field would cause full current flow and
a retarding field would permit no current flow.

THE IDEAL INFINITE PARALLEL- PLANE DIODE

The preceding section presented some of the general
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concepts and theory pertaining to the flow of charge
between two electrodes. The following is a specific

solution for the ideal infinite parallel-plane diode. Be-
cause of mathematical complexity, this discussion is

restricted to ideal cases. However, experience has
shown that these solutions are generally applicable and
may be used as a basis for most design problems.

CATHODE ANODE

TEMPERATURE-LIMITED

RETARDING FIELD

Figure 4. Boundary Potentials Defining
Mode of Operation in Diode

The configuration treated here consists of two per-
fectly parallel uniformly spaced planes infinite in extent.

This configuration eliminates the field variation in the
directions along the plane and permits a mathematically
simple solution. In actual tubes, that are of course
finite in extent, end effects must be neglected or some
empirical correction must be made. Tubes that have
small interelectrode spacing compared to the other di-

mensions have very small fringe effects. Curved elec-
trode systems may be treated as planes if the spacing
is small compared to the curvature.

except the cathode, the current must be constant through
the tube; the current and space charge density may be
related as follows:

p = J/u (22)

When the principle of conservation of energy is ap-

plied to the electrons in an electrostatic field the fol-

lowing relationship between velocity and potential is ob-

tained:

2 2e \l/2
(23)

where Uq is the initial z-directed velocity of the elec-

trons as they leave the cathode. Because a distribution

function for Uq leads to a multivalued U (z) that is dif-

ficult to manipulate, that case must be treated differ-

ently. However, if is is assumed that Uq is single-

valued (zero) and the equation is solved for J, the re-

sult is generally useful.

Initial Velocity - Zero

In the most direct analysis procedure, J/u is sub-

stituted for p in Eq. (21).

1/2 -1/2

V
d^V

dz^
(24)

Integration from 0 to z yields

o 9 4J / m\^'^^/ 1/2 l/2\
, ^

The boundary conditions must also be defined: Eq is

zero because it has been assumed that Uq is zero, and
the cathode potential Vq can also be assigned a zero
value with no loss in generality. Therefore,

dv
/4jy/Y-E-\^

^1/2 1/2

V (25a)

A second integration from 0 to d and 0 to V^ yields

3/4 / _\l/2/... vl/4
4va (26)

The method described here is annotated derivation
which provides, at each step, the reasons and justifica-

tion for all assumptions. The discussion is maintained
on a general level so that the results may be used as
take-off points for less restrictive analyses. It is also
very important that the designer realize the limitations
and assumptions inherent in the analysis.

Poisson's equation in one rectangular coordinate z

is used as the starting point of the analysis.

d2v

dz'
p(z)/€, (21)

where (z) is a function of z.

Because there are no sources of current in the tube

The significant results, first derived by Langmuir"
and Childs^, are as follows:

„ V 3/2
J = 2.336 X 10-6 _^ amp per square meter (27)

d2

V = 5.68 X 10^ j2/3 z 4/3 ^oitg (28)

E = |-x 5.68 X lO'* J^/3 zl/3 volts per meter (29)

by simple substitution,

4 Va
E/anode = —

3 d
(30)
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This result shows that the electric-field intensity is

increased at the ancxle under space charge conditions

because the negative electrons depress the potential

(except at the electrodes) and increase the gradient.

The simple relationship shown in Eqs. (27), (28),

and (29) is the basis of all tube design. Although a more
sophisticated analysis is presented below, much of the

work rests on these equations. The three-halves power
law is quite general and holds for all geometries (Lang-
muirS andlveylO). The equations may be used to initiate

changes in existing tube design or to give a first ap-
proximate answer before proceeding with a more re-
fined design.

Initial Velocities - Maxwellian

The distribution of the normally-directed velocities

of the emitted electrons is given by the following Max-
wellian distribution function:

dNu = Nmui
(.niUn/2KT) du,

KT

A distribution of velocities results in the formation
of a potential in front of the cathode, which has a posi-
tion dm and a magnitude Vm, a negative number. On
the anode side of the potential minimum, all electrons
move towards the anode and have energies greater than
Vm electron volts; on the cathode side, electrons move
in both directions. The total emitted electrons (N)

move towards the minimum; those with energies less
than Vm are returned to the cathode. However, the
total current through any plane in the interelectrode
space must be a constant. As the electron stream ap-
proaches the minimum, the slower electrons are con-
tinuously returned, and the faster electrons slowed
down. Because the average velocity is constant (Lang-
muir,12 p. 423), the following expressions may be used
to define the space charge.

On the cathode side of the potential minimum,
0 < z < dm.

(-2^Vm)^/2

p(z)

CO y»

Lt2|^Vm)^/2 ('2^v)l/2

dNu
(31)

where V is the potential at z, and u the velocity at z is

defined by

= Ui^ + 2eV/m (32)

where Jq is the total thermionic current available and
the exponential e is the electronic charge. This equa-
tion is generally used to determine Vm by assuming the

values of Jq and J to be known.

A sir^le integration of Poisson's equation gives the

following relationship:

(M\ ./dv\ p(2)dv (35)

where V equals Vm and dV/dz is equal to 0 when z is

equal to dm.

The integration of p (z)dV results in the combination
of some error functions, but a second integration is

required to complete the solution. This procedure re-

quires the numerical integration of a new function.

Langmuir simplified this evaluation by introducing the

following normalizations to give pure numbers.

e(V - Vm) _ 11,605 (v - Vm)

kT T
(36)

1 = (2m.)l/VejVz'^-dm)=9.186xl05T-3/4ji/2(z-dm)

(2KT)r)3/4Uoj

Then

1/2

(37)

(38)

The upper signs apply in the cathode region, and the
lower signs in the anode region;

771/2 2
' -u

e du

this expression may be integrated to yield

_/- ^ d,

^o[er7-l.e^erf(7, 1/2), 2(^)1
/2

(39)

On the anode side of the potential minimum, dm <
z < d

P (z)
dNu

(33)

(-2 ;;;Vm)

Under these conditions, the current is determined by
the value of the potential minimum and is given by the
following expression:'^

(34)J = Jr, e + eVm
o ^ ^ KT

This expression has been evaluated numerically by
Kleynen.

Discussion

The preceding analysis is applied to actual design
problems through the use of implicit solutions for J.

Graphical solutions further facilitate design procedures
and aid in the visualization of the effect of the initial

velocity on the current.
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Under the assumption of zero initial velocity, the cur-
rent depends on the voltage and spacing only. In the
actual case, current is a function of voltage, spacing,

cathode temperature, and available cathode current be-
cause the position and magnitude of the potential mini-
mum are functions of these variables. Therefore, an
adequate analysis must define the effects of these para-
meters on the current so that a tube may be designed
for a given current under a given set of conditions for
the greatest utility; this information should be in graph-
ical or tabular form.

The definition of the three important variables rj ,

I , and Vm:

V - Vm ,

,

77= 11,605

I = 9.186 X 10^

Vm = In = Vt In —
e J ^ J

(40)

(41)

(42)

By insertion of the proper values for Z and V, the
following results are obtained for the cathode and plate:

K ^ Vm = in

KT J

Vm = Vk ^T= 'nK
11,605

Va +Vm Va_

Vrp Vt ^ K

V. = ('7a - V K'
11,605

£ = 9.186 X 10 ^ T '^/"^
J^/^ dm

K.

dm= T^/V9-186 X 105 J
1/2

9.186 X 10^ T"^/^ J^/^ (d - dm)

I = 9.186 X 10^ T'^/^ J^/^ d - I K

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(49a)

(3) Determine from tables or graphs ^ and ^ ^.

(4) Calculate d from Eq. (49a).

For example, if J = 40 ma/cm^ and V= 1.0 volts

(Jg = 1000 ma/cm2).

1000
1. hi

40
-= 3.22

Vm = In 25 (1.1/11.6) = 0.306 volts

1.0
V a 0.095

+ 3.22 = 13.72

iKg = 2.26, la = 18 (Irom Fig. 6)

d =
( ^a+ ^k)T'

limeters or 0.008 inch

(note that J must be in amperes

'3/4/9.186 X 10^ jl/2=0.2 mil-

This procedure may be varied to accomodate various
combinations of given and desired tube parameters.
Some of the actual calculations required in this solution

maybe eliminated by using the plot of position and mag-
nitude of the potential minimum given in Figs. 8 and 9.

A completely explicit design procedure would pro-
vide the current density directly as a function of volt-

age and spacing; such a plot may be found in Lieber-
mann.15 A more useful form results through the fol-

lowing normalization. 16 if the current density equals

Jl when the potential minimum falls on the anode sur-
face, is the transition value as the current density
changes from the retarding-field to space-charge-lim-
ited mode. If Vi is that value of anode voltage that

gives J^, and V;^ are functions of cathode tempera-
ture (T]^q) and saturation-current density (Jg), but are
only slightly dependent on Jg if the ratio Jg/'J'i is very
large. Because the ratio is usually large, Jg is assumed
infinite and J^ is designated J « . The purpose of this

normalization is evident from an examination of a com-
plete potential cross section of a diode, as shown in

Fig. 10. The diagram shows that the effective poten-
tials include the work functions of the surfaces. How-
ever, because these work functions are not known until

after the tube is made, it is necessary to measure or
eliminate them. Therefore, after a tube is designed
and constructed, J^ and Vi are measured and the values
are used as a basis for other measurements. If is

not within design limits, something is wrong with the
tube. Because the measured values of Vj^ include the

effect of contact potential, J 00 is introduced to elimi-
nate contact potential voltages from the measurements.
The value of Jj may be determined from Fig. 11 by

letting dm equal d.

Figs. 5, 6, and 7 may be used to determine 77 j^, |

and £, directly,
a

These formulas are used, as follows, to design a di-

ode with current density J and voltage drop V:

(1) Assume values for Jg and Tj<^. (1 to 10 amperes
per square centimeter for Jg and 1100 deg K for

Tj^ are practical values for the oxide cathode.

)

(2) Calculate (in order) V^, Vm, and 77 a.

An equation for one additional tube parameter, the

conductance, is required.

Differentiation of Eq. (27) provides

3 vl/2
G = — X2.336-5- micromhos per square centimeter

2 d^ (50)
and

d^

J 2 ampere (51)
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Figure 5. t) ^as a Function of the Ratio Jg/v

for the case of zero initial velocity. In the exact case,

graphical differentiation of the J-V plot is the simplest

method, but in the retarding field region

J = Jg exp (eVr/KT) (52)

Therefore,

G =

KT
and

G = rzi Js exp (eVr/KT) (53)
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Figure 6. ^ as a Function of 77

G_

J

e

KT
(53a)

Fig. 12 shows the relationship of J, G, and dm at

various temperatures and current densities. The set

of lines marked (1) is a plot of G as a function of J,

when J is less than Ji (retarding field mode). Set (2)

is a plot of dm as a function of J and set (3) is G as a
function of J, when J is greater than andiiasthe spe-
cific value of 2 mils.

The figure is used as follows: If a diode has a spacing
of X mils, J]^ is found by letting dm equal X. The in-

tersection of line 2 and dm = X yields J]^. Project this

to line 1. To the left (J < Ji), G = RJ/KT may be found
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from line 1; to the right (J > J-^), it may be found by
graphical differentiation, but the construction of a line

parallel to 3 is usually sufficient. The result is a com-
plete plot of G as a function of J; J as a function of V
may be calculated. (The designer will probably find it

convenient to use universal plots for actual design
work.

)

The term | can be series expanded as shown by
Beck,"^ and approximate solutions for J can be obtained.

When only the first term is used,

J = 2.336 X 10-6 (V-Vm)3/2
^ ^^^^

(d - dm)2
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Figure 8. Position of Potential Minimum as a Function of Current Density

When the first two terms are used,

J ^ 2.336 X 10-^ (V - Vm)

(d - dm)^

3/2
1 +

66 ]

T J
(55)

The potentials used must include the effects of con-
tact potential.

THE IDEAL CYLINDRICAL DIODE

The following discussion covers only the basic for-

mulation and the results in the analysis of an ideal cylin-

drical diode because more rigorous examination is not

required for the present analysis.

Initial Velocities - Zero

For a given cathode length L,

6

6 r
(t \ = I / mV \

\^
5Fy 2Tir eo-L\2e

)

1/2
(56)

The solution found by Langmuir^' is

14.66 X 10-6 L
I

or I
2.336 X 10-6 ^ y3/2

K

(57)

(57a)

where /3 is a function of r^/rj^ or r^/r^^ only.

Similar solutions are available for the spherical

diode. A spherical diode forms the basis of many con-

vergent electron-gun designs.

Initial Velocity - Maxwellian

The solution to this problem is complicated by the

effects of the nonnormal velocities (tangential veloci-
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Figure 9. Magnitude of Potential Minimum as a Function of Current Density

ties) on the space-charge distribution, although various
approximations have been found. 13, 17 xhe correction
to the three-halves power law is smaller for cylindrical

geometry than for the parallel planes. The approxi-
mate solution found by including the change in space-
charge near the anode is as follows:

14.66 X 10'

ra

V-Vm f -

4 Avj ]

2-1 3/2

where

V = the effective voltage

(58)
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V - 3 KT - T
° "1" ^

"
7733

volts

(The average radial component of initial veloc-

ity due to actual radial velocity KT and tan-

gential velocity 1/2 KT.

)

Vm = the value of the potential minimum

ra = anode radius

A = a number between 1 and 2

The position of the minimum does not enter into the

equation because it effects only the effective cathode

radius which does not enter the equation. Although beta

should be determined on the basis of the radius of the

potential minimum, sucha refinement is not warranted
by this approximate solution.

ANODE

Figure 10. Potential Cross Section

of a Thermionic Diode

Discussion

Little need has been found for these formulas, be-

cause most close-spaced tubes approximate parallel-

plane geometry sufficiently well to justify their use.

However, these results canprovide the initial steps for

the design of electron gun or other such specialized

configurations. Fig. 12 shows a graphic solution of

Eq. (57) supplied by A. Kauzmann.

THE EXTENSION OF DIODE THEORY TO TRIODES

An analytic solution for the field distribution in a

triode is complex, but not impossible if the geometry
meets the right criteria. Such a solution is not at-

tempted here because it is not generally useful, but the

principle involved in arriving at such a solution will be

discussed.

The field distribution around an array of very fine

wire was first described by MaxwelllS (p. 310). If the

anode and cathode are not close to the grid, and if the

wires are small, this solution may be used for the

triode. More involved methods are required to com-
pute the field distribution of a real grid which has wires
that are large in diameter compared to their spacing

and is close to the cathode and/or anode. In general,

these methods involve the replacement of the grid wire
by an infinite set of charges, usually a set of multipoles

(see Stratton, 3 p. 176). Because of the difficulty in

summing the contributions of an infinity of charges,

approximations must be used and the solution for the

field distribution used indirectly. The quantity wanted
is a solution for current flow through the tube with given

electrode potentials and geometry. The "equivalent

diode" method used is simple, direct, and yields the

correct value for the current. It consists of replacing

the values of the triode with those of a diode in which
anode-cathode voltage and spacing are functions of the

geometry and electrode voltages of the triode. The
current calculated for the diode is the current for the

triode. This method requires that the potential minima
(in volts) be the same in each case. Through a unique
theorem this may be related to the field intensity (grad-

ient) at various points in the tube.

The Shielding Effect of a Grid

The properties of the field between two electrodes

have been discussed in some detail for various geom-
etries, butwhatare the effects of an array of wires (a

grid) placed between the two electrodes? Although a

quantitative answer can not be given without reference
to a particular geometry, some general results can be
discussed by first defining the following parameters:

a - the spacing of the grid wires (for a helical grid

the spacing is equal to the pitch)

b - the spacing from the grid to the cathode

c - the spacing from the grid to the plate

r - the radius of the wire

All spacings are measured to the center of the grid

wires. The following terms are also used: coverage
ratio (2r/a) and window factor (a/b and a/c).

If the cathode and plate are arranged in some arbi-

trary geometry and have a potential difference of V
volts, a flux 0 exists between them, and field inten-

sities Ex and E2 are present at the surface of the cath-

ode and plate, respectively. The potential, flux den-

sity, and field intensity at each point in space are known,

or can be calculated, and a capacitance coefficient is

assigned to the two electrodes. If a third electrode

(say a grid) is placed in the field, it intercepts some
of the flux and alters the field distribution. If it is ini-

tially charged, its field interacts with the field of the

other electrodes, and the gradient, flux density, and

potential at each point in space are no longer the same.
The magnitude of the change depends on the shape of

the third electrode and how and where it is placed in the

field. An interposed electrode that physically shields

one element from the other has a greater effect than

one placed near the edge of the field. The quantity mu
defines the shielding effect of a grid in an electron tube.
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Figure 12. Universal Plane -Parallel Diode Design Curves

The following definitions of mu represent two separate
points of view, but give the same result.

From the user's viewpoint, the tube is considered as
a device (a three-terminal network), of whichthe inter-

nal workings are not known, and mu is defined as "the

limit of the ratio of the change in anode voltage to the

change ingrid voltage with the anode current held con-
stant." This relationship is expressed as follows:

and reduced to

6Va

6Vg la = constant
(59)

From the designer's point of view, the tube is con-
sidered as a problem in electrostatics. The fields due
to the three electrodes are considered, and mu is de-
fined as "the limit of the change in the cathode- surface
charge density due to a change in grid voltage to the
change in cathode-surface charge density due to a change
in anode voltage. " This relationship may be expressed
mathematically as follows:

LIMIT AgK/ A Vg

A — 0 ^<^K/ ^ Va

At the boundary of a conductor

a = E normal

This term may be substituted in Eq. (60) as follows

LIMIT A Enk/ a Vg

(60)

A — 0 A Enk/ a Va
= l^ (60a)

aVa

crVg ) K = Ej^g = constant
(60b)

Although this is an electrostatic definition, it can
also be applied when space charge is present. The
equivalency of the two definitions may be shown from
an examination of the field in a diode having a flow of

electrons which have initial velocities; a discrete value

for the gradient is present at the cathode surface for

each value of current. Hence, the current is main-
tained constant by maintaining the off- cathode field con-

stant. It should be understood that in defining mu (elec-

trostatically) it is not necessary to refer to the cathode

surface; any point in space may be used. The cathode

was used in this case to illustrate the equivalency of

the two definitions. In addition, it is not necessary to

take the limit in the electrostatic case, because the

mathematics is linear and finite deviations may be used.

In the space-charge-considered case, because the cur-

rent is not a linear function of voltage, the limiting

value must be used.

The two charts shown in Figs. 13 and 14 may be used
to calculate the penetration factor (Durchgriff) of any
gridinaplane parallel geometry. Penetration factor is

the inverse of mu and is sometimes given as a percent

age. These charts are from an article by Kleijnen

An additional chart with somewhat more limited range

is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. This chart is useful in

calculating mu for tubes having cylindrical geometry.
Various methods are discussed below for measuring
mu of odd structures by analog methods. The results

of a set of such measurements made by Hsu and Horton20

19
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Figure 13. Design Data for Cylindrical Diodes

are shown in Fig. 17. These measurements may be
used to determine the mu of various mesh grids.

Various calculations have been made of mu; Max-
welll8 probably made the first such calculation. His
results may be used for grids which have small wires
and are placed far from any other electrode. The
method replaces the grid with an array of infinitesimal

Une charges which have potential lines that are circles
near the charge. The charges are chosen such that the
resultant potential lines fit the grid wires. Farther
from the charges, the potential contours become cardi-
oidal and can no longer be fitted to a round grid wire.

Vodges and Elder^^ overcarhe this difficulty by replac-
ing the simple line charge with a dipole. This method
resulted in a better fit for wire diameters up to 16 per
cent of the grid to cathode spacing. Herne22 replaced
the round grid wire with a wire having a polygon cross
section and used a Schwartz-Christofel transformation
to obtain results that are valid for cases in which the
anode is close to the grid plane. 011endorf23 proceeded
further, and he obtained a multiplicity of charges by
taking successive approximations that included more
and more terms. His third and fourth approximations
are useful for large grid wires up to 0.72 2r/a, but not

for closely-spaced anodes. Kleijnen replaced each grid
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Figure 14. Penetration Factor (Kleijnen)

wire by a series of n-pole charges where n varies from
one to infinity. His results, presented below, are the-

oretically good for all coverage ratios and for all grid-

anode spacings up to the limiting values of 2r = a and

s = a; s is the grid-anode spacing. The results dis-

cussed above are not valid for tubes in which the pitch

is large compared to the grid-cathode spacing. This

mathematically special case (which includes most mod-
ern high-performance tubes) is discussed below. Under
these conditions, the field at the cathode surface is not

smooth (i.e., it varies from a minimum at a point under
a grid wire to a maximum at a point between grid wires)

and, as a result, the current density is not uniformly

distributed. The present discussion is restricted to

the case in which the grid- cathode spacing is larger

than the pitch.

Calculation of Equivalent Potentials

The importance of a unified approach to the elec-

tronics of a vacuum tube is most important at high fre-

quencies when the tube capacitance and inductance are

a significant part of the circuit. The interelectrode

capacitances of a tube, however, are not constant, but
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Figure 15. Penetration Factor (Kleijnen)
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Figure 16. Amplification Factor Nomogram (Vodges & Elder Formula)

vary with the amount of space charge present. At high

frequencies, electrons talce an appreciable part of a
cycle to cross the grid-cathode space and hence do not

encounter a static conservative field. At these high

frequencies, the electrons absorb energy, manifested
as a power requirement for the grid drive. An effec-

tive design procedure for these tubes must treat the

tube and circuit together as has been done in more re-

cent years by Llewellyn and Peterson. ^'^ The earlier

approach is more simple, but less accurate.

The most simple approach to the calculation of equiv-
alent diodes^"^- ^° is purely electrostatic and only
charge-free regions are considered. The first refine-

ment, a correction for space charge in the grid- cath-
ode region, is commonly used. Space charge in the

grid anode region is very rarely considered because
it leads to undue difficulty. However, because even
smallamounts of space charge may have large effects,

an analysis has been made, as a second order correc-
tion, that includes some effects of space charge in the

anode region, but not the space charge itself. This
approach, although similar to the Llewellyn-Peterson
approach, includes only the dc terms.

The Simple Charge- Free Model is a basic analysis
approach which leads to the standard form for the equiv-

alent-diode voltage. Although the result is widely used,
it is not accurate for high-frequency or low-voltage
tubes (i. e. , those having a large transit time).

The tube is replaced by the electrostatic capacitances
between elements (these capacitances cannot be meas-
ured because they include only those active portions of

the electrodes that actually carry current), see Fig.

18. This delta or pi network is transformed to a tee,

by the ordinary rules of circuit analysis. The trans-
formation equations are as follows:

Ca = p/Cgk

p/Cak

p/Cga

where P = C^k Car + CqK Cak + C^a Cqk

It is assumed that there is an imaginary plane in the

tube at the mode (n) for which potential v is determined.

The equation VC = Q relates the charge on the elec-

trodes to the potential difference between them. In ad-
dition, because the plane at n is in space and no real
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net charge may existthere, the charge at n has the fol-

lowing identity:

0 = (Vg - V)Cg + (Va -V)Ca + (VK-V) C^,

V may be found to be

V = -^-^ — (62)

VgCg + Va Ca + VkCk

+ Ca + Ck

\^
Ca

VaC^^
Ck

Vk c^

1 +
Ck
Co-

(63)

From Eq. (61),

Ca/Cg = CaK/CgK' ^nd Cj,/Cg = C^^/Cga

This relationship indicates that the imaginary plane
is situated in the plane of the actual grid. From our
definition of mu, Eq. (60), the relationship between the

capacitances is expressed as follows:

and the actual tube by reducing the spacing in the model
to 3/4b. This reduces the gradients the same but also

reduces the reverse mu to 3/4 of its calculated value.

Therefore, Eq. (66) may be rewritten as follows:

(68)

(1 3 b

Cg/Ca M- ga'
(64)

This equation represents the charge-free model with

afirst-order correctionfor charge in the cathode space.

The simplified two-space analysis of a triode attempts
to include the effects of space charge in both spaces.
The final result includes the effect of the finite transit

time, but neglects the space charge itself. First, an
expression for the field in a gap with current flowing
is obtained which is then applied to the various regions
in the triode. The essential steps of the procedure are
presented below. Space 1 is the grid-cathode region
and space 2 is the grid-anode region. A zero subscript
refers to charge-free values. The analysis applies to

a single-velocity current flow.

The electric-field intensity at the entrance plane is

expressed as follows:

and

V^K= '^gK (65)

^2 - Vf

2e,
(69)

Eq. (63) may be rewritten as follows:

^^K
^ M(g-a) ^ M(g-K)

M(g-a) M(g-K)

(66a)

The mu of a helical grid is a function of wire size,

pitch, and spacing to the plane under consideration.

For a grid between two planes, as in a triode (with

% = 0), the relationship is expressed as follows:

V = —^ (66b)

1 + -1(1 + A)

where ii= ii„„, b = g-K spacing, and s = g-a spacing.

The preceding discussion has been limited to the

charge-free case. The following correction considers
the charge in the cathode-grid region (called space 1),

but neglects the grid-anode region (space 2). If it is

again assumed that the simplified case is based on a
cathode that emits an infinity of electrons at zero veloc-
ity, we may express the gradient on the cathode side
of the grid plane as follows:

_ 4 V
^gl ' T "b

(67)

This value is 4/3 of the gradient in the charge-free
model. The same gradient is achieved in the model

and at the exit plane is expressed as:

Vo

Zg - Z^
-^ + — T
T 2e

o

(VO)

These values are the linear gradients modified by a
space-charge factor.

This general result may be applied to a triode by
evaluating the gradients at each electrode in each space.
Space 1 is the g-K gap and space 2 is the g-a gap. The
grid is a common element and has a gradient on each
side. The numerical subscripts refer to the space and
the zero indicates no space charge.

In the grid-cathode space:

0

i. Z.
3 b

4 eo V
Tf =

"K

Cl

(71)

(72)

3 J b

These expressions have been previously derived.

(73)

In the grid-anode space:

Va - V T20 2 V T20 T2

T2 ' T20

^g2

T2

I2
T2

+ T b

J T20 1 V T20 T2
3 b T2 • T20

(74)

(75)
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Figure 17. Relations between Helical and Mesh Grids:

(A) Round-wire mesh grid; (B) Horizontal pitch (d);

(C) Parallel-wire screening factor (2r/a)

These expressions can be used by evaluating the

transit time ratios as follows:

Ti
'

vl/2

V 1/2 ^Vl72
a.

(76)

(77)

An expression for the equivalent voltage V is ob-

tained from these equations as follows:

-if 4 s T2 / }_^\'\
M'L^- 3 b T2ol^"2 tJJ

(78)

where

'20

GO- <5A

K

(B)

Figure 18. Electrostatic (Capacitance) Representation

of a Triode: (A) Delta representation of interelectrode

capacitances; (B) Tee representation of interelectrode
capacitances (transformed from Delta)

If T2 is zero and T2/T20 approaches 1, the expres-
sion can be reduced to the previous result [Eq. (68)]-

However, if T2/T2o3-PPi'oaches 1 when T2 is not zero,

the result is a solution which may be said to be a first-

order correction for space charge in the anode space.
It simply takes into account the finite transit times of

the electrons and adds a small correction to the field

due to the accumulated charge.

As a final result.

la 1 +
s (, 1

(79)
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and

G

1 r 4 s/2 1
T20 v^/2,3/2VaVS

\]

(80)

The ratio T20/T1 may be evaluated from Eq. (81) by
assuming some small value for V consistent with the

known requirements of the design.

Interpretation

This quasi- static representation for an ideal triode,

which includes at least first order corrections for the
space charge in both the cathode and anode spaces, can
be used for design or analysis. For accurate calcula-
tions, the contact potentials, potential minimum, and
the electrode potentials must be included. Because
the determination of the contact potential is difficult

and accurate prediction of current is almost impossible,
the design of electron tubes is somewhat empirical.
Any methods of analysis should consider information
on the accuracy of design, an estimate of degradation
in performance from imperfect grids and parts, and
information about the contact potential. This informa-
tion may be used to determine: (1) errors in parts and
spacing, (2) the actual electrode voltages required to

obtaina desired current level, and (3) any improvements
which may be effected by changes in grid design.

An analysis procedure for triodes (and multigrid
tubes) is derived from that previously discussed for the

diode. The following tests* may be performed on a
General Radio vacuum-tube parameter bridge.

Normally, for any finite grid-wire size, the cathode
current is bunched toward the center of the grid aper-
ture (see Fig. 19); a diode of similar dimensions would
have laminar flow. Diode conditions may be duplicated
by adjusting the electrode voltages until laminar flow
results. Under these conditions, the grid intercepts
2r/a per cent of the cathode current and the space
around it must be at the same potential;** no change
would result if the grid were removed. The grid is

said to be at natural or space-charge potential.

In the actual case, shown in Fig. 19D, the potential
line that is at grid potential just grazes the lower edge
of the grid wires. The diode spacing in this case is

(b-r) rather than b.

BEAM FORMATION IN

ORDINARY NEGATIVE-
GRID TRIODE

(A)

1 1 1 \ 1 1—

K

LAMINAR FLOW IN DIODE

(B)

V3

Vg

J
V2

J

IDEALIZED LAMINAR FLOW IN TRIODE;
GRID AT SPACE- CHARGE POTENTIAL

(C)

This procedure was first described by O. H. Schade, Sr.

This statement is not strictly true. For any wire of finite

radius, the equipotentlal lines must bend around the wires
in the vicinity of the wires. Laminar flow is probably es-
tablished when the field has the shape shown in Fig. 17D,
rather than in Fig. 17C

.

PROBABLE ACTUAL LAMINAR FLOW IN TRIODE-,

GRID AT SPACE-CHARGE POTENTIAL

(D)

Figure 19. Electron Flow Patterns
in Diodes and Triodes
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Procedure for Analysis*

(1) Read Ij^and g™ as a function of Vg with the ratio

Ig/lj^ equal to 2r/a. The term gm is defined as the

transconductance read with the grid at space charge
potential and should be read at the cathode lead to in-

clude all the current, % = Ig + la-

(2) At a constant bias (e. g. , -0.6 to -1.0 volts) or
constant grid current (e.g. , 0.1 microamp) read gm
as a function of I^, by varying Ejj.

A
(3) Plot log Ijj and gm as functions of Vg. On the

same graph plot g as a function of Vg. The diode
conductance g may be obtained by graphical differen-

tiation of the Ifj curve. On the same sheet plot gm
as a function of T^; use the Ijj curve as an axis, as

shown in Fig. 20. The diode conductance g is the

theoretically obtainable conductance for the tube
structure under analysis. The term gm, the maxi-
mum transconductance obtainable for the triode

structure, is less than g by the factor of the denom-
inator of Eq. (80). The term gm, the actual trans-
conductance available, which is less than gm because
of field nonuniformities may be increased (theoretic-

ally up to the value of gm) by using more ideal grids.

The break point of the Ijj curve is used to determine
loo .

The design of triodes is similar to the design of di-

odes except that the design G must be greater than the

desired gm by two factors: (1) the denominator of

Eq. (80) and (2) a factor of 2 or 3 for field roughness.

The capacitances may be estimated from field plots

for the active portion of the structure. The total capaci-
tance is the sum of these estimates plus the capaci-
tances of the stem, support members, etc. The opti-

mum triodes require the finest wire and highest pitch

grids commensurate with the attainable interelectrode

spacings, manufacturing techniques, and tolerances.

The capacitances of the nonactive structure must be
kept to a minimum.

TETRODES AND PENTODES

This section discusses multigrid tubes, especially
the tetrode and pentode; the analysis may be extended
to other multigrid tubes. 28, 29, 30, 34 in this basic ap-
proach, equivalent potentials for the various grids are
calculated, and ultimately, the structure is reduced to

an equivalent diode. Because of the additional elec-

trodes at positive potentials, an additional factor, cur-
rent distribution, must be examined. It has been shown
that the space charge has a marked effect on the cur-
rent distribution, plate resistance, and overall simpli-
fication factor.

Vg -VOLTS

Figure 20. Typical Plot g , gm, gm, and Ij^ vs. V

The tetrode, which was originally designed to reduce
the grid-anode capacitance of the triode, has found wide
use because of the form of the plate current-anode volt-

age characteristic. Although the triode is limited in

thatthe voltage available for accelerating the electrons
varies with the plate voltage swing, the tetrode has a

fixed voltage available (the screen-grid voltage) which
makes it especially useful when power output or a large

voltage swing is required. However, the tetrode still

finds widest use when low grid-anode capacitance is a

requirement.

Early tetrodes were limited by the characteristic dip

resulting from secondary emission from the plate. In

the pentode, a third grid was introduced to suppress
these secondary emissions. However, other means of

suppression are used, and many tetrodes are still de-
signed. The beam power tetrode, an important sub-
group, is discussed separately in the article, "Beam
Power Tube Design Considerations" by O. H. Shade, Jr.

,

in this book. The design of pentodes and tetrodes de-

pends mainly on the proper designing of the suppression
mechanism (sometimes referred to as back-end design).

The front end (cathode, grid No. 1, and grid No. 2)

may be designed using triode principles. Many mod-
ern pentodes for wide-band amplifier service are es-

sentially tetrodes which use a suppressor grid or beam
plate only to reduce interelectrode capacitances.

This analysis is an attempt to provide a more exact and

scientific means of evaluating tubes, but does not include a

good deal of subsequent work. The author suggests refer-

ring to Dingwall^'^ and the article in this book by O. H.

Schade, Sr. for a description of the latest work on this sub-

ject.

Equivalent Potentials

The equivalent potentials for the pentode Vgqy (see

Fig. 21) are derived from the basic equation

Vgqv = ^1^12 + ^2 + V3 D32

D12 + 1 + D32
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From this equation, the equivalent potentials for each

of the grids may be written directly as follows:

Vl

V3

D2I V2 + Vg

1 + D21 + D,

D12 Vl + Vs + D32 V3

1 + D12+ D32

"23 V2 + Vsp + D43 Vp

1 + + D43

(81)

(82)

(83)

Djj is the penetration factor element i to element j.

Vj^ is the equivalent voltage of element i (numbered
outward from K; K = 0)

where

Vp = plate voltage (applied)

Vg = grid voltage (applied)

Vg = screen voltage (applied)

Vgp = suppressor voltage (applied)

These equations could be combined to give a single

expression for V^. A more sensible approach is to

eliminate the negligible factors and compute V2 and V3
and then Vj^. These equations may be used for tetrodes

by setting V3 equaltoVp. The following procedure may
be used:

(1) Calculate V3, let V2 = Vg.

(2) Calculate V2, let = 0; use V3 as calculated

above.

(3) Calculate V^; use V2 as calculated above.

In the tetrode, the situation is more complex. There
is generally a potential minimum between screen and
plate, but the calculation of its position and magnitude
is among the more difficult problems. In beam power
tubes, it is generally assumed that the potential in the

plane of the beam plate is zero. Just how important
these inaccuracies are is a matter of conjecture. Usually
the results will be close enough for the first trial and a

small amount of empirical work will finish the design.

When the equivalent diode has been determined, the

cathode current and triode gm may be calculated. Be-
cause notall of the current reaches the plate, the front

end must be over-designed. Because the screen is a

grid, the field is not uniform in the plane of the screen.

This condition contributes to the degradation of the

theoretical transconductance (gm) in the same manner
as control grid field roughness. When the cathode cur-

rent and triode gm have been calculated, the ratio

I^/lg, the plate resistance rp, and the knee voltage

(and suppression which is intimately connected with the

knee voltage) may be determined as discussed below.

03
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Figure 21. Cross Section of Multigrid Tube Giving

Nomenclature for the Various Spacings

The Effect of Space Charge in the Anode Region

Because a mathematical analysis of the space-charge
effects has been described elsewhere and is somewhat
involved, this section is restricted to a discussion of

some of the ramifications of the analysis.

Qualitative Discussion. It is assumed that the initial

velocity for the emitted electrons is zero and that any
point in the beam up to the screen grid has a single

velocity. The electrons are assumed to travel in

straight parallel paths as they approach the screen.
These assumptions are also generally used in mathe-
matical treatments. Based on the above assumptions,

as the beam passes through the screen, a small por-
tion of the current is directly intercepted, and the re-
mainder continues on towards the plate. If space charge
is neglected (or is very small) the electrons reach the

plate even if the plate potential is zero because they

originated at zero potential. However, we know that

for reasonable current densities the space charge be-
comes important, and the potential variation is such
that, for low plate voltages, some of the current is

turned back (thermal velocity spread must then be con-
sidered). There is a critical value of plate voltage, the

knee voltage, above which all the injected current is

collected. The knee voltage is not generally precise or

sharply defined because the electrons passing near the

wires of the screen grid are deflected laterally. This

effect gives the beam a lateral spread and introduces a
velocity spread. The electrons having the greatest en-

trance angles require the highest voltages to be col-

lected and, as a result, the knee is rounded. In an ac-
tual tube, the electrons approaching the screen usually
have a considerable angular spread which causes fur-

ther rounding of the knee.
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Mathematical Solution- References . The mathema-
tical analysis of the problem has been carried out in

great detail by Fay, et al5 and Salzberg and Haeff .
4

Both papers give graphical data that may be used to

compute the form and magnitude of the potential distri-

bution. Such factors as the knee voltage, the voltage

available for suppression, and maximum current may
be calculated. Such anomalies must be expected; the

mathematics is not always single-valued and hyster-
isis effects have been predicted and observed. The
geometry in a real tube deviates widely from the ideal

and this, of course, gives additional errors.

Screen-Grid Current. The calculation of screen-
grid current is always difficult. The directly inter-

cepted current may be estimated, but the current re-

turned from the plate space may make many excursions
through the screen plane before it is collected. This
makes accurate calculation of screen current difficult.

Some work has been done onthis problem, ^l; 32, 33, 35

Low screen current is important in power output tubes
to provide high efficiency and safe screen tempera-
tures. In rf amplifier tubes, screen current causes
noise (partition noise) and low screen current is de-
sirable. For power output tubes, the control and screen
grids are aligned to provide focusing. Because wide-
band amplifiers have low-pitch control grids and higher
values of mu, it is not generally possible to line up the

grids. Low screen current may be achieved by care-
ful design of the back end or by special construction
(i. e.

,
shielding the screen grid with a third grid run

at zero potential). This has been used in the past, but

generally requires high voltages or complicated struc-
tures and is only economical in extraordinary circum-
stances.

Plate Resistance. 3 6 Very little can be said about this

calculation of plate resistance, other than that it is

largely controlled by the space charge in the anode re-
gion. We know that the mu is affected by space charge
(the cathode space in thetriode analysis), but there are
also further complications such as secondary emission
and reflected electrons returned to the screen grid.

VARIABLE MU EFFECTS

The Concept of Variable Mu

The preceding sections considered only ideal tube
structures; this section discusses some deviations from
the ideal. The ideal triode is assumed to have a per-
fect grid that controls the field at the cathode without
intercepting or deflecting the electrons. The electric

field intensity at the cathode will then be a constant
along the cathode in either of the two dimensions. Such
an ideal structure has a constant mu that is not attain-

able in practice. Nonconstant or variable mu intro-
duces nonlinearity into the characteristics of the tube
(over and above the basic nonlinear 3/2-power rela-
tion). This additional variation may or may not be de-
sirable. For radio and television systems, a wide
range of signal amplitudes is handled without distortion
by tubes having a remote cutoff characteristic. On the
other hand, because variable-mu tubes suffer some de-
gradation in gm and performance, it is desirable to

eliminate any unwanted variation to maximize gain.

Variable mu effects may be categorized as (1) de-

signed effects, which result from variable-pitch grids

and other methods, and (2) accidental effects, which
result from nonideal grids, variable spacing, or statis-

tical variations (in electrode dimensions). This sec-

tion describes an approximate method of design for

variable pitch grids and discusses the accidental var-

iations.

Design of Variable-Mu Tubes

A mu variation is used to extend the grid base (re-

mote cutoff) and provide large signal handling capacity.

In an ideal tube, having a grid voltage for cutoff of

Ejjjj/ ji , the cutoff may be extended by winding the grid

so that the main section has low pitch and high mu, and

one or more sections of lower mu. The various sec-

tions of the grid cut off at different values of grid volt-

tage, and, at low bias, the characteristic is a compos-
ite (see Fig. 22). If the characteristics of the individual

sections could be computed, the overall characteristics

could be drawn. Fig. 22 shows idealized linear ap-

proximations; before attempting to calculate actual

characteristics, some general aspects of the problem
will be discussed.

CURVE GRID SECTION

1. HIGH-Mu

2. MEDIUM-Mu
3. LOW-Mu

/ H
/ / Z
/ / liJ

/ / <^

I ^
/ / O

COMPOSITE CHARACTERISTIC'"^ / 7

/ /

3

£bb Ebb Ebb

GRID VOLTAGE (Vg)

Figure 22. Composite Transfer Characteristic

for Variable Mu Tube

The lowest value of mu is governed by the cutoff bias

desired for the tube. The area of this section (i. e.

,

number of turns) is, in turn, governed by the gm and/or
current desired at some bias less than the cutoff value.

The intermediate sections are determined by the curva-
ture desired in the transfer characteristic. The main
section is determined by the gm and current required
near zero bias. In practice, the various sections of

the grid are chosen and the composite curve computed.
The design is varied until the desired composite curve
is achieved.
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This section describes how the contribution of the

individual sections may be combined to give the com-
posite characteristic. It should be realized that the
following discussion is general and does not refer to

variable-pitch-grid tubes only, but to any combination
of nonuniform tubes. In fact, it applies to the present
case only insofar as the sections are separate and
distinct. Any interaction between sections would some-
what invalidate these results.*

The total plate current I is the sum of the currents
through each section of the grid.

I = il + 12 + is + •
•

• + in

Differentiation with respect to Vg gives

6I_
^

6ii_ 612 613^ 5in

5Vg" 5Vg 5Vg 5Vg ^ • • • ^ 6Vg

or

5 I

5vl

6ii

5V„

612

6V„

513

5V.

5in_

5V„

(84)

(85)

Gm = glm + g2m + g3m + . . . . + gnm (85a)

Differentiation with respect to gives

(86)

(89)

where a^ = , b;^
F-

f,
1 F

Some approximations must be made when applying
these results.

The grid-cathode spacing may vary if the actual

geometry varies or if the potential minimum position

varies because of varying current density. The aver-
age value used to compute the composite current is

taken as the mean-square average of the individual

spacings.

B
1

The values of F, V^, <^j^, 4>a_'
should be

average values for the composite structure. Eq. (89)

may be used to compute the Durchgriff for variable pitch
grid, variable spacing, or even varying work functions.

For a quick check on variable-pitch tubes, the refine-

ments may be dropped and the simpler Child's formula
may be used as in the following example of the 6FW8
variable-pitch grid tube shown in Table I.

or

Ga = gla + g2a + gSa + + gna (86a)

The composite transconductance and plate conduc-
tance are the sums of the individual conductances be-
cause the tubes are in parallel. The composite mu
is determined from the following expression for cur-
rent:.67

I = KA

b2
(DV, + V„ )

3/2
(87)

B = b - dm. Va = Va

F = (?) (77+), Vo K g

If this expression holds, with the appropriate values,
for both the composite tube and the individual sections,
the expression may be written as follows:

(DVa + Vg)3/2 F =Z^ (Di Va + Vg)^/^ ^_
B i=l Bi'

(88)

The values for the composite tube are average val-
ues, as discussed below. This equation may be solved
for the composite Durchgriff D as follows:

*The mu of individual sections of a variable pitch grid may be
difficult to determine accurately. The formulas presented
apply to an infinite array of wires equally spaced. For short
sections of the grid where the wire spacing changes abruptly
the calculation is likely to be in error.

Mu Variations from Nonideal Grids

There are many mathematical formulations for the

mu of a helical grid between two plane electrodes. This
calculated mu and its subsequent application in the cal-

culation of equivalent diodes is usually limited to the

case where b > a and r« a. Very few modern tubes
meet these criteria and most are characterized by the
existence of a phenomenon known as inselbildung or
shadow effect (see Fig. 23). Under these conditions,

the field strength and current density at the cathode
surface are not constant. Depending upon the opera-
ting condition, some areas of the cathode may be cut

off before others. Measurement of mu as a function of

grid voltage shows a decrease with increasing bias,

as shown in the published data sheets for any modern
tube. This variation has two effects which must be
considered:

(1) the normal tailing-off of the transfer curve and
the reduction in gm resulting from nonuniformity

(2) cathode current may be less than predicted from
theoretical mu values, because some areas of the

cathode may be cut off.

An estimate of these effects requires some idea of

the magnitude of the variation of mu and current dens-
ity. This variation has been determined empirically
and mathematically by Fremlin, 68, 69 mathematically
by Bennett and Peterson,37 and Dahlke,38 on the ana-
log field plotter by Napiorski, Schade, and Scholz, 39

and numerically by Harris and Kirk40 on a digital com-
puter. The data are conflicting even for the simple
cases considered. The actual situation is greatly
modifed by the space charge, and, to our knowledge

,
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Table I

Calculation for Mu of 6FW8

Section Length Pitch r/a Da ai

1 0.2056 0.0022 0.091 0.025 0.745 S = 0.008

2 0.0500 0.0025 0.080 0.032 0.181 Davg = 0.0287

3 0.0168 0.0028 0.071 0.042 0.061

4 0.0032 0.0032 0.062 0.059 0.016 Mu = 34.8

The computed average of 34.8 compares favorably with the measured value of 33.

the complete solution has not yet been obtained. The
results obtained by Bennett and Peterson, shown in

Fig. 24, are valid only for small grid wires. The re-
sults obtained by Napiorski, et al are presented for

comparison (Figs. 25 thru 28). Any work of this sort
must be considered as a first approximation and inter-

preted in the light of the assumptions that were made
in its derivation. The numerical solutions^O are prob-
ably the most accurate, but have not yet been made
generally available; a portion of this data is included
in Fig. 29.

G O

Figure 23. Current Flow Patterns Showing Inselbildung

Variable Spacing and Statistical Variations

The problem of variable or nonuniform spacing may
be handled in the same manner as the variable-pitch
grid, but requires more accurate analysis to obtain
useful results. There is evidence that for variations
in grid-cathode spacing inselbildung effects may out-
weigh other effects and make analysis difficult.

Statistical variations in grid pitch or tube interelec-
trode spacing also lead to variable mu and degradation
of tube performance. The difference between statistical

variations and shifted parts is one of degree and may
be handled in a similar manner except that statistical
methods must be used. This problem has been treated
theoretically by Dahlke.
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Figure 24. Inselbildung Effects in Triodes - Bennett
and Peterson: (A) Variation of mu
along cathode surface of triode;

FIELD PLOTTING

The previous sections derived current-voltage rela-

tions for common geometries without explicit calcula-

tion of the electric fields. However, it is sometimes
necessary or desirable to actually plot the field for

electron trajectory problems, estimation of capacitance
or the determination of points of high field for volt-

age-breakdown consideration.

Mathematical Plotting Methods

Direct Solution of the LaPlace Equation. Direct

solution of the LaPlace equation is possible only for

simple geometrical configurations, and, therefore,

the direct application of this method to electron tubes
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is limited. However, small sections of the complex
tube structure may be successfully investigated by this

0.5

Figure 24(B). Variation offield strength along
cathode surface of triode
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Figure 24(C). Variation of current density along
cathode surface of triode

Conformal Mapping . In a conformal map, orthogonal
functions retain their orthogonality when mapped.* As
a result, it is possible to map a complex geometry and
transform (warp) it into a simpler one for which a solu-

tion is obtainable. This method has many applications

and has often been used (e.g., Vodges and Elder21 and
Herne22). A collection of conformal mapping functions

have been made by Kober43 and Breckenback. 44

Numerical Solutions. Many highly sophisticated
numerical methods for the solution of partial differen-
tial equations may be found in the literature. 45, 46

However, some relatively simple approximation meth-
ods are also available. Consider a subdivided region
having an electric field as a function of the potential;

if the divisions are fine enough, a linear approximation
of the derivatives may be used, as follows. (See Fig.

30.)

_5Va

5 X

Vi-Vo
&

Vb V2
(90)

In the center at point 0, the second derivatives are
evaluated and the substitution is made in the LaPlace
equation.

6 Vp

5y^

= 0

-2(Vi + V2 - 2Vo) (91)

e^V^/Sy^ and La-A similar result is found for
Place's equation is found to be equivalent to Vq
1/4 (Vi + V2 + V3 + V4).

For small subdivisions, the center potential is just
the average of the four surrounding potentials. This
relationship is the basis of the relaxation net or point
net methods in which the region around a set of elec-
trodes is subdivided and potentials are assigned arbi-
trarily to the intersections. The assigning of the po-
tentials makes full use of known boundaries and sym-
metry planes.

The assigned potentials are used to calculate a new
set of potentials which, in turn, is used to recalculate
the initial values. The process is repeated until the
values show a minimum change with each new deter-
mination. The solution of the problem is facilitated if

values that show excessive change are adjusted before
recalculating. Southwell has formalized a somewhat
modified procedure. 47, 48 (See Fig. 31.)

Analog Plotting Methods49

There are three well-known analogs: (1) the resis-
tance paper or electrolytic tank, ^0, 51

(2) the rubber
sheet, 52, 56

^j^^ resistor net. ^3, 54, 55 ^ ^^^^
of these systems, two quantities maybe found that are
related, in the first order, by the LaPlace equation.
These quantities are generally easier to measure than

*Equipotential and flux lines retain their relationship.
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Figure 25. Increase of Mu Directly behind a Grid Wire

electrostatic flux and/or potential. The rubber sheet
analog has been little used in recent years and is not

discussed here.

The Resistance-Paper or Electrolytic-Tank Method.
In these analogs, flux is equated to current and poten-

tial difference is equated to voltage difference. A model
of the device to be mapped is made on either special
conducting paper or in an electrolytic tank (the paper
and the tank may be considered the same except that

the tank is sometimes more versatile). Maximum use
must be made of the boundaries and symmetry to sim-
plify the model. The problem is considered in only two
dimensions. The actual device is reduced to two dimen-
sions either by assumption or by using sections and
making a series of plots. The basic concepts of field

plotting are shown in Figs. 32 thru 38.

The following conditions must be considered when
making a field plot:

(1) Lines of symmetry are flux lines in an actual

field.

(2) Current flow must follow the edges of the paper,

therefore, the edge of the paper is a flux line. (The

paper may be cut to a special shape.

)

(3) If the edges of the paper are not used as a boun-

dary, the plot must be keptaway from the edges to

limit the perturbation of the field.

(4) Periodic structures may be represented by a

single section by using the edges of the paper as a

"reflecting" boundary. ^0, 51

(5) Sections of a tube in which the grid wires repre-

sent circles present no special problems, but sec-
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2rg/a

Figure 26. Decrease of Mu at the Center of the Aperture

tions in the other direction may be difficult to rep-
resent, for you must either go through a grid wire or

between the wires. Either choice is essentially

wrong. It is sometimes better to establish an equiva-
lent potential in that plane by means of a fine-wire
low-pitch grid of equivalent mu, as shown in Fig. 39.

(6) Space charge is normally neglected.

(7) Before making a plot, decide exactly what it is

you will learn from the plot.

(8) The accuracy of the plot is affected by the varia-
tions of the paper, the accuracy of the model, and the
degree to which measurements can be made without
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4

disturbing the current. The electrolytic tank prob-
ably has a greater accuracy. 58

(9) By tilting the electrolytic tank, one may represent
a wedge of a cylinder or various squares or poly-

gons. ^0, 51

(10) Methods are available for simulating space
charge by injecting current into the tank or resistor
wedge. This technique does not apply to the paper
method.

(11) Theoretically, the scale has no effect on the

solution, but, in general, the larger the scale the

greater the relative precision possible in the model.
(12) It is possible to make three-dimensional models
in the tank and, by probing at various depths with an
insulated fine probe, to make a three-dimensional
plot.

The Resistor Net . The resistor-net method is essen-
tially a lumped parameter or discrete approximation of

the paper or tank, representing either rectangular or
cylindrical geometry. Space charge maybe represented
by successive approximations. The data is available in

digital form and lends itself to automatic plotting of

trajectories. 60; 65 -pj^jg method is especially well-
suited to cylindrical beam problems.

Field Sketching

This method, although it gives only approximate re-
sults, requires a firm understanding of the basic rela-

tions of electrostatics. A sketch is made of the prob-
able field configuration based on simple structures and
the basic relations, as shown in Fig. 40. A curvilinear

square is formed by the intersection of four curved

lines; the intersections are perpendicular and the fig-

ure tends to become a square as it is subdivided.

Sketching flxix and potential lines and forming curvilin-

ear squares results in an acceptable plot from which
trajectories, gradients, and capacitances can be esti-

mated. Capacitance may be estimated as shown in

Fig. 40. The capacity C is, by definition, equal to

<^/V, where <i> is the total flux and V is the potential dif-

ference. For a square of width d, the gradient E is

V/d and the flux density D is eE. Multiplication by the

area provides the following relationship for a one-meter
length:

^ = e Ed = d (93)

and, therefore,

C = e farads/meter (93a)

Because the voltage across a square and the flux

through it is the same for all squares, we find the total

capacitance to be

p
C = — e farads/meter (94)

Q

where P is the number of squares around one of the

electrodes and Q is the number between them. In the

example of Fig. 40, P = 18, Q = 4, e = 1/3677 x 10-9,

and C = 29.8 picofarads/meter.

Electrode Fitting

Generally, the electrode configuration is given and
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Figure 28. Mu Variation along Cathode b/a as a Parameter (Scholz, et al data)

the field distribution must be determined. In electron
beam devices, the beam boundaries are usually speci-
fied, the field required to hold the beam within these
boundaries is calculated, and then a set of electrodes
and potentials are designed which provide the required
field. The field requirements are generally in the form
of required potentials along the edge of the beam. The
determination of these potentials is exceedingly diffi-

cult. Although there is only one field configuration for
each set of electrodes, and only one field configuration
that will give the proper beam, many sets of electrodes
willgive approximately the proper field along the beam
edge. Therefore, the set of electrodes is most easily
found empirically (e.g., by an analog plot). This
method simulates the edge of the required beam by
shaping the paper or providing a dielectric boundary in

the tank. A set of electrodes is tried and then the shape

or relative potentials are adjusted until a fit is reached.
This technique canbe made almost automatic by switch-
ing back and forth between the field map and a refer-
ence voltage and adjusting the electrodes for minimum
error.

TRAJECTORY TRACING

General Equations of Motion^"^

In an electrostatic field, the force on an electron is

represented as follows:

F = -eE = e VV (95)

and the general equation of motion is

MS = VV (96)
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Figure 29. Mu Variation along Cathode (Harris-Kirk data)

In rectangular coordinates:

5x

6V

mx = e

my = 8

mz

5y

5z

(97a)

(97b)

(97c)

Figure 30. Subregion for Net-Point Analysis

These nonrelativistic equations apply as long as the

mass of the electron is constant. The motional mass
of an electron is related to the rest mass by the fol-

lowing transformation:

(98)

1 - V2/C^

If the velocity is less than O.IC (3 x lo"^ meters per

second), the correction may be neglected. Because
the electrostatic field is conservative, the following

expression may be applied:

-^mu2 = eV (99)

For an electron that starts at rest from a source at

zero potential.

2e A/2
(100)

or u = 5.95 x 105 V^/^ meters per second, u = 6 x lO''

meters per second corresponds to a potential differ-

ence of approximately 10 kilovolts and is important only

for kinescopes or special high-voltage types.

General Projectory in Two Dimensions

By eliminating time in the force equations it is pos-

sible to obtain the general trajectory equation.

2

dx2

Ex-^- Ey
dx

1 + (101)

This equation is not suitable for direct solution, but

may be numerically integrated, especially if the poten-

tial is available as point-by-point numerical data.
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tor 1/K.

(4) The path is unchanged if all the dimensions are

scaled by a constant factor.

(5) The trajectory is not a function of the direction

of travel.

0 0 0 0

-60-6Q-2
1^5 (3d IXi9.

-37-35^15

I

0

1ST REVISION:

UNCIRCLED
NUMBERS

2ND REVISION:

CIRCLED
NUMBERS

Figure 31. Sample Problem Point-Net Method

IMAGE
AXIS OF

SYMMETRY

E ELECTROSTATIC EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES

4> DIELECTRIC FLUX LINES
1-2-3-4= BOUNDARIES OF TYPICAL CURVILINEAR

SQUARES
5-6-7-8= BOUNDARY OF TYPICAL CURVILINEAR

RECTANGLE

Figure 32. Basic Orthogonal Field Concept

Solutions for specific electrode configurations are
not generally available, but the following general con-
clusions drawn from the above result are given by
Harman:^^

(B)

- ELECTROSTATIC
EQUIPOTENTIAL
LINES

- DIELECTRIC
FLUX LINES

Figure 33. Fundamental Field Patterns: (A) Electro-

static field pattern between two oppositely Charged

parallel cylinders; (B) Electrostatic field pattern be-

tween oppositely charged plane and cylinder; (C) Elec-
trostatic field pattern between oppositely

charged concentric cylinders

(1) The path does not depend on the mass or charge
and is the same for all particles.

(2) The velocity at which the particle moves depends
on the charge-to-mass ratio.

Electron Motion in a Uniform Electri c Field

In this simple case, the field is in only one direction

y, the motion is described by the following equation:
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M = eEy

For the general case of an electron injected with a

velocity Uq at an angle of a withthe field (see Fig. 41),

the following expression is obtained for y (a parabola):

y = X tan a - x
4Vq cos^ a

At a time expressed as

th ={
2m Vq sin ff

e Ey

(103)

(104)

the electron reaches its maximum penetration into the

field.

'm
Ey

(105)
(B)

and at a time 2t-| the electron has returned to the initial^1

potential and crosses the x axis at the value

Ey
sin a cos a (106)

By dividing the field into small sections, each essen-
tially uniform, parabolic path segment may be calcu-

lated and the trajectory constructed. This is the basis
for O. H. Schade's method with preplotted parabolas,

explained below. Two methods of plotting trajectories

are discussed below.

Snell's Law

Segmented Straight- Line Trajectories. Many of the

laws of ordinary geometrical optics have analogies in

electron optics.

sin a

sin j3 J?
I

(107)

The familiar Snell's law for a light wave traversing
the boundary between two media can be extended to

electronics for an electron traversing the boundary be-
tween two uniform electrostatic fields.

sin a U2

sin ^ ^1
(108)

Where a and ^ are the entrant and emergent angles,
and 77 and 77 2 are the indices of refraction; the other
symbols have the standard meaning. The application
of this law is straightforward and simple.

(C)

ELECTROSTATIC
EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES

DIELECTRIC FLUX
LINES

Figure 34. Typical Field Patterns: (A) Electrostatic

field between oppositely charged comer and plane;

(B) Electrostatic field at a charged comer (all other

charges assumed at "infinite" distance away);

(C) Electrostatic field between oppositely

charged slot and plane

(1) Draw the average potential line for region I.

*

(2) Construct a normal to this line.

(3) Measure the angle between the path and the normal
(the entrant angle).

(4) Calculate the average potentials for the two re-

gions.

(5) Compute the new angle ( ^ ).

(6) Draw the segment of the trajectory for region II.

(7) Repeat for the other sections.

Segmented Parabolic Trajectories . A series of uni-

versal parabolas (Fig. 43), constructed by O. H.

Schade, Sr. , provide a method of constructing electron

trajectories which is relatively easy to apply. This
method is most generally used and probably gives the

best results. Construction of the parabolas depends on

the fact that the volt velocity of an electron is given by
the potential value of its position, **regardless of the

electron direction.

Mechanics of Trajectory Tracing. The equipotential

lines must be plotted at an interval small enough to al-

low the assumption of uniform fields between the equipo-
tential lines. The trajectory is constructed of straight
line segments as follows (see Fig. 42).

*An. average potential line determines the average angle for a

region. The average line is constructed, by eye, to fit mid-
way between the known potential lines

.

**Neglectiag the velocity of emission and transit-time effects.
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(1)

Type of

field
and

(2)

Typical
example

(3)

Showing identical

flux or flow line

patterns

(4)

Showing identical

equi -potential line

patterns

(5)

Showing identical

"Combined" ortho-

gonal field pattern

[(3) + (4)]

Electrostatic

Section of oppositely

charged plane and

slot

(Flux function)

Magnetostatic

Section of air gap

of alternator

(Potential function)

Current

Section of copper bus

bar having an enlarged

center section

- Voltage diff.

Heat Flow

Section of thermal

conductor having an

enlarged center

section

- Temperature diff.

Fluid Flow
(Gas or liquid)

Section of long en-

closed channel with

an enlarged center

section
-Pressure diff.

Figure 35. Analogies between Various Types of Fields

Construction is simplified by making the initial volt

velocity of the electron Vq, when it leaves the potential
line Vo, the unit in which the potential is measured
(i. e.

,
Vq = Xq). If the electron leaves at an angle of

90 degrees with respect to the direction of the potential

gradient, the electron path is given by the equation

y = 2 ^flT

with X having the direction of the gradient in a right-

angle coordinate system. (See Fig. 43 insert. ) Both
X and y are measured in units equal to Vq (for the in-

sert, Vq is five divisions). The value of was made
equal to 2Vq to simplify drawing. Assigning the unit

Vq various values results in the family of electron paths
shown in Fig. 43.

Due to the fact that the electron volt velocity is equal

to the value of the intersected potential line, the inter-

section of any electron path with a given potential

line may be considered as the starting point of an elec-

tron with the velocity leaving at the angle shown. This

type of plot results in a general family of curves show-
ing the accurate path in a limen field for all electrons

of all velocities leaving at all angles within the scale

limits of the drawing.

The angle of incidence or slope of any curve is

dy 1
tan a = — =

dx 1^ X

Thus, as the dimensions Xq, y^, x, and y have the
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same ratios for all points of equal slope due to the

method of drawing, all points of equal slope are inter-

sected by a straight line drawn through = y^= 0.

Fig. 43 shows that any one of these lines is divided

into equal sections by electron trajectories having equal

increments of V , thus permitting correct interpola-

tion of trajectories. The dotted line is a curved scale

of points through which the slope indicating lines are

to be drawn for the zero point. The 45-degree line is

drawn as an example.

LINES

Figure 36. Components and Schematic Circuit

of Analog Field Plotter

The use of the curves for tracing electron paths in

field plots is illustrated in Fig. 44A. The path of an
electron enterii^ a linear field section at 30 volts with

the angle shown is to be traced to the 80-volt potential

line. The first step is to determine the location of the

0 potential line of this field. It is located at the dis-

tance dj =
(^L'^^H

" ^ linear field section

is continued with the same gradient. The sketch is then

placed over the family of curves of Fig. 43 with the

30-volt line at the distance d, from 0 and then shifted

parallel to the potential lines until the angle of incidence

of the electron matches one of the curves. The curve,

which is then traced, represents the correct electron

path.

If the equipotential lines are not straight and parallel

(Fig.44B)theparabolasmay still be used; however, the

field lines should first be adjusted. In many cases it is

not advisable to subdivide the actual potential field into

very short sections. For the case shown, the error of

electron position is quite small if the average values

of potential line direction and gradient between the

limits A and B are used. Too fine a subdivision can

cause cumulative matching errors unless it is done on

a large scale and with great precision. Then again, if

small differences of electron angles cause large com-
putational deviations, the physical structure is very

likely just as much affected by mechanical inaccuracies

and requires high precision in manufacture to obtain

optimum results.

Discussion

Trajectory tracing is a simple and mechanical, though

tedious, procedure which can be handled most satisfac-

torily by digital computors if the volume of work war-
rants their use. Generally, in receiving -tube design,

trajectories are a secondary consideration and are usu-

ally computed by hand. Special purpose analog com-
putors have been built to plot trajectories directly in

an electrolytic tank. The technique of rolling steel

balls on a rubber sheet may also be used. 64, 65

In any focused -beam device, the space -charge dens-

ity may be quite large and greatly affect the trajector-

ies. The solution is compensated, in these cases, by

an integration procedure.

(a) Plot the field.

(b) Trace the beam.
(c) Recalculate the field from the knowledge of the

approximate beam shape.

(d) Trace the new beam shape density, etc.

(e) Repeat as often as necessary to obtain the de-

sired accuracy.

There is extensive literature on electron optics, beam
devices, etc. This has originated in the fields where

it is of primary concern and should be consulted.

Nomographs for the Rapid Modification of Electron-

Tube Characteristics

In the design and production of electron tubes, it is

often necessary to modify internal tube dimensions to

bring about desired chaises in electrical characteris-

tics. Three nomographs have been developed which

make it possible to determine quickly the physical tube

dimensions required toprovide certain electrical char-

acteristics, provided the dimensions and electrical

characteristics of a tube of the same general class are

already known. For instance, the tube design engineer

candetermine the internal spacings for a new amplifier

tube which is to have higher transconductance than an

existii^ type provided the dimensions and electrical

characteristics of the existing type are known. In a

similar manner, those ei^aged in electron-tube pro-

duction could rapidly calculate the construction chaises

necessary to center various "off bogey"characteristics.

Theoretical Basis for Nomographs

It is assumed that the current in a diode is given by

the simple Child -Lai^muir law.

The nomographs andthe essential details of this section were

supplied by Mr. R. D. Reichert of RCA Laboratories. See

Ref. 66
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PROBLEM I
PROBLEM n

2 Parallel conductors

1st Stage - step No. 1

Paint on electrodes with silver

paint (To correspond to sections of

elements, as shown).

^
{ (void

1st stage - step No. 2

Energize the electrodes, as shown, to set up

current flow-lines in the conducting paper, as

represented by dotted lines.

1st Stage - step No. 3

Make the equi -potential line plot on

the paper, as shown by solid lines.

2nd Stage - step No. 4

Cut out original electrodes used in 1st

stage plot, as above, and paint on new

electrode strips, as shown.

2nd Stage - step No. 5

Energize new electrodes, as shown, to set up

current flow-lines in the conducting paper, as

represented by dotted lines.

2nd Stage - step No. 6

Make the new second stage equi-potential line

plot on the paper, as shown in solid lines, super-

imposing it directly over the 1st stage plot of

step No. 3 above.

Note: The two plots of steps

No. 3 and No. 6 will com-

bine to form a complete

orthogonal plot, as shown

in the left and ri^t hand

bottom plots.

Electrons lens system
{Two "Flat" cylindroids)

t

t

VOIP I I >
/

'4 1 \

El

El

d

nd

equivalent diode, as follows:

Figure 37. Illustrations of "Two-Stage" Plotting Method

KA 3/2
Y (109) and the gm is assumed to be given by the following ex-

pression:
3 KA 1/9

This equation is extended to triodes by using a simple gm = —5- (E //x + E )
' (111)

I = (E3/ [X + E„)^^^ (110) Empirical data has shown that the mu of a helical9 ^
b grid is given by the following law:
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M = CN rs (112)

where C is a constant and N is the number of turns per

inch of the lateral wire. For pentodes and tetrodes, if

it is assumed that the anode voltage has a negligible

effect, Eq. (110) may be rewritten using and fx^g-

K
KA
w2

3/2
(113)

ji^2 is often known as the triode muThe term
Because only apportion of the cathode current reaches

the anode and, inthe normal operating range, the ratio

is constant, the current may be expressed as:

I

b2 VT
(114)

n

POSITIVE
ELECTRODE
AREA
(SILVER PAINT)

EOUIPOTENTIAL
LINES

NEGATIVE
ELECTRODE AREA
(SILVER PAINT)

STYLUS

NULL
DETECTOR

BASE
BOARD

CONDUCTING
PAPER SHEET

CATHODE BEAM

CONTROL
GRID

ANODE

\
FOCUS ACCELERATOR

a-

\

CONVENTIONAL
CROSS SECTION

a-

CROSS SECTION
USING VERY FINE GRID

OF EQUIVALENT mu AT
RIGHT ANGLES TO PLANE

OF LATERAL WIRES

Figure 38. Typical Electrostatic Field Plot Showing
Circuits, Electrodes, and Plotted Lines

The previous equations do not take into account any

of the phenomena attributable to close -spaced front

ends (i.e., inselbildung effects). If Eq. (Ill) is divided

by Eq. (110), the following results:

3 1

2

gm

I E / fi + E
a c

(115)

This expression is not exactly true for real tubes,

and the ratio varies if the ratio a/b is not held con-

stant. Therefore, a factor is introduced which is de-

pendent on a/b and the ratio gm/l is rewritten as fol-

lows: gm
I E / M + E

a c

(116)

Figure 39. Method ofRepresenting Gridfor Field Plot

Appplications and Limitations of the Nomographs

The nomographs (Fig. 45) described in this paper are

used to determine the changes in tube dimensions that

are required to modify the characteristics /i.
,
gm, and

1^. The starting point in the use of the nomographs is

always the notation of data from an existing comparable
type (referred to as the original tube) on the appropriate

axis of the nomograph. This operation determines var-

ious tube factors and constants. The next step is the

notation of the desired electrical characteristics while

the factors determined by the original tube are kept

constant. The intersection points on certain axes then

indicate the dimensions of the desired tube. The nomo-
graphs cannot be used for changing the ratio of plate

current to screen current of pentodes, modifying the

suppression characteristics of pentodes, or for modi-
fying interelectrode capacitances.
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Figure 40. Field Sketching Using Curvilinear Squares

y

y

/(9 \

Figure 41. Electron Injection into a Uniform Field

Figure 42. Example of the Snell's Law Method
of Trajectory Tracing

The use of the nomographs assumes that the factor

F and the constants K and C remain constant (or vary
so little that the variations may be neglected) over the

range of the original tube and the desired tube.

Many of the modifications of tube characteristics may
be accomplished in more than one way. For instance,

diode plate current at a given plate voltage may be in-

creased by either decreasing plate -cathode spacing or

by increasing the cathode area. In all cases of multi-
ple solutions, the nomographs provide either solution
and, in addition, many solutions which represent var-

ious combinations of the two. The user of the nomo-
graphs mustdecide on the desired solution by consider-
ing other requirements such as interelectrode capa-
citances, available heater input power, and the ease
with which either change can be made (an important
factor when the tube being modified is in production).

The nomographs (and the equations upon which they

are based) are valid only over a limited range. Al-
though extreme solutions may be obtained which appear
mathematically correct, it is impractical or impos-
sible to construct a useful vacuum tube based on these

extreme solutions. In general, if the grid-cathode

spacing factor a/b and the screening factor 2r/a of the

desired tube are kept similar to the corresponding fac-

tors of the original tube, the solution obtained is valid.

In triodes and pentodes, the designer does not have
complete freedom in the choice of I ,

gm, and triode
Eq. (115) shows that for a given^set of applied volt-

ages, two of the three above characteristics may be
chosen but the third characteristic is then dependent.
When solving triode and pentode problems, by using

the nomographs, no attempt should be made to modify
I

,
gm, and triode mu simultaneously. Instead, two of

tSese characteristics should be modified and the prob-
lem solved with the nomographs to see where the third

characteristic falls. K the third characteristic is a

value which is other than that desired, the problem be-
comes one of an advanced nature and requires a signi-

ficant modification of the grid -cathode spacing factor

a/b which, in turn, will modify the F factor.

In the nomographs, straight lines are drawn inter-

secting three axes at a time. The axes marked "bend"
indicate turning points. In the case of diode problems,
it is only necessary to use axes V through XI of nomo-
graph (B). It is not always possible to work across from
left to right. For some problems, the user has to start

at both ends independently; however, a continuous line

bent at the "bend"axes should be the final result.

The basic steps for using the nomographs are as

follows:

(1) Enter into the nomographs the known character-

istics and dimensions of a tube which is in the same
general class as the desired tube.

(2) Keep F and K constant (i.e.
,
passing through the

same intersection points on the F and K axes); enter
the desired electrical characteristics of the new tube.

(3) Read the dimensions of the new tube; obtain prac -

tical solutions when more than one solution is pos-
sible.
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DISPLACEMENT

0.03 .1 .3 .5 .75 I. 1.5 2

80 -

70 -

60 -

50

40
I

30

Figure 43. O. H. Schade 's Parabolas

Eh

El
d2=(EH-EL) UNITS

di =(El units
El

Eh-El

(A) (B)

Figure 44. Example of the Piece-Wise Parabolic Method of Trajectory Tracing: (A) Plot of electron path in

linear field; (B) Plot of electron path in nonlinear field

Use of Multiplying Factors on Nomographs

Any of the scales on nomographs (B) and (C) may be

multiplied by any factor provided the same factor is

used throughout the entire problem. The multiplica-

tion of any axis, or combinations of axes, by any fac-

tors does not require the correction of other axes.

Inthe case of nomograph (A), however, it is not pos-

sible to apply multiplying factors to the various scales.

If a particular problem involves values which are be-

yond the scales of nomograph (A), the value of (E /M)
+ E can be calculated arithmetically and inserted in

nonfograph (B).
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Figure 45A. Nomograph for the Rapid Adjustment of Tube Characteristics
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Figure 45B. Nomograph for the Rapid Adjustment of Tube Characteristics
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Figure 45C. Nomograph for the Rapid Adjustment of Tube Characteristics
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THE ELECTRON

The electron^ apparently embodies the fundamental
electrical charge of the universe. Proof of its existence

and the measurement of its physical attributes of magni -

tude by experimental means constitute the keystone of

modern science. As early as 1873, Maxwell referred
to the electron as the "molecule of electricity. " The
electron is said to be the "planetary unit" of all atoms.
Matter is dependent upon electrons for its existence,

but electrons apparently can exist by themselves. "Free
electrons" are responsible for most electrical phe-
nomena. They are the vehicles which constitute the flow

of traffic in vacuum tubes. Their motion in conductors
is measured in terms of a "current. " Electron mi-
grations also occur in semiconductor devices like tran-

sistors. Their oscillatory movements in special con-
ductors such as antennas give rise to electromagnetic

radiations known as radio waves. The atomic physicist

testifies that his "beta particles" are high-speed elec-

trons.

Visualization of the electron is hampered by its enig-

matic nature. Modern engineering depicts the electron

as a particle of matter having low mass when at rest or

at low velocities. Physicists, on the other hand, find

this picture of the electron far from adequate since

there are some applications in which the electron dis-
plays more of a wave aspect than a particle aspect.

This is the case, for example, in the electron micro-
scope, where a high-velocity beam of electrons acts as

though it were a "ray" of very short wave length, some-
what akin to light "rays." The confusion is further
augmented by the discovery of the spinning electron and
the suggestion by DeBroglie that the electron is some
sort of complex electromagnetic wave motion. A school
of wave mechanicsliolds that the electron is not simply
a charged mechanical mass point. Their representation

is presumably best described by a complicated mathe-
matical expression which accurately predicts electron
behavior but for which there is no simple mechanical
picture.

In most applications of practical electronics, the

electron may be visualized as the lightest "particle"

known despite the fact that it has an apparent density

of 0.5x 10 grams per cubic centimeter which is more
than a billion times greater than that of the heaviest

metals (the density of uranium is about 19 grams per
cubic centimeter). In practice, electrons may also be

visualized as the "carriers" of electric charge, the

measured quantity of electric charge carried by each
electron being

q = 1.591 X 10"19 coulomb

e = 4.77 X 10-10 electrostatic units

Thus, for a current of one ampere flowii^ through a

wire (one ampere equals one coulomb per second), the

number of electrons per second whichpass a givencross
section of the wire is given by

n = 1 = 0.629 X 10l9

1.591 X 10-19

An electron is also the origin of a field of force and,

therefore, has an equivalent mass which, expressed in

grams for the electron at rest, is

m = 9.035 X 10-28 grams

If it is assumed that the electron has spherical shape,

the size of its apparent radius is given by

r = 1.85 X 10-13 centimeter

If an electron is moved through apotential difference of

V electrostatic units (e.s.u.), its kinetic energy changes
according to the relation

V 'q = 1/2 mv2

Changirg from e.s.u. to volts (one e.s.u. equals 300
volts) yields the following expression which describes
the velocity in terms of voltage

V = 5.93 x 10^ volts (vis in meters per second)

EMISSION OF ELECTRONS2

The functioning of every electron tube is dependent
upon the generation and control of free electrons which
act as carriers of charge in establishing a current.
Equally necessary is the cathode electrode from which
the electrons emanate as a consequence of the mecha-
nism of emission. It is possible to increase the energy
of the electrons in a cathode to a point where they be-
come sufficiently energetic to leave the parent cathode
and escape into the free space adjacent to the cathode.
They are then said to have been emitted. The five most
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common methods of producing such emission axe:

1. Thermionic, or primary, emission

2. Secondary emission
3. Photoelectric emission
4. High -field emission
5. Radioactive disintegration

The types of emission differ only in the mechanism
by which the escape energy is imparted to the free elec-

trons in a cathode. Once electrons have been liberated

from a cathode electrode they obey similar laws re-

gardless of the mechanism by which they were emitted.

With the exception of electrons produced by radioactive

disintegration, electrons are most easily emitted in

vacuum. All types of emitted electrons are also most
effectively utilized in vacuum. Electrons emitted in air

are impeded by the relatively dense surrounding atmos-
phere.

Thermionic, or Primary, Emission

Thermionic emission is analogous to the evaporation

of a liquid. Just as heat energy is required to evaporate

a liquid, so is heat energy required to "evaporate"

thermionic electrons. Davisson andGermer were able

to show that the thermionic emission of electrons even

causes cooling of the cathode in a manner analogous to

the cooling associated with the evaporation of a liquid.

At normal temperatures, the molecules of a liquid have

some thermal motion but only afew molecules are suf-

ficiently energetic to "jump out" far enough to leave the

surface. Their motion is more violent at increased

temperature; therefore, an increasing number do over-

come the attraction of the liquid and do evaporate or

"boil out. " In a similar manner, the electrons in a

cathode are closely held at ordinary temperatures by

a type of "electron affinity. " An increase in temper-
ature imparts increasingly greater energy to an in-

creasii^ly greater number of electrons so that they

may have sufficient velocity to escape from the cathode

surface. As the electron (negative charge) leaves the

cathode surface, it leaves its image (positive charge)

which attracts the electron back toward the surface. As
the newly freed electron moves into space, the force of

attraction from the positive image charge in the cathode

tends to balance the initial electron escape velocity and
restrain its movement sufficiently so that the electron

cannot stray very far from the surface of the heated

solid.

Assume a cathode to be heated in a vacuum so that

oxidation cannot occur. At a certain temperature of

the cathode, the motion of the molecules and electrons

in the cathode becomes great enough so that a number
of electrons are emitted. A further rise in cathode

temperature will be accompanied by an increase in the

kinetic energy of the electrons and an increase in the

number and initial velocity of those emitted. Finally,

a thick atmospheric cloud of electrons adjacent to the

hot cathode is produced. In the absence of external

electric fields, a space -charge cloud of electrons is

thus formed.

It is possible to determine experimentally the energy
that an electron must attain to be emitted from any ma-

terial. This electron affinity is usually alluded to as the

workfunction of the cathode. Exacting physical studies

of the work function of cathodic materials have been

notably fruitful in the quest for fundamental physical

knowledge. Tungsten, for example, has been found to

have a thermionic work function of 4.52 volts; i. e. , the

electron must possess akinetic energy in the amount of

4.52 joules per coulomb to escape from its tungsten

cathode; or, since an electron has a charge of 1.602 x
10"19 coulomb, 7.241 x 10"19 joule is required for the

thermionic emission of an electron from tungsten.

Other materials have different work function values,

some higher, some lower. One might at first assume
that the material having the lowest workfunction would
be the most suitable as a cathode, but this assumption
is not necessarily true because, in addition, the cathode

must possess certain mechanical characteristics. Two
outstanding cathode materials having lower work func-
tions than tungsten are thorium (3.4 volts) and calcium

(3.2 volts), taut both vaporize at temperatures that are

too low to produce copious emission. The choice of a

suitable cathode material involves the consideration of

many factors, among which are a low work function, a

high melting point, and a long life.

No completely successful theoretical derivation of the

emissionphenomenon has apparently as yet beenmade.
Richardson and Dushman have summarized the situation

by means of the following expression which approx-
imately describes the effects of the various variables

for the case of thermionic emission from a metal:

J = At2 e -bo/T (1)

where J = current density, amperes per cm^
A = 120.4 amperes per cm ^ per deg^, a uni-

versal theoretical constant

T = absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin

(equal to 273+ degrees Centigrade)

bo = temperature equivalent of the work func -

tion, 11,600 <?>o in degrees Kelvin, where
<^ Q is the work function of the metal in volts

e = the base of natural logarithms, 2.71828

The exponential term in the emission equation depicts
the variation of emission with temperature. Variation

with the t2 term is so small that the accuracy of the ex-
ponent (2) can hardly be verified experimentally. Thus,
in the case of tungsten operating at 2500 K, a one per
cent change in temperature changes the T term by only

twoper cent but changes the exponential term by twenty

per cent. This expression illustrates the fact that the

emission-temperature function is one of the most ra-

pidly varying functions found in nature. Doubling the

temperature may increase the emission by a factor of

lO"^.

Fortunately, it is possible to raise some metals to

temperatures higher than their melting temperatures in

the pure state by using them in various chemical and

physical combinations. Thus, a monatomic layer of

thorium on tui^sten can be operated at or above the

melting temperature of thorium itself. Furthermore,

it has been found that small bits of the pure metal can

be made to diffuse out of an oxide in the case of the rare-

earth metals so that advantage can be taken of the low

work function ctf these metals, which would otherwise
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melt at low temperatures. From the above remarks,

it can be seen that three classes of emitters exist: (1)

pure metals (e.g., tungsten), (2) atomic -film emitters

(e.g., thoriated tungsten), and (3) oxide emitters (alka-

line-earth oxide coatings like BaO, SrO, and CaO).

Many scientists and engineers have devoted their lives

to the study of these three classes of emitters. Inter-

ested readers are referred to the numerous volumes
in the literature which record the findings and theories

of these scientific laborers.

Secondary Emission

Secondary emission is the process whereby electrons

are ejected from a solid or liquid as a consequence of

bombardment by electrons, positive ions, or other

rapidly moving particles. Secondary emission usually

is induced by the impingement of primary electrons on
an electrode of positive potential. Under these circum-
stances a single primary impinging electron may eject

from one to ten secondary electrons, depending upon
the work function of the material, the condition of its

surface, the angle of incidence, and the accelerating
voltage (which determines the velocity of the impinging
electron). It is presumed that the kinetic energy of the

primary electron is imparted to the secondary electrons

and added to their normal thermal kinetic energy in

such a way that they are able to overcome the potential

barrier or work function of the surface. In essence, the

energy that enables the free electrons to escape comes
from the striking particle.

Secondary emission does not constitute a violation of

the law of conservation of energy, since the sums of the

energies of the secondary electrons are always lower
than those of the primary electrons. Secondary elec-

trons apparently are not produced for primary velocities

below about nine volts. As the potential of the bom-
barding primary electrons is increased, the ratio of

secondary -to-primary electrons increases, reaching a

maximum in the vicinity of about 400 volts for all metals,

and then decreases with increasing bombardment volt-

age. Most of the metals reach a maximum ratio of

secondary electrons to primary electrons of between
one and three; some of the complex alkali metals reach
ratios of as high as ten. Maximum ratios depend greatly

uponprocessing and surface conditions. The number of

liberated secondary electrons depends greatly upon the

potential conditions surrounding the bombarded surface.
If there is an adjacent electrode at a potential higher
than that of the bombarded surface, it will collect most
of the secondary electrons. If the adjacent electrode has
a potential lower than that of the bombarded surface,

only the highest velocity secondaries will goto adjacent

electrodes, and the low-velocity electrons will return
to the bombarded surface from which they came.

Secondary emission is usually regarded as a nuisance

in most electron tubes with the exception of devices
like electron multipliers, magnetrons, and various

types of camera tubes which are all dependent upon the

phenomenon for their operation. Secondary emission
exists at the anodes of all vacuum tubes. Usually, the

secondaries thus emitted are attracted back into the

anode by its positive potential and therefore have little

effect upon the operation of the tube; but if there happens

to be a second electrode, juxtaposed to the source of

secondary emission, which has a higher positive po-

tential than this source, the secondaries will tend to

flow to the second electrode. This effect may readily

happen in the four -electrode (tetrode) tube, at times

to the detriment of its performance. In the case of the

screen-grid electrode in tetrodes it is not unusual to

find that the flow of secondary electrons leaving the

screen grid is actually greater (under certain con-

ditions) than the flow of primary electrons to the screen
grid. These effects of secondary emission in vacuum
tubes may be obviated by the insertion of an additional,

negative electrode between the two positive ones. The
negative potential on this electrode will drive secondary

electrons back into the surface from which they were
emitted and thus nullify the harmful effect. Note, how-
ever, that the secondary emission is not eliminated, the

negative electrode merely prevents the secondaries
from migrating to other electrons where they might
interfere with the operation of the tube. Pentode vac-
uum tubes illustrate the practical use of this technique.

Secondary emission also occurs in cathode-ray picture

tubes when the beam electrons strike the fluorescent

screen; the collection of these secondaries is a means
of completing the circuit for the flow of current. In

essence, secondary emission is commonly encountered

in multiple -electrode tubes, where it has the effect of

somewhat altering the normal primary electron current

characteristics.

Although the complete theory of secondary emission

IS not as yet completely understood, there is a vast

accumulation of observed effects. In summary, the

number of secondary electrons emanated depends on: (1)

the number of the bombardingprimary electrons, (2) the

velocities of the primary electrons, (3) the type of ma-
terial used for the bombarded surface, (4) the physical

condition of the surface and the state of the vacuum in

which the emission occurs, and (5) the angle at which
the bombardingprimary electrons impinge on the bom-
barded surface. It is said that secondary emission is

nearly independent of temperature, except that the high

temperature may change the nature of the surface by

changing the structure or by releasing absorbed gas.

Whenprimary electrons strike a surface at right angles,

the secondary electrons are emitted at all angles and
the spray of secondary electrons seems to nearly follow

a cosine law of distribution. When the primary electrons

strike a metal surface at other than a right angle, the

distribution of the angle on the secondary electrons is

still nearly a cosine -law variation. It is interesting to

note that the secondary -to-primary emission ratio in-

creases as the primary electrons strike more nearly

parallel to the surface. Insulators as well as conduc-
tors may emit secondary electrons and the physical

behavior observed is quite similar to that of metals.

Photoelectric Emission

Photoelectric emission of electrons occurs when
radiant energy in the form of electromagnetic waves
strikes the surface of certain materials. These elec-

tromagnetic waves are usually those in the general

region of light radiation. Although early research in

photoelectric emission phenomena was performed in
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connection with metal surfaces, modern devices employ
semiconducting materials as emissive surfaces almost
exclusively. It is believed that photoelectric emission

is largely a surface phenomenon and that radiant im-
pinging energy of the proper wave length is able to im-
part sufficient energy to the free electrons near and at

the surface and thereby to enable their escape.

Although the exact nature of photoemissionis obscure

(as are the exact natures of most fundamental phe-
nomena), several laws are known and will now be re-

viewed.

1. The number of photoelectrons (electrons released
by radiant energy) emitted varies directly as the in-

tensity of the light (or other radiation) striking the

photosensitive surface.

2. The initial velocity of the photoelectrons released
from a metal is independent of the intensity of the

light falling on the surface. A feeble beam of light

from a distant star will release electrons with the

same velocity as will a powerful light beam of the

same wave length. (Of course, the light from the

distant star will release electrons at a lower nu-
merical rate as indicated above.

)

3. The velocity of the ejected photoelectrons depends
on the frequency (or wave length) of the light or other

radiation releasing it. K the frequency is high enough
to release electrons, then increasing the frequency
(reducing wave length) will cause the electrons to be

ejected with higher initial velocities.

4. Photoelectric emission is almost entirely inde-
pendent of the temperature of the metallic surface.

Experiments have shown that photoelectron emitting

materials exhibit a work function which corresponds
very closely to that for thermionic emission as previ-
ously discussed. As the frequency of the impinging
radiation is decreased, a lower frequency limit (long

wave length) is reached at which the electrons cannot
absorb sufficient energy to escape from their cathode.
By a series of brilliant experiments, Millikan demon-
strated conclusively that, for any given photoelectric
material, there is a definite frequency of light below
which no emission will take place no matter how great
the intensity of the light or how long it may be applied.

This point is known as the "threshold frequency.

"

Photoelectric emission has been the technical key-
stone in the development of camera and phototubes.
More recently, practical photoconductive devices have
been built that are quite competitive with camera tubes
designed around photoemissive phenomena and photo-
tubes. Photoelectric -emissionphenomena have had the

greatest importance in contributing to the establishment
of contemporary theories pertaining to the basic mech-
anisms of physics. Planck's quantum theory was cor-
roborated by Einstein on the basis of postulations in-

volving the photoelectric effect. From these seemingly
unrelated beginnings came the Einstein mathematical
prognostications regarding the entire field of nuclear
energy.

High-Field Emission

One more method of releasing electrons from metals
relies on reducing the effectiveness of the attractive

force of the metal ions near the surface of a cathode by
the application of a strong external electric field. This
phenomenon is known as high-field emission, a process
whereby electrons are emitted from a cold solid or

liquid because of a very high potential gradient. Such
a gradient must be of the order of a million volts per
centimeter, or higher, depending on the work function

of the particular cathodic material employed. A high

potential gradient does not necessarily imply high volt-

ages since the gradient will depend upon the shape of

the emitting material. Thus, if a fine metal point is

dipped into chemicals to reduce it to a point of infini-

tesimal size, the application of several hundred volts

caneasily produce a potential gradient of a million volts

per centimeter or more. This principle has been used
in constructing at least one type of electron microscope.
The currents extracted from metals by strong electric

fields are substantially independent of temperature,
until apoint is reached where thermionic emission be-
comes appreciable. Theoretically, the high gradients
partially neutralize the potential barrier across which
emitted electrons must pass to escape from the cathode.

High -field emission is also of importance inasmuch as

it is frequently an unwanted mechanism in vacuum tubes

because it is capable of freeing unwanted spurious elec-

trons with deleterious effects on the performance of the

tube.

The mercury pool is extensively employed as a source
of electrons in various devices, e.g., the familiar
mercury -arc andignitron rectifier tubes. It is thought

that the electrons are freed from such mercury pools
by field emission but notfrom afine point as previously
considered. In these rectifiers, the strong electric

field is produced by positive ions accumulating very
close to the surface of the mercury pool. A similar
action occurs in cold-cathode gas tubes.

Radioactive Disintegration

A radioactive substance is one whose atomic nuclei

are unstable. Such an atom can exist for an indefinite

period of time and then suddenly, for no apparent rea-
son will explode, that is, the nucleus explodes. It shoots
out an alpha particle (the nucleus of a helium atom) or

a beta particle (electron). In the rearrangement of the

residue, gamma rays (exceedingly short wave length

electromagnetic radiations) also may emanate. In

essence, there is a gradual decay of the radioactive
element. The rate of decay, or disintegration, is in-

dependent of external influences such as heat and light,

except for the influence of bombardment by other high-
velocity nuclear particles. Certain elements also be-
come artificially radioactive as a consequence of bom-
bardment by high -velocity nuclear particles. The beta
particles or electrons emitted by radioactive disinte-
gration are similar in characteristics to electrons

emitted by the previously mentioned mechanisms, save
for the fact that they are emitted with an excess of energy
and consequently they move at high velocities.

The high velocity of radioactively emitted electrons
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has prevented their applications in practical electron

tubes because the emitted beta particles (electrons)

are virtually uncontrollable. However, scientists have
been able to "catch" them; they have recovered and

stored a portion of their kinetic energy to provide a

source of low power for other electronic devices. The
harnessing of wild emitted beta particles (electrons) is

afascinating endeavor which may produce practical de-

vices in the future and experimentation is now being con-

ducted with exceedingly low power devices of this sort.

Practical use has been made of the emitted alpha par-

ticle (helium atom nucleus). In the Alphatron vacuum
gauge, a tiny radioactive emitter spews alpha particles

that are capable of ionizing the residual gases in the vac -

uum system under observation. The residual ionization

products are collected and metered to serve as an indi-

cation of the degree of vacuum in the vessel.

LAWS OF ELECTRONS IN MOTION

The motions^ of electrons in vacuum tubes and other

devices used in electronics are controlled by electric or

magnetic fields, or both. Comprehension of the nature

of these fields is perhaps one of the most rigorous exer-
cises in mental gymnastics in the sciences. Practicing

engineers develop a feeling for the reality of these fields

inthe physical sense of the word, visualizing these fields

as being constituted of lines (or tubes) of force. Sci-

entists, on the other hand, tend to think of these fields

ina more abstract sense as mathematical concepts de-
scribed by vector analysis. These fields are of para-
mount importance because they control the direction or

the magnitude of electron flow, or both. In many ap-
plications of electronics, the electric fields are domin-
ant in that the numbers of electrons involved is so small
that they will not alter the applied field. In practical

vacuum tube situations, an understanding of electron-

flow behavior is complicated by the fact that electrons

are usually present in numbers large enough to influ-

ence or distort the fields in consequence of their own
"space-charge." For purposes of discussion, the mo-
tion of electrons as influenced by fields can be illus-

trated in three categories: (1) electron motion inauni-
form electric field, (2) electron motion in a uniform
magnetic field, and (3) electron motion in combined
electric and magnetic fields.

Electron Motion in a Uniform Electric Field

An electron behaves like a small negatively charged
particle and is therefore influenced by an electric field.

Thus, suppose that an electron finds itseK between two
parallel-plate electrodes (see Fig. 1) and that the elec-

trodes are in an evacuated tube. If a voltage is applied

to the two electrodes to make one positive and the other

negative as indicated, an electric field will be establish-

ed between the electrodes approximately as indicated by

the arrows. Thus, if an electron in an electric field

moves freely toward a positive electrode, it has work
done on it by charges on the electrode; it will gather

speed and its kinetic energy will be increased. It should

be understood that the laws of motion of an electron in

a uniform electric field are the same as those of a body
falling freely under the influence of gravity. If an elec-

tron is caused to move against the force of an electric

field (for instance, if it were shot toward a negative

electrode) the electron will do work on the electric char-

ges on the electrode, will lose kinetic energy, and will

slow down.

Figure 1. The Electron in an Electric Field Produced
by Two Electrodes

An example of two-dimensional electron motion is

shown in Fig. 2. Suppose that an electron enters be-

tweentwo parallel-plate electrodes between which a uni-

form electric field is established in the y -direction

shown. The electron has an initial velocity Vq^ in the

+x -direction. Since there is noforcein the z-direction,

there can be no acceleration component in that direc-

tion. Also, since the initial velocity in the z -direction

is assumed to be zero, the motion must take place en-

tirely in one plane, the plane of the paper. Likewise,

there is zero force acting along the x-axis which means
that the electron velocity along the x-axis remains con-

stant and equal to the initial velocity vqx- On the other

hand, aconstant acceleration exists along the y-direc-
tion such that the electron is accelerated upward, the

velocity component Vy varies from point to point, where-
as the velocity component Vj^ remains unchanged in the

passage of the electron between the plates. It can be

shown analytically that the electron moves in a para-
bolic path in the region between the plates.

GK^

Figure 2. Two-Dimensional Motionin a Uniform Elec-

tric Field

Electron Motion in a Uniform Magnetic Field

An electron in motion constitutes an elementary flow

of electricity and, as such, establishes an external mag-
netic field. This magnetic field will react with other

magnetic fields and will produce a force which acts on

the electron. This force is similar to the force acting

on a wire carrying a current in a magnetic field. An
electron has no external magnetic field when it is at

rest and, thus, stationary electrons have no magnetic

forces exerted on them whenthey are situated in a mag-
netic field. It is important to note the difference be-

tween the action of an electric and a magnetic field in

this respect.

The force exerted on a wire carrying a current in a

magnetic field is given by the following relation:
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B I 1

10
(2)

where f =

1 =

B =

1 =

the force in dynes
the current in the wire in amperes
the magnetic induction in gausses (magnetic

lines of force per square centimeter) at right

angles to the wire
the length of the wire in centimeters

The second condition to be considered is shown in

Fig. 4. An electron gun situated in a limitless uniform

magnetic field shoots an electron in the field at right

angles to the direction of the magnetic lines of force.

Under these conditions, the electron must again assume
a circular path. If the field is not limitless, the elec-

tron may, of course, leave the field, depending on its

velocity, the field strength, and its original position in

the field.

The force f of Eq. (2) is the result of the reaction be-

tween the magnetic field caused by the current flowing

in the wire, and the externally produced magnetic field

in which the wire is immersed. The current of moving
electrons really produces the magnetic field encircling

the wire. Thus, it follows that a force should be exert-

ed on electrons moving at right angles through a mag-
netic field, whether these electrons are in a wire or

moving as a stream through space. Experiments have

shown this conclusion to be true. Again, referring to

Eq. (2), it is known from fundamental electrical theory

that the force exerted on the wire is at right angles to

the wire carrying the electron current along it. It fol-

lows, therefore, that the force exerted on a stream of

moving electrons is at right angles to the direction of

the moving stream, and that the force exerted on an in-

dividual electron at each instant is at right angles to

the direction of motion of the electron at that instant.

This principle can be applied in determining the path

which a moving electron will follow when the electron

is in amagnetic field. There are two conditions to con-

sider: (1) a moving electron being shot from outside

into a magnetic field, and (2) a moving electron being

released inside the magnetic field.

The first of these conditions is illustrated by Fig. 3

which shows an electron being shot at right angles into a

limitless, constant, uniform magnetic field. At each in-

stant, the force exerted on the electron by the magnetic
field is at right angles to the direction of motion at that

instant, and the path will be circular as indicated. The
electron obeys laws which are kindred to the laws of cir-

cular motion encountered in the mechanics of particle

motion. An examination of Fig. 3 shows that an electron

shot into the field from a point external to the field will

be forced out on the same side from which it entered if

the field is limitless in the directions shown. If the field

is finite, the electron will be deflected and will be forced

out at the distant side, or out at the top, if it does not

make a complete reversal in direction. In other words,
inthecaseof electrons inmagnetic field, amovingelec-
tronthat enters from outside at right angles to a mag-
netic field, or in any direction not parallel to the lines

of force, will be forced out of the field.

EDGE OF FIELD

ELECTRON GUN

Figure 3. Path of Electron Shot Into a Magnetic Field

Figure 4. Path of Electron Emitted in a Limitless

Magnetic Field

Irrespective of the shape of the path or other details,

it is important to note that the force exerted by a mag-
netic field on an electron in motion is always at right

angles to the direction of motion. Thus, a constant

magnetic field can do no work on an electron because
the electron will have the same kinetic energy when it

leaves a magnetic field as when it enters; however, its

direction of motion may be altered. This effect is in

contrast with the action of an electric field which can
increase or decrease the energy of an electron by alter-

ing its velocity as previously described.

As a corollary to the foregoing discussion it is fruit-

ful to consider the influence of a changing magnetic field

on an electron, particularly in view of the observation

that a constant magnetic field can do no work on an elec-

tron although it can alter the direction of electron mo-
tion. The betatron^ is a machine employedby physicists

to accelerate electrons to exceedingly high velocities;

it is a classical example of the forces associated with

a changing magnetic field. In the operation of the be-

tatron, electrons are injected into a circular, dough-
nut-shaped tube. When a changing magnetic field is

applied parallel tothe axis of the doughnut-shaped tube,

two effects are produced: first, a radial force due to

the action of the magnetic field, which is perpendicular

to the electron velocity, keeps the electron moving in a

circular path as has been depicted in Fig. 4. Second,

an electromotive force tangential to the electron orbit

is produced by the changing magnetic flux and gives the

electron additional energy. This latter accelerating

force is easily explained by thinking of the circular

electron path of fixed radius as a circuit, and the emf
(V) induced in this circuit results from the changing
magnetic flux in accordance with Faraday's law:

V = A<t>

dt (3)

where = the instantaneous value of the magnetic
flux perpendicular to the plane of the cir-

cuit.

Thus, in the betatron, the electrons acquire their in-

creased energy by being accelerated around the dough-
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nut several hundred thousand revolutions in a circular

orbit as a consequence of the forces exerted on them by

the electric field which accompanies a changing mag-
netic field.

Electron Motion in Combined Electric and Magnetic

Fields

When an electron is subjected to the combined action

of both electric and magnetic fields, the paths tend to

become quite complex. Three of the simpler cases will

be considered.

When an electron starts from rest under the influ-

ence of parallel electric and magnetic fields, the elec-

tron moves in the direction of the electric field and is

unaffected by the magnetic field. The path in this case

is a straight line, and the electron behaves as though

the magnetic field did not exist.

K an electron with a given velocity is injected into a

region containing electric and magnetic fields at right

angles to each other and at right angles to the initial

velocity, then there is a certain ratio of electric -field

strength to magnetic -field strength for which the elec-

tron is not deflected in its path. This deflection occurs

when the force due to the electric field is equal and

opposite to that produced by the magnetic field.

Fig. 5 illustrates the case in which an electron starts

from rest in the presence of uniform electric and mag-
netic fields that are mutually perpendicular. The elec-

tric field alone would direct the moving negative electron

upward, and the magnetic field alone would cause the

path to be circular. The result is that the moving elec-

tron is acted on by two vector forces; the direction of

the electron's path at any instant will be determined by

the vector sum of these two forces. Complex cycloids

and trochoids of motion result in response to the per-
mutations and combinations of fields which may be es-

tablished.

• = LINES OF FORCE NORMAL TO PAPER
1= ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 5. Path of an Electron Shot Into a Combined
Magnetic and Electric Field

ELECTRON OPTICSS, 6, 7

As the term electron optics implies, there is a close

analogy between the behavior of light rays and electron

beams. This analogy not only has mathematical sig-

nificance, but is also applicable to practical applica-

tions in the reflection, refraction, and focusing of elec-

trons. As geometrical optics is concerned with the
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paths of light rays, electron optics deals with the deter-

mination and control of electron trajectories.

The importance of electron optics is becoming in-

creasingly apparent with the continual advances in elec-

tronics. For example, in the early vacuum tubes used

in radio work, little attention was given to the exact

paths of the electrons between the cathode and plate.

Today the designof virtually every modern vacuum tube

is predicated on at least one electron-optical principle.

Electrostatic Electron Optics

The analogy between the behavior of light rays and

electron beams is particularly close when the fields

through which the electron moves are purely electro-

static. Electrons move through an electric field just

as dolight rays through a medium of continuously var-

iable index of refraction.

The basic law of geometrical optics is Snell's law of

refraction, from which all the properties of physical

lenses can bededuced. This law has its exact counter-

part in electron optics. Snell's law for optics is

ni sin ©1 = n2 sin ©2 ('^)

where n\ and n2 are indices of refraction on two

sides of a plane boundary

6l and 62 are the angles of incidence and

refraction of a light ray as measured from a

normal to the boundary

The corresponding situationfor electron optics is shown
in Fig. 6. This figure shows the behavior of an elec-

tron moving in a region with a uniform potential E^ and

suddenly crossing into a region with a uniform poten-

tial E2. In traveling from the region of one potential to

the other, the component of velocity normal to the

boundary is increased if the potential is increased, but

the tangential component of velocity is unchanged. Equa-

ting the initial and final tangential components of velocity

gives

VI sin ^1 = V2 sin 62 (5)

where v = 5.93 x 10^ y^E (meters per second) when

the potential (E) is given in volts.

Figure 6. Electron Refraction

Comparing Eqs. (4) and (5), it is seen that the quantity

in electron optics corresponding to the index of refrac -
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tion is electron velocity . It should be clearly under-
stood that electron velocity does not correspond to the

velocity of light.

In the idealized analytical design of electrostatic

electron-optical lenses, it should be possible to obtain

mathematical expressions for the potential fields asso-
ciated with any given set of electrodes and then to solve

for the path of an electron through these fields. Ac-
tually, the fields of electron lenses are not necessarily
simple to determine and the solution to electron tra-
jectories through them is even more complex. Exper-
imental and analytical determinations of lens character-
istics have been complementary in the development of

scientific techniques for the design of electron-optical

systems. The application of purely electrostatic elec-
tron-optical principles to vacuum tubes is exemplified
inbeam power tubesS and electrostatically focused tra-
veling-wave tubes (Estiatrons). 9

Magnetic Lenses

Electron beams can be focused with magnetic fields

as well as with electric fields, though the analogy with

optics is not readily apparent. It has already been
pointed out that an electron moving in a magnetic field

will not be affected by the field if its motion is parallel

to the field. However, if it is moving at an angle with
respect to the lines of magnetic flux, it will be forced

to execute a helical path with its axis of motion paral-
lel to the lines of force. For example, consider an
electron starting from a point O with a linear velocity

V and making an angle a with the flux lines produced by a
long solenoid. The component of motion along the field

will not be affected, but its component, V sin a, at

right angles to the field, will be acted on by a force at

right angles both to the direction of motion and to the

magnetic field. Thus, the component V sin a will be

transformed from a straight line to a circle. Accord-
ing to the equation for the motion of an electron in a
magnetic field,

Hev (6)
m v^

where

Hence,

m = mass of the electron

V = V sin a (where V is linear velocity)

r = radius of orbit

H = field strength

e = electronic charge

mv^ _ _v
Hev ~ e_

m H

and the time required for one revolution is

27rr _ 2jr

m "
t

(7)

(8)

which is independent of both V and a.

This circular motion combined with its linear motion
in the direction of the field causes the electron to tra-

verse a helical path with its axis parallel to the field .

Thus, all the electrons starting from a given point O
will arrive at a point O' after a time interval t. In this

way, an exact erect image of O can be formed at O'.

In practice, a short focusing coil is used instead of a
long uniform field. This coil is quite analogous to an
optical lens and the size of the electron image is in ac-
cordance with the optical-lens formula.

^ ^ = 4 (9)

where

O

O object distance

i = image distance

f = focal length

A study of the electron microscope is suggested as an
exemplary application of magnetic lenses to electron
beams.

Periodic Focusing

In some of the simplest electron-optical systems,
the focusing fields vary periodically along the electron

stream and constitute a series of thick or thin electron

lenses. Electric focusing of this sort was used in some
of the earliest velocity -modulated tubes. ^ During the

past decade, there have been spectacular advances in

the utilization of periodic focusing systems, both elec-

tric and magnetic. In 1952, Courant, Livingston, and
Snyder '^2 suggested that focusing may be accomplished
by a series of alternating converging and diverging len-

ses of equal strengths arranged periodically. This
"strong-focusing" or "alternating-gradient focusing"

principle revolutionized the design of High-Energy Par -

tide Accelerators and inspired new investigations of

periodic focusing. In 1953, Pierce-'^^ amplified the

theory of periodic focusing for low-voltage electron

beams with additional contributions by Clogston and
Heffner. A practical traveling-wave tube employ-
ingperiodic magnetic focusing was reportedly by Men-
del, Quate, and Yocom in 1953.

Meanwhile, research in electrostatic periodic focus-
ing was equally fruitful. In 1957, Changl^ reported the
successful operation of an experimental traveling-wave
tube in which an electrostatically confined electronflow
was obtained by utilizing the centrifugal force of rotat-

ing electrons as a restoring force to balance the strong
focusing force due to a periodic electrostatic field of

very short period. Changl^ reported a second experi-
mental tube demonstrating the superiority of two coun-
teracting periodic fields of very short periods as estab-

lished by a bifilar helix in the rf interaction region.

The potential valley formed by the combination of two
counteracting periodic fields is steeper than all pre-
viously reported focusing systems, thereby maintaining

a very stable electron flow in the beam. Furthermore,
in this biperiodic focusing system, the force balance

on the beam electron in the confined-flow condition is

independent of the average potential. In the drift region
of traveling-wave tubes where electrons interact with
the rf delay line, if the beam focusing is not dependent
upon the dc velocity of electrons, defocusing caused by
rf interaction may be avoided. Traveling-wave tubes
employing all-electrostatic beam generation and focus
are called Estiatrons, ^ after the Greek word ESTIA
meaning to focus.

What are the advantages of using periodically vary-
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ing magnetic fields rather than magnetic or electric

fields which do not vary with distance? In the case of

electric fields, it can be said that such focusing pro-
vides one method of avoiding magnetic fields with attend-

ant reductions in weight. The use of periodic electric

fields maybe practical in some tubes because the elec-

trodes required either do not interfere with other nec-
essary electrodes or perhaps may actually be combined
with other electrodes. In other cases, it may be im-
practical or undesirable to provide the electrodes nec-
essary to produce periodic electric focusing fields along

the beam.

There are at least two major advantages in employ-
ing periodic magnetic focusing fields instead of long
solenoids with uniform magnetic fields. First, the con-
centration of the magnetic field into short regions near
critical gaps can increase the focusing action. Second,
from a practical standpoint, the effectiveness of peri-
odic focusing in a particular tube may be such that its

magnet weight maybe atenth or less than that required
to produce a uniform field with the same focusing ef-

fectiveness.

Electron Guns

Electron-optical principles have found their widest
application in the development of electron guns, an
electronic system comprising a cathode together with
electrodes for the formation, control, and focusing of

electron beams. The development of cathode-ray tubes
served as an impetus to the evolution of the electron-

gun art; examples of contemporary designs are de-
scribed by Moodey. Thompson and Headrick-^^ de-
scribed basic calculations for electron-gun perform-
ance in conjunction with an electrostatically focused
beam in a cylindrical tunnel. Smith and Hartman^O
performed calculations for electron-gun performance
with electron beams in tunnels, in which beam spread-
ing was prevented by the application of a steady mag-
netic field parallel to the beam axis. In his classic
paper, Pierce^-^ outlined the principles of the "Pierce
Gun" that has been utilized in virtually all electron guns
for klystrons and traveling-wave tubes. Samuel22^and
Pierce have written notes on the design of these guns.
Bliss^^ has described modern examples of electron
guns incorporated in traveling-wave -tube designs.

The presence of beams in grid -controlled tubes is

not new; electron beams were formed by the electro-
static fields of the grid in the DeForest triode. More
recent knowledge of beams and their properties, their

use, and application is described by Thompson25 and
by Schade.^o Performance characteristics of power
tubes have been improved spectacularly by the incor-
poration of electron-beam technology. Super-power
tubes, described by Bennett, ^ employ unitized electron
guns in which electron beam -forming is accomplished by
the application of electron-optical principles to the de-
sign of cathode and grid structures. The inductive-out

-

put^"^ tube is another illustrative example of electron-
gun and electron-optical technology.

of vacuum tubes can be responsible for a number of very

important effects in the operation of tubes. A synoptic
review of these effects follows and gives pertinent liter-

ature references in which comprehensive information
may be found.

Space-Charge Effects in Diodes

In a diode, the electrons may be visualized as neg-

ative charges in space and so constitute a negative space
charge in the region between the cathode and plate. As
a consequence of this space charge, the total acceler-
ating force on electrons near a positive plate is great-

er than that on the electrons near the negative cathode.

The electrons near the plate accelerate faster than those

near the cathode and the electron concentration or den-
sity thins out near the positive plate as shown in Fig. 7.

In summary, the influence of negative space charge
greatly alters the distribution of the voltage applied be -

tween the cathode and plate of a diode and affects the

voltage -vs. -current characteristics of a diode. This
effect and its relationship to temperature and voltage
saturation conditions have been discussed in detail by
Albert, ^ Spangenberg, ^ and Fink.^S

CATHODE-
^E-- PLATE

VOLTAGE
DISTRIBUTION

ELECTRON SPACE CHARGE

The presence of electrons in the interelectrode spaces

^|i|i|i|i|ihr

E

Figure 7. Effect of Voltage on Electron Distribution

Space -Charge Effects in Triodes

1i a grid is situated between the negative cathode and

the positive plate and if this grid is connected to a bat-

tery of Ec volts while the plate is connected to a battery
of Eb volts, then the voltage distribution between the

plate and cathode depends not only on the plate voltage

but on the grid voltage as well. Kthe grid is made pos-
itive with respect to the cathode by a sufficient amount,
then the voltage -distribution curve is "lifted" by the

grid as shown in Fig. 8A. If the grid is made negative
with respect to the cathode, then the voltage -distribu-
tion curve is depressed, as in Fig. 8B. This lifting or
depressing of the curve changes the slope of the volt-

age-distribution curve at the cathode surface and,

hence, changes the force acting on the electrons (the

force is proportional to the slope). When the grid is

positive, the force is great; but when the grid is neg-
ative, the force is decreased; it may be decreased to

zero if the voltage on the grid is sufficiently negative.

Under these conditions, the electrons are not urged
away from the emitting cathode at all, and current ceases
entirely as depicted in Fig. 8C. Moreover, if the grid is

negative, it cannot collect electrons, and, hence, it can
control the electrons without interfering with the current
itself. This fact makes grid control a highly efficient

and sensitive method of changing electron current. In

essence, a space-charge control -grid in a triode func-

tions in this manner. The references by Albert,^ Spang-
enberg, ^ and Fink28 treat this subject comprehensively.
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Figure 8. Effect of Grid Voltage on Voltage Distribution

Effect of Space Charge on Electron Transit-Time

Although electron velocities invacuum tubes are com-
paratively high, the time required for the electrons to

pass from one electrode to another is appreciable. At

low frequencies, the time required for the passage of

an electron from the cathode through the grid and to the

plate is of little importance. At much higher frequen-

cies, this statement may no longer be true. The time

required for an electron topass from the cathode to the

plate, called the "transit time, " may be comparable

with the time required for one frequency cycle to oc-

cur at the much higher frequency. Thus, an electron

leaving the cathode under a given phase relationship

may find that the phase conditions have changed mark-
edly by the time it reaches the vicinity of the plate.

This effect is of vital importance in tubes used at mi-
crowave frequencies.

In the preceding sections it has been pointed out (as

shown in Figs. 7 and 8) that the presence of electrons

between electrodes causes the effective accelerating

potential to be lower than it would be otherwise. Con-

sequently, the electron velocity is lower than it would

be otherwise and the transit-time of electrons through

the tube is significantly greater. In diodes, for ex-

ample, it is not unusual for the transit-time to be in-

creased threefold due to increased space-charge ef-

fects. The entire situation becomes almost incompre-
hensibly complex from an analytical standpoint under
conditions in which the accelerating electric field is

varying with time. An appreciation of the complexity of

these problems can be gleaned from the fact that in

diodes the space charge limits the currents to a value

determined by the three -halves power of plate voltage

and also causes the potential distribution within the tube

to be nonlinear, as shown in Fig. 7. The combination

of these nonlinear effects greatly complicates analytical

approaches to solutions for transit-time problems in

the situations wherein the accelerating voltage is vary-
ing with respect to time at a high radio-frequency rate.

Kleen29 has published expressions and curves for the

determination of transit-time taking space charge into

account.

Space Charge and the "Virtual" Cathode

In the presence of space -charge saturation, electrons

having zero velocity would never get started from a

cathode. Fortunately, electrons are emitted from a

cathode with finite initial velocities, about 90 percent of

them having velocities (at usual cathode temperatures)

equivalent to an accelerating potential of less than one-

half volt. The presence of electron space charge in the

proximity of the cathode produces retarding fields and

slows down the emitted electrons until they all momen-
tarily come to rest at a potential minimum. From this

region, which acts like an ideal cathode and is called a

"virtual" cathode, the electrons may start in either di-

rection, either being returned to the cathode or pro-
ceeding away from the cathode to the plate. The dis-

tance of the virtual cathode from the actual cathode may
be appreciable. For a cathode temperature of 1000 K
and a transmitted current density of one milliampere
per cm^, the distance from the cathode to the virtual

cathode is approximately 0.006 inches. In modern
close-spaced electrode tubes, this distance may be ef-

fectively very large.

The consideration of virtual cathode effects is of im-
portance in at least two other cases in vacuum tubes.

In beam power tubes, for example, a region of high

space -charge density and low potential is deliberately

produced in the region between screen grid and plate

by means of juxtaposed beam -forming or zero-potential

deflecting plates. 30, 31 This region of lowered potential

performs the same function as the suppressor grid in

apentode, i.e., it prevents the backward flow of second-
ary-emission electrons from the plate to the screen

grid. Virtual cathodes are also encountered in elec-

tron-optical systems, e.g., in cathode -ray -tube sys-

tems. 1

Space Charge and Electron-Beam Dispersion

If an electron beam is not confined by an axial mag-
netic field, it will tend to spread because of space

-

charge repulsive forces. An electron on the outer sur-
face of the beam experiences an acceleration due to the

radial electric field which originates from the charge
in the beam. In devices requiring a beam of fairly high

electron-current density, such as those used in cathode -

ray tubes, and especially in microwave amplifying tubes

of the beam type, the fields caused by the charge in the

beam itself cause serious difficulties with divergency
and limit the electron-current densities which can be

handled. Even with the restraining forces of axial mag-
netic fields, practical experimentation has indicated

limits on electron-current densities in beam transmis-
sion. Brillouin32 has published solutions for electron

motion in magnetically confined cylindrical beams, in

hollow beams, and in two-dimensional beams. Pierce^^
has derived practical design equations for the effects

of space charge in electron beams.

In cathode -ray tubes, the production of small beam
spots is seriously limited by the space -charge mutual
repulsion between electrons in the beam, thereby pre-
venting the electrons from coming together to give sharp

beam focus. In a convergent beam, as the beam tends

to come to a smaller diameter, the electrons get closer

together, the space -charge density increases within the

beam, and hence the mutual-repulsion forces become
greater.
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Space -Charge Waves^^)

It has been shown previously that space -charge ef-

fects can appreciably influence the characteristics of

vacuum tubes and electron beams. In essence, the

classical grid-controlled tube is an electron-discharge
device in which the control-grid voltage disturbs the

space-charge region and functions as a "valve" on flow
of electronic current through the tube. Used in ap-
propriate circuits, these types of devices serve as
amplifiers, oscillators, frequency converters, modu-
lators, detectors, electronic computing devices, spe-
cial waveform generators, control devices, and meas-
uring devices. In general, these grid-controlled de-
vices produce external -circuit currents which vary in

accordance with the number of electrons striking one
of the electrodes. In the parlance of the art, electron
streams in grid -controlled tubes are said to be "den-
sity-modulated. "

The invention of the klystron by the Varianbrothers^S
marked the introduction of an entirely new class of de-
vices in which the electron stream is depicted as being

"velocity-modulated." At about the same time, Hahn^o
andRamo"^"^ were investigating the propagation of waves
in the medium represented by an electron stream.
These waves are called, characteristically, space

-

charge waves. In the following paragraphs the "ve-
locity-modulation" of a klystron will serve as an illus-

trative model and example in the more comprehensive
field of space -charge waves.

Let it be imagined that a beam of electrons has been
accelerated and caused to flow into the left-hand side

of Fig. 9 at a uniform velocity. So long as the elec-
trons enter this beam at a uniform rate and proceed in

an orderly fashion, the average motion of the electrons

is practically unaffected by interelectronic forces.

There would, however, be a tendency toward space-
charge enlargement of the beam cross section by dis-
persion unless a sufficiently strong magnetic field were
arranged parallel to the z-axis to restrain the radial-

force effects. The delicate balance of space-charge
uniformity in the beam can be disturbed by some influ-

ence such as an electric field (Vi ei^^) at a certain

position (z equals zero) established by a pair of grids,

between which appears an alternating voltage of fre-

quency w. It should be understood that the electric

field is capable of imparting a sinusoidal disturbance
such that, for example, when a group of electrons is

slowed down, other electrons behind them crowd to-

gether while those electrons ahead are more sparsely
distributed. The crowding together causes this section

of the beam to be more negative inpotential; the crowded
electrons will find themselves urged toward the less-

crowded region. Thus, a wave disturbance is launched

in the space -charge region and is then propagated along

the moving beam.

The situation just described is reminiscent of the

action of molecules in a gas, where the particles in a
region of condensation tend to move into a region of

rarefaction and the resultant disturbance is propagated
through the gas as a sound wave. A condensation or

rarefaction of electron density propagates down the

beam with a characteristic velocity analogous to the

GRIDS
(2 = 0)

1! ELECTRON STREAM

Figure 9. Modelfor the Analysis ofSpace -Charge Waves

velocity of sound in a gas. One must be careful, how-
ever, not to take this analogy between sound waves ana

space-charge waves too seriously because the phe-

nomena are fundamentally quite different. In the sound-

wave case, neighboring molecules exert an influence

through elastic collisions which transfer kinetic energy
from one molecule to another. In the case of space

-

charge waves, the electrons are charged and exert an

effect on one another through Coulomb's -law forces,

such that an individual electron is influenced constantly

by the positions of all other electrons.

Collisions, in the usual sense, do not occur between
electrons. The velocity of a group of electrons, as

seen by a stationary observer viewing Fig. 10, will

appear to have a constant value with a superimposed
alternating or undulatory component. Similarly, the

electron density will have a constant average value

plus superimposed fluctuations. If this perturbed beam
of electrons is permitted to continue drifting, eventually

some of the faster electrons will move up on slower
electrons which left the grids earlier to start the for-

mation of "bunches" of electrons. At the same time,

these concentrations of space charge have set up elec-

tric fields in such a direction as to cause the "bunches"
to fly apart, and these same electric fields have re-

duced the velocity fluctuations to zero. At this junc-

ture, current fluctuations in the stream have reached a

maximum amplitude and a second set of grids should be

placed across the stream to "catch" undulations of

space -charge density in the beam and convert them in-

to electrical energy in an external circuit. Fig. 10

depicts the build-up of charge "bunches" prior to their

passage through "catcher" grids which thereby induce

currents in the external circuit. The periodicity of

these charge "bunches" is dependent upon the velocity

of space -charge wave propagation through the medium,
i.e., the electron beam. Propagation, in turn, is de-

pendent upon the characteristics of the medium, which

is determined entirely by the current density of the

electron beam. This periodicity of the space charge in

the medium is termed the plasma wave length. It should

be appreciated that this explanation has been an abbre-

viated description of complex processes. Comprehen-
sive descriptions are given in the literature by Beck, 33

Harman, 34^ and Beck. 35

In summary, it should be realized that the effective-

ness of coupling electron-beam energy to radio-fre-

quency circuitry (e.g., cavity resonators) is contingent

upon the establishment of maximized density -modulated

pulses of space charge in the electron stream. This

requisite is established at the outset in grid -controlled

tubes betweenthe cathode and grid electrodes as "den-

sity-modulation. " In space -charge wave devices (e. g.

,

the klystron) an accelerated beam is "velocity -modu-
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Figure 10. Model Depicting Build-Up of Space-Charge
Waves

lated" and allowed to drift until a space -charge wave
builds up "density -modulated" pulses for conversion
into radio-frequency energy.

INTERACTIONS OF ELECTRONS WITH CIRCUITS^S

Exchange of Energy Between Electron Streams and

Electric Fields

Exchange of energy or power between an electron

stream and circuit elements is always produced by ac-

celerating or retarding the electrons by means of an
electric field. These electron-to-circuit interactions

are particularly important in microwave tubes wherein
it is difficult to separate the tubes from their circuits.

In microwave tubes, the kinetic or potential energy of

electrons is converted into electromagnetic energy.

Thus, klystrons^S and traveling-wave tubes^^ are ex-

amples of devices in which kinetic electron-beam energy
is converted into rf energy. In a crossed -field type of

amplifier tube like the magnetron, 40 the potential energy
of electrons is converted into rf energy in the cathode-
anode region.

Circuit Currents Induced by Electron Motion

In many practical applications of electrons in vacuum
tubes, moving electrons interact with circuits by the

mechanism of induction. This type of electron-to-cir-

cuit interaction can be visualized by considering a sin-

gle charge -e as it passes through a static electric field

as shown in Fig. 11. The lines of force emerging from
the charge terminate on the electrodes; the number of

lines to each electrode are dependent on its distance
from the charge. If the electron in Fig. 11 is moving
from 1 to 2, the number of lines ending on electrode 1

decreases with time, while the number ending on elec-

trode 2 increases. The induced charges on the elec-

trodes vary similarly. In other words, as the moving
electron approaches the second electrode, another elec-

tron is being pushed off electrode 2 to make room for

the one approaching and thereby to maintain a balance

of electronic charge. Simultaneously, still another

electron is being forced to move into electrode 1. These
charges in motion constitute a "series" flow of current,

1. e., an electron is flowing between electrodes in a
vacuum and forcing the flow of a "companion" or "image"
electron in the external circuit. If the electron moving
in vacuum has kinetic energy when it strikes electrode

2, this energy is dissipated as heat by increasing the

molecular agitation of the electrode. The net result of

an electron's passing from one electrode to the other

is a total transfer of one electronic charge. At low
frequencies, this fact is the only matter of concern.
At high frequencies, when the electric field may change
appreciably during the time of transit, the manner in

which the moving charge induces a current in the ex-
ternal circuit is of major importance. This induced
current should not be confused with displacement cur-
rents which flow when an alternating potential is im-
pressed across a pair of capacitor plates. The induced

current contributes to the usual capacitor displacement
current an additional current component that is due
solely to the motion of the electron in vacuum between
two electrodes.

2

Figure 11. Electron-Induced Current in a Two-
Electrode System

The induction of currents in circuits can be further

illustrated by considering a plane -parallel three-elec-
trode system such as that shown in Fig. 12. When an
electron enters region 1-2 (point A) at a small aper-
ture, an induced current begins to flow. This induced
current lind, 1-2 flows until the electron reaches point
B, when it enters region 2-3 and a similar induced cur-
rentl^jjjj 2-3t'6Sinsto flow. For very low frequencies,
the curre'nt induced by a stream of electrons is equal to

the convection current and the currents in Mj^ and M2
are equal if there is no electron interception at aper-
ture B. At high frequencies, however, as a result of

the skin effect, separate induced currents (and similarly

separate capacitive charging currents) flow on the two
surfaces of electrode 2. It should be understood that

the current flowing on the left-hand surface of electrode

2 is similar to that flowing on the left hand surface of

electrode 3 despite the fact that the electron convection

current is not intercepted by electrode 2 as is the case
for electrode 3. It is concluded from this analysis that

in any system containing several regions separated by
electrodes, one must consider the current flowing in

each region separately, whether electrons are collected

or not.
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ELECTRON
STREAM

Figure 12. Electron -Induced Currents in a Three-
Electrode System

Electron -to-Circuit Energy -Exchange Systems

There are several different types of systems whereby
electron-to-circuit energy exchanges may be accom-
plished. The most common method of electron-to-cir-

cuit interaction has previously been described in con-
nection with Figs. 9 and 10, where the radio-frequency
fields are of the so-called "standing-wave" type. It

should be noted that the electron stream is moving rela-
tive to a "standing wave" of stationary voltage estab-
lished in both the bunches and cathode circuits. If these
electron-to-circuit interactions are recurrent, the
electrons are subjected to periodic rf fields. Thus,
the reaction described in connection with Fig. 9 can be
performed periodically with a multisectioned cascade
arrangementof circuit resonator elements. Let Fig. 13

represent a cascaded group of cavity resonators trav-
ersed by an electron beam as is the case in a cascade
klystron amplifier. The impressed voltage across the
first resonator gaps produces a small amount of velocity

modulationof the beam. By the mechanism of induction,

a small amount of energy is extracted from the beam to
excite the gaps in the second resonator thereby inducing
additional bunching forces on subsequent electrons so
that a greater alternating current is induced in the
beam. The magnitudes of these effects increase along
the length of the iterated structure. Thus, a modulation
of the wave is produced which grows in amplitude as it

progresses down the chain until finally it is limited by
a saturation effect when the ac voltages and currents be-
come comparable in magnitude to the corresponding dc
quantities.

A second category of electron-to-circuit energy -ex-
change reactions involves a traveling wave of rf power.
When an electron convection current flows through the
field of a "traveling" radio-frequency wave, power is

exchanged betweenthe stream and the wave. Piercers
has described this type of electron-to-circuit inter

-

RF INPUT RF OUTPUT

Figure 13. Cascaded Cavity -Resonators

action in connection with a traveling -wave tube in which
the rf wave "travels" over a distance of 20 to 30 wave
lengths. The electron velocity must be roughly equal
to that of the wave. For non-relative velocities, the

velocity uq of an electron falling through Vq volts is

Uq = 5.93 X 10^ yfVQ (uq in meters/second)

Therefore, if the electron beam is to interact with the

"traveling-waves, " the latter must be slowed down.
Such waves are called slow waves and are established

in juxtaposition to the electron stream by means of slow-
wave structures, which also should ideally establish

waves with a strong Ez; component with respect to the

beam. The helices commonly employed in traveling-

wave tubes are the most common slow-wave structures

currently in use for electron-to-circuit interaction.

Electron Beams in a Nonpropagating-Circuit
Environment

Contemporary research and development efforts are

revealing the attractive possibilities of employing elec-

tron beams in the environment of nonpropagating cir-

cuits. This class of microwave amplifier tubes depends
on the behavior of space charge as a function of the dc
characteristics of the beam (e. g. ,

velocity, density)
and the nature of the surroundings of the beam. The
building block for these tubes is the electron beam it-

self in a nonpropagating environment. Examples of

this class of tube are the "velocity -jump" amplifier, 41

the resistance -wall amplifier, 42 t^e rippled-wall am-
plifier, and a space -charge wave amplifier with a

varying beam diameter. 44, 45

One of the most interesting examples of this class of

tube is the electron-wave tube, 46, 47 also called the dou-
ble -stream amplifier. This tube is a hybrid device that

is a cross between space -charge -wave amplifier tubes
and the classical traveling-wave tube. The electrons of

two streams travel at slightly different velocities; pre-
ferably the two streams are thoroughly mixed (coupled
together). This class of tube resembles a space-
charge -wave amplifier tube in that the slow-wave struc-
ture is absent, and resembles a conventional traveling-
wave tube (such as the helix-type tube) in that one of the

two beams may be said to assume the role of the helix

as a medium supporting a slow wave. Again, the build-
ing block is the stream itself

, consisting of two beams.
A kindred device, the "slipping-stream"'*^ amplifier
tube, is a device in which a magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the axis of beam motion.
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A. G. F. Dingwall

Harrison

Insulated heaters for electron tubes came into gen-

eral use in the electronics industry in 1927 when ac

power was first widely used for supplying heat to the

cathodes of electron tubes. It was normally necessary
then, as now, that the heater be isolated electrically

from the cathode so that the ac power used in heating

the cathode would not interfere with tube operation.

The commercial production of a satisfactory insulated

heater presents many technical problems mainly be-
cause the high temperatures at which heaters custom-
arily operate are well above the working limits of most
materials. The trend has been towards the manufac-
ture of smaller tubes requiring heaters which operate

at higher temperatures; as a result, present-day heater

requirements are considerably more stringent than

those of twenty years ago. Heater failures and various

heater troubles have always constituted a substantial

proportion of the total causes of ultimate tube failure;

consequently, careful attention to the design of heaters
is necessary. Reliable heaters with satisfactory life

and insulation characteristics canbe obtained by proper
design and processing and by the use of the best and
most reliable types of materials available.

BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND THEORY

Heaters may be designed either by calculations based
on theory or fromasetof purely empirical nomographs
prepared in 1947 by A. P. Kauzmann after an extensive

survey of existing heater designs. The empirical for-

mulas usually yield satisfactory results for folded-

heater designs, although discrepancies of about 5 to 10

per cent may result when the empirical formulas are
applied to designs of single-helical or double-helical

heaters. The calculations lack high precision because
only heater wire dimensions are taken into considera-
tion; other smaller but significant effects are neglected.

Among the minor factors not specifically taken into ac-
count — any of which could give rise to a 2 or 3 per cent

discrepancy — are:

1. Heater type (folded, single helical, double-hel-

ical) and temperature distribution (The calculations

are most reliable for folded heaters.

)

2. Thickness of insulation coating

3. The percentage of the heater length exposed out-

side the cathode at the legs and apices
4. The percentage of heater area that can "view" the

cathode to permit direct radiation coupling

5. The effects of processing (severe processing can

increase heater current 10 to 15 per cent)

6. Cathode materials and mount structures

7. Wire type, i. e. , whether Dowmo or tungsten—the
resistance is practically the same at high tempera -

ture

8. The "whiteness" (i. e. , total emissivity) of differ-

ent lots of heater coatings

Heater Wire Dimensions

The actual calculation of heater wire dimensions by

means of the nomographs (Figs. 1, 2, and 3) is illus-

trated by the example in Fig. 1. The first step is to

select a normal operating temperature (the effects of

temperature on heater reliability are discussed in a

later section). This temperature will usually be in the

range 1450 to 1600 K, but it is generally desirable to

choose a temperature as low as possible (below 1575 K)

to assure good reliability. A straight line is then drawn
through the scales corresponding to the desired heater

current and the selected operating temperature. The

intercepts of this line with the other scales give the ap-

propriate wire size and the heater length in millimeters
per volt. From the value for heater length, the lighted

length can be determined. It is then necessary to de-

termine by calculation or experiment whether the length

of heater wire when folded or coiled and coated with an

appropriate amount of insulation (as discussed subse-
quently) will fit into the cathode. If the heater is too

large, it will be necessary to redesign it to be smaller
and to have a higher operating temperature. If, on the

other hand, the heater would fit too loosely in the cath-

ode, it is generally desirable to select a "cooler" heater

with greater reliability.

Because heater wire diameter cannot be measured
directly with accuracy, specifications for heater wire

size are based on the wire weight per 200 millimeters.
Fig. 2 is a nomograph which permits rapid calculation

of this quantity from the diameter of a wire of known
density.

Fig. 3 is a nomograph useful in the design of coiled

heaters. It permits the rapid determination of the

proper number of turns per inch once the mandrel diam-
eter and the heater wire dimensions have been selected.

Although is is possible to calculate all necessary
heater parameters from theoretical considerations, the
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empirical nomographic method is generally recom-
mended for routine heater design. The theoretical cal-

culations are laborious and, unless accurate estimates

of end losses and other correction terms are available,

method. The basic features of a simplified sample cal-

culation are, however, of interest in that they permit
a physical picture to be drawn of the principles under-
lying heater operation and design.

5

Tag/200 Tnin = .521 Tga^z
(euoh-m c-m)

'2

EXAMPLE
LET Ef.

= 6.3 V

= 300 TaaL

p=4.o X 10"^ ohms cm
FIND
TUNGSTEN WIRE SIZE

Tara/voLT = i.3S x 10 * ma ^2

0.7 mg/200Tr\Ta
mm/VOLT = 23. 2

HEATER LENGTH =6.3X23.2- 146 -fnTn

Figure 1. Empirical Tungsten Heater Design in Terms of Current, Voltage, Wire Weight, and Resistivity

may prove no more reliable than the rapid empirical The important parameters of the heater materials
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(at their normal operating temperature of 1500 K) cur-

rently used throughout the electron-tube industry are

summarized in Fig. 4.

stage process (Fig. 4). First, the thermal energy of

the electrically-heated tur^sten wire is transferred to

the insulation, with which it is in intimate contact,

NOTE: MULTIPLYING THE WIRE DIAMETER SCALE VALUE

BY ANY FACTOR ti , RESULTS IN A MULTIPLICATION

OF THE WIRE WEIGHT SCALE VALUE BY THE FACTOR -n.^

_=-Fe (7.86)

I

12-

13-

14-

15-

19-

20-

Konel (8.52)
M»5no-Ni(8.72
H»!telloy(6.93)

\Mo (10.19)

Aj- ^10.5)

\V (1 1.25)
^

-Douj-mo (13.33)

Tl (16.60)

"v"(l8.75)

•W"{|9.3)

-Pt (21.45)

SOLUTION OF

W =0.03225 ird^D

W IN -ing/200'm-m.

J, WIRE DIAMETER IN -mils

D, DENSITY IN jra-myeTn^

10-

9-

-2 3-

<
O 2-

EXAMPLE

GIVEN: WIRE DIAM.-I.O -mils

DENSITY OF WIRE
MATERIAL - 10 gTns/cro^

FIND: WIRE WGT.= l-0lTr.j3^00Tn'm°

-10

• 9

- 8

- 7

— 6

5 g

5^
4 S

0.9

0.8

0.7

E- 0.5

Figure 2. Round Wire: Weight, Diameter, and Density

Recent studies by RCA engineers indicate that the through conduction. Due to the small dimensions and
mechanism of heat transfer to the cathode is a two- relativelyhighconductivity of the insulation, this proc-
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ess is highly efficient and, therefore, temperature

gradients between the surface of the heater coating and

the adjacent heater wire will generally be less than one

by radiation across the vacuum separatir^ the heater

and cathode. As indicated schematically in Fig. 4, con-

duction effects are not important because the area of

DOUBLE HELIX

(TPI>
IT (D + d)

SI NGLE HELIX

(TPI)
1T(d+cI)

REFERRED TO ONE OF THE TWO LEGS

EXAMPLE

D = .0I5"
.0023" (D+J) = 0173"

1-131
L-29 Vi_=4-SZ

DOUBLE HELIX - 37.5 TPI

SINGLE HELIX-81.5 TPI

1= LENGTH OF WIRE IN CXIIL

L= LENGTH OF COIL

D= DIAMETER OF MANDREL IN MILS

ci= DIAMETER OF WIRE IN MILS

TP 1 = TURNS PER INCH

Figure 3. Single- and Double-Helical Heaters: winding characteristics

or two degrees Kelvin. Second, the thermal energy contactbetweenthegranular heater coating surface and
arriving at the surface of the insulation is transferred the cathode is small. Radiation couplir^ of the heater
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insulation and the cathode surface is by no means as

"efficient" as conduction coupling, and an average tem-
perature gradient of 400 to 500 K exists between these

two surfaces at equilibrium. Such large temperature
differentials, althoughto a certain extent characteristic

of radiation coupling, are mainly due to the low total

emissivity coefficient of the insulation coating — only

18 per cent of that associated with an ideal black body.

TYPICAL PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF
HEATER MATERIALS AT 1500 K

AI2O3 INSULATION

TOTAL EMISSIVITY '0.17-0.20
SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY =0.13
CONDUCTIVITY

(WATT-CM"I-DEG K"') =0.01

TUNGSTEN WIRE

TOTAL EMISSIVITY =0.19
SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY =0.45

Figure 4. Schematic Representation of the Heat
Transfer Processes Between Heater and Cathode, and

the Appropriate Heat-Transfer Coefficients

To calculate the heat balance at equilibrium condi-

tions, it is necessary to equate the radiation losses

from the surface of the insulation coating with the ther-

mal energy generated electrically in the heater wire.

To an excellent degree of approximation, the losses

from the heater maybe assumed to result entirely from
radiation so that the Stefan-Boltzman relation will apply:

P = Ef.If= aeS(Th4 -Tc4) (l)
where P = power supplied to the heater (watts)

Ef = heater voltage (volts)

If = heater current (amperes)
a = universal constant (5.673- 10"^ erg- cm"^

• deg""^- sec"-^)

Tjj = heater temperature (deg K)

Tc = cathode temperature (deg K)

S = effective surface area of heater insulation

(cm2)
e = effective emissivity of heater-cathode sys-

tem

Since the cathode, in a similar manner, will lose by

radiation most of the heat supplied to it, it is readily

proved that the cathode temperature term T^,"^ is es-

sentially proportional to the heater temperature term

Th^ and Eq. (1) may, therefore, be simplified to con-

tain only heater temperature terms:

P = Ef- Ij - K S Tj^"* (la)

where K is a radiation parameter which is nearly con-

stant over a wide temperature range. The accuracy of

the radiation hypothesis resulting in Eq. (la) may be

tested experimentally as shown in Table I for a 6J4WA
tube. The slight discrepancies between actual power
dissipations and calculated power dissipations are

mainly due to the neglected effects of end losses and

changes of radiation parameter K with temperature.

Table I

Measured and Calculated Power Dissipation from a

6J4WA Assuming Heat Transfer by Radiation

Heater volts Power Dissipation — Watts
Actual Calculated

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.99 0.16 0.13

2.00 0.46 0.43

6.30 2.68 2.68

12.00 7.30 7.24

Because the effective radiating surface area S in Eq.

(la) depends on the exposed area of insulation rather

than on the heater wire area, it is not possible, in gen-

eral, to make refined calculations of heater character-
istics in terms of wire dimensions alone. Fortunately,

only a limited range of all possible permutations of wire

diameters, coating thicknesses, cathode and heater

temperatures, cathode sizes, etc. , will be found in

receiving tubes of conventional design. As a result, an

approximation, which can be shown to be reasonably
consistent with conventional folded-heater design, is

that the effective radiating area is proportional to the

surface area of the heater wire. It may be noted that

the success of the empirical nomographic method of

heater design depends on the approximate validity of a

relationship of this type. With such an assumption, a

suitable radiation-type estimate of the power dissipa-

tion from a folded heater is given by:

P = Ej If - 1. 1- 10"^^ DLT^ (lb)

where D is the diameter of the wire in thousandths of

an inch, L is the effective lighted length of the wire in

millimeters, and T is the temperature in degrees
Kelvin.

A second, exact, relationship, entering into heater

design, which specifies the input electrical power, is

given by the relationship between wire size and the av-

erage resistivity of the heater wire. Because the av-

erage resistivity of the heater wire depends on the

heater temperature, this equation introduces heater

temperature indirectly into design considerations.
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or, for tungsten wire:

p = 26 X 10"

(2)

(2a)

A
Ef

If
=

w

where p = average resistivity of the heater wire (ohm-
cm) from which the temperature is deter-
mined according to Table II

cross -sectional area of heater wire (cm^)
heater voltage (volts)

heater current (amperes)
weight of tungsten wire (milligrams/
200 mm)

L = effective lighted length of wire (mm), i. e.

,

the length of heater inside the cathode plus
half the remaining lighted length

Table II

Resistivity of Tungsten at Different Temperatures

Temperature — deg K Resistivity — ohm-cm

1200 30.98 X 10-6

1300 34.08
1400 37.19
1500 40.36
1600 43.55
1700 46.78
1800 50.05

1900 53.35
2000 56.67

2100 60.06
2200 63.48

2300 66.91

By simultaneous solution of Eq. (lb) and (2a) with the

aid of Table II, it is possible to calculate heater designs
on a partially theoretical basis. Table Illshowsa com-
parison of heater currents calculated (by both theoret-
ical and empirical methods) for four 6.3-volt heaters
selected at random. Although the values calculated by
the theoretical method compare favorably with those
calculated by the empirical method, there is apparently
inboth cases a systematic deviation at the high and low
end of the heater-current scale.

Table m
Comparison of Different Methods

of Heater Design Calculation

Heater Heater volts

Heater Currents -amperes

Nomograph Theory Rated

FH870A 6.3 0.204 0.196 0.200
FH795B 6.3 0.306 0.299 0.300
FH761B 6.3 0.604 0.600 0.600
FH542B 6.3 1.21 1.28 1.20

The importance of the theoretical methods of heater
design is mainly that they permit a clearer picture of

heater operation to be drawn. The thermal energy sup-
plied by the heater to the cathode is largely in the form

of radiation. Exactly the same amount of energy can
be supplied either by heater wires with a high operatii^

temperature and asmallwire surface area (i.e. , heat-

ers of small size) or by heaters of low temperature
and large wire surface area (i. e. , heaters of large

size). It may be further seen that any factor which
would alter the effective emissivity coefficient K of the

heater coating would have a substantial effect on the

power dissipation.

Heater Design Temperature

Average heater temperature may be calculated with-

out any special assumptions from Eq. (2a) and Table n
on the basis of heater-wire dimensions and the current
corresponding to a given heater voltage. Temperatures
calculated in this manner are usually very close to those
obtained by "corrected" optical temperature measure-
ments. The average operating temperature is an ex-
tremely important parameter of heater design and
should be calculated at the first stages of attacking any
heater problem.

The equations for the design of heaters show that

there are an infinite number of possible combinations
of wire surface area and wire temperature which will

result in a desired power dissipation. It is necessary,
therefore, to specify heater temperature in order to fix

the heater design. Since the size of a heater increases
rapidly as the operating temperature is lowered, there

will be some limiting design temperature below which
it will not be possible to fit a proposed heater into the

desired cathode. The heater temperatures used in min-
iature tubes are generally in the range of 1450 to 1600 K
with most miniature tube heaters designed for tempera-
tures below 1575 K.

The over-all reliability of heaters decreases very
rapidly with increasing design temperature and, there-
fore, it is usually desirable to make the heater design
temperature as low as possible. With folded heaters
having wire sizes in the range of 2.0 mils, the temper-
ature effect canbe especially critical because the me-
chanical strength of such fine wires is low — especially

if the apices have been split during the folding operation
or if extensive recrystallization of the wire has oc-
curred. A typical experimental estimate of the effect

of operating temperature on heater reliability is that

an increase in heater operating temperature of 50 K
will decrease reliability by a factor of three or four.

Experience has repeatedly shown that heaters operating
at temperatures below 1550 K are usually highly reli-

able and any difficulties experienced in normal life are
usually due to mechanical causes. When design tem-
peratures of 1600 K are exceeded, the effects of tem-
perature become more pronounced and occasional life-

test or field problems may be encountered. Tubes de-
signed with heaters operating near 1700 K should be
viewed with considerable caution; unless the heater-
wire diameter is large, careful factory processing may
be required to ensure satisfactory life.

Two possible exceptions to the general desirability

of using "cool" heaters, however, may be noted. First,

it has been reported that the slump in transconductance
for tubes operating between 100 per cent and 90 per
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cent of rated heater voltage can be slightly reduced by
using a "hot" heater. Second, it is generally more dif-

ficult to age out heater-cathode leakage and hum from
the large "cool" heaters, as will be discussed later.

Insulation Thickness

The technical difficulties of applying a uniform, thin

layer of insulation to fine wire are considerable; most
current specifications allow for a variation of approx-
imately ±7.5 percent fromthe desired average coating
thickness. By utilizing phototube methods of diameter
control or by additional inspection, this tolerance can
be reduced to better than +5 per cent. In order that the

effects of coating thickness tolerances can be elimi-
nated from discussions of the insulation necessary on
a heater, however, the insulation thickness will be de-
fined here, not as the average, but as the minimum
specification limit for the distance between the heater
wire surface and the outside of the coating.

The amount of insulation required by a heater depends
mainly on its heater -cathode voltage ratings. A con-
servative and reliable rule of thumb requires one mil
of insulation for every 75 volts of dc voltage (or peak
ac voltage) or a two-mil minimum thickness (that is,

t = 2.0 mils or Ejjjj/75 mils whichever is greater).

Thicknesses correspondir^ to 145 volts per mil have
been used, but voltage gradients as high as these leave

little margin for error in heater processing. Fig. 5

shows the results of a survey taken from life test rec-
ords of commercial tubes over several months vs. cal-

culated heater temperature. It will be noted that the

apparent conservative minimum amount of insulation

thickness corresponds closely with the 75-volts-per-
inil rule.

Use of somewhat more than the minimum amount of

insulation is generally beneficial and, therefore, most
tube types are designed with more insulation than nec-
essary for the heater-cathode ratings. The additional

coating thickness not only provides an extra margin of

safety against insulation breakdowns during life, but
also minimizes the possibilities of apex-to-apex shorts
or apex-to-cathode shorts with folded heaters. It

should be noted, however, that increased coating thick-

ness will not usually improve heater-cathode leakage
(as measured at a bias voltage of 100 volts), and in

many instances may cause additional heater failures on
intermittent life if the strei^th of the coating exceeds
that of the wire so that the wire can pull apart before
the coating cracks.

A final, and often decisive, factor in the selection of

a suitable insulation thickness is the heater warm-up
time desired. As discussed subsequently, increased
coating thickness results in increased heater mass and,

as a result, in increased warm-up time.

Apex Chip Size

In the manufacture of folded heaters, a wire contin-

uously coated with insulation is wound over sharp blades.
During this process, the coating is knocked off at the

apices where the folds have been made so that areas of

bare wire are exposed. The length of bare wire ex-

posed is defined as the apex chip size. Because the

exposed areas of heater wire are not normally recoated

(except for premium tubes), it is desirable that the apex

chip size be kept as small as possible in order to pre-

vent shorts between heater and cathode. In addition,

because the uncoatedapicies of the heater run substan-

tially hotter than the insulated areas, it is desirable to

minimize the chip size. No corresponding problems
exist, of course, with coiled heaters since the insula-

tion is applied after the coils have been formed.
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Figure 5. Results of Life-Test Survey Showing
Apparent "Safe" Lower Specification Limitfor Insula-

tion Thickness for a Heater-Cathode Voltage of 180
Volts DC During Life

Apex chip size depends on many factors including

coating hardness, coated-wire-to-bare-wire diameter
ratio, and machine maintenance. The chip size is usu-
ally about 1.5 times the coating diameter.

While the bare apices of folded heaters may be re-

coated in an additional manufacturing operation, most
commercial tubes use heaters, as wound, with bare
apices. In order to prevent the occurrence of apex-
to-apex shorts, it is necessary to design these heaters
in such a manner that two bare apices cannot fall oppo-
site each other. The method used is to make each
heater leg progressively shorter (i. e. , a staggered
heater) or to lower successive heater legs a fixed

amount while the average leg length is kept constant

(i. e. , a sloped heater).

Heater Warm-Up Time

The use of tubes in series-string circuits in televi-

sion and radio receivers has necessitated controls on

the warm-up time of heaters. K, for example, all the

heaters in a string do not warm up uniformly, exces-
sive heater voltage surges will be developed across the

faster-heating tubes because the electrical resistance

of the other heaters is low until they reach operating
temperature.

The circuit which has been standardized throughout
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the electron-tube industry for measuring the warm-up
time of tubes is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Basic Circuit Used inMeasurement of Heater
Warm-Up Time: Vj = four times rated heater voltage
(tonearest volt) applied to circuit; R = three times hot
resistance (Fy/Ij:) tonearest ohm; V2 = voltage across

heater

This circuit includes a resistance three times the

hot resistance of the heater (to the nearest ohm) in se-

ries with the tube heater. To this circuit is applied an

ac potential equal (to the nearest full volt) to four times
the rated heater voltage of the tube. Under these con-
ditions, warm-up time is defined as the time in sec-
onds required for 80 per cent of the rated voltage to be
developed across the tube after the power has been ap-

plied. This circuit roughly duplicates the actual con-

ditions of series-string operation. Present specifica-

tions call for a warm-up time of 11 seconds for series-

string types.

The warm-uptime of a tube in such a circuit may be
calculated with considerable accuracy from a knowledge
of heater dimensions only^. Warm-up time is ap-
proximated by the equation:

TV
1.181 -.

300

TWi[Cp(T).]+ W^[Cp(T)J

L[p(T)w] 3Ef [p(T)w]l

dT

-KT^

where: T

Wi

Ww
Cp(T)i

Cp(T)w =

P (T)w =

L =

A =

temperature (deg K)

weight of insulation coating (grams)

weight of wire (grams)

specific heat of insulation coating

(temperature-dependent) (calories/
gram)

specific heat of wire (temperature-
dependent) (calories/gram)

specific resistivity of wire (tempera-
ture-dependent) ohm-cm

length of wire (cm)

cross -sectional area of heater wire
(cm^)

applied voltage (volts)Ef =

Fig. 7 shows typical calculated and measured warm-
up time characteristics for a 6AU6 tube. Although the

agreement might be sufficiently accurate for design
purposes, the calculation is lengthy. It is preferable
inpracticeto adjust warm-up times from experimental
data.
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Figure 7. Calculated and Measured Warm-Up Time
Characteristics of a 6AU6 Type Miniature in the Stand-

ard Heater Warm - Up Circuit

Analysis of Eq. (3) shows that the warm-up time for

a heater of a given current rating will be increased by
three factors: (1) increased heater coating weight or
thickness (more mass to heat up); (2) low design tem-
perature ("cool" heaters are larger than "hot" heaters

and require more time to heat up); (3) below-normal
heater current (less power is supplied to low-heater-
current tubes and, therefore, warm-uptime is greater).

Approximate solutions of Eq. (3) show that, basi-
cally, the total warm-up time may be viewed as con-
sistii^ of a short period of approximately one to three
seconds required for warming up the wire mass and a
longer time, directly proportional to the weight of

heater coating, required for warming up the insulation

mass.

Fig. 8 illustrates this point by a comparison of the

calculated and measured warm-up times for a series
of 6AU6 tubes with different coating weights.

If data for the warm-uptime of a prototype heater of

known wire weight and insulation coating weight are
available, then the warm-up time of the same heater
when coated with a different coating weight may be es-
timated from a simple ratio. 2 Since insulation coat-
ings are specified in terms of thicknesses instead of

by weight, it may be more convenient to use coated di-

ameters instead of coating weights as a basis for cal-

culation. Then, for folded heaters having an insulation

coating density of 1.8 grams per cubic centimeter,
which is typical of some drag-coated heaters, the cal-

culated effect of coated diameter on warm-up time be-
comes:

where:

t^ Di^+OAd^

tg T>2^ + 0.4d2

d = wire diameter (mils

)

D = coated diameter (mils)

(4)
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tj^ = warm-up time corresponding to coated

diameter D-^

t = warm-up time corresponding to coated
diameter D2

Eq. (4) indicates that warm-up time of heaters is

mainly a function of thickness of insulation coating and
that in order to control the warm-up time accurately

it is necessary to control the amount of insulation coat-

ing accurately. For this reason, phototube and other

controls have been adopted by the factory to control the

diameter of drag -coated wire to better than +5 per cent

on series -string tube types.
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Figure 8. Calculated and Measured Dependence of
Warm -Up Time cm the Weight of Heater Insulation for
a Series of Type 6A U6 Miniature Tubes Drawing Exactly

0.300 Ampere Heater Current

HEATER TYPES

Three basic types of heaters are currently used in

receiving tubes: (1) folded heaters; (2) folded single-

helical heaters; (3) double-helical heaters. Previous
design considerations apply to all of these types. The
three types are illustrated in Fig. 9.

less than that of other types. Basically, these heaters
are made by taking an appropriate length of insulated

heater wire from a spool and folding it. Consequently,
relatively little handling is required and the cost is low.

On the other hand, the uniformity in electrical insula-

tion quality of folded heaters tends to be poorer than

in the case of the coiled heaters. This effect appears
to be mainly due to the fact that folded heaters do not

normally receive a high-temperature firing in hydrogen
during manufacture. As a result, the tungsten wire
maybe oxidized to an undesirable extent, and the coat-

ing may contain contaminants which have not been va-

porized off during a high-temperature treatment. Al-

though the reliability of folded heaters is reputed to be

somewhat lower than that of the other two types, this

difference, in practice, need not be large.

Figure 9. Heater Types Used in Electron Tubes: (A)

folded heater; (B)folded single -helical (hairpin) heater;

(C) double -helical heater

Folded heaters may be used in any size or shape of

cathode, either round or flat, and are at present the

most economically satisfactory choice for most tubes.

Because of the flexibility in choosing the number and

ler^th of the folds, it is often possible to achieve more
uniform temperatures along the cathode than can be ob-

tained with coiled heaters. The less desirable features

are: (1) relatively inefficient packing of the heater wire

inside the cathode necessitating high heater design tem-
peratures in some cases, (2) a certain degree of mag-
netic coupling between heater and the electron stream
which can cause some hum (usually negligible for all

but low-noise tubes), (3) higher mounting shrinkage,

(4) areas of bare wire at the apices, (5) sharp bends
at apices may split the wire, and, hence, be the site

of "open" heater failures. This effect is made more
severe by the circumstance that the bare apices run

hotter than the coated portions of the heater wire be-

cause of the smaller surface area from which power
can be radiated.

Folded Heaters Double-Helical Heaters

Drag-coated folded heaters have received widespread
use during recent years. Because of the simplicity of

manufacture, the cost of folded heaters is substantially

Double -helical heaters were at one time used exclu-

sively in the manufacture of receiving tubes, but have

gradually been replaced by folded heaters in most tube
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types due to the higher cost of double-helical heaters.

Although this type of heater has a few disadvantages,

experience indicates that on the whole, double-helical

heaters approach the optimum in heater design. In tube

types where the lowest possible hum levels must be

achieved, it is usually desirable to use this type of

heater.

The higher cost of double-helical heaters is due to

the fact that each heater must be handled individually

several times during manufacture. Individual handling

is required after the wire coiling operation, after the

insulation is applied by spraying, and after the insula-

tion is sintered onto the wire by firing in wet hydrogen

at approximately 1700 C.

The double -helical heater is potentially superior to

folded heaters because of the absence of sharp bends
and bare apices (since the insulation is applied after

the coil is formed), and since magnetic coupling be-
tween the heater and the electron stream, which could

cause some magnetic hum, is almost perfectly neutral-

ized. Furthermore, the double-helical type is reputed

to show generally lower levels of heater-cathode leak-

age and of hum of the type produced by leakage. The
latter result is probably connected with the high-tem-
perature treatment in hydrogen which cleans the heater,

and possibly also to the circumstance that there are

fewer points of contact between the insulation coating

and the cathode than in the case of folded heaters.

It is often especially advantageous to consider the

double -helical heater for use in applications where
folded heaters with cataphoretically coated apices would
be required. Among the disadvantages of double-helical

heaters at present are: (1) higher cost; (2) a round
shape which usually restricts use to round cathodes; (3)

technical difficulties in winding small coils, which
restricts the use to cathodes 30 mils in diameter or

larger; and (4) chipping of the coating on the heater legs

near the bottom of the cathode on 1 to 4 per cent of the

tubes manufactured.

Folded Single-Helical (Hairpin) Heaters

Folded single-helical heaters possess many of the

advantages of the double -helical heater. Until recently

this type of heater was not widely used in this country,

although foreign manufacturers have made wide use of

them. The main drawbacks of this type are a some-
what higher cost thanfolded heaters together with some-
what increased welding and insertion problems.

In the manufacture of folded single-helical heaters,

a tungsten wire is continuously wound upon a molybde-
num mandrel. The coils may be wound either continu-

ously or with suitably spaced "skips" for the heater
legs and apices. The skip design, although more costly,

is preferable since it enables the coiled sections of the

heater to be concentrated within the cathode sleeve and
is found to minimize twisting of the heater during life.

Without such a feature, the heater current of finished

tubes can be variable. After the winding operation, the

coil-covered mandrels are cut into appropriate lengths,

folded, and coated cataphoretically with aluminum ox-

ide insulation. The aluminum oxide insulation is then

fired in wet hydrogen at 1700 C; finally, the mandrel
is dissolved out in acid baths. Occasional factory pro-
blems have been encountered when the mandrel was not

completely removed, but such instances are rare.

The leakage, hum, and life characteristics of folded

single-helical heaters are generally superior to those

of the less costly folded heaters. Somewhatbetter com-
pensation of magnetic field is provided by the folded

single-helical heater design. (This compensation is,

however, not as perfect as with the double-helical heater

designs. ) In addition, the high-temperature treatment
inhydrogenvaporizesaway many contaminants and con-

trols the amount of oxide formed on the tungsten wire.

Finally, the absence of bare apices and sharp bends
minimizes emission from the tungsten wire and is con-
ducive to lor^-life operation. It is anticipated that this

type of heater will find increased application, especially

where folded heaters with cataphoretically coated apices
have been previously used.

HEATER MATERIALS

Heater Wire Materials

Heaters normally operate at temperatures in the

range of 1450 to 1600 K; during processir^, tempera-
tures of 2000 to 2300 K are often reached for short
periods. There are only a very few metals capable of

withstanding such severe conditions. Of these, tech-

nical and economic considerations presently eliminate

all but tungsten and molybdenum. Rhenium heaters
have been reported as feasible in the literature,^ but

this exceedingly rare and costly element is not now
commercially available, and certain technical difficul-

ties associated with the commercial drawing of fine

wires have not yet been overcome.

The hot strength of pure molybdenum is so low under
typical heater application conditions that molybdenum
can only be used when alloyed with substantial amounts of

tungsten. Years of experience have established two
basic types of wire as satisfactory for heaters: (1)

tungsten; and (2) Dowmo ("J" wire), an alloy contain-

ing 50 per cent molybdenum and 50 per cent tungsten.

While the resistivity of these materials is not the same
at room temperature, there is relatively little differ-

ence at normal heater operating temperatures so that

Dowmo and tungsten heaters of the same dimensions
are interchangeable. Dowmo, however, is less dense
than Tungsten so the wire weight of tungsten will be

1.46 times that of a Dowmowire of the same diameter.
Although Dowmo heaters have certain manufacturing

advantages as compared with tungsten, heaters made
from tungsten invariably show better life performance
due to a superior hot strength. Consequently, Dowmo
has gradually been replaced by tungsten for most re-

ceiving-tube applications.

Tur^sten as a Heater Material

Tui^sten has the highest melting point (3410 C) and
when in the fibrous state, the highest tensile strength

(approximately 500,000 pounds per square inch) of the

known metals. Other features of tungsten, however,
would not be desirable in an ideal heater wire material:
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(1) embrittlement takes place after prolonged high-tem-
perature operation; (2) the coefficient of expansion

(about 5 X 10"^ per deg C) does not match that of the

alumina insulation coating (about 8 x 10-6 per deg C);

(3) the electron emission at normal heater temperatures
is great enough to contribute noise and hum; and (4)

volatile oxides, which can contaminate and decrease
the insulation value of the heater coatii^, are easily

formed.

The high strength shown by tungsten in the fibrous

state largely disappears when it is exposed to high tem-
peratures for prolonged periods. The reduction in

strength results from recrystallization and the growth

of individual tui^sten crystals. The bonding between
large crystals is extremely weak and, therefore, when
recrystallization has progressed to the extent that single

crystals cover entire cross sections of wire, the wire
becomes too brittle to handle without breaking. On in-

termittent operation, the nonuniformity of heating and

the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients of the

wire and the insulation produce mechanical stresses

as the wire heats and cools. Open heater failures, es-

pecially with the smaller wire sizes, can result if the

wire strength deteriorates; the amount of deterioration

depends on the amount of recrystallization which has

occurred.

The rateof recrystallization of tungstenwire depends

on time, temperature, previous processing history,

and the presence of trace amounts of additives (e. g.

,

alkali silicates and aluminates) which control crystal

growth. In addition, there are certain contaminants

(e. g. , nickel , which may be deposited on the heater

during life) that severely weaken the tungsten if present

in even minute amounts. Due to the important effects

of these trace impurities and the processing history,

the manufacture of tungsten wire is difficult to control

and large differences in wire quality may, therefore,

exist among spools of wire supplied by the same man-
ufacturer. Wire quality, with respect to recrystalli-

zation temperature may be roughly evaluated by "flash-

ing" small samples to a high temperature for a short

time and then measurii^ tensile strer^thor examining
the crystal structure of polished sections. Fig. 10

shows photomicrographs of the crystal structure of

tungsten wire in its original fibrous state and after

flashing to different temperatures; the tensile strength

measurements of samples corresponding to those shown
in Fig. 10, are shown in Fig. 11 (A). The results are

typical of the loss of strength due to recrystallization.

Fig. 11 (B) shows the percentage of original tensile

strength of samples of tungsten wires supplied by dif-

ferent manufacturers, after flashing to 62 per cent of

fusion current for 60 seconds. The large range in

strengths of the different tungsten wires indicates

clearly that not all tungsten wires are the same, and

that certain types show superior performance. This

statement is supported by life data.

Due to the ease with which tungsten oxidizes and with

which the oxide can diffuse into and contaminate the

insulating coating, it is necessary to take care, during

the manufacture and processing of heaters, to avoid

oxidation of the wire. As discussed subsequently, these

oxides can cause serious deterioration of the "insulation

value" of the coating. The following oxides have been
reported in the literature'* WO, WOg, WO3, WgOg

,

W205-^308.W403,W40ii,W5 08,W50 ^^.Wg O i4,indica-

tir^ that tungsten can take up oxygen in almost any pro-
portion. High temperatures are not necessary for ox-

idation of heaters; tui^sten wire will slowly oxidize to

WC^ at temperatures below 500 C; at higher tempera-
tures oxidation is rapid. ^ The vapor pressure of the

oxides is high enough to enable them to vaporize rapidly

in vacuum at 1200 C (i. e. , in the normal range of heater

operating temperatures), causing contamination of the

heater coating and other effects which are considered
in later sections.

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 10. Photomicrographs of Tungsten Wire: (A)

as received in fibrous (high strength) state; (B) after

flashing to 54 percent offusion current, showing onset

of recrystallization; (C) after flashing to 63.5 percent

Dowmo as a Heater Material

The main disadvantage of Dowmo as a heater mate-
rial is rapid "heater growth" on intermittent operation

due to the low hot strength and rapid recrystallization.

Heater growth phenomena have been described in de-

tail by J. P. Stelmak,6 A. G. F. Dingwall, "7 and

W. A. Hassett.^ Growth is most apparent with coiled

heaters. If there is sufficient space for a coiled heater

to extend, it may "stretch" to twice its original length;

tube failure results when the heater touches other parts

or comes in contact with and cracks the glass envelope.

Such extreme elongation cannot occur with folded heat-

ers, although measurable changes in dimensions do

result in some instances. Here, also, folded Dowmo
heaters are more subject than tui^sten to the "twisted

heater"6 growth effects as discussed in a later section.

The reduced reliability of tubes with Dowmo heaters
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associated with their low hot strength and low recrys-
tallization temperature (200 to 300 K lower than tung-

sten) has resulted in the gradual elimination of Dowmo
as a heater material. If, however, the wire is reason-
ably heavy and the design temperature is low, the net

failure rate is usually sufficiently low to permit Dowmo
heaters to be used in commercial tubes. The main ad-

vantages of Dowmo are:

1. Noise and hum levels caused by electron emission
are lower for Dowmo than for tungsten wire. This

effect has been conclusively demonstrated both for

heater-to-cathode-leakage hum, and for heater-to-

grid-emission effects in series-string types. In

some critical situations requiring very low noise

levels, regular Dowmo heaters with bare apices can
be used, while tungsten heaters would require cat-

aphoretically coated apices and insulation coating on
all bare-wire areas above the weld to obtain equiv-

alent freedom from noise.

2. Smaller apex chip size on the larger wire diam-
eters due to the greater ductility of Dowmo.

3. Less "spring back" of unannealed heaters of

larger wire diameters which makes insertion into the

cathode easier.

4. Greater ease of coil winding.

5. Greater ease of welding.

Insulation Coating Materials for Heaters

The high temperatures at whichheaters operate place

severe requirements on any heater coating material.
No organic materials can withstand these high temper-
atures; among inorganic materials, only certain simple
oxides possess the necessary combination of chemical
inertness and electrical properties at elevated temper-
atures.

Now that highly purified materials are available in

commercial quantities, it is generally accepted that the

best and most stable insulation coatings are obtained by
use of the purest possible materials. Twenty years ago,

however, it was found advantageous to add small amounts
of barium oxide^ or beryllium oxide 10 or both to the

heater coatings to reduce leakage; today, this practice
is no longer followed in production. At the earlier pe-
riod, the aluminum oxide used for heater coatings con-
tained well above one per cent impurities. At that time,
there was substantial evidence that additives were fre-

quently effective in reducing heater-cathode leakage.

More recent testsll with purer materials indicate that

if there are any benefits to be gained by adding barium
oxide or beryllium oxide, they are, on the average,
small. On the other hand, tests show that substantial

quantities of certain oxides can be added to the present
type of heater coatings without causing a drastic in-

crease in leakage. It is, therefore, conceivable that

minor decreases in leakage levels might be obtained

through physical effects such as: (1) recrystallization

ofthe insulation grains to give larger particle sizes with
reduced areas of contact with the cathode; (2) changes
in total emissivity coefficient producir^ more efficient

heat transfer to the cathode and, thus, a lower heater

temperature; (3) a change in the porosity of the insul-

ation coating from the present value of 50 per cent of

theoretical density; and (4) reduced cracking of the

heater coatii^.
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Table IV summarizes the properties of the metal ox-

ides that have a melting point in excess of 1800 C, and

which might, therefore, be possible heater-coating

materials. Examination of Table IV shows that only

AI2O3 and BeO offer muchpromise as abasis for heater

insulation coatings. High MgO ceramics were used
at one time, but at high temperatures on tungsten these

decomposed to a sufficient extent to give metallic mag-
nesium deposits on other tube parts. Beryllium oxide

has been tried in the past as a heater material with

satisfactory results, but it is no longer used mainly
because of its toxicity and high cost. Furthermore, a
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high melting point and a low bulk density cause techni-

cal difficulties in the preparation of dense, sintered
insulating coatings of 100 per cent beryllium oxide.

Table IV

Physical Properties of Oxides with
Melting Points Greater than 1800 C

Melting Properties at Operating
Point Temperatures

Name Formula Deg C of Heaters
Aluminum Oxide 2045

trical insulator

Beryllium BeO 2530 Table, excellent elec-
Oxide trical insulator, toxic

Calcium Oxide CaO 2580 Hydrates, emits elec-
trons, poor electrical
insulator

Cerium Oxide Ce02 2600 Poor electrical insulator

Chromium CraOg 1900 Reduction-sensitive

,

Oxide fair electrical insulator

Hafnium Oxide HfOg 2810 Poor electrical insulator

Lanthanium LagOg 2315 Reacts with H20andC02,
Oxide poor electrical insulator

Magnesium MgO 2800 Fairly stable, but de-
Oxide composes at nigh tem-

peratures on hot tung-
sten

Nickel Oxide NiO 1990 Poor electrical insulator

Strontium Oxide SrO 2430 Hydrates, emits elec-
trons, poor electrical

insulator

Thorium Oxide Th02 3050 Poor electrical insulator,
reacts on hot tungsten to
become emitter

Titanium Oxide Ti203 2130 Reduction-sensitive

,

poor electrical insulator

Vanadium Oxide 1967 Water-soluble, reduc-
tion-sensitive, poor
electrical insulator

Yttrium Oxide Y2O3 2410 Poor electrical insulator

Zinc Oxide ZnO 1800"'' Sublimes at 1800 C

,

poor electrical insulator

Zirconium ZrOg 2715 Reacts on hot tungsten.
Oxide poor electrical insulator

Aluminum oxide has been used exclusively for many
years as the insulating material for heaters. Recent
trends have been mainly in the direction of materials

of higher purity to give lower heater-cathode leakage.

The Bayer process is generally the starting point of

aluminum-oxide manufacture. In this process, the raw
material, bauxite, a naturally occurring AI2O3. 2H2O,

which contains as much as 25 per cent of Fe203, Si02

and other impurities, is ground and digested in a so-

dium hydroxide solution at elevated temperatures and

under pressure. Insoluble sludges containing the bulk

of the Fe203, Si02, and Ti02 are filtered away from
the sodium aluminate solution which is formed, and
from which purified aluminum hydrate is subsequently

precipitated. The hydrate is then calcined to convert

it to the high-temperature form of alumina, o! -AI2O3,

and may, in addition, be acid-washed to remove much
of the residual alkalies and iron. Other purification

stages in the process are not uncommon.

While the calcined aluminas are satisfactory for

heater insulation materials, fused aluminas (e. g.

,

Alundum, a trade name) are now the standard materi-
als used for heater insulations in the electronics indus-

try. The fused aluminas are obtained by fusing the cal-

cined material in an electric arc furnace. Although
the fused materials are chemically identical to the cal-

cined aluminas, fusion vaporizes away many contam-
inants, eliminates firing shrinkage, and produces
denser particles of a more desirable angular shape.

After fusion, the alumina is ground in an iron or alu-

mina ball mill. The alumina is then separated into par-
ticle size ranges, and acid-washed to remove iron con-
taminants introduced in the milling operation. A typical

chemical analysis of the fused material currently used
in production is shown in Table V.

Table V

Typical Chemical Analysis of Fused Aluminas Used in

Heater Coatings

Material Percentage Present

AI2O3 99.80

Fe203 0.05

Si02 0.03

Na20 0.07

Carbon 0.005

MgO trace

Ti02 trace

Zr02 trace

CaO trace

S04
=

trace

Fused aluminas are used in two particle-size grades.
The larger-particle-size "500" grade has an average
particle size of approximately 19 microns (0.74 mils)

with a maximum particle size of approximately 50 mi-
crons (2.0 mils). Particles of this size would pass
through a standard 500-mesh screen. The finer "900"

material has an average particle size of 7.5 microns
(0.30 mils) with a maximum particle size of 30 microns
(1.2 mils). The larger particles are used almost ex-

clusively when the insulation is applied by drag coat-

ing because they permit heavy coatings to be built up
quickly. The finer particles are used in spray and cat-

aphoretic coatings because they minimize any settling-

out from the suspensions.

APPLICATION OF HEATER COATINGS

Heater coatings are applied by drag coatings, spray-
ing, or cataphoresis. For each type of process, spe-
cially tailored suspensions of aluminum oxide are re-
quired.

A simple drag -coating process is used in the manu-
facture of folded heaters currently found in most receiv-

ing tubes. The suspension for this process consists

basically of 500-mesh fused aluminum oxide in a water-
and- methanol solution of aluminum nitrate. In the drag
process, a continuous tungsten wire is "dragged" over

rollers in contact with the agitated suspension in order
to apply athin layer of coating to the wire. As the wire
leaves the rollers, it enters an oven kept at tempera-
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tures between 500 and 900 C to dry and bake the coat-
ii^. The speed of the machine and the viscosity of the

suspension are adjusted so that, after approximately
one dozen passes, the coating is built up to the proper
diameter. The coated wire is then passed briefly

through a hydrogen furnace operating at a temperature
between 1100 and 1300 C to reduce any oxide produced
on the wire during the low-temperature baking. The
temperatures used in the drag-coating process are not

high enough to sinter the aluminum oxide grains to any
appreciable extent; the tough bonding of the finished

coating is a result of the aluminum nitrate in the sus-
pensions which decomposes in a complex manner dur-
li^ the baking schedules to an aluminum hydrate and
finally to aluminum oxide. The toughness of the ap-
plied coatings, therefore, depends to considerable ex-
tent on the baking schedules employed.

Spraying techniques are used to apply the insulation

coating to most double -helical heaters. The finer

grade, 900-mesh, of aluminum oxide, is necessary to

obtain the desired coating texture and adherence, and
to retard the settling of the aluminum oxide from the

suspensions. The spraying suspensions contain a mix-
ture of carefully selected organic solvents to aid in dis-
persion of the aluminum oxide and to provide the correct
vapor-pressure balance for spraying deposits of the

correct "wetness, "and to give the proper rate of dry-
ing. Small percentages of nitrocellulose are also added
togive strength to the sprayed coatings so that they can
be handled before the firing operation. The coatings are
alternately sprayed and dried on a rotary spraying ma-
chine until deposits of the correct thickness are built

up. After spraying, the heaters are fired in wet hy-
drogen at 1700 C for a few minutes to sinter the alu-

minum oxide grains.

Cataphoresis (a form of electrophoresis) is presently
used as the means of applying aluminum oxide insula-
tion to single-helical heaters and to the bare apices of

folded heaters for premium-type tubes, as well as in

the manufacture of spacer coils. By use of appropriate
additions of certain soluble inorganic salts (e. g. , de-
hydrated mixtures of aluminum and magnesium nitrates)

to aluminum oxide suspensions, a surface charge is

produced on the individual aluminum oxide particles.

In cataphoresis, the process presently used, the for-
mulations are such that aluminum oxide particles are
given a positive charge and, hence, they will be de-
posited on a heater wire if it is kept at a negative poten-
tial in the suspension. Negatively charged particles
can, however, be produced by changing the composition
of the suspension, but such suspensions have been less
efficient. At present, both water and alcohol, or mix-
tures of organic solvents, are used as the liquid part
of the suspensions. The most efficient formulations,
which are quite complex, have been developed exper-
imentally.

Very uniform insulation coatings of moderate thick-
ness can be obtained through cataphoresis; difficulties

are, however, experienced inproducing heavier insula-
tion thicknesses. After heaters or coils are cataphor-
etically coated with aluminum oxide, they are fired in

wet hydrogen at 1700 C for a few minutes to sinter the
aluminum oxide.

HEATER BEHAVIOR ON LIFE

Heaters are normally tested under both continuous
and intermittent operatir^ conditions as part of routine

tube-testing procedures. Intermittent tests for equiv-
alent "lighted" time are more severe than continuous
tests because alternate lighting and cooling of the heater
mechanically stresses it twice during every cycle. The
basic types of failure which can occur are: (1) heater

-

cathode shorts; (2) shorts between different parts of

the heater; (3) "open" heaters (i. e. , heaters with
broken wires, or open welds); (4) excessive heater-
cathode leakage; (5) changing heater current; and

(6) heater growth failures.

The reliability of a heater depends on several factors
including: (1) type of heater, i. e. , coiled or folded;

(2) wire diameter and, hence, mechanical strength of

the heater wire; (3) heater temperature; (4) polarity

and magnitude of any voltage applied between heater
and cathode; and (5) the thickness of insulation. Con-
servatively designed heaters are capable of reliable

operation for thousands of hours. Difficulties are gen-
erally attributable to well-defined causes which can be
corrected.

Failure -Rate Patterns and Heater Temperature

While the polarity and magnitude of the heater-cath-
ode voltage determine to a large extent the possible

sources of heater difficulties during life, heater tem-
perature largely determines how soon failure may oc-
cur. The easiest manner of assessing the effect of

heater temperature on life is by altering the heater
voltage during the test ^see Eq. (lb)]. According to

kinetic theory, heater life might be expected to de-
crease exponentially with increasing temperature in

the manner:

E
L = C exp - ^ (5)

where: L = hours to cause a given percentage of fail-

ures
T = average heater temperature (deg K) during

test

E = activation energy (a constant for a partic-

ular lot of heaters, usually about 110 K
cal/ mol)

R = A universal constant = 1.986

C = a constant depending largely on heater type
and testing conditions

A more empirical approach, suitable for rapid calcu-

lations of the temperature effect, indicates that the

heater failure rate will generally increase approx-
imately as the 12.5th power of the heater voltage. This
approximate value has been roughly confirmed in tests

completed to date at RCA. According to Eq. (5), a plot

of the logarithm of the median life (i. e. , the time re-
quired for 50 per cent of the heaters in a lot of tubes to

fail against the reciprocal of the calculated heater tem-
perature during the test) should result in a linear rela-

tionship with a slope correspondii^ to the activation

energy. Fig. 12 illustrates both a verification of Eq.

(5) for a series of cycling tests run at different heater
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voltages and the approximate validity of the empirical
12.5th-power rule. It may be seen that the median life

of a group of heaters decreases rapidly with heater
temperature. Consequently, the most generally effec-

tive method for increasing heater life is to reduce the

operating temperature.
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The complete pattern of failures for the same lot of

tubes considered above is shown in Fig. 13 on graph
paper with a cumulative probability of failure scale as

the ordinate and the logarithm of the testing time as
the abscissa. As can be anticipated from theory, a

series of parallel lines provides the best over-all pic-

ture of the experimentally observed percentages of tube

batches that have failed after any given time of test-

ing. From Fig. 13, it may be concluded that, at least

for this particular lot of tubes, the failure distribution

was approximately normal with respect to the logarithm
of time, and that the failure pattern to be expected at

any temperature level could be estimated with some
reliability from tests at other temperatures. Similar
test results have been obtained on other tube types un-
der substantially different test conditions.

Detailed consideration of such heater-failure patterns
indicates that even when failures are all of the same
type (as was true in the previous case), there should be
an initial period with a high time rate of failure. After
this period, the failure rate will decrease. Experi-
mental attempts to improve the heater quality of a lot

of tubes by "testing out" the early-hour failures have
resulted in some quality improvement among the sur-
vivors.

the heater insulation. At the high temperatures of

heater operation, the mobility of many contaminants
in aluminum oxide is appreciable and electrolysis

through the heater coating may result. With heater-

positive biases (+Ehk)) positive -ion contaminants can
migrate through the insulation from the heater towards
the cathode. For heater -negative biases (-Ejjj^), the

direction of migration of positive-ion contaminants is

from cathode to heater. Because different types of con-

taminants are introduced into the heater-cathode system
with different polarity biases, the possibleoccurrence of

heater-cathode shorts, rising filament current, and
heater-cathode leakage on life is strongly sensitive to

the heater polarity. Furthermore, preliminary studies

indicate that increasing the heater-cathode potential

difference increases the rate of the electrolysis effects.

If, however, the voltage is raised beyond a critical

value (dependent on temperature), instantaneous break-
down of the insulation will occur. Life tests at zero
bias or with ac bias have shown features characteristic

of both heater -positive and heater-negative tests.
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Heater-Positive Biases . Heater -positive biases are

specified for most life tests because of a reputedly

greater severity in terms of the occurrence of heater-

cathode shorts — especially under continuous -heater-

voltage testing. With this polarity, positive ions will

migrate towards the negative cathode. High heater

cathode leakage, when caused by positive-ion contam-
inants in the insulation coating, is usually reduced ra-

pidly because the positive ions are electrolysed to a

free surface and vaporized away from the heater-cath-

ode system.

Heater-Cathode Bias

During regular life tests, voltage gradients as high
as 20,000 to 40,000 volts per centimeter exist across

The electrolysis of positive tungsten ions from the

heater wire into the heater coating is a potentially un-

desirable effect of testing with a heater-positive

bias.'^)13 The tungsten ions apparently originate from
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heater wires which become mildly oxidized in heater

manufacture, in tube processing, or during the life test

itself. This effect is deduced because tubes showing it

can usually be associated with a given production lot of

tubes. Once tungsten ions have been electrolysed into

the heater coatings, they will either combine chemically

with the heater coating or be reduced to metallic tung-

sten particles, producing not only a visible darkening

of the previously white insulation, but also a serious

deteriorationof the dielectric strength of the insulation.

Tubefailure may then resultthrough "tungsten crater"

heater -cathode shorts or through the effects of rising

heater current as the coating is darkened.

The typical tungsten-crater heater-cathode shorts

that are associated with heater-positive life have been
described in detail by Metson^^ and his co-workers.
Their work also suggests that electrolytic decomposi-
tion of the aluminum oxide may be an additional factor

in the oxidation of the tungsten wire. Three distinct

phases were noted during the course of failure: (1) a

slight greyish staining of the outer surface of the heater

coating at localized areas, (2) an intensification of

color at the center of the stains, andfinally (3) a crater-

type failure evidenced by a small black slagged area on

the heater coating. It is characteristic of this type of

failure that, in spite of the darkened area, leakage be-
tween heater and cathode generally remains low until a

few minutes before actual breakdown of the insulation.

The visible darkening of areas of the heater coatings,

which is associated with the early stages of tungsten-

crater shorts, can, if widespread, cause tube failure

through rising heater current. In this case, tube fail-

ure may be due to an increase of heater current beyond
specifications or, more usually, tothe early deteriora-

tion of tube characteristics as the cathode becomes
overheated because of the additional power supplied by
the heater.

Ina series of extensive tests to study this problem'',

it was noted that the darkening of the heaters occurs
onlyunder heater-positive life test conditions, and pro-
ceeds more rapidly at higher temperatures and higher

heater -cathode voltages. The increasing heater cur-

rent is due mainly to the increased thermal emissivity

of the visibly darkened coating which improves the ef-

ficiency of heat transfer between heater and cathode.

In severe cases, the blackening of the heater coating

maybe sufficient to cause the heater current to rise by

10 to 20 per cent in the course of 1000 hours under
normal testing conditions. Statistically designed ex-

periments have shown that this problem can be largely

overcome by use of suitable aging schedules. An al-

ternate possibility, of course, would be to reduce the

operating temperature of the heater to slow down the

rate at which these effects occur.

Heater -Negative Biases . With heater-negative bi-

ases, thepreviously considered darkening of the insula-

tion coating does not occur, and the heaters retain their

original white appearance throughout life. On the other

hand, electrolysis of metallic ions into the heater coat-

ing from the cathode may result, causing increasing
heater -cathode leakage and embrittlement of the heater

wire or both. A third effect, which occurs on cycling

tests, is an increased rate of heater growth.

Increasing heater-cathode leakage on life, especially

+IHK (leakage measured with the heater positive) is a

typical symptom of heater-negative or "zero" bias con-

ditions. Gas bombardment of the cathode with sufficient

intensity to splatter cathode material on the heater can,

however, produce similar symptoms, but this occur-

rence may be readily detected by examination of the

cathode. Life tests at RCA and elsewhere have shown
that the possible development of +Ijjj^ leakage occurs
most rapidly when the heater is operated under a high

negative bias voltage. This high negative bias causes
an increased rate of contamination of the heater coating

by electrolysis of the more active additives of the cath-

ode base metal into the insulation. The +Ijjk leakage

which develops under zero-bias life conditions will in-

crease less rapidly than under negative-bias conditions

because electrolysis does not occur. Finally, under
heater positive tests, the electrolysis is in the reverse
direction and leakage is usually maintained at low lev-

els. Fortunately, since the highest heater-cathode

leakage tends to occur with a "direction" opposite to

that of the test, the polarity of the heater and cathode

need to be interchanged before it can be detected. This

unidirectional leakage effect is illustrated in Table VI.

The data indicate that leakage occurred because of the

accumulation of contaminants in the insulation. The
contaminants produce leakage unless actively electro-

lysed away from the cathode. Considerable success in

reducing the development of such leakage on heater-

negative or zero-bias life tests has been obtained by
use of cathodes with low levels of magnesium.

A similar effect, which has been reported to occur
under heater-negative conditions, is the electrolysis

of nickel from the cathode onto the heater wire. 15

Nickel, when present in even minute amounts, will

severely embrittle tungsten. As a result, the ability

of a heater wire to withstand intermittent operation

without breaking could be substantially reduced.

The greatest severity of heater-negative biases, how-
ever, usually occurs on intermittent tests due to an in-

creased rate of heater growth. While heater growth
will also occur with zero or heater -positive biases, it

is apparently accelerated by a factor of two or three

under the heater -negative conditions. 6, 7 Such heater
growth occurs when a heater is alternately heated and
cooled, and is unable to expand and contract freely

within the cathode. As a result, the heater becomes
progressively distorted. In coiled heaters, the coil

can stretch to a clearly visible extent. In the most se-
vere cases, where Dowmo wire has been used, heater
coils have stretched to nearly twice their original length
and have caused tube failure after touching the glass
bulb or other components. The corresponding effect in

folded heaters, is thatthe once straight heater legs as-
sume a curly or twisted shape. Failures, in this case,
may eventually occur when bare heater apices come in

contact with one another or with the cathode. The ther-
mal stressing of the intertwined folded heater legs,
which cannot expand and contract freely as the heater
is cycled, may also produce substantial numbers of
broken heater wire failures, especially after the wire
has become embrittled through recrystallization or
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nickel contamination. Reduction of the heater design
temperature to below 1550 K has generally eliminated
such complaints.

Table VI
A comparison* of Heater -Cathode Leakage Levels Resulting

from Heater-Positive, Zero-Bias, and Heater Negative
Operation to Illustrate Electrolysis Effects.

t

Hours on
Regular

Life Test

Heater at
+50 volts

throughout
Life

Heater at

zero volts

throughout
Life

Heater at

-50 volts

throughout
Life

+Ihk «HK ~'hk «HK

0

1000
2500

<0.1fja
110
170

<0.1jLta

1.7

1.8

<0.1|ua

97
150

<0.1fxa
2.2

2.7

<0.1fJa

8.2
11.5

<0.1fJa

2.0

4.0

the zero-bias region. Studies of this effect by pulse
measurements on unipotential heaters indicate that it

is only partially due to the applied heater voltage which
supplies thermal energy to the heater wire. It may be
noted that if electron emission contributed to leakage,

the current would not be expected to become zero at

zero applied bias. This observation suggests that elec-
tron emission is a factor in heater -cathode leakage.

Decay and Polarization

When a voltage is applied between heater and cath-

ode, initial "surges" of leakage current are observed
which invariably decay to lower levels with time. After
the voltages are removed, the heater cathode system
recovers to its previous state, and the decay and re-
covery cycle may be repeated. Such temporary leakage
decay is called polarization.

Polarization is atypical symptom of systems in which
conduction of current is associated with the presence of

charged carriers having appreciable mobility. The ef-

fect of an applied voltage is to cause a drift of the

charged carriers. Consequently, complex voltage
gradients, which are dependent upon the distribution

and number of the carriers at any time are developed.
At equilibrium, most of the voltage drop will normally
occur in the vicinity of an electrode and, thus, only the

remaining fraction of the originally applied voltage is

effective in promoting current flow through the rest of

the system. Consequently, the equilibrium current
level can be substantially below initial levels.

Current decay and complex voltage gradients through-
outthe AI2O3 insulation coating are observed in heater-
cathode leakage studies ^"^ indicating that ionic contam-
inants play a major role in leakage. One noteworthy
consequence of the effects of polarization is that most
of the static heater-cathode impedance is developed at

the boundaries of the insulation coating and, therefore,
increased insulation thicknesses would not be expected
to produce proportionately increased resistance. On
the contrary, the most noticeable effect of an increased
amount of insulation can be that it introduces a greater
total amount of leakage-producing contaminants into the

heater-cathode system and, therefore, may require
substantially longer processing to achieve equivalently
low leakage levels.

Measurements of heater-cathode leakage at various
times show both rapid-decay time constants (millisec-
onds) and slow-decay time constants (minutes). At
normal heater temperatures, much of the loss is re-
coverable although the over-all leakage level may be
continually reduced during prolonged measurements
since contaminants are vaporized out of the system.
The extent of the decay period and the amount of initial

leakage current will depend markedly on the state of

the heater-cathode system before measurement. For
example, if the heater -cathode bias were suddenly
changed from a high negative value to a high positive

value, an unusually large initial leakage current surge
would be noted. Due to such effects, it is standard
practice in testing tubes to preheat tubes for several
minutes with the same heater -cathode bias that is to be
used during measurement of the leakage current. In

The rate of leakage development illustrated here is unusually
high

tThe leakage measurements, +Ihk and -Irk. were made at
various down periods during life with the heater 100 volts
positive and 100 volts negative respectively. The tube tested
was type 5751

HEATER-CATHODE LEAKAGE

Definition and Characteristics

Heater -cathode leakage is an undesired flow of cur-
rent between heater and cathode in spite of the insula-
tion coating on the heater wire. Although the currents
involved are relatively small (usually of the range 0.01
to 100 microamperes) at normal operating tempera-
tures, they can produce undesirable effects on circuit
performance 16 so that measurement of this leakage
current is standard for rating almost all tube types.

The size of the leakage current depends on the mag-
nitude and polarity of the voltage between heater and
cathode. It is customary to report the leakage values
measured whenthe heater is 100 volts positive with re-
spect to the cathode (+Ihk) volts negative with
respect to the cathode (-Ijjk)- ^^S- 14 shows two typ-
ical heater -cathode leakage characteristics. In one
case, the heater-positive (+Ijjk) leakage is the higher,
and in the other case the heater -negative (-I^k) leakage
is the higher. It is quite typical, however, that in

neither case are the "positive" and "negative" leakage
currents equal nor does the leakage current increase
linearly with increasing voltage as would be expected
from an impedance obeying Ohm's law. Although the
values of +Ijjk and -I^k ^^^'^ 1° average out to about
the same levels on tubes with commercially-low leak-
age levels, it is usually characteristic that in "high-
leakage" lots of tubes the +Ijjk values predominate
while in "very low-leakage" lots, the -Ijjk values more
often predominate. A third way in which the heater-
to-cathode -leakage characteristic differs from that of

an "Ohm's law resistor" is that the leakage current
will not generally fall to zero when zero bias is applied
between heater and cathode and, as a result, the heater
cathode impedance becomes small at very low biases.
Such effects are important in heater hum; in critical

low-level circuits, the heater is frequently operated at

a level 20 to 50 volts above cathode potential to avoid
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Figure 14. Typical Heater-Cathode Leakage Characteristics
on Two Different Tubes by Conventional DC Methods of Measurement

this way, much of the transient leakage current can be by a ratio of 100 to 1 are not uncommon in measure-
eliminated and, consequently, reasonably stable meter ments on a large lot of tubes,
readings can be obtained.

The decay effects associated with heater-cathode
leakage can have an important influence on leakage
measured under different conditions. Fig. 15 shows
the heater-cathode impedance of a tube measured at

different frequencies. The impedance is substantially

lower at the higher frequencies since the rapidly re-
versing polarities accentuate polarization effects. Fig.

16 shows the leakage measured on a tube by two tech-
niques. The upper dashed-line curve gives the heater-
to-cathode -leakage pattern whena 60-cycle sweep with
increasing voltage is applied between heater and cath-

ode. The lower dashed-line curve is for decreasing
sweep voltage; here, distinct evidences of hysteresis
caused by leakage decay are observable. The upper,
solid-line, curve shows the peak leakage measured by
pulse techniques (1 millisecond, 60 pulses per second).

Distribution of Heater-Cathode Leakage Values

Heater -cathode leakage values invariably occur in

highly skewed statistical distribution patterns. It is

characteristic that extreme variations are found in

"identically" processed tubes; leakage values varying
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Measured by Different Methods on the Same Tube to Il-

lustrate the Effects of Polarization

Because of the highly skewed distribution, a conven-

tional statistical treatment of leakage data, whichpre-
supposes a normal, Gaussian distribution, may not be

satisfactory. For example, one "high" leakage value

might outweigh twenty low leakage values, if straight

arithmetic averages were used. From a purely sta-

tistical point of view, a more satisfactory, simple

method of handling such highly skewed distributions

would be to take the logarithms of all leakage data and

then to analyse these logarithms in the conventional

manner (i. e. , to assume a logarithmo-normal distri-

bution). In this way, any single "wild" measurement
will not receive excessive emphasis. In this type of

statistics, the important parameter is not the average,

but the median (the leakage level above and below which,

ideally, 50 per cent of the measurements fall). The
need for adopting such a logarithmic distribution is

easily justified theoretically if it is assumed that the

assignable causes of variationare in some manner con-

nected with temperature variability. Since chemical
reaction rates depend logarithmically upon tempera-
ture, it would follow that a logarithmic distribution of

leakages could then result from slight temperature

variations.

In Fig. 17, the applicability of a logarithmic distri-

bution of leakage values to experimental data is indica-

ted. This plot is made on cumulative probability graph
paper and shows an actual distribution of heater-to-

cathode -leakage measurements on both linear and log-

arithmic scales. The straight-line relationship for

data plotted on the logarithmic scale indicates that a

logarithmo-normal distribution provides a reasonable

fit to the leakage data.

Changes of Leakage after Tapping of Tube

Changes inheater-cathode resistance ona small per-

centage of a lot of tubes after drop-testing, vibration,

tapping, cycling the heater voltage on and off, or even
after normal handling and storage is one of the major
heater-cathode-leakage problems.-*^-*^ Tests indicate

that the leakage in any tube can be altered after suffi-

ciently severe tapping; it is usually possible to increase
and decrease the leakage alternately by locating appro-
priate points of impact. Fortunately, leakage produced
in such a manner will normally disappear after a few
hours of operation at normal filament voltages or after

a shorter period at increased voltages.

Heater movement within the cathode is without doubt

the cause of such variable leakage values. Factory ex-

perience indicates that such effects are greatest with

tube constructions having short or flat cathodes, loosely

fitting heaters, or whenever opportunities for heater

movement exist. Conversely, these effects are mini-

mized, for example, by the use of rigid mounts and in-

verted pinched cathodes which restrict movement.

In tube types where +lHKl63.kage has sporadically
appeared after normal storage, some success in main-
taining uniformly low-leakage levels has been achieved
by use of a severe hotshot stage near the end of the

aging schedule. Such a high-temperature treatment
will tend to vaporize contaminants from all parts of the

heater insulation, as contrasted with normal aging
schedules where contaminants maybe thoroughly elec-

trolysed away only from those areas which have been in

contact with the cathode. A possible confirmation of

the latter effect may be inferred from tests in which it

was found that cycling heaters on and off during aging

to cause artificial heater movement could considerably
reduce the percentage of tubes which subsequently would
develop leakage. In addition, such high-temperature
treatment results in the vaporization of a visible layer

of insulation onto the inner surface of the cathode. Al-
though the importance of such thin insulating films on
the metallic surfaces of the heater-cathode system is

difficult to evaluate accurately, it is possible that they

are the most important factor in achieving high heater-
cathode resistances. In this sense, it may be noted

that although hydrogen-fired heaters or heaters re-

moved from low- leakage tubes usually have lower leak-

age values immediately after sealexing than unpro-
cessed control heaters, the leakage values are rarely
low enough to be commercially acceptable without ad-
ditional agii^ of the tubes. The missing factor could

well be that such thin insulating layers are not formed.

Effect of Heater Temperature on Leakage

A temporary increase (or decrease) in heater tem-
perature caused by a change in heater power will al-
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Figure 17. Distribution of Heater-Cathode Leakage Values (+1^]^)

on Cumulative Probability Graph to Show That the Logarithms of Leakage Have

an Approximately Normal Distribution (120 tubes)
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ways result in a temporary increase (or decrease) in

heater -cathode leakage. As shown in Fig. 18, such
leakage changes exponentially with the reciprocal of

absolute temperature in a manner characteristic both

of conduction and emission phenomena.

mensions but does not change the total rated power dis-

sipation of the heater.

The data in Fig. 18 show that the temperature de-

pendence of the - 1 jjj^
leakage (measured with the heater
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It cannot generally be inferred from such a tem-
perature dependence, however, that a normally "hot"

heater will always have greater heater-cathode leakage
than a corresponding normally "cool" heater. This
could only be concluded if commercial leakage levels

were so low that the ultimate capability of the heater-
cathode system were beir^ approached. In the more
usual case, commercial leakage levels are well above
the ultimate levels because of contaminants in the sys-
tem. Over the limited temperature range normally
used in heater operation, contamination levels are ap-
parently of greater importance than actual heater tem-
peratures in determining leakage levels. As indicated

under the subsequent discussion of heater size, it is

easier to age out leakage of the type caused by contam-
ination from a small "hot" heater than from a corre-
sponding colder but, of necessity, larger heater. A
further factor to be considered is that, regardless of

the heater -wire temperature, so long as the power dis-

sipated by the heater remains fixed, the cathode tem-
perature will not change. Thus, any factor in heater
cathode leakage which depends only upon the cathode
temperature will not be basically altered by a change
in heater design which merely changes the heater di-

negative) and the +Ihk leakage (measured with the

heater positive) is not the same. This observation pro-
vides strong evidence that the two types of leakage do
not result from the same effect. The simplest explana-
tion is that in the former case, the leakage was depend-
ent upon electron emission from the tungsten heater
wire, while in the latter case the leakage was due to

electron emission from the inside surface of the
cathode.

The order of magnitude of the -Igj^ heater cathode
leakage, which could be due to electron emission from
the tungsten heater wire, is readily obtained from heater
dimensions and the known electron emissive properties
of tungsten. A comparison of this type is shown in Fig.

18; the correspondence between measured and calcula-
ted leakage levels for this set of data over a wide tem-
perature range is striking.

In a similar manner, the order of magnitude of the

+Ihk leakage may be explained under the assumption
that it is produced by electron emission from the in-

side of the cathode. In this case, however, the +Ijjk
data must be plotted against cathode temperature,
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rather than heater temperature. This type of com-
parison is also made in Fig. 18. From the observed
temperature dependence, an estimate of approximately
2. lev for the workfunction of the inside of the cathode
would be necessary. Work functions of contaminated
nickel in the range of 2.0 to 3.0 ev appear reasonable,

and although exhaustive information is not available,

it appears that the observed orders of magnitude of

+1^1^ leakage over a wide temperature range can be
explained in terms of electron emission from limited

areas of the inside of the cathode.

The Effects of Heater Size

Although heater -cathode leakage can be controlled

satisfactorily in most instances, certain tube types
have chronic difficulties, e. g. , hum problems. In

some of these cases, difficulty may be due to very ex-
acting leakage current specifications. In many in-

stances, however, the susceptibility of a tube type to-

wards leakage problems is largely a matter of heater

dimensions.

Generally, the larger a heater, the greater will be
the difficulties experienced in "aging out" leakage. This
effect is partially due to the greater surface areas of

the large heaters across which conductionand emission
can occur. An even more important cause of this ef-

fect, as discussed previously, is a larger volume, and,

hence, the correspondingly larger total amount of pos-
sible contaminants in the heater -cathode system. A
third important factor is that it is more readily pos-
sible to age a normally "hot" heater at high tempera-
tures and, therefore, to achieve efficient sublimation of

contaminants from the insulation without recontamina-
tion from an overheated cathode or other overheated
tube elements.

Experimentally, it appears that leakage susceptibil-

ity increases exponentially with heater size. Heater
size will increase with an increase in either the voltage

or current rating of the heater. Table VII shows a typ-

ical correlation between leakage current and heater
current rating (i. e. heater size).

In a similar manner, heater volume and susceptibil-

ity toward leakage problems increase with heater volt-
age rating, as is indicated in Table VIII, for a single

tube type family differing only in heater voltage rating.

By using a smaller, "hotter" heater, in a given tube

type, it has often proved possible to take advantage of

the heater size vs. leakage susceptibility relationship.

Although substantial improvements in heater -cathode
leakage values can frequently be achieved in this man-
ner, the result is obtained at the expense of heater re-
liability. Improved aging techniques are, therefore,
a generally more desirable means of accomplishing
the same result.

The Mechanisms of Heater-Cathode Leakage

Aside from the normally negligible energy transfer
associated with capacitance, heater -cathode leakage
can only be caused by the transport of charged car-
riers — either ions or electrons —between heater and
cathode under an applied electric field. Such charged
carriers may proceed through the insulation by conduc-
tion and across the vacuum in a tube by emission. Al-
though the relative values of leakage current to be an-
ticipated at any given voltage between heater and cath-
ode depend on whether emission or conduction phe-
nomena predominate, the direction in which the charged
carriers migrate depends only upon "carrier charge"
and the polarity of the applied field. The following pos-
sibilities for the direction of carrier migration are,
therefore, complete:

1- +IhK leakage (heater positive ): This can result

from the flow of positive ions from heater to cathode,

or negative ions and electrons, or both, from cathode
to heater.

2- -iHKleakage (heater negative ): This can result
from the flow of negative ions or electrons, or both,

from heater to cathode, or positive ions from cathode
to heater.

A knowledge of the means by which current passes

Table VII

The Relation Between Heater Design and "Maximum" Heater-Cathode Leakage
Reported in a Group of Tubes

(Source: Advisory Group on Electron TubeslS)

Max. Heater -Cathode Best fit from
Leakage Volume Effect

*

Tube Type Ef Volts If Amperes fia jLta

5899 6.3 0.150 5 9

6100 0.150 10 9

5670 T I 0.175 10 10

5725 T f 0.175 10 10

5750 0.300 10 13

5726 T T 0.300 10 13

5902 0.450 15 18

5727 f T 0.450 15 18

6005 t! 0.600 50 30
6098 Tt 1.200 75 75

*Best fit to leakage data assuming leakage increases exponentially with heater volume.
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Table VIII

The Relation Between Heater Design and Average Maximum Heater-Cathode
Leakage in a 10 -Tube Sample

(Source: RCA Rating Laboratory Data)

Tube Type
Rated

Heater Volts

Av. Max +%K
fia

Best Fit From
Volume Effect

Ma
Av. Max -Ijjj^

Ma

Best Fit from
Volume Effect

Ma

6L6G 6.3 4.1 5.0 5.4 5.3

12L6GT 12.6 7.4 5.9 12.1 5.8

25L6G 25 8.0 8.4 5.6 7.0

35L6GT 35 15.5 14.0 11.9 10.5

50L6GT 50 31.2 31.2 19.0 14.0

between heater and cathode would indicate what steps,

if any, could be taken to increase heater -cathode re-

sistance. The most direct method of determining what
effects control a particular instance of heater-cathode
leakage would be a study of the characteristic of the

leakage vs. the applied heater-cathode bias. Unfor-
tunately, although conventional, static dc leakage meas-
urements are useful as a measure of a tube's perform-
ance in actual operation, they are not very useful in

evaluating the various components involved in heater-
cathode leakage. Polarization, and the consequent
formation of complex voltage gradients across the in-

sulation, make it impossible to specify the effective

voltages at the surfaces between which leakage occurs.

Furthermore, with static -type measurements, the

heater is not unipotential at the time of measurement,
since it is heated electrically— a situation that con-
founds leakage measurements at those small biases
whichare of importance in establishing the existence of

emission effects.

Pulse techniques have been adopted in the RCA lab-

oratory as an improved means of studying leakage in

detail, because when only small pulses of current are
drawn at infrequent intervals, polarization effects can
be practically eliminated. Furthermore, the pulse
leakage measurements can be made when the heater is

unipotential by supplying it with half -wave rectified

power and taking measurements during the off half-

cycle. Fig. 19 A shows typical +IJJK pulse measure-
ments on a tube that has rather high leakage. The net

leakage characteristic at small biases (after "subtrac-
ting" the linear contributions readily apparent at the

higher voltages) is shown on an expanded scale in Fig.

19 B. An interpretation of the measurements in Fig.

19 B may be made assuming electron emission from the

inside of the cathode. At the low current levels in-

volved in heater-cathode leakage (microamperes per
square centimeter) and the close spacings in the heater-
cathode system (of the order of 0.001 inch), the leak-
age current, if due to electron emission, would show
only retarding-field and saturated characteristics. The
theoretical type of voltage-vs -cur rent relationship to be
anticipated, assuming electron emission from the inside

of the cathode to the heater wire is indicated in Fig.

19 B so that comparison may be made with the meas-
ured leakage values. The observed onset of "satura-
tion" at a bias voltage of approximately 2.0 to 2.5 volts

is in the range to be anticipated for electron emission
to a tungsten collector from a contaminated surface
having a total work function of 2.0 to 2.6 ev (the values
necessary to explain the temperature dependence of

+Ijjj^ leakage shown in Fig. 18).

Ion emission from the heater coating to the cathode
may in theory also occur and will produce leakage-vs-
bias voltage characteristics similar to those shown in

Fig. 18. The presence of copious amounts of positive-

and negative-ion emission currents has been verified

both at RCA and elsewherelS with experimental struc-

tures in which a previously unprocessed heater was
physically isolated from the cathode. The observed
ion-emission currents, however, were "aged out" ra-

pidly to levels well below those normally encountered
in practical problems. It, therefore, appears that ion

emission is not an important factor in "well-aged"
tubes.

The approximately linear increase in heater-cathode
leakage under pulse measurement conditions shown in

Fig. 19 A at pulse voltages higher than ten volts may
be interpreted in terms of pure conduction through the

insulation coating, or pure emission effects, or a com-
bination of the two. Conduction of current may, of

course, occur through the aluminum oxide coating at

the points at which the insulation touches the cathode.
In this event, the conduction and emission phenomena
must be viewed as separate effects which occur simul-
taneously and essentially independently; both would be
enhanced by contaminants in the heater -cathode system.
On the other iiand, the approximately linear increase
in leakage at high bias voltages could be explained by
the well-known Schottky effect of field-enhanced emis-
sion. In the latter case, it may be necessary to assume
that the collector is not the tungsten wire, but the sur-
face of the insulation coating in order to account for the

intense voltage gradients necessary to have theory and
experiment coincide. In both cases, complex voltage
gradients can be developed in the insulation coating as
a result of current flow through the insulation produc-
ing the symptoms of polarization described previously.

Although the role of electron emission in heater-
cathode leakage appears well documented, it does not

appear possible at present to eliminate electrical con-
duction through the insulation coating as a possible ef-
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feet of camparable magnitude which occurs simultane-
ously. The most serious argoiment against a conduc-
tion mechanism is that the temperature dependence of

leakage and -I jjj^ leakage is not normally the

same. On the other hand, it appears difficult to ex-
plain the observed changes in heater-cathode leakage
as the result of heater movement unless a conduction
mechanism is assumed. It is doubtful, however, that

the ultimate intrinsic conductivity of the insulation coat-

ing can be an important factor; otherwise it would not

be possible to produce any tubes with the very low leak-

age levels which it is possible to achieve. On the other
hand, if conduction type leakage were attributable to ion

currents alone, it should be possible to equate the total

observed leakage in coulombs to the known amounts of

ionic contaminants in the heater-cathode system. All

comparisons of this type show, however, many orders
of magnitude more total leakage current than could be
accounted for on the basis of electrolysis and known
amounts of contaminants. It, therefore, appears nec-
essary to assume that leakage is the result of contam-
inants which promote both electron emission and extrin-

sic conductivity caused by introduction of impurity lev-

els in the insulation; leakage can persist until the con-
taminants are vaporized from the heater-cathode sys-
tem. Some evidence in support of this hypothesis was
gained from tests in which the upper end of the cathode
was scaled to reduce loss of contaminants from the

heater -cathode system; in this instance, leakage levels

were significantly higher after aging than the control

cathodes having loosely pinched upper ends.

In summary, studies of heater-cathode leakage sug-
gest that both electron emission and electron conduc-
tion contribute to current flow, and that the observed
leakage can be considered as the summation of the two
effects. Both effects would be expected, on theoretical

grounds, tobe strongly sensitive to the presence of con-
taminants in the heater-cathode system. In order to

minimize leakage, it would, therefore, be necessary to

use materials free of leakage-producing, ionic contam-
inants, to reduce the area of contact between heater and
cathode to a minimum, and possibly, to cover with an
insulatii^ film all hot metallic surfaces from which
electron emission might result.

Factors Contributing to Heater-Cathode Leakage

Practical studies to determine what factors actually

cause leakage tend to confirm the implications of theo-

retical studies. Statistically analyzed experiments have
shown that a large number of factors can be directly

associated with heater -cathode leakage and hum. Some
of these factors are considerably more important than

others, or may have a relatively important effect in one

tube type, while in other tube types, the same factors

may be relatively insignificant. The difference in im-
portance will depend on leakage levels desired, heater

size, and aging schedules.

Two factors appear to be of basic importance in con-

siderations of heater-cathode leakage: (l)the presence
of certain contaminants in the heater-cathode system;
and (2) the type of contact which the heater makes with

the cathode surface. The latter is without doubt one of

the critical parameters in heater-cathode insulation.

Although the main body of the heater operates at about

400 to 500 K above cathode temperature, it seems prob-
able that the temperature of the insulation at the areas
of contact must approach cathode temperature. Ac-
cording to Fig. 18, a temperature difference of 400 K
results in a thousandfold change in leakage level. It

is, therefore, clear that most of the insulating capa-
bility of the coating must be developed at the low-tem-
perature points of contact. It is noteworthy, however,
that the intrinsic conductivity of the "pure" insulatir^

material in granular form does not appear to be an es-
sential factor. If it were, it would not be possible to

produce even afewtubes with leakage levels below 0.01

microampere. For the same reason, the additions

of certain of the more stable oxides to the aluminum
oxide insulation or decreased coating thicknesses need
not cause deleterious increases in leakage. It is also

noteworthy that actual contact of the heater with the

cathode is not necessary to cause leakage because
emission effects are an important factor.

Laboratory tests to assess the exact effects of con-

taminants on leakage are difficult to perform because
of : (1) the large number of uncontrollable variables
arising when heaters are made at different times, (2)

difficulties in making reliable analyses of contamin-
ants present to the extent of a few one -hundredths of a

per cent by weight in chemically-inert materials, and

(3) the very wide range of leakage values which are en-
countered among "identical" tubes, a situation which
necessitates extensive tube tests. The following list

indicates some of the factors which have been shown
experimentally to be capable of affecting leakage. The
list should not be considered exhaustive:

1. Purity of the insulation coating : Purity of the in-

sulation coating has been repeatedly shown to be a

major factor in heater-cathode leakage. As a gener-
al rule, introduction of most contaminants in-

creases both +Ijjj^ and -IjjKj although not to the same
extent. While not all contaminants affect leakage

seriously, certain metallic oxides such as Na20,

Li20, K2O, Fe203, Zr02, Th02, and Si02 do con-

tribute, especially to +IjjK leakage. Certain anion

groups such as sulfates, chlorides, and nitrates

show definite evidence of contributing to leakage, es-

pecially to high -Ihk-

2. Cathode-base-metal composition: The presence
of certain additives in the cathode base metal can

cause increased leakage, both initially and after a

"heater negative" life. Magnesium, calcium,^^ and

strontium have all been shown to increase leakage

levels.

3. Heater size : It is usually possible to predict with

accuracy which tube types will have continual heater-

cathode leakage problems. As has been discussed
previously, such tube types have large heaters with
large amounts of heater wire and heater coating

within the cathode sleeve.

4. Getter flash: Getter flash can deposit on the

heater through the open ends of the cathode to pro-
duce leakage and hum. On types where low hum is

desired, the cathode should be covered or the get-
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ter should be mounted on the side of the tube.

5. Tube parts: Tests in which different tube parts
have been studied have shown significant differences

in heater-to-cathode-leakage levels attributable to

tube parts. Certain plate materials and increased
thickness of the cathode coating have been two factors
which have increased leakage and hum. A high cor-
relation is also frequently observed between high

leakage and poor electrical characteristics. The
amount of gas given off during tube manufacture ap-
pears to be the common source of difficulty. In a
similar vein, the admission of a small amount of air

to an operating low leakage tube will cause a dras-
tic increase in heater -cathode leakage which is very
difficult to age out. This may be due to the fact that

once oxides have formed in the heater-cathode sys-
tem, they are difficult to decompose.

6. Dirty cathodes and heaters : Contamination of

cathodes and heaters has, in several instances, been
identified with the source of leakage. Hydrogen fir-

ing as well as special cleaning has eliminated the

complaint in many cases.

7. Insulation coating thickness : Contradictory evi-

dence exists on the effect of insulation coating thick-

ness. Increased coating thicknesses may cause an
increase in leakage since more total contaminants
are introduced into the heater -cathode system (see

Tables VII and VIII). On the other hand^ increased
coating thickness has slightly beneficial effects in

well-aged tubes.

8. Oxidized heater wires : Oxidation of the tungsten
heater wire can occur in heater manufacture or tube

processing. The volatile tungsten oxide will spread
throughout the heater-cathode system and can contri-

bute substantially to leakage and hum which is diffi-

cult to remove especially if the oxidation is severe.

Test results have been favorable when carbon-coated
heater wires (to prevent oxidation of the wire) have
been tried — provided additional tube gassiness did

not result.

9. Wire composition: Increased leakage and hum
have been associated with heater-wire composition.
Such effects are usually lowest on types using heat-

ers with coated apices or Dowmo heater wire.

10. Coating texture : Rough heater coatings are
generally reputed to be slightly superior for leakage
although the difference does not appear to be impor-
tant, especially in well-processed tubes.

11. Gassy tubes : Higher leakage levels are gener-
ally shown by gassy tubes.

12. Etched cathodes : Tests with some types of

chemically etched or polished cathodes have resulted
in slightly higher leakage levels than obtained with
the untreated controls. This effect was presumably
due to contaminants introduced in the chemical treat-

ment or to the slight changes in cathode temperature
due to the surface treatment.

13. Heater movement : On several occasions, tubes

with initially low heater -cathode leakage have had

high heater-cathode leakage when remeasured after

tapping. As previously discussed, this effect is ap-

parently due to movement of the heater within the

cathode.

14. Heater type : Double-helical and folded single-

helical coiled heaters have shown, as a rule, lower

leakage and hum levels than folded heaters. Part of

this effect is believed to be due to the high-tempera-
ture firings received by these coiled heaters in man-
ufacture. An alternate factor could be the smaller
areas of contact with the cathode walls made by the

coiled heaters. An independent effect important in

hum problems is reduced magnetic coupling with the

electron stream when double helical or folded single-

helical heaters are employed.

15. AI2O3 layer on the inside of cathode : Foreign
tube manufacturers use a process for applying a thin

(0.5-mil) coating of aluminum oxide to the inside of

the cathode sleeve for tubes in which extremely low

hum levels are desired. This coating will reduce
the amount of material from the cathode which enters

the heater coating. A somewhat similar, although

apparently not quite as effective, result can be ob-

tained by a short hot shot stage during aging in which
aluminum oxide is vaporized onto the inside of the

cathode sleeve.

16. Sealexing variables : Variation of sealexing con-

ditions over a wide range has produced statistically

significant, although rarely very large, differences

in heater-cathode leakage. Provided the heaters are

not severely oxidized or fused, much of the difference

is usually taken up in aging.

17. Aging schedules : Aging schedules may have a

profound effect on heater -cathode leakage as dis-

cussed in a later section.

18. Cracked heater coating : Electron emission has

been reported to occur from areas of bare wire ex-

posed through cracked coatings. 16

19. Fused heater coatings : Heater coatings with a

glassy, fused appearance have been reported (by

G. R. Shaw and L. R. Shardlow) to be worse for

leakage and hum.

20. Photoconductive or photo-emissive background
effects are always a possibility in low level leakage

measurements. Adequate precautions during meas-
urement should be taken to ensure that they do not

occur.

Heater Hum

Heater hum is related to heater -cathode leakage in

that it is the result of imperfect isolation of the heater

from the other components of a tube so that a small

fraction of the ac power used in lighting the heater is

amplified and appears as an objectionable background

noise in the output of the tube. It is customary to re-

port hum in terms of the number of microvolts which,

if applied directly to the grid, wouldproduce an equiv-

alent disturbance.
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Figure 19 . Typical +Ijjj^Heater-Cathode Leakage Char-
acteristics Obtained by Pulse Measurements on Heaters

That Were Unipotential During Measurement
(Ef =5.5 volts)

Hum canbe caused by any combination of the follow-
ing factors:

1. Heater-cathode leakage
2. Heater-to-grid emission

3. Capacitative coupling between heater and grid or
heater and cathode

4. Inductive coupling between heater and grid or
heater and cathode
5. Modulation of the electron stream by the heater's

magnetic field

6. Photoconductive or photo-emission effects caused
by light striking tube parts.

Each of the above components can be evaluated sep-
arately through appropriate tests with the aid of an os-
cilloscope to show relationships. 20

The total hum due to inductive and capacitive coupling
between heater and cathode or grid, or both, is usually
small (of the order of a microvolt) and can be remedied
only by constructional changes. Modulation of the elec-
tron stream by the magnetic field of the heater is read-
ily distinguished because the hum frequency is usually
twice that of the heater -supply frequency. Such mag-
netic hum is mainly a function of heater design, being
negligibly small for double-helical heaters, somewhat
larger for single -helical heaters, and largest (up to a
few microvolts) for folded heaters. It is possible that

magnetic hum could be reduced by the use of a cathode
material having a Curie temperature higher than nor-
mal cathode temperatures so that the magnetic fields

would not penetrate it.

Leakage between heater and cathode, or heater and
grid, will produce hum in circuits with large cathode
or grid resistors respectively. In each case, the flow
of small amounts of alternating current through the re-
sistance will produce an ac voltage drop equivalent to

one applied directly to the grid. Hum arising from leak-
age can be extremely variable from tube to tube.

Hum caused by electron emission from heater to grid
is usually attributable to exposed lengths of bare tung-
sten wire on folded heaters andean usually be corrected
by covering all exposed portions with insulation. Hum
due to heater -cathode leakage is the usual source of

most hum complaints, and the control of such hum —
especially where folded heaters are used — can be a
matter of considerable difficulty. A noteworthy feature
of heater-cathode -leakage -type hum is that the correla-
tion between hum and conventional leakage measure-
ments is not high. Aside from the variation produced
bytheother sources of hum (e.g.

,
magnetic hum), much

of this effect arises from basic differences in the method
of measurement. Conventional leakage measurements
are of a static type made at heater -cathode bias of 100

volts. The type of leakage measurement to correlate
best with hum, however, should be a dynamic peak-to-
peak measurement made without dc bias using a center-
tapped heater. In this way variations due to: (1) dif-

ferences of leakage decay or polarization effects, (2)

differences arisii^ from the fact that conduction effects

become a greater factor in leakage at the higher biases,
and (3) differences in leakage along the length of the
heater itself, would be minimized.

The elimination of hum from a tube type may call for

extreme aging schedules. Due to the necessity of a-

chieving extremely low leakages at low ac bias voltages,

the effect of trace contaminants that are difficult to age
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out can be unusually important. While the same general
factors whichproduce conventional heater-cathode leak-

age will also produce hum, getter flash contaminations,

heater wire composition, and oxidized heater wires are

especially troublesome. It may also be noted that hum
levels are known to be substantially affected by poor
sealexing conditions or gassy tube components; substan-
tial correlations have been found between hum and tubes
whichhavenot beenproperly broken down on the sealex.

Folded single -helical heaters have repeatedly been
shown to be substantially superior to folded heaters for

hum and noise while double helical heaters are in turn

superior to the folded single helical heaters. The ma-
jor factors contributing to these differences are the high

temperature hydrogen firing, a reduced weight of insul-

ation (and hence, contaminants) per heater, a smaller
area of contact with the cathode, the feasibility of lower
design temperatures, and reduced magnetic hum.

Aging

The reduction of heater -cathode leakage and hum to

commercially low levels is produced mainly during the

aging of tubes. While the heater-cathode aging period
can, in most instances, be fitted into a schedule re-
quired by the other tube characteristics, it may be nec-
essary to design the aging schedule around heater -cath-
ode aging for certain difficult tube types.

Both theory and experience indicate that the reduc-
tion of heater-cathode leakage during aging follows a
reasonably straightforward exponential relationship

between time and temperature. For example, essen-
tially equivalent results from a heater -cathode view-
point can be obtained over a fairly wide temperature
range by aging tubes for a long time at the lower heater
temperatures or for a relatively short time at the higher
heater temperatures. Marked deviations from this

general rule, however, can occur if the heater tem-
peratures reach excessive levels with heater-cathode
voltages applied since permanent damage may be done
to the heater; for example, such troubles as electroly-
sis of cathode or heater wire materials into the insula-
tion and fused coatings can take place.

The majority of aging schedules usually involve an
initial high-temperature period of up to a few minutes
durationin which 1.6 to 2.0times the rated heater volt-

age is applied to the heater. For a "typical" heater

this voltage might correspond to temperatures in the

range of 1900 to 2025 K. Such temperature estimates
may be calculated fromEq. (2a) for any given tube type.

Heater-cathode voltages are most frequently omitted
during this stage of aging, especially at the more se-

vere temperature conditions. During these prelimin-
ary stages, a considerable number of leakage -produc-
ing contaminants are vaporized away from the heater-

cathode system, and an insulating layer is vaporized
onto the inner cathode surface. The final stage of

heater -cathode aging usually consists of a longer pro-
cessing at a lower temperature about 1.4 times rated

heater voltage (perhaps 1800 K for a typical heater).

Because the rate of diffusion and vaporization of con-

taminants will be substantially reduced at the lower
temperature levels (see Fig. 18), it is customary, al-

though not essential,21 to apply ac aging voltages be-
tween heater and cathode to augment the thermal dif-

fusion of ionic contaminants to free surfaces from which
they can be vaporized out of the heater-cathode system.

By this means, the speed of agir^ is usually substan-
tially increased. A natural question which would arise

at this point is whether the rapidly reversing polarity

of an ac aging voltage would be efficient in channelling

the movement of ionic contaminants. It may be noted

thatuseof only a single dc bias voltage during aging has
not generally been found feasible in the factory since,

depending on the polarity of the voltage used, either

"'"'hK'-'^
-Ijjjj; would be preferentially reduced (see Table

VI). Laboratory tests using an equivalent dc heater-
cathode aging voltage with polarity automatically

switched every few seconds have shown evidences of

somewhat increased efficiency. By systematically vary-
ing the temperature and time schedules of the heater

during aging, it is usually possible to work out an aging

schedule satisfactory from the viewpoint of heater-

cathode leakage, hum, or other tube characteristics.

As a last resort incases of troublesome heater-cath-
ode leakage and hum, one or more very short and se-
vere hot-shotting steps without heater -cathode voltages

have frequently been effective in reducing leakage with-

out necessitating prolonged aging. Such steps can cause
permanent damage to a tube, however, and considerable
engineering data should be amassed on any possible
deleterious effects. For greatest effectiveness, and to

avoid damage to the other tube parts, these hot shots

should be applied to cold tubes, should last no more than

15 to 30 seconds, and should be followed by a cooling

period so that only the heater will reach a high tem-
perature. Voltages as high as 3.0 times rated heater

voltage have been used22 (near 2300 K for a typical

heater) but such severe steps should be viewed with

caution, since the heater coating may melt (melting
point 2323 K) and the heater be permanently damaged.
These high-temperature treatments invariably result

in some crackir^ of the continuous heater coating; such
cracking begins to occur when temperatures greater
than 2150 K are attained. By means of such hot shots,

contaminants are vaporized from all parts of the heater

and a desirable thin film of insulation coating is vapor-
ized onto the inside of the cathode. Such hot-shotting
stages are generally most effective when applied near
the end of the aging schedule after a good part of the

original contaminants have been eliminated, because
the possibilities of subsequent recontamination of the

heater-cathode system are then minimized. It may be
noted that this severe temperature processing can cause
theheater current to increase permanently by as much
as 10 per cent and that the design of the heaters would
probably need to be adjusted accordingly to keep the

heater current centered if such a step were perman-
ently incorporated into the aging schedule.
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Heat Transfer in Receiving Tubes

O. H. Schade, Jr.

Harrison

This chapter presents methods for analyzii^ the heat-

transfer processes that occur in receiving tubes due to

conduction, convection, and radiation, and for deter-

mining the resultant electrode temperatures. The con-

cepts used in radiant-energy transmission are described

in detailbecause radiationis the most complicated en-

ergy transfer in a tube structure. A section concerned
with the application of heat theory to tube problems is

included.

HEAT TRANSFER BY STEADY, UNIDIRECTIONAL
CONDUCTION

The Fourier Equation and Two Simple Solutions

The amount of heat that flows within a body depends
upon the temperature gradient present, the cross-sec-
tional area of the body, and the thermal conductivity of

the body material. In 1822, Fourier proposed the equa-
tion for simple, steady heat flow by conduction:

q = -KA(dT/dx) (1)

The quantity Kis the thermal conductivity of the body,

A is the cross-sectional area, and dT/dx is the tem-
perature gradient. Actually, the thermal conductivity

of most materials varies with the temperature of the

material, but a mean value Kjj^ over the temperature
range encountered usually yields solutions of sufficient

accuracy for most engineering purposes. The solution

of Fourier's equation for a solid of constant cross-sec-
tional area, as shown in Fig. 1, is:

q = KmA( A T/x) (2)

Another simple solution involves the flow of heat through
the walls of a cylinder, as shown in Fig. 2, where the

cross-sectional area is proportional to the radius of

the structure. The equation for the heat flow is:

1= Km Am (A T/x) (3)

where . _
^^2-^1

(4)
- in(A2/Ai)

Heat flow is usually expressed in watts, ler^th in cen-

timeters, area in square centimeters, temperature dif-

ference in degrees Centigrade (or degrees Kelvin) and
the thermal conductivity in watts/cm2/deg Cfor a unit

length. The preceding equation of conductive heat flow
can be applied to most problems encountered in a con-

ventional tube design.

Figure 1. Dimensions of a Solid of Constant

Cross -Sectional Area

Figure 2. Dimensions of a Cylinder

The Concept of Thermal Resistance

In many cases, it is convenient to adapt the concept

of thermal res istanc e in heat-transfer problems . Doing

so permits anetwork of conducting bodies to be analyzed

in a manner analogous to that used for electrical net-

work analysis. The thermal resistance may be defined

as the temperature difference divided by the heat flow,

or

R = AT/q (5)

When the heat transfer occurs by steady, unidirectional
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conduction, the thermal resistance may be expressed

R = AT/q x/KjjjA (6)

when Eqs. (2) and (3) are applicable. The determination

of the heat flow through a sandwich of several materials

of cross-sectional area A, as shown in Fig. 3, illus-

trates the use of thermal resistances. The total tem-
perature drop is (Ti-T^). The individual thermal re-

sistances are: Ri = Xj^/Kjjj^A, R2= ^2/^m2^' ^""^

R3 = ^ 3/Km3A-

(Rl+ R2 + R3)

The total heat flow is q = (T1-T4)/

2 AT/ SR.

Figure 3. Heat Flow Through a Sandwich
of Several Materials

The illustration is of a series arrangement of thermal
resistance, but any network of series and parallel ele-

ments can be attacked by the same methods used for

electrical networks. It is also possible to conceive of

"convection resistances" and "radiation resistances"

in the network, as will be illustrated later. The ther-

mal resistances of various materials may be found in

Figs. 15 and 16.

HEAT TRANSFER BY CONVECTION

cous film of laminar flow by conduction and radiation.

Heat is transferred through the buffer layer by con-
duction and convection. In the region of turbulent flow,

heat is transferred primarily by convection.

SOLID FLUID

Figure 4. Fluid Flow Along the Surface of a Solid

So many variables are encountered in an attempt to

solve even the simplest problem in convection heat

transfer that boundary layer thickness, fluid viscosity,

density, and heat capacity are assumed to remain con-

stant. If the above-mentioned factors remain constant,

the heat transfer is proportional to the area A and the

temperature drop Tg - T = AT. With the introduction

of a dimensional constant h, Newton's law of cooling

can be stated:

q = hA AT. (7)

The quantity h is called the "film coefficient of heat

transfer. " It is evaluated by using dimensional analysis

to arrive at an empirical relationship of the pertinent

constants.

Many surface configurations have been evaluated, but

the only problem normally encountered in tube design

is the natural convection from smooth horizontal and
vertical cylinders in air. The expression for h under
these conditions is:

2

h = 0.27 ( At/D^ Btu/hr. ft? deg F

or, in more convenient units,

h = 1.78 ( AT/D)0-25x10-4 watts/cm^-deg C (8)

Convectionisthetransfer of heat by fluid flow. Most,
if not all, convection problems originate with the trans-

fer of heat between a surface and a moving fluid. The
physics of the transfer is illustrated in Fig. 4, which
shows a fluid movir^ alongthe surface of a solid. Three
types of flow are depicted; a laminar flow at the sur-

face, a buffer layer of laminar flow and turbulent flow,

and a region of turbulent flow at temperature T beyond
the other regions. Heat is transferred through the vis-

where D is the outside diameter of the cylinder.

THE PHENOMENON OF HEAT TRANSFER BY RADI-
ATION THROUGH NON ABSORBING MEDIA

The Physics of Radiation

No theory that explains all the aspects of the phe-
nomenon called "radiation" has yet been discovered.
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Certain observations are best explained by the concept

of radiation being an electromagnetic wave that is pro-

duced by the change in energy level of charged molec-
ular and submolecular particles in an emitter. Because
not all particles in the emitter have the same energy

levels, the radiation is composed of an infinite number
of frequencies (and wave lengths). The distribution of

radiant energy by frequency must be similar to the dis-

tribution of energy levels among the molecules of the

radiating obj ect, and one would expect that the frequency

of radiation varies somewhat like a probability curve

(as will be shown later).

Radiation occurs at all temperatures and is independ-

ent of temperature difference between radiating bodies.

For example, if two bodies A and B are maintained at

temperatures Ta and Tb, body A will radiate a certain

quantity of heat to body B, independent of the tempera-
ture T^. Body B will radiate a certain quantity of heat

to Body A independent of the temperature T^. It is not

possible to "buck-out" the radiation between bodies in

the sense that (in electrical circuits) two batteries of

similar voltage with like terminals attached will not be

able to cause a current. It is possible that the net heat

interchange between body A and body B is zero, but the

force (temperature) that causes energy interchange is

always present (as long as the temperature is above

absolute zero). This is a statement of the "Prevost

law of exchanges. "

The Black-Body Concept

A body that is a perfect absorber and emitter of ra-

diant energy is called a "black-body. " The concept of

a black body is useful because it provides a standard

to which the absorption or emission of radiant energy
by practical bodies (or surfaces) can be compared.

The characteristics of a black body can be closely

approached by a model first proposed by Kirchoff: If a

small opening is made in a hollow sphere whose inner

surface is covered with a material that is a good ab-

sorber (such as lamp-black), radiation incident on the

small opening will be almost totally absorbed within the

sphere, becauseof the many reflections and absorptions

of the energy before the much-diminished "wave" again

encounters the opening.

The Distribution of Radiation

The radiation from a black body was predicted by
Wien, based upon the wave theory of transmission. He
proposed that the quantity of energy radiated by a black

body at any particular wave length (called the "mono-
chromatic emissive power") could be expressed

Eb> =Ci> -5e-C2/^T
(9)

where Ci and C2 are constants, > is the wave length

of the radiation, and T is the temperature of the radia-

ting body. The dimensions of monochromatic emissive
power are radiant energy at a particular wave length,

per unit time, from a surface of unit area. Correla-
tions with experimental evidence were good at short

wave lengths but poor at long wave lengths. However,

the wave length of maximum radiation could be deter-

mined with little error from Wien's "displacement law. "

> T = 2880 microns- deg K (10)max ^ ^ '

Planck introduced a corpuscular theory of radiation

which premised that energy is emitted in discrete bun-
dles, or corpuscles, rather than in a continuous form.
He called these bundles of energy "quanta. " The rela-

tionship found between emissive power, wave length,

and temperature, as postulatedby the corpuscular the-

ory, agreed well with experimental evidence. The re-

lationship is of the form:

Eb> =Ci> -V(e^2/^T_^)

which is similar to Wien's law. The solution for the

constants yields the equation:

E, . =3.73xl0-16A-5/(el.436/XT.i)^atts/cm2micron

(12)

where T is expressed in degrees Kelvin and > is in

centimeters (1 micron = lO'^centimeters).

The monochromatic emissive power of a black body

at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 5, as plotted

from Eq. (12). Notice that as the black body tempera-
ture is increased, the maxima of the curves shift to

shorter wave lengths. The body must be quite hot (about

5000 K, approximately the apparent temperature of the

sun) before the maxima occur near the center of the

visible spectrum.

WAVE LENGTH (X)— MICRONS

Figure 5. The Monochromatic Emissive Power
of a Black Body at Various Temperatures

The total radiation at each temperature is propor-
tional tojthe area lying under the curve, or by definition,

^\y= Jo Eb> dA . The surprisingly simple relation-

ship between the total radiation emitted by a black body
and its temperature and surface area was determined
experimentally by Stefan and devised theoretically by

Boltzmann. It is called the "Stefan-Boltzmann law":

qb= <^At4 (13)
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To obtain the heat transfer in watts, the Stefan Boltz-
mann constant is 0 = 5.67 x 10-12 watts/cm2(deg K)4.

The equation is probably most easily used in the form:

qi3
= 5.67 A(T/ 1000)4 watts (14)

The total emissive power of a black body is

Eb = qb/A = <Jt4 (15)

The Gray -Body Concept

A body that emits or absorbs with less "efficiency"

than a black body at the same temperature can be de-

fined as a "gray body. " The material (surface) is said

to have an "emissivity" e defined by the ratio

E

Ek T = constant
e =

At any particular wave length and temperature a body
has the "spectral" emissivity

EX
f- = (16)

T = constant

Furthermore, the gray body has a constant spectral

emissivity independent of temperature or wave length.

The gray body has a radiation distribution exactly the

same as that of the black body (as shown in Fig. 5),

except that everywhere it is some constant fraction of

the black-body radiation. The gray body has a "to-

tal" or "thermal" emissivity as defined by the ratio

E
(17)

Eb constant

The gray body has a total emissive power:

E = 06 ^ T^ (18)

Fig. 6 is the graphical solution of this equation with E
versus T, and as a parameter.

Real materials differ from the ideal gray body in that

their spectral emissivity chaises with wave length and
temperature and that their total emissivity changes with

temperature, but for heat transfer calculations, real

materials are usually assumed to be ideal gray bodies.

The Use of Spectral and Total Emissivities

Normally, there is only one instance when the tube

designer needbe concerned with spectral emissivity —
when he determines the temperature of a body with a

"disappearing filament" optical pyrometer. Pyrome-
ters of this type are calibrated to read "true" black-

body temperature. The pyrometer reads "brightness"

temperatures on any body that is not black. This oc-
curs because temperature is determined by matching
light intensities; the intensity of the radiating object is

matched to the intensity of the pyrometer filament. If

the radiating object is not a black body, it must be at a

higher temperature than a black body that emits the

same light intensity. For this reason, brightness tem-
perature must be corrected to obtain true temperature;
the correction depends upon the spectral emissivity of

the radiating object. Since a red filter is normally used
in viewing the body, the spectral emissivity of mater-
ials is normally determined at a "standard" 0.66 mi-
crons wave length. Fig. 7 shows the correction re-

quired to obtain the true temperature of a body when
its spectral emissivity is known.

Total emissivity is used whenever the heat transfer

from a body is calculated. When the radiation from a

body is emitted in all directions into or through an im-
aginary hemispherical surface, the term total "hem-
ispherical" emissivity is used. The ratio of total emis-
sive power of the test body to that of the black body,

taken in a direction normal to the test surface, is called

the total "normal" emissivity. Most information avail-

able on materials and material surfaces lists their total

normal emissivity, which can be considered equal to

the total hemispherical emissivity, except for well-

polished surfaces; for well -polished surfaces, the hem-
ispherical emissivity is 15 to 20 per cent greater than

the normal emissivity.

SOLUTIONS OF HEAT TRANSFER EQUATION FOR
RADIATION THROUGH NONABSORBING MEDIA*
Black-Body Ftadiation for Simple Geometries

The heat transfer equations for the black-body ra-

diation of three simple geometries have the same solu-

tion. The geometries are:

1. Small black body radiating to large black enclo-

sure.

2. Infinite parallel black planes.

3. Two continuous black surfaces, one enclosing the

other; no negative curvature on the inner body.

(19)

For each, the net heat interchange by radiation is:

qb = Ai (Ti^ - T2^),

where Aj^ is the area of the hotter body.

The View Factor

When geometries become more complex than those

listed above, it is convenient to adopt the idea of a

"view-factor. " Suppose, for example, that there are

two infinite parallel black planes and plane 1, the hotter

of the two, radiates heat to plane 2 as predicted by Eq.

(19). If plane 2 is reduced in size, it will receive only

a fraction of the heat radiated by plane 1. The heat in-

terchange will be

% OA, (T 4

where F, the view factor (also called the "interchange

factor, " "geometrical factor, " or "form factor"), rep-

resents the fraction of the heat radiated by plane 1 that

is intercepted by plane 2.

Three "types" of view factor are normally considered.

They are all, by definition, of the form

1,2
heat radiated by body 1 intercepted by body 2

total heat radiated by body 1

Equations and concepts primarily from Hottel, Refs. 4 and 7.
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Figure 6. Emissive Pmver as a Function of Temperature for Various Thermal Emissivities
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Figure 7. Corrections to Brightness Temperature Determinations by Optical Pyrometer for Transmission

of Bulb and Emissivity at 0.665 Microns
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The individual types are:

1. F: the view factor determined by the geometrical
construction and positionii^ of two black bodies.

2. F:the viewfactor,determinedby geometrical con-

siderations, which accounts for the effect of other re-

flecting bodies near the two black bodies of concern.

3. ^: the "over-all" view factor, which accounts

for geometrical considerations, the effects of other

bodies, and the emissivities of two gray bodies of

concern.

The view factors maybe evaluated by a mathematical
approach, by graphical integration, or with the help of

mechanical devices. The view factors, F and F, for

severalgeometricsarepresentedinFigs. 8 to 14. The
factors apply to:

1. Adjacent rectai^les forming angles of 60°, 90°,

and 120°.

2. Long, opposed parallel rods.

3. Parallel plane structures.

4. Parallel planes and rows of tubes.

The over-all view factor 5^ contains the effect of the

emissivities of gray bodies. Only the simplest are ac-

curately expressed.

Infinite Parallel Gray Planes (F= 1) .

1

7 =

A Gray Radiating Surface That is Small Compared to

the Distance to Other Gray Surfaces .

3r= e ^-F (or F).

A Gray Enclosed and Gray Enclosing Surface.

F (or F) ^ F (or f)

gray rectangles, gray plane -parallel structures with

boundaries, andthelike. The factor in Eq. (24) always
tends to give a somewhat low, but reasonably good re-

sult when the surfaces are designed to be good radiators

or are rough, oxidized, or nonmetallic.

In general, the accuracy of calculations of radiation

heat transfer in tubes will be most affected by the dif-

ficulty of predicting the emissivity of the surfaces in-

volved. For example, most metals have a considerably

lower emissivity when their surfaces are clean than

when they are oxidized or covered with cathode evapor-

ants. When the emissivities of these surfaces have

been evaluated and the proper values used in the prob-

lem, the accuracy of the calculations will be truly de-

pendent upon the approximations made in determining
the heat transfer equations.

Radiation from "Composite Surfaces"

It is possible to determine the radiation from surfaces

composed of the more-simple geometrical shapes for

which view factors are known. The radiation from two

of such "composite" surfaces will now be evaluated.

Radiationfrom a "Right-Angled" Surface at Constant

Temperature . Fig. 17 shows a cross section of a

"right-angled" surface that, for example, might be

found on the half -plates of large beam-power receiving

tubes. The radiation "loss" from this composite sur-

face to the large enclosure E, which is assumed to be

a black body, is to be found. Body 1 has a radiating

area (that side facing the enclosure as shown), an

emissivity , and a temperature T. Body 2 has a

radiating area A2, an emissivity Cj. (the same as body 1),

and a temperature T; the temperature of the enclosure
(21) is Tg. Assume, for the moment, that only body 1 is

hot. Assuming diffuse reflection, it radiates the quan-

tity of heat

(20)

(l/€^) + (lAg) -l^"^1l/ep + (A^/Ag) [(1/62) -1] (22)

The left-hand term is obtained assuming completely

specular reflection of heat (equal angles of incidence

and reflection of a wave). The right-hand term is ob-

tained by assuming completely diffuse reflection. With
practical surfaces neither extreme is correct, but the

right-hand expression (diffuse reflection) is much more
nearly correct for most surfaces, particularly if they

are rough, oxidized or nonmetallic.

A Gray Body Enclosed by Gray Tubes.

y ^ F (or F)

(1/e^) + (A^/A^) [(lAg) 1]

(23)

This is a further approximation of Eq. (22).

Pairs of Gray Surfaces Not Forming an Enclosure

(General) .

7=e^e2.F (or F) (24)

This covers long opposed parallel gray rods, adjacent

q= oe^Aj^T^ of which

oe^A^T^- (1-Fj^ 2) is lost to the enclosure, and

oe^-Aj^T^- Fj^ is intercepted by body 2. Of this in-

tercepted heat, body 2 loses

Oe^- Aj^T^ Fi 2 (1-^t) (1-^2 1) to the enclosure and

reflects to body 1 the amount

'

Oe^-Aj^T^ Fj^ 2(^"^t) ^2 1- ^tf this amount, body 1

loses to the enclosure

Oe^AiT^ Fi^ 2 (1- ^t) F2, 1(1- Cf) (1-Fl,2),

and reflects to body 2

<3etAiT4Fi^2(l-^t) F2,l(l-et) Fj^ 2

and so forth.

So far, the total losses to the enclosure due to the ra-

diation from body 1 are:

qi=<5etAiT4(l-Fi^ 2) ± ''^t^lT^Fi^ 2{l-€^) (I-F2, 1) +
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oe tAiT4 2 ^2, 1 (1-^ t)^ (1-Fi, 2) °^

(i-Fi^2)a-^tn

Examine the magnitudes of the bracketed quantities. K
the structure is geometrically designed to be a radiator

(to have high losses to the enclosure), and has a reason-
ably high emissivity, the third term is negligible. For
example, if Fj^ 2 = ^2 1 = 0.2 and Cj. = 0.5 (normally it

0.5

2 3

RATIO, <i/r^^

Figure 8. View Factor for Long, Opposed Parallel Rods

0 12 3 4 5 6 7

RATIO SMALLER SIDE OR DIAMETER/DISTANCE BETWEEN PLANES

Figure 9. View Factor for Opposed Parallel Disks, Squares, and Rectangles
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is even higher than this), the bracketed terms have the

values

0.8 + 0.08 + 0.008]

and the third term is surely negligible. Therefore, let

the radiation loss from body 1 to the black enclosure of

the quantity be defined as

qi = OetAiT4 [(1-Fi^ 3)+^!, 2(1-^2, t)]>

when only body 1 is hot. Now, if only body 2 were hot,

it would have a loss of the same form, or

12 = '"tA2T^ [(I-F2, l)+F2,l(l-Fl,2)(l-^)]'

which can be obtained by a similar method of attack.

The total loss, with both body 1 and body 2 hot, can be

factored to the form

q = q^ + q2 =
''^t

{(A^ + [l + F^. ^F^^
^
(e^ -1)]

-^t(AiFi^2 + A2F2,i)}

Whenthe large black enclosure is also hot, the net heat

transfer to the enclosure is

q = (5et(T4-TE4){(Ai + A2)[l + Fi^2F2,l (^t- 1)]

-e^CA^F^ 2 + A2F2^,)} (25)

If the radiating surfaces are black, = 1 and

%= "(T^-OK^l-^l, 2)^^2(1 -F2^^)] , (26)

indicating, as one would expect, that there are no re-

flections between the radiating surfaces. This expres-
sion may be further simplified by recognizir^ that there

can be no net heat interchange between black bodies at

the same temperature, independent of their geometries,

so that

"^1 ^1, 2 = ^2 ^2, 1
•

This equation further simplifies the black "composite"

surface radiation to

= 0 (t4 - Te^) [Ai (1 - 2 F^^ 2) + Ag] , (27)

where it is necessary to determine only one view factor.

When Eqs. (25), (26) or (27) are applied to a practical

structure such as a plate, an average plate temperature
and enclosure temperature should be used. The view
factor may be obtained from Fig. 12

A U-Shaped Radiating Surface at Constant Tempera-
ture . Fig. 18 shows a U-shaped surface radiating to a

large black enclosure. To find the radiation loss from
withinthe U, a method maybe used similar to that used
for the right-angled surface. The total loss from each

body, including reflection losses, is calculated assum-
ing that only one body at a time is hot. It is necessary
to consult two view factor figures to use any equations

that might be derived. For example, the view factor

Fj^ 3 is determined by the heat interchange in plane-

parallel structures, while the view factor Fj^ 2 is deter-

mined by the heat interchange between adjacent, per-

pendicular planes.

Assuming diffuse reflection with only body 1 hot, body

1 radiates

oe^A^T^ (1-Fj^^ 2"Fl, 3) to the enclosure,

<5e^A^T4 (F^ 2) to body 2 and

Oe^A^T'^ (F^^ 3) to body 3.

The radiation distribution at body 2, due to the heat

from body 1, is

A^T^F^^ 2 (1-^t) F2, 1 reflected to body 1,

ce^ AjT^F^^ 2 (1-^t) F2, 3 reflected to body 3, and

OetAiT^Fi 2(l-^t)(l-F2 I-F2 3) lost to the en-

closure. '
'

'

The radiation distribution at body 3 due to the heat from
body 1 is

O^t AiT^F^^ 3 (l-Ct) F3^
I
reflected to body 1,

C5e(. AjT^F^^ 3 F3^ 2 reflected to body 2, and

oc^A^T^Fi 3(l-et)(l-F3 1-F3 2) lost to the enclo-

sure. ' '
'

Further tracing of the heat reflections leads to loss

components bearing (1- ^t) terms, which may be neg-

lected if the same assumptions are made as in the pre-

ceding case. The total radiation loss to the enclosure
due to body 1 is then

qi = t^lT* (l-Fl, 2-^1, 3) t^lT^F^^ 2

(I-F2, I-F2, 3)+<5€tAiT4Fi^ 3(l-e t)(l-F3^ j-Fg^g)

Since body 3 is geometrically similar to body 1, it has

the same heat loss to the enclosure. The heat loss from
body 2 is evaluated in similar fashion. The total loss

to the enclosure is

q = q^ + qg + qg = 2qj^ + qg.

By geometry, certain view factors have the same value:

^2,1 - ^2,3

^2 = ^3,2

^1,3 = ^3,1

By summing, simplifying, factoring, and accounting

for the temperature of the large black enclosure, it is

found that the net heat interchange is
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q = 2<5et(T4-TE4)|(i.Fi^2-Fl,3)[Ai+(l-ft)(AiFi^3

+A2F2, 1) +(1-2 i)[(A2/2) + (l-Ct) AiFi^ 2]}- (28)

If the radiating surface is black, = ^ Fq. (28)

reduces to

qb
= <^(T^-Te^) [2A1 (l-Fi^ 2-Fl, 3) + A2(l-2 Fg^

1)],

(29)

indicating that there are two surfaces of area losing

the fractional heat (l-Fj^ 2 ~ ^1 3) *° enclosure,
and a surface A2 losing the frac'tional heat (1-2F2

i)
to the enclosure. As for the right-angled surface, {he

equality of heat interchange between black bodies at the

same temperatures requires that

^1 ^1, 2 = ^2 ^2, 1

This equality may be applied to Eq. (29) to further sim-
plify it, if desired.

THE APPLICATION OF THEORY TO HEAT TRANSFER
PROBLEMS IN TUBE STRUCTURES

Heat Transfer Circuits of the Diode

It is often convenient to think of electrical circuits.

X = b/c

Y = a/c

O
o

>

Figure 10. View Factor for Directly Opposed Parallel Planes
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or networks, that would produce current flows similar

to the heat flows encountered in tubes. It then becomes
a simple matter to understand the types of heat flow

which might be encountered in a tube problem and to

appreciate their effects on electrode temperatures re-

sulting from the magnitudes and directions of the heat

flows. Fig. 19 shows a heat-transfer circuit of a di-

ode. The heater is at "potential" Tjj with respect to

the ambient T^, and forces heat to flow through the var-

ious resistances shown. The temperatures of the cath-

ode, plate, and enclosure are designated Tj^, Tp, and

Tg, respectively. It is assumed that the enclosure is

at a constant temperature for the purposes of this ex-

ample, and that there are no temperature gradients on

the various electrodes. Heat flow through any insula-

ting spacers (micas) has been neglected. The resist-

ance ro is not of concern because the heater tempera-
ture and power input are usually known or easily cal-

culated. The total heater power divides among the

resistances rj^, r2, r3, and r4. The resistance rj^ is

the thermal "conduction" resistance of the heater legs,

which in most tubes is high enough so that any heat

flow through it is relatively small. The heat flow

through resistance V2 is the radiation "end loss" from
the heater at the ends of the cathode. Heat is trans-

ferred between heater and cathode through resistances

r3 and va^, representing the conduction through the

heater coating (normally a very small amount) and v/^

the radiation transfer. At the cathode, heat is trans-

ferred by conduction through a cathode tab, rg (norm-

ally very small), and radiation to the plate through rg.

The plate loses heat to the enclosure by stem-lead con-

duction through r^ (which in "high-dissipation" struc-

tures can usually be neglected) and radiation through

rg. The enclosure loses heat to the surrounding me-
dium by conduction, convection, and radiation through

rg, rj^Q, and rj^^. The quantities normally of interest

are the temperatures Tjj, Tj^, Tp, and Tg. Tempera-
ture Tjj can be measured accurately with an optical

pyrometer; Tg can be measured with a thermocouple
or"Tempilac, "or it can be estimated by using Fig. 34.

Tjj is quickly approximated (roughly) by using the

Kauzmann nomograph for heater design or, more ac-

curately, by referrir^todate on the resistivity of tung-

sten at different temperatures. To determine the tem-
perature Tp, with Tj^ and Tg known, the simplified

circuit of Fig. 20 may be used. The normal procedure

is to assume an average plate temperature and to cal-

culate the net heat transfer between cathode and plate

and between the plate and enclosure. These two heat

transfers will be equal when the proper assumption for

Tp has been made. If an electrical dissipation appears

at the plate, the two heat transfers will not, of course,

be equal. In this case, the plate will assume a tem-

N = a/b
L = c/b

0.7

Figure 11. View Factor for Direct Radiation Between Adjacent Rectangles (0 = 60°)
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perature such that it loses the amount that it intercepts

from the cathode, plus the electrical dissipation. The
equations for radiation heat transfer between cathode
and plate and plate and enclosure are of the form

q= 0Ai(Ti4

where '5'^is normally described by Eq. (22). The equa
tion for cathode-to-plate radiation is:

q=0Aj,(Ti,4.Tp4)
F

(lAk) + (Ak/Ap) [(lAp)-l]
(30)

where F = 1 if the cathode is completely surrounded by
the plate (the usual approximation); for plate to enclo-

sure radiation, the equation is:

F
4.T^„4^ (31)q= (5Ap(Tp^-TE^

(l/ep) + (Ap/AE) [(lAE)-lj

or, if the enclosure is glass, where the assumption that
€ 1 1 may be made,

q=0Ap(Tp4-TE4),^F (32)

li the plate surface is geometrically reasonably
smooth, that is, if it has only small portions of its sur-
face capable of "viewing" other portions, F in Eq. (32)

is unity.

To avoid complications, it is usually convenient to

use the coated area of the cathode in radiation calcula-
tions. This assumption does not normally produce ser-
ious errors in calculations requirir^ the usual engin-
eering accuracy. If the plate is assumed to be con-
siderably hotter than the enclosure, such that

Tp' » ,

N = a/b

L = c/b

0.5

Figure 12. View Factor for Direct Radiation Betiveen Adjacent Rectangles (jd = 90°)
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then the radiation from a relatively "smooth" plate can

be quickly approximated by reference to Fig. 6. The
heat conducted from the plate by a stem lead will be

discussed later.

Heat Transfer Circuits of the Triode

The heat transfer circuit of the triode is shown in

Fig. 21. The temperatures Tj^, Tg, and Tg are as-

sumed to be known, so that the simplified circuit may
be used. Heat is radiated from the cathode to the plate

through rj^ and from the cathode to the grid through r2.

The grid loses heat by conduction through r3 to the stem
at temperature Tg. It may either lose or gain heat

through r^, depending upon whether Tp is higher or

lower than Tq. As in the case of the diode, the plate

loses heat to the enclosure by radiation and conduction

through rg and rg and, similar to the grid, may either

lose or gain heat by radiation through r^. To avoid an

over-complicated trial-and-error solutionfor the aver-

age plate and grid temperatures, an approximate circuit

analysis will be presented. It will be assumed that all

the radiation incident on the plate is due to the heat

transfer through r^^. The total heat the plate must lose

through rg and rg to Tg is then composed of the radia-

tion through rj^, and the plate dissipation. The average

plate temperature may then be solved for by the same
method used in the diode analysis. The radiation from
cathode to plate differs, however, from that of the diode

because the grid intercepts a fraction of it, Fi^]^(as may
be determined from Fig. 14). The expression for the

cathode-to-plate radiation for the triode is

F-d-Fj^l)

where the usual approximation, again, is that F = 1.

Once the average plate temperature Tp is established,

the average grid temperature can be calculated. The

simplified heat transfer circuit is shown in Fig. 22.

The procedure again involves a trial-and-error solu-

tion, assuming different values of Tg until the radiated

heat through r2 is equal to the algebraic sum of the

conducted and radiated heat through r3 and r^. The
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cathode-to-grid radiation through r2 can be expressed

Fkl
q= °Ak(Tk^-Tg)

(l/€i^) + (Ai^/Ag)[(l/€g) -l]
(34)

where Ag is the area of a solid grid plane of dimensions
"finished -length" times the "length of a turn of wire".
If the grid is hotter than the plate, the grid-to-plate
radiation will be

q = OA (T 4.T 4)
s s P (iAg) + (Ag/V[(iAp)-i]

(35)

where F-^p = Fj^j^. If the plate is hotter than the grid,

the radiation interchange is

q= <3Ap(Tp4-Tg4)

(iAp)-WP^/^g)-^]
(36)

where F^i = Fj^p = Fj^j^. At this point, it is necessary
that the heat conducted from the grid be evaluated to

complete the analysis.

Heat Transfer by Conduction Through the Grid and
Stem Leads

It is possible to determine the temperature gradient
or the grid, and an average grid temperature due to
conduction heat flow by considering the grid to be a net-
work of thermal resistances. Two cases will be treated:
one in which a stem lead is welded to each siderod and
heat flow is symmetrical about the grid center line, and
the other in which there is a stem lead welded to only
one siderod.

Stem Lead to Each Siderod. Fig. 23 shows the ther-
mal resistances in one side of a grid structure which
has been divided into five groups of lateral wires. Each
group of lateral wires is composed of three resistances
r on one side of the center line, about which fractional

0.8
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0.6

0.5
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Figure 14. View Factor for Rows of Long Tubes
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heat inputs q are assumed to be evenly distributed over
the grid surface. These fractional heat inputs must
flow through the lateral-wire-group resistances to the

siderods, where they join the heat from the wire groups
on the other side of the siderods and flow down through
the siderodand stem lead to the glass part of the stem
at temperature Tg. If Tg is assumed to be known, the

temperature rises from the glass to the wire groups,

as well as the temperature rise along the wire groups,

can be calculated.

The temperature rise along the stem lead is

(2.15 q) Rl,

so that

T„ + 30 q R

where R l is the thermal resistance of a stem lead.

There is an additional temperature rise from the stem-
lead-to-siderod junction at Tl to the bottom of the first

lateral wire group of the quantity

30 q R^,

where R^ is the siderod resistance from the junction
to the bottom of the lateral wire. The additional rise
to the average siderod temperature Tc

R^ R,

10

30q+-
f.

24q+

IS

18q
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where Rf is the resistance of the "finished length" of

the grid siderod. The temperature Tgj. may then be
expressed,

R R R

Tsr = Tl + 30qR^ + ^Oq^ + 24q^ + 18q^ .

The temperature rise through the third lateral wire

group to the center line of the grid is

3qr + 2qr + qr = 6qr.

If the average grid temperature is considered to be the

average temperature of this group of wires,

Tsr + 3qr

,

By definition, the total heat to be conducted from the

grid is

qc = 60q

The preceding material provides the solutions for the

heat conducted from a grid. These solutions are nec-

essary for the average grid temperature calculations

mentioned in the paragraph on heat transfer circuits of

the triode.

-BODY 2

BODY I

Thegeometry of the network chosen yields the relation-

ship between the fractional lateral wire resistances r

and the resistance of one finished turn of wire Rt,

r = (1/12) Rt • (5/N)

where N is the number of finished turns on the grid.

These quantities may be substituted into the expres-
sions for the average siderod temperature and the aver-
age grid temperature, yielding

and

Tsr = Tl + qc[(Rx/2) + (19/100) Rjl] (37)

d

Tg = Tl + qc[(Rx/2) + (19/100) Rf l + (Rt/48N)] (38)

Notice that qc is the total heat to be conducted from the

grid, which is not necessarily the total heat intercepted

by the grid. The temperature Tl can be obtained by
measuring (or estimating) Tg and adding the tempera-
ture rise along the stem lead, or by referring to stem
heat-flow characteristics such as shown in Figs. 24 to

32. These characteristics indicate the temperature of

a "reference point" on the stem lead a certain distance

from the fillet and at the inner fillet, as a function of

the heat flowing through the lead. In this case, the

quantity qc/2 flows through one stem lead. Linear in-

terpolations to find temperatures at intermediate points

on the lead are permissible.

Stem Lead to Only One Siderod . A network of resist-

ances similar to that depicted for two siderods may be

constructed. Assuming the "floating" siderod to be

thermally absent from the structure, all the heat to be

conducted must pass through the entire length of the

lateral wires and down one siderod. The resultant tem-

peratures are:

Tsr = Tl + qc[Rx+ (38/100) Rjl] (39)

Tg = Tl + qc[Rx+ (38/100) RfL + (Rt/16N)] (40)

In this case, all the heat qc flows through a stem lead.

Figure 17. Cross Section of a "Right-Angled" Surface

Heat-Transfer Considerations for Multigrid Tubes

The complete solutions for heat transfer problems in

multigrid tubes would be extremely tedious without using

some simplifying assumptions. As in the case of the

triode, the cathode-to-plate radiation can be assumed
tobethe only incident radiation on the plate. The equa-

tion for this transfer assumes the form

°Ak(Tk^ -T 4
^P

(1-Fkl-Fk2-Fk3 •••-Fkn)

'(l/ei,).(Ai^/Ap)[(l/Cp)-lJ
(41)

Usually, the accuracy of calculations is not seriously

impaired by neglecting radiation interchange between
grids. In beam tetrodes and pentodes, the effects of

beam-confining electrodes and suppressor grids can

usually be neglected when calculating heat interchanges

between control grid and screen grid and the plate,

since their view factors are normally small. It is im-
portant to remember that any electrical dissipation on

a grid must be added to the intercepted radiation to ob-

tain the total heat that must leave the grid. If one grid

radiates through another to the plate, the equation is of

the form

0Agi(Tgi4-Tp4)

^ip (1 -V
= -i42)

(lAgl) + (Agi/Ap)[(l/ep)-lJ

since the intermediate grid intercepts radiation (which

can be neglected in determining its temperature), and

where = Fki and F2p = Fk2. K the plate radiates

to one grid through another, the equation is of the form

0Ap(Tp4
Fpl (1 Fp2)

(l/ep) + (Ap/Ag,)[(l/eg^
(43)

where F
Pl ^kl'

and Fp2 = F̂k2-
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While it may seem that the accuracy of the calculations
is questionable in the case of multigrid tubes, the auth-
or's experience has been that the assumptions made do
not seriously affect the results. For example, the grid
and plate temperatures in the 6L6Gwere calculated for
the operating conditions used in a test made by Power
and Wittenberg.^ The actual temperatures were meas-
ured by thermocouples. The results were:

Tsrl

Tsr2

Measured

415 C

292 C

515 C

Calculated

425 C

300-330 C

525 C

The temperature of the control-grid siderod was ap-
proximated because of the effect of a grid radiator.
It was assumed that the radiator operated at the aver-
age siderod temperature. The accuracy of the tem-
perature calculations that the author has made for con-
ventional tube structures, usingthe proposed solutions,
was usually better than + 10 per cent.

EXAMPLE OF HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS -
THE 6L6G PLATE AND SCREEN-GRID TEMPERA-
TURES

The following examples illustrate possible solutions
of the heat transfer equations for determining type 6L6G
plate and screen-grid temperatures.

Operating Conditions: Ej = 6.3 volts, Pf = 5.67 watts

Pj^= 18 watts

^2= 1-25 watts

analysis of the circuit) equal the sum of heat flows q2
and q3. Because the heat flow through the stem lead

q3 is in the order of tenths of a watt (which is small
compared to the 18 -plus watts that the plate must lose),

it will be neglected. The problem will be solved by as-
suming different plate temperatures and calculating the
heat interchanges until the condition

is met. q^ + 18 = qg (watts)

The heat interchange equations are:

cil^-A,(T,4.T/^_(^-^kl-^k2)
(lAj^) + (A(^/Ap)[(l/ep)-l]

(from 41)

and

^2
= (Tp4 . tJ) e p

(from 32)

The values of the different parameters are:

Tjj = 1060 K (true temperature)

Te = 160 C = 430 K (from Fig. 35, which gives a
hot-spot temperature of 185 C for a ST- 16 bulb with
pressed stem at 25 watts input; a slightly lower aver-
age temperature is assumed)

^P
Fkl

Fk2

Ak

= 0.30

= 0.85

= 0.16 (from Fig. 14; 32 TPI of 3.3-mil wire)

= 0.13 (from Fig. 14; 32 TPI of 3.6-mil wire)

= 1.7 cm2
= 21 cm^ (assuming a smooth surface)

The solution for

JBODY 2 -i^

m
BODY I

i
^ RADIATION "loss"

I

If the average plate temperature is assumed to be 400 C
(670 K), then q^ = 2.17 watts, and q2 = 2.17 + 18 = 20.2
watts. If this value is substituted into the equation for

q2, the resulting value of 695 K (425 C) is obtained.

This value agrees reasonably well with the assumed
400 C. If a closer agreement is desired, a higher value
than 400 C should be chosen and the calculations re-
peated

Solution for the Average Screen-Grid Temperature

The final value for Tp will be close to 425 C.

BODY 3

A simplified heat transfer circuit for determining
average screen grid temperature is shown in Fig. 34.

It will be assumed that the grid is hotter than the plate
so that, by nodal analysis,

Figure 18. Cross Section of a "U" Surface

Solution for the Average Plate Temperature

The simplified heat transfer circuit for the deter-
mination of the average plate temperature is shown in

Fig. 33. Because the plate temperature lies between
that of the cathode and that of the enclosure, heat flow
q^plus the 18 watts of plate dissipation must (by a nodal

qj^
+ 1.25 = qg + qg (watts)

The heat-interchange equations are:

Fk2
qi

= aAk(Tk4-Tg24) (from 34)

(lAk)-(V\2)C(l/^g2)-l]

qg -aAg2 (Tg24-Tp4)
^2p (from 35)

(l/eg2) + (Ag2/Ap)[(l/ep)-l]
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and

^g2 = TL+q3[(V2) + (19/100)RFL+(V^^N)]
(from 38)

where

TL=Ts + (q3/2) Rl

The values of the parameters are:

Ak
Ag2

Tk

Ts

Fk2

F2p

g2

Rl

Rf4

Rt

N

= 1.7 cm"^

= 8.6 cm2

: 21 cm^
: 1060 K
: 695 K (from the preceding paragraph)

150 C (estimated)

0.13

0.16

0.30

0.85

0.85 (carbonized)

1100 C/watt (11 mm of 20-mil nipron)

216 C/watt (9 mm of 40-mil nipron)

875 C/watt (36.5 mm of 40-mil nipron)

23, 500 C/watt (23.5 mm of 3.6-mil moly wire)

46

AAAr-
^8

Figure 20. Simplified Heat Transfer
Circuit of a Diode

Figure 21 . Heat Transfer Circuit of a Triode

Assume Tg2 = 800 K; then qi= 0.316 watts. The sum
of the screen-grid dissipation and qj^ is, then, 0.32 +

1.25 = 1.57 watts. The value of the grid-to-plate radia-

tion of q2 = 1.11 watts, and q3 = 0.45 watts; their sum
is 1.56 watts, which is close enough to the value ob-
tained for q^ to consider the 800 K (530 C) assumption
valid.

-AAAa-

^0<

Figure 19. Heat Transfer Circuit of a Diode

If desired, the average siderod temperature may be
calculated from the expression:

Tsr2 = Tg2 - q3(Rt/48N)

The result for the 6L6G is 525 C.
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Figure 22. Simplified Heat Transfer Circuit

of a Triode

LIST OF SYMBOLS

q heat flow, heat interchange

qjj black -body radiation

q^ heat conduction in grid

E total emissive power

total black-body emissive power

Ex monochromatic emissive power

EjjX monochromatic black -body emissive power

X wave length

T temperature
Tg average enclosure temperature

Tg average grid temperature

Tj^ average heater temperature

Tjj average cathode temperature

Tl siderod-to-stem-lead junction temperature

Tvj average plate temperature
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Figure 25. Stem Heat-Floiv Characteristics for
1-1/4-Inch Button ivith Nicliel Plated

Copperiveld Inner Leads

Figure 23. Thermal Resistances in One Side

of a Grid Structure
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Figure 24. Stem Heat-Flow Characteristics for
1-1/4-Inch Button ivith Nickel Inner Leads
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average stem (glass) temperature

average grid-siderod temperature
spectral emissivity

total emissivity

total emissivity of enclosure

total emissivity of grid

total emissivity of cathode

total emissivity of plate

thermal conductivity
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0.030-INCH KULGRID INNER LEAD
(CALCULATED)
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HEAT FLOW THROUGH LEAD— WATTS
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Figure 26. Stem Heat-Flow Characteristicsfor 1-1/4

-

Inch Button with 0.030-Inch Inner Leads (calculated

from tlie characteristic for 0.040-Inch Kulgrid inner-

lead stem)

300
0.030-INCH NICKEL INNER LEAD

WITH 0.040-INCH KULGRID CONNECTION

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

HEAT FLOW THROUGH LEAD— WATTS

Figure 27. Stem Heat-Flow Characteristicsfor 1 -1/4 -

Inch Buttonwith 0.030-Inch Nickel Inner Leads, 0.040-

Inch Kulgrid Leads Welded to the Nickel at a Point

5 Millimeters Above the Fillet
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300

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
HEAT FLOW THROUGH LEAD—WATTS

Figure 28. Stem Heat-Flow Characteristics for
1-1/4-Inch Button with 0.040-Inch Kulgrid Inner Leads
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Figure 29. FS1419F Pressed Stem Heat-Flow
Characteristics

mean cross-sectional area

enclosure surface area

Ap-
o

"solid-surface" grid area

cathode -surface area
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plate -surface area

F, view factors

X length

D diameter

a Stefan-Boltzmann constant

h film coefficient of heat transfer

C2 constants.
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Figure 31. Stem Heat-Flow Characteristics for 9-Pin

Miniature Button with 0.025 -Inch Kulgrid Inner Lead
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Contact Potential and Grid Currents

E. R. Schroder

Harrison

The importance of the control grid in a receivingtube

stems from its ability to produce large changes in cath-

ode current with comparatively small changes in poten-
tial. Anything that tends to shift the grid potential to a
value other than that purposely applied can lead to poor
performance of the tube in the circuit in which it is

being used.

The purpose of this article is to discuss the origin of

the more important factors which alter the effective con-
trol -grid potential (hereafter referred to simply as grid

potential, or bias voltage) and to describe the means by

which it is measured.

There are two ways in which the grid can influence

the currents to the other electrodes other than that

caused by the application of the desired signal potential.

The first depends on the fact that the potential at the grid

surface is invariably different than that applied to the

grid wire metal. This potential difference must be taken

into account when the effect which the grid wires exert

upon the electric fields within the tube is considered.

The second way in which the desired grid signal can be

distorted is by the existence of unwanted grid currents
that cause a voltage difference across any resistor in

the grid circuit. Thus, one microampere of grid cur-
rent will cause a one volt difference across a one meg-
ohm grid resistor.

This article is in two parts: The first part discusses
electrode surface potential (work function) and contact

difference of potential; the second part analyzes grid
currents such as those caused by grid emission, gas,

and leakage and the effect of these upon the grid current
vs. grid voltage characteristics.

WORK FUNCTION AND CONTACT POTENTIAL

WORK FUNCTION

The movement of electrons from one electrode to an-
other in a vacuum tube is determined by the resultant

electric field produced by the applied electrode poten-
tials, the electrode surface potentials, and any free

charges which exist (space charge). The field at the

surface of an electrode arises because an electron at a
very short distance from the surface of the conductor in

a vacuum is subjectedto a combination of forces which
tend to prevent its escape from the parent metal. 2, 3

The electron may leave the surface of the metal but it

will return unless it possesses enough energy to over-
come these restraining forces. This behavior is com-
parable to that of a ball which is propelled up an incline

and rolls back because it has not been given enough
energy to make it go over the top. When a metal is

heated, the internal electrons share the thermal energy
in varying amounts, some getting enough energy to per-
mit them to escape into the vacuum. The work function
of a metal (analogous to the height of the incline) is the
total energy which an electron at aparticular reference
energy level within the metal (called the Fermi level)

mustpossess to escape completely from the metal. This
energy is usually expressed in units of electron volts.

A plot of the distance out from the surface to which
electrons having a given amount of initial energy will

go is called an energy profile diagram. Such a diagram
is shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal axis represents the

distance through the emitter and the vacuum; the vertical
axis represents the energy of the electrons. Only those
electrons receiving thermal energies greater than the
work function can escape; all others return to the emit-
ter. The energy profile diagram of a semiconductor
surface is more complex.

CONTACT POTENTIAL

An electron in the space between two electrodes is

affected by the surface potentials of both electrodes if

they are so close that their energy profiles overlap. In
most cases, the electrodes of receiving tubes are much
too far away from each other for such overlapping to
be the case. The actual field seen by an electron be-
tween two relatively distant electrodes can be indicated
diagramatically by drawing the work functions as in-
clines with a straight line joining their upper rims, the
relative position of each work function being additionally
positioned by any externally applied fields. A space
charge due to a high density of electrons will cause an
alteration of the existing potential distribution. When
the two electrodes are connected in a circuit in series
with a battery, the whole energy level of each electrode
is shifted relative to the other by the potential differ-
ence of the battery. Because the battery is connected
by leads directly to the metal of the electrodes (by-
passing the surface, or work -function, effects), it is the
Fermi levels of the electrodes and not the upper rims of

the work -functions which differ by the battery potential.

Fig. 2 shows how the potentials of two separate elec-
trodes vary with respect to each other as they approach
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DISTANCE OUT FROM
SURFACE OF EMITTER

Figure 1. Simplified Energy -Profile Diagram of a Metallic Thermionic Emitter in a Vacuum in the Absence of
an Applied Field

closely and come into intimate contact. Fig. 2A shows
the energy profiles of two metals approaching to make
contact at their near surfaces. If no external sources
of potential are assumed, the electric field in the gaps

is zero, causing the Fermi levels in the metals to dif-

fer in energy level by the difference in work functions.

Fig. 2B shows the energy profiles of the same two met-
als in contact. Upon close approach and contact at the

near end, electrons flow from metal A to metal B until

the internal Fermi levels are equal. This serves to

separate the work -function tops in the far gap and causes
a contact difference of potential and a resultant electric

field gradient. Any electrons which may be in this gap
(i.e. due to thermionic emissionfrom either metal)will

react to this field just as if it existed by virtue of an
externally applied potential difference (battery) between
the separated electrodes. Fig. 2C shows how the en-
ergy levels adjust for the use of two electrodes and an
intermediate shorting wire when all are at room tem-
perature. The same metals as in Figs. 2A and 2B are

in mutual contact with a third metal which has a different

work function. The work function of metal C has no ef-

fect; this metal acts only as a carrier of electrons when
the Fermi levels are all made equal in value. The re-
sulting contact potential between A and B is the same
as in Fig. 2B. Metal C, then, is similar to the case of

a shortir^ wire between two tube electrodes.

Note that the electrons in the electrodes and wire are

at the same energy level. This situation, then, is typ-

ical of that existing when two electrodes of a tube are

at zero potential relative to one another. However, it

is to be noted that the surface energies of the metals
differ by the difference in their work functions where
they are not in contact. In other words, because the

surfaces are in contact atone place (directly or through

at intermediate conductor), the other surfaces at the

gap are at a potential difference which is equal to the

difference in their work functions. This statement is the

reason for assigning the term "contact difference of

potential" (usually shortened to "contact potential") to

the work -function difference.

Whathas been said sofar applies to pure metal emit-
ters but not necessarily to the oxide -coated cathode

which is the emitting electrode most often used in re-
ceiving tubes. The mechanism of emission from the

oxide -cathode is more complex than that from a simple
metal and is fully discussed in the articles by Meltzer
and Widell. The work function of an oxide cathode is a

function of its operating temperature and the current

emitted. For most such measurements on commer-
cial electron tubes, however, the influence of current

and temperature is considered to be a second-order
effect. In this discussion of surface potentials, it is

assumed that the simplified picture of work function

applies. It is also assumed that the contact potential of

interest is that between the cathode and the adjacent

electrode (usually the control grid).

THREE METHODS OF MEASURING CONTACT PO-
TENTIALS

The methods used to observe the electric properties

of a tube to indicate electrode surface effects are in

three general categories. In the first method, a po-
tential is determined graphically by the extrapolation

of two well-divided regions of the grid-current -vs. -

grid -voltage characteristic curve taken at low cathode

temperatures. This procedure yields what will be con-

sidered a true contact -potential measurement. In the

second method, a potential is determined from the ap-

plied voltage required to produce a chosen value of col-

lector current. In the third method, a potential is de -

termined from the reading of a high -impedance volt-

meter connected between grid and cathode.

The oxide cathode, being a semiconductor, exhibits

a thermovoltaic effect which modifies the work function

and must be corrected for in more exacting work. The
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FIELD GRADIENT = ZERO

WORK
FUNCTION

OF METAL C

(C)

Figure 2. Illustration of the Concept of Contact Poten-
tial Between Two Metals: (A) case oftwo approaching
metals separated by two different gaps; (B) case oftwo
approaching metals where onegap has closed but other
gap remains; (C)case oftwo approachingmetals where
one gap has been closed by a third metal, but other gap

remains

magnitude of this correction is of the order of 0,003

volt per degree of temperature difference across the

coating. There is also a small effective voltage due

to the initial velocity of the electrons.^ The three meth-
ods and their significance are described in greater de-

tail below.

The Intersection Methodfor Measuring Contact Differ -

ence of Potential (Method T)

In the intersection method, the cathode is heated to a

temperature of approximately 600 to TOOK by operation

of the heater at about one quarter of its rated voltage

(e.g., 1.5 volts for a 6.3 volt heater). To minimize
the effect of the plate (assuming the tube is a triode),

the plate is connected to the cathode. The logarithm of

the grid current is then plotted as a function of the ap-

plied grid voltage. The plotted grid -characteristic

curve usually contains three clearly defined regions

that represent the effects of the retarding field, the

space -charge field, and the saturating field.

The technique by which such a curve may be used to

determine true contact potential is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Assume that the cathode has a work function of 1 elec-

tron-volt and the grid has a work function of 2.5 elec-

tron volts. (It is generally true that the grid has a higher

work function than the cathode). In Fig. 3, point (A)

gives the energy-vs. -distance configuration corres-
ponding to an applied grid voltage of -0.25 volt which
causes an assumed grid current of 0.001 microampere.
Even though the grid current is quite small, the elec-

trons form a space -charge field, with the result that the

potential distribution between the grid and the cathode

is not linear. The space -charge field, however, does

not form a barrier higher than that of the grid work
function, so that the latter plus the applied field are the

only factors limiting the current. Only electrons that

have thermal energies greater than the work function

of the cathode plus the applied -0.25 volt can reach the

grid to provide the 0.001 microampere of grid current.

Point (B) shows the profile for zero applied voltage,

i.e., the Fermi levels of the cathode and the grid have

the same energy value. Under these conditions, the

only retarding field affecting the electrons is that pro-
duced by the difference in work functions, i. e., by the

true contact potential. Some of the lower -energy elec-

trons now can reach the grid with the result that the

grid current increases. When the grid is made positive

with respect to the cathode, as at point (C), the energy
profile approaches the horizontal, and at a certain point

the space -charge field begins to become important in

limiting the current. Up to this point the grid-charac-
teristic plot is a straight line because in the retarding-

potential region the collector current for an oxide cath-

ode (like that from a pure metal emitter) is generally

a logarithmic function of applied voltage, as predicted

by theory.^ The interposition of the space-charge bar-

rier atthis point, however, tends to reduce the current,

with the result that the curve starts to round off, as at

(D) .

Now if the grid is made sufficiently positive, as at

(E) , both the grid work function and the space -charge

barrier no longer have a limiting effect on the current
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ABSOLUTE
VALUE OF
CONTACT

"

POTENTIAL

SATURATION REGION

Figure 3.

ANODE VOLTS

Idealized Diagram Showing the Principal Regions of a Grid-Characteristic Curve and the Determina-
tion of Contact Potential by the Intersection Method

and, as a result, all the electrons emitted are then
collected. However, the current in this saturation or
temperature -limited region of the grid-characteristic

curve does not remain constant but increases slightly

with applied voltage due to a slight change in the cathode

work function by the applied field.

If no space -charge barriers were present and if the

grid and cathode work functions were uniform, the re-
tarding -field region of the curve would change abruptly

into the saturation region at the applied grid voltage

which sets the upper rims of the cathode and grid work
function at the same level at (D). This applied voltage

is numerically equal to the difference in work functions,

and therefore, isthetrue contact potential—the desired
measurement value. Actually, because there is always
some rounding of the curve, this voltage is given by

the intersection of the extrapolation of the retarding

and saturated regions of the curve. When circuits are

being considered, the contact potential can be con-
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sidered negative because it acts in the same manner
as a negative grid -bias voltage would for the usual case
where the grid work function is larger than the cathode
work function.

As mentioned previously, a determination of contact

potential is made with the heater voltage at approxi-
mately one -quarter of the rated value. The reason for

this choice can be seen from Fig. 4 where a typical

family of contact potential curves are drawn with cath-

ode temperature as a parameter. As the cathode
temperature is increased, the number of electrons which
pass the work -function barrier increases. The current
I emitted past the work -function barrier is given ap-
proximately by the expression^!

Ae (e/k)(0k/T)
(1)

where:

A = a constant which can be empirical or, in some
cases, can be theoretically derived and con-
tains a dependence upon T
the charge of an electron divided by the Boltz-

mann constant to give 11,606
*k = the cathode work function in electron volts

T = the cathode temperature in degrees Kelvin

e/k =

Each rise in temperature, then, is accompanied by an
increase in current at each successive voltage incre-
ment as applied along the contact potential curve, ef-

fectively raising the complete curve. To afirst approx-
imation, however, the intersection point which deter-
mines the contact potential remains the same because
the dependence of contact potential on temperature is

relatively minor. Therefore, the actual temperature
chosen for this measurement is not critical. However,
it is evident from Fig. 4 that the extrapolation of the

retarding field and temperature limited lines is made
much more difficult at the higher temperatures because
of the extreme rounding of the curve due to the added
space charge. In addition, because higher cathode tem-
peratures cause an increase in the temperature of all

other tube parts, it is more likely that extraneous ef-

fects, such as mica or stem leakage, will distort the

current readii^s. Because the emission current
changes exponentially with temperature, the use of high
temperatures will result in an increase in collector

(usually the grid) dissipation with additional harmful
effects. Experience has shown that a cathode temper-
ature which results from applying approximately one-
quarter of the heater voltage is a safe value.

A convenient method for obtaining a meter indication

of the contact potential has recently been divulged by
A. Dingwall. His method makes use of the fact that

the point of intersection of the retarding -field boundary
and the saturated-region boundary of the curve occurs
at approximately the same voltage as does the fastest

change of the slope of the rounded portion (the maximum
value of the second derivative). By sweeping the col-

lector with a sawtooth voltage relative to the cathode,

converting the resulting current to its logarithmic value,

and electronically taking successive derivatives,an out-

put is derived which is proportional to the voltage at

which the maximum second derivative occurs. With

Uac

ANODE VOLTS

Figured. A Typical Family of Contact-Potential Curves
with Cathode Temperature as a Parameter. (Based on

Ref. 1, Vol. II, p. 28.

)

this method, contact potential can be determined in the

time it takes the tube to reach its equilibrium temper-
ature.

Significance of the Contact Potential Curve . There
is a danger in receiving -tube engineerii^ practices of

using the concept of contact potential erroneously. The
danger stems mainly from the fact that the contact po-
tential gives only a difference in the cathode and collec-

tor electrode work functions and not the absolute value

of either. A change in contact potential from one con-
dition to another in a receiving tube gives no information

as to which of the work functions was responsible for

the change. K the control-grid work function changes,

there is a different effect on the space -charge -limited

operation of a tube than if the cathode work function

changes by an equal amount in an opposite direction.

Either change results in the same change in contact po-

tential. It is not true (as is generally supposed) that a

change in contact potential is always equivalent to an

equal change in grid bias voltage. The latter statement

is true only when the change in contact potential is due

to a shift in the grid work function alone. Where for-

mulas appear in which the contact potential is legiti-

mately inserted in such a way as to appear as a bias

voltage (such as some versions of the Child-Langmuir
equation), there are other terms in the equation that

depend upon cathode emission (and, thus, the cathode

work function) which tend to compensate for that part

of the contact potential shift due to the cathode -work-
function change.

If, in a tube problem, care is taken to get the data

necessary to plot a contact-potential curve, more in-
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formation is available from these date than just the

value of contact potential alone. Referring back to Fig.

3, the current collected on the vertical portion of the

curve (retarding -field portion) is limited by the collec-

tor work function as well as by the potential applied to

the collector. A decrease in the collector work function

would allow more current at all points on the retarding

field curve, effectively raising it, and giving it the

appearance of moving to the left. At any given arbi-

trary reference current on this curve, the voltage change
as the curve shifts is directly equal to the change in the

collector work function which caused the shift. There-
fore, for an individual tube, any changes of grid work

function can be observed by noting the magnitude and
direction of the shift of the retarding -field curve. This
condition is illustrated in Fig. 5A. In Fig. 4, similar

shifts resulted if the cathode temperature at which the

measurement was made was changed. Therefore, even
though the measured value of contact potential itself is

not a critical function of the cathode temperature, the

information abstracted from the curve concerning the

grid work function can be in error if all measurements
are not taken at the same cathode temperature.

In an analogous way, changes in the horizontal (tem-
perature -limited) portion of the contact potential curve

I
SO LONG AS SATURATION CURRENTS ARE
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Figures. Effects of Work-Function Shifts: (A) illustrating the shift in the retarding potential at some reference
current due to grid-work-function shifts; (B) illustrating the shift in the saturation currents due to cathode-

work -function shifts
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are determined only by changes in the cathode work
fiinction, where an upward shift of the curve results

from a decrease in the cathode work function as shown
in Fig. 5B. At some reference grid voltage then, the

change in emission current which results from a change

in cathode work function can be determined. Because
the shift is along the current axis, it does not give a

number which directly determines the work-function
shift. The latter must be calculated from an expression,

such as Eq. (1), where a value for the coefficient A
must be derived from other measurements, and the

equation solved for <#)k.
However, this procedure is not

generally necessary since it is usual to judge the emis-
sion capability of the cathode by other methods (i. e.

,

pulse techniques). The chief value of observing this

portion of the contact -potential curve is to determine the

direction of any change of cathode work function — the

direction of change being a valuable aid in determining

whether tube -processing steps have adversely affected

the cathode. Once again, it should be mentioned that

these methods give true results only while the temper-
ature of the emitter is held constant.

The Method of Measuring a Potential to Produce an
Arbitrary Reference Current (Method II)

It was mentioned previously that the horizontal shift

of the retarding -field portion of the contact-potential

curve is equal to the change in collector work function

provided the cathode temperature is held constant. An
additional necessary assumption is that the resistance

of the cathode coating does not change and thereby cause
an unsuspected voltage change in the system. If, under
these ideal conditions, changes in collector work
function are to be monitored, it is necessary only to

observe changes in the voltage needed to give some ar-
bitrary reference current on the retarding -field line.

For tubes containing cathodes and interelectrode spac-
ings such as are usual in miniature or larger -size re-
ceiving tubes, areference current of 0.1 microampere
is usually in the retarding-field region. However, a
higher value, such as 1.0 microampere, is sometimes
more convenient because less care is necessary to

avoid the pick up of extraneous signals.

The same principle can be used at higher cathode
temperatures, the result being that the greater number
of available high-energy electrons will require a larger
retarding field (a more negative collector voltage) to be

applied in order to keep the actual collector current at

the reference value. Thus, grid work-function shifts

can be monitored using rated as well as lower heater
voltages. In such cases, the polarity of the collector

voltage is almost always negative. The advantage of

using rated heater voltages is that the determination of

the retarding bias voltage needed to give the reference
current can be combined with other conventional tests

without special procedures and preheaters. However,
as will be more fully explained later, there can be a
contribution from gird -cathode leakage andgrid-emis-
sion currents at the higher heater temperatures. These
currents are due to electrons which leave the grid and
flow in a direction opposite to those arriving from the

cathode. As a result, a different potential is needed
to give the reference current and, therefore, changes
inthe resulting retarding potential are no longer strictly

dependent on only changes in work function.

The voltage necessary to give some chosen reference

current is often erroneously used as, and named, con-

tact potential. Referring to Fig. 5A, it can be seen

that any change in this voltage is indeed the same as the

contact -potential change, but only as long as the cath-

ode work function remains constant. For the case il-

lustrated in Fig. 5B, it is obvious that the voltage to

give the reference current does not change. In any case,

the actual value of the collector voltage necessary to

give a reference current is never the same value as the

voltage at the intersection point, the latter being de-

fined as the true contact potential.

Also, because the choice of a reference current is,

within limits, an arbitrary one, the absolute value of

the measured voltage has meaning only in terms of its

changes. Retarding potentially is another, and more
correct, term used for this measurement in the tube

industry. To avoid the restrictive use of so general a

term, it should be accompanied by the reference current,

as for example, the "0.1 -microampere retarding po-

tential, " or "the retarding potential for 0.1 microam-
pere. " In addition, it should clearly be understood what
heater voltage is being used for the measurement.
Accordingly, the symbol Erjj is used to specify the

voltage necessary to get a reference grid current at

rated heater voltages (the subscript R is used for re-

tarding, and H for a hot cathode). The symbol Erc is

used for a heater voltage of approximately one -quarter
of the rated value (i. e. , 1.5 volts for a 6.3 volt tube,

the subscript C indicates a cool cathode). Because plate

current usually produces gas grid currents which ma-
terially alter the grid -current -vs. -grid-voltage char-

acteristic curve, the retarding -potential readings are

usually determined with the plate floating or grounded
if the valves obtained are to be used as indications of

grid-work -function changes.

To summarize. Fig. 4 shows that Erjj will generally

be a negative voltage, Erc^ Positive voltage, and Egp
also positive but always higher than E^q. If only the

grid work function is changing, each of these values

will shift by the same amount and in the same direction.

However, Ej^jj, being a negative voltage, will show a

change in absolute value opposite to the other two quan-

tities. This latter fact is responsible for a great deal

of confusion when two quantities which change oppositely

inabsolute value are used interchangeably. Thus, as an

example, when it is stated that a given retarding po-

tential is decreasing with tube life, it is very impor-
tant that the measurement be fully defined.

The Method of Measuring Potential with a Grid Volt -

meter (Method in)

If a dc voltmeter having a high resistance (about 10

megohms)is connected between the grid and cathode of

a tube, and no other connection is made to the grid, a

voltage difference will develop across the meter due to

the grid current of the tube. Graphically, this voltage

is determined by the intersection of the meter -resist-

ance load line with the grid -current -vs. -grid -voltage

curve. In method H, it was pointed out that the grid

curve will shift with changes in grid workfunction. This
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shift, of course, will also alter the point of intersection

of the grid curve with the meter load line and, therefore,

produce a change in meter reading. Thus, the meter
reading can be used as a measure of grid-work -function

shifts. However, any readings and changes in the read-
ings depend upon the slope of the load line (i.e., the load
line due to meter resistance) and are, therefore, only

proportional to the magnitude of the shift. A graphical
representation of this measurement is given in Fig. 6.

The term commonly applied to describe it in the industry

is developed bias (Ejj). However, to have more meaning,
the resistance which determines the load line should be
included, such as "10-megohm developed bias, "or bet-

ter, "developed bias for 10-megohm load." Sometimes,
the voltmeter is paralleled by an additional resistance
to provide a different load line better suited to the par-
ticular test setup or a particular circuit condition.

As with other methods, the measurement should be
made with no plate current in order to avoid the dis-
tortions due to grid gas current if the primary objective

is to follow grid -work -function changes. However, as
will be discussed later, measurements under the work-
ing conditions (i.e., with plate voltage applied) can
yield developed bias -voltage information of a different

significance.

GRID CURRENTS

The first part of this article described the origin of

those electric fields within a tube due to the grid and

cathode surfaces, and the means by which the effects

of these fields are measured and categorized. This
part of the article discusses the currents within a tube
which are measurable at the grid — such currents are
partially dependent upon the electrode surface potentials
discussed earlier.

There are four main sources of grid current: (1) elec-
trons which arrive at the grid by direct emission from
the cathode, (2) electrons which leave the grid by direct
primary emission from the grid, (3) electrons which
leave the grid because of leakage paths on the insulators

(micas and bulb stem) which support it, and (4) posi-
tively-charged gas ions which are formed by plate-
current bombardment of the gaseous environment in the

tube. Each of these grid currents has a unique grid-
voltage dependence. Any method of analyzing for the
magnitude of each effect depends upon separatir^ and
recognizing their characteristics.

CATHODE-TO-GRID EMISSION

Cathode-to-grid emission was partially discussed in

the first part of this article; all of the grid -current -vs. -

grid -voltage curves shown were assumed to be com-
posed of electrons emitted from the cathode and col-

lected on the grid, just as if the grid were the anode of

a diode. The thermal energy imparted to the cathode
electrons enables them to overcome slight retardir^

fields due to the grid potential and thereby give a grid

current even when the grid is biased negatively. The

METER-RESISTANCE
LOAD LINE

GRID CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
WITH PLATE FLOATING OR
GROUNDED (I.E., GRID CURRENTS

-

INCLUDE ELECTRONS FROM
CATHODE, GRID EMISSION AND
LEAKAGE CURRENTS)

DEVELOPED BIAS
(WITH PLATE VOLTAGE)

DEVELOPED BIAS
(NO PLATE VOLTAGE)

GRID CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
WITH VOLTAGE APPLIED TO
THE PLATE (I.E., CURVE
INCLUDES EFFECTS OF
GAS CURRENT)

Figure 6. Illustrating the Source of Developed Bias Voltage Readings
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characteristic curve, illustrated in Fig. 7A, shows that

as the grid voltage becomes progressively less negative,

the number of electrons entering the grid increases very
rapidly.

PRIMARY GRID EMISSION

Like the cathode, the grid can emit electrons when
it is hot. For a bare metal wire, the grid workfunction
would be quite high (4 to 6 electron volts), and the

emission current would be comparatively low at normal
grid temperatures (600 to 800 K). However, many
monolayers of sublimed cathode coating material con-
taminate the grid surface after tube processing and the

workfunction is usually in the range of 1.5 to 2.5 elec-

tron volts. The characteristic grid-current-vs. -grid-

voltage curve for grid emission in Fig. 7B is similar to

the emission curve of Fig. 7A, except for the reversed
polarity and the lower value of saturation current due
to the lower grid temperatures and higher work function.

At some small negative grid voltage, the cathode (col-

lecting the electrons in this case) is relatively positive

enough to draw over all of the electrons emitted from
the grid; as aresult, grid-emission saturation is quickly

reached and the curve levels off. The value of this

saturation current is the grid emission, generally about

0.001 to 0.1 microampere, but sometimes as high as

one microampere. Actually, there is a slight slope to

the saturation line but this effect is usually insignificant

compared to that due to the leakage characteristics to

be described later. Because grid emission is affected

by the amount of sublimed cathode material, the degree
of activation or poisoning, the grid wire material itself

,

and the grid geometry, it is a difficult quantity to control

or predict. Further aspects of this problem will be

discussed later.

LEAKAGE CURRENTS

The mica parts used to support tube electrodes and
the glass stem used to support and provide electrical

contacts for the cage are, of themselves, usually excel-
lent insulators. However, during tube processing and
activation, metallic and semiconducting films form and
provide a leakage path between lead wires and between
electrodes. When operating voltages are applied to the

electrodes small currents will flow. If these currents
are in the grid circuit, they can be harmful to the tube
operation.

Because the grid is generally at the lowest tube po-
tential, electrons flow from the grid to the cathode and
to the plate. This flow results in characteristics such
as are illustrated in Figs. 7C and 7D. The grid-to-
cathode electronflow is zero when the grid potential is

zero, and the grid-to-plate current would be zero only

if the grid were at the plate potential. As is usually the

case, the leakage resistance appears ohmic and there

is a straight-line relationship between voltage and cur-
rent.

GAS ION CURRENTS

Due to gases which exist within the tube envelope after

processing the tube, and other gases which come from
tube parts during tube operation, there will always be a

-Ec

(A) (B)

GAS CURRENT DIMINISHES
TO ZERO AT CATHODE
CURRENT CUTOFF

(E)

Figure 7. Individual Currents ivhich Contribute to the

Composite Grid -Characteristic Curve of Fig. 8: (A)

cathode-to-grid emission, (B) primary grid emis-
sion, (C) grid-to-cathode leakage current, (D) grid-

to-plate leakage current, (E) gas current

small, but definite, probability that an electron leaving

the cathode will collide with a gas molecule and form a

positively charged ion. Ions so formed move toward
the most negative electrode (usually the grid), and be-

come neutralized by electrons from the grid surface.

In effect, then, electrons are leaving the grid in the

same direction as they do for grid emission and for

leakage currents. The current resulting from this flow

of electrons to neutralize ions is termed gas current,

and its characteristic curve is shown in Fig. 7E.

When the grid bias voltage is large, the gas current

is zero because the cathode current is cut off and, there-

fore, no ions can be formed. As the grid bias voltage

is reduced and the plate current increases, the number
of ions which are formed increases; the ions continue

to go to the grid as long as it is the most negative ele -

ment within the tube. In a description of the curves of

Fig. 7E there is a complicating factor which comes from
the probable increase of gas evolution rate with the in-

crease in plate temperature caused by the higher plate

current. Thus, the shape of the curve will depend upon
the gas-evolution characteristics of the plate and the

opposing gas -adsorption characteristics of the cathode
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and getter, both effects combining at any instant to de-
termine the gas pressure in the tube.

THE COMPOSITE GRID CHARACTERISTIC

In all receiving tubes, all of the grid currents previ-
ously described are present to some degree under oper-
ating conditions. An oscillographic display of the grid-

current -vs. -grid-voltage characteristics is therefore

a composite of the individual curves of Fig. 7; such a
composite is shown in Fig. 8. The individual contri-

butions to the total grid current can be determined by
observation of the curve shape with and without plate

voltage being applied. When there is no plate voltage,

only grid-to-cathode leakage electrons and grid-emis-
sion electrons subtract from the electrons emitted from
the cathode and entering the grid. The currents due to

grid emission and to grid-to-cathode leakage can be

separated, as shown in Fig. 8, by assuming that the

constant component of grid current below the axis is due

to grid emission, and the sloping component is due to

leakage current. The leakage resistance can be calcu-

lated from the slope, or from the leakage current at

some arbitrarily chosen reference grid voltage chosen
to provide a relative measure of leakage resistance.

When plate voltage is applied, grid-plate leakage and
gas currents are added to the composite curve. Since

the characteristic curve for grid-to-plate leakage cur-
rent, Fig. 7C, is almost a level line in the relatively

short range of grid bias voltage represented in Fig. 8,

it can appear almost as an increase in grid emission
rather than as an added leakage component. Actually,

it is possible that the grid emission will increase upon

the application of plate voltage simply because the outer

side of each grid wire is exposed to an added electric

field. However, experience has indicated this is not

as likely as is the presence of grid-to-plate leakage.

Once again, the increase in current at some arbitrarily

chosen reference grid -bias voltage can be used as a

measure of the added grid-to-plate leakage current.

The magnitude of the gas current varies nonlinearly

with grid-bias voltage and, therefore, only a value at

some reference point can be used as its measure. The
reference point is generally chosen as the value between

the lowest portion of the gas curve and the line extra-

polated from the bias voltage above whichplate current

is cut off (i. Bo , where no gas current can exist). The
choice can be made visually from an oscillographic

curve trace or, in dc measurements, by means of a

plotted curve. As mentioned previously, the length of

time that a tube is held at any one condition of bias volt-

age and plate current can alter the gas current if the

holding causes an increase in plate temperature and an

increase in gas evolution. A slowpoint-by-point meas-
urement to obtain a curve can yield a different result

than if the curve is obtained quickly.

INTERPRETATION OF DATA

The ability to use information on grid currents and

surface potential depends upon the kind and amount of

data available because all of the effects discussed so

far are interrelatedo It will be assumed that the com-
plete grid -current -vs. -grid -voltage and grid -voltage

-

vs. -plate -current curves are available. Test apparatus

CURRENT

Figure 8. Composite Grid-Characteristic Curve Containing the Individual Currents from Fig. 7
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to display both curves simultaneously has been de-
veloped and its use promises to become a standard

method.

Grid characteristics are used chiefly to assist in the

evaluation of tube behavior in the light of changes which
occur during life or due to planned variations in ma-
terials and processing. Because the shape of the grid

curves is affected by many variables, as mentioned pre-
viously , there are no clear statements which can be made
concerning cause and effect of shifts inthe curves. For
instance, if the cathode is heated to higher than normal
temperatures for some extended time early in tube life,

a greater amount of subliming cathode coating will de-
posit on the grid and mica parts to cause an increase in

leakage and, possibly, grid emission, and a decrease
in the grid work function. If the same process were
to be accompanied by increased gas evolution, however,
it is possible that the grid surface would be poisoned by

the gas and that the grid work function and grid emission
would change in a direction opposite to the previous case.

A great deal can be surmised by monitoring the curve
shapes before and after each step. Care must be exer-
cised in comparing grid curves between different tubes

of the same type, such as would be necessary in evalu-

ating a change in materials. Such a comparison is not

as valid as one made on the same individual tube, be-
cause inthe former case there are added variables such
as differences in tube geometry and emission.

One of the most important reasons for using infor-

mation from grid characteristics curves is to assess
the importance of any change in grid characteristics

upon the actual tube bias voltage and the resulting plate

current. Consider hypothetically the case of bias-

voltage changes which result from a processing step

where high cathode temperatures and the resultant in-

crease in sublimation cause a lowering of the grid work
function and a slight increase in grid emission and
leakage (the gas currents remaining the same). This

case is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the original state of

the tube is given by solid lines and the final state by

dashed lines. If the effect of any changes in grid emis-
sion and leakage is discounted, the drop in grid work
function is indicated by the lateral displacement of the

grid characteristic. Ordinarily, this shift would be

specified as a change in 0.1 microampere retarding

potential, taken without plate voltage. However, the

grid curves withoutplate voltages were omitted to sim-
plify the diagram.

It was explained earlier that a lowering of the grid

work function is actually equivalent to making the grid

more positive by the same amount. This change does
two things. More electrons enter the grid, raising that

portion of the grid curve above the voltage axis and
giving it the appearance of moving to the left by an amount
equal to the work -function change. It also raises the

plate current by the amount it would ordinarily be

changed due to the same equivalent bias -voltage shift.

The shift of the grid curve tothe left accompanied by a

rise in plate current often causes confusion because, at

first glance, it appears as if an increased bias voltage

is resulting in a higher plate current. However, in this

case, the position of the grid current curve is being used
as a measure of grid -work -function shift and has nothing

to do with determining the bias voltage. The bias is

determined only by the external voltage applied as modi-
fied by the grid work function. Because the externally

applied bias voltage in this case involves no grid re-

sistors, the load line (slope = l/R) is vertical.

K, however, the case is considered of a bias voltage

which results only from the voltage drop in a grid re-

sistor (i.e., no applied potential), the intersection of

the load line with the grid current -voltage curve is the

determining factor in setting the grid potential. Here,

the final effective grid potential is a combination of (l)

the movement inthe positive direction due tothe work-
function drop, and (2) a movement in the negative di-

rection due to the more negative intersection of the load

line with the grid characteristic. The end result is a

smaller increase in plate current than occurs without

the grid resistor.

If, in the case of the assumed shift in work function

mentioned, the grid emission, leakage, and gas cur-

rents become large, then the total grid characteristic

above the voltage axis shifts less tothe left and results

instill a different bias voltage andplate current. Usu-
ally gas current is the only factor of sufficient magnitude
to subtract seriously from the net number of electrons

going from cathode to grid as appearing in the positive

current region.

In the more complicated case, if an applied external

bias voltage is combined with the voltage produced by a

grid resistor, the relative role of the solid and dashed
grid characteristic lines in determining the bias voltage

can be reversed, as illustrated by the displaced load

line below the voltage axis in Fig. 9. Obviously, no

simple rules can be assumed concerning the influence

of grid currents in determining tube bias voltage when
grid resistors are used.
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A New Approach to the Calculation

of Electron-Tube Characteristics

O. H. Schade, Sr.

Harrison

Analytic solutions for the space-current flow in elec-

tron tubes are known only for simple two-element struc-
tures such as the "perfect" parallel-plane diode. The
first part of this article shows that the classical method
of treating more complex electrode configurations is

to reduce them to equivalent diodes by evaluation of an
effective mean potential in the plane of the electrode
nearest to the cathode. This effective mean potential

is determined by averaging the potential field compo-
nents penetrating into this plane from all electrodes,
and summing these averages. The space-current cal-

culation is thereby reduced to the known case. Dis-
cussion of this basic theory points out that simplifying
assumptions made in the derivation of equivalent-diode
potentials become the source of large errors in cal-

culations of modern close-spaced electron tubes.

It is shown in the second part of this article that a
more refined method deriving equivalent-diode poten-
tials directly from the electrostatic potential field sub-
stantially eliminates the causes for error. For use as
a practical engineering tool, a computer program has
been set up to carry out the necessarily large mass of

detailed calculations by machine as discussed and illus-

trated in the concluding section of this article.

CLASSICAL METHOD OF ELECTRON-TUBE
CALCULATION

THE PROBLEM OF ELECTRON-TUBE CALCULATION

A "perfect" electron tube has no physical or chem-
ical defects. To use the optical term, it has no aber-
rations and performs precisely as predicted by theory.
It is a tube which can be computed precisely because
it has the following properties:

1. The cathode has a uniform temperature and work
function, and negligible internal resistance.

2. The grids are electron-transparent electrodes
that produce homogeneous potential surfaces that

coincide with the grid surfaces (have infinitesimal

thickness).

3. Electrode spacings are mathematically accurate
and have zero deviation at all temperatures and shock
conditions.

4. Electrode surfaces have a uniform work function
that does not vary with time or temperature.

5. Contacts and connections are ohmic and have neg-

ligible resistance.

6. Insulation and environment approach that of a per-

fect vacuum and remain in stable equilibrium as re-

quired by cathode life.

7. Temperatures of cathode and electrodes are con-

stant at predetermined values.

Because of the large number of parameters involved,

an infinite number of "perfect" tubes can be designed

by varying area, electrode number, electrode spacings,

and M values.

Practical tubes have aberrations, i. e. , the preced-
ing conditions can only be approached; the parameters
are rarely constants and may even be unstable, so that

measured values are, strictly speaking, mean values

of functions which are often unknown. This variation

is particularly true for close-spaced structures oper-

ating at effective potentials considerably smaller than

the work functions of metals. The value of calculating

the characteristics of a "perfect" tube lies in the nu-

merical relations obtained by varying the parameters.
These numerical relations provide theoretical limits

and guides for estimating tolerances and operating con-

ditions.

There is little basically new since Langmuir's work,

which has been extended or reformulated by various

authors!) 2, 3. Much work has been done on the prob-

lem of calculating the performance of electron tubes

having practical grids. The approaches, however, are

stillvery much limited by simplifying assumptions con-

cerning the potential fields and current distribution in

the space-charge-filled grid-cathode space. The ob-

servation of discrepancies in potential and work-func-
tion values, for example, indicates that two potentials

exist on the surface of grid wires, one at the front and

one at the back, forming a dipole field. The difference

in potential is caused by the reduction of the work func-

tion of the surface facing the cathode by deposition of

evaporated cathode material. This dipole field further

complicates matters, underlines nonuniformity, and

points up the fact that many measured parameter values

must be treated with caution because they represent
averages which may depend on the method of measure-
ment.

During the planning of the nuvistors, theoretical
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work done to predicttheir characteristics and behavior

included a new look at measurement techniques capable

of separating tube parameters. A review of the classic

theory of space-current flow in the perfect parallel-

plane diode is essential because all practical approaches

for calculating the voltage-current characteristics of

more complex electron tubes lead to the evaluation of

effective potentials for an "equivalent" diode for which
the space -current solution is known.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE "PERFECT" DIODE

Work Functions Electron Velocities (V t). and Sat-

uration Current (Ig)

Metallic conductors contain a very large number of

free electrons moving at random in the molecular lattice

structure of the metal. Velocities of the electrons fol-

low a probability law. At room temperature nearly all

of the free electrons are prevented from leaving the

metal by a strong potential barrier, a dipole field formed
by the unbalance of molecular or electric forces (image

field) at theboundary (surface)of the metal. This poten-

tial barrier extends approximately two interatomic dis-

tances into space and its value is known as the work
function 4^ooi the metal. The work function expressed

in volts is a measure of the electron-volt velocity re-

quired for the escape (emission) of electrons into a

surrounding vacuum in the absence of an external field.

Pure metals used in the structure of electron tubes have

a work function of about 4.5 volts. Work functions of

2.5 to 1.4 volt can be obtained from alkali metals, or

by the addition of monatomic layers of different mate-
rials which form complex dipole fields as in the oxide-

coated cathodes of electron tubes.

External potential fields that attract electrons can

reduce the work function ipQ. Because of the high neg-

ative gradient dv/dx of the potential barrier j//q, the

potential gradient Eg = dVg/dx of the external field must
be highly positive to reduce ipQ appreciably, as shown
by the following expression:

"^e
= "^o-^^-^S X lO-Sy^) (1)

The gradient Eg (volts per centimeter) must, for exam-
ple, have a value Eg =(0.01 x 10^/3.78)2 = 70,000 volts

per centimeter to reduce by as little as 0.01 volt.

The effect is therefore of little importance in electron

tubes that operate with relatively low potential grad-

ients. It is, however, observable when saturated emis-
sion currents Ig are measured (see following text) by

the fact that Ig does not become independent of poten-

tial, but continues to increase slowly with potential.

When the work function has been decreased by the

addition of atomic films (as in oxide-coated cathodes),

it is not necessarily uniform over the surface area but

depends on the surface roughness. Differences in work
function between surface elements result in high local

gradients which influence the electron-velocity distri-

bution and alter the effect of external fields [Eq. (1) ].

As a result, it is necessary to define an effective

mean value ^ for an emitter, obtained from the solu-

tion of the emission equation (see below). This mean

work function \p has a temperature dependence of the

order of 10-4 volt per degree.

In the following discussions, the plain symbol \jy is

used to designate the effective work function of an elec-

trode surface. The reader should keep in mind that the

effective value xl^ of a nonemitting electrode is an aver-

age potential value and is not derived from an average
emission current.

In comparison with the potential barrier of the work
function, the mean volt velocity Vj of the free electrons

outside the boundary of the metal is relatively small
even at elevated temperatures:

Vrp = KT/e = T/11605 (2)

A potential barrier ;//q = 1.4 volt foi" example, is still

14 times higher than the mean electron velocity V^p at

1100 K. To leave the metal and pass the barrier t/^Q,

an electron must have an escape velocity larger than

1^0 volts. The probability that an electron has this ve-

locity in a Maxwellian distribution with the mean value

Vrp is e -wVt. For T = 1160 K and i/Zq = l-*'

g- ^ 0.83 X 10-6, i g ^ about one in 10^ elec-

trons can escape into space. The number of available

free electrons n^ per square centimeter of surface,

however, is extremely large:*

Uq = 7.5 T^ x 10^0 cm-2 sec'^

Therefore, even this very small fraction is still a large

number of electrons. The number of electrons n having

an escape velocity larger than xp^ volts is given by

n=noe'"^o/^T = 7.5 t2 x 1020e- "^o/Vt cm-2sec-l

If the electron charge qg = 1.6 x 10" coulombs, the

corresponding current densitylg in amperes per square
centimeter is given by

Is = nqg = 120 t2 e" ^o/Vj
(3)

Substitution of the value for V^p from Eq. (2) provides

the following expression for Ig:

Ig=120T2xe-'^oll605/T (3^)

Eq. (3a) is the well known Richardson-Dushman ex-

pression for the saturated emission current Ig. This

expression is plotted in Fig. 1. The exponential term
expresses the fraction of the total number of available

electrons which can overcome the potential barrier xpQ.

For the rather low work function = 1.4 and T =

1160 K, for example, thisfraction is e"^"* = 0.83 x lO'^;

therefore, Ig = 161 x 10^ (0.83 x lO'^) = 133 amperes
per square centimeter.

Control grids and collecting electrodes in an electron

tube should have negligible electron emission. It would
seem that the high work function xI/q - 4.5 of the metals

(Ni, Fe, Cu, Mo)used for these electrodes permits a

*The number of available electrons given is obtained from

Eq. (3) by letting \(/= o and dividing by the electron charge.
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relatively high operating temperature without notice-

able emission. In tubes with oxide-coated cathodes,

however, it is practically impossible to prevent de-

position of cathode material on surfaces visible to the

cathode during aging or subsequent operation of the

cathode. The work function of the "contaminated"

portion of the electrode surfaces is thereby often re-

duced to values approaching the work function of the

cathode. For a grid current of 0.1 microampere, a

(nuvistor) control grid having a contaminated surface

area of 0.06 square centimeter would permit a saturated

grid-emission current Ig= 1 . 67 microamperes per square
centimeter. Fig. IB shows that a grid work function

^ o{g)
~ ^-^ °^ ^ good cathode) limits the grid tem-

perature to 525 K; a work function;//Q(g) = 1.6 permits

a temperature of 600 K. The thermal design of the

electrode structure for conservation of heat in the cath-

ode and removal of heat from the remaining electrodes

is, therefore, an essential part of electron-tube design.

£ 10"

r,-2

n-4

V^/ /
y /

/A 4^

//V i/

400 800 1000

TEMPERATURE (T) DEGREES

(A)

300 400 500 600 700 800 900
TEMPERATURE (T)-OEGREES K

1000 1100

(B)

Figure 1. Saturated Emission Currently as a Function

ofEmitter Temperature and Work Function £Eq. (3a)'} :

(A) temperature=400 K to 1400 K;
(B) temperature = 300 K to U 00 K

The energy expended by the electrons in the plate cur-

rent Tin overcoming the potential barriers at the emit-

ter is supplied by the thermal energy of the cathode.

The cooling effect or heat loss Pg is given by

Pg = K I//C + yj + 2V^ watts (4)

where Vj^ is the barrier potential. This cooling effect,

which reduces the cathode temperature, becomes ap-

preciable at large currents and affects Ig and I. The
potential barrier Vj^ iscausedby the electron charges

in space, as discussed below.

The Diode Circuit (Potentials and Operating Conditions)

A diode is basically a two-element capacitor in which
the dielectric charge Q due to an applied potential

can be moved continuously in one direction by making
the negative electrode a good emitter (cathode) and the

positive electrode a nonemissive collector (anode). The
current I in such a diode system is given in first ap-

proximation by the total charge Q = CV^j divided by the

transit time t required to move the charge through the

distanced (centimeters) of the dielectric space between
electrodes. A thermionic diode has a vacuum dielectric

for which the dielectric constant is unity. The charge

density Q/A of a parallel-plane vacuum capacitor is,

therefore, Q/A = CV^/A = (IQ-'^^/SG tt d)V^ coulombs
per square centimeter. The electron transit time t

is the distance divided by the mean velocity:

T = d/v = d/(l/2) (2Vd^)l/2

T = 2d/5.93 X lo'^^Vd

The current density I for a parallel-plane diode is,

therefore, in first approximation:

--^Ar= ^-!;-T' vd'^'
72 Ttd^

I = (2.63 X 10"Vd^) V^^/^
(5)

The potential Vjj is the potential difference between the

barrier potentials ip^ and ip^ of the electrodes (see

Fig. 2B). Exceptfor an 11-per-cent smaller constant,

Eq. (5) is the well known 3/2-power-law relation

(Child's law) of the thermionic parallel-plane diode.

The relation is a first- order approximation because it

assumes an unlimited supply of electrons with zero
initial velocity and neglects the effect of electron

charges on the potential distribution in the dielectric

(vacuum). Reasonably good agreement between ob-

served and computed values can therefore be expected

only for currents I « Ig and potentials V^j > 10 volts,

which are large compared to initial electron velocities.

In modern close-spaced diodes (d — 0.005 centimeter),

the initial electron velocities alone are sufficient to

promote a substantial current even when the potential

Vd is negative. These considerations indicate that there

are three significantly different potential distributions

in the vacuum dielectric of the diode. The distribution

depends on the magnitudes of the external anode poten-

tial Ej3, the electron-volt potentials Vp , the space
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Figure 2. Operating Regions of a Diode: (A) saturation region; (B) space-charge region;

(C) exponential point; (D) exponential region

charge of the electrons emitted into space (because of

the thermal energy supplied to the cathode), and the

electrode barrier potentials and i^^, as illustrated

in Fig. 2.

The Saturation Region (Fig. 2A) . The external po-

tentials E. and are so high that all electrons that

have an initial volt-velocity greater than the work func-

tion barrier if',, of the cathode are rapidly accelerated
towards the anode. The linear electrostatic potential

distribution in the vacuum space is essentially undis-

turbed by the low electron-charge density in space. The
potential gradient dv/dx is positive and substantially

constant; a potential minimum does not exist. The sat-

uration current I = Ig is given by Eq. (3). For very
high values of Ej^, in Eq. (3) may be replaced by
the effective value -^l- (1)^° include the reduc-
tion of the work-function barrier by a high-field grad-
ient in the vacuum dielectric.

The Space-Charge- Limited Region (Fig. 2B) . The
potentials E]-, and V(j are positive, but insufficient to

move all electrons having passed to the anode.

Because of the increased transit time t, the charge
density in space is increased sufficiently to depress
the space potential to a value below that of the elec-

trostatic potential (broken line) and to cause the form-
ation of a space-charge barrier near the cathode. This
space-charge barrier is the "minimum potential" Vj^-

The minimum potential occurs at a distance x = dj^

which is passed only by electrons having a volt-velocity

greater than
(

i^^. + V^i). The field gradient dv/dx is

therefore negative for distances x < 6.^ and positive

for distances x > dj^. The accelerating field has a
potential Yrj a larger than V^j

,
i.e., V tj ^ + ^m-

The initial volt-velocity of the electrons tends, there-
fore, to increase the space current I, while the space
charge (Vjjj) reduces I by blocking low-energy electrons.

"Langmuir's solution" for the space-charge-limited
current, discussed below, contains 6 parameters (the

potentials and V„ , the distances d and d , the

cathode temperature T, and the work function xp^. ) as
compared to the two parameters (V^j and d) of the rough
approximation given by Eq. (5).

The Exponential Point (Fig. 2C) . When the diode po-

tential VJj is made slightly negative, the minimum po-
tential Vj[j increases and moves toward the anode. The
exponential point represents the condition where the

minimum Vj^ occurs at the anode surface (d = d) and
the accelerating potential Vj^^ equals zero. The cur-
rent has a particular value designated by Iq.

The Exponential Region (Fig. 2D) . In the exponen-
tial region, the electrons are retarded as they pass
through the entire distance d; the potential gradient at

the anode is negative and the minimum has disappeared.
Only electrons having a velocity greater than the total

barrier ( ^/^ + V^j) can reach the anode. Using the

notation used to derive Eq. (3), the number of elec-

trons n is given by the small fraction n =n„e'

The corresponding current 1^. is given by

Ir=120T2e-('^c + Vd)/VT

Using Eq. (3a), 1^ = Ige-Vd (11605/T)

where = < V^^ (6)

Calculation of the limit Vmo set by the exponential point

requires the use of the Langmuir relations explained in

the following section. It is apparent that the current Iq

can then be computed by Eq. (6) with V^j = Vj^^.

Effective Anode Potential Vand Reference Condition

(V = 0) . For calculation of the characteristic I = f(V),

the exponential point (Fig. 2C) is a preferred reference
for defining an "effective" anode potential V. This point

indicates the condition dv/dx = 0 at the anode which is

not indicated by the potential V^j . The potential ref-

erence point V = 0 is thus defined by

V = 0 for dv/dx = 0, V ^ ^ = ^ ^"'^ ^ = ^o C^)

where Iq is the reference current value at V = ^ = ^•

The reference condition defined by Eq. (7) facilitates

the calculation of equivalent diode potentials from the

electrostatic fields of practical triodes discussed in the

secondpart of this article. The relation of the effective

potential V to the potentials in the diode circuit is il-

lustrated in Fig. 3. The reference condition (exponen-
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tial point) V = 0, I = Iq is shown in Fig. 3A. The total

barrier potential Vq at the cathode which must be over-

come by the electrons in the reference current Iq is

( + Vmo) (8)

For accelerating fields (Fig. 3B), V,ja> 0, I> Iq,

the effective potential is positive:

V" = a + (%o - V)
For the exponential region (Fig. 3C), V
exist, I< Iq, and the effective potential V is negative:

77 a

(9)

does not

V = (V, (10)

The external anode voltage Ejj is given by the following:

V-Vo+ '^a = V-('^c + VmQ)+'/'a (11)

'

i vo — — ^

EXPONENTIAL POINT

V^o, I-Io

(a)

ACCELERATING FIELD

V>0, I>Io

(b)

RETARDING FIELD

(EXPONENTIAL REGION)
V<0, KIo

(c)

Figures. Effective Diode Potential V^: (A) reference
conditicm V = 0, exponential point dv/dx = 0, 1= Iq;

(B) accelerating fields V > 0, dv/dx positive, I>Iq;
(C) retarding fields V< 0, dv/dx negative, I<I„

The Langmuir Relations

Langmuir has expressed the potential distribution

V = f(x) in the vacuum dielectric of a parallel-plane di-

ode by a single normalized function 77 = f( | ) by in-

troducing dimensionless distances I andpotentials tj .

This function is illustrated in Fig. 4. The normalized
distances I are measured from the location of the po-
tential minimum, where | = Oand 77 = 0. The actual

cathode-anode distance d is, therefore, the sum of two
normalized distances:

d = l(l,.|,) (12a)

The cathode -to-potential-minimum distance djjjis giv-

en by

dm = U c (12b)

The potential-minimum -to-anode distance (d - dj^) is

given by

(d-d^i) = U a (12c)

The normalizing factor 1 is given by

1 _ (T/1000)3/^
"

13.1 1I/2 (12d)

for I in amperes and distances d in milli- inches (mils).

12

- 10

o
Q.
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17a
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\
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Figure 4. Langmuir Function t] = f( i) for the Space-

Charge -Limited Region V yO

The normalized potential between cathode surface

and potential minimum depends on the space-charge
density and is, therefore, a function of the ratio of the

anode current I to the saturated emission current lo:

77 e = ln(I„/I) (13)

The current Ig is given by Eq. (3). The associated
anode potential 77 ^ with respect to the potential mini-
mum is determined by the distance relation, Eq. (12a),

as follows:

With I Q = f ( 77
J.)
from the cathode branch of the Lang-

muir function (Fig. 4), or f(Is/l) directly from
the graph shown in Fig
i. e.

, ^a = (d/1) - I c-

5, calculate la fromEq. (12a)

The results then determine the

value 77 ^ = f(I ^ ) in the anode branch of the Langmuir
function shown in Fig. 4 (or more accurately in Fig. 6).

The corresponding potentials ^ t] q = Vj^ and V
jj ^

measured in volts are obtained by multiplication by the

normalizing factor V-j- = (T/11605) from Eq. (2):

77
J.
(T/11605)

Then by substitution of Eq. (13):

= 0.198 (T/1000) log Ig/I

Similarly, V77 a is given by

V77a = J7 a
(T/11605)

Calculation of the Characteristic I = f(V)

(14)

(15)

Most quantities in the Langmuir relations are func-

tions of the current. The (I, V) characteristic is, there-

fore, more readily obtained by making the current the

independent variable. After the parameters T, i^'c,
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and the diode spacing d are selected, the following pro-
cedure is used:

1. Determine the reference current Iq atthe expon-
ential point V = 0. An expression for Iq is obtained

d:from Eq. (12b) for a value of dj^

5.83 (T/1000)3/2/d2 x 10^ Amp.Ir (16)

where d = diode spacing in mils. Eq. (16) can be
solved directly for Is = °°, with the asymptotic value

^ (.
= 2.554. For finite values Ig/lo, Ic ^""^ ^o

have lower values and Eq. (16) must be solved by
successive approximation and interpolation, as shown
in Table I for d = 2 mils. Assume logarithmically
spaced arbitrary values Ig/Io- Tabulate the corre-
sponding values I Q obtained from Fig. 5 (obtained

from Eq. (2) and the Langmuir function). Tabulate
Iq computed from Eq. (16) for a given T, and the val-

ues Ig = Iq X (Ig/Io) The function 1^, = f (1=) can then

be plotted, as shown in Fig. 7.

2. Select a cathode work function
>//

J, andanemission
current Ig atthe desired temperature T from Fig. lA.

List Iq as the second value of the independent vari-

able, as shown in Table II (first column), and com-
pute Ig/l for the second column.

3. List ^ (.= f(Ig/I) obtained from Fig. 5.

4. Compute the normalized cathode -anode distance

( C c + la) from Eq. (12a)

5. Calculate ^3, = { £. c + ^ a.)
- ^c

6. Obtain rj ^ = i( ^ q) from Fig. 6 (Langmuir table)

7. List the values obtained from Fig. 8 (or Eq.
14) for the ratios Ig/l.

8. Calculate V+ or V" from Eq. (9) or (10)

The characteristics of some "perfect" diodes are
plotted in Figs. 9, 10, and 11.

Calculation of the Characteristic I = i(E\j)

If the effectivepotential V has been computed as out-

lined in the preceding section, the external plate voltage
is obtained by means of Eq. (11), in which all quantities

are known except the work function ip^ of the anode.
The work function of pure metals used as plate mate-
rials is generally too high in diodes having oxide cath-
odes because of cathode-coating material evaporated
during exhaust; aging reduces i/^g^ to about 2.5 to 3 volts.

It may be more convenient for some purposes to

eliminate the reference value V by combining Eqs. (9)

and (11), as follows:

E. (17)

The following steps are then required:

'

1. Select the parameters T, )
and d, and deter-

mine Ig from Fig. 1.

00 is the value I 00 in Ref . 3.*The current I ^calculated for Ig

tMethod used in Ref. 4.

2. Assume a value for the current I, and determine
Vj^ from Fig. 8.

3. Calculate Ig/I, and obtain ^ q = ^(Is/l) from
Fig. 5.

4. Calculate | by means of Eq. (12a).

5. Obtain rj ^ = f{ ^g) from Fig. 7.

6. Calculate V ?7 by means of Eq. (15).

7. Calculate Ej^ by means of Eq. (17).

2.2 2.4 2.6

20

10

^6

= f (Jn Is / n

Ui
~i

CO/

ANC c
-

"SCA
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0.6

1.6

0.8 1.21.0

SCALE C
1.8 2.0 2.2

NORMALIZED DISTANCE (c

1.4

2.4

10

1.6

2.6

Figure 5. The Function = (I^/I)

Some Properties of the Perfect Diode

The barrier potential ( + V^) which must be
overcomeby the electrons in the anode current I can be
calculated by solving Eq. (3) for i/^^^and adding the

expression for Vj^^ from Eq. (14):

("^c + Vm) = 0.198(T/1000) log 1.2(T/1000)2 loVl (18)

This value is independent of the work function xj^^ of

the cathode when T and I are constant. In a normal di-

ode with fixed spacing d, however, the current is not

independent of 1//^,, as shown by Eq. (16). The change
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Vjj^) is relatively small, but the change A I The changes ol barrier potential and current are notice-
is appreciable in close-spaced high-conductance diodes, able even for current ratios Ig/I > 100, a value 10 times
as shown by Table III. larger than that quoted in the literature.

Table I

Calculation of Iq = f(Ig) for d = 2 milli-inches

lo = 1.448 (T/i000)3/ ^ ma

Is/Io 0

T = 900 K T = 1000 K T = 1100 K

lo Is lo Is lo Is

6570 2.536 7.97 52.5 9.35 61.5 10.80 71.0
2820 2.528 7.90 22.3 9.27 26.1 10.70 30.2
666 2.50 7.74 5.15 9.06 6.04 10.46 6.97

298 2.471 7.52 2.24 8.84 2.63 10.20 3.04
117.5 2.42 7.25 0.855 8.50 1.00 9.81 1.155
47.3 2.35 6.81 0.322 8.00 0.378 9.24 0.436
16.65 2.20 5.99 0.094 7.02 0.110 8.10 0.127

Table II

Computation of Diode Characteristics for d = 2 milli-inches

T = 1100 K, Ig = 7.0 A, i/'c = 1-6 V

I Is/I ^c Uc+^a) ^a '?a Vm
V = ^

(VmoVni) + r,a(T/11605)( ^c + ^a)^^g^05 g

0.0035

0.0104

0.020

0.040

0.050

0.080

2000

670

350
175

140

87.5

2.48

2.448

2.434

2.4

3.45

4.88

5.46

6.9

0.0

0.97

2.432

3.026

4.5

0.0

0.203

1.06

1.56

3.02

0.72

0.616

0.555

0.488

0.467

0.421

-0.104 -0.104 24.4/T 0.095

0 0

0.061 + 0.0193 = 0.080

0.128 + 0.1005 = 0.2285 ) 145
0.149 + 0.148 = 0.297 /

0.195 + 0.287 = 0.482

T = 1050 K, Ig = 2.8 A, i^^. = 1.6 V

0.03

0.0095

0.020
0.040

0.050

0.080

934
295

140
70

56

35

2.433

2.382

2.362

2.312

3.58

5.06

5.66

7.15

0.0

1.147

2.678

3.298

4.838

0.0

0.27

1.25

1.78

3.44

0.618
0.513

0.446

0.384

0.362

0.32

-0.105 -0.105 25.3 /r 0.0905

0 0

0.067 + 0.0244 = 0.0914

0.129 + 0.113 = 0.242 )
^^43

0.151 + 0.161 = 0.312 f

0.193 + 0.311 = 0.504

T = 1000 K, I = 1 A, % = 1.6 V

0.0033

0.0085
0.020

0.040

0.050

0.080

300
117.5

50

25

20
12.5

2.42

2.35

2.268

2.232
2.145

3.70

5.24

5.86

7.40

0.0

1.35

2.972

3.628

5.255

0.0

0.37

1.49

2.1

3.92

0.491

0.410

0.336

0.276

0.257

0.216

-0.081 -0.081 26.2 {T 0.0861

0 0

0.074 + 0.0319 = 0.106

0.134 + 0.128 = 0.262 )

0.153 + 0.181 = 0.334 / 139.

0.194 + 0.338 = 0.532

T = 950 K, Ig = 0.35 A, i/^^. = 1.6 V
0.003

0.0074
0.020
0.040
0.050
0.080

116.5

47.3

17.5

8.75
7.0
4.37

2.21

2.055
2.00
1.83

3.92

5.55
6.20
7.84

0.0

1.71

3.495
4.20
6.01

0.0

0.56

1.97
2.70
4.85

0.388
0.313

0.232

0.175
0.157
0.117

-0.075 -0.075 27.7 \/T 0.0818
0 0

0.081 + 0.0457 = 0.127

0.138 + 0.161 = 0.299 \
0.156 + 0.221 = 0.377 /

128.

0.196 + 0.396 = 0.592
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Table II (continued)

Computation of Diode Characteristics for d = 2 milli-inches

T = 900 K, Is = 0.1 A, xl^^ = 1.6 V

I ^c («c-«a)
t
^ a

- '7a(T/11605)(^^ + «J^T^5g

0.002

0.00602
0.020

0.040

0.050

0.080

0.100

50

16.1

5.0

2.5

2.0

1.25

1.0

1.885

1.54

1.38

0.85

0

4.02
5.69

6.35

8.03

9.00

0.0

2.135

4.15

4.97

7.18

9.00

0.0

0.84

2.64

3.58

6.5

9.25

0.300

0.214
0.122

0.068

0.050
0.016

0

-0.086 -0.086 28.4 vT" 0.0775 -

0 0

0.092 + 0.065 = 0.157

0.146 + 0.2025 = 0.34851 ^Qg
0.164 + 0.277 = 0.441

(

0.198 + 0.504 = 0.702

0.214 + 0.716 = 0.930

Table IE

Change of Barrier Potential A{xp + ) and AIq for a Change of Cathode Work Function

from = 1.4 V to '^c
= ^-^ v (Example for the Exponential Point I = Iq)

T = 900 K d = 0.002 in.

Is lo Vlo "^c "Vmo M'^c+V^o) %AI^

1.4

1.6

1.32

0.1

0.00741
0.00601

178.0

16.65

0.401

0.201

1.801

1.817

0.016 -19%

T = 1000 K d = 0.002 in.

1.4

1.6

10.0

1.0

0.00914
0.0085

1094.0

117.6

0.601

0.411

2.001

2.011

0.01 -7%

Exponential Region V < 0. In diodes with A = 0.2

square centimeter and d = 0.002 inch, the exponential
region occurs below 2 milliamperes at T = 1100 K and
below 1.2 milliamperes at T = 900 K. Note that the

slope of the I and g functions increases with decreasing
temperature (Fig. 10), but does not change with i/'

(Fig. 11).

Positive-Accelerating-Potential Region (V > 0) . For
d = 0.002 inch, the equivalent grid potential V''" is ap-
proximately 0.3 volt for the normal temperature T =

1100 K and a current density of 50 milliamperes per
square centimeter. It is obvious from Fig. 3b that

V"*" is only a small fraction of the anode work function

which is replaced by the grid work function i^g

in a triode.

Diode Conductance g = f(T ,
i/^p, d). In the retard-

ing-field region, V = 0, the conductance is given by

g = (11605/T) I milliamperes per volt. (19)

It has a discontinuity at V = 0 and increases much more
slowly in the accelerating range V > 0, where it can be
computed by special formulas (see Refs. 2, 3), or sim-
ply from calculated incremental values AI / A V, or
from an accurate graph of the computed characteristic
I = f(V). The conductance decreases with cathode tem-
perature. The inset in Fig. 10 shows the reduction of

g as a function of T in the perfect diode (d = 0.002 inch)

for a constant work function x^/f, =1.6 volt for two
values of constant potential V, V = 0 (computed by means
of Eq. (19), and V = 0.262 volt (taken from graph); and
for a constant current I = 45 milliamperes per square
centimeter. These graphs illustrate the theoretical

change of g with heater voltage. In a nuvistor the tem-
perature change is AT— -60 K when the heater volt-

age is reduced from 6.3 to 5.5. The upper portion of

Fig. 10 shows that the change Ag is reduced by a fac-

tor of two when the cathode work function is decreased
from = 1.6 volt to = 1.4 volt.

The deterioration of g with time (life) because of loss

of emission (Ig) can be appraised by computing the

characteristics of the perfect diode for a constant tem-
perature and varying the cathode work function xf^^.

The results of such a computation for T = 900 K and
d = 0.002 inch are shown in Fig. 11. The inset shows
g as a function of decreasing cathode work function for

constant potential V and constant current. It can be
seen that low-temperature operation requires very low
work functions. Other causes for a reduction of I and

g are the degenerative effects of interface and bulk re-

sistance, which, in effect, represent a resistance in

the cathode circuit.

The external plate voltage is the sum Ej^ = V+ - Vq .

For tests made at one time, the anode work function
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I 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NORMALIZED DISTANCE )

Figure 6. Langmuir Function = f(

^ ^ can be assumed to be constant. The effective diode

potential V = (E^^ -
a) +^o ^ function of tempera-

ture because Vq varies with T. The table in Fig. 10

shows that the change AVq for AT = 50 K is substan-
tially constant at AVq — 0.1 volt.

For fixed- external-voltage tests, therefore, V= Ejj -

a + (^o(o) + ^Vg). For values of T^ = 1100 K and
Vq(q\ =2.216. Table IV can be constructed with the use
of Fig. 10.

The increments AVg are indicated in Fig. 9, which
shows the result of a similar evaluation for a perfect

diode with 0.0025-inch spacing, as well as for a perfect

triode ( ji = 32), as discussed below. Because of the

positive curvature of the characteristics, tests made at

a higher current result in smaller A I and A g values

than tests at a lower current. Fixed-voltage testing

causes much larger current and conductance changes
than those obtained for constant effective potential or

constant current. Furthermore, the anode work func-

tion \p ^ (replaced by the grid work function g in

triodes) can easily be decreased by 0.5 volt or more by

barium deposits evaporated from the cathode during

processing of a tube. A less negative value of '^a in-

creases I and g, and results in smaller changes in

A I and A g when the temperature is decreased by a

reduction of heater voltage. The apparent improvement
has often been attributed to higher emission. This mis-
interpretation often occurs during fixed-bias testing of

close-spaced triodes such as the nuvistor. The op-

posite change, caused by an increase in work function

of the grid wires ( ^ g) during life, has similarly been
misinterpreted as emission slump instead of as in-

stability of the grid work function.

Test conditions which separate the effects of grid

work function and cathode work function are, there-

fore, desirable. Well-designed practical circuits have

built-in regulating functions (e. g. , feedback or degen-

eration) which compensate for potential changes, but

can not restore cathode-emission failures.
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Figure 7. The Reference Current Iq (Exponential point) as a Function of Emission Currents Ig

and Temperature T for Two Fixed Cathode -to-Anode Distances d: (A) d = 2 mils; (B) d = 2.5 Mils

Table IV

I and g as f(T) for perfect diode; d = 0.002 inch, = 1.6 volts, and V = (E13 - + 2.216) + AVq

(Ejj - i/^a + 2.216) = 0.262 (Eb + 2.216) = 0.45

per- per- per- per-
Tdeg K V I g cent cent V I g cent cent

IllOO gllOO ^1100 SllOO

1100 0 0.262 45 148 100. 100. 0.45 74 162 100 100

1050 -0.1 0.162 29 130 64.5 87.9 0.35 55 150 74.4 92.5

1000 -0.2 0.062 15 110 33.3 74.4 0.25 38 133 51.4 82.

TRIODES

It has been shown that the space current in a diode
is determined in principle by the total charge Q = CV
of the diode capacitance dividedbythetransittime( r)
during which the charge is moved through the distance

d between cathode and anode. The problem of calcula-
ting the space current in electron tubes having a more
complex electrode configuration (triodes, pentodes,
and the like) can therefore be reduced to the diode case
by evaluating an effective mean charge Q^= CV in the

plane of the electrode nearest to the cathode. Calcu-
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lation of a mean effective capacitance C and mean ef-

fective potential V in the plane of the first electrode

(grid No. 1 in a triode) requires knowledge of the total

electrostatic field in the space between the cathode and
the first electrode. In the classic approach, this field

is treated as a linear superimposition of the partial

fields from all electrodes penetrating into this plane.

Each field component is evaluated and averaged separ-
ately by calculation of penetration factors, Dn 1

~

1/ ][,
which specify the contribution of the potential

field f'rom electrode n to the total average potential Vj^

in the plane of the first electrode, so that a mean ef-

fective potential can be obtained by a simple sum-
mation.

10
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Figure 8. Minimum Potential =f(J^/I)

The n-1 basic potential field components in the three-
dimensional space (x, y, z, ) between the cathode and the

first element of an electrode structure with n elements
are the unit-potential fields Vn(i) =f(x, y, z) of the

electrodes. These fields can be calculated (or meas-
ured) by applying one potential unit (one volt) to the

specified electrode (e.g. , the grid in a triode) and zero
potential to all other electrodes. The solution of the

generalized case is rather difficult, so that classic
solutions have been limited to electrode fields which
are uniform in the z -dimension. The unit-potential

fields can be described in this case by two-dimensional
functions = ^(^' y)j shown in Fig. 12 for a triode.

The penetration factor Dg^ for the anode field can be
visualized as the ratio of the number of electrostatic

anode flux lines (broken lines in Fig. 12A) penetrating

the grid plane and terminating on the cathode to the

number of grid flux lines. The calculation of penetra-
tion factors (D = 1/ M ) is thus, in principle, a calcu-
lation of the ratios of element capacitances. The brief
discussion below illustrates their use in deriving the
classic expression for the equivalent grid potential of

a triode, andpointsout a number of assumptions which
limit the accuracy of the equivalent grid potential when
it is applied to practical close- spaced triodes.
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Figure 9. Diode Current I and Conductance g for d =

2.5 Milliinches, -1-6 as Functions of V and T.

(Insets show change of current (I/J^iioo) '^^'^ conduc-
tance (g/giioo) f'^om initial values IhqO' Siioo
tained ivith fixed electrode potentials at T = 1100 K

when T is reduced to 900 K.

)

'Perfect"Electrostatic Capacitances and Potentials in

Parallel- Plane Triodes ( \x = Constant )

The capacitances between triode elements are shown
in Fig. 13. The total capacitance C corresponding to

the sum of all flux lines between the grid plane and the

cathode (non-emitting, cold) is given by

d2,
where = (d^ + d2)/di = C^{1 + ^)

(20)

(21)

The assumption that the capacitances and are in-

versely proportional to the distances dj^ and d^ + dg be-

comes inaccurate for the relatively thick grid wires
and coarse pitch of practical grids, as will be shown
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in the second part of this article. The penetration fac-

tor D is, by definition, a flux or capacitance ratio:

D = 1/ /i = Ca/Cg

By means of Eq. (21):

c^/Cg = D(i +^) =(1 +^)/;^
^2,

(22a)

(22b)

The total charge Q due to applied potentials Vg and

without space charge (tube cold) is given by

Q = CV = Cg Vg + Ca Va

V = ^Vg +^Va
C ^ C

Substituting the expression for C from Eq. (20):

Co-

(23)

V v„ +

V„ + (Ca/Cp.) Va

1 + C'/Qa/ ^g

Then from Eq. (22):

V
1 + 1(1 +

(24)

Correction for the Space Charge by an Equivalent Diode
Spacing {d'^ )

To correct the electrostatic potential V for the effect

of the space charge in the cathode-grid space in first

approximation, the distance d]^ is decreased to an equiv-

alent value d\ which, in a parallel-plane diode, would

give a constant potential gradient in the space-charge-

free model equal to the actual potential gradient at the

diode plate. Fig. 14 shows that straight lines having

the slope of the actual space-potential function intersect

the reference potential V = 0 at a shorter distance d

which is a function of V. The ratio p = di/d\ of the

actual distance to the equivalent cathode distance can

be approximated as follows:*

p= di/d\ = 3/2 for potentials 1.5 < V > 0.1 volt

P= di/d\ = 4/3 for potentials 1.5 V> 1.5 volts
(25)

Eq. (24) can then be replaced by the following expres-

sions:

(26a)

The remaining potentials of the triode circuit (i. e. , the

work functions \p and ^ of the grid wires and anode,
the external applred voltages E^, and E^, and the bar-
rier potential Vq) are shown in Fig. 13. The grid and
anode potentials are given by

*For further discussion see the second part of this article and
Fig. 24.

Va = Vo-'^a + Eb
(26b)

The equivalent diode potential of the triode containing

a perfect grid is, therefore,

(27)V={(V„ -^g + E^) + [(V^

1 Pdo
1 + - (1 + TT )

The total cathode current Ij^ = + '^^ perfect

triode can hence be calculated from v, as described
for the perfect diode, and the transconductance gjYi(k)

of the perfect triode in the cathode circuit (or without

grid current in the anode circuit) is given by the diode

conductance multiplied by the factor 1/a:

'm(k) g/ a (28)

The relative changes AI/I and Ag/g discussed for

the diode as functions of T have, therefore, the same
values for perfect triodes for constant current and con-

stant grid potential V as they have for perfect diodes.

The changes for fixed-voltage operation are reduced
because AVq in Table IV is replaced by ^ Vq / «

•

(See also Fig. 9.)

V^—VOLTS
0.2 0,3 0.4

0.1 0.2 03 0.4

POTENTIAL (V*)—VOLTS

Figure 10. Biode Current I and Conductanceg for d = 2
Milliinches as Functions of Vand T. (Inset shows con-

ductance change g/gijoo ^ constant current I or
constant potential V as a function of T.

)
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d=0.002"
T=900°K

Is (amp/cm^) il-c

80.0 1.09
1.0 1.42

0.35 1.5

0.10 1.6

" -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

POTENTIAL (V)—VOLTS

Figure 11. Diode Current and Conductance I, g =f(V)
for Different Work Functions (^^q) and Emission Cur-
rents (Ig)ford = 2 Milliinches , T= 900 K (Inset shoivs

conductance change g/gj j for = 1.1 to ^ = 1.6.)

Aberrations in Practical Triodes and Limitations of

the Simple Theory

An equivalent diode potential [Eq. (27)] has been es-
tablished for the triodeby the addition of the mean po-
tentials derived from the electrostatic potential fields

of the grid wires and the anode (see Figs. 12 and 13)

with a correction for an average space -charge effect in

the grid- cathode space by the introduction of an equiv-

alent cathode-grid distance d' = d/ p . It is assumed
that the grid provides a substantially constant electro-

static gradient so that the sum of the charges over the

cathode CgVg + C V^^ [Eq. (23)] is sufficiently uniform
and the current density at the cathode is reasonably
constant. With practical grids, this condition can be
approached only at certain ratios ^^/Vg. The field

plots in Fig. 12 illustrate the basic electrostatic-field

components obtained with a relatively good grid (prac-

tically speaking). These components are the unit anode
field (Fig. 12A) obtained with one volt (100 per cent)

applied to the anode and zero volts on grid and cath-

ode, and the unit grid field (Fig. 12B) obtained with one

volt on the grid and zero volts on anode and cathode.

All other possible fields are obtainable from these unit

fields by multiplying the space potentials of the unit

fields by appropriate voltage factors and then adding

the two potential components for each point in space.

The field for = 100 and Vg = -4.5, shown in Fig.

12C, was constructed in this manner.

Fig. 12A shows that even for Vg = 0 (i. e. , with grid

current) the field gradient is somewhat lower under the

grid wire than between grid wires. The gradient varia-

tion increases considerably when a negative field is

superimposed (see Fig. 12C). The gradient directly

under the grid wire becomes negative, and causes a

reduction of the active emitter area. This area con-

tracts towards the center between grid wires as V is

made more and more negative. The conditions for neg-

ligible grid current require a retarding field between
grid wire and cathode without potential minimum (com-

pare Fig. 14), and produce a potential minimum along

the center line between grid wires, where the space

charge "bulges" out from the cathode to form a potential

"saddle." as estimated in Fig. 12D for a certain plate

current.

It follows that for negative grid potentials (Vg < 0)

the potential V computed from Eq. (27) is too low be-

cause the field distortion causes a decrease of the "ac-

tive" emitter area by a factor A/Aq < 1, reduces the

"active" part of the capacitances Cg and Cg^, and alters

their ratio Mby a factor JI/ Jl^ < 1. The problem of

computing the ratios A/AQand p / ji q from the triode

dimensions as functions of the independent variables Vg
and V^ has not been solved analytically, although the

distribution of electrostatic point JI values (no space

charge), i. e. , the ratio M = VgQ)/Va(i^ has been com-

puted for any point in the catnode-grid space. The

normal electrostatic value iIq computed from grid di-

mensions and spacing is the ratio of average potential

values, while the "point- |Lt
" function has a maximum

under a grid wire and a minimum under the center be-

tween grid wires. For parallel-plane structures this

/i -function is different in different planes below the

grid, but the average value Mq is constant for any

plane in the grid-cathode space parallel to the grid

plane. The "active" average ji value (i. e. , the elec-

trically measured ji value), is a particular average

in a surface of the grid-cathode space in the presence

of space charge, i. e. , an average weighted accordii^

to the plate-current contribution. Its calculation is,

therefore, not possible from electrostatic values with-

out knowledge of the current-distribution function, as

shown in the second part of this article.

It is, therefore, important to know whether there are

operating potentials which result in a close approach to

the theoretical values A/Aq = 1 and Jl /Jlq = 1, which

can serve as reference and check- values. The answer
is "yes" for positive grid potentials near or equal to the

potential in the cathode-anode space which would exist

if the grid were removed. This condition is called

"space-potential operation. "

The Grid at Space Potential

The field plot in Fig. 15 shows that a practical triode

having a grid with relatively large wires can be op-

erated at a positive grid potential, which causes a mini-

mum field disturbance in the grid-cathode space. The

actual grid voltage is somewhat below space potential

to permit bending of the plate field around the grid wire

into the space between grid wires. Because of the uni-

formity of the parallel-plane field below the grid, the

current intercepted by the grid is given by its shadow
area; i. e.

,
Ig/I^ = shadow area of grid/total area of
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Figure 12. Unit Potential Fields and Composite Potential Field of a Triode: (A) unit anode-field Vj^ = 0,

= 0, V„ = 1 volt (100 per cent); (B) unit grid -field Vj^ = 0, = 0, Vg= 1 volt (100 per cent);

(C) composite electrostatic field for = 100, = -4.5; (D) composite field with space charge
(estimated) for 10, -0.45

grid. This fact can be used to establish space -potential
operation, i. e. , to adjust the plate (or grid) voltage

until this current ratio is obtained.
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Figire 13. Triode Capacitances and Potentials

In Fig. 15, the equivalent-diode plane (V = 9.3) lies

three-fifths of the grid-wire radius below the center

line of the grid. The cathode current should thus co-

incide with the theoretical diode current computed for

this diode spacing (slightly less than d) and the full

cathode area Ag. Because of the relatively heavy grid

current, the null indicator in bridge measurements of

1^ or gj^ must be placed in the cathode circuit if it is

to indicate the theoretically computed values. Actual
measurements on pencil tubes and nuvistors have given

close agreement with the values computed for the "per-
fect" triode whenthe remaining triode parameters were
substantially uniform. An example of gj^- measure-
ments on a nuvistor triode with 60-siderod, 0.85-mil-
wire grid is shown in Fig. 16. The space-potential
curve, labelled I„ = Ij^/S, is very close to the curve
for a perfect triocfe with d = 2.55 mils in the accelera-
ting-potential region (V > 0), where the electrostatic

value fl = 35 is also obtained.

*An analytic method is given in the second part of tliis article.

The remaining gj^ curves are reasonably parallel to

the theoretical curve; the parameter is a constant \i

value (measured). The broken lines indicate grid-bias

values. The bias for a grid current of 0.5 microam-
pere is approximately -0.4 volt at I]-, = 10 milliamperes
and 0.5 volt at I|j = I milliampere. (The curves are not

continued into the grid-current region toward space-
potential operation because the present ii bridge does
not have a null indicator in the cathode circuit.

)

In the retarding field V < 0 (below the knee point),

true space -potential operation can only be approached
because a positive gradient at the anode side of the grid

is required to keep electrons which pass between the

grid wires from returning to the grid. The best con-
dition, shown in Fig. 17, is obtained for equal and op-
posite gradients. It produces a saddle field and a con-

siderable nonuniformity even near very small grid

wires, so that the sharp knee of the gj^j function cannot

be obtained with practical grids in close-spaced tubes.

When V is made more negative, the minimum disappears
and the measured curve approaches the theoretical

curve asymptotically. It is, therefore, not possible to

use the slope or position of the measured retarding-field

functions of g-^ or Ijj as temperature indicators except

at very low currents.

The Grid Work Function

Calculation of effective grid potentials requires know-
ledge of the grid and anode work functions. Exact
knowledge of the anode work function is not critical be-
cause ^2^15 divided by \i , but the grid work function

must be known accurately to at least 0.02 volt.

The grid work function „ can be computed from Eq.

(27):

- = V - (V^ + E^) - [(V„ - + Ej^)//lJ (29)
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where

According to the preceding comments, this equation

willfurnishprecise values only for perfect triode con-

ditions, i. e. , for the theoretical maximum value /Tq

and an active cathode area equal to the total actual area
of the cathode. The measurement should therefore

be made at or close to space -potential conditions for

the grid, where jl = ]1q and A/Ag = 1.

Figure 14. Space -Potential Functions and Equivalent

Distances d' of a Diode as Functions of Effectivp

Potential V

Cathode-Temperature Variations + AT

The thermal circuit of oxide-coated cathodes consists
essentially of three shunt paths from the cathode to the
heat sink which receive a large fraction K of the total

heater power Pj^:

KPh = Pe + (Pr + Pc) (30)

The remaining fraction (1-K) of the power is the direct
heater end-loss to the heat sink.

The power loss Pg is given by:

Pe = I( i//c + V ) + 2Vt watts (4)

This loss represents the thermal energy expended by
the electrons in the current I in acquiring the velocity
for emission and in overcoming the potential barrier
( + ^m)- The bracketed term in Eq. (30) is given
by:

(Pr + Pc) = c(Tc4-T24) + (Tc-Ts)/R (31)

This term consists of the total power Pj. radiated from
the cathode sleeve at a temperature T^, to surrounding
electrodes having a temperature T2 (c is a constant),

and a conduction loss P^. in the thermal resistance R of

the cathode-support member connected to a heat sink

of temperature Tg.

The removal of electrons by a current I from the

cathode causes a cooling effect which decreases the

cathode temperature T^. by the same amount as a heater-
power reduction A Pu = Pg/K. Given the factor K and
the function T^. = f(Pj^) (shown in Fig. 18 for a nuvistor
triode), the temperature change - AT(.=f(I) is easily

computed for a given work function and cathode tem-
perature. For K = 0.88, Tq = 1100 K, = 1.6 volt,

and a current I = 22 milliamperes, for example, the

power loss due to electron removal is Pg/0.88 - 0.05

watt, which reduces the cathode temperature by AT =

-22 K, as shown in Fig. 18. This temperature change
causes a potential change AVq = -0.044 volt which,
for fixed-bias operation, results in a current reduc-
tion Ij3 — AVq X g — -7 per cent for a perfect diode

(see Fig. 11). For triodes, the potential change is

A Vq/ a, which results in Al-pj, — -6 per cent= -1.3

milliamperes for the example discussed.
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Figure 15. Potential Field of Triode with Grid at Space

Potential (V positive)

The cooling_ effect - AT = f(I) and the relative cur-
rent change I/Iq = f( AT) have been measured on a nu-
vistor having a thermocouple welded to the cathode.
The results are shown in Fig. 18. A current I = 22 mil-

liamperes causes AT = -25 K, andthis change causes
I to decrease nearly 7 per cent, which is slightly more
than that computed. The measurements show that there

is a difference between a direct current and a modulated
current having the same average value. Because the
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modulated current has a peak current considerably

higher than its average value, it causes a larger change
- AT, and AT in turn causes a larger change - Al
than a direct current. This difference indicates non-

uniform cooling and perhaps a complex thermal time

constant having a rapid decay component besides the

slow main component, which is of the order of several

seconds. The generally nonuniform spacing and cur-

rent density of practical tubes certainly contributes to

a nonuniform cooling effect.

0.6 0.8 I

CURRENT (I)
2 4 6
MILLIAMPERES

Figure 16. Theoretical and Measured Transconduc-
tances (gf^k) of a Triode (d i -0.00255 inch,

d2 = 0.00665 inch, Jl^ =32, A = 0.185 cm^)

ANODE

+ 8

It is evident that the initial current drift caused by
emission cooling does not indicate a processing fault.

It is more pronounced in close-spaced tubes and will

increase for cathodes having a reduced power loss. The
appreciable magnitudes of -AT and - A I can explain

many discrepancies observed between static and dyn-
amic measurements (curve tracer) of tube character-

istics.
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+ 2
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Figure 1 7. Potential Field of Triode ivith Grid at Space
Potential (V negative)

Figure 18. Cathode Temperature (T^) and Cooling Ef-
fects (- AT) Causedby Electron Emission: (A) cathode
temperature of a triode as a function of heater pcnver
(I = 0); (B) cooling effect - t^T as fimction of average

current; (C) current change I/Iq as function

of temperature change

Apositive temperature change + AT can be observed
when the temperature T2 of surrounding electrodes in-

creases substantially due to electrical power dissipa-

tion. Eq. (31) shows that the radiated power Pj, de-

creases when T2 rises; the actual relation between T^
and T2 is considerably more complicated in a triode,

and the grid shielding action permits a much higher

plate temperature (T2) than indicated by Eq. (31) before

a noticeable reduction of Pj. and a consequent tempera-
ture increase + ATj. of the cathode is observed. Meas-
urements on a nuvistor triode have shown substantially

no change of T^, when the current is held constant and

the plate dissipation is increased from a very small
value to 1 watt by adjustment of Eg and E^j.

Eccentric Electrodes

Uniform Eccentricity of Grid and Cathode. The spac-

ing variation Adj^ = f ( (#> ) is sinusoidal. The current

distribution along the cathode periphery can be approxi-

mated by I/Iq = [1/(1- Ad]^) ]
2, as shown in Fig. 19.
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The table in the figure shows the average current ratio

I/Iq, as well as the maximum value Ijjjg^x/Io' various

eccentricities + Adi /di = m
••max

1-

An increase of current density by a factorIj^ax/^o= 2,

for example, permits an eccentricity = 0.3. For
the present nuvistor with d— 2.5 mils, this eccentri-
city has the value +_ Adj^ =0.75 mils. The average cur-
rent increases by I/Iq = 1.145, or 14.5 per cent.

-ir/2

z
<

0
0\0.3
V0.2

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Figure 19. Graphic Evaluation ofCurrent Change (i/io)

Caused by a Sinusoidal Variation of Spacing (d/d^ Due
to Eccentric Electrodes . (Inset, left bottom: Increase

of average current (I/Iq) as function of cathode grid
eccentricity nij.)

A good limit for eccentricity would be m.-^ = 0.2; this

value would result in + Ad = 0.5 mils, and would not
permit the current density to exceed 1.56 times the

normal value._ The average plate-current tolerance
would then be I/Iq = 1.05, or zero to plus five per cent
from bogie.

Eccentricity Causedby Grid Ellipticity . Eccentricity
causedby grid ellipticity can occur when the grid spacer
in a brazing jig is elliptical or has too small a diam-
eter. In this case a double-frequency sinusoidal dis-
tortion occurs around the cathode periphery; this dis-
tortion produces the same result as uniform eccentri-
city.

Grid-Plate Eccentricity Ad2. Variations Ad2 can
be caused by grid eccentricity or by an independent

anode eccentricity. A change Ad2/d2 = m2 causes an
equal change A/x/fJ,. Grid eccentricity simultaneously
causes an eccentricity m2 of opposite sign m2 = -mj^

{dl/d2). For a nuvistor having an 0.080-inch anode
diameter, dj^/d2 = 0.38, and a uniform grid eccentri-

city m^ = 0.2 results in m2 = -0.076and A/i/jM = +0.076.

The change in current i/ig caused by the sinusoidal

variation of /J, around the tube axis can be obtained from
the static characteristic because A Ej^/E^j = A fx/ ii =

TO. 076. At Ejj =36 volts and I^ = 9 milliamperes, the

plate-voltage change in the nuvistor triode is A E)^ =

+2.74. At constant E^, this small variation causes a

substantially undistorted plate-current variation of

sinusoidal form within the limits A 2^— +1-3 milli-

amperes or A2i/Io = +0.144. Because of the opposing
sign with respect to the change A I/Iq caused by the

grid eccentricity in the grid-cathode space, the com-
bined change is obtained by subtracting the sinusoidal

change A2i sin 4" from the current waveform labeled

mi = 0.2 in_Fig. 19. The resultant change in average
current is 1/1q = +1.07. The total change in average
current is two per cent larger than that computed for

the effect of Adj^ alone, but the maximum current

^max /^o reduced from 1.56 to 1.42.

The effect of Ad2 on the currents is smaller for

nuvistors with larger plate spacing (higher /n ).

An independent eccentricity of the anode can add to

or subtract from the current changes. An increase of

plate -current limits is not permissible because of the

danger of excessive cathode loading.

Nonuniform Eccentricity (Tilting) of Cylindrical

Electrodes. If a nuvistor mount is distorted during re-
moval from a concentric jig, the grid cylinder may be
eccentric to the cathode and anode at only one end (see

sketch in Fig. 19). If mj^ = 0.3 at this end and zero at

the opposite end, the maximum current density is in-

creased by a factor Imax/^o = ^- '^^^ mean current
change is obtained by averaging the_ values I/Iq in the

axial direction, i. e. , the function I/Iq = f (mj^) shown
in Fig. 19 up to mj^ = 0.3. This total average is I/Iq =

1.05, i. e. a plate-current tolerance plus five per cent,

minus zero per cent from bogie. A plus ten per cent

tolerance would permitm^ = 0.45and Adj^ = 1.12 mils
as maximum values and an increase of 3.4 in maximum
current density. Therefore, to obtain good life ex-

pectancy the maximum eccentricity in a nuvistor should
not exceed + Ad^j^^^ = 0.5 mils for uniform eccentri-
city along the cathode or + ^di^^^^j^ = 0.75 mils for a

tapered eccentricity. The corresponding permissible
current change from bogie is plus five per cent, minus
zero per cent when the test condition assures a constant

effective grid potential. These permissible eccentrici-
ties are certainly obtainable values.

Calculation of Vibration-Induced Modulation in Cyl-
indrical Structures

A sinusoidal mechanical vibration of the cantilever-

supported grid in a nuvistor causes an electrical sine-

*The reader may compare these increments with those taken

from the machine-computed characteristic of a similar nu-
vistor shown in Fig. 40.
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wave output signal of double frequency when the spac-
ings di and d2 are uniform. Eccentricity of the mount
causes signal components of fundamental frequency. It

follows from the transfer characteristic i = f(d],), shown
in Fig. 19, that vibration of a concentric or eccentric
grid causes a sinusoidal variation of mj^, which in turn
causes a variation +aT of the current average I, thus
producing an electrical modulation of I.

The effect of a vibration of fixed amplitude is illus-

trated in Fig. 20 for several eccentricities. Cases (B)

and (C) represent uniform eccentricities along the axis
at zero vibration amplitude, i. e. , with grid and cath-
ode axes parallel and displaced. If it is assumed for

simplicity that the cathode coating lies between the half-

way point of the total cylinder length and the top of the

cylinder, the top-point amplitude is approximately
double that of the half-length points. This assumption
is not strictly correct, but can serve to determine the

type of output signal obtained. The top amplitude is

assumed to be a 20-per-cent spacing modulation in all

cases illustrated, i. e. , Am = 0.2. Since the bottom
points of the cathode receive half this modulation, i. e.

,

A m = 0.1, the total current from all cathode points is

obtained as a double integral, i. e. , the average value
of all average values I/Iq along the cathode axis from
bottom to top. The range of m values is indicated in

(A) to (C) for the positive, zero, and negative ampli-
tudes. The integrated values f/Io (from Fig. 19) pro-
duce the waveforms shown in Fig. 20:

Fig. 20A shows the waveform for a perfect coaxial
grid-cathode assembly, for which the electrical out-
put is a double -frequency modulation. Fig. 20B
shows the result of a uniform eccentricity (m = 0.2)

along the cathode which produces a large single-
frequency component in the output. Fig. 20C shows
the result of a smaller uniform eccentricity (m = 0.1)

causing a much smaller single-frequency component
approaching the amplitude of the double-frequency
component. Fig. 20D shows a condition obtained by
adding a tilt to the case shown in Fig. 20C so that the

half-length eccentricity becomes zero. The output
waveform contains a smaller fundamental compon-
ent.

More accurate calculations of this type should estab-
lish good numerical correlation between observed wave-
forms and amplitudes and the actual eccentricities of

nuvistor structures, provided the Q values of the me-
chanical grid resonance are reasonably constant.

A REFINED METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE
SPACE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AND CURRENT-
VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF E LECTRON TUBES

ANEWAPPROACH TO SPACE-CURRENT CALCULA-
TION IN ELECTRON TUBES

The classic solution for the space current in a triode
makes use of penetration factors (D = 1/ M ) derived
from the electrostatic fields of the electrodes to estab-
lish a mean equivalent diode potential Vp = (Vg + D^V^)/
(l + D^ + 4/3 Djj) in order that the space current may be
computed from the Langmuir relations- 2> 3, 4 ^he ef-
fect of space charge in the cathode-grid space is ap-

proximated by a 4/3 increase of the reverse penetration
factor (Dj^) of the cathode field through the grid. This
solution is valid when the composite field and space
current in the cathode-grid space are substantially uni-
form. The assumptions, however, result in intolerable

errors in modern close-spaced electron tubes, particu-
larly at negative grid potentials.

0->0.l +0.1 +0.2--0.3

0^0.1 +0.1—0.3 PLATE-CURRENT MODULATION

MECHANICAL AMPLITUDES

±Ad(TOP) = 0.2d = 0.0005"

Figure 20. Vibration-Induced Current Modulation I/Tq
in a Nuvistor Triode; Relative Vibration Amplitude

'^Imax =i ^-^ ^"-V length of grid, = ±0.2 at top of
grid: (A) coaxial structure; (B) uniform ecc&itricity

(mi zero = 0.2); (C) uniform eccentricity (mj zero =

0.1); (D) tilted eccentricity

It is fairly obvious that an accurate solution for the
space current must be based on the detailed potential
and current distributions in the grid-cathode space,
taking into account the space charge and initial velocity
of the electrons.

A rigorous analytic treatment of the electrode flow
in non-uniform fields altered by space charge is ex-
ceedingly complex and will not be attempted because it

requires a prohibitively large number of successive
approximations to obtain a simultaneous solution for
current and charge distributions, space potentials, and
electron trajectories with appropriate initial velocities
in the grid-cathode space. A study of the problem in-

dicated that the tracing of electron trajectories in the
space beyond 1/2 of the cathode-grid distance is of sec-
ondary importance in accelerating fields and may be
dispensed with in a solution for the total current drawn
from the cathode. It is not necessary to know where
the electrons pass through the grid plane, provided the
current distribution can be determined at the half-way
distance in the grid-cathode space. The problem is

thus reduced to a calculation of the effective field
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strength (including space charge) in sections (y) taken

normal to the cathode with the assumption of an inde-

pendent parallel current flow in the second half of these

sections. For a first approximation this assumption

can be extended to the full cathode-grid distance. It

will be shown subsequently that this simplification leads

to errors only at highly retarding field conditions, i. e.
,

at small currents near current cutoff.

The Electrostatic Field in the Cathode-Grid Space

The first step required in an accurate solution for the

space current is the calculation of the electrostatic po-

tential field in the grid-cathode space. The extreme
complexity of a general solution is avoided by limiting

the calculation of potential fields to parallel-plane tri-

odes having a grid of uniformly spaced parallel wires;

cylindrical triodes or structures having non-uniform

spacings can be converted by transformation or seg-

mentation into one or a number of equivalent parallel-

plane triode sections.

The electrostatic potential field in the grid-cathode

space of a parallel-plane triode is calculated from its

geometric dimensions in normalized form using the

grid-wire radius R as a unit. The electrode structure

can hence be specified by the ratio of three dimensions

X, Y, and C, where

X = d|/R = normalized cathode to grid-center dis-

tance

2Y = P/R = normalized grid-wire pitch

C = d2/R = normalized grid-center to anode dis-

tance

The field calculation is made in two parts:

1) the unit potential grid field
\ )

= f (x, y)

2) the unit potential anode field Va(i) = f (x, y) illus-

trated in Fig. 21.

These fields are computed for a matrix of 204 points by

applying one volt to the grid or anode, respectively,

with the remaining electrodes at zero potential. The
total potential v^^ y) of a matrix point for any given

combination of electrode potentials V„ , V' is the sum
g a

V(x, y)
= Vg(i) Vg + Va(i) Va = f(x, y) (32)

A typical set of unit potentials is given in Table V.

Amplification Factors ( ii)

Although the electrostatic amplification factor P-qIs

not required for the evaluation of equivalent potentials,

it is very useful as a normalizing factor for the anode
voltage and is readily calculated from the unit potential

functions.

The amplification factor /i at a point in the grid-

anode space is by definition the potential ratio

= ^g(l)/^a(l) (33)

The mean electrostatic value JiQin the grid- cathode

space (which is the object of normal /i calculations) is

by definition the ratio of the mean unit potentials Vg(j^)

and Va^(i) in any plane x < x^ in the grid-cathode space,

where Xq is the plane just contacting the grid wires.

The value Mq can therefore be calculated accurately

from the potential data (Table V) with

'^o = \(l)/ VD' ^ < ^c (34)

As an example, it may be assumed that x^. = 12. For
a given set of dimensions the electrostatic (mean) value

iCi Q is independent of the distance x from the cathode

within the restriction x < x^., although the variation of

point A values becomes larger with increasing x val-

ues. The value Ji q, however, is not independent of

the model dimension X as generally assumed in fl

calculations.

Fig. 22 shows the average potentials v and v^^^j

(from Table V) as functions ofx. The ratiBs Vg(i)/'^a.{l)
=

Jj- Q are constant for any value x < 12. For x > 12,

some of the electrostatic flux lines in the space between
grid wires do not penetrate the grid but terminate on

the grid wires. These lines do not, therefore, contri-

bute to the total field strength at the cathode.

Effective Potentials and Space-Current Distribution

The total field v(j^ = f(x,y) is divided into 16 sec-

tions V(y) =f(x) which are treated as independent parallel

triodes. The generally non-linear electrostatic fields

V(y^ = f(x) of these triodes are replaced by linear func-

tions representing "equivalent" parallel- plane diodes

so that the space current i(y\ can be computed from the

Langmuir relations. The total current is the sum of

all section currents.

The evaluation of equivalent diode potentials for cal-

culation of the section currents (iy) requires several

steps. It is well known that the electrostatic potential

functions of a diode or triode are depressed by the neg-

ative space charge injected by an electron current, as

shown in Fig. 23. The resultant gradient changes

manifest themselves as an increase in the effective

grid-cathode capacitance which can be duplicated in a

space-charge-free model by a reduction of the normal

grid-cathode distance d to an equivalent shorter dis-

tance d'. The distance d' for equal capacitance can be

computed for a theoretically perfect parallel-plane

diode or triode as follows: The potential gradient dv/dx

at the anode of the actual potential function with space

charge is matched by the constant gradient line of a

space-charge-free diode (broken lines). The intersec-

tion of the constant gradient lines for two slightly dif-

ferent anode potentials occurs at the distance d'.^ Be-

cause all intersections occur close to the potential level

of the exponential point for which the anode gradient is

equal to zero, d' can be determined with good accuracy

from the intersection of one gradient line with the fixed

potential level of the exponential point. The potential

*The majority of classic calculations assume an infinite

cathode-grid distance, and give an asymptotic value.
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Table V

Electrostatic Space Potentials (Unit Potentials) for X/Y/C = 4/4/28

Plate Field V^^^-^ x 10^ = f(x, y,

)

y = 0 2 4 6
o
0

1 AlU 14 16

X = 2 0.300 0.294 0.276 0.248 0.214 0.180 0.149 0.128 0.121

4 0.613 0.600 0.561 0.503 0.430 0.355 0.288 0.242 0.226

6 0.952 0.931 0.868 0.771 0.650 0.521 0.406 0.326 0.298

8 1.335 1.30 1.21 1.06 0.877 0.674 0.487 0.357 0.310

10 1.780 1.74 1.61 1.40 1.12 0.809 0.511 0.300 0.227

12 2.310 2.26 2.09 1.81 1.41 0.934 0.441 0.095 0.0

14 2.960 2.89 2.68 2.32 1.80 1.09 0.229 0.0 0.0

16 3.74 3.66 3.43 3.01 2.37 1.43 0.0 0.0 0.0

Grid Field Vg(i) = f (x, y)

y = 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

X = 2 0.106 0.106 0.109 0.113 0.119 0.125 0.130 0.134 0.135

4 0.209 0.211 0.217 0.226 0.238 0.250 0.262 0.271 0.274

6 0.309 0.311 0.321 0.335 0.354 0.376 0.397 0.413 0.419

8 0.403 0.407 0.419 0.440 0.468 0.501 0.537 0.566 0.577

10 0.489 0.494 0.510 0.536 0.575 0.625 0.683 0.737 0.761

12 0.564 0.570 0.589 0.622 0.670 0.739 0.831 0.939 1.0

14 0.628 0.635 0.655 0.691 0.746 0.828 0.954 1.0 1.0

16 0.679 0.685 0.705 0.741 0.796 0.877 1.0 1.0 1.0

Figure 21. Unit-Potential Fields in the Cathode-Grid Space of a Triode of Table V

of the exponential point has, therefore been selected

as the reference potential for all calculations :

V = 0 for dv/dx = 0 (35)

Therefore, the cathode of the equivalent space-charge-
free diode model has the convenient potential V = 0. Its

spacing d' is a function of current (see Fig. 23) which
can be derived from the Langmuir relations in normal-
ized units: ,,,> y . , .„„,

p = d/d = k (I/Iq) y/j? V (36)

where | = normalized distance d for ?? g.
= 0

Iq = current at the exponential point

r = d?Ja/d = potential gradient at

the anode

?7 y = 11.605V = normalized diode potential

(measured from the exponential point)

The reference ratio p ^ is plotted in Fig. 24 as a func-

tion of the equivalent diode potential Vp for T]j = 1000 K,

*The negative gradients ( y ) for retarding-field conditions can

be found in Ref. 5.
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Ig/Io = 1000, = 2.509. The scale factors for other

temperatures and emission ratios are given by

P = P r ^o/2-509 and V Vj- T/1000 (36a)

The space-charge correction of elemental sections

in the actual triode requires that the cathode-grid dis-

tances d' of the electrostatic model used for calcula-

tions satisfy Eq. (36). The simultaneous solution for

d' and V can be obtained with adequate accuracy by a

linear interpolation from the equivalent potentials V^'

calculated from two electrostatic models having the dis-

tance ratios Pi = 1.5 and P 2 = l-^j as indicated by the

broken lines in Fig. 24. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

REFERENCE DIODE POTENTIAL Vr

po = 0.956 /0.01696 =56.3
= 0.478/0.00848 = 56.3
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Figure 23. Space Potential Functions v = f(x)

in a Parallel-Plane Diode (left) and Linear Potential

Functions of an Equivalent Parallel-Plane

Capacitance (right)

Figure 24. Equivaletit Distance Ratio (py) as a

Function of Effective Diode Potential (Vy)

To apply this solution to practical triodes, it is neces-
sary to convert their nonlinear potential functions

V^y) = f(x) (see Fig. 25) to constant gradient functions

representing equivalent parallel-plane diodes. This

conversionposes two problems: (1) where to locate the

anode of the diode, and (2) how to replace the nonlinear

function by an "equivalent" straight line. Basic con-

siderations indicate that the anode of an equivalent diode

should be locatedatthe first "break point" of the elec-

trostatic potential function, which for positive gradients

occurs in the region between grid wires. (Compare
Fig. 22). There are, however, potential functions ex-

hibiting an electrostatic minimum (y = 8 in Fig. 25),

which should be considered as a location for the anode
of the equivalent diode. An extended numerical study

indicated that a satisfactory equivalent can be obtained

with a fixed anode location of the equivalent diode in the

plane through the grid-wire centers. For this condi-

tion, the function V(y) = f(x) must be limited to a range
between x = 0 and x = 12 (Fig. 21), which is the plane

contacting the grid wires on the cathode side. The
equivalent diode potential V(y) is extrapolated by plac-

ing a straight line through the origin and the average
point V of the truncated function V(y] = f (x), as illus-

trated in Fig. 25. The correct comoination of model
distance d' and potential V(y) satisfying Eq. (36) is ob-

tained by computing V(y) for two models having the dis

tance ratios p = 1.5 and p 2 ' ° """" '-'

—

interpolation indicated in Fig

1.8 and using the linear

24.

The diode currents and distribution i = f(y) can now
be computed from the Langmuir functions from the po-

tentials VVyN = f(y), as shown in Fig. 26 for the anode
potential = and four grid-wire potentials for a

6CW4 nuvistor triode. The computed mean current

densities and total currents for the particular cathode

area (0.185 square centimeter) are indicated.

The equivalent electrostatic potential fields used in

the calculation are shown in Fig. 27 for two operating

conditions. The potential field in the actual cathode-

grid space containing the space charge is obtained infirst

approximation by replacing the equivalent constant grad-

ient functions of Fig. 27 by the corresponding space-
charge functions (Fig. 25), as shown in Fig. 28. For
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TRIODE SPACE-POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS

V= f(X,Y) FOR

^ = 1.5

Va = /AO

Vg =-1.2
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Figure 25. Electrostatic Space -Potential Functions of a Triode

Figure 26. Potential and Current Distribution far Four Grid Potentials (V ) of a Nuvistor Triode at =

an appraisal of electron trajectories, the reader may
rotate the illustration 180 degrees. The space-charge
"hill" in front of the cathode is built up by the large

number of electrons which have insufficient initial

velocities to overcome the retarding fields to the poten-

tial minimum or grid plane. The constant-potential

contours marked -0. 1 and -0.35 on the horizontal planes

V = 0 indicate the potential barriers and boundaries of

current flow, i. e.
,
points at which the computed cur-

rent has decreased to 2 per cent of the highest current

obtained at the center between grid wires (y = 0). The
areas Aq obtained by the assumption of an independent

parallel current flow in the y-sections are clearly not

sharp limits outside of which electrons from the cathode
are turned back. The shaded vertical sections at var-
ious distances (x) from the cathode show a spread of the

positive V-functions towards the cathode. The effective

area Ag of current flow is therefore larger than Aq.
The correction factor Ag/AQ for the effective cathode
area is clearly a function of the potential modulation in

the grid plane. It can be determined by calculation of

electron paths or experimentally by comparing the com

-

puted currents with currents measured on carefully

constructed triodes duplicating the constants used in the
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calculations. The correction becomes negligible when
the amplitude of the positive portion of the potential

modulation is high and when Aq extends over more than

one half the cathode plane (y > 8). For low values of

Aq and low positive potentials in the center between
grid wires, however, the number of electrons "tun-

neled" into the area Aq can represent a substantial per-
centage of the small computed current, as indicated by
the large correction factor A^/Aq = 2. A set of elec-

tron trajectories computed for a similar operating con-

dition is shown in Fig. 29. Because an initial velocity

0.2 volt greater than the cathode -surface potential of

0.65 volt is assumed, no electrons can pass the -0.2-volt

potential contours. The relative current distribution is

given by the ratio 4^/ of the angles at the cathode

including all traj ectories pass ing through the grid plane

.

The inset shows a comparison with the current distri-

bution I/Iq computed without traj ectories. The current

computed from the trajectories is larger by the factor

^Tr/^c ~ 1-88. The agreement with the measured cur-

rent increase (a factor A/Aq = 2) is a good indication

that the discrepancies in the exponential region are
caused to a large extent by the assumption of a laminar
current flow.

Figure 27. Electrostatic Models Used for Calculation
of Equivalent Diode Potentials of a Triode

In view of the good c orrelation between hand-calculated

and measured currents for a large range of practical

operating conditions, it was decided to dispense with a

second approximation requiring the tracing of electron

trajectories in the space-charge-corrected field and set

up a computer program for machine calculation of tri-

ode (V, I)-characteristics andtheir derivatives gm, rp,

and M as outlined above. To obtain program flexibilify,

and to cover a wide range of parameter variations, it

became necessary to combine and transfer earlier

partial programs to a large computer (such as the RCA-
601 or IBM-7090) having sufficient storage capacity for

tables and data and high-speed arithmetic circuits to

reduce machine operating costs to attractive values.

The following brief description of the machine program
341.07 set up for triode calculations illustrates the

large number of operations and relative complexity re-

quired for the first-order solution of the problem dis-

cussed above. The program description is followed by

a discussion of results.

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computer program 341.07 is a numerical analy-

sis program requiring floating-point and high-speed-
arithmetic circuits for its economical performance.
It includes instructions for calculating the electro-

static potential fields of a triode, and a generalized
table of Langmuir relations computed for this purpose.

The complete program contains approximately 5300

machine instructions and requires more than 5200 reg-

isters for storing tables and incidental information. In

addition to performing the calculation of (V, I) charac-
teristics and derivatives for parallel-plane triodes by
the method outlined in the preceding section for all

practical parameter values, the program contains

transformation routines for calculating cylindrical

structures, routines for comparing a number of de-

signs, and routines for calculating non-uniform struc-

tures by segmentation. Efforts have been made to keep
the input simple, to keep the output understandable, and
to provide for ease of operation by computer operators.

The program control codes and design data are en-

tered into the computer core memory by means of a pro-

gram tape and two punched cards per tube design. The
data form to be filled out by the engineer is shown in

Fig. 30.

A. THE MACHINE PROGRAM FOR PARALLEL-
PLANE TRIODES
The sequence of operations carried out by the ma-

chine follows.

CORRECTION Ae/Ao = 2.0

MODEL WITH SPACE CHARGE

Figure 28. Potential Fields with Space Charge in the Cathode-Grid Space of a Triode Constructed

from Fig. 27 and Fig. 25
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Calculation of Electrostatic Potential Tables (Sub-Pro-
gram)

The input data are the grid-cathode distance dj^ (x-

dimension), the grid pitch (1/T. P.I. ) (y-dimension),
the grid-plate distance d2, and the grid-wire diameter
2R. (The z -dimension of the 3 -dimensional spaces is

uniform.

)

The machine normalizes the dimensions using the

grid-wire radius (R) as a unit, and solves the simul-
taneous equations set up for a system of unipole and
multipole line charges located at the grid-wire cen-
ters and their image points on opposite sides of the

anode and cathode planes to obtain constant potentials

at 10 points on the grid-wire diameter (indicated in

Fig. 21). With these line charges, the machine calcu-
lates the electrostatic unit potentials Vg(]^^ and v^^^
for a matrix of 204 points in the grid-catnode space
(x, y) (compare Table V). These unit potentials are cal-

culated for two equivalent grid-cathode distances d]^

related to the real distance dj^ by the ratios P i
= dj^/dj^'

= 1.5 and P 2 = 1-8-

The output data from this part of the program are
four potential tables (816 potential values) and the

electrostatic amplification factors U q calculated for

the two distance ratios. The data are stored for use in

the main program. Machine time for this sub-program
is 12 seconds.

Calculation of (V, I) Characteristics (Main Program)

The input data are:

1. The potential tables and the value JI^ for

from the electrostatic field program.

2. A fixed table for space-charge functions 11,^ =

f (Ig/I) required for calculation of the V, I relation to

parallel-plane diodes (modified Langmuir relations).

3. A fixed table of values for the function P j. = f(Vj.),

Fig. 24.

4. The operating parameters specified for the par-
ticular case consisting of:

a^. The cathode temperature T (deg K) and work-
function 4^^..

b_. The cathode area A in square centimeters,
c^ The plate-voltage and grid-voltage values
specifying points in the characteristics for which
plate current and derivatives (gm, rp, ji ) are
desired.

The machine calculation proceeds in the following

manner (not necessarily in the exact sequence given):

1. The saturated emission current Is is calculated

from the equation Ig = 120 r^e'i^c 11600/T). The
value ipc. = 1-6 volts is used unless specified. (This

Figure 29. Limiting Electron Trajectories and Corrected Current Distribution ( ^ /x[/q ) for a Triode
Operating Condition near Current Cutoff
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calculation results in Ig = 7 amperes per square

centimeter for T = HOOK; Is = 1 ampere per square

centimeter for T = lOOOK, etc.)

2. The current Iq and the corresponding minimum
potential Vmo^t the exponential point (dv/dx = 0,V = 0)

are calculated for the real grid-cathode distance (d^^)

from the Langmuir relations and stored to establish

the reference values I o ^^'^ Is/^o in the Langmuir
table and the barrier potential Vq = (Vjno + ^ c) be-
tween cathode and grid plane, which is then at the

reference potential V = 0. (See Fig. 23.)

3. The P
J.

-function (Fig. 24) is multiplied by scale

factors computed from Eq. (36a).

4. Starting with a low plate potential (V^ = 0, for ex-

ample) and the first grid-potential value (e. g., Vg =

+0.6 volt), the machine calculates 12 values of the

space -potential function Vy = f(x) with Eq. (32) in

the first elemental section of the cathode-grid space
at y = 0 (see Fig. 21). It then averages this function,

extrapolates, and stores an equivalent diode-poten-
tial V(y) for the grid-plane distance d;^' as illustrated

by Fig. 25. The calculation is made with the unit

potential values Vg^) and Vg^^) from the potential

tablesforthe distance ratio Pi = 1.5. The calcula-

tion is repeated with the unit potentials for the ratio

P 2 = 1.8, and a corrected equivalent diode potential

is interpolated from the two values V(y^ and the stored
function p = f (V) (Fig. 24). Having determined the

equivalentdiode-potential Vm) for the first elemental
section, the machine calculates the current density

i/y\ from the stored table of space-charge functions

and reference values computed in step 2. This pro-
cess is repeated for the remaining 16 sections (y) of

the cathode -grid space to provide the potential and
current distributions v^' = f(y)and i - f(y) illustrated

in Fig. 26 for the particular electrode potentials

(Vg, Vg). The total cathode current Ij^ is calculated

by multiplying the mean value of the current-density
function i = f (y) by the cathode area.

5. The calculations described in step 4 require less

than 0.2 second and are repeated for all specified

grid- and plate-voltage points in the tube charac-

teristic. The total current values are stored in ma-
trix form in the core memory. Tape storage of the

corresponding distribution functions i = f(y) and V =

f(y) for print-out is optional.

6. The derivatives are then calculated from incre-

ments in the stored current matrix (gm = A 1/ AVg,
rp = A\^/a I, and /I=gm rp) and stored on the out-

put tape for print-out.

The total machine time for the calculation of four

140 -point tables (including the time for the field calcu-

lation) is approximately 34 seconds. When a print- out

of the potential and current distribution functions for

each of the operating points is desired, the machine-
time is increased by a few seconds consumed in trans-

ferring the information onto the output tape. The final

reduction of the taped information to typed data sheets

is done by low-cost secondary equipment, as illustrated

by Figs. 31A to 31E. A page of the optional informa-
tion showing the distribution function V, I = f(y) for each

operating condition is reproduced in Fig. 31F.

Computed Data

The computed current (Fig. 3 IB) is the cathode cur-

rent Ij,- = I^j + I(. given in milliamperes for the specified

cathode area. (Print-out of current densities is op-

tional. )

Computed Potentials (Vg.V^ ) and External Voltages

(Eg, E^j). The electrode surface potentials Vg, V^
used in the calculations are measured from the expon-

ential point V = 0, dv/dx = 0. The cathode has, there-

fore, the following positive potential:

Vo =
"^c + V^(o) (37)

where ^ q is the cathode work-function and Vj^(q) the

to
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Figure 30. Data Form of Input Instructions for the Machine Calculation of Triode Characteristics
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67K80A60G.89

THE INPUTS ARE AS FdLLCIwS

HBT CATHODE DIAMETER = 0.06190 IN., GRID DIAMETER = 0.06699 IN^j PLATE DIAMETER = 0.08000 IN.

PITCH =—0.00350 IN., fORE DIAMItR = O.OO0B9 IN."

THE CATHODE A!IEA = 0. 1850 SQ CK, CATHODE TEMPER ATURE = 1100 K

THE CATHODE WORK FUNCIKJN = TTSTT

IHt CUMPUItU VALUES ARE AS EULLHWS

EMISSION CURRENT (I-Sl = 6.937 AMPS/SQ CM.

I-INFINITY = 6.91*8 MILLI-AMPS/SQ CM., 1I-ZERO = 6.71 1 MILLI-AMPS/SQ CM.

V-ZERO = 2.25819 MU-ZERO FOR D/D IS 1.5 = 27.797 MU- ZERO FOR D/D IS 1.8 = 28.0U1

THE CORRECTED MU = 33.012

Figure 31A. Cmnpiiter-Printed Data Matrices for a Triocle: (A) Title Page

62K80A60G.89

CURRENT IS GIVEN HERE IN MILLI-AMPS
—

BEGINNING PLATE
-0. 0.200

= -0.
0. uoo 0. 600 0 . 800 1 000 1.200 1 .1(00 1 • 600 1.800 2. 000 2.200

0 uo 7. SOS 11.321 1 5. 51(1( 20.115 0 . 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0 , 0. 0.

0. 20 U.096 7.5IU 1 1 . 1( 10 1 5. 691( 20.311 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 1.21(2 U. 135 7. 635 n.591( 15.928 20.593 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-0.20 0.182 1 .625 l(.ll29 7.906 1 1.857 16.252 20.951 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-0.1(0 0. 0.1(76 2.392 5.223 8.650 12.535 16.813 21.1(17 0. 0. 0. 0.

-0.60 0. 0. 100 1.097 3.281 6. 185 9.629 13.507 17.773 22.365 0. 0. 0.

-0.80 0. 0. 0.379 1.882 1(.257 7.258 10.752 111.6U3 18.910 23.512 0. 0.

-1.00 0. 0. 0.099 0.908 2.736 5.293 8.391( 11.925 15.851( 20.159 21(.752 0.

-1.20 c. 0. 0. 0.31(2 1.611 3.681( 6.38U 9.571 13.139 17. 11(8 21.1(U6 26. 107

-l.UO 0. 0. 0. 0. 123 0.809 2.397 1(.690 7. 517 10.779 lU. 1(1(2 18.1(96 22.839

-1.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.323 1.1(26 3.303 5.751 8.687 12.038 15.773 19.875

-1.80 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 156 0.738 2.168 1(.21(8 6.855 9.892 13.337 17. 156

-2.00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.31 I 1.310 2.981 5.255 8.001 11.131 1l(.657

-2.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 176 0.688 1.980 3.900 6.323 9.176 12.U2l(

-2.U0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.30lt 1.227 2.769 U.886 7.U29 10.391

-2.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.183 0.653 1.825 3.602 5.903 8. 574

-2.80 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.299 1.11(6 2.578 U.538 6.951

-3.00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 183 0.628 1 .725 3.U01( 5.52l(

-3.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.296 1.072 2.391 l(.260

-3.1l0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.183 0.6 17 1.61(1 3.209

-3.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.296 1.023 2.271

-3.80 c. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.182 0.609 1.563

-t.OO 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. U. 0. 0.297 0.986

-11.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 180 0.602

-U.llO 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.300

-1». 60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.180

Figure 31(B). Currents (Zeros are printed for values not calculated)
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62K80A60G.89

GH IS GIVEN HERE IN HICR8-WH0S

BEGINNING PLATE WAS
BIAS zOji 0.200 O.'tOO 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.200 l.ltOO 1.600 1.800 2.000 2.200

O.UO 0, 0; 0. Q. 0; 0; 0; 0; 0. 0. 0^ 0.

0.20 15659.2 17966.1 19771.6 21301.5 0. 0. Oj^ 0^ 0. 0;^ 0. 0^
0. 9785. It 114722.5 171(52.5 19U68.5 21131).

S

O; 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0; 0.

-0.20 0. 911(3.2 13107.0 15929. 1 1 8191t.l 2011|5.3 O; 0; 0; 0^ 0^ 0.

-O.UO 0. 3811.6 8328.5 11 561(.lt 1U178.14 16557 . 7 18608.1 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0.

-0.60 Q. 0. 5034.3 8351.9 10982.0 13191.7 15152.7 16933.9 0^ 0. 0^^ 0.

-0.80 q. 0. 2U96.0 5931.6 862l<.lt 1081( 0.0 1 2783.lt 1U620.0 16277^ ^1 0: 0.

-1.00 0^ 0^ 0. 381(8.5 6616.3 8935.3 10921.6 12679.9 11(1)27.6 15908.1 0^ 0.

-1.20 0^ 0. 0. 1962.9 1(816.2 7233.3 9261.1 11020.8 12686.8 1U293.7 15639.9 0.

-l.UO 0^ 0; v. p. 3218.2 Sb^U.S 7700.2 955 1 . 9 1 1 1 30. 0 12776.t 11(183.3 15579.9

-1.60 0^ 0^ 0. 0. 1633.2 1)11(8.0 bZOk.b 3172.2 9810. U 11373.3 12896.9 11(207.5

-1.80 0. 0. q. 0^ 2786.9 1)9 83.1 692 1). 1 85 80.8 1009 1. 1 11605.6 1 301)5.9

-2.00 0; 0;; Oi 0. 0. 11)06.3 3699.1 5670.6 7387.6 B922 .5 10I)0 K.3 1 1829.2

-2.20 0. 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0. 2515 .7 138l).8 62|1).9 7788.0 9253.8 10666.0

-2.1)0 0^ 0. 0^ 0^ 0. 0. 1261). 1 3316. 1 5185.1) 6803.2 8182.2 9625.0

-2.60 0. 0; 0. 0; 0, 0; 0. 2320.6 1)057.0 5769.5 7226.7 8597.9

-2.80 0^^ 0^^ 0^; 0^ 0^^ 0. 0. 1176 .6 29911.0 ii^3^2_ 621)7. 8 7625.3

-3.00 0^ 0. 0^ 0. 0^ 0_._ 0;^ U . 2121). 7 3766.2 5367.9 6727.7

-3.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0; 0. 1112.7 2 768.6 1(1(07. 5 5787.2

-3.1)0 0. 0^ 0^ 0^ 0. ^0. 0^^ 0^ 0 . 1939.7 31(20.3 1)972.8

-3.60 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ q. 0. 0. 0. 1 088.8 2578.1) 1)116.2

-3. 80 0; C. 0^ 0. 0.
0_^ 0; 0. 0_^

0. 18 11). i 3212. 1

-i(.oo 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^^ q. 0^ o. o. 10 72.7 2i)0i.i)

-1(.20 0^ 0^ 0; 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0. 0. 0. 0. 1715.2

-It.kO 0_; 0; 0; 0^ 0^. 0; 0^;
0. 0. 0. 0 . 105U.3

-It. 60 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ 0^ __0^ 0^ 0. 0^. 0^ 0.

Figure 31(C). Trans conductances
gyjj(]^^

(Zeros are piHnted for values not calculated)

minimum potential (Fig. 23). The value of the potential

barrier Vo is printed on the title sheet (Fig. 31A) for

each particular case because it is a function of cathode
temperature and distance (dj^) and must be icnown to es-
tablish the externally applied voltages E(, and E)-,; these
voltages are given by

Ec=Vg +(^g-V„) (38)

and

Eb = Va + ( "/'a
- Vo) (39a)

where i^g and xp^ are the average work-functions of the
grid or anode surfaces, respectively. The plate po-
tential Va may be printed out in actual volts or in norm-
alized units Va(n) = Va/ (option). For normalized
units

Eb = Mo Va(n) + ('^a-Vo) (39b)

The work function i//g of the grid cannot be predicted
accurately, because it can be changed by processing
and aging schedules by as much as 1 volt. It is gener-
ally in the order of 2.25 + 0.5 volt.

The grid voltage for the example (Fig. 31A) is thus
=Vg+0.06 ± 0.5 volt. The additive factor for a given
sample tube can be determined accurately by compari-
son of calculated and measured data, as will be dis-
cussed later. It may also be determined with fair ac-

curacy from the difference Vg - E^, by measurement
of Eg at a small grid -current value, as follows:

The grid potential Vg is negative for small grid cur-
rents. Because of the negative potential, the flux lines

are divergent under the grid wires and the grid collects

current from a cathode area smaller than the shadow
area AgOf the grid. K it is assumed that this fraction

is k = 1/3 for Eij = flo volt, the grid-current density I

may be approximated by ^

I = Ic/KA ~ 3 Ic/A (40)

For a grid current I^, = 0.5 microampere and a shadow
area A„ = 0.3 Aj^ = 0.3 x 0.185 square centimeter, for

example, the grid-current density is Ig = 27 x 10-6

ampere per square centimeter.
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"6JK80A60G.89

IS GIVEM HERE IM OHfS

BIAS
THE BEGINNING PLATE

-0. 0.200 0

WAS
.UOO

-0.
0.600 0.800 1.000 1.200 l.UOO 1.600 1.800 2.000 2.200

O.ltO 0. It9.8 U5.5 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0.20 0. 5U.7 I18.9 1I11.9 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 62.6 53.6 Its.

2

It It.

5

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-0.20 0. 91». 2 63.7 53.9 117.9 ilit.O 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-O.ltO 0. 0. 811.3 63.9 511.7 ll9.0 llS.O 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-0.60 0. 0, 125.8 78.6 63.0 511.6 ll9. 1 Its. 2 0. 0. 0. 0.

-0.80 0. 0. 0. 103. 1 7it.lt 61.6 5I1.2 119.0 Its. 1 0. 0. 0.

-1.00 0. 0. 0. 151.7 91.2 70.7 60.3 53.6 lt8.6 itS.O 0. 0.

-1.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 119.7 83.8 67.9 59.2 52.8 li3.2 UU. 6 0.

-l.ltO 0. 0. 0. 0. 175.9 103. 1 78. 1 65.7 57.8 51.8 U7.6 0.

-1.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 13U.2 92.5 711. 3 63.6 56.5 51.0 0.

-1.80 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 198.8 1 lu.o 85.3 70.9 61.7 55. 1 0.

-2.00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1119.8 101.11 79.7 68. 1 60. 1 0.

-2.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 221.7 I2I1.6 92. I 75.8 65.6 0.

-2.1t0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 162.3 109.3 85.8 72.7 0.

-2.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2U3.5 135.7 98.1 80.5 0.

-2.80 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 175.5 1 17.9 91.5 0.

-3.00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 259. ll lltU.l 105.3 0.

-3.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 190.9 125.5 0.

-3.I1O 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 27U.lt 15U.3 0.

-3.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. p. 0. 0. 0. 0. 202.5 0.

-3.80 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 289.7 0.

-It. 00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-It. 20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-It.llO 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-It. 60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. u. 0. 0. 0.

Figure 31(D). Plate Resistances rp/ii^ (Zeros are printed for values not calculated)

The negative grid potential \^ with respect to the

exponential point ( V = 0) is given by

Vn
2.3T

11600
log lo/lg (41)

For the above example and the values given on the data
page Fig. 31A, the negative grid potential for a grid

current of 0.5 microampere is Vg = -0.575 volt. If k
is assumed to be unity, the grid potential Vg = -0.470

volt. The value computed with k = 1/3 is more accurate
because k becomes unity only for a parallel current
flow, which would require a positive grid voltage near
space potential.

The anode work function i/^a is generally somewhat
higher than the grid work function, i.e., i//^ — 3 + 0.5

volt. The potentials in Figs. 3 IB to 3 IF may,
therefore, correspond to slightly higher positive ex-
ternal plate voltages = + 0.81 + 0.5 volt.

When the dimensions of the sample tube differ from
those of the model, the plate -voltage scale is obtained
by multiplication of the normalized scale (Vg^^^p by the

value V-Q of the sample tube. A graphic solution for

the electrostatic value Jiq of the actual tube will be dis -

cussed later.

The Derivatives (gm, r
p , Ji). The derivatives are

calculated with respect to the total cathode current from
increments of the current I printed out in Fig. 3 IB. The
transconductance is computed from the increments + AI

for adjacent grid -voltage increments + AVg at constant

plate voltage. Because the first and last rows in Fig.

31c do not give values, the machine indicates a zero
symbol. The rp values are computed from increments
+ AI for adjacent plate -voltage steps + AV^^ at constant

grid voltage; in this case the first and last columns do
not give values. The values in Fig. 3 ID are given in

normalized form (rp/ U-q). Because the Ji values are

the products fl = gm rp, zero values are given for all

border values. The values in Fig. 31E are the norm-
alized ratios Jx/IIq.

The derivatives so obtained may be somewhat in er-
ror when the increments + A I are very unbalanced,

i.e. , near current cutoff where the curvature of sharp-

cutoff characteristics departs considerably from a low-
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62K80A60G.89

AMPLIFICATION FACTaR OR HU
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-0.20 0. 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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-3.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.5 0.

-3.80 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.5 0.

-U.OO 0. c. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-U.20 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-U.1(0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-1(.60 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

Figure 31(E). Amplification Factors ii/i1q (Zeros are printed for values not calculated)

Calculate the following factor:order parabola. The error becomes negligible if

smaller increments AVg are used.

It is evident that a correct choice of potential ranges
and increments AV„ and AV^ is important to center

the calculations on tne range of interest and avoid un-
necessary machine time or test runs.

Input Information

Determination of Potential Scales and Increments AVg
and AVa . An estimate of the potential ranges required
as input information is readily obtained as follows:

a^. Select the highest current value Ibmax °^ interest

at zero bias. Determine the required diode potential

V for the current density Ibnia?/-^ from the grid-
cathode spacing (di) and the normalized diode char-
acteristics, Fig. 32.

b. Determine the approximate electrostatic value JIq

from Fig. 33 for the desired plate-grid distance d2,

grid-wire diameter 2R, and grid-pitch (1/T„P.I. ).

1 do
0!^ 1 + ^ (1 + 1.5:3-) (42)

c. The required plate potential for the current I^.

at zero bias is

^a(n) - ^ (normalized)

=^ a VpQ (in volts)

The cutoff bias at this plate potential is

Vg(co) = -(o^ V + 0.4)

max

(43)

(44)

d. Suitable intervals are AV^^j^) = Vg^(jj)/k, with k =

5 and ^Vg= Vg(co)/k, where k may have a value be-

tween 5 and 15.

Example 1: 1^^ = lOOma/cm^, di= 0.0025", d2 =

O.OOT', TTq = 70

From Fig. 32, V =^ 0.88 volt
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Figure 31(F). Detail Print-Out of Potential and Current Distribution (V, I) =f(y)for a Number
of Operating Conditions

a = 1 +
70 (1 + 4.2) = 1.074

hence V^^^) - 0.94 and \{co) ^ -1-34 volts

AVa(n) -0.2 and AVg = 0.2 volt

The plate -voltage range obtainable on one printed page
is 11 times AVa(n) = 2.2 /Tq volts = 154 volts.

Shorter or larger ranges may be selected.

Example 2: Ibmax= ma/cm^, di = 0.005", d2 =

0.010' Mo = 3

From Fig. 32, V ^ 10.2 volts

a 1 + ^ (1 + 3) = 2.33

hence ^^(n) - 24 and Vc

From (d) above: For k = 6, Ay.

'g(co) = -24.4

4 and AV„a(n) ^ ^ " ' g- 4 volts. The plate -voltage range printed on one
page extends to 11 times ^Va(jj) = 44 /i q volts = 132
volts.

be given any value, i. e.
,
Vg may start with a positive

value, at zero, or with a negative value. The grid bias
is automatically increased by the specified increment
A\^ until the current has decreased to the cutoff value.
Although cutoff is usually set to I = 1.5 milliamperes
per square centimeter, any other value may be speci-
fied.

It is obvious that the machine time is decreased sub-
stantially by eliminating the calculation of currents be-
yond a specified maximum value. Therefore, the pro-
gram contains an instruction to subtract the value AVg =

A /fig from the startir^ grid -bias value (Vg) in a
newplate-potential column when the first current value
in the preceding plate -potential column exceeds the
specified maximum. The starting bias Vg is thereby
reduced progressively, as shown in Fig. ^B.

B. ALTERNATE PATHS AND SUBROUTINES EX-
TENDING FLEXIBILITY AND SCOPE OF THE PRO-
GRAM

Starting Values for V̂ and Vg and Current Cutoff. A
normal starting value for plate voltage is V^ = 0. The
starting voltage, however, can be given any desired
value. The starting point for the grid voltage can also

Practical triodes depart more or less in geometry
from a perfect parallel-plane structure either by de-
sign (cylindrical structures, remote-cutoff designs,
etc. ) or because of dimensional variations (eccentricity)
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introduced by mechanical tolerances. It is therefore

desirable to provide alternate paths in the flow of cal-

culations containing subroutines for a conformal trans-

formation of cylindrical structures to equivalent par-

allel-plane structures and subroutines for the additional

segmentation and current addition required in the cal-

culation of non-uniform structures varying in the z-

dimension. The calculation of segmented structures

further requires a routine for establishing a common
reference potential (V = 0) when the exponential points

of the segments have different values. This routine is

also required to obtain a direct-reading comparison of

currents and derivatives in consecutive cases in which
the cathode-grid spacing and/or the cathode tempera-
ture are not alike.

Subroutine for a Direct Comparison of Computed Char-
acteristics

When a number of triode characteristics are computed
in sequence to explore variation of one or several tube

parameters, a variation of grid -cathode spacing (dj^) or

cathode temperature (T) causes a change of the poten-

tial barrier Vq =
(

xp^ + Vj^(o)) the exponential point

and hence of the reference potential V = 0 used in the

calculations. A direct-reading comparison of currents

and gm values requires that the first one of several

cases be made the reference case and that the grid and
plate potentials (Vg

,
V^^)^ of all other cases (n) be

shifted by an increment aVq = ^o{n) ~ ^o(l) obtain

operating points corresponding to equal external volt-

ages (E^,, Ejj). Such operating points are given by

Vfr , Vq for the reference or "Base" case

and

with

for all other cases (n)

(45)

o = Vo(n) - Vo(i)

8

!
"

TJ 4

CM

o

S

1

S 6
(£
D

liJOz
UJ

£ 2
u.
UJ
a:

I02

10^

8

6

4

2

104

I| = Id2 (d IN MILS)

V=V| (T/IOOO)
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i
6 8

I
2 4 6 8 10

DIODE POTENTIAL (V,)—VOLTS

Figure 32. Normalized Diode Characteristic

0.25

0.20 Q.

Figure 33. Amplification Factor of Triodes
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When instructed to "compare" a series of designs (the

word "Base" in the "comparison option" space of Fig. 30

is crossed out) in all but the first data forms the com-
puter will automatically make the "base" design the

reference case (its Vq value) and shift the grid-bias

and plate -potential values of consecutive designs (n)

according to Eq. (45). The operating points (V^, Vg )

specified for the (V, I) characteristics of a comparison
series should therefore be alike or integral multiples,

and the plate potentials must be requested in volts (not

normalized) to accommodate changes in /Iq values.

Q are given on the title sheets for

and the currents and derivatives

The actual values Vr

the different cases
printed in corresponding V„ rows and V^^ columns of the

data tables refer to identical external voltages (E^.,

Ejj), although the printed grid and plate -potential values
are slightly different according to Eq. (45).

Subroutines for Triodes Having Cylindrical Elements

The elements of a coaxial structure have progress-
ively different surface areas. For a given spacing of

two elements, the capacitance of parallel-plane ele-

ments of equal area is smaller or larger than the capa-
citance of cylindrical elements, depending on whether
the area of the inner cylinder (diameter D-^) or the

area A2 of the outer cylinder (diameter D2) is used for

reference. The capacitance ratios are given by

Di In (D2/D1)
C /Cpar coax

and

C /C
par coax

(D2-D1)

D2 In (D2/D1)

(D2-D1)

Aj^ = reference area

(46)

reference area

(47)

For electrostatic -field calculations, a cylindrical

triode can be replaced by a parallel-plane triode model
having a control grid of equal area, grid pitch (Pq),

and wire diameter (2Rq), and equal grid-cathode and
grid-plate capacitances. The spacings dj^ andd2 of the

equivalent parallel-plane model are therefore obtained

by letting the capacitance ratios (Eq. 46 or 47) equal
unity.

The grid-cathode distance of the equivalent parallel-

plane model used for calculations of the potential func-

tions of a coaxial triode having an internal cathode is

thus obtained from Eq. (47):

d^ = (Dg/2) In Dg/Dk (48)

The grid-anode distance is obtained from Eq. (46):

(Dg/2) In Dp/Dg (49)

The computer will perform this transformation when
the data card (see Fig. 30) contains three values (cath-

ode diameter, grid diameter, and plate diameter) spec-
ifying a coaxial structure, instead of two values (cath-

ode-grid space di and grid-plate space d2) indicating

a parallel -plane structure.

The electrostatic values Mq and the unit potential

functions for the equivalent distance ratios p = di/d^'
are calculated by the computer from the transformed
model dimensions. The calculation of currents, how-
ever, requires the numerical value of the actual or

equivalent grid-cathode distance. The distance of

the transformed model [Eq. (48)] must therefore be
scaled to duplicate the flux density obtained at the loca-

tion of the equivalent cathode in the space-charge-free
coaxial triode model.

It is evident from Fig. 34 that the width Ay and flux

density of a section (y) in a parallel-plane diode are
constant for a given flux value at all distances (x) from
cathode to grid, whereas the flux density in a corre-
sponding pie-shaped section of a coaxial diode is in-

versely proportional to the radius length, having its

lowest value on the mean grid diameter Doused as ref-

erence surface for the electrostatic model. The equiv-

alent cathode in the parallel-plane model is located at

the distance d' = d]^/ p . It occurs in the coaxial model
on a cylindrical surface having the diameter Dp which
must be made the reference surface. The scaling fac-

tor derived from the logarithmic relations is given by

Dp/Dg = (Dk/Dg)
1/P

The spacing of the equivalent diode for current calcula-

tions is, therefore,

dl(equ) =di(Dk/Dg)^^^ (50)

The computer is instructed to calculate d^gq^j from
Eq. (50) for the fixed ratio p = 1.5, although d^gq^^ is

actually a function of V in coaxial triodes. The error
in the computed current resulting from this simplifica-

tion does not exceed + 5 per cent for (D^/Dg) =0.8, and
increases to +10 per centfor (Dj^/Dg) = 0.65. The cor-
rection for variable p values has been omitted in the

present program because it is a second-order effect,

affecting only a fraction of the current function, and
most modern tubes have ratios (Dj^/Dg) = 0.8. Inclu-

sion of the variation dj^^gq^^ = f( p) would result in a

large increase in machine time.

ANODE

J
: CATHODE

=^ ANODE

°1 r~y^ CATHODE

PARALLEL-PLANE
DIODE SECTION

COAXIAL DIODE
SECTION

Figure 34. Electrostatic Flux Lines in Parallel-Plane
and Coaxial Diodes
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Correction for Mesh Grids

A mesh grid can be regarded as two crossed parallel-

wire grids located in the same plane (true mesh) or be-
hind one another. Replacement of the mesh-grid triode

by an equivalent triode having a parallel-wire grid re-

quires that their electrostatic values be identical

and that the potential field in the grid-cathode space be
equivalent. A true mesh having the pitch values Pq and
P| = Pq may be replaced by a parallel-wire grid of

equal wire diameter (2 R) having a finer pitch Pj^j^ which
can be determined from Fig. 35. When the cross
wires (P^) are not in the same plane but are located on
the plate side of the finer-pitch control wires Pq (for

example, the helix winding of a nuvistor grid which is

wound over the parallel cage -grid wires), their main
effect is a decrease of the unit plate -field intensity as

obtained with a larger grid-anode distance.

This type of mesh grid, therefore, can not be re-

placed by an equivalent parallel-wire grid of finer pitch,

which results in higher gm values and a sharper cutoff,

but it can be replaced by a /i correction factor and a

parallel-wire grid having the actual pitch Pq of the con-

trol wires. The reciprocal Jl correction factor or "D
factor" ("Durchgriff" Factor) is shown in Fig. 36 as a
function of the pitch ratio Pq/Pi ^^rid the ratio 2R/Pq of

wire diameter to pitch. (A mean value may be used
when the wire diameters of Pq and Pj^ are not alike.

)

The computer uses the corrected value V-q/D in po-
tential calculations when a D factor is specified in card
2 (Fig. 30), and prints out both the uncorrected and the

corrected Mq values, as shown in Fig. 31A.

Nonuniform Spacings or Parameters (Segmentation
Routine)

The potential fields in structures having nonuniform
spacings between elements are not uniform in the z-

dimension, as in parallel-plane or coaxial structures;

i.e., V = f( X, y, z ). Small variations Ad can be ab-

sorbed by the use of average spacing values; for larger
variations, however, it is necessary to extend the seg-
mentation of the grid-cathode field to the z-dimension.
A simple case is a parallel-plane structure having dif-

ferent element spacings on opposite sides of a planar
cathode. It is obvious that the solution is obtained by
two separate triode calculations (for the two halves)

and subsequent addition of currents. A similar case is

that of a cylindrical structure in which one of the ele-

ments is not coaxial.

Assume, for example, a cylindrical triode in which
the grid axis has a parallel displacement Ad. The
sinusoidal spacing variations as sin ()> around the tube

axis (z-dimension) can be replaced by a "step" varia-

tion. The step levels may be arithmetic mean values
of the spacings (s + As sin^) in these segments be-
cause the increments of s are generally small compared
to s. The tube segments have equal cathode and plate

diameters but different cathode areas and grid diam-
eters.

Based on data given in the 1957 IRE Convention Record, Part

3, pp. 114-119.

PITCH RATIO (Po/P|)

Figure 35. Equivalent Parallel-Wire Pitch (Pji)
of True -Mesh Grids

PITCH RATIO OF MESH (Po/P|)

Figure 36. D Factor of Mesh Grids (See text)
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The(V, I) -characteristics of the triode segments are

computed for direct comparison to include the grid-

and plate -potential shifts AVq caused by changes of the

grid-cathode distance. The computer can then add cur-

rents from the segments directly into one current matrix

when instructed that successive specifications are seg-

ments of one case (compare Fig. 30, card 2, box la-

beled "segmented job, " etc.).

Although three segments are usually sufficient for a

good approximation by discrete steps, the program can

accommodate as many segments as desired.

The optional print-out of current-distribution func-

tions for all segments is available for a detailed study

of the currents contributed by the segments to the total

current sum. Fig. 37 shows the potential and current

density distributions obtained by a three-segment cal-

culation of an eccentric coaxial triode for one opera-

ting condition (V^ = SOvolts, V„ =-0.55 volt). Assumed
is a parallel displacement of the grid axis by Ad =

0.0008 inch, representing a 32 per cent eccentricity in

grid-cathode spacing. The current densities in seg-
ment 2 are the same as those obtained with a coaxial

structure for which a total average plate current =

7.92 milliamperes and a transconductance gm = 12560
micromhos are computed. The eccentricity causes a

15 percent increase in plate current (I^^ = 9.115 milli-

amperes) and an 8.6per cent increase in transconduc-
tance (gm = 13,665 micromhos) because of the closer

spacing and higher current densities in segment 1 (see

Fig. 37).

SEGMENT 1 2 3

A/Ak 0.39 0.22 0.39

Vq +AVo -0.6 -0.55 -0.51

I/CM^ 72.7 42.8 29.45(MA)
I 5.25 1.74 2.12 (MA)

2 4-|

i 3- ^-^T f
"°"

2 "^"^Z^ZZ^L^I ^r^GRID 2Ad = 2 x^O.0008

S I- 2 IsEGMENT ll 2
1

3 ^2

I 0-1
I

'

I I I I i I I I

I

I

CATHODE
w 0 80 160 240 320
" ANGLE -DEGREES

200 1—I

1 1
,

1 1

SECTION Y SECTION Y

Figure 37. Spacing Variation (top), Potential Func-
tions V= f(y), and Current Distributions I = f(y)

of an Eccentric Triode

It is apparent that the segmentation routine can be
applied to compute the characteristics of structures

having several grid-pitch values (remote -cutoff tubes)

or other dimensional variations, as well as emitter
nonuniformities such as nonuniform work functions or

temperatures.

CORRELATION OF COMPUTED AND MEASURED
DATA

Measurement of (V, I) Characteristics

The parameters of actual tubes are generally not a

precise duplicate of the mathematical model. Cathode
temperature, area, electrode spacings, and surface
work functions may not be uniform or may deviate from
assumed values, and the actual grid may not have ex-

actly the electrostatic field and value M q computed for

an equivalent parallel-wire grid. The cathode tempera-
ture, for example, is a function of cathode current be-
cause of the heat-power loss Pg = VqI^ + 2Kt/e caused
by electron evaporation. A constant cathode tempera-
ture requires, therefore, an adjustment of heater power
according to current; otherwise, the rate of change in

current during a measurement must be faster than the

thermal time constant of the cathode surface. The dyn-
amic measurement of (V, I) characteristics with a cath-

ode-ray curve tracer and camera equipped with optical

graticule projection (eliminating parallax errors)comes
close to meeting this requirement, and currents and
voltages can be measured with a precision of ± 1 per-
cent for all ranges. The operating mode (i. e. , the

number and value of bias steps and the ac plate-voltage

scan) must remain fixed during a measurement to main-
tain a constant average current and a substantially con-

stant cathode temperature. The current or plate-volt-

age sensitivity of the amplifiers may be varied to ex-

pand the scales (over -scanning). A large number of

small grid-bias steps (without slowing down the repeti-

tion rate) can be provided by simple circuit modifica-
tions to permit interlacing of two sets of bias lines by
a double exposure. To obtain 22 grid -voltage steps

AE(. = 0.2 volt, for example, the step voltage is set to

'^E(. = 0.4 volt and 11 steps for one exposure. A second
exposure is then made with the starting voltage shifted

by -0.2 volt. A photograph of an interlaced character-
istic is shown in Fig. 38.

When the cathode temperature in a high-perveance
tube differs by AT = + 50 K from the computed value,

the potential barrier Vq changes by A Vq - + 0.1 volt.

The change in current can be counteracted by an op-

posite change of grid voltage A E^ + 0.1 volt, but not

completely for all current values because of a residual

difference in the (V, I) characteristic. This difference

is illustrated in Fig. 39 for a large temperature change
A T = 200 K causing a bias change A E^ = -0.4 volt.

Analysis of Measured Characteristics

The parameters of sample tubes deviate more or less

from the constant values postulated in the calculation of

(V, I) characteristics. Grid and plate voltages differ

from the computed potentials Vg and V^^ by constants
depending on processing and aging schedules. Dimen-
sional deviations which occur during assembly or pro-
cessing may change the perveance, the grid-wire diam-
eter, the electrostatic value Mq, andthe current scale;

variations in thermal emissivity and work function may
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alter the assumed values for cathode temperature and

emission. The (V, I) characteristics may also be de-

generated by interface or coating resistances.

+ 0.4 0 -1.0

0 40 80
Eb

Figure 38. Double-Exposure Photograph of (V, I)

Characteristics of a Nuvistor Triode Obtained by

Interlacing Grid-Bias Lines

The unknown parameters can be determined or indi-

cated as follows:

The calculated and measured (V, I) characteristics

are plotted on separate sheets of log-log coordinate

paper, as shown in Fig. 40, for the measured char-
acteristics shown in Fig. 38. When normalized plate

potentials and increments are used, points of constant

potential V = (Vg + ^^l/ii-q) can be connected in the

computed characteristic by auxiliary lines (V) for the

purpose of accurate grid -voltage interpolation because
the V lines intersect the bias lines at constant plate-

potential increments AVa//Io. The linear plot in

Fig. 41 shows that a constant potential line (V) departs
considerably from the constant current level indicated

by the classic solution, which is very much in error
because it assumes uniform potential and current dis-

tributions.

The computed characteristic (log-log) is placed over
the measured characteristic (log-log), with the plate-

potential scale at V^/jilo =1 lined up with the plate-

voltage scale at the voltage equaling the computed
value p-Q, the correlation of slope values of the bias-
line "fans" is then observed in the two characteristics.

A horizontal shift to the right or left may be neces-
sary to obtain the best match of slope values and bias-
line spacings, which may not occur on the drawn bias
lines but on interpolated lines. A perfect match is

generally limited to the grid-current-free range (i. e.

,

Vg = -0.3 volt) and to currents I > 1.5 Iq to 3 I^, as
shown by the broken lines in Fig. 41. The value p-qIS
given by the plate voltage under the potential Va = jlo >

and the average grid work function ^„ is obtained from
the difference (E^. - Vg) and Eq. (387.

0 100 200

PLATE VOLTS -Eb

Figure 39. Double-Exposure Photograph Illustrating

Change of(V, I) Characteristic ofa Close -Spaced Triode
(Nuvistor) Caused by a Change of Cathode Tempera-
ture AT = -200 K. The lower temperature shifts the

first zero-bias line to lower currents, corresponding
to the third bias line (^Ef. = -0.4 v) of the higher

-

temperature characteristic

.

Figure 40. Log-Log Plot of (V, I) Characteristics
Shown in Fig. 38

In the event that a horizontal shift does not produce
an accurate match, the cathode area (A), the grid-cath-
ode distance (dj^), or the cathode temperature may be
in error. A vertical shift multiplies the current scale

byafactor, thereby correcting accurately for an error
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in cathode area, and in good approximation for small
errors in grid-cathode spacing (perveance). An error
in cathode temperature is also corrected in first ap-
proximation, but a residual curvature error may re-
main in the grid-bias lines which follow a different

power law, as shown in Fig. 39. High coating or inter-

face resistance, as well as pitch or spacing nonuniform-
ities, can also prevent a good match of the computed
bias-line curvature because they alter the power law of

(V, I) characteristics. Errors of this type are indicated

when a rotation of coordinates is required to match
computed and measured characteristics.

NUVISTOR TRIODE (SOLID LINES COMPUTED)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
PLATE POTENTIAL—VOLTS

Figure 41. Linear Plot of Computed (V, I) Character-
istics (Solid lines) Showing Correlation with Measured

Characteristics (Broken lines)

CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons of computed data with values measured
on carefully constructed electron tubes have shown ex-
cellent agreement of currents and derivatives over a

wide range of voltages and currents. The computed
current is in error in the exponential region (near cur-
rent cutoff) because of the assumption of independent
current flow in the y-sections, as discussed in con-
nection with Fig. 29. It appears quite possible that a
correction for the converging electron flow can be ex-
pressed as a simple function of the potential modulation
in the grid-cathode space to provide higher accuracy
in the cutoff region.

In the grid -current region (Vg more positive than ap-
proximately -0.4 volt) the constant grid-voltage lines

are shifted to slightly higher anode potentials (
A^^ =

1 to 3 volts). This error (compare Fig. 41) is caused
by neglecting the space charge added by orbiting elec-
trons, secondary emission, or electron reflection on
the grid wires. The assumption of a uniform grid-wire
potential may also cause deviations at low potentials

because the work function i'^g) of the wires is reduced
only on two-thirds of their surface (visible to the cath-

ode) by deposits of emitter coating evaporated from the

cathode, while approximately one third (facing the

anode) retains the higher work function of substantially

clean metal, as indicated in Fig. 42. The grid field is

thus actually a dipole field: Vg= f(x, y) = (Vg + a) "fg(^\)i +

(Vg - b) Vg(]^)|3, where a and b are constants specifying

the difference Ai// „ from the mean work function «^ „

for the unit potentials VgQU and Vg^jj^ of the front ana
back surfaces of the gricl wires, respectively. The
sum of the unit field components Vg^jj + Vg^]^^)^ is equal

to the unit field VgQ\ for a uniform grid-wire potential
(a = b = o).
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The "front" field of the grid wires is quite similar to

the normal unipotential grid field of a slightly smaller
grid wire, while the "back" field of the grid wires has

the form of an anode field, as shown in Fig. 42. In a

future program, the two unit grid fields may be com-
puted by instructing the computer to assign zero po-
tential to either four or six of the 10 points on the grid-

wire surfaces (compare Fig. 21) in solving the simul-
taneous equations for the line charges at the grid-wire
center. The calculation of effective potentials in the

plane of second and third grids may also be included

for calculation of the cathode current in tetrodes and
pentodes as a function of all element potentials.

It can be stated in summary that the accuracy of the

machine-computed characteristics is far better than

that obtained by other methods of calculation, and the

experience gained so far indicates that the machine pro-
gram is a new analytical tool of great potential for the

prediction, analysis, and optimization of electron-

tube performance.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Area of cathode

C Capacitance

D Durchgriff = 1/fx

d Grid-to-cathode distance

d' Equivalent distance

djn Distance of potential minimum to cathode

Ee External field gradient-volts/cm

Eb Plate voltage (external)

e Base of natural logarithms = 2.71828

g Conductance

gj^ Transconductance
i Current in a triode section (y)

I Average current
Iq Current at exponential point (d^j = d, V = 0)

lo Average current without eccentricity or at zero

vibration amplitude
Ig Saturated emission current
Ij. Current for retarding fields (exponential region)

k A factor

1 Distance normalizing factor, Eq. (12d)

m Modulation factor

n Number of electrons

Pg Heat power loss caused by emission of elec-

trons, Eq. (4)
Pp Power loss due to heat conductionfrom cathode

Pj^ Heater power

Pj, Power loss due to heat radiation from cathode

qg Electron charge

Q Total charge
R Grid -wire radius

T Temperature, for emitters in deg K
V Electrode potential

Anode potential

\C Grid potential

\^ Diode potential between work -function barriers

of cathode and anode (Fig. 2)

Vj^ Minimum potential, Eq. (14)

Vj^ Minimum potential at exponential point

Vq ° Total potential barrier at exponential point,

Eq. (8)

V-p Mean electron-volt velocity, Eq. (2)

V Accelerating potential, Eq. (15), Fig. 2b

v A potential in space
v^ Space potential component due to anode field

v„ Space potential component due to grid field

^(1)' ^g(l) Space potential components caused by unit

electrode potentials = Ij ~ "'

V Average value of space potentials along a speci-

fied coordinate (x or y)

x Distance coordinate normal to cathode surface

y Distance coordinate parallel to cathode surface

X=d]^/pR Cathode to grid -center distance, normalized

V Half -distance between grid -wire centers (2Y =

grid pitch, normalized)
C=d2/R Grid -center to anode distance, normalized

a Control factor, Eq. (26a)

rj Normalized potential, Eq. (13), Figs. 4 and 7

i Normalized distance, Eq. (12)

T Electron transit time
4^ Work function (average emission value for emit-

ters, average potential value for nonemitters)

p Distance ratio d/d', Eq. (25) and Fig. 24

i/^Q Uniform work function

Effective work function reduced by external

field of Eg volts/cm
jx^ Electrostatic average amplification factor

jlL Effective electrical average amplification factor

y Potential gradient at anode, Eq. (36)
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Harrison

THE METALLIC STATE

C. W. Horsting

The first section of this article on metallurgy is meant
to provide a background of information concerning the

metallic state. Of necessity it cannot be more than an
introduction; for those who desire to go into greater de-
tail, a list of recommended textbooks, in addition to

the quoted literature references, is given at the end of

this section.

Great progress has been made in metallurgy since

the turn of the century; what used to be an art has de-
veloped into a scientifically well-based technology.

In the early nineteen hundreds, metallurgy consisted
mainly of an empirical body of knowledge which was
applied without much understanding. Testing of me-
chanical properties was known and used as a test tool

for quality; chemical analysis was used to determine
and reproduce alloys; thermal expansion was measured;
and considerable work was done on microscopic exam-
ination of metal structures. Thermal analysis also was
a field of investigation, and led to a substantial amount
of useful data on phase-equilibrium diagrams of binary-
alloy systems. However, no fundamental scientific data
were available to explain the observed facts: why could
a metal be deformed plastically; what was the mech-
anism allowing this process to tSLke place; how did work
hardening or annealing occur.

ATOMIC STRUCTURE

One of the giant steps in our theoretical approach to

fundamental problems was the discovery and application

of X-ray diffraction analysis to metals. Von Laue^, in

Germany had suggested that the wave length of X-rays
should be just about right for the lattice in crystalline

materials to act as a diffraction grating; the subsequent
experiments using a nickel sulfide crystal showed that

he was right. Soon thereafter, the Braggs^ in England
developed the X-ray analysis technique which establish-
ed that metals are crystalline substances, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the metallic objects which we observe
in daily life seldom show well-defined crystal faces.

* This article, which comprises nine sections, was prepared
by a group of authors under the direction of C. W. Horsting.
Names ofauthors are given with the titles of the sections they
prepared.

The internal structure is essentially crystalline. This

realization changed the thinking on the subject radically

and has been responsible for great progress in the the-

oretical approach. If metals, like other known crystals,

were made up of neatly arranged atom patterns, as the

X-ray results indicated, abasis hadbeen found for new
explanations of observed facts. Deformation without

failure was explained by assuming glide motion between
atomic crystal planes. The mysterious matter of sol-

id solutions, the terminal phases in binary equilibrium

diagrams which did not show dual structure, but seemed
homogeneous under microscopic examination, could

now be explained by assuming that atoms of one kind

had replaced some of the atoms of the other kind in the

crystal lattice. Further, the fact that the lattice spac-

ing, as determined by X-ray, showed a continuous

change with the addition of a foreign atom, ledtothe con-

cept of atomic size as a factor in explaining compati-
bility in such mixtures, i.e., solubility. This concept

led Hume-Rothery3 in England to the suggestion of

a general solubility law which says that mutual solubil-

ity is possible when atomic sizes do not differ more
than approximately 14 per cent.

Another important result of X-ray analysis was the

realization that most metals crystallize in one of three

crystal structures: body-centered cubic (B.C.C.), face-

centered cubic (F.C.C.), and hexagonal close-packed.

Fig. 1 shows their lattice structures.

The space patterns shown in these drawings are called

"unit cells. " These are by definition the simplest com-
binations of atoms which, by repetition in three dimen-

sions, can produce the complete, finite space lattice.

The Braggs, in their book, use the idea of a wallpaper

pattern as a two-dimensional example to illustrate the

point.

The basic differences among these structures with

respect to the relative location of the atoms in space,

manifest themselves, in corresponding differences in

physical properties. For instance, while the B.C.C.
and F.C.C. lattices are substantially isotropic, the

hexagonal lattice has a preferred direction along the

hexagonal axis, which leads to specific consequences.

Thermal and electrical conductivity, for instance, in
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this direction is much poorer than perpendicular to it.

As another example: of the three lattices, the B.C.C.
structure is associated with the most ductile materials.

(A) (B)

(C)

Figure 1. The Three Most Common Metallic Lattice
Structures: (A) body-centered cubic;

(B) face-centered cubic; (C) close-packed hexagonal

A list of metals and their crystal structures follows:

Face-Centered Cubic
Silver, Gold, Calcium, Copper, Iridium, Nickel,

Lead, Palladium, Platinum, Rhodium, Strontium.

Body-Centered Cubic
Barium, Columbium, Cobalt, Iron, Potassium, Lith-

ium, Molybdenum, Sodium, Rubidium, Tantalum, Va-
nadium, Tungsten.

Hexagonal Close-Packed
Beryllium, Cadmium, Magnesium, Osmium, Telluri-

um, Zinc, Zirconium.

The problem of work hardening found a new explana-
tion as proposed by Rosenhain ^ who assumed that the
first deformation was easy since the glide planes were
perfect, but that after some deformation a layer of

amorphous material would form at the shear surface.
This material would act like sand in a bearing in that

it would prevent movement at the glide planes and,

therefore, destroy the initial ductility.

GRAIN STRUCTURE

It was Rosenhain, too, who was one of the first to ex-

plain the origin of grains. Most metallic objects con-

sist of a large number of small crystals which are

united into one solid mass, but are randomly oriented

and outwardly show no crystal appearance.

Rosenhain ascribed the origin of this multiplicity of

small crystals to the specific behavior of metals during

their solidificationfrom the molten state. He assumed
that during cooling from the melt a large number of

nuclei develop in the cooling liquid metal, that they

grow into crystals simultaneously, and that the rela-

tionship between the rate of formation of nuclei and

their growth into crystals is generally such that a very

large number of growing crystals compete for the liquid

from which they derive their atomic building blocks.

Since the total number of crystal nuclei is large com-
pared to the total available molten metal, each individ-

ual nucleus can grow only into a small "grain" before

the melt has solidified completely. The word "grain"

is used here instead of crystal because the interference

between the external surfaces of the individual crystals

which grow from the liquid prevents the development

of regular crystal faces. Since the grain orientation is

generally random, each grain is surrounded by a zone

of disorientation resulting from the misfit of the in-

dividual unit crystals as they meet during their growth.

This zone of disorder is called the "grain boundary.

"

It manifests itself, among other things, by a preferred

tendency to dissolve in chemical etching agents and thus

to produce the well-known grain structure in a polished

and etched metallographic specimen. A picture of a

section of a piece of nickel, polished and etched to show

grain boundaries, is presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Grain Structure of Nickel (200 X)

In the metal specimen shown, there are approxi-

mately 500 grains per square millimeter of cross sec-

tion. In steel a "grain count" of 10,000 grains per square

millimeter is normal. The individual grains in that

case are about 0.01 millimeter, or 4 x 10-4 inches, in

diameter. Because the interatomic distances are of

the order of 2 x 10-8 inches, it follows that there are
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2x10^ atoms lined up across a grain or 50 to 100 mil-

lion per linear inch. These figures give a good idea of

the very small size of individual building stones of which
a metal is composed.

Since the rate of nucleus formation and of crystal
growth are both temperature-dependent, the number of

grains per unit volume can vary over a wide range. The
actual size of the grains which result from solidification

of a molten metal depends upon the temperature at which
the ingot is cast, the cooling rate, and the nature of

the metal. Generally speaking, rapid cooling leads to a
fine grain structure. In actual practice, the grain can
be modified by "working" of the metal, and subsequently
by heat treating. Therefore, the control of grain size in

a metal is not dependent only on the melting and cool-
ing procedure. This is fortunate because grain size is

a very important practical factor in every-day metal
technology; it has a direct bearing on the strength of a
metal and on the ability of the metal to be formed or
shaped. For instance, if strip material is to be used
for deep drawing, as it is in the manufacture of kine-
scope cathodes, it is important to establish a maximum
grain- size limit. Small-grained material generally ex-
hibits a uniform deformation pattern because the grain
size is chosen such that it is small with respect to the
material thickness. K grain size is allowed to approach
or equal the thickness of the metal to be deformed,
irregularities will occur because the preferred slip

direction of the individual grain may cause unwanted
local deformations. Surface roughness in deep-drawn
parts, often called "orange peel" effect, can be caused
by excessive grain size.

sions. This phenomenon is the cause of severe warp-
ing upon heating and cooling of materials which exhibit

a phase transition if the temperature range involved

brackets the transition temperature. The curve would
retrace itself only if heating and cooling were carried
out extremely slowly so that the system would be in ki-

netic equilibrium at each temperature. Some examples
of allotropy are given in Table I.
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Figure 3. Thermal Expansion Curve of 5 Per Cent
Manganese -Iron

Coming back to the atomic picture, through X-ray
analysis it was known that the interatomic distances in

the space lattice are of the order of 2 x 10"^ inches.
The exact distance between neighboring atoms in the

space lattice is a function of temperature and pressure
and is characteristic for each element.

ALLOTROPY

X-ray analysis also showed that some metals can ex-
ist in more than one crystal structure. Below a certain
temperature they have one lattice; above it, another.
Such metals are called "allotropic. " Iron is an ex-
ample of an allotropic metal. It is body-centered cubic
below910C and face-centered cubic above this temper-
ature.

The practical importance of allotropy can be realized
if one remembers that the change from one lattice to
another entails abrupt changes in most physical prop-
erties of the metal. These properties include specific
volume, thermal and electrical conductivity, corrosion
resistance, and others. Fig. 3 shows the effect of al-
lotropic change of lattice on the thermal expansion of a
manganese-iron alloy containing 5 per cent manganese.
The allotropic change occurs at 785 C; its effect is vis-
ible as a bend in the thermal expansion curve. The
bend results from the fact that each lattice has its own
individual density and expansion coefficient. The fact
that the curve does not retrace itself upon cooling is

due to incomplete return of the material to the B. C. C.
structure, resulting in a permanent change of dimen-

Table I

Metals

Low-Temper-
ature Lattice

Form

Transition

Temper-
ature-deg C

High-Temperatur e
Lattice Form

Chromium close-packed

hexagonal 20 body-centered cubic

Cobalt close-packed

hexagonal 420 face-centered cubic

Iron body-centered

cubic 910 face-centered cubic

Tin cubic 18 tetragonal

Titanium close-packed

hexagonal 880 body-centered cubic

DUCTILE DEFORMATION

It was probably partly due to the perfect appearance
of the X-ray diffraction patterns, that scientists initi-

ally went overboard in the assumption of the degree of

perfection of the metallic space lattice. But no exper-
imental data or calculations were available to contradict

the concept of a perfect crystal lattice.
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When, however, a more critical approach was used,

several discrepancies between theory and experiment
became apparent. For instance, in assuming slip be-
tween atom planes as an explanation of the ductile be-
havior of metals, the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 4

was assumed on the basis of the perfect crystal theory.

One should imagine the space lattice illustrated to re-
peat itself at regular atomic distances in front of and
in back of the plane of the paper. Thus planes A, B,

C, and Dare located parallel to each other and perpen-
dicular to the plane of the paper. When a force is ap-
plied as indicated by the arrows, shear is produced be-
tween planes B and C. It was assumed that the bonds
between the atoms of planes B and Cwere temporarily
disrupted when "glide" took place, and that they were
restored after the crystal blocks had moved one atomic
distance with respect to each other. This effect was
seen as the basic mechanism which allowed the peculiar

"ductile" deformation of metals which characterized
itself by the fact that the metal remained continuous
during the deformation process.

Q © © © © ©

O G © © O ©

C© © © © G ©

DO © © © © ©

A© © © © © ©

B© G © © G ©

C© © © G G ©

D©—©—e © © ^

Figure 4. Lattice Slip Mechanism As Originally

Assumed

Experimentation showed that the shear stress needed
to initiate slip was specific for each metal and that slip

took place most easily in planes parallel to the planes
which were most densely populated with atoms. Both
these factors seemed to fit the theory well and were
considered as a confirmation of this line of thinking.

When, however, based on the above model, calculations
were made of the stress neededto initiate shear, adis-
crepancy appeared which initially could not be explain-

ed. It was found that metals were hundreds of times
weaker than they should be if the assumed deformation
mechanism was the right one. This finding opened the

way to new concepts of the atomic structure of metals.
The low strength of the lattice was explained by assum-
ing a less perfect lattice than initially postulated.

strength of metals.

A dislocation is a lattice defect (there are various

kinds) which, basically, allows slip to occur by suc-

cessive, instead of simultaneous, breaking and restor-

ing of interatomic bonds. In Fig. 5, an attempt is made
to explain the operation of slip through a dislocation

mechanism. Again, oneshouldthinkof the lattice plane

shown in Fig. 5 as repeating itself in space at regular

atomic distances forward and back of the surface of the

paper. It is clear that one of the vertical planes per-

pendicular to the paper is incomplete and that an irreg-

ular space is formed in the lattice where this plane ends

at atom row a (a row perpendicular to the plane of the

paper). This particular type of defect, because it is

caused by the edge of an incomplete plane, is called an

"edge dislocation. " Now, if shear is applied as indicat-

ed by the arrows, the bonds between atom rows b and

c are broken, and a new bond is established between

rows a and c. The result is that the dislocation has

moved one step to the left with the incomplete atom
plane now ending in row b. This process repeats itself

until the dislocation has moved completely across the

crystal and a step is formed at the left of the lattice just

as in the case of the older model (Fig. 4). Since only

a portion of the bonds is broken at one time, however,
the energy necessary to initiate shear by this mecha-
nism is much lower than for the older model; calcula-

tions of shear forces are no longer in contradiction with

observed values. This lack of contradiction was strong

support for the dislocation theory; the theory has now
grown into a powerful tool which is indispensable in the

thinking of today's metallurgists. Many different kinds

of dislocation have been postulated and observed; with

the aid of the electron microscope, they have actually

been seen in action during metal deformation.

© © © ©

D©

Figure 5. Present Concept of Lattice Slip Mechanism

Whisker growth, an interesting phenomenon that has
been discovered in recent years, has further confirmed
the concept of lattice imperfections as the source of the

low strength of metals. Tiny metallic whiskers were
first discovered to grow between the plates of capaci-

tors. They were found to be extremely resilient me-
tallic threads having a tensile strength as high as two
million pounds per square inch, a value which, in some
instances, was close to the theoretical strength of

metals. °

DISLOCATIONS

Taylor 5, OrowanS, and Polanyi? almost simulta-
neously proposed the concept of dislocations to solve
the discrepancy between the theoretical and the observed

Upon investigation, it was found that these whiskers
indeed are single crystals almost free of imperfections.

Probably sometime in the future man will find ways to

utilize the true strength of metals by the use of perfect

lattice metal.
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TENSILE TESTING

With the background of the atomic structural defor-

mation picture in mind, it is interesting to turn now to

the study of deformation on a macro-scale. Since ten-

sile testing is one of the most important everyday means
of obtaining information about the mechanical proper-
ties of metals, a tensile test curve of a metal will be

examined in some detail. This curve shows the change
of specimen length as a function of the applied stress

when a metal is placed under increasing tension until

it fails. The curve of Fig. 6 is that of commercial
nickel in wire form.

If I I I I
I I I I I L.

0 2 4 6 8 10

STRAIN -PER CENT OF GAUGE LENGTH

FigfAve 6. Example of a Tensile Test Curve

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that when force is applied

to the specimen, Hooke's law of proportionality is fol-

lowed in the first part of the curve. In this straight-

line portion, deformation is strictly elastic. In other

words, if the applied force were released, the speci-

men would go back to its original length. If the applied

force is continuously increased, however, a point is

reached which is called the proportional limit (up to

that point the atom bonds are only stretched elastically

without any of them breaking).

Past the proportional limit, Hooke's law is no longer

followed and the tensile curve starts to deviate from
the straight line. Very soon after passing the propor-
tional limit, the elastic limit is reached. Beyond this

point, deformation starts to become permanent (the dis-

location mechanism starts to operate) and, as the spec-
imen is deformed, it elongates and finally breaks.

The maximum stress occurring during the tensile

test is called the "ultimate tensile strength. " The per
cent increase in length of the specimen before breaking
as compared to the original length is called "elongation,"
and is a measure of ductility. Theoretically, the yield

point is the same as the elastic limit: the stress at which
permanent deformation starts to occur. However, since

itis very difficult to determine the elastic limit because
the tensile curve often does not show any pronounced
abruptness at this point, the yield point has, for prac-
tical reasons, been defined as the stress at the 1 per
cent strain point, or sometimes at the 0.1 per cent
strain point. This definition leaves no doubt about the

location of the yield point and is generally sufficiently

close to the elastic limit to serve a practical purpose.

The distance between the yield point and the ultimate

tensile strength is called the "working range." It is

the maximum deformation a metal specimen can under-
go without failure.

ANNEALING AND RECRYSTALLIZATION

When the micro-picture of deformation was consid-
ered, the model showed the dislocation moving through

a specimen and finally being expelled at the surface
forming a step in the crystal. This picture is basical-

ly correct, but it should be realized that it is highly

simplified. Dislocations usually move for some dis-

tance in the space lattice and are stopped by interaction

with obstacles such as impurity atoms and other defects

which were not present in the ideal model. This point

is important to the explanation of what happens during
annealing of a metal. Annealing, as known to practical

metallurgists, is the softening of a metal which occurs
upon heating and cooling, and which restores its ductil-

ity after work hardening. The dislocation theory pos-
tulates that, during annealing, dislocations which have
become deadlocked redistribute themselves by diffu-

sion into patterns which again allow movement when
shear force is applied; in laymen's language, the metal
has become softer. New dislocations are probably al-

so formed during the annealing stage.

From the point of view of grain structure, the sof-

tening by annealing is accompanied by what is called

recrystallization. New grains are formed and, if high

temperatures are used, grain growth generally causes
the formation of large grains. The crystal-growth part
of the structural change does not produce any further
softening. Since there is a relationship between the

ease of atom movements needed for recovery and the

strength of the bonds which tie the atoms together in

the space lattice, there is a specific annealing temper-
ature for each metal. The annealing temperature de-
pends on the amount of energy which has accumulated
in the lattice as a result of work hardening and upon the

presence of impurities or deliberate additions.

Table n lists some metals together with their approx-
imate recrystallization temperatures.

Table II

Metal Recrystallization

Temperature — deg C

Lead 0

Tin 0
Zinc 15
Cadmium 50
Magnesium 150
Aluminum 150
Copper 200
Gold 200
Silver 200
Iron 450
Platinum 450
Nickel 620
Molybdenum 900
Tantalum 1020
Tungsten 1210
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DIFFUSION

In the discussion of annealing, redistribution of dis-

locations, and recrystallization, the idea of atom move-
ments through the space lattice has been tacitly accept-

ed.

When movement of dislocations and other defects in

the lattice is described, it should not be forgotten that

a defect is actually something negative. It is caused
by the absence of atoms from ideal locations. The
movement of, for instance, a hole (a lattice position

where an atom is missing) in a certain direction is the

result of the movement of a series of atoms in the op-

posite direction: first an atom neighboring the hole

moves into the empty position, thus creating a new hole

where the atom used to be, and so on. This phenome-
non of atom movement through a space lattice is called

diffusion; the dislocation theory has been very helpful

in explaining many of the phenomena about diffusion

which could not be explained before. During the period

when the space lattice was seen as too perfect a struc-

ture, it was difficult to explain atom movement through
a space lattice except by assuming mechanisms like

direct exchange or movement between lattice sites (in-

terstitial movement). Other theories assumed simul-
taneous movements of large numbers of atoms to ac-

countforthe observed diffusion phenomena. These the-

ories all assumed, however, that there was a balanced
flow of matter: when N atoms moved in x-direction, N
other atoms moved the opposite way. When the dis-

location theory was applied to the diffusion picture,

many things that were difficult to explain before became
clear. For instance, the activation energy of diffusion

was shown to be much smaller than that calculated for

the mechanisms of direct exchange or interstitial move-
ment, while the observed activation energy was close

to that calculated on the basis of the dislocation mech-
anism.

Another point that was clearly proven in recent years
is that in many cases of mixed lattices (alloys) the dif-

fusion rate of the atoms is specific for each species

and independent of the other. This statement does ex-

clude a direct-exchange mechanism. Proof for the in-

dependent movement of the individual species was first

given by the now famous "marker" experiment carried

out by Smigelskas and Kirkendall^. They placed inert

markers in the form of fine molybdenum wires at the

interface of brass and copper (Fig. 7) and, by holding

the assembly at high temperature, allowed diffusion to

occur. The relative change in position of the markers
indicated unequivocally that the zinc atoms from the

brass (a copper-zinc alloy) moved faster into the cop-
per plating than the copper atoms from the platingmoved
into the brass core. Modern radioactive tracer tech-

niques have been very successfully applied to the inves-
tigation of diffusion coefficients. Tracer techniques

have been especially helpful in establishment of coef-

ficients of self-diffusion, the diffusion, for instance,

of silver atoms through a silver lattice. As an example
of the wide variety of diffusion speeds, reference is

made to Table VII in the section on Cathode Materials
(metals) for Receiving Tubes, which contains explicit

data on proportionality constant Dq and activation en-

ergies Q of most of the additions that are presently used

in cathode nickel.

COPPER

i2 Q Q_

BRASS

TS D D D"

MOLYBDENUM
WIRES

Figure 7. Diffusion Couple With "Markers"

PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN ALLOY SYSTEMS

No discussions of the fundamentals of metallurgy

would be complete without mention of phase-equilibrium
diagrams of alloy systems. The importance of this

subject stems from the wide application which phase-

equilibrium data find in today's metallurgical practice.

If new alloys are needed which have certain character-

istic requirements, data available in phase diagrams
are almost invarialjly consulted. M. Hansen in his

book "Aufbau der Zweistofflegierungen" (Constitution

of Binary Alloys) has gathered a large volume of such

data. Many phase diagrams are also given in the Met-
als Handbookll published by the American Society for

Metals. It is not within the province of this article to

go into great detail concerning the theory of phase dia-

grams, but rather to give an over-all discussion of the

subject and to refer the reader to the list of textbooks

supplied at the end of this section.

For the sake of simplicity, only binary, or two-ele-

ment, alloys systems will be discussed. A binary phase

diagram is a diagram whichshows the change with tem-
perature of the structural status of an alloy of two el-

ements for alloy compositions ranging from 100 per cent

of the one element, through all possible intermediate

mixtures, to 100 per cent of the other element. Each
point in such a diagram corresponds to a mixing ratio

of the two basic elements and a temperature; the dia-

gram area in which the point is located determines the

number of structurally distinct alloy forms present and

the chemical composition, physical state, and relative,

quantities of those alloy forms.

The simplest phase diagram is that for two elements

which are completely miscible in all proportions in liq-

uid as well as solid state. The binary system copper-
nickel is an example of such a system and Fig. 8 illus-

trates the case in general. Consider first the extreme
ends of the diagram. They represent the phases of the

pure elements present at various temperatures. In

cooling from the liquid state, the solidification point is

passed; at temperatures below this point the liquid be-

comes solid. If, however, a similar cooling experi-
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ment is performed for an intermediate composition,

for instance, the one corresponding to the dotted line,

no single distinct solidification point is found. In cool-

ing, the alloy passes through an area where liquid and

solid are coexistent (colloquially called a mushy range)

before it enters the solid area. As the alloy cools

through the two-phase area, the amount of solid in-

creases steadily until all liquid has disappeared. The
solidification occurs over a range of temperatures in-

stead of at a single solidification temperature as is the

case for the pure elements. It should be noticed that the

equilibrium composition of the solid and the liquid in the

solid-plus-liquid area is found by drawing a horizontal

line through the temperature point under consideration.

The intersections of the horizontal line with the boundar-
ies of the liquid -plus -solid area give the composition of

the solid and liquid which are in equilibrium at the

chosen temperature. For instance, composition a, if

held at temperature t for a sufficient time to obtain an

equilibrium condition, consists of two phases: a liquid

of composition b and a solid of composition c. Their

relative amounts are given by the ratio of the lengths of

the intercepts p and q in such a way that (amount of solid

of composition c): (amount of liquid of composition b)

= p:q. This relation is called the lever-arm prin-

ciple. If horizontals are drawn at various decreasing
temperatures and the locations of the intersections with

the liquidus and solidus curves are observed, it be-

comes obvious that: (1) the alloy compositions of the

solid and of the liquid which are in equilibrium change
continuously with decreasing temperature; and (2) that

the amount of solid steadily increases at the expense of

the liquid. The dataneeded to construct such diagrams
are obtained by determination of cooling curves, by mi-
croscopic structure analysis, and by X-ray analysis.

Figure 8. Phase Diagram of Two Mutually Soluble

Elements

In the above case of complete solubility of the alloying

elements, the solid resulting from solidification of the

homogeneous liquid is, in turn, homogeneous and ap-

pears under the microscope as a single, continuous type

of grain structure. The case of complete immiscibility

of the alloying elements in the liquid state as well as

in the solid state is the opposite of the one just discussed.

It is known to occur in the system molybdenum- cop-
per. A diagram of this type is given in Fig. 9.

2 LIQUIDS

LlI

H<

LIQUID + SOLID

2 SOLIDS

0
A WEIGHT PER CENT B

100
B

Figure 9. Phase Diagram of Tivo Mutually Insoluble

Elements

The third case is the one where the elements are
miscible in the liquid state but not in the solid, as shown
in Fig. 10. This type of system is exemplified by the

lead- silver alloys. Composition p (Fig. 10) is called

the"eutectic" composition. It is the only alloy compo-
sition for this alloy system which, like the pure ele-

ments, has no mushy range, but a sharp melting point.

LlI

a:

LIQUID

LIQUID-!- SOLID

j

LIQUID
-1- SOLID

1

1

2 SOLIDS

P

0
A WEIGHT PER CENT B

100
B

Figure 10. Phase Diagram Showing Mutual Solubility

in the Liquid, But Not in the Solid Phase
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Microscopic observation of the solid shows two dif-

ferent grain types present in amounts which vary with

the alloy composition. The two mixed phases are pure
A and pure B.

The phase diagrams of most binary alloy systems are

generally combinations of these extreme diagrams. The
common type of diagram shown in Fig. 11 features com-
plete liquid solubility and partial solid solubility. The
solid shows a mixture of two crystal phases in the two-

phase area; however, these are not pure A and B as in

the preceding example, but a and ^ solid solutions. In

the solid solution areas, a single homogeneous crystal

phase is found. The system silver-copper is an exam-
ple of abinary system of the type illustrated in Fig. 11.

Figure 11. Phase Diagram Showing Complete Liquid-
and Partial Solid- Solubility

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ALLOYS

A series of general rules govern the behavior of me-
tals when they are alloyed with others. The chemical
and physical properties of the individual metals are gen-

erally modified. Consultation of the phase diagram,
however, can often throw light on what to expect of the

alloy's properties if those of the single elements are

known. Fig. 12 gives the general rules concerning the

relationship between phase diagram and hardness, cor-

rosion resistance, electrical resistivity, thermal con-

ductivity and lattice parameter.

HARDENING TREATMENTS
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Figure 12. Relationship Betiveen Physical Properties

and the Phase Diagram

Two of these treatments are quench hardening and

precipitation hardening; both can be illustrated by re-

ference to a phase diagram.

Metals can be subjected to various treatments which
will increase their hardness. The simplest is work
hardening, which is a consequence of ductile deforma-
tion. This type of hardness is often only an unwanted
by-product of a necessary shaping operation. Other
hardening treatments, however, are used just for the
purpose of producing high hardness in metals used for
springs, files, gears, and many other parts which need
hardness to perform their function.

In Fig. 13, the left lower corner of the iron-carbon

phase diagram is shown. Two solid-solution fields of

carbon in iron are visible at the left.

Ferrite is the solid solution of carbon in a -iron

(body -centered cubic); Austenite is the solid solution

of carbon in 7 -iron (face-centered cubic). Note the

allotropic phase transformation on the pure-iron side

of the diagram at 910 C. All other areas are two-phase
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areas as indicated. The hardenability of steel is due
to the fact that the solid solution of carbon in 7 -iron

is very hard, whereas the two-phase areas are rela-

tively soft.

TEMR
DEG C

0.5 0.8

PER CENT CARBON IN IRON

Figure 13. The Iron-Rich Comer of the Iron-Carbon

Phase Diagram

Hardening of a steel containing 0.5 per cent carbon,

for instance, is done by heating it to 1100 C (see dotted

line with arrow); holding it until equilibrium is reach-

ed, the ferrite and cementite phases of the two -phase
area have disappeared, and the single-phase solid so-

lution has formed; and then quenching the metal so ra-

pidly that, upon its return to room temperature, no

time for the reverse reaction to occur has been avail-

able.

The other case of hardening, precipitation hardening,

is caused by a treatment slightly more complicated than

quench hardening; the cause of hardness is not forma-
tion of a solid solution, but is the precipitation of a fine-

ly dispersed hard phase from a supersaturated solid

solution. Fig. 14 illustrates precipitation hardening of

beryllium-copper.

In this case the solid solution is soft and can be ob-

tained by a treatment similar to that used for obtain-

ing austenite in the case of steel, that is, by heating,

holding, and quenching. The precipitate that causes
the hardening is produced by heating the metal to a tem-
perature below the transformation point (within the two-
phase area). Equilibrium conditions require that the

single a -phase disappear and that in addition to the

a -phase, the /3' phase appear.

In the case of beryllium-copper, a 1.5 per cent be-
ryllium alloy is generally used; the dotted lines indi-

cate the course followed in the hardening treatment.

Note that precipitation hardening of this type is only

possible if the borderline between the a -solid solu-

tion area and the adjacent a + two-phase area
slants to the right as it does in Fig. 14.

SOLUTION
TEMR

PRECIPITATION »
TEMR

Figure 14.

2 4 6

PER CENT
BERYLLIUM IN COPPER

Beryllium Copper, an Example of Precipi-

tation Hardening

VAPOR PRESSURE OF METALS

The vapor pressure of a metal may be defined as: the

pressure at which the escape of atoms or molecules
from its surface is balanced by the return of these par-
ticles from the surrounding gas. Consider, in the case
of solids, the random thermal motion of atoms in a

crystal lattice. There is a certain probability that an

individual atom at the surface may attain the energy
necessary to escape the forces binding it to its neigh-

bors. It is known that the higher the temperature, the

greater the probability that atoms will escape. In a

vacuum, the escaped particles are actually a gas. Some
of these particles will strike the surface again and will

be recaptured by the attractive forces of the lattice. At
any given temperature, the escape of particles is pro-
portional to the surface involved and independent of gas

pressure, but the return is dependent on both the sur-

face and the pressure of the surrounding gas. There-
fore, the process of escape (evaporation) will con-

tinue until it builds up pressure to the point where the

rate of condensation is equal to the rate of evaporation.

The pressure of gas required to attain this equilib-

rium is the vapor pressure of the material at the given

temperature.

The vapor pressure of any material is largely deter-

mined by the strength of the bond which holds atoms
within the crystal lattice. Quite often an alloy of a high-

vapor-pressure metal low-vapor-pressure metal will

exhibit a low vapor pressure because the bonds in the

solute lattice are much stronger than those in the lattice

of the high-vapor-pressure metal. An example is alu-

minum-clad iron which is used in electron tubes. The
vapor pressure of pure aluminum is quite high, but

when it is heated with iron, the rapid formation of an

intermetallic compound of high bond strength reduces
the vapor pressure of the aluminum to levels which per-
mit its use.
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METALS FOR ELECTRON TUBES

J. J. Carrona

Manufacture and operation of electron tubes impose
a diversity of requirements on the materials used in

their construction. Widely varying functions of the me-
tallic members of the tube assembly necessitate indi-

vidual metallurgical considerations for each case. It

is because of these divergent requirements that the tube

designer finds some use for almost all metallic ele-

ments. Despite these divergent requirements, how-
ever, the major uses of metals are restricted to a few
elements. In fact, there are only five which comprise
the bulk of the metals in use. These metals are nickel,

iron, copper, molybdenum, and tungsten. Barium
might be listed as the sixth, but its function is not the

same as most other metals and, therefore, it is de-
scribed in a later section on getters. The above five

metals, in the pure state, alloyed with each other or

with relatively minor amounts of other elements, and
plated or clad with small quantities of other metals,
make up the electrodes, structural members, conduc-
tors, and heaters in electron tubes. These metals are
individually discussed in the succeeding pages along

with a brief description of some of the less commonly
used metals and a few of the more promising new met-
als.

In a general sense, there are certain requirements
which may be described as applying to all metal parts
in the electron tube. Foremost among these is the re-
quirement of adaptability to low-cost, mass -production

techniques. To be used on a wide scale, the metal must
be capable of being formed and welded with conventional
fabrication methods. Ductility and good resistance-
welding performance are mandatory. A breakdown of

the contributory sources of expense in the extremely
small parts that are used in tubes reveals that the ma-
jor portions of costs are those due to fabrication costs
rather than to the basic metal cost.

Because parts are designed to conduct electrons and
to control electron flow, electrical conductivity is an
important property. High conductivity is usually de-

sired, but in some cases low conductivity is needed to

provide heating effects.

The environment to which the materials are exposed
is one of high vacuum and high temperatures combined
with a continual bombardment of electrons. To exist

in a stable fashion under such conditions requires that

a metal have a low vapor pressure, high hot strength,

and reasonably high work function. Values for the prop-
erties discussed above may be found in the tables of

the last section of this article. Work functions are

listed for a few of the elements in Table III (this sec-

tion). The work functions listed are for the clean ele-

ment. In the actual cases, barium and barium oxide

deposits from the cathode may coat the metal and lower
its work function. In fact, if conditions are just right,

a good active coating may be deposited and cause the

work function to drop to that of the cathode. Certain
of the metals (gold, copper, and silver) will combine
with the barium and hold the high-work-function values
until saturated with barium. As a result, the work
function of a particular metal in a particular electron

device may range from that of the cathode to that of the

clean metal.

NICKEL

Nickel is the most important single metal used in

vacuum tubes. In recent years it has been replaced by

iron and steel in many applications, but only in the sense

that a plated or clad nickel coating on steel is now more
common in many tube parts than is pure nickel.

Nickel, in the form of the pure metal, alloys, or sur-

face coating, is used extensively for anodes, grid lat-

erals, grid side rods, inner leads, outer pins, cath-

odes, filaments, supports, connectors, tabs, shields,

glass-sealing leads, and caps.

The mechanical behavior of nickel and high-nickel

alloys is as satisfactory from a fabrication sense as is
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that of any material. It is ductile and cold-works read-

ily, and it may be drawn or formed into the complex
shapes required without special preparation. Its duc-

tility is best evidenced by current factory practice of

cold drawing 0.025-inch diameter manganese-nickel
wire in a multiple die set-up to 0.002 -inch diameter
in one continuous operation at a speed of 3000 feet per
minute.

Table III

Work Functions of Elements

Element
Work Function-
Electron Volts References

Platinum 5 3-6.3 1, 2, 3

Palladium 4 96-4.99 2, 3

Gold 4 78-4.89 1, 2

Nickel 4 6-5.24 4

Carbon 4 34-4.77 1, 2

Iron 4 23-4.77 4

Silver 4 46-4.47 1, 2, 3

Tungsten 4 44-4.63 4

Copper 4 3-4.45 1, 2, 3

Molybdenum 4 14-4.40 1, 2, 3

Zirconium 3 73-4.50 1, 2, 3, 4

Aluminum 3.0 1

Barium 2.49 4

Lithium 2 21-2.49 1, 2, 3

Potassium 1 9-2.26 1, 2

Rubidium 1.82 1

Cesium 1 67-1.93 1, 2, 4

Oxide-Coated Cathode 1.3 2

Further fabrication ease results from the superior

resistance-welding properties of nickel. Although mod-
ern welding technology has given adequate means to

weld many difficult materials, nickel is still required
as an aid in most of the more serious welding problems.
Assembly of the mount structure to the stem is still

mainly dependent on spot welding, which in most cases
requires a nickel surface on at least one of the mem-
bers to be joined.

Although nickel is not a particularly high-strength
material, it possesses enough stiffness to prevent gross
sagging or dimensional changes under the temperatures
encountered in tube processing or operation. On the

other hand, its limited strength restricts its use in the

smaller diameters or thicknesses. One seldom encoun-
ters a nickel-rich alloy wire or strip of less than 0.001-

inch section. As grid-lateral wire-size requirements
become smaller and 0.0005 inch wire becomes more
commonly used, nickel alloys are being replaced by
the refractory metals which can stand up in such serv-
ice.

The vapor pressure of nickel is low enough to per-
mit heating it to 1000 C without undue vaporization of

the metal. 5 Even higher temperatures may be held

for short periods with no ill effects. This feature is

important because the oxide-coated cathode using nickel

as a base must be raised to 1100 to 1200 C during tube

exhaust and held at 800 C during operation; plates are

raised to 800 or 900 C for outgassing, and grids ex-
posed to cathodes and plates at these temperatures reach
similar levels during tube processing.

Chemically, nickel has the advantage of good corro-
sion resistance whichpermits storage for long periods

with no adverse effects. On exposure to high temper-
atures in air, the oxide forms relatively slowly. These
oxide formations are easily reduced by hydrogen. In

miniature stem making, inner leads are oxidized by the

fires so that welding of the mount and filaments to these

leads is impaired. By placing small inverted cups filled

with hydrogen over the oxidized leads while they are

still on the stem machine and before the leads can cool,

it is feasible to reduce the oxides and improve the weld-
ing performance.

Surface-oxide reduction and degassing of nickel are
readily accomplished in the same operation. If the part

is suitably washed to free the surface of organics and
water-soluble compounds, surface oxides may be re-

duced by hydrogen firing at temperatures of 600 to 800

C. Simultaneously, internally dissolved gases will be
replaced by hydrogen. Since hydrogen diffuses rapidly

through most metals and particularly so in nickel, it

can be quickly removed later by heating the metal in

the vacuum of tube exhaust.

The electrical and thermal conductivities of nickel are

relatively high. In fact, no other metal, in the same
or lower cost ranges, which possesses the strength of

nickel, even approaches its conductivity. In leads

,

plates, grids, and cathodes, this conduction of elec-

trons and heat is important. When good radiating prop-

erties are desired, nickel may be blackened or car-

bonized by passing an oxidized nickel surface through

a hydrocarbon gas at a temperature which causes de-

composition of the hydrocarbon at the surface of the

nickel. In the process, carbon is deposited and bonded.

Much plate material is used where a nickel surface has

been blackened to provide a radiating efficiency of 80

per cent. Grid wires of carbonized nickel alloys are

also available. The increased radiation helps cool the

parts and thereby prevents overheating during opera-

tion with resulting undesirable emission effects or gas

evolution which would seriously shorten tube life.

The most important single application of nickel is as

a base for the oxide cathode. In this use, it serves as

a support for the structure and a dispenser of the nec-

essary small amounts of reducing agents which activate

the coating and maintain cathode emission by producing

free barium in the oxide coating. The details of this

use are presented later in this article under Cathode

Materials (Metals) for Receiving Tubes.

Another rather important application of nickel is for

grid lateral wires. A series of high-nickel alloys has

been developed through the years which still finds ex-

tensive use in electron tubes. Although these alloys

are not of the order of strength of the refractory me-
tals, their strength is adequate for many grids. To re-

duce grid emission effects and/or improve hot strength,

the alloy manufacturer adds elements such as manga-
nese, titanium, silicon, aluminum, chromium, cobalt.
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iron, molybdenum, and tungsten. Alloys of these types
include Magno-nickel, Permanickel, Hastelloy, and
RCA NIOOW.

IRON AND STEEL

Iron and the low-carbon steels most commonly used
in the electron tube have properties which are generally
somewhat less desirable than those of nickel. Never-
theless these metals are probably used in greater weight
in low-cost tubes than is nickel. Obviously this popu-
larity is due to the great cost advantage that these met-
als hold over all other metals. This advantage per-
sists even though the bare metals are almost never
found in use and the relatively high cost of plating or
cladding them with nickel or copper has to be added to

their costs. Basic metal values along with some costs
for finished wire are listed in Table IV for some of the

more common metals, and for bare and plated iron and
low carbon steel. The relationships given are relative

to the cost of SAE 1010 steel and are approximate. They
will vary widely both with special processing require-
ments and with time. They are intended only to illus-

trate the influence of fabrication difficulty on the cost
of small-section metal products. Note that although
nickel is more than twice the price of nickel-plated steel
wire at 0.040 inch, there is no difference at 0.004 inch.

The comparison between basic values and 0.004 inch
wire costs for molybdenum and tungsten reflects the
poor workability of tungsten.

Table IV
Relative Costs of

Bulk and Fabricated Metals
(as of June, 1960)

Metal Basic Values
Wire

0.040-in. 0.004-in.

Diameter Diameter

SAE 1010 1 6

Nickel-Plated
1010 Steel 22 150

Nickel 18 51 150
Copper 6 27
Molybdenum 84 660
Tungsten 112 1100

The most serious drawback of iron is its poor cor-
rosion resistance. Storage life is extremely poor un-
less extensive protective measures are taken. It is

mainly for this reason that unprotected iron or steel is

not used in vacuum tubes. The oxides of iron are ob-
jectionable on electrode surfaces and, unless the metal
is properly plated or clad to retard oxide formation, it

can not be prevented. Electronbombardment of an ox-
idized iron surface may result in high secondary emis-
sion and will promote gas evolution.

Despite the obvious differences between iron and
nickel, their physical properties, for the most part,
are not too dissimilar. Their vapor pressures are al-
most identical, the melting point of iron is only 100 C
above that of nickel, the thermal and electrical con-
ductivities of iron are 2/3 those of nickel, and strength
and ductility are similar. One can see that, except for

the poor chemical behavior of iron, it can adequately

replace nickel if the lower conductivities of iron are

compensated for by some increase in section thickness.

The use of iron or steel, with surface coatings to mask
their chemical behavior, has replaced nickel in most
supports, grid side rods, plates, and inner leads. In

most of these cases, nickel is still required on the sur-
face, but with plates or anodes aluminum is often used
as the surface metal; such materials are supplying a

large share of the market. Copper, as a surface coat-

ing on grid side rods and leads, is finding increased
use due to the conductivity improvement it contributes.

Gas evolution from iron and steel has been a prob-
lem during tube operation. It is known that these met-
als contain impurities of carbon and oxygen. The lat-

ter may be combined as compounds which can be re-

duced by carbon. At the temperatures of 800 to 900 C
reached during exhaust, the carbon may diffuse to and
reduce the oxygen compounds. The gas (probably car-

bon dioxide) is continuously evolved during this period
by diffusion to the surface. When the plate is cooled,

the gas-producing reaction is stopped as is the loss of

gas by diffusion. As a result, the metal is saturated

with gas which is released during the life of the tube.

There is some question as to whether reaction between
oxides and carbon proceeds at significant rates at the

operating temperatures of 300-400 C.

The first attempts to eliminate these gases consisted
of reducing the carbon content to restrict the reaction.

Resultant products of relatively carbon-free iron (Arm-
co or Svea Iron) were partially successful. Carbon is

reduced to about 0.03 per cent or less, and subsequent
annealing and hydrogen firing will decarburize the iron

still further. In thin plate materials, long decarbur-
ization firing is capable of almost completely elim-
inating all carbon with attendant decreases of gases
evolved on life. Some tube manufacturers are pre-

sently exploring decarburization and have found that the

presence of less than 0.01 per cent carbon in an anode
gives negligibly low gas evolution on life. ^

Another method of restricting the gas-producing re-
action is to chemically combine the oxygen in the iron

or steel in compounds so stable that they cannot be re-

duced by carbon. This method is presently standard
for most of the steels used in the electron tube. During
the casting of the ingot, aluminum is added to the ladle

of molten steel. The resulting product is aluminum-
killed steel. The oxides of aluminum which form are
of the desired stability. Unfortunately, those oxides of

iron which occur on the surface on subsequent heat

treatments are not combined with the aluminum and may
present gas problems. At present, many parts are still

made of normal low-carbon steels although there is a

general movement to convert to aluminum-killed steels.

COPPER

The high electrical and thermal conductivities, soft-

ness, and chemical behavior of copper are properties
which find applications in vacuum tubes. The use of

copper is restricted by its softness and fairly high vapor
pressure (see table in last section of this article), but

since, among low-cost metals, it is unexcelled as a
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conductor, it is widely used in special applications.

These uses include glass sealing, grid side rods, leads,

plates (as a conductive core), and as an exhaust tubu-
lation and pinch -off.

The high conductivity of copper permits its use in

leads and grid side rods where an attempt is made to

facilitate heat removal to cool electrodes. Leads are
very often made of copper to provide good electrical
conductivity for high-frequency currents. The superior
solderability of copper is one basis for its extensive
use in outer leads of octal-base tubes where the leads
are soldered to base pins. Adequate seals are made
in certain tubes by mechanical pinch-off of a copper ex-
haust tubulation. The softness of the metal allows the
deformation and cold welding of the tubing to form a
vacuum-tight seal in a simple fashion.

Recently, copper has gained some notice as a core
for plate materials. Poorly conductive anodes in beam-
type tubes run hot in the area of electron-beam impinge-
ment because the heat generated in these areas cannot
readily flow to cooler sections by conduction. A core
of copper representing 40 percent of the section thick-
ness distributes the heat throughout the plate and sharply
reduces the maximum temperatures reached in the

areas where heat is generated. This temperature re-
duction results in a reduction of gas evolution from the

plate and extends tube life.

Copper, properly prepared with a thin (0.0001 inch)
oxide coating, seals well to soft glass. The solubility

of copper oxide in glass, and the good adherence of the
oxide to the metal promote good glass-to-metal bonds.
Unfortunately, the extremely high thermal expansion of

copper does not permit its use for sealing in other than
very thin sections where thermal mismatch is mini-
mized or overcome by deformation of the metal. A
compensation for the excessive expansion coefficient
is made by cladding a low-expansion 42 per cent nickel-
iron core with copper. A rather close match to soft

glass results and this product, known as "dumet," has
been the standard low-cost lead-sealing metal since
early in the century.

The restrictions placed on the use of copper by its

very low strength may be modified by alloying it with
other metals. Small amounts of metallic additions give
appreciable increases in strength. Note, in the last

section of this article, the 15 per cent increase in ten-
sile strength that results from the addition of 1 per cent
chromium. These additions may also cause excessive
reduction in conductivity. Although the effects of ele-
ments such as chromium, silver, and tin are not too
severe, most elements, especially oxygen, have a seri-
ous effect on conductivity. It is for this reason that the
standard grade of copper for all electrical conductors
is the OFHC (oxygen-free-high-conductivity) grade.
Oxygen is carefully removed by the addition of elements
to the melt which chemically tie up the oxygen. The
use of different deoxidizers leads to the various grades
of OFHC copper-phosphorus-deoxidized, silicon-deox-
idized, and others.

TUNGSTEN

The refractory nature of tungsten is the reason for

most of its use. It has the highest melting point of all

the metallic elements. Strength at elevated tempera-
tures is phenomenal. Combined with these properties,
it is moderately conductive, has a low vapor pressure,
low gas content, and low thermal expansion. It is used
extensively as heater wireandfor very fine grid wires.

Because tungsten cannot be cast successfully, powder
metallurgy is used to produce it. A fine tungsten pow-
der having particles ranging from 1/2 to 10 microns in

size is compressed into bars under tremendous pres-
sures. These bars are prefired in hydrogen at 1500 C
to make them strong enough for handling. After this

operation, the bar is placed into a sintering bottle where
a current of 3000 amperes is passed through a 1/2-
inch-square bar section. The temperature of the bar
is raised close to the melting point of tungsten so that

the powder sinters into a dense structure. The bar is

then strong enough for working and is hot-swaged into

a round section. By further swaging, annealing, and
hot drawing, the rod is converted to wire. Wire as fine

as 0.0005 inch diameter is drawn; smaller sizes are
chemically etched to, at present, a commercial mini-
mum of 0.00025 inch diameter. The tensile strength
increases as the size is reduced and reaches 500,000
pounds per square inch-a value considerably higherthan
that of any other pure metal. This highvalue combined
with the highest modulus of elasticity, makes tungsten
the stiffest and strongest material available.

The structure of tungsten wire is a fibrous, fine-

grained one. If the temperature of the metal is raised
above 1500 C, recrystallization occurs and large grains
form rapidly. These large grains, which may approach
the wire size, have very weak and brittle boundaries.
This recrystallization causes a sharp drop in strength
and causes many of our heater failures. Early in the

history of the manufacture of tungsten, the good emis-
sion properties of tungsten doped with 1 or 2 per cent
of thorium oxide were noted and made use of in power
tubes. It was found that the thoria retarded catastrophic
grain growth. After much experimentation, other dop-
ing agents were found. Present practice is to use very
small amounts of calcium, aluminum, and silicon as
the grain refiners in the manufacture of non-sag tung-

sten. Because these elements vaporize at high temper-
ature stages in the production process, and the amounts
remaining in finished wire are somewhat variable, the

occurrence of brittle heater failure due to recrystal-
lization is, even now, frequent enough to cause concern.
Alloys with rhenium are being developed as a substitute

not exhibiting this fault.

Developments in grid wires have reached the stage
where the most advanced tube designs are almost wholly
with structures using laterals of 0.0003 inch to 0.0005
inch diameter brazed to the equivalent of side rods.

Frame grids and small, cylindrical multi-side-rod
grids similar to those used in pencil tubes will become
more common. The most satisfactory metal for lat-

erals for these grids is tungsten. It is probable that no
other metal, except perhaps molybdenum, can withstand
the extremes of stress and temperature that these struc-

tures must undergo in fabrication and tube operation.

Tungsten has the lowest thermal expansion coeffi-
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cient of any metal— about 4.6 X 10"" inches per inch per
degree centigrade. It closely matches the expansion of

hard glass and, with its excellent conductivity and rea-
sonable oxide adherence, makes a good lead-sealing

material for hard glass. Due to its relatively high cost,

however, it is used as lead-sealing material only in

higher-priced tubes.

There are several disadvantages to the use of tung-

sten. It has little ductility and cannot be cold worked
to form complex shapes. Normally, such a restriction

would void its use in low-cost tubes, but its high-tem-
perature properties are required even at the expense
of this deficiency. The use of tungsten is limited to

bend shapes since the best elongation obtainable is two
per cent. Fortunately some relief of the situation may
be expected; experimental quantities of pure tungsten

with a ten per cent elongation have been produced.

Another difficulty with tungsten is the embrittlement
that the metal undergoes when contaminated with small
amounts of nickel. When tungsten is welded to nickel

in areas which subsequently become heated, diffusion

will introduce nickel to the tungsten and produce fail-

ures adjacent to the weld. As a general rule, intimate

contact of tungsten with nickel (or iron, or cobalt) at

elevated temperatures shouldbe avoided to prevent such
failures.

MOLYBDENUM

The properties of tungsten, if reduced in value some-
what, would adequately describe those of molybdenum.
The major differences lie in the appreciably better duc-
tility and lower strength exhibited by molybdenum which
permit it to be cold drawn. Only a few years ago, most
molybdenum wire was produced by hot drawing, but now
much of it is made by conventional cold drawing. It is

manufactured by the same powder methods used for

tungsten, but in recent years more and more is arc-
cast by the consumable electrode process. This pro-
cess consists of maintaining an arc between an elec-

trode of molybdenum and a water-cooled metal crucible.

The heat generated by the arc causes the electrode to

progressively melt and fall into the crucible. The cold
crucible freezes the molten molybdenum preventing at-

tack on the crucible metal. An ingot so cast is reduced
in the normal fashion.

Most molybdenum in electron tubes is used in grid
wires, supports, and high-temperature elements of

complex shape. It performs admirably in service as a
grid lateral wire since it has good thermal conductivity;

it has good strength and is ductile enough to permit siz-

ing and forming of the grid; it is readily cleaned because
its oxide is volatile, and the metal itself has a low va-
por pressure.

The volatility of molybdenum oxide is both an advan-
tage and a disadvantage. It is a simple matter to clean

a molybdenum grid in a vacuum because all that is nec-
essary is to heat it to about 600 Cat which temperature
the oxide vaporizes. At the same time, this oxide be-
cause of its injurious effect on emission, shouldbe kept
away from the cathode. The problem of removing the
oxide and keeping it from the cathode is usually solved

by keeping the cathode hot so that no oxide will condense
on it.

Because of its freely oxidizing behavior, molybde-
num grids are usually gold plated. Barium and its com-
pounds (from the cathode) are insoluble in molybdenum,
and deposit on the grid during tube operation. Reduc-
tion of the compounds by the molybdenum oxide produces
free barium with resulting grid emission. A small
amount of gold restricts the formation of oxides and,

because barium dissolves readily in gold, the problem
of grid emission is reduced. Where a gold-plated sur-

face is desired in a grid, only molybdenum or tungsten

can be used as the base metal. Gold shows appreciable

solubility in most metals but practically none in molyb-
denum or tungsten. During the period that high tem-
peratures are experienced by the grid in processing and

in operation, gold will diffuse into the base metal and

lose its effectiveness if nickel or a similar metal is.

used, but will remain unaffected on molybdenum or

tungsten. Figs. 15, 16, and 17 show this effect.

Figure 15. 0. 0033-Tnch Diameier Gold-Plated Molyb-
denum Wire After SOOHours as a Grid Lateral: the

gold plate is still concentrated at the surface

A major use for molybdenum is as a disposable man-
drel on which tungsten heater coils are wound and set

by firing. The molybdenum mandrel can be removed
by etching, leaving the tungsten coil. No other metal

of lower or equal cost can withstand the setting tem-
perature without contaminating the tungsten.

Molybdenum is often alloyed with tungsten in an at-

tempt to impart some degree of the ductility of molyb-
denum without sacrificing too much of the high strength

of tungsten. Some grid wires in current use are made
of a 50 percent tungsten alloy (Dowmo D18). Tungsten

is sometimes used to strengthen molybdenum. Twenty
and twenty -five percent (H3, M8) tungsten alloys have

seen some service in grids. Since the addition of mo-
lybdenum increases the tendency for tungsten heaters

to become brittle on operation, use of such alloys has

largely been discontinued for heater service.
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Figure 16. 0. 0033-Inch Diameter Gold-Plated Man-
ganese-Nickel-Alloy Wire Before Tube Processing:-

the gold plate is the thin outer layer shown

Figure 17. Wire of Fig. 16 After 500 Hours of Tube
Operation: the gold has diffused into the base, es-
pecially along the grain boundaries; at no place in
this section is there enough gold concentrated to

exhibit the characteristic gold color

OTHER METALS

Silver

Silver approximates the properties of copper, but
is considerably more expensive and undergoes a differ-

ent type of corrosion. Because of its poor structural
strength, it is seldom used except as a surface coating
on stronger base materials. Because it has excellent
conductivity and does not form high- resistance corro-
sion products, it is used as a surface coating on parts
which must conduct the skin currents associated with
high-frequency signals. A combination of the high-fre-
quency use and use for its glass-sealing quality is found
in pencil tubes where silverplated steel parts are sealed
to glass for tube assembly and are operated at a very
high radio frequency. The high solubility of barium in

silver and the insolubility of silver in nickel promotes
the use of silver as a coating on nickel-alloy grid wires
where the silver will not diffuse into the base and lose
its effectiveness. The vapor pressure of silver is

somewhat higher than that of gold, but at 1/5 the cost
of gold, silver finds considerable use on nickel-alloy
grid wires.

Aluminum

Most aluminum in tubes is used in plates and getters.
Aluminum-clad steelfinds extensive use as a plate ma-
terial. When athin layer of aluminum on iron is heated,
an iron-aluminum compound forms. During the reac-
tion, a dark, rough surface with an emissivity of 70 to

80 per cent forms. The aluminum-iron structure re-
sulting has bonds of adequate strength to prevent undue
vaporization of the normally volatile aluminum.

Getters of aluminum-clad barium are common. The
aluminum protects the barium during storage and re-
acts exothermally to form the getter flash. Further
uses are restricted by the low melting point and fairly

high vapor pressure of the pure metal. It is found in

tubes only when combined with other metals.

Chromium

Pure chromium finds no use in electron tubes but is

commonly used in alloys for three reasons. Chromium
is added to glass-sealing alloys of the 45 per cent nickel,

49 per cent iron, 6 percent chromium types (RCAI-63
Number 4, etc.) to form oxidized surfaces which seal
readily to glass. Chromium greatly increases the

strength of alloys of nickel or iron. The splendid ox-
idation resistance imparted to alloys containing chro-
mium is of interest. The thin protective film of oxides
of chromium which forms spontaneously gives the cor-
rosion resistance of the stainless steels and Nichromes.

The high vapor pressure of chromium would prevent
its use even in alloys if it were not for the fact that the
oxide layer which may be found on its surface suppresses
the vaporization of the metal.

Tantalum

Where a melting point and vapor pressure approach-
ing those of tungsten are desired, with sufficient work-
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ability to permit drawing, tantalum may be used. It is

expensive and must be handled in extremely dry inert

gases of vacuum for high-temperature processing and,

accordingly, is used somewhat sparingly.

Titanium and Zirconium

Zirconium has long been used as a continuous getter

in power tubes. Some use has been made of its prop-
erties of reaction and combination with all but inert

gases at temperatures above 800 C in the receiving tube.

If kept at such a temperature, it can react with, and

absorb by diffusion, the gases which evolve on tube life.

Titanium has received considerable emphasis in air-

craft structures and, due to the increased use and gov-

ernment subsidies, has seen a radical price drop. Since

most of its properties are extremely close to those of

zirconium, it has been used to replace the latter with

considerable economy in many instances.
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TESTING OF METALS

C. H. Li

Metals for use in electron tubes are tested by vari-

ous methods to ascertain their qualities or properties.

These test methods include:

Mechanical testing

Metallographic testing

X-ray testing

Thermal testing

Chemical testing

Electrical testing

Miscellaneous testing

MECHANICAL TESTING

The following mechanical tests are standard produc-
tion tools for evaluating the physical properties of met-
als before, during, or after processing. They detect

inferior materials and enable their rejection prior to

their being processed or built into tubes. These tests,

therefore, not only lower the cost of tube manufacture,
but also improve tube quality.

Tensile Tests

Metal wire and strip materials are tested on various
testing machines for tensile properties. A testing ma-
chine is a device for producing a desired distortion in

the specimen to be investigated. The testing machine
has a means of holding the specimen; a means of pro-
ducing, at a proper speed, a distortion of the kind de-
sired; and a reliable device for measuring the resist-

ance offered by the specimen. The following items re-
lating to tensile tests are important in tube applications:

1. A stress-strain diagram is a diagram plotted with
values of stress (or applied force) as the ordinates
and of strain (or resulting deformation) as the abscis-
sas.

2. The yield strength is rigorously defined as the

stress at the point on the stress-strain curve where
the curve departs from linearity. At this point, de-
formation ceases tobe elastic. Because it is usually

impractical, and probably impossible, to determine
the stress at which inelastic action begins, it is cus-

tomary to define the yield strength as the strength at

a definite value of strain — usually 0.1 per cent.

3. The tensile strength is the maximum tensile

stress which the specimen can withstand.

4. The elongation is the maximum tensile strain

which the specimen can stand without breaking. It is

usually expressed in percentage of the initial speci-

men length.

5. The working range is the difference between the

yield and tensile strengths. It is very important in

determining the performance of grid wires on grid

winding and the quality of the resultant grids, since

this is the range of deformation available for the grid-

making processes such as wire stretching and grid

sizing.

Simple special devices have been designed and built

for measuring either elongations or tensile strengths

only. They are not accurate, but are very convenient

for factory use.

Among the metals tested for tensile properties are:

grid and heater wires, grid side rods, cathode strips,

and various semifinished products such as nickel-plated

iron wires.

Hardness Tests

A hardness test consists mainly of applying a spec-
ified load to the surface of the testing specimen through
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a standard indentor, and measuring the size of the re-

sulting permanent impression. Several hardness tests

are in use in the tube industry. The Brinell, Rockwell
and Superficial Rockwell hardness tests are employed
for cathode nickel, anode plate materials, and other

strip metals. The Vickers hardness test, which is more
accurate but slower than the other tests, and the Tukon
micro-hardness method are mainly used for calibra-

tion or research work.

Stiffness Test

Metal wires and strips are often tested for stiffness

or hardness by being bent as cantilevers under spec-
ified bending moments. The angle of bend decreases
with increase in the stiffness or hardness. This method
of testing has wide applications including the control of

annealing, drawing, and working of metal wires and
strips. An instrument built by RCA (present model No.
719H) is being used widely in the industry.

Springback Test

The springback test measures the angle of spring-
back of a metal strip after being released from a 90
degree bend across the grain (perpendicular to the

direction of rolling). Cathode strips are being so tested

to eliminate soft strips that are difficult to feed into

cathode-forming machines, and hard strips that can
not be readily formed without cracking.

Ductility Test

Cathode and plate metal strips are tested for ductility,

or deep-drawing properties. In one form of the test, a

disc of the strip is rigidly clamped between two plates.

A spherical punch is forced into the disc until the disc

fails by rupture. This test subjects the disc to radial

tension. Ductility is measured by the depth of pene-
tration of the spherical penetrator at the time of rup-

ture.

METALLOGRAPHIC TESTING

The primary object of metallographic examination
is to reveal the constituents and structures of metals
and their alloys by means of the microscope. Because
of the limited area of examination, the proper selection

and preparation of specimens are of major importance.

Specimens too small to be handled readily during
polishing are mounted to insure a surface satisfactory
for microscopic study. The specimens may be mounted
by mechanical means, by electroplating, or by embed-
ding them in thermosetting or thermoplastic materials.

Specimens are preferably 1/2 to 1 inch in diameter
for easy handling. Their preparation involves several
steps:

1. Cutting a properly selected specimen without af-

fecting its structures.

2 . Cleanir^ and grinding one surface of the specimen
on progressively finer emery papers.

3. Polishing the ground surface with very fine pol-

ishing media, or electrolytically.

4. Etching the polished surface chemically or elec-

trolytically to bring out the desired structure.

Special precautions for grinding or polishing differ-

ent metals and etching agents are given in the ASM
Metals Handbook.

Other important applications of metallographic study

are the determination of: (1) inclusions in cathode nickel

alloys; (2) surface oxides; and (3) impurities in clad and
electroplated parts. Often, chemical determinations
of impurities would not be adequate, since they would
not reveal their type, size and distribution.

Another important application of metallographic study

is the determination of the grain size of metal speci-

mens during various stages of processing to insure the

desired finished products.

X-RAY TESTING

X-ray testing usually requires only minute samples.
Such tests are often non-destructive, which may be a

distinct advantage.

Industrial Radiography

X-rays are used to study structures by showing shad-

ow pictures of metals more or less transparent to the

radiation. They are thus employed to compare com-
petitive tube assemblies or parts, and to locate hot,

cold, or fatigue cracks; and inclusions, segregations,

or other heterogeneities. Gas holes, porosities, or

microshrinkage in castings, inweldments, and in metal
parts can also be detected.

Diffraction Study

X-rays are scattered, or diffracted, from regularly

arranged atoms of metal crystals. The diffracted rays

are recorded on photographs for various purposes, such

as:

1. Identification of metals such as tungsten or nickel

2. Determination of crystal structures, orientation

of crystals, and the space lattices and space groups

3. Measurement of stress and strain, e.g., in tung-

sten heater wires

4. Study of phase transformations and equilibrium

relations

5. Chemical identification of thin surface film,

growth and orientation of crystals in such film

6. Study of fatigue, cold work or machining, elec-

troplatings and age hardening

7. Study of heat treatments, recrystallization, and

*The American Society for Metals, 1948
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grain size (e. g. ,
onNipron or nickel-plated iron grid

wires)

THERMAL TESTING

Dilatometric Analysis

The purposes of dilatometric analyses are:

1. To find the coefficients of thermal expansion, and
thus, to determine whether a metal "fits" a glass, a
ceramic, or another metal to which it is to be joined

2. To find critical temperatures at which changes in

metal structures occur

3. To make simulated service tests on electron tube
parts or assemblies

4. To check metal compositions, for example, to

distinguish between iron and nickel-iron alloys

The analysis consists of determining the thermal ex-
pansion and contraction by measuring the length and
temperature of the specimen. The rate of change of

temperature is often important, in which case a mea-
sure of time is necessary. A program-temperature
controller is used to insure a maximum change of 83 C
per hour within the transformation range. To guard
against chemical changes of specimens during test,

argon or helium gases are often used. Vacuum impedes
heat flow and its use might, therefore, result in erro-
neous temperature readings.

Emissivity Measurements

Heat radiation properties of plate, grid, cathode, and
heater materials are often a criticalfactor in tube de-
sign. Oneway of measuring these properties is to heat
a sample of standard shape and size, and determine the
cooling rate in vacuum at different temperatures. An
automatic recorder is convenient for this work; the re-
corder is connected to one end of a thermocouple which
has its other end welded onto the sample.

Thermal Analysis

Thermal analysis is the process of determining the
temperature at which changes in atomic arrangement
accompanied by a usually abrupt change in heat content
occurs. Typical examples of these changes are the fu-
sion and solidification of metals, and phase or magnetic
transformations. Melting points of different brazing
or soldering alloys and Curie temperatures of magnetic
alloys may thus be determined. Essentially, the anal-
ysis consists of closely following the temperature of

the specimen as it is heated or cooled with a constant
heatinput, and plotting the cooling or temperature-time
curve. The abrupt changes in heat content at the crit-

ical temperature are generally observable as breaks in

the temperature-time curves.

CHEMICAL TESTING

Compositions Analysis by Chem ical and Spectrographic
Means

Qualitative and quantitative analyses of various met-
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als are covered in appropriate ASTM (American Society
for Testing Materials) standards.

Rapid Identification of Metals

Metals are often identified by the color of a properly
prepared solution, presence or absence of residues, or

precipitation with chemical reagents. These methods
have been used to distinguish nickel from Nipron, or
magnesium-deoxidized cathode nickels from titanium-

deoxidized nickels. Spot tests have been very helpful

in determining the presence or absence of nickel, chro-
mium, and other elements. The spectrograph is also

very useful for rapid identification of metals.

Corrosion Tests

Metals may be corroded in an accelerated manner by
the spray or immersion method. A very common
method is to use a spray of 5 per cent common salt sol-

ution on samples in a controlled-humidity chamber at

95 F. Immersion tests may be either total immersion
or alternate immersion. For example, mercurous ni-

trate is commonly used for testing copper and its alloys

(ASTM Spec. B154-51). Corrosion is generallymeas-
ured by the loss of specimen weight in milligrams per
square decimeter per day (mdd) or in average penetra-
tion in inches per year (ipy).

ELECTRICAL TESTING

Resistivity Checks

Resistivity checks on cathode strips or heater wire
can identify the material or guide production control.

Carbon losses in annealing cathode strips can thus be
easily checked and regulated. The equipments consist
essentially of a galvanometer, a battery, a wheatstone
bridge, and a meter stick. By changing the variable
resistance in the wheatstone bridge circuit to obtain

balance, and by reading this resistance, the resistance
of the specimen inserted as part of the wheatstone bridge
circuitry is measured. The resistivity of the specimen
is calculated from the resistance and the length and
cross-sectional area of the specimen. Measuring re-
sistivity at room temperature and at elevated tempera-
tures gives the temperature-coefficient of resistivity

or ratio of hot to cold resistivity, at different tempera-
tures. This datum is necessary in the design of heaters.

Burnout Tests

Burnout data on wires or strips uponpassage of elec-
tric currents are important in tube designs. The nec-
essary equipment comprises binding posts for holding
the specimens, a Variac transformer, a voltmeter,
primary and secondary switches, and a transformer.
By closing the primary switch and adjusting the Variac
transformer, a desired voltage may be applied to the

primary of the transformer and read on the voltmeter.
The time required for the specimen to burn out from
the instant the secondary switch is closed is a measure
of the burnout resistance. This resistance is also af-

fected by the surface emissivity and homogeneity of the

specimen material.
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A burnout test that indicates completeness of plati-

num coating is used in the testing of platinum-clad mo-
lybdenum grid wire.

MISCELLANEOUS TESTING

Weighing

Filament and grid data are generally based on accu-
rate weighing of the component wire materials. These
fine wires must be cut with clean ends to 200 + 0.1 mil-
limeters, and weighed on very sensitive balances ac-
curate even to 0.1 milligram. From this weight read-
ing, the average diameter of the wire can be calculated.

Balances are periodically checked with check weights.

Powder Examination

The object of powder testing is to control the quality

of a product, such as a heater wire or a ceramic part.

There is often adequate correlation between some meas-
urable size characteristics of the powders and desired
quality. For most industrial purposes, three primary
characteristics are measured: size frequency, specific

surface, and particle shape. These characteristics are
generally checked by the sedimentation, gas-absorp-
tion, and microscopic methods, respectively.

CATHODE MATERIALS

I. S.

The function of the cathode is to emit electrons. Be-
cause cathode materials emit more electrons when they

are hot than when they are cold, the cathode is usually

heated during operation. Heating may be done either

by passing a current through the cathode (directly heated
cathode), or by passing a current through a wire heater
which the cathode encloses (indirectly heated cathode).

Acathode base material must satisfy three requisites:

1. Itmustbe fairly plentiful and easily obtainable in

a pure state.

2. The material should have certain physical requi-
sites: high melting point, low vapor pressure, and
high hot strength. It should be ductile enough to un-
dergo routine forming operations. Its thermal emis-
sivity should be low so that a minimum amount of

heater power is required.

3. Among its chemical properties, the base material
should be resistant to atmospheric oxidation so that

it can be stored for long periods. Its oxide should
be easily reducible in hydrogen so that a simple hy-
drogen firing can clean its surface. It should be fairly

easily degassed. It should be stable at high temper-
atures and should not react undesirably with the oxide
coating used to increase its electron emission.

The only material which will best satisfy these con-
ditions is nickel. Iron, molybdenum, tantalum, and
tungsten all have the required high melting point and
low vapor pressure, but they react with the emissive

Surface Test for Identifying Metals

The surface test is used for rapidly identifying metals
based on the following criteria:

1. Appearance, such as color, luster, crystallinity,

smoothness, special surface marks, or fracture pat-

terns

2. Blowtorch test— speed of melting, color change
during heating, and action and appearance of slag

Spark Testing

By holding an unknown metal specimen against a
grinding wheel with a constant pressure and observing
the length of streaks, or the number, volume, and du-
ration of sparks produced, the metal can sometimes be
easily identified. Pure Armco iron is thus rapidly dis-

tinguished from steel, and steel from cathode nickel.

Color Comparison Test

Dumet lead wires and other materials have qualities

closely related to their color. In the color comparison
test for dumet, a range of quality standards is selected
and is mounted against a black background. A sample
is compared against the standards to determine which
standard most closely approximates the color of the

sample.

FOR RECEIVING TUBES

Solet

oxide coating. The cost of platinum is prohibitive. Of

course, for certain special applications, other cathode
base materials may be used, but for most receiving
tubes operating from an ac power source, the indirectly

heated, oxide-coated, nickle-alloy base metal is the

one most used. Although the following survey of cath-

odes will include all types, the greatest emphasis will

be placed on the nickel-alloy -base-metal cathode.

DIRECTLY HEATED CATHODES

Directly heated cathodes are used: (1) with an ac

source where it is not necessary to isolate the ac sig-

nal from the cathode (e. g. ,
rectifiers), and (2) with a

battery source where it is necessary to minimize cur-

rent drain. It is also useful in equipment which must
operate shortly after it is turned on since the directly

heated cathode reaches operating temperature almost
immediately.

Table V shows the mean efficiencies and operating

temperatures of the different types of cathodes.

The higher efficiency of thoriated tungsten was dis-

covered by accident when thoria was added to tungsten

in an attempt to reduce grain growth which was causing
rupture of the filament during operation. It was found
that tungsten chemically reduces thoria to thorium metal
which is a much more efficient electron emitter than

tungsten. Both tungsten and thoriated tungsten are often

used in high-voltage tubes where an oxide coating would
be severely damaged.
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Table V

ctf 1
Ejiiiciency

milliamperes 2Temperature
Type of Cathode per watt deg C

Pure tungsten 1.7 2200-2500
Thoriated tungsten 6 1900
Oxide cathode,

indirectly -heated 10 800-1150
Oxide cathodes,

directly -heated 40 800-1150

The most commonly used filamentary cathode is the

oxide-coated, nickel-alloy ribbon. Cobalt, tungsten,

and aluminum have been added to increase the strength

and electrical resistivity. Other elements such as car-
bon, magnesium, silicon, and titanium are reducing
agents which are responsible for the production of bar-
ium. Manganese improves the metal-working proper-
ties. These metals will be discussed later.

Most nickel-alloy cathode ribbon is rolled from wire.

The alloy is made by the vacuum melting and casting

process which has proven very effective in controlling

the composition to the necessary fine degree.

INDIRECTLY HEATED CATHODES

By far, the preponderance of receiving tubes uses the

indirectly heated, oxide-coated cathode. This cathode
is easily and inexpensively made. It is subjected to

little or no mechanical stress and can be made ther-

mally efficient by the use of a low-conductivity mate-
rialfor the tab which connects the cathode to an exter-

nal terminal. Most important, the improved mechan-
ical stability makes possible the close electrode spac-
ing necessary for high gain; special nickels, in fact,

may contain tungsten for increased strength. At the

same time, ac hum is reduced by the shielding effect

of the cathode sleeve.

Cathode sleeves may be made in the form of seam-
less (welded-seam) tubing or of lockseam cylinders. In

both cases the nickel ingot is hot-rolled to about 1/8
inch strip and then cold-rolled. If seamless cathodes
are to be made, the material is rolled to 0.020 inch,

turned up and welded to form a cylinder which is then
drawn to the desired size of seamless tubing. The tub-
ing is then cut to cathode size, a tab is spot -welded to
the end, and the sleeve is cleaned and coated. In some
alloys (e.g. N18) seamless tubing is made by extrud-
ing a drilled ingot to an intermediate size tubing and
drawing the tubing to finished size. Lockseam cath-
odes are made from strip which has been rolled and slit

to finished size. The strip is fed into a cathode machine
which blanks, embosses, and wraps the cathode to the

proper dimensions. The tab may be blanked out with
the cathode, in which case the assembly is called an
integral-tab cathode; or the tab may be spot-welded to

the cathode as in seamless cathodes. All cathode
sleeves are made to extremely tight dimensional spec-
ifications so that consistently high performance may be
attained. If the wall is too thick, operating tempera-
ture will be reached too slowly and there will be elec-

trode spacing problems. If the strip for cathodes is not

exactly the right size, the cathode-making machine will

jam. Width tolerance of +0.002 inch and thickness tol-

erance of +0.0001 inch are specified. The strip should

be clean to avoid problems of flaking of the coating from
the cathode. Burr should be practically nonexistent so

that the heater may be inserted with no trouble. The
exterior surface finish of the cathode should be shiny

to avoid radiation loss and to maintain a high cathode

temperature for a given heater wattage.

GASES IN NICKEL

Gas is a very important consideration in materials

used in a vacuum tube. A typical analysis of commer-
cial nickel (99.14 per cent nickel) is given in Table VI.

Table Vr

Gas
Milliliters per 100 Grams

Contained in Commercial Nickel

Hydrogen
Carbon Dioxide

Carbon Monoxide

0.43

1.81

0.22

It is thought that carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide

do not exist as molecules in the nickel but rather are

formed from dissolved carbon and oxygen which diffuse

to the surface and combine. In any case, the removal
of oxygen is a slow process, and it is better to control

the amount of carbon and/or oxygen which is contained

by the nickel. Hydrogen, on the other hand, diffuses

quite rapidly through nickel, and thus, is an excellent

gas to use for cleaning since it can be removed so eas-

iiy.

"IMPURITIES" IN NICKEL AND THEIR RELATION TO
EMISSION

Very early, it was discovered that oxide-coated cath-

odes made with very pure nickel sleeves were not ef-

ficient electron emitters. On the other hand, if one

used commercially pure nickel, the emission was ex-

cellent. The improved emission resulted from the com-
mercial practice of adding various deoxidizers and de-

sulfidizers suchas magnesium and silicon to the nickel

while it was melted; these additions were responsible

for activation and tube life. While initially this mech-
anism was not understood, today, the cathode core or

sleeve is considered to be a reservoir containing reduc-

ing agents which diffuse to the coating where they re-

duce barium oxide to barium.

Table Vllshows the variables needed to calculatedif-

fusion coefficients in nickel according to the equation

D = Dq exp (-Q/RT), where D is the diffusion coeffi-

cient, Dq is the proportionality constant, Qis the acti-

vation energy, R is the gas constant (1.987 calories/

deg mole), and T is the absolute temperature.

To get some idea of the meaning of the diffusion coef-

ficient, consider that the source of the diffusing species

is infinitely large, and that the diffusing species is used
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up entirely and immediately as soon as it gets to the

coating; then, the amount q of diffusant arriving at the

coating at steady state is expressed by

where Cq = the constant concentration at the source end
of the gradient in

qm/cm"^

At cathode operating temperatures, carbon diffuses
most rapidly, followed by zirconium, magnesium, alu-
minum, and silicon. Much work remains to be done on
the effects of alloying interaction and grain size of the

nickel base.

THE FUTURE OF THE THERMIONIC CATHODE

Adiscussion of cathodes would be incomplete without
mentioning recent innovations aimed at increasing the

life or the emissive power of the cathode:

L = the thickness of the cathode wall in cm

Table VII

Metal D^-cm^/sec Q-cal/mole
Reference
Number

Aluminum 1.1 59,500 5

Magnesium 2.3 X 10-5 31,300 6

Titanium 0.86 61,400 5

Manganese 7.50 67,100 5

Tungsten 11.10 76,800 5

Molybdenum 3.00 68,900 4

Silicon 10.6 64,800 6

Zirconium 1 X 10'^ 26,700 6

Nickel 1.27 66,800 5

Carbon* 0.1 33,000 7

Carbon* 0.456 39,330 8

Carbon* 2.48 40,100 9

1. The L-cathode is based on the reduction of a bar-
ium compound by porous tungsten. In one form, a
BaSr carbonate reservoir is placed beneath a porous
tungsten pellet. 10 In another, a tungsten plug is im-
pregnated with barium aluminate. In a third, barium
aluminate is mixed with tungsten powder and pellets

are made out of the mixture. Instead of barium alu-

minate, barium silicate, titanate, thoriate, or tung-
state may be used. Huber has made pellets out of a
mixture of barium tungstate, aluminum powder and
tungsten. ^

2. J. M. Dodds has mixed barium carbonate with 1

percent zirconium hydride (as a reducing agent) and
nickel powder, and then made pellets out of the mix-
ture, while A. H. Beck has used 0.1 per cent silicon

instead of zirconium hydride.

3. The lanthanum boride cathode is made by allow-
ing lanthanum and boron to react in hydrogen at

1400 C, and painting or sintering the reaction product
on a tantalum filament. ^

4. The molded cathode (MacNair et al) consists of

sintered mixtures of nickel powder and barium and
strontium carbonates.

Results for carbon by three different experimental methods
are given.

Table VIII shows a survey of types of thermionic cathodes.

Table VIII
11

Cathode Type
Operating Temperature—

degrees

Power—

watts/cm^

Max. usable

dc Emission-
amp/cm^ Life—hours

Work Function—
e. v.

Tungsten
Tantalum
Thoriated Tungsten
Lanthanum boride
Philips dispenser
(Barium-Tungsten)

2600 K
2400 K
2000 K
1680 K

950 C
(brightness)

80

55

25

40

4

0.5

0.5

1-3

1

1.3

10,000

10,000

5,000
>250

8,000

4.5

4.1

2.6

2.6

2.1

Huber
(Barium- Tungsten)

Dodds
(Barium-Nickel)

Beck

Oxide Cathode

1050 C
(brightness)
1200 C
(brightness)

950 C
(brightness)

[1340 K
11270 K
jllOO K
U2OO K

6

8

3.3

3.7
3.0
2.8
4.2

1.0

4-5

6

3

1.5

0.5
1.0

4,000 1

400 )

3,000 I

9,000 f

3,000 \
1.000 f

1.72

1.8

1.2
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PLATE MATERIALS (METALS)

H. G. Scheible
T. A. Sternberg

The plate, or anode, of an electron tube is called upon
to perform two basic functions: the collection of elec-

trons from the cathode, and the dissipation of power
caused by radiation and electron bombardment from the

cathode. To perform effectively, plate materials must
be good electrical conductors and should possess good
heat- radiating properties. They must also be relatively

low in gas content and should resist oxidation during
fabrication and storage. Good ductility is also desira-
ble since plates are formed into a variety of shapes and
sizes. Mechanical strength is necessary if the plate is

to retain its shape during cleaning, hydrogen firing,

mount assembling, and high-frequency heating during
exhaust.

Over theyears, plates have been machined from solid

graphite, pressed from carbon powers, and formed
from metallic strip materials. Because metallic strip

is the form most widely used today for receiving tube
construction, this article will be confined to a discus-
sion of that type.

Metals used in the manufacture of strip include: pure
nickel, and its alternates—nickel-plated or clad steel,

aluminum-clad steel, and a clad combination of alumi-
num on one side and nickel on the other side of steel.

Two newer materials with special properties consist of

a three-layer sandwich of copper, steel, and alumi-
num, and a five-layer composite of copper with alu-

minum-clad steel on each side. Molybdenum and tan-
talum are used as plate materials for special applica-
tions but will not be discussed here since they do not
apply to receiving tubes.

Strip materials utilizing nickel, wholly or in part,

are either clear (uncarbonized) or carbonized, depend-
ing on tube requirements.

Clear plates are easily degassed and are completely
free of loose particles, which contribute to shorts and

other difficulties in finished tubes. Their high reflec-

tivity, however, usually causes increased cathode and

grid temperatures, resulting in possible grid emission
and leakage. Use of clear plates is generally restricted
to tubes where heat dissipation per unit of plate area is

low. The clear plate is preferred where the inside

plate surface "sees" large voltage gradients.

Carbonized plates are more difficult to degas than

clear plates and often show the presence of loose car-
bon particles. Their high thermal emissivity, how-
ever, is very advantageous and tends to suppress grid

emission by lowering grid temperatures. Carbonized
plates are used in tubes where dissipation per unit of

plate area is high.

The aluminum-clad steel and aluminum-nickel-clad
steel strips are low in gas, have good thermal emissivity
after alitization (darkening of surface when heated above
658 C due to formation of the iron-aluminum intermet-
allic compound), and are free of loose particles. They
are used in horizontal-and vertical-deflection tubes and
other tubes where heat dissipation per unit of plate area
is moderate and no loose particles can be tolerated

.

Since their thermal emissivities are lower than those

of carbonized materials, other measures are some-
times necessary to compensate for this. For example,
grid side rods are often made of better thermal conduc-
tors in an attempt to prevent overheating and grid emis-
sion. When substituting aluminum-clad strip for car-
bonized materials, the designer should be prepared to

make adjustments to compensate for higher cathode and
grid temperatures.

PROPERTIES OF COMMON STRIP MATERIALS

Clear Nickel, Nickel- Plated Steel, and Nickel- Clad
Steel

In general, the ductility of clear materials is good
and they can be readily fabricated into a variety of
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shapes with minimum die wear. Weldability is usually

good since oxidation does not occur for these materials

under normal conditions. The slit edges of nickel-

plated and nickel-clad steel must be protected by the

use of specially treated wrapping papers to prevent

rusting of the steel.

Nickel strip itself shows high dimensional stability

at temperatures up to 900 C. The plated or clad ma-
terials, however, tend to warp and wrinkle at tempera-
tures between 700 and 800 C, due to a phase transfor-

mation in the base steel. Distortion may sometimes be

overcome by embossing or ribbing the plates.

Nickel, nickel-clad, and nickel-plated steel are eas-

ily degassed because of their relatively low gas con-

tents and vapor pressures.

Nickel-plated and clad steels have good strength and

maintain their shape well. Nickel strip, however, must
be handled with care, since it does not have the struc-

tural strength of steel.

All three clear materials discussed are free of loose

particles, but are poor thermal emitters.

Carbonized Nickel, Nickel- Plated Steel, and Nickel-

Clad Steel

These materials are produced by either gas-carbon-

izing or by carbon-slurry carbonizing.

GAS-CARBONIZED MATERIALS

Gas-carbonized materials are produced by first ox-

idizing strip materials in air at approximately 925 C,

and then firing in hydrocarbon gasses to form a fluffy,

sooty layer of carbon. Excess carbon is removed by a

brushing operation so that a thin, hard, shiny black

surface remains. Brushing results in some loss of

radiation properties, but is necessary to remove the

loose mass of carbon formed in the process.

When nickel-plated steel (5 to 10 per cent total nickel)

is gas carbonized, the strip may vary in hardness and

springback due to carbon penetration of the steel core.

Nickel-clad steel (20 per cent total nickel) also varies

in springback, but to a lesser degree, since the heav-

ier nickel layer probably tends to prevent carbon dif-

fusion into the base metal. In general, gas-carbonized

materials are fairly free of loose particles after brush-

ing, but the thinness of the carbon layer limits hydro-

gen firing to 750 C.

SLURRY-CARBONIZED MATERLVLS

In slurry carbonizing (an exclusive RCA process),

clear strip materials are coated with either nickel oxide

or carbonyl nickel and then hydrogen fired to form a

highly porous sintered nickel coating. A mixture of

carbon and graphite is then applied from a slurry con-

taining nitrocellulose as a binder. After baking, the

carbon coating is jet black, rough, and matte. This

type of surface has excellent radiating properties and,

since the carbon deposit is heavierthan gas-carbonized

coatings, may be safely hydrogen fired up to 850 C.

Unfortunately, however, since the binder is removed
during hydrogen firing, some loose carbon particles

may be produced. Loose carbon may produce arcing

and sputtering in tubes with closely spaced electrodes.

In general, strip materials of this type, prepared
from carbonyl nickel, are the most satisfactory from
the point of view of low gas content and freedom from
impurities. Commercial nickel oxide contains trace

quantities of sodium, zinc, lead, and chlorides which
prove troublesome in tube manufacture. These impur-
ities can cause undesirable bulb deposits and may con-

tribute to cathode poisoning, high gas content, and leak-

age. In addition, complete reduction of the nickel oxide

is never achieved during strip fabrication and traces of

oxide remain, which give rise to initial and life gases.

Gas-carbonized or slurry-carbonized strips are

more difficult to out-gas than clear strip. Welding on

either type of carbonized strip does not present any

particular difficulty. In general, welding currents are

usually lower than for 100 per cent nickel strip.

ALUMINUM-CLAD STEEL

This material consists of a core of low carbon steel

clad on both sides (by cold rolling) with aluminum
(0.00045 to 0.00080 inch thick). Thefinished strip may
have one or both sides brushed to remove excess oxide

acquired during strip manufacture.

When parts are formed from this strip, the thin, hard
surface layer of natural aluminum oxide causes a 25

per cent increase in wear on hardened steel dies. Dur-
ing hydrogen firing of fabricated plates, temperatures
are normally held below 658 C to prevent alitization.

Thermal emissivity is good after alitization (which

occurs during evacuation ), but is lower than for car-
bonized materials. Gas content of this material is very

low and it is free of loose particles. General physical

characteristics resemble those of nickel-plated and

nickel-clad steel. Welding is somewhat more difficult

and requires higher currents, higher pressures, and

more frequent maintenance of welding electrodes.

ALNIFER
*

Alnifer consists of a low carbon steel base, clad on

one side with aluminum (0.00045 to 0.00080 inch thick)

and on the other side with a thin layer of nickel equal

to 10 percent of the total strip thickness. This mater-

ial is also produced by a cold-rolling process. In gen-

eral, its properties are similar to aluminum-clad steel,

except that the exposed nickel surface remains shiny.

Alnifer is suggested for use in tubes where heater-

cathode leakage problems are due to high heater tem-
perature. The shiny, reflective nickel surface of the

plate, facing the cathode, increases the cathode tem-
perature and may permit redesign of a lower-tempera-
ture heater with reduced heater-cathode leakage. The
clear nickel surface is free of loose particles. Recom-

* Trademark of Metals and Controls Division of Texas In-

struments, Inc.
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mended use is for high-voltage, close-spaced rectifi-

ers. Welding problems are similar to those for alu-

minum-clad steel.

COPPER-BASE AND COPPER-CORED MATERIALS
*

Copper-base Aliron is a three- layer material which
consists of a sheet of steel, clad on one side with alu-

minum and on the other side with copper. It is recom-
mended for use in rectifier tubes where the highest

thermal concentrations are experienced.

Copper-cored Aliron is a five-layer material con-
sisting of a core of copper, clad on both sides with alu-

minum-clad steel. Recommended use is for amplifier

tubes where grid emission is a serious problem.

This family of materials combines the strength and
stiffness of steel with the high electrical and thermal
conductivities of copper and the self-darkening (alitiza-

tion) character of aluminum. The steel is specially

selected to have a recrystallization temperature below
the alitization temperature. In addition, its low carbon
content produces low springback in parts forming. The
copper used is OFHC, which gives maximum electrical

and thermal conductivity with low residual gas levels.

*Trademark of Metals and Controls Division of Texas Instru-

ments, Inc.

The high conductivity of the copper produces more uni-

form heat distribution during exhaust, resulting in more
effective degasification of the plate.

During tube operation, better heat distribution in the

plate lowers over-all plate temperatures with a sub-

sequent reduction in local overheating.

With copper-base Aliron, thermal deflection, or cur-

vature, of the strip can occur as a result of differences

in the thermal expansion of copper, steel, and alumi-

num. This tendency can be minimized by the use of

known stiffening and reinforcing techniques in anode de-

sign.

This problem does not occur with the copper-cored
material because of the symmetry of the sandwich lay-

ers. In general, welding is more difficult with these

materials because of the high thermal conductivity and
low electrical resistance of the copper.

Cost limits the use of copper-base and copper-cored
Aliron to special applications.

PROPERTIES OF SOME TYPICAL PLATE MATERIALS

Table IX lists some typical plate materials together

with the percentage of nickel plating or cladding, rela-

tive thermal emissivity, relative gas content, and re-

lative cost.

Table IX

Properties of Some Typical Plate Materials

Type Base Material

RCA
Designation

Nickel

Plating or

Cladding—
per cent

per Side

Relative
Thermal

^
Emissivity

Relative

Gas
Content^

Relative

Cost
Per Pound''

Clear
Nickel
Nickel-Plated Steel

Nickel-Clad Steel

N7
S79
S104

2.5

10

0.35

0.35

0.35

10-20
10-20

10-20

185

44

160

Gas -Carbonized
Nickel
Nickel- Plated Steel

Nickel-Clad Steel

N61
S139
S102S

2.5

10

0.80

0.80

0.80

150-200
150-200
150-200

314
181

215

Carbon Slurry

-

Coated
(Nickel Oxide)

Nickel

Nickel-Plated Steel

Nickel-Clad Steel

Steel

N48
S8S1
S105S
S95D

5

10

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

175-225
300-350
300-350
300-350

239
89

181

35

Carbon Slurry

-

Coated
(Carbonyl Nickel)

Nickel- Plated Steel

Steel

S311S4

S3 10

5 0.98

0.98

200-250

200-250

100

Alitized

Aluminum Clad Steel

Aluminum-Nickel Clad
Steel

Aluminum- Copper Clad
Steel

Aluminum-Clad Steel
on Copper

S72S1

S119

C20S1

CUSl

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.85

10-20

10-20

35-40

35-40

80

110

112

155

Emissivity is relative to black body.
Gas content range in liter-microns per gram.

t Cost given in per cent of S311S4 strip price.
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GRIDS AND LEADS

A. J. Stoeckert

A grid is a tube element between the cathode and plate

used to control the flow of electrons. Fig. 18 illus-

trates some typical grids.

Figure 18. Typical Grids

sides of the groove, thus clamping the grid lateral wire
into the side rod. This process is illustrated in Fig.

19 for a right-hand-wound grid with the peening roller

and the notching roller shown on the same side for sim-
plicity.

PEENING
ROLLER cRiD

LATERAL
WIRE

NOTCHING
ROLLER

SIDE ROD MOVEMENT

Figure 19. Lathe-Wound Grid Process (for a right-

hand wound grid)

Some grids are left-hand wound, in which case the

side rod movement and the position of the notching and
peening rollers are reversed. Left-hand-wound grids
are used when it is desirable to prevent line-up of grid
laterals in a multi-grid tube.

CONSTRUCTION

Grids are constructed of fine wire on relatively heavy
side rods. Some tubes have as many as five grids, one
inside the other; all of the grids are similar in general
form although different in dimensions. Grids are num-
bered in order from the cathode outwards, grid No. 1

being closest to the cathode.

Several types of grids are commonly used in receiv-
ing tubes; most are either lathe-wound or welded grids.

In the past decade the welded grid, primarily because
of its lower cost, has largely replaced the wound grid,

except for control-grid use. Other types in commer-
cial use are brazed cylindrical multisiderod grids and
frame grids which will be discussed later.

Lathe-wound grids, as the name implies, are made
on a lathe-type grid machine. This machine has a lead
screw somewhat over a foot long. The lead screw, by
its rotation, slowly pulls the two side rods through chan-
nels on each side of a rotating mandrel which deter-
mines the shape of the grid. As the side rods pass
through the mandrel, the grid lateral wires are wound
on it. A notching roller cuts a small V groove in the

side rod and the fine lateral wire is wound in the groove;
the side rod then rotates to a peening roller, which has
a very narrow flat edge. The flat edge crushes the

At regular intervals along the grid strip, some turns
are not peened but are allowed to rest loosely in the V
grooves. The strip is cut into individual grids and the

loose turns on each end of the grid are removed by hand.
This is a very slow process, but is performed while
the following grid strip is being wound. Newer grid
lathes have devices to lift the notching roller in the leg

portion of the grid. These "smooth-leg" grids along
with pointed side rods (produced with special cutting

tools) facilitate insertion of the grids into the micas
during tube mounting.

Some grids may be completed after winding, while

others may be sized in a separate operation. The most
common wound-grid shapes are shown in Fig. 20.

Welded grids are made on an automatic machine (Fig.

21) into which the side rods are fed. The lateral wires
are pulled across the side rods at the desired spacing.

The laterals are all welded in place simultaneously.

Most welded grids are sized and shaped, as they are
made, on an expandable mandrel. A few are given fur-
ther sizing or shaping treatments.

Welded grids cost less than lathe wound grids, but

the finest lateral wire that can be handled is 0.002-inch
in diameter. Wires finer than 0.002-inch break too
easily when pulled through the machine. Spacing on
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welded grids is not as accurate as on lathe wound grids.

Therefore, welded grids are generally limited to 100

to 110 turns per inch (T.P.I.). Provided spacing is

not critical, as many as 125 or 140 T. P. I. may be used.

Another limitation for welded grids is that high thermal
conductivity materials, such as copper and copper al-

loys, cannot be readily welded. For these reasons,
No. 1 grids are generally lathe wound; the others may
be welded. The most common welded grid shapes are

shown in Fig. 22.

(A) (B) (C)

0
(E)

c
(F)

graph of a longitudinal section through a Nipron side

rod of a welded type grid. The fine lateral wires are
shown flattened and welded to the side rod.

(A) h
10 MILS

Figure 20. Commcm Wound-Grid Shapes: (A) flat; (B)

round; (C) elliptical; (D) diamond; (E) hexagon; (F)

formed round

CUTTER
WELDING
ELECTRODE

EXPANDING
MANDREL

Figure 21. The Welded-Grid Process

Figure 22.

(B)

Common Welded-Grid Shapes: (A) round;
(B) flat; (C) elliptical

A comparison of the structure of lathe wound grids
and welded grids is illustrated in Fig. 23. Fig. 23A is

a photomicrograph of a longitudinal section through a
Nipron side rod of a lathe wound grid showing the lat-
eral wires peened in place. Fig. 23B is a photomicro-

(B)
10 MILS

Figure 23. Longitudinal Sections of Grid Side Rods at

Lateral Wire Connections: (A) lathe -wound grid;

(B) welded grid

Materials — Lateral Wires

Materials for grid lateral wire should have the fol-

lowing properties:

1. High thermal conductivity to minimize tempera-
ture rise and keep the grid cool enough to prevent
thermionic emission

2. High work function to discourage grid emission

3. Low secondary emission

4. Proper thermal expansion (usually low) to keep
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distortion to a minimum during the processing and
life of the tube

5. High hot strength to prevent sagging at the high
tube-processing and operating temperatures

6. Uniform tensile strength and elongation; uniform
elongation is desirable during the manufacture and
sizing operations

7. Good weldability (for welded grid making)

8. Wire should draw easily to fine sizes and cannot
be out-of-round or uneven spacing will result

Molybdenum most closely fits the requirements for

grid lateral wire and for many years was the most com-
mon grid material. Now, however, due to the rela-

tively high cost of molybdenum, alloys of nickel have
come to the fore. As a matter of fact, 5 per cent man-
ganese nickel (Magnol or D Nickel2) is used for most
lateral wire for receiving type tubes. For grid wire
below 1.0 mil in size, tungsten is generally used be-
cause of its high tensile strength. Grids requiring par-
ticularly high hot strength are made with Hastelloy^,

molybdenum, dowmo, or tungsten. Because of their

close proximity to the cathode. No. 1 grids operate at

a high temperature. However, No. 2 grids, with higher
positive voltage and more electron bombardment than
No. 1 grids, are very often hotter than No. 1 grids.

Grid emission is not a problem with screen grids be-
cause of the low circuit impedance of screen-grid cir-

cuits. Control grid circuits usually have high imped-
ance makir^ them very sensitive to grid emission. For
these reasons lateral wire on No. 1 and No. 2 grids are
often molybdenum or tungsten; they may be plated with

a noble metal to minimize grid emission.

Materials recently developed for grid lateral wire
include palladium-plated wire and gas-carbonized wire.

Palladium has a lower vapor pressure than silver or
gold and therefore, can be run hotter, allowing higher
cathode temperatures andbetter outgassingof tube ele-

ments. Carbonized wire has been developed as a sub-
stitute for carbon-sprayed grids. The rough black sur-
face is an excellent heat radiator so that grid wire runs
cooler in most tubes and has lower primary and sec-
ondary emission.

Materials — Side Rods

Materials for grid side rods should have the follow-
ing properties:

1. High thermal conductivity to minimize tempera-
ture rise and thus to prevent the grid from becoming
an emitter

2. High stiffness to hold the grid laterals rigidly in

place

3. Good weldability to lateral wires and to the stem

Pure copper has the best conductivity, but, unfortu-
nately, is too soft and is difficult to weld. Small addi-

l'2>^ Superscript numbers refer to "List of Manufacturers of

Alloys" at end of section.

tions of chromium, cadmium, or silver to copper im-
prove its stiffness and weldability without having a ser-
ious detrimental effect on its thermal conductivity.

Chrome-copper, which has 1 per cent chromium, is

the copper alloy most often used. No. 1 grids usually
have chrome-copper side rods because they are the

most critical for grid emission and hence temperature.
Where the temperature is not as critical, grids have
nickel-plated iron or copper-clad iron for their side
rods.

Those metals and alloys most frequently used for

grids are listed in tables X, XI and XH. It should be
kept in mind that any of the lateral wires may be plated
with silver, gold, palladium, or platinum. These data
were taken from a summary of grid wire properties by
J. J. Carrona, E. R. Schrader, and D. Yanchusk.

Multisiderod grids, as used in nuvistors and pencil
tubes, have from 12 to 70 side rods. Such grids are
made on a grid lathe especially constructed for the pur-
pose. The side rods (fine wire from under 1 mil to 6

mils) are fed through a nose cone which spaces them
evenly around a mandrel upon which the grid is sup-
ported while being wound and brazed. The lateral wire
is wound over the side rods at the desired T.P.I. Grid
lengths wound on mandrels about 10 inches long are
brazed by passing through a high-frequency coil in a
hydrogen atmosphere. The temperature is raised to

melt the copper plate on the lateral wire. The copper
flows to and alloys with the nickel platir^ on the side

rods and a mesh structure is formed. The grid is then
slid off the mandrel and cut into length on a cutting man-
drel.

LEADS

Leads are wire elements which connect the tube ele-

ments with the external circuit. They differ depending
on the tube type: miniature, metal, or glass. Most
leads are composed of three portions butt-welded to-

gether. These portions are: (1) the inner lead, which
is inside the tube and makes contact with the tube ele-

ments; (2) the seal portion, which contacts the glass
and forms therewith a vacuum-tight seal; and (3) the

outer lead, which contacts the base pin or socket.

The sizes and most common material used for the

various types are given in Table Xin.

The three-piece lead may occasionally be reduced to

a two-piece lead or even to a one-piece lead. In the

one-piece lead, the entire length is of the same mate-
rial; in a two-piece lead, the outer lead and seal lead

are the same. An essential requirement of a lead is

that it make a vacuum-tight seal with the glass. In a
glass stem, the expansion of the lead material must
match as closely as possible the expansion of the glass.

In a ceramic stem, the expansion of the lead plus that

of brazil^ material must approximate the expansion of

the ceramic. Since compression seals are stronger
that seals in tension, it is advisable to have the lead

and braze combination of slightly higher expansion than
the ceramic expansion. (See articles onglass-to-metal
and ceramic-to-metal seals.

)
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Table X

Properties of Materials Used in Grid Manufacture

Relative

Tensile Strength

pounds/in2 x 10-3 Elongation

Resistance
micro-ohm-cm.

Thermal
Conductivity

Material Cost Composition 20C 500 C 800 C max. at 20 C Watts/cm/deg C

Lateral Wires

1

Magno-^ 1.0 5% Mn-Ni 86 50 20 40 20 0.481

Permanickel^ 1.4 100 60 22 40 16.6 0.587

Stainless Steel 1.7 18% Ni, 8%
Cr

150 65 20 30 72 0.133

HasteHoy 1.8 Ni, Mo, Fe,

Mn
120 90 47 48 126.7 0.17

Haste lloy 2.4 Ni, Mo, Fe,

Mn
140 115 60 45 135.0 0.115

Gridnic 2.7 15% Cr-Ni 90 30 100 1.38

Molybdenum 8.9 150 87 63 30 5.3 1.46

Tungsten 13.0 500 175 130 2 5.5 2.0

Dowmo4 13.1 50% Mo,
50% W

185 110 20 9.0

H Wire^ 17.1 80% Mo,
20% W

175 25 7.6

W Wire"* 20.9 75% Mo,
25% W

180 25 8.1

N-lOO^ 26.0 2% W,
1% Al-Ni

25 6 17

Side Rods

Iron 0.5 45 27 40 10.5 0.745

Nipron 1.0 Ni -plated Fe 47 40 10.5 0.725

Copperweld"^ 1.4 30-40% Cu-
clad Fe

41 25 3.5 1.98

OFHC Copper^ 1.6 35 13 12 50 1.76 3.94

Chrome Copper 2.2 1% Cr-Cu 36 23 35 2.30 3.94 approx.

Nickel 2.5 77 50 22 45 9.4 0.603

Kulgrid'^ 4.2 29% Ni-
clad Cu

48 45 4.3 2.92

1-7
Superscript numbers refer to "List of Manufacturers of Alloys" at end of section.

The seal-lead material used in most receiving tubes

with soft glass stems is called dumet. Dumet is a com-
posite wire with central core of 42 per cent nickel-iron
alloy and an outer sleeve of pure copper. The copper
sleeve comprises about 20 per cent of the total cross-
sectional area. The expansion of dumet is not the same
in the radial direction as it is in longitudinal direction.

The radial expansion is 10.25x10-6 inches per inch
per deg C and the longitudinal expansion is 7.6 x lO'^
inches per inch per deg C. Because of this difference,

it is desirable to keep the dumet section of the lead,

which is embedded in the glass, short.

The purpose of the dumet section is to form a vac-

uum-tight seal with the glass stem. Although nickel-

iron alloys of about 48 percent nickel match the expan-

sion of glass, they do not make good bonds to glass and

their electrical resistance is high. However, copper,

or rather copper oxide, makes a good bond with glass,

and copper has excellent electrical conductivity. Thus

the idea of dumet came into being when a sleeve of cop-

per was bonded to a nickel-iron-alloy core. With the

increased expansion of the added copper, the nickel-

iron alloy was changed to a lower-expansion 42 per cent

nickel-iron so that the composite would approach the

desired expansion of soft glass.
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Table XI

Lateral Wire
Material

RCA
Spec.No.

Relative
Cost

Per Unit
Length
(basis
Magno =

1.0)

Relative Use—
per cent

of total

Magno-'- N13W 1.0

naUafiiiiTin nlatpH N24W 1? 0
50

silver plated N27W 1.4

gold plated N28W 12.0

Molybdenum M13W 8.9

gold plated M34W 19.5

Permanickel^ N123W 1.4 7

Tungsten TlOW 13.0

gold plated T39W 29.5 4

silver plated T40W 29.5

Dowmo^ D18W 13.1

palladium plated D2W 23.7

gold plated D30W 27.6

Hastelloy "B"3 H26W 2.4
5

gold plated H28W 13.0

1 ^Superscript numbers refer to "List of Manufacturers of

Alloys" at end of section.

Table XH

Side Rod
Material

RCA
Spec. No.

Relative
Cost

Per Unit

Wt.
(Basis

Nipron =

1.0)

Relative Use-
per cent

of total

I23W 1.0

Nipron^ I29W 1.1 80

S305 1.1

Chrome Copper C92W 2.2 16

Ccpperweld^ S148W 1.4

Nickel N5W 2.5

' Superscript numbers refer to "List of Manufacturers of

Alloys" at end of section.

To further improve the bonding of the dumet with the
glass and to prevent excessive oxidation of the copper
during stem making, the surface of the copper is coated
with borax. The color of dumet may range from a light

straw color to a dark red, depending on the thickness
of oxide on the copper. A usable range of oxide thick-
ness on dumet as received is from 0.03 to 0.15 mil;
after sealing it should range from 0.03mil to 0.3 mil.

It it exceeds 0.3 mil, there is danger of slow leaks
through the porous or cracked oxide layer. Oxides as
heavy as 0.5 mil are certain to cause leaks. On the

other hand, an absence of any oxide at all is sure to

produce a leak as well as a weak seal.

Table XHI

Lead Materials

Tube Type Inner Lead Seal Lead Outer Lead

0.020Nipron4 0.016 Dumet^ 0.040 nickel

Miniature nickel on
premium

0.040 Ni-plated
Copperweld^

Metal 0 .020 Nipron 0.016 Dumet 0.020 copper

0.020 nickel 0.016 Dumet 0.020 nickel

0.020 Nipron 0.020 Dumet 0.020 Copper-

Glass

0.030 or

0.040 Kulgrid^

0.025 Dumet

weld

j
0.040 nickel

0.040 Ni-plated

Copperweld

Subminia-

ture glass
0.017 Dumet (one-piece lead)

Nuvistor 0.0155 molybdenum (one-piece lead)

Superscript numbei-s refer to "List of Manufacturers
of Alloys" at end of section.

In the two-piece lead, dumet forms the outer lead
and the seal portion, while most one-piece leads are
made entirely of dumet. However, since the cost of

dumet is relatively high and since dumet does not ful-

fill all the requirements for the inner and outer leads,

a three-piece lead is generally used. Most leads are
composed of a short piece of dumet in the center, butt-

welded to an inner lead and an outer lead of different

materials.

Since inner leads make the connections to the tube ele-

ments, they must have good weldii^prc^erties and must
be soft enough to bend into the desired configuration for

connection to the tube elements. Annealed nickel is

used, with nickel-plated iron as a logical substitute.

As mentioned before, outer leads differ with the tube
type and socket requirements. Miniature tubes have a
stiff outer lead, orpin, which is usually of 0.040 nickel

wire. The pin must be stiff enough to resist excess
distortion, yet soft enough to yield to the socket re-
quirement without breaking the glass seal. Stiffness

should be between 30° and 60° bend with a 550-gram
load on the RCA 719H stiffness tester.

Metal tubes have 0.020 copper outer leads which are
fed into the base pins and then clipped to the length of

the pins. They are soldered to the base pins by fluxing

and dippii^ into a solder pot. The copper lead wires
mustbe flexible enough so that they can be bent to shape
and fed through the base pins.

There are two types of outer leads on glass tubes:

0.020 inchflexible leads and 0.040 inch stiff leads. Both
are soldered into base pins just as for the metal tubes.
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The heavy stiff leads are used where much heat is dissi- LIST OF MANUFACTURERS OF ALLOYS
pated in the tube and where lead conduction is relied l.

upon to carry part of this heat away. The butt welds in 2.

two- and three-piece leads must be strong enough to 3.

withstand bending of the lead 90° and back through 180°. 4.

The weld knot must also be free from rough and ragged 5.

edges, points, or other irregularities that might be 6.

startingpoints for cracks in the glass stems, and might 7.

prevent feeding in the stem machine funnels. 8.

Driver Harris
International Nickel

Haynes Stellite

RCA
Copperweld Steel Co.

United States Metals Refining Co.

Brookside Metal Co.

Westinghouse

METAL- TO-METAL JOINING

E. S. Thall

Although the majority of metal-to- metal bonds or

joints in electron tubes are made by electric resistance

welding, close inspection of a tube will reveal at least

one other technique currently in use. According to the

method of manufacture, joining of tube parts may be
classified in four groups:

1. Electric welding
2. Brazing and soldering

3. Cold Welding
4. Mechanical joining: riveting, folding, notching

and peening

In general, for a good metal-to- metal joint, freedom
from oxide, dirt, or grease is of prime importance; it

is an absolute necessity if the parts are to be joined by

brazing or soldering. Cleaning processes commonly
used are vapor and solvent degreasing, ultrasonic

cleaning, hydrogen firing, and mechanical abrading

(barrel cleaning, polishing, brushing), or combinations

of these methods.

ELECTRIC WELDING

Three types of welding are commonly used: (1) spot

welding, (2) projection welding, and (3) butt welding.

All are forms of resistance welding, in which the heat

required to fuse the base metals is developed by the flow

of electric current through the resistance offered by the

materials being joined. Of the three types of welding

mentioned above, the spot welding technique is the sim-
plest, and the one most widely used in receiving tube

manufacture. The small bench welders used for this

purpose are 1.5 kilovolt-ampere machines and deliver

up to three volts on the secondary, or welding, circuits.

Since the resistance across the weld is small (usually a

fraction of an ohm), the currents are correspondingly
large (up to 500 amperes). A stepdown transformer
provides the low voltages and high currents necessary.

The following description of the technique of spot weld-
ing, while applicable to spot welding in general, has been
written with the bench welders now in factory use in

mind and, as such, is specific to this unit. (See Figs.

24 and 25).

To make a spot weld on one of these machines, the

operator holds the two pieces being joined in alignment

and in contact between the electrodes. Pressure is then

applied to the electrodes through a linkage from a pedal

and, as the pedal is depressed, the load on the work builds

up to a preset maximum (usually about two pounds) . The

application of the load is followed by the throwing of a

switch which permits the current to flow. The heat de-

veloped at the point of contact of the parent metals causes

the parts to fuse locally which, along with the pressure
being continuously applied, results in the formation of

a "bridge, "or "nugget, "between the parts. The nugget

has, for practical purposes, the same composition as

the parent metals. Three variables are involved in the

process: the force or mechanical pressure applied to

the electrodes, the magnitude of the current, and the

duration of the current flow. A transformer is normally

used to supply the high-current, low-voltage power re-

quired. The duration and magnitude of the current are

controlled in the primary circuit. The duration of the

current pulse is less than one second, and is controlled

electronically. The control timer may be either syn-

chronous or nonsynchronous. The synchronous timer

is used in critical applications and always starts the

timing when the instantaneous voltage is zero. Precise

control — down to a portion of a cycle (at 60 cycles per

second) — may be achieved in this manner.

The magnitude of the current is controUedby adjusting

the primary voltage or by using a phase-shift control

thyratron, and varying the conduction angle.

When the current is regulated by a timer, synchronous
or otherwise, the welder is called a timed ac welder.

Another type of welder currently finding increasing

favor is known as a capacitor-discharge welder. This

welder employs abank of capacitors in the primary cir-

cuit; the magnitude of the current is controlled by the

number of capacitors and the voltage to which they are

charged. The discharge time is determinedby the char-

acteristics of the discharge circuit. The discharge

takes place, as in the timed ac welder, when the switch

is closed as the weld is about to be made. The current

is do, and because the welding time is of the order of

microseconds, the currents are very large. The very

large current passing for a short time is especially use-

ful for welding: (1) metals subject to oxidation, (2) small

parts made of high melting point metals, such as tung-

sten and molybdenum, and (3) very low- resistance

metals such as copper. With low- resistance metals,

the large currents develop enough heat to fuse the metal.

Since the welding time is very short, the high thermal

conductivity of the base metal does not seriously inter-

fere with the process. On the other hand, oxidized sur-

faces can cause considerable difficulty with capacitor-

discharge welders because most of the heat generated
locally at the interfaces causes overheated welds with
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much splashing. For materials that are subject to oxi-

dation on the surface, the timed ac welder often proves
more suitable because the oxide can be broken down
slowly, and there is time for the heat to be conducted
away to the parent metals. In either the capacitor-dis-

charge or timed ac welder, the mechanical load, or

pressure, on the electrodes is varied by chaining the

spring tension or compression as it is applied through

the pedal. Although the usual pedal loadii^ for a bench
welder is about two pounds and may go as high as ten

pounds, the pressure on the weld (pounds per square
inch) is many times this as the area in contact is but a

small fraction of a square inch. The heat developed in

a weld is dependent on the resistance of the materials

being welded as well as on the magnitude of the current.

The heat developed depends on the relationship; if

a large resistance should occur between the electrodes

and the base metals, considerable heat will be developed
at these interfaces, with resultant sticking of the elec-

trodes. Good conductivity must be maintained at the

electrode-to-base-metal interface which shouldbe quite

clean and free of extraneous dirt and oxide. The elec-

trodes themselves should have as low a resistance as

possible to minimize sticking. Special electrode alloys

have been developed which combine the high electrical

conductivity of copper and silver with hardness of ma-
terials such as tungsten, to produce an electrode with

long life and good welding characteristics. Excessive
heat developed at the weld itself can result in the fusion

of an excessive amount of metal. The attendant large

sputter or splash may result in an oxidized orburnt
condition in the nugget and a characteristically brittle

weld. In initial set-up for a job, once a good weld has

been obtained, the pressure on the electrodes should be
reduced as far as possible without incurring splashing

or sticking in order to produce minimum electrode dis-

tortion and wear and maximum electrical efficiency.

It is important to keep the electrical input as low as
possible so that: (1) the area of the heat-affected zone
can be kept to a minimum, and (2) the weld can be kept

ductile and can retain properties similar to those of the

parent metals. The time shouldbe reduced first so that

the possibility of oxidation with resulting embrittle-

ment will be minimized. The current may have to be
increased to compensate for the reduced time. Reducing
the pressure, although it decreases the current through

the weld (since the resistance is increased) may result

in more splash and more stickii^ with increased local

heating at the metal interfaces. Consistent with good
fusion, little splash, and no sticking, the pressure on
the electrode should be kept to a minimum. Fig. 26
shows cross-sections made throughfive projection spot

welds. While projection welds are, in fact, dealt with in

Fig. 26, the method of making a good weld by the spot

welding technique is so closely parallel to this that the

considerations involved apply equally to both. The welds
illustrated are the main-seal welds in a metal tube. A
of Fig. 26 shows a cold weld where the pressure and in-

put are too low; B shows a cold weld where the input is

sufficiently high, but where the pressure has been in-

creased to the point where the resistance and, hence,

heat developed at the interface of the parent metals is

too low, resulting, likewise, in a cold weld; in C the

input is sufficiently high, but the pressure has been re-
duced to the point where considerable local heating has

been obtained with resultant splashii^; D shows a satis-

factory pressure, but the input is so high that the weld
hasbeen embrittledby overheating resulting in charac-

teristically large nugget and coarse grain structure;

E shows a proper weld with the correct pressure and

input: the parent metals are completely fused, but the

fine grain structure of the nugget has been preserved.

Figure 24. Bench Welder

As was mentioned earlier, beside the spot-weldii^

technique dealt with above, two other methods, namely
butt and projection welding, are used. Seam welding,

where a series of spot welds is made to produce a single

long continuous weld, may be considered as being merely

a variation of the spot-weldii^ technique. Projection

welding is similar to spot welding. The main difference

is that the base metal is raised, or embossed, to localize

and concentrate the current and to increase the resist-

ance sothata weld canbe made within the current capa-

bilities of the welder. It also permits uniform welding

onbroad surfaces, which otherwise would tend to result

in uneven heating causing a nonuniform weld. Proj action

weldii^ is used for making the main seal in metal tubes

and for grid discs in pencil tubes, to mention only two

of many applications.

Butt welding, on the other hand, is somewhat different

from either spot or projection welding, although it too

is of the resistance type. The pieces to be welded are

fixed firmly in end-to-end contact in an electrode clamp
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or vise. The materials are then heated to near fusion

by the passage of an electric current. At this instant,

the parts are forced together under high pressure and

the weld is made. Butt welding is not used for tube

assembly as are spot and projection welding; it does

find use, however, during the drawing operation of nic-

kel and nickel-alloy wire and for dumet leads where the

dumet section is butt welded to the inner and outer leads.

Figure 25. Welding Heads of Bench Welder

While most materials, or combinations of materials,

can be joined by the timed ac spot-welding technique

mentioned above, a few are difficult, if not impossible,

to weld. These materials are those with high melting
points, such as tungsten and molybdenum and their

alloys, and the high conductivity materials, such as

copper and silver. Metals and alloys of the tungsten

and molybdenum group have very high melting points,

good conductivity, and are easily oxidized; metals and
alloys of the copper and silver group have not sufficient

resistance to develop the heat needed to make a good
weld. It is understandable why copper and tungsten

metals and alloys of them form the basis of most elec-

trode materials. P. R. Mallory and Company make a

series of alloys known as Elkalloy and Elkonite specially

for welding electrodes. The compositions of electrodes

most used in the receiving tube operation are given in

Table XIV.

In the automatic grid-welding (Autoweld) machine the

electrodes are tipped with tungsten to guard against ex-

cessive wear caused by the high pressure (about 100

pounds load) needed for welding the side rods to the

laterals. The automatic welder makes a large number

of spot welds to simultaneously join all lateral wires to

the side rods in one motion of the weld head.

Table XIV

Welding-Electrode Alloys

Alloy Name Composition per cent

Elkalloy A 99 copper - balance cadmium

Elkonite 10W3 50 copper - 50 tungsten

Elkonite 20W3 40 copper - 60 tungsten

Special Elkonite lOOW 20 silver - 80 tungsten

Mallory 3 97 copper - 3 cobalt +

beryllium

Mallory 100 99-1/2 copper - 1/2 cobalt +

beryllium

BRAZING AND SOLDERING

Brazing and soldering are used (with the exception

of the gridbraze) externally for radiation fins, for join-

ing outer leads to socket pins and top caps, and for ex-

haust tubulations where the braze forms a hermetic seal

between the inner wall of the electrode and the exter-

nal tubulation. Brazing and soldering differ from re-

sistance welding in that a second, or filler, metal is

introduced between the parts being joined. The filler

metal (braze or solder) fuses on heating and runs over

the surface of the parts wetting them so that they bond

on cooling. Although no clear-cut distinction exists

between brazing and soldering, the latter refers usually

to the operation when it is performed at low temperature,

technically, below 800 F. The filler metal must always

melt and flow at a temperature below the melting point

of the materials being joined. Cleanliness of the parts

is most essential if a good joint is to be obtained. Ei-

ther chemical or combinations of chemical and mech-
anical cleaning may be used. In the brazil^ operation,

a protective atmosphere of hydrogen may be used; for

the lower temperature used in soldering, a chloride

flux only is necessary, and the operation is usually car-

ried out in air. In the pencil tube and nuvistor, the

brazes must be exceptionally free of contamination and

for this reason no zinc or cadmium can be tolerated in

the braze metal. Common materials used for making
brazes and their flow points are shown in Table XV.

Brazing is used extensively in pencil tubes and nu-

vistors for such purposes as sealing-in the ceramic

stems, securing grid lateral wires to side rods, con-

necting the copper exhaust tubulations to the terminals

(pencil tube), and connecting the internal elements to

the leads (nuvistor). Inthebrazing of the side rods and

laterals in the pencil tube, the gold-plated tungsten

lateral wire is brazed to the silver-plated copper side

rod wire; the gold, the silver, and possibly, some of
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the copper form the braze material. No separate filler

metal is used for the grid braze. The grid and exhaust

tubulation brazes in the pencil tube are made by induction

heating; the operation is carried out in a hydrogen at-

mosphere. It should be pointed out that intergranular

penetration of the braze into the base metal, with sub-

sequent embrittlement andporosity, is an ever-present
danger if high silver brazes are used on iron-nickel
alloys, for example, Kovar. The difficulty may be over-

come by first plating with nickel to a thickness exceed-

ing 0.00025 inch. The hazard can be reduced further

by using minimum brazing time.

Table XV

Typical Brazing Metals and Alloys Used in Electron Tube Manufacture

Alloy
Composition
per cent

ivieiting ir^uinL

deg C
r iow ir uinT,

deg C
Flux Remarks

Gold-Indium 80 Au, 20 In 550 630 Hydrogen Powder

Easyflo* 50 Ag, 16 Cu
16 Zn, 18 Cd

627 635 Handy Flux

Silfos* 80 Cu, 15 Ag
5 P

641 704 None

RT* 60 Ag, 25 Cu
15 Zn

686 718 Handy Flux

BT 72 Ag, 28 Cu 779 779 Hydrogen or

Handy Flux
Ag-Cu
eutectic

BTL 60 Cu, 40 Ag 778 910 Hydrogen or

Handy Flux

Gold-Copper 80 Au, 20 Cu 890 890 Borax** or

Hydrogen
Lowest melt-
ing point gold-

copper braze

SN7* 85 Cu, 7 Ag
8 Sn

946 985 Borax or

Hydrogen

Gold -Copper 37 Au, 63 Cu 960 1000 Borax or

Hydrogen

Silver 100 Ag 960 960 Borax or

Hyrdrogen

Gold 100 Au 1063 1063 Borax or

Hydrogen

Copper 100 Cu 1082 1082 Hydrogen

Nickel 99 Ni + Co 1450 1450 Hydrogen Wets Mo and

W

Platinum -

Cobalt
60 Pt, 40 Co 1450 1450 Hydrogen Wets Mo and

W

Platinum 100 Pt 1771 1771 Hydrogen Wets Mo and
W

* Handy & Harman Co.

**Borax may be applied as dry powder or as a paste of 10 per cent boric acid in borax

Low-temperature soldering is carried out in air, and
for this, the use of a flux to obtain proper wetting, or
tinning, of the surface by the solder is necessary. Sock-
et pins and top caps are joined to the outer leads by
soldering. At present, pure tin (RCA S-5) or a 35 per

cent tin - 65 per cent lead (RCA S-28) solder is used
for the socket base pins, and either the RCA S-28 or a

97 1/2 per cent lead - 1 per cent tin - 1 1/2 per cent

silver (RCA S-136) is used for soldering the top caps.

For the top caps, the solder is used in the form of wire.
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For other applications, the parts are dipped first into

an aqueous solution of ammonium and zinc chlorides for

fluxing and then into a pot of solder.

COLD WELDING

In addition to the methods of fusion by the application

of heat, as in electric welding, brazing, and soldering.

(C)
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another method, that of cold welding must be mentioned.

In cold welding, although no heat is applied to the joint,

a bond is made at room temperature which is hermetic-

ally tight and which is seen, microscopically at least,

to be completely fused. The technique consists of sim-

ply forcing the parts together under very high pressure;

its use, presently, is confined exclusively to the soft

metals such as copper and aluminum. For the pencil

(E)

Figure 26. Effect of Variation in Pressure and Cur-
rent on a Projection Weld: (A) pressure, 30; current,

21; (B) pressure, 50; current, 30; (C) pressure, 15;

current, 30; (D) pressure, 30; current, 30; (E) pres-

sure, 30; current, 38 (figures given are control set-

tings)
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tube it is used exclusively in pinching off the exhaust
tubulation of annealed copper. After exhaust, the cold
weld is made by pinching-off manually. A modified
crimping tool is used which has for its jaws opposing
1/4 -inch diameter hardened steel pins about 1 inch long.
The operation may also be done by machine. The long
axis of the tubulation is always kept normal to the long
axis of the pins as the pinch -off is made. It has been
shown that if the contacting, or inner, surfaces of the
tubulation are clean and free of oxide, a true fusion weld
in the metallurgical sense is obtained. Cold welds in

tubulations of over 1/4 -inch in diameter have been made
successfully by this technique.

RIVETING, FOLDING, AND NOTCHINGAND PEENING

Many of the metal -to -metal connections in tubes are
simply mechanical connections where no attempt is

made to fuse the parent metals. Riveting, folding, and
notching and peening are all mechanical connections of

this type.

The first of these, riveting, or staking as it was for-
merly called, is used almost exclusively for securing
together the two halves of the plate. The operation
(Fig. 27) consists of bending the two halves back -to-

back (A) on the four -slide machine, and then piercing
them as they are held together (B). The two flaps formed
by the piercing operation at the point of entry of the
piercing tool are then curled back on themselves by a
die moving in a direction opposed to and from the side
of the plate opposite the piercing tool (C). Several riv-
ets may be made simultaneously. The stock used for
riveting is usually mild cold-rolled steel between 5 and
15 mils thick.

A second type of joint used for plates and also, ex-
tensively, for cathode manufacture is known as a "lock
seam" (Fig. 28). The process of making a lock-seam
joint consists of folding the metal over on itself along
one edge to enfold the other edge (A), and then folding
both back on themselves (B). The stock used for cath-
odes is annealed nickel strip from 1.8 to 3.5 mils thick.

The final technique to be considered is notching and
peening. It is mentioned here only for the sake of com-
pleteness, for it is considered more fully under the
section dealing with grids and their construction. The
operation is carried out completely on the grid lathe
while the grid is being wound. Its purpose is to secure
the grid lateral wires to the side rods. The side rods,
being of a soft material are notched by a sharp notching
roller. The lateral wires are laid in the notches and
the notches are closed, or peened over, immediately.
The depth of the notch and the hardness of the side rods
are important variables in the quality of the connection.
The " notch -peen" joint is found only on lathe -wound
grids.

REFERENCE
1. Knoll, M. and B. Kazan, Materials and Processes

for Electron Devices
, p. 370, Springer Verlag,

Berlin, Germany, 1959

FLAPS

PIERCING
TOOL

Figure 27. Riveting: (A) formed strip; (B) piercing
folded strip; (C) curling and flattening flaps; (D) rivet

completed

(A) (B)

Figure 28. Lock Seam: (A) first fold;
(B) completed lock seam
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JOINING METALS TO GLASSES AND CERAMICS

K. Strater

The joining of metals to glasses and ceramic struc-

tures serves a number of important functions in the elec -

tron tube industry. These may be classified in the fol-

lowing categories:

Completion of electrical circuits

Support of tube parts

Completion of circuits and support for tube parts

Service as tube element
Window or screen as part of tube envelope

The reliability of these seals and of the techniques

used to obtain them are reflected in their low incidence

of failure during service. This is due to a seal -making
technology which, in the case of metal -to-glass seals,

is founded on well established principles. In the case of

metal -to-ceramic seals, an empirical background has

provided the principle basis for the present bonding

techniques. However, recent work on the theoretical

aspects of the adherence mechanism may lead to a

broader application of metal -to-ceramic seals.

METAL -TO-GLASS SEALS

There are two general types of metal -to-glass seals:

(1) metal-in-glass seals such as metal lead wires in a

glass stem and top caps imbedded in a glass envelope;

and (2) glass -in-metal seals such as the bonding of a

metal rim to the perimeter of a glass stem.

The criterion for selecting a metal and a glass to be

joined is that they have similar thermal expansion char-

acteristics over the range of temperature to be used.

However, in certain tube types, the use of thermally

mismatched materials may be unavoidable. The pri-

mary factor that determines the leak -tightness andper-
manence of a metal -to-glass seal is the character and
intensity of the internal stresses at the joint. Very
often, the stress can be kept well below the fracture

point, not only by selecting a glass and a metal of sim-
ilar thermal expansion, but by designing the seal to take

advantage of the high compressive strength of glass as

compared to its tensile strength. Stresses may also be

reduced by the use of a soft intermediate metal like

copper which, by yielding, can dissipate stresses in-

duced in the seal.

Fig. 29 gives an analysis of the stress inherent in a
lead-wire seal when the metal has a higher coefficient
of thermal expansion than the glass. If the glass and
metal are of equal length when they are at the tempera-
ture at which they would be joined together, then, upon
cooling, the glass, if unattached, would be longer than
the metal. But, because they are joined together, the
glass and metal are of equal length at room temperature,
sothatthe glass has beencompressed because of its ad-
hesion to the metal and the metal has been placed inten-
sion. This example is representative of the stress in the
lor^itudinal direction. Similarly, a circumferential
stress exists because the metal, firmly bonded to the
glass, tries to pull it into a smaller compass. The re-
sulting forces in the radial direction show that a radial

tensile stress exists at the glass -to-metal boundary.

Thus, the stresses resulting from the differential con-

traction between glass and metal can be divided into

components in the longitudinal, radial, and circum-
ferential directions. Table XVI indicates the relative

stress distribution in this type of simple lead seal for

the two conditions of thermal expansion characteristics:

Table XVI

Relationship Between Stress Distribution in Seals and the

Relative Thermal Expansion of Metals and Glass

Thermal Expansion

Coefficient

Stress in Glass

Longitudinal Circumferential Radial

Metal higher than

glass

Metal lower than

glass

Compression

Tension

Compression

Tension

Tension

Compres-
sion

Ideally, the thermal expansion curves of a metal and

of a glass used in a seal should match over the full range

of temperatures up to the setting point of the glass. If

the expansion and contraction rates are different, the

magnitude of the stresses that can be tolerated in the

joint will depend primarily upon the tensile strength of

the glass and the safety factor applied.

Experimental results reported by Partridge '^ suggest

that a safety factor of four should be used in the design

of seals which contain induced stresses. That is, the

glass within the seal may be stressed up to one -quarter

of its tensile strength. This factor is based upon the

supposition that metal -to -glass seal failures are pri-

marily a fatigue phenomenon whereby a repeated appli-

cation of a stress, whether applied mechanically, by

vibration, or thermally, by heating and cooling, causes

the seal to fail. The correctness of this supposition

would indicate that there is a theoretical maximum re-

sidual stress which the seal can sustain for an infinite

time without cracking. In actual practice, it is imprac-
tical to determine this stress. However, it is general

practice in the industry to limit the maximum permis-
sible stress of a glass in a glass -to-metal seal to one

kilogram per square millimeter.

If the seal is designed so that the resultant forces are

compressive, the problem caused by thermal mismatch
of the materials is considerably lessened because at

room temperature the compressive strength of a glass

is approximately ten times greater than the tensile

strength. A rim seal joint in which a glass stem of

lower coefficient of expansion is sealed to the inside of

a metal envelope of higher coefficient of expansion is an

example of a seal that, upon cooling, is compressively
stressed.

Stress analysis of a seal is complicated by the fact

that the strength of a piece of glass is not an absolute

quantity. It depends more on its dimensions, shape,

and surface finish than on its composition. The strength
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of a seal will be affected by its contour; sharp re -entrant

angles in the glass have a pronounced weakening effect.

Further, the stress at room temperature gives no indi-

cation of the stress at service temperatures. Operating

conditions must be considered in designing a satisfac-

tory seal.

The glasses developed for bonding to metals fall into

two general categories: (1) the soft glasses (soda-lime-
silicate glasses) having a high coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion; and (2) the hard glasses (borosilicate type)

which have a relatively low thermal coefficient of ex-
pansion. Their approximate ranges of expansion coef-

ficients are:

(1) softglass: 8.0 X lO'^to 13. Ox 10"^ inches per inch

per deg C
(2) hardglass: 3.0x10"° to 6. Ox 10"° inches per inch

per deg C

The hard glasses have higher annealing temperatures
and can, therefore, be used at higher operating temper-
atures. An extensive treatment of the properties of spe -

cific glasses is included in the chapter on Glass for Re-
ceiving Tubes by J. Gallup.

The choice of pure metals of similar coefficients of

expansion to the glasses is limited to platinum, tungsten,

and molybdenum, but the development of iron, nickel,

chromium, and cobalt alloys has widened the range of

available metals (Table XVII). The thermal expansion
curves of some of these metals and the two types of glass

are shown in Fig. 30.

The advantages of platinum as a metal for use in

glass -to-metal joints are:

1. Its thermal expansion coefficient is similar to that

of many soft glasses so that there is no difficulty in

obtaining a close match.

2. Itpossesses a very low yield-strength and is duc-
tile; thus it can relieve the strain in the glass compon-
ent of seal.

3. It is resistant to oxidation; only a thin adherent
oxide film is formed.

Although platinum has many advantages, its cost pre-
cludes its use in large-scale manufacture.

Dumet has been developed as a substitute for platinum.

It consists of a central core of a 43 per cent nickel alloy

coated with about 20 per cent of its weight of electro-

deposited or clad copper. The composite rod is swaged
and drawn into a wire having a radial coefficient of ex-
pansion similar to that of platinum (Table XVII), and a
longitudinal coefficientof expansion closer to that of the

lower -expansion nickel alloys. The radial expansion is

controlled by the ratio of copper sheathing to core mate-
rial, and increases with increasing thickness of copper.

Dumet alloy is used in the mass -production of lead-

wire seals imbedded in glass stems. Such seals are not

fully annealed so that the glass is left in compression in

the longitudinal direction; in the fully -annealed condition

STRESS IN GLASS

^ STRESS IN METAL

STRESS AT BOUNDARY
BETWEEN

GLASS AND METAL

Figure 29. Stresses at Room Temperature in a Lead Seal Due to Differential Contraction of Metal Lead Wire
and Glass Stem (coefficient of thermal expansion of metal higher than that of glass): (A) longitudinal stresses;

(B) tangential stresses; (C) radial stresses
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the glass would be in tension. To further reduce the

build-up of dangerous stresses, small-diameter lead

wires, usually not exceeding 0.020 inch are used. Al-
though the dumet section of lead wires often extends
through the glass seal, the length of the wire used is

usually restricted to a length within the bounds of the

seal. The connecting wires, generally of a larger di-

ameter, are imbedded in the ends of the seal.

Tungsten, molybdenum, and their alloys are used for

sealing to the low-expansion glasses. They are hard and
brittle metals which are difficult to work so that care
must be taken to avoid splitting of the metal both in fab-

ricating it into rod and wire, and in cuttir^ the finished

material into the short lengths needed for seal making.

In addition, these materials oxidize readily at compara-
tively low temperatures. Thin oxide coatings on tung-

sten wire are fairly adherent, buttheycanbe easily dis-

turbed while the wire is being inserted in the glass walls

of an electrode assembly. Molybdenum rapidly be-
comes covered with a thick, nonadherent film of oxide

so that contact with air must be restricted while the

molybdenum is being coated with glass.

Over a limited range of temperature, certain nickel-

iron alloys also have expansion properties similar to

those of the hard glasses. However, expansion coef-

ficients increase above temperatures corresponding to

the loss of ferromagnetism. For example, the linear

expansion coefficient of a 36 per cent nickel-iron alloy

is 2.6x10"^ inches per inch per degree C over the tem-
perature range 0 to 200 C, but it is as high as 6.9x10"^
inches per inch per degree C between 200 C and 250 C.

The inflection point of this alloy, or the point at which

the slope of the coefficient of thermal expansion versus

temperature suddenly increases, is approximately 150

C. Increasing the nickel content of the alloy has a

marked effect upon both the coefficient of expansion and

the inflection temperature. The thermal expansion

curve of a 50 per cent nickel-iron alloy (52 metal) is

practically a straight line and shows no inflection over

atemperaturerange of 0 to500C (Fig. 30). The actual

inflection temperature has been raised to 515 C. In ad-

dition, the increased nickel content has raised the av-

erage thermal coefficient of expansion to 9.18 x 10""

inches per inch per degree C. From these data, it can

be seen that low-expansion nickel-iron alloys are not

suitable for sealingto hard glasses because the inflec-

tion temperature is so far removed from the transition

temperature of the glass that joints would crack upon

coolir^. For satisfactory seals, the inflection temper-

ature of the alloy should not be lower than the annealing

range of the glass. This consideration limits the choice

of a nickel-iron alloy to the higher-expansion alloys

containing at least 46 per cent nickel.

Care must be taken to avoid over-oxidation of these

alloys because their oxide films are not firmly adherent

to the metal. Therefore, in order to keep the thickness

of the oxide film to a minimum during sealing, only the

reducing portion of the flame should be used.

Partial substitution of cobalt for nickel in the nickel-

iron alloys lowers the thermal expansion coefficient

without affectir^ the inflection temperature and results

in alloys suitable for sealing to hard glasses. This low-

Table XVII

Common Metals Used in Metal-To-Glass Seals

Metal

Nominal Coefficient of Linear
Thermal Expansion Over the

Range 20 to 350 C — inches

per inch per deg C

RCA
Specification

Number

Platinum 9.4 X 10"^

Dumet (composite alloy:

Sheath - 100% copper;
Core - 42% nickel, 58% iron alloy;

total composition, 20% copper,
80% nickel-iron alloy)

9.0 X 10-6(radial)

7.1 X 10-6(longitudinal)

D-7

27% Chromium -Iron Alloy

(27% chromium, 73% iron)

10.2 X 10-6 S-73

No. 4 Alloy

(6% chromium, 42% nickel,

52% iron)

8.9 X 10-6 C-180

52 Metal
(50% nickel, 50% iron)

9.5 X 10-6 N-71

Cold-Rolled SAE 1010 Steel 13.7 X 10-6 S-10

Kovar
(17% cobalt, 29% nickel, 54% iron)

4.7 X 10-6 1-50

Molybdenum 5.5 X 10-6 M-13

Tungsten 4.4 X 10"^ T-10
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eringof expansion increases as the proportion of nickel

is replaced by cobalt to a limit of about 18 per cent. A
comparison of the thermal expansion coefficients for

Kovar (17 per cent cobalt, 29 per cent nickel and 54 per
centiron)and 52 alloy (50 per cent nickel and 50 per cent

iron) (Fig. 30) reflects this change in expansioncharac-
teristics.

Cobalt also lowers the electrical resistivity of nickel-

iron alloys, thus reducing the heating effects in the seal

when current flows. Cobalt also results in a more fusi-

ble oxide when the metal is heated in readiness for coat-

ing with glass.

In contrast to cobalt, chromium is added to nickel-

iron alloys to raise their thermal expansion coeffi-

cients to the level of the soft glasses. A range of ex-

pansions can be obtained by substituting chromium for

iron in the 42 per cent nickel-iron base alloy, and minor
adjustments can be made to the expansion by altering

slightly the proportions of nickel and chromium. The
expansion curve for No. 4 alloy (6 per cent chromium.

42 per cent nickel and 52 per cent iron) (Fig. 30), shows
this increase.

Alloys containing chromium and iron have thermal
coefficients which match those of the soft glasses.

These alloys are probably the most resistant to oxidation

of all the metals used for sealing to glass, with the ex-

ception of the noble metals. The thin oxide film is rich

in chromium oxide and adheres tenaciously to the base
metal, which it protects from further oxidation durir^

the seal-making process.

In spite of its thermal expansion of 16.7 x 10" inches
per inch per degree C, copper can be sealed to a wide
range of glasses if a suitable form of seal is used. Its

low strength and high ductility permit deformation and
consequent relief of stress in the glass. The technique

developed for sealing utilizes the Housekeeper principle

of sealing the glass to a feathered edge of copper not ex-

ceedii^ 0.010 inches. This technique allows the copper
to yield well below the rupture strength of the glass.

4.0

100 150 200 250 300 350
TEMPERATURE- DEG C

400 450 500 550 600

Figure 30. Thermal Expansion of Some Metals and Glasses Used in Metal-to -Glass Seals
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The relationship between the expansion curves of var-

ious metals and glasses (Fig. 30) indicates that the mag-
nitude of the stress incurred is affected by the choice of

temperature range over which the thermal expansions

are compared. Whereas metals, with the exception of

those having inflection points, possess a nearly straight-

line expansion curve, the expansion of glass increases

rapidly before the setting point is reached. The tran-

sition point for glass, or the point at which the slope of

the coefficient of thermal expansion versus temperature
suddenly increases, occurs at a temperature lower than

the lowest annealing temperature, sothat it is impossi-
ble to match the glass expansion over the range of tem-
perature from the setting point to room temperature with

the nearly straight-line expansion of pure metals. For
many seals, the best compromise is tofind combinations

of glass and metal that match at the setting point and at

room temperature. As illustrated in Fig. 29, the final

strain within the seal is the result of the difference in

contraction which would exist between the glass and the

metal if they were free to contract separately from
slightly below the setting point to room temperature.

As previously indicated, a major factor in producing
an adequate metal -to -glass seal is the formation of a

thin, adherent oxide film on the metal in contact with

the glass . Some of the metal oxide dissolves in the glass

at the sealing temperature and thus provides a bonding
layer between the metal and the glass.

Because some metals oxidize very readily, the supply

of oxygen can be limited by either coating the metal with

a thin film of fused borax, or by using a nitrogen atmos-
phere during the heating step preparatory to fusing with

glass. Oxidizing conditions during actual sealing can
also be suppressed by using the reducing portion of the

sealing flame.

In its initial stage, the rate of oxidation of the metal
depends on the affinity of the metal for oxygen; however,
the first continuous film formed in the initial stage

serves as a barrier to prevent direct contact of oxygen
with the metal. Further oxidation then proceeds by the

movement of ions through this oxide film, which consists

of a lattice of electropositive metal ions and electro-

negative oxygen ions. The metal ions leave the metal,

enter the oxide, and move outward towards the oxide

-

air boundary where they come in contact with the free

oxygen. Since the formation of the initial film is de-
pendent on the chemical affinity of the metal for oxygen,
alloy steels such as the chromium -iron alloys oxidize

more rapidly at first than carbon steel. However, they

form adherent protective scales which retard further

oxidation, and thus, prevent the formation of excessively
thick oxide films.

METAL-TO-CERAMIC SEALS

The use of ceramics in place of the glass components
in receiving tubes has the advantage of permitting higher
operating temperatures in addition to allowing higher
bake -out temperatures, thus reducing the amount of res -

idual gases in the tube. Since residual gases eventually

leadtotube failure, ceramic or combined ceramic -and-
metal tubes should be more reliable than the present
glass tubes.

One of the primary obstacles to producing ceramic
tubes is the difficulty in obtaining a mechanically strong,

leak -tight bond between materials as inherently dissim-

ilar as metals and ceramics.

The two fundamental methods of bonding a metal mem-
ber to a ceramic body or of bonding two ceramic bodies

are: (1) forming a thin, tightly adherent metallic layer

on the surface of the ceramic, thus providing a surface

which can be wet by a brazing alloy and, in this manner,
easily bonded to a metal or another ceramic; and (2)

utilizing a brazing alloy (containing an active metal such

as titanium or zirconium) which reacts with, and wets,

the ceramic surface. In both cases metal -to-ceramic
adherence is promoted by a strong chemical reaction.

The thin metallic layer obtained by the first method is

usually molybdenum which is bonded to the ceramic
under closely controlled conditions of temperature and

atmosphere. Current experimental evidence indicates

that a reactionprobably occurs between an oxide of the

coating metal and a low-melting point phase within the

ceramic body. In the active metal process, the reaction

between the titanium or zirconium constituent of the bra-

zing alloy can only occur under vacuum. At an appro-

priate temperature and vacuum the active metallic ele-

ment has a greater affinity for oxygen than some of the

constituents in the ceramic structure and, consequently,

an exchange of bonding occurs in which the active ele-

ment becomes as tightly bonded to the oxides in the ce-

ramic as it is alloyed with the primary metal of the bra-

zing alloy.

The most widely used bonding method is the molyb-
denum coating process. The coating can be applied

either as a powder on the surface of the ceramic or by

dipping the ceramic into a concentrated solution of a sol-

uble molybdenum compound. Powered molybdenum,
suspended in an organic binder, with or without addi-

tional elements such as iron, cobalt, nickel or man-
ganese, can be applied to a ceramic surface by painting,

spraying or silk screening.

The silk-screening method^ for a specific alumina
ceramic has been developed to a high degree of uniform-

ity for a large-scale operation. The dimensions of the

unfired coating is controlled to a thickness of 0.0015 +

0.0003 inch which allows for a 30 per cent shrinkage

during firing. This coating thickness uniformity is ef-

fected by rigid control of the molybdenum particle size

to particles of one micron and smaller. The coated ce-

ramic, containing molybdenum particles suspended in

ethyl cellulose and Dibutyl Cellosolve, is then dried in

air and fired in a reducing atmosphere of saturated 10

per cent forming gas at 1450 C for one -half to one hour.

The resultant tightly bonded coating appears gray. After

firing, the ceramic is ready to be brazed to a metal or

to another metallized ceramic.

The limitations on the thermal expansion of the ce-

ramic body and metal components used inmaking a ce-

ramic-to-metal seal are not as stringent as those re-

quired for a metal -to-glass seal because an interme-

diate copper brazing alloy is used which is capable of

yielding and thus reducing the stress. In addition, the

ceramic body is much stronger than glass. However,
anexcessively wide divergence in the thermal expansion
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properties of a metal -ceramic combination would prob-
ably result in failure of the joint,especially if a not -too-
ductile brazing alloy is used.

Proper design can do much to neutralize divergencies
in expansion properties. An example is the nuvistor
triode. It is constructed with aforsterite ceramic stem,
containing molybdenum lead wires, and an envelope of 52
alloy (50 per cent nickel, 50 per cent iron) which is joined
to the rim of the stem disc. The thermal expansion of

the ceramic stem is less than that of the nickel -alloy
envelope so that upon cooling, the envelope grips the

stem, whereas the stem, having a higher thermal ex -

pansionthanthe molybdenum wire, contracts around the
lead wire. Thus, both joints are in radial compression.
A comparison of thermal expansion curves of forsterite
and of alumina (Fig. 31) with those of severalmetals
illustrates this difference.
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Figure 31. Thermal Expansion of Some Metals and
Ceramics Used in Metal-to-Ceramic Seals

The weakest member in this type of joint is the ce-
ramic body, which by its refractory nature, is brittle

and, therefore, has low tensile strength, but relatively

high compressive strength. For this reason, the metal

-

to-ceramic joint described above has been designed to

use the most favorable strength property of the ceramic.
As a general rule, the tensile strength of the ceramic
represents a major limiting factor in the design of a tube.
A bond which tends to place the ceramic in radial tension
reduces the available tensile forces that may be applied
to the tube during service.

Other important properties of a ceramic for tubeap-
plication are low porosity, or vacuum tightness, good
thermal conductivity (to dissipate heat readily) , and
high thermal -shock resistance. These properties are
primarily functions of the raw materials and the pro-

cessing methods which are used in their manufacture.
A detailed discussion correlating these properties with

structure and chemical composition is contained in the

section on Ceramics by W. Lawrence.

Of the two molybdenum metallizing techniques, the

more versatile is the solution method^ in which a highly
concentrated solution of a soluble molybdate, such as
lithium dimolybdate, is used to cover the ceramic by
a simple dipping process. Lead holes and other re-
cessed areas, inaccessible by the powder technique,
can readily be coated by this method. The ceramic part
to be metallized is first solvent cleaned and is then
dipped into the metallizing solution. Excess solution is

shaken off and the part is allowed to dry in air.

If the ceramic is the RCA developed forsterite body,
it is then fired in air at 700 C for 15 minutes during
which the lithium dimolybdate melts and flows over the

surface of the ceramic stem. The excess metallizer
drains away, resulting in a reproducibly uniform thick-
ness of coating. This uniformity is important in lead
holes where thickness tolerances are critical.

The next step in the process is the reduction of the
lithium dimolybdate to molybdenum metal in a reducing
atmosphere of "wet" hydrogen. The reducing condi-
tions,^ temperature, atmosphere, time at temperature,
and the heating rate^are dependentupon characteristics
of the ceramic body, such as the relative amounts of the

various oxide phases, their chemical composition and
melting points, the softening temperature of the body,
and its thermal -shock resistance.

In the heating of a ceramic body, if a large difference

exists between the skin temperature and the core tem-
perature, different rates of thermal expansion will be

induced, and internal stresses may build up to the point

where they relieve themselves by forming a crack.
Therefore, the size of a ceramic body will have an ap-
preciable effect upon the rate at which a coated part may
be introduced into the reduction furnace.

The optimum reduction treatment for forsterite stem
discs was found to be 1300 C for approximately 15 min-
utes. As for the RCA alumina body, the optimum re-
duction temperature is somewhat higher, approximately
1400tol500C. This difference results from the higher

meltingpoint of the constituentphases within the alumina
body which necessitates higher temperature to ensure
that sufficient reaction occurs.

Animportantfactor inthereductionprocess, one that

has only recently been appreciated, is the composition
and moisture content of the reducing atmosphere. Re-
cent work on molybdenum metallizing of alumina^ has
established a relationship between the water-vapor con-
centration and metal -to-ceramic bond strength over a

range of reducing atmospheres from 30per cent forming
gas to pure hydrogen. The bond strength improves with
increasing amounts of water vapor up to a maximum, be -

yond which further increase in water vapor has no effect.

The bond strength was found to vary with the reducing

atmosphere expressed as a ratio of the partialpressures

of water vapor to hydrogen, thus permitting an inter-

change of reducing atmospheres (various hydrogen and
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nitrogen mixtures) at calculated moisture concentra-
tions sufficient to obtain good adherence. It is postu-
lated that the water vapor in the reducing atmosphere
aids in the retention of molybdenum dioxide up to a tem-
perature at which the oxide reacts with the low-melting-
point constituents of the ceramic body, thus forming a
more adherent bond.

The second fundamental type of metallizing process,
the active-metal process, ^ utilizes a copper or nickel

brazing alloy containing titanium or zirconium. When
the brazing alloy is molten, the active metal reacts with
some of the oxide constituents in the ceramic body form -

ing a complex titanium or zirconium oxide which is still

bonded to the copper in the brazing alloy.

A typical brazing alloy can be made by mixing powders
of nickel or copper with titanium to form alloys of 65
percent nickel -35 percent titanium and of 65 per cent
copper -35 per cent titanium. These powders are then
pressed into washers, rings, or other shapes conven-
ient for brazing. A more advanced technique utilizes a
process whereby brazing washers are pressed directly

ontothe leadwires. Experimental results in the forma-
tion of the optimum alloy compositions indicated that

alloys having a higher titanium concentration, such as

those discussed above, wet and flowed on the ceramic
more easily than those with lesser concentrations.

Molybdenum lead wires can be brazed to an alumina
stem in a vacuum induction furnace under a vacuum of

approximately 0.2 micron. The parts to be brazed are
assembled on a jig, which is placed on a movable plat-

form inside the induction coil. The induction coil has
a molybdenum susceptor on the inside so that both the
metal and the ceramic parts are heated uniformly by
radiation.

If the nickel alloy is being used for stem brazing, the

temperature of the stem assembly is brought up to 1250 C
in four minutes; if the brazing medium is the copper
alloy, the temperature is increased to 1050 C in three

minutes. The heating time is specifically defined since

the quality of the fillet is dependent upon it. When the

meltingpoint of the brazing alloy is approached slowly,

the titanium oxidizes even at the low pressure and dras-
tically reduces the wetting characteristics of the braz-
ing alloy, so that little or no flow of the alloy occurs.

The rate of heating to 800 C is unimportant since titani-

um begins to absorb gases only at higher temperatures.
From 800 C to the melting point, the rate of heating

should be as rapid as possible.

After brazing, the metal-ceramic assembly is cooled

in vacuum to 500 Cin ten minutes. At this point, helium
or hydrogen is added to increase the cooling rate to

200 C. The furnace chamber is then opened and the

brazed assemblies are removed.

Other techniques whichutilize oxide powders, or met-
al powders other than molybdenum, can be used to ob-

taina coating on a ceramic.^ Similarly, anactive braz-
ing alloy can be made by using hydrides of titanium or

zirconium. The methods outlined above, however, rep-
resent the most promising methods to date of joining a

metal to a ceramic.
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SYSTEMATIC CHARTS OF THE PROPERTIES OF

ELECTRON TUBE METALS

S. Y. Husni

This section contains tabular and graphic information on some of the properties of metals and alloys that

should be of interest to the electron tube engineer. The following tables and charts are included:

Properties of Metals Table XVIII

Properties of Alloys Table XIX

Coefficients of Thermal Expansion at Elevated Temperatures Table XX

Tensile Strengths at Elevated Temperatures Table XXI

Total Emissivity Table XXII

Thermal Conductivity at Elevated Temperatures Table XXni

Charts of Vapor Pressures at Elevated Temperatures Figs. 32, 33
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Table XVIII

Properties of Metals

Metal
Density

g/ cc

(at 20 deg C)

Mel t i ng

Poi nt
deg C

Temperature
for I0"5 atm

Vapor Pressure

—

deg C

Thp rma

1

1 1 1 C 1 IIIO 1

Conductivity
watts/ cm2/ cm/

deg C/sec
(near 20 C)

1 1 1 CI IM o 1

Conductivity
cal/cm2/ cm/

deg C/sec
(near 20 C)

1 1 1 ^ 1 III UL 1

Expansion
microinches/

deg C

(at 20 C)

Specific Heat—
cal/g/deg C

(at 20 C)

Aluminun 2S
A31*

UOv 1190 2.22 0. 53 23.9
(20-100 C)

0.215

Eiarium 3.5 704 ±20 615 18 0.068

Chromium 7.19 1890 + 10 1380 0.67 0.16 8.2
(0-100 C)

0.11

Cobalt 8.90 1495 1500 0.71 0.17 12.3 0.099

Columbium 8.57 2415 + 15 0.54 0.13 7.1 0.065

Copper 8.89 1083 1280 3.93 0.94 16.5 0.092

Gold 19.3 1063 1320 2.97 0.71 14.2 0.031

Hafnium 11.4 2110 0.21 0.05 6.2 0.035

Iridiun 22.5 2454 2280 0.59 0.14 6.8 0.031

Iron 7.87 1539 1430 0.75 0.18 11.7 0.11

Lead 11.3 327 0.34 0.08 29.

3

(20-100 C)

0.031

Magnesium 1.74 650 425 1.59 0.38 26

(40 C)

0.25

Nblybdenum 10.2 2625 + 50 2630 1.59 0.38 5.3
(0-20 C)

0.062

8.9 1455 1470 0.67 0. 16 13.3

(0-100 C)

0.105

Osmium 22.5 2700 ±200 4.

6

0. 031

Palladiun
P39*

12.0 1554 1500 0.71 0.17 11.8 0.058
(0 c)

Platinvm
P12*

21.5 1774 2050 0.71 0.17 8.9 0.032

Rhenium 20.5 3170 ± 60 3000 0.71 0.17 4.7 to 12.5 0.033

FSiodium 12.4 1966 2025 0.88 0.21 8.3 0.059

Ruthenium 12.2 2500 ± 100 9.1 0.057
(0 C)

Silver 10.5 961 1030 4.18 1.0 19.7
(0-100 C)

0.056
(0 C)

Tantalum
T13*

16.6 2996 ± 50 3020 0.54 0.13 6.5 0.036
(0 C)

Tin 7.30 232 0.67 0.16 23 0.054

Titanium
T5*

4.54 1820 + 100 1520 1.72 0.41 8.5 0.126

Tungsten
TIO*

19.3 3410 + 20 3280 2.01 0.48 4.3 0.032

Tliorium 11.5 1800 + 150 0.37 0.088 11.1

(20 - 60 C)

0.034

Vanadium 6.0 1735 ± 50 1820 0.31 0.074 7.8 0.120

Zirconium

1

6.5 1875 + 25 2400 0.16 0.040

1

5.9 0.068

*RCA Code. ''"Niobium
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Table XVIH

Properties of Metals

Tp n ^ i

1

p

rpnn + h

ps i

Yield
'^+rpnn+hL 1 CI 1 U L 1

1

psi

MnH II 1 11 <5 nfI'lV^U U 1 U O W 1

C 1 d o L 1 v.. I L jr

psi

Per Cent
Max i mum

Elongation

Electrica]
Resi sti vity
microhm- cm
(at 20 C)

T/am ra "f 1 1 rp

vOcT T 1 C 1 cii L

of Resistivity
Present or Potential Use in Electron Tubes

13 X 103 5 X 103 40 X 106 45 2.655 44x10-4 surface cladding for plates and getters

50-75 getters

36 X 106 13 metallizing
(28 C)

37 X 10^ 34 X 103 30 X 106 8 6.24 33x10-4 metallizing

JU in3 12 X 10 6

(18 C)

getters, heater wires

32 X 10 3 16 X 106 45 1.673 68x10-4 lead wires and support cups; surface cladding
for lead wires; surface plating for lead
wires, grid siderods, grid lateral wires, and
grid frames; brazing lead wires to plates,
grid lateral wires to grid frames, and grid
lateral wires to grid siderods

19 X 10 3 12 X 106 77 2. 19

(0 C)

34x10-4 surface plating grid lateral wires

68 X 10 3 34 X 10^ 20 X 106 21 32.4 44x10-4 heater wires

36 X 103 75 X 106 5.3 40x10-4 heater wires

45 X 103 29 X 106 40 9.71 62x10-4 metallizing, grid siderods, grid lateral
wires, lead wires

2 X 103 1 X 103 3 X 106 47 20.6 33.6x10-4
(20-40 C)

solder

32 X 103 25 X 103 7 X 106 4.46 40x10-4 getter

220
63

X
X

10 3

103 t

56 X 103 50 X 106 30 5.17

(0 C)

47 X 10-4 lead wires, grid lateral wires, grid siderods,
grid frames, heater wires, heater spacer
wires, metallizing, plates

29

8

X
X

103

103

1

9 X 103 30 X

80 X

106

10^

50 6.84

9.5

48x10-4

42x10-4

metallizing, plates; surface plating on top
caps, base pins, lead wires, headers and
insert, plates, grid lateral wires, grid
siderods, grid frames, support cups, and
metallizing; surface cladding on lead wires,
plates, and grid siderods

heater wires

24 X 10 3 5 X 103 17 X 106 40 10.8 37x10-4 surface plating on grid lateral wires

18 X 103 2-5.5 X 103 21 X 106 40 9.83
(0 C)

21

30x10-4

31x10-4

plates, cathodes, surface plating on grid
lateral wires

heater wires

80 X 103 42 X

60 X

10^

106

4.5

7.6
(0 C)

4£xl0-4 surface plating on grid lateral wires

heater wires

18 X 10 3 8 X 103 11 X 106 50 1.59

(0 C)

38x10-4 surface plating on base pins, lead wires,

header and inserts, and grid siderods

50 X 103 27 X 106 40 12.4
(18 C)

38.2x10-4 lead wires

2 X 103 1 X 103 6 X 106 47 20.6 33.6x10-4 solder

95 X 10 3 81 X 103 17 X 106 22 80
(0 C)

54x 10-4 getters, metallizing

300

130

X
X

10 3

103t

44 X 103 50 X 106 10 5.5 48 X 10-4 grid lateral wires, heater wires, heater
spacer wires, lead wires, metallizing

38 X 103 27 X 103 10 X 106 40 19 getters

72 X 103 64 X 103 20 X 106 28 26

50

34

X

X
103

103t

30 X 103

1

14 X 106

1

26 39.7

1

44x10-4 getters, metallizing

1

fMeasured at 800 C.
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Table XIX

Properties of Alloys

Al loy*
Density

g/cc

(at 20 deg C)

Mel t i ng

Poi nt
deg C

Thermal
Conductivity
watts/cni2/cm/

deg C/sec
(near 20 C)

Thermal
Conductivity

cal /cm2/ cm/

deg C/sec
(near 20 C)

Thermal
Expans ion
micro inches/

deg C

(at 20 C)

Specific Heat

—

cal/g/deg C

(at 20 C)

Tens i 1

e

Strength
psi

Brass
(Cartridge)

Carpenter 426 -'^

dvromiron
C72''

8.53

8. 12

7.6

955

1460

1470 + 50

1.21

0.12

0.21

0.29

0.029

0.05
(100 C)

19.9
(25-300 C)

11.9
(20-600 C)

10.8
(0-100 C)

0.09

0.44
(100 C)

44xl03

70 x 103

80 X 103

Cbnstantan 8.9 1210 0.23 0.054 17 0.098

Copper ESeryllium

(ipper (Qirome)
&2*

8.23

8.92

955

1083

0.84 0.20 16.6
(20-100 C)

0.1
(30-100 C)

72xl03

37xl03

Cbpper
(Phosphorus Deoxidized)

Cjopper (OFTC)

C600*
Copper (Tough-Ktch)

8.94

8.92

8.94

1083

1083

1083

3.38

3.89

3.89

0.81

0.93

0.93

17.7
(20-300 C)

17.7

17.7

0.092

0.092

0.092

32xl03

32x103
12xl03t
32 X 103

Cupro Nickel

Duranickel^'^

Hastelloy Al^

HI*

8.9

8.3

8.8
(25 C)

1240

1440

1330

0.29

0.63

0.17

0.07

0.15

0.04

16.2
(20-800 C)

13

15.4

0.09

0.13

0.094

55xl03

105x103
20xl03t

115 X 103

47 X 103

1

Hastelloy BI''

H26*
Inconel ^

Inconel X4

9.2

8.47

8.30

1333

1410 ± 15

1410 ± 15

0.11

0.15

0.15

0.027

0.036

0.036

14.6

11.5

13.7

0.091

0.109

0.105

130 X 103

70 X 103 t

85xl03
32xl03t

115 X 103

46xl03t

Invar"^

S160'

Karma 1

Kovar "A"^

8.1

8.1

8.4

1425

1400

1450

0. 11

0.13

0.19

0.026

0.031

0.046

1.0
(20-100 C)

13.3
(20-100 C)

5.1
(20-100 C)

0.123

0.104

70x103
20 x 103 t

130 X 103

75xl03

Molybdenum-Tungsten
D18'

Molybdenum-Tunesten
H3W*

Nblybdenun-Tungsten
MS*

13.4

11.2

11.5

185x103

175xl03

180 x 103

Monel4

Monel "K"4

Nichrome-'^

8.8

8.5

8.3

1325 ± 25

1335 ± 25

1350

0.25

0.18

0.13

0.06

0.043

.032

14
(25-100 C)

14
(25-100 C)

17

(20-1000 C)

0.127

0.127

0.107

75x10 3

16xl03t
100 X 103

25xl03t
105x103

Nichrome
N23*

Nickel "A"4
N5*

Nickel 'T)"4

8.4

8.9

8.8

1400

1440

1435

0.13

0.59

0.42

.032

0. 14

0.10

17.6
(70-1000 C)

13.

3

(25-100 C)

14.3
(20-500 C)

0.107

0.13

0.127

95xl03

72xl03
24xl03t
87 X 103

20 X 103 f

Nickel "E"4

N40*

Nickel "N1W"14
NIW*

Nickel 'T©1"14
N91*

Nickel "N97"^*
N97*

8.7

8.77

8.98

8.88

1435

1457

1443

1449

0.50 0.12

1

14.6
(20-500 C)

0.127

1

75xl03

83 X 10^
29 X 103 t

18 X 103 t

18 X 103

1
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Table XIX

Properties of Alloys

Yield
Strength

ps i

Modulus of
Elasticity

ps i

Per Cent
Maximum

Elongation

El ectri cal

Resistivity
microhm-cm
(at 20 C)

Temperature
Coefficient
of Resistivity

Present or
Potential Use

i n El ectron Tubes

Approx imate
Composition
(per cent)

Other
Designations'

11 X 103 16 X 106 66 6.2 14.8 x 10-4

30 X 10 3 35 9 4 25 x 10-4

50 X 103 29 X 106 25

top caps,
base pins

top caps

headers and
insert

73 Cu 30 Zh

42 Ni 6 Cr Bal. Fe

25 Cr 1. 5 1 Si
Bal. Fe

Sealmet 4^

446 Stainless
Almet 4465

44.

1

0.08 X 10-4 40 Ni 60 Cu AdvancG

1

Gopelll

10 6
hureka-*^"

25 X 10'^ 17 X 35 10 97 Cu 2.2 Be

35 2.3 grid siderods 99 Cu 1 Cr

10 X 10 3 17 X 106 45 2.03 30 X 10-4 lead wires 99.9 Cu 0.02 P

10^

(20 200 C)

10 X 10 3 17 X 50 1.76 X VTcH^J VVX X vTO _ 100 Gi
grid siderods

10 X 103 17 X 106 45 1.71 39.2 X 10-4 lead wires 99.9 Cu 0.04 0

l\J X 11 X iU" 4o on getter supports 30 Ni 70 Qi

jU X in3 OU X OO X iu ^ grid lateral 93 Ni 5 Al 1 Si INicKel A

103 106

wires Type A
49 X 27 X 45 126.7 lead wires, grid 53 Ni 22 Mo 22 Fe

lateral wires 1 Si 2 IVh

60 X 103 31 X 106 40 135 lead wires, grid 60 Ni 32 Mo 6 Fe
lateral wires 1 Ol 1 Ivh

35 X 10 31 X 10" 45 98.

2

76 Ni 16 Cr 7 Fe

50 X 103 31 X 106 50 122.0 73 Ni 15 Cr 2 S Ti

1 a 7 Fe

/in4U 85 16. b
1 A-4 grid siderods 36 Ni 64 Fe Nilvar-"^

(20 -100 C) Carpenter 36
1 QQ j.n o

±U. Z X iU ^ 73 Ni 20 Cr Al Fe

55 X 10 3 20 X 106 25 49 39 X 10-4 lead wires 28 Ni 18 Co 54 Fe Therlo-'^

Hodar'^

20 9.0 lead wires, grid 50 W 50 Mo n_ 14

lateral wires
1 r
ID l.b grid lateral 80 Mo 20 W ifiT" ur 14H Wire

wires

25 8.

1

grid lateral 75 Mo 25 W "W" Wirel4
wires

35 X 103 26 X 106 40 48.2 19 X 10-4 67 Ni 30 Qi 2 Fe
1 IVh

45 X 103 26 X 106 40 62.4 19 X 10-4 66 Ni 29 Qi 2.7 Al

30 112 1.5 X 10-4 60 Ni 16 Cr Bal. Fe Tophet C2
(20 500 C)

31 X 106 30 108 2.2 X 10-4 80 Ni 20 Cr Tophet A^

103 106
(20 100 C)

20 X 30 X 40 9.5 43 X 10-4 grid siderods, 99 Ni

106

lead wires

35 X 10 3 30 X 35 18 36 X 10-4 grid lateral 94 Ni 5 Nti Magno-'-

wires

35 X 103 30 X 106 35 14 45 X 10-4 grid siderods 97 Ni 2 1*
(20 100 C)

27 cathodes. 58 Ni 39 Co
heater wires 2 W 1 Al

11 cathodes. 82 Ni 18 Cb
heater wires

12 cathodes, 62 Ni 38 Co
heater wires

(Cont'd)
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Table XIX (Cont'd)

Properties of Alloys

Alloy"
Dens i ty

g/cc
(at 20 deg C)

Mel t i ng

Poi nt
deg C

Tiiermal

Conduct iv i ty
watts/cm2/ cm/,

deg C/sec

{near 20 C)

Thermal
Conductivity
cal / cm2/ cm/
deg C/sec
(near 20 C)

Thermal
Expansion
microinches/

deg C

(at 20 C)

Specific Heat

—

cal/g/deg C

(at 20 C)

Tensile
Strength

ps i

Permanickel''

Hiosphor Bronze "A"

P19*

Platinum-Rhodium

8.8

8.9

20

1440

1050

1850

0.27

0.79

0.30

0.06

0.19

0.072

13

17.8

13

0.13

0.09

101x103
20xl03t
47x10^
20 x 103 t

45xl03

Sliver Solder "BT"? 10 779 53x103

Silver Solder
"Easy-Flo"7

Solder 60-40

9.5

8.4

627

183 0.50 0.12
(0-180 C)

24.7
(15-110 C)

29xl03

Stainless 304
SU*

Stainless 430
S78*

Steel 1010
S50*

7.9

7.7

7.9

1400

1500

0.13

0.17

0.59

0.032

0.041

0.14

20
(0-1000 C)

9
(0-100 C)

13

(20-100 C)

0.12

0.11

0.12

105x103
20 x 103 t

70xl03

47 X 103

52 Alloyl 8.3 1425 0.18 0.044 9.5
(20-500 C)

0.115 70xl03

780 AlloylS
^

7.2
1

0.08
1

0.02
,

20
1

68x103

•Superscript numbers indicate manufacturers of alloys as follows:
^ Driver Harris International Nickel Co. ^ Handy & Harmon
2 Wilbur B. Driver ^ H. K. Porter Co. ^ (Vestern Gold & Platinum Co.

Allegheny ^ Westinghouse ^ American Plating Work

*RCA code.
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Table XIX (Cont'd)

Properties of Alloys

Yield
Strength

ps i

Modulus of
Elasticity

psi

Per Cent
Max i mum

Elongation

Electrical
PfiQiQ+iwi+Unco 1 o L 1 V 1 Ljr

mi crohm-cm
(at 20 C)

Temperature
Coefficient
of Resistivity

Present or
Potential Use

i n Electron Tubes

Approx imate

Composition
(per cent)

Other
Des i gnat i ons*

50 X 103

19 X 103

30 X 106

16 X 106

35

64

35

16.6

9.6

19.2

36 X 10-4

17 X 10-4

(20-100 C)

grid lateral
wires

97 Ni

95 Qi 5 Si

90 Pt 10 Rh

Nickel "Z"

Type B

20

14.5 soldering lead
wires to top
caps and base
pins

72 Ag 28 Qi

50 Ag 15. 5 Qi
16. Sin 18 Cd

63 &i 37 Pb

Silvaloy 30l9
MLlO
QisilS

Silvaloy 509
KH-7IO

45 X 103

40 X 103

26 X 103

29 X 106

29 X 106

50

25

28

70

60

14.2

9.4 X 10-4

(20-500 C)

lead wires,
headers and in-
sert, metal en-
velopes, plates,

grid siderods

18 & 8 Ni 0. 08 C
Bal. Fe 2 Nti 1 Si

16 & 1 \ii 1 Si

Bal. Fe

0.08-0.13 C
0.3-0.6 ^h Bal. Fe

Nilstain^
Almet 3045

Almet 4305
Nilstain 4302

20 X 103

24 X 103
1

14 X 106

33

35

43.2

149

36 X 10-4

(20-100 C)

top caps, metal
envelopes

51 Ni 49 Fe

20 Qi 80 Ml
1

Hypernik6
(inpemik"
Cirpenter 4913

General Plate

Hoskins Mfg. Co.

Columbia Tool Steel Co.

fMeasured at 800 C.

Carpenter Steel Co.

Radio Corp. of America

Chicago Development Corp.

Welding Equipment & Supply Co.

Haynes Stellite Div.

,

Union Carbide Corp.
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Table XX
Coefficients of Thermal Expansion at Elevated Temperatures

microinches/inch/degree C

Metal
Temperature

—

deg C

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Chromium 6.6 8.4 9.4

Copper 17.1 17.2 . . . 18.3 20.3

Gold 14.2 . . . 15.2 16.7

Iridium 6.8 7.2 7.8

Iron 12.2 12.9 . . . 13.8 14.5 14.6

Lead 26.1 27.0 28.9 . . . . . .

Molybdenum 5.2 . . . . . . 5.7 . . . . . .

Nickel 13.3 13.9 14.4 14.8 15.2 16.3 . . .

Palladium 11.1 . . . 12.4 . . . 13.6

Platinum 9.1 . . . 9.6 • • 10.2

Rhodium 8.5 9.8 10.8

Silver 19.6 20.6 22.4

Tantalum 6.5 6.6

Tin 23.8 24.2

T Itanium 8.8 9.1 9.4 9.7 9.9

Tungsten 4.5 4.6 5.4

(2000C)

6.6

(3000C)

Table XXI

Tensile Strengths at Elevated Temperatures

thousands of pounds per square inch

Metal Condition
Temperature—deg C

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Tough pitch

copper

Hot rolled-

annealed

21.0 16.7 11.5

Cartridge brass Strip annealed 46.0 34.0 13.8

Phosphor bronze Rod annealed 36.8

(250C)

31.0

(350C)

24.4

(450C)

Copper/nickel

(70/30)

Strip annealed 47.0 42.8 34.4 21.6

Nickel Hot rolled 70 33 22 6

Monel Hot rolled 60 34 16 7

K Monel Hot rolled 78 59 25 9

Inconel Hot rolled 72 67 32 13

Inconel X Fully heat treated 132

(450C)

107.2

(550C)

46.4

Hastelloy B Hot rolled 102 76 44 24

Duraniokel Hot rolled —
age hardened

142 84 17

Stainless 304 Softened 42 20
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Table XXII

Total Emissivity

Metal Emissivity at 100 C Metal Emissivity at 100 C

Aluminum (polished) 0.095 Nickel (polished) 0.072

Brass (polished) 0.059 Nickel-Silver (polished) 0.135

Chromium (polished) 0.075 Silver (polished) 0.052

Copper (polished) 0.052 Stainless Steel (polished) 0.11

Copper-Nickel (polished) 0.059 Steel (polished) 0.066

Iron (rough polished) 0.27 Tungsten (polished) 0.066

Molybdenum (polished) 0.071

Table XXni

Thermal Conductivity at Elevated Temperatures

Watts/cm^/cm/deg C/sec

Temperature

—

deg C
Metal

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Elementary Metals

Aluminum 2.18 2.07 1.99 1.92 1.89

Copper 3.81 3.77 3.71 3.64 3.60

Gold 2.95

Iron 0.70 0.62 0.56 0.49 0.44

Lead 0.33 0.32 0.31

Magnesium 1.42 1.34 1.30 1.30 1.30

Molybdenum 1.38

Nickel 0.59 0.57 0.54 0.53 0.54

Palladium 1.14

Platinum 0.72

Rhodium 0.80

Silver 4.10

Tantalum 0.96

Tin 0.61 0.56

Titanium 1.52 1.48 1.44 1.40 1.37 1.33 1.29

Tungsten 1.59 0.96 1.17

(lOOOC) (2000C)

Alloys

Cartridge

Brass 1.04 1.10 1.14 1.16

Inconel 0.12 0.17 0.24

Inconel X 0.16 0.23 0.34

Karma 0.13

Kovar 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.21

N91 0.44 0.42 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.42

N97 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.34 0.34 0.32 0.30

Nichrome 0.13

Nichrome V 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26

Nickel D 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.33 0.37 0.38 0.43 0.46 0.50

Stainless 304 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.27

Stainless 430 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25

52 Alloy 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22
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species of known concentrations, total-vapor-pressure curves
were obtainedby graphically addingthe individual curves. Such
curves are identified by a Spreceding the chemical symbol.
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2. Where the melting point falls outside the pressure range
of the graph, the letter s (solid) or I! (liquid) have been included
with the chemical symbols.

Figure 32. Chart of Vapor Pressures at Elevated Temperatures (I)
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3. Where the atomic species is known to be the predominant
contributor to the total vapor pressure, contributions from
molecular species were neglected, and the chemical symbol

Figure 32. Chart of Vapor Pressures at Elevated Temperatures (I)

1957 Radio Corporaiioti of America
All Rights Reserved

has been given without any subscript; for the few elements that

consist largely of one molecular species, the appropriate sub-

script has been added to the chemical symbol.
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TEMPERATURE-DEGREES CENTIGRADE

100 200 300 400 500 600 700
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NOTES:
1. Forthose elements having two or more important gaseous 2. Where the melting point falls outside the pressure range
speciesof known concentrations, total-vapor-pressure curves ofthe graph, the letter s (solid) or 5 (liquid) have been included
were obtainedby graphically addingthe individual curves. Such with the chemical symbols,
curves are identified by a Z preceding the chemical symbol.

Figure 33. Chart of Vapor Pressures at Elevated Temperatures (II)
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has been given without any subscript; for the few elements that

consist largely of one molecular species, the appropriate sub-

script has been added to the chemical symbol.

Figure 33. Chart of Vapor Pressures at Elevated Temperatures (II)
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Metals for Vacuum Tube Construction

p. D. Strubhar

Lancaster

A general discussion of metallurgy and its relation

to electron tubes is covered in another article. That
article also covers the following subjects: joining met-
als to metals, joining metals to nonmetals, testing met-
als, nickel, cathode materials, grid materials, and
plate materials. To avoid duplication, the present
chapter will be limited to the following subjects: copper,
glass-sealing alloys, tungsten, molybdenum, steel,

gold, silver, tantalum, titanium, aluminum, and in-

dium. These subjects will be discussed from the view-
point of tube making in the Lancaster plant.

COPPER

The copper used in the electron-tube industry is not

one of the ordinary types of copper which comprise the

majorpartof copper industry production, but is a spec-
ial grade which is called OHFC* which means "Oxygen-
Free High- Conductivity. " This copper is made by a
special process designed to keep even traces of oxygen
out of the copper. The process starts with electro-
lytic copper, a highly refined copper, which is melted
in a furnace containing a protective atmosphere of car-
bon monoxide made by cracking city gas. This atmos-
phere is used not only during melting, but also during
all phases of casting. This protection is accomplished
by the use of hoods over all runners and ingot molds so
that the copper is kept in the carbon monoxide atmos-
phere where no oxygen can come into contact with the

copper until it is cool enough to remove it from the in-

got molds. These extreme measures to keep oxygen
out of the copper are taken because even small traces
of oxygen lower the conductivity of the coppervery dras-
tically. In addition, small traces of oxygen or copper
oxide will combine with hydrogen during the hydrogen-
firing processes used to clean tube parts , and may form
pockets of steam which make the copper lose its duc-
tility and become very weak.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the effects of hydrogen firing on
oxygen-free and oxygen-bearing copper.

American Metals Company, the manufacturer of

OFHC copper, makes two grades of this copper—a reg-
ular grade and a certified grade. These two grades
are made by the same process and it is possible that

they could be identical materials. For the regular
grade, nominal impurities are given but their amounts
are not covered by a warranty. However, if certified
material is used, a warranty is given which guarantees

* Registered trademark of American Metals Company

Figure 1. Oxygen-Free Copper After Firing
for 10 Minutes in Hydrogen

the impurities to the following limits: lead—0.0010 per
cent maximum, phosphorus—0.0003 per cent maximum,
mercury—0.0001 per cent maximum, zinc—0.0003 per
cent maximum, and sulfur—0.0040 per cent maximum.

Lancaster uses the certified OFHC copper primarily
for anodes in power tubes and for exhaust tubulations in

both power tubes and cathode-ray tubes. The selection

of the certified material is predicated on the fact that

the warranty ensures low levels of lead and phosphorus
impurities.

The 0.00 10 per cent lead maximum is very important
when the copper is used in the manufacture of anodes.

Many of the tubes using copper anodes are processed
at temperatures of over 600 C during exhaust opera-
tions. Under these conditions it is essential that the

lead content be maintained below the 0.0010 per cent

value. Tests have been run which show that if this value
for lead goes up to 0.00 12 percent, lead deposits will be
formed on the cooler insulating parts of the tube during
the exhaust process. Easily vaporized metals such as
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0.01"

I 1

Figure 2. Oxygen-Bearing Copper Showing Voids
A^ter Firing at 800 C for 10 Minutes in Hydrogen

mercury and zinc are limited for essentially the same
reason. However, because those metals are heated

close to or above their boiling points during the manu-
facture of the copper, a condition not true of lead, the

limits for these materials are establishedmore as safe-

guards against contamination during later processing
than as limitations on inherent impurities resulting

from the refining operations.

If the copper is used as exhaust tubulations, then the
0.0003 per cent phosphorus limit becomes extremely
important. In this use, the exhaust tubulation is

"pinched off." Before pinching-off, the exhaust tubu-
lation connects the vacuum tube to the vacuum pumps.
After the tube has been completely evacuated, the cop-
per tubulation is compressed between two rollers until

it separates into two pieces.

The pinching-off operation removes the tube from the

pumps and seals off the tubulation so that the vacuum is

maintained in the electron tube. In making the pinch
off, the copper is drawn down until it becomes very thin

and finally disappears. This leaves a very small sec-
tion of the copper which is sealed together. (Fig. 3)

This operation requires extremely ductile copper. Be-
cause the addition of very small amounts of phosphorus
has a very marked degrading effect on the ductility of

copper, the phosphorus content must be kept very low.

If the ductility is not high enough, a small crack will

appear in the copper immediately in back of the sealed
portion of the pinch off.

An inherent difficulty in the use of copper for tubes
is its lack of strength at tube-processing temperatures.
Two types of copper alloys are available if more strength
is needed. These are a chrome-copper alloy and a nick-

el-phosphorus-copper (#58 or phosnic bronze) alloy.

Figure 3. Typical "Pinch Off" Showing
Thin Edge at End of Separation

Both of these alloys depend upon their age-hardening

property to give them better strength at operating tem-
peratures than is obtainable with the OFHC copper.

Practically all other copper alloys made at present

cannot be used in tube manufacture because they have
detrimental alloying elements, their properties are not

generated at tube-processing temperatures, or common
joining methods used in tube manufacture cannot be used
on them.

GLASS-SEALING METALS AND ALLOYS

In consideration of glass-sealing metals and alloys,

two properties become important: (1) the expansion

characteristics, and (2) the oxide-forming character-

istics. Many types of alloys and glasses are available,

but expansion of the metal and of the glass to be joined

must be matched to make a successful seal. Whether
the matching has to be an absolute match or can be a

slight mismatch depends on the type of seal being made.
The expansion of the glass should be chosen to keep the

glass in compression when the seal is completed. The
oxide formed by the metal must be adherent to the met-

al and reactive to the glass.

Table I gives the expansion limits for the various

alloys which Lancaster buys to expansion specifica-

tions. Note that all alloys purchased to expansion lim-

its specify only nominal chemical compositions. In

specifying expansion limits, it is general practice to

specify the temperature range from room temperature

to the strain-point temperature of the glass to be used

with the alloy. In general, the oxide of the alloy should

be adherent to the metal and reactive to the glass.

Small deviations from the nominalcomposition—devia-

tions not large enough to cause the expansion to fall

outside the specified limits- do not have much effect

onthe oxide-forming characteristics of the alloy. How-
ever, in many of the alloys, minor impurities can have

a very marked effect on the oxide formation. The one

element which is limited inpractically all glass-sealing

alloys is carbon. If the amount of carbon is too high

(usually over 0. 06 per cent) , it causes a seal with an
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TABLE I

Coefficient of Expansion Limits

Alloy Composition Coefficient Tempera-
(nominal per cent) of ture Range

Iron Nickel Chromium Cobalt Expansion Degrees C

53 29 17 5.03— 5.37x10"^ 30—450
52 42 6 9.60—10.40x10-6 30—400

50 50 9.50— 9.80x10-6 30—310
72 28 11.00—11.40x10-6 30—530

83 17 11.20—11.70x10-6 30—530

unusually large amount of bubbles. At times, mater-
ials with a low amount of carbon may cause bubble

seals because of carbon left on the surface of the met-
al from previous operations. Other minor impurities

which affect oxide formation can usually be balanced

by modifying oxidation procedures. However, in some
cases, because of the continual readjustments, it has
become necessary to limit some minor impurities

.

Such limitation has been particularly necessary in the

case of the nickel-iron alloys.

After expansion and oxide formation are considered,
several further conditions such as extreme tempera-
ture transformations and effects of brazing must be con-
sidered. At room temperature and above, the alloys

which have nickel as an alloying element are in the aus-
tenitic crystallographic state. If these materials are
subjected to temperatures much below 20 C, they will

change to ferrite or an intermediate product. This

Figure 4. Typical Intergranular Corrosion
of Cobalt-Nickel -Iron Alloy by
Silver-Copper-Eutectic Alloy

Figure 5. Cobalt-Nickel-Iron Alloy
(structure similar to that of Figure 4)

Protected by Nickel Plating

change will cause an abrupt and localized change in the

expansion characteristic and, as a result, the glass will

crack. To be sure that these transformation tempera-
tures are not too near to room temperature, samples
of these materials are quenched in a mixture of dry-

ice and acetone and then examined on a microscope to

determine that no transformation has taken place. Al-

loys with only chromimn and iron as the main elements
are normally ferritic at room temperature. K these

alloys are not properly stabilized, they will change to

austenite on glass sealing and thereby cause cracking.

As a protection against this happening, these alloys are

heated to temperatures slightly above glass -sealing

temperatures {1200 C), quenched to room temperature,
and examined microscopically for transformation. In

making brazes with silver-copper-eutectic solder to the

cobalt-nickel-iron alloy, it is necessary to protect this

alloy from intergranular attack. The silver-copper-
eutectic solder attacks the grain boundaries of this alloy

very rapidly when it is stressed (Fig. 4). Therefore,

when this alloy is soldered under conditions of stress

and thicknesses which are unfavorable, the resultant

joint will leak. This reaction can be prevented by plat-
ing the alloy with at least a quarter of a mil of nickel

(Fig. 5).

In addition to the alloys, there are some metals which
are used to make glass-to-metal seals. Tungsten is the

most important, with copper, molybdenum, and iron

being used to a very limited degree. The expansion
characteristics of these metals are given in Table n.

Tungsten, as a glass-sealing metal, is used mainly for
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TABLE II

Coefficient of Expansion

Degrees Centigrade

Temperature Range

Degrees Centigrade

Tungsten 4.4 X 10-6 20—300
Copper 17.7 X 10-6 0—300
Molybdenum 5.5 X 10-6 20—300
Iron 14.1 X 10-6 20—500

leads in tubes without a base. It can be sealed without
any special atmospheres and, by controlling the mixture
of the flames, a strong seal with the proper amount of

oxide between the metal and glass can be obtained. It

retains high strength even after the sealing operation.

The condition of the surface of the tungsten is very im-
portant. In the past "splits" had been a serious probelm
in using tungsten for leads. Splits are caused by folds

from the swaging operation and appear as narrow, deep
grooves in the wire. These grooves are so deep and
narrow that glass will not flow to the bottom of them
and, therefore, the seals will leak. A machine has been
developed to detect splits; since it has been in use by
the wire manufactures, the problem has not been very
serious.

Copper is used to make a seal known as a "House-
keeper" seal which, by makinguse of the extreme duc-
tility of the copper, can be made with very large mis-
match between the glass and the copper. In this seal
the copper is thinned down to a feather edge and the glass
is allowed to flow down both sides of the copper. The
seal is difficult to make and can only be made to OFHC
copper or boron-deoxidized copper which have passed
a special oxide-adherence test. This test consists of

heating the copper to 800 C in air and quenching it in

water; if the oxide coatingdoes not flake off, the copper
is considered suitable.

Molybdenum is used to make some seals, but because
the normal oxide is not adherent to glass, special pro-
cesses must be used. To make a seal to molybdenum,
it is necessary to make the seal in a special atmosphere
such as nitrogen or topretreat the molybdenum with an
element such as chromium or silicon. These treat-
ments are designed to form oxides which will adhere
to glass. Such adherence is not obtained with moly-
bdenum oxide formed by air firing or by using normal
gas-fired sealing flames.

Iron can be used for sealing only if it is pretreated
to prevent the formation of a flaky oxide. The most
common method of pretreating is to enamel the iron
before it is used for the sealing operation. Special pre-
cautions must be taken to dissipate the hydrogen ab-
sorbed by the iron during enameling.

There has been some investigation into the use of

aluminum as a sealing material for glass -to-glass and
ceramic-to-ceramic seals. It is possible to use alum-
inum as a sealing material, but there are a few para-
meters which must be determined. The advantage of

this type of seal is that it can be made with very little

distortion of the glass.

Indium is being used successfully for a glass-to-

glass seal for the one-half-inch vidicon. This seal

can be made at lower temperatures than the aluminum
seal, but it cannot be used at as high a temperature as
the aluminiun seal. The indium seal depends on pres-
sure and some movement of the indium over the glass

to make the indium react with the glass; it makes a very
good seal without any distortion of the glass.

In addition to the metals and alloys, some composite
materials are used for glass sealing. The most out-

standing example of a composite material is "dirniet.

"

Dumetis used in the form of wire for leads and is made
of an alloy core consisting of 42 per cent nickel and 58

per cent iron to which a coating of copper is applied to

the extent of approximately 22 per cent of the total

cross-sectional area. The copper surface is coated
with a thin (0.03-0.30 mils) borate-copper oxide coating

which assists in forming the proper amount of oxide in

the final seal. The expansion of the dumet is hard to

determine. The expansion across the wire matches that

of soft glass, while the expansion along the wire is some-
what lower. Normal dimiet can be used satisfactorily

in seals using wire up to 0.040 inch in diameter. To
make consistently good seals with wire over this size,

it is necessary to make adjustments in the expansion of

the core material. The color of the dumetis the source
of much controversy. The color of the borate-copper
oxide coating can range from a dark red-purple to a
light yellow-red color. There is a partial correlation
of the color to the thickness of the oxide. However,
although there is good correlation between color and
oxide thickness for any one manufacturer, the corre-
lation among manufacturers is poor. Good seals can
be made with practically any color of dumet, even with-
out a borate coating, by making the proper adjustments
to the sealing fires and making the seal at the proper
rate. If there is too much variation in the color of the

dumet, good seals cannot be made without adjusting

the fires. It is the variation of size of stem, rate of

stem formation, and fire adjustments that causes so
much controversy. However, anything which helps to

give a consistent oxide thickness to the leads as re-

ceived will help to give a seal with the proper amount
of thickness and of oxide solution in the glass of the

finished seal.

TUNGSTEN AND MOLYBDENUM

Because the method of making tungsten is similar to

that for making molybdenum, their manufacture will be

discussed together. Then, the types of material in

common use will be discussed. These materials are

non-sag tungsten wire, thoriated-tungsten wire, and
plain and cross-rolled molybdenum strip.

Both tungsten and molybdenum are made by powder

-

metallurgy techniques. Because of the high melting

temperatures of the metals, the refining and reduction

processes are done in the solid state rather than in the

liquid state as it is for most other metals. The result-
ing product is a metallic powder rather than a cast in-

got. The powder is then put into a mold and compacted
by high pressure into briquettes or ingots, which are
very fragile. The briquettes are fired at a high tem-
perature to sinter the particles into one mass. The
sintered briquettes have a density of about 80 per cent
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Figure 6. Typical Fibrous Structure of
Tungsten Before Recrystallization

(The structure of molybdenum is similar)

of the cast material. Sintering, in addition to increasing

the density of the briquette, increasesits strength mark-
edly. At this stage the only way of forming the metai

is by hot working it. However, all heating and working
must be down below the recrystallization temperature
of the metal or it will again become very brittle. This

process resultsin final material which has an extremely
long grained (fibrous) structure (Fig. 6). This material

is fairly ductile but will be made very brittle if it is

heated above the recrystallization temjjerature ( 1200 C
to 1700 C for tungsten, 900 C to 1200 C for molybdenum).

Practically all timgsten is used in the form of wire.

Two forms of tungsten wire—non-sag and thoriated—
will be discussed; both forms are used in the Lancas-
ter plant. Ordinary tungsten wire becomes extremely
brittle and badly deformed when recrystallized; re-

crystallization occurs at the operating temperatures of

heaters and filaments. To minimize this effect, it is

necessary to "dope" tungsten. The doping is done by
mixing alkaline-earth oxides with the powdered tung-

sten before it is compacted into a briquette. Doping
has the effect of inhibiting grain growth during re-

crystallization; because it is distributed preferentially

alongthe axis of the wire, the doping material, or dope,

has more inhibiting effect across the wire than along

the wire. This difference causes the grains to grow
faster along the wire than across it. Tungsten wire,

with this type of structure, while still fairly brittle,

is not nearly as brittle as wire without it. Because the

dope can be removed by improper processing, there

is always the possibility of getting wire which is sup-
posed to be non-sag wire, but which has lost its non-
sag properties. Several tests for "non-sag" have been
devised, such as (1) making a cantilever loop of the

wire and measuring the amount of lowering of the un-
supported and when the wire is heated to 2600 K, (2)

heating the wire to 2600 K and then observing micro-
scopically the ratio of the length to width of the re-
crystallized grain, and (3) observing whether recrys-

tallization of the wire takes place at a selected frac-

tion of the maximum current the wire will carry. In

the use of tungsten wire, the rate of heating the wire

after it passes the recrystallization temperature for

the first time is very important. Wire which is heated

rapidly (within 20 seconds) from the recrystallization

temperature to the operating temperature for the first

time will tend to have ordinary tungsten wire proper-

ties instead of non-sag properties. To obtain maximum
non-sag properties, it should take at least 90 seconds

to raise the wire temjjerature from the recrystalliza-

tion temperature to the operating temperature. Non-
sag wire is usually used for heaters or filaments.

Figs. 7 and 8 show samples of tungsten that have been

heated at different rates.

K thoria is added to tungsten wire it makes the wire

suitable for use as a cathode in some tubes. The addi-

tion of thoria to the tungsten oxide powder has an effect

on grain growth somewhat similar to that of doping, but

because the thoria is radioactive, its presence can be

detected by Geiger-Muller counters; it is not necessary,

therefore, to make the various sag tests to determine

if thoria is present. Adding thoria to tungsten has the

effect of markedly increasing the electron emission
allowing the tungsten wire to be used as a cathode. If

thoriated-tungsten wire is used as received, the thoria

will dissipate itself very rapidly and the emission life

will be short. To slow down the thoria dissipation,

thoriated-tungsten filaments are carburized. The pro-

cess consists of heating the filament in a hydrogen at-

mosphere that has been enriched with a hydrocarbon by

bubbling the hydrogen through a liquid hydrocarbon,

such as benzene, and of producing a layer of tungsten

carbide on the surface of the wire (Fig. 9). It has been

shown that the inhibiting action is caused by the fact

that the thoria will only migrate alongthe carbide grain

boundaries. Therefore, the type and grain size of the

carbide structure become very important factors in de-

termining the life of tubes using carburized thoriated-

tungsten filaments. However, there usually must be a

compromise between initial properties and extended-

life properties and, therefore, the most suitable struc-

Figure 7. Tungsten Wire Heated From Re-
crystallization Temperature to 2600 K in 20 Seconds
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Figure 8. Same Tungsten Wire as Figure 7,

but Heated From Recrystallization Temperature
to 2600 K in 90 Seconds

ture must be worked out experimentally for each tube

type. There are many times when thoriated-tungsten

wire does not develop the desirable emission properties

under normal processing schedules. Until recently the

reasons for such variations has been a complete mys-
tery. Some recent work has shown that the presence

of over 0.03 per cent calcium has a very detrimental

effecton the life-emission characteristics of tubes with

throiated-tungsten filaments. While this information

represents a great step forward in understanding some
of the idosyncrasies of this material, there are still

some other variations which must be investigated.

Molybdenum wire is usually not used at the high tem-
peratures at which tungsten is used and, therefore, re-

crystallization problems do not appear. However, be-

cause fairly large amounts of molybdenum strip are

used, some of the problems connected with its use will

be discussed. When strip is made from most metals
which recrystallize during processing, a product with

the same physical properties in all directions is usually

obtained. This result is not true with molybdenum. If

the material is continually elongated in one direction and
not the other, the final product will have very large dif-

ferences in ductility depending upon the direction of

testing. As a result, bends of 180 degrees can be made
across the direction of rolling, but very often the ma-
terial will break when it is bent only 30 degrees along

the direction of rolling. To overcome this difficulty,

it is necessary to elongate the grains equally in both

directions. Material which has been rolled in both dir-

ections to equalize grain elongation is called "cross-
rolled molybdenum. " This type of material should be

used if parts are to be made which require bending in

several directions or drawing. Cross-rolled molyb-
denum, because of the special processing and handling,

costs much more than regular molybdenum and should

be used only when it is absolutely necessary. Raising
the temperature of molybdenum to 200 C during forming
operations has amarked beneficial effect on the amount
of work that can be done on molybdenum. Many parts

that cannot be formed at room temperature can be made

if the molybdenum and dies are heated duringthe form-
ing operation. Some recent developments in making a
cast molybdenum indicate that many of the problems
attendant to the sintered molybdenum can be eliminated
by casting techniques; when the casting techniques are
ready for commercial use, they should make molyb-
denum usable for many more parts.

STEEL

In the types of tubes made in the Lancaster plant, a

plain low-carbon steel and several types of stainless

steels are used. The chromium-type stainless steels

have been discussed under glass-sealing alloys; only

the nickel-chromium types (302, 304, and 305) will be

discussed here.

The plain low- carbon-type steel is a specially se-

lected basic -open-hearth low-carbon steel. It is used
to make the shadow mask for the color kinescope. Since

the use of this material is low compared to the pro-
duction rates of steel and because the quality require-

ments for it are much higher than those required for

conventional commercial practice, this material can-

not be bought from regular steel mills, but must be

selected from the incoming stock of a rerolling or spec-
ialty company which then rolls this material to ex-

tremely tight mechanical tolerances. This selection is

done by taking samples of both ends of a coil of strip.

The surface of the samples is checked for defects by

etching the surface. Longitudinal sections of the sam-
ples are examined for inclusion count, grain size, and
carbon distribution. If the sample passes all of these

tests, the coil is released for processing into material

of the proper size for making masks by the photoengrav-

ing techniques.

The most-used type of stainless steel is the 18 per
cent chromium— 12 percent nickel (type 305) stainless

steel. The main reason for preferring this type of

stainless steel to the more common 18 percent chrom-
ium—8 per cent nickel (types 302 and 304) is that it is

easier to maintain a lower magnetic permeability with

the type 305 material. Since this material is used in

gun structures for cathode-ray tubes, magnetic perme-

0.01" \

Figure 9. Cross -Section of Tungsten Wire After

Carburization (Outer ring is the carbide structure)
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Figure 10. Relationship of Permeability to Cold

Work for Two Types of Stainless Steel

ability is an important factor. After both types of stain-

less steel are annealed, their magnetic permeability

will be below the limit of 1.005, but the 12 per cent

nickel material will not lose its low permeability nearly

as rapidly as the other type when it is cold worked or

welded (Fig. 10). This characteristic is important for

operations that must be performed after the last anneal.

In addition, the 12per cent nickel type of stainless forms
its oxide at slower rates; therefore, it gives a cleaner

material for tube construction. Many of the parts used
in guns for cathode-ray tubes have deep-drawing opera-

tions in their manufacture. Until recently, these parts

were at times difficult to make because the vendors
would not guarantee a minimxmi grain size to the ma-
terial. However, vendors have recently started to sell

stainless to a grain-size specification; buying to this

specification should reduce the problems connected with
the deep-drawing operations of stainless-steel parts.

If welding operations are to be performed on stainless-

steel parts, the carbon content of the steel should be

maintained below 0.08 per cent. If the carbon content

goes above this amount, the material around the weld
will lose its corrosion resisting properties unless it is

re-annealed after welding.

OTHER METALS

Metals such as gold, silver, tantalum, titanium, alu-

minum, and some of their alloys are not used very ex-
tensively but they should be referred to and some pertin-

ent facts pointed out about them. These materials may
be rather expensive and therefore are used only when
they provide some special property which is needed and

which cannot be obtained with the more common metals.

Most of the gold used in the Lancaster plant is either

plated or clad on other materials. Practically no gold

is used inwrought form. The primary use of gold is to

prevent secondary emission. Because gold is very

weak structurally in its pure form, it is usually put

over other materials which provide the necessary struc-

tural strength.

On the other hand, asilver alloy—2 per cent magnes-
ium silver— is used in multiplier phototubes and image
orthicons for its high secondary emission. This alloy

requires extreme care in handling because the magnes-
ium must be in the metallic form rather than the oxide

form. Because magnesium forms its oxide very read-

ily, this requirement presents some problems in melting

andworking the alloy. After the melting and hot-working
of the alloy, large amounts of it must be removed from
the surface of the slab to get below the oxidized magnes-
ium to the pure metal. Subsequently, all heat treating

must be done in a vacuum of less than 10"^ millimeters

of mercury to prevent oxidation of the magnesium. The
material is oxidized by a controlled process in tube pro-

cessing to give it excellent secondary-emission proper-

ties. Some pure silver is used as dynodes in image
orthicons. The material is of very high purity (99.99

percent pure) and is used because of its special emis-
sion properties which can be developed by tube-pro-

cessing techniques.

Tantalum, in strip form, is used where an extremely

high-melting-point material which can be easily formed

into complicated shapes is needed. Tantalum is very

ductile at room temperature and can be made into parts

which must withstand high temperatures. At elevated

temperatures, it is not as stiff or as strong as tungsten

or molybdenum, but where complicatedparts are needed

that cannot be formed from these metals, tantalum is

an excellent substitute.

Titanium is an element which has been receiving
promotion recently. It has some gettering ability, but

is not as desirable as the presently used getters un-
less gettering action is needed for hydrogen or nitrogen.

It has two serious disadvantages— its hot strength is

very low and its cost is very high. For these reasons,
very little work has been done with titanium.

Aluminum, in wrought forms, has very little appli-

cation in the Lancaster plant. Many attempts have been

made to use the aluminum-clad steels in small power
tubes. These have always resulted in failure. The
processing temperatures are so high that invariably

the aluminum has deposited on the cathode and caused
poor emission. A vaporized film of aluminum is used
to back up the phosphors in cathode-ray tubes to in-

crease the light output of these tubes by reflecting the

light from the phosphors toward the viewer.
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The forming of metals covers a very large field.

Rather than attempt to describe all of the forming oper-
ations such as forging, swaging, and wire drawing, this

chapter will be limited to mechanical press and four-
slide machine operations only. These machines are
the most widely used in the manufacture of electron
tube components. Most of the parts used in industrial

and entertainment tubes are stampings; some of the
larger power tubes use drawn shells as well as stamp-
ings.

The more specialized operations such as rolling and
hydroforming are so limited in application that discus-
sion would be of little benefit to the tube engineer. Final
operations, such as those performed on lathes, drill

presses, and milling machines, although necessary in

the manufacture of tube components, will not be dis-
cussed because it is considered that these operations
are basic and that the engineer has undoubtedly had
some experience with them.

This chapter is intended only to familiarize the en-
gineer with the various aspects of metal-forming oper-
ations. No attempt is made to make the tube engineer
atool designer. The tube engineer should always con-
sult with the tool designer before component designs
are finally decided upon. Only then will it be possible
to produce the most economical part on the least ex-
pensive tool.

THE MECHANICAL PRESS

Mechanical presses are usually classified by their
source of power, frame type, bed type, and means of

actuation of slides. There are two major types of me-
chanical presses: the flywheel type, or plain press,
and the geared type. Other characteristics of a press
are the capacity (the force exerted near the bottom of

its stroke), the stroke of the machine (the distance the
ram travels in a vertical direction), the slide adjust-
ment (the distance the slide can be moved in relation
to the bed), and the shut height (the distance from the
top of the bed to the bottom of the slide with the stroke
down and adjustment up).

The flywheel type of press transmits the energy of

the motor directly to the flywheel by means of belts.

The flywheel is mounted on the main shaft or eccentric.

This type ofpress is normally usedfor light stampings
or other light high-speed operations.

The gearedtype transmits the energy of the motor to

the flywheel through a gear reduction, or a series of

gear reductions, to the main shaft. Presses of this

type are usedfor heavier stampings and drawing oper-
ations. They generally run slower than the flywheel

types but their power is more positive with less slow-
down of the flywheel during the work period.

Typical presses are of many forms but the most
widely used press is the open-back inclinable (Fig. 1).

The action of a press can either be single, double,

ortriple. The single-actionpress is one which has only

one slide. The double-actionpress has two slides, the

outer slide carries the blankholder and the inner slide

carries the punch. The outer slide usually has a shorter
stroke and dwells while the inner slide continues to

descend to perform the drawing operation. Three slides

are utilized in the triple-action presses having three
motions properly synchronizedfor drawing, redrawing,
and forming. The blankholder and plunger slides are
located above the bed and the lower slide is located

within the bed. The upper slides act in the same manner
as in the double-action presses except that the inner
slide dwells briefly at the bottom of its stroke while the

lower slide performs its function. The lower slide is

usually actuated by an eccentric or crank.

The single-action press can be used for operations

generally performed in double- and triple-action

presses by use of an air cushion mounted under the bed
of the press and dies using springs and other mechan-
ical means to apply the necessary pressures.

PRESS OPERATIONS

Numerous operations are performed by mechanical
presses. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, only

the basic operations — blanking, piercing, drawing,

coining, extruding, and forming will be discussed.

BLANKING AND PIERCING

A blanking or piercing operation is one in which ma-
terial is sheared from stock. Blanking consists of

stamping the outer form of a part; piercing is the stamp-
ing of holes within the part. In either operation, the

metal is stressed in shear between two cutting edges
to beyond its ultimate strength. As the pressure of

the punch is applied, tensile and compressive stresses
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AMOUNT OF
DEFORMATION

DEPTH OF
PENETRATION

START OF
FRACTURE COMPLETION

OF FRACTURE

Figure 1. Open Back Inclinable Press

are induced in the material. The pressure increases
until the material finally exceeds its elastic limit and
it is forced into the die opening. As further pressure
is applied, the punch penetrates the material causing
a reduction in the cross-sectional area of the metal.
Fractures, which will start in the reduced area at both
the upper and lower cutting edges, will spread toward
each other as pressure continues to be applied until

the fractures meet and complete separation occurs.
Fig. 2 graphically demonstrates this action.

Clearance between the punch and die is extremely
important to insure a clean appearance of the blank edge
or pierced hole. The clearance required is a function

of the characteristics of the material to be stamped and
varies from about 4 per cent to 8 per cent of the thick-
ness of the material. When the correct clearance is

used, the punch penetrates the metal to a depth of about
one third the metal thickness and forces an equal portion
of the metal into the die opening before fracture occurs.
The portion penetrated willappear as ahighly burnished
band around the periphery of the blank or hole.

PUNCH

DIE

(A)

REDUCTION-
IN AREA

(B)

Figure 2. The Shearing of Metal:

deformation, (B) reduction in area.

{C)

(A) plastic

(C) fracture

Excessive clearance will cause a larger radius on the

edge of the material where the punch is applied and a

burr on the opposite edge; insufficient clearance will

produce additional burnished bands and the material be-
tween and below the bands will be rough on both the

pierced hole and the blank or slug (Fig. 3).

PUNCH

MATERIAL

DIE
B-l

BLANK OR SLUG
EDGE RADIUS: A AND A-l
CUT BAND: B AND B-l
BREAK: C AND C-l

Figure 3. Effect of Die Clearance: (A) excessive
clearance , (B) insufficient clearance

The width of the burnished band is usually an indica-

tion of the hardness of the material; the wider the band,

the softer the material. Harder materials require

larger clearances, but permit less penetration by the

punch than ductile materials. Dull tools give the effect

of insufficient clearance and produce burrs on the edges

of the part.

In a blanking die, the die block is ground to the size

of the part desired and the punch is reduced by twice

the clearance. Piercing dies are made so that the punch

is ground to the size of the hole required and the die

block is increased by twice the clearance. Fig. 4 illus-

trates a typical blanking or piercing die.

DRAWING

Drawing is a process of cold forming whereby a fiat

blank is forced into a die cavity by means of a punch.

In operation, the blank is placed over a pressure ring

which is usually, but not necessarily, mounted on the

lower die set. Then, as the slide starts its descent,

the upper die contacts the blank and restrains it while

the material is forced over the punch as shown in Fig. 5.

Blankholding Pressure

Confining the material between the upper die and the

pressure ring causes the material to flow over the punch
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PUNCH

STRIPPER

MATERIAL

DIE

DIE SET

Figure 4. Blanking or Piercing Die

and prevents wrinkling of the material. This action

can be easily demonstrated by placing a rubber sheet
over a block with a hole in it. If the sheet is merely
forced through the hole, the sheet will wrinkle and bunch
up as it is pushed into the cavity. However, by placing
another block with a hole in it (pressure ring) over the

sheeting and applying slight pressure to the block, the

sheet will flow into the cavity without wrinkling.

The pressure can be applied to the draw dies in sev-
eral ways, pneumatic or hydraulic cushions, springs,

or rubber blocks, can be used. Cushions are mounted
below the bed of the press while springs and rubber
blocks are built into the die set. The pneumatic-type
cushion is the most widely used. It is merely an air

cylinder whose pressure increases as the top of the
cylinder is depressed. Pressure pins connect the pres-
sure ring to the cushion. Starting with some predeter-
minedpressureinthe cushion, the pressure is increased
as the ram descends and the material is forced over the

punch. Insufficient pressure will cause wrinkling; ex-
cessive pressure will prevent plastic flow and will re-
sult in the punch being forced through the material.

Draw Radius

The radius on the die block is extremely important
in obtaining the proper flow of material during the draw-
ing process. Insufficient radius will restrain the ma-
terial flow and the punch will have a tendency to push
through the material — an effect similar to that of ex-
cessive blankholding pressure. This radius also directs

the flow: the material will conform to the punch when

UPPER DIE

MATERIAL

PRESSURE RING

PUNCH

BOLSTER

STROKE UP

CUSHION

STROKE DOWN

PRESSURE PIN

PUNCH
HOLDER

KNOCKOUT

STROKE UP— AFTER DRAW

Figure 5. Operation of Draw Die

the radius is small; a large radius will force the ma-
terial to take the size of the die block. Therefore, if

the inside diameter of the drawn cup is to be maintained

to close tolerances, the die block radius is made small-
er. Conversely, if the outside diameter of the part must
be held, the die block radius is made larger.

In practice, the radii are usually at least twice the

material thickness; design engineers should endeavor
to standardize all inside radii by this rule of thumb.
Smaller radii, however, can be obtained by a sizing

operation whereby the part is drawn with an oversized
radius and then redrawn to the specified dimension.
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Material Reduction

Material drawn over a punch will stretch and thereby

reduce the thickness of the material. The greatest re-

duction occurs above the radius at the closed end of the

cup. The wall thickness increases from that point to

the open end of the cup. The wall thickness at the open
end is always greater than the original thickness; the

material at the bottom of the cup has nearly the same
thickness as the original stock. Fig. 6 illustrates this

thickening and thinning of drawn material which had an
original thickness of 0.085 inch.

— 0.089

— 0.087

— 0.087

— 0.088

— 0.086

— 0.085

— 0.087

— 0.082

— 0.078

^ 1 r ^— 0.1

0.085

074

0.080

Figure 6. Wall Thickness Variation After
Drawing (original thickness: 0.085 inch)

It is extremely difficult to determine accurately the
amount of material reduction in drawing because the
reduction depends on a number of factors: the per-
centage of draw reduction (which will be explained later),

draw radii, pressure required to draw, the number of

anneals required toproducethepart, and the character-
istics of the material. The engineer should make every
effort to avoid specifying both inside and outside diam-
eters or the wall thickness unless the tolerances are
large enough to allow for thickness changes.

Diameter Reduction

Due to material characteristics, there is a limit to

the amount of diameter reduction than can be obtained
in one operation. The tool engineer must calculate the
blank size required to make the part. From the rela-
tion between blank diameter and finished cup diameter,
the number of draws necessary to produce the part sat-
isfactorily can be determined. Each draw requires a
specific ratio of the area of the material held by the
blankholder to the area of the punch. The greatest re-
duction is always made on the first draw, usually from
35 per cent to 45 per cent. Each succeeding draw, or
redraw, is generally kept to about a 25 per cent reduc-
tion. A typical diameter reduction of a drawn cup is

shown in Fig. 7

Blank Diameter

shells can be determined by calculation, by graphical

layout, or by a combination of the two. The factors

affecting the thickening and thinning of the wall thick-

ness also affect the determination of the blank diameter.
As a result, determinations are only approximate.

In general, the area of a drawn shell will be equal to

the area of the blank from which it is drawn. The diam-
eter of the blank required can, therefore, be determined

by calculating the area of the shell and determining the

diameter of the circular blank that will have the same
area.

For flat-bottomed cylindrical shells, the diameter of

the blank required is given by the following equation:

D /d2 4dh

where D
d
h

blank diameter
shell diameter
shell height

For more intricate shells, the area of the shell is

determined by dividing it into simple elements such as

annuli, discs, right circular cylinders, and tori. The

diameter of the blank will be:

D

where A = the total area of the shell

5 DIA-*-

6 DIA -

— 7-3/4 DIA-

3RD DRAW

2ND DRAW
1ST DRAW

BLANK

T 17 PER CENT REDUCTION

8-3/4

23 PER CENT REDUCTION

45 PER CENT REDUCTION

4-1/2

r 0.020

14 DIA.

The approximate blank diameter of symmetrical

Figure 7. Analysis of Redrawing Operations

Reverse Drawing

Reverse drawing is a redraw operation performed in

a direction opposite to the original draw, or drawing

the part "inside out." This type of drawing does not
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work the metal as severely as ordinary draws and will

not wrinkle the part. Fig. 8 shows a typical example
of a reverse-draw operation.

Figure 8. Reverse-Draw Die

SIZING

Sizing is an operation used to obtain accurate dimen-
sions. Close diametral tolerances may be obtained by
ironing the sides of the part; the radius at the bottom
of the cup may be made smaller by sizing.

COINING

Coining is a squeezing operation in which all the sur-
faces of the material are confined. In the coining of an
aperture, for example, the blank with a hole slightly

larger than the desired diameter is placed over a pin.

As the coining punch strikes the part, the material is

forced to flow around the pin. This same squeezing
action is used to obtain square corners on drawn cups.

EXTRUDING

Extruding is a squeezing action, but unlike coining,

the extruding die directs the flow of material ahead of

or behind the extruding punch. When the material is

directed ahead of the punch, the operation is known as

forward extrusion; when it is directed behind the punch,
the operation is known as backward extrusion. (See

Fig. 9.)

FORMING

A wide variety of forming tools are used in the manu-
facture of tube components. Wire supports, leads, fil-

aments, plates, shields, and radiators, are only a few
of the parts made by forming operations.

Thebiggestprobleminvolvedinthe forming of metals
is the "springback" of the material. Simple forming
tools consist of a die block and a forming punch. The
tool is usually ground to counteract the effect of spring-

back, but in many cases springback cannot be controlled
because it varies greatly within each individual coil of

material andbetween coils of the same material. As a

I

(B)

Figure 9. Extruding Dies: (A) backward, (B) forward
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result, it is sometimes necessary to perform sizing

operations in order to meet the design specifications.

TOOLING

A single-stage die is one in which only one operation,

such as blanking, piercing, drawing, or redrawing, is

performed.

A compound die is used toperform two or more oper-
ations with one stroke of the press. Operations such
as blank and draw; blank and pierce; blank, draw, and
pierce are typical examples of the operation performed
on a compound die.

Progressive dies consist of a series of dies mounted
on a single die set. Such a series may consist of a
piercing station, apierce and form station, and a notch-
ing station, or it may consist of a number of drawing
and redrawing stations. With each stroke of the press,
the part progresses through each phase of its manu-
facture until a completed part is ejected from the die.

Universal tools are interchangeable punches, dies,

or draw rings which can be mounted on a die set.

Production schedules usually determine the type of

die used in the manufacture of tube components. Single-

stage and compound dies are usedforthe lower produc-
tion schedules, while progressive dies are used for the

higher schedules. Universal dies are used for the ex-

tremely low and short-run schedules.

The type of die used is also a matter of economics;
single-stage dies cost less than compound dies, and
compound dies areless expensive thanprogressive dies.

If the capital expenditure of atube type program is the

determining factor in the production of a type, single-

stage dies are generally built; but if the standard cost
of the tube is more important, the more expensive com-
pound or progressive dies are used.

Tool Costs

The cost of building tools depends upon the type of

tool desired, as previously discussed, and the toler-

ances specified on the part drawing. The former is

governed by production schedules and cannot be con-
trolled by the designing or manufacturing groups. The
design group, however, plays an important role in spec-
ifying the tolerances of the tube components.

Extremely close tolerances require equally close tol-

erances in the building of the tools — the closer the
dimensional tolerances, the more costly the tool.

Therefore, the tube designer must carefully consider
tolerances and other specifications before standardizing
the part. These tolerances should be as liberal as
practical. Close tolerances should be specified only
when absolutely necessary. Table I, by Watson Kintner,
indicates the relationship between tolerances and cost
for several operations.

Component Costs

Component costs depend uponthreefactors: material.

labor, and "expense" (overhead). The material and

expense, in many instances, cannot be controlled by

tube designer. He must have a certain size and type

of material for a given application; the expense of the

manufacturing department is fixed by the financial

structure of the organization. The labor in the manu-
facture of parts is, however, controllable to a great

extent by the tube designer. Tolerances and other spec-

ifications, as well as designs, determine component
costs. Additional operations maybe required in order

to meet the tube designer's specifications.

It cannot be stressed too frequently that additional

operations such as sizing cost money, and to remain in

a competitive market additional costs must be kept at

a minimum. The tube designer must remember that

one labor operation means an addition of from three to

eight times that labor cost for expense alone. It can,

therefore, be easily seen that tolerances should be as

liberal as possible without affecting the operation of the

tube or its manufacture, and that all critical specifica-

tions and designs for parts should always be discussed

with the tool designer.

FOUR-SLIDE MACHINES

The four-slide machine, or multi-slide machine, is

an automatic stamping or forming machine. As its name
implies, this machine consists of four slides (front,

rear, right-hand, and left-hand) mounted on the bed of

the machine. Each slide is actuated by a cam. Fig.

10 illustrates a multi-slide machine.

Figure 10. Multi-Slide Machine

In operation, the slides move in a horizontal plane

toward each other and, with proper synchronization of

the slides, each slide performs afunction in the forming
of material around a mandrel. The slides are moved by

cams mounted on four shafts positioned around the

machine. The power of the motor is transmitted to

these shafts by means of a belt and clutch. A die-head

assemblyis mounted on the bed of the machine for such

operations as notching, piercing, and embossing. The
cut-off slide is mounted between the die-head assembly
and the forming mandrel.

Multi-slide machines are used in the manufacture of

suchpartsas plates, beam plates, various formed wire

and strip parts, dynodes, and shields. Operations such
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Table I

Relative Difficulty and Cost of Maintaining Tolerances for Various Forming Methods

Machining
Stamping

Burr Not Involved Burr Involved

Tolerance—
% of diameter

% Tooling Cost
& Maintenance

Tolerance-
inch

% Tooling Cost
& Maintenance

Tolerance—
inch

% Tooling Cost
& Maintenance

Difficult ....
Very Difficult .

2.0

1.0

0.5

100
200
400

±0.004
+0.002

+0.001

100
150
200

±0.004
+0.002
±0.001

100
200
400

Drawing*

4-Inch Diameter 2 -Inch Diameter 1/2 -Inch Diameter

Tolerance-
inch

% Tooling
Cost

Tolerance—
inch

% Tooling
Cost

Tolerance—
inch

% Tooling
Cost

Difficult ....
±0.015
±0.008
±0.005

100
250
400

+0.015

±0.007
+0.003

100

250
400

±0.010
+0.005

+0.002

100
250
400

Trimming**

4-Inch Diameter 2 -Inch Diameter 1/2 -Inch Diameter

Tolerance—
inch

% Tooling
Cost

Tolerance—
inch

% Tooling
Cost

Tolerance-
inch

% Tooling
Cost

Difficult ....
Very Difficult

.

+0.020
+0.010

±0.005

100
200
400

±0.015
±0.008

±0.004

100
200
400

±0.010
±0.005
+0.003

100
200
400

Forming and Bending*

Molybdenum Steel Nickel

Tolerance—
inch

% Tooling

Cost
Tolerance—

inch
% Tooling
Cost

Tolerance—
inch

% Tooling
Cost

Easy
Difficult ....
Very Difficult .

±0.030
+0.015

±0.010

100
200

500

±0.015
±0.010
±0.005

100
150

300

±0.012
±0.008
±0.004

100
150
300

*Difficulty depends on material and thickness.
Difficulty depends on diameter.

as staking, lap seaming, lock seaming, swaging, and
heading are also performed.

The simplest operation performed on the multi-slide
machine is one in which material is cut to length. The
material, strip or wire, is fed into the machine from
the left, through a material straightener, and into the

feeding mechanism. The feeding mechanism is adjust-
able, and any length, within the limitations of the ma-
chine, can be obtained by adjustment of the eccentric
cam. The cut-off station consists of a die and a cut-
off blade which is actuated by a cam mounted on the
front shaft. The cut pieces drop through the bed of the

machine into a pan.
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In the forming of a part, the same operations as de-

scribed above take place with the addition of the form-
ing operations. For example, consider the manufac-
ture of an L- or a U-shaped part, such as a brace or

plate radiator. An instant before the material is cut

from the strip, the front tool, which contains a holding

pad, holds the material against the mandrel while the

cut-off completes its function. The front tool continues

its movementforward, bendingthe material around the

mandrel. Similarly, for parts containing four bends,

such as a rectangular band, the two side tools are em-
ployed to complete the forming of the U-shaped part.

The side and rear tools are often used in overforming
or sizing formed parts.
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Beam-confining electrodes, or beam plates, required

in power tubes, use a die head for the piercing, em-
bossing, and notching operations. The die head is in

essence aprogressive die. A typicalbeam plate is made
by embossing the part in the first station, piercing the

front and rear windows in another station, and notching

the upper and lower tabs in the third station. The notched
strip is then formed in the conventional manner.

Many power-tube and receiving-tube plates are made
by feeding two strips of material into the machine simul-
taneously with the notching performed on the rear strip,

which is the wider of the two. The strips are separated
by the mandrel and formed around it by the front and
rear tools. A set of staking tools, which are a part of

the forming tools, stakes both halves of the plate to-

gether. The staking tools, which consist of narrow

lancing punches, lance both strips at onetime, forming
two sets of tabs and bending them away from the lanced

hole. The staked plate is removed from the mandrel
by a stripper which is actuated by an independent cam
mounted on the rear shaft.

Parts such as bead supports are swaged and headed
on four-slide machines; the front and rear tools swage
the paddle and the right-hand tool forms the head.

Countless parts can be made on these machines but,

because of the expense involved in the tooling and set-

up, and the speed with which the machine is capable of

running, production is limited to high-volume parts.

Four-slide machines produce plates at a rate of 5,000

parts per hour, and have speeds as high as 25,000 parts

per hour for bead supports.
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H. A. Kauffman

Lancaster

This chapter is written with two main considerations:
first, to illustrate the effect of parts design on processes
and costs, and second, to describe process factors which
are peculiar to electron-tube manufacturing.

The subjects covered include resistance welding,

electroplating, chemical cleaning of parts, electropol-

ishing, and photomechanical etching.

Generally known and published information is included

only where it is necessaryfor understanding of the topic

being discussed. It is suggested that standard refer-

erces be used if additional information is desired.

RESISTANCE WELDING OF ELECTRON TUBE PARTS
AND ASSEMBLIES

The resistance welding of electron tube parts and
assemblies is a delicate process requiring precision
and quality workmanship. The general rules presented
in welding reference books do not provide for the special

requirements of electron-tube manufacturing. If the

design of parts can comply with the special consider-
ations necessary for good welding, quality can be im-
proved, and costs can be reduced.

Standard resistance-welding equipment comprises
three different systems:

1. A mechanical system that aligns the parts and
applies the required welding pressure.
2. An electrical circuit that conducts the regulated
current through the electrodes.

3. A control system that times the current and reg-
ulates the pressure.

It is the mechanical system of the welding equipment
to which the part must be adapted. Alignment fixtures

and electrodes are designed to meet the part require-
ments. Therefore, the part design should be such as
to utilize the best possible welding methods for the par-
ticular requirements.

The following weld requirements should be evaluated
for all parts:

1. Position and size of w^d
2. Strength of weld
3. Amount of weld splash

4. Alignment of parts

5. Surface condition of assembly

If at all possible, these requirements should be stated

in terms of physical dimensions and not on a basis re-
quiring human judgement. The use of physical dimen-
sions is the only satisfactory way to insure proper qual-
ity control.

Three general methods are used to weld electron

tube parts: spot welding, projection welding, and seam
welding. The special problems in meeting the five re-
quirements with these three methods will be discussed.

Spot Welding

Spot welding is the simplest of the three methods, al-

though it is the slowest in production and the hardest to

control. Consider the five general weld requirements:

Requirement 1. The position and size of weld is de-
termined by the position, size, and shape of the elec-

trode used in welding.

Requirement 2. The strength of the weld , although a
function of the heat generated, is limited by other fac-

tors. The larger the size of the weld, the higher the

strength, but there must be sufficient thickness of ma-
terial to prevent "burning" through. Over-all strength

of the assembly can be improved by critically placing

each weld to counteract the forces to which the assembly
will be subjected.

Another important factor is that of adjacent welds.

Welds made too close together are robbed of their

strength because the welding current flows back through
the previous welds, instead of forming a strong new
weld. In other words, five welds per inch could be
stronger than ten.

Requirement 3. Weld splash, because of the nature
of electron tubes, is very undesirable. With a given
part design and strength requirement, splash is the
most difficult to control of all the weld requirements.
If full consideration is given in the part design, weld
splash problems can be reduced. In general, the greater
the strength, the greater the weld splash. The part
thickness should be sufficient to obtain adequate strength
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without approaching the point where splash occurs. In

many cases, a 0.010-inch thickness material is expected
to weld as rigid as if it were 0.020 inch. Because of the

great number of part sizes and shapes, it is impossible
here to provide figures that will predict when splash
will occur. Therefore, engineering thinking plus the

use of tables in the Welding Handbook will have to be
applied in each case. One rule that will help in the pre-
vention of splash is to locate the weld in from the edge
of the material, thus allowing some splash to be absorbed
between the two parts. The condition of the welding
surfaces also affects the amount of weld splash. The
smoother and cleaner the surface, the less weld splash
there will be. Foreign material or high points create
a very high current density causing the metal temper-
ature to reach the melting point so that splash occurs.
Theheatingof occluded gases in the metals being welded
also results in the splash of molten metal.

Requirement 4. Alignment of parts must be done by
some mechanical means. The welding electrodes gen-
erally have no effect on parts alignment. If alignment
is critical, a specific reference surface should be pro-
vided in the parts specification.

Requirement 5. The surface condition of the assem-

bly in some cases is important. Two surface problems
can occur: (1) if a small part is not provided with an
adequate method of removing excess heat, oxidation can
occur; (2) if the resistance between the electrode and
part is high, pitting, copper deposit, or sticking will

occur. These surface effects depend mostly on the ma-
terials usedforthe parts and the electrodes and on the

welding pressure. Tables in the Welding Handbook^
can help in the selection of suitable parts materials.

Precautions for atypical spot welding operation are:

1. Provide flat clean surfaces for minimum temper-
ature at points 1 and 2 of Fig. 1.

2. Allow clearance in part for electrode to prevent
electrical shorting to part.

3. Allow sufficient part thickness for required
strength

Figure 1. Typical Spot-Welding Operation
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Projection Welding

Designing partsfor projection welding is more diffi-

cult than for the other welding methods. However, pro-

jection welding has the greatest advantage, that of being

capable of giving consistent welds in high production.

All of the requirements listed and discussed for spot

welding apply to projection welding plus the following:

Requirement 1. The position and size of weld is de-

terminedby theposition and size of the projection; thus,

the control is in the design of the part. For high pro-

duction, this method of control is a primary advantage.

Requirement 2. The strength of the weld will be de-

determined by the size and shape of the projection. A
small projection willproduce aweak weld. Because the

pressure may build up to maximum before current is

applied, the projection is frequently crushed before

currentflows. The valueof the projection is lost; cur-

rent density is low, and a weak weld results. Properly
designed projections produce stronger welds by per-

mitting sufficient pressure to be applied to bring the

surfaces into intimate contact, thus allowing the use of

higher currents and reducing porosity and internal

cracking of welded metals.

Requirement 3. The amount of weld splash is the

greatest disadvantage of projection welding if the pro-

jection is poorly designed. The correct projection will

make strong consistent welds relatively free from weld
splash. The important factors are: (1) the contact

areabetween theparts and the electrode shouldbe evenly

distributed and should be considerably greater then the

area of the base of the projection; (2) the surface of the

projectionshouldbeabsolutelyuniform on any one part.

If there is more electrode contact on one side of a pro-
jection than on the other, that side will have a greater

rate of electrode wear and, therefore, the pressure
across the areas of contact will become nonuniform.
A uniform current density across the weld is absolutely

necessary for the prevention of weld splash.

Requirement 4. Alignment of parts can best be ob-

tained by use of separate mechanical means other than

by the use of the shape or position of the electrodes.

When electrodes are usedfor part alignment, electrode

wear is considerable, and therefore, the alignment of

the electrodes cannot be maintained.

Fig. 2 illustrates the effects of different circular

bosses for projection welding. Fig. 2A illustrates poor
design having the following faults: (1) point contact to

electrode, (2) weak embossing, (3) rough surface, (4)

loose height tolerance. Fig. 2B illustrates good design

having the following features: (1) area contact to elec-

trode, (2) strong embossing, (3) smooth surface, (4)

tight height tolerance.

Seam Welding

Designing parts for seam welding is almost as simple

as for spot welding. However, seam welding presents

the greatest difficulty of all the methods in obtaining

consistently uniform welds. Its advantage lies in the

high rate of production that can be obtained for a par-
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ticular requirement, when the quantities required are

sufficient to justify the more elaborate equipment and

setup needed for this method.

Figure 2. Typical Projection-Welding Operation

All of the requirements listed and discussed for spot

welding also apply for seam welding plus the following:

Requirements 1 and 4. The position of the weld and

the alignment of parts are interrelated. In this method
of welding, the parts are continuously moving during

the welded operation. The parts must be aligned and
then accurately positioned under the roller electrodes.

Where alignment is very critical and difficult to achieve

while the parts are in motion, the parts maybe "tacked"

together by a few small spot welds before the seam
welding.

Requirement 3. Weld splash in seam welding usually

occurs at the ends of the weld. Therefore, it is impor-
tant that the weld should not start nor end close to the

edge of the material.

Requirement 5. The surface condition of the assembly
sometimes becomes a problem because discoloration

occurs. The cause is the increased heat due to the con-

tinuous flow of current.

Precautions for atypical seam-welding operation are:

1. Center seam weld on welding land and terminate
before edge

2. Tack weld to align parts before seam welding

3. Provide adequate welding land width

ELECTROPOLISHING

Electropolishingis aprocess of removing metal elec-

trolytically by using direct current in an acid solution.

In essence, electropolishing is a deplating operation

where the work is anodic, thus effecting the removal of

metal from high spots and ragged edges; the low spots

are fairly passive and little metal is removed from them.

Electropolishing produces a brilliant lustrous finish.

Parts or shapes that are intricate and wouldbe difficult

to polish by chemical or mechanical means maybe pol-

ished easily by electropolishing. A rough surface can
be smoothed out to eliminate undesirable high spots and
to obtain a more uniform surface.

Ragged or burred edges may be made smooth; how-
ever, the process has limitations for this application.

If excessive burr is present, it is practically impos-
sible to remove the burr el ectrolytically and still main-
tain close tolerances. The extreme amount of electro-

polishing neededto removethe burr will also affect the

other metal edges. In electropolishing kinescope aper-

tures, severe polishing leads to deviation in concen-

tricity of the hole and also causes excessive enlarge-

ment of the hole.

While electropolishing can be a very useful process,

it has some disadvantages. This process can uncover

surface defects in metals and, thus, produce a rough
surface rather than a smooth one. Severe polishing can
also expose nonmetallic inclusions and surface impur-
ities. Best polishing results are obtained by careful

specification of the physical properties of the metal to

be polished.

In general, electropolishing is much cheaper than

mechanical buffing, but is more expensive than tum-
bling or chemical bright dipping.

CHEMICAL BRIGHT DIPPING

Chemical bright dipping is a selective pickling pro-

cess which removes oxides but has limited effect on the

base metal. The desired controlled action is usually

obtained by the addition of inhibitors to the solution.

The chief advantage of this process is that no elec-

trical contact or current is required, thus permitting

the rapid handling of quantities of small parts. The

reduced handling reduces labor costs. Parts which are

shaped so that they nest or are difficult to rinse are

very difficult to process.

The main disadvantage of bright dipping is the prob-
lem of achieving control and uniformity. Many bright-

dipping solutions necessitate very critical control con-

ditions. Failure in control usually results in over-

etching or nonuniformity or both. Continued bright

dipping to obtain uniform appearance may result in non-

uniformity of critical dimensions.

In general, the cost of bright dipping is less than that

of mechanical buffing or electropolishing, but is greater

than that of tumbling.

PHOTOMECHANICAL ETCHING

The term photomechanical etching refers to the manu-
facture of a precision metal part from relatively thin

(up to 0.010 inch) sheet metal through the use of photo-

graphic techniques and chemical etchants rather than

the more usual mechanical methods. This process is,

in essence, a reduction of the photoengraver's art to

mass-production techniques. Through proper choice

of etchants, theprocess may be applied to many metals

such as zinc, copper, and steel. The process is char-

acterized by very good reproducibility and by a high

degree of precision; photomechanical etchingis capable

of meeting tolerances of 0.001 inch or less.

The process consists of four main steps:
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1. Sensitizing the metal sheet with a photosensitive

coating material
2. Printing by exposure to intense light through a
photographic pattern
3. Developing of the photographic image
4. Chemical etching of the part which duplicates in

metal the image previously produced in the coating

Photomechanical etching can be used for very simple
parts (such as could be produced on a punch press) and
at the same time is adaptable to such complicated de-
signs as the shadow mask used in the color kinescope.
This mask is a sheet- metal disk containing several hun-
dred thousand holes all of which must meet tolerances
of less than 0.001 inch in location, size, and shape.

Sensitizing

Before the application of the photosensitive coating,

the metal must be made scrupulously clean and free of

grease or oxides. Grease may be removed by any of

the standard solvent, emulsion, or caustic cleaning
techniques, although a spray-type caustic-cleaning unit

is probably one of the most satisfactory for the process-
ing of continuous strip material. After the metal is

thoroughly rinsed, oxide may be removed by spray-
pickling or acid-washing. This acid washing serves a
secondary purpose in that it produces a uniform matte
surface which provides a good base for adherence of

the coating material and aids in reducing photographic
exposure time in subsequent processing. All traces
of the acid are rinsed off the metal before processing
it further.

The metal strip is then coated. A number of coating
materials may be used; a water solution offish glue made
light sensitive by the addition of ammonium dichromate
is one of those more commonly used. Some care must
be exercised since the materials are light sensitive in

solution as well as after application. The coating ma-
terial is usually applied by flowing the liquid coating
vertically down the metal strip from one or more flow
nozzles. At this stage, great care must be exercised
to prevent contamination of the coating material or the
still-wet, coated metal with small particles of dirt

which may produce serious defects in the finished part
through the formation of holes in the coating. After
coating, the coated strip is dried by the application of

mild heat. Excessive heat must be avoided since the
majority of the coating materials in use are sensitive
to heat as well as to light. Temperatures of 150 to 225
r are normally satisfactory.

Printing

The pattern is produced in the coating by exposing it

to intense light through a photographic negative pattern.
The light sources commonly in use are those rich in

blue and ultraviolet light such as carbon- or mercury-
arc lamps. Exposure time and intensity will vary with
the coating thickness and with the surface condition of

the base metal. An exposure of 11,500 foot-candles for
three minutes has been found satisfactory for a dichro-
mated glue coating of 0.00045-inch thickness.

Depending on the thickness of the metal used and the

nature of the part involved, the pattern may be pro-

duced on one side only or on both sides of the coated

metal simultaneously. If the pattern is to be produced
on both sides, mirror-image negative patterns must be

held directly opposite one another. Perfect alignment

on opposite sides of the coated metal is obtained through

the use of line up "cross hatch patterns" or "registry"

marks printed on both negative patterns. The negative

patterns are normally produced by photographing the

outline and features of the desired part on film or on a

glass plate. This photograph may be made from the

part itself, another photograph, or a precision drawing.

The exposure is made in a photographic contact print-

ing frame in which the photographic pattern and the

coated metal are held in intimate contact through the

use of a vacuum-seal arrangement and vacuum pumps.
A vacuum of 25 to 29 inches of mercury is required for

precise work. Proper contact of the metal and the

photographic pattern maybe determined by observation

of the Newton ring pattern formed upon application of

the vacuum. The image produced upon exposure will

be similar to a standard photographic-emulsion latent

image with this exception: The portions of the coating

exposed to the full rays of the light source become in-

soluble in water (or other solvents in the case of coating

other than dichromated glue). Those portions which

are masked by dark portions of the photographic nega-

tive are unexposed and remain soluble.

Developing

The latent image is developed by thoroughly washing
the metal strip with water (or other solvents) to remove
the still-soluble portions of the coating. All unexposed
coating must be removed or precision will be lost. A
wetting agent is added to the final rinse to reduce sur-

face tension and promote uniform drying. The strip is

dried in a high-temperature oven (about 550 to 650 F);

during this process, the coating is also partially car-

bonized to form a glassy acid-resistant coating. Proper
temperature is essential since underbaking does not

produce satisfactory acid resistance, while overbading
promotes complete carbonization and peeling of the

coating. When baking is completed, a coated strip with

aphotographicallyproducedpatternis obtained in which

coating remains where metal is to remain in the finished

part, and in which the coating has been removed where
metal is to be removed.

Etching

The final operation, etching, is again preceded by a

cleaning operation utilizing such agents as acids, scour-

ing powders, brushes, etc., in order to remove the

last traces of undesired coating and oxides produced in

the previous baking operation. After cleaning and

rinsing, the processed metal strip is passed through

the etching chamber itself. There the etching acid is

splashed or sprayed on the coated metal strip. In the

case of steel, a slightly acidified (0.1 per cent free

HCl) 44° Baume solution of ferric chloride is used at

temperatures from 70 to 1 50 F; the higher temperatures
result in increased speeds. More-dilute solutions re-

sult in increased speeds, but will also result in a rough,

granular etched surface in the case of steel.
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Etching produces a part in which uncoated areas have
been dissolved by the etching acid while those areas
still protected by the coating remain untouched. The
part maybe allowed to fall from the metal strip at this

point or may, as is usually done, be permitted to be
retained in continuous strip form, and later removed
in a manner similar to tearing postage stamps from a

perforated sheet. After again rinsing, the remaining
coating is removed by flooding or spraying the metal
with a caustic solution of the paint-stripper type main-
tained at elevatedtemperatures. After coating removal,
the metal is rinsed again, and may again be cleaned
using acids and brushes if desired. After final water
rinsing, the metal strip is dried and the parts removed
from the metal strip.

ELECTROPLATING

Electroplating is the deposition of positive metallic

ions from an appropriate solution on to the piece to be
plated. The piece is attached to the negative terminal

ofadc power supply. An anode mustalsobe suspended
in the solution and be connected to the positive terminal
of the power supply. Anodes may be made of either

soluble or nonsoluble material. Examples of nonsoluble
anode materials are lead in chromium plating, carbon
in nickel plating, and steel in cyanide copper, silver,

and gold plating. Anodes of soluble materials are more
frequently used because their dissolving tends to main-
tain a uniform level of metallic ions available for depo-
sition from the plating solution. Of course, in this

case the anode material is the metal being plated.

The more commonly plated metals are listed in Table
I. Included in the table are the common current den-

sities in amperes per square foot, the time for the depo-
sition of 0.001 inch at the given current density, and
the more common uses of each type of plating in elec-

tron-tube manufacturing.

Table I

Metal
Current

—

amp/ft^

Minutes
to Plate
0.001-in. Reasons for Use

Nickel 40 31 appearance, corrosion
resistance, brazing sur-
face for silver soldering

Copper 20 26 appearance, conductivity

Silver 5 74 appearance, conductivity

Gold 5 45 appearance, emission
reduction, conductivity,

corrosion resistance

Chrom-
ium

288 64 appearance, sealing,

wear resistance

As maybe observed from the table, all plating metals
may be applied for improving appearance. When
appearance is the main purpose for plating, special

bright-plating solutions designed to produce maximum
eye-appeal with a minimum plated thickness are used.

Nickel plating is specifiedprimarily for its corrosion
resistance but is frequently usedfor electron tube parts
which are assembledby brazing with silver solder. In

the latter application the nickel prevents silver-solder
penetration of Kovar thus eliminating a source of vacuum
leakage.

Copper, silver, and gold are used to improve surface
conductivity, especially at high frequencies. Other
factors usually determine which of the three metals is

specified. Gold has the advantage of little corrosion
compared to the rapid tarnishing rate of silver and the
somewhat slower rate of copper oxidation. However,
gold is extremely costly and should be used only where
very definite quality advantages exist.

Other less common plating applications are the use
of gold to reduce secondary emission and the use of

chromium for wear resistance andfor high-conductivity
glass seals.

Effect of Parts Design

The size of a part frequently cannot be altered, but
is determined by the tube requirements. However, it

is well to remember that when plating is used the parts
must be handled through a half-dozen or more process
steps. The weight to be lifted by an operator, the
jigging or holding of the part and the high current re-
quirements are important factors that must be consid-
ered. When large size is involved, theplating of smaller
subassembly parts may be cheaper and more efficient.

With small parts, the plating of assemblies is usually
less costly.

The shape of parts is much more critical to satisfac-

tory plating than is the size. Numerous holes are de-

sirable to permit easy jigging and escape of trapped

gases and air during the plating and treatment cycles.

The entrapment of air or gas will not only cause poor
preparation and cleaning but will prevent plating of sur-

faces not in contact with plating solutions. While cup-

shaped parts can be racked to prevent the formation of

an air pocket, problems arise because solutions are

carried over from one process to another.

Recesses and internal areas are difficultto plate and

often require special conforming anodes or internal

anodes. Irregularities in surfaces produce nonuniform
plating thicknesses. Edges and outside areas will gen-

erally have heavier plating than recesses and internal

areas. Designing for these thickness variations will

help to reduce costs when general parts design cannot

be simplified.

Metal areas which are insulated from each other

necessitate special racking for electrical contact. Here
again proper design can greatly simplify the racking

problem and, thus, reducethe handling costs of plating.

Requirements for Nonplated Areas

The specification of nonplated areas on a part or

assembly cause plating complications and increase cost.

Nonplated areas are usually obtained by masking the

nonplated area with lacquer or masking tape, or by the
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use of special jigs and fixtures. The cost is directly

proportional to the dimensional tolerances of the masked
area and to the difficulty in masking the area. Inside

diameters are usually more difficult to mask than out-

side diameters because the masking material tends to

shrink and pull away from inside surfaces. Thin or

"hairline" areas are difficult to produce and maintain

during processing.

Eventhebestdesigned jigs and the best applied mask-
ing will frequently allow edge seepage of solution and

permit plating where it was not desired. The need for

sharp definition of the plated and nonplated areas should

be avoided wherever possible.

Another method for obtaining unplated areas is to

strip the plating after it has been applied. This method
is generally not recommended because of the danger of

attack on the base metal. The method is time consuming
and difficult to control when clear-cut boundary lines

are to be produced.

Requirements for No Nonplated Areas

In contrast to the difficulty of maintaining nonplated

areas, is the equal difficulty of obtaining completely

plated areas. Wherever wire or rack contacts are made
totheparts, bare or thin spots result. These spots can

be eliminatedby movingtheparts during asingle plating

cycle or by successive plating applications. The extra

handling leads to higher labor costs and increases the

possibility of rejects due to the interrupted plating cycle.

Largejjarts may require several hundred amperes of

plating current. With such parts, electrical contact and

proper current distribution through the part must re-

ceive careful attention.

A frequent cause of nonplated areas is the alloying

of the plated metal with the base metal or other pre-
viously applied metal. These "bare" spots are usually

seen only after a high-temperature firing treatment and
should not be considered cause for rejection unless

tube application is definitely affected.

Cleaning for Plating

Methods for cleaning parts to be plated can be divided

into four general categories: degreasing, firing, acid

pickling, and mechanical cleaning. Common degreasing
methods involve soaking or agitation in special solvents

or alkaline solutions. Agitation may be supplied manu-
ally, mechanically, ultrasonically, or by air or elec-

trolytic means described in more detail later. Solvents,

such as, trichlorethylene, acetone, and alkaline com-
pounds, are commercially available, usually with gen-

erous amounts of engineering service from the product
vendors.

Electrocleaning is usually applied in all plating pro-
cesses in addition to all other cleaning operations.

Electrocleaning solutions are generally alkaline, but

for specific application maybe acid solutions. The part

is made anodic or cathodic with an accompanying evolu-

tion of gas. This evolution of gas produces a scrubbing

action thus giving very efficient film removal on part

surfaces. Cathodic cleaning is more effective because
of the greater volume of hydrogen gas evolved. Prefer-
ence for anodic cleaning is usually designated when
there is danger of hydrogen penetration or when cleaning

solutions may contain and deposit some metallic ions.

For electron-tube parts, degreasing of the parts

followed by a water wash is frequently followed by firing

the parts at high temperatures, 900 to 1100 C, in dry

hydrogen or line hydrogen. This firing can produce
oxide-free surfaces which often can be plated with no

additional chemical treatment. If firing is required for

degassing or some other reason, it may be well to fire

just prior to plating as an aid to better cleanliness.

The third cleaning method is acid pickling. Pickling

is used primarily to remove oxide. Greatest problems
occur in picklingfrom the combinations of metals used
in assemblies. Satisfactory acid solutions for copper
cleaning will not do as well for iron-base metals. In

the more difficult pickling jobs, combinations of pickling

and mechanical cleaning methods are often used.

Sandblasting and wire brushing are the more common
types of mechanical cleaning. There are many varia-

tions of these methods from hydroblasting to the use of

steel wool; each application should befitted to the com-
plexity of the part or assembly being cleaned.

Striking

Striking is the application of a thin coat of electrode-

posited metal to the part. The striking is usually done
in a bath with high acid or high cyanide and low metal
content. There are three main reasons for striking.

The first is to prevent immersion plating which is par-
ticularly prevalent with copper and silver plating.

Immersion plating is the chemical replacement of a

metal by one with a greater electropotential. Immersion
plating is undesirable because of its generally poor
adherence. The second reason is to activate the sur-

face of the base metal while the initial layer of plated

metal is deposited. Activation is the removal of a

passive oxidefilm whichhasnot been removed by prior

cleaning operations. Since such films are character-
istic of nickel and nickel alloys, activation is usually
necessary when these metals are to be plated. The
third reason for striking is to obtain quick, uniform
coverage of different base metals for the subsequent
slower application of the required thickness of plating.

Plating Requirements and Costs

The more preparation that is required for satisfac-

tory plating, the greater the cost. Care in handling

parts and assemblies before plating can reduce the

preparation required. Be aware that clean surfaces

are required for plating. Keep parts and assemblies
simple and easy to clean. Avoid contaminants, during

brazing or other assembly operations, which produce
cleaning problems.

Keep plating thickness requirements to a minimum
not only for cost purposes but for quality. Heavy plating

may develop internal stresses which may cause cracking
and peeling. Thin plating will assist in allowing gas
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diffusion through the deposit during firing or in later

tube processing thus eliminating the development of

blistered plating.

As mentioned earlier, specify controlled thickness

only in critical areas. Do not add restrictions on edge
build-up or on thin areas in recesses unless absolutely

necessary.

In addition to the cost factors which have been men-
tioned, handling methods involve cost considerations.

Small-volume plating requirements are usually met by
racking the parts individually or in small groups and
carrying the racks by hand through the various cleaning

and plating cycles. Where volume is high, automated
or conveyor handling of parts can be used. Conveyor
handling reduces labor costs, but greatly increases
equipment costs. A common mass-production method
for small parts is the use of plating barrels. This
method is especially practical where entire parts can
be plated and when parts will tumble freely and not nest

in one another.

A special type of plating, periodic reverse (P. R.

)

plating, is seldom used because of its high cost. In

P. R. plating, the current is actually reversed periodi-
cally during the plating cycle. The advantage of this

type of plating is the leveling effect, produced on the

deposit, whichtends to eliminate the high and low spots.

This method, with careful adjustment, can produce
special-finish appearances.

Treatment After Plating

The first major requirement after plating is an ade-
quate rinsing. If parts have been masked, masking
materials must be removed and the parts must be
thoroughly rerinsed. Special cleaning of unplated areas
may be required to insure removal of all undesired
plating. Drying becomes expensive where water spot-

ting is objectionable. Special solvents to remove water
from parts and to reduce staining, along with individual

drying of parts, greatly increases finishing costs.

Where cleanliness rather than freedom from spotting

is the criterion, care must be taken to avoid the ex-
cessive treatment required to produce spot-free parts.

Inspection of Plating

Plating adherence is generally tested by firing at

temperatures of 800 to 1000 C. In addition to testing

adherence, this firing operation causes alloying at the

interface of the plated and base metals. Also, in the

case of gold-plating molybdenum wire for grids, this

firing appears to remove base metal oxides and to per-
mit the bonding of gold to the molybdenum.

Plating thickness can be measured by making metal-

lurgical cross-sections of representative samples.
This method, of course, is destructive but where tight

control is essential, it is a must. Several chemical
tests, also destructive, are in common use. These
tests are less accurate but can be more rapidly per-
formed than the cross-section method. All of these
chemical tests depend on measurement of the time for

the removal of the plated depositfroma controlled area
on a part. An anodic solution method, a controlled de-
plating, is the most accurate of the numerous chemical
methods.

Nondestructive thickness measurements are some-
times made by weighing the deposited metal and deter-
mining the area covered by the plating. The resultant
thickness can then be calculated by dividing the weight

by the product of the area and a constant which varies
with the metal plated. Generally, more accurate and
rapid nondestructive measurements can be made with
commercial test devices that depend on either magnetic
or eddy-current measurements. These magnetic or

eddy-current measurements are expensive in terms of

time for initial calibration and setup, but are inexpen-
sive and rapid for daily production measurement and
control tests.

Restrictive plating specifications in conjunction with
complex part design have generally resulted in suffic-

ient plating variation to require 100 per cent visual in-

spection of all parts. When such inspection can be
avoided and a sample inspection performed, cost can
be reduced.

Summary

In summary, when possible consult a plating expert
before designs are completely developed. Whenever
possitte, review some of the problems existing on
current production types. Low plating cost can be a
design requirement along with utility and appearance
requirements.
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DEFINITION

Glass is a homogeneous material made by the fusion

of various inorganic materials, mainly oxides, into a

uniform solution which is then undercooled to approxi-

mate the solid state but without the formation of crys-

tals. Thus, at room temperature, it exists as an under-

cooled liquid, the viscosity of which is so great that for

most practical purposes the glass is a noncrystalline

solid.

The glasses used in electron tubes are divided, in the

main, into two broad classes termed "hard" and "soft. "

These terms refer to the melting temperatures required

in making the glasses, and have little direct relation to

the scratch hardness or abrasion resistance of the

glasses. The higher the melting temperature, the

"harder" the glass is said to be. Conversely, the lower

the melting temperature, the "softer" the glass. The
hard glasses used in electron tube manufacture require

working temperatures above 1000 C, whereas the soft

glasses can be worked orformed at temperatures below
1000 C.

Receiving tubes have been made mostly from soft

glasses, with only a few special- purpose receiving tubes

using the more refractory hard glasses. Soft glasses

have been preferred because of the greater cost of mak-
ing and working hard glasses, and because the low ther-

mal expansions of hard glasses require relatively ex-

pensive lead- in or sealing materials, such as tungsten,

molybdenum, orKovar. On the other hand, soft glasses,

having higher thermal expansion, can be used with

cheaper sealing metals, such as dumet, chrome iron,

and iron- nickel alloys. It seems likely, however, that

the growing need for higher power outputs and conse-

quent higher operating temperatures will increase the

use of hard glasses in receiving tubes because of the

greater temperature stability of such glasses.

A third class of glasses known as "solder glasses"*

has come into limited use in recent years. These
glasses are "softer" than conventional "soft" glasses

and have working temperatures below 700 C. Solder
glasses are used, as their name implies, to "solder"

*Gallup, J. and A. G. F. Dingwall, "Properties of Some Low-
Temperature Solder Glasses, " Bull. Am. Cer. Soc. , 36 (2)

pp. 47-51, 1957

or seal other materials together at relatively low tem-
peratures (400 to 700 C). Because solder glasses are

weaker and less resistant to weathering or attack by

water that most other glasses, they are used only where
glasses having higher working temperatures cannot be

used without oxidizing or otherwise damaging contiguous

mount- structure parts.

COMPOSITION

Glass is composed of two types of constituents: net-

work (or glass) formers, and network modifiers. Sil-

icon dioxide is the most common commercial glass

former. The continuous random networks of silicon-

oxygen tetrahedra having silicon atoms at the center

have such bonding characteristics that they exhibit high

viscosities even at temperatures far above the melting
point of the crystalline compound silicon dioxide (Si02).

This high viscosity resists forces tending to cause crys-

tallization and, hence, retards crystallization strongly.

Other network formers in common use are boron tri-

oxide, phosphorus pentoxide, and vanadium pentoxide.

Network modifiers are materials, such as the alkalies

and alkaline earths, which do not form glasses by them-
selves because of their strong tendency to crystallize

or, alternatively, because they cannot readily form ran-

dom network structures. However, if the addition of

network modifiers is kept below certain critical limits,

they can enter into and modify the random network
structures of the glass formers without producing crys-

tallization. Sodium, potassium, lithium, calcium, and

lead oxides are some of the network modifiers commonly
used in commercial glasses to obtain the proper com-
bination of desirable characteristics which is not avail-

able in any glasses made solely of glass formers. Such
desirable characteristics vary with the use of the glass;

however, in receiving- tube stem glasses, they are low
working temperature, high thermal expansion, high

electrical resistance, and insolubility.

The chemical compositions of four typical commercial
glasses are shown in Table I. It should be noted that

all contain approximately 60 per cent or more of sil-

icon dioxide. Pure silica glass, called fused quartz,

contains 100 per cent silicon dioxide and is the most
stable glass normally available. Unfortunately, its high

melting range (approximately 1700 degrees Centigrade),

audits low thermal expansion (0.5 x 10"^ inches per
inch per deg. C) render it difficult to work and hard to

match to the thermal expansion of metals. Therefore,
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the desirable properties of silica glass are taken ad-

vantage of by its use as the major constituent in elec-

tron-tube glass, and its undesirable properties are

modified by the addition of generally lower-melting,

higher- expansion, network modifiers. In some cases,

however, the network modifiers maybe higher- melting

oxides, such as calcium oxide and magnesium oxide.

Table I

Glass Compositions in Weight Per Cent of Oxides

Oxide
Type of Glass

Pyrex Lime Window Lime Bulb Lead Bulb

Si02 80.75 72.14 71.5-73.5 58-59

12.00

A1203

FegOg
1

2.2

1.06

0.15

1-2

0.06-0.1

0.2-0.4

0.04-0.06

CaO 0.30 11.24 5-6

Na20 4.10 12.6 14-17 7-8

K2O 0.10 0-1.5 4-5

AS2O5 0.40 0.01

PbO 28-30

MgO 2.62 3.5-4.5

*Sharp, Donald E, "Chemical Compositions of Commercial
Glasses," Industrial and Engineering Chemistry

, 25(7), pp. 755-

64, 1933

PRINCIPAL PROPERTIES OF GLASS

The properties of glass most important to its use in

electron tubes are thermal expansion, viscosity, and
electrical resistivity.

Thermal Expansion

Thermal expansion is important because it controls

the ability of the glass to stay sealed to another sub-

stance without fracturing when cooled from the sealing

temperature. It is measured in units per unit of length

per degree change of temperature. In the properties

shown in Table n, the coefficient of thermal expansion

is expressed in inches per inch per degree Centigrade.

Inpractice, adifferenceof 1.0 x 10'^ in the coefficients

of expansion is about the greatestthat can exist between
two different glasses sealed to each other without danger
of rupture occurring when the seal is cooled from the

sealii^ temperatures. The thermal- expansion coeffi-

cient is determined from the essentially straight-line

portion of the thermal expansion curve between room
temperature and 300 C, and compatible pairs are se-

lected on this basis in one method of expansion matching.

Fig. 1 shows that the curves start to bend upward at

higher temperatures near the strainpoint, in some cases
so sharply that the coefficient of expansion increases

to as much as three times the low- range value. For-
tunately, the glass is in the annealing, or slow-yielding,

range when this rapid increase occurs, so that large

strains can be avoided by the correct control of the

cooling process. Otherwise, it would be very difficult

to match different glasses for thermal expansion.

A more refined method of matching thermal expansion

makes use of a value called the "effective settingpoint"

which, for normal industrial cooling rates, is about

midway between the annealing and strain points. At the

effective setting point, the glass has a viscosity of 10l4

poises. The effective setting points are indicated on

Fig. 1 by vertical markers. When this matching method
is used, successful seals are not considered possible

when the AL/Lx 10^ difference between the setting

points is greater than one.

The thermal expansion coefficients (the slopes of the

straight-line portion of the curves of Fig. 1) of normal
soft glasses cover the range from approximately 8.0 to

13.0 x 10"6. These coefficients for hard glass encom-
pass the range from about 0.5 to 5.0 x 10"^.

Some common glass-to- metal seal materials are

listed in Table in.

Although all the glasses in any one group will seal to

each other, they usually require special intermediate

sealing glasses to match them to glasses of other groups.

Copper can be sealed to any of the glasses of any of

the groups by use of the Housekeeper seal principle, by
which the glass is sealed to a thinned or flattened edge

of the copper. This type of seal depends on the ability

of the thin copper (0.010 inch or less) to flow or yield

so that the stress in the glass remains below its elastic

limit or rupture strength.

Viscosity

In theory and in practice, viscosity is the property

that distinguishes glass from crystalline solids. It is

the property, common to all liquids, of resistance to

flow under the influence of gravity or other forces. In

theory, glass is always a liquid and, hence, is always

viscous. In practice, its long viscosity range allows

glass to be worked, formed, and annealed without crys-

tallization. Viscosity is measured in units called

poises. A liquid has a viscosity of one poise when it

separates two parallel planes one centimeter apart, and
a tangential force of one dyne per square centimeter

applied to one plane will cause a movement of one cen-

timeter per second of this plane with respect to the fixed

plane. The actual magnitude of the unit can be realized

when it is recalled that water has a viscosity of 0.01

poise at 20.2 deg C. One experimenter has calculated

by extrapolation form measurements made at higher

temperatures that glass should have a viscosity in the

neighborhood of 10'8 at room temperature — a value

which represents an enormous resistance to flow — far

above the elastic limit or rupture strength of the glass.
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Table n

Physical Properties of Some Representative Glasses

Coef-

ficient Anneal- Refrac- Specific

Code Lab. of Ex- Working Soft- ing Strain tive Resistance —
No. No. Type Density pansion Point ness Point Point Index ohm-cm

g/cc in/in/ C C C C C at 250 C at 350 C

SOFT

0010 Gl Potash-soda-lead exhaust 2.85 9.1x10"^ 970 626 430 395 1.542 1,190x10"
C

13.3x10°

tubing

0080 G8 Lime bulb 2.47 9.2x10"^ 1000 696 510 470 1.512 2.27x10^ 0.148x10^

0120 G12 Potash-soda-lead stem 3.05 8.9x10-6 975 630 435 395 1.557 11,900x10^ 95.5xlo6

8160 G814KW Potash-lead stem 2.98 9.1x10-6 975 627 435 399 1.553 36,300x10^ 237x10^

1991 G184ET Iron sealing 3.18 12.7x10-6 539 393 366 21.6xlo6
Q1 ATTT^C5±'± \JU xiign—resioLiviiy iSLciii y . UXJ.U DUU 891,300xlo6 7,080xlo6

HARD

7040 G705BA Kovar sealing 2.24 4.75x10-6 702 484 450 1.480 5,310xlo6 88.1xl06

7052 G705FN Weather-resist. Sealing Kovar 2.28 4.6x10-6 1115 708 480 435 1.484 501xlo6 20xlo6

7070 G707DG Low-loss tungsten sealing 2.13 3.2x10-6 1100 495 455 1.469 150,000xl06 l,300xl06

7720 G702P Nonex 2.35 3.6x10-6 1110 755 525 485 1.489 653x10^ 15.8xl06

7740 G726MX Chemical Pyrex 2.23 3.25x10-6 1220 820 565 520 1.474 141xlo6 4.73xlo6

7900 96% silica 2.18 0.8x10-6 1500 910 820 1.458 5,012x10^ 100xlo6

In the temperature range in which viscosities can be
measured, certain standard viscosities have been se-

lected and the temperatures reported at which the var-
ious glasses exhibit these viscosities. (See Table II and
Fig. 2 for values, and below for definitions.

)

Strain Point . The temperature at which the glass has
a viscosity of 1014.5 poises is called the strain point.

At this temperature, 90 per cent of thestrainin a 1/4-
inch-thick piece of glass can be removed in a four-hour
period of heating.

Annealing Point . The temperature at which the glass
has a viscosity of lO^^.O poises is called the annealing
point. At this temperature, 90 per cent of the strain
in a 1/4-inch-thick piece of glass can be removed in a
15-minute period of heating.

Softening Point . The temperature at which the glass
has a viscosity of lo'^-^ poises is called the softening
point. Strain vanishes in a fraction of a second at this

temperature.

Working Point . The temperature at which glass has
a viscosity of 10^ poises is called the workingpoint. At
this temperature, the glass is fluid enough to be blown,
pressed, or pulled.

Annealing of Glass . Because glass has high inherent
viscosity, or resistance to flow, as well as poor heat
conductivity, the stresses applied in the glass-forming
operations, plus those arising from nonuniform cooling.

tend to set up strains, which are displacements of mo-
lecular dimensions. These strains can be relieved
(provided the components have equivalent expansions)

as indicated above when the article is heated to the

annealing range and held there for a sufficient time to

allow the displacements to disappear through viscous
flow. However, after the strain has been removed, it

is necessary to cool the glass through the annealing

range slowly and uniformly enough so that no thermal
gradient exists in the glass at the time it reaches the

strain-point temperature; otherwise, the removal of a

thermal gradient below the strain point will reintroduce
strain in the glass.

If no thermal gradient exists in annealed glass at or
below the strain point, it can be cooled as rapidly as

desired without danger of re-introducing permanent
strain. However the glass must not be cooled so rapid-
ly and unevenly as to break it from sudden temporary
strain. After the glass has reached room temperature,
this temporary strain disappears and with it the danger
of breaking from this cause. Cooling rates of several

degrees Centigrade per minute cansafely be used in all

cases of electron-tube annealing. For example, care-
fully made small glass tubes canbe subjected to a ther-

mal shock of 100 C temperature change in afew seconds
without danger of breakage.

Because, as will be explained in the section dealing

with the strength of glass, the annealed or strain-free

condition is not the strongest condition for a glass ar-

ticle, few electron tube parts are not subjected to a

rigorous annealing process.
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Figure 1. Thermal Expansion of Representative Glasses
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Table HI

Some Common Glass- to- Metal Seal Components

Glass Group
Metals Which

Match the Glass

Platinum (not widely used
because of high cost).

0010

0080

0120 1

Dumet (widely used); con-
sists usually of 20% Cu
sheath, 80% Ni-Fe alloy

core (42% Ni, 58% Fe).

27% chrome iron (27% Cr,

73% Fe).

8160

8161

SealmetNo. 4^(6% Cr, 42%
Ni 52*^ Vc) Allpffhenv-

Ludlum; also has been
called Driver-Harris No.
14 alloy, Sylvania No. 4
allnv. and CamenterNo
426 alloy.

52 metal (50% Ni, 50% Fe).

1991 or

G. E. R-3

- 2
Cold- rolled SAE 1010
steel.

7040

7052
3 -

Kovar

Molybdenum

7070

7720
4 Tungsten

7740 5

Tungsten which has been
beaded with 7720 or with

3320 uranium glass.

7900

Fused
Quartz

6 No sealing metal.

Electrical Resistivity

Glass belongs to the class of good electrical insxila-

tors. Because glass is an imdercooled liquid, tjie elec-
trical conduction process is electrolytic; i. e. , the cur-
rent is carried by the actual movement of charged ions
through the glass. The conduction current is carried
mainly by sodium and oxygen ions. Ions larger than
sodium or oxygen have difficulty in getting through the
random network structure of glass at temperatures be-
low the annealing point. Consequently, glasses low in

sodium have high electrical resistivities, whereas
glasses having a higher sodium content conduct more

current at the same applied potential difference. Of

glasses having different softening characteristics but

the same sodium oxide content, the more refractory

glass normally has the higher electrical resistivity

because the current-carrying ions encounter more
resistance to movement due to the greater viscosity

of the more refractory glass.

The resistivity of glass varies inversely with the ab-

solute temperatureat a logarithmic rate; i. e. , the loga-
rithm of the resistivity plotted against the reciprocal

of the temperature yields a reasonably straight line, as

shown in the curves of Fig. 3. Resistivity values for

two temperatures are also given in Table II for the

glasses listed there.

The use of glasses having high electrical resistivity

is important for certain electron- receiving-tube appli-

cations, not because the small electrolysis currents
(normally a few hundreths of a microampere) through
the glass between lead wires interfere materially with

tube operation, but because a glass of low resistivity

that is used as a stem can liberate gas into atube during
life and can even, in the worst conditions, rupture to

allow air to enter the envelope. These possibilities

arise from the fact that the electrical conduction pro-
cess in glass, with its actual movement of ions, is dis-

ruptive — it changes the composition of the glass in the

neighborhood of the lead wires and weakens the bond
in their glass-to- metal seals. The changed com-
position induces a physical strain or dislocation which
eventually can rupture the glass.

In the specific case of the heavy-duty rectifier stem
shown in Fig. 4, sodium ions had migrated to the plate

leads during the negative swing of the plate and had there

reacted with the lead oxide in the glass to form black
lead trees. At the sametime, the oxygen from the cop-
per oxide layer on the dumet of the plate leads migrated
toward the temporarily positive filament leads. This
oxygen first oxidized the leads to form brown copper
peroxide, and later caused cracks along their sealed

length when the strain from dissolved oxygen finally ex-

ceeded the elastic limit of the glass.

When trouble is experienced from electrolysis in

electron tubes, it can sometimes be reduced if the stem
is annealed before thesealingprocess. This additional

annealing step helps reduce electrolysis because the re-

sistivity of an annealed stem may be as much as three
times that of a strained one. A badly strained stem
made of 8160 glass, for example, might have no more
resistancethanawell-annealedstem made of the lower-
resistance 0120 glass.

Ordinarily, little difficulty is experienced with elec-

trolysis in soft glass stems when the operating tem-
perature of the stem is 200 C and below. As an oper-
ating temperature of 250 C is approached, however,
considerable evidence of electrolysis is found in any
flat-press stem (made from 0120 or 8160 glass) which
has passed a 500-hour life test, Infact, it is practically

mandatory that the higher-resistance 8160 glass be sub-
stitutedfortheusuallower-resistance 0120 glass in the

stems of all heavy-duty rectifier tubes, such as types

5U4G and 5R4-GY because of the high operating temper-
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ature of the stems of these tubes and the high voltage
across them. Morever, in many cases, even the use
of 8160 glass has been found insufficient to produce tubes
which will always survive a 500-hour life test with an
adequate factor of safety for electrolysis failures. As
a result, 8161 glass was created with a resistivity

approximately 20 times that of 8160 at 250 C. Up to

1960, no receiving tube using 8161 glass has shown seri-
ous signs of stem electrolysis even after 2000 hours of

life. Unfortunately, 8161 glass is more expensive than

0120 and 8160 glass, and is somewhat more difficult to

work because of its shorter working range.

In many cases, stem electrolysis can be avoided if a
button stem is substituted for the flat-press stem. This
improvement results from the fact that button stems
normally permit greater spacings between lead wires
than do flat-press stems; and, in addition, button stems,
being nearer the bottom or outside of the tube, run at a
lower temperature than do flat-press stems.

High voltages are not always necessary to produce
severe electrolysis. If stem temperatures above 250 C
are experienced, severe electrolysis can occur when
the potential differences between adjacent leads is no

greater than 150 volts. The effect of relatively low volt-

ages at high temperatures can be readily understood

when it is noted that the amount of electrolysis current

doubled for every 15 C rise in temperature in a test

conducted in the laboratory on stems made from 8160
glass and heated over the range from 200 to 350 C with

a constant voltage across adjacent leads.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF LESSER INTEREST FOR
RECEIVING TUBE MANUFACTURE

Density

The glasses used in electron tubes range in density

from a low of 2.13 grams per cubic centimeter for 7070

tungsten- sealing glass, to a high of 4.02 grams per cu-
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TEMPERATURE—DEGREES CENTIGRADE

Figure 3. Resistivity Curves of Representative Glasses: Part 2, Resistivity = 10^ to 10^
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Figure 4. Elect rolyzed Stem of Heavy -Duly

Rectifier Tube

bic centimeter for 8161 high- resistance glass. Density

is of interest mainly in that glass is purchased by the

pound. Consequently, a dense glass will yield fewer
stems of a given size per pound than one of a lesser

density. Furthermore, this property must be used in

figuring the weight to which glass beads should be cut

for a given size stem. In addition, because density is

easily determined with considerable accuracy, its de-

termination provides a quick and reliable check on the

identity and uniformity of glass batches and parts.

Weathering Resistance

The resistance of a glass to decomposition by mois-
ture and atmospheric constituents is termed weathering
resistance. This property varies widely for different

types of glass. As a class, soft glasses are less re-
sistant than hard glasses, although there are exceptions.

Certain "solder glasses" have the poorest weathering
resistance, whereas chemical Pyrex is designed to have
the best resistance (next to fused silica). Laboratory
tests are used to rate the glasses in different orders
depending on whether acidic or basic testing solutions

are employed. Of the glasses used in normal receiving-

tube manufacture, 0080 lime glass bulbs are the most
susceptible to damage from weathering. This weather-
ing almost never progresses far enough to imperii the

strength of the bulb but rather is harmful in that the

products of decomposition affect not only the secon-
dary-emission ratio of the glass, but also the cathode
emission of the tube.

The harmful effects of weathering can be avoided by
using the glass before it has time to weather, by use of

a weather-resistant glass, or by the washing of a weath-
ered glass with hydrofluoric acid.

Dielectric Constant and Power Factor

The dielectric constant of a material is defined as the

ratio of the capacitance of a capacitor having that ma-
terial as the dielectric to the capacitance of the same
capacitor having a vacuum as the dielectric. The di-

electric constants of the normal commercial glasses
fall between 4 and 8 at a frequency of 60 cycles. Di-

electric constant has little bearing on the use of glass

in most receiving tubes but becomes important when
tubes are operated at high frequencies and high voltages.

The power factor of a material is a measure of the

electrical energy lost as heat in the material when it

is placed in an alternating electric field. It is easily

determined from the angle between the current and the

charging potential. This loss varies with frequency
and with the composition of the glass from as little as

0.05 per cent to as much as 6 per cent. At the frequen-

cies and voltages normally used in electron receiving

tubes, power factor is unimportant and may be safely

neglected. This is not always true for power tubes.

Here low-loss glasses must often be used to avoid seri-

ous overheating effects.

Table IV lists the dielectric constants andpower fac-

tors of a number of representative glasses for frequen-

cies from 60 cycles to 1 megacycle, and, in a few cases,

for higher frequencies. The relatively poor power fac-

tor of lime glass is due to the high soda content (17.5

per cent Na20).

OPTICAL PROPERTIES - COLOR, LIGHT TRANS-
MISSION, LUMINESCENCE, INDEX OF REFRACTION,
AND BIREFRINGENCE

Color

The color of commercial glasses other than filter

glasses is normally caused by small amounts of impur-
ities which occur naturally in the raw materials or, in

some cases, which are added to the glass batch for

identification. Thus, 0080 lime glass is slightly green-
ish when one looks through thick pieces, for example,
edgewise through long tubing. The greenish cast is due

to small amounts of dissolved iron oxide impurity.

Correspondingly, thickpieces of 0120 lead-glass tubing

are blue becauseof a small amount of cobalt oxide added
for identification. Pyrex is yellow when viewed simi-
larly. The color usually has no effect on any other phys-
ical property. However, when the color is black due to

reduction of lead oxide to metallic lead on the surface

of a lead-containing glass such as 0120, there is a re-

duction in the surface resistivity of the glass. The
amount of this reduction, however, is not sufficient to

spoil the glass for use as the insulating medium in a

tube stem; tubes with blackened stems and seals oper-

ate satisfactorily.

Light Transmission, Luminescence, and Index of Re-
fraction

The light transmission of receiving-tube envelopes
and stems is of value in that it allows nondestructive

visual inspection of completed tubes. The transmission
of the standard clear glasses is approximately 91 per
cent in the visible spectrum (wavelengths between 4000
and 7000 angstroms). The major portion of the loss in

the visible spectrum results from a loss of about four

per cent by reflection at each surface. However, the

so-called clear glasses start to absorb energy in no-
ticeable amounts in the ultraviolet region below 4000
angstroms. Light transmission through ordinary lead

and lime bulb glasses is down nearly to zero at 3000
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Table IV

Power Factors and Dielectric Constants of Some Common Glasses at 20 Degrees Centigrade

Code Lab. Power Factor Dielectric

Glass No. No. (per cent power loss) Constant Frequency

Lime Glass 0080 124HD 6.4 8.25 60 cycles
3.0 7.65 1 kilocycle

0.9 7 90

Borosilicate 7070 707DG 0.06 3.95 60 cycles
0.06 3.95 1 kilocycle
0.055 4.00

7760 720G0 0.18 4.7 740 kilocycles
0.17 4.7 1 megacycle

7740 7 26MX 1.27 4.8 60 cvclps

0.77 4.7

0.40 4.7 1 megacycle

IjPad Rnrosiliratp 7720 702P 0.38 4.9 1 k"! 1 r>r*vpl p

0.22 50 IciIdpvpIps

0.22 732 kilocycles

TiPad Olass 0010 Gl 0.36 6.63

0.25 6.6 1 Irilnpvplp

0.16 6.55 1 mpp'arvolp

0.165 fS mpp'apvrlps

0120 G12 0.105 7.1 1 megacycle
0.140 5 megacycles
0.21 10 megacycles

Kovar Sealing 7040 705BA 0.22 4.76 1 Icilncvrlp

0.20 4.76 3 kilocycles

0.19 4.75 10 kilocycles
0.18 4.75 30 kilocycles
nil *±. t D iuu Knocycieb

7052 0.2 5.1 1 megacycle

96% Silica Glass 7900 0.076 3.8 60 megacycles
<0.05 1 megacycle
0.064 3.8 60 cycles

R-3 Iron Sealing Glass 1991 0.086 8.13 1 megacycle

angstroms. A similar absorption occurs in the far
infrared region, and complete cutoff occurs between
45,000 and 50,000 angstroms for all normal glasses.

As consequences of these effects, special ultraviolet-

transmitting glasses must be used for ultraviolet lamps,
and electron tubes and electric lamps run hot because
of the absorption of infrared, or heat, rays in their

envelopes.

The luminescence of commercial glasses is also of

little importance with respect to electron tubes, save
as a method of identification. Under short-wave ultra-

violet illumination (2537 angstroms), all high-lead

glasses glow a bright blue. This effect permits ready
discrimination between lead and lime bulbs because 0080
lime glass fluoroesces very weakly in comparison with

lead glass.

The index of refraction, or light-bending power, of

unstrained glass is important to its use in lenses and
prisms, but has no bearing on its use in electron tubes.

It is, however, used for identification of the glass in

the laboratory. As listed in Table II, the indices of re-
fraction for commercial glasses vary from about 1.45

to 1.80 with most of them falling in the range from 1.45

to 1.60.
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Birefringence under Strain

All glasses under mechanical or thermal stress be-
come strained, and most of them, when in this condi-

tion, exhibit birefringence; i. e. , they have two or more
different indices of refraction. When such a strained
piece of glass is placed between crossed light-polarizing
devices, interference phenomena are produced which
can be interpreted both qualitatively and quantitatively

to determine whether the glass may crack or rupture
spontaneously. The qualitative interpretation delineates

the direction and nature (tension or compression) of the

strains. The quantitative interpretation gives the

amount of the stresses. Therefore, the property of

birefringence under strain is most useful, although it

has no influence on the endurance of one glass as com-
pared with that of another having a different birefring-

ence constant.

Table V lists the birefringence constants for a num-
ber of representative glasses. These constants are
given in millimicrons birefringence per centimeter of

optical path per kilogram of loadper square centimeter
of cross section (m/Li/cm/kg/cm^). Thus, a force of 1

kilogram applied to the opposite sides of a one-centi-
meter cube of 0120 glass produces a retardation, or
difference between fast and slow rays, of 2.5 millimi-
crons of optical path. Inpractice, aforceof 1 kilogram
per square millimeter is considered to be about the safe
upper limit for stress in a glass stem or seal. This
amount of stress would give a reading of 250 millimi-
crons for the centimeter cube. Because receiving-tube
stems normally work with thicknesses of about a fifth

of this (0.2 centimeter), values of over 50 millinicrons
begin to be dangerously high.

STRENGTH, CRACKS, AND STRAIN CONTROL

Because glass is anundercooled liquid, it, like other
liquids, has avery high compressive strength and a con-
siderably lower tensile strength. The tensile strength
of glass is not more than one-tenth its compressive
strength. This strength difference coupled with the fact

that glass is a poor conductor of heat with about 1/300
the heat conductivity of metallic copper determines that

the strength of glass is largely controlled by the con-
dition of its surface. The following paragraph explains
the relation of surface condition to strength.

The interdependence arises from the cooling behav-
ior. The surface of the glass cools first from the form-
ing, or working, temperature because it is in contact
with the cool ambient air and because the heat travels
slowly from the hot interior of the glass. As a result,

the surface contracts and assumes its final form while
the interior is still expanded and free to flow to remove
stress. On continued cooling, the center portion solid-

ifies and contracts in all directions, which has the effect

of putting the surface layer under tangential compres-
sion. Because no stresses can exist at right angles to a
free surface, the radial tension which forms inside the
article vanishes at thesurfaceandthesurface is in pure
compression in all directions. Thus, the surface of the
article tends naturally to assume the strongest condition
for the material.

TABLE V

Birefringence Constants of Some Common Glasses

T.ah Nn
Birefringence Constant

TYi II /ovn /\rcr / tvi £i

0010 G1VJrJ. 9 7'l

0080 2.40

0120 G12 2.50

7070 707DG 4.35

7720 702P 3.40

7740 7 26MX 3.45

1991 or R-3 2.20

8160 814KW 2.57

7052 3.46

Although this condition leaves the interior of the ar-

ticle in tension (the relatively weak condition), if there

are no discontinuities in the interior such as air bubbles,

glass stones (inclusions of crystalline matter), weld
knots on leads, and the like, the stress has no focal

point on which to concentrate and cannot cause a crack
to start. Such discontinuities as edges, pits, or bulges

are almost impossible to avoid on the outer surfaces

and would serve as focal points for stress concentra-
tions if the surface were allowed to go into tension.

Hence, an article in compression on the surface and in

tension on the inside will almost always resist cracking
more strongly than would one in tension on the outer

surface and in compression inside.

In addition, a glass article in compression on the

outer surface resists cracking better than one which is

neutral on the surface. The reason for this behavior
is that the compressed surface cannot go into the weaker
tension condition without first going through the neutral

state when the article is stressed by an external force.

When a normal compressed-glass surface layer is

scratched or abraded, it is weakened in proportion to

the depth of the scratch or abrasion. Deep scratches

which completely penetrate the compression layer may
cause spontaneous failure. Parts which bear shallower

scratches, when immersed in water, may spontaneously
fail, possibly because of the wedging action of the water
pulled into the tiny fracture by capillary attraction.

Because, in electron-tube manufacture, it is impos-
sible to keep discontinuities (caused by the presence of

lead-in wires which must go through the glass) from the

interior of tube stems and seals it is not sufficient to

depend solely on the natural surface compression layer

of the glass to prevent cracks. In addition, it is neces-
sary to control the radial and vertical distribution of

strain around these discontinuities.
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For the control of strains in the interior of glass-disc
or button stems in the region of discontinuities, it must
be remembered that a radial compression normally
has associated with it a tangential tension, and that a
radial tension is associated with a tangential compres-
sion. Further, a break or crack always travels in a
direction at right angles to the direction of the principal

tension in the region of the crack.

Fig. 5 depicts two button stems showing the two types
of cracks normally experienced, and the strain pattern
colors which usually accompany each type (standard
RCA red-tint plate orientation is used).

In analyzing the cause of cracks in glass receiving-
tube envelopes, it is necessary to realize that glass can
crack not only from the permanent room-temperature
strain which remains in the glass after cooling, but also
from transient mechanically or thermally induced
stresses which afterward leave no trace of their exis-

tence in the cold equilibrium strain pattern. Further-
more, there will have been no indication of strain be-
fore the treatment which caused the transient stress.

A break due to a transient condition must then be ana-
lyzed on the basis of its type, point of origin, and di-

rection of travel.

In button stems, breaks due to radial tension normally
take curved paths involving the edge of the stem and one
or more lead wires. Breaks due to high tangential ten-

sion usually are straight and follow a radius of the stem.
The point of origin of a crack can often be determined
by the presence of cracks radiating from it. Also, a
study of the cracked surface under the microscope often

shows a number of curved concentric lines surrounding
or partially surrounding the point of origin. These
lines are the locus of points on the crest of the shock
wave and represent pauses of the shock wave during the

cracking process. Fig. 6 shows such a break pattern.

If it is remembered that glass is an undercooled liquid,

it is easy to understand the analogy of these lines to the
concentric wave crests which surround apebble dropped
on the surface of a pool of still water. The origin of

the crack always lies behind the hollow or concave side

BLUE

Figure 5. Strain Patterns and Cracks in Button Stems
(colors are those obtained with first-order red-tint

plates, standard RCA orientation); (A) Radial tension
pattern (radial tension type crack. Letters show

standard polarimeter measuring— points per
Standardizing Notice 34-37-12A); (B) Radial

compression pattern (Tangential tension type crack,
often called a radial compression crack)

of the lines and the crack always progresses in the di-

rection of the full or convex side of the lines.

THERMAL AND MECHANICAL TESTS

Because the strength of glass, as previously ex-
plained, resides in the surface and is materially affected

by anjrthing which affects the shape, contour, discon-
tinuities, flaws, and strain condition of the surface, it

is a complex and highly variable property. Because it

would be very difficult to measure the effect of all these
numerous variables separately, a test which blankets

as many as possible has been devised for miniature-
type tubes. This test measures the ability of the tube
envelope to endure adouble thermal shock while the base
pins of the tube are spread as they would be in a tight

tube socket having a large pin-circle diameter. In brief,

the tubes are placed over atruncated metal cone which
spreads the leads five degrees. The tubes are then
plunged into boiling water for a prescribed period of

time, and thenplunged into ice water immediately after-

ward. Various combinations of this mechanical and
thermal-shock test have been tried and found to give

practical control of the quality of tubes made and shipped.

Because of the deterioration of glass-surface
strengths with time, the strength test applied at the time
of manufacture is more stringent than the tube should
be expected to withstand weeks or months later. Also,
because the strength of glass is such a complex prop-
erty and varies widely from specimen to specimen,
samples must be tested on a statistical basis accord-
ing to logical sampling plans.

The foregoing explanation is not meant to imply that

individual measurements of strength cannot be made and
used advantageously. Infact, the laboratory has a num-
ber of such methods for the measurement of bulb

strength, lead pull-out strength, tip strength, and the

Figure 6. Cracked Section of Flat-Press Stem
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like. However, because of the need for very careful

control and because of the wide variability encountered,
such tests are not normally used in factory control work.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT OF GLASS SURFACES

In recent years a number of chemical treatments have
been developedtoprotect the surface of glass and to im-
prove its durability.

Ammonium stearate is currently being used by glass
manufacturers in the annealing lehr to form a lubrica-
ting film on the surface of the glass which reduces abra-
sion and breakage during shipment. Because ammonium
stearate is completely volatile in the 200 to 300 C tem-
perature range, it evaporates completely when the bulbs
are sealed.

Sulfur dioxide has been used by the bulb manufacturer
during the bulb annealing process to toughen and lubri-

cate the surface of the bulbs. Unlike ammonium stea-
rate, sulfur dioxide reacts with the glass, and some
sulfur remains after the tube-sealing operation. The
presence of sulfur has beenblamedfor lowered cathode
emission and sulfur dioxide is not now used.

Weathered glass bulbs can be washed with 1 or 2 per
cent hydrofluoric acid to give afresh glass surface. The
mechanism is the formation of silicon tetrafluoride

which is evolved as a gas to leave a new surface after

other decomposition products are rinsed away.

Silicone treatment of a glass surface lubricates the
surface so that it is not abraded or damaged by contact
with other glass surfaces. In addition, the silicone

coats the glass with a water-resistant coating which
greatly inhibits the normal deterioration of glass
strength with time. The disadvantage of silicone coat-
ings for finished tubes is that the coatings must be cured
at temperatures of about 300 C to be effective. This
temperature is more than the average finished tube can
stand without becoming gassy which impairs its elec-
trical performance.

Hydrogen firing of lead bulbs forms a coating of re-
duced lead on the bulb and renders the glass very re-
sistant to decomposition under high-voltage bombard-
ment. This process also toughens the glass to mechan-
ical breakage. As a result, the process is currently
used on rectifier tubes whose bulbs are normally bom-
barded by electrons accelerated by voltages of 20,000
volts or more.

SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING
GLASS-STEM, BULB, AND SEAL DESIGN AND USE

With soft-glass stems using dumet as lead-wire ma-
terial, it has been found that the lowest losses due to

cracks around the lead wires occur if the lead diameters
are kept at or below 0.020 inch. Larger lead diameters,
up to 0.040 inch, can be used if care is taken in handling
the stems. However, alldymet-to-soft-glass seals are
always in a state of strain because of the thermal ex-
pansion mismatch causedby the two different expansions
of dumet: radial and axial. The magnitude of this strain
increases until it becomes so great above 0.040-inch

wire diameter that most of the seals will break.

Glass-to-metal seals should never be designed to be
made in a reducing atmosphere, nor should finished

stems be annealed in a strongly reducing atmosphere
for more than a minute or two. Because an oxide bond
between the glass and metal is necessary for true chem-
ical adherence, seals which are made in reducing at-

mospheres will not normally be vacuum-tight.

Distances between adjacent lead wires in a stem
should be at least three or four times greater than the

wire diameter. Closer spacing between leads usually

results in excessive cracks in the close-spaced region.

Lead wires should always be located in a stem to pro-
vide the maximum symmetry. Lack of symmetry pro-
duces unbalanced strain which tends to cause cracks.

Lead wires which go through bulb walls or domes
should always be beaded with a glass which matches
the thermal expansion of the bulb. The beading can be
done either before sealing or coincident with the sealing
operation.

Different glasses, having diameters greater than one
inch should not ordinarily be sealed together. Graded
seals of tubing above this size are increasingly subject

to crackingunless the glasses match closelyfrom room
temperature to the setting point. (Graded seals are
multi-component seals comprising glasses of different

expansions sealed in order of increasing or decreasing
thermal expansion. They are used to join two glasses
of widely different expansions.

)

In addition, it is desirable to avoid sealing different

glasses together if their softening points are radically

different. Even though the straight-line portions of the

expansion curves may match, the setting points and the

expansions to the setting points will not match (see Fig.

1). Furthermore, the glasses will not diffuse into each
other to make a strong seal.

Glass tubes should not be mounted in contact with hot

external metal surfaces because the glass will be highly

strained at the point of contact due to the poor heat con-
ductivity of glass. Glass tubes having mount structures
whichpermit bombardment of inner bulb walls with high-

voltage electrons during tube operation should be mount-
ed with their bulb walls at least a half inch away from
the nearest grounded metal surface (filament supply
lines, metal shields, or cages). If this precaution is

not taken, the high-voltage charges on the glass leak
through to the ground and heat the glass. More current,
therefore, flows through the lowered resistance of the

hot glass, and the glass may finally be perforated leaving
a heat-polished hole. All high-voltage and heavy-duty
rectifier tubes are prone to this type of failure.

In tubes which operate at relatively high tempera-
tures, such as heavy-duty rectifier tubes, care should
be taken to place the getters either at the top or bottom
of the mount structure so that the gettering material

will be deposited either on the lower shoulder of the

glass bulb or in the dome of the bulb. This procedure
leaves the sidewalls opposite the hot plate structure
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free to transmit some of the heat to the outside. If

these sidewalls are covered with mirror-like getter

deposits, they will reflect the heat back into the mount
structure and raise the operating temperature of the

tube.

Getters should never be placed so that the getter film

is deposited on the sides of the stem press. If the getter

film does not tend to cause leakage between the elec-

trodes in the stem press, it may still act as an elec-

trode which collects back emissionfrom the plates and
which promotes electrolysis between getter film and
lead wires.
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Lancaster

Glass is an essential material used in making the

envelopes of many electron tubes. It serves as a part

of the mechanical structure of the envelope to provide an
enclosure which not only can be made vacuum tight but

which has usefulness structurally and as an electrical

insulator; in addition, its optical characteristics per-
mit light or radiation to enter or leave tne tube. In

some cases, glass is used for internal elements in tube

construction.

The proper functioning of different tube types requires

the use of many glasses of widely different physical and
chemical properties. Glasses are almost invariably

incorporated into tube structures by means of glass -to

-

metal or glass -to -glass seals and, as a result, the ef-

fects of sealing methods on the required glass properties

must be considered. In addition, the specialized high-
temperature processing used during the assembly of

some electron tubes introduces special requirements
on the high-temperature properties of glasses. As the

electron-tube industry has grown, there have been in-

creasing needs for many new and specialized glasses.

Since 1945, over 20 substantially different glass com-
positions have been put in use by the electron-tube in-

dustry. Along with this specialization in composition
and properties, there have been demands for higher

-

quality glass. Major developments in the melting of

glasses have enabled the glass industry to meet these

demands for improved quality at lower cost. Finally,

the tube industry has required glass in a wide variety

of shapes and sizes with improved dimensional toler-

ances. These needs have been met again and again by
the glass industry by the use of new and improved tech-

niques for the fabrication and forming of glass parts.

The glass color kinescope is an example of recent
technological progress in the glass and electron-tube

industries. This tube was developed using six different

glass compositions, four of which were new glasses.

Among these were a non-browning faceplate glass, an
X-ray-absorbing funnel glass, and a devitrifying soft-

solder glass for low-temperature sealing of the panel

and funnel. The 21 -inch diameter glass panel of the

color tube weighs 22 pounds; it is accurately pressed
and has an inner surface with a maximum deviation from
a prescribed surface of less than 0.023 inch. The glass

funnel, also 21 inches in diameter, is made by cen-
trifugal casting (spinning), a process developed for

making large articles of uniform wall thickness and
minimum weight. The sealing technique, which uses

a solder glass, is a new process for making seals at

445 C— a temperature far below those considered nec-
essary, until recently, for forming vacuum -tight glass

-

to-glass seals. The design, manufacture, and appli-

cation of this tube depended heavily upon improved tech-

nology developed by and with the glass manufacturer.

For the future, continued progress in the applications

of glass to electron tubes is anticipated. More new
glasses will be required which have a wider range of

physical properties and greatly improved chemical,
electrical, and thermal stability. Glasses which show
electronic rather than ionic conduction will be desired
for some applications. Current developments, which
doubtless will be exploited, will include the devitrifying

glass compositions and the refractory high -alumina
glasses which tend to bridge the gap in properties be-
tween crystalline ceramic materials and glasses.

Glasses or glassy materials with even more novel char-
acteristics may become available for future appli-

cations .

COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES

Glass is an amorphous (non-crystalline) material that

is rigid at ordinary temperatures and fluid at elevated

temperatures. Glass melts are characterized by ex-

ceptionally high viscosity at the temperature where
crystallization occurs, so that the speed of crystalli-

zation is very slow. Glass can thus be considered as

a liquid which has cooled through a freezing range with-

out crystallizing, and whose viscosity has increased on

further cooling until at room temperature it has the

physical properties of a rigid solid.

Most commercial glasses are silicate glasses and

owe their glassy characteristics mainly to silicon di-

oxide. These glasses normally contain 50 per cent

or more silica by weight. Other oxides are present

in various proportions and can be adjusted to provide

a wide variety of physical and chemical properties.

The most important of these materials are the alkali-

metal oxides (Na20, K2O, and Li20), the alkaline-

earth oxides (CaO, MgO, and BaO), and other oxides

such as PbO, B2O3, and AI2O3. Glasses normally
contain small amounts of other elements present either

as additives deliberately added or as impurities. Ar-
senic or antimony oxides are fining agents which may
be added in amounts of less than 1 per cent to reduce

the size and number of bubbles present in the glass
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melt. Fluorine and chlorine are similar additives which

may be used to improve glass quality. The oxides of

iron, titanixmi, and similar metals are common im-
purities which tend to color the glass . Cobalt and nickel

oxides are coloring additives used to impart a gray

color to the faceplate of TV picture tubes for improved
picture contrast. Small quantities (0.5 to 1 per cent)

of cerium oxide may be added to some glasses to im-
prove their resistance to browning under X-ray ex-

posure.

Compositions of Commercial Glasses

Approximate compositions of some commercial
glasses used in electron tubes are shown in Table I. The
developmentof a commercial glass involves the manipu-
lation of many possible combinations of oxide ingredi-

ents, from which a composition is found with suitable

physical and chemical properties. In the manufacture

of glass, its properties are maintained at their desired

values by minor adjustments of the batch ingredients

from which the melt is made. In the purchase of com-

mercial glasses, the properties desired rather than the

exact composition of the glass are usually specified.

The compositions given in Table I are the results of

analyses on individual samples and, therefore, are pre-
sented only as approximate values.

Properties of Commercial Glasses

The usual physical properties given for glasses re-

late to viscosity at elevated temperatures, thermal ex-

pansion, density, electrical resistivity, and stress the

optical coefficient. Table II gives some of these prop-
erties according to the definitions which are briefly

described below. (For a more extensive discussion of

the definition and measurement of these physical prop-
erties of glass, see reference 1.)

Glasses used in electron tubes are frequently clas-

sified as "hard" or "soft", depending on their working
temperature. The terminology is relative rather than

precise but is in common use. The higher the working
temperature of a glass, the "harder" it is considered;
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0120 54.5 1.8 4.2 8.0 0.2 0.2 - 31.2

0080 73.6 1.0 16.0 0.6 5.2 3.6

0083 73.7 0.9 16.8 4.6 3.5 0.02 0.01 0<,26

0010 63.0 0.6 7.6 6.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 21

8160 56.4 1.8 2.9 9.9 0.5 0.1 22.5 0.07 5.5 0.1 0.3 0.14
9010 67.3 5.5 8.1 6.3 11.9 0.2 0.4 0.3 *

K-52 66.6 3.5 6.6 7.0 1.6 0.1 4.8 8.1 0.7 0.7 *

K-30 67.0 0.9 4.8 10.7 11.8 4.4 *

0129 60.2 1.9 5.3 12.7 2.7 2.2 1.0 9.5 0.03 3.4 0.4 0.7

TM-3 64.5 4.2 8.3 9.6 2.0 0.5 10.2 0.4

TM-5 68.1 3.8 6.4 7.6 0.1 12.6 1.2 0.4 +

3720 69.1 3.1 16.5 0.4 7.4 2.7 0.1 0.05 0.003 0.02

5533 66.9 1.7 8.4 6.5 3.5 0.06 12.0 0.3

R-3 47.2 2.1 3.9 14.5 31.7 0.08 0.6

LL117 52.0 3.5 6.2 12.8 0.8 0.3 12.5 11 0.6 0.4

7052 61.0 7.7 2.2 2.1 0.2 0.4 22.3 2.7
7720 73.0 1.7 4.4 14.0 5.7

7750 67.3 1.7 4.6 1.0 0.2 24.6

7740 80.5 2.2 3.8 0.4 12.9 1.2

7070 70.0 1.1 0.5 28.0 1.2

Vycor 96 1 3

Fused
Silica 100

Present
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Table n

Physical Properties Of Commercial Glasses

Glass
Number
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1 Uo A7R 4ft n 9 9 QZ .Z O 9.2 7.4

i uoo 7 1 ft 474Tit 1 R 9 9Qz .z y 10.2 8.4

7056 718 509 475 51.0 2.28 10.5 8.5

9 1^ . X 0 11.2 9.1

(DO o 10 4ft4 ^fiOD 8.8 7.2

7740 820 555 515 32.5 2.23 8.1 6.6

7750 704 467 431 40.5 2.19 9.5 7.7

7760 780 515 475 34 2.23 9.4 7.7

7780 763 498 464 37 2.18 10.0 8.2

8160 627 435 395 91 2.98 10.6 8.4

8161 601 434 403 90 11.9 9.8

9010 650 442 411 88.5 2.59 o.y 7 n

9019 675 487 455 99 2.59

K-30 660 442 410 90 2.67 9.3 7.3

K-52 655 447 415 89 2.64 9.0 7.0

TM 5 655 450 418 90 2.63 8.9 6.9

LL2022 650 449 408 89 2.61 9.6

conversely, the lower its working temperature, the

"softer" it is. The terminology bears little relation to

the actual hardness or abrasion resistance of the glasses

in question. Generally, the soft glasses are used in re-

ceiving-type tubes with low-costlead-in or sealing ma-
terials. Hard glasses are more generally used in spe-
cialty tube types and require relatively expensive lead-

in or sealing materials.

Another class of glasses has recently come into

limited use and is known as "solder glasses. " These
glasses have lower working temperatures than soft

glasses and are used to seal other materials together

at relatively low temperatures (400 to 700 C).

Softening Point is the temperature at which glass has

a viscosity of lo'^-^ poises. In this temperature range,

glass will deform noticeably under its own weight.

Annealing Point is the temperature at which glass has
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a viscosity of 1013.4 poises. At the annealing point,

the internal stress caused by rapid cooling from working
or forming temperatures maybe substantially removed
in 15 minutes.

Strain Point is the temperature at which glass has a

viscosity of 1014.6 poises. At the strain point, the in-

ternal stress maybe removed in four hours. It may
also be considered the highest working temperature of

annealed glass.

Thermal Expansion Coefficient is the average increase

in length per unit length per degree centigrade change

in temperature over the range of 0 to 300 C. Because
the expansion coefficient is affected slightly by an-

nealing, the values given are for annealed glass.

Density is the weight per unit volume, expressed in

grams per cubic centimeter.

Volume Resistivity can be described as the electrical

resistance of a sample in the form of a 1 -centimeter

glass cube. Values are listed as the logj^Q ^1 volume
resistivity in ohm -centimeters.

Stress Optical Coefficient is the number of millimicrons

of retardation (relative wave length shift for light rays

polarized in the two directions of principal stress) pro-

duced in glass one centimeter thick by an applied stress

of one kilogram per square centimeter. The coefficient

is used to compute stresses in glass after the retardation

caused by the stress is measured. It is necessary to

take the stress optical coefficient into consideration

when viewing glasses of different compositions in a

polariscope because glasses having higher coefficients

will appear to have higher stresses.

Description and Application of Glasses

A brief description of the principal glasses used in

the electron -tube industry follows: their characteristics

and some typical applications are discussed under five

group headings. They are:

1. Dumet-sealing glasses

2. Chromium -iron alloy sealing glasses

3. Iron-sealing glasses

4. Kovar -sealing glasses

5. Tungsten -sealing glasses

Suitable glasses for a new application usually can be

selected from commercially available types. Because
good quality glass parts generally cannot be made on a

small scale, a considerable volume of business is re-

quired to justify special production of new compositions.

Dumet-Sealing Glasses. The following glasses are

usedfor sealingto dumet leads, or to metals of similar

expansion characteristics, suchasSylvaniaNo. 4 alloy,

type 446 and 430 chromium-iron alloys, and 52 metal.

0120 lead glass is almost universally used for stems
because it represents an optimum combination of the

properties of high electrical resistivity, good work-
ability for stem -making, and an extended low-temper-
ature annealing range highly suitable for stem sealing

and flame annealing of stem -bulb seals. It is used as

neck tubing on many types of cathode-ray tubes. Some
receiving tubes (e.g., deflection tubes and rectifier

types) have been made using 0120 bulbs to eliminate

electrolysis effects. Early television bulbs (10- and
12 -inch types) were made with 0120 pressed glass

parts; 0120 is fluoride -free and shows fairly good re-

sistance to weathering on storage.

Corning 8160 lead glass is similar to 0120 but is modi-
fied to have higher electrical resistivity. It is used as

a replacement for 0120 (at higher cost) in stems which
operate at high temperatures and show electrolysis ef-

fects. It is available only in the form of tubing.

General Electric HR glass is similar in composition
and properties to Corning 8160 glass.

Corning 8161 lead glass may be used in place of 8160
where exceptionally high electrical resistivity is re-

quired, but otherwise is less practical from the stand-
point of cost, properties, and availability.

0010 lead glass has electrical resistivity lower than

0120 and may be used in place of 0120 where lower re-

sistivity can be tolerated, e.g., in the exhaust tubu-

lation of small stems; lead content and cost are lower
than for 0120.

0080 glass is a soda-lime-silica composition manu-
factured on a large scale in the form of bulbs and
tubing; it is used mainly for the bulbs of small tubes.

Because the electrical resistivity of this glass is about

the lowest of commercial glasses, it has poor elec-

trical insulating properties. Chemical durability is

low; the glass may develop an objectionably high sur-
face-leakage conductance under high humidity con-
ditions. This glass is similar in composition to that

used for windows and bottles. The General Electric

Co. holds its 0080 glass at a somewhat higher thermal
expansion value than Corning does.

Corning 0083 glass has a composition similar to Corning
0080 glass but is melted for optical use. It is used for

making the thin glass target (5 microns thick) for the

image -orthicon camera tube.

Kimble R-6 glass is a soda-lime -silica composition
similar to 0080 but with somewhat higher annealing
point; it is used for the bulbs of small phototube types.

Forco Window Glass (FR-60) is a soda-lime -silica

composition manxifactured as drawn sheet glass. Small
round sections of it are sealed to 0120 or 0080 tubing

to make a flat-ended bulb for phototubes and similar
types. It was the first glass used for the faceplates of

the 16-inch round metal kinescope; for this tube type,

it was sealed to a 446 alloy shell.

Corning 9010 glass is lead -free neutral -tint glass used
for the panel and funnel sections of black-and-white
television picture tubes. It was developed to replace
0120 in the manufacture of these large bulbs and has
similar properties but with somewhat lower electrical

resistivity. It contains approximately 1 per cent of

fluoride, which improves melting quality but, in addi-
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tion, contributes to a lower annealing range.

Kimble K-30 lead-barium glass was formerly used by
this company for picture -tube bulbs. It has properties

similar to 0120 with lower lead content and lower cost.

K-30 is a fluoride -free glass.

Chromium -Iron Alloy Sealing Glasses . Glasses
which are used with the chromium -iron alloys (such as

446 and 430) generally have slightly higher thermal ex-

pansion than thedumet group described earlier. How-
ever, because these two groups overlap in sealing prop-
erties, there is usually compatibility in sealing the

individual glasses together.

Corning 9019 glass is a neutral -tint lead -free glass

similar to 9010. It has higher thermal expansion, seals

strain-free to 430 alloy, and has a higher annealing

point. It contains cerium oxide and is a non-browning
composition. In addition, this glass contains about 0.5

per cent fluoride. Glass 9019 is used for the panel of

the 21CYP22 color kinescope.

Corning 0129 is a lead glass whose thermal expansion
and annealing point match those of 9019 glass. It con-
tains about 0.5 per cent fluoride. The 0129 is used for

the funnel of the color kinescope where a lead glass is

desired for X-ray absorption; in this application it is

sealed to the 9019 panel with a devitrifying type of solder

glass (Corning 7572 frit).

Corning 0128 lead glass is similar to 0120 but is modi-
fied to have thermal expansion and annealing point inter -

mediate between those of 0129 and 0120. It is used for

neck ttibing on the color kinescope.

Pittsburgh Plate 3720 is a neutral -tint soda-lime -silica

glass made in the form of drawn-sheet window glass. It

was used for the faceplates of the metal kinescopes; for

this application, its thermal expansion was adjusted to

seal with moderate compression to 430 alloy. It is now
used for the safety glass in many television receivers.

Pittsburgh Plate 5533 is a neutral -tint barium glass

made in the form of drawn-sheet window glass. Glass
5533 contains cerium and is a non-browning compo-
sition. It is used for the faceplate of the21AXP22 metal
color kinescope and, like 3720 glass, its thermal ex-

pansion is adjusted for sealing with moderate com-
pression to 430 alloy. This glass is fluoride -free.

Lancaster Lens G12 -XI is a modification of 0120 having
higher thermal expansion for sealing to 430 alloy. A
6-inch-diameter pressed funnel of this glass is used
for sealing to the metal funnel of the 21AXP22 color

kinescope.

Iron -Sealing Glasses . Because iron or cold-rolled
steel have high thermal expansion, they can be used
for glass -to -metal seals only with special iron-seal-
ing glasses. These glasses have thermal expansions
outside the range of those normally attained in com-
mercial silicate compositions; attainment of sufficiently

high thermal expansion for this application requires
that the chemical durability of the iron-sealing glasses
be sacrificed to some degree.

Corning 1991 lead glass is a relatively soft (low anneal-
ing-point) glass of moderately high resistivity which
seals with low strain to cold-rolled steel. It is avail-

able in the form of tubing.

General Electric R-3 glass is similar in composition
and properties to 1991 glass.

Pittsburgh Plate 4442 glass is a neutral -tint soda-lime

-

silica composition made in the form of drawn-sheet
glass; it has low electrical resistivity. It was used for

the faceplate of the metal kinescope types which had
cold-rolled steel shells; its thermal expansion is ad-

justed to seal with moderate compression to cold-rolled

steel.

G-264 lead glass is an iron-sealing composition of mod-
erately high electrical resistivity. It was used for the

pressed glass funnel which was sealed to a cold-roiled

steel shell on some metal kinescope types. It was also

supplied in the form of tubing for the neck and stem
components of these tube types. This glass is also

known as Lancaster Lens LL-117CL or General Elec-
tric IS115 glass.

Kovar -Sealing Glasses . The constituents of kovar

(nickel, cobalt, and iron) are adjusted to provide a

glass -sealing alloy with low thermal expansion. The
following glasses were developed to fit this alloy.

Corning 7040 is the oldest kovar -sealing glass. It has

moderately high electrical resistivity and is fluoride-

free. This glass is somewhat unstable on heat treat-

ment, has poor chemical durability, and tends to be

attacked by the cleaning and plating solutions commonly
used on tubes and tube assemblies with kovar seals.

Corning 7052 was developed for applications requiring

improved stability and chemical durability. It is the

most widely used kovar-sealing glass and has mod-
erately high electrical resistivity; it contains significant

amounts of chloride and fluoride.

Corning 7056 is a kovar -sealing glass melted for optical

use and is used for small faceplates requiring high op-

tical quality. It is an improved glass, is stable, has

high electrical resistivity, and is free of fluoride and

chloride. Commercially melted 7056 tubing is being

investigated for possible application to electron tubes.

Kimble K-650 is a kovar -sealing glass having low elec-

trical resistivity and resistance to browning by X-rays.
It has a limited application for electron tubes.

Bausch and LombBSC-51 is an ultraviolet-transmitting

glass used for small bulbs. Its thermal expansion is

lower than that of kovar sealing glasses. This glass

will seal to a 7052 stem and is available only in the

form of tubing.

Corning 9741 is an ultraviolet-transmitting glass used

for small bulbs. Its thermal expansion is lower than

that of kovar sealing glasses. This glass will seal to a

7052 stem and is available only in the form of tubing.
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Tungsten-Sealing Glasses . Tungsten has the lowest

thermal expansion of the metals used for glass sealing.

The borosilicate glasses of lower thermal expansion to

be described are generally used in applications involving

tungsten seals.

Corning 7720 (Nonex) is a lead borosilicate glass which

has moderately high electrical resistivity. It is avail-

able in the form of bulbs, tubing, and pressed parts.

This glass is the one most generally used for stems with

tungsten leads.

Corning 7750 is a tungsten-sealing glass having mod-
erately high electrical resistivity and somewhat higher

thermal expansion than 7720. It may be used as an inter -

mediate glass in sealing 7720 glass to 7052 glass. It is

used for stems having large -diameter tungsten leads.

Corning 7740 is the chemical Pyrex glass used for lab-

oratory glassware and thus is generally available. It

may be sealed with some difficulty to 7720 glass and is

not usually sealed directly to tungsten. Because it has

low electrical resistivity, it finds few applications in

electron tubes.

Corning 7760 has moderately high electrical resistivity,

similar to that of 7720 and 7750 . It contains a substantial

amount of fluoride. This glass is usedfor the pressed
funnel and neck tubing on tube types made for theater

projection.

Corning 7070 has exceptionally high electrical resis-

tivity. It is used for the faceplates of theater-projection

tubes because it is the best glass to withstand electron

bombardment at very high voltage. In this application

it shows some X-ray browning.

Corning 3320 is used for sealing 7720 glass to 7740 glass

and also for sealing directly to tungsten. This glass

contains uranium oxide and has a pronounced yellow
color.

Corning 7761 is a high resistivity, fluoride-free glass

used for making the multiform glass beads for electron

gun mounts.

MECHANICAL STRENGTH OF GLASS

A basic knowledge of the mechanical characteristics

of glass is an essential requirement for those concerned
with the design and processing of electron tubes.

Glass is an elastic material having a Young's Modulus
(about lO'^ psi for most glasses) about one -third that of

steels or most metals to which it is sealed . It is a brittle

material showing practically no creep or viscous flow

over extended periods of time at ordinary temperatures

.

It behaves as a brittle material in fracture and normally
breaks intension rather than compression. Although it

has a high intrinsic strength, it must be treated as a
weak material in all practical applications; for example

,

glass parts under continuous external load are designed
for maximum tension stresses of 1000 psi, or less.

Mechanical Strength and Fatigue of Glass

When the strength of glass is measured, the values

obtained are found to depend on the rate of application

of stress. When the load is applied slowly, glass breaks
at much lower stress values than when the load is applied

rapidly. If the load is applied step -wise, with constant

load applied for an interval of time, then another higher
load for the same interval, and so on until fracture

occurs, the glass tested with longer intervals between
loadings breaks at lower stress values than the glass

tested with shorter intervals between loadings. More-
over, a specimen under constant load may break several

hours, or days, after the load is first applied. This
weakening of glass with increased time of loading is

known as fatigue. The fatigue of glass is an important
phenomenonfor electron tubes, assomedegree of per-
manent strain lasting throughout the life of the tube is

present in all glass members. If these strains are
excessive, tube failure due to glass cracking may result

in the field. Fatigue effects also characterize the failure

of glass parts in manufacturing operations.

The fatigue of glass is illustrated in Fig. 1, which
shows the average strength determined by cross-bend-
ing 7/32 -inch -diameter glass rods, and using step-wise
loading with the load intervals varied from 1/100-second
to 1 day.^' 2 The glass rods, having a normal amount
of light surface damage (present in all commercial
glass), were tested wet. The average strengths so de-
termined for a soda-lime -silica glass exhibit a marked
fatigue effect, the average strength for a one-day load

interval being only one -third of that for a 1/100-second
load interval. Other glass compositions show the same
behavior, with the higher silica glasses (including fused

silica) showing less fatigue and slightly higher strength.

For loads sustained more than one day, a further de-
crease in strength could be extrapolated from the data

of Fig. 1, which would indicate an average strength, for

loads of one year's duration, of about 5000 pounds per
square inch. As strength measurements typically have
a standard deviation of more than 10 percent, the lower
3-sigma limit corresponding to 0.3 per cent failures in

one year (if a normal distribution is assumed) is less

than 3500 pounds per square inch. A design strength

for glass under continuous load of 1000 pounds per
square inch is thus seennot to beexcessively conserv-
ative, particularly when the sensitivity of the strength

of glass surfaces towards damage incurred in handling

and use is considered.
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Figure 1. Breaking Strength ofGlass vs. Loading Time
Interval
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The strength of glass is also influenced by the atmos-
phere in which it is tested and in particular by the hu-
midity of the atmosphere. Glass rods tested (as de-
scribed) with wet surfaces show a maximum fatigue

effect which is not found in similar rods tested in a

vacuum. The fatigue effect is thus thought to be a mani-
festation of the hydrolysis of the glass surface. (See

references 1 and 4.

)

Glass Fracture Analysis

When a glass article fails under stress, the crack
system almost always starts at some point of imperfec-
tion on the surface of the article. Once started, the

crack is propagated through the body of the article from
tension stress concentrations formed at the point of the

crack. If the glass is not highly stressed at the time of

failure, the crack may propagate as a single crack,

varying its direction, but stopping only when the article

falls apart or when the applied stress is sufficiently

relieved by the extension of the crack. If the glass is

highly stressed at the time of failure, the crack may
propagate in a complicated way, developing a forked

structure and ending up with the article split into small
pieces of glass. The complexity of the crack pattern

and the average size of fragments left after failure

indicate, to some degree, the energy of the stress sys-
tem which caused failure. The point at which failure

first occurred can be found by visual examination of

these fragments. By observation of the ripple pattern

of the fracture surfaces (see Fig. 2), the direction of

motion of the crack can be determined. ^ The glass piece

containing the origin can be located by assemblying the

glass pieces and tracing out the development of the crack
system. The origin itself is frequently (but not always)

well-defined by the circular ripple marks which sur-

round it.

ORIGIN OF /

FRACTURE

DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION OF

CRACK

Figure 2. Ripple Pattern on Glass Fracture Surface

In the analysis of a failure, an obvious surface flaw

or defect is usually found to be the origin of the frac-

ture. This defect is often damage to the surface, such
as a scratch or bruise mark. A scratch may have a
small invisible crack at its base, and under sufficient

tension stress a fracture origin coincident with a small
section of the scratch may cause failure. A scuff mark
left by rubbing or striking the glass surface may con-

sist of parallel scratches and, in addition, be bruised

and exhibit small cracks or checks at right angles to

the scratches. The checks are crescent-shaped and
are due to the glass surface mechanically seizing the

object in contact with it.

Checks, unlike scratches, are frequently invisible

but, when present, may readily be found by the use of

a light etch of the surface with hydrofluoric acid and
examination of the etched surface with the aid of a low-

power microscope. Checks are among the most serious

weaknesses in a glass surface. Under sufficient tension

stress, a check readily develops into a fracture origin,

the initial direction of the resulting crack being at right

angles to the direction of scratches in the bruise mark.
Checks and scratches provide characteristic fracture

origins which are readily diagnosed by visual examina-
tion.

Clean glass surfaces are most subject to damage by

transient contacts with other materials. The problem
is greatest during a cooling operation, before the glass

surface has collected a lubricating film of water and oil

from the air. Sometimes silicone compounds are ap-
plied after bake or annealing to provide lubrication and

minimize this kind of surface damage . Although effec-

tive, this treatment is not desirable for glassware used
in electron tubes because the compounds used form
contaminants which are harmful and difficult to remove.

Other surface defects or imperfections are associated
with the original fabrication of the glass article. These
include laps, tear marks, and shear marks which are
found in pressed or molded glass articles. These de-
fects may form fracture origins and lead to failure of

glass pieces in some operations or applications.

The interface of glass -to-metal seals is another com-
mon origin of fractures in electron-tube applications.

These fractures may occur when the glass -to-metal
interface adherence or the galss geometry is poor—
conditions which are worsened by strains at the inter-

face due to the mismatch in thermal expansion charac-
teristics of glass and metal. These origins are among
the most difficult to classify and treat in production.

In a practical shrinkage or breakage problem, the

first step is to locate typical origins and determine the

type of surface flaw at which the origins occur. If the

flaw is a manufacturing defect in the glass article, it

may be possible for the glass manufacturer to improve
the defect, or relocate it (e.g. , if the flaw is a shear
mark) to an area of the article which is not so highly

stressed. If the flaw is a scratch or bruise mark, it

may be possible to modify the processing procedures
which are responsible for this surface damage. If the

flaw is one representative of commercial glass quality

which cannot reasonably be improved, then resort must
be made to other possibilities for decreasing breakage
such as reducingtension stresses imposed on the defect

in the operation or application, or inducing controlled

compressive stresses in the critical surface areas.
The methods described in the next section for estimat-
ing tension stress maybe applied to determine whether
excessively high stresses are present.

Measurement of Stresses in Glass

Stresses in the glass parts of a tube envelope may be

classified into four groups:

1. Stresses near glass -to -metal or glass -to -glass

seals due to differences in thermal expansion char-

acteristics of the two components of the seal assembly
2. Stresses associated with incomplete annealing of

the seal assembly
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3. Stresses due to nonhomogeneities in the glass

(i.e., cords, streaks, layers of glass of varying
composition, stones, or foreign inclusions)

4. Stresses due to external conditions (such as ex-
ternal atmospheric pressure, impact, mechanical
loading, or nonuniform heating)

Stresses may be measured or estimated by the use of

a polariscope, strain gages, or similar devices. Such
measurements, together with strength measurements
carried out on the glass article, are the basis for the

evaluation of design and processing parameters.

Reference 6 gives a general treatment of stresses in

thin-walled symmetrical bodies, such as are usual to

tube envelopes, and will supply useful background in-

formation on these stress systems.

Polariscopic Estimation of Stress. The polari-

scope* is the most commonly used means for observing

stresses in glass pieces. It may be used quantitatively

if the stresses have a simple and uniform distribution

but the complicated stresses usually encountered can

only be qualitatively evaluated. The production prac-
tice is usually to establish a desirable stress pattern

empirically using the polariscope, and then to control

the annealing of the glass part to maintain this pattern.

The polariscope uses polarized light to measure the

retardation or phase shift of light of one plane of polar-

ization relative to that polarized in the perpendicular

direction, as it passes through the glass under test. 7

Retardation or phase shift may be given in degrees of

rotation or of fractions of a wave length and it is usually

measured with green light of wave length of 540 milli-

microns and expressed in millimicrons. For addition-

al information on the optical theory of the polariscope

and its applications to stress measurements see refer-

ence. Retardation observed in stressed glass is us-
ually a small fraction of a wave length; the polariscope

is commonly used with either a full-wave or a quarter-

wave retardation plate . These are elements which pro-
duce the specified retardation at a wave length of 540

millimicrons. Three difference arrangements for the

use of a polariscope with glass samples are shown in

Fig. 3.

The full -wave plate (or tint plate) is placed between
crossed polarizing elements in the orientation to pro-

duce its maximum retardation (Fig. 3A) . With a white

-

light source, the dark field due to the crossed polariz-

ing elements thus becomes a first-order magenta color

(the 540 millimicron green is absent, but some red and
blue get through). A glass test sample placed in this

instrument shifts the extinction color from green to-

wards either red or blue; the appearance of the oppo-
site color (blue or red) is a sensitive indication of re-

tardation in the sample. The intensity and amount of

color shift can be used, by comparison with standard
strain samples, to estimate retardations up to about

100 millimicrons; beyond this value the color changes
are less pronounced. The sign of retardation indicated

by the direction of the color shift (red vs. blue) may
readily be related to the sign of stress (tension vs. com-
pression) by the use of a strip or rod of glass, which is

stressed by bending with the fingers. The full -wave
polariscope gives a convenient pattern of color, corre-
sponding to retardation, which can be seen over the

entire glass piece.

A more quantitative measurement of retardation is

possible with the quarter -wave plate. This element is

placed between crossed polarizing elements in the ori-

entation to give zero retardation (Fig. 3B); it then cor-
rects the elliptical polarization of light which has passed
through the glass sample, restoring it to plane -polar-
ized light, but with the plane of polarization rotated.

This angle is determined by rotating the polarizing ele-

ment to obtain extinction. Retardation is twice the an-
gular rotation of the polarizing element. Thus, an angle

rotation of 1 degree represents a retardation of 2 de-
greesorof (2/360)x 540 = 3 millimicrons. This polari-

scope may be used with a white -light source for retar-
dations of less than one wave length; beyond this value
a monochromatic green light source maybe preferred.
The quarter -wave polariscope indicates retardation at

a locus or fringe, the fringe being moved by rotation of

POLARIZING
FULL-WAVE ELEMENT

Figure 3. Three Arrangements for Polariscope Use
* The instrument used for quantitative measurement of re- with Glass Samples: (A) full-ivave retardation (tint)

tardation should be called a polarimeter; however, according plate, (B) quarter -ivave retardation plate (Friedel

to common usage, it is referred to here as a polariscope. polarimeter), (C) reflection arrangement
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the polarizing element to coincide with a point of interest

on the glass sample, and thus gives a point-by -point

quantitative measurement of retardation rather than an
over-all pattern such as the full-wave polariscope dis-

plays.

The polariscope is usually used with light transmitted
only once through the glass object. For thin-walled

articles, however, the transmitted light may be re-

flected back through the article (Fig. 3C). With this

arrangement the light path and the observed retardation

are doubled. This kind of device has been used for ob-
serving retardation patterns in large kinescope funnels

after exhaust processing of the tube.

Several types of one -dimensional stress relations

are susceptible to investigation with the polariscope.

Retardation observed in a glass piece which is uniform-
ly stressed in one direction is proportional to both the

thickness of glass and the stress (Fig. 4A). Retardation

expressed in millimicrons per centimeter of thickness

(or optical path length) is, in this case, a measure of

stress. Remember that a stress of 1 kilogram per

square millimeter (1400 psi) corresponds roughly to a

retardation of 250 millimicrons per centimeter in the

LIGHT
PATH

Table III

Stress -Optical Coefficients of Glasses

(A)

LIGHT
PATH

Figure 4. Examples of One -Dimensional Stress-Re-
tardation Relation Which Can Be Determined in the

Polariscope: (A) glass piece with a uniform one-
dimensional stress, (B) butt seal of glass tubing,

(C) bead sealed to wire, (D) tempered flat glass

piece

Type of Glass
OLl coo —WjJLlLCll V^UCilll^iCllL

(ia/cm/kg/cm2)*

Silica 3.4

Borosilicate,

low expansion 3.8

Aluminosilicate 2.6

Soda-lime -silica 2.4-2.6

Lead -alkali-silica 2.5-2.7

*The coefficient is given in millimicrons retardation

per centimeter of optical path for an applied stress of

one kilogram per square centimeter.

high -expansion glasses, or 350 millimicrons per centi-

meter in the low-expansion glasses. This is a rough

limiting value for tensile stress which should exist as

a permanent stress at the surface of small glass pieces.

(For stress optical coefficients, see Table III).

In a few practical cases, retardation can be inter-

preted in terms of a one -dimensional stress. The
stresses in a butt splice of tubing of two different

glasses, in a butt seal of glass tubing to metal, or in

the "ring stain" left in glass tubing after sealing—all
have a similar distribution consisting of longitudinal

bending stresses and tangential or circular hoop
stresses. If the glass tubing is viewed centrally per-
pendicular to its axis (Fig. 4B), retardation of the bend-
ing stresses integrates to zero and only retardation of

the hoop stresses is seen. The hoop stress can thus be

calculated as shown earlier, using twice the thickness

of the tubing as the optical path length.

The stresses in along bead of glass sealed to a metal
wire can be similarly interpreted. If the bead is viewed
perpendicularly to its axis (Fig. 4C), the retardation

of the radial and tangential stresses integrates to zero,

and only retardation produced by the axial stress is

seen. 9 Axial stress is determined from retardation

measured next to the wire edge, with the length of light

path given by 2 (b2-a2)l/2, i. e. , that of the ray which
is tangential to the wire edge.

A one -dimensional stress pattern is seen when a strip

of tempered flat glass is viewed edgewise (Fig. 4D). In

this case, stresses are parallel to the flat surface, with

tension at the center and compression at the edges of

the strip; their values can be obtained by calculation

from the retardation pattern. The maximum central

tension stress is used as a measure of the degree of

tempering of the glass. The same kind of examination
can be made on a flat piece of glass cut or sawed from
a thin-walled glass piece. In this case, the center ten-

sion is sometimes used as a convenient measure of the

effects of rapid annealing schedules occasionally used
in production.

Retardation can be seen in the walls of tubing or bulbs

by immersing the part in a cell containing an index-
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matching liquid* and viewing the part tangentially. The
cross section of the wall seen in this way displays a

complex retardation pattern not readily interpreted in

terms of stress. In some cases, however, a useful

indication of bending stresses due to metal seals or of

longitudinal stress due to rapid' annealing is possible

and has been used for production control purposes.

(For a mathematical treatment of this problem, see

reference 10.

)

Button stems are frequently examined by viewing

them axially in the polariscope with or without immer-
sionin anindex liquid. The retardation pattern is com-
plex and, therefore, stress analysis is not usually at-

tempted; however, for production control, requirements

may be established for maximum or minimum "tension"

or "compression" readings at different points of the

stem. Glass stems with metal tubulation can be exam-
ined for retardation at the metal seal, and, based on

the readings, controlof the sealing and annealing sched-

ule is possible. A similar type of control is used for

top seals on small bulbs, where readings are obtained

on the part viewed along the bulb axis. A layer strain

can be seen in button stems by viewing them from the

side in an immersion liquid; however, this method is

seldom used for production control.

Nonhomogeneities (cords) in glass articles are caused

by poor m ixing of the glas s during me Iting and are usual -

ly present in layers drawn out parallel to the surface

of the article during the manufacturing process. Re-
tardation of the layers tends to integrate to zero when
the piece is viewed perpendicularly to the wall. The
layers are best seen by cutting the article to obtain a

cross section which can be viewed in the direction of

the glass flow. Evaluation of their intensity is difficult.

If large areas or layers approaching the limiting value

of 1400 psi are present, there maybe an adverse effect

of the nonhomogeneity on strength of the glass article.

This effect on strength is better detected by a thermal

shock test than by other types of strength test.

Measurement of Strains in Glass Surfaces . The po-

lariscope measures an integrated effect of the volume or

body stresses and thus only indirectly indicates surface

stresses, which are frequently of greater interest than

the body stresses. For a quantitative measurement
of strains at the surfaces of glass articles, the bonded
wire -strain gage can be used.

The SR-4 strain gage is a fine wire grid, usually

wound on and cemented to paper, which is in turn firm-
ly cemented to the glass surface. When the glass ar-

ticle is externally loaded, the surface strain is trans-

mitted to the wire gage, whose electrical resistance

varies rapidly with elongation or strain. The direction

and magnitude of the principal stresses at the surface

are readily obtained by means of these gages.

The type A-7 gage ** is paper mounted; its size (1/8

Suitable liquids are trichloroethylene (index 1.48) for boro-
silicate glasses, and o-dichlorobenzene (index 1.55) for lead
glasses.

** Baldwin- Lima-Hamilton Corp.

X 3/16 inch) makes it convenient to use; smaller gages
are also available. An epoxy adhesive such as Arm-
strong's A-1 cement is used for mounting the gage.

Changes in gage resistance can be measured with com-
mercial instruments, or on a simple Wheatstone bridge

circuit; with ordinary techniques, an accuracy of meas-
urements of ± 10 microinches per inch can be expected.

The use of strain gages normally is limited to de-

termining the strains associated with an external load

at room temperature. The method is used in checking

strains set up in large kinescope bulbs during exhaust.

The change in gage resistance is determined when air

is pumped out of the bulb. By this method, the areas
of maximum tension stress may be found so that design
parameters of the bulb can be established to insure

adequate strength. Large glass kinescope bulbs are

designed for a maximum tensile strain of about 100

microinches per inch ( a value which corresponds to a

tensile stress of 1000 psi).

In some cases, strains imposed on the glass surface

by the metal part of a glass -to -metal seal may be de-
termined with a strain gage when the glass member is

broken away from the metal member. Care must be

taken that the glass under the gage does not crack. An
alternate method would be to dissolve the metal member
away with an acid . A similar technique has been used to

determine "built-in" strains due to incomplete anneal-

ing of large glass pieces; in these cases, after the gage
is cemented on the article, the article is broken up or

sawed apart so that the gage measures the strain in a

relatively small piece of glass.

Accurate methods for using bonded strain gages at

elevated temperatures would be of considerable interest

for solving problems encountered in the processing of

glass articles. However, because the strains of interest

are relatively small compared with the interfering ef-

fects of temperature change, useful measurements of

strains during heat treatment are difficult.

Other methods are available for determining strains

in surfaces. A brittle lacquer^ may be used to locate

highly strained areas and to characterize the principal

stresses in these areas. In this method, the surface

is strained after application of the lacquer and the crack

system which the lacquer develops is observed. How-
ever, the strains in glasses are normally at about the

lower limit of sensitivity of this material.

A polariscopic method^ of determining surface
strains uses a birefringent coating applied over a metal -

lie reflecting coating on the surface ;the two-dimensional
retardation pattern of the coating is then observed when
the surface is strained. Either of these methods may
be preferred to wire strain gages in cases where com-
plex glass shapes and strain patterns are involved.

Scratch Testing of Stresses in Glass . The scratch
test is a useful (but destructive) practical test of glass

Stresscoat, Mangaflux Corp. , Chicago, 111.

Photostress, The Budd Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
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stresses of any origin; in this test, the glass surface

is purposely scratched or abraded to weaken it. It is

useful where glass breakage is being experienced at

some production operation. If the abraded glass arti-

cle consistently breaks in such an operation, unduly

high stresses are being imposed on the glass at some
stage of processing. The origins so obtained indicate

the part of the surface which is receiving the most
stress. If the abraded part fails to show increased
breakage during the operation, it may be assumed that

there is some other cause for the glass failures than

high stress; probably the cause is a very weak defect

somewhere in the glass surface.

This test may also be used to determine whether
manufactured glass pieces have stresses sufficiently

high to cause fatigue failure in the field. If the arti-

cle fails (even slowly) after being abraded, it is usu-
ally safe to assume that some field trouble will be ex-

perienced.

Estimation of Stresses by Strength Testing of Glass
Articles. Glass pieces may be strength -tested to eval-

uate their probable performance through processing
or in final use in electron tubes. Among the methods
used are thermal shock testing, mechanical testing,

and pressure testing. In these tests, an attempt is made
to duplicate and to exceed the stresses normally en-

countered so that breakage of weak ware will be in-

creased.

For example, bulbs for cathode -ray tubes must with-

stand atmospheric pressure (15 psi) throughout their

life without collapsing. Glass bulbs are commonly
tested at 45 to 60 psi in incoming lots. However, this

is not really a severe testfor new bulbs which have not

yet received any surface damage. Consequently, an
abraded test is preferred in which the critical areas
are abraded with 80- to 100 -grid abrasive paper before

the pressure test, which is made with the glass surfaces

wet. Experience has shown that large glass bulbs should

pass such a test at an external pressure of about 45 psi.

Thermal shock tests are used particularly for testing

seals and sometimes in conjunction with a mechanical
test. Mechanical testing of seals is a good method for

determining the seal geometry or processing that will

give the highest strength.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF GLASS

The performance of glass as an electrical insulator

is characterized by physical properties of the glass,

such as volume resistivity, power factor, and dielectric

constant. Tabulated values of volume resistivity were
given earlier; however, power factor is a complicated

function of frequency and temperature and no simple
tabulation of this property is possible.

The electrical resistivity of glass increases exponen-
tially with temperature. If log resistivity is plotted

against the reciprocal of absolute temperature, a

slightly curved line is obtained. Because the loss fac-

tor of glass depends strongly both on temperature and
on frequency, the effects of these parameters should

be considered in estimating the values of electrical

properties for a particular glass application.

Electrical properties also depend on the previous

history of a glass. Current conduction is accompanied
by strong polarization; as a result, the resistivity values

generally given are obtained at low electric fields and
low currents to minimize the polarization effect. Pre-
vious heat treatment has a strong effect; glass has

higher losses and lower resistivity if it has been rapidly

cooled through the annealing range than if it has been
slowly cooled. Therefore, thevalues ofelectrical pro-
perties of commercial glasses are usually given for

well -annealed samples.

Electrical Failure of Glass

In electron-tube applications, glasses frequently

operate at elevated temperatures. Although conditions

causing true dielectric failure are probably never en-

countered, there is a possibility of electrical failure

in service due to thermal breakdown under high elec-

tric fields and high temperature. This condition may
limit the use of glass compositions for some appli-

cations to those of higher resistivity or lower loss. In

some high-frequency power tubes, because no com-
mercial glasses meet all the requirements of tube oper-

ation, it is necessary to use other ceramic materials

whose electrical properties are less sensitive to tem-
perature.

Electrolysis Effects . The conduction of current in

glass is ionic, that is, the charge carriers for the con-

duction current are ions rather than electrons. Glass,

therefore, shows electrolysis effects which are due to

the transportation of matter associated with the con-

duction current. Thus, if dc voltage is applied across
two leads sealed into glass, the mobile ion concen-
tration will decrease in the glass surrounding one lead,

and will increase around the other lead. If the conduc-
tion current is large, electrolysis will produce substan-

tial volume and stress changes with eventual failure of

the glass by cracking. An inverse measure of the effect

is provided by the volume resistivity of the glass

.

Electrolysis effects are most likely to occur in the

stems of small tubes, where temperatures are moder-
ately high, leads are close together, and appreciable

voltages are applied between the leads. For this rea-

son, stems are made with glasses of high electrical

resistivity. With 0120 glass, electrolysis effects are

usually negligible at stem temperatures below about

150 C. For stems operating above this temperature,
it is advisable to suspect electrolysis; the best indi-

cations of it are changes which occur in the lead color

during normal tube operation. Another method is to

observe changes in the polariscopic strain pattern in

the glass around leads . If these effects are seen during

early operation of a tube, there is a possibility that the

tube will fail from glass cracks due to electrolysis dur-

ing extended life operation.

The sodium ion is the charge -carrier for conduction

of current in soda-lime -silica glasses, and presumably
also in most other commercial glasses.* During the

There is little literature on the identity and behavior of the

charge-carrying ions in commercial glasses.
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conduction of current in glass, sodium metal is formed
at the negative lead or electrode, and oxygen gas at the

positive electrode; more generally, there is chemical
reduction at the cathode and oxidation at the anode leads

.

Thus, in a lead glass, although Na+ is the mobile ion,

metallic lead is produced at the negative lead wire.
The lead deposit causes a prominent darkening of the

lead wire which appears first as dark spots and then

grows to a dendritic or tree -like form. Darkening of

the anode lead wire due to oxidation can be observed as
the first effect of electrolysis; subsequently, the effect

may occur in the form of spots which grow larger and
darker. It seems doubtful that electrolysis produces
any release of oxygen gas into the tube at the anode
lead— at least, no quantitative data on this phenomenon
are known.

Electrolysis effects in some tube types are compli-
cated by the bombardment of glass surfaces by elec-
trons escaping from the mount, in which case the cur-
rent path may be between the bombarded area and one
or more positive leads. In high -voltage tubes, these

effects can be erratic because the bombarded area may
either charge up nearly to the anode potential, or it

may have its potential suppressed to a value close to

that of the emitter.

Puncture

.

Puncture of the glass portion of a tube

envelope occurs when a small area has been heated by
electrical losses until the glass melts and sucks in or
cracks . It results from a runaway condition in which
electrical losses, in glass heated initially by the con-
duction current or by dielectric loss, increase with in-

creasing temperature until a catastrophic hot spot de-
velops. A characteristic of puncture, or cracking by
incipient puncture, is that localized permanent strains

(caused by excessive heating and visible in a polar

-

iscope) are introduced in the glass close to the point of

failure. This effect may be found typically in the neck
and funnel portions of high-voltage projection tubes,

where electrical fields of the order of 200 to 1000 volts

per mil may be applied across the wall section, and
temperatures of 70 C, or more, may be produced by
heating from the yoke which surrounds the neck and
lower funnel of the tube. Under these conditions, ran-
dom failures during the first few hundred hours of tube
operation may be observed in glasses of medium elec-
trical resistivity.

Bulb punctures may similarly be observed in high-
frequency power tubes, where the glass is heated by a
combination of factors including dissipation losses in

elements, resistance losses in the metal surfaces of

the glass -to -metal seals, and dielectric heating of the

glass itself. The possibility of bulb puncture is a real

limitation on the use of glass for the envelopes of high-
frequency, high -power tubes.

Puncture or cracking may be due to electron bom-
bardment of the bulb in some high -voltage tubes. Fail-

ure usually results from intense bombardment of a
localized area and may result in a star-shaped crack
system or a suck-in. This condition is observed in re-
gions of high electric fields, i.e. , on the surface of the

bulb closest to the anode of ahigh-voltage rectifier tube,

or adjacentto the high -voltage elements of a gun. With

such tube types, it may be helpful to cover affected

areas with an aluminum -oxide coating made with a
sodium silicate binder. This coating provides some
slight conductivity and has higher secondary emission
than glass. Early evidence of bulb bombardment is

provided by fluorescence of the bombarded areas and in

some cases by browning of the glass in these areas.

Ionization in Air Lines and Bubbles . Bubbles in glass*
containgases at less than atmospheric pressure. When
subjected to high electric fields, these defects some-
times cause glass failure due to heating by ionization

of the gases. Early indications of ionization are the

lighting -up of air lines or bubbles during high-voltage
operation.

In some applications, it is necessary to specify an
upper limit to the size of bubbles or the diameter or
length of air lines. As an example, the neck tubing of

some high -voltage cathode -ray types is required to have
no air lines of diameter greater than 0.001 inch near the

inside surface in the area close to the high -voltage part
of the gun. Air lines in the cane glass used for gun
mounts may have to be limited similarly because of

failures during high-voltage spot knocking. For gun
mounts, multiform glass (made by sintering glass pow-
der) can be used because the bubbles in it are very
small.

Conductive Films on Glass Surfaces

In many applications of glass to electron tubes, the

use of glass with normally high surface -resistivity is

necessary for proper functioning of the tube. Elec-
trical leakage on external surfaces, from weathering
or absorption of water from humid air (relative humidity
of over 50 per cent), may be overcome by application

of coatings such as silicone films or water-resistant
paints. Electrical leakage on internal surfaces may
be caused by contamination before or during exhaust
processing, e.g.

,
by deposits of carbon compounds or

volatile metals such as silver or copper. Low grid re-
sistance may sometimes be found due to internal leakage
in tubes where the glass surfaces show no visible con-
taminating films.

In other applications where some electrical con-
ductivity of glass surfaces may be required, opaque
conductive coatings such as an evaporated aluminum
film, platinum or silver coating, or silicate -bonded
graphite coating are usually used.

Transparent, iridescent, electrically conducting

films can be formed on glass, mica, or porcelain sur-
faces by exposing them while hot to fumes or sprayed
solutions of tin compounds. The process has been
called "iridizing;" the films are referred to as "EC"
coating by Corning Glass Works, as "TIC" coating by
RCA, and "NESA" coating by Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Company. The object after coating has a uniformly thin

* Bubbles in drawn tubing (frequently called air lines) are

elongated and thus are particularly susceptible to ionization

effects.
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film of tin oxide closely adherent to the glass surface.

Thickness of the film may vary from less than 100

millimicrons to more than 1000 millimicrons, and sur-

face-coating resistance may vary from less than 1000

ohms per unit square to more than 1 megohm per unit

square. A surface coating resistance of 5000 to 10,000

ohms per unit square is practical in films which reduce
light transmittance by no more than 10 to 15 per cent.

A typical application involves spraying a heated glass

surface with a solution containing stannic chloride which
might contain, for example, 5 parts of SnCl4- 5H2O and

1 part of anhydrous methanol. The glass temperature
should be close to the softening point at the time of

spraying. The use of conducting films based on other

metals has been reported; these make use of compounds
of cadmium, zinc, or indium.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF GLASS

the best silicate glasses (excluding fused silica) is from

a wave length of about 200 millimicrons to 2500 milli-

microns with reduced transmission to almost 5000

millimicrons.

Phototubes, image tubes, and similar tube types using

photocathodes require a bulb or window glass having

good transmission for visible radiation and, for some
applications, either good ultraviolet or infrared trans-

mission is also required. GlassesOOSO, 7052, and 9741

are generally used; transmittance for these glasses is

shown in Fig. 5. Glasses 0080, 7052, and 7056 have

ultraviolet transmittance down to a wave length of about

300 millimicrons; glass 9741 provides useful trans-

mittance down to a wave length of about 200 millimi-

crons; a fused silica window is transparent to radiation

at a wave length below 180 millimicrons. The silica

window bulbs are made with a graded seal so that a 7052

glass stem with kovar leads can be used for the mount.

In electron-tube applications, glass has few critical

requirements such as are met in the field of glass for

optical instruments, which generally require pieces of

highly homogeneous glasses having accurately finished

surfaces. Special requirements for tubes usually in-

volve only the controlled transmittance or absorption

of light or radiation. Faceplates of optical surface

quality are used in some pickup and phototubes, how-
ever, and meltsof optical quality glass are occasionally

used to obtain glass pieces of exceptional homogeneity
and freedom from melting defects.

Transmission of Light and Radiation

Kinescopes are commonly made with a gray-glass

faceplate which absorbs 40 to 70 per cent of the reflected

ambient light to improve the large -area contrast of the

picture. Transmittance of a typical kinescope glass

(Corning 9010) is shown in Fig. 6. Absorption is due to

the presence of small quantities of cobalt and nickel

oxides in the glass; the amounts are adjusted to give

the glass a nearly neutral tint. The color specification

of these glasses requires that the ICI coordinates of a

standard light source employing a P4 phosphor, meas-
ured after transmission of the light through the face-

plate, should not shift outside the boundaries of a small

polygon of specific size.

Commercial glasses are transparent to light and to

radiant energy in the adjacent parts of the infrared and
ultraviolet spectrums. The range of transmission for
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All commercial glasses show infrared absorption

above the water absorption band at a wave length of 2.8

microns, and absorption is complete for wave lengths

above 4 to 5 microns (see Fig. 7). Although no electron

tubes require glasses of exceptional infrared trans-

mittance, some devices (such as photocells) manu-
factured at Lancaster do. For these applications, ma-
terials other than silicate glasses are required for.

windows

.

As an envelope material, glass assists in the cooling
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Figure 5. Ultraviolet Transmission of Some Common
Glasses (2-mm sample-thickness) Figure 6. Transmission of Coming 9019 Gray Glass
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Figure 7. Infrared Transmission of Some Glasses

of internal tube parts because it does not reflect infrared

radiation of any wave length. Most commercial glasses

(see Fig. 7) transmit a high percentageof the heat radi-

ation from bodies at temperatures above 1000 C (refer-

ence 1, page 66) while the heat radiation of longer wave
length from bodies below this temperature is efficiently

absorbed by glass. However, hot glass heated by energy
absorption does radiate heat internally as well as ex-

ternally. The result is an increase in ambient temper-
ature within the tube and some increase in element
temperature.

X-Ray Absorption

Efficient absorption of X-rays by the envelope of some
high-voltage electron tubes (excepting X-ray tubes) is

desirable to control radiation levels near operating

equipment. Radiation is no problem for tubes operating

under 15 to 20 kilovolts because the soft X-rays produced

at these voltages are readily absorbed by the usual glass

envelopes. Above 20 to 25 kilovolts, however, glass

envelopes of suitable thickness and absorption charac-

teristics may be required; for such envelopes, lead or

barium glasses may be used to provide high absorption.

The absorption of X-rays by glasses is calculated by

using a linear equation involving the mass absorption

coefficients of the oxide components of the glass and
their concentrations (see ref. 1, p. 82).

Glass Browning

An interestingpropertyof glasses is the development
of absorption bands on exposure to radiation or electron

bombardment. These bands are caused by displacement
of electrons from their normal positions, to form color

centers which absorb light in a characteristic range of

wave lengths, mainly those in the ultraviolet region.

For many glasses, one of the bands overlaps the visible

spectrum so that the glass colors and darkens on ex-
posure; the color usually is a yellow or brown, although

some glasses develop a blue color; this phenomenon is

called browning.

Two browning effects occur when glass is bombarded
by high -voltage electrons. One kind is browning caused
by electron penetration of the glass, an effect neces-
sarily confined to a thin surface layer. The other kind

of browning is caused by X-rays generated by electron

bombardment and is distributed through a much larger

section of the glass wall. The form in which browning
takes place maybe used to tell whether it is due to elec-

tron bombardment or X-ray penetration.

These effects maybe objectionable in some cathode-

ray types where the glass picture area is subject to

bombardment by high -voltage electrons. During oper-
ation at screen voltages below 15 kilovolts, browning
is not found with commercial glasses; above 20 to 25

kilovolts, however, glasses of special compositions are

used to reduce browning effects that develop during ex-

tended tube operation.

Most glasses show some X-ray browning, but the

amount can be reduced by small additions to the glass

composition; visible effects can be greatly reduced by
additions of oxides of transition elements such as man-
ganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, andvanadium. 12, 13 Cer-
ium oxide has a similar effect and is desirable because
it does not color the glass as do the foregoing oxides;

additions of 0.3 to 1 per cent of cerium oxide are pre-
sent in the panel glasses used for color kinescopes
(Pittsburgh Plate No. 5533 and Corning 9019 glasses),

as well as in an earlier glass (Pittsburgh Plate No.

3459 glass) used for a 5 -inch projection tube.

X-ray browning fades slowly with time at room tem-
perature and can be accelerated by increasing the tem-
perature. Heating glasses to a temperature between
200 and 300 C removes X-ray browning.

Most glasses also show electron browning, which is

quite permanent and cannot be removed by heat treat-

ment. Electron browning is not appreciably reduced by
the addition to the glass compositions of the transition

elements which reduce X-ray browning. However,
some compositions such as Pittsburgh Plate 3459,

Corning 9010, and Corning 7070 borosilicate glasses

show insignificant amounts of electron browning in

cathode -ray -tube applications.

Sometimes a severe browning effect develops on the

stem or bulb during the life of some tubes operating at

relatively low voltages, particularly with some of the

older designs of small power -tube types. The cause

is believed by some to be electron bombardment of the

affected areas, but a more likely explanation is that the

browning is due to electrolytic reduction of lead rather

than to electron penetration, because the same types

also show the typical darkening around stem leads which
is associated with electrolysis.

Fluorescence of Glass

Glasses generally fluoresce when exposed to ultra-
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violet radiation or to high-voltage electron bombard-
ment. Neither phenomenon has any practical appli-

cation because the effects are so weak, but may be use-
ful in identifying glasses of unknown composition.

After being irradiated, and when it is heated to remove
the browning effect, glass also shows thermolumi-
nescence. -^2, 13 pj^e light emitted during heating to

remove browning is a more sensitive indication of

radiation effects than is browning itself; thermolumi-
nescence, in fact, is being applied to the dating of very
old (100, 000 years) ceramic pieces.

Homogeneity — Glasses Melted for Optical Use

Becauseof their relatively poorer homogeneity, most
commercial glasses are usually not suitable for use in

lenses, prisms, or other refractive elements of optical

systems. Optical glasses are specially melted to attain

homogeneity and, since 1945, continuous melting meth-
ods havebeendevelopedfor these glasses. Many critic-

al glass pieces are made in this manner for electron-

tube applications . These pieces include small faceplates

for camera tubes, phototubes, image tubes, and similar

types which use glass in the form of round flat sections

or lenses with ground and polished faces. These needs
are supplied in Corning 7056 kovar -sealing glass.

Another application for such glass is the free -blown
bulb blank used for the thin glass target of the image
orthicon. Bauschand Lomb Company supplied the first

optical glass used at Lancaster — a BSC-51 glass face-

plate used on the image orthicon and made by spectacle

-

glass manufacturing techniques.

OUTGASSING, DIFFUSION, AND SUBLIMATION OF
GLASS

Glass is permeable to some gases and holds these as

well as some other gases in solution. Gases evolved by
glass depend on the heating conditions; on heating glass,

water first evolves from the hydrated surface film and,

as the glass reaches somewhat higher temperature,
more water diffuses out of a thin surface layer of the

glass. Further heating to very high temperatures
evolves carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, oxygen, and
water. During electron bombardment, oxygen is the

predominant gas evolved, with accompanying dis-

sociation of the glass structure. Glass is permeable
to helium and, at high temperatures, to hydrogen, deu-
terium, and neon; but these gases have a limited solu-

bility in glass and, therefore, their evolution by glass

surfaces in most practical situations is unimportant.
Although little is known about the effects of ion bom-
bardment of glass surfaces, such treatment is known
to be an effective method of cleaning up glass surfaces

at moderate temperatures. Copious amounts of gases
such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen, nitric oxide, oxy-
gen, carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbons can be released
by sparking glass surfaces before bake-out. The liber-

ation of gases by glass during electrolytic conduction

has had relatively little attention. Finally, the subli-

mation of compounds from glass surfaces, even at the

moderate temperatures used in electron-tube exhaust,

is known to be (in some instances) an important source
of oxide -cathode contamination. More information,

however, on all of these phenomena would be helpful to

the electron -tube industry.

Thermal Outgassing of Glass

When glass is heated, it evolves gases which are

primarily water vapor. 14, 15 The volume of water V
evolved from a unit surface at constant temperatures
above 300 C can be obtained from the equation:

V = m tl/2 + s

where t is the time of bake -out. The intercept s,

which may be altered by different surface treatments,

is a measure of the easily removed water residing at

the surface. The slope m is a measure of the rate of

evolution of water diffused to the surface from the in-

terior. If the initial concentration of water is Cq and

the diffusion constant is D, then the slope m is given by

m = 1.13 CoD1/2

If m is plotted on a logarithmic scale against the re-

ciprocal of absolute temperature, a straight line is ob-

tained. The activation energy for the diffusion process
obtained from this plot varies for usual glasses from
about 35 to 50 kilocalories per mole.

The magnitude of the diffusion constant of water in

glasses determined in this way shows that, during the

usual exhaust bake -out conditions, only a thin layer of

glass near the surface is involved in the diffusion proc-

ess. Typical values of the thickness of this layer are

less than about 20 microns.

If m is known as afunctionof temperature for a glass

with initial uniform water concentration, the amount of

water which will diffuse out with time at any tempera-
ture after an arbitrary bake -out can be calculated. This

information can be applied to evaluate the relative ef-

fectiveness of multistep exhaust-bake processing. It

can also be applied, by wide extrapolation, to evaluate

the expected diffusion of water into the tube during nor-
mal tube operation. Such an extrapolation predicts that

a minute and usually negligible amount of water will dif-

fuse into tubes operating at temperatures below 150 to

200 C. At higher operating temperatures, the possibil-

ity of substantial diffusion of water into the operating

tube would have to be investigated in terms of the par-

ticular gases involved and a specific exhaust process.

Corning 0080 glass was found to be in equilibrium

with water at a vapor pressure of 10 to 12 millimeters
of mercury at temperatures near 500 C. 14, 15 Thus,

at higher vapor pressures, water will diffuse into 0080
glass, while at lower vapor pressures it will diffuse

out. It was evidentthat this glass can be outgassed by

diffusion by heating it in a dry atmosphere.

The amount of surface water indicated by the value

of the intercept s is rapidly and completely removed at

exhaust-bake -temperatures above 300 C. The amount
of water released by the glass surface increased with

the age of the glass and is greatly increased if the glass

is stored in a high-humidity atmosphere at 90 C. The
source of this water is probably a hydrated surface
layer. This layer can be removed by a mild hydro-
fluoric-acid wash which reduces the surface gas to a

minimum.
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Apparently, therefore, volume diffusion of water
from glass is unimportant during life operation of most
electron tubes. Consequently, the unusually rigorous

exhaust schedules which would be required to deplete

water by diffusion are unnecessary. The removal of

water from the hydrated surface -iayer is important and
may be achieved by brief heating of the glass to relative-

ly low temperatures (300 C or higher) during exhaust
bake. Weathering of the glass during storage, and the

possibility of removing weathering products by hydro-
fluoric-acid washing, are factors which affect the

amount of surface water to be removed during exhaust

bake.

Diffusion in Glass

Diffusion of Water in Glass . The diffusion constant

of water in glass can be found from the values of m
(discussed in Thermal Outgassing of Glass, above) if

the initial concentration Cq is known. For Corning 0080
glass, Cq has been determined to be 495 cubic centi-

meters -millimeters mercury pressure per cubic centi-

meter of glass; thus, a calculation of the diffusion con-
stant for 0080 glass at a temperature of 430 C gives

6.1 x 10-13 cm2/sec. Similar data are not available

for other glasses.

Diffusion of Gases in Glass. Helium permeates
glasses readily even at room temperature. The per-
meation of helium through glass, like that of water, is

limited only by its diffusion rate and solubility in glass.

These constants have been determined for a number of

glasses (reference 1, page 275). Helium permeation
rates are generally higher for the high silica glass com-
positions, such as the low-expansion borosilicate

glasses, Vycor and fused silica.

The permeation rates of other gases including hydro-
gen, deuterium, and neon have been determined at high

temperatures . For ordinary applications at lower tem -

peratures, however, the effect of these gases is insig-

nificant.

Diffusion of Ions in Glass . The mobility of the sodium
ion in glass has been shown to be responsible for its

electrical conductivity at ordinary temperatures . Other
ions such as silver, copper, and lithium ions, can re-
place sodium ions either by diffusion or by electrolysis.

This replacement occurs, for example, when a glass

surface is in contact with a molten salt containing com -

pounds of these elements.

Some methods for staining glass are based on the use
of ion exchange to introduce copper or silver ions into

the glass surface. The surface, coated with a clay

suspension containing a silver or copper salt, is heated
to the annealing range of the glass. During cooling,

the silver or copper ions precipitate to form a colloid-

al dispersion of the metal, and produce a characteristic

red or brown color in the surface layer of glass . Brown
stains are sometimes produced by the accidental intro-

duction of iron ions during the washing of commercial
glass articles.

The surface properties of glasses are altered by ion

exchange. Stained glass surfaces may show improved

resistance to weathering. In another example, the abil-

ity to apply a uniformly conductive coating of tin oxide

was lost because the glass surface had been contami-
nated by migration of iron from a kovar ring to which
the glass had previously been sealed.

Surface properties may similarly be altered by dif-

fusion of sodium ions out of the glass. Diffusion can be
produced by heating the glass in atmospheres containing

acid gases such as carbon dioxide, hydrochloric acid,

or sulfur dioxide. These gases react with sodium ions

to produce solid soluble sodium salts which subsequent-
ly can be washed off the glass surface. A glass surface
depleted of sodium ions improved resistance to weath-
ering and may acquire other properties characteristic
of the surface of a high-silica glass. Solid salts are
sometimes left on the surface after such a treatment
when commercial glass articles are annealed; these

deposits are referred to aslehr bloom. Sulfur has been
used to slightly contaminate the boats used for annealing

the target glasses of image orthicons; the contamination
produces a light uniform film of sulphate salts on the

surface of the targets . Because dust particles apparent-
ly do not stick to this surface, scrap due to spots and
blemishes in the picture is reduced. Sulfur dioxide is

sometimes added in small concentrations to the natural

gas used on button stem machines; in this case, the

sulfate film formed on the glass surface lubricates the

button and helps to prevent the glass from sticking to the

molds. Heavy chloride films have occasionally been
found on button stems made and annealed in factory

areas adjacent to trichloroethylene degreasing units.

This undesirable condition should be promptly cor-
rected.

Ion exchange similarly occurs at the seal interface

when two glasses are sealed together. If the two glasses
are not identical in composition, a transition zone at

the interface is produced which usually has properties
intermediate between those of the two glasses. This
effect ordinarily improves the quality of the seal. In

some unusual combinations of glasses, however, the

ion exchange shifts properties such as thermal expan-
sion in the wrong direction and the transition zone may
contain altered glass layers which are highly strained

as a result of interdiffusion during sealing.

Gases Dissolved in Glass

Gases dissolved in glass are determined by heating

a sample in vacuum to high temperatures (1200 to 1400
C) and collecting the evolved gases for analysis. (When
this method is used, the glass froths and liberates

gases rapidly. ) The predominant gas found in commer-
cial glasses is water vapor, which is present at less

than one cubic centimeter (standard temperature and
pressure) per cubic centimeter of glass. The amount
of watejris believed to be a function of the particle pres-
sure of water in the melting -tank atmosphere, due to

an equilibrium which is probably reached during an
early stage of the melting cycle. Smaller amounts of

carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and oxygen are also

found; the quantities of these gases depend on the pres-
ence of carbonates, sulfates, and nitrates in the glass

batch and also upon the presence of fining agents, such
as arsenic oxide, which are added to help remove glass
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bubbles from the glass melt. The control of the con-

centrations of these gases during the melting of glass

is important to the glass manufacturer who must elim-

inate bubbles or seeds in his glass to obtain a product

of acceptable quality.

Bubbles and air lines are defects in glass which are

introduced or not removed during the melting process.

The pressure of gas in the bubble is about one atmos-
phere at the glass -melting temperature, and changes
little until the glass becomes substantially rigid during

initial cooling; the "setting point" of the glass is about

900 K. Further cooling of the glass to room tempera-
ture reduces the pressure in the bubble to about 1/3

atmosphere. An analysis of gases in bubbles in Corning
9010 glass^^, 17 showed that carbon dioxide, nitrogen,

or oxygen were the predominant gases; in addition, some
bubbles contained argon in amounts of about 1 per cent

of the total gas . Some of these bubbles are trapped

air; bubbles in soda-lime-silica glasses have been re-

ported to contain substantial quantities of sulfur dioxide

.

CXitgassing under Bombardment

When glass is bombarded with 20-kilovolt electrons,

gases are evolved which are primarily oxygen. The
amounts of oxygen found in several glasses are given

in Fig. 8. These data were obtained on scanning a

3/4-square -inch raster with a picture tube gun, using

a target currentof 200 microamperes and a glass sur-

face coated with a thin aluminum film to provide elec-

trical conductivity as a target. The sample temperature

was estimated to be about 250 C.

A total quantity of 60 liter-microns of oxygen is lib-

erated from the scanned layer of 0080 glass during a

20-hour test. The 20-kilovolt electrons have a range of

about 2 microns in glass. If only this layer of glass at

the surface contributes to oxygen evolution, it has been
calculated that as much as 10 per cent of the total oxygen

in the glass structure was released during the test. The
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Figure 8. Oxygen Evolution for Five Glasses

surface layer of glass is altered by bombardment; phys-

ical disintegration and roughening of the surface are

observed after longoperation of some glasses in kine-

scopes. Discoloration or browningof the surface layer

of glass by electron bombardment, however, should

not be used as an indication of the amount of oxygen
evolution.

The mechanism of oxygen release by glasses under

electron bombardment has not been established. Pene-
tration of the glass by electrons results in a charge layer

under the surface; the return of this charge to the sur-

face probably is electrolytic in character; if it is elect-

rolytic, then release of oxygen gas at the surface would

be expected. Oxygen evolution of a glass, however,

appears to be only indirectly related to the electrical

conductivity of the glass.

In some cases, glass surfaces which may be subjected

to electron bombardment are coated to prevent charging

of the surface or other undesirable effects. Most of

these coatings do not eliminate oxygen evolution. Thus,

the evaporated aluminum film used in cathode -ray tubes

is transparent to electrons and, therefore, oxygen re-

leased by the glass readily passes through the film.

Qualitative data indicate that conductive tin-oxide coat-

ings behave similarly. Coatings bonded with sodium
silicate (such as the conductive graphite -silicate coat-

ing used in cathode -ray -tube types) have been shown to

be prolific sources of oxygen under bombardment.

Data are not available on the variation of oxygen ev-

olution of glasses under electron bombardment for pa-

rameters such as glass temperature or voltage of the

bombarding electrons. However, some qualitative data

taken atRCA-Lancaster showed an exponential depend-
ence on temperature, with the amount of oxygen evol-

ved at 20 kilovolts doubling with a 30 C increase in

glass temperature. A substantial evolution of oxygen
on low -voltage bombardment (200 to 500 volts) of a gra-

phite-silicate coating has been observed qualitatively.

The practical importance of oxygen evolution in a

tube depends upon the conditions of operation. Bulb

bombardment, or scanning and back-scattering of elec-

trons, such as occurs in aluminized cathode -ray tubes,

is likely to release substantial amounts of oxygen. For
these tube types, an efficient getter for oxygen is nec-

essary because the quantities of oxygen evolved con-

siderably exceed the quantity which poisons oxide cath-

odes. It seems probable that the superior performance
of ceramic -envelope, high-frequency power tubes over

glass -envelope tubes, may be partly related to less

susceptibility to bombardment effects.

Sublimation from Glass Surfaces

Sublimation is observed where glass surfaces are

heated to temperatures above 400 C. At the high temp-
eratures used for glass sealing, the evaporated mat-
erials contain silica and the other oxides present in the

glass. During flame-sealing of glass, a "ring stain"

caused by deposition of these oxides on adjacent cool

surfaces may sometimes be observed. Once formed,
such stains are difficult to remove by chemical clean-

ing but maybe controlled by heating the cool area dur-
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ing sealing to prevent the oxides from condensing on it.

During main sealing operations where the final clo-

sure is made by means of a glass seal, materials eva-
porated from the seal may contaminate the oxide cath-
ode or other sensitive tube elements. The glass bulb
composition has been reported to have a considerable
effect on contamination incurred during sealing and ex-
haust. When Corning 7052 glass was used for the

envelope of a small diode tube severe contamination due
to black-oxide coatings and consequent low emission oc-
curred. The use of envelopes of 7040 glass, or a com-
bination of 0080 bulb and 0120 stem, however, result-

ed in white coatings with good emission and life. The
results obtained with 7052 glass were probably due to

its fluoride and chloride content. The 7052 contains a-
bout 1/2 per cent of fluoride and 1/5 per cent of chlo-

ride, while 7040, 0210, and 0080 glasses are essentially

free of chloride and fluoride.

In the above case, contamination of the cathode oc-
curred principally during the stem-sealing operation.

In other cases, cathode contamination by fluorides

evaporating from fluoride -containing bulb glasses has
been observed during the exhaust-bake operation.

DEVITRIFICATION OF GLASS

Glass is a noncrystalline metastable form of matter.
Commercial glasses generally show a very slow rate of

crystallization only in a narrow range of temperatures
below the liquidus temperature, which is the temper-
ature at which crystals of the primary phase first ap-
pear when aglass melt is slowly cooled. In most com-
mercial glasses, the crystallization range is above the

softness temperature; thus, in melting or working these
glasses, the crystallization range is passed through so
quickly that no crystal formation occurs. Devitrifica-
tion (crystallization) of these glasses is, therefore,
rarely encountered in most practical applications.

Devitrification is a phenomenon sometimes made use
of in the manufacture of glass articles. Opal glasses
are special compositions in which opalescence is due
to the presence of numerous small crystals; these crys-
tals are usually produced in the glass by reheating the

article after it has been formed. Photosensitive glass-
es have been developed by Corning Glass Works in which
nucleation centers are produced by exposure of the

glass to ultraviolet radiation; on subsequent heat treat-

ment at temperatures in the upper annealing range, a
colored image may develop due to the precipitation of

colloidal metal particles in the exposed regions. Corn-
ing Fotoform glass is a photosensitive glass in which
the exposed regions develop into an opal glass upon heat
treatment, while unexposed regions remain clear. The
opal regions may subsequently be removed by etching
in dilute hydrofluoric acid. Due to the selective action
of the hydrofluoric acid, holes of minute size or com-
plicated shapes may be accurately reproduced in Foto-
form glass from a photographic master. Corning Pyro-
ceram compositions are sensitized glasses which may
be manufactured and worked as clear glass and sub-
sequently devitrifled by heat treatment in the upper ann-
ealing range. Due to the extensive formation of small
crystals, these materials have quite different proper-

ties from the parent glass, being characterized by high
mechanical strength and low electrical loss.

Certain borosilicate glasses may separate on heat
treatment into two immiscible glass phases; the manu-
facture of Vycor (96 per cent silica) glass is based on
this phenomenon. Following the heat treatingof a suit-

able borosilicate glass, two glass phases are formed,
one being a high silica glass, and the other a soluble
borate glass which maybe leached away by immersion
in an acid. The porous glass structure left after re-
moval of the soluble phase is sintered to a solid glass
by further heat treatment, producing a high-silica glass
article of similar shape but of smaller size than the

original.

Corning 7040 kovar sealing glass is a borosilicate

glass and exhibits the same kind of instability on heat

treatment. When this glass is held at temperatures
somewhat above the annealing point, a similar separ-
ation into immiscible phases occurs, one phase being
soluble. Thus, if a 7040 glass -to-metal seal is an-
nealed using temperatures substantially above the an-
nealing point, and if the seal is then chemically clean-
ed or exposed to water, leaching of the soluble phase
in the surface layers of glass may occur. This state

of the glass cannot readily be determined by visual ex-
amination but if the seal is reheated for further seal-
ing or working, a violent re -boil or bubbling of the mol-
ten glass will be observed. This condition can be con-
trolled partly by the use of lower annealing tempera-
tures and shorter times, and partly by minimizing ex-
posure to water after annealing. Other borosilicate

glasses used for electron tubes generally do not show
this behavior.

THERMAL EXPANSION OF GLASS

When glass is cooled from a high temperature, the

transition from the liquid to the solid state occurs, not
at a fixed temperature, but over a temperature range
referred to as the transformation or annealing range.
The thermal expansion of glass in both the liquid and
solid states depends on the chemical composition; the

thermal expansion in the liquid state is generally about
three times that in the solid state. Within the trans-
formation range

,
however, the specific volume of glass

is strongly dependent upon its heat treatment; for these
temperatures, expansion is determined by the previous
history of the glass as well as by its composition.

The thermal -contraction curves typically observed
when a glass is cooled at different rates through the

transformation range are shown in Fig. 9. These
curves, drawn from a common point at maximum temp-
erature, show the same contraction rate for the liquid

state. The curves deviate from the "liquid" line in the
transformation range with slope decreasing until at the
lower limit of the transformation range, the common
characteristics of the solid state are attained. The
curves for the slower cooling rates follow the "liquid"

line to lower temperatures and show greater net con-
traction in going through the transformation range. Up-
on further cooling to room temperature, the curves
form parallel lines with the slope of the curve for the
solid state . Upon reaching room temperature , the glass
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Figure 9. Thermal Contraction Curves of Glass vs.

Cooling Rate

samples cooled at the slower rates thus have shown a
greater net contraction, as indicated by the displace

-

mentof the contraction curves and, therefore, they have
lower specific volume and higher density than the rap-
idly cooled samples. The other physical properties of

glass, including density, depend somewhat upon cool-

ing rates of heat treatment used in bringing the glass

sample through the transformation range; thus, a de-
fined cooling rate is usually specified in giving the prop-
erties of glass. These effects have been discussed with

reference to the constitution and structure of glass.

In making glass seals, it is important to match the

thermal expansion of the glass to that of the other com-
ponent of the seal to minimize or control the residual

stresses in the finished seal. Thermal expansion must
be closely controlled in commercial glasses used in

electron tubes. Sometimes, the expansion of a glass

has been specified and controlled by the use of a seal-

ing test in which a sample is sealed to a standard mat-
erial and the residual stresses are determined after a
controlled annealing schedule. In most cases, however,
the average coefficient of expansion, determined for

the temperature range of 0 to 300 C, is used for the

specification of this property. This measurement in-

volves only the linear part of the thermal -expansion
curve and thus avoids the variable effects which can
occur in the transformation range. In practical appli-

cations of glass seals, however, the processes occur-
ring in the transformation range are capable of substan-
tially modifying the residual stresses found in the seal.

On first annealing the seal the cooling rate has an ob-

vious effect, according to Fig. 9, and further changes
in residual stresses may also be found during subse-
quent beat treatment of the seal in the transformation
range, for ordinary glasses, these effects may be

seen during heat treatment at temperatures as low as

100 C below the strain point of the glass.

GLASS-TO-METAL AND GLASS-TO-GLASS SEALS

Nature of Sealing Problems

In most applications of glass in electron tubes, the

use of glass depends greatly upon its compatibility with

the material to which it is to be joined. If the result-

ing seal is not hermetic through a reasonable temper-
ature range, then it is not acceptable. The properties

of the metal also influence the degree to which a seal

is dependable. The factors that influence the reliabil-

ity of a glass -to -glass seal are less complex than those

that affect glass -to -metal seals. Usually the thermal
expansion of the materials is a major factor for con-

sideration when materials are matched for the con-

struction of components in the electron-tube industry.

A close match in expansion is definitely required in or-

der that a seal of dissimilar components may remain
intact and be able to withstand the effect of thermal
change during use; however, some seals are made with

materials deliberately chosen to put the glass member
under compression and thereby improve mechanical
strength. Other factors (including linearity of expan-
sion, surface tension characteristics, oxidation char-

acteristics of metals, and viscosity characteristics)

play an important role in determining whether a given

glass may be sealed to another glass or to a specific

metal. Other physical and chemical properties, of

course, must also be included in the over-all applica-

tion consideration.

In order that glasses maybe sealed to other glasses

or to metals, a number of criteria must be satisfied,

as applicable:

1. The glass must wet the metal. Any clean glass

will wet a clean metal or adhere to it if the metal is

covered with an adherent layer of the metal oxide and
the temperature of the components is raised to a point

where this oxide is partially dissolved in the glass.

2 . The stresses resulting from thermal expansion
and contraction must not exceed the tensile strength

of the glass. The thermal expansion characteristics

of the components should be linear and without any

points of inflection (transformation points) below the

strain point of the glass. It is assumed that the temp-
erature of highestuse in the system will be substan-
tially lower than the strain point of the glass.

3. Oxide layers formed either during or prior to the

sealing operation must be firmly adherent to the par-
ent metal and, in addition, be of an impervious nature.

In recent years, specific applications have called for

the tailoring of the components to suit the needs of the

application. The metal kinescope is a case where both
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the metal and glass components have been specially

developed to meet the requirements of the given applica-
tion. In this particular application, the metal kinescope
was first produced using available materials. The
round metal funnel was made by spinning a blank of

Type 446 chromium -iron alloy (28 per cent chromium),
and the bent faceplate to be sealed to the funnel was
made from a selected drawn-sheet window glass. Fab-
ricating the parts for a rectangular type metal tube,

however, required a more workable metal and AISI 430
alloy was developed. This metal is a 17 per cent sta-

bilized chromium -iron alloy capable of being formed
to the desired shape by both spinning and stamping. Be-
cause this alloy had a high thermal expansion, a mod-
ified window glass was developed to go with the new
metal. This glass (Pittsburgh Plate 3720) had a neu-
tral gray tint to improve picture contrast. Still later,

enameling iron was used for the metal funnel and new
iron-sealing glasses were developed for the faceplate

(as window glass) and for the pressed funnel; machine

-

drawn tubing was provided for the neck and stem sec-
tions.

Adherence of Glass Sealed to Metal. When glass is

sealed to metal, an oxide film is generally formed on
the metal surface. Glass, itself being a solution of

oxides, wets the oxide film during sealing; the mech-
anism of adherence is commonly regarded as being due
to the adherence of the oxide film to the metal surface.

The solubility of the oxide film in the glass and the ten-

acity with which it adheres to the parent metal are thus

fundamental to the seal. The color of the seal is de-
termined by the dissolved oxide and is useful in deter-
mining the character of the seal. In practice, obser-
vation of the depth of the color is effective for deter-
mining whether the thickness of the oxide is appropriate

.

In general, the deeper the color, the thicker the layer
of oxide and it is possible, therefore, to establish wheth-
er the oxide thickness has exceeded or fallen short of

prescribed limits. The oxide thickness may be control-

led by appropriate atmospheres during sealing if over-
oxidation is a problem or by means of preoxidizing if

the metal oxidizes with difficulty. Cold -rolled steel

applications require oxidation protection during the

sealing operation because of their affinity for oxygen.
Conversely, chrome -bearing alloys must be pre-oxi-
dized under specific conditions so that an optimum oxide
layer may be formed. Partridge22 offers detailed in-

formation on the composition and properties of oxide
films and their effect upon glass -to -metal seals.

Estimating Quality of Seals . The quality required of

a given seal depends upon the specific application and
the conditions to which a component is subjected in use.

However, some general considerations can be cited and
will be found to be applicable in most situations. Figs.

10 and 11 illustrate criteria that were applied success-
fully to the examination of metal kinescope bulbs for

such types as the 21AP4 and its predecessors. Fore-
most is the wetting angle or angle of approach of the

glass and metal. If the re-entrant angle is less than
about 50 degrees, the strength of the seal will be ad-
versely affected. A small contact angle is indicative

of good wetting characteristics and is usually desirable.

Colorimetric determination of seal quality is fre-

quently used, as mentioned previously. The seal color
directly indicates the quality of the oxide layer. Thus,
a light-colored or metallic seal may show poor adher-
ence of glass to metal, while a dark-colored seal may
leak due to the porosity of an excessively thick oxide
layer.

Polariscopic examination of the seal affords an in-

dication of the nature of the stresses in the seal and
indicates whether the system of materials being em-
ployed is proper or if the process is under control.

Glassy seals should be avoided because of the tend-
ency of such seal areas to coalesce and form paths for

both electrical and gaseous leakage. In addition, such
defects often lead directly to mechanical failure in the

seal. Gassy seals are characteristic of certain metals,
notable among which is nickel.* Where design criteria

indicate the desirability of such a material, it is best
to provide for plating or otherwise coating the metal
so that the coating material predominates the seal

character. Another means for avoiding any tendency
toward gassy seals is to outgas the metal (prior to

making the seal) at a temperature at least 50 C higher
than the maximum temperature reached during the

making of the seal.

Blister, scuffs, and opaque spots should be critically

examined in the evaluation of seal quality. Blisters
usually result from the elongation of a gaseous inclusion

in the glass. Scuffs are surface blemishes made up of

a series of parallel scratches that are so fine that the

unaided eye cannot separate them. Opaque spots are
usually attributed to either included material in the

glass or else to oxide scale that has worked free from
the metal and found its way into the seal. The presence
of any of these three types of defects is not immediate
cause for rejection of the seal in itself, but it should
be recognized as a possible contribution to seal failure

when settingup defect limits for specific seals that can
be used successfully. Rather than cite specific limits,

it is suggested that the limits be determined for each
individual case.

Seal geometry plays a very important role in the

evaluation of the quality of a seal. Obvious cases of

re-entrancy between the metal and the glass should be
avoided because of the tendency for stresses to con-
centrate at such points of discontinuity. Geometry re-
quirements include the need for seal uniformity; a one-
sided seal, for example, will generally invite failure.

Surface defects should be avoided primarily because
of the fact that where tensile forces are present they
tend to concentrate at surfaces and will inadvertently
seek out these surface defects with consequent seal fail-

ure.

Checks or very small cracks at or near a glass -to

-

metal interface should be cause for immediate rejec-

* Gassy materials are deliberately used for leads or studs

which are anchored in a glass piece but which are not sealed to

the glass, e. g. , the nickel parts on stem leads.
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GLASS

INSUFFICIENT CONTACT AREA
AND REENTRANT ANGLE

(D)

GLASS IS WIDE ON ONE
SIDE AND NARROW ON OTHER

Figure 10. Examples of Seal Geometry—Metal Kinescope Funnel Seals: (A) good seal, (B) ivide seal,

(C) narrow seal, (D) uneven seal

tion of a seal. The defect may not have resulted from
the stresses that occur as a result of the mismatch
between the components, but it is inevitable that further

failure from this mismatch will originate from the ob-
served check or crack.

Commonly Used Glass -to -Metal Seal Combinations.
A general summary of suitable combinations of glasses
and metals which have proved to be successful in ap-
plication to electron tubes has been compiled. Table
IV shows a list of the combinations discussed here.

Dumet is the most widely used wire-lead material in

the electron-tube industry. It is essentially a 42 per
cent nickel -iron alloy coated with a sheath of copper
which occupies 20 to 25 per cent of the cross -sectional
area of the wire. It is sealed in combination with

Corning 0080, 0120, 0010, 8160, and 8161 glasses and
other glasses of similar expansion characteristics.

Dumet seals are made indiametersup to 0.040 inch but

the more common applications are in diameters below
0.025 inch. The seals are usually free of any gaseous
inclusions and the red copper oxide is easily dissolved
in the sealing glasses. The seals can be made in air

atmospheres with relative simplicity. It is generally

found that a gradation in seal color develops, ranging
from the metallic luster of pure copper to that of the

deep red oxide. Gradation within this range will insure

that an optimum leak-free seal condition will exist.

52 Alloy contains approximately 50 per cent nickel and

finds some application in tube construction in seals to

the glasses described above under dumet wire.

Chromium -Iron Alloys have received wide application

in recent years; their technology is becoming extensive;

these alloys are essentially stainless steels containing

either 17 or 28 per cent chromium. They offer a rel-

atively low-cost source of oxidation-resistant material

that can be sealed easily to soft glasses. The incidence

of allotropic transformations in these alloys was initial -

ly a problem, particularly with decreasing chromium
content. Suppression of this tendency toward trans-

formation was made possible by the addition of varying
amounts of aluminum, molybdenum, titanium, vanadi-

um, tungsten, or tantalum. The alloy known in the in-

dustry as 430TI (AISI Type 430, modified) is an ex-
ample of a composition that would ordinarily exhibit a

tendency toward austenitic transformation and which
was stabilized through the addition of titanium. Both
446 and 430 alloys can be sealed to 0120 glass and
glasses of similar expansion characteristics . However,
the stresses resulting from thermal expansion differen-

tial are fairly high; for large or critical seals, special
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GLASS

METAL

(A)

BOGEY SEAL WIDTH— GLASS IS DOWN
PROPERLY OVER THE METAL
RADIUM OF THE SEAL LAND
AND FILLETS ARC SMOOTH

(B)

GLASS HAS NOT FLOWED TO
ENCOMPASS THE COMPLETE

SURFACE AREA

(C)

EXTERNAL SURFACE IS TOO
DISCONTINUOUS

(D)

SEAL WIDTH IS EXCESSIVE— INSIDE
FILLET IS DEVELOPING
REENTRANT ANGLE

(E)

HAS PARTED FROM METAL
AT INTERFACE

Figure 11. Examples of Seal Geometry —Metal Kine-

scope Faceplate Seals: (A) good seal, (B) cold seal,

(C) sharp seal, (D) wide seal, (E) stripped seal

glasses of higher thermal expansion have been devel-
oped. Among these are Pittsburgh Plate 3720 and 5533
faceplate glasses, Lancaster Glass G12X1, and Corning
9019, 0129, and 0128 glasses.

SylvaniaNo. 4 Alloy or Sealmet 4 is a nickel -chromium -

iron alloy used extensively in electron-tube construc-
tion. It contains 42 per centnickel and 6 per cent chro-
mium and exhibits an expansion curve having a close
coincidence with Corning 0120 glass. The alloy forms
a very adherent oxide when it is heated to 1100 C in a

wet hydrogen atmosphere. The chromium -oxide layer

is readily soluble in glass and exhibits a characteristic

green color.

Nickel has found little application in seals in electron

tubes because of its high thermal expansion. It is used
extensively in conjunction with dumet in the form of a

two- or three-piece lead assembly. In this role, the

electrical conductivity of the material is employed, as

well as its ductility. Nickel is readily manipulated to

form supports for tube components . In this application,

the dumet section of the lead wire is sealed into the

glass and forms the hermetic seal; the nickel sections

are buried in the glass and thus, are held mechanically
although there is no adherent seal to the glass.

Copper, because of its high thermal expansion, cannot

be matched to the common glasses. However, with a
Housekeeper, or feather-edge seal, it may be sealed to

any glass. Recently a glass that matches copper has
been developed and is available in the form of rod, pow-
der, or sintered beads; this glass is called Corning
7295 copper-sealing glass and may find application to

electron tubes.

Kovar (also known as Rodar and Therlo) is a nickel

-

cobalt-iron alloy developed for sealing to glasses of

lower thermal expansion. ^ 3 Glasses made for sealing

to kovar are Corning 7040, 7052, and 7056, and Kimble
L-650 glass. Kovar seals well to these glasses; it has

an expansion curve which parallels the expansion curves
of these glasses over the range of temperatures en-

countered in sealing and in use.

Tungsten can be sealed to a wide variety of hard glasses

including Corning 7720, 7780, 3320, 7070, 7750, and

7760. Tungsten, like molybdenum, is a pure, hard,

brittle metal, capable of being sealed directly to these

glasses. Its brittleness requires careful working of the

metal to avoid splitting or breaking it. Tungsten oxi-

dizes readily at comparatively low temperatures; a thin

coating adheres well. This material finds wide applica-

tion for lead seals in power tubes. Use of this material

in tube construction requires caution because of the

chemical instability of its oxide in the presence of water
vapor, as encountered in the operation or storage of

tubes under conditions of high humidity. This instability

sometimes leads to slow-leakage conditions which are

not detectable under ordinary circumstances but which
will show up in use. Inspection of drawn tungsten wire

must be meticulous because, in the drawing process,

defects in the material may become elongated into fis-

sures and produce leaks in finished seals. In spite of

these difficulties, tungsten serves the purpose and is

used widely in many applications in the electron-tube

industry

.

Molybdenum can be matched to kovar -sealing glasses

and hard glasses of similar thermal expansion char-

acteristics, such as Corning 1720 glass. The affinity

of molybdenum for oxygen poses aproblem; in fact, the

oxidation problem is so great that the application of

molybdenum to electron tubes has been limited until

recently. Molybdenum begins to oxidize at 200 C, and

at 400 C it readily forms molybdenum trioxide; this

oxide becomes volatile at about 800 C. In small seals
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Table IV

Combinations of Glasses and Metals Used For Sealine

Sealing Metal Sealing Glasses
Expansion
Coefficient

(cm/cm/oc)

Tungsten /

Kovar

,

Molybdenum (

Dumet
No. 4 Alloy ^ i

52 Metal '

V

446 Alloy

430 Alloy-

Iron \

7761 (Corning) Multiform
7070 (Corning)

7740 (Corning)

7760 (Corning)

7720 (Corning)
K-772 (Kimble)

7780 (Corning)

9741 (Corning)

3320 (Corning)

7750 (Corning)

1720 (Corning)

7050 (Corning)

7052 (Corning)

K-705 (Kimble)
7040 (Corning)

K-704 (Kimble)
K-650 (Kimble)

7056 (Corning)

BSC-51 (Bausch and Lomb)
7055 (Corning)

Most Commercial Window and
Container (Bottle) Glasses

9010 (Corning)

0120 (Corning)

KG- 12 (Kimble)
G-12 (G. E.

,
Lancaster)

FR-60 (Fourco)
K-30 (Kimble)
3459 (Pittsburgh)

0010 (Corning)

8160 (Corning)

HR (G. E.)
G12X1 (Lancaster)

0080 (Corning)

0083 (Corning)

R-6 (Kimble)
G-8 (G. E.)
5533 (Pittsburgh)

3720 (Pittsburgh)

0129 (Corning)

9019 (Corning)

LL117 (Lancaster)

IS115 (G. E.)
4442 (Pittsburgh)

7210 (Pittsburgh)

R-3 (G. E.)
1991 (Corning)

28 X 10-

32

32.5

34

36

36

37

39

40

40.5

42

46

46

47

47.5

49

51

51

51

51.5

80 to

85

89

89

89

90

90

90

91

91

91

91

92

92.5

93

95.5

96

96.5

98.5

99

118
118
118

119

124

128

(such as wire seals) this characteristic has not been
detrimental because the oxide formation could be either
avoided or held below detrimental limits; however, large
seals had to be avoided. The use of nitrogen atmos-
pheres in the making of molybdenum seals proved un-

suitable because the metal formed a brittle nitride.

Until recently, the primary solution to this problem
was to prebeadthe molybdenum part in an inert atmos-
phere (argon) and to make the final seal under conditions
that would not cause further oxidation of the metal.
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This approach eliminated the possibility of larger seals

because of the inconvenience inprebeadinga large part.

More recently, methods have been developed in which
the molybdenum surface is either converted to molyb-
denum disilicide in one process or is enriched with

chrome in another process. 24 Neitherof these surfaces

possess the affinity for oxygen that molybdenum does
and permit seals to be made directly to them.

Low-Carbon Steel presents considerable difficulty in

sealing because of the ease with which the metal oxi-

dizes. Protection of the metal surface during exposure
to high sealing temperatures is a definite requirement
and can be accomplished by plating the surfaces with

copper, silver, chromium, or nickel. In metal-kine-
scope production, the seal surfaces were protected

during the glass-sealing operation by the use of a vit-

reous enamel. This coating was applied either by spray
or dip application and then was fired in an atmosphere
at a temperature of 800 to 900 C. The use of this enam-
el assisted the glass to flow and form fillets more read-
ily than otherwise would have been the case. Because
of the high thermal expansion of these metals, only

special glasses can ordinarily be sealed to them . Corn-
ing 1991, General Electric R3and IS115 glasses, Lan-
caster Glass LL117, and Pittsburgh Plate 4442 and 7210
glasses have been developed for sealing to iron.

Sealing Methods

.

The art of glass sealing has pro-
gressed greatly from the simple process where two
pieces of glass of the same composition were joined by
heating them in a flame. In today's technology, seals

can be made in almostany form as dictated by the needs
of the process under consideration. Methods have pro-
gressed from the simple use of the hand torch and bun-
sen burner to the use of huge lehrs and induction fur-

naces to make a seal between glasses or between a glass

and a metal. Although flame sealing is still the most
widely used method, a transition to electrical heating

or lehr heatingis in process; eventually, thesemethods
will displace flame sealing as the prime means for seal-

ing glasses.

In flame sealing, theobjectis tobringthe two glasses

to a temperature at which they both have a similar vis-

cosity. When this condition is attained, the components
are joined by bringing them together. If one of the

components to be joined is a metal, the metal must be

brought to the temperature where the glass flows out

over the metal surface and adequately wets the metal.

The type of metal used dictates whether the metal is

exposed to the flame or whether it must be shielded

from the flame, depending on the nature of the metal
and its oxide. If the metal oxidizes easily, then it is

necessary to prevent the buildup of a heavy oxide layer

by covering the metal with glass at the earliest possible

moment. On the other hand, if the metal resists oxida-

tion then it maybe found necessary to expose the metal
to the flame for a prolonged period or even preoxidize

it before covering the metal with the glass.

The conditions for making a seal when induction heat-

ing is used are similar to those used in flame sealing,

particularly with respect to the oxidation problem. In

induction heating, radio -frequency energy is applied by
suitable coupling to heat the metal component by eddy

currents induced in the metal. The heat developed in

the metal is transferred to the glass and fusion takes

place. This process is used extensively in power -tube

production.

Electric-arc sealing, which is not as widely used by
tube manufacturers as induction heating, is used chiefly

in the sealing of glass bulbs for kinescope application.

In this process, the glass surface to be sealed is pre-
heated by a flame. When this surface becomes elec-

trically conductive, a high voltage is impressed through
the applied flame to heat the surface by current con-
duction. With this method, the heat applied is extreme-
ly localized and has less tendency to cause distortion in

adjacent areas.

Frit, or solder-glass sealing, has come into greater

prominence during recent years through the develop-
ment of a great variety of materials for this use. Among
recent applications is the production of the 21CYP22
color kinescope. A high-lead frit-slurry is extruded
on the seal edges of the funnel of the tube and the panel

is then precisely positioned in contact with the frit. The
assembled unit is passed through a lehr and brought up
to 445 C for one hour. The frit melts, flows over the

adjacent components and then devitrifies into a crys-
talline solid. The resulting seal is almost as strong
mechanically as the bulb; after the seal is made, further

thermal processing of the bulb is possible. The seal

is impervious to gases and is not electrically conduc-
tive. Other developmental frits are conductive but, as

yet, these materials are only available for application

to the high -expansion glasses; however, applications to

low-expansion materials should be forthcoming in the

near future.

In general, seals can be classified as being matched
or unmatched . In the unmatched variety, they will

generally conform to the compressive type in which the

glass is the member that is under compression. Com-
pression seals have been used in the construction of

metal kinescopes where the linear expansion differen-

tial between the glass (measured over the temperature
range 0 to 300 C) and the metal was as much as 2 x 10-6

per deg C. Upon cooling, the contracting metal in-

duced a high degree of compression into the glass, the

effect of which was to allow rapid heating and cooling

rates during tube processing. A similar situation is

found in a semiconductor stem for which a dumet or

nickel-iron lead wire is sealed into a glass bead which
is simultaneously sealed into a small cold-rolled steel

header. The application of high compression permits
the use of materials which ordinarily are not compatible

.

The housekeeper seal is one in which unmatched ma-
terials are sealed together using a metal member that

is feathered down to a very thin edge; with proper duc-
tility of the metal, the stresses that result from ex-
pansion differences are dissipated through the thin sec-
tion of the metal.

Graded seals are those made between glass compo-
nents whose difference in expansion characteristics re-

quires a gradual transition from one expansion range

to another. Usually, the gradations are made with in-

termediate glasses, although they are sometimes made
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by brazing or welding glass -sealing metals of different

expansion characteristics together. Where possible,

the glasses in a graded seal are stepped in thermal

-

expansion-coefficient units of about 0.5 to 1.0 x 10"^

per deg C.

Stresses in Seals

Calculation of Stresses from Thermal-Expansion
Differentials . Estimating stresses from thermal ex-
pansion data for the materials of a glass -to -metal or a
glass -to -glass seal is usually reliable and serves as an
approximation of the values to be expected in applica-

tions. The stress left in a seal is determined by the

difference between the thermal -contraction curves
of the seal materials, and is taken from the annealing
point of the glass or glasses to room temperature. For
calculation of residual stresses, a setting point concept
is used; this is defined as the point in the annealing

range at which these contraction curves must be coin-

cident to explain the observed residual stress. The
setting point can be regarded as a fictitious freezing
point of the glass.

Tables V and VI give expansion differentials for var-
ious combinations of metals and Corning glasses in com -

mon use in sealing applications. Directions for their

use and an explanation of the units and symbols, as

supplied by Corning Glass, are listed below.

1 . Differentials in the expansion curves are tabulated

in parts per million at the setting point of the glass

as in the case of a glass -to -metal seal, or at the set-

tingpoint of the softer glass as in the case of aglass-
to -glass seal.

2. The setting point has been arbitrarily defined as

the temperature midway between the annealing and

strain points.

3. A number with a negative sign directly above it

indicates that the material listed in that row has a

lower effective expansion than the material listed in

that column.
4. Values in excess of 1000 parts per million are

indicated by a positive or negative sign.

5. Metal -to -metal combinations are of no interest

and are indicated by a large X.

"Caution should be observed in any attempt to pre-
dict residual stress in a seal from the differentials

given in these tables, because for any particular seal

the setting point is a function of:

Table V

Expansion Differentials - Low Expansion Range*
(microinches per inch)

Material 7070 7740 7760 7720 Tung. 7780 3320 j 7750 1720 7052 7050 Moly. 7040 Kovar 7055

7070 Glass 0 400 245 55 -175 -35 50 -565 -195 -770 -480 -585 -700 -760 -645

7740 Glass -400 0 -230 -555 -505 -475 -460 -780 -560 -880 -985

7760 Glass -245 230 0 -305 -345 -305 -185 -670 -375 -895 -725 -780 -890 -995

7720 Glass -55 555 305 0 -20 -105 135 -540 -50 -760 -540 -460 -730 -865 -715

Tungsten 175 505 345 20 0 105 105 -210 -440 -440 -300X -455X -630

7780 Glass 35 475 305 105 -105 0 115 -500 -125 -715 -455 -525 -660 -720 -595

3320 Glass -50 460 185 -135 -105 -115 0 -445 -140 -675 -525 -555 -685 -820

7750 Glass 565 780 670 540 210 500 445 0 -205 -200 40 -175 -130 -200 -155

1720 Glass 195 560 375 50 440 125 140 205 0 -430 -285 -210 -440 -605

7052 Glass 770 + 895 760 440 715 675 200 430 0 260 50 80 5 65

7050 Glass 480 880 725 540 300 455 525 -40 285 -260 0 -110 -205 -275 -160

Molybdenum 585 985 780 460X 525 555 175 210 -50 110 0 -50X -200

7040 Glass 700 + 890 730 455 660 685 130 440 -80 205 50 0 60 30

Kovar 760 + + 865X 720 + 200 + -5 275X -60 0 140

7055 Glass 645 + 995 715 630 595 820 155 605 -65 160 200 -30 -140 0

*From Corning Glass Works
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Table VI

Expansion Differentials - High Expansion Range*
(raicroinches per inch)

Material Plat. 446 9010 42-6 0120 8160 0010 0080 430 Iron 1990

Platinum 0 -420 -240 -360 -320 -510

446 Alloy 0 185 340 225 255 215

9010 Glass 420 -185 0 65 70 - 25 - 20 270 -340

42-6 Alloy >^X - 65 0 40 - 60 - 50 280 XX
0120 Glass 240 -340 - 70 - 40 0 - 90 -100 115 -500

8160 Glass 360 -225 25 60 90 0 - 10 230 -380 -- --

0010 Glass 320 -255 20 50 100 10 0 195 -410 -- --

0080 Glass 510 -215 -270 -280 -115 -230 -195 0 -430

430 Alloy 340 500 380 410 430 0 >< -950

Iron + + + + + 0 -140

1990 Glass + + + + + + + + 950 140 0

*From Corning Glass Works

A. The geometry of the seal.

B. The cooling rate used in the annealing of the seal.

The cooling rate used in the determination of the ex-
pansion curves was one centigrade degree per minute.
C. The difference in the annealing ranges as in the

case of a glass-to-glass seal. A seal made between
glasses having similar annealing ranges will have,
in general, a lower setting point than that assumed
in the tables.

Despite these reservations, these tables should be
useful guides in making decisions in sealing problems.
As a general rule, any differential less than 100 parts
per million can be interpreted to mean a very good
sealing condition. Good seals can be made between
materials with differentials ranging from 100 to 500
parts per million, but if two materials, having a dif-

ferential at the higher end of this range, are chosen
for a sealing application, the risk of failure is of

course greater and, therefore, more care should be
exercised in making the seal. Materials with differ-

entials from 500 to 1000 parts per million can be used
for progressively smaller and thinner seals.

Measurement of Stresses in Seals . The measurement
of stresses in seals in which glass is at least one of the

primary members is usually carried out with the aid of

a polariscope. The amount of retardation observed in

the seal is directly associated with the stress in the

seal. By use of the polariscope, a quantitative measure-
ment can be made in many cases. In some instances,

the resulting strain pattern is so complex that the ob-
servations can be used only as a relative means for con-
trolling an operation. Where the pattern is not complex,

the angular rotation required to cause extinction is noted
and applied in the calculation of the observed stress,

as discussed in the section onpolariscopic measurement
of stress in glass.

Annealing of Seals

Practical Annealing Schedules. The purpose in an-
nealing a glass seal is to achieve a condition in which
the least possible stress remains in the glass. In the

annealing process, the glass is heated into its anneal-
ing range and held there until stresses developed in the

sealing operation have been relieved. In most tube ap-
plications, the annealing process follows immediately
after the sealing operation before the material has been
allowed to cool. This method is more economical be-
cause frequently the seal will not stand up without an-
nealing. Once the stresses have been relieved, a cooling

schedule is chosen that prevents the development of

additional stresses during cooling. In some applica-

tions, the glass temperature is raised above the anneal-
ing temperature to relieve the stresses more rapidly.

The cooling rate depends on glass thickness and the

nature of the mismatch of expansion rates between the

components in the seal. In the case of thick glass, it

might be desirable to cool as slowly as 3 degrees per
minute when coming down from the strain point of the

glass. However, in most electron-tube applications,

the thickness of the glass is less than one -quarter inch

and the glass will tolerate more rapid cooling. Rapid
rates of cooling can easily be tolerated in thin glass

pieces having a symmetrical shape.

Rapid Annealing Schedules for Partial Tempering of

Seals. The annealing of the large seals in metal kine-
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scopes is done by putting the sealed part directly into

an annealing oven having a temperature 20 C above the

annealing point of the glass. After a 20-minute stabil-

izing at this temperature, the envelopes are trans-
ferred directly into an atmosphere having a temperature
of 25 C. These envelopes are not annealed completely
but the faceplates are tempered. The center tension

values present in the faceplates of these kinescopes
have a bogey value of 120 millimicrons per inch, cor-
responding to surface compression of about 280 psi.

The tempering action permits amore rapid cooling rate

to be used than if the glass is completely annealed.
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In most dictionaries, even fairly recent ones, "Cer-
amics" is defined as, "those articles of manufacture
made from raw, earthy materials which obtain their

durability andusefulness as a result of having been heat-

treated at high temperature." Because the field has
grown so rapidly in recent years, this description is

obsolete. Many of the new ceramic materials have been
synthesized by man and are unknown in nature. Such
things as silicon carbide, the nitrides, and borides do
not even fit the more modern concept of ceramics as
being the science of the silicates and oxides. It may,
therefore, be easier to approach a working definition

from a reverse viewpoint; thus we may say: "Ceramics
are those refractory materials and articles which are
nonorganic and nonmetallic in character; they are usual-
ly polycrystalline, but glass (a noncrystalline super-
cooled liquid) and certain single-crystal materials such
as sapphire are also considered in the field; in almost
every case, temperatures above 1000 C are required
for their processing and manufacture. "

There are many sources (see References) of well-
organized data on ceramic materials and their proper-
ties, but there are few references, if any, which pro-
vide the tube designer with information on how to inter-

pret and apply these data in a practical and meaningful
way. This chapter will provide some of this background.

WHEN TO USE CERAMICS

The designer of receiving tubes works primarily with
two kinds of materials: Those which are electrically

conducting and those which are not. The metal con-
ductors form the "active" part of the tube, whereas
nonconducting mica and glass are used as structural

members to isolate, support, and contain the metal
elements.

As insulators, mica and glass have had an impres-
sive record. They have made the modern electron-tube
industry possible. They are low in cost and have many
desirable properties. Extensive manufacturing facili-

ties are available to make tubes with these materials.
For these reasons the designer must have good justi-

fication for recommending new types of insulation or

new construction techniques.

Today, severe demands are being made on the elec-
tron tube. The limitations of the more traditional ma-
terials and methods are becoming apparent. Power and

transmitting tubes, for example, in the period since
World War II have gone from mica to machined lava and,

finally, to steatite or alumina spacers.

Now, with the advent of successful metallizing which
makes possible vacuum-tight ceramic-to-metal seals,

many power and transmitting tubes are being redesigned
to use ceramic spacers, ceramic stems, and ceramic
envelopes. The resulting tubes are better than their

prototypes in that they can be baked out and operated
at higher temperatures; they are smaller and more
rugged; they have higher dissipations and better high-
frequency characteristics.

The receiving-tube designer is only beginning to make
use of ceramics. Present trends seem to indicate, how-
ever, that the ceramic receiving tube will be in wide
use in a number of markets within a relatively few years.

On what basis, then, can the designer decide to aban-
don the old in favor of the new? The following check
list may be of help. On the basis of comparison with
what can be obtained with mica and glass, does the

design require:

1. Higher operating or ambient temperatures?
2. Higher bakeout and degassing temperatures?
3. Operation at higher frequency?
4. Higher mechanical strength and ruggedness?
5. Closer spacings made possible by new assembly

techniques using high -temperature brazing?
6. Freedom from mica and mica spray particles?

7. Better electrical properties at elevated tem-
peratures?

8. Greater resistance to electrolysis and high-

voltage breakdown?
9. Increased uniformity from purer, more repro-

ducible, man-made materials?
10. Materials of lower gas content and vapor pres-

sure?
11. Improved resistance to radiation damage?
12. High temperature printed circuits?

13. New or controlled modifications of thermal con-
ductivity, thermal expansion, surface texture,

porosity?

When enough of the preceding questions can be an-

swered affirmatively, the designer is justified in con-
sidering ceramics.
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It is only in rare cases, however, that a direct sub-
stitution can be made in an existing design. Usually,

both the design and assembly techniques must be modi-
fied substantially. When a ceramic spacer is substituted

for mica in a conventional tube type, for example, the

advantage of mica flexibility is lost. Aids such as
spring clips must be provided to keep the ceramic spacer
centered in the bulb. The mount structure must be
modified so that the elements are held independently
because the ceramic does not have the gripping effect

of a feathered mica hole. Balanced against increased
cost and complexity, however, are the possibility of

higher-frequency operation and greater freedom from
particles. Each case is different and must be analyzed
very carefully.

It is usually more satisfactory to think of ceramics
intermsof new designs or concepts rather than to think

of ceramics as a direct substitute for some other ma-
terial. Until recently, the advantages of ceramics have
been nullified by the higher cost of parts and assembly.
Simplified, more reliable techniques for metallizing,

and the availability of precision ceramics at lower cost
give promise of achieving a competitive product, es-
pecially when overall assembly advantages and im-
proved performance are considered.

To use ceramics competitively, the designer must
make compromises in his choice of material and in the

final shape of the part. No one material combines all

of the desired properties, and the desirability of the

shape of the part usually must be balanced against the

cost of fabricating it. The wisest course is to work
closely with the ceramic specialist from the beginning
so that the requirements can be most efficiently achiev-
ed.

THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF
AND PART DESIGN

FORMING METHODS

The practicality and cost of any part is a function of

how well it can be adapted to a specific forming method,
the dimensional tolerances necessary, and the number
of pieces required.

Basically, four different methods may be used to ob-
tain a finished, usable ceramic piece. These methods
are:

1 . Form the piece by one of several standard ceramic
techniques to the required geometry (allowing for
dimensional changes which occur during drying and
firing) and finish-fire to the final size and shape.
2. Form a blank or partially shapedpiece. Machine
it before firing (allowing for dimensional changes).
Fire to final size and shape.
3. Form a blank or partially shaped piece. Par-
tially fire it. Machine it (allowing for dimensional
changes). Fire to final size and shape.
4. Form a blank or partially shapedpiece. Fire it.

Machine it to final size and shape.

Method 1, which is in a sense, a "one-shot method" is

usually the cheapest method for large quantities. In

general, it is possible to obtain closer dimensional tol-

erances as we gofrom Ito 4, but costs increase sharply

(Fig. 1). The unit cost is, however, a function of

volume and tooling costs, as well as of the method used.

For very short runs where perhaps 25 developmental
parts are needed, method 2 (machining unfired material)
or 3 (machining partially fired material) may be cheaper
than 1, since 1 may require a heavy investment in dies.

Where more than 25 pieces are required and the shape
of the piece is not too complex, it is probably cheaper
to invest immediately in dies. Above 100 pieces, ex-

cept in rare cases, the die method is cheaper. The
numbers quoted refer to situations where the design is

reasonably well frozen. Machining of blanks may be

more desirable and less costly when it is anticipated

that several design modifications will be required.
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Figure 1. Influence of Forming Method and
Volume of Pieces on Parts Cost

Method 2 when highly mechanized can be competitive

with 1. In the spark-plug industry, for example, mil-

lions of high-quality ceramic parts are lathe-turned

from unfired blanks at a cost of less than five cents per
part. Methods 3 and 4 are ordinarily practical only

when extremely critical dimensions (+0.0005 inch) or

very low volumes (1 or 2 prototypes) are required. But

there are important exceptions here also. Method 4, for

example, can be very inexpensive for very high-volume
production of simple shapes that can be handled auto-

matically on a surface grinder or centerless grinder.

(This statement does not apply to internal-grinding

methods, however, which are very costly).

Forming Techniques Used to Make Finished Parts

The most common techniques for forming ceramics
by the one-shot method (method 1) are pressing and

extrusion. These will be explained more fully in the

following pages. Injection moldir^ and casting are also

one-shot methods. The injection molding technique is

capable of making extremely complex shapes but is not

in wide use since the technique requires high quantities

of plastic additives which makes it expensive and in-

capable of holding close tolerances. Casting is relative-

ly slow and does not lend itself well to the high dimen-
sional accuracy required by the electronics industry

because the original shape contains large quantities of
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water and shrinks excessively and nonuniformly during

firing.

Forming Techniques Suitable for Subsequent Machining

All one -shot methods can be used to form blanks

suitable for subsequent machining in the unfired, par-
tially fired, or completely fired states as described in

methods 2, 3, and 4. In addition, there are several

specialized techniques which are only suitable when
machining is employed. These are isostatic pressing
and hot pressing.

In isostatic pressing, the ceramic powder is formed
into a blank or "slug" of very uniform density. The
material is formed by enclosing it in a rubber die or

membrane which is subjected to hydraulic pressure.
After pressing, the surface that was in contact with the

rubber will be rough and irregular and will have to be

shaped to the desired geometry by machining before or

after firing. Because of the uniform density achieved
by this method, control of dimensional tolerances and
other properties is exceptionally good.

In hot pressing, the ceramic material is heated to a

temperature near its softening point while it is being
compacted in the die. This process is extremely ex-
pensive and complex at the present time. As a technique,

it is used primarily to make very dense blanks from
which a desired shape may be cut or machined; some
pieces, such as rocket nozzles, are being pressed to

the desired shape directly. This technique is being
constantly improved, but it does not seem that it will

be adaptable to high-volume, low-cost parts for some
time to come.

In general, because of the limitations and costs of

other methods, shapes and tolerances should be adapted
to the one- shot method since the techniques of this meth-
od are, in most cases, capable of producing parts at

high volume and low cost. To design effectively, the

designer must be familiar with the processes of pressing
and extrusion in detail. The pressing method is par-
ticularly well adapted to making relatively flat shapes,
such as stems and spacers, and can be used to make
shapes in which the height does not exceed the width or
outside diameter. Extrusion is usually specified when
long straight pieces are required.

Pressing Method

In the pressing method, the part is made in one op-
eration by compacting a dry or slightly moist, granular
powder in a carbide-lined or steel die. The simplest
form of die, which is used to press a flat disk with no
holes, consists of a round die cavity and flat-face top
and bottom punches (Fig. 2).

In the first step of the pressing cycle, the die cavity
is charged with the carefully prepared ceramic powder.
The required weight of material for the part is obtained
by controlling the position of the bottom punch. In the
second step, the top punch enters the die and compacts
the powder to a predetermined height. In the third step,

the top punch retracts and the bottom punch moves up-
ward, ejecting the formed piece. In the fourth step,

SHAPE BEING PRESSED
FLAT DISK, NO HOLES

STEP 3

STEP 4

Figure 2. Steps in Pressing a Flat Disk

the bottom punch drops to its original position and the

cycle repeats.
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To make a similar disk with a hole (Fig. 3), it is

necessary to add a core pin or pin bridge to the die.

Alignment of the die is very critical since the pin passes
through the lower punch and, in addition, engages a
matching hole in the top punch during every compaction
cycle. Wear is also a problem. Steel pins wear so
rapidly that operation is limited to 100 to 25,000 parts
depending on the composition of the ceramic being
pressed. As a result, dimensional control is difficult.

Carbide pins resist wear extremely well (500,000 to

1,000, 000 parts are feasible) but are brittle and mechan-
ically weak. Because small carbide pins are not prac-
tical, the designer should avoid specifying holes of less

than 0.030 inch in pieces made of abrasive material like

alumina. Smaller holes can be made, but only with
steel pins. Because of the down-time required for fre-
quent pin changes, however, the press output per hour
will drop considerably and the costs of parts will be

higher.

SHAPE BEING PRESSED
FLAT DISK, ONE HOLE

faces require expensive reshaping rather than simple
surface grinding. Differences in thickness of the part

also introduce forming problems. Laminations and
cracks become more prevalent. In extreme cases,

where the difference in step height is excessive, con-
centric sleeves, each of which can be controlled inde-

pendently, must be used in place of one-piece punches
(Fig. 5). Both the dies and presses needed to perform
this type of work are more expensive, and the cost of

the part increases.

TOP VIEW BOTTOM VIEW

SHAPE BEING PRESSED

n

CORE PIN

Figure 3. Die With Core Pin

To make a disk with shadow grooves (depressions
that reduce electrical leakage), steps, embosses, or

chamfered edges (Fig. 4), the faces of the punches must
be contoured. Contouring adds appreciably to the ini-

tial tooling cost as well as to upkeep because the abra-
sive ceramic powders will cause the faces of punches to

wear. To keep the tooling in good condition, contoured

Figure 4. Die for Forming Disk With
Shadow Grooves

The pressing method, in addition to being used for

making disks or flat wafers, is sometimes used for

thicker, chunkier shapes, such as blocks or cylinders.

When the height of the part is nearly equal to or great-

er than the width or diameter, however, dimensional

control is difficult. During the pressing of such parts,

especially long, thin-walled cylinders, the powder in

contact with the moving top punch is more highly com-
pressed than is the powder in contact with the stationary

bottom punch because of wall friction in the die cavity.

This difference in density of thepressedpiece influences

the shrinkage which takes place during firing, and there-
fore, causes variations in dimensions.

To partially overcome the problem of nonuniform
shrinkage, the ceramic supplier will often resort to a

press in which both the top and bottom punch, and some-
times the cavity, move while the part is being com-
pacted. By controlling the relative motions of the

various sections of the die, it is possible to achieve

greater uniformity and dimensional control.
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mm

CROSS SECTION
OF PART

Figure 5. Die With Concentric Sleeves

Cylinders and other long parts made in a die where
pressure is applied from only one end are character-
ized by a taper. The bottom, less-compacted portion
will shrink the most and will be smaller than the top

portion (Fig. 6).

Parts pressed in properly designed multiple-motion
dies should have acceptable tolerances. There are
practical limitations, however, andparts pressed from
both top and bottom often have slightly higher shrinkage
in the middle than at the ends. This effect (Fig. 7) is

called necking-in. The magnitude of the necking-in

depends upon the "flowability" of the ceramic powder
during compaction and varies with the composition of

the ceramic being pressed. As a rough indication of

the magnitude of the necking-in, a cylinder 1/2-inch
high by 1/2-inch diameter with 0.050-inch walls will

neck-in approximately 0.005 to 0.006 inch.

MOVING

NECK-IN
AFTER
FIRING

MOVING

Figure 6. Shritikage of Long Cylinder Pressed
From One End

Figure 7. Shrinkage of Long Cylinder Pressed
From Both Ends

From a description of the pressing process, it is

obvious that holes cannot run through the piece at right

angles to the height, unless they are put in by a separate

operation. Holes parallel to the pressing axis cause

little difficulty (except as already pointed out) although

the more there are, the more the part costs. Dies which
will make round holes or round parts are much more
easily made than those for special shapes. For example,

to make a square hole in the part, a square pin is re-

quired, and this in turn requires a square hole in the

punch. The machining of these special pressing tools

is a costly hand operation. Fig. 8 shows the complexity

of tooling required for a relatively simple power-tube
spacer.

There are other design recommendations which
should be kept in mind in the design of pressed cera-

mic components. Under certain conditions some of

these suggestions will have to be ignored. They should,

however, be followed wherever possible since good de-
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Figure 8. Typical Die For Pressing Tube Spacer

sign practice will result in lower parts cost. These
recommendations are:

1. Allow maximum tolerances commensurate with

good tube design. This requirement is particularly

necessary for location of hole centers and diameters
of holes. Where possible, use elongated holes for

one of the grid side rods and one of the plate ears
(Fig. 9A).

2. Design counterbores to permit about six degrees
draft on the punch; draft permits faster pressing
(Fig. 9B).

3. Do not place holes or counterbores so close to-

gether or so close to the edge that there will be ex-

cessive cracking during pressing, drying, or firing.

The minimum safe distance between holes, or be-
tween holes and the edge of the part, is two times
the hole diameter. A 0.030-inch hole, for example,
should be at least 0.060 inch from the edge of the part
(Fig. 9C). Parts are being made with distances less

than this, but manufacturing difficulties are increas-
ed. If it is necessary that such holes or counterbores
be in a position that may lead to large manufacturing

losses, it is recommended that the wall be removed
between the openings (Fig. 9D).

4. Avoid specifying holes normal to the extruding or

pressing axis. Such holes must be made by drilling

and a jig or template is required as a guide. If such

holes must be specified, the part should be dimen-
sioned from one end.

5. Avoid parts that require pressing dies of poor
design, such as those with narrow splines or feather

edges on the punches (Fig. 9E).

6. Avoid sharp internal angles (Fig. 9F) where pos-

sible. Such design leads to cracks in the part and to

high die maintenance costs, both of which are finally

reflected in higher cost of the part.

7. Avoid reentrant grooves or undercuts (Fig. 9G)

where possible, since such grooves must be made by

machining.
8. Make parts as nearly symmetrical as possible;

avoid large, abrupt differences in thickness (Fig. 9H)

or unequal cross sections (Fig. 91).

9. Visualize the metal tool which will be used to

make the ceramic part. Of all the design criteria,

this one is perhaps the most important because it can

help to clarify the designer's thinking. To make a

ceramic part with a number of holes near the edge,

the toolmaker must first be able to make a metal
punch with holes near the edge. To make a ceramic
cylinder with a fluted inner surface, the toolmaker
must first be able to make a pin with the opposite

contour. By reflecting on these and similar prob-
lems, the designer will arrive at more reasonable
and practical ceramic shapes. In essence, don't

expect to obtain ceramic shapes and tolerances which
cannot be translated into the metal shapes and toler-

ances necessary to make a workable die.

Extrusion Method

In the extrusion method, a rather soft, pasty mass
is forced through a die nozzle, much as toothpaste is

squirted from a tube. These long lengths are dried,

often (to minimize warpage) in a special humidity-
controlled dryer, after which the pieces are cut to length

and then fired. Some materials are fired first and then

cut to length.

Many of the same design principles for pressed parts

apply to extruded ware. Symmetry of cross section

(Fig. 91) is even more important, however, to the a-

chievement of freedom from warpage and nonuniform
shrinkage during drying and firing. Unless additional

handling and machining can be tolerated, the ends of the

pieces must be flat because pieces are cut to length.

The ratio of the wall thickness to the diameter of ex-

truded pieces is very important. Concentricity of the

inside and outside diameters and out-of-roundess are

always a problem with extruded work, but can be con-
trolled if care is taken. As a rule of thumb, wall thick-

ness should be at least equal to one-tenth of the outside

diameter.

TOLERANCES

Standard industry tolerances are +0.005 inch or +1

per cent, whichever is greater. This rule means, for
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Figure 9. Examples of Good and Bad Design Practices

example, that dimensions from zero up to 0.500 inch
will not be held to better than +0.005 inch. Above 0.005

inch, the+1 per cent tolerance is in effect; i. e. , +0.010
inch on a 1.000-inch part. Better tolerances can be

obtained, of course, but at an additional cost.

The ceramics manufacturer hesitates to guarantee
better dimensional control because ceramic pieces
shrink in size during firing. Many ceramic compo-
sitions shrink as much as 20 per cent. * To obtain a
part 1.000 inch in diameter, the ceramist must press
a 1.200-inch piece. The linear shrinkage which occurs
durii^ firing is affected by small variations in compo-

*Per cent linear firing shrinkage may be calculated on either the
pressed or fired basis. The most convenient method is to use
the fired basis:

Pressed Diameter - Fired Diameter
Fired Diameter

X 100. This method permits the ceramist to multiply a finished
part design by a factor of 1 + the per cent shrinkage to obtain the
unfired part dimension (die size). In the example cited, the de-
signer specifies a 1.000-inch part. The ceramist multiplies this
by 1.200 to obtain 1.200 inch as the required dimension of the
pressed piece before it is fired.

In reverse:
^-^OO (Pressed) - 1.000 (Fired) ^ ^ 20 per cent

1.000 (Fired)
^

shrinkage.
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sition, powder-mixir^technique, degree of compaction,

die wear, and firing schedule. As a result, exceptional

control is required to obtain tolerances of a few thou-
sandths of an inch on the finished part.

In specifying dimensional tolerances the designer
shouldbe familiar with the principles involved. Knowing
these, he can often obtain better than standard toler-

ances even from commercial suppliers.

1. The lower the firing shrinkage of a particular

composition, the better the tolerances which can be
held.

2. The smaller the part (or dimension involved), the

easier it is to hold tolerances.

3. The tighter the limits on big dimensions of the

part, the closer will be the tolerances on small di-

mensions.

These principles must be applied intelligently and with
discretion. Because dimensional control is largely a

function of the amount of firing shrinkage, it is obvious
that the designer should specify a ceramic composition
having the lowest shrinkage factor consistent with other
property requirements. Shrinkage figures are not pub-
lished, but most ceramic vendors will be glad to work
with the designer if he will tell them his needs.

Suggestion 2 points out that shrinkage is a percentage
of the over -all dimension. If the firing shrinkage for a
particular material and process is exactly 20 per cent,

a 1.200 inch + 0.000 part will fire to exactly the re-
quired 1 . 000 inch + 0,000. A 0.024 inch + 0.000 part will

shrink to exactly 0.020 inch + 0.000. But suppose, as

is more usual, the shrinkage varies slightly. If it were
21 per cent instead of 20 per cent the 1.200-inch part
would fire downto 0.992 inch which is 0.008 inch under-
size. The 0.024 inch part, however, would fire to

0.0198 inch, only 0.0002 inch undersize.

Look at this another way. How much can the shrinkage
vary from 20 per cent if it is necessary to hold + 0.005-

inch tolerances on both a 1.000-inch part and a 0.020-

inch part: For the one -inch part, it would be necessary
to hold shrinkage to between 19.5 and 20.5 per cent,

whereas shrinkage for the 0.020-inch + 0.005 part could
vary between zero and 60 per cent.

^

Suggestion 3 is a corollary of 2. It has already been
shown that holding a 1.000-inch dimension to a fairly

reasonable + 0.005 -inch tolerance automatically holds
a 0.020-inch dimension in the same part to less than
+ 0.0002-inch tolerance. Care is required, however,
in the use of this technique. If the 0.020-inch dimen-
sion is a hole size, wear on the pin which forms the

hole in the pressed piece could cause a decrease in size

independent of processii^ and material variables. To
control this it would be necessary to use long-wearing
pins and to check their dimensions regularly.

It is importantthat the designer also be aware of the

reverse implications of suggestion 3. Except to control

die or pin wear, it is pointless to put very close toler-
ances on only one dimension of a part, thinking that the
part will be cheap because the other dimensions are

not critical. Shrinkage takes place uniformly through-
out aproperly designedandformed piece, and basically,

the cost is determined by the most critical dimension.

There is one important exception to this rule. Height
tolerances are, in a sense, independentof width or diam-
eter tolerances. It is reasonable, therefore, to specify

close tolerances on diameter andfairly loose tolerances

on height, with attendant savii^s in cost. This dis-

tinction is, in fact, desirable because most dimensions
are a function of the die design and are "built-in,

"

whereas the height is controlled only by the precision
and setting of the press itself, i. e. , the variability of

the distance to which the top punch descends into the

die cavity during each stroke.

The art of designing practical, high-precision, low-

cost ceramic shapes is not as difficult nor as complex
as it may seem. It does, of course, require some ex-

perience and judgment. Intelligent cooperation and
mutual understanding between the designer and ceramic
supplier can often reduce the problems of both.

CHOICE OF MATERIAL

Usually the choice of a particular ceramic compo-
sition is based not only on the cost or ease of forming
the ceramic, but on some critical property of the ma-
terial such as its strength, thermal conductivity, or
thermal expansion. Fortunately, there are many cer-
amic compositions available with a wide variety of prop-
erties. In this chapter and in the listed references typ-

ical properties are given for a number of these ceramic
materials.

As has already been pointed out, the cost of a ceramic
part is a function of the forming technique, tolerance

requirements, andnumber of pieces required. In addi-

tion, cost is a functionof the ceramic composition used
to obtain the desired properties. It is cheaper, for

example, to make parts from steatite thanfrom alumina.

There are several reasons for this: (1) the individual

raw materials from which steatites are made are widely

available at low cost in a form suitable for ceramic use,

whereas suitable aluminas are most costly and often

require additional processing, such as ball milling, by

the user; (2) the mixing equipment and presses used to

process and fabricate alumina compositions are more
expensive because alumina is harder and more abrasive

than steatite; (3) kilns andkiln furniture for firing alum-
ina pieces are more expensive than for steatite because
alumina is more refractory and must be fired at higher

temperatures to achieve a dense, gas-tight part.

Similar factors determine, to some degree, the cost

of parts made from other ceramic compositions. It is

difficult, however, to make completely valid, broad
generalizations as to cost because new sources of raw
material, improved forming techniques, and increased

demand for a given composition often are more impor-
tant in establishing cost than are the factors just dis-

cussed.

In evaluating ceramics havir^ properties suitable to

a given application, the designer will encounter names
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like "steatite, " "forsterlte, "and "alumina. " It is ex-
tremely important to recognize that these names are

generic. That is, they refer to families of materials.
They do not apply to single, specific compositions.

Steatite, for example, refers to a group of compo-
sitions which are reasonably similar in properties.

These properties vary from vendor to vendor, however,
since each manufacturer develops his own blend of raw
materials and uses his ownprocessing techniques. Un-
less the vendor is specified, therefore, it is impossible
to give exact values of properties.

It is for this reason that substitution of an apparently
similar material made by one manufacturer for that

made by another is not always successful. Before spec-
ifying an alternate vendor, it is necessary to compare
carefully the properties listed by both suppliers and to

make comparison tests on actual assemblies.

The same precautions are equally desirable when a

new part is to be designed. There are ten or twenty
sources, for example, of high-strength vitreous alumina
bodies. In addition, each of these sources may be able

to supply three or four modifications. Although, as a

class, allot these alumina ceramics will have property
values which distinguish them from steatite, one alum-
ina ceramic may be more resistant to thermal shock
than a second. A third, which is intermediate in this

respect, may surpass both of the others in electrical

characteristics.

Since there is, as yet, little standardization of cer-
amic compositions and properties from vendor to ven-
dor, it is the designer's responsibility to choose wisely.

He must determine which properties are most impor-
tant in a given application, and he must then select the

material andvendor best able to meet and maintain the

necessary requirements. Vendor's catalogs and other

published material go out of date very quickly. The
designer should maintain an active file of current lit-

erature and should use this chapter as background ma-
terial to aid in the correct interpretation of the manu-
facturers' data. Only by such care can he be assured
that he will obtain the best possible choice of properties
at the best possible price.

Because many of the terms used in the property charts

are unfamiliar to the tube designer, the following sec-
tions have been included to help the designer to evaluate

competing materials or products more easily.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Strength

There are three common ways of expressing strength:

compressive strength, tensile strength, and modulus of

rupture (or flexural strength).

All ceramic materials are relatively weak in tension.

Every effort should be made to use them in a way such
that they are exposed only to compressive forces. Al-
though materials vary, the compressive strength is

usually 10 to 20 times greater than the tensile strength.

In practice, however, these high values are never
reached because compressive loading forces are altered

by shear and twist forces and the ceramic, therefore,

fails in tension.

It is difficult to get good compressive and tensile data

because the test shapes and the testing equipment are
quite complex. Modulus of rupture figures are more
commonly quoted. To obtain these values, a bar or rod
is supported at the ends, and the load is applied in the

middle. The value for modulus of rupture, which pre-
sumably takes into account the span, the load at rupture,

and the cross -sectional area, is calculated. This mod-
ulus is supposed to be representative of the strength of

the outer "fibers" of the ceramic, which are exposed
to tension. Modulus of rupture values are actually about
50 to 70 per cent of the actual tensile strength.

The designer should realize that strength values can
not be taken literally. Even though the formula used to

calculate them takes into account variations in sample
size, in actual practice the values obtained are influ-

enced significantly by the size of the specimen.

Results can also be misleading because of variations

in the surface condition of the sample. By "quenching"
the sample so that the skin is in compression, higher

values can be obtained. Samples cut from a larger

piece, or ground to size, will normally give lower values
because the "fired" skin has been removed. Careful
grinding and polishing which remove surface flaws, how-
ever, increase the strength.

Strength tests are essentially a measure of flaws or

weak spots and, therefore, reproducibility of values is

a function of the skill with which the ceramic pieces
are prepared. Strength figures, to be meaningful,

should be based on a minimum sample of 20 pieces.

Some persons consider that the lowest strength value

determined during a test is the important figure since

there is always a chance that the device may contain

some pieces which will fail at this value. Others pre-
fer to choose a material which has a narrow range with

no low values even though the average may be less than

that for a material having a wider range of values.

Still others select materials on the basis of the highest

single value and then direct their efforts toward im-
proving the process or inspection procedures to elim-
inate the weak, flaw-ridden pieces.

Where strer^th is the dominant reason for selecting

a particular ceramic, the simplest and best method is

to choose the ceramic having the highest nominal
strength consistent with other required properties.

Samples should be obtained and tested by an arbitrary

but reproducible load test. After the proper values are
correlated with good performance in the device, all

future incoming lots or substitute materials should be
tested against this standard.

When an acceptable material and shape suddenly go
"sour" for strength, the most common cause is a change
in the forming or firing technique used by the manufac-
turer. These changes, in turn, may be due to va ia-

tionsinthe chemical andphysical properties of the raw
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materials. The easiest way to determine if such chaises
are the cause is to compare microstructures with pre-
viously established reference samples of good and bad
parts. Grain size, pore structure, and amount of glass

should be noted. Changes in the microstructure often

correlate with changes in fired density; as a result,

density measurements are auseful tool for control pur-
poses.

At the present time (1960), vitreous alumina ceramics
are outstanding when strength is the main requirement.

These materials have been improved substantially dur-
ingthe pastten years. Original flexural strength values

of approximately 30,000 pounds per square inch have
been pushed upward; today, values of 50,000 to 60,000
pounds per square inch are commonplace.

Table I gives the flexural strengths of a number of

materials. It is important to remember that the me-
chanical and physical properties of a given type of cer-
amic will vary within wide limits between suppliers, or

even between grades of a given supplier, depending

upon the raw materials used and the treatment they have
received. For that reason it is impractical to quote a

single numerical value for any property.

TABLE I

Flexural Strei^ths of Ceramic Materials
(listed in order of decreasing strength)

Type Strength-lbs/in2

Alumina 8000-62,000
Zircon 9300-26,500
Forsterite 19,000-25,000
Steatite 11,000-22,000
Porcelain 6760-11,500
Lava 9000
Cordie rite 6140-8000

Impact Strength

Impact strength is normally of little importance to the

tube designer. It was originally used to describe the

resistance of porcelain dinnerware to handling and
chipping. The test consists of supportir^ a rod at one

end, cantilever style, and strikii^ it with a metal bob
which swings through an arc, pendulum fashion. The
bob is released from higher and higher points on the

arc until the rod breaks. The higher the figure re-

ported, the higher the impact strength. The units are
usually reported in inch-pounds, but sometimes arbi-

trary units of height or length of arc are used.

Specific Gravity, Porosity, and Water Absorption

Specific gravity, porosity, and water absorption are

very closely interrelated. Every ceramic composition
has an ultimate, theoretical fired density (specific grav-
ity) which is approached commercially, but seldom
attained. The difference between the apparent fired

density and the theoretical fired density is caused by
pores and voids in the fired piece.

The total porosity of a piece includes both the open

pores, which connect to the surface, and the closed

pores, which do not. It is possible for a material which
does not fire to theoretical density to be classed as a

dense, vitreous, gas-tight ceramic if all the pores are

closed pores.

Water absorption is really a measure of the open

pores.

The terms are interrelated in the following fashion:

Per cent open porosity = per cent water absorption x

apparent fired density because:

^H20 Wp
= X

Vp Wp Vp

since

where

Wp = Fired weight of ceramic

Vp = Fired volume of ceramic

V
= Volume of absorbed water

^H20 = Weight of absorbed water

Also: per cent total porosity = 100 -

(100 X
apparent fired density \

theoretical fired density )

For use inside a vacuum tube, a part should either

be vitreous (no open pores) or very porous (about 30

percent). Degassing of vitreous parts is easy because
only gas adsorbed on the external surface must be re-

moved. Degassing parts of high porosity is easy be-

cause there are many large interconnected open pores

which can be pumpedout rapidly. Parts with low poros-

ities (1 to 10 per cent) are dangerous because the pores

are partially blocked, or are of small cross section,

and therefore cannot be pumped out completely in a short

time . Such parts give off gas gradually on life and poison
the cathode.

For parts which must be vacuum tight, water absorp-

tion values based on weight measurements are not sen-

sitive enough. The most reliable method is to put the

parts ina pressure bomb filled with a solution of methyl

violet dye and to subject them to a pressure of 20,000

pounds per square inch overnight. After the parts are

removed, they are broken open and examined. A gas-

tight part will show no evidence of dye penetration.

THERMAL PROPERTIES

Maximum Operating Temperature

In specifyii^ ceramic parts, especially those used in

seal and brazing applications, it is important to know
the temperature to which a part can be exposed before

it deforms and loses its dimensional accuracy. Al-

though information on safe operating temperature or
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on softening temperature is often given in tables, these
values can be used only as a guide since the shape and
mass of the piece, the amount of load it must support,
and the length of time it is to be held at high operating
temperatures affect the results. Ceramic parts should
never be used at temperatures higher than 50 to 100 C
below the firing temperature used by the supplier.

Properties of ceramics are a function of the compo-
sition of the ceramic and the processing temperatures.
Extendeduse of ceramic parts at temperatures near the
original firii^ temperature may result in continued re-
action between the constituents with a resultant change
in the properties of the product.

In general, since ceramics are mixtures of crystal
and glass phases, they behave like glass and soften grad-
ually rather than melt as the temperature increases.
With pure oxides or eutectic compounds, however, the
melting point may be quite sharp. Often a good indica-
tion of the deformationtemperature can be obtainedfrom
the phase -equilibrium diagrams published by various
technical societies.

Sometimes two compositions, each quite refractory,
react when in contact to form a material having a melt-
ing point lower than that of either of the compositions.
Again, the phase diagrams are helpful in predicting or
interpreting this phenomenon.

The atmosphere to which the heated part is exposed
also exerts an influence. Most tables of melting points
and maximum safe operating temperatures are based
on use of the materials in oxidizing atmospheres. Val-
ues in a reducing atmosphere or vacuum are generally
lower, but accurate data are scarce.

Selection of a material based on safe operating tem-
perature is very seldom a problem. The ceramic com-
positions likely to be selectedby the designer for some
special property, such as strength or thermal expansion,
are generally capable of withstanding temperatures far
in excess of those encountered in the manufacture or
use of receiving tubes. Melting points and ranges of
safe operating temperatures are given in Fig. 10.

Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity is primarily a function of the
composition and porosity of the fired ceramic. It also
varies with temperature. The temperature coefficient
can be positive or negative. In crystals the conduc-
tivity is high at low temperature and decreases with
rising temperature. In glasses and "amorphous" sol-
ids, the reverse is generally true. In polycrystalline
ceramics, the highest conductivity is achieved by having
low porosity, large grains, and a minimum of glass.

Compared with metals, ceramics have low thermal
conductivities. An exception is beryllia which, at room
temperatures, has a thermal conductivity equal to that
of aluminum. Because of beryllia's toxicity and high
melting point, it is costly and difficult to fabricate and,
therefore, is limited in use.

The thermal conductivities of silicon carbide and

Figure 10. Melting Points and Safe Operating
Temperatures of Ceramics and Metals

magnesia are high, but they are considerably below
that of beryllia. Silicon carbide is an electrical con-

ductor and has limited use in tubes. Magnesia (peri-

clase) is a good electrical insulator but, because of its

high melting point, is difficult to fabricate into a dense,

vacuum-tight part. It is also relatively unstable and
reacts slowly with moisture from the air. It has limited

use as a spacer to be used in vacuum tubes because it

decomposes in contact with hot tungsten. Of the more
practical, available materials, alumina has the highest

thermal conductivity.

Thermal conductivity data are reported in a variety

of units. Table II gives useful conversionfactors. Mul-

tiply the "units given" by the factor given to get "desired
units.

"
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TABLE II

Conversion of Units of Thermal Conductivity*

Units Given

Conversion Factor for Desired Units

cal-sec~'''-cm~^-

cm-deg C"'''

watt- cm~^-

cm- deg C"^

Btu- hr"l. ft"^-in-

deg F"l

Btu- hr"^-ft'^-ft-

deg F-1

-1 -2 1
cal-sec -cm -cm-degC"

-2 -1
watt-cm -cm-deg C

Btu-hr"-^-ft"^-in. deg F"-^

Btu-hr'-^-ft"^.ft-deg F"-^

1 4.1814 2903 241.9

0.2390 1 693.8 57.78

3.445 X 10"4 0.001441 1 0.08333

0.004134 0.01730 12.0 1

* After Ref . 11

TABLE m
Thermal Conductivities *

of Pure, Zero-Porosity, Polycrystalline Oxide Materials

Material
Watts-Cm-2. Cm- Deg C"-*^ at Specified Temperature (deg C)

100 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800

BeO

CaO

Forsterite

Graphite

MgO

MuUite

NiO

Spinel

ri02

ThOa

Zircon

ZnO

Zr02

0.302

2.195

0.152

0.0539

1.782

0.359

0.0612

0.124

0.149

(0.0654)

0.1025

0.0195

0.225

1.745

0.111

0.0452

1.495

0.282

0.0552

0.0994

0.129

0.0500

0.0855

0.0570

(0.171)

0.0196

0.132

0.930

0.0917

0.0358

1.121

0.165

0.0473

0.0716

0.102

0.0391

0.0599

0.0570

0.112

0.0205

0.0913 0

0.469 0,

0.0830 0,

0.0290 0.

0.921 0.

0.115 0,

0.0431 0,

0.0570 0

0.0812 0,

0.0361 0.

0.0435 0,

0. 0465 0,

0.0700 0,

0.0209 0.

0720 0.0616 0.0553 0.0549 0.0607 (0.

270 0.203 0.172 0.164 0,151 (0.

0804 0.0780

0268 0.0244 0.0237 (0.0233)

762 (0.625) (0.549)

0850 0.0700 0.0612 0.0603 0.0688 (0.

0757)

154)

0946)

0406 0.0397 0.0387 (0.0387)

0460 0.0449

0665 0.0577 0.0544

0339 0.0330 0.0330

0340 0.0305 0.0251 (0.0245)

0432 0.0409 0.0393 0.0383

0549

0219 0.0228 0.0239 0.0244

* After Ref. 10
Values in parentheses are extrapolated

Many thermal conductivity data are available in the
literature; they are continually being refined and mod-
ified. Fig. 11 gives only typical values believed to be
of interest to the designer. Commercially available
ceramic bodies differ in composition, grain size, glass
content, and porosity from those covered by Table III,

and it is necessary to consult the manufacturers' prop-

erty charts for specific data.

For a given material, the change in thermal conduc-

tivity due to porosity is essentially linear at tempera-
tures up to 500 C. A ceramic having a porosity of 10
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percent, for example, will have a thermal conductivity

which is 90 per cent of the absolute value given for zero

porosity. Above 500 C, the size, shape, and orienta-

tion of the pores, and the emissivity of the material

become important because radiation, as well as con-

duction, takes place. Loeb^^ has developed an ex-

pression which takes these effects into account.

Pc

(1 - Pc) PL Kg
+ (1 -Pl)

laey dTm

where

y =

m"

conductivity of porous sample
conductivity of solid sample

cross -sectional pore fraction

loi^itudinal pore fraction

Stefan radiation constant

geometrical pore factor

1 for laminar pores and cylindrical pores
with axes parallel to heat flow direction

2/3 for spherical pores

7r/4 for cylindrical pores with axes per-
pendicular to heat -flow direction

emissivity of pores
dimension of pore in direction of heat flow

mean absolute temperature

Fig. 11 combines pertinent data from Refs. 8 to 11

recalculated into watts- cm~^. cm- deg C--*- for easier
use and comparison. The designer will note that the

bulk of the ceramic compositions fall toward the low
end of the scale.

Specific Heat

The specific heat of a material is the quantity of heat

required to impart a unit increase in temperature to a
unit mass of the substance and is commonly expressed
in calories per degree centigrade per gram (cal/deg

C/gm). Some writers introduce a dimensionless spe-
cific heat by defining it as the ratio of the quantity just

defined for the material to the corresponding quantity

for water. Values for various ceramics are shown in

Fig. 12.

Thermal Expansion

The thermal expansivities of ceramics are generally

lower then those of metals. The expansion of most
well-fired stable oxides or ceramic compositions is

reasonably linear, although the curves normally steepen
gradually as the temperature is increased. Oxides such
as silica and zirconia, or compositions containir^ these

oxides in unreacted form, have erratic curves (Figs.

13 and 14). These rapid changes in expansion at cer-
tain temperatures are caused by inversions from one
crystalline form to another.

The thermal expansion of silica can be stabilized by
fusing it into a glass, but zirconia is too refractory and
does not readily form a glass. Instead, zirconia is

stabilized by adding 2 per cent lime or magnesia (Fig.

15). Both silica and zirconia are common additions to

ceramic compositions. When they are combined with

other substances to form new compounds such as mullite

(3AI2O3 - 2Si02) or zircon (Zr02-Si02), they lose their

identities.
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Figure 11. Thermal Conductivities of Ceramics
and Metals

Among the available ceramic compositions, the de-

signer will find materials having thermal expansions

ranging from 13.0 x lO'^down to some which are zero

or negative.

Expansion coefficients are usually given in inches per

inch per degree centigrade (in. /in. /deg C) for a speci-

fied temperature or temperature rai^e. Sometimes

they are given as per cent expansion. To convert from
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Figure 12. Specific Heats of Ceramics and Metals

percent expansion at a given temperature to the coef-
ficient, the per cent expansion is converted to inches
and is then divided by the temperature.

Example: a graph shows magnesia (MgO) to have an
expansionof 0.56per centat500C. This value is equiv-
alentto 0.0056 inchesper inch. Divide by 500 C. Then,

0.0056 in. ^ 5. 6 x 10"^ in. ^

(1.0000 in.) (500 C) 5 x lo2 in. C

1.12 X 10"^ in. /in. /deg C (at 500 C)

This coefficient is more commonly written 11.2 x 10"V
deg C.

0 200 400 600 800 1000
TEMPERATURE— DEG C

Figure 13. Expansion of Various Forms of Silica as
a Function of Temperature
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Figure 14. Expansion of Monoclinic (Unstabilized)
Zirconia as a Function of Temperature

To convert the coefficient into per cent expansion,
multiply the number of degrees, by the coefficient to
obtain the increase in length per unit length. Multiply
by 100 to convert to per cent.

Expansion values given for single -crystal materials,
such as single-crystal sapphire, may be different along
each crystallographic axis. In single -phase polycrys-
talline compositions such as sintered alumina, the in-
dividual crystals are randomly oriented and the expan-
sionwill be an average of the values along each single-
crystal axis. Polycrystalline ceramic compositions
that consist of two or more phases which differ in ther-
mal expansion will have an expansion which is roughly
a function of the amount of each phase present accord-
ing to the following relationship:

(Coef A x%A) + (Coef Bx %B)
Coef (A + B) =

100
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X lO-^deg C) and cordierite (l.OxlO'VdegC to 3. Ox
10"^/deg C) are toward the low end.

A new group of ceramics—the lithium alumino sili-

cates—exhibits unusual characteristics. Some have

zero, or even negative, coefficients over an appreciable

range of temperatures. Unfortunately, in their present

state of development these materials cannot be easily

fired to dense, dimensionally accurate shapes because

of their extremely short firing range.

Table IV gives expansion data which are based on X-
ray determinations of the change in lattice dimensions

of crystalline materials as they are heated. This table

is included because it gives some idea of the magnitude

of difference that canbe expectedalong crystallographic

axes and over different temperature intervals. Fig. 16

shows graphically the range of values which are availa-

ble in commercial ceramic materials compared with the

individual, inherent value for elements and fixed com-
pounds.

To use thermal-expansion data correctly, the de-

signer must note the temperature ranges given. The
most common method of presentation is to give one

value covering room temperature to some elevated tem-
perature (20 C to 800 C). Sometimes a series from
room temperature to successively higher values is given

(20 to 100, 20 to 200, 20 to 300, • • •
, 20 to 900, 20 to

1000). A third method gives a series of successively

higher narrow ranges (20 to 200, 200 to 400, 400 to

TABLE IV

X-Ray Thermal Expansion Data'

Name Chemical Formula Crystal Structure

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
(x 10-6/deg C)

20 to 300 C 20 to 600 C 20 to 1200 C

Magnesia MgO Cubic 13.47 13.45 14.45

Corundum AI2O3 Rhombohedral 9.39 9.48 9.50

Zinc Oxide ZnO Hexagonal—a axis 5.85 6.77 8.10

Hexagonal—c axis 5.25 5.23 4.71

Rutile Ti02 Tetragonal—a axis 10.33 9.77 8.40

Tetragonal—c axis 11.61 11.05 9.75

Spinel MgAl204 Cubic 8.82 8.78 8.83

Spinel MgCr204 Cubic 6.00 7.50 7.00

Spinel ZnAl204 Cubic 8.09 8.31 8.95

Spinel ZnCrgO^ Cubic 8.98 8.64 8.10

Beryllia BeO Hexagonal 8.22 8.44 9.02

Lime CaO Cubic 13.12 12.80 13.57

Strontia SrO Cubic 13.72 13.52 13.92
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as a Function of Temperature

Among the practical commercially available mate-
rials, forsterite compositions have the highest expan-

sions (9.0 X 10-6/deg C to 12.0 x 10-6/deg C). Alum-
inas and steatites are intermediate (7.0 x lO'^/deg C
to 9.0 X 10-6/ (jeg C). Zircon (4.0 x 10"6/degC to 5.0
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600, . • •
, 800 to 1000). Although the values differ

slightly from one system to another, the designer can
be reasonably safe in making qualitative comparisons.
For careful, precise work, such as the design of ce-
ramic-metal seals, however, it is not possible to make
valid comparisons unless all values are reported in

identical fashion. In fact, large-scale plots showing
the complete expansion curves of the exact ceramic and
metal being considered are a necessity. Data of this

sort should be continually reviewed and brought up to

date as the manufacturer improves his materials or
introduces new ones.

Figure 16. Coefficients of Thermal Expansion of
Ceramics and Metals

Resistance to Thermal Shock

Resistance to thermal shock is the ability of a ma-
terial to undergo very rapid changes in temperature
without sustaining structural damage. This property

has been evaluated in a number of ways, most of which
are rather empirical. A method in wide use requires

that the article be placed in a furnace at 100 C for a

specified length of time. It is then removed andplur^ed
into ice water. If no flaws are apparent, the article is

put back into the furnace at 200 C. Repeated dips into

ice water from successively higher temperatures are
continued until the article cracks or shows signs of

failure. Materials of the same shape and size are rated

by the maximum temperature they will withstand.

In another method, a fixed temperature is used, and
the cycles into ice water are continued until failure.

The material which withstands the greatest number of

cycles is rated best.

Both methods are time -consumii^ and reproducibility

and sensitivity are poor. It is difficult to make valid

distinctions between similar materials and more dif-

ficult to predict what will happen in actual service.

As a guide to thermal shock resistance, the following

empirical expression developed by Winkleman and
Schott has long been used. Recent work at Rutgers^
confirms its general validity for rough approximations.

EN \ PC /

where W = thermal shock resistance

T = tensile strength

E = modulus of elasticity

N = coefficient of thermal expansion
K = thermal conductivity

P = specific gravity

C = specific heat

Although Winkleman and Schott's equation places ten-

sile strength and modulus of elasticity on a par with

thermal expansion, practical experience has shown that

thermal expansion is probably the most important sir^le

factor in thermal shock resistance. The higher the

thermal expansion, the greater the possibility of shock
failure. Materials like forsterite (12.0 x 10"^ deg C)

are more susceptible than cordierite (2.0 x 10""/ deg C)

or spodumene (0/ deg C) because of this.

If the thermal expansions of two materials are com-
parable, second-order effects like strength and thermal
conductivity become relatively important. Beryllia,

with its very high thermal conductivity, is more resis-

tant to thermal shock than is alumina even though both

have about the same strei^h and thermal ejqjansion.

It takes a big change in the second-order effects, how-
ever, to influence shock properties compared with the

influence of expansion (Fig. 17).

The resistance of a particular device to thermal shock
is also a function of the shape and mass of the parts

involved. Because failure is the result of stresses

which exceed the strength of the material, many shock
problems can be overcome by design changes which
minimize sharp edges, holes, or cross sections which
tend to concentrate stresses.
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Dielectric Constant and Loss Factor

Because there are certain types of tubes where high-

frequency operation is of considerable importance, most
ceramic data sheets give fairly complete information on

loss factor, power factor, and dielectric constant as a

function of frequency and temperature. At the present

time, electricalproperties need not concern the receiv-

ir^-tube designer to too great a degree. The loss factor

of most ceramics is sufficiently low to present no prob-

lems at the relatively low frequencies at which most
receiving tubes operate. At high frequencies, however,

the electrical properties are important. The dielectric

constant and its influence on interelectrode capacity are,

perhaps, more significant than loss factor in receiving-

tube design.

Titania and the titanates have very high dielectric

constants (K of approximately 100 to 20, 000). This,

and other properties, limits their use as structural

parts of a receiving tube. Among the ceramic materials

more likely to be specified for a spacer, stem, or enve-

lope, the range of dielectric constants is quite narrow as

shown in Table V. At the high end are the zircons and
aluminas (K = 9 to 10)andatthe lowendare the glasses

and fused silica (K = 3 to 5).

Porosity exerts a strong influence on the dielectric

constant since air and vacuum have a constant of 1.0.

For any composition, the effect of porosity onthe di-

electric constant is practically linear. This phenome-
non has been used to advantage in the fabrication of ra-

domes. Foamed alumina and glass shapes have been
made with constants approaching 1.0. Strength and
thermal conductivity, however, decrease drastically.

Material Dielectric Constant

(K)

Alumina 9-10

Zircon 8-10

Steatite 5-7

Porcelain 5-7

Forsterite 5-6

Cordierite 4-6

Pyrophyllite 4-5

Water 80

Titania 100

Titanates 1000-20, 000

In general, the dielectric constant increases with in-

creasing temperature, but it is relatively unaffected,

or decreases slightly, with increasing frequency.

When a perfect insulator, (i. e. , a perfect capacitor)

is subjected to an alternating emf, current will flow in-

to the capacitor as the voltage is increasing and flow

out as the voltage is decreasing. At the moment when
the emf is a maximum, no current will be flowing, and
whentheemf is zero, the current will be at a maximum.
Hence in a perfect capacitor, the current and voltage

are 90 degrees out of phase. In an actual capacitor we
do not have a perfect insulator and the current is not

exactly 90 degrees out of phase with the impressed volt-

age. This difference between 90 degrees and the actual

phase angle is called the loss angle. The sine of the

loss angle (or cosine of the phase angle) is called the

power factor. In ceramics, which are usually very good
insulators, the power factor is synonymous with dissi-

pation factor (tai^ent of the loss ar^le) because these

values are practically the same when the phase angle

is small. Hence, data sheets will usually give power
factor as tangent of the loss ai^le or tan A.

The power factor, therefore, is a measure of the

electrical insulating quality of a ceramic. Good insul-

ators have extremely low power factors. Like the dir

electric constant, the power factor increases with in-

creasing temperature. As a function of frequency, how-
ever, it may decrease to a minimum and then increase.

The loss factor is the product of the dielectric con-

stant and the power factor. This characteristic is ex-

tremely important in high-frequency applications.

When the loss factor is too great, the ceramic begins

to heat up. This effect soon leads to self-destruction

since the loss factor increases rapidly with tempera-
ture. It is not uncommon to see portions of a contam-
inated alumina spacer melt (melting point 2050 C) as a

result of losses within the part.

The ceramic suppliers are continually striving to

develop materials with lower loss factors. Great
strides have been made since World War n. Processing
has been improved to eliminate metallic contamination,

and purer raw materials have been specified which are

free from such "lossy" impurities as alkali metals
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(sodium and potassium) and iron-bearing minerals.
The best insulator can be spoiled by careless handling

or by poor tube making if it becomes coated with a film
of dirt or vaporized metal, because these will heat up
at high frequencies.

Specifications for insulators are listed in JAN I-IO
military specifications. Six grades are given rangii^
from L-1 to L-6. L-6 grade is the best (some new com-
positions such as wollastonite are beii^ called L-8 by
extrapolation). Any material better than L-3 is called
"low loss, " and any value better than L-5 is called
"ultra low loss.

"

Grade Loss Factor Grade Loss Factor

L-1 0.150
L-2 0.070
L-3 0.035

L-4 0.016

L-5 0.008
L-6 0.004

Alumina, forsterite, and certain steatites are nor-
mally ultra-low-loss ceramics.

Values of loss factor for dense, vitreous pieces some-
times carry the designation "measured wet. " Such a
test is more rigorous and more sensitive than one
"measured dry. " The test pieces are soaked in water
for 48 hours, after which the surface is dried, and the
measurements are taken quickly. The slightest trace
of water penetration into the piece will show up as a
tremendous increase in the loss factor because water
has a dielectric constant of 80. This imperviousness
to moisture is an important criterion for materials
which will be exposed to atmospheric conditions. Por-
ous materials, of course, have to be measured "dry.

"

Loss factors for various ceramic materials under dif-

ferent conditions of measurement are shown in Tables
VI, vn, and VIE.

TABLE VI

Typical Loss Factors at One Megacycle

(measured "wet" at 25 C)

Material Loss Factor

Forsterite 0.0014-0.002

Alumina 0.0014-0.011
Steatite 0.0025-0.0252
Zircon 0.006-0.0130
Alumina-mullite 0.010
Zircon-muUite 0.019
Lithia 0.0273
Cordierite 0.0297
Porcelain 0.040-0,058

Resistivity

The electrical resistivity of most ceramics is gener-
ally adequate for normal receiving-tube use. Resis-
tivity is not an easy property to measure. Ceramic
insulators have extremely high values of resistivity,

therefore, precision instruments and careful tech-
niques are required, especially when measurements are
made at high temperatures.

TABLE Vn
Typical Loss Factors at One Megacycle

(measured "dry" at 25 C)

Material

Magnesium silicate 0.001

Lava 0.002

Alumina 0.003-0.011

Zircon 0.0041-0.0135

Magnesia 0.0048

Steatite 0.007-0.010

Cordierite 0.020-0.029

Aluminum silicate 0.046

Porcelain 0.054-0.060

TABLE Vni

Typical Loss Factors and Dielectric Constants

at 10,000 Megacycles

Material Loss Factor Dielectric

Constant (K)

Alumina 0.005-0.0218 8.0-9.6

Forsterite 0.0068 5.8

Steatite 0.008-0.030 5.3-5.8

Zircon 0.023 8.4

The normal practice is to rate materials in terms
of the temperature at which a one -centimeter cube has

a resistance of one megohm. The value is called the

Te value. Representative values are shown in Fig. 18.

1100 -

1000 - FORSTERITE
ALUMINA

900 ^

800 - - LAVA

ZIRCON

700 -

STEATITE
600 -

-PYROPHYLLITE

500 - - TITANIA

T. VALUE
DEG C

Figure 18. Te Value of Ceramics

Dielectric Strei^h

Dielectric strength refers to voltage breakdown and

is given in volts per mil. It is important to know the

sample thickness since thinner sections give higher val-

ues. Standard sample thickness is 0.250 inch.

In addition to thickness, two other factors also influ-

ence dielectric strength: temperature and the manner
in which the voltage is applied. As temperature in-
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creases, the dielectric strength drops considerably.
Values are usually given at 25 C. Rapid application of

power causes breakdown at lower values than does a
slow, steady increase in voltage.

Table IX shows typical values of dielectric strength
at room temperature (except where otherwise noted)

.

TABLE EX

Typical Dielectric Strengths at Room Temperature

Material
Dielectric Strength

volts per mil

Alumina 200-300
Alumina (at 1100 C) 75

Zircon 250-300
Steatite 240
Forsterite 240
Electrical Porcelain 150-250
Cordierite 100-250
Lava 100
Pyrophyllite 80
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CERAMICS FOR ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS

Within the last few years, ceramics have assumed
increasing importance in the electronics industry as a

result of the development of widely varied applications

such as ceramic tube envelopes, capacitors, memory
devices, deflection cores, and radomes. In the past,

the electronics engineer paid little attention to ceram-
ics; he thought of them in much the same way as the

ancient Greeks, to whom"Keramos" meant the finished

product as well as the raw materials used in pottery.

Nowadays, the science of ceramics is more narrowly
defined as the high temperature chemistry of nonmetal-
lic inorganic materials and includes noncrystalline ma-
terials such as glass.

Glass insulators were one of the few earliest uses of

ceramics in the electrical industry; then, near the end
of the last century, the development of vacuum-tight
glass-to-metal seals made incandescent lamps a prac-
tical reality. The same type of enclosure, with some
refinement in materials and processing techniques, was
used by the radio industry for the first electron tubes.

In early receiving tubes, cathode heaters were in-

serted in ceramic sleeves to insulate the heater from
the nickel cathode sleeve. This ceramic insulation is

now provided more directly by coating the heater wire
with a suspension of aluminum oxide sintered directly

on the wire. As the electronics industry grew, increas-
ing power requirements led to the use of ceramic spac-
ers and support components inside the tube to provide
more rigid spacing and higher power output. Recently
developed ceramic envelopes for tubes have greatly

improved power output, reliability, and compactness.
In addition, generally improved performance under all

operating conditions has resulted from the thermal,
electrical, and mechanical properties of this type of

envelope.

TYPES OF CERAMICS FOR ELECTRON-TUBE COM-
PONENTS

Ceramics are used extensively in electron tubes as
electrical insulation spacers; the ceramic acts as a

"solid vacuum", that is, it has the electrical proper-
ties of a vacuum and the mechanical properties of a

solid. However, unlike a vacuum, the thermal conduc-
tivity of the ceramic selected for a specific application

may be either high or low, depending on whether the

insulated component is to run hot or be cooled by con-

duction. Although low dielectric loss and low dielec-

tric constants together with high mechanical strength

are generally required for most tube applications, for

some special applications, high dielectric constants

are desirable; however, the dielectric loss must always
be as low as possible.

Insulators are graded by loss factor at a frequency
of 1 megacycle as follows:

Grade Loss Factor

L-1 0.150

L-2 0.070

L-3 0.035

L-4 0.016
L-5 0.008

L-6 0.004

Materials that meet these requirements are among
the most recent developments in ceramic technology.

Table I lists these "technical ceramics" and their typ-

icalproperties. However, because each ceramic man-
ufacturer has his own secret body composition and proc-

esses, the properties of commercial materials with the

same name may vary from source to source.

The selection of ceramics for new devices or for sub-

stitution in old devices requires careful consideration

to ensure maximum performance and economy. In se-

lecting a ceramic material, the JAN 1-10 Joint Army-
Navy Specifications on "Insulating Materials, Ceramic
Radio" is an excellent guide. However, in the selec-

tion of such components, it is advisable to consult either

a ceramic specialist or an experienced ceramic com-
pany. Brief descriptions of some of the various types

of ceramics follow.

Alumina

Alumina (AI2O3) was probably one of the first ceramic
materials used in electron tubes for heater coatings.

However, only recently has alumina been extensively

used for other insulators in tube construction. The
alumina employed generally ranges from 90 to 100 per

cent alumina, although some components range from
75 to 90 per cent. The high-alumina ceramics have

excellent mechanical characteristics at room temper-
ature and above and good dielectric- loss properties at
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Table I

Characteristics of Technical Ceramics

Characteristics Alumina Steatite Forsterite Porcelain
Zircon

Porcelain

Specific Gravity (g/cc) 3.1 - 3.9 2.5 - 2.7 2.7 - 2.9 2.3 - 2.5 3.5 - 3.8

Water absorption 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Coefficient of linear

thermal expansion per
degree centigrade

(20-700 degrees)

5.5-8.1 X 10-6 8.6-10.5 X 10-6 11 X 10-6 5.0-6.8 X 10-6 3.5-5.5 X 10-6

Safe operating tempera-
ture (degrees

centigrade)

1350-1500 1000-1100 1000-1100 1000 1000-1200

Thermal conductivity

(cal/cm2/cm/sec/
deg C)

0.007-0.05 0.005-0.006 0.005-0.010 0.002-0.005 0.010-0.015

Tensile strength (psi) 8000-30,000 8000-10,000 8000-10,000 3000-8000 10,000-15,000

Flexural strength (psi) 20,000-70,000 16,000-24,000 18,000-20,000 9000-15,000 20,000-35,000

Modulus of elasticity

(psi)
15-60 X 106 13-15 X 10^ 13-15 X 106 7-14 X 106 20-30 X 106

Thermal- shock
resistance

Excellent Moderate Poor Good Good

Dielectric strength

(v/mil: 1/4 in. thiclc

specimen)
250-400 200-350 200-300 250-400 250-350

Resistivity (ohm/cm^ at

room temperature
10l4 . iol5 10l3 _ iol5 10l2 . iol4 10l3 _ iol5

TE- value (deg C) 500 - 800 450 - 1000 above 1000 200 - 500 700 - 900

Power factor at

1 megacycle 0.0002-0.002 0.0008-0.0035 0.0003 0.006-0.010 0.0006-0.002

Dielectric constant 8 - 11 5.5 - 7.5 6.2 6.0 - 7.0 8 - 9

L-Grade (jan Spec. T-10) L-2 - L-6 L-3 - L-5 L-6 L-2 L-4

low-through-high frequencies. The alumina ceramics
are chiefly composed of alpha-type alumina crystals.

Sintering is enhanced and grain growth is impeded by
the addition of various foreign ions which, together with
the alumina, form a glassy structure that binds the

alumina crystal together.

For electronics applications, the tendency is to use
the materials of high alumina content to obtain better

mechanical and electrical characteristics; the differ-

ence in cost differential between a 90 and 98 per cent

alumina is very slight. For ceramic -to- metal seals,

the high alumina ceramics are definitely preferred be-
cause of their high mechanical strength and thermal
conductivity. The electrical properties of these alumi-
nas are in the range of grade L-4 to L-6.

Steatites - Clinoenstatite Bodies

Steatite was first used in Germany for low-frequency

and low-voltage applications requiring close dimen-
sional tolerances and good mechanical strength. It

possesses better dielectric properties than the elec-

trical porcelains previously employed.

Steatite is composed almost entirely of crypto-crys-

talline talc (3MgO.4siO2.H2O). During firing, the talc

is decomposed and clinoenstatite (MgO. SiOg) and free

silica are formed. Formerly, a small amount of clay

and feldspar was added. The feldspar, which is ad-

mixed as flux, combines with the free silica and with

the clay anditsdecompositionproductsto form a glassy
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bond. However, because this glassy bond has an un-
favorable influence on the electrical power factor, feld-

spar has largely been replaced by alkaline -earth car-
bonates, alumina, or a combination of these materials.

These additives tend to eliminate the sodium ions and
considerably improve the homogeneity of the crystal

structure of the fired product; as a result, the dielectric

properties are also improved. For extremely low -loss
steatite, talc of very high purity and small crystal size

is generally used as the raw material.

Some steatite bodies approach the grade L-6, but the

more common commercially available steatites are
graded L-4 or L-5.

Forsterite

Forsterite ceramics are mainly composed of the min-
eral forsterite (2MgO. Si02), which is formed commer-
cially by adding a large percentage of magnesium car-

bonate or oxide to clinoenstatite bodies. Such compo-
sitions have particularly advantageous dielectric prop-
erties. The forsterites have a higher thermal expan-
sion than the steatites, but are more frequency stable.

However, as a result of higher thermal expansion, their

resistance to thermal shock is lower than that of steatite.

For ceramic-to-metal seals, forsterite ceramics are
quite suitable for compression seals in which the ce-

ramic is maintained in compression by the metal com-
ponent. Forsterite can be easily metalized by a number
of techniques which are discussed in the latter part of

this article. As shown in Table I, the material is not

as strong as the high-alumina ceramics; however, its

electrical loss properties and vacuum properties are
at least equal to those of alumina.

Electrical Porcelain

For certain applications at low frequencies, porce-
lain which is made of china clay, ball clay, feldspar,

and quartz, is still used in the electronic industry.

Because of its plastic quality, clay can be formed into

the most complicated shapes. It is fired at a temper-
ature between 1300 and 1400 C. During the firing proc-
ess, the feldspar dissolves the quartz and the cristob-

alite portion of the clay, (the clay is dissociated into

the crystals muUite and cristobalite). The final struc-

ture on cooling is a cor^lomerate of mullite crystals,

feldsparic glass and undissolved quartz particles. The
presence of these glassy components, in particular,

causes the high loss factor of the porcelains; they are
classified in grades L-1 and L-2. However, these ma-
terials are less expensive than most other technical

ceramics and, therefore, are frequently used in appli-

cations where their properties are suitable.

Zircon Porcelain

Compared to steatite and forsterite, zircon porce-
lains, introduced in 1943 as high-frequency insulators,

have a wide firing range, higher mechanical strength,

and higher thermal- shock resistance. The composition
of commercialzirconporcelains varies; generally, the

mineral zircon (Zr02. Si02) has been used as an admix-
ture with other high-grade ceramic bodies to improve

the body. The zircon porcelains are seldom used in

electron-tube construction; however, these materials
are replacing electrical porcelain in large electrical

insulators. This type of ceramic, which can be fabri-

cated to the density required to match the thermal expan-

sion of molybdenum, is useful for ceramic -to- metal
seal structures.

Beryllia

EeryIlia (BeO) ceramics, among the newest materials
in the electronics field, show great promise as elec-

trical insulators and heat sinks. The material can be

metalized and made into vacuum-tight enclosures for

tube construction. Recently developed commercial be-

ryllia materials have high strength (approximately 50

per cent that of the better alumina ceramics), but are

quite expensive (four to ten times the cost of alumina).

Because beryllia is highly toxic when finely divided or

heated to 1100 C or above in a moist atmosphere, cau-

tion is necessary in handling the material.

The two outstanding properties of beryllia ceramics
are its high thermal conductivity (approximately equal

to that of aluminum) and its high electrical resistivity

at high temperature. Beryllia ceramics are used for

specialized applications such as heat sinks, heating

cores, and microwave windows.

High-Dielectric Constant Ceramics

A new family of ceramics, based primarily on the

mineral rutile (Ti02) and the titanates of the alkaline-

earth and rare- earth elements, has dielectric constants

of 9000 and higher. The many different compositions
developed have unusual electrical properties: some
have positive temperature coefficients, others have
negative coefficients, and some materials have piezo-

electric characteristics.

Other Ceramics

Materials suchas magnesia (MgO), fused silica (Si02),

spinel (Mg0.Al203), mullite (3Al203.2Si02), cordierite

(2Mg0.2Al203.5Si02), lithium alumino-silicates, boron
nitride (BN), and the new family of Pyrocerams are

also being investigated for use in tube construction.

Fused silica is used only in phototubes, which require

high ultra-violet transmission. Although its electrical

properties are very good, its poor mechanical strength

and low thermal expansion make its application in

power-tube construction almost impossible.

Boron nitride has been used for making prototype

tube insulators, because its machining qualities are so

superior; however, its outgassing properties ruin cath-

odes.

Magnesia has excellent electrical properties and
thermal shock resistance, but is seldom used in tubes,

although it is widely used as a spray for mica spacers.

Pyroceram, the trade name of a new class of ceramic
materials developed by Corning Glass Works, is made
by melting the chemical ingredients to form a glass.
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The glass is then formed by standard glass-working
techniques and devitrified by heat treatment to form
fine crystallites. The material is stronger than glass

and is pore-free.

Although many ceramic compositions must still be
investigated for application in the field of electronics,

the development of dense high-grade alumina has filled

most of the designer's needs for the present and prob-
ably for the next few years. However, as power require-
ments, component size, strength, and other physical

and electrical properties become more critical, the

development of new materials will be required.

APPLICATIONS AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Table II lists the more important ceramics and some
of their typical applications in tubes. Fig. 1, which
shows the effect of temperature on electrical resist-

ance, indicates that most ceramics used in electron

tubes have comparatively high electrical resistance at

room temperature, but that the resistivity is greatly

reduced at high temperatures.
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Figure 1. Variation of Volume Resistivity of Several

Ceramics as a Function of Temperature

Linear expansion as a function of temperature, an
important parameter for metal-to-ceramic seals and
heat- shock resistance, is shown in Fig. 2 for various
metals and ceramics.

Fig. 3 shows the loss factor as a function of frequency
for several ceramics and glass; note how poorly glass

compares to high AlgOg.

Design and Processing

The design of a ceramic component often governs the

selection of the manufacturing process used in making
the component. In the electronics industry, increas-
ingly mechanized assembly has required new standards
of dimensional uniformity and stability for all ceramic
components. This demand, in turn, has stimulated the

development of improved ceramic compositions and new
fabricatirg techniques.

Size Tolerances . The ceramic components used in

electron tubes should have wide dimensional tolerances.

Most ceramic suppliers furnish components with plus
or minus tolerances of either one per cent or 0.005
inch, whichever is larger. For closer tolerances,

parts may have to be diamond- machined, specially

sorted, or made on frequently renewed tooling. All of

these additional procedures greatly increase the cost
of the ceramics. In the designing and processing of

ceramic tube components, the designer should work
closely with personnel skilled in ceramics and with ce-

ramic manufacturers.
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Table II

Applications and Physical Properties of Technical Ceramics

Materials
Chief Chemical
Composition

Application

in Tubes

A^fipVia nif*Q 1iVJ. ^ 1Id 1 i1 dX

Strength

lbs. /sq. in.

Thermal
Shock

Resistance

Operating
Tpmnpra ti 1 rp

deg C

Thermal
Conductivity

g-cal/sec/
2

degC/cm /cm

Alumina AI2O3 Spacers, Coatings,

Envelopes, Micro-
wave Windows

50-75,000 Good 1650 0.04

Steatite MgO. Si02 Spacers, Bases 10-20,000 Moderate 1000 0.006

Forsterite 2MgO. SiOj Spacers, Envel-
opes

10-25,000 Poor 1000 0.008

Electrical
Porcelain

3AI2O3. 2Si02 Bases 10-15,000 Fair 950 -

Zircon ZrOgSiOg Bases 10-20,000 Good 1100 0.012

Beryllia BeO Heat Sinks, Spacers,
Microwave Windows

20-35,000 Excellent 1600 0.050

Titanates

or Zircon-
ates

JjcL J. IU9

ZrTi02
Mica Replacement 10-20,000 Fair 1000 0.012

Magnesia MgO Coatings 20-40,000 Good 1300 0.080

Fused Silica Si02 Phototubes and
Camera tube

Faceplates

5-15,000 Excellent 1400 0.003

Boron Nitride BN Experimental
Spacers

7-15,000 Excellent 1500 0.50

Pyroceram Varies Spacers, Envelopes 20-70,000 Good to

Excellent

Porosity. The ceramics used for ceramic envelopes

must be vacuum-tight, i. e. , have practically zero

porosity. For most ceramics, the theoretical density

cannot be obtained, but a porosity of 3 to 5 per cent can

be obtained with good processing techniques.

Porous materials are often used as interior tube

spacers for their high dimensional accuracy, electrical

properties, or economy.

In such cases, the foUowii^ rule of thumb has been
adopted to ensure proper vacuum exhausting of the

porous structure. If the part is to be made porous, the

porosity should be uniform throughout the structure and

should range from 10 to 20 per cent. Porosity of over

20 per cent weakens the structure. When porosity is

less than 10 per cent it is difficult to exhaust the porous

structure. More than one per cent open pores makes
the component difficult to degas. The recent trend is

to use vitreous spacers throughout the tube structure

because of their higher mechanical strength and reli-

ability.

Stren^h. The mechanical strength of ceramics is a

very important consideration in the design of tubes hav-

ing ceramic -to-metal seals. High strei^th ceramics
permit the design of more compact tubes having lower

loss and higher power capabilities. Thinner cross

sections result in higher thermal conductivity and low

dielectric losses. For tubes having compression seals,

such as the super power types, mechanical strength

governs the selection of the ceramic; only ceramics of

high strength can be used successfully for such appli-

cations.

Inprevious strength tests, test bars processed along

with the components did not usually yield reliable data

because they were not the same shape and size as the

components. Very often ceramic manufacturers depend

on the user to evaluate the product. More realistic

testily procedures have been developed in which all

tests are made on the actual component or on test sam-
ples machined from the component. Of all the insula-

ting materials available, alumina ceramic is the strong-

est, beryllia next, and forsterite third.
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Thermal-Shock Resistance. Resistance to thermal
shock is quite important for ceramic components, be-
cause they are often subjected to severe thermal cy-

cling during tube processing and life. The thermal
shock resistance of the ceramic varies directly with

the mechanical strength and thermal conductivity, and
inversely with the thermal expansion and modulus of

elasticity of the material. For most applications, the

high strength of alumina makes it quite satisfactory for

heat shock. One of the best materials is beryllia, be-

cause it has both high strength and high thermal con-

ductivity.

Thermal Conductivity . Either high or low thermal
conductivity may be required in various electronic com-
ponents. For heater supports and insulations, low ther-

mal conductivity is required; for most other applica-

tions, suchastube envelopes and insulating heat sinks,

high thermal conductivity is desirable. Beryllia is by
far the best material available; however, because of

its high cost and toxic nature, its application has been
very limited.

Electrical Properties . Every dielectric is charac-
terized by its conductivity and dielectric constant.

Conductivity, in general, varies with temperature and
frequency. The component of conductivity which re-

sults from ionic conduction is little dependent on fre-

quency; the component resulting from absorption losses

is heavily dependent on both frequency and temperature.
Both beryllia and alumina are excellent insulators at

most frequencies employed in tubes.

The dielectric constant generally varies with temper-
ature and frequency. Its component arising from nor-
mal polarization of the dielectric varies with tempera-
ture roughly in direct proportion to changes in specific

gravity and decreases with frequency. The component
arising from dielectric absorption varies directly with

temperature and frequency and exhibits anomalous dis-

persion at regions of absorption maxima.

Both alumina and forsterite ceramics have low elec-

trical losses at high-frequency and high-temperature
applications. As the purity of the materials increases,

the losses tend to become lower. Alkali impurities,

such as sodium and potassium, are very detrimental;

therefore, the fluxes for ceramics should be selected

to maintain low- loss properties.

Fabrication Techniques

Dry Pressing. Inthe dry pressing process, the basic

method used in forming most ceramic electronic com-
ponents, dry granulated ceramic powders are pressed
in metal dies under high pressure. This process is

the most economical method of forming ceramics; for

simple shapes, production rates as high as 2,000 pieces

per minute are possible on some new presses. All

compositions can be dry pressed; even the very abra-

sive pure oxide ceramics can be formed by automatic

dry pressing when formulated with proper lubricants

and binders. However, for large components other

processes appear more feasible.

Extruding . Components having a uniform cross sec-

tion, such as rods and tubes, are easily formed by the

extrusion process. Aplasticized ceramic mixture hav-
ing a moisture content between 15 and 20 per cent is

forced under pressure through extrusion dies. Excess
air is removed from the ceramic body before extrusion

for maximum density and packir^. The extruded blanks

are dried and can be machined before firing.

Isostatic Pressing . Because automatic dry pressing
has limitations of size and shape, a new isostatic proc-
ess has been developed for large or complicated com-
ponents. In normal dry pressing, pressure can only

be exerted in two directions through the movement of

top and bottom punches. In the isostatic process, the

ceramic powder is compressed in a flexible rubber
mold, surrounded by a liquid, oil, or water. Pressure
applied to a fluid is uniformly distributed throughout
the medium and, therefore, it is uniformly applied to

the compressible rubber mold. The rubber mold com-
presses the ceramic powder from all directions and

forms a compound of uniform density. Metal inserts

in the rubber mold form holes or threads.

Compression and Injection Molding. Recently devel-

oped methods for forming technical ceramics also in-

clude compression and injection molding processes. The
principle and machinery are identical with those of plas-

tic moldii^. A volume of 10 to 20 per cent of plastic

molding powder is carefully blended with the ceramic
powder. The mixture is heated to its molding temper-
ature and compression or injection molded, depending
on whether a thermosetting or thermoplastic molding
compound is being used. The molded articles are
cooled and hardened in the mold. They are then care-
fully fired to remove the organic molding compound
without disrupting the remainir^ ceramic and without

leavingtraces of carbonaceous matter. The space orig-

inally occupied by the organic plastic is closed during

the sintering process.

Hot Pressing. Relatively few, if any, products made
by the hot pressing process are used in the electronic

industry. However, at this time, hot pressing does
offer one of the best methods of formir^ high-purity

beryllium oxide ceramics. In this process, the ceramic
powder is compressed in refractory dies and is simul-

taneously subjected to pressure and heat between 1400

and 2000 C. Metal molds soften or oxidize under these

conditions; the only satisfactory mold material known
is graphite. Unfortunately, because graphite is a rather

soft material is can withstand only a few cycles.

CERAMIC-TO-METAL SEALS

During the war, the Telefunken Laboratories in Berlin

developed ceramic-to-metal seals and vacuum-tight
tube envelopes made of ceramic materials instead of

glass. Although the quality of the steatite ceramic made
the process unreliable, small radar tubes were manu-
factured on a large production scale with a very high

number of rejections for seal leakage.

Allied Technical Teams realized the superior elec-

trical characteristics of such ceramic tube designs and

encouraged the United States Government to place con-

tracts for the development of ceramic -to- metal seals.
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ceramic materials, and ceramic tubes. Today, prac-
tically all new designs employ ceramics and ceramic-
to-metal seals.

Some of the many advantages of the ceramic-to-metal
seal structure include:

1. The outgassing temperature for most tubes is

limited by the softening point or vapor pressure of

the metal members or the brazing material; this tem-
perature is usually much higher for ceramic tubes
than for glass- construction types. As a result, the

getter can often be eliminated because the metal
member acts as a getter when the tube is outgassed
at higher temperatures.

2. The more rugged and stable seals allow the ce-
ramic tube to be operated at higher temperatures and,

therefore, to dissipate more power than a glass tube
of similar dimensions.

3. The ceramic structure lends itself more readily
to close dimensional tolerances. Because ceramics
permit very accurate spacing which is stable during
the processing, tube characteristics can be more
accurately controlled.

4. At high frequencies, ceramic structures have
lower loss factors than the best glass structure and,

therefore, for a given power, cause less dielectric

heating.

5. The ceramic components lend themselves more
readily to automatic production than glass compo-
nents.

6. The high mechanical strength of ceramic struc-
tures permits their use in critical applications such
as in missiles.

At present, the main disadvantages are the high cost
of the ceramic materials and difficulties in processing
the seals for good thermal-expansion match between the

ceramic and sealing metal. These disadvantages are
being rapidly overcome as new techniques for making
strong seals, stronger ceramics, and lower cost ce-
ramics are developed.

Applications in the electronics field range from the

smallest devices such as tunnel diodes to such large
devices as super power tubes and the C-Stellarator used
to study hydrogen fusion. At this time, several man-
ufacturers are actively investigating the feasibility of

commercial production of receiving tubes having ce-
ramic envelopes. Although ceramic envelopes have not
yet been tried for kinescopes, phototubes, and camera
tubes. X-ray tubes are available with ceramic envel-
opes.

PROCESSES USED TOJOINMETAL TO THE CERAMIC
ENVELOPE

Metal is joined to the ceramic envelopes of electron
devices by four general techniques: (1) sintered metal,

(2) active alloy, (3) pressure, and (4) glass interlayer.
Many variations in materials and processing are em-

ployed to obtain the most suitable end result for a par-
ticular structure.

The Sintered Metal Process

In general, this process employs finely divided pow-
ders of pure metals, mixtures of metals, or metal ox-

ides. The powder, in a suitable suspension, is applied

to the ceramic surface by printing, painting, or spray-
ing and sintered to the ceramic by firing in a hydrogen
atmosphere at 1250 to 1700 C. After sintering, the

metallic surface may be plated with another metallic

layer, such as copper or nickel, to promote wetting of

the brazing materials; some brazing materials do not

require plating.

The final step in the process is the joining of the

metalized ceramic to the metal component by conven-
tional methods of brazing in controlled-atmosphere
furnaces. The exact mechanism by which the bond is

formed probably varies for each combination of ceramic
and metal powder. The metallic material appears to

be bonded to the ceramic by one of the following proc-
esses: (1) solid-state volume diffusion of the metal
into the lattice of the ceramic; (2) solid-state diffusion
into the grain boundaries of the ceramic; or (3) liquid

solution of the metal or metal oxide into the liquid or

glassy phase of the ceramic. The author prefers to

accept the first two mechanisms for ceramic materials
of more than 95 per cent AI2O3 and the third mecha-
nism for ceramics with less than 90 per cent AI2O3,
forsterite. Steatite, zircon, and beryllia.

At RCA, a very extensive investigation of many com-
binations of metals and oxides for this process resulted

in the development of a technique usingpure molybden-
um metal powder, which was found to be superior to

all others evaluated. Such combinations as the well-

known 80 per cent Mo - 20 per cent Mn, Fe-W, Mo-
Fe203, M0-M02O3, M02O3, Mo-CaO, Mo-Cu, Mo-Clay,
Mo-Si02, and many others were evaluated on alumina
ceramics varying from 92 to 99 per cent AI2O3. The
highest strength obtained was with pure finely divided

molybdenum powder on high- strength alumina made of

94 per cent AI2O3, 3 to 4 per cent Mn02, and the re-

mainder Si02. The flexure strength of the seal was be-
tween 60,000 and 70,000 pounds per square inch, which
equals the strength of the solid ceramic tested in the

same manner.

The same investigation also revealed that the impor-
tant factors in making this type of seal are: (1) particle

size of the metal powder; (2) metalizing temperature;

(3) length of time at metalizing temperature; (4) atmos-
phere of the metalizing furnace; (5) thickness of met-
alizing coating; (6) plating; (7) brazing material; (8)

brazing atmosphere; (9) brazing time; and (10) brazing
temperature. Each of these ten variables is capable of

destroying or weakening the seal; however, with proper
control, excellent reproducibility and quality can be
obtained.

One of the most important factors in controlling re-

producibility was the development of a test for seal
strength for evaluating the effects of the various par-
ameters. The flexure test developed, which employs
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an accurately machined bar to insure uniformity,

expected to become a standard ASTM test.

IS

The following description of the various steps em-
ployed inthe sintered metal process will help the reader
to better understand the effects of the various para-
meters. First, a uniform coating of 0.001 to 0.003 inch

of metalizing powder is applied to the ceramic surface
as shown in Fig. 4A. The powder is then sintered in a
controlled-atmosphere furnace so that the metal dif-

fuses approximately 0.0006 inch intothe ceramic and the

powder sinters densely, as shown in Fig. 4B, to about

one-half the prefired thickness. A plating approxi-
mately 0.0001 inch thick is applied for eutectic (72 per
cent Ag - 28 per cent Cu) solder, as shown in Fig. 5A;
no plating is required for most other materials such as
copper, gold, or Nicoro. Finally, the components are
furnace-brazed in a controlled atmosphere as shown in

Fig. 5B. The final seal consists of: (1) a metal mem-
ber; (2) an alloy braze layer containing the original

brazing material, plating, and metalizing; (3) a thin

metalized layer having pores filled with the braze al-

loy; (4) the metal-to-ceramic interface zone; and (5) the

ceramic. For an ideal seal, the break or failure should
occur at the highest stressed area, either in the ce-
ramic or at the metal-to-ceramic interface. The seal

configuration and the physical properties of the seal

components (solder, metal, and ceramic) govern the

location of the maximum stresses. Inthe case of poorly
processed metal-ceramic seals, failure may occur at

the following points: (1) at the ceramic -to-metal inter-

face with no trace of ceramic breakage or metalizing,

as shown in Fig. 6A, (2) in the sintered metalized layer

as shown in Fig. 6B or (3) in the ceramic as shown in

Fig. 6C.
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Figure 4. The Sintered-Metal Process:
(A) before sintering; (B) after sintering

The particle size of the metalizing powder greatly

influences the diffusibility of the metal into the ceramic
and the density of the sintered layer. As shown in Fig.

7, the seal strength obtained with fine powders is more
than twice that obtained with coarse powders. Failures
such as shown in Fig. 6A result from coarse powders
which form a weak layer and bond to the ceramic.

Metalizing temperature must be determined for each
type of hietalizing material and for each type of ceramic
material. The variations in strength obtained at dif-

ferent temperature for a typical material, Almanox 4462,

is shown in Fig. 8.
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Figure 6. Failure Points in Ceramic-to-Metal Seals
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Figure 7. The Effect of Particle Size of
Molybdenum Powder on Seal Strength

Failure caused by excessive temperature results

from weakening of the ceramic by crystal growth or
glass formation. If the temperature is too low, failure

may result from a weak metalized layer and bond.

The length of time at metalizing temperature must
be more than 5 minutes and less than 30 minutes at a
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temperature in the range of 1450 to 1550 C. Less than

5 minutes may cause failure of the type shown in Fig.

6B, and excessive time may weaken the ceramic and
distort its shape.

The atmosphere of the metalizing furnace is probably
one of the most important of all the parameters. First,

the furnace must be as gastight as possible to maintain

the proper atmosphere. Various reducing atmospheres
can be used - from 100 per cent hydrogen to mixtures
containing a small percentage of hydrogen and an inert

gas such as nitrogen, helium, or argon. Water vapor
is added to enhance the sintering and diffusion of the

metalizing material; the amount of water vapor required

depends directly on the amount of hydrogen in the at-

mosphere. The higher per cent of hydrogen present,

the larger amount of water vapor required. Free oxy-

gen, in any amount, is harmful because it oxidizes the

sintered powder. The effects of the atmosphere of the

metalizii^ furnace on the strength of the seal (again

with Almanox 4462) are shown in Fig. 9. Failures re-

sultii^ from a furnace dry atmosphere would be of the

type shown in Fig. 6A, and for an oxide condition of the

type shown in Fig. 6B.
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Figure 9. The Effect of Metalizing Furnace

Atmosphere on Seal Strength

The thickness of metalizing coating is extremely crit-

ical for good seal quality. As shown in Fig. 10, the

seal strength varies greatly with the thickness of coat-

ing. A coating which is too thin or too thick results in

weak seals. A too-thick coating may result in a leaky

and weak seal, because the fired metalizing layer is

porous. The ideal thickness of an unfired coating is

approximately 0.001 to 0.002 inch, andO.0007 to 0.00015

inch for a fired coating. With the proper thickness and
processing, the metalized layer is made nonporous dur-
ing brazing by the brazing alloy which fills the pores;

sufficient penetration is made into the ceramic compo-
sition to produce an excellent bond. The thickness of

the metalizing coating can be controlled by processes
such as printing or spraying.
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Figure 10. The Effect ofMetalizing Coating Thickness
on Seal Strength

Plating is quite important when brazing type solder

is used, because the brazing material does wet the sin-

tered metal sufficiently to ensure vacuum-tight, strong

seals. The optimum plating thickness is between 0.0001

and 0.0003 inch. Poor plating may result in blistering

during brazing and failure at the interface between the

braze and the metalizing.

Brazing materials are quite numerous; a list of those

commonly employed is shown in Table III. The ease

of obtaining a good seal varies with the various brazing

materials. Brazing-type solder, copper, the various

eutectics, and pure materials are easy to use; mate-
rials without point meltii^ properties are more diffi-

cult to use. Ductile solders having low melting points

can be used most easily for making joints.

The brazing atmosphere must be free of contaminants

that can react with either the braze or metalizing ma-
terials to form a poor wetting surface. A hydrogen at-

mosphere free of oxygen and low in water vapor is most

suitable. Contaminated atmospheres may result in fail-

ures at the interfaces, such as shown in Fig. 6B, be-

cause of poor wetting.

The brazing time and temperature are closely related.

In general, optimum seal strength is obtained by braz-

ing for the shortest possible time at the lowest temper-
ature. Either extreme of hightemperature or longtime
may result in failures of the stripped seal type, such

as shown in Fig. 6A. Too short a brazing time can
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Table in

Brazing Materials

Brazing Material Composition
Liquidus
ueg u

Solidus

ueg U
Vendor

Brazing Type (BT)
Silver Solder 72% Ag - 28% Cu 779 779 Handy & Harman

"Incuro 60" 60% Au - Balance Cu and In 900 860 Western Gold & Platinum Co.

50 Gold - 50 Copper 50% Au - 50% Cu 950 930 Western Gold & Platinum Co.

Nicoro 82.5% Au - 17.5% Ni 950 950 Western Gold & Platinum Co.

35% Gold - 65% Copper 35% Au - 65% Cu 1005 970 Western Gold & Platinum Co.

Nicoro 35% Au - 62% Cu - 3% Ni 1020 990 Western Gold & Platinum Co.

10% Tin - 90% Copper 10% Sn - 90% Cu 1020 840 Made in Laboratory

result in a failure, as shown in Fig. 6B, where little

alloyii^ takes place with the solder and metalizing ma-
terial.

The Active Alloy Process

The active-alloy process is preferred by some work-
ers because only one firing operation in a high vacuum
of the order of lO'^torr, or in a protective atmosphere
of helium, argon, or dry hydrogen, is required to make
the complete seal. With the vacuum process, the tube

can be exhausted during sealing and thus promote fur-

ther savings. In this technique, an active metal such
as titanium, zirconium, hafnium, or tantalum reacts

with the ceramic body and forms a solid solution with
the metal to establish an intimate bond with both mem-
bers. The active metal powder or hydride may be
printed or painted on the ceramic, or thin sheets of

metal (shims) can be used. If one of the metal mem-
bers is an active metal, a shim such as nickel can be
used to form the alloy. The process has many varia-
tions depending on the results desired.

The important parameters of this process include:

(1) the firing atmosphere, (2) the length of time at reac-
tion temperature, (3) the amount and composition of

active metal, (4) the composition of the ceramic, and

(5) the composition of metal member.

Firing Atmosphere. Because the exclusion of oxygen
from the seal area is one of the most important manu-
facturing conditions, active-alloy seals must be made
in vacuum or in very pure hydrogen, argon, or helium.

The release of undesirable gases such as oxygen, car-
bon monoxide, or carbon dioxide from the tube com-
ponents must be prevented by careful outgassing of all

metal parts prior to active -metal sealing.

The reaction temperature and the length of time at

that temperature to a large degree control the reaction

and formation of the solid solution of the alloy. If the

time is too long, or the temperature is too high, the

ceramic component may be weakened; normally, too-

high temperatures increase the amount of metal taken

in solution.

Variations in the amount and composition of the ac-

tive metal have similar effects, and also determine the

temperature at which the seal must be made. Table IV
lists the range of temperatures that can be used with

various active materials.

Although the use of hydrogen, helium, or argon at-

mospheres have been discussed for use with this proc-

ess, as far as is known, the only reproducible results

have been obtained with the vacuum process. The vac-
uum technique tends to limit this process for commer-
cial applications. Although extensive strength testii^

has not been done for this process, the strength of the

seal appears to be only 85 per cent of that obtainable

with the sintered powder technique.

The Pressure Process

The pressure process is one of the simplest and old-

est procedures used to adhere metal to ceramic. The
two surfaces are forced against each other under pres-

sure to obtain permanent coupling of the adjacent mol-
ecules of the two members.

Pressure seals to ceramic can be made with many
metals, such as copper, indium, silver, gold, Kovar,

and aluminum. In some cases, high temperatures are
used to insure intimate bonding.

A variation of the pressure technique, in which metal

members are used to maintain the pressure on the ce-

ramic, has been successfully employed to make radial-

compression seals for large power tubes. Fig. IIA
shows an outside radial-compression seal arrangement
before assembly. The outer diameter of the ceramic
is larger than the inner diameter of the metal sleeve.

The seal is made by the application of an initial force.
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Table IV

Active-Alloy Seals

Ceramic Material
Metal
Part

Shim
Material

Minimum Sealing

Temperature
deg C

Maximum Sealing

Temperature
deg C

Degassing
Temperature

deg C

Alumina, Forsterite Copper Titanium 875 910 1000

Alumina, Forsterite Copper Zirconium 885 910 1000

Alumina, Forsterite Titanium Nickel 955 1050 1200

Alumina, Zircon Zirconium Nickel 960 1050 1200

Alumina, Zircon Zirconium Iron 934 1015 1200

which may be as high as 20 tons, along the axis of the
seal members. The wedgii^ action creates a radial
force Fj^, as shown in Fig. IIB. The interference fit

of the parts deforms both the metal and ceramic cyl-

inders in the following proportion:

where S is the unit strain in inches per inch, Kis a con-
stant (dependent upon locus or position of loading), r is

Poisson's ratio, t is the wall thickness, and R is the

mean radius.

BEFORE ASSEMBLY AFTER ASSEMBLY

METAL METAL

(A) (B)

Figure 11. Radial-Compression Seal;

(A) Before Assembly; (B) After Assembly

The subscripts c and m denote values for the ceramic
andthe metal, respectively. Inmost cases, the ceram-
ic deformation is kept belowO.004 inch on the diameter.
The hoop stress may be calculated as the quotient of

the unit strain divided by the modulus of elasticity of

the metal.

Fig. 12 Shows acloseup view of the radial-compres-
sion seal. It can be seen that the force Fj^ is confined
to a relatively narrow area of contact near the top of

the taper. This high concentration of stress caused by
the interference fit during sealing causes plastic de-

formation in the ductile plating, so that it flows around
the ceramic to form a vacuum-tight seal.

METAL

PLATED
METAL

Figure 12. Three Types of Radial-Compression Seal:

(A) Outside Seal; (B) Coaxial or Inside -Outside Seal;

(C) Sapphire or Ceramic -Window Seal

The choice of materials for use in the radial-com-
pression seal is quite important because the mechanical
expansion and elasticity properties of these materials
serve a definite function. Consider, as an example,
the outside seal shown in Fig. 12A. Although the force
maintainedtay the metal member on the ceramic is at a
maximum at room temperature, it must exert sufficient

force at maximum temperature to ensure a vacuum-
tight seal.

The seals designed for the insulation of the C-Stell-
arator vessel are made from a high-alumina ceramic.
The ceramic body has a flexural strength of about
60,000 pounds per square inch. However, high-strength
metal suitable for a radial-compression seal has a much
higher expansion coefficient than the ceramic. It can
be shown that the expansion differential between the

ceramic and the metal can be compensated for by the
elasticity in the metal and ceramic.
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Fig. 13 shows the stress -strain curve of a high-

strength metal; this curve with some added information,

illustrates the behavior of a radial-compression seal

during bakeout. The force on the metal caused by the

interferenc e f it during the initial sealing process results

in an elongation of the metal ring or sleeve to point A
on the curve. This point is beyond the yield point of

the metal. Although the stress in the metal sleeve at

the sealing surface depends on the type of material se-
lected, a typical value of 125,000 pounds per square
inch is used in this case. The ultimate strength of the

metal is in the order of 160,000 pounds per square inch.

The total elongation in the metal sleeve at a stress of

125,000 pounds per square inch is 12 mils at room tem-
perature. The total force at the seal surface of the

metal-ceramic interface is about 1000 pounds per linear
inch.

TEMPERATURE-°C
450 25

0 .002 .004 .006 .008 .010 .012

STRAIN-INCHES/INCH

Figure 13. Stress-Strain Curve Showing the Behavior

of a Radial-Compression Seal During Bakeout

If it is assumed that the metal has a greater expan-
sion rate than the ceramic, line ABD, drawn parallel

to the elastic portion of the curve, represents the slow
release of stress as the temperature is increased. The
total elastic strain storage in the metal sleeve at room
temperature, represented by line DE, is about 4 mils
per inch. LineBC is proportional to the product of the

temperature range and the expansion differential.

Therefore, if the two materials had identical expansion
coefficients, the sealing force would remain constant.
Any mismatch in expansion increases length EC and
results in a reduction of force at the seal.

The stress in the metal sleeve cannot be permitted
to reach zero. Some force must remain to maintain a
vacuum-tight seal at the maximum temperature of oper-
ation. Because a portion FE of the total strain has been
relieved by the differential expansion between the ce-
ramic and the metal as the seal is raised in tempera-
ture, the remaining strain in the seal is now DF. This
strain must produce sufficient force (for example, 200
lbs. per inch) to maintain the seal at this high temper-
ature (in this case, 450 C).

The relationship used to determine the requirements
at maximum bakeout temperature is as follows:

+ Sjn - AT AC =

where S^. is the unit elastic strain in the ceramic in

inches per inch, Sj^ is the unit elastic strain in the
metal in inches per inch, AT is the temperature dif-

ference in degC, AC is the expansion coefficient dif-

ference per deg C, and S^^ is the minimum value of strain
in inches per inch.

This equation shows that the higher the strains and
resultant stresses, the greater the permissible
mismatch in the degree of expansion of the two mate-
rials. In these seals, only elastic strains are consid-
ered. The plastic strain is used only to increase the

permissible tolerances of the parts, but otherwise
serves no function during the temperature cycle.

The stress condition within the members requires
careful consideration, especially because the longitud-

inal bending of the cylinder can result in a maximum
stress an inch or more away from the metal-ceramic
contact. These stresses can be minimized by the proper
choice of parameters. The radial forces in the seal

can be determined from the following expression:

/ \ 3/2

therefore, maximum bending stress X is given by:

X = K E AR
^ " {TT^- R

where Vq is the radial force in pounds per inch, E is

Young's modulus, t is the wall thickness, R is the mean
radius, Ris the change in radius, r is Poisson's ratio,

Kis a constant (dependent on locus or position of load-

ing), and is the maximum bending stress.

The Glass Interlayer Process

In the glass interlayer process, used for limited

applications where electrical losses and mechanical
strength is not important, a glass inserted between the

ceramic and metal member can be used to make a seal.

The technique is a combination of ceramic glazing and
glass-to-metal sealing. The ceramic is first coated

with glass frit, which is fired to produce a uniform
glass coating on the ceramic. The metal component
is prepared by the standard procedure for glass seal-

ing and then furnace-sealed to the ceramic.

In one less frequently used process, a mixture of

glass and a metal powder such as nickel, silver, or

copper is fired onto the ceramic, which can be low-

temperature soldered to a metal member.

SEAL DESIGN

There is practically no limitation to the type and size

of seals that can be made with combinations of ceramic
and metal; however, caution must be used in the design

of each type to ensure reliability. The radial-compres-
sion design has already been discussed under pressure
seals. For the sintered powder process and active-

alloy process, design parameters are empirical at this

time.
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The types of seal most often used include: (1) the

butt seal, (2) the flexible joint seal, (3) the outside dia-

meter seal, and (4) the pin seal. The butt seal is one
of the most severe from the viewpoint of strain; how-
ever, the seal has many advantages for electrical and
tube ruggedness. The best butt seals are obtained with
materials such as Kovar, copper-clad materials, or
molybdenum, which keep stresses to a minimum. The
use of optimum- strength ceramic and equivalent met-
alizing strength is desirable.

In the flexible seal, a normal thin metal area relieves
the stresses on the ceramics, as shown in Fig. 14.

I

Figure 14. Various Types of Flexible Seals

The outside diameter seal is designed to maintain the

ceramic in compression; however, tension failure can
occur depending on the temperature cycling of the tube.

This design has several limitations: the outer diameter
of the ceramic must be accurately ground, sharp points
are undesirable because the electrical field is highly

concentrated, and the metalizing of the outer diameter
is more difficult than the flats in commercial produc-
tion.

Pin seals are of the more difficult types to make. In

one frequently used design, which produces reliable
seals, a Kovar washer is butt sealed to the ceramic
with a pin solder to the Kovar or molybdenum washer,
as shown in Fig. 15.

In another method, the inner diameter of the hole is

metalized and the pin is brazed directly to the inner
diameter with a ductile solder such as copper. With
this design, it is essential that the expansion of the sol-
der-pin composition is near that of the ceramic.
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Design of Mica Spacers

M. Bondy and M. Jinetopulos

Harrison

Mica, because of its unique properties, is invaluable

as an insulating spacer material:

1. Its cleavage characteristic makes it possible to

obtain it in any desirable thickness.

2. Its high tensile strength makes it possible to punch
small holes with close tolerances.

3. Its flexibility allows it to be force fitted or wedged
into aglass bulb. Small springpoints on the periphery
of the shape can hold it rigidly in place, and can ab-

sorb vibration to minimize microphonic effects.

4. Its high electrical resistance minimizes electrical

leakage between any elements held by it.

5. Its low power factor minimizes high-frequency

losses in an electron tube.

6. Its chemical stability up to 600 C allows an elec-

tron tube tobeprocessed and used at fairly high tem-
peratures.

MI^fING AND PROCESSING OF MICA

Mica is a mineral, a chemical compound which occurs
naturally as a product of inorganic processes.

Nine micas are known which differ in their chemical
composition and properties, but all are grouped under
the name micabecause of their monoclinic crystal sys-

tem. The chemical composition of mica is not pertinent

to application in vacuum tubes, but water content and
the ease with which water of constitution is lost when
mica is heated determines the maximum temperature
of its use. Muscovite, a potash mica, and phlogopite,

a magnesium mica, are the only types of use in elec-

tron tubes; muscovite is the type now used by RCA. All

micas possess the characteristics of perfect cleavage

parallel to the basal plane, flexibility, elasticity, tough-

ness, hardness, and transparency of thin plates.

Muscovite mica is usually ruby, green, or brown and

is recovered in sheets from pegmatites, coarse-grained
granite rock formations. The mining of mica is, at

best, highly speculative. In the U.S. and Canada mica
can he mined in a semimechanized manner. Full mech-
anization is impossible because the mineral bearing lode

maybe small and may run irregularly throughout a re-

gion. In addition, the use of tools damages the mica
sheets. Thus, in America, most of the mica mined is

scrap or small sheets. In India, manual labor is used
exclusively. Care is taken to keep mica blocks intact

and they are removed in the largest possible blocks.

One of the largest mica crystals ever found yielded mica
sheets of 30 x 24 inches. Normally, less than 1/5000
of the gross rock handled results in usable cut mica.

The procedures used for obtaining usable mica are:

1. Crude mica is removed from the mine (usually a

surface or open-cut mine). In crude form, mica is

called "mine run" or "book. "

2. Dirt and rock are removed from the crude mica
in an operation called "cobbing. " This is the first

operation after the mica is mined.

3. Cobbed mica is split into sheets by an operation

called rifting that consists of opening up crude mica
books and splitting them into blocks from 0.007 to

0. 030 inch thick.

4. The rifted mica is trimmed. The methods of

trimming mica are:

a. Sickle-dress — the stone, foreign to the mica,

is roughly removed with a sickle-like instrument.

b. Knife-dress — all cracks and other imperfec-

tions are cut out and bevelled edge is left all around.

c. Shear — similar to knife dressing except that

there are no bevelled edges and the trim usually re-

sults in a rectangular shape.

d. Finger -dress (thumb trim) — loose edges are

broken off by hand.

Usable mica is sold in the following forms:

1. Blocks — Knife-dressed mica 0.008 inch or more
thick

2. Thins — Knife-dressed mica 0.001 to 0.008 inch

thick

3. Splittings — Laminae split from blocks and thins

a. Loose splittings — heterogeneous, loose pack
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b. Pan packed — loose but uniformly arranged and
packed

c. Book-form — splittings arranged in books, as
obtained from the same book mica

Mica is packed and sold according to size, thickness,
and visual quality classification. The following factors
determine the visual grade:

1. Clearness, uniformity

2. Air inclusions

3. Stains (smoky, sooty, black, red, green)

4. Waviness

5. Hardness (visually determined)

6. Stones and holes

7. Buckles, reeves, ridges, tears, cracks, etc.

Mica is a natural product for which there are no pre-
cise specifications for chemical composition or physical
properties. Visual inspection is the only means of clas-
sification of quality. This method of classification de-
pends upon the experience and judgment of the person
doing the grading.

PROPERTIES OF MUSCOVITE

Some of the physical and chemical properties of mus-

covite are given in the following list.

Hardness (onMoh's scale) 2.8—3.2
Specific Gravity 2.6—3.2
Specific Heat 0.207
Optic Axial Angle—degrees 50—75
Volume Resistivity 2 x lO^^—i x 10^'^ ohms

per cubic centimeter
Surface Resistivity lo"^—10^2 ohms
Dielectric Strength

(volts per mil) 2800 in air for 1—3 mil
thickness(less for thick-
er sheets)

Maximum Coefficient of

Expansion, per degree C 0.000036
Modulus of Elasticity

(pounds per square inch) - - about 25 x 10^ (10 mil
thickness)

Power Factor (1 megacycle) 0.0002
Dielectric Constant 6.5—8.7
Loss Factor (1 megacycle) 0.0013

Water of Constitution 4.5 per cent

Temperature at which Water
of Constitution Is Driven

Off 600-800 deg C
Maximum Temperature of

Use 600 deg C

Resistance to Acid Attacked Only by Hydro-

fluoric Acid

®
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STANDARD MICA DIE CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION
TYPE 250 DIE TYPE 140 DIE

Figure 2. Typical Mica Die Construction. (Courtesy Schneider & Marquard, Inc.)

GRADING OF MICA

Mica is supplied in small, irregular pieces which must
be individually hand loaded into the die. The pieces are
graded bythe American Society for Testing Materials^
as shown on the chart of Fig. 1. Block mica and thins

mica are graded for size as follows: The mica speci-

men to be graded is laid upon the chart so that it covers
point O and has its maximum and minimum dimensions
extending along lines OA and OB, respectively. The
specimen is then shifted until the usable area completely

covers the largest rectangle, determined by a diagonal

extending from point O to or beyond a point on any of

the curves. The number of the curve at the greatest

distance from O cut by the diagonal of the rectangle
designates the grade of the specimen.

TOOLING

Precision compound dies are required to produce
clean- edged mica spacers free of burrs, delamination,
and cracks. The die, evenfor the simplest design, re-
quires meticulous die-makers andprecision equipment
in its manufacture. A different die is required not only
for each change in pattern, but also for each change in

thickness of the mica, Drawii^s of typical mica dies
are shown in Fig. 2. The type number indicates the
height, in mils, of the punches.

The typical die set for mica bridges is called the

"cross-back leader-pin die set." The die is mounted in

an inclinedpress and the micabridges are transported
through channel slides to sealed receptacles to protect
the micabridges from contamination. Accordion boots
are used on die posts to protect the micabridges from
the lubricant used on the leader pins.

Fig. 3 shows a cross section of a compound die and
illustrates the relative location of the parts. Notice that

BACKING
PLATE

PUNCH
PLATE
HOLDER

PIERCING
PUNCHES

PIERCING
PUNCH
SHANK

KNOCKOUT
PLATE

-FEMALE DIE

PLATE RING
STRIPPER
PLATE

Figure 3. Cross Section of a Compound Die
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the punch shanks occupy much more space than the

punch. Within the contour of the mica bridge, space

must be allowed for knock-out pins which strip the mica
bridge from the punches. These knock-out pins, which

are carried by another plate, pass through the backing

plate and punch plate to operate the knock-out plate.

When mica is worked, highly abrasive dust particles

are formed that could be injurious to the die. If allowed

to accumulate, these particles would collect on all mov-
ing die parts to such an extent that, in short order, the

parts would seize and rip themselves out of their hold-

ers. Air jets are built into the die set to disperse the

dust particles.

Mica must be punched as free as possible from burrs,

delamination, and cracks. To accomplish this, approxi-

mately 0.0003-inch side clearance is held between the

piercing punches and the die openings. Provision is

made in the knock-out plate for clearance of approxi-

mately 0.003 inch between the piercing punches and the

knock-out plate. This space provides passage for the

stream of air that blows the mica dust particles from
between the piercing punches and knock-out plate.

SPACER DESIGN

The designer of mica spacers must bear in mind at

all times the limitations of the material and the capa-
bilities of the die. The fact that a design can be drawn
on paper is no guarantee that it can be punched from
mica.

Mica, because it is a natural product that is hand
processed and hand selected, cannot be held to close

thickness tolerances; tolerances as close as 0. 001

inch require special selection and will result in marked
increase in cost.

Distances between holes in the spacer are limited both

by the strength of the mica and by the physical sizes of

the piercing punches that can be made.

The minimum size of the holes that can be punched in

aspacer depends upon the strength that a piercing punch
must have to penetrate the required thickness of mica.

Very close tolerances are extremely difficult to hold

and may require elaborate quality- control procedures
and the use of standby dies. Close tolerances may, as

a result, increase the cost of parts to four or five times
as much as is usual.

Mica Thickness

RCA has standardized five ranges of thicknesses of

mica. Table Igivesthesethicknesses in terms of bogey
values and tolerances, and interms of thickness ranges.

Spacers must be designed to use one of the standard
ranges. Spacers with diameters of 0.700 inch or less

shouldhavea maximum thickness of 0.012 inch (0.010-

inch bogey). Spacers with diameters over 0.700 inch

should use a maximum mica thickness of 0.015 inch

(0.0125-inch bogey) for high-volume production; large
spacers for low-volume production, for example
spacers for large power tubes, may be as thick as

0.018 inch (0.016-inch bogey). In rare instances very
large spacers with few holes have been stamped from
mica as thick as 0.020 inch.

Table I

RCA Standard Mica Thickness

Bogey and
Tolerances- Range-

Inches Inches

0.0065±0.0015 0.005-0.008

0.0075±0.0015 0.006-0.009
0.010±0.002 0.008-0.012
0.0125±0.0025 0.010-0.015
0.015±0.003 0.012-0.018

Bridge Distances

The need for the heavy shank on the piercing punch
limits the minimum distance between holes. For
punches of 0.050-inch diameter or less, the minimum
bridge distance betweenholes is 0.015. (Bridge distance

is defined as the minimum width of the mica between
holes as shown in Fig. 4.

)

HOLE DIAMETER

BRIDGE DISTANCE

Figure 4. Bridge Between Two Round Holes

For hole sizes larger than 0.050 inch, the size of the

shank of the punch approaches that of the punch itself

and the bridge distance is limited by the strength of the

mica rather than the punch design. Where little strength

is required, as for leakage slots and degassing holes,

the brieve distance may be less than 0.015 inch.

Minimum permissible brieve distance between any

hole and the outer contour of the spacer is 0.030 inch.

Designing for smaller bridge distances will result in

breakage and delamination at the edge of the spacer.

Minimum Hole Dimensions

The minimum dimension of holes that can be punched
through a given thickness of mica is fixedby the strength

of the punch. Punches with a minimum dimension less

than twice the thickness of the mica will be subject to

breakage. Stated differently, the maximum thickness

(the high end of the thickness range) of mica to bepunched
by a given die must not exceed one-half the minimum
dimension of the smallest punch. Slotsthat have a min-
imum dimension less than half the mica thickness can

be made if the punch is reinforcedby ribs as illustrated

by the "end-around" designs (Fig. 5).
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END
AROUND

THIN
USEFUL
AREA FOR
ELEMENT

END-AROUND

OO
C7^

STYLES
OF

DUMBELL
SLOTS

THIS IS TO SUPPORT LONG
THIN SECTION OF PUNCH

EMBOSSED POSITIONING ELEMENT
SLOT WITH THIN HOLDING SECTION

Figure 5. End-Around Designs . These designs are
used to strengthen the punches; thin sections

and knife edges do not have long life

Outside Contour

When laying out a spacer design the first considera-
tion is the contour of the periphery of the spacer. The
periphery may have either a free fit or a force fit in

the envelope (bulb) of the tube. If a free fit is desired,

the contour shouldbe as simple as possible—plain round
or rectangular without sharp corners. If a force fit is

required, the spacer is designed with points on its pe-
riphery as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The diameter across
the points is made slightly greater than the inside diam-
eter of the envelope. When the bridge is forced into the
envelope, the points bend slightly and give, in effect, a
spring mounting. Because of the tolerances on the in-

side diameter of envelopes, the spacers are usually
designed with two sets of points, one longer than the
other. The shorter set of points is designated "A," and
the longer set, "B." When the spacer is forced into an
envelope with normal inside diameter (Fig. 6), the B
points are in proper contact and the A points are free.

Whenthe spacer is forced into an envelope with a small
inside diameter (Fig. 7), the B points will flex to the
pointof fracture and the A points will be in proper con-
tact.

BULB

B POINTS PROPER CONTACT

Figure 6. Cross Section of Bulb and Mica: normal
inside diameter bulb with normal wall thickness

BULB

PROPER CONTACT
B POINTS FLEXED
BEYOND UTILITY

Figure 7- Cross Section of Bulb and Mica: small inside
diameter bulb with maximum wall thickness

When extremely good force fits are required, the
spacer may be made with three sets of points, or, al-

ternatively, a single set of points may be used and the
envelopes selectively fitted.

Designpractice ordinarily requires a six-mil toler-

ance in diameter across the points; special designs may
call for a four-mil diametral tolerance. The points
should be designed with a large radius tangent to the
end of the point and the base circle (Fig. 8). Lack of

sufficient corner radius (Fig. 9) will cause excessive
stress concentrations where the points meet the base
circle and may result in fracture or delamination of the

mica.

MICA COATINGS

Duringthe operation of an electron tube, some parts,

including the cathode, are at elevated temperatures.

BASE CIRCLE

TANGENTIAL RADIUS TO END
OF POINT AND BASE CIRCLE

Figure 8. Preferred Contour of Mica Points
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During the processing stages, the tube is operated at

even higher temperatures to obtain cathode activation

andproper degassing of the elements. Atthese elevated

temperatures, some chemical elements, such as bar-

ium and magnesium, evaporate and deposit on the

comparatively cool surface of the mica. When sufficient

material has been deposited, a leakage path can be
formed between the electrodes supported by the mica
spacer. Factors such as the use of very pure cathode

material may delay the formation of such leakage paths,

but the possibility of their forming is still great.

Figure 9. Improper Contour of Mica Points

The most commonly used methods of minimizii^ the

effects of this evaporation film include the use of leakage

slots, evaporation shields, double mica (Fig. 10), and
fluffy mica coating. The best method is to coat the

smooth surface of the mica with an insulating material

which has a rough texture. This mica coating serves
two purposes:

1. The effective surface distance between any two
electrodes is lengthened. The series of hills and
valleys createdby a rough textured insulating coatii^

means that a great deal more evaporated material
must be deposited before a leakage path could develop.

2. Normally, the evaporated material comes from
the cathode since the cathode is operated at approxi-

mately 1025 K, much higher than any other part ex-

cept for the heater. (Vaporization from the heater

must be driven out either end of the cathode and nor-

mally deposits on the bulb. ) The deposition of ma-
terial from the getter must always be controlled to

minimize any settling on the mica. There is a cer-
tain amount of directionality associated with the

"spray pattern" of the evaporant material. Because
of this directionality, the rough surface casts "shad-
ows" (Fig. 11) that prevent the deposited film from
becoming continuous.

Tube types which must be very well controlled for

FOR GRID SIDEROD FOR CATHODE

Figure 10. Cross Section of Double Mica Construction.

Inner mica of "interelectrode -leakage" design

leakage should incorporate slots, evaporation shields,

or double mica, in addition to the use of mica coating.

Alumina, magnesia, powdered mica, and even chrom-
ium oxide are among the materials used to coat mica.
The material is suspended in either water or a solution

of silicates and sprayed on the mica. After it is coated,

the mica is usually baked at a temperature of 400 C or

more to remove water. Whatever the coating material,

it must be a good insulator and must not volatilize, fuse,

or decompose when heated. With its binder, it must
be sprayable and have good adherence.

Tube types subjectto high-voltage gradients or pulses
require special mica coating material or treatment.

VOLTAGE GRADIENTS

Although some rough figures are available concerning
the surface resistance of mica, care must be exercised
to make any mica design as safe as possible from volt-

age breakdown^. Test results indicate that clean mica
can withstand gradients as high as 125 volts per mil and
mica with aluminum oxide mica coating has withstood
gradients as high as 175 volts per mil before breakdown.

For practical reasons, gradients well below these
values should be used when deposits of getter or other

Figure 11. Cross Section of Mica in the Cathode
Position Showing Sleeve Material

Evaporated on Coated Mica Surface
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evaporated metal may be present on the mica or when
sharp metal parts are present in the mica.

Where gradients above 50 volts per mil seem to be
needed, equipotential field plotsS should be made of the

mica and, where possible, leakage slots should be de-
signed into the mica to make the best compromise be-

tween electrical safety and the mechanical mica con-

siderations. Information on potential field plots will

be found in the article by L. C. Scholz on Electric

Field and Space Current, as well as in Ref. 3.
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IMPORTANCE AND SCOPE OF CLEANING

Cleaning is among the most fundamental aspects of

successful tube making. The effect of the sturdiest,

most reliable, and efficient tube materials and struc-

tures based on the most accurate theories can be nul-

lified by inadequate cleaning. With a given set of ma-
terials and a given structure, improved cleaning re-

sults in improved tube performance and life expectancy.

The attainment of clean parts requires concern with

practically allphases of parts manufacture and assem-
bly. Some of the sources of contaminants in tubes are

listed below. These sources range from the raw ma-
terial itself to the temperatures attained during tube

exhaust.

1. Materials

a. Raw material itself

b. Additives and coating materials

c. Packing materials

2. Processing and Handling Conditions

a. Lubricants and lubricating practices

b. Storage environments

1. Temperature and humidity

2. Airborne chemical contaminants

c. Processes

1. Plating

2. Washing and firing

3. Miscellaneous treatments

d. Handling and storage after cleaning

X Airborne contaminants (dust, lint, chemi-
cals)

2. Hand creams used by mounters

3. Sealing and Exhaust Conditions

a. Sealing temperatures

b. Vacuum-pump oil

c. Track and rf- heating conditions

Cost is always important in any industrial under-
taking. It will influence the cleanliness required, the

type of cleaning used, and the location of cleaning op-

erations in the over-all processing of components.

This article will discuss the contaminants encoun-

tered in tube- parts preparation, and their effect on tube

performance. The major cleaning methods used in pre-

paring tube parts will be considered in detail, after which
the results of cleaning procedures on tube character-

istics will be shown. Process and material controls

related to attaining and maintaining clean parts will then

be summarized.

Backgroimd

Aperusalof RCA reports and recommendations back
to 1939 reveals that there appears to have been no fun-

damental changes in cleaning methods or contamination
problems. The major change in these areas has been in

the degree of control exercised over manufacturing pro-

cesses as well as over the cleaning processes. The use

of cold carbon tetrachloride washing was eliminated in

favor of hot trichlorethylene washing. Parts washing
was shown to be superior to mount washing. Still, sev-

eral tube types today beneficially use mount washing in

addition to parts washing. Manufacturers have in-

creased the stability of trichlorethylene, while the con-

venience, safety, and quality of the degreasing and
other cleaning operations have improved with the in-

troduction of better equipment. In general, modified
approaches to the problems of cleaning are leading to

better solutions of the problems.

A part of the reason for the slow progress and lack

of radical change may lie in the wide variety of dirts

which must be considered in cleaning problems. There
is no universal cleaning method. The history of a ma-
terial, as well as its future processing, must be con-
sidered in devising a suitable cleaning procedure.
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General Considerations

Definition of Cleanliness. From a tube- maker's
viewpoint, a clean part or surface is one carrying no

material which will interfere with the desired operation

of the tube, provided that sealing and exhausting pro-

cesses are properly executed.

In a subsequent section, tests for measuring clean-

liness are described. In apractical sense, a clean part

may be defined as one free from materials detectable

by these tests. For example, the most general speci-

fication for a clean part is that it be free of hydrophobic

(water- repelling) organic contaminants and free of

water- soluble contaminants.

Requirements for Cleaning. Two important condi-

tions must be satisfied to obtain adequate cleaning: (1)

the contaminant must be removed from the surface of

the object; and (2) the contaminant must be removed from
the vicinity of the object to prevent its redeposition. The
type of contaminant will generally indicate the methods

for its removal from the object. Removal from the vi-

cinity may be accomplished by emulsification, chemical

combination with the cleaning agent, or by repeated or

continuous flushing with the cleaning media.

Classification of Contaminants

Many of the problems associated with cleaning stem
from the great number of materials and substances

which are contaminants for electron tubes. To permit

a convenient approach to such problems, contaminants

are usefully classified into five groups as shown in

Table I. These classifications, while not mutual ex-

clusive, or scientifically exact, do aid in systematizing

the detection and removal of dirt.

Many contaminants cause visual changes in the cath-

ode surface. These changes may assist in identifying

the contaminant. Meltzer and Scott^ have compiled and

revised a summary of the effects and appearances of

various contaminants.

A contaminant may not always be a substance "for-

eign" to the tube but may result from mislocationof an

otherwise desirable material. Barium, for example,

is a vital component of the cathode. But when it is de-

posited on grids, plates, or micas, it may so modify

the tube characteristics as to cause malfunction.

Evolution of Gases from Parts

The kind, total quantity, and rate of evolution of gases
from parts are important factors in the performance of

tubes. Very small quantities (fraction of a micron) of

reducing gases (e.g.
,
CO, H2) enhance emission. Sim-

ilar quantities of oxidizing gases (e, g. ,
H2O, O2, CO2,

SO2) cause a decrease in emission by combining with
free barium in the coating.

Gases ionize under some conditions of electron bom-
bardment. Ions or atoms striking the oxide coating
cause it to fuse where struck. The presence of ions be-
tween cathode and anode interferes with grid control of

current flow and may significantly affect transconduc-
tanceand cutoff. Depending on the kind of gas, electrode
voltages, and electrode spacings, larger quantities of

ionized gas will cause an arc discharge between anode
and cathode which will destroy the cathode coating and
sometimes the cathode base metal.

The gas associated with tube parts arises from three
sources important to tube operation: (1) gases absorbed
on the surfaces of materials; (2) gases dissolved in the

materials; (3) decomposable compoimds in or on the

materials. The exhaust system removes those gases
desorbed or decomposed by moderate heating under
vacuum. The effectiveness of their removal accounts
largely for the initial performance of otherwise satis-

factory tubes. Dissolved gases and gases arising from
diffusion- controlled decomposition of compoimds affect

the life performance of tubes. Not only the quantity of

Table I

Classification of Contaminants

Class of Materials Examples
Possible Tube Defects
Caused by Contaminant

Method of Contaminant Removal

Physically adherent Dust, lint, particles Shorts, leakage, noise Flotation, ultrasonic agitation

Chemically adherent Oxides, sulfides,

phosphates
Low emission, secondary
emission, gas

Chemical cleaning, firing in

reducing atmosphere

Water soluble Salt and similar
compounds

Low emission, gas, bulb

deposits, leakage

Pure- water rinsing, ultrasonic

agitation

Solvent soluble (organic) Oils, greases "Black" cathodes, gas,

low emission
Organic solvents, oxidizing

treatments

Gaseous Air, oxygen, carbon
dioxide, water vapor

Low emission, early-

hour transconductance
slump, gas

Firing in reducing atmosphere,
proper exhaust conditions
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gas, but its rate of evolution is important. This rate

will, in general, be determined by the diffusion rates

of the gases or reducing agents in the metal.

Tests for Cleanliness

Many tests have been developed for estimating the

cleanliness of parts. They range from qualitative tests

for classes of substances to precise, quantitative tests

for specific substances. For convenience in interpre-

ting these measures of cleanliness, they are classified

according to their degree of sensitivity in detecting

small amounts, or small differences in amount, of con-

taminants, and according to their degree of reliability

in predicting tube performance. The tests are summar-
ized in Table II.

Table U

Tests for Cleanliness

Classification Test
Contaminants

Detected
Remarks

Ultraviolet radiation

(36 50A wave length)

Oils, fluorescent

materials
Detects relatively large

amounts of oil

Microscopic exam-
ination (5X to SOX)

Lint, dust parti-

cles, corrosion

Qualitative <

Hot plate Nitrocellulose For determining whether
slurry- carbonized ma-
terials have been fired

(

Peroxide- formic
acid

Oxides For determining whether
gas- carbonized materials
have been fired

Residue Oils More sensitive than

ultraviolet radiation

f
Chlorides Chloride- contain-

ing salts

Should not exceed 20

micrograms per moimt
or 0.5 micrograms per
milligram of cathode
coating

Quantitative

^

Vacuum extraction

Vacuum fusion

Mass spectroscopy

Gases and vapors

Miscellaneous wet
chemical methods

Fluorides, sulfates Fractions of a part

per million detected

i

Air oxidation

(400-600 C)

Thin films of sur-

face contaminants
Detects film 1-2

molecules thick

Emission spectroscopy Metallic elements Detects amounts down to

hundredths of a per cent

Semiquantitative

^

Water- break atomizer

Selenious acid

Hydrophobic (water

repelling) organics

Hydrophobic surface

contaminants

Detects film approxima-
tely one molecule thick

Variable, similar to

water- break test

Conductivity Water-soluble ionic

materials
Detects as little as

parts per million
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Qualitative Tests. Qualitative tests detect only rel-

atively large amounts of contaminants, and are pri-
marily suited for quick factory checks on parts. Be-
cause large quantities of contaminant are required for

detection, the reliability of these tests for predicting
bad tubes is high. Failure to detect contaminants by
these tests, however, does not insure good tubes.

The presence of oil is determined primarily by the

use of ultraviolet radiation. Many oils fluoresce with

a milky white color under exposure to ultraviolet radi-

ation of 3650 angstroms wave length. Two of the limi-

tations of this test are: (1) some oils do not fluoresce
and (2) even fluorescent oils are not detectable below
about 4 X 10-6 gm/cm^ (Ref. 2).

Particulate matter such as lint or dust, and minute
spots of corrosion or discoloration on parts may be de-
termined by low- power (1Ox to 50x) microscopic exam-
ination. Detection of particulate matter maybe done by
examining the parts directly or by examining the surface

ofpure water while the part is being slowly immersed.

Quantitative Tests . Quantitative tests are character-
ized by high sensitivity and good reliability for predic-
ting good or bad tubes.

Water or solvent residue tests predict tube perfor-
mance fairly well and can be made quite accurate. Oils

or other organic materials, in amounts below those re-

sponsive to ultraviolet radiation, are extracted by such
solvents as ether, toluene, and trichlorethylene; sim-
ilarly, deionized or distilled water may be used to ex-

tract and estimate the presence of water-soluble ma-
terials. In these tests, suspect parts or moimts are
placed in the boiling solvent for five or ten minutes and
then removed. The solvent is evaporated in a dish of

known weight. Residues exceeding 1.0 milligrams per
mount or 0.02 milligrams per part are generally pri-

mary or contributing causes ofpoor tube performance.

Extraction and measurement of chlorides provides
important information regarding cleanliness. The me-
thod in use (photometric measurement of silver chloride

precipitate) is very sensitive. The following limits may
be taken as working maxima for chloride content: 20

micrograms per mount, and 3 micrograms per part, or
0.5 microgram per milligram of cathode coating^.

Chlorides are particularly harmful to cathode emis-
sion because they react readily with barium and bar-

ium oxide.

Measurement and partial analysis of occluded, dis-
solved and combined gases areusedto comparethe pur-
ity of metallic and nonmetallic materials. Three basic
methods of measuring gases are used in electron- tube

making. They are vacuum extraction, vacuum fusion,

and mass spectrography.

The vacuum- extraction test most nearly simulates
the conditions experienced by the parts in tubes. It has
wide use for practical comparisons of the gas levels of

parts.

In the method, the part under test is heated in a vac-

uum in a system of known volume to a specified tem-
perature and held for a specified time. The pressure
rise resulting from the evolved gas is measured at room
temperature. The gas content is reported as the pro-
duct of the pressure and volume of the gas (micron-
liters).

An extension of this test attempts to evaluate the gas
released by a part during life operation of the tube. Fol-

lowing the test for initial gas content, the part is sub-

jected to a time- temperature program which accelerates
gas release. The program chosen is one that acceler-
ates the diffusion of carbon in steel. In this manner the

equivalent of 500 hours of diffusion is reached in a few
minutes. Carbon is chosen because it is the most prob-
able reducing agent to be found in metals and has the

highest rate of diffusion.

The gas collected by the method maybe partially an-

alyzed by determining the portions condensible in liquid

nitrogen, or in liquid nitrogen- acetone mixtures.

Vacuum fusion is used to determine the total quantity

of dissolved and chemically combined gases in metals.
In this test, the sample is placed in a carbon crucible

and heated under vacuum to 1650 Cto achieve complete
fusion. The dissolved gases are expelled and the ox-

ides reduced; the resulting gas is analyzed for hydro-
gen, oxygen, and less- active gases (predominantly ni-

trogen).

Mass spectrography provides both qualitative and
quantitative information on the nature of gaseous ma-
terials. In this method, a gas sample is ionized by
electric and magnetic fields to cause ions of varying
charge- to- mass ratios to impinge on a detector plate.

Qualitative analysis is based on the fact that the charge-
to- mass ratio is a specific property of a substance,

while quantitative measures are obtained from the mag-
nitude of the current recorded at that ratio.

Analysis of fluorides, sulfates, and other negative

ions are occasionally made in connection with tube prob-
lems. A variety of special tests may be used. Fluor-

ides are a particularly potent poison for cathodes; they

act similarly to chlorides to combine with barium and
prevent emission.

Semiquantitative Tests. The following tests are
quite responsive to very slight amoimts of contami-

nants or very slight differences in amounts of contami--

nants. Because they detect contaminants in extremely
small quantities, considerable effort is required to

maintain the degree of cleanliness imposed by this test

throughout parts preparation and assembly.

Oxidation of metallic parts at temperatures of 400 to

1000 C for 5 to 20 minutes is a sensitive test for con-

taminants. It is capable of detecting a layer of contami-

nant one to two molecules thick as evidenced by uneven
oxidation or the appearance of interference rings on the

oxide. Care must be taken that the test furnace and its

atmosphere do not contain substances which will cause

these defects.

Emission spectroscopy is used for qualitative analy-
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sis of metallic substances andfor quantitative estimates
of some metals in concentrations below Iper cent. Two
major uses are: (1) inspection of parts and raw materials
for trace impurities which may be detrimental to tube
performance, and (2) analyses of bulb deposits to aid in

tracing their source. The method can detect many met-
als down to about 0.01 per cent. Information from this

test usually has a high degree of predictability for good
or bad tube performance.

The water- break test consists simply of determining
whether water spreads smoothly to a thin film on the

surface of apart or forms distinct droplets on the sur-

face. It is used to detect the presence of hydrophobic
organic substances on a surface. It may be performed
in two ways: the part may be immersed in pure water
and withdrawn, or it may be sprayed with water from
an atomizer. If the water forms a thin film, no hydro-
phobic substances are present. The immersion test is

reported to be sensitive to 1 molecular layer and the

atomizer test to 0.1 to 0.5 molecular layer of contam-
inant^.

Changes in the conductivity (or resistivity) of distilled

water can be used to detect and estimate the presence
ofionizable water-soluble materials. Very pure water
i s only slightly conductive. If parts containing ionizable

materials are immersed in pure water, the conductivity

increase (or resistivity decrease) serves as a measure
of cleanliness.

Methods of Cleaning

A number of cleaning techniques and procedures have
been developed for removing industrial dirts. They are:

1. Heavy-duty methods

a. Soak tank

b. Mechanical or spray tank

c. Emulsion

2. Medium and light- duty methods

a. Solvent or vapor degreasing

b. Water washing

3. High- temperature firing

a. Reducing atmosphere

b. Oxidizing atmosphere

4. Ultrasonic cleaning

5. Chemical cleaning

a. Acid cleaning

b. Brightetch

c. Acetic acid

d. Formic acid- hydrogen peroxide

e. Electropolishlng

f. Alkaline cleaning, electrolytic

g. Surface active agents (detergents, soaps)

6. Mechanical cleaning

a. Sandblasting

b. Burnishing

Soak- tank cleaning, mechanical- tank or spray clean-

ing, and emulsion cleaning are used for removing very
heavy soils such as carbonaceous deposits and greases.
Solvent degreasing, chemical and ultrasonic cleaning,

and firing are used to remove the lighter soils and ox-

ides such as are generally encountered in tube making.
These methods, when properly used, leave minimal
residues, a very important requirement from a tube

making standpoint. The most widely used cleaning pro-

cedure for electron- tube parts consists of degreasing
with trichlorethylene followed by washing in deionized
(or distilled) water and firing in hydrogen at tempera-
tures from 600 to 1000 C.

Trichlorethylene Degreasing. Trichlorethylene

,

marketed under several trade names such as Blacosolv
(Blakeslee Co.), TricleneD (du Pont Co.), Nialk (Hooker
Electrochemical Co. ), and Permachlor NA (Detrex Co. ),

is a chlorinated hydrocarbon with the chemical formula
HC2CI3. It is an excellent solvent for oils, greases,
andfats. The chlorine is covalently bound and does not

readily hydrolyze so that there is less than 10 parts per
million (ppm) of the free chloride ion. For metal de-

greasing, special inhibitors are added by the manufac-
turers to increase the solvents resistance to decompo-
sition under a variety of conditions. Even so, the op-

eration and maintenance of degreasers must be care-

fully controlled. Trichlorethylene is one- and- a- half

times as heavy as water, boils at only 87 C, and requires
approximately one- ninth of the heat needed to boil and
vaporize it as is required by an equal quantity of water.

It is inert to most industrial metals, nonflammable at

ordinary temperatures, and has a high vapor density

(4-1/2 times as heavy as air) which makes it desirable
for vapor degreasing.

Among its limitations is the fact that soaps and soap-

based lubricants are not generally soluble in it. (Soaps
are not easily removed by any process. ) Although tri-

chlorethylene is less toxic than many other chlorinated

solvents, it does have appreciable anesthetic and toxic

effect, and requires adequate precautions in use. The
recommended maximum allowable atmospheric concen-
tration is 200 ppm for an eight- hour day. Periodic an-

alyses are made to insure that this limit is not exceeded.
The solvent can be decomposed by heat greater than

about 120 C, ultraviolet radiation, acids, and alkalies.

Excessive moisture increases vapor losses from the

degreaser and aids the breakdown of the solvent to form
free chlorides. Trichlorethylene degreasing does not

leave a water-break-free surface.
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The degreasing process employs a tank consisting of

from two to five compartments arranged to provide
overflow successively from the highest to the lowest
compartment. From the lowest compartment, the dirty

solvent is pumped to a still, purified by distillation and
returned to the highest compartment. Steam coils heat
the solvent; water- cooled coils around the tank walls
above the boiling solvent minimize vapor losses. Bas-
kets of parts are immersed in one of the lower com-
partments and then are immersed successively in higher
compartments for a specified time (usually three to five

minutes each). After the parts are drained on a rack
at or above the vapor level, they are ready for further
processing.

The degreasing operation is controlled by twice- a-

week checks on the oil content of the solvent in the clean-

est (highest) compartment. Average oil content of this

compartmentis 2.5 mg/100 cc (17 ppm). Biweekly, the

acidity or alkalinity of the solvent is checked by meas-
uring the pH of a water extract. The pH should not be
below6.5; normal operating level is 8.0 to 9.0. The de-

greaser and still are cleaned monthly, in addition, the

tanks are boiled out at the same time with soda- ash sol-

ution. Depending on work load, the still and the lowest
degreaser compartment may be cleaned weekly.

Water Washing. Water washing removes water- sol-

uble materials which generally are not soluble in tri-

chlorethylene. Pure water for this operation is obtained
by deionization, a method for removing ionized sub-
stances from water. It differs from distillation in that

it separates ionized materials by adsorption on synthetic
resin rather than by vapor-pressure differences between
water and the ionized material. Deionization is cheaper
than distillation and can produce water having a lower
solids content.

Deionization is accomplished by passing tap water
through two kinds of synthetic resins. Either two- bed
or single-bed systems may be used; higher-quality water
is obtained by the latter method. One resin (usually a
polystyrene-sulfonic acid type) adsorbs cations such as
calcium and magnesium, and releases an equivalent

number of hydrogen (H"*") ions. The second resin (often

apolystyrene quaternary amine) adsorbs anions such as
chloride and sulfate, and releases an equivalent number
of hydroxyl (OH") ions. The hydrogen and hydroxyl
ions, of course, form water. Quality of water produced
by deionizers is rated as follows:

1. Two- bed deionizers containing low- basic anion
resin; 3 to 5 ppm (resistance of water 100,000-170,000
ohms/cc)

2. Two- bed deionizers containing high- basic anion
resin; less than 3 ppm (resistance greater than
170,000 ohms/cc)
3. Single- bed deionizers; less than 1 ppm (resistan-

ces of 1 to 20 megohms/cc)

Water washing normally follows degreasing of tube
parts. Two overflowing compartments are used with
the second (dirty) compartment overflowing to drain.

Morpholine, an organic amine is added drop-by-drop
to the water to keep it alkaline and prevent rusting of

iron and steel parts. Following water washing, most

parts are dipped in methanol to aid drying, which is done
in a hot-air oven. Slurry (S95) carbonized parts are
not methanol-dipped to avoid attack of the nitrocellulose

binder.

A minimum resistivity of 250,000 ohms/cc is the

specified control for inlet water to the wash tanks. The
tanks are cleaned at the monthly degreaser cleaning.

Firing. Firing in hydrogen or other reducing atmos-
phere is the most widely used method for reducing me-
tallic oxides. It does not effectively remove organic
films of high molecular weight^.

Highfiring temperatures and long times are desirable.
Possible distortion, excessive strength loss, or vapor-
ization of some metals, however, limits the permissible
firing conditions. For these reasons a variety of firing

conditions are employed. Generally, cathodes are fired
for 5 to 10 minutesat 600 C;plates and other parts are
fired for 7 to 10 minutes at 800 C. Aluminum- clad parts
usually are not fired above 600 C to prevent alotization
(formation of iron-aluminum alloy which causes welding
difficulty). Other atmospheres used for firing parts in-

clude partially burned city gas, forming gas (mixtures
of hydrogen and nitrogen), methane, and vacuum. Parts
should be mounted and exhausted as soon as possible
after firing.

The rapid reduction of oxides requires the mainten-
ance of a hydrogen atmosphere having a low dewpoint.

(Dewpoint is the temperature at which a gas is satu-

rated with water vapor and, consequently, is a measure
of the water- vapor content of the gas. ) Line hydrogen
entering the furnaces has a dewpoint of about -10 C.

Inside the furnace, the dewpoint may rise as high as

80 C due to oxygen impurities in the hydrogen, leaks

or diffusion of air into the furnace, water released by
the furnace lining, or simply due to the work load itself.

In the last case, the reduction of large amounts of ox-

ides to form water vapor can significantly affect the

reaction equilibrium and the final cleanliness of the

parts.

Furnace- atmosphere dewpoints, with no work load,

should be maintained below 0 C. With covmtercurrent
hydrogen flow (normal procedure), work load and hydro-
gen flow rate should be adjusted so that the dewpoint at

the exit of the hot zone of the furnace does not exceed
10 or 15 C.

Routine testing of firing furnaces consists of checking

the furnace atmosphere for small air leaks and for ex-

cessive water vapor by observing the surface of a piece

of low- carbon- steel strip after it has passed through
the furnace. Any discoloration indicates poor atmos-
phere. Because high-vapor-pressure metals and com-
poimds are volatilized in the furnace, the cooling cham-
ber walls must be cleaned semiannually to control parts

contamination.

Organic contaminants are not effectively removed by
firingpartsin neutral or reducing atmospheres. Some
low-molecular-weight organic materials such as meth-
anol, acetone, and acetic acid may be significantly re-

duced due to their high volatility^. Oils, soaps, and

other high-molecular-weight substances, however, are
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modified by the firing process and generally are made
more difficult to remove.

To achieve complete removal of organic materials,

it is necessary to destroy the molecule. This is most
easily done by destructive oxidation. Firing in air or
in wet hydrogen at temperatures of 400 to 1000 C are
adequate oxidizing treatments. Subsequent firing in

drier hydrogen reduces most of the oxides formed.

Large amounts of contaminants often react with the

material of the part during oxidizing to cause stains or
other surface defects which are not completely removed
by hydrogen firing. To prevent or to minimize this, it

is necessary that parts be thoroughly degreased and
water washed, or otherwise cleaned, prior to oxidation.

Air firing is a "finishing" operation, not a bulk cleaning
process. It is the most effective method of removing
the organic portions of heavy- metal soaps.

Ultrasonic Cleaning. Ultrasonic agitation is a valu-

able adjunct to some cleaning processes. It is useful

because it can supply energy to detach and disperse con-

taminants from surfaces. This energy may be used to

remove contaminants from places not readily access-
ible or to permit their removal faster or with less pow-
erful cleaning agents. It is most often used: (1) to re-

move physically bound particular matter (dust, dirt,

carbon), and (2) to aid the dissolving of soluble sub-

stances". It is not a cure-all for cleaning problems,
however. Often, increase in temperature and flow rate

or a reduction in work volume can achieve greatly im-
proved results. In processes like etching, where con-

siderable gas evolution takes place, ultrasonics is of

no aid except in speeding up the rate of attack.

The utility of ultrasonic energy in cleaning derives
from cavitation and particle movement. Pressure fluc-

tuations can be created in liquids by some electrically

or magnetically driven materials. These piezoelectric

or magnetostrictive transducers operate at frequencies
of 10 to 1200 kilocycles/sec. When the pressure fluc-

tuations exceed the vapor pressure of the liquids, cav-

itation occurs in the liquid. Cavitation, the formation
and collapse of bubbles, provides the scrubbing action

important to the removal and dispersion of materials.

Low frequencies (10 to 40 kc/sec) are best for cleaning.

Optimum use of ultrasonic methods requires control

of solvent flow rate and temperature, of work load, and
of basket design.

Chemical Cleaning. This classification includes a
large number of chemical solutions used to clean spe-

cific materials or to achieve special effects. Only the

most generally applicable processes will be considered
here. For procedures for cleaning, electroplating, or
stripping specific metals, see Ref. 7.

Acid etching solutions are used for some nickel cath-

ode sleeves. Certain high-voltage rectifier types have
used bright etching to achieve very smooth anode sur-
faces to prevent arcing, Electropolishing or ball bur-
nishing may alsobe used to attain smooth surfaces. For
bright etching, the nickel parts are immersed in a heated

mixture of nitric, acetic, and hydrochloric acids (usu-

ally a 1:1 mixture by volume of nitric and acetic acids

with 1-1/2 per cent of hydrochloric acid added after

heatingthe mixture to 70 C). Immersion times are less

than one minute. The wall thickness and weight of the

cathode sleeves are reduced by this etch. Surface metal
and, therefore, surface contaminants are removed.
The bright surface and thinner wall increase cathode

temperature and appear to offer advantages in some
tube types.

Weight loss is, however, difficult to control in this

etchingprocess. The gas content of bright- etched cath-

odes is higher than that of imetched cathodes. Since

the occulded gas apparently prevents uniform wetting

of the etched surface, rinsing is more difficult and the

possibility of contamination from residual nickel salts

is increased.

Electropolishing is another method for achieving

bright, smooth surfaces. Parts are treated anodically

in concentrated acids (usually sulfuric acid, or phos-
phoric acid, or both) at high current densities. The
process allows more control than bright etching but re-

quires that electrical contact be made with each part.

The shape and location of the cathode must be closely

controlled to prevent shadowing. For these reasons,
the process is more suitable for treating large parts

and nickel cathode base strips than for treating formed
cathode sleeves.

Hydrogen peroxide-formic acid mixtures are versa-

tile cleaning agents for a variety of materials^. For-
mulations can be made to clean or etch, or both clean

and etch, such materials as nickel, copper, steel, ger-

manium, and molybdenum. On nickel, solutions of

about 3 to 5 per cent peroxide clean with negligible

etching and produce a rough matte finish which improves
cathode coating adherance.

A twenty per cent acetic acid solution containing 0.2

per cent nitric acid has been used as an effective clean-

ing agent for kinescope cathode sleeves. A study of

the rinsibility of the acid from sleeves is reported in

Ref. 6.

Mechanical Cleaning. In the ball -burnishing process,
steel balls of an appropriate range in size, together with

various soaps or detergents, areplacedin a steel drum
containing the parts to be treated. The drum is rotated
on its longitudinal axis to cause a sliding contact between
balls and parts. By the use of proper choice of ball

sizes and drum speeds, evenfragile cathode sleeves can
be brought to a bright (or dull) finish without significant

distortion. Bright surfaces can be obtained by ball-

burnishing without reduction in wall thickness . The pos-
sible improvement in brightness, however, is not as

great as that obtainable by acid etching. Ball burnishing
has two important disadvantages: very fragile parts may
be damaged, and there is danger of imbedding minute
particles of foreign materials in the surface of parts.

PROCESS AND MATERIAL CONTROLS RELATED TO
CLEANING

Concern with achieving clean parts for electron tubes

involves a number of areas. These include:
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1. Purity of raw materials

2. Kinds of lubricants used in forming parts

3. Storage conditions from raw material to finished
mount

4. Handling conditions, primarily those whichfoUow
the final cleaning operations

Any of these areas are possible sources of contam-
inants. Trouble-shootingtube shrinkage caused by con-
tamination generally requires a knowledge of the pro-
cessing, storage, and handling history of the tube parts.

Raw Materials

Chemical contaminants of the order of parts per mil-
lion may result in bulb deposits, leakage paths, or
emission poisoning. To minimize the occurrence of

chemical contaminants, it is advisable to hold frequent
consultations and to collaborate closely with vendors in

addition to performing the usual routine chemical and
physical analyses of raw materials. Restriction on
plating-bath additives and modification of drawing and
rolling conditions are examples of process controls
which have been required of vendors. Proposed sur-
face coatings or other protective finishes must be care-
fully examined for sources of contaminants. It may
also be necessary to specify the lubricants suitable
for use by vendors.

Lubricants

Lubricants and lubrication are of great importance in

any consideration of parts cleaning. Their importance
stems from the fact that a good lubricant is, almost by
definition, difficult to remove. The primary purpose
of a lubricant is to prevent metal-to-metal contact dur-
ing a forming operation. As a result, the best lubri-
cants will, in general, have the most affinity for metallic
surfaces. Because factors such as the type of metal,
fragility of the part, or limitations on surface condi-
tions may severely restrict cleaning methods, this

affinity, often accomplished through some degree of

chemical reactivity, may be the source of a cleaning
problem. For the most part, a compromise is arrived
at to achieve reasonably good lubrication and satisfac-
tory removal. To minimize the number of problems
in this area, very strict procedures have been estab-
lished to assure that proposed lubricants are fully ex-
amined and approved before use, and that the number
of approved lubricants is held to a minimum. Lubri-
cants are examined for ease of removal and for storage
stability with various metals atambient and higher tem-
peratures. Each approved lubricant is described and
specified in an individual standardizing notice '

Storage and Handling

Atmospheric pollutants, particulate matter, and pack-
ing materials and techniques often are insidious sources
of contaminants. Atmospheric pollutants can cause tar-

nishing or other corrosion of metals, deposition of or-
ganic films, or other deterioration of cleanliness that

may become evident in tube performance. Particulate

matter, such as lint and dust, may create similar prob-
lems. Packing materials andpackaging techniques may
introduce chloride-, sulfur-, or oil-bearing substances
in addition to lint and dust. Except where practically

irreversible changes have occured, however, the ma-
jor concern is the storage and handling of tube parts
and mounts after final cleaning and before exhausting.

The two problems are: (1) how to maintain, during the

storage period before assembly, the cleanliness
achieved by washing and firing the parts, and (2) how
to assemble the parts without introducing contaminants.

Relatively little work has been done on the problems
of maintaining clean parts. Before the water-break test

was adopted, routine detection of minute amounts of

contaminants was impractical and of incidental concern.
With the introduction of better cleaning methods, this

problem has assumed greater importance. Defining
•tlean" as the absence of hydrophobic organic materials
detectable by the water-break test, Feder, Craft, and
Koontz^ described their results in protecting parts from
the atmosphere by sealing in containers.

Their results were:

Polyethylene bags Failed test after 1 day

Greased ground-glass Failed test after 1 day
joint

Petrie dish

Screw-cap vial

Failed test after 3 days

Failed test after 10 days

Ground-glass joint Failed test 15-30 days
(no grease)

*
Sealed glass tube Passed test at 60 days

(max. test period)

Most of the containers tested by Feder, et. al. are
impractical for high-volume production storage; how-
ever, the results indicate the importance of minimal
air movement, and point the way toward improving ex-
isting containers by using tighter-sealing covers, wrap-
pings or both.

Contaminants in the atmosphere surrounding tube

components during storage and handling can greatly

affect their performance. Such contaminants may be
chemicals such as sulfur compounds, water vapor,

plating-room fumes, hydrochloric acid fumes; or they

may be particulate matter such as lint, dust, and par-
ticles from grinding or forming operations. Here again,

the storage and processing history of tube components
is necessary to aid in detecting and minimizing or elim-
inating sources of contaminants.

A significant source of contamination is the tube

assembler. Perspirationfrom hands will cause defec-

tive tubes. Hand lotions are another source of contam-
ination. They invariably contain oils and salts which
are harmful to tube performance. To minimize con-

*RCA tests show nickel strip no longer water-break-free in

less than one hour.
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tamination from these sources, it is necessary that

finger cots be wornby all persons who regularly handle

parts after the final cleaning operation.

SUMMARY

Successful tube makii^ depends on obtaining and
maintaining clean parts and, therefore, requires con-

cern with practically all phases of parts manufacture
and assembly. Both the amount andthe kind of contam-
inants must be controlled.

In its most general sense, clean means freedom from
unwanted materials. Its achievement requires first,

that contaminants be removedfrom the part and, second,
that they be prevented from redepositing on the part.

There are five classes of contaminents described:
physically adherent, chemically adherent, water sol-

uble, solvent soluble, and gases. If present in tubes,

they can cause a variety of defects. Their presence on
parts maybe established and measured in several ways,
the most usual are: (1) microscopic examination, (2)

residue tests, (3) water-break test, (4) conductivity

test, (5) chloride test, and (6) vacuum- extraction test.

The most widely used cleaning procedure for elec-

tron-tubeparts consists of degreasing withtrichloreth-

ylene solvent followed by washing with deionized water
and by hydrogen firing. Ultrasonic agitation of washing
liquids, and air oxidation of metal parts areincreasingly
important cleaning aids. Chemical cleaning has been,
and still is, an important aspect of cleaning to meet
special situations.

To assure clean parts, it has been necessary to

establish controls over a number of phases of parts
making. Raw-material purity, forming lubricants,

storage conditions and environments, and handling con-
ditions have all required some controls.

ADDITIONAL CLEANING PROCESSES

Theprecedingtreatmentofthe subject of parts clean-
ing and processing is oriented primarily toward the

processes used in handling large-production runs of

products of the type manufactured by the Harrison or-
ganization. The following material, by L. P. Fox of

the Lancaster organization, discusses additional pro-
cesses that are used in Lancaster.

Alkaline Electrocleaning

Alkaline electrocleaning is used primarily prior to

electroplating. There are a wide variety ofproprietary
products onthe marketforthis purpose, most of which
will do an equally satisfactory job. The alkaline cleaner
provides a wetting and emulsifying action to remove
organic residues. In addition, when dc voltage is applied

between the parts and a steel electrode, the water of

the solution electrolyzes and liberates oxygen at the

anode and hydrogen at the cathode. These gases rise

to the surface of the solution agitating it and acceler-

ating the removal of dirt particles from the metal parts.

The process usuallyproduces a surface which is chem-
ically clean and ready for electroplating.

Emulsion Cleaning

Emulsion cleaning is used primarily for heavy-duty
cleaning and provides physical cleanliness only. It is

usually followedby an alkaline cleaner to obtain a chem-
ically clean surface. There are two types of emulsion
cleaners designated as stable- and diphase-type emul-
sions. The stable emulsion cleaners consist of hydro-
carbon liquids such as naphtha or kerosene emulsified

with water by means of pine oil, potassium oleate, or

other emulsifiers soluble in the hydrocarbon liquids.

The emulsions are ^plied hot (120-160F) by dip or

spray, and are followed by a spray rinse in water to

remove the remains of the cleaner and the soil. In the

case of the diphase-type emulsion cleaner, the metal
surface is subjected to the simultaneous action of water
and solvent, neither phase being completely or perma-
nently emulsified in the other. The solvent dissolves

oUs and wets the metal while the water dissolves water-
soluble materials. This process, too, is followed by
a water spray.

Tumbling

Tumblingisa convenient process for removing burrs
or crests which are too large for removal with electro-

polishing. In addition, this process has the advantage
of being able to handle large quantities of small parts

which cannot be handled efficiently by the electropol-

ishing method. The process involves placing the metal
parts into a barrel containing soapy water, which acts

as a lubricant, and an abrasive material, usually alum-
inum oxide. The parts are rotated, or tumbled, to-

gether for a period rangingfrom two hours up to three

or four days in order to remove the burrs and smooth
the surface.
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Coatings, Bases, and Basing Cements

L. P. Fox

Lancaster

Many coatings are used in the production of electron

tubes. Some are used for structural reasons, and others
to improve tube life. This article describes some of

the more interesting and important applications. A dis-
cussion of bases and basing cements is also included.

INTERNAL COATINGS

Internal coatings can usually be classified as conduc-
tive or insulating. Conductive coatings are applied to

insulators such as glass or ceramics, and can be of sev-
eral types.

can be evacuated, the coating must be baked at 400 to

425 C for one-half hour to remove water of crystalliza-

tion from the silicate binder and to oxidize the organic
dispersing agent, which in this case is gelatin. This
process is known as "bakeout." Because the baked
coating absorbs carbon dioxide and water vapor readily,

the tube must be evacuated within 24 hours of bakeout.

If a greater elapsed time is permitted, excessive quan-
tities of gases will be liberated during and after evacu-
ation. Fig. 2 shows the increase in gas content of the

graphite coating with time between bakeout and exhaust.

Graphite is one of the best known internal conductive
coatings and is used in most cathode-ray tube types.
The coating medium consists primarily of a dispersion
of graphite in water; sodium silicate is added as a bin-

der and gelatin, as a dispersing agent. Fig. 1 shows
a graphite coating being applied by the brush method,
wherein the tube envelope is placed in a rotating chuck
and the brush, wetted with coating, is pressed against
the glass and gradually withdrawn. In this manner, the

entire internal glass surface is made conductive and can
act as a collector of secondary electrons. Before atube

o
o

a:
UJ

oo

<

o

AFTER 60 MINUTES OF BAKE

400
STANDING TIME-HOURS

Figure 1. Application of Graphite Internal Conductive
Coating

Figure 2. Gas Content of Graphite Coating on Standing

Metal coatings used as internal conductive coatings

on glass include evaporated aluminum, silver, and other

appropriate metals. Liquid bright platinum, gold, or

silver coatings are dispersions of the compounds of

these metals in anorganic medium. These dispersions
are applied to glass by brush and baked at approximately
300 C. They produce a smooth, continuous metallic de-
posit on the glass surface. Tin oxide is another con-
ductive coating for use on glass. This material is ap-
plied by spraying a solution of stannic chloride in meth-
anol on the hot glass at temperatures very near the melt-
ing point of the glass. At these temperatures, the stan-
nic chloride is oxidized to tin oxide which provides an
adherent transparent conducting film on the glass. De-
pending on the composition of the glass and the temper-
ature of application, a wide variety of conductivity

ranges may be obtained by use of the tin oxide coating.

A coating of iron oxide is oftenused on the inside sur-
face of cathode-ray tubes to obtain a suitable voltage
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gradient. The method of applying the coating is similar

to that used for the graphite conductive coating previ-
ously described.

Aluminum oxide-silicate-water mixtures are usedto
form insulating coatings on mica to prevent surface
leakages.

All of the internal coatings described use sodium sil-

icate as the binder. Most other binder materials either

breakdown during bakeout, or produce too high a vapor
pressure to be used inside tubes. Organic binders can
be used only on external coatings.

EXTERNAL COATINGS

External coatings are used primarily oncathode-ray
tubes and can be classified as conductive, insulating, or

decorative. Organic binders such as vinyls, nitrocel-

lulose, or epoxy resins are normally used. Conductive
coatings are used on glass cathode-ray tubes to form a
capacitor, with the glass and internal conductive coat-

ing as the remaining elements. Graphite is usually com-
bined with one of the binders mentioned above, to im-
part the conductivity. The insulating coating used on
external glass surfaces of picture tubes is a silicone

material which reacts with the surface moisture on the

glass and then repels further additions of moisture to

the glass surface. This material is needed in humid
atmospheres for the glass area between the metal shell

and the deflecting yoke of metal tubes, and between the

ultor connector and the conductive coating of glass tubes.

In dry atmospheres, there is no difference in surface
leakage between the coated and uncoated glass. How-
ever, when the uncoated glass is subjected to high hu-
midity, surface leakage of the order of 250 microam-
peres can occur at an applied voltage of 27.5kilovolts.

Decorative coatings are often used on metal kine-
scopes. A black semigloss finish using any of the stand-
ard vehicles is often used.

A common requirement for all of the finishes describ-
ed above is that they must have good adherence to the

glass or metal under a variety of atmospheric condi-

tions. In addition, the conductive coatings must have
a maximum resistivity of not more than 150 ohms per
liner inch when it is measured with a Voltohmyst*, or

equivalent, on a dry film 1 mil thick.

METAL COMPONENT COATINGS

Some of the more common electroplated coatings used
in the manufacture of electron tubes include nickel,

copper, gold, silver, chromium, platinum, bright sil-

ver, and bright nickel. These coatings are used for

various reasons; e. g., ; copper is used for conductivity;

gold, for conductivity and also for its superior second-
ary-emission characteristics; silver, for conductivity

and appearance; chromium, for glass -to-metal seals;

platinum, for its secondary-emission characteristics;

and bright silver and bright nickel, for appearance. In

addition, nickel is usedto protect Kovar against corro-
sion and intergranular silver -solder penetration. Fig.

*Registered Trademark

(B)
Figure 3. Effect of Nickel Plating of Kovar on Inter-

granular Penetration of Silver Solder: (A) nickel-

plated Kovar, (B) unplated Kovar

3 shows the results of the application of silver solder to

Kovar with and without the intermediate plated layer of

nickel.
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PROTECTION OF SILVER-PLATED TUBES

A method for protecting silver-plated tubes against
tarnish during storage and operation has long been
sought. Many types of paper wrappers and silver bags
have beenusedinthe past, but none has been completely
satisfactory because the tubes begin to tarnish from
sulfides in the atmosphere as soon as they are removed
from the wrappers. A recent commercial chromate sur-
face treatment called"Protectox" has beentested which
appears to answer the shortcomings of the previous at-

tempts at tarnish protection. Fig. 4 is a photograph of

bright- silver-plated power tubes subjected to normal
handling. The first four tubes, reading from left to

right, were subjected to normal life testing; the first

two were treated and the second two were not. The last

two tubes were subjected to an industrial-type atmos-
phere such as would be found near an acid pickling area.

The one on the left was treated; the other was not. This
chromate surface treatment is now undergoing further
tests to determine whether it can be used on all silver-

plated tubes.

Figure 4. Effect of Chromate Tarnish Protection on
Silver-Plated Tubes

BASES

Four types of base materials are currently available.

These types are shown in Fig. 5. The base on the left

is a general -purpose, wood-flour -filled black phenolic

material used on most receiving tubes and picture tubes.

A wide variety of grades of this material is used for dif-

ferent applications. For example, picture tubes, which
usually operate at high voltages require a base grade
having ahighdc resistance; receiving tubes are usually
not critical to base resistance. The second base from
the left is molded melamine, a material of very high dc
resistance which, because of its high shrinkage on aging,

is not used very much at present. The third base shown
is molded of Plaskon, an alkyd-type material used main-
ly on phototubes or other tubes that require bases that

will maintain extremely high dc resistance under ad-
verse moisture conditions. Plaskon has the one dis-
advantage of being very brittle and easily cracked. The
base on the right is made of Micanol, a mica-filled phe-
nolic. It is used for high-frequency applications, par-
ticularly on power tubes. Micanol has extremely good
dc-resistance characteristics; it is, however, extreme-
ly difficult to mold and is more expensive than the other
materials described.

Figure 5. Types of Bases (from left to right: phe-
nolic; molded melamine; Plaskon; Micanol)

BASING CEMENTS

The basic constituents of the adhesive used almost
throughout the entire electronics industry are shown in

Table I.

Table I

Constituents of Base Cement

Phenolic Resin Denatured Alcohol
Shellac Malachite Green
Rosin Silicone Resin
Marble Flour

The phenolic resin, shellac, and rosin combine to give

the cement its adhesive properties; the marble flour is

merely a filler to impart proper flow characteristics

and to strengthen the cement; the denatured alcohol is

the solvent for the resins; the malachite green is an in-

dicator which shows whether or not the cement has been
cured properly; and finally, the silicone resin is added
to impart water repellancy to the cured cement.

The final mixture, which is a paste, is extruded by
machine into the bases of most high-production tube

types. Some bases are handfilled with a spatula by a

skilled operator, who can very often apply a uniform
quantity of cement to many bases to within several mil-

ligrams.

The cement described above is a thermosetting ma-
terial which means that heat is required for cure and

that the reaction is not reversible. In other words, once

fully cured, further heat of the same magnitude will not

soften the cement. This characteristic is of extreme
importance on electron tubes having hot cathodes, be-

cause the bases may reach operating temperatures of

80 to 115 C.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GOOD BASE ADHERENCE

Several requirements must be met if good base adher-
ence is to be obtained. The main ones are:

1. The cement must be fresh; maximum storage time

for cement is 48 hours.
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2. Filled bases should be used 4 to 24 hours after

filling unless stored in refrigerated room to minimize
alcohol evaporation.

3. The correct amount of cement to fill space between
base and glass must be used.

4. Correct curingprocedure must be used as follows:

{ Cement should have light tan color after correct
cure.

)

a. Cement must be cured for 1 minute at 150 to

190 C.

b. The base must be cooledto 90 C before removal
from basing head. The bond can be destroyed if the

cement is disturbed too early.

5. Bases must not be baked prior to use. Dried bases
pick up moisture from the air readily and expand,

causing a stress at the cement-base interface.

The base immersion and torsion test is used as a
quality check to determine base adherence in a repre-
sentative sample of production. It is run by soaking

based assemblies in deionized water at 50 C for 42 hours

.

After drying at room temperature for one hour, the base

is subjected to a torque, the magnitude of which depends
on the base size. Factory limits are as follows:

Factory Torque Limit
Diameter of Base-Inches inch-pounds

1.5 or smaller 40
over 1.5 60
2.0 100

This test does not correlate very well with field-fail-

ure results. During field exposure, the tubes are sub-

jected to alternate wetand dry, hot andcold conditions,

but never to a soaking such as they receive in this test.

At the time of this writing, work is being done to try

to develop an accelerated laboratory base-adherence
test which would correlate more closely with field re-

sults. Fig. 6 is a photograph of the types of failures

Figure 6. Types of Base Failure

obtained in the field. On the right is an example of a

cement-to-cement failure where the adherence of the

cement to the glass and to the plastic base is good. This

type of failure is usually an indication of a weak structure

resulting from improper cement mixing or improper
curing of the cement. The failure shown on the left is

more typical of the type of field failure experienced, that

is, aloosening ofthe base-to-cement bond. Before the

silicone was added to the cement, the predominant type

of field failure was cement to glass. The presenttype of

failure indicates that the cement no longer absorbs as

much moisture from the air. Because of the addition

of silicone to the cement, the base has now become the

weak member. In fact, it has been shown that baking,

or drying, of the base prior to basing can cause field

failures of the cement-to-base type.

Another possible method of improving the life of ce-
ment adherence in the field is to develop a new and bet-

ter cement. There are many new adhesives today in the

epoxy, rubber, polyester, andpolyurethane resin class.

However, up to now, none have proven completely sat-

isfactory from a manufacturing as well as a field-ad-

herence standpoint.
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High-Vacuum Technology and Equipment

W. G. Henderson and A. L. Lucarelli

Lancaster

The subject of high vacuum is so broad that full jus-

tice to it cannot be done in a single article. It is the

hope of the writers, however, that the material which
follows will enlighten the layman and serve as a re-

fresher for those who have infrequent contact with the

subject.

The use of vacuum as a processing tool has grown
tremendously since World War II, and its impact has
been felt in all phases of engineering. Although no
single industry covers the entire vacuum field, the

electron-tube manufacturer is one of the largest users
of high-vacuum equipment. At RCA Lancaster there

is a wide application of exhaustfacilities. Without be-
littling other operations, the evacuation process can
be considered the heart of tube manufacturing. This
paper is primarily concerned with vacuum as employed
at the Lancaster plant.

WHAT IS A VACUUM?

As defined by the American Vacuum Society (an or-

ganization which holds a yearly symposium for the in-

terchar^e of information among the users of vacuum
processes) a vacuum is a gaseous space where pres-
sures are below atmospheric. In the field of high vac-
uum the degree of vacuum is expressed in pressure
units, eg. , 10-3 millimeters of mercury (mm Hg) in-

stead of vacuum units, 29 inches of mercury (in. Hg).

The latter terms are more familiar to engineers in

other fields because of their interest in pressure differ-

ences used to permit transfer of liquids, brakii^, and
boiler plant applications.

PUMP RANGE

In the electron-tube industry, the vacuum used for

the evacuation processes is as low as achieved by any
industrial manufacturer employing vacuum. Fig. 1

will give one an appreciation for the range of vacuum
obtained. It is interestir^ to note that the atmospheric
pressure at a height of 95 miles (502,000 feet) is less

than 10-3 millimeter of mercury which, although slightly

below pressures achieved by a mechanical vacuum
pump, is appreciably greater than those attained by the

fractionatingpumps. The position of the class ofpumps
on the chart indicates the approximate degree of vacuum
of which each is capable and the different processes for

which each is used.
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Figure 1. Schematic Cross-Section of the Atmosphere
and Relationship to Evacuation Processes

VACUUM CLASSIFICATION

Table I presents a tentative^ classification chart for

ranges of pressures expressed in mm Hg, microns,
and microamperes of current as read with an RCA 1949
ionization gauge tube which has a sensitivity of 100 to

1. It makes clear the relationship between microns and
millimeters of mercury and introduces the term "torr .

"

Torr (short for Torricelli, an early vacuum experi-

menter) is a term which, although not used in our or-
ganization, may be encountered. One micron is lO'^

mm Hg, for using an ionization gauge control equipped
with an RCA 1949 tube; a micron is equivalent to a
reading of 100 microamperes.

TYPES OF FLOW AND MEAN FREE PATH

In the pump-down of a system, the flow of gases
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Table I

Vacuum Classification Chart

Range
Pressure
mm Hg

Pressure
Microns

RCA 1949
Gauge Current
Microamperes

Medium Vacuum 1.0 to 10-3 1000 to 1 — to 100

High Vacuum 10-3 to 10-6 1 to 0.001 100 to 0.1

Very High Vacuum 10-6 to 10-9 0.001 to 0.000001 0.1 to 0.0001

Ultra-high Vacuum 10" 9 and lower 0.000001 and lower 0.0001 and lower

Conversion of Units

Microns mm Hg Torrs Microamperes*

1000 1.0 1.0 100,000

1.0 0.001 or (1 X 10-3) 0.001 or (1 X 10-3) 100

0.01 0.00001 or (1 X 10"5) 0.00001 or (1 X 10-5) 1

For gauges which read 100 microamperes per one micron of pressure.

moves through three flow stages: viscous, transition

(or slip), and molecular. In the viscous flow range,

which occurs during initial pump-down from atmos-
pheric pressures, the gas laws (Boyle, Charles, and
Poiseuille) hold true. The slip flow, which occurs at

the lower order of pressures produced by a mechanical
vacuum pump, is a transition region running into the

molecular flow range. In the molecular range, which
starts at approximately one micron, the behavior of

gases is different from that in the higher pressure re-
gions. From Avogadro's hypothesis (for a given pres-
sure and temperature gases have the same number of

moleculesper unit volume), it is evident that a smaller
number of molecules will exist in a chamber at reduced
pressures. The kinetic theory states that these mole-
cules are in random motion. It follows that as the

pressure drops off and the number of molecules de-

creases, each gas particle must travel a longer dis-

tance before colliding with another. The average dis-

tance a molecule must travel before colliding with

another is known as the "mean free path" and is of ex-

treme importance in the successful operation of evac-
uation process. The mean free path for air at room
temperature expressed in practical values for different

pressures is shown in Table II. Note that the mean
free path varies directly with the pressure.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The system used to attain low pressures is illustrated

schematically in Fig. 2. Depending on the process to

be carried out, there may be duplication or deletion of

units. For example, in vacuum drying or in some types
ofvacuum firing a single mechanical pump may suffice,

whereas, in a high-speed, high-vacuum application

several traps, mechanical pumps, high-vacuum pumps,
three types of pressure reading instruments, and a
multiplicity of valves may be required. The attainment

of the lower order of pressures (below 10-5 mm Hg)

requires that gases from the tube must be made to flow
into a high-vacuum pumping system capable of attaining

the desired ultimate pressure. Not illustrated, but

important to the successful operation of the tube ex-

haust, are the means for accelerating the liberation of

gases from the envelope and elements of the tubes. The
equipment employed for such purposes includes: (1)

bake-out oven for heating the glass or metal envelope
to drive off adsorbed and absorbed gases from the tube

walls; (2) radio-frequency bombarders to outgas inter-

nal metal elements; and (3) circuits for activating the

cathode of the tube by filament, or heater power, to

establish the cathode as a satisfactory emitter.

Table H

Mean Free Path

(Air at 25 C)

Pressure—mm Hg Mean Free Path—Cm

760 0.0000067

10-2 0.5

10-3 5.0

10-5 500.0

GETTERING

Generally, after evacuation and "tip-off of the tube,

a gettering process is performed to remove additional

gas molecules present. The process involves exposir^

the gases to absorption surfaces on which the gases
impinge and are held by sorption or by chemical forces.
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Figure 2. Vacuum System Schematic Diagram

pumps. The primary function of a mechanical pump
is to reduce the pressure from atmospheric pressure
to pressures below 100 microns or, more often, below
10 microns. These pressures are suitable for some
processes (see Fig. 1). More important, however,
they are required for successful operation of the high-
vacuum pump. Fig. 3 depicts one pump from each of

three leading manufacturers. The Kinney KC- 15 (from
Kinney Manufacturing, Boston, Mass. ) and the Welch
1402 (from Welch Scientific Co.

,
Chicago, 111. ) are the

most popular pumps. All mechanical pumps are ro-
tary, positive-displacementpumps with single or com-
pound stages. Their capacity, or pump speed, is ex-
pressed in free air displacement (cubic feet per min-
ute, cfm, or liters per second, l/sec). Compound
pumps are preferred over single-stage types because
of their ability to produce lower pressures which, in

turn, contribute to attainment of lower ultimate pres-
sures which, in turn, contribute to attainment of lower
ultimate pressures in the system. Most mechanical
compound pumps are capable of attaining pressures
from 1 micron to 0.1 micron when received from the
manufacturer

.

In several large power tubes, for example, an over-

heated anode, in cooling down, will getter residual

gases; in other tube types a barium compound is flashed

to chemically react with the residual gases to form
compounds which settle on tube surfaces. This getter-

ing action reduces the ultimate pressure in the tube by
a factor of 10 to 100. The improved degree of exhaust
minimizes the destructive ion-bombardment effect on
the barium cathode surface.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A GOOD VACUUM

In addition to using adequate components, a system
must be free of contaminating materials if lowpressures
(10"6 mm Hg or lower) are to be successfully attained.

The partial pressure of the gas and vapor evolved
from materials exposed in a vacuum will usually de-
pend on the area of material exposed, the nature and
previous treatment of the material, and the system
pumping speed. Because practical considerations often

limit the size of exhaust piping, more can sometimes
be accomplished by proper selection of materials to be
exposed in the system than by increasing the pumping
speed. Therefore, in the design of a system, good
vacuum practice dictates the use of materials having

low out-gassing rates, selection of suitable components,
correctplumbing (flanges, pipe, manifolds, rubber or

metal couplings, and castings), and choice of proper
welding techniques. As an example, seamless tubing

must be used instead of commercial welded pipe to avoid
possible leaks occasionally encountered with use of the

latter. Also, improper brazing always proves trouble-
some due to high out-gassing from excessive flux usu-
ally employed. More mention will be made later re-
garding contamination and sources of trouble.

MECHANICAL PUMPS

For an understanding of the operation and function of

components shown in the schematic pumping system of

Fig. 2, it is well to start with the mechanical vacuum

HYPERVAC 23

Figure 3, Typical Mechanical Vacuum Fhrnips

Fig. 4 shows a cross section of the Kinney pump.
An eccentric rotor wipes the concentric stator to trap

a pocket of gas which is ejected to atmosphere through
a poppet valve. The valve, a rectangular block with
spring-loaded studs, seats over outlet holes drilled in

the pump body. When gas is ejected from the pump,
the valve unseats. The valve flutter caused by the es-
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cape of trapped gas molecules produces a pounding
noice characteristic of all mechanical pumps. When
the pump is turned on, the large slugs of gas unseat
the valve a maximum amount causing a loud pounding
which diminishes to a steadier lower noise level as the

pressure is reduced. This change in noise level can
be used as an indication of a system devoid of large

leaks. An initial, persistent, loud pounding should
alert an operator to look for a leak, such as an open
leak-valve, open head port or open bell-jar port. The
mechanical pump should never be allowed to operate
for more than 15 minutes under free air -flow conditions
because the pump oil will heat up and the hot oil will

then become more readily contaminated. During the

operation of a pump, successive gas removals eventu-
ally cause contamination of the pump oil necessitating

a pump service (cleaning and recharging the unit with
new oil). It follows that pumps with small oil charges
will require more frequent servicing. Hence, in sys-
tems where heavy gas loads are encountered it is well
to employ pumps with large oil reservoirs.

Fig. 5 shows cross-sections of the Welch and Cenco
pumps. The Welch pump houses a concentric rotor with
spring-loaded vanes which are in continuous contact

with the eccentric stator. The Cenco type pump has an
eccentric rotor with a spring-loaded nonrotating vane
in contact with the rotor.

MECHANICAL-PUMP SPEEDS

The speeds for a variety of rotary oil-sealed pumps,
are shown in Fig. 6. The curves show the pump char-
acteristic (speed vs. pressure) from 500 mm Hg to the

ultimate (blank off) pressure. These curves, given by

the pump manufacturer, are obtained from readings on
a McLeod gauge under ideal operating conditions. The
curves are for compound pumps except for those of the

KD (Kinney Dual) and KS (Kinney Single -Stage) series.

mm R
EXHAUST INTAKE

GAS
INLET,

COOLING
WATER
OUTLET

ROTOR

STATOR

(A) (B)

Figure 5. Cross -Sections of the Welch Pump (A) and
the Cenco Pump (B)

(Note: In the Kinney pump number, the figure given is

the approximate rated free -air capacity in cubic feet

per minute). The advantage of compound pumps over
single-stage pumps can be appreciated by observing that

the curve for the single-stage pump(KS) drops off at a

pressure of about 10-2 mm Hg, whereas, compound
pumps such as the KC-15 continue onto below 10"^ mm
Hg. Although the selection of a mechanical pump may
be influenced by the equipment arrangement, more often

the choice is based on the volume of the chamber to be
evacuated, the rate of evacuation desired, and the pro-
cess involved (the sequence of operations).

EXHAUST TIME - MECHANICAL PUMP

Over apressure rar^e where the pump speed is nearly
constant, the time of evacuation can be determined by
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Figure 4. Cross-Section of the Kinney Pump: (A) intake; (B) discharge
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Figure 6. Pumping Speeds ofRotary Oil-Sealed Pumps

the foUowii^ equation:

Time of evacuation from Pj^ to P2,

t1

2.3V
log

P2

where Sa = Average pump speed (assumed constant)

V = volume of system
Pi = pressure at time ti

P2 = pressure at time t2

Pu = ultimate pressure (base or lowestpres-
sure attained)

Note: All above units are to be consistent.

This equation is not reliable for low pressures where
system out-gassing (evolution of gas) occurs. It is,

however, of value in determining time required to rough
out a system to 100 to 500 microns. The formula can
further be simplified for an approximation of the time
T required to rough-out from atmospheric pressure to

a pressure of 500 microns (0.5 mm Hg).

-P ^ TV

Since the average speed ofpumps through their pump-
down cycle is generally about 3/4 of the rated speed,

the approximate formula to rough-out to a pressure of

500 microns can be written as

T =
lOV,

Sr

where Sp is the rated pump speed (free-air capacity)

as given by the manufacturer. For example, a KC15
(rated at 15 cfm) connected to a system of 3 cubic-feet

volume would"rough" it out in approximately 2 minutes.

GAS BALLAST PUMP

In processes where considerable amounts of water
vapor must be handled, a gas ballast pump is recom-
mended. This type has proven its superiority over

the conventional type in handling water vapor. Conden-
sation of the water vapor in a conventional pump will

readily contaminate the pump oil to create high-vapor-
pressure molecules. The presence of these contam-
inating molecules will limit the ultimate vacuum ob-

tainable, and may often necessitate complete shut down
for reservicii^ of the pump. Electrical and steam sep-
arators, or centrifuges have been employed to combat
contamination of the oil. The gas ballast pump, how-
ever, is by far the best solution to the problem. The
Gaede gas ballast pump, manufactured by Leybold of

Germany, was introduced into this country by National

Research Corporation. Fig. 7 schematically illus-

trates the gas ballast feature. By way of the air in-

let, air is admitted into the pump throughout the com-
pression cycle. The mixture of air and water vapor is
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compressed only to a ratio of 6:1 or 10:1 instead of the

700:1 of the conventional pump. As a result, the vapor

does not condense at all, but is discharged with the ad-

mitted air through the outlet valve before condensation.

A gas ballast pump has been known to evacuate a bell

jar system containing a beaker of water without any

ill effects to the pump. The ultimate vacuum obtain-

able with a gas ballast pump is not as low as that ob-

tainable with the conventional mechanical pump. Blank-

off pressures of about 10 to 50 microns are common
with gas ballast pumps. However, after the initial load

of water vapor has been removed, the air inlet valve

can be closed and the pump will then continue pumping
down to the ultimate vacuum of a conventional pump.

DISCHARGE INTAKE

AIR
INLET

Figure 8. Mechanical Booster Pump

Figure 7. Cross-Section of Gas Ballast Pump

MECHANICAL BOOSTER PUMP

The newest of mechanical pumps currently on the

market (at least in this country) is the mechanical
booster pump. This unit appears to offer possibilities

for use in vacuum firing and other processes performed
at pressures of 10"^ mm Hg. As shown in Fig. 8, the

pump comprises two positive displacementpumps, each
with its own motor drive; one is a conventional rotary

pistonpump and the other is a lobe type pump. In oper-
ation, the rotary pump removes the initial slugs of gas
to a pressure of about 15 mm Hg, at which point the

lobe pump "cuts in" to continue rapid pump-down of the

system. During the lobe pump operation, the rotary

pump acts as a backer. In the event of a sudden pres-
sure rise the rotary pump automatically takes over as
the operating fore-pump. Although the lobe pump may
be "cut out," it is possible to arrange for its continued
operation during the entire pumping cycle. To do this,

however, a torque -limited motor is required, and its

control equipment is complex and expensive. Normally,
the lobe pump operates at three to four times the rpm
of the rotary pump and requires approximately twice
the horsepower. The lobe pump increases the pumping
capacity by a factor of 8 to 10. As an example, one

pump manufacturer lists the following ratings for a
mechanical booster pump.

Rotary Type Lobe Type

Speed (rpm) 520 1800

Horsepower 5 10

Free Air Capacity (cfm) 131 1230

Fig. 9 shows the performance curve for the above-
rated pump. Because both units are positive -displace-

ment pumps, they do not stall and have good volumetric

efficiency over a wide pressure range. The lobe pump,
in addition to being able to attain pressures of 10"4 mm
Hg, has no backstreaming of volatile vapors to contam-
inate the system being evacuated. These features are

possible because the lobe pump is operated dry.
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OIL-DIFFUSION PUMP FRACTIONATING PUMP

Where considerable quantities of gas must be re-

movedfrom achamber at pressures less than 10~3 mm
Hg, the mechanical pump is inadequate. The diffusion

pump is the cheapest unit that can achieve high pumping
speeds down to pressures as low as 10-7 mm Hg. This
pump can be either oil- or mercury-operated. An oil-

diffusion pump usually consists of at least two vapor
jets arranged so that the vapor stream can propel gas
molecules toward its outlet. Fig. 10 shows the opera-
tion of an oil pump. Oil in the boiler is evaporated by

a heater. The vapor particles, represented by arrows,
rise and leave at high speed through the nozzles. Gas
molecules, represented by dots, which wander into the

vapor path are molecularly bombarded and propelled

toward the outlet of the pump for removal by a mech-
anical pump. Cooling coils in the pump jacket condense
the oil vapors, which return to the boiler section for

recycling. As the gas molecules are trapped andpushed
toward the exit of the pump, a progressively increasing

compression of gases occurs. From nozzle to nozzle,

the compression may be of the order of 5 or 10 to 1.

Regardless of how effective the third (lowest) com-
pression stage may be it cannot eject gas molecules
against atmospheric pressure. Therefore, at the exit

of the pump, a low fore-pressure must be maintained.
The lower the operating fore-pressure, the better the

ultimate vacuum of the system. The mechanical pump
employed to attain this fore-pressure is known as the

fore -pump, or backer.
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High-vacuum oil pumps are either fractionating or

non-fractionating (condensing). Lower ultimate pres-
sures maybe achieved with the fractionating type. The
fractionating, or purification, principle is illustrated

in the cross-sectional view of the VMFtype pump, Fig.

11. This pump is a two-stage unit with a partitioned

boiler chamber. The left half of the chamber contains

baffles arranged in a staggered pattern. Vaporized oil,

when condensed, will return and enter the boiler cham-
ber at the left side. In seeking its own level, the oil

will flow through the baffle arrangement and follow a

long tortuous path. The heat applied "boils off" the

dirty, higher-vapor-pressure oil particles. The clean-

er oil fractions find their way to the right half,or high-

vacuum portion, of the pump where they are vapor-
ized to producethe higher vacuums in the desired region.
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Figure 11. VMF Type Oil Pump

BACKSTREAMING

The most objectionable feature of the diffusion pump
is its backstreaming characteristic. Backstreaming is

the flow of pump vapors toward the chamber being evac-

uated. The effects of backstreaming are most noticable

immediately above the pump nozzles. For this reason
it is best not to attach a pump directly to the vessel to

be exhausted. Additional information on reducing back-

streaming follows under "Baffles and Traps." A ref-

erence article on this subject is available. ^

The conditions which may exaggerate backstreaming
action are:

Figure 10. MCF Type Oil Pump 1. Poor jet design (oversize throat)
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2. Excessive pump heating

3. Choked "backer"
4. State of equilibrium

An oversize pump throat (the area between the top-

most nozzle and pump casing) will influence the effec-

tiveness of the vapor stream. When this area is ex-

cessive, it permits larger quantities of gas molecules
to penetrate into the vapor stream region, and, due to

kinetic impingement on the gas molecules, a reverse
flow can more easily occur. A good jet design, which
produces a well-directed and complete vapor stream,
helps to overcome backstreaming.

The vapor, as it leaves the jet, has an expanding flow

pattern. Excessive heat tends to create eddies at the

lower lip of the umbrella cap of the jet; the eddies in-

crease the migration of oil vapor toward the chamber.

A choked "backer," that is, a mechanical pump op-
erating at too high a pressure, or one incapable of re-
moving heavy gas loads, will permit higher pressures
in regions below the oil pump jets, and thereby tend to

produce backstreaming.

After prolonged pumping, the pressure in a vessel
will equal the ultimate pressure of the oil-diffusion

pump. At this stage, an interchange of molecules
occurs. For every gas molecule that leaves the cham-
ber, an oil molecule will rise from the pump region to

maintain the state of equilibrium.

PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTION

Another, more popular, type of fractionating pump is

illustrated in Fig. 12. The chimneys, or stacks, are
arranged concentrically which, in addition to simplifying

construction, permits the complete jet assembly to be
removed for cleaning. Fractionation in this pump is

achieved by having the condensed oils circulate around
each chimney before entering an inner chimney.

The space between the jets and the jacket wall in-

creases from the lowest to the highest jet. The small
spacing at the lowest jet permits the pump to operate
against high fore-pressures at low speeds; the large
spacing at the highest jet permits high speed against
low fore -pressure. In this manner, maximum volu-
metric efficiency is achieved. The speed of a diffusion

pump is the volume of gas per unit of time whichpasses
the throat at a particular pressure. The theoretical
maximum flow (over a constant speed range in liters

per second) is 11.7 times the clearance area in square
centimeters. However, due to thermodynamic inef-

ficiencies the actual flow for modern commercial pumps
is 25 to 40 per cent of the theoretical rate.

PUMP COOLING

Except for silicone oils, such as Dow-Corning DC
702 and DC 703, all known oils employed as pumping
media will become contaminated when operated with
leaks in the system. Excessive air admitted to the

pump will readily mix with the oil and result in max-
imum rate of contamination. K the condition prevails
for an extended period, the oil may be heated to its
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Figure 12. Operation of a Typical High-Vacuum Vapor
Pump

cracking temperature. Should cracking occur, harmful
deposits will settle not only in the pump but in other
components of the system. If cracking temperatures
are not reached, the heated oil in the presence of air

can become carbonized. In either case, costly main-
tenance and machine down-time will result. To min-
imize contamination or breakdown of the oil, the pump
heater must be turned off and the pump boiler cooled
before the system is opened to the atmosphere. To
permit the boiler to be cooled rapidly, many pumps
have provision for air or water cooling. The minimum
period for cooling the boilers of oil-diffusion pumps
with capacities up to approximately 300 liters per second
is:

No induced cooljng (natural convection) - 15 minutes
Air cooling (high-pressure air or
blower) 4 to 6 minutes
Water cooling (around boiler

chamber) 2 minutes

When uninterrupted production must be maintained,
pump service should be performed on a regular sched-
ule. Preventive maintenance should be scheduled at

intervals of four to eight weeks; in isolated cases the

periods can be longer, possibly as much as twelve weeks
of 24-hour-per-day operation.

PUMP CURVE FEATURES

The characteristic curve of a pump is always pro-
vided by the pump manufacturer. Fig. 13 shows the

speed-pressure relationship, under conventional oper-
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ating conditions, for three types of diffusion pumps —
the booster pump, the condensation pump, and the

fractionating pump. The booster pump can operate at

the highestpressures of the three, but its ultimate vac-
uum is the poorest.
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Figure 13. Speed Variations of Oil Diffusion Pumps

The fractionatir^ pump, in addition to achieving the

best ultimate vacuum, has a flat peak indicating a high

speed over a large pressure range. The high peak of

the condensation pump is an arbitrary level and does
not imply a top speed greater than that of either of the

two other types of pumps. The maximum speed of a
pump is dependent on its size, on boiler pressure, and
on internal design.

Booster pumps operate against fore -pressures in the

millimeter range. The principle advantages of the

booster are: (1) it provides maximum speed over a
range which bridges the slow-speed gap between the

limit of the mechanical pump and the start of the high-
speed, high-vacuum pump; (2) it can remove large

amounts of gas in the pressure range that satisfies

processing needs atthe lower order ofpressures. For
example, in the aluminum evaporation process which
requires pressures of 2 x 10"4 to 5 x 10"^ mm Hg, a

boosterpump with an ultimate pressure of 10"^mm Hg,

is preferred. A condensation pump or a fractionating

pump offers no advantage for this process because, in

the desired operating range, either is only approaching
peak speed. Systems requiringpressures of 10-6 mm
Hg or less must employ a fractionating pump.

The heat input to a diffusion pump affects the pump
speed characteristic. Fig. 14 shows curve changes in

atypical pump obtained by variations in heater current.
Although not indicated, reduced current shifts the start

of pump operation to the left, and increased current
causes a shift to the right.

In recent years. Dr. R. B. Lawrence developed an
improved graphical method of depicting a pump char-
acteristic. 4 Fig. 15 shows atypical set of such per-
formance curves. The normal speed-pressure curve
is rotated to a 45-degree axis and the ordinate is ex-
pressed as throughput(or gas flow) in micron-liters per
second over the indicated pressure range. The curve
for a recommended mechanical pump is shown together
with the tolerable and breakir^forepressure for the oil-

diffusion pump. At a glance, the important values can

Figure 14. Pump Speed versus Pressure of a Typical

Oil Diffusion Pump With Heater Current as a Parameter

be obtained readily. These include blank-off pressure,
mid-speed (peak) range, pressure range over which
constant speed is obtained, maximum throughput, and
fore-pressure characteristics. The horizontal spacing
between the diffusion-pump curve and the curve of the

typical operating fore-pumprepresents the compression
achieved by the vapor pump. The tolerable fore-pres-
sure curve forms a boundary which indicates that oper-
ating fore-pressures to the left are acceptable while
fore-pressures to the right become increasingly un-
satisfactory. A backer smaller than the pump repre-
sented by the typical operating fore -pressure curve
can be tolerated. It will cause deterioration in high

throughput performance, but will have no effect on the

vapor pump performance through the medium-and-low-
throughput ranges. On the other hand, a larger fore

-

pump can improve performance but only within limits.

Fig. 16 shows the effect of curve shifts. In general,

as the curves move outward from each other, operating

characteristics improve.

SYSTEM CURVES

In practice, performance vacuum curves may be used

to: (1) check out a system; (2) determine causes of poor

system operation; and (3) permit optimum processing

procedures to be devised. Fig. 17 shows a represen-

tative pressure -time curve for tube exhaust. The hump
at a pressure of approximately 100 microns (lO"-'^ mm
Hg) indicates that the vapor pump is taking effect; the

increase in pressure is the result of outgassing from
oil in the vapor pump. The degree of outgassing will

vary with pumps and is influenced by the boiler heating

method, the time in the cycle at which the pump heater

is turned on, and the lag between pumping cycles. The
second hump may indicate bursts of adsorbed or ab-

sorbed gases suddenly released by external causes such

as external heating of the tube. The third hump shows
the outgassing effects from other tube treatments such
as radio-frequency bombardment. In most tube manu-
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facturing, pressures of 10" 5 mm Hg and below are

achieved by evacuation, and by processing techniques

employing bakeout ovens, filament activation, and

radio-frequency bombardment. Bakeout ovens are

used to drive sorbed and occluded gases from the en-

velope or vessel being evacuated. Filament activation

and radio-frequency bombardment drives the gases

from the tube elements. High rates of activation and
bombardment should be avoided to minimize pump-oil
contamination from excessive outgassing rates. Keep-
ing tube parts clean helps to reduce the gas loads en-

countered durii^ tube exhaust.

When an evacuated tube cools, gas molecules within

the envelope are reabsorbed into the tube parts. At a

pressure of approximately 10" 6 mm Hg this gettering

action by the tube may create a reverse pumping action

and the pressure in the tube falls below that of the

pump. This reverse flow of gas molecules from the

pump into the tube is undesirable because of the possi-

bility of contaminating the tube parts. To obviate re-

verse flow, the tubulation can be tipped, or pinched

off, while the tube is hot. A "hot" pinch- or tip-off has

a further advantage in that as the tube cools the getter-

ing (absorption) of gas molecules within the envelope

reduces the tube pressure.

VAPOR PRESSURE - PUMP MEDIUM

The ultimate pressure which a diffusion pump can
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produce is often limited by the vapor pressure of the

pumping medium. Therefore, it is important that the

pumping fluid have the lowest practical vapor pressure.
Fig. 18 shows the vapor pressure characteristics of

various fluids commonly used in diffusion pumps; water

is included for reference. The fluid with the lowest

known vapor pressure is Octoil-S. This fluid and Octoil

are fine fractions of di-oxtyl sebacate, which is sold

by several companies. One of the companies also sells

the crude product under the tradename Monoplex. Dow
Corning silicone fluids, as previously mentioned, can
withstand prolonged atmospheric exposure without de-
teriorating. Octoils and silicones are expensive,

whereas fluids such as Monoplex and Convoil 20 are
relatively cheap. With proper operating precautions,

the cheaper oils can almost always be satisfactorily

used. Butyl phthalate, slightly more expensive than

Convoil 20, has been satisfactorily used for booster

type applications. Its thermal property has been util-

ized to obtain shorter cycles for an evaporation pro-
cess. Compared to the oils, mercury stands out as

having a high vapor pressure. In a mercury vacuum
system, therefore, a freezing medium such as liquid

air or liquid nitrogen must be employed to attain vac-

uum pressures below lO"-^ mm Hg. The chemical sta-

bility of mercury makes it the only satisfactory medium
for systems that exhaust oxygen. Oil-vapor pumps
should not be used in systems that exhaust oxygen; if

sufficient oxygen mixes with the hot oil an explosion

can occur.

VAPOR PRESSURE - METALS

Systems that operate at pressures below 10-4 mm Hg
should comprise materials having low vapor pressures
at the operating temperature. Such materials, par-
ticularly when cleaned, will add little or no gas load

tothe system. Of the common metals, nickel (Fig. 19)

and stainless steel have low vapor pressures and are
very good for chambers, jig-fixtures, and manifolds
in high-vacuum applications. Chrome plating is some-
times beneficial; however, faulty plating can produce
deleterious effects, especially in the presence of heat.

Gases trapped between the parent metal and the chrome
coating can cause an apparent, or virtual, leak. Such
a leak is difficult to detect and greatly increases pump-
down time.

VAPOR PRESSURE - GASKET MATERIALS

The gasket materials selected for connecting the

components of a vacuum system must have vapor pres-
sures commensurate with the vacuum to be attained.

The physical properties of the gasket material must
also suit the application. Gasket materials suitable

for high-vacuum service, listed in order of increasing

vapor pressure, include: (1) Teflon, (2) Kel-F, (3)

Silicone SR-1060, (4) Convaseal, (5) Silicone SR-1080,

(6) Koroseal, (7) Hycar OR- 15, (8) Neoprene, (9) pure
gum rubber, (10) Tygon, and (11) Garlock 7986.

EVAPOR-ION PUMP

The Evapor-ion pump was developed as an answer to

the objectional backstreaming characteristic of all oil-

diffusion pumps. The Evapor-ion pump produces a

"dry" high vacuum of 10-^ mm Hg without any danger
of contamination from pumping fluids. Because it can
be used without traps or baffles it can operate at max-
imum speed. Fig. 20 shows a cutaway drawing of the

pump. Titanium, evaporated by the filament, chem-
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Fig. 18. Pressure-Temperature Churacteristics of Pump Fluids

ically combines with active gas molecules and condenses
on the water-cooled walls of the pump chamber. Inert

gases, ionized by electrons from the filament, are

driven by the grid potential into the titanium deposits.

As each layer of titanium becomes chemically satur-
ated, a new layer of the metal is deposited. Before the

pump will operate, the pump chamber must be" roughed-
out" to pressures below 30 microns, the mechanical
pump must be valved off, and a primer charge of titan-

ium must be fired by resistance heating to achieve pres-
sures of 1 X 10-4 mm Hg. At this pressure, electrical

bombardment and continuous titanium evaporation can
be started and pressures of 1 x 10"'^' mm Hg can be

attained. Pressures of lO'^ mm Hg or lower are attained

by ion pumping only (i.e., without evaporation of titan-

ium). The use of a conventional oil pump, which can be

subsequently valved shut, will eliminate the need for

firing of the primer charge of titanium and will reduce
pump-down time.

Simplified ionic-type pumps are available under the

trade names of "Vac-Ion" and "Ultek."

MERCURY PUMP

A glass mercury pump of the type used on stationary

exhaust positions is illustrated in Fig. 21. The mer-
cury contained in the reservoir is vaporized by an elec-
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Figure 20. Evapor-Ion Pump

trical heater. Vapor from the reservoir rises and

moves at maximum speed through a venturi jet where
evacuated gases, entering the sphere from the rear,

diffuse into the vapor stream. Water -cooling jackets

condense the mercury vapor which returns to the res-

ervoir; the gases continue to stream toward the fore-

pump. In high-vacuum applications the mercury system
must always have a cold trap between the pump and the

chamber being evacuated. Without the cold trap the ul-

timate vacuum would be 10""^ mm Hg, the vapor pres-

sure of the mercury at room temperature. Mercury
pumps can be advantageously used where: (1) large

amounts of mercury are involved in the process such as,

in the production of mercury-filled tubes; (2) the system

must operate against higher fore-pressure than gener-

allypossible with oil-diffusion pumps; (3) oxygenis used

in the processing as for dynode oxidation to obtain good

secondary emitters; and (4) cracking or breakage of the

tube or glass manifolds would contaminate the system.

Care should be exercised in handling mercury. Its

fumes are poisonous, and will attack metals such as

zinc, copper, bronze, brass, tin, gold, and silver; and

it acts as a catalyst in the hydrolysis of aluminum to

aluminum hydroxide. Because of the expense and incon-

venience involved in handling the liquid air or liquid ni-

trogen used in the cold trap, the mercury pump should

never be used where an oil-diffusion pump will do.

GAUGES

Pressures within a system can be measured with a

variety of gauges. Nosingle gauge, however, is capable

of reading the complete range from atmospheric pres-
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Figure 21. Glass Mercury Pump

sure to less than 10"4 mm Hg. Fig. 22 gives the range
of usefulness of the gauges most commonly used in the

tube industry. In practice, the gauge must be selected

tofitthe application; in some cases two or more gauges
will be required to cover the complete range of pres-
sures of a process.
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Figure 22. Ranges of Vacuum Gauges

The construction of each of the commonly used gauges
isshownin Fig. 23. The McLeod gauge is the simplest
and most reliable gauge for direct reading of permanent
gases. A volume of gas at unknownpressure within the

system is trapped and compressed by mercury into a
small capillary tube of known cross-sectional area.
The trapped gases are compressed to obtain a pressure

difference AHreadableon a pressure-calibrated scale.

The main disadvantage of the McLeod gauge is its in-

ability to measure gases and vapors that condense in

the capillary tube. Other disadvantages are the exces-
sive time required for equalizing of system and gauge
pressures due to the long, restrictive, connecting tub-

ing; the possibility of glass breakage, particularly if the

mercury column is raised rapidly into the capillary;

and, in the event of breakage, the dangers to the system
or to operating personnel of loose mercury.

In the Alphatron gauge, a small quantity of radium
(0.2 milligrams) is contained in a holder surrounded
by a grid and a collector. Alpha particles, emitted by
the radium, bombard and ionize gas molecules within

the envelope. Since the emission is constant, the de-

gree of ionization is directly proportional to the gas
pressure. The positive ions formed are driven by the

grid voltage to the collector plate; the ion current is

amplified and read on a galvanometer directly in pres-
sure units. This instrument is the only one known cap-
able of measuring pressure from atmospheric to 10"4

mm Hg. The gauge has no filament to burn out and is

less susceptible to contamination than the hot-filament

type gauges described later. Objectional features of

the Alphatron gauge are the need for frequent calibra-

tion of the amplifier to correct for zero drift, the need
for recalibration when the gauge head is changed, and
the fear instilled in operating personnel because of the

presence of the radium. This last objection is not well

founded because the radium source is dangerous only

when completely exposed. However, plant safety reg-
ulations should be checked when a gauge head is to be

discarded.

The Pirani and thermocouple gauges are hot-filament

types, which operate on the principle that the thermal
conductivity of a gas varies with its pressure. In a

Pirani tube, pressure changes affect the resistance of

the hot filament because of the changes in filament tem-
perature that result from variations in heat conducted
from the filament. The filament forms one leg of a

Wheatstone bridge; unbalance currents, resulting from
the changes in filament resistance, are read on a gal-

vanometer. The thermocouple gauge operates in a

manner similar to the Pirani gauge, but athermo-junc-
tion is connected to the filament. Changes in filament

temperature cause corresponding changes in the elec-

tromotive force (emf) developed at the junction. This
emf is read on a galvanometer. The Pirani gauge and
the thermocouple gauge are suitable only for approxi-

mations because shortly after initial use the filaments

become blackened. This contamination affects thermal
transfer and gives false readings.

The discharge gauge uses a cold- cathode type of tube

in which a high potential is appliedtothe anode to cause
electron emission from the cathode. A magnetic field

forces the electrons to travel a long spiral path over
which the electrons bombard and ionize gas molecules.
The spiral action increases the number of collisions

with the gas molecules to provide greater sensitivity

and to sustain the glow discharge at reducedpressures,
where the electron mean free path is much greater than

the distance between electrodes. The positive ions are
collected by the anode to produce a current which is in-
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dicated on a meter. Discharge gauges with an integral

magnet, rather than the external horseshoe magnet
shown in the illustration, are available and are capable
of indicating pressures to 1 x 10-7 mm Hg. The gauge
with the external magnet is useful for readingpressures
to 1x10-5 mm Hg. As in all cold-cathode-type gauges
there is no filament to burn out. The sensing tube is

rugged and can be readily washed clean. However, the

tube is more easily contaminated than the hot-filament
type because it operates at high voltage. Under the in-

fluence of the high voltage, backstreaming oil within

the tube will break down to form carbon products. Dis-
charge gauges are suitable for reading relative pres-
sures, but are not suitable where exact, reproducible
pressure readings are required. An additional disad-
vantage is that cold- cathode tubes cannot be degassed
as readily as hot-filament types and are adversely
affected by mercury.

One of the gauges most widely used in the manufac-
ture of electron tubes is the conventional hot-filament
ionization gauge tube, such as the RCA 1949. Electrons
from the heated filament of this tube are accelerated
towards the positive grid. In travel, they collide with
and ionize gas molecules. The positive ions, created
in the region between the grid and collector plate, are
attracted to the negative collector and form anion cur-
rent the value of which is indicated on a microammeter.

When grid voltage and emission current are constant,

the number of positive ions formed is proportional to

the pressure. Under these conditions the pressure in-

dications are linear. The RCA 1949, which indicates

100 microamperes for one micron of pressure, pro-
vides satisfactory readings at pressures as low as 10""^

mm Hg. To ensure accuracy, however, the tube ele-

ments must be degassed and the envelope must be clean.

To degas the tube elements, the collector plate should

be electrically bombarded by high emission current; to

clean the envelope, the glass should be torched by a

soft brush flame or"baked-out" in an oven. In practice,

the torching or baking is often ignored without serious
effects. As in all hot-filament gauges, the tube life is

limited by filament burnout or shorts. In the RCA type

ionization gauge tube at pressures below 10"'' mm Hg,

electrons strike the grid to produce soft X-rays. The
X-rays bombard the large negative plate to release

photoelectrons which form a residual current that is

constant and independent of pressure. Thus, 10"'' mm
Hg is the lower limit of the RCA tube. The Bayard-
Alpert-type ionization gauge 5 avoids this difficulty. As
illustrated in Fig. 23, the gauge structure is inverted

so that the plate is a fine wire which offers a small tar-

get for X-rays from the grid. This construction change
reduces the residual current to about 1 per cent of that

in a conventional gauge tube. With the reduction of res-
idual currents, pressure readings down to 10" 10 mmHg
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can be taken.

SEALS

To attain high vacuum, it is very important that

proper seals be used between system components.
Several types of seals are shown in Fig. 24. The com-
pression-head design is one of the most widely used
methods for sealing a tube to a pumping system. Its

seal against atmospheric leaks is effected by squeezing

a molded rubber ring around the tubulation. The rub-

ber, compressed by turning a nut, provides an effective

sealfor tubes havingeither copper or glass tubulations.

Excessive compressive forces on the rubber can cause
collapse of the tubii^, particularly with partially an-
nealed copper tubulations. Many compression heads
are operated within an oven, or close to one, and are,

therefore, provided with a water jacket to cool the rub-
ber and lengthen its life.

Where compression-head fittings are unsuitable, the

flare -fitting type of connection is often used. As shown
in Fig. 24, the tubulation is flared to fit under a nut or

sleeve or both so that when the nut is turned the tubula-

tionflare cold-flows ontothe matingface of an adaptor
connected to the system. The flow of the copper against

the mating surfaces forms a vacuum-tight seal suitable

(A)

for pressures into the ultrahigh vacuum range. With
the proper selection of materials and type of thread,

this seal can also withstand the highest bake-out tem-
peratures. Undesirable features, especially for high-
production operations, are the need to preassemble
the nut and sleeve to the tubulation before forming the

flare, and the need to salvage and store the nuts and
sleeves. For the ultrahigh vacuum range, however,
the flared connection is a superior fitting due to the

absence of vapor-pressure effects from the rubber.

The commercially available gland type of connection is

convenient and economical for the quick installation or

removal of a gauge. The vacuum-tight seal, effective

to pressures of 10~5 and possible 10"6 mm Hg, is ob-

tained byturnir^ the gland nut to compress the tapered
rubber bushing around the gauge tubulation. Flanges
with either rubber or metal gaskets may be satisfac-

torily used to seal components to a system. The cross
section of rubber gaskets used can be rectangular,

square, or round ("C ring). The O ring is the most
economical because of commercial availability. In use,

it is advisable to set the rubber gasket into a grooved
flange as shown in Fig. 24. This technique, which pro-
vides for sufficient rubber compression to ensure a
vacuum-tight seal without excessive distortion of the

rubber, permits the gasket to be reused. Use of the

groove also minimizes the area of rubber exposed to

(B)

0 RING 0 RING

(C) (D)

RUBBER BUSHING

GLAND NUT

(E) (F)

SHAFT

COMPRESSION NUT

RUBBER GASKETS
WILSON SEAL

Figure 24. Types of Vacuum Seals: (A) compression head; (B) flare fitting; (C) rubber O ring; (D) copper

O ring; (E) gland type; (F) Wilson seal
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the system, thereby reducing the effect of vapor pres-
sure from the rubber. Such a seal is adequate for sys-
tem pressures of 10"5 or 10"6 mm Hg, provided the

system is relatively free of materials having objectional

outgassing. The flange surfaces for rubber gasketing

should be at least a fine finish (64 microinches, or

better) in order to eliminate the possibility of minute
leaks.

For system pressures of 10-7 mm Hg, or lower,

mating flanges must be sealed with an annealed copper
or aluminum O ring, preferably copper. The flanges

must be a thick section of a hard material such as stain-

less steel, and their faces should be lapped. When the

large forces required to cold-flow the gasket come into

play, the thick, hard material will have enough rigidity

to prevent concaving of the flange surfaces, and the

lapped surfaces will assure vacuum -tight bonding of the

gasket to the flange. Metal gaskets should not be re-

used after mating flanges are parted. An inadequate

seal may result in system contamination and tube scrap
which is far more costly than the pennies saved by re-
use of a gasket. The O ring, although popular and con-
venient, is certainly not the only metal sealing method.
Other sealing techniques, such as the use of a flat gas-
ket and knife-edged flanges^, may be required.

For applications where mechanical motion must be

transmitted into a vacuum chamber, a Wilson seal, or

equivalent O ring arrangement, will provide the vac-

uum-tight seal required of the member passing through
the chamber wall. Basically, the Wilson seal consists

of one or two rubber disks clamped tightly along their

outer edges and having holes smaller than the shaft

diameter of the operatir^ member. The restricted hole

in the gasket forms an initial seal which is made more
secure by atmospheric pressures exerted against it

during evacuation. When O rings are used, the rings

are spaced to form a double seal; the volume between
the rings is usually filled with a high-vacuum lubricant

to prevent "drying-out" and deterioration of the dy-
namic seals. A new and better version of the Oring is

the "Quad" ring which, in cross-section, appears as a

square with a recess in each of its four sides. Vari-
ations of the Wilson seal or O-rir^ arrar^ement are

applicable for electrical"feed-throughs" into a vacuum
chamber.

TRAPS AND BAFFLES

Traps and baffles prevent backstreaming oils and
condensible vapors from reaching the vacuum chamber.
When a mercury pump is used, mercury vapors, unless
removed in a refrigerated trap, would diffuse into the

exhausted tube. The trap shown at A, Fig. 25, or some
variation of it, is the conventional one used to condense
such vapors. Vapors diffusing in the reverse direction

must flow to the bottom, or coldest region, of the trap

which is immersed in a container of refrigerant, pre-
ferably liquid nitrogen (-195 C). It is advisable not to

have the container of refrigerant in contact with the trap

until the initial stage of pumping has removed the bulk

of water vapor from the vacuum chamber. If this pre-
caution is not observed, condensed water vapor at the

inlet fringe of the trap may be released later in the ex-

haust cycle by a warming of this frii^e surface. A

FROM VACUUM
CHAMBER

FROM VACUUM
CHAMBER

TO VACUUM
PUMPS

. LIQUID
NITROGEN

TO VACUUM
PUMP

(A) (B)

WATER COOLED
BAFFLE PLATES

FIRST STAGE NOZZLE

OIL JET

(C)

Figure 25. Baffles and Traps: (A; conventional type;

(B) all metal trap; (C) water-cooled baffle type

popular metal trap, for use on an all-metal installation

for very high vacuum, is shown at B, Fig. 25. The
two vacuum -tight spheres are concentrically assembled
sothat back-diffusing and condensible vapors must im-
pinge on the refrigerated surface of the inner sphere.

The coolant can be readily added or removed to conform
with the pumping cycle. Because a refrigerant such as
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liquid nitrogen is expensive and inconvenient to handle,

the trap should not be used unless it is essential to the

process. Aside from cold traps, some reduction in

backstreaming can be achieved by using bafflii^ above
the pump intake. An advanced type of baffle is shown
at C, Fig. 25. Water -cooling the baffle plates provides
colder surfaces and, therefore, better control of up-
ward migration of vapors. The ideal baffle should be
optically opaque so that every molecule traversing the

baffle must strike a condenser plate at least once. At
best, however, such a baffle can be expected to remove
only a major portion (in excess of 50 per cent) of back-
streaming vapors. The increased effectiveness evident

with cooled baffles makes the use of mechanical refrig-

eration attractive, particularity in large, fast-pumping
systems such as those used in vacuum melting and fir-

ing processes. Although the cost of mechanical refrig-

eration may be high, its advantages often justify its use.

Other traps, not illustrated but worthy of mention,
are the charcoal trap and the copper-foil trap. With
both of these, the absorbing material is known to have
a great affinity for oil vapor. The charcoal trap is

simply charcoal contained in a wire-mesh cage fash-
ioned into a variety of patterns. The copper-foil trap

is a corrugated copper sheet which, when rolled and in-

serted into a container, forms a series of long narrow
tubes. "^j ^ These traps have the disadvantages of need-
ingperiodic cleaning of the gas-sorbing materials, and,

because all traps and baffles are restrictions, of re-
ducing pumping speed. They are, however, useful in

some applications. In an RCA production system, for
example, the copper-foil trap in series with a liquid-

nitrogen trap makes possible the attainment of vacuum
pressures of the order of 10"8 mm Hg.

VALVES

Many types of valves are used to control the direction

and rate of flow of gases in a vacuum system or to seal

against atmospheric pressures. They vary in size,

shape, connection, constructionmaterials, type of seal,

and operating mechanism. Vacuum valves should never

be confused with pressure valves, for the latter are not

designed to prevent slow leak-in along the valve stem.

Many commercial valves are of the bellows (or pack-

less) type (A, Fig. 26) with a gasket or"0" ring to pro-

vide positive seal of the port passage. Leak-in along

the stem is eliminated by vacuum-tight welding of a

metallic bellows to the valve plate and body or bonnet.

In other commercial valves, the stem is sealed by an
"Cf' ring arrangement. Careful consideration should

be given to the selection, the correct installation, and
the operation of valves to avoid difficulties. The sim-
plest of valves, used principally in fore-pressure lines

or in systems evacuated to the high order of 10" 5 mm
Hg, is the pinch clamp shown at B of Fig. 26. The
pinch simply squeezes shut a section of rubber tubii^.

In addition to the "nutcracker" style shown, a pinch

clamp can be adapted for cam, pneumatic, or solenoid

operation. A cutoff valve used in glass mercury sys-
tems is shown ate, Fig. 26. The flow of gas is effec-

tively cut off when the mercury is forced into the U
tube by low-pressure air applied to the top surface of

the mercury pool in the reservoir chamber by squeez-
ing the rubber bulb. A glass stopcock controls the air

(A)

30
NCHES

Figure 26.

(C)

Vacuum Valves: (A) bellows; (B) pinch; (C)

mercury

flow to or from the mercury reservoir. Release of

air pressure from the reservoir restores the mercury
column to the 30-inch level. Cutoff valves of this type,

which isolate a chamber or tube from the pumping sys-

tem, make possible either the introduction of gas for

treatment of the tube parts, or the analyses of gases
within the chamber. Glass stopcocks for glass systems
generally use vacuum grease or mercury to seal against

atmospheric leaks. The mercury seals can be trouble-

some, particularly if mercury vapors within the system
cannot be tolerated; the grease seals can be equally ob-

jectionable if extreme care is not exercised in the initial

application of the sealing grease to the valve plug. The
method of applying grease includes not only the complete
coatii^ of the plug surface, but also the insertion and
oscillation of the plug to assure an even coatir^ over

the entire contact area of the plug. Development work
by D. Alpert in the field of high vacuum has resulted

in a special valve 5 capable of withstandii^ bakeout
temperatures necessary for attainment of a very high

vacuum.
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The speed of processing, the safety of the operator,

and the type and sequence of operations to produce good
products without scrap or accidents will dictate the type

and quantity of valves employed.

FLOW OF GASES THROUGH VACUUM LINES

The optimum flow of gases through vacuum lines can
be achieved by observing the rule of thumb that pipe

lines be as short in length and large in diameter as

possible and that throttling, due to small valves or port

restrictions, should be avoided. The diameter of pipes
is by far the most influential factor affecting gas flow.

From Knudsen' s equation the flow is proportional to the

cube of the diameter and inversely to the length of the

exhaust lines employed. ^

A more comprehensive treatment of this subject

would be rather lengthy and cannot be covered in this

paper. Refs. 10 to 17 cover the subject in detail.

STARTING AND STOPPING PROCEDURE

Much of the servicing of high-vacuum systems can be
avoided if the equipment is properly handled and oper-
ated. The ordinary operations for starting and stopping

a system should follow the procedure outlined below:

To Start:

1. Connect the tube or envelope vacuum tight to the

system. Where a bell jar or the equivalent is em-
ployed, close chamber and make sure the leak-in
valve is closed.

2. Start backer (to achieve the required operating

fore-pressure).

3. Make sure diffusion-pump cooling water is flow-

ing at the rate specified by the pump manufacturer.
4. Turn on diffusion pump heater. This can be done
at the same time the backer is turned on if the pump
fluid will not come up to its vaporizing heat before a
limiting fore-pressure is obtained. Whether or not

a limiting fore-pressure can be obtained before the

fluid reaches vaporizing temperature will depend on
the type of pump heater (whether it is of the immer-
sion or pancake type), the capacity of the pump units,

volume of the system, and the amount of system out-

gassing.

5. Raise or apply the trap, if one is used. The pro-
cedure for the correct use of the trap was indicated

under the heading TRAPS AND BAFFLES.
6. Operate gauges to read system pressure. If the

system has only an ionization gauge, be careful to

avoid filament burnout. Filament burnout can be
avoided by applying only enough filament voltage to

provide one tenth of the normallO milliamperes grid
current. The indicated ion current must then be mul-
tiplied by 10 to give approximate system pressure.
If the pressure is low enough, the full 10-milliampere
grid current can be supplied to the ionization gauge
to obtain a true pressure readir^.

To Stop:

1. Turn off all gauges.
2. Turn off the diffusion-pump heater and allow fluid

to cool sufficiently.

3. If the next evacuation cycle will be delayed for an
appreciable period, turn off diffusion-pump cooling

water

.

4. Turn off backer and leak air into system.

OTHER OPERATING AND DESIGN PRECAUTIONS

In a system containing both rougher and backer pumps
(see Fig. 2), the rougher should be valved shut before
opening the backer or high-vacuum (hi-vac) side of the
exhaust system. The pump heater need not be turned
off, but it is important that the hi-vac side be closed
before leak-in of air to permit removal of work piece
or work load. Incorrect size or position of a leak-in
unit canproduce deleterious effects onthe system. An
oversized port could allow a rapid inrush of air which
increases the amount of contaminants carried into the
chamber evacuated, and the violent inrush could disrupt
film and coated surfaces. If the leak-in port is improp-
erly located, for example, if it is in the pump-connect-
ing manifold, inrushing air can sweep over oil laden
walls to carry contaminating oil particles onto delicate

tube parts or work pieces.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Difficulties encountered in pumping systems arise
from actual or virtual leaks. An actual leak, as the
name implies, is a leak due to defective parts, poor
workmanship in the fabrication or assembly of the vac-
uum components, or human failure in the operation of

the equipment. The virtual leak is an apparent leak in

a system that is actually vacuum tight. The apparent
leaks resultfrom the release of gases given off by ma-
terials when the pressure within the vacuum system is

reduced below the partial vapor pressure of the ma-
terial. To avoid virtual leaks in high vacuum applica-

tions, it is important to use materials having low vapor
pressures. An actual leak may be located by isolation.

The procedure followed may entail any or all of the fol-

lowing.

1. Reading pressure at various points of the system
in a progressive order starting with the mechanical
pump only and successively including the sweeps*

,

diffusion pump, valving, manifoldii^, and sealing

head.

2. Substituting a component known to be vacuum-
tightfor one that is suspected to be faulty. The pres-
sure gauge is often the trouble spot.

3. Bypassing the suspected trouble spot. This may
necessitate removal of a part from the system.
4. Leak-testing the suspected trouble spots. This
can be done with conventional leak detecting means
such as selected solvent sprays, sparking (for glass
systems), or mass spectrometer leak detectors.
The leak detection can be carried out on the assem-
bled system or on individual parts removed from the

system.

Probable sources of actual or virtual leaks include:

1. Bad Seals. Flai^e connections, tubing connec-

*A sweep is a curving line oftubingthat connects components.
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tions, static and dynamic feed-throughs, gauges, bell

jars, evacuated tanks, and electron tubes in process.
2. Welds. In all fabricated and commercial parts

including brazed and soldered joints.

3. Faulty Components. Mechanical pumps, diffusion

pumps, valves, gauge tubes and controls, traps,

manifolds, base plates, connectors, and fittings.

4. Operating Difficulties. Water circulation; elec-

trical contacts; bakeout, bombardment, and filament

activation processes; tip-off or pinch-off; and use of

cold trap.

OTHER PROCESSES

Aside from the evacuation of tubes, sundry other

vacuum processes are performed at the RCA Lancaster
Plant. Semiconductor evaporation, vacuum brazing,

and metal evaporation are covered elsewhere in the

book. A brief description of additional processes fol-

lows.

Sputtering

Sputtering is a coating process differing from other

evaporation techniques in that deposition of metal is

achieved by electrical bombardment. The process is

employedfor the manufacture of fine mesh screens used
in targets of image orthicon and vidicon tubes. Schema-
tically, Fig. 27 shows atypical apparatus for sputter-

ing. A negative high potential is applied to the palla-

dium plate causing a glow discharge to form between
the cathode and anode, which are the palladium disc

and aluminum support respectively. The positive ions

formed bombard the palladium disc to dislodge particles

which are attracted to the positive plate. A glass mas-
ter, positioned in the paths of particle travel, becomes
coated with a palladium film. In subsequent processing
this film is developed into the final mesh. Successful
sputtering cannot be achieved with too fine a vacuum
because of the need for a substained glow discharge.
Pressures of 50 to 80 microns provide optimum vacuum
conditions for sputtering.

/NEGATIVE TERMINAL

GLASS SHIELDS TO
PREVENT SPARKING

PALLADIUM DISC

GLASS TO BE-
COATED

CALIBRATED
LEAKs

0^

/BELL JAR

STEEL PLATE

AIR
INLET

ALUMINIUM
SUPPORT

'r\ POSITIVE
U TERMINAL

TO VACUUM PUMP

Figure 27. Typical Sputtering Apparatus

Vacuum Firing — AC Heating

Vacuum Firing is performed primarily to remove
gases from tube elements and thus minimize contam-
inating influences in final tube exhaust. The method of

heating will vary to suit the part and production re-

quired. Ultimate pressures for the varied types of

firing operations range from the micron to 10"2 mm Eg
level. Direct electrical heating of the part is depicted

in Fig. 28. Although only one cathode assembly is

shown, in reality a gang arrangement is more econom-
ically employed.

BELL JAR

CATHODE
ASSEMBLY FOR
TYPE 4X150

VACUUM-TIGHT
FEED-THROUGH

TO AC
SUPPLY

TO VACUUM
PUMPS

Figure 28. Vacuum Firing (cathode sintering by heating)

Vacuum Firing — RF Induction Heating

Small batch loads of parts which do not lend them-
selves to ac heating can be readily treated by induction

heating as illustrated in Fig. 29. Parts in a metal con-

tainer are placed in an rf field and heated by induction

to drive out occluded gases.

PARTS
HOLDER

TO VACUUM
PUMPS

Figure 29. Vacuum Firing (rf induction heating)

Vacuum Firing — Electric Oven

For large workloads, or work pieces, indirect elec-
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trie oven heating techniques are employed as shown in

Fig. 30. The parts holder is moved into the heat zone
by means of the push rod or equivalent arrangement,
and returned to the cooling zone prior to unloading.

The equipment can be arranged for the work load to

move horizontally, as shown, or vertically. It can also

be had without a cooling chamber in which case cooling

is achieved by removal of the retort from the oven, or

removal of the ovenfrom the retort. All vacuum seals

are water cooled to prolong the life of the gasket.

ELECTRIC HEAT COOLING VACUUM
OVEN BAFFLE ZONE SEAL

PARTS
HOLDER

VACUUM
RETORT

TO VACUUM
PUMPS

PUSH
ROD

Figure 30. Vacuum Firing (electric oven)
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Exhaust of Receiving-Type Tubes

C. J. Pearce

Harrison

OBJECTIVES OF THE EXHAUST PROCESS

The evacuation and treatment of the bulb or envelope

of a tube and the elements contained therein have two
general objectives: first, to remove enough of the gas
molecules from the space and from the materials to pre-
vent gas molecules from interfering with the normal
electron movement; second, to activate, degas, or

otherwise process the surface or the coatings of the

elements.

Meeting these objectives in the few seconds that a re-

ceiving-type electron tube is undergoing the exhaust

process during the high-speed production cycle can be

extremely difficult.

CATHODE BREAKDOWN AND BRIGHTNESS TEM-
PERATURE

Probably the most important step in the exhaust of

many tube types is the decomposition of the cathode

carbonate coating, a process generally referred to as

"breakdown. " Breakdown is usually accomplished by

raising the cathode temperature to approximately 875C
(1150 K brightness temperature) for a portion of the

exhaust cycle. During this period the pressure within

the tube is maintained below 5x10"^ millimeters of

mercury (mm Hg) so that the gases produced by the

thermal decomposition of the cathode coating, and other

gases and vapors given off by the glass, metal, and
mica parts, are rapidly pumped out.

Prompt removal of gases is essential to prevent re-

combination or other undesirable reactions. These re-
actions would either delay the complete breakdown of

the cathode carbonate coating, or "poison" it to some
extent. Although further processing may make recov-
ery from poisoning possible, the quality or life of the

tube may be affected.'^

TRACK LIGHTING SEQUENCE

n, in the early stages of the normal exhaust cycle, the

cathode temperature is raised too rapidly by application

of excessively high heater current, either of two con-
ditions may result. First, the heater base wire may
oxidize as a result of its being heated to a temperature
too high for the pressure and nature of the atmosphere
present in the tube. This oxidation can cause heater-

cathode leakage in the finished tube. Second, the heater

may burn out. Because of the thermal lag of the heater

wire and coating, the bare leg of the heater wire may
rise to a temperature where the leg burns out or fuses.

In general, the greater the mass of the heater-cathode

assembly, the more thermal lag it will have, and the

earlier in the exhaust cycle that the "lighting" (heating)

of the heater will have to be started.The initial lighting

current may vary from 100 to 150 percent of the rated

heater current.

The initial heating prepares the heater for the higher

current to follow and releases some gases from the

cathode. These gases may protect the cathode by di-

luting the other gases and vapors present.

The heater current is increased in successive posi-

tions (on the sealex machine) to values ranging from
130 to 185 per cent of the rated heater current. The
exact percentage of rated heater current depends upon
heater, cathode, grid, and plate or shield parameters,

the time period of the exhaust cycle, and the temper-
atures of surrounding elements.

In some unusual cases, the maximum heater current

during the lighting process may not be permitted to ex-

ceed the normal heater current. One such case is that

of a rectifier tube with a close-spaced cathode-anode

assembly in which the heater-cathode unit is relatively

low in mass and the anode barrel surrounding the cathode

is readily heated to a high temperature by the rf-heating

coils. On the other hand, a tube with a relatively short,

heavy cathode, and a remote anode or shield may re-

quire a high lighting current. An extreme case of this

type is a tube in which the anode is of open design that

attains only a very low temperature, and so radiates

little heat to the cathode during the exhaust operation.

After cathode breakdown has been completed, the

cathode temperature increases somewhat even though

the heater current is held at a fixed value. As a result,

it is often desirable to reduce the heater current ap-

preciably during the latter stages of the exhaust process.
Once breakdown is complete there is no longer any

need to keep the cathode at a high temperature. The
cathode should, however, be kept at a somewhat re-

duced temperature until the end of the exhaust process.

In the case of tube types having (1) lower than normal
cathode operating temperatures, (2) transconductance

limits at unusually low heater voltages, or (3) a pas-
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sive cathode base material, every effort should be made
to keep the heater -lighting current, and consequently
the cathode temperature, at the minimum values which
canprovide satisfactory breakdown and activation. For
the best over-all result, this condition should be main-
tained throughout the aging process as well. These
precautions greatly reduce the amount of barium which
is evaporated from the cathode coating and, therefore,
wasted. A low cathode-coating temperature leaves the
coating in better condition for activation and meeting
abnormal requirements.

There have been observations that as much as 90 per
cent of the potentially available free barium is wasted
during some normal production exhaust procedures.
This loss means that much of the reducing agent in the

cathode base material has also been used up and wasted.
Such loss of reducing agent probably accounts for some
instances of difficulty in attaining activation within a
reasonable aging period. At the usual aging tempera-
tures, considerable time may be required to diffuse
additional reducing agent through the cathode base metal
to react with the coating.

Temperature - Time - Material Effects

Tube temperatures, pressures, and other factors of a
similar nature do not occur or change instantly or sim-
ultaneously with the application or variation of rf-heat-
ing current, application or variation of heater current,
connection of the tube to successive vacuum pumps, or
with each index position of a sealex machine.

The temperature rise of an indirectly heated cathode
lags considerably behind the application of heater light-

ing current, particularly when the heater is heavily in-

sulated. In the first few positions of lighting, the value
of heater current is not indicative of the relative tem-
perature of the cathode. However, for directly heated
or filament-type cathodes of very small mass, the fil-

ament temperature does change almost immediately
with a change in lighting current. In such cases, the
filament current is a good indication of the relative fil-

ament temperature throughout the exhaust process.
Heavy filamentary cathodes, of course, show somewhat
more lag than small filaments, and tendto behave more
like indirectly heated cathodes. The number and type
of supports and the amount and density of the emission
coating also affect the heating characteristic.

As cathode temperatures are increased, the time for
which the cathode must be held at the higher temper-
atures can be greatly reduced if the gases released can
be pumped out of the tube rapidly enough. After break-
down has been achieved, the barium evaporation rate
can be rather high if pressure conditions are favorable,
because the evaporation rate is an exponential function
of the absolute temperature. A 15-second interval at

temperatures in excess of 1250 K can cause the loss of

as much as 90per cent of the free barium produced by
reaction of the coating with the reducing agents in the
cathode base material. This effect is particularlyser-
ious if the cathode base material is passive, or if the
cathode coating is somewhat thinner or less dense than
usual. When deactivation results from an excessive

cathode temperature, the aging time required to re-
store cathode activity may be greatly increased.

Pressure - Time Relationships

The relationships betweenpressure and time show lag

with either trolley (manual) or sealex (automatic) ex-
haust of receiving-type electron tubes. For example,
equilibrium pressure conditions occur in the tube, ex-

haust system, and pumps only after a very prolonged
exhaust schedule or period. Such a long period is not
practical in the case of the exhaust of receiving-type
tubes on sealex equipment. So, from the moment the

tube to be processed is opened to the vacuum system,
until the tube is closed off from the vacuum system by
the tube -tipping operation, the pressure relationships

that exist in the tube, system, and pump are dynamic
and constantly changing. An exhaust system is not to

be regarded as a simple hydraulic system in which, at

a given instant, the pressure is essentially the same
at every point throughout the system . Unfortunately,
vacuum or exhaust systems are too frequently so re-
garded, an error which leads to erroneous conclusions
about what conditions actually do exist in the tube or

the system during the exhaust cycle.

The pressure throughout the entire exhaust system
changes very rapidly when the tube to be exhausted is

opened to the system, or when a tube on the system is

accidentally broken. Under such circumstances, the
air or gas flowing in the system is at relatively high
pressure — nearly at atmospheric pressure. At this

pressure, the gas flow follows a viscous pattern rather
than a molecular pattern. When the pressure drops
below about one millimeter of mercury (mm Hg), the

gas flow follows a molecular pattern. At pressures of

this order, reduced pump efficiencies and system re-
strictions take their toll and the over-allpumping speed
is considerably reduced from the so-called free-air

speed. Because all sections of the system are not af-

fected in the same ratio, the pressure differences for

different sections of the system can be expected to show
wide variations.

As a general rule, the principal impedance in the en-
tire exhaust system is the present exhaust tubulation,

the tube used to connect the tube envelope to the system.
This limitation exists whether miniature, glass, sub-
miniature, or metal tube types are being considered.

It follows that certain pressure differences would exist

between the envelope and the system even if the gas
flow was constant or was changing at a uniform rate.

In tube processing, however, large bursts of gases
are released by sudden rf heating of the metal parts,
particularly during the initial applications. In addition,

lighting the cathode suddenly releases large amounts
of gases, and again pressure changes occur throughout
the system. At all these times, the pressure within

the tube greatly exceeds the pressures as read in any
other portion of the system . The peak pressures,
therefore, occur earlier in the tube than indicated by
vacuum gauges anywhere in the system. There is evi-

dence which indicates that actual tube pressures under
most conditions may be from 12 to 25 times higher than
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the pressure read at the exhaust port immediately be-

low the tube. ^ A still higher ratio may exist between
tube pressure and the pressure measured by a gauge
located nearer the pump.

These results hold true in general both for manual
exhaustpositions and sealex exhaust machines. There-
fore, a pressure reading, such as might be obtained

with a Pirani gauge, must never be thought of as in-

dicative of true tube pressure. It indicates only rela-

tive tube pressure, and is dependent upon the partic-

ular combination of gauge tube and system character-

istics. It may show a pressure considerably higher or

lower than the pressure actually occurring in the tube.

As a result of the normally very high actual tube pres-
sures caused by the degassing of parts and by the ini-

tial cathode-coating breakdown which occurs almost
simultaneously or closely following the parts degassing,

the time interval that the cathode must be maintained
at its breakdown temperature is greatly increased. Be-
cause these gases are not pumped out of the tube at an
ideal rate as they evolve from the cathode coating, re-

combination of them with the cathode coating would oc-

cur if the temperature of the cathode should be reduced
while these gases were still present.

The effect would be essentially the same as that which
would be obtained if the cathode was not heated to a

sufficiently high temperature during the exhaust cycle;

i. e. , an incompletely broken down coating. A similar

result would also be obtained if the lighting period was
too brief, even though the evolved gases were immedi-
ately pumped away in each of these two cases.

Altogether, a very neat balance with tube pressure
must be obtained among cathode temperature, cathode

base material, and coating, as the pressure changes
throughout the exhaust cycle. As a result, the lighting

time (or the number of lighting positions available) and
the tolerable heater lighting currents must be compro-
mised to maintain the optimum cathode temperatures
for the various conditions of pressure.

PARTS OUTGASSING AND COLOR TEMPERATURES

In general, degassing of tube elements or parts by

rf heating takes place early in the exhaust cycle or

schedule for two reasons, whether the processing is

being done on the trolley or sealex.

First, the part, by virtue of its material, shape, and
size, may have considerable thermal lag and, there-

fore, heating of the part must be started promptly to

allow adequate time for degassing the part.

Second, it is generally preferable to get the bulk of

the gases out of the metal parts and, if possible, pumped
out of the tube before the cathode and its coating are

raised to a temperature high enough to cause the gases
to react with them. The highest gas pressure in the

tube usually occurs during the second or third position

of rf heating of the tube parts.

In some instances, the most readily heated tube part

is a shield and not a working element of the tube. In

such a case, the workingparts must achieve their heat-

ing mainly by radiation from the shield. As a result,

the active parts heat very slowly to comparatively low

temperatures. This problem is particularly empha-
sized with metal tubes where the metal envelope is

heated externally by a sequence of gas flames.

Temperature - Time - Material Effects

The temperatures of parts heated by rf heating coils

surrounding the tube may rise slowly as the tube enters

a given machine position and fall somewhat more ra-

pidly as the tube leaves the position. Even though more
current may be flowing in the following coil, the parts

may not necessarily achieve a higher temperature. De-
pending upon the material of the part, its size and shape,

and the size and shape of the rf heating coil, the cou-

pling characteristics between the coil and the part may
be such that the temperature of the part remains essen-

tially at the Curie point of that particular metal through-

out several positions of the rf-heating cycle.

Because some parts of the tube may never achieve

optimum degassing temperature on most tube types, as

many positions on the sealex exhaust cycle as possible

must be devoted to rf heating. This requirement is

especially important for certain carbonized materials

which should be heated to temperatures of approximately

850 to 900C for thorough degassing.

Some of the 50-milliampere filament-type miniature

tubes, however, may need only two, three, or four rf-

heating positions, even at machine speeds in excess of

800 tubes per hour. But during these few positions, the

usually bright anode or shield material is heated to its

optimum degassing temperature of about 900 to 950 C;

the result is adequate degassing for this type of tube.

Parts Processing History

The amount of gases released by tube parts durii^

exhaust treatment and the ease with which the parts are

adequately degassed depend largely on the prior pro-

cessing of the parts, including the manufacture of the

basic metal strip and the method of degassing or de-

oxidizing the metal.

Subsequent cleaning, firing, plating, or coating op-

erations may adversely affect gas content. And finally,

the nature of the surface, or the finish, may alter the

amount of gas that must be pumped out of the tube during

the exhaust process to achieve satisfactory tube per-

formance.

Simultaneous Parts Degassing

With sealex exhaust, simultaneous degassing of all

the active elements and the cathode comes about almost

by necessity because of the very brief exhaust cycle, 3

3

to 110 seconds.

With trolley, or manual exhaust, exhaust schedules

are almost always considerably longer than for sealex

exhaust. The longer schedule can give rise to a condi-

tion in which some part is degassing while the temper-
ature of other parts that have already been degassed
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has fallen so low that they begin to absorb some of the

gases being released elsewhere.

This phenomenon can be impressively demonstrated
with a tube having two cathodes that can be independ-

ently heated. First, one cathode is "broken down" with

the other cathode cold; then, the second is broken down
with the first cold. During the breakdown of the second
cathode, the vacuum gauge is read; the cathode is then

allowed to cool. The first cathode is once again heated
while the vacuum gauge is carefully observed. It will

be noticed that considerable gas is again driven out of

the first cathode. When the second cathode is reheated,

the gauge reading shows gas evolution, but not as much
as did the first cathode. Each succeeding cycle shows
a lower pressure reading, but the experiment clearly

indicates that gas freed in one part of a tube may be

absorbed by another part and, in turn, passed on to

still others.

Metal parts, particularly carbonized ones, can be

shown to behave similarly. Any part or surface in a

vacuum device that has been well degassed can be re-

garded as a sponge, wrung dry and ready to absorb any

gas that comes its way. Surfaces such as bulb walls

and mica, cathode, and other element coatings behave
in this manner.

The ideal degassing condition would, therefore, be

attained by bringing all portions of the device to their

appropriate optimum temperatures simultaneously, and
then maintaining these conditions until practically all

of the evolved gas is pumped out of the device. How-
ever, it is impractical to achieve this completely ideal

condition with the exhaust procedures regularly used
for receiving-type electron tubes.

Interactions of Cathode Breakdown and Parts Outgassing

Various interactions may result from the two general

processes of cathode breakdown and parts outgassing;

all are thermal, physical, or chemical reactions, or

combinations of these three effects.

The thermal effects are simply changes in tempera-
ture of the cathode resulting from radiation of adjacent

or surrounding parts which have been heated to high

temperatures, or conversely, the rise in temperature
of the anode barrel or closely adjacent grids when the

cathode is raised to its breakdown temperature. This

effect is particularly noticeable in the case of a close-

spaced rectifier tube when constant rf heating is used
to heat the anode, and the cathode is then raised to

breakdown temperature. The increase in anode tem-
perature due to the hot cathode is readily observed,

even by the naked eye. It is obvious that the grids in

a multi-element mount will be similarly affected by
radiation from adjacent hot parts.

Physical effects may occur in two directions. Carbon
or hydrocarbons may be driven from carbonized ma-
terials onto the cathode coating and micas when their

temperature is not high enough to prevent the deposit.

This effect takes place early in the exhaust cycle. More
gradual heating of the carbonized part, and earlier but

gradual heating of the cathode may avoid the difficulty.

In addition, improved parts -cleaning procedures may
be indicated; parts never can be too clean.

Aluminum may be vaporized from an anode onto the

bulb, the micas, or the cathode by improper heating

of aluminum-clad materials, an effect which also gen-

erally takes place early in the exhaust procedure. Sil-

ver, too, can be deposited on bulb walls, micas, and
cathode by overheating of a grid that has been made
with silver-plated lateral wire to reduce grid emis-
sion. This effect usually occurs later in the exhaust

cycle after that grid attains sufficient temperature and
the pressure within the tube has been reduced.

Barium may be evaporated from the cathode coating

and deposited as the metal on mica, grid, or anode

surfaces; such deposits will result in leakage, grid

emission, or anode reverse emission. But if the metal
combines with some of the evolved gases to form an
insulating layer upon which more barium can be de-

posited at some later stage, either during tube pro-
cessing or tube operation, then erratic behavior such

as the blackout or Whippany effect may ensue. ^

The chemical interactions that can occur during

cathode breakdown and parts outgassing are varied and

may be complex in nature. Some may take place en-

tirely during the exhaust process, others may be initi-

ated then and become evident only during initial testing;

still others may only be revealed much later in the

normal operating life of the tube. 4

If the air initially in the tube is not adequately pumped
out by the time the heater is first lighted, the tungsten

of the heater wire may react with traces of oxygen pre-
sent to form oxides which will diffuse throughout the

alundum insulation coating of the heater to produce heat-

er-cathode leakage.

If the cathode is heated too much in the presence of

certain gases (such as the hydrocarbons) produced by
outgassing of metal parts, the cathode coating may be

"poisoned". Activation of the cathode may still be ob-

tained, but with some difficulty.

Prolonged heating of some metal parts can lead to

partial decomposition of mica supports and release

water vapor to react with the cathode. A slightly gray

cathode coating usually results. This form of coating

is hard and partially sintered, and generally difficult

to activate. ^

Chlorides on anypart of the mount structure may also

react with the cathode coating to produce a pitted or

cracked appearing cathode surface and consequently a

very low emission level. Little can be done in this

circumstance except to recognize the symptoms im-

mediately. Any remaining suspected mounts should be

rinsed in hot water, ovendriedat a temperature of 90 C,

or somewhat higher, and then exhaust-processed as

usual. Most important, the source of chlorides should

be tracked down and eliminated without delay.
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VACUUM GAUGES

In the exhaust processing of tubes, a wide variety of

pressures or vacuum conditions are encountered. Suit-

able instruments are needed, therefore, for reading or
indicating the degree of vacuum in the system or tube,

either actually or relatively, during the various stages

of the exhaust schedule.

While a pressure in finished tubes in the region of

10"^ to 10" mm Hg is expected, this degree of vacuum
is attained in present receiving -type tubes only by the

use of getters.

The pressure rar^e covered on sealex-processed
tubes may be from 10 to 500 microns (Ix 10"^ to 5x10"!
mmHg) as read on a Pirani gauge, but the actual pres-
sure in the tube is, of course, much higher.

The range required on trolley-processed tubes may
be from 1 x 10-5 to 2. 5 x 10"! mm Hg (or 0.01 to 250
microns).

A Pirani gauge usingthe RCA 1947 fairly well covers
the upper pressure range encountered on the sealex,

but it should be used with some supplementary gauge,

such as the Veeco cold-cathode ion gauge, to cover
adequately the pressures encountered on tubes which
are trolley exhausted.

(For a detailed description of the many forms of vac-
uum gauges, the reader is referred to standard refer-

ence books on high-vacuum technique, several of which
are listed at the end of this chapter. One of these,

"Pressure Measurement in Vacuum Systems, " by J.

H. Leek, deals almost exclusively with vacuum gauges
and their proper use. It also treats with the design and
calibration of some types of gauges.

)

There are two general classes of gauges, those read-
ing in absolute terms and those reading in relative

terms. Briefly, an absolute gauge can be calibrated

from its physical dimensions, while a relative gauge
must be calibrated by comparison with an absolute

gauge. The general class designation should not be in-

terpretedas a measure of gauge accuracy; either class,

improperly used, can be in error.

Some of the gauges customarily used in the exhaust
of receiving -type tubes will be described.

Absolute Gauges

U-Tube Manometer c The simplest form of vac-
uum gauge used for receiving-type tubes is the U-tube
manometer. The liquid usually used in this gauge is

mercury, but may be butyl phthalate or some other

low-vapor-pressure fluid that does not readily absorb
gases or moisture. The difference between the levels

of the fluid in the two arms, in millimeters or inches,

is equal to the pressure in the system to which it is at-

tached.

The range over which the U-tube manometer is ac-
curate extends from about 20 to 760 millimeters of mer-
cury. Consequently it is used almost exclusively on
manual exhaust systems or on sealex machines that

produce gas -filled tubes. The manometer measures
either the actual gas -filling pressure of the tube, or

the regulated pressure of the gas inlet to an auxiliary

gas-introduction device. This latter device feeds a

measured volume of gas at the regulatedpressure into

each tube, where it expands to give a large stepdown in

pressure.

Another very important use of the U-tube manometer
as a vacuum gauge is as the regular leak-detector de-

vice incorporated in the third position of the 16-head

sealex machine. This special form of manometer has

two electrodes sealed into the top of the closed end;

they extend slightly more than an inch into the liquid

chamber. These electrodes are normally about five

millimeters above the level of the mercury under nor-

mal vacuum conditions. But when a tube which has a

leak in its envelope (such as a cracked seal or stem)

indexes into the third position on the sealex, the mer-
cury level in the closed end rises. When the mercury
contacts the two electrodes, a solenoid is activated to

close the pinch clamp on the port rubber of the third

position. The leaking tube is thus prevented from flood-

ing air into the vacuum system and thereby into adjacent

tubes when they are connected to the same pump.

Dubrovin Gauge . Another form of manometer, the

Dubrovin gauge, makes use of mercury and a float to

obtain an expanded scale of 9-to-l ratioto provide more
accurate readings in the region of 1 to 20 mm Hg. This

type of gauge is used primarily for gas-filled tubes;

within its pressure range, it has a good degree of ac-

curacy.

McLeod Gauge. The McLeod gauge is another de-

vice which uses mercury as the measuring fluid. As
the mercury level is raised (by any of a variety of

means), the gas in the large bulb with the closed capil-

lary tubing on its top is compressed. When the mercury
level in the open capillary tubing is brought to the zero
line corresponding to the top of the closed capillary, the

level of the mercury in the closed capillary tubing in-

dicates, on the calibration scale adjacent to it, the

pressure of the permanent gases in the system to which

the gauge is attached.

This type of gauge does not, however, accurately

indicate the pressure due to readily condensable vapors
such as those of water or oil . When this gauge is used
(as is frequently done) to check the pressure attained

by Kinney or other makes of mechanical vacuum pumps
(generally without a cold trap in the line), it must be

realized that the true total pressure is much higher than

that indicated on the gauge.

The regular single-range McLeod gauge covering 0

to 250 microns, the extended single-range gauge cov-

ering 0 to 750 microns, or the multiple-range gauge

covering from 0 to 5000 microns in two or more scales,

are useful instruments on manual exhaust systems for

gas-filled tubes in the specified pressure ranges. The

standardizing notices briefly describe the use of the

McLeod gauge, give calibration instructions, and dis-

cuss its disadvantages. 6
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The McLeod gauge is also frequently used to check
out a sealex vacuum system suspected of leaking. It is

connected into one of the tube-port rubbers by an adap-
ter, while the machine is stationary, of course; the

pressure reading and the time of pump-down to that

reading are recorded. These values are then compared
with those for another port indexed into that machine
position, or with those for the same port indexed into

another machine position. Then the gauge is connected
in turn to each one of the pumps and manifolds at the
rear of the sealex, where readings are taken with the

machine stationary, indexing, or with one or more of

the connecting rubbers of a "sweep" (tubing) from that

manifold clamped off. Comparison of the various read-
ings indicates the location of leaks or blockages.

However, because the McLeod is not a continuously
reading gauge and shows the pressure in the system
only at the instant the mercury closes off the bulb from
the system, it cannot be used to follow rapidly changing
pressures. At best, readings can only be taken about
every 30 seconds, and even that does not allowtime for

pumping out the bulb to the newpressure in the system.
APirani-type gauge is superior for this type of service.

Relative Gauges

Only two forms of relative gauges, the Pirani and the
Ionization, are in general use for receiving -type tubes.

These tubes have the advantage over previously de-
scribed absolute gauges, of reading the pressure of

readily condensable vapors, as well as of permanent
gases. They, therefore, give a better over-all indi-

cation of the conditions in the vacuum system or its

components, such as the pump.

The various forms of vacuum gauges used in the elec-
tron-tube industry, particularly for receiving tubes,
should embody the following characteristics: rugged-
ness, reliability of operation, rapid response, ease of

cleaning or replacement, safety from damage by acci-
dental exposure to air, suitable pressure range for ap-
plication, and reasonable initial and maintenance costs.

Pirani Gauge . The Pirani gauge tube meets most of the
foregoing requirements. It has a platinum -alloy fila-

ment operating at a temperature below that at which the
frequently present oil vapors "crack. " Its operation de-
pends upon the temperature -resistance coefficient

characteristic of the wire. A constant current flows
through the gauge -tube filament as one arm of a Wheat

-

stone Bridge; the temperature of the wire changes as the
gas pressure varies in the gauge tube and the system to

which it is connected. The resultant changes in the re-
sistance of the filament unbalance the bridge, a condition
which is indicated by the meter. The meter can be cali-
brated in terms of pressure by proper comparison with
the readings of a McLeod gauge.

The Pirani gauge tube, the RCA 1947 usually used
for receiving-type applications, has inherently rapid
response to pressure changes in the system. Within
its rar^e and limitations, and with suitable operating
care, it provides a valuable way of continuously mon-
itoring pressure changes in a vacuum system. It does

so almost instantaneously as compared with other types

of gauges, or with some similar gauges of other manu-
facture. However, it is not calibrated directly in pres-
sure units but this limitation, in general, does not affect

its usefulness. A calibration curve for air is available,

however, over the range from about 5 to 500 microns
(see Fig. 1).

The Pirani gauge provides a fairly good means of

determining the relative pressure changes in the tubes
being exhausted. It also reveals the operating condi-
tion of the vacuum pumps and other components of the

exhaust system.

During the latter part of the exhaust process, the

cathode breakdown and parts degassing have been com-
pleted, and the pressure in the tube gradually decreases.
Generally, in the position just before the tip-off of the

tube, the getter is flashed. Although the Pirani gauge
may not indicate it, because its sensitivity is low in this

region, the actual tube pressure now becomes much
less than the system pressure by a factor of possibly
one or two magnitudes. (This fact again demonstrates
the dynamic nature of exhaust systems, particularly of

high-speed automatic units, and emphasizes that pres-
sures, low and high alike, are not attained instantane-

ously everywhere throughout a given system. )8

In any analysis of an exhaust process or problem, it

is essential that the pressure-vs-time relationship be

taken into consideration; it is an important factor .

An averaged plot of Pirani gauge readings on several

tubes (even just the current values, not converted to ap-
proximate pressures) against the position number on the

sealex, gives a rough picture of the pressure -time re-

lationship that normally exists during the exhaust cycle.

Other pertinent data should be noted on the plot such
as date, machine number, machine speed, type of rf

coils, rf current in the various coils, heater currents,

pump complement, and manifolding arrangement. Such
data, even if only in tabular form, may be a very use-
ful reference at a later date if some serious trouble

arises.

Too often this procedure has been overlooked, and

time and money are wasted and production lost because
such data were not available for comparison. Such in-

formation frequently can resolve production difficulties

and really expedite their cure under many conditions.

Similarly, the tabulated data alone, or the curve plot-

ted from it, can be very helpful in setting up the sealex

track-lighting and rf-heating schedule for a new tube

type. K the new type is roughly comparable to the pro-
totype, then the Pirani readings in each machine position

from No. 2 to No. 14 should closely approximate those

for the prototype.

However, if the new type has an anode or shield of

radically different material or size, or has a consider-

ably different size of cathode, a set of Pirani readings

should be taken as soon as the schedule for rf heating

and track lighting appears to be shaping up in the right

region.

The plotted curve should then be compared with some
satisfactorily operating type. The curve, or envelope.
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Figure 1. Pirani Gauge Calibration Curve for Dry Air (RCA 1947).

should be similar in shape and, although its values for

positions No. 5 to No. 11 may be higher or lower than

in the comparison curve, it is important that positions

No. 12 to No. 14 show similar or lower values.

The deviations in values for positions No. 5 to No. 1

1

will indicate whether revisions in rf heating and track
lighting are in order. An improved schedule should
then be tried and the results plotted again. The opera-
tion should be repeated until both a satisfactory shape
of envelope and good quality tubes are obtained.

Although McLeod gauges have been generally used
to check the condition of the mechanical vacuum pumps
on receiving-type sealex machines, the recent trend
has been to install a Pirani tube at each pump. This
procedure permits continuous dynamic observance of

the pump performance, especially under machine

-

loaded conditions. CAUTION: The Pirani gauge tube

used should be an all-metal model, so that any acci-

dental shock to it will not break a glass bulb or enclos-
ure and allow glass to get into the inletpipe of the Kin-
ney pump where it can cause serious and costly damage
to the pump.

Ionization Gauge. The use of the hot-cathode form
of Ion gauge (this abbreviated designation is frequently

used in preference to "Ionization") can result in the

"cracking" or decomposition of certain vapors and
thereby give rise to inaccuracies, which usually are

not significant for receiving-tube exhaust systems.

The RCA 1949 Ion gauge tube is frequently used for
indicating pressures in vacuum systems froml x 10"^

mmHg, down to 1 x 10"
, or even into the 10"'^mm Hg

region with an appropriate power supply unit. Pres-
sures of this order of magnitude are attained on manual
exhaust systems only in the various laboratories. How-
ever, pressures of this order, or lower, are regularly
attained on microwave -tube exhaust systems both in

laboratory and production use.

This type of gauge tube has a hot tungsten filament

as an electron source and is very susceptible to dam-
age by admission of any air, even at relatively low
pressures.

A cold-cathode type of Ion gauge, known as the Pen-
ning or Philips gauge, depends upon a high voltage and
an intense magnetic field to ionize the gases in the gauge
tube; it provides a current reading which varies with
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pressure. The range of a corrmiercial form of this in-
strument extends from IxlO"^ mm Hg to slightly less
than 1 X 10-5 mm Hg. This range is a useful one that

adequately covers the usual laboratory systems for

receiving-type tubes. Its primary disadvantage, how-
ever, is that it functions as an ion-pump during opera-
tion, it collects gases from the system and tubes being
processed so that eventually its surfaces become con-
taminated, its behavior becomes erratic and cleaning is

necessary to restore normal operation.

A compromise is frequently made in the use of this

gauge by operating it only as a monitoring device at

certain intervals, instead of operating it constantly.

When this procedure is followed, aPiranigauge is used
continuously to indicate pressure changes within its

range.

FORMS OF RECEIVING-TYPE EXHAUST EQUIPMENT

Manual Exhaust (Trolley)

The term "trolley" is used to refer to manual exhaust
equipment on which electron tubes are evacuated and
treated. Its usage dates back to the early days of in-

candescent lamp manufacture. The term is used sim-
ilarly in many other countries.

Before the days of automatic sealing and exhaust ma-
chines, all incandescent lamps were sealed by hand, or

on 6- or 8-head sealing machines. After sealing, the

lamps were exhausted on manually operated units ar-
ranged in long rows. Each unit held 6, 8, or 10 lamps,
depending on their bulb size.

The exhaust operator sat in a car having empty racks
on one side to receive the lamps that had just been
tipped off. On the other side of the car were racks of

sealed lamps ready to be exhausted. Starting at one
end of the row, the operator removed a load of lamps
from the exhaust unit and placed them in a rack on the

car. The operator then took a fresh load of lamps from
the car, put them in the exhaust unit, and started their

evacuation and bake-out. The operator then moved on
to the next unit and repeated the operation. When he
reached the end of the row, he moved the car back to

the starting point, and started all over again.

The car used in this operation ran on miniature trol-

ley-car wheels and rails. The term "trolley, " still

universally used for this method of exhaust, came from
the use of the wheels and rails, and not from any form
of overhead power or feeder.

During the manual exhaust of electron tubes, there
are more opportunities to approach ideal conditions
than on the usual automatic equipment. For example,
each tube generally is processed individually, so far as
rf heating of the parts, heater lighting, and getter

flashing are concerned. Thus, temperatures, lighting

current, and the amount of getter flash, as well as the
time intervals, can be carefully controlled or varied
as desired to achieve product uniformity.

With adequate equipment and care on the part of the

operator, a product almost as uniform as that taken

from automatic-type equipment can be obtained by using
manual exhaust. It can also be used to simulate the ex-
haust schedule of sealex machines at normal speeds.
This procedure can be particularly useful in the tran-
sition from laboratory-processed developmental tubes
to factory-processed sealex tubes. Such a procedure,
carried out early in the development of a tube, canpoint
out production difficulties ahead, and allow time for

re-evaluation of design. The value of this procedure
must not be underestimated.

Manual Exhaust Schedule for Vacuum-Type Tubes

The standardizing notices give several trolley ex-
haust schedules or procedures for receiving-type vac-
uum tubes. Basically, these schedules include the

following four steps:

(1) Bake out, usually for 30 minutes at 400 C.

(2) RF heating and heater lighting; this step is tail-

ored to the tube type and its requirements; it may
take from 80 to 220 seconds, or more, or may
be chosen to simulate sealex exhaust.

(3) Tip off the tube.

(4) Flash the getter.

Heater lighting, as a rule, is continuous and generally
does not exceed 150 percent of normal heater current.

If this percentage is exceeded, it is done only briefly

and then reduced.

In some instances, the heater current is brought up
slowly so that it does not exceed a chosen value at any
time. The cathode-heating rate is considerably slowed
by this method, which may be desirable if the anode or
other metal parts are being slowly heated by rf coils

and are slowly giving up their gases. Such a procedure
may also be followed to prevent bowing of the cathode
by matching its expansion more closely with that of the

rest of the mount-cage assembly.

Another method of heater lighting is sometimes called
"snap -on. " In this case, the heater voltage is already
preset and is switched on instead of being gradually in-

creased by a variable control.

Initially, of course, this method applies heater cur-
rent well above the value finally obtained at the comple-
tion of breakdown. However, this method simplifies

the handling of controls and is advantageous for a lone

operator. The thermal lag of the heater and cathode
moderates their rate of heating to generally satisfactory

conditions.

Inunusual cases, the heater lighting may need to pre-
cede the rf heating of the metal parts. This pattern is

indicated in some cases where the heater-and-cathode
assembly has considerable thermal lag and the other

mount elements are brought up to temperature quite

rapidly by the rf heating.

Because the pressure in the system due to the gases
released from the tube is under continuous observation
on an appropriate type of vacuum gauge, the period of

time required for complete breakdown of the cathode
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coating is readily observed. Most trolley schedules

are based on such vacuum-gauge observations, not only

for heater-lighting current and time, but also for tem-
perature of rf-heated parts and time.

It is generally true that cathode breakdown and out-

gassing of parts are more thoroughly and completely

done on trolley exhaust than on sealex machines for the

following reasons:

1. The tubeisgivena long bake-out, which degasses
the bulb and drives out volatile materials from other

parts.

2. The parts are usually rf-heated for a long period
of time under low-pressure conditions.

3. The cathode coating is broken down at a low max-
imum temperature applied over a long time.

4. The tube is pumped out during the tip-off opera-
tion.

5. The getter is usually post-flashed.

When difficulty is experienced with gas shrinkage on
sealex-processed tubes, lots of 10 or more tubes are

frequently processed on a trolley to determine the

source of the trouble. This procedure is quick and
simple and expedites the solution of the problem; more
frequent use should be made of this procedure.

Manual Exhaust for Gas- Filled Tubes

Certain tubes, referred to as "gas tubes, " are filled

with a rare gas or gas mixture to a pressure of from
50 microns to more than 50 mm Hg. The gases most
frequently used are argon and xenon, or mixtures of

neon and argon, or helium and argon. The amount of

argon in the mixtures may vary from 0.5 to 20 percent.
Often this percentage must be closely controlled be-

cause small variations may make considerable differ-

ence in the breakdown voltage or in the operating
characteristics of gas tubes.

These gases, as obtained from the vendor, are

classed as spectroscopically pure. Because every ef-

fort must be made to keep these gases pure until they

are used in tubes, extreme care must be exercised to

avoid contamination in the transfer of the gas from its

container to the tube.

Gas tubes are first evacuated and processed similarly

to vacuum-type tubes. The pump is then closed off from
the system. Because the gas sweeps through the sys-

tem in the filling operation, the tubes and the system
must be free of leaks or contaminating residue.

Two precautions help to maintain a high degree of gas
purity. First, there is a cold trap in the system through

which the gas is introduced. Second, in gas-type tubes,

the getters are usually flashed before the gas mixture
is introduced. In certain instances the getter may be
post-flashed, but this practice is not always easy to do
or desirable, particularly if the pressure of the gas
filling is in the region of several millimeters. Getters

flashed under relatively high-pressure conditions give

dark deposits and, although these deposits are very ac-

tive, their appearance is generally disliked.

A manual exhaust position for gas tubes is usually ar-

ranged so that the manifold is baked out with each load

of tubes. This methodprevents contaminants from con-

densing in the manifold. The manifold and its connect-

ing tubing have relatively small diameters so that the

volume of the system is kept to a minimum to prevent

waste of gas at each filling.

Gas tubes are usually evacuated in batches of 10 or

20 at a time instead of individually. After this process
is completed, the tubes are cooled, the gas is intro-

duced, and the tubes are tipped off.

Automatic Exhaust (Sealex)

The term "sealex" comes from a contraction of "seal"

(the operation of fusing the glass bulb to the glass stem)

and "exhaust. " In a sealex machine, these two opera-

tions are combined in a single machine. The sealex

machine was developed originally by General Electric

for the processing of lamps. The machine made it prac-

tical to transfer lamps while still hot from the sealing

operation immediately to an exhaust position. Earlier

separate machines required reheating of the lamp as-

sembly during the first exhaust stages. The basic lamp
machine has since been modified in many respects to

make it a highly efficient unit for the production of elec-

tron tubes.

The sealex machine is mechanically indexed so that

every operation throughout the sealing and exhaust cy-

cles takes place at predetermined and regular inter-

vals. It should be noted that although there are varia-

tions in the dimensions of individual stems and bulbs

and consequent variation in the rate of heating parts

during the sealing operation, and although slight varia-

tions occur during exhaust because of small deviations

inplacement of the tube in each rf-heating coil, as well

as variations in cathode -coating weight and heater lo-

cation, all these variations from tube to tube are usu-

ally so small that the sealex is capable of producing a

uniformly high quality product.

Sealex-Exhaust Schedules for Glass-Type Vacuum
Tubes

The standardizing notices give numerous sealex-ex-

haust schedules for receiving-type electron tubes. The
receiving-tube sealex has 16 positions in the exhaust

section. As for manual exhaust, the sealex schedules

are tailored to the tube type and its requirements, but,

in general, rf heating of parts and heater lighting start

at position No. 5, the getter is degassed on position

No. 13 and flashed on position No. 14, and the tube is

tipped off on position No. 15. Exhaust speeds may run

from about 400 tubes per hour to 960, or more.

In the case of 50-milliampere filament-type tubes,

the dissipation is small by comparison with indirectly

heated cathode types. Therefore, a plain or bright

metal anode or shield is used. Because this part de-

gasses quickly, and particularly because there is little

cathode coating to release gas simultaneously, only two

or three rf-heating positions are needed. As a result,

several machine positions are available for pumping
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out the tube prior to lighting the filament near the end
of the exhaust cycle. Any interactions betweenthe gases
comii^ from the metal parts and the hot filament are
minimized. As a general rule, two positions of fila-

ment lighting are adequate for this class of tube. Be-
cause a fine -filament type is readily damaged by over-
lighting, it may be desirable to tendtoward underlight-

ing.

The trend is to use a high heater -supply voltage. This
practice minimizes lighting-current variations caused
by variations in contact resistance or heater resistance.

Because an increased value of resistance is required
in series with the tube heater, the initial surge current

is reduced in each position as lighting takes place. In

the case of the filamentary miniature tubes, an unusually
high filament supply voltage is used to reduce the in-

cidence of "open" filaments. Occasionally, a filament

tab will be "insulated" from the filament by traces of

emission coating or oxide on the base wire. The high
voltage breaks down this barrier and produces a good
weld.

Bulb Heating During the Exhaust Cycle . Although the

tube bulb is still hot from the sealing operation when the

tube is loaded into the exhaust port, it is advisable to

heat the bulb further. Usually, this heating is done pre-
ceding the initial rf -heating coil on positions No. 3 and
No. 4.^ Additional burners on one or more positions

(such as positions No. 7 or No. 8 and positions No. 11

or No. 12) to heat at least 12 millimeters of the exhaust
tubulation and dome of the bulb are often helpful and are
generally good insurance against low emission caused
by gray-cathode coating. On occasion, some trace of

hydrocarbon contaminant may condense in the relative-

ly cool dome and adjacent exhaust tubulation. If these
parts are not heated enough to drive the contaminant
beyond the point of tipping off, it remains sealed in the

tube to cause trouble.

Glow Discharge to Clean Internal Surfaces . A high-
voltage glow discharge in a low-pressure atmosphere
has long been used to clean metal or glass surfaces by
ion bombardment, prior to coatir^ the part by metallic
evaporation.

This principle canbeusedto advantage in the exhaust
of electron tubes, particularly in the case of miniature
tubes or similar types which are exhausted at high ma-
chine speeds.

A button or similar shaped electrode is mounted at

position No. 4 of the exhaust cycle on a Transite or
Mycalex support just a few millimeters above the tube

pins and connected to the output terminal of an ac-op-
erated spark coil, capable of producing a spark about
one -inch long.

When the tube enters position No. 4 during exhaust,
the pressure within the tube envelopes is in the region
of a few hundred microns. The electrode causes an
initial glow discharge which may be somewhat pink or
purplish in color, but which gradually changes to a blue

or a pale blue if air is not leaking into the tube. The
ions in the glow discharge bombard the internal glass

bulb wall, the metal elements, and the micas and knock
off gas molecules from their surfaces. This process
speeds up the removal of much surface gas.

A slow leak in the tube is visually indicated if the pink

or purplish glow persists. Such a small leak will not

actuate the usual U-tube leak detector in position No. 3

of a 16-head sealex. The slow discharge, therefore,

acts both as a sensitive leak indicator and as a means
of loosening gas molecules, particles, and even lint.

Sealex Exhaust of Metal-Type Vacuum Tubes

The standardizii^ notices also give sealex-exhaust

schedules for metal-type vacuum tubes. The important

difference betweenthe schedules for glass tubes and for

metal tubes is that with metal tubes it is not feasible to

heat the tube parts by means of rf coils. Instead, the

parts are heated by radiationfrom the metal shell which
is heated locally by gas -air -oxygen flames arranged to

heat the mount-cage zone. This heating is done in ex-

haust positions No. 3 to No. 7, inclusive. In positions

No. 11 and No. 13, the top of the shell of some tube

types is heated by gas -air -oxygen flames to flash a

pellet -type getter affixedto the inside of the shell dome
by a metal mesh.

The heated zones of the shells can be more closely

established by the proper use of cooling air jets. Cool-
ir^ air jets are also directed upward under the shell

skirt to control the temperature of the metal-glass but-

ton-stem seal.

The glass button-stem header with the mount cage on
it is welded onto the shell flange before delivering the

tube to the exhaust machine. However, on some metal
types, a lead is brought out through the top of the shell.

The seal for this lead is made on the sealex by means
of a glass bead.

Although the shell is raised to a temperature of

1150 C, or higher, the working elements of the tube do
not reach temperatures above 500 to 600 C. The shell-

heating period is comparatively brief and uses only

five exhaust positions; at 540 tubes per hour, it takes
only 35 seconds; at 720tubes per hour, it requires only

25 seconds. During this brief heating, the tube is evac-
uated in only three of these positions. Position No. 3

is used for the leak detector; position No. 4 is open to

air; re -evacuation begins again on position No. 5. Un-
der this schedule, each metal tube is pumped down from
atmospheric pressure twice, instead of just once as is

the case for all glass types.

This procedure is peculiar to metal tubes and makes
it possible to admit air after the tube elements are
heated. In the process, all traces of hydrocarbon or
other contaminants are apparently burned up. This
feature is essential when the temperature of tube ele-

ments durir^ the exhaust process is kept so low.

Another feature is that the internal shell surface is

oxidized. Some of this oxidized surface is reduced
later in the exhaust cycle by gases released by the

mount structure and cathode. The resultant matte sur-
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face, having been degassed, then becomes a potential

getter because of its finely divided or spongy nature.

Its dull surface also readily absorbs heat reflected to

it from the anode, heat which is transferred to the shell

and then radiated to the surrounding air by the dull-

black painted outer surface of the shell. As a result,

the anode operates at a lower temperature than would
be obtained with a bright internal shell surface.

All metal tubes use a batalum-type getter which is

degassed and flashed by low ac voltage during the ex-

haust cycle. The getter is connected in series with the

lead which grounds the shell to a base pin. The pellet

getter placed in the shell dome is used in addition to

the batalum getter only in high-dissipation types.

Electron bombardment of grids No. 1 and No. 2 is

employed in such tubes as the 6F6and the 6L6 to attain

better degassii^ of these electrodes.

Sealex Exhaust of Gas Tubes

Some gas -filled types justify a special sealex setup

which exhausts automatically and fills tubes to a closely

controlled optimum gas pressure.

In some instances, the pressure may be as low as
100 microns,while in others it maybe almost lOOmmHg.
These two extremes in pressure require somewhat dif-

ferent techniques of introducing the gas into the tube.

Because the sealex-processed tube is hot when the gas
is introduced, the gas has to be injected at a higher
pressure than would be required on manual or trolley

exhaust systems where the tube is cooled to room tem-
perature before the gas is introduced.

If the gas is to be introduced at a relatively high pres-
sure (10 millimeters or more), the gas is fed directly

to position No. 14 on the machine. A T-connection is

providedtaetweenthe position and the gas supply so that

the entire gas -feed system can be evacuated frequently.

The inlet gas pressure is controlled by two dia-

phragm-type regulators; one at the tank valve reduces
the pressure to approximately 5 psi; the other, which
has a sensitive diaphragm of much larger diameter,

reduces the pressure from 5 psi to about 10 mm Hg,

absolute.

However, if the tube is to be filled to the 100 -micron
level, a "gas -dosing valve" (originally designed by the

author) must be connected into the line between the low-

pressure regulator and the tube. This valve (used in

addition to the two diaphragm -type regulators) works
on the apportioning principle. Specifically, a small
volume of the gas at a pressure within the control range

of the second regulator is allowed to expand into the

much larger volume represented by the tube and the

connectir^ system. After each tube receives its charge
of gas and starts to index into the tip-off position, the

gas-dosing valve causes the entire gas-feed system to

be partially pumped out prior to the gas -filling of the

next tube. This operation is very important in the pro-
duction of high-quality tubes because it prevents the

accumulation of contaminants in a system in which the

gas flow is only a small volume at a low pressure. It

also protects against the possibility of spoilage of the

gas supply by a slowly leaking tube in the gas -filling

position. Variation of either the valve volume or the

pressure, or both, permits accommodation of a broad
range of tube volumes and of gas -filling pressures.

Effects of Exhaust Tubulation Size

The bore of the exhaust tubulation is the most im-
portant dimension so far as its conductance or effect

on pumping speed is concerned; its ler^th is a close

second. However, when the tip-off operation is con-

sidered, wall-thickness becomes a most important fac-

tor.

o
The formula S= r"^/L, where Sis the effective pump-

ing speed in liters per second, r is the inside radius

of the tubulation, and L is its length (both dimensions

in millimeters), indicates that if the inside radius could

be doubled, the effective pumping speed would be in-

creased by a factor of eight; if the tubulation length

could be halved, the pumping speed would be doubled.

Such radical changes, however, would cause consid-

erable difficulty at tip-off. The large diameter tubula-

tion tends to "suck in" and gives a tip that is very poor
in quality, strength, and appearance. Increasing the

wall-thickness would improve the situation and give a

better -quality tip, but would increase the time required

for the tipping operation.

A shorter tubulation is rather impractical at present,

except possibly on subminiature -tube types.

OD 0.290"

(OR LARGER)

TUBULATION

BULB

Figure 2. Bulb Tubulation: (A) regular miniature
tubulation; (B) larger diameter constricted

tubulation
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A method for improving the exhaust tubulation situ-

ation uses a so-called constricted tubulation (Fig. 2)

which is actually a tubulation having most of its length

of expanded diameter. Such a tubulation could be be-
tween 1/4 and 3/8 inch in outside diameter for most of

its55-mm length. Only about 8 mm of its length, where
it joins the bulb, would have the diameter and wall thick-

ness of tubulation presently used for miniature tubes.

This arrangement would assure the same tip quality

now achieved with no new problems, but the pumping
speed would be about seven times greater. This short
small-diameter or constricted portion, and the long

large-diameter section, along with its appropriate port
rubber diameter (or better still, the use of a compres-
sion-type port) would improve the over-all tubulation-

and-port performance by a factor of five.

Unfortunately, this improvement does not mean that

the over-all pumping time of the tube can be reduced
by a factor of five; the factor of five applies only to that

portionof the vacuum system comprising the tubulation

and the port rubber. Other portions of the sealex vac-
uum system leading up to the port also impose some
limitations onpumping speed and prevent the full bene-
fit of the improvement from being achieved.

Other Methods of Exhaust

Practically all receiving -type tubes are exhaust-
processed either on sealex or trolley, as previously

described. However, some other methods or variations

have beenused, orare in use, or are being investigated.

Sealex: Multiple Tubes per Port . With this method,
two or more tubes are exhausted simultaneously on each
port. This procedure has been used recently on certain

special tube types. In general, the types involved are
those that for particular reasons are processed at very
slow machine speeds, e. g. , index speeds of 120 tubes
per hour, or less.

Obviously, a leak in any one of the tubes on the same
port will affect the others on that port or, if the leak

is large enough, will cause all of the tubes on that port

to be shut off from the vacuum system.

The feature of this method is that it achieves a former
periodof exhaust processing for a given number of tubes
per hour output.

Batch Exhaust . The term batch exhaust, when ap-
plied to conventional tube types, refers to the simul-
taneous exhaust processing of a large number of tubes,

from one hundred to perhaps one or two thousand.

Suppose that two thousand tubes ready for exhaust
were loaded into a chamber which was then closed and
evacuated for one hour. That would be batch exhaust
at a rate of two thousand tubes per hour. Or the batch
might be processed in a number of smaller chambers,
either simultaneously or in rapid sequence, to exhaust

the same total quantity per hour.

Basically, the object of such methods would be the

processing of more tubes per hour with more time for

each of the various processing steps. While such

methods would attain these objectives, there are prac-
tical problems in that each tube in the batch would have
to be given individual treatment. For example, the

heaters must be lighted and the tubes must be closed

by tip-off or other means. With conventional exhaust

methods, the equipment required becomes very com-
plex. In addition, separate heatir^ coils, separate

lighting contacts, and separate closure devices in each

chamber would be costly. However, if the individual

processing steps could be eliminated, then the batch

method has interesting possibilities. These are being

explored with the nuvistor design of tubes.

Nuvistor Exhaust Techniques. Nuvistors are a re-

cent development comprising small metal-ceramic
tubes. The design is such that the tubes require no

heater lighting, no getter flashing, and no tip-off opera-
tion during the exhaust procedure.

These tubes are small and thimble -shaped and have

ceramic -wafer stems at one end; they are degassed,

their cathode coatings are broken down, and their stems
are brazed to the shell (another method of closure or

tip-off) by subjecting the tubes to heat in a high-vacuum
chamber. Many different arrangements are being ex-

plored but the technique offers many benefits for the

design and processing of future tubes.
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Getters

C. H. Thomas

Lancaster

A thermionic vacuum tube requires that its pressure
be reduced for most applications to a range of 1 x 10-6

to 1 X 10""^ millimeters of mercury (mm Hg) for stable

operation and good life. Getters are used to assist the

tube- exhaust equipment in obtaining the necessary low
tube pressure. The first purpose of a getter is to clean
up residual gas after exhaust and thus to permit a re-

duction in the time the tube must be connected to an ex-

haust system. Typical pressures in exhausted tubes

prior to action by a getter are 1 x 10-1 mm Hg for a
type 807, 1 x 10-4 mmHg for a type 6146 and kinescope
picture tubes, and 5 x 10' mm Hg for large power
tubes.

The second purpose of a getter is the sorption of the

gases which are evolved during the use of a tube through
bombardment of its internal parts by electrons and the

resultant heating of the parts and the tube envelope.

The use of getters has made it possible to mass-pro-
duce good tubes at low cost.

For clarification of text which is to follow, several
terms are now defined. Getter flash is the term used
to describe the deposition of getter material on the

glass wall or other parts of a tube by heating a source
of the chosen material to the desired temperature at

which some of the material will vaporize rapidly. Small
amounts of gas are measured in units of liter-microns.
A liter micron is the amount of gas contained in a liter

volume at a pressure of one micron (1 x 10-3 mm Hg)
at 0 C.

GETTER ACTION

Getter action can be obtained in different ways.
These include the following:

1. Chemical

a. Flashed Metals. Active metals of the alkali and
alkali- earth families in cold, flashed conditions

will react chemically to some degree with the fol-

lowing gases usually found in tubes: oxygen, car-
bon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen
and water vapor. Certain amounts of cesium va-
por are gettered by alloying with tin or Aquadag. *

Barium vapor is absorbedto some degree by alloy-

ing with gold or silver.

*Registered Trade Mark of Acheson Colloids Company

b. Heated Metals. In recent years, the use of

heated zirconium and titanium as getters has had
much discussion. We know when these metals are
heated from 700 to 800 C in oxygen that large

amoimts of oxygen are taken up. The reaction for

oxygen is mainly non-reversible. These metals,

in strip form, when heated from 600 to 700 C will

also take up lesser amounts of carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. This sorption is

chiefly non-reversible.

2. Adsorption. All surfaces will adsorb gases
according to the area of their exposure, the degree
of their degassed state, and their temperature. De-
gassed graphite will adsorb certain gases to some
degree, but coconut charcoal, cooled to liquid-air tem-
perature, will adsorb large amounts of all gases.

Degassed copper foil at liquid-air temperature will

adsorb certain gases to some degree.

3. Ion Bombardment. All gases, including rare gases,
are driven into metal by ion bombardment provided

the energy of the ion is high enough. The lighter

gases are cleaned up more easily. This process
occurs in all vacuum and gas filled tubes. When a

tube is well exhausted, the pressure in such a tube

may be decreased during life by clean up of the gas

through positive ion bombardment of the metal parts

and glass walls.

4. Sputtered Metal. All gases will be absorbed to

some degree by metal particles sputtered from a cold

metallic cathode under the influence of a high electric

field. The rates of clean up of common gases are

increased when active metals such as titanium and
zirconium are used as cathodes.

HISTORICAL TYPES OF GETTERS

Information on getter development can probably best

be presented by giving the getters more or less in their

chronological order of use with a short description of

each.

Phosphorus

Phosphorus was one of the earliest getters used in

incandescent lamps to absorb water vapor. The tung-

sten filament was dipped into a solution of red oxide of

phosphorus before mounting.
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Magnesium

Magnesium was used in the form of ribbon which was
attached either to the plate itself or, for high-frequency

heating, to a metal flag. The ribbon was flashed after

the exhaust process was completed.

Barium Azide

One of the first methods of producing barium as getter

was the use of barium azide, BaNg, which was applied

in a water solution to a part of the tube which could be
heated by high frequency. This compound was partially

decomposed during tube bake-out with evolution of ni-

trogen. Complete decomposition did not occur until

high-temperature heating with high frequency power
when nitrogen was evolved as the barium was vapor-
ized. The explosive and poisonous potential of this

compound limited its use.

Misch Metal

Misch metal is an alloy of the rare-earth metals,
principally cerium andiron, or cerium, iron, and mag-
nesium. This alloy, which is relatively stable in air,

will flash when heatedin vacuum at about 1050 C. The
use of Misch metal as a getter was very limited. How-
ever, it is presently used in certain voltage regulators

where the Misch metal is sputtered to the cathode sur-
face to lower the voltage drop. Although some gettering

of deleterious gases occurs during this sputtering, an
auxiliary barium getter is used in these voltage regu-
lator type tubes.

Barium

An early source of barium was a wire made with a
core of barium, and clad in iron, nickel, or copper.
The wire most often used was an iron sheath which was
ground thin on one side as shown in Fig. 1. The clad

material was cut into sections with closed ends to min-
imize exposure of the barium. These sections were
attached to metal flags by placing the section between
the flag and nickel mesh which was spotwelded to the

flag surface. The flag could then be heated to 1000 C
on exhaust to give a flash of barium. The cost of this

getter and its deterioration on prolonged exposure to

moist air prevented its extensive use. However, the

iron-clad barium can still be purchased in lengths of 8

to 12 inches. These lengths can be used in the form of

a coil which can be flashed bypassage of sufficient cur-
rent through the wire to heat it to 1000 C. This form
of getter is used in RCA Super Power tubes to give sev-
eral hundred milligrams of barium flash.

Barium-Aluminum-Magnesium Pellet

The first getter to have extensive use was that made
from a barium-aluminum- magnesium alloy of approx-
imately 43 per cent barium, 20 per cent magnesium,
and 37 per cent aluminum. This alloy was ground into

powder which was pressedintoa small pellet. A pellet

was fastened to a metal flag which could be heated by
high frequency during exhaust to a temperature of 700
to 1000 C wherethe magnesium and some barium would
be flashed. The relatively poor ability of the getter

IRON

BARIUM

Figure 1. Cross -Sectional View of Early Barium
Getter

flash area to absorb deleterious gases, and the diffi-

culty of confining the getter flash area limited its use

in receiving tubes.

Barium-Aluminum Pellet

A barium-aluminum alloy of approximately 50 per
cent barium and 50 per cent aluminum was used to some
degree in the form of a pellet made from powder. How-
ever, the difficulty of obtaining a uniform flashing tem-
perature of 1050 to 1100 C froma metal flag restricted

its use.

Batalum Getter

The advent of the metal receiving tube required de-

velopment of a getter that could be flashed with a low
electric current through a ribbon or wire that could be
attached to the leads of the tube. The barium was ob-

tained by a chemical reaction of the barium oxide with

tantalum at elevated temperature. In practice, the

process is most conveniently carried out by coating a

tantalum wire with barium and strontium carbonates,
converting the carbonates to oxides at about 1000 to

1100 C, and then raisingthe temperature to about 1300

C at which temperature the barium and strontium me-
tal evaporates. Barium and strontium carbonates were
used because barium carbonate alone melts and would
cause sputtering.

The disadvantages of this getter were the necessity

of decomposition of the carbonates during exhaust and

the high cost.

The getter was improved by making a barium beryl-

liate compound, BaBe02, which could be applied to a

tantalum channel or ribbon.

In the final form the barium berylliate powder was
mixed with titanium powder. This material, applied in

powder form to a molybdenum ribbon or channel, gives

barium when the ribbon is heated to 1200 or 1500 C.

The advantages of this getter are its wide range of flash

temperature and its confined flash region; the disadvan-

tages are thepresence of metallic particles in thetubes

and the relative inability of the flash to give consistent

oxygen absorption.

In spite of these disadvantages, the Batalum getter

had very wide use for a number of years and is still

used in metal tubes.

Kic Getter*

The "Kic" getter, which appeared in the early nine-

teen forties, is a barium-aluminum alloy containing

Registered Trademark of Kemet Company
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approximately 50 per cent of each metal. The alloy,

which is stable in air, is used as a wire which is clad

with nickel or stainless steel. The wire is ground on

one side to expose the alloy for ease of flashing (see

Fig. 2). Thewireis welded in single or parallel strands

to a metallic loop for heating by a high-frequency source.

When a double-strand getter loop is heated by high fre-

quency the outer channel will become hotter than the

inner because of the higher induced current resulting

from the larger enclosed loop.

NICKEL OR /pl||^p— BARIUM-
STAINLESS K *M ALUMINUM
STEEL—^"'"^^p^ ^LLOY

Figure 2. Cross -Sectional View of Kic Getter

Barium of high purity can be obtained in a wide range
of amounts from this type of getter which is available

in different lengths and wire diameter. Although this

type of getter has very little occluded gas, some hydro-
gen is given off during the flashing period.

King Getter*

The King getter consists of pellets of an alloy of 50

per cent barium and 50 per cent aluminum imbedded in

a strip of nickel or stainless steel. A length of this

strip, with the desired number of pellets, is welded to

the legs of a metal loop for high-frequency flashing.

The quality of the getter flash is similar to that of the

"Kic" type, but less hydrogen is evolved during flash-

ing.

Ring-Type Getter

Within the past few years the ring-type getter has

come into increased use primarily because of its re-

duced cost. A ring of metal of the desired dimensions
has the desired amount of getter powder pressed into

the channel which usually has a cross-sectional design
of the form shown in Fig. 3. The getter powder may
be of two general classes: exothermic and non- exo-
thermic reacting. The composition of the exothermic
powder varies somewhat with the different manufac-
turers. One analysis shows approximately 3 5 per cent

barium, 30 per cent aluminum, and 35 per cent nickel.

This mixture reacts exothermically when it is heated

to about 1000 C to give about half its possible barium
yield. A longer heating time at a higher temperature
is necessary to obtain higher percentage barium yield.

The exothermic reaction of this getter makes the con-
trol of the flash difficult when full barium yield is re-

quired.

The ring-type getter is also used with non- exothermic
getter powder which is made from a barium-aluminum
alloy of approximately 50 per cent barium and 50 per
cent aluminum. This powder is used in ring-type get-

ters primarily for tubes which require larger amounts
of flashed barium.

NICKEL OR
STAINLESS
STEEL

GETTER
-ALLOY

Figure 3. Cross-Sectional View of Ring-Type
Getter

Zirconium and Titanium

Both zirconium and titanium, in flashed condition,

will take up gases. Moreover, both metals are very

active duringthe vaporized state. Both metals are used
in finely divided form or in strip form which can be
heated during tube operation. The powder of the metal
or its hydride is usually applied to the outside of the

plate of the tube where it can be well degassed during

exhaust. During operation, the plates operate in the

temperature range of 400 to 700 C; within this temper-
ature range the powder will take up some of the com-
mon gases. Either metal is used in some tubes for

gettering action where the metal itself can be kept at a

temperature above 500 C.

There is very poor agreement in results of the var-
ious investigators on the efficiency of zirconium and
titanium as getters for the common tube gases. It is

known that zirconium or titanium powder, or hydrides

of these powders, can be used as hydrogen generators
with a reversible reaction over the range of about 350

to 700 C. . However, severe oxidation of the powder up-

sets this behavior with hydrogen.

The Vac Ion getter pump* uses titanium strip for

electrode material which, at room temperature, getters

the gases through ion bombardment and through chem-
ical reaction with the titanium which is sputtered from
the electrodes by high voltage ion bombardment.

Tantalum

Tantalum metal is used in certain high-power gas-

filled thyratrons for anodes which operate at 500 to 800

C through electron bombardment. Under these con-

ditions, the tantalum metal has some getter action for

the usual tube gases — oxygen, nitrogen, carbon mon-
oxide, and carbon dioxide.

Cer-Alloy**

Within the past several years. New Process Metals

Company has supplied a new type of getter powder,
Cer-Alloy, which is a mixture of cerium and thorium.

Although laboratory tests show that this powder is effec-

tive for gettering of the ordinary gases when it is heated

to the 500 to 600 C rai^e, its susceptibility to damage
from moisture and high-temperature exposure during

the sealing operation has greatly limited its use in vac-

uum tubes.

Kegistered Trademark of King Company
*Registered Trademark of Varian Associates

**Registered Trademark of the New Process Metals Company
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Cerium-Thorium Alloy

Phillips Company of Holland has made an alloy of cer-
ium and thorium which can be made into wire and strip

which allegedly acts as a bulk getter to take up gases
near room temperature.

Although extensive claims have been made for the

gettering action of this material, the manufacturer has

not released material for test.

EFFICIENCY OF GETTERS

One of the most extensive early works on measure-
ment of getter efficiency for absorption of common
gases was that of Ehrke and Slack^. Their method of

measurement involves the introduction of the gas to be
tested into a getter-flashed bulb which can be isolated

from the pumps by a suitable cutoff. The gas is intro-

duced at a pressure in the micron range and then the

change of pressure with time is noted. The reference
article gives a tabulation of the results for common
getters for absorption of gases with both bright and
diffuse flash surfaces. A diffuse surface was produced
by flashing each getter in argon at a pressure of 1 to 3

mm Hg. (At RCA, argon at apressureof lOmmHg has
been found to be more efficient. ) The authors report
much higher efficiency of getteringfor the diffuse flash.

This effect is what one would expect because of the

higher porosity of the flash produced by flashing the

getter in argon.

Recent extensive studies of gettering at lowpressures
have been done by Wagner^' ^, P della Porta^, and
Morrison^. These investigators use two ion gauges
connected by a suitable capillary to measure the flow
of gas by the use of Knudsen's Lawfor the flow of gases
at low pressure. This formula is:

Pm- Pt
G = F-

where G is the rate of absorption of gas by the getter

in liters per second as measured by the flow of gas
from the manifold through the capillary; F is the cal-

culated speed of gas flow through the capillary; Pj^j is

pressure, in mm Hg, in the manifold; and P-j. is pres-
sure in, mm Hgin thetube with the getter flash. These
investigations have been carried in the pressure range
of 10-5 to 10-9 mm Hg with special consideration for

correction for the absorption of gas by the glass walls
and by the operation of the ion gauges.

These investigators have used a getter-flash area of

5 to 10 square centimeters with a barium deposit of

0.05 to 0.10 milligrams per square centimeter. Wage-
ner3 has reported an initial speed of clean-up for oxy-
gen of 11,000 cubic centimeters per square centimeter
per second.

Wagener continued his test only until the speed of ab-
sorption was decreased to 5 to 10 cubic centimeters
per second. He reports the time required (of the order
of minutes) as the speed of getteringfor an oxide coated
cathode. He claims that the speed of gettering during

the first few minutes can be used to predict the behav-
ior of the getter during tube life.

Usual RCA factory practice is to flash a getter to give

a deposit of 0.05 to 5.0 milligrams per square centi-

meter. During life, the total area of the getter flash

decreases as the barium is used up. We have also

measured a loss of 50 milligrams of barium in the get-

ter deposit in a color kinescope during 3000 hours life.

In the light of this information, it is difficult to see how
Wagener' s data on initial speed of getter action can be

applied to our factory problem. However, the past

work on getters does show good agreement in three gen-
eral areas:

1. The efficiency of getter increases with the effec-

tive surface area of the getter-flash deposit.

2. The efficiency of the getter is increased materi-

ally by flashing the getter in argon at a pressure of

a few millimeters to give greater porosity.

3. The temperature of the barium getter deposit

must be increased above 150 C to increase its adsorp-
tion efficiency significantly.

An extensive bibliography on gettering has been
assembled by Bartin and Tocci"^.

During the past five years, fairly extensive tests have

been made at Lancaster to determine the efficiency of

getters for absorption of gases at relatively high pres-
sure.

A schematic drawing of the all-glass system used for

such measurements is shown in Fig. 4. The gases to

be tested are bought in liter bottles. Each bottle G is

separately connected to the system through two vacuum-
grade stopcocks and S2 spaced to have a volume
between them of about 5 cubic centimeters for dosing

the system. One or more of the gas bottles can be con-

nected to the system reservoir PV which has a volume
of several liters and which includes McCleod gauge MC
before the first mercury cutoff C 1 . This cutoff connects

the gas reservoir to the tube part of the system which
includes a cold trap CT and the tube T for the getter.

The tube can be baked out by means of an electric fur-

nace. A second mercury cutoff C2 connects the entire

Figure 4. Apparatus for determining Getter

Efficiency (G-gas bottle; Sj, S2—stopcocks; PV-
system reservoir; MC—McCleod gauge; Ci, C2—

cutoffs; CT—cold trap; T—tube containing test getter)
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system to a mercury-diffusion pump and a mechanical
pump.

When a getter is to be tested, it is sealed into a suit-

able tube T, which is then sealed to the system. The
entire system is pumped through and C2. The tube

T is first baked at a temperature of 350 to 400 C and
then is allowed to cool to room temperature. Cutoff

Ci is closed after which the reservoir system is filled

to the desiredpressure (100 to 3000 microns) from one
of the connected bottles by means of the dosing stopcocks

Si and S2. Cutoff can be adjusted to give the desired
pressure so that the desired amount of gas is in the

reservoir. Liquid-air or dry-ice refrigerant must be
applied to the cold trap to freeze out mercury vapor
which affects the gettering properties of barium.

The sequence of operations is as follows: the getter

in T is degassed and flashed; the getter flash is allowed
to cool to the desired temperature; cutoff C2 is closed;

cutoff Cj is opened to allow the gas in PV to expand into

new volume Vj; the new pressure is calculated for

the condition before getter flash; pressures of are
measured on theMcCleod gauge at intervals of 1, 2, 3,

and 5 minutes after getter flash, and as much longer as

is desired. Measurements may even be continued up to

24 hours. Usually, the getter is practically used up or
is inactive after one hour for a barium deposit of a
fraction of a milligram per square centimeter. How-
ever, the clean-up may extend for days with oxygen gas
and a barium deposit of 15 to 20 milligrams per square
centimeter.

Typical results are given in Fig. 5 for the clean-up
by barium of oxygen and of amixture of oxygen and car-
bon monoxide. Twenty-five milligrams of barium
flashed over 100 square centimeters cleaned up 1900
liter microns of oxygen. This is equal to 76 liter mi-
crons of oxygen per milligram of barium per hour. If

it is assumed that the clean-up reaction is chemical,
then 2 Ba + O2 - 2Ba0. The theoretical value is 68 liter

microns of oxygen per milligram at 26 C. The author
has found a range of 30 to 110 liter microns per milli-

gram of barium for oxygen. No proven explanation for

these values is available, but their validity has been
checked many times. The curve for absorption of the

1
1

' ' '

1

25 MG BARIUM

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

DURATION— MINUTES

Figure 5. Gas Absorption by Barium Getter

mixture of oxygen and carbon monoxide shows that 25
milligrams of barium flashed over 100 square centi-

meters cleaned up 14 liter microns of gas per milli-

gram of barium in less than an hour. The reaction was
practically complete in one hour. Further exposure of

several days failed toprovide any significant additional

clean-up. However, when the carbon monoxide content

was reduced to 10 per cent, the clean-up continued in a
way similartothat for oxygen. The results for several
mixtures of oxygen and carbon monoxide, andfor a mix-
ture of oxygen, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen, are
given in Table I.

Table I

Effectiveness of Getters

Carbon Absorption
Oxygen Monoxide Hydrogen liter microns

Getter per cent per cent per cent per milligram

Barium 100 30-110
Barium 90 10 40- 50

Barium 75 25 10- 20
Barium 50 50 6- 15
Barium 0 100 8- 15
Barium 25 25 50 22
Cesium 50 50 22
Potas-
sium 50 50 25

Titanium 50 50 15- 17

(flashed)

When carbon monoxide is admitted over a getter flash

of barium, the clean-up of the gas is rapid for a few
minutes after which the rate is very slow. This de-
crease is thought to be due to the formation of a pro-
tective layer on the surface of the getter flash. Mix-
tures of oxygen and carbon monoxide, with the carbon
monoxide content 25 per cent or greater, react in the

same manner as shown in the top curve of Fig. 5.

An experiment was carried out in which a gas mixture
50 per cent oxygen and SOpercent carbon monoxide was
exposed to a barium getter flash for about 20 minutes
at which time the rate of clean-up of the gas was very
low. This gas mixture was pumped out. When oxygen
was readmitted over this getter flash the rate of clean-

up of the oxygen was rapid. This indicates that a cer-

tain partial pressure of carbon monoxide gas must be
present to maintain the barrier layer on the getter sur-
face.

Fig. 6, which gives the curve for the clean-up of oxy-

gen by a very heavy flash of barium, shows a clean-up
of 81 liter microns per milligram of barium after 100
minutes, and 108 liter microns at 72 hours. The in-

tervening behavior is unknown as indicated by the broken
line.

Fig. 7 shows the clean-up of a mixture of SOpercent
oxygen and 50 per cent carbon monoxide by titanium.

The top curve shows the clean-up by 20 milligrams of

titanium flashed over an area of 200 square centimeters.

At 30 minutes, the clean-up is 15 liter microns per
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milligram of barium. The bottom curve shows the be-
havior of a 2-square-centimeter strip of titanium heated
in the presence of a mixture of oxygen and carbon mon-
oxide. At about 700 C the strip oxidized badly but
cleaned up gas fairly well for a few minutes; when the
temperature of the strip was increased to 800 C the
clean-up increased rapidly as shown.

Although many tests of heated strips of zirconium and
titanium have been made in the various gases, the re-
sults have been extremely inconsistent. As a result,

no reliable data are available.

Table I summarizes some RCA getter data. The
ranges of clean-up efficiency are due to differences in

area of flash deposit, in the type of getter, and in the

thickness of the flash deposit.

EFFICIENCY OF GETTER FLASH

Preflash

In the exhaust of most receiving tubes, economy re-
quires that the getter be flashed in a few seconds on the

exhaust machine before tipoff . This practice gives sat-

isfactory tubes. In the exhaust of low-pressure gas
tubes on a sealex machine equipped for dosing, a getter

must be flashed before dosing the tube to remove re-

sidual gases sothat gas at the correct dosing pressure
may be put into the tube.

Postflash

A better vacuum is obtained in avacuum tube by post-
flash of getter after tipoff because the vapor stage of the
getter is most effective for gettering residual gases.

Postflash of getter is used in medium-priced power
tubes and in medium-pressure gas-type voltage-regu-
lator tubes where the filling gas can be purified by
postflash of the getter.

Because most getters have residual gases, they
should be degassed on exhaust, if possible, by heating
the getter to 800 or 900 C. With Kic getters, the re-
sidual gas after getter flash is mostly hydrogen which
is not readily taken up by the barium getters. However,
the hydrogen is rapidly cleaned up during operation of

the tube by ion bombardment produced when the anode
current ionizes the hydrogen.

Flashing in Argon

A black, porous getter surface is produced by flash-

ing the getter in argon at a pressure of 5 to 10 milli-

meters. This surface is many times more reactive

than the bright surface of a flash deposit produced in

high vacuum. This procedure is used in Lancaster for
the glass-enclosed getters which areplaced in the large
super-power tubes.

DETERMINATION OF BARIUM IN GETTER FLASH

The simplest method for determining the amount of

barium in a getter flash deposit is to titrate a water
solution of the getter-flash residue with hydrochloric
acid using a methyl purple indicator. Extreme care
must be taken to dissolve all the residue of the getter

from the glass walls. Using some of the titrating acid
and a small rubber spatula for removing the residue
makes for more accurate results.

The amount of barium can also be determined by the
flame spectrophotometer methodperfected by Bertin^.
This method is especially useful where the getter flash

is in the range of 1 to 3 milligrams of barium, as it is

in small receiving tubes.
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Aging and Stabilization

G. Wolfe

Harrison

Aging is the process of treating tubes which have ox-
ide-coated cathodes, after exhaust, to activate the coat-

ing for maximum thermionic efficiency and to clean up
residual gas. Stabilization refers to the process of

establishing conditions within the tube for long and uni-

form emission performance and, therefore, is inherent
in all aging processes. The term, however, as usually
used, is applied to special processing of longer duration
than is employed for conventional aging.

AGING

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

The exhaust process and the aging process are inter-

dependent to an important degree. The kind of exhaust
equipment used and its rate of operation determine cer-
tain requirements for the aging process. For example,
vacuum- type receiving tubes are usually exhausted on
sealex (combination sealing and exhaust) machines at

speeds ranging from 200 to 1200 tubes per hour. For
a 16- head sealex machine operating at a commonly used
speed of 600 tubes per hour, the total time a tube is con-

nected to working heads is only about one minute. It is

during this short time that tube parts must be brought
up to temperature, the tube evacuated, and the cathode
"broken down" (nitrocellulose driven off and carbon di-

oxide and barium oxide set free).

The process of activating the indirectly heated oxide-
coated cathode, although not completely understood,
involves the eventual production of donor states in the

material originally applied to the cathode sleeve as bar-
ium carbonate. (More accurately, the cathode coating
is a CO- precipitated mixture of barium, strontium, and
calcium carbonates, or occasionally barium and stron-
tium carbonates, but only barium will be discussed.

)

The cathode sleeve is essentially nickel plus certain
trace- element alloying agents which are added to en-
hance the workability of the material and the mechan-
ical stability of the sleeve, andto permit chemical "re-
duction" of the cathode coating. The coating, as applied,

consists of barium carbonate in a nitrocellulose binder
together with vehicles to permit handlingand spraying.

The coating on the cathode that is eventually presented
to the exhaust system is the barium carbonate and ni-

trocellulose.

When the cathode is heated ("lighted") during exhaust
for approximately one minute, the nitrocellulose binder

is driven off (at approximately 200 C) and the barium
carbonate reacts xmder the applied temperature (1000

to 1250 C)to produce carbon dioxide and barium oxide.

The carbon dioxide is pumped out, and the cathode coat-

ing is then only barium oxide, a material that will sup-

port thermionic emission, but only for a short period

of time and with considerable instability.

Because it is necessary to produce donors in the ox-

ide coating, additional processing is required; this pro-

cessing consists mainly of thermochemical and/or
electrochemical reactions. The thermochemical re-

actions are usually begun and partially completed dur-

ing exhaust, but the major portion of this reaction must
usually be performed independently from exhaust dur-

ing the process known as "aging. "

The reducing agents necessary for the production of

donors during aging are contained in the cathode- sleeve

alloy. The reducing agents include magnesium, silicon,

and titanium. Other materials may also be used. The
amount included of each material depends upon the

eventual use of the tube type; there are"active, " "nor-

mal, and "passive" cathode materials which are used
in tubes having varying life requirements. This de-

scription is oversimplified, but will suffice for this

discussion. Except when extremely long life is re-

quired (in which case a cathode material relatively close

to pure nickel would be used), the cathode material can
be assumed to include a reducing agent that can be called

upon to aid in the production of donors during aging.

Because the chemical reduction depends upon the

application of heat, the cathode could be activated by
simply connecting the heater of the tube to a source of

voltage and heating the cathode. However, although

this method would produce donors and a high level of

emission, and is in effect the first step in the conven-

tional aging schedule, it rarely results in a stable tube.

Additional processing is almost always needed to re-

move residualgasesfromother metal parts which, dur-

ing exhaust, may not have been heated enough to com-
pletely degas them. Although rf heating during exhaust

does, to a large extent, degas tube parts in which eddy-

current effects occur efficiently, this degassing, be-

cause it occurs under varying vacuum conditions and
is completed before final pressure is achieved at getter

flash, isincomplete. Someparts, such as certain grids,

may even be coupled poorly to the rf coil deliberately

to prevent excessive heating and resultant deformation
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and/or sublimation.

In any event, it is necessary to re- heat such parts
through electron bombardment to liberate gases that

would otherwise evolve during tube life as a result of

the special surface effects from electron bombardment.
Because the gases set free in this manner tend to cause
transient cathode poisoning, this "clean-up" must be
performed under accelerated and controlled conditions

during tube manufacture to produce a stable circuit ele-

ment.

THE AGING PROCESS

The Hotshot Step

The first step in the aging procedure is usually a ther-

mal treatment known as the "hotshot" step. This step

reduces the barium oxide to activate the cathode coating,

and also provides a source of electrons to be used
for element bombardment in later stages of the aging
process. The time and temperature of the thermal
treatment is limited by the heater, the cathode sleeve
material, the cathode coating, the temperature and
time required for optimum activation, and a time in-

terval consistent with manufacturing feasibility. The
usual practice is to apply a heater voltage of 150 to 200

per cent of rated voltage for 2 to 5 minutes. Low- tem-
perature processing has many advantages and, in fact,

may be necessary for highly active cathode materials

which normally contain reducing agents that sublime
readily. This sublimation can produce interelectrode

leakage. Passive cathode materials can be subjected

to higher processing temperature. For pure nickel

cathodes, the only temperature limitations with respect

to sublimation are those imposed by nickel alone. Other
effects, such as migration of cathode coating, bowing of

cathodes, and mica breakdown may limit maximum cath-

ode temperature during the exhaust if they occur before

the temperature limitation imposed by sublimation is

reached.

The reduction of the cathode coating by the base metal

produces donors first at the interface between sleeve

and coating. During the continued activation, these do-

nors diffuse to the surface of the coating; this diffusion

is the goal of the reduction process. In the course of

further activation by thermal reduction, however, the

donors may be vaporized from the surface. Such evap-

oration has two bad effects: first, the rate of evapor-

ation may exceed the reduction and diffusion rates and
thus de- activate the cathode; second, the evaporated

materials may sublime upon adj acent tube parts and may
cause interlectrode leakage or contribute to undesirable

thermionic emission from grids. An optimum aging

condition is one which produces donors at a rate which
permits complete diffusion into the coating but does not

cause de- activation and evaporation of sublimates onto

other tube parts. The importance of de- activation is

lessened by the fact that there is a time- temperature

range within which activation by reduction and diffusion

may overcome de- activation by evaporation. Deposition

of sublimates on adjacent tube parts, on the other hand,

is usually not counteracted, and its occurrence is gen-

erally considered to be harmful.

Overheating the cathode at exhaust or aging may fuse

the coating material. Short mount structures, where
cathode- temperature variations may be extreme as a
result of appreciable cooling effects at the ends of the

cathode, are more susceptible to overheating. End-
cooling effects may also be exaggerated by a tight fit

of the cathode in the supporting mica. Processing
schedules guided by the temperature of the ends of the

cathode may lead to fusion at the center. Fusion of the

coating makes activation extremely difficult in the fused

area, and is usually reflected in slumping emission and
poor emission at lower heater voltage.

Cathode- coating evaporation and fusion during ex-

haust and aging are related to the cathode coating. A
fluffy coating is more prone to evaporation than a dense
coating. However, a dense coating is more subject to

fusion, particularly in constructions which introduce
critical process- temperature problems.

During exhaust, the cathode temperature is raised to

1000 or 1250 C to break down the cathode coating, and
gases are liberated from the heater, heater coating,

cathode sleeve, and cathode coating. These gases are

removed from the tube during the exhaust cycle. In a
properly exhausted tube, the cathode coating is com-
pletely broken down and the gases liberated are com-
pletely removed. Duringagingof sucha tube, however,
the cathode might be heated to a temperature appreci-

ably higher than that reached during exhaust. This
higher temperature tends to liberate gases from the

heater and cathode which had not been liberated at the

lower temperatures on exhaust. Because these gases
cannot be pumped out of the tube, they may either be
adsorbed by the getter or combine with the donors being

produced. Adsorption by the getter is undesirable in

that the getter may be prematurely depleted; combining
with the donors might cause temporary or permanent
poisoning of the cathode coating, and render activation

either extremely difficult or impossible. This consid-

eration, then, imposes a limitation to maximum hotshot

temperature beyond those implied by materials, con-

struction, and application details.

The Grid Step

After a supply of donors is produced through initial

thermal reduction, the next step in the aging procedure
is stabilization of the emission and the degassing of tube

elements under electron bombardment. In many tubes

this is begun by a "grid step. " The heater voltage is

reduced from the hotshot voltage to a value about 20 to

40 per cent higher than rated voltage, and voltage is

also applied to grids and plates. Thermionic emission
current then flows to those elements. The grid and
plate voltages are adjusted to provide dissipation in

each electrode which is the same as or slightly higher

than the dissipation which occurs during normal tube

operation. Because it is the function of tube aging to

remove gases which would be liberated at normal oper-

ating temperature by electron bombardment, the "same-
as-or-slightly-higher-than" dissipation condition is

used to assure complete normal-temperature degass-
ing in a reasonable time in the production process.

The electrode voltages used during aging depend upon
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the tube construction. For diode aging, positive voltage

is simply applied to the plate until the appropriate plate

dissipation is reached. In a triode, aging voltages are

applied to both the grid and the plate. A triode grid

normally operates at a negative potential and is, there-

fore, not heated appreciably, during tube use, by elec-

trical conduction. As a result of its closeness to the

cathode, however, the grid is heated by radiation from
the cathode. Consequently, it must be degassed during

aging to reduce the possibility of gas evolution during

normal operation. Grid aging also cleans the grid sur-

face of cathode-coating material deposited during break-
down and activation, and thus prevents grid emission.

A low value of ac or positive dc grid voltage is applied

to give a low level of dissipation. Because the appli-

cation of positive grid voltage increases electron flow

to the plate, grid and plate voltages must be adjusted

interdependently to provide proper dissipation levels.

The conditions described for the triode also apply to

the control grid and plate of a pentode or beam power
tube. However, these tubes also contain a screen grid

and suppressor grid (or beam -confining electrode).

The screen grid normally conducts and dissipates heat

in the same manner as the plate. The aging consider-
ation, therefore, is the same; voltage is applied to the

screen grid to provide dissipation that is the same as

or slightly higher than the rated dissipation. The sup-

pressor grid, although it is probably not degassed appre-
ciably during rf heating at exhaust, does not conduct dur-
ing tube operation and does not normally require aging.

The same operating condition generally applies to beam-
confining electrodes, although they are normally de-
gassed to a greater degree during exhaust than is the

wound suppressor grid. The suppressor grid is usually

tiedtothe cathode during aging and suppresses second-
ary emission from the plate in the usual manner.

The second aging step, during which voltage is applied

to grids and plates to degas them through bombardment,
also stabilizes cathode emission. Because the cathode
temperature is maintained at about 20 to 40 per cent

above rated temperature, it receives a continuing ther-
mal treatment which tends to counteract the poisoning
effect of gases liberated from other electrodes. These
gases combine readily with the donors produced in the

previous step, and the continuing thermal reduction pro-
vides for re-activation of the cathode. This thermal
reduction at a condition of electrical conduction prob-
ably enhances the production of donors through elec-

trolysis. The process, however, is not yet fully under-
stood. The stabilization of emission which occurs dur-
ing this aging step is believed to be related to the high
cathode current and to the resultant electrolytic disso-

ciation of the coating (2BaO 2Ba+02).

The use of positive grid voltage is usually the most
significant factor in determining tube conditions and
limitations during the grid step. Although grid dissi-

pation is maintained at a low level, there are consid-
erations which limit the time in which such dissipation

can be tolerated. The grid is of fragile construction
and is often plated or clad with a material which sub-
limes readily. Theseplating or cladding materials are
usually gold, silver, or similar metals which suppress
thermionic emission from the grid. The time and con-

ditions for the grid step, then, must be limited to pre-
vent excessive mechanical deformation of the grid or
excessive sublimation which could cause cathode poi-

soning. The possibility of over- activating (or de-acti-

vating) the cathode must also be considered. The high

current may affect the cathode chemically. The elec-

trolytic effect may produce oxygen, and its rapid or
excessive evolution within the cathode coating may cause
de- activation.

The Anode (or Plate) Step

The plate of the tube during the grid step operates at

high current andlow voltage because of the accelerating

effect of grid voltage. The resultant heating of the plate

approaches the effect of normal electron bombardment
more closelythan that produced by the rf heating stage.

However, the normal electronbombardment at the plate

surface during life takes place at high voltage and low
current. Plate surface treatment under relatively high-

velocity electron bombardment, at approximately rated

dissipation, is necessary to effect surface degassing in

the manner most nearly approaching normal operating

bombardment characteristics. The next aging step,

the "plate step, " provides for most effective plate de-

gassing.

In a triode or pentode, the control grid may be nega-
tively biased, grounded, or even "floated" (least con-
trollable) duringthe plate step. Inapentode, the screen
grid must be considered in the same light as the plate.

Because there is conduction to the screen grid, similar

high-velocity bombardment at approximately rated dis-

sipation is necessary for appropriate surface degassing.

The suppressor grid, or the beam-confining electrode,

is tied to the cathode duringthe plate step for the reasons
mentioned during the discussion of the grid step.

The heater voltage may either be maintained at 20 to

40 per cent above the rated value duringthe plate step,

or it may be reduced slightlyfrom the value used dur-

ing the grid step. Its only function at this stage is to

keep the cathode at a temperature slightly above normal
to achieve plate (and screen-grid in a pentode) dissi-

pation at normal surface bombardment conditions. The
cathode should be operated at a slightly elevated tem-
perature to prevent cathode poisoning by gases liberated

from the plate and screen grid. Transient poisoning of

the cathode by gases liberated from electrodes during

aging must be overcome by re-activation through con-

tinued or repeated thermal reduction and conduction in

the cathode during further aging.

General Rules of Procedure

The time intervals normally used for the grid step

and the plate step vary widely, dependingupon tube ma-
terials, construction, and application, and the condition

of the tube after exhaust. Although it is not practical

to specify these time intervals, certain criteria may be
given. The time for the grid step is usually limited by
the conditions mentioned previously. Because the plate

step is not as severe with respect to the cathode, the

time may be considerably longer than that of the grid

step. Time for the grid step may be 5 to 20 minutes
and for the plate step, 10 to 60 minutes. It is first nec-
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essary to determine electrode voltages for proper dis-

sipation levels, and then to observe the changing char-
acteristics until appropriate time intervals can be se-

lected. The finished, aged tube must have the activation

level and stability to satisfy the electrical character-
istics at test and application and the life-test require-

ments.

Summary

Before going on to other considerations the aging

procedures already discussed will be summarized. The
three steps in the conventional aging schedule have been
presented as the hotshot, grid step, and plate step, as

shown below.

PLATE
VOLTAGE

Procedure
Step

Hot
Shot

Grid
Step

Plate

Step

Heater Voltage —
Per Cent of

Rated Values 150-200 120-140 120-140

Control-Grid Voltage Off On Off

Screen-Grid Voltage Off On On

Suppressor Grid Grounded Grounded Grounded

Plate Voltage Off On On

Time — Minutes 2-5 5-20 10-60

CIRCUITRY AND EQUIPMENT

The element voltages used in aging should be further

defined. The simple case is the direct application of

positive dc voltage to the grids and plates with respect

to the grounded cathode. Under this condition, there
is continuous conduction and element dissipation in the

conventional tube construction. For given values of

voltage, therefore, dc provides maximum dissipation

and maximum aging. Maximum dissipation, however,
is not always desirable, because continuous dc aging of

fragile control grids, for example, may cause deforma-
tion and sublimation of plated or clad materials. To
avoid this situation, ac voltage may be applied to the

grid. Simultaneous ac grid aging with dc plate aging is

often used to give maximum plate aging under ac grid

conditions. Tube conditions are shown in Fig. 1.

Although ac aging has been presented as a means to

moderate grid aging, it is often necessary to consider
complete ac aging for types of ac application, such as

certain rectifier-type diodes and other types for use in

class C application. High-voltage, short-time pulse

aging conditions are also to be considered for types

which must serve in pulse applications. While ac plate

aging is specifically indicated in the cases mentioned,
it may be usedfor plate aging of conventional tjrpes for

conventional dc applications. As shown in Fig. IB, the

character of the plate current is controlled essentially

by the grid voltage. Because plate current pulsates

when ac voltage is applied to the grid, the plate voltage

GRID

VOLTAGE

PLATE
CURRENT

DC

DC

DC

AC

A A A

AC

TIME TIME TIME

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 1. Basic AC and DC Voltage and
Current Characteristics

may also be ac. There will be little change in the shape

of the plate-current characteristic and a homogeneous
supply-voltage system canbe used. When ac voltage is

used on both grid and plate, it is necessary to adjust

element voltages and aging time to obtain dissipation

comparable to dc conditions. Alternating supplies and
phase differences between the supplies of the conven-
tional three-phase system make the pulsating results

considerably different in their dissipation qualities from
those of continuous dc aging.

When fixed supplies are used, the conventional fila-

ment-type lamp is usually used to adjust and control

element voltages. The lamps, which may be used in

series with each element or each supply line for each
tube on the aging system, provide a simple means of

varying element voltages, and also serve as current-

limiting loads. The lamps also act as indicators of

defective tubes and sockets. An even more flexible

system uses continuously variable voltage supplies in

conjunction with a lamp load. Element voltages are
changed by simple adjustment of the supplies, but the

lamp remains to serve its protective and indicating func-
tions.

Basic Circuits

Figs. 2 to 6 illustrate a number of arrangements
needed to age several of the common tube constructions

with lamps in series with each element.

If aging equipment is to be capable of complete con-

trol of any tube, five aging circuits are required. Al-

though this extreme flexibility is sometimes required

during tube development, it is not practical for produc-
tion because of the physical size of the equipment that

would be required.

The most generally used type of production aging

equipment is the stationary rack consisting of several

(usually four) individual panels. The panels for both

7-pin- miniature and octal-tube types have been stan-

dardized at 80 sockets, and for the 9-pin- miniature

types, at 51 sockets. Four hundred and255 lamp sock-

ets would be required per panel, respectively, if the

flexibility of five aging circuits were to be provided.
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SUPPLY

Figure 2. Diode Aging Circuit

Figure 3. Triode Aging Circuit

Figure 4. Pentode Aging Circuit

Figure 6. Triode -Pentode Aging Circuit

Four-panel racks would, in turn, involve 1600 or 1275
lamp sockets — unwieldy if not prohibitive quantities.

Fortunately, slight changes in aging procedure—changes
that are entirely within keeping with ultimate aging re-
quirements — make possible the use of equipment with
only two aging circuits rather than five. It is this two-
circuit equipment that is used for most production ag-
ing. The circuits shown in Figs. 7 to 10 show how
aging may be made to conform to standard two-lamp
equipment. It is important to remember, however, that

this equipment may not be capable of meeting some
unusual aging requirements. The most notable exam-
ples of tubes requiring unusual aging procedures are
in the triode—pentode family. Production equipment
has been constructed to provide three-lamp aging, as

shown in Fig. 11, for these tube types.

The two-lamp, four-panel stationary rack, which has
been described as an example of production equipment,
is only one of the types in current use. Automatic
equipment of the indexing-conveyor type, using both

single-socket and multi-socket panels, is coming into

increased use. This equipment accomplishes the same
basic aging operations as the manual equipment, but

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Figure 5. Ttvin -Triode Aging Circuit
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:r SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Figure 8. Two -Lamp Pentode Aging Circuit

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

I 1 ! !

Figure 9. Two -Lamp Twin-Triode Aging Circuit

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Figure 10. Two -Lamp Triode -Pentode Aging Circuit

increases production rates and removes the need for
manual timing and switching.

The relationship between the heater and cathode has
not previously been discussed. Although these two ele-

ments are normally inphysical contact with each other,

the heater insulation must isolate the heater wire from
the inner wall of the cathode. To determine the insul-

ation properties of the heater coating at operating tem-
perature, voltage is normally applied to the heater-
cathode circuit during one or more of the aging steps.
Except for unusual applications, the same fixed value
of voltage is usually used throughout the aging schedule.
In most aging equipment, bus lines serve the entire
panel of cathode and heater leads, and the heater-cath-
ode voltage is simply applied to the appropriate pair
of bus lines. A satisfactory lot of tubes represents a

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Figure 11. Three -Lamp Triode -Pentode Aging Circuit

no-load condition, and therefore, only one series lamp
per rack is used to provide protection and indication

in the event of a heater- cathode short. A low-current
lamp, such as a small neon lamp, is normally used as

a pilot in parallel with the supply. (See Fig. 12).

The most common variation from ac heater-cathode
aging occurs in the aging of the damper diode which
normally supports high unidirectional heater-cathode
voltage in tube operation. In this case it is normal to

use high-voltage dc aging (withthe heater negative with

respect to the cathode). Similar pilot and protective-

indicating lamps may be used. Special aging equipment
is also used to provide heater-cathode conditions more
nearly simulating actual tube operating conditions. One
type of special equipment is the "spot-knocker" which
is used to operate on both heater-cathode and plate-

cathode circuits. Spot-knocking is used for damper
tubes and other high-voltage types to duplicate fre-

quencies and voltages encountered in certain tube appli-

cation. Special equipment is needed for accomplishing
this operation because it is not feasible to incorporate
unusual circuitry into basic aging equipment. The term
spot-knocking suggests that heater-cathode aging serves
a functional purpose rather than only an indicating pur-
pose, and this is true. High spots of heater coating

(and occasional foreign material on the inner wall of

the cathode) are areas where high-voltage arcing or

breakdown may occur. Spot knocking is an attempt to

remove these areas of trouble during tube manufacture,

rather than to allow them to affect circuitry in the tube's

subsequent application.

Figure 12. Triode Aging Circuit Shoiving

Heater-Cathode Aging
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The heater- cathode aging operation, which was pre-

sented simply as an indicating device, actually reduces

heater- cathode leakage and hum by reducing or elim-

inating leakage- producing contaminants and emission
material in the heater- cathode system. During hotshot,

when the highest processing temperatures are encoim-

tered, a thermal effect helps vaporize heater- coating

surface contaminants. In aging steps that follow when
the heater temperature is lowered, application of heat-

er-cathode voltage introduces an electrolytic effect

which causes migration of contaminants to free surfaces

from which they are later evaporated. Ac heater- cath-

ode voltage has proven to be more generally useful in

receiving tubes than dc for this purpose, since ac re-

duces the heater- cathode leakage in both directions of

conduction. However, the special case which requires

dc heater- cathode aging considers only the direction in

which the tube will operate — heater negative with re-

spect to the cathode in the case of the damper diode.

The complete two- lamp aging circuits actually include

heater- cathode arrangements as shown in Figs. 13 and

14. The triode circuit (Fig. 13), is given as a simple

general type using ac heater- cathode aging; the damper
diode circuit (Fig. 14), is presented as an example of

dc heater- cathode aging.

Figure 13. Triode Aging Circuit Showing AC Heater-
Cathode Aging

VARIATIONS OF TREATMENTS AND SPECIAL PRO-
CESSING

Elimination of Grid Step

The three -step aging schedule is a basic aging

approach, but many variations exist to accomodate dif-

ferent tube types. The most common deviation is the

elimination of the grid step. When a tube is processed
with little contamination of the grid during exhaust and
hotshot, and hotshot and plate aging are sufficient for

good activation, it may not be necessary to age the grid

for clean-up if the type does not have grid emission
problems.

Figure 14. Damper Diode Aging Circuit Showing DC
Heater-Cathode Aging

Special Cycling

Another process contains two or more cycles of the

basic three- step schedule. This variation is used when
one cycle does not result in adequate activation and de-

gassing. Excessive parts degassing after hotshot may
poison the cathode and necessitate a repeated cycle of

hotshot and the subsequent aging steps. This approach
is widely used when processing temperatures are lim-

ited in an effort to suppress contamination and the for-

mation of leakage paths. A common adjunct to the mul-
ticycle aging process is the cooling step between cycles.

Although this has not been completely evaluated, it

appears that the cooling period allows the degassing
process to be delayed while gas may be adsorbed at the

cold nonconducting surfaces. Cooling is also used in

certain types which are processed with unusually high

short- time heater voltagesfor elimination of hum. Be-
cause high temperature is required to reduce heater

contaminants or heater emission (from stray cathode

or getter material), but is not intended to produce high

cathode temperatures, cooling steps are inserted to

process the heater without excessively heating the cath-

ode.

Problem Tube Types

The relation of aging to exhaust influences the vari-

ations in aging schedules. The exhaust processing sys-

tem is often incapable of giving optimum breakdown and
degassing. These limitations are related primarily to

tube construction. Optimum cathode breakdown is un-

obtainable in short mounts because of the nonuniform
cathode heating characteristics that result from end-

cooling of the cathode. Close- spaced diodes, such as

damper tubes, may also have nonuniform cathode heating

during exhaust. This nonuniformity results from heat-

ing of the cathode by radiation from the anode during rf

heating of the anode. Another difficulty is introduced

with the dual- section tube type which includes nonuni-

form cathodes and/or heaters. Uniform breakdown is

extremely difficult with this combination of parts, and
the exhaust operation usually cannot deliver a tube to

aging with balanced cathode- breakdown conditions.

Parts degassing is also limited by tube construction.

Rf pickup loops in tube parts may not be located in the

area of the part which requires the heating. Outer parts
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that run cold in operation may shield inner parts that

require degassing. Critical grid materials may limit

over-all heating characteristics.

Contact Potential Control

Contact potential* is a problem in some tube types.

The aging process can be designed to minimize this

problem. Contact potential results from the differences

in work functions of the cathode and adjacent elements.

To minimize contact potential, the work functions of

the adjacent elements should be as close as possible to

that of the cathode.

Two approaches to minimization of contact potential

at aging have been used. The first seeks to avoid the

increase in work function that results when foreign ma-
terials are deposited on tube elements; the second seeks
to reduce the work function of the tube elements by de-

liberately causing the deposition of cathode coating on

adjacent parts.

Tube elements may be kept free of foreign materials

during aging by the use of a long, low-temperature
aging schedule.

Intentional deposition of cathode coating is obtained

by the use of a severe hotshot at the end of the aging

process. Although deposition of cathode material may
successfully reduce contact potential, it is hazardous.
Deposition of cathode coating material on an adjacent

grid to reduce the effective work function, also im-
proves the emission properties of the grid. Great care
must be taken, then, that contact potential is not re-

duced at the expense of increased grid emission.

Parasitics

Aging equipment which is wired to process large quan-

tities of tubes often introduces unusual oscillatory

effects. Parasitic circuit elements are established due
to the extensive wiring and these may cause a rack to

develop oscillation with any indeterminate number of

tubes being processed. Tubes with transconductance
values of roughly 5000 micromhos and higher have a
tendency to oscillate. The incidence of oscillation is

unpredictable with respect to the number of tubes or

their locations on the rack. This oscillation produces
aging conditions and variations which are as unpredict-

able and uncontrollable as the phenomenon itself. A
possible method of eliminating this effect is the intro-

duction of a capacitance in each tube socket from plate

to cathode or from grid to cathode. The capacitors

used should be small noninductive elements, such as

mica capacitors of 500to 1000 micromicrofarads. This
addition should be resorted to when oscillation develops
on a given rack with a given tube type. However, a
more positive approach might be the addition of such
capacitors at the time a rack is built. Although this

would be expensive on multisocket aging equipment, it

would be an extremely valuable control on oscillation.

* See article on "Contact Potential and Grid Currents, " by

E. R. Schrader.

STABILIZATION

AREAS OF APPLICATION

While conventional aging is suited to high-speed mo-
bile manufacturing operations and normally provides
adequate tube processing for conventional application,

further refinement in processing is sometimes neces-
sary. Tubes for many industrial applications, nota-

bly Premium tubes, must deliver unusually stable, long-

life, trouble-free operation at a high quality level.

Applications in these areas depend upon the receiving

tube as a reliable system element; the consequences of

tube variation or failure may be costly in terms of ex-

pensive equipment or process failure. Even more sig-

nificant is the military application where receiving tube

reliability is vital.

Passive-Type Cathodes

To assure stable long-life operation, tube design

normally calls for materials and processes which pro-
vide these characteristics. The fact that passive cath-

ode materials are used more in this area than in tubes

made for entertainment application is of fundamental
importance to a discussion of aging and associated pro-
cessing. These materials are used to suppress the de-

velopment of interelectrode leakage and cathode inter-

face, both of which become increasingly serious with

long-life operation.

In addition to material considerations, lower cathode

temperatures are maintained during operation to fur-

ther suppress the formation of leakage paths. Because
activation of cathode coating during aging depends to a

large degree upon the amount of reducing elements in

the cathode alloy, tubes made with passive cathode ma-
terials require more careful and extended aging for

optimum stability. The time interval feasible for man-
ufacturing mobility is not normally sufficient for com-
plete processing of industrial tube types, and it is there-

fore necessary to prolong the processing on a separate

basis. (It is not suggested that the stabilization opera-

tion be used to compensate for improper aging proce-

dures; stabilization provides for an extended period of

operation to produce subtle changes under operating

conditions.) Stabilization is actually carried out under
electrical conditions closely related to life-test con-

ditions so that the tube may be subjected at this point

to conditions it will see in its application. If this pro-

cess is properly carried out, the tube undergoes its

minor early-hour variations while still under manu-
facturing control. These early-hour variations are

normal in most receiving tubes, but are not usually ob-

jectionable in many applications. However, in critical

industrial applications which depend upon an extremely

stable circuit element, these early-hour variations must
be eliminated or taken to completion. Stabilization, then

by continued tube processing under life-test or operating

conditions, provides for refinements in activation and

parts degassing and the consequent variations in conduc-

tion under these conditions, to be completed. (The

exceptionaltubetype which displays no variation at sta-

bilization represents an optimum processing condition.

Stabilization for this tube type becomes an instrument

for monitoring production processing success. This
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is perhaps the ultimate method for assuring maximum
quality level for outgoing product. ) The time that has

beenfound necessary for stabilization of tube operation

or tube characteristics, has varied from several hours

to several days, but a practical limit for most types

has been established at 48 hours.

Elimination of Potential Inoperatives

Another consideration related to tube stabilization is

its use as a "testing method," rather than only as a pro-

cessing function. Catastrophic tube failure is ordinarily

causedby shorted or open tube elements, either of which

renders the tube completely inoperative. These inoper-

atives normally occur during the first several hours.

Tube stabilization provides an excellent opportunity to

find early-hour inoperatives, and because stabilization

usually continues beyond the apparent critical time, the

finished product may reach ahigh quality level in terms
of subsequent inoperatives.

CIRCUITS AND EQUIPMENT

Stabilization requires extensive physical equipment,

containing a great number of sockets, because long-

period stationary processing of this type obviously is

not consistent with the speeds of the other manufacturing
operations. Early equipment designed for stabilization

did not provide for the application of specific element
voltages at the tube sockets. The important consider-

ation in this design was to effect life test dissipations

at the elements by any reasonable or convenient means.
The equipment was designed to operate ten tubes in

parallel in the manner shown in Fig. 15 (triodes are

shown for the sake of clarity).

The heaters and heater supply are not shown because
they are normally conventional variable ac supplies.

Heater-cathode conditions are not shown, but isolated

variable ac or dc supplies are normally used, and, as

in aging equipment, are simply connected to the cathode

and heater bus lines. Thedc plate voltage supply shown
is used for most types. There are a limited number of

dual-diodes which see ac service and which, according-

ly, are stabilized with ac plate voltage. The dual-diodes

also have appropriate circuit elements which differ from
the standard dc stabilization circuit shown.

The circuit uses a conventional filament-type lamp
in series with the cathodes to develop the grid bias

needed to attain the required plate dissipation; the cath-

odes are actually at a voltage above ground equivalent

tothe voltagenecessaryforpropergrid bias. The lamp
is selected to produce the desired voltage drop with

total cathode current from ten tubes. Although the ac-
tual plate voltage with respect to the cathode may be
considerably different from the specified life test value,

the grid bias can be adjusted to give the necessary plate

current for equivalent dissipation.

The grid resistor Rg helps duplicate normal tube

application by allowing the tube to react in the same
manner that it would in use. The grid resistor may
subject gassy tubes to a destructive condition. If gas
is considered as a negative grid current, the grid re-

sistor, which is usually of high value (from 0.1 to 1.0

TO FIXED DC

Figure 15. Ten-Tube Stabilization Circuit

Showing Lamp Bias

megohms), effectively becomes an instrument for de-

creasing the grid bias when grid current flows. Since

this reduction results in increased plate current, andin

turn, increased gas ionization, the cycle may proceed
to the tube's destruction. In this manner, tube stabil-

ization adds another function in improving the eventual

quality level of finished product.

In present equipment, the 10-socket unit is an integral

part of a 50-socket panel of five such rows of sockets.

The full standard rack consists of 32 panels, or 1700

tube sockets and 160 lamp sockets for the complete rack.

The equipment previously described, although it pro-

vides a rugged, flexible process, is subject to severe

limitations. First, it may be difficult to obtain precise

values of dissipation with available lamps. Since bias

voltage is normally critical in determining plate cur-

rent, the stepwise variation of bias obtainable by chang-

ing lamps may not be sufficiently precise. It may even

be necessary to remove one or two tubes from each row
of sockets to arrive at proper conditions on the re-

maining tubes, or as an alternative, the tubes may be

operated at undesirable dissipation conditions.

An improved method employs individual cathode bias

resistors as shown in Fig. 16. Each tube (or section

in dual-section types) assumes a grid bias condition

which is essentially independent of other tubes on the

rack, and which may be established accurately due to

the general availability of a wide range of resistor val-

ues. The lamp, which formerly served as a biasing

element, is used to regulate plate voltage with respect

to the cathode, since the voltage drop across the lamp
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TO FIXED DC

Figure 16. Ten-Tube Stabilization Circuit
Showing Cathode Bias Resistors

establishes the plate-to-cathode voltage. Since the to-

tal current (from ten tubes at given bias and plate vol-

tage conditions) and the required voltage drop are known,

the lamp size may be selected from available curves.

The improved stabilization method described does

not represent any basic equipment change. The addi-

tional resistors for self-biasing are simply added at

the sockets of the conventional 50-socket panel, and
the grid bus is connected to thecorrect side of the lamp.
Although the lamps serve different purposes, the phys-
ical equipmentfor either method is essentially the same.

Individual tube self-bias provides for closer self-

regulation than the ten-tube lamp-bias method described
earlier. But use of the lamp as a voltage-dropping ele-

ment still results in some tube interdependence. To
overcome this interdependence, individual plate resis-

tors have been used to drop supply voltage to correct

plate voltage. The resistor power ratings required for

safe operation are excessive, and the method has not

been used extensively.

The latest stabilization equipment contains variable

do supplies for positive elements and also for grid bias.

The choice between fixed-bias and self-bias is deter-

mined by the circuit requirements of the tube type.

SUMMARY

FACTORS AFFECTING AGING AND STABILIZATION
SCHEDULES

There are a prohibitive number of variables to con-

sider in an attempt to specify precise aging and stabil-

ization schedules beyond the basic approach described.

Aging procedure has often been based upon the exper-
ience of the designer and the many variables peculiar

to a tube type. The following review of pertinent var-

iables and the considerations they introduce, indicate

why it has not been feasible to specify a ready "formula"
for tube aging:

Relation of Aging to Exhaust

1. Degree of cathode breakdown from carbonates to

oxides. (Determines the amount of subsequent acti-

vation necessary at aging.

)

2. Temperature of heater and cathode during exhaust

and the limitations imposed with respect to new de-

gassing during aging.

3. Parts degassing efficiency during exhaust. Con-
struction variations, such as parts design, with re-

spect to rf pickup, affect degassing properties and
limitations during exhaust.

a. Plate and outer metal parts design provide wide
range of shielding characteristics.

b. Getter location may limit rf coupling for best

degassing of getter and other parts.

c. Grids may be of materials which limit over-all

rf heating properties of tube.

Tube Parts and Materials

1. Heater limitations to temperatures desired.

2. Cathode sleeve material.

a. Active materials— alloying agents which sub-

lime readily limit aging temperatures.
b. Passive materials require extended aging for

activation.

3. Cathode-coating material. Dense materials do

not vaporize onto adjacent tube parts as readily as

fluffy dry materials, but require heavier aging.

4. Grid material. Surface materials limit grid aging

by their sublimation properties.

5. Plate materials. Degassing determined to a large

degree by surface character—spongy carbon coating

tends to be more gassy than smooth-surfaced mater-

ial.

Tube Design

1. Cooling properties.

a. Mass of parts and general construction deter-

mine radiation properties and effective tempera-
tures.

b. Mica fit of parts, particularly of cathode, de-

termines cooling and end effects which influence

cathode temperature during processing.

2. Electrical connections. Common element con-

nections provide limitations in aging variations.

IMPORTANCE OF MEASUREMENTS

Formulation of aging schedules should be accompan-
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ied by accurate electrical measurements. Aging vol-

tages may be varied through lamp selection with fixed

supplies, or through variable supply values, with per-
iodic measurement of element currents and dissipa-

tions. This should be supplemented by periodic meas-
urement of emission and gas to determine the result-

ant activation and clean-up. Of course, this must be
followed by complete electrical testing and life test.

For dc conditions, dissipation may be determined by
use of a dc voltmeter and dc ammeter, and the simple
product of the resultant pair of values. Ac conditions

present a different problem. Because of possible phase
differences between supplies and because of the con-

duction characteristics, the wave shapes of element

voltages and currents are not the pure sinusoidal shapes
which the normal wattmeter can measure. The ac plate

and/or grid voltage curve may be compressed in the

area of conduction because of a voltage drop that occurs
in the series lamp when tube conduction occurs. The
element current curve may be compressed at the peaks
in tube types which reach saturation at a voltage be-
low the peak voltage of the ac element voltage applied.

Due to the complex nature of these wave shapes, spe-
cial measuring methods or equipment must be consid-
ered.

There is commercially available a special low-pow-
er-factor wattmeter, frequency-compensated to 2500
cycles. This instrument approaches atrue reading since

most of the majorfrequency components of the complex
wave shapes are included in the range of frequencies
that the meter is capable of handling. Another instru-

ment which has been used is the thermocouple-type
wattmeter, which contains essentially resistive ele-

ments (rather than the normal inductive elements) and
hence has good high-frequency capabilities. This in-

strument, however, is severely subject to de-calibra-

tion upon overload. The special 2500 cycle meter de-

scribed above does not have this limitation and, more
important, probably is of sufficient accuracy for meas-
urement of the wave shapes with which we are concerned.

An empirical method of limited use has been the

measurement of bulb temperature under easily measur-
able dc conditions and subsequent duplication of the

temperature using ac conditions. This is not useful

for multi-element dissipation since the individual dissi-

pations are obviously not separable in the bulb temper-
ature reading.
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The diode has the least complicated structure in the

family of thermionic tubes. It performs most circuit

applications as a simple polarized switch, closing when-
ever the anode (or plate)is more positive than the cath-

ode and opening when this polarity is reversed. Al-
though this simple concept is useful for an approximate
analysis of circuit performance, it must be expanded
into more practical form by the tube designer; his

switch is not ideal and consequently does affect the cir-

cuit performance. The magnitudes of the currents, the

voltages, and the dissipations present at the diode ter-

minals are of fundamental importance to the tube de-
signer. This information is needed to determine the

physical parameters for a particular structure and to

fix the electrical ratings upon a finished tube design.

A considerable portion of this article must therefore
deal with conventional circuits using thermionic diodes.

The quantitative analysis of these circuits will demon-
strate the effects of the diode on circuit performance
and, vice versa , the effects of the circuit on the diode
performance. The limiting qualifications of the diode
can be determined from the latter.

DIODE SYMBOLS

Solid-state diodes and thermionic diodes can per-
form the same function in any circuit. Their symbols
are compared in Fig. 1. In the solid-state device, one
electrode is usually marked positive (see Fig. lA).

The positive electrode corresponds to the cathode of

the thermionic diode. Note that for any two-terminal
load, either in series or in parallel with the rectifier

device, the end of the load closest to the positive- marked
electrode will also be positive. The arrow indicates

the direction in which current, in the conventional sense,

flows during conduction; its direction is always in the

opposite sense of electron flow.

+ K
o

A
o-

(+) K
-o

(A) (B)

Figure 1. Conventional Symbols: (A) the solid-state
rectifier device, (B) the thermionic -emitting diode

DIODE THEORY

Plane Parallel Electrodes

Neglectir^ the effects of initial electron velocities

on the diode characteristic by the use of the Langmuir
equationsl (which do neglect this effect), greatly sim-
plifies the diode working formulas. This procedure is

justifiable in most cases, because the initial electron
velocity effects are trivial at positive anode-to-cathode
voltage in excess of only a few volts. Then, the diode

current i for a plane -parallel cathode and anode is

given by

2.334A
ed3/2 Ge^j ' microamperes

(1)

where A
d

ed

cathode area
cathode-to-anode spacing
voltage between cathode and anode in volts

(corrected for contact potential)

diode "perveance"

In Eq. (1) and the following Eq. (2), no units are des-
ignated for expressing A, d, L, and r; they can be ex-
pressed in any units provided they are consistent for

numerator and denominator.

Concentric Electrodes

For cylindrical electrodes where the cathode is in-

side and concentric with the anode and with the same
assumptions as above,

14.66 L 3/2
Ge,

3/2

ri3

microamperes
(2)

where L
r

32

ed

where Tq is the cathode radius

cathode length

anode inside radius

f(r/ro)

voltage between cathode and anode in volts

(corrected for contact potential)

G = diode "perveance"

The values of /3 2 and /3 have been evaluated by
I. Langmuir;! however, in the chart (Fig. 12 of the

article by L. Scholz) the perveance G is plotted as a

function of r and Yq for a unit length of one milli-

meter. This chart inherently contains the factor

Perveance

/3'

The concept of perveance as applied to a diode is
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unique because it is dimensionally the quotient of cur-
rent divided by the three-halves power of voltage, or

l/v3/2. This perveance is the G factor of Eqs. (1) and

(2) indicatir^ that, besides a numeric constant, the per-
veance contains all the geometric quantities determin-
ing current flow. A high-perveance diode implies either

close electrode spacings, a large cathode area, or a
combination of both as compared to a normal-perveance
diode. It is expedient to note that, at a diode plate volt-

age of one volt positive, the magnitude of plate current
equals the magnitude of the diode perveance. At posi-

tive plate voltages of 4.65 or 21.5 volts, the magni-
tudes of the plate current are 10 times and 100 times
the magnitude of the tube perveance, respectively.

When the emitter is in the form of a V-shaped or
M-shaped filament, the effective cathode area compon-
ent of the diode perveance is determinable through a

suggestion by Kusunose.2 As shown in Fig. 2, this ef-

fective area consists of both sides of an imaginary flat

strip lying in the plane of the filament. The width of

this strip is twice the distance between the filament

center line and the plate, and its thickness is assumed
to be zero.

ANODE FILAMENT

1.

7
X
T"

X, FILAMENT
TO

PLATE SPACING

NOTE: ELECTRONS
WILL BE EMITTED
FROM BOTH SIDES
OF SHADED STRIP

includes some initial-velocity effect. Below approxi-

mately plus one volt, the effect of initial velocity pre-

dominates over space charge effects and the 3/2 power
law usually no longer holds. (See the article by L.

Scholz, where the effect of initial electron velocities

on current flow is presented.)

Dynamic and Effective Diode Resistances

Two resistance concepts are related to the diode anode
characteristic. The dynamic diode resistance r^yn is

obtained from the differentiation of Eq. (1) or Eq. (2),

de^

dyn
-Id

di ,2/3 .1/3
Ge,

1/2
(3)

This resistance would be used in analyzing circuits in

which small ac voltages or currents appear across or

pass through the electrodes of the diode, respectively.

For this case, the diode would be biased with a posi-

tive dc voltage which is large compared to the ac volt-

age applied.

When the diode is acting as a switch (as in the ac-dc
power conversion circuits) a second resistance concept

is more practical; this effective diode resistance is

the quotient of a particular voltage across the diode

divided by the total corresponding diode current. For
any operating point on the diode characteristic, the di-

ode can be replaced by a simple linear resistor. Then
the same voltage and current will be observed across
and through the resistor as appeared respectively for

the diode. Manipulation of Eq. (1) or Eq. (2) gives the

following expression for the effective diode resistance

^d
=

G2/3il/3 GeHl/2
(4)

ACTUAL DIODE EQUIVALENT DIODE

Eqs. (3) and (4) show that both the dynamic and equiva-
lent diode resistances vary inversely with the cube root

of the diode current, or inversely with the square root

of the diode voltage; furthermore, at the same operating
points they bear the simple relationship

^d = \ r^yn (5)

Figure 2. Effective Cathode Area of a
Filament-Type Diode

Diode-Plate Characteristic

In Fig. 4 the graphical relationship between a diode
characteristic, its dynamic resistance, and its equiva-
lent diode resistance is indicated for one point on the

diode curve.

In Fig. 3, diode-plate characteristics are plotted on
log-log graph paper as straight lines with the slope of

3/2. If this characteristic is plotted on log-log paper
from observed data using the applied Ep as the abscissa,

the 3/2 slope should appear at the region of higher volt-

ages. In the 1-to-lO volt positive region, the curve
willusually pull away, either above or below the straight

line. Inspection will show that the addition or subtrac-
tion of a small constant voltage of the order of + 1 volt

will shift the curved part of the characteristic to the 3/2
slope line of the higher voltage. The magnitude of this

voltage including its positive or negative sign is the so-
called contact potential, e . Strictly speaking, it also

Diode With Added Series Resistance

A constant resistance in series with the diode is al-

most always found in practical circuits. A qualitative

current -vs. -voltage characteristic of such combina-
tions is shown in the small diagram of Fig. 7A. As
the series resistance Rg is increased from zero to

large values, the current-voltage characteristic changes
from a curve (3/2 -power) to a straight line. For an
analytical solution of this combination, note that the
equivalent diode resistance rd is not a constant. It is

therefore expedient to pick a particular set of operating
conditions to which current, voltage, and equivalent
resistances are normalized. Such a point could con-
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50 60 80 100 200 300 500 700 900

DIODE PLATE VOLTS

TUBE CURVE TUBE CURVE TUBE CURVE TUBE CURVE TUBE CURVE

IA3 17 3A3 20 5Z4 9 6CA4 3 I7H3 9

IB3 19 5AS4A i 1 6AF3 5 6DA4 3 25Z6 8

IG3/IB3 19 5T4 1 0 6AL5 6 6DE4 6 35W4 2

IJ3 22 5U4G 1 3 6AU4GTA 2 6H6 14 35Z5GT 2

IK3 22 5U4GB 1 1 6AX4GT 9 6W4GT 2 36AM3 7

IV2 21 5V3 1 0 6AX5GT 1 5 6X4 1 2 84/6Z4 1 2
IX2A 1 9 5V4GA 9 6BC7 1 6X5GT 1 2 II7Z3 1 7

IX2B 18 5Y3GT 1 6 6BJ7 4 6Z4 1 2

2EN5 6 5Y4GT 1 6 6BW4 1 4 I2D4 2

Figure 3. Average Plate Characteristics of Some RCA Rectifier Tubes
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veniently (although not necessarily) be chosen for the

maximum peak current which is expected to flow. In

Fig. 5, let such a reference current be ii with the dc
reference voltage ei applied. Then

ei = ii (Rg + r^^) (6a)

and, with the aid of Eq. (4), at any other applied
voltage e

/il\l/3l
e = 1

Dividing Eq. (6b) by Eq. (6a) gives

1
(il/i)l/3

e

ei l + r^/Rs l + RsAd
IJ

(6b)

(6c)

i

0 -DIODE CHARACTERISTIC

b- SLOPE =l/r.

c- SLOPE = l/r

dyn

Figure 4. Interrelation of Diode Characteristic,

Dynamic Resistance r^y^, and Equivalent Diode
Resistance r^ at One Operating Point

SLOPE = r-
^di

Figure 5. Graphic Determination of Current Flowing
Through a Diode with Added Series Resistance Rg

Plotting Eq. (6c) on log-log paper (see Fig. 6) gives
a series of practically straight lines intersecting in the

reference point. The slope of each straight line is a

function of the added series resistance Rg. A new and

simpler equation may therefore be written for Eq. (6c)

\ n
1

^1 = 1

(7)

where the exponent n, a function of Rg/r^jp repre-
sents the slopes of the straight lines of Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7C, the relationship between this slope n and
the ratio Rg/r^. was constructed from graphical solu-

tions of Eq. (6c) similar to Fig. 6.

Substitution of Eq. (6a) into Eq. (7) gives another use-
ful expression

1 =
ei

(1-n)

Rg + r^j
1-1

Ce' (8)

where C is a constant equal to the bracketed term

1.0

<

o

0.1

0.01

SLOf •E,n=K

" >P /////

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

VV7^SL0PE,n = l.5

1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1

0.01 0.1

VOLTAGE RATIO -e/e,

1.0

Figure 6. Log-Log Plot of Eq. (6c) for
Different Values of R^/r^^

e _i

ei ij l+^dl^^s

(il/i/^^

^/^dl1+

The equivalent resistance R at the terminals a, b of

the series circuit of Fig. 7B can be deduced in a similar

manner giving

n-1
n

ei

i e
(9a)

where the'value of n in the exponent term is also that

shown in the curve of Fig. 7C.
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Rs = 0 IN CURVE a

Rs INCREASES
PROGRESSIVELY
IN CURVES

b,c AND d

(A)

-AAA^

(B)

CO 10 4 2.5 1.75 1.25

[2p| 5
I

3 2 1.5

c
I

LU

X
UJ

1.5 2
1.25 1.75 2.5

(C)

Figure 7. Effect on Diode of Adding Series Resistance R^: (A) qualitative relation between current and voltage

as Rg is increased, (B) circuit defining equivalent resistance R at terminals (a, h), (C) value of exponent n as

function of Rg/rfjij^ or r^j/Rg
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Substituting Rj^ = Rg + into Eq. (9a) gives the fol-

lowing equations

R
n-1

(Rs + rd^) ii
" C

n-1
i n

(9b)

The total plate dissipation Wp is obtained by integra-

ting the instantaneous dissipation; it is expressed as

the product of the instantaneous diode current and volt-

age during the conducting half-cycle and is averaged

over a full cycle.

JL JL
.2

=
2/"

eide =il/
2 777 ttJ

sin
5/2

e de (lOf)

R = (R +rd ) ei

n-1 n-1 C"
n-1

(9c)

where C and C" are constants equal to their cor-

responding bracketed terms. Simply restated, the com-
bination of a series resistance and a diode can be re-

placed by atwo-terminal "black box" having the voltage,

current, and resistance relationships expressed in Eqs.

(7) and (9a). The combination will appear as a linear

resistance as the exponent n approaches unity as a
limit, that is, when Rg is very large compared to r^j.

DIODE OPERATION INTO A SHORT-CIRCUITED LOAD

Operation of a diode from a sine-wave plate-voltage

supply into a short-circuited load is useful for checking

diode emission. The ac -voltage method has an advan-

tage over the dc -voltage method because the diode dis-

sipation is reduced to less than 25 per cent for a given

maximum emission current, Eq. (lOr). The circuit is

simple and consists of an ac supply shunted by the diode.

The diodes are assumed to be space charge limited.

The voltage e across the diode is the ac supply volt-

age and is given by

E sin e = /¥ E^j^g sin

The corresponding diode current i is given by

Ge3/2 _ E sinej
3/2

(10a)

(10b)

where G is the diode perveance.

A

The peak current I flows whenthe ac voltage is at its

positive peak voltage with respect to the diode cathode

and is given by

GE (10c)

The dc current I is the integral of the current flowing

during the half-cycle of conduction, averaged over a

full cycle and is given by

JL JL
2 3/2
sin e de (lOd)

o " "o

The rms current Irms root-mean-square value

of the diode current averaged over a full cycle and is

given by
'

2
rms sir? e de (lOe)

The above definite integrals have solutions resolvable

with the help of gamma functions since

/
2

sin'' )de =^
,n + 1, n

2 Lr(|- + i).

(lOg)

Solving Eqs. (lOd) through (lOf) and substituting the

equalities shown in Eqs. (10a), (10b), and (lOc) gives

the following group of identities for the diode when an

ac voltage is applied directly between anode and cath-

ode:

IrmS'

I/I

I/I = 3.59

/! = 1.655

rms = 2.17

= 1.682 GE

= 0.469 GE

3/2
rms

3/2
rms

GE3/2

= 0.278 GE3/2

rms 0.776 GE^/^g = 0.461 GE^^^

Wn = 0.544 Ge5/2 = 0.229 GE
P rms

r5/2

(lOh)

(10 i)

(lOj)

(10k)

(101)

(10m)

(lOn)

0-''02 Ir^g E^^^ = 0.496 I^^g E (lOp)

1.160 I E,rms

= 0.324 I E.rms

0.820 I E

0.229 I E

(lOq)

(lOr)

BASIC RECTIFIER POWER CONVERTERS

The conversion of ac power to dc power can be classi-

fied into three general types of circuits. They are iden-

tifiable by the output circuit as seen by the rectifier

tube. The output may be either an unfiltered resist-

ance load. Fig. 8A, a choke-input-filtered load. Fig.

8B, or a capacitor-input-filtered load. Fig. 8C. Also
shown withthese three typical circuits are their signif-
icant voltage-and-current-vs. -time characteristics.

For simplicity, it has been assumed that the rectifying

diodes are ideal switches being "on" only when the ac

supply voltage E is more positive than the voltage Bq at

the rectifier output. It was also assumed that the choke
and capacitor are very large.
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Eo=EO-C^RL

\ / \ 7

TIME

\ y \ 7

\ Ez / \ E| .

^ / \ 7

TIME

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 8. Comparison of Voltages and Currents in a Single-Phase Full-Wave Rectifier; (A) no filter,

(B) choke -input filter, (C) capacitor-input filter

In steady-state operation, the following differences

may be noted in these three types of circuits: (1) no

filter, resistance load only, (2) choke-input-filtered

load, and (3) capacitor -input filtered load.

No Filter, Resistance Load Only . Both the output

voltage eo and the output current Iq are unidirectional

pulsating half -sinusoids at the rectifier output termin-

als. Fig. 8A. In multiple-phase operation (see Figs.

12, 13, 14) the overlapping of the phases reduces the

pulse-amplitude of both eQ and Ig.

Choke-Input- Filtered Load. The output current Iq

is constant, but the output voltage eQ is a series of

unidirectional half-sinusoids at the rectifier termin-

als, Fig. 8B. Each diode passes a rectangular-shaped

current pulse i^ and i)^, respectively. The voltage

across the load resistor Rl is constant, because all

of the ac voltage components of appear across the

large choke L.

Capacitor-Input-Filtered Load . The output voltage

Bq has a constant amplitude, but the output current Iq

consists of a series of unidirectional pulsating frac-

tional half-sinusoids at the rectifier terminals, Fig.

fier output current are bypassed through the large

capacitor C. Note that, for the assumed ideal recti-

fier switches, the dc output voltage Bq should just equal

the peak of the input ac voltage Ej^ and E2. Actually,

the dc output voltage Cq is very sensitive to even small

amounts of resistance in series with the diodes. In

Fig. 8C, therefore, a small resistor is tacitly assumed
to be in series with each diode.

RESISTANCE LOAD AND CHOKE -INPUT- FILTERED
LOAD

The operation of resistance load, and choke-input-

filtered load circuits as applied to rectifiers has been
understood for many years. "^'^'^ Both types of load-

ing have identical waveshapes at the rectifier output

terminals. These waveshapes are indicated as Qq in

Figs. 9 through 14; they are either a series of repeat-

ing half -sinusoids, as in Figs. 9, 10, 11, or, the top

parts of repeating half -sinusoids as in Figs. 12, 13,

14. By application of the Fourier analysis, these wave-
shapes may be resolved into a dc component and a ser-

ies of ripple voltages which are harmonics of the sup-

ply frequency, as follows

SC. The current Iq through the load resistor Rl is

constant, because all the ac components of the recti- For single-phase, half-wave connections (Fig. 9)
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\<}> LINE

K^LINE

B' A'

Figure 9. Single-Phase, Half-
Wave Rectifier (not used with

choke -input filter)

Figure 10. Single-Phase, Full-

Wave Rectifier

TIME
\

\

\

i^E _ eo

/ \ AbmlX /
^ 1 y 1 Y

\ Figure 11

TIME-h^A A
,

\ / \ / \

T \ / \ / \

Rectifier

\ /*-E \

I \

J L

-AV

TIME-

Figure 12. Three -Phase, Half-
Wave Rectifier

^i^

o>
0

/ A /\ A

/ Em A /\ A A

TIME-

/

J i.

X /

J I 1.

\/f:
W ^E

\ / \ I / V /

\ / X i ' ^ 'V

Figure 13. Three-Phase, Full-

Wave Rectifier

TIME

t A/ \f \i \/ \/ \' \

'Em \ 'X '* A / \ /\ '

V5l U M X « «

I \

I \ / V
/ \

-bml Figure 14. Three-Phase Bridge
Rectifier

—
I CYCLE

-

LINE
FREQUENCY

In Figs. 9 to 14 the voltage curves hold for both resistance load and choke -input-filtered load. The heavy solid curve (Cq) Is

the voltage at the rectifier output terminals. The voltage consists of a dc component E^^ (dot-dash line) and a superimposed

ripple voltage. E and F.^ are the RMS and peak secondary voltages, respectively. E^jjjjj is the peak inverse voltage across a

diode.
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Table I

Normalized Characteristics for Rectifier Circuits

With Resistance and Choke-Input-Filtered Loads*

E = Transformer Secondary Voltage (rms) Ig^y = Average DC Output Current

E^v = Average DC Output Voltage 1)3 = Average Plate Current

Ej^ = Peak Transformer Secondary Voltage Ip = Plate Current (rms)

Ebmi = Peak Inverse Plate Voltage Ipm = Peak Plate Current

Ej. = Major Ripple Voltage (rms) Pg^p = Transformer Primary Volt-Amperes

f = Supply Frequency Pg^g = Transformer Secondary Volt-Amperes

fj, = Major Ripple Frequency P(j(, = DC Power = (E

1- Phase 1-Phase 1- Phase 3 -Phase 3 -Phase 3 -Phase
Item Half-Wave Full-Wave Bridge Half-Wave Full-Wave Bridge

(Fig. 9) (Fig. 10) (Fig. 11) (Fig. 12) (.Jig. 16) /"Pi rr 1 4^

Voltage Ratios

0.318 0.636 0.636 0.827 u.y DO

Eav/E 0.451 0.900 0.900 1.130 1.350 1.350

Ebmi/E 1.41 2.83 1.41 2.45 2.83 1.41

Ebmi/Ea,v 3.14 3.14 1.57 2.09 2.09 1.05

Ej/Eg^V 1.11 0.471 0.471 0.177 0.040 0.040

Frequency P?atio

fi/f 1 2 2 3 6 6

1^1 1 V* V* r~\ 1 LJ1 t 1 /~\cV^UI rtillL rCilLlUb

^b/^av 1 0.5 0.5 0.333 0 1 fiV yj.ooo

Resistive Load

'pZ-'-av 1.57 0.785 0.785 0.587 u. fiuy U. D 1 O

^m/^av 3.14 1.57 1.57 1.21 1.05 1.05

Ipm/Ib 3.14 3.14 3.14 3.63 6.3 3.14

Inductive Load°

^p/^av
* 0.707 0.707 0.577 0.408 0.577

'pm-'-av
* 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Power Ratios:

Resistive Load

^asZ-^dc 3.49 1.74 1.23 1.51 1.82 1.063

^apZ-^dc 2.69 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.28 1.063

Inductive Load*-"

-PasZ-^dc
* 1.57 1.11 1.48 1.28 1.05

^ap/^dc
* 1.11 1.11 1.21 1.05 1.05

Notes:

k Conditions assume sine-wave voltage supply; zero voltage drop across rectifiers when conducting; no losses

in transformer or choke (Rg = 0 in Figs. 9 to 14); output load is a pure resistance,

o The use of a large filter-input choke is assumed.

* Single-phase, half -wave, choke-input-filtered load has no practical significance; only a minute pulsating dc
current will flow.
These ratios also apply for the case of capacitor-input filtered load.
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= 0.451E{1 + 1.571 cos wt + 0.667 cos2 a)t-0.133

cos 4 wt + . .
. ) (11)

For both full-wave or bridge single-phase connections

(Figs. 10, 11)

e^ = 0.900E(1 + 0.667 cos 2 wt- 0.133 cos 4 wt + . . .

)

(12)

For three-phase, half-wave connections (Fig. 12)

e = 1.130E(l + 0.250 cos 3 a;t-0.057 cos 6 wt + . . .)

(13)

For both full-wave or bridge three-phase connections

(Figs. 13, 14)

e„ = 1.350E(1 + 0.057 cos 6 wt -0.014 cos 12 wt + . . .

)

(14)

where

e^ = voltage at rectifier output terminals

E = rms voltage per plate at the input to rectifier

w = angular frequency (2 it f) at the applied line fre-
quency f

t = time, in seconds.

The first term on the right hand side of these equations

gives the dc voltage available as a result of the rectifi-

cationprocess; the remaining series of terms expressed
as cosine functions represent the usually undesirable

ripple voltage.

expressed analytically, as indicated by Eqs. (11), (12),

(13), and (14), it is possible and convenient to replace

the whole rectifier circuit by equivalent circuits (see

Figs. 15, 16, and 17). In the equivalent circuits the

output loading of the original circuit remains unchanged

but the rectifiers and ac supply voltage are replaced by

abattery E^y, a series resistor Rg, andastring of rip-

ple voltage generators Ej^, E2, E3, etc. , all of which

are in series with the output loading. The effective

series resistor Rg consists of two parts, rg and r.^.

The first part rg is the sum of all the linear resist-

ances in series with each diode but does not include

the load resistor Rl; an equivalent transformer resist-

ance, the dc resistance of filter chokes, and any protec-

tive surge resistances would be included. The second

part r^j is the equivalent diode resistance and is non-

linear.

The operation characteristic for the choke-inputfilter

circuits of Figs. 16 and 17 is the relationship between

thedc output current Iq and the dc output voltage Eq for

a fixed ac supply voltage. For its determination, the

ac ripple voltage generators may be disregarded. Be-
cause the diode, while in the conduction state, must
pass the total output current Iq, the expression for the

dc output voltage is given by

E,
av (15)

where E^y is the average dc voltage output indicated in

Table I, as well as the first right-hand term of the ap-

Because the output voltage Cq at the rectifier can be plicable Fourier series (Eqs. 11, 12, 13, or 14); rg is

RIPPLE VOLTAGE
GENERATORS

Figure 15. Equivalent Circuitfor Rectifier with Resistance Load

Figure 16. Equivalent Circuitfor Rectifier with Choke -Input-Filtered Load

C4: ?Ri APPROX #EiEav = Rl<

.lo+Ir
J^J

B B
Figure 17. Equivalent Circuitfor Rectifier with Choke -Input-Filtered Load and a Capacitor C

Added to Reduce Ripple
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the linear resistance in series with each diode, and e^
is the diode voltage drop corresponding to the full load
current Iq. The graphical determination of this opera-
tion characteristic is shown in Fig. 18, where ej^^ is

the voltage drop across the diode and any added series
resistance rg, e^ is the voltage drop across the diode,

and e^ is the voltage drop across rg. The slope of Rj^

is the load resistance and its intersection with the out-

put curve at Eq determines the dc output current Iq.

Fig. 19 shows the operation characteristics corres-
ponding to Fig. 17.

The peak current I^p which flows through a single di-

ode in choke-input-filtered operation cannot exceed
twice the total output current Iq (see Fig. 20), since

this would require the diodes passing current in their

non-conducting direction. Its actual magnitude is de-
termined from the peak ripple current Ir superim-
posed on the dc output current Iq,

where n = 6 for both single-phase full-wave and
bridge circuits (Figs. 10 and 11)

n = 24 for three-phase half-wave circuit (Fig.

12)

n = 210 for both three-phase full-wave and
bridge circuits (Figs. 13 and 14)

and Rl and f]^ are the load resistor and the line

frequency, respectively.

Note, that as the dc output current is decreased (R^ is

increased), this minimum inductance value must in-

crease. In Fig. 19, point A corresponds to operation

with Ljjji^jj. In the region A-B, operation is under nor-
mal choke- input filter conditions. In the region 0-A,

operation is similar to that of a capacitor-input-filtered
load circuit. For a practical quantitative analysis of

the operation with choke inductance less than the mini-
mum critical value, refer to Heymann. 6

^m ' ^o + ^r (16)

The peak ripple current can be determined from the

equivalent circuit diagrams of Figs. 16 or 17. If the

practical assumptions are made that Rg Rl and that

the capacitor impedance Z^,, at the main ripple fre-

quency fr, is less than Zl and Rl, then, for the choke
circuit in Fig. 16

J nr Rl El

I.

= , 2

J:

(17)

R 2 Eav

and for the choke-capacitor circuit in Fig. 17

E.

R.
(18)

av

where Zl

Er/Ea

I/Io

choke impedance 2 it fji and f j, is

the main ripple frequency
ratio of main ripple rms voltage to

the dc-output voltage (see Table I)

ratio of peak ripple current to dc
output current.

-CURVE SHOWING DIODE CHARACTERISTIC
SUBTRACTED FROM Eqv

LINE SHOWING DROP ers
SUBTRACTED FROM E^

DC LOAD CURRENT-Io

Figure 18. Construction of Operation Characteristic
for Resistance Load (Fig. 15) and for
Choke -Input-Filtered Load (Fig. 16)

When the choke alone is used for filtering the output

(see Fig. 16), the ratio of peak ripple to dc output cur-
rent can never exceed the value 0.667 in both full-wave
andbridge single-phase circuits. However, this condi-

tion is not the case when a large capacitor C is shunted

across Rl tofurther reduce ripple voltages at the out-

put terminals. Inspection of the equivalent circuit in

Fig. 17 will indicate that, with the assumptions made
above, the magnitude of the ripple current is limited

solely by the choke inductance L. If the computed ratio

I/Iq is greater than unity, then the impossible condition

occurs as indicated by curve 4 in Fig. 20. The recti-

fiers cannot pass current opposite to the normal con-
duction, as demanded by the dotted part of this curve.

For a given load resistor, there is a correlated mini-
mum inductance which just allows the peak ripple cur-
rent to equal the dc output current (see curve 3, Fig. 20).

Its value is indicated for the choke and capacitor cir-

cuit (Fig. 17) by
L

Lmin = HJli henries (19)

The power dissipation in the diodes and in any series

resistors of the choke-input-filter circuits is determin-
able by first assuming that only dc current flows through

the choke. A correction factor is then applied which
increases this dissipation to account for the effect of

adding a ripple component to the dc current; the follow-

ing expressions may then be obtained:

^PP ~ ^ watts per plate, for diodes (20)

k 2
and Wd = rr Irv Rq watts for linear series resistance

"s M o s
^21)

where k is the correction factor due to ripple cur-
rent (it maybe read from Fig. 21), Iq is the total dc
output current, and e,^ is the voltage drop across the
diode for total current Iq and

N = 2, for both full-wave and bridge single-phase
circuits (Figs. 10, 11)
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N = 3, for both half-wave and bridge three-phase
circuits (Figs. 12, 14)

N = 6, for full-wave three-phase circuits (Fig. 13).

For a series resistor carrying full- load current full

time (i. e. , the series dc resistance of the choke), Mis
equal to 1.

For the series resistors marked in Figs. 10

through 14:

M = 1, for single-phase bridge circuit (Fig. 11)

M = 2, for single-phase full-wave circuit (Fig. 10)

M = 3, for both half-wave and bridge three-phase
circuits (Figs. 12, 14)

M = 6, for three-phase full-wave circuit (Fig. 13)

DC LOAD CURRENT -lo

Figure 19. Operation Characteristic for Choke-Input-

Filtered Load with Large Capacitor C added Across
the Load Resistor (Fig. 17)

Figure 20. Current Waveshapes Flowing in Choke,
Choke -Input Filter Circuit with

Capacitor Added (Fig. 1 7); Showing Effect of
Varying the Choke Inductance L

A peak inverse voltage E^jni appears across each
rectifying element one or more times during a cycle

of line frequency. Its voltage polarity is opposite to

that for diode conduction, that is, the plate will be highly

negative with respect to the cathode. It is important
that the rectifier diodes withstand this peak inverse
voltage, otherwise, should breakdown occur, a resulting

short-circuit will appear across the ac supply lines.

For example, the peak inverse voltage in the single-

phase full-wave circuit in Fig. 10 may be determined by
considering the rectifiers A and B as switches that are
closed only during their conduction time interval. If it

is assumed that switch A is closed, then the maximum
voltage across the open switch B will be twice the peak
voltage of the transformer's half secondary winding
(2i/~2E). Bridge circuits show to advantage by having
a peak inverse voltage only half that of the full-wave
circuits. For an example of this benefit, refer to the

single-phase bridge circuit in Fig. 11. Note that when
switches A and A' are closed, the open switches B and
B' will each have a peak inverse voltage equal to the

peak value of the ac supply line •f2E across them. The
peak inverse voltages are indicated as Ey^j^i
waveshape diagrams of Figs. 9 through 14 and are nor-
malized in Table I.

TUNGSTEN-LAMP-LOADED RECTIFIER

This case is very special and of particular interest

in tube manufacturing, because tungsten lamps are used
to stabilize the tube characteristics during the aging of

diodes.

Barbrow and Meyer'^ give wattage, current, and volt-

age data for tungsten-filament vacuum and gas -filled

lamps in the range of 15 to 500 watts. This information
and that of LangmuirS and Haller9 produce a single-

valued curve when normalized; see the middle curve of

Fig. 22. For this curve, the rms current and rms
voltage of the lamp have been normalized to the rated

nominal operating current and voltage, respectively,

and drawn in graph form.

When a tungsten lamp is used as the load in either

a half-wave or full-wave rectifier, the dissipation and
currents of the diode can be determined from two volt-

age readings. One reading is the rms voltage across
the lamp and the other is the rms voltage of the sup-
ply. (Do not use a rectifier-type ac meter or a Volt-
ohinyst to make the reading across the lamp because they

are calibrated to measure only pure sine or cosine
voltage waveshapes. ) The plate dissipation and diode
currents can be determined from two measured read-
ings with the aid of Figs. 22 and 23.

The curves in Fig. 23 were computed from

Wn=-

and

W,

^rms Eac
_ El

In _En En.

Irms Eac El'

L^N
J2E

"

- N ^N.

for full-wave operation,

(22)

for half-wave operation

(23)
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In these equations the ratio Irixis/lN ^ function of

El/E|^; correlation of the two ratios is shown by the

middle curve of Fig. 22.

CAPACITOR-INPUT- FILTERED LOAD

In making a rigorous analytical solution of the rec-

tifier circuitwitha capacitor-input -filtered load, many
difficulties will be encountered when transcendental,

trigonometric, and exponential functions appear to-

gether. Some of the methods of obtaining a practical

solution to this type circuit are indicated in the refer-

ences. ^> ^' Particular note should be made
of the Schade paper 5 in which no restrictions are placed
on the circuit parameters.

Fig. 24 shows the currents and voltages occurring in

a half-wave single-phase capacitor -input load circuit,

which operates in two periods. These periods are iden-
tifiable as a capacitor-changing interval (la to 2a, lb

to 2b, Ic to 2c) and a capacitor-discharging interval

(2a to 3a, 2b to 3b, 2c to 3c). The diode rectifier D,

acting as a switch, closes when the ac supply voltage E
rises above the capacitor voltage Cq; it opens again

when E drops below the capacitor voltage. The output

waveshape Bq is a function of the filter-capacitor charg-
ing and discharging time constants, RgC and RlC, re-
spectively. To demonstrate the effect of changing these
time constants in the circuit of Fig. 24, all the para-
meters are held constant except the value of the filter

capacitance C. Then

for condition a, the discharge time constant Rj^C =

300 Tj.

for condition b, the discharge time constant RlC =

3Tr

for condition c, the discharge time constant RlC =

0.3 Tj.

where T^. is one period of the ripple frequency.

The load resistor Rl is approximately equal to lORg
and therefore the charging time constants are approxi-

mately one-tenth those of the corresponding discharge

time constants. The diode D is assumed to be an ideal

switch. When both time constants are very long com-
pared to a cycleof line frequency (as in condition a), the

voltage of the filter capacitor Bq remains substantially

constant during the charge and discharge periods and,

consequently, there is negligible ripple voltage. With
both time constants short compared to a cycle of line

frequency (as in condition c), the voltage across the

filter capacitor Bq is far from constant, dropping al-

most to zero volts at the end of the discharge period

(points Ic, 3c). Because the charging time constant

is small (0.03 Tr), the filter capacitor builds up its volt-

age rapidly (period Ic to 2c). The average dc capacitor

voltage Eq is lower than for condition a, and has a large

superimposed ripple voltage superimposed upon it.

Condition b, with its time constants for charging and
discharging the filter capacitor intermediate between
those of conditions a and c, represents a practical con-

dition. Note that the dc output voltage and the peak
and average currents are the same as for condition a.

The two conditions differ by a small phase shift in the

charging currents, and some not negligible ripple volt-

age present in condition b.

The magnitude of the average output voltage Eq in

each condition must adjust itself to a level such that the

average value of the pulse charging currents just equals

their respective dc output current Iq. For the cases il-

lustrated in Fig. 24, the area under a single pulse of
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rectifier current must equal the area under its as-
sociated dc output current (line Iq), for one repeating
period Tj,. Because the pulse of charging current flows
only through the series resistor Rg and the dc output

current flows only through the load resistor Rl, the dc

output voltage Eq will be critical to both these resist-

ance values. Figs, 25, 26, 27 show how sensitive the

output voltages are to parameter Rg/Rj^.

WhenSchade^ investigated the operation of capacitor-

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 60 80 100 200 300

El/p -ratio of RMS LAMP VOLTAGE TO NOMINAL LAMP VOLTAGE,
N IN PER CENT

Figure 22. Relation of Current and Voltage in a Single Tungsten Lamp
Used as Load in Half-Wave and Full-Wave Rectifiers
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filter rectifier circuits (in the middle 1930's), he found

he could replace the diode under investigation with an

"ideal switch" and a linear equivalent resistance by add-

ing diodes in parallel with the original diode until the

observed peak, rms, and dc currents each became con-

stant. This constancy was always at a level higher than

the currents of the single diode. By the addition of ser-

ies resistance to the diode, these currents could then

be brought back to their original value. But a different

value of resistance was needed to bring the peak, rms,
or dc currents, respectively, back to normal. The re-

lationshipbetween these equivalent resistances was re-

solvedby careful analysis of the many observed current

waveshapes and gave the following important cor-

relations:

ed

r^j = 0.88 r = 0.935 |r| = (24)

where e . = peak diode voltage drop (corrected for

contact potential, if necessary) for peak
current

ip
r^ = peak diode resistance

Fjj = equivalent average diode resistance

\v^\= equivalent rms diode resistance

Note: K an additional resistance Rg is present in

series with the diode, then the above resistances

must be replaced by

R = +

R = Rg + r^j

|r|= Rg + |rd|

The operational characteristics of Figs. 25 through 29

were constructed by Schade^ using these equivalent re-

El/Eh -RATIO OF ACTUAL LAMP VOLTAGE (RMS) TO RATED LAMP VOLTAGE (RMS), IN PER CENT

Figure 23. Total Anode Dissipation in Half-Wave and Full-Wave Rectifier Circuits with a Tungsten Lamp Load
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sistance concepts. These characteristics are unique

in that no qualifying restrictions are placed on any of

thecircuit parameters. The only assumption made is that

the supply voltage must have a sinusoidal waveshape.

CAPACITOR-INPUT-FILTER CIRCUITS USESTG LARGE
VALUES OF CAPACITANCE

If the filter capacitance is large (so that the output

voltage is pure dc) the capacitor-input -filter circuit

may be handled analytically. Even the presence of some
ripple voltage does not alter the values of the dc output

voltage, the dc output current, and the peak current,

or its current and voltage waveshapes, as can be seen

by comparing conditions a and b in Fig. 24. Condition

b is identical to condition a except for the presence of

a ripple voltage and a small phase shift in the position

of the diode current pulses. Voltage conditions can
then be simplified as shown in Fig. 30. The family of

operation characteristics in Figs. 32 through 38 was

Rs D

E=Em SIN(2irfLt)

in
Eo AND
eo

Figure 24. Effect on Current and Voltage Waveshapes of Changing the Size of the Input-Filter
Capacitor in a Half-Wave, Single-Phase Rectifier
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developed with the aid of Eqs. (9) and (10) and by con-

siderable manipulation. To insure that the filter ca-

pacitance actually is sufficiently large, consult Fig. 31.

With the capacitance at the minimum value computed
from this curve, the dc output voltage will be one per
cent less than that for a capacitance of infinite value.

The corresponding ripple voltage present is also indi-

cated. Note that in Fig. 31 the ordinate RlCIj. is a

dimensionless numeral. It is the ratio of the discharge
time constant to the period of a charge-discharge cycle.

The ripple voltage curve in Fig. 31 indicates the toler-

able degree of deviation from the ideal assumption of

puredc outputwithin the characteristics curves of Figs.

37 and 38.

A step-by-step process is shown here for computing
an operating point for the large capacitor -filter circuits.

Inspection of Fig. 30 indicates that the dc output volt-

age Eq can be expressed by

Eq = Em -(ed + er) = - e^j - IRg (25)

aiCRu (C IN FARADS, Rl IN OHMS)

Figure 26. Relation of Applied AC Voltage to DC-Output Voltage in Full-Wave Rectifier
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10 100 1000

I 10 100 1000

wCRl (C in farads, Rl in OHMS)

Figure 27. Relation of Applied AC Voltage to DC-Output Voltage in Voltage -Doubling Rectifiers
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hujCRl

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ncuCRi

556

Figure 28. Relations of Peak, RMS, and Average Diode Currents
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Figure 28. Relations of Peak, RMS, and Average Diode Currents
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wCRl CC in farads, Rl in OHMS)

Figure 29. RMS Ripple Voltage for Capacitor-Input-Filtered Load Circuits
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Figure 29. RMS Ripple Voltage for Capacitor-Input-Filtered Load Circuits
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AC LINE

Figure 30. Current and Voltage Waveshapes for Single -Phase, Full-Wave Rectifier

with Capacitor-Input Filter of High Capacitance

where Em

Rq

= peak anode ac -supply voltage
= peak^^diode-voltage drop for peak cur-

rent I flowing
= resistance in series with the diode

Now, having noted Eq.

manner:
(25), proceed in the following

(1) Pick an arbitrary value of peak current 1.

(2) From the static diode characteristic, determine
the peak diode-voltage drop e^ for the current I

selected.

(3) Compute the dc-output voltage Eo, Eq. (25).

(4) Compute the voltage rectification efficiency rj

from 7] = Eo/Em = Eq/ {T^E^^^.

(5) From Fig. 32, determine the peak to dc-per-
plate ratio and compute the dc current per plate.

(Note: r^j = 1^/1)

(6) Compute the total dc output current by multiply-

ing the dc-per -plate by the reciprocal of the factor

in Table I, row 7 (Ifo/lav)-

(7) Compute the load resistance, Rl = Eq/Io-

(8) From Fig. 31, determine the minimum filter

capacitance. The main ripple frequency f j. is shown
in Table I, row 6 (fp/f).

(9) Obtain the diode rms and maximum surge cur-
rents from Figs. 34 and 35; obtain the dissipation of

the diode anode and of the added series resistors

from Figs. 36 and 37, respectively.
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Figure 31. Criteriato Justify the Current Ratios Used
in Capacitor-Input Rectifiers of Figs. 32 through 38
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VOLTAGE - RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY- -q

Figure 32. Current Ratio (peak steady-state current to dc-current per plate) vs. Voltage -Rectification

Efficiency for Rectifiers with High-Input-Capacitance Filter, Parameter Bg/r^
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VOLTAGE- RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY- t)

Figure 33. Current Ratio (peak steady-state current to dc-current per plate) vs. Voltage -Rectification

Efficiency for Rectifiers with High-Input-Capacitance Filter, Parameter R^/mRi
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4.6

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

17 -VOLTAGE- RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY

Figure 34. Current Ratio (rms steady -state current to dc-current per plate) vs. Voltage Rectification

Efficiency for Rectifiers with High-Input-Capacitance Filter
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Rs - ADDED SERIES RESISTANCE!

Rl - DC LOAD RESISTANCE
m = I FOR HW

= 2 FOR FW
= '/2F0R VD mR|

BOUNDARY
LIMIT FOR NO
ADDED SERIES
RESISTANCE

Rs=0

O

MAX-SURGE CURRENT FAMILY

I MAX MAX SURGE CURRENT
DC CURRENT PER PLATE

BOUNDARY
LIMIT
FOR
DIODE

.

RESISTANCE^ ^3

0.3

'7 = P7^= (DC OUTPUT VOLTS)

(PEAK AC INPUT
VOLTS PER PLATE)

WHERE, p =
I FOR HW, FW

= 1/2 FOR VD

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

VOLTAGE-RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY - -q

Figure 35. Current Ratio (max. surge current to dc-current per plate) vs. Rectification Efficiency

with High-Capacitor-Input Filter

Should the actual capacitance requirement of Step 8

be less than the minimum value, then the assumption
thatthe output voltage is apure dc value is not justified.

A solution can be found for this case from Schade's

data, Figs. 25 through 28. However, a series of suc-

cessive approximations are indicated and, although

there are several ways for finding an operation point,

the following is a typical procedural example. Only the
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0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

VOLTAGE -RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY-i?

Figure 36. Power Ratio (plate dissipation to dc-power output) vs. Rectification Efficiency for
Rectifiers with High-Capacitor-Input Filter; Showing Effect of Adding Series Resistance to Diode
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VOLTAGE-RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY-T7

Figure 37. Power Ratio (total dissipation in added series resistance to dc-power output) vs. Rectification

Efficiency for Rectifiers with High-Capacitor-Input Filter
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1.414

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Figure 38.

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

17-VOLTAGE RECTIFICATION EFFICIENCY -Eqc/Epeak

Total RMS Main Ripple Current Characteristics for Rectifiers with

High -Capacitor-Input Filter

ac input voltage E, the added series resistance Rs, and
the static diode characteristic are given. This solution

will correlate the peak current, the dc output voltage

and current, and the load resistance at one point.

(1) Pick an arbitrary value of peak current 1.

(2) From the static diode characteristic, determine
the voltage drop e^j for the current I.

(3) Compute r^j from Eq. (24). Determine Rg = Rg
+ 0.88r^ (Eq. 24), where Rg is any resistance added
in series with the diode.

(4) Assume ajpad resistance value for Rl.
(5) Compute Rg/RL and wCRLandusethesetoenter
the appropriate Fig. 25, 26^^ or 27, to^et the dc out-

put voltage E. Note that Emax /2'E.

(6) Compute the dc output current I from Steps 5 and

(7) Compute Rg = Rg + rd (Eq. 24).

(8) Compute Rg/R Land determine the peak-to-aver-
age current-per-plate l/l from Fig. 28.
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(9) Compute the dc output current I from Steps 8

and 1. _
(10) Compare I of Step 6 with I of Step 9. If the as-

sumed value of Rl (Step 4) was correct, then both

currents should be equal.

(11) If the currents from Steps 6 and 9 are not equal,

assume a new value for Rl and repeat Steps 4 through
10 until such an equality is obtained. (Note: If the

I of Step 9 is larger than the 1 of Step 6, then R^, was
assumed too large, and vice versa).

When sufficient observed operating data are available,

no assumptions need be made to determine peak or rms
diode currents. For example, knowing the dc output

voltage E, the dc output current I, the added series re-

sistance Rs, and wCRl, enter the Schade data for dc

output voltage (Fig. 25, 26, or 27) to determine the

equivalent dc diode and series resistance Rg. This Rg
value is then converted to its corresponding ftg and |Rg

|

values by application of Eq. (24). With these computed
equivalent peak and rms resistances, the current ratio

curves of Fig. 28 can be used to obtain the peak and
rms currents, respectively.

In bridge circuits, each of the charging pulse cur-

rents must flow through two diodes connected in ser-

ies. In Eq. (25), therefore, the peak diode voltage e^j

should be double that of a single diode. Likewise, in

Fig. 32 where the peak diode resistance f(j appears in

the parameter Rg/r^j, the value of r^ should be double

that of a single diode.

Note particularly the three-phase bridge circuit in

Fig. 14. In determining the peak current, rms current,

and dissipations, use voltage rectification efficiencies

only above the value 0.866 (Figs. 31 through 38). Be-
low this value each rectifier passes a current pulse

which is no longer a single peak, but becomes double-

peaked or M-shaped, and the normalization then does
not hold. In addition, the current ratios shown on the

ordinates of Figs. 32 through 35 must be halved. This

operation is necessary because each diode in this cir-

cuit passes two current pulses per cycle of line fre-

quency; the normalizations were based on single pulses.

The diode plate dissipation, exclusive of cathode or

filament heater power, in the capacitor-input rectifier

circuits may be determined in several ways. A simple
relationship, Eq. (26), was derived on the assumption
that the diode-current pulse shapes are half-sinusoids

and that the instantaneous current through the diode is

proportional to its terminal voltage raised to an nth

power. The value of n is 1.5 for vacuum thermionic
diodes, 2.75 for semiconductors, and zero for gas-
filled diodes. By putting the dissipation on a per plate

basis, Eq. (26) applies for half -wave, full-wave, sin-

gle- and multiple -phase, bridge, and voltage-doubler

circuits.

K 1.00, for gas-filled tubes

Wpp = Ke^I|3 watts per plate (26)

where ed = peak voltage drop across the diode with

peak current flowing

1)3 = dc current per plate

K = 0.84, for thermionic vacuum diodes
K = 0.90, for semiconductors

In a second method, the diode plate dissipation may
be determined from the rms diode current. This cur-

rent canbe evaluated from either Fig. 28 for large fil-

ter capacitors, or Fig. 34 for no capacitor restrictions.

The dissipation for a single diode will then be

W = i
^

"'pp ^rms r^
I

watts per plate (27)

where irms
kdi

diode rms current (See Fig. 28 or 34.

)

diode equivalent rms resistance

1.07 e^/ip = 1.07 r^j (from Eq. 24)

A third method for determining the diode plate dis-

sipation applies only where a large filter capacitor is

used. Here, the dissipation (see Fig. 36) is the total

dissipation of all the diodes in the rectifying circuit.

This method is particularly convenient when observed
data are being taken from an operating circuit.

The resistance dissipation, the dissipation in any re-

sistor Rg in series with each diode in the capacitor-

input filter circuits, is given by

WRg " ^rms ^"-s
(28)

where ij.jjjgisthe diode rms current (Fig. 28 or 34).

Instead of adding a series resistor to each diode for

protection, it is usual practice, for economy reasons,

to add a single resistor of the same magnitude in ser-

ies with one of the common output load leads. If the

single pulses of current through this common output

lead have the same amplitude and waveshape as that

through a single diode, then the total dissipation in such

a resistor will be the value computed from Eq. (28)

multiplied by the total number of diodes in the rectifier

circuit. This requirement is fulfilled in all the single-

phase half-wave, full-wave, and bridge circuits. How-
ever, these current pulses will overlap in three-phase
circuits operated below certain output voltages. This

overlap produces a new waveshape, which the genera-

lized curves do not include. Therefore, for the three-

phase half-wave circuit (Fig. 12), this method is not

suitable for voltage rectification efficiencies ?? of 0.500

or less. For the three-phase full-wave circuit (Fig. 13)

and for the three-phase bridge circuit (Fig. 14), this

method is not suitable below a voltage rectification ef-

ficiency V of 0.866.

The total dissipation of a single resistor in series

with the common output loading lead, or the sum of the

dissipations of separate equal resistors in series with

each diode can be obtained from Fig. 37. The total rms
current in the common output loading lead is shown in

Fig. 38. The same restrictions apply for the three-

phase circuits as in the preceding paragraph.

Because typical broadcast or television receiver

transformers have equivalent secondary resistances of

the order of 100 to 300 ohms, these values cannot be

ignored in an accurate analysis of circuit performance.

This resistance is part or all of the added series re-

sistance Rg and its magnitude can be determined from
the equation
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'prim 'sec (29)

where rpj.jj^ = the dc resistance of the primary
winding

"^sec
~ '^^ resistance of the secondary
winding

n = the primary-secondary step-up ratio,

^secZ-^prim

Note that in full-wave circuits with a center-tapped
transformer secondary, each diode "sees" only half of

the total secondary winding and, therefore, in this case,

only half of the full secondary resistance and induced

voltage apply.

The maximum peak- inverse voltage that can appear

across a rectifier with capacitor-input filter occurs at

the no-load condition. Using Fig. 30 as a convenient

example, all voltages are referred to the center tap of

the input transformer (i. e. , this tap is also the negative

end of the load resistor Rl). The cathodes are both tied

to the positive side of the filter capacitor which, at no

load, has a maximum positive dc potential equal to the

peak of the applied ac voltage +Ej^. Both anodes are

tied to the ac supply terminals and, at the instant when
each has peak maximum negative voltage -Ej^, the

maximum peak-inverse voltage E)-,j^^ then exists be-

tween anode and cathode. This peak-inverse voltage

Ejjjjj^has a value equal to twice the peak voltage of the

ac supply voltage. For bridge rectifier circuits, the

ac line connections are "switched" by the rectifier

tubes so that the rectifier-tube plates see only positive

halves of the ac line voltages. For these circuits, the

maximum peak-inverse voltage is equal to the peak of

the ac supply voltage. Therefore, for capacitor-input

filter circuits at no load, the maximum peak-inverse
voltage is

^bmi ^ ^ ^ volts (30)

where E = the rms ac -supply voltage

n =2, for half -wave, full-wave, single-

and multiple-phase circuits

n =1, for all bridge circuits

Under loaded conditions for capacitor -input filter cir-

cuits, the peak-inverse voltage E^^j is

^bi ~ /2"e + EQ,for all except bridge cir-

cuits (31a)

Ebi = Eq, for bridge circuits (31b)

where Eq = the dc-output voltage

A surge or hot-switching transient plate current can
flow in the diode of a capacitor -filter rectifier circuit

under some operating conditions. A typical but most
usual case occurs when a rectifier circuit is switched

off after normal operation. After a period of some sec-

onds, if the rectifier circuit is switched on again, a

surge current will flow. (Note: Although only the case
of one diode is treated, the following discussion applies

equally to cases involving more than a single diode.

)

During the off cycle, the filter capacitor will have had
ample time to discharge and, when the circuit is

switched on again, this discharged capacitor will mo-
mentarily act as a short circuit across the diode. Be-

cause the thermionic diode has thermal inertia and does
not cool sufficiently, it will supply this short circuit

current. The magnitude of this current is many times
greater than the steady-state peak current and may
cause the diode to sputter or arc. To limit the surge
current, it is usual to add a protective resistance in

series with the diode. The magnitude of this surge cur-

rent can be determined from Fig. 35. Fortunately,

present-day filter capacitors are no larger than about
100 microfarads, and will charge sufficiently in a few
cycles so that the magnitude of the surge current is

greatly reduced. The peak surge current can also be
computed by assuming a short-circuited load. With all

of the peak ac-supply voltage Em across the diode and
a series resistance Rg, then

E, ^s^^s + e^jg volts (32)

and avalueof surge current Ig canbe determined from
the correlated diode voltage drop e^g to justify Eq. (32).

(Note: Diode data will probably have to be extrapolated

because published curves do not usually include cur-
rents this large. It is convenient to use log-log graph
paper to plot the diode current-voltage characteristic

so that these plots will be straight lines.

)

VOLTAGE-MULTIPLYING CIRCUITSl'^' 1^, 16, 17

Voltage -multiplying circuits areused widely to obtain

a dc high-voltage supply from a lower voltage ac-supply
line without the use of a stepup transformer. These
circuits are basically a multiplicity of half-wave, ca-
pacitor-input-filter circuits. At the various diode ter-

minals, the supply voltage is the ac line voltage with
a dc bias voltage superimposed upon it. For loaded
outputs in the case of the half-wave and full-wave volt-

age-doubling circuits, the dc output voltage and diode
currents can be determined from Figs. 27, 28, 29, 31,

32, 33, 35, 36, and 37. To obtain the voltage rectifica-

tion efficiencies r) in Figs. 31 to 37, the dc-output
voltage should be divided by two to normalize thevolt-

age-doubling effect.

In the full-wave voltage -doubler circuit (Fig. 39,

)

there are two half-wave rectifiers so connected that

their outputs are in series. Capacitor Cl is charged
to the peak ac voltage E when the ac-supply voltage Eop
is at its negative peak, and the capacitor C2 is charged
to the same peak ac -voltage E when the ac voltage is at

its positive peak. The output voltage waveshape is also

shown in Fig. 39; this circuit receives its generic name
"full-wave" because its output capacitors are recharged
twice during a period of line frequency. This action

makes the ripple output frequency twice the line fre-

quency, which is an advantage of this circuit over the

half-wave doubler. Its disadvantage is that neither of

its dc-output load terminals can be "grounded" to the

ac line.

In the half-wave voltage-doubler circuit (Fig. 40),

the voltage -doubling process can be more readily seen
if we replace the capacitor Cj^ by a battery whose volt-

age is equal to the peak ac-line voltage E. The voltage

Epjjj, fromthis battery in series with the ac-line volt-

age, is a displaced sine-wave which has a positive peak
value of 2E with respect to the point p. This voltage
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source charges the capacitor C2 through the diode D2
to plus 2E volts. With Cj^ replaced into the circuit, it

will charge through the diode Dj^ to the voltage E when
theac-line voltage is most negative with respect to the

point p. The output capacitor C2 is charged once during

a cycle of line frequency, hence its generic name "half-

wave. " In contrast to the full-wave voltage-doubler
circuit, one side of the dc output is common to one side

of the ac line, an advantage that is offset by a lower
ripple frequency in its output.

m

wave voltage -tripler circuit and demonstrates that any

desired voltage multiplication can be achieved by sim-
ilar additions.

n

Figure 40. Half-Wave Voltage-Doubler Rectifier
and Voltage Waveshapes

Figure 39. Full-Wave Voltage -Doubler Rectifier and
Voltage Waveshapes

The half-wave voltage -tripler circuit (Fig. 41) is de-
rived from the half -wave doubler circuit (Fig. 40) by
adding the branch consisting of the capacitor C3 and the

diode D3. The capacitor C3 will charge to the voltage

2E when theac-line voltage is at its negative peak with

point p as a reference. The points m and p will then be
at zero potential and capacitor C2 will then charge
capacitor C3 to the voltage 2E. The charging current

must flow through diode D3, the capacitor Ci, the ac-

supply line source impedance, and C2.

Another voltage tripler circuit is found in the gen-
eralized voltage multiplying circuit of Fig. 43 in that

part of the circuit included within the double lines. It

consists of a half-wave voltage-doubler circuit (as in

Fig. 40) with a single half-wave rectifier added. Be-
cause the capacitor Cj^ is charged on the opposite half-

cycle that C2 and C3 are charged, this circuit might
be called a "full-wave" circuit. However, there will

still be some ripple output at line frequency because
the circuit is not balanced. Two-thirds of the voltage

is maintained during the first half-cycle of line fre-

quency and only one-third on the other half-cycle.

The half-wave voltage quadrupler circuit shown in

Fig. 41 is derived by adding another step to the half-

Eo=3E

Figure 41. Half-Wave Voltage -Tripler (and half-wave
voltage -quadrupler, by addition of dotted section)

Rectifier

The full-wave voltage-quadrupler circuit of Fig. 42

is derived from two half-wave voltage doubler circuits

back-to-back. (Compare with Fig. 40.

)

The voltage quadrupler and sextupler of Fig. 42 and
the generalized voltage multiplying circuit of Fig. 43

contain all possible voltage multiplying circuits. The
latter is asymmetrical about the ac line terminals while
the former is symmetrical. Note the difference in the

diode connections inthese two circuits; in both diagrams
they are connected in series except for the single break
in the asymmetrical case.

The maximum peak inverse voltage across any diode
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in all of these multiplier circuits is twice the peak of

the ac-line voltage 2E.

Figure 42. Full-Wave Voltage -Qmdrupler (and full

-

wave voltage -sextupler, by additim of two dotted
sections) Rectifier

There is no advantage in using capacitors of differing

capacitance values in these circuits, but they should
have as high a value as possible to reduce the ripple

output and to preserve the output voltage regulation.

HIGH-VOLTAGE RECTIFIER TUBE DESIGN

The high-voltage, low-current, dc-supply needed for

cathode-ray tubes is usually obtained from either a ra-

dio-frequency sourcelS, 19 or, as in most TV receivers,
from the horizontal output transformer's stepped-up
high-voltage pulse during the retrace or kick-back pe-
riod. 20, 2S, 24 Special design considerations must be
given the associated rectifier tubes mainly because they

are subjected to peak-inverse voltages as high as 20 to

40 kilovolts.

Potential Gradients and Field Emission

It is well known that the forward voltage drop of tele-

vision high-voltage rectifiers is quite small (in the or-
der of hundreds of volts) during the duty cycle of the rec-
tifier. However, the inverse voltage may be as high as

40,000 volts and more when the anode voltage is negative
with respect to the cathode, because the value of the in-

verse voltage is substantially two times the rectified dc

output voltage for a sinusoidal voltage source and ap-
proximately 1.2 times the rectified dc output voltage in

^

h« 4E

unidirectional pulse supplies. The electrode structure

is subject to very little electrostatic stress during the

duty cycle (anode positive) while high electrostatic po-

tentials exist between anode and cathode during the in-

verse voltage cycle (anode negative). It is known that,

with a sufficiently high positive potential gradient at a

cold metal surface, electrons will be emitted. This

emission, termed "field emission, " occurs at smooth
negative surfaces, when the potential field gradient is

in the order of 100 kilovolts/cm (250 kilovolts/inch,

250 volts/mil). Because the field gradient is increased

at a pointprojectingfrom a surface or at a sharp edge,

field emission may occur when the normal surface grad-

ient is 50 kilovolts/cm or less, depending on the edge
sharpness or the length of points due to surface irreg-

ularities. High-potential fields occur in the rectifier

tube only during the inverse voltage cycle, and only

when the anode is negative. The occurrence of field

emission depends, therefore, on the then positive poten-

tial gradients at the anode surface.

Field emission is most undesirable because electrons

leaving the anode will bombard the cathode at tens of

kilovolts equivalent electron velocity, destroying its

emitting surface and producing soft X-rays. Those
electrons which miss the cathode and can eventually

strike the glass bulb can cause electrolysis and glass
disintegration (see the following section on Secondary
Emission).

Precautions to prevent cold field emission consist of

removing all small surface irregularities by electro-
polishing. Sharp edges and corners cannot be tolerated,

and should be rolled to give a relatively large radius of
curvature. Small points such as those caused by oxide
particles evaporated on the anode during cathode pro-
cessing can be burnt off by spot knocking, i. e.

,
by

temporarily applying approximately a twice-normal in-

verse potential to the rectifier tube so that the extremely
high potential gradient causes a high field emission
current density from the particles and causes them to

evaporate.

Some idea of the gradients inside a diode can be had
if it is assumed that the structures are concentric cyl-

inders. The anode structure is such acylinder but,

as shown in Fig. 44, the cathode structures only roughly
approximate cylinders. The voltage V between two con-
centric cylinders at any radius r is

Figure 43. Half-Wave Voltage -Multiplying Rectifier
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In r /ri
V = Vmax 1— kilovolts (33)

and the potential gradient E = dV/dr at any radius r

is

^ = Inrg/r/^^"^"^^^/^'" (^^^

where Vj^^j^ is the inverse voltage in kilovolts be-
tween the outer cylinder (anode) with radius r2 and
the inner cylinder (cathode) with radius v-^, and r is

any radius between the limits rj^ andr2 measured in

centimeters. The logarithm In is the natural log of

base c

.

From Eq. (34) it is apparent for r equals that the

anode radius should be made as large as possible to

minimize the anode field gradient. Although minimum
field gradient will occur at the cathode when In r2/r|

equals unity (i. e. , the ratio r2/''l ~ ^/ ^ =0.368), a

preferred choice of cathode radius v-^ is probably
nearer the value r-]^ = 0.1 r2. Under the latter condi-

tion the cathode gradient is doubled, but this undesired
result is more than offset by a reduction of the anode
gradient to half that for conditions of minimum cathode

field gradient, (see subsequent discussion of Potential

Gradient at Cathode).

IG3/IB3 3A3

Figure 44. Cross -Sectional Views of 1B3 and 3A3
High-Voltage Rectifier Tubes

Secondary Emission

The presence of secondary emission in the high-volt-

age rectifier tubes is perhaps even more intolerable

than the cold field emission. It is known that many in-

sulators, especially the metallic oxides, are prolific

secondary emitters. It is therefore not too surprising

to find that many troubles can be tracked down to sec-

ondary -emission effects on the inside glass walls of the

containing envelope. For example, look at the 1B3
structure in Fig. 44. Conditions are assumed at the

time when the anode has its peak negative voltage with

respect to the cathode. Electrons will leave A on the

anode due to the high positive field gradient. These
electrons will accelerate towards the cathode supports

D, D, and the shield F. Those electrons not collected

will continue towards the glass tube wall and, when they

strike, either of two things will happen. If the ratio of

secondary electrons released to primary electrons

striking is greater than unity, thenpointB will become
charged more and more positive until the leaving sec-

ondary electrons can just be collected by the slightly

more positive shield F. Observe that there is a con-

stant current flowing (for the momentary conditions as-

sumed) and the primary current is dissipating consider-

able heat by striking the glass at high voltage. Even-
tually, the glass will show signs of electrolysis in such

a region; the tube may become gassy or the glass wall

may crack due to heat strains. On the other hand, if

the ratio of secondary electrons released to primary
electrons striking the glass wall is less than unity, then

point B will collect electron negative charges until it

has become so negative that it will turn almost all the

primaries back and no glass disintegration will occur.

It is very important that the cathode be placed deep
enough inside the anode cup so that, during cathode

breakdown, materials cannot spatter on the glass walls.

The oxides of barium, strontium, and calcium are all

high secondary-ratio emitters. Furthermore, Deck-
ert^-*^ and Gallup^^ have reported that, by using lead

bulbs fired in hydrogen for 10 minutes at 300 C, a layer

of lead hydride is produced which apparently gives uni-

form secondary emission ratios less than unity because
the "charging up" and the formation of "hot spots" on

the glass bulb walls have been eliminated.

Potential Gradient at the Cathode

Although the maximum potential gradient at the cath-

ode surface is greater than that at the anode surface,

see Eq. (34), it is of the opposite sign and, therefore,

cannot pull electrons from the cathode when the peak-

inverse voltage is applied. However, some restraint

should be put on the magnitude of this maximum gra-

dient at the cathode. This gradient is responsible for

a mechanical force on the cathode coating which tends

to pull the oxide coating from its base material. This

force is proportional to the square of the field gradient

and is

F = 4.5 X 10"^ E^ grams/cm^ area (35)

where E is the field gradient in kilovolts per centi-

meter

Where construction is not symmetrical (such as in

the 1B3, Fig. 44), a differential force results which
may move the whole cathode, as was reported by

Deckert,^-'- whose motion pictures showed the mechan-
ism for producing "melted-lead" filament failures.

First, the filament would vibrate and loosen particles

of its oxide coating; these particles, in turn, were pulled
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to the plate by electrostatic force. Next, these parti-

cles would become white hot due to forward electron

bombardment. On the reverse voltage cycle, these

white-hot particles would emit electrons which were
collected at the filament support leads at many kilo-

volts. The support rods heated by this reverse emis-
sion would get red hot and eventually melt. The solu-

tion in this particular case was to change to a stiffer

filament and use a cathode coating, such as carbonyl,

which adhered better to the base material. A symmet-
rical structure, as perfectly centered as possible (see

the 3A3 structure, Fig. 44) should prevent the cathode

vibration. From this standpoint, the new nuvistor with

concentric cylinder construction is ideal.

Electrolysis

Glass electrolysis is due to the ionic conduction which
is always present to some degree in glass with large

potential gradients. It is caused by ionic currents which
result when the negative sodium ions and positive oxy-

gen ions move in opposite directions in a given field

gradient. The magnitude of this ionic current is tem-
perature sensitive and increases rapidly with the glass
temperature; it is proportional to the voltage between
leads, is greatest at the moment of peak inverse volt-

age, and is dependent on the glass chemical composition.

Electrolysis causes tube failure when the chemically
active sodium ions collecting at the anode lead (because

it becomes most negative at the time of maximum peak
inverse voltage) reacts to destroy the glass -metal bond.

In lead glasses, there is a discoloration in the glass in

the region where the sodium ion has given up its charge,

and the resulting active sodium atom changes the lead

oxide to metallic lead. The oxygen ion collects at the

positive or cathode lead and will eventually break the

bond betweenthe stem lead and the glass, although there

usually is no discoloration visible from this charge col-

lection. It is interesting to note21 that the silver bulb

etching ink on the 1B3 was changed to a non-conducting
ink when heavier electrolysis was always observed on

the side of the bulb having the reduced electrical re-

sistance path due to the conducting ink. Lead-glass
bulbs, replacing the older lime -glass bulbs,are greatly

superior for reducing electrolysis.

X-Rays

Whenever a beam of electrons strikes any target with

velocities equivalent to thousands of volts, the presence
of X-rays should be investigated. The cold emission
currents, arising during the 40-kilovolt spot knocking
of the 1B3, produced sufficient X-ray radiation to re-

quire tube modifications. The stem shields and getter

assembly had sharp points minimized, but the biggest

improvement in reducing X-ray radiation was obtained

when lead glass bulbs were introduced to reduce elec-

trolysis and secondary emission.

Diode Currents

The relatively high frequency used in rf supplies and
the high repetition rates of television pulsed supplies
permit the use of simple filter circuits. Mautner and
Schade^ show that, if the discharge -time constant of

the output filter is long compared to a period of rf or

to the time between pulses ( w CR = 500), then the cir-

cuit operation is comparatively simple. The output

voltage can be considered constant, and will have the

value KEjjj (where K is the voltage rectification effi-

ciency) for a given load. This relation is shown graph-
ically in Fig. 45.

The diode conduction angle can be derived from

1/^° = 2 cos"-^ K (36)

Figs. 45A and 45B show the relation between con-
duction time and diode peak I and average I currents.

Ifthepeak current is assumed to be constant during the

conduction period (shown as dotted), thenthe equivalent

average dc output current T is determined by ratio of

the total time for a repeating cycle to the conduction

time. If the assumed rectangular conduction current is

multiplied by the factor 7r/2, it will give the peak cur-

rent for a sinusoidal diode current, a value which is a
sufficiently close approximation for all practical pur-
poses. Hence, the ratio of peak to average dc output

current, for rf supplies, is

3600 _ T,

^^^^
2 ^° 2 cos-Ik

and, for pulsed voltage supplies, is

i= 1_ 180°^ ^ 45° T.

2 TI

H
-1

(38)

cos K

where 4' is the conduction angle, K is the voltage

rectification efficiency E(jj,/Em, and the ratio Tu/Tr
is the ratio of the total time of one cycle to the time
duration of the voltage surge pulse.

When no load current is drawn, the available dc out-

put voltage can have a maximum value equal to the peak
of the rf or pulse voltage Ej^^. However, when load

current is drawn, the resulting drop in the source im-
pedance and/or series resistance including the rectifier

tube drop will give output voltage below this maximum.

The relationship between the voltage rectification ef-

ficiency Kand the ratio of the dc load resistance Rl to

the series source impedance Zg, for rf supplies, is

Rt

4-.- 1

2 X 360O

,^0

1

ri7i
K

360O

cos~1k (39)

and, for pulsed voltage supplies, is

Rl 2x180° IH
T

180^

1^ o R i-1
K

^
-1 T

cos K R
(40)

where Tjj/Tr has the same significance as explained

in Eq. (38), and Zg is the surge impedance V L/C of

the source or, if sufficiently large, the resistance Rg
in series with and including the diode equivalent re-
sistance.
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In the Murakami reference, 24 practical horizontal

output transformers for black-and-white television re-

ceivers have a retrace time of approximately 9 mi-
croseconds; and for color television receivers have a

retrace time Tr of approximately 13 microseconds. In

the United States, present standards require the total

period Tjj between horizontal synchronizing pulses to

be 63.5 microseconds. With the above information and
as assumed voltage -rectification efficiency of K = 0.90,

i/'°/2 = cos"-^ K = 25.9°, values for Table II were pre-

pared.

Table II

Typical Current Ratios for

Kinescope High -Voltage Rectifiers

Ratio
Pulsed Supply for

RF
SupplyBlack-and-White Receiver Color

Vi

Rl/Zs

38.5

441.

26.6

305.

11.05

125.

DAMPER-TUBE RECTIFIER DESIGN

The operation of the damper tube in typical televi-

sion circuits has been thoroughly analyzed by Schade^O

and Murakami. ^'^ The plate dissipation of the damper
tube (and also the horizontal -deflection output tube) can

be determined from oscilloscope current and voltage

readings as has been demonstrated by Angel. 25

In the design of damper diode tubes, such as the 6DE4
and the 6AU4-GTA, consideration must be given to the

insulation requirements of the 5 -kilovolt maximum peak
inverse -voltage rating. Not only does this voltage ap-

pear between anode and cathode but, because the heater

may be run at ground potential, the 5 kilovolts will also

appear between heater and cathode. Added to the high

voltage problems, are the sputtering at cathode and

anode surfaces and the plate dissipations and tempera-
tures which stem from the high ratings for peak cur-
rent and average current, 1.3 amperes and 200 milli-

amperes, respectively. In the following list of design
considerations, the first four items represent recent
improvements which have greatly improved the quality

and life of damper tubes:

1. Additional heater-cathode insulation has been ad-
ded by surrounding the regular folded heater with a

tungsten spiral which has low turns per inch and is

heavily coated with alumina spray. (See Fig. 46B.

)

This helix is prevented from slipping out of position

by staking one end of it to the bottom mica.

2. Use of animproved cathode -emission coating has

resulted in a great improvement in quality and life-

test performance. The new coating consists of 16

per cent of nickel powder added to a regular carbon-
ate coating; the resulting mixture is sprayed to an

apparent density of 1.3 milligrams per cubic centi-

meter. This coating does not peel off the cathode

and does not arc and sputter as readily as the con-
ventional coating material; it is known as "carbonyl
nickel" spray coating. With this coating, direct cur-

rent densities of 100 milliamperes per square cen-

timeter have been obtained with good life.

3. The anode construction has several salient im-
provements. The seven-mil thick material is a

"sandwich" of shiny nickel on the inner side, facing

the cathode. The outside of the sandwich is an iron-

aluminum alloy which is oxidized during exhaust to

give a black satin surface which is a good heat ra-

diator. The older carbonized plate materials were
always a source of sputter due to the presence of

loose carbon particles. The anode structure has four

louvered port holes (see Fig. 46A) which keep gas

pressures low during breakdown and during any arcing

while tubes are being processed. Keeping the pres-
sure low at all times during the tube manufacture is

a decisive factor in producing good, stable emitting

surfaces.

4. The top and bottom mica insulators have wide 50-

mil slots, semicircular in shape and centered about

each of the four anode supports (see Fig. 46A). The
distance from the mica to the plate barrel was spaced

to give a gradient of 65 volts per mil between the

mica andanode barrel. This result was accomplished
by undercutting the plate structure as shown in Fig.

46A. These precautions remove excessive gradients

from the mica and tend to remove undesirable creep-

ing discharges along the mica surfaces. Any mica
surface leakage developed during processing is re-

moved by application of a voltage of 10 to 12 kilovolts

from a spot knocker.

5. Anode-to-cathode spacing is approximately 30

mils; this spacing was chosen to give peak inverse

voltage gradients of 165 volts per mil. Because cold

emission discharge starts at about 250 volts per mil,

a design maximum of 150 to 180 volts per mil should

never be exceeded. Cold discharge from the top and

bottom of the sharp edges of the anode barrel is pre-
vented by making these parts with turned edges that

give "rounded corners" to the field in this region. It

is good design to make the radius of such a corner
equal to the spacing between anode and cathode.

6. If there is need to increase the ratings of these

damper tubes so that more heat dissipation would be

required, several further improvements are pos-
sible. The use of a plate material having substan-
tial copper core and the use of internal anode leads

of nickel-clad copper (Kool grid) would permit the re-

moval of considerably more heat than the present 6

to 6-1/2 watts. In addition, the getter, now flashed

so that one side of the anode cannot "see out" of its

opposing glass wall, could be removed to the dome
of a longer glass envelope. This would improve the

heat radiation efficiency but would require some pro-
vision for shielding the top mica from getter-flash

leakage.

7. The present tubes are limited to their present

maximum peak inverse voltage of 5000 volts by the

fact that they are single ended; the stem structures

will not take much more. A higher voltage require

-
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Figure 45. Diode Conduction: (A) RF Supply, (B) Pulsed Supply

Figure 46. Constructional Details of Damper Diode (6DE4 and 6AU4-GTA): (A) plate and mica assembly,

(B) cutaway cathode showing position of helix -insulating spacer and heater
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ment would probably be best handled by taking the

anode lead out through a top cap.
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Small-Signal Radio-Frequency Amplifier Tubes
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The design and evaluation of small-signal rf ampli-
fier tubes used in the first stages of television receivers,

communications equipment, and similar amplifying ap-
paratus are considered in this article. Noise is a major
consideration because the noise produced in tubes and
associated circuits determines the extent to which such
tubes and circuits are useful in handling small signals.

A discussion of the theory of linear amplifiers is also

included because the theory provides a means for re-

lating laboratory measurements on tubes to the actual

performance obtained from field equipment. In addi-

tion, consideration is given to the performance of first-

stage tubes functioning in the presence of large signals

because many tube applications require good perform-
ance over a wide range of input signals.

TELEVISION INPUT-STAGE REQUIREMENTS

A typical application for a small-signal amplifier

tube is in the first stage of a very-high-frequency (vhf)

television receiver. This type of application imposes
the following operating conditions:

1. Operating frequencies are the channelfrequencies
assigned for television service within the range of

54 to 216 megacycles.

2. Bandwidth for the various stages is determined
by the specifications of the television signal. For
good detail in the picture, the bandwidth required for

the video signal must be 2 to 2.5 megacycles. The
bandwidth required for the rf signal must be 6 to 10

megacycles to pass both the picture and the sound
carriers and allow some margin for misadjustment
and mistuning of the rf circuits.

3. A receiver located near a transmitter may have
signals as large as several tenths of a volt developed
at the grid of the first rf tube. Under such conditions,

the gain of the first tube must be reduced to prevent
overloading the second tube.

4. As the distance between the receiver and the

transmitter is increased, the receiver signal even-
tually becomes so small that the picture is obscured
by noise. The signal level at which noise overrides
the picture is largely determined by the noise factor

of the first tube. The smallest usable signals at the

grid of the first rf tube are less than 100 microvolts
and may be as low as 20 microvolts.

5. For small signals, the gain of the first rf tube

must be high enough so that the total noise output of

the second rf tube is essentially the amplified noise

from the first rf tube. A power gain of 10 or more
is indicated by this requirement; however, a higher
gain is generally provided because a first rf stage
with higher gain permits the use of an intermediate-

frequency (if) amplifier of lower gain.

These requirements may be summarized as follows:

The first rf tube in a good-quality vhf TV receiver should
provide a power gain of at least 10, preferably more,
in the frequency range of 50 to 220 megacycles, with a

tuner bandwidth of about 10 megacycles. The noise
factor should be made as low as possible, subject prob-
ably to cost considerations. Input signals up to several
tenths of a volt must be handled without excessive dis-

tortion if the gain is reduced to unity or a value less

than unity. Television applications are challenging be-
cause they combine the requirements of low noise, op-

eration with large signals, and operation at high frequen-
cies and substantial bandwidths. Requirements for first-

stage tubes in other applications can be similarly an-
alyzed.

MEASUREMENTS OF OPERATING CHARACTERIS-
TICS

Tube design begins with the establishment of design
objectives and methods of measuring tube performance.
The obvious way of evaluating performance is to test

tubes directly in the equipment in which they are used,

under simulated field conditions. Indeed, in the early

days of broadcasting, this was usually the only method
available. Although it is still often necessary to per-
form suchtests, this method of testing is expensive and

presents difficulties in obtaining quantitative results.

As an alternative method, tube characteristics which
can be conveniently measured at low frequencies are
related to actual performance results by factors ob-
tained through correlation tests and theoretical studies.

Typical characteristics for such measurements are
plate current under chosen operating conditions, trans-
conductance, and capacitance. After a tube design has

been standardized for manufacture, the quality and uni-

formity of the tube can usually be maintained by tests

of this type, which can be supplemented by occasional

sampling tests more directly related to the tube appli-

cation. Even the high-frequency noise in a tube can be
predicted with fair accuracy from measurements made
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at low frequencies of current, transconductance, and
capacitance.

When a new tube design is under consideration, or

when it is necessary to determine the reasons for dif-

ferences between tubes of the same type, quantitative

measurements of pertinent characteristics in the fre-

quency ranges of interest become necessary. Suchtests
require careful evaluation, but otherwise present no
serious difficulties with the variety and quality of ap-
paratus now available for high-frequency measure-
ments.

A tube under test must be mounted suitably so that

dc voltages and signals can be supplied to it. With con-
ventional tube designs, the tube is placed in a socket
and supplied with dc power through filters to prevent
loss of signal power through the dc leads. Test results

obtained in this manner apply to the assembly of tube,

socket, and filters rather than to the tube alone. The
filters are usually simple; bypass capacitors at heater,

cathode, and screen-grid leads backed up by rf chokes
serve as low-pass filters for these elements; blockir^
capacitors in the control-grid and plate leads serve as

high-pass filters. Resistors can often be used for fil-

ter purposes. However, for high-frequency testing and
equipment design, itmustbe rememberedthat the leads

to capacitors have inductance and that rf chokes and
resistors have capacitance between their terminals.

Test sets should be designed to keep these undesired
factors as small as possible; even then it is sometimes
necessary to make corrections for estimated or meas-
ured residual impedances.

Measurements which can be made most readily on a

high-frequency assembly such as that just described
are the terminal impedances (or admittances, the re-

ciprocal values) and the power gain. Noise factor can
be measured if an amplifier of sufficient gain to bring
the noise power output from the unit tested up to a meas-
urable level is connected to the output terminals of the

test assembly.

DEFINITIONS AND THEORY

Before proceeding with the discussion of test meth-
ods, some of the quantities measured at high frequen-
cies must be defined and the theoretical basis for the

measurements discussed.

Transducer: a device actuated by power from one

system and supplyii^ power to a second system. Tubes
with operating voltages applied, attenuators, loudspeak-
ers, and kinescopes are all forms of transducers.

An operating tube and its associated circuits can be
considered a linear transducer when the signals handled

by the tube are small. Linearity implies exact propor-
tionality between input and output signals. Although no
active transducer is exactly linear, it may be consid-
ered linear in the range where there is satisfactory

agreement between measured performance and per-
formance predicted from calculations based on the as-
sumption that the transducer is linear.

Two-port transducer (or two-port, or a four -pole.

or a two-terminal-pair transducer): a transducer with

only two places for the introduction and removal of sig-

nals. The test assembly previously discussed is a two-
port transducer.

Active two-port: a two-port in which power other

than the input-signal power is used in processing the

signal. The test assembly discussed is an active two-
port when the heater voltage and other tube voltages
are applied. When these voltages are removed, it be-

comes a passive two-port. Attenuators, transformers,
most loudspeakers, and transmission lines are passive
two-ports.

Available power from a port: the power which would
be supplied from the port to a termination adjusted to

receive maximum power, i. e. , to a "matching" load.

The available power from a signal generator is meas-
ured by connecting a power meter, which may use a

thermistor of perhaps a thermocouple, to the generator

terminals through a transformer to match the impedance
of the power meter to the impedance of the generator.

Impedance or admittance at a port: These terms can

be defined when the current and voltage at the port can

be determined. When the port consists of a pair of ter-

minals or a transmission-line coupling, the idea of im-
pedance or admittance presents no difficulty. When the

port is a waveguide junction or a prescribed closed sur-

face in space around an antenna, it is still easy to dis-

cuss available power, but voltage, current, and admit-
tance maybe difficult to define. In the cases discussed
in this article

,
impedance or admittance is easily de-

fined and measured.

Noise factor: the ratio of the total noise power avail-

able or delivered from the output port of a transducer
to that portion of the output power which comes from
the thermal-agitation noise developed by the input ter-

mination, when the input termination is passive and at

a standard temperature of 290 K.

When the noise factor of a transducer has been deter-

mined for a given input termination, it is possible to

determine from this value the noise performance to be

expected from the same transducer connected to an an-

tenna or to any other termination having the same im-
pedance.

Transducer gain of a two-port: the ratio of the power
delivered toan output terminationto the available power
from the input termination.

Available gain: the ratio of the available power from
the output port to the available power from the input

termination. Available gain is identical to transducer
gain when the output termination is matched to the out-

put port.

Measurements of a Two- Port

The performance of a linear two-port can be deter-
mined completely by a relatively small number of meas-
urements made at the ports. Consider a two-port con-

sisting of an assembly comprising a tube, a socket, and

filters to allow introduction of dc power and heater
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power, and input and output terminals for the introduc-
tion and removal of signal power. Because measure-
ments are to be made at high radio frequencies, it is

convenient to use coaxial connectors as the input and
output terminals. The properties of this kind of a two-
port can be expressed in terms of the admittances at

the terminals; both transducer gain and noise factor

are functions of the terminal admittances and the fre-

quency. The following set of parameters and their sym-
bols can be used to describe the performance of a two-
port:

Short-circuit input conductance - G^]^

Short-circuit input susceptance - Bj^j^

Short-circuit output conductance - G22
Short-circuit output susceptance - B22
Short-circuit forward admittance magnitude - IY2i^I

Short-circuit forward admittance phase angle -0 21
Short-circuit feedback admittance magnitude - lYj^2'

Short-circuit feedback admittance phase angle -4>i2

The symbol 4> without subscript refers to the phase
angle of the product of the short-circuit forward and
feedback admittances.

In the diagram shown in Fig. 1, the box (Y) can rep-
resent any linear two-port. The symbol (Y) represents

the matrix! "I^^V\Y21 Y22
/

entering the input and output ports, respectively, and
voltages and V2 are represented across the input

and output ports . A terminating admittance Yq is shown
connected to the input port and a terminating admittance
Y3 is shown connected to the output port.

Currents I][ andl2 are shown

(Y)
A
V2

Figure 1. Linear Two-Port and Terminations

The followir^ equations show the relationship of these

currents and voltages:

If = YuVi - Y12V2

h = -Y21V1 + Y22V2

(1)

(2)

These equations define the short-circuit admittances.
When the output port is short-circuited, V2 is zero; the

admittance Yj^j^ is the quotient I^/V]^ and the admittance
Y2j^ is the negative of the quotient 12/V]^. Similar con-
siderations apply to the other two admittances Yj^2 ^^'^

Y22-

The short-circuit admittances are represented by
complex numbers. The real and imaginary parts of

the short-circuit input and output admittances are the

conductances G-^-^ and G22 and the susceptances Bj^j^

and B22- The short-circuit forward and feedback ad-
mittances can be divided in the same manner, but in

the development of the equations for gain it is more
convenient to use the magnitudes of these admittances
IY21I and \Y\2^ , and the phase angles <^21 ^^^^ '^12-

The phase angle 0 of the product of the forward and
feedback admittances is the sum of the phase angles

21 and *12-

Fig. 1 shows that the current into the output termi-
nation Y3 is the negative of the current I2 shown directed
into the two-port (Y). Consequently,

-Y3V2 (3)

The power supplied to the output termination Y3 is

the product of the conductance component G3 of the ad-
mittance Y3 and the mean-square voltage across
Y3. The general symbols for mean-square voltage and
current are V2 and l2. When the symbols for voltage
and current (Vi, V2, II, I2) represent the root-mean-
square amplitudes of sinusoidal voltages with appropri-
ate phase angles, the corresponding mean-square quan-
tities can be represented as squares of magnitudes.
1. e. as

rep

V2I I1 and The square of

the magnitude of a complex number can be found by
multiplying the number by its conjugate, thus:

1^2! -^2^2

The asterisk indicates the conjugate of a complex num-
ber, which is the number with its imaginary part re-
versed in sign.

Using the convention that current and voltage magni-
tudes are root-mean-square values, the power output

P2 from (Y) in Fig. 1 is expressed as follows:

P2 =

The input power is similarly expressed as:

(4)

(5)

where Gj^ is the real part of the input admittance of the

two-port (Y) with the output termination Y3 connected.
The value of may be found as follows:

From Eqs. (2) and (3),

-Y3 V2 = -Y21 Vi + Y22 V2

then.

V2 = Vi Y2i/(Y22 + Y3) (6)

Substituting this expression for V2 in Eq. (1) gives

h = Vl [Yii -Yi2Y2i/(Y22 + Y3)]

However, the input admittance Yj^ is the quotient of

the input current I^^ divided by the input voltage Vj^;

therefore.

"^1 " ^11 ^12"^2l/(^22 + (V)

Consequently, the conductance G^ can be represented
as the real part of the right hand term of Eq. (7):

G. Re[Y^^ Y Y /(Y
12 2r ^ 22

.)] (7a)
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Then, from Eqs. (5) and (7a):

Pi = |Vl
I

2 Re [Yii -Yi2Y2i/(Y22 + Y3)] (8)

Squaring the magnitudes in Eq. (6) gives:

|V2|2= |Vi|2|Y2i|2/|Y22 + Y3I2 (9)

Substituting this equation in Eq. (4) gives:

P2 = Y21P G3/IY22 + Y3I2 (10)

The power gain PG is obtained by dividing Eq. (10)

by Eq. (8) as follows:

(11)

PG = IY21P G3/I Y22 +Y3I2 Re [Yn-Yi2Y2i/

(Y22 + Y3)]

For a stable system, the power gain as given by Eq.

(11) must be positive. Whenthe output termination ad-

mittance has a positive real part (as would be the case
for any passive load connected to the two-port), the nu-

merator in Eq. (11) is positive; therefore, the require-
ment for stability is that the input admittance Yj^ [See

Eq. (7)] must have a positive real part.

In Fig. 2, SG represents a signal generator having

a known output impedance and a known open-circuit out-

put voltage. Tq represents a loss -free transformer
which can transform the output impedance of the signal

generator to any desired value of admittance, corre-
spondir^ to the input termination admittance Yq of Fig.

1. PM represents a calibrated power output meter with

a known input impedance; T3 represents a loss-free

transformer which can transform the input impedance
of the power output meter to any desired value of admit-
tance, corresponding to the output termination Y3 of

Fig. 1. The available power from a signal generator

is the power supplied by the generator to a terminating

impedance which is the conjugate of the internal imped-
ance of the generator. If the root-mean-square open-
circuit voltage of the generator is Vg and the resistive

component of its output impedance is Rg, the available

power AP is expressed as follows:

AP = Vg2/4Rg

When a loss-free transformer, such as To in Fig. 2,

is connected to the generator, the available power at

the output port of To is the same as the available power
at the output port of the generator. When the output

admittance Yq of the transformer Tq is made equal to

the complex conjugate of the input admittance Yi of the

two-port (Y), the input power Pj^ is equal to the avail-

able power of the generator. The output power P3 is

measureddirectly by the power output meter PM. Con-
sequently, the power gain PG is the ratio of the power
indicated by the output meter PM to the available power
of the generator AP. The transformer Tq of Fig. 2 can

be realized physically in many ways. Some of these
ways are suggested in Fig. 3.

For frequencies of the order of 30 to 300 megacycles
per second, lumped-constant networks of various con-

figurations are generally used. For frequencies from
300 to 3000 megacycles, the use of transmission lines

and tuning stubs is more satisfactory. At still higher
frequencies, waveguide components are used. A gen-
eral requirement to be met is that there be two degrees
of freedom for adjustment, so that any desired combi-
nation of real and imaginary components of the output

admittance can be obtained.

SG - To - (Y) — T3 PM

Figure 2. Measurement of Power Gain

i

Figure 3. Admittance Transformers

Test equipment such as the RX meter or the Q meter
(both made by Boonton Radio Corporation), or the Gen-
eral Radio Admittance Meter, can be used to measure
the conductances and susceptances at the terminals of

a two-port at frequencies up to a few hundred megacy-
cles. Standing-wave- ratio measurements made with

slotted lines can be used at higher frequencies; then,

the conductances and susceptances can be found by cal-

culation or by graphical methods, e.g. , with the Smith
Chart.

The foregoing considerations indicate that the power
gain and the terminal conductance and terminal-admit-
tance terms represented in Eq. (11) can be measured.
The magnitude of the short-circuit forward admittance

I

Y21 1 and the short-circuit feedback admittance |Y]^2|
>

and also the phase angle <i> of the product YJ2Y21 can
be found by making several (at least three) power gain

measurements for different values of the output termi-
nation admittance components, G3 and B3, writing the

results in the form of Eq. (11), and solving for the de-

sired quantities. Some additional properties of a linear
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two-port can be determined by examining Eq. (7) for

the input admittance Y^.

Yl = Yii-Yi2Y2i/(Y22 + Y3) (7)

When the exponential form for the representation of

complex numbers is used, the product Y12^2 1 '^^^ ^®

represented as follows:

^12^21 12 Y21I
ei'^' (12)

If the phase angle for the sum (Y22 + Y3) is designated

as the angle 6 this sum can be represented by

Y22^Y3 = IY22 + Y3I eie

But, because ei^ = cos 8 + j sin

imaginary components of this sum are
6 , the real and

*^22+'^3

B22+B3

Therefore,

and

|Y
22 "^^3

^22 + Y3I cos e

(Y22 + Y3I sin e

tan-1 (B22 + B3)/(G22 + G3)

(G22 + G3)/ cos e

(13)

and therefore,

Y22+Y3 = (G22 + G3) ei^ /cos e

Substituting Eqs. (12) and (14) in Eq. (7) gives:

(14)

4 Y
l^l2Y2l|

^yj, g g_j

G22+G3

But the cosine function can be represented by

1
cos e = -|-(eJ'

Therefore,

Yl =Yii .1 1

^12 Y21
I

2
(1 + e -j2e> (15)

Eq. (13) shows that when the real component G3 of

the output termination admittance is held constant, the

phase angle B ofthesum(Y22 + Y3) of the short-circuit

output admittance and the output termination admittance

is a function of the imaginary component B3 only.

The significance of the terms of Eq. (15) is demon-
stratedby plotting the terms of this equation in the com-
plex plane, as shown in Fig. 4. Eq. (15) and Fig. 4

show that when the output termination conductance G3
is held constant and the angle 6 is varied by varying

the output termination susceptance B3, the locus of the

input admittance plotted in the complex plane is a

circle having a radius which can be expressed as fol-

lows:

Rad 1 IY12Y21I

2 G22+G3

The center is located at

"--^11
2 G22+G3

and the angle 6 is measured from a point P on the cir-

cle given by

11

l"^12Y2ll

*-'22+^3

When a family of input admittance curves is plotted,

using different values of the output termination con-

ductance G3 to obtain the different plots, the resulting

circles all pass through the point representing Yj^j^, and

the centers of all the circles are on the same straight

line. Such a family of circles is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4. Locus of Input Admittance Equation

The condition that the real part Gj^ of the input admit-
tance Yj^ be positive means that (1) the short-circuit

input admittance Yi \ must have a positive real part and

(2) the smallest value of the output termination con-
ductance G3 to be used must produce a circle which
does not cross into the region of negative conductance;

or (3) the output susceptance B3 must be restricted to

values giving values of Y-^ with positive real parts. A
two-port is unconditionally stable when no part of the

circle representing Yj^ for the case (G3 = 0) falls in the

region of negative conductance.

In a practical sense, adjustment of B3 can be thought

of as the tuning of the output circuit of an amplifier and
adjustment of G3 can be thought of as adjustment of

coupling to a load or, in some cases, as the choosing

of a resistor value to provide a load for an amplifier.
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Figure 5. Admittance Loci for Varied Conductance

Three-Terminal Transducer

A triode amplifier may be used in any of three dif-

ferent basic amplifier circuits which are designated as

grounded-cathode, grounded-grid, or grounded -plate
circuits. In each case the grounded electrode is con-

nected to the low-potential point in the system under
consideration through an impedance which is low at the

frequency of the signal to be amplified.

The grounded-plate circuit is often referred to as a

cathode-follower circuit. The grounded-grid circuit is

sometimes described as a grid -separation circuit. The
grounded-cathode circuit is the earliest of the triode

amplifier circuits and is the circuit most often implied
when an amplifier is discussed without reference to the

way it is connected. Tetrodes and pentodes are most
frequently used in grounded-cathode circuits. But it is

also possible to use these types in grounded-grid cir-

cuits.

The triode can be considered as an example of a

three-terminal transducer which can be used to advan-
tage for certain applications with any one of the three

terminals common to the input and output circuits. A
general theory for three-terminal transducers follows.

In Fig. 6 the three terminals are designated A, B,

and C; the signal-frequency currents into these termi-
nals are I^, Ig, and Iq] and the voltages at the termi-
nals are V^, Vg, and Vq.

Va T

A B
C

vc

Vb

O

Nine admittance coefficients can be defined by the

following three equations:

Ia = VaYaa - VbYab - Vc^Ac (16)

^B -Vba + VbYbb Vc^BC (1^)

IC = -VaYcA - VbYcb + VcYcc (18)

These equations are not independent. First, in the case

when all three voltages are made equal, that is Vb =

Vq = Vy^, the currents are all zero because there is no

voltagebetweenany pair of terminals, and the equations

become:

0 = Va(Yaa - Yab - Yac)

0 = Va(-Yba + Ybb - Ybc)

0 = Va(-Yca - YcB + Ycc)

Therefore:

Yaa = Yab + Yac (19)

Ybb = Yba + Ybc (20)

YcC = YcA + YcB (21)

Adding Eqs. (16), (17), and (18) gives:

ii + i2 + 13 = Va(Yaa - Yba - Yca)

+ Vb(Ybb - Yab - Ycb)

+ Vc(Ycc - Yac - Ybc)

But the sum of the currents must be zero.

Therefore,

Va(Yaa - Yba - Yca) + Vb(Ybb - Yab - Ycb) +

Vc(Ycc - Yac - Ybc) = o

for any values that can be given to the voltages Va,
Vb, and Vc.

Consequently,

Yaa = Yba + Y

ŶBB = "'^AB
+ Y

^CC = "^AC
+ Y

CA

CB

BC

(22)

(23)

(24)

The six equations, (19) to (24) inclusive, are not in-

dependent because adding the three equations of either

group gives the result:

Yaa + ^BB + ^CC " ^AB + ^AC + ^BA ^BC

+ ^CA + ^CB
(25)

Figure 6. Three -Terminal Transducer
Consequently, if any five of the equations are given,

the sixth equation can be found by adding these five and
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subtracting the sum from Eq. (25) doubled. However,
any five of these equations may be chosen and used to

reduce the nine admittance coefficients in Eqs. (16),

(17), and (18) to quantities involving the sums and dif-

ferences of only four coefficients.

For example;

From Eq. (19)

From Eq. (20)

From Eq. (22)

From Eq. (23)

^AC = "^AA " "^AB (26)

^BC " ^BB " ^BA (27)

^CA " ^AA ' "^BA (28)

^CB " ^BB " ^AB (29)

Adding Eqs. (28) and (29) gives:

^CA + ^CB " ^AA + ^BB " ^BA " ^AB

Substituting Eq. (30) in Eq. (21) gives:

(30)

Y = Y + Y - 1
^CC AA ^BB BA

(31)

'AB

When Vq is zero, then from Eqs. (16) and (17):

U(C) -^A^AA ' ^B^AB

%(C) = -VaYba + VbYbb

(32)

(33)

These equations are identical in form with the two-
port equations, Eqs. (1) and (2). A convenient change
in notation gives:

Il(C)= Vi(c) Yii(c) - V2(c) Yi2(c)

l2(C)= V2(C) Y21(C) - V2(C) ^22(0)

The identities

Yll(C) =

Yl2(C) = Yab

Y21(C) = YbA

Y22(C) =

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

are thus established for the case that terminal C of the

three-terminal transducer is grounded.

The case in which is zero, GA is the input port,

and BA is the output port, leads to the identities:

(40)

Yl2(A) = ^CB (41)

^21{A) = ^BC (42)

"^22(A) = ^BB (43)

Substituting Eqs. (31), (29), and (27) in Eqs. (40),

(41), and (42) gives:

"^IKA) - ^AA + Ybb

^12 (A)
= YBB " ^AB

"^2 1(A)
= ŶBB -Yba

^22{A)
= ŶBB

'BA " ^AB (44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

Triode Admittances

Fig. 7 shows a triode connected in a grounded-grid
circuit. Signal-voltage generators are used to apply

signal-frequency voltages Vj^ and Vp to the cathode
and plate terminals. Signal-frequency currents Ij^ and
Ip, into the cathode and the plate, respectively, are
read with meters Ij^ and Ip.

iG= - (Ik + Ip)

Figure 7. Grounded-Grid Triode

The signal-frequency currents indicated in the cir-

cuit of Fig. 7 are determined by the signal -frequency
voltages Vj^ andVp, the capacitances between the elec-

trodes, and the signal-frequency component of the elec-

tron current in the tube. The signal-frequency com-
ponent of electron current to the plate at low frequen-
cies is determined by the transconductance and the

plate conductance Gp (the reciprocal of the plate re-
sistance Rp). When me signal frequency is so low that

thecurrent^ through the tube capacitances can be neg-
lected, the short-circuit admittances are:

Yll = 0

Yl2 = 0

Y21 = Gm + Gp

Y22 = Gp

However, the plate conductance Gp of a triode is the

transconductance Gjjj, dividedby the amplification fac-
tor fi ;

therefore,

Gp=l/M

Y21 = G^(1 + 1/^)

and Y22 = Y2i/(1 + M )

When the signal frequency is high enough that capaci-
tances must be taken into account, the effect of the

phase delay in the signal-frequency component of the

electron current must also be considered. This phase
delay is caused by and is a function of the time required
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for electrons to travel from cathode to grid and from
grid to plate. Some of the effects of phase delay in-

clude: (1) A decrease in the capacitance of a diode

carrying current, as compared with the capacitance of

the same diode when current is absent. (2) An increase

in the grid-to-cathode capacitance of a triode, tetrode,

or pentode (operated in a grounded -cathode circuit)

carrying current, as compared with the grid-to-cathode

capacitance of the same tube in the absence of current.

(3) A conductance component of the input admittance of

a triode, tetrode, or pentode {operated in a grounded-
cathode circuit) increasing approximately with the

square of the signal frequency. (4) The phase delay

itself, observable as a time delay for a signal current

waveform at the plate as compared with the input volt-

age waveform at the grid or cathode.

Because the capacitance changes have often been
treated as phenomena in themselves without reference

to their relation to transit time and because small

phase delays are not easy to identify in signal-hand-

ling systems, there has been a tendency to treat transit-

time effects as if they were of no consequence at signal

frequencies below those at which the input conductance

becomes prominent. Neglecting the phase delay in the

transconductance leads to confusion and wrong answers
when the three-terminal analysis discussed in this ar-

ticle is applied to triodes.

A suitable procedure for determining the short-cir-

cuit admittance parameters for a triode follows.

First, consider the diode consisting of the cathode

and the control-grid surface. When there is no emis-
sion of electrons, a signal-frequency voltage V across

the diode produces a current Vj wC, in phase quadra-

ture with the voltage, because of the diode capacitance.

When there is emission of electrons and the dc volt-

age is such as to establish a space-charge-limited

current through the diode, there is also a signal-fre-

quency component of current in phase with the voltage.

At the same time the quadrature component is reduced

because of the phase delay caused by the inertia of the

electrons. An approximate equation for the admittance

of a space-charge-limited diode is: Yd= Gq + K^j coC.

The factor Kq is approximately 0.6 when the dc diode

voltage is approximately one volt or more.

In the case of a triode with a negative dc voltage on

the grid, the part of the current represented by motion

of electrons passes through the grid, and there is some
additional delay in phase in the passage of the current

from the grid to the plate. One requirement that must
be satisfied for the triode (and for any three -terminal

transducer) is that the sum of the three currents flow-

ir^ into the cathode, grid, and plate terminals must be

zero. Fig. 8 shows the relations between the signal-

frequency cathode voltage and the signal-frequency

currents into the cathode, plate, and grid when a signal-

frequency voltage is applied to the cathode and the sig-

nal-frequency voltages at the grid and at the plate are

zero.

A vector Vk drawn horizontally to the right, repre-

sents the signal -frequency cathode voltage. The vector

representii^ current into the cathode Ij^ is drawn with

a positive phase ai^le relative to the vector represen-
ting the cathode voltage.

Figure 8. Triode Currents with Voltage to Cathode

The vector representing the negative of the signal-

frequency plate current (that is, current out of the plate

terminal) is represented as having the same magnitude
as the projection of the cathode -current vector on

the cathode -voltage vector Vj^, but rotated in phase in

the negative direction from Vg. This vector is shown
as a dotted line and is labeled -Ip. The vector repre-
senting the plate current Ip into the plate terminal is

drawn as a solid line of the same length, in the oppos-

ite direction.

The requirement that the sum of the currents into

the grid, plate, and cathode must be zero is satisfied

by drawir^ the vector I„ representing current into the

grid terminal with lengtnequalto and direction parallel

to the line completing the triangle formed by the vec-
tors representing the negative of the plate current -Ip

and the cathode current Ij^.

Fig. 9 shows the relation between the signal-fre-

quency plate voltage and the signal -frequency currents
into the plate, cathode, and grid when a signal -frequency

voltage is applied to the plate and the signal-frequency

voltages at the cathode and at the grid are zero. In this

case, the signal -frequency current into the plate ter-

minal has two components. The first component Ipj,

in Fig. 9, may be considered as resulting from an ef-

fective signal voltage at the grid proportional to the

plate-to-grid voltage Vp. The phase angle between the

vector representing Ipj and the vector representing Vp
in Fig. 9 is the same as the phase angle between the

vector representing -Ipand the vector representing

in Fig. 8, because in both cases the plate current re-

sults from a voltage between cathode and grid and be-
cause this voltage is in phase with Vp in the case of
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Fig. 9. Because the second component, Ip2 in Fig. 9,

is the current through the grid-to-plate capacitance

(Cgp), the vector representing Ip2 is drawn at right

aisles to the vector representing Vp, and is rotated in

the positive direction with respect to Vp . The vector
representing the total signal-frequency current into the

plate terminal, labeled Ip in Fig. 9, is found by adding
the vectors representing the components Ipi and Ip2.

The vector representing the negative of the cathode
current (that is, current out of the cathode terminal) is

shown as a dotted line and is labeled -Ij^. This vector
is advanced in phase with respect to Vp by the same
amount that the vector Ij^ in Fig. 8 is advanced with re-
spect to Vj^ because in both cases the cathode current
results from a voltage between grid and cathode and
because this voltage is in phase with Vp in the case of

Fig. 9. The vector Ij^ representing current into the

cathode terminal is drawn in the opposite direction to

-Ig and has the same length. The vector Ig represen-
ting signal-frequency current into the grid terminal is

drawn parallel to the line completing the triangle formed
by the vectors representing the plate current Ip and the

negative of the cathode current -Ij^.

J^2

Figure 9. Triode Currents with Voltage to Plate

The following equations describe the vectors of Fig. 8:

Ii.= V^(G^ + G„ + ja^Cj5) (48)

-j O) Tpk

= -VGm + V^^^'^V^^^K^^m +Gp)sincoT

Ig = -(Ip + Ik)

= -VK(Gjn + Gp)(l -coswTpk) - jVK[wCD +

(49)

(Gm + Gp) sinwTpk] (50)

The following equations describe the vectors of Fig. 9:

lK= -V
'D

(51)

'p =
^P

Gpe-^'^^Pk nVpa,Cgp

= Vp GpCosa)Tpk+ jVp(-GpSina)Tpk+ ^Cgp) (52)

Ig = -dp + Ik)

VpGp(l-coscoTj^)-jVp 6)1 C - 1

^
i+G sinoT

,

(53)

The symbols used in Eqs. (48) through (53) are defined

as follows:

Gjjj is the grid-to-plate transconductance, as defined

and measured at a low frequency

Gp is the plate conductance, as defined and meas-
ured at a low frequency

\i is the amplification factor, as measured under
tube operating conditions at a low frequency

T is the phase delay in seconds between current at

the plate and voltage between grid and cathode

w is the angular frequency, in radians per second

Cj) is the effective grid-to-cathode capacitance

measured under operatii^ conditions with signal-

frequency voltage applied to the cathode and with

the grid and plate grounded with respect to the

signal frequency.

The short-circuit admittance coefficients may be
found by inspection of Eqs. (48), (49), (51), and (52)

and comparison of these equations with Eqs. (1) and

(2). Correspondence with the three-terminal-trans-

ducer equations, Eqs. (36) through (39), is also evi-

dent. This correspondence may be used to obtain the

short-circuit admittances for grounded-grid operation

as follows:

Yll

Yl2

+ Gp + jwCD = Yaa

P 1 + M

'21 = (Gm + Gp) e
-jWT pk

(54)

(55)

(56)

I. -VpT (G^ + G„) e (G^ + Gp)cosa;-j,j^-j (G^ +Gp) sina>Tpj^= Y^^
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Y22 =GpCosw:pk- jGpSina)^l5.+ jwC
gp - ^BB

The short-circuit admittances for grounded-cathode

operation can be found by using Eqs. (44) to (47).

The resulting equations are:

"^ll(K) = "^11 + ^22 " "^12 ' "^21

= G^(l-COSC0Tpi^)+j

+ sino) T „t + wC

D 1+ ju

pk

Yl2(K) = Y22 - Y12

Gp(cosa)Tpk- l) + j|^wCgp-GpSinwT pk

a, (59)
1 + /iJ

(57) tance. In fact, there is no simple method of discrim-
inating between the input -conductance components
caused by phase delay chargeable to electron transit

time and input-conductance components caused by in-

ductance in the cathode lead of a tube or inductance in

the external cathode connection.

Comparison of Eq. (54) with Eq. (58) shows that the

input-conductance term varying with the square of the

frequency (in the grounded-cathode configuration) does
not appear as part of the input conductance for the

(58) grounded-grid configuration. At low frequencies the

low value of input conductance obtainable with the

grounded-cathode configuration is an important con-
sideration favoring the use of this form of circuit, but

at high frequencies this advantage is lost.

^21(K) - ^22 " "^21

-G e"'' + i wCe + J ^gp

-^m ^os'^'^ pk+ j['^Cgp + G^ sinc^Tpj^]

(60)

"^22 (K) " "^22

= Gpcos WTpk + j['^Cgp - Gp sin ^^^pk] (61)

For small values of the phase ai^le ( o) t^^,

(62)

cos CO T , = 1
pk

ii(^r ,)2
2 ^ pk'

The phase delay time t pkis of the order of 10"^

seconds for tubes having dimensions suitable for appli-

cation as rf amplifiers in television service. The re-

sulting phase angle at 200 megacycles per second is

0, 125 radian. Consequently, the approximations from
Eqs. (62) and (63) may be used for this frequency. From
Eq. (58), the input conductance is Gil = l/2Ginw2( Tpk)2.

This equation shows that the input conductance is pro-
portional to the transconductance, the square of the sig-

nal frequency, and the square of the phase -delay time,

when the approximation indicated by Eq. (63) is allow-

able. Other methods of demonstrating the existence of

inputconductancefor atriode, tetrode, or pentode used
in a grounded-cathode circuit give results which can be

identified with the result obtained here.

The above discussion shows that the input-conduc-
tance term results directly from the phase delay of the

plate current with respect to the grid-to-cathode volt-

age, and suggests that any added phase delay, such as

might be caused by addition of inductance in series with
the cathode of a tube, would increase the input conduc-

The input capacitance for the grounded-cathode cir-

cuit can be found by dividing the imaginary part of the

short-circuit input admittance given by Eq. (58) by the

angular frequency. The result, with the approximation
of Eq. (62), is Cii(k) = Cj)( ji/l + M ) + C„p + GmTpk-
For a transconductance of 10 millimhos anaa phase de-

lay time of 10-10 seconds, the last term gives the

equivalent of a capacitance of 1 micromicrofarad to be

added to the other terms.

The principal advantage obtained by the use of the

grounded-grid circuital high frequencies is the reduc-
tion of feedback. Eq. (55) shows that the feedback for

the grounded-grid circuit is just the short-circuit in-

put admittance divided by the quantity {I + ijl). Eq.

(63) shows that the largest part of the feedback for the

grounded-grid case is the susceptance of the grid-to-

plate capacitance. Circuits with external feedback ad-

justed in phase and magnitude to neutralize the effect of

the grid-to-plate capacitance are used at vhf television

frequencies to obtain tolerable values of feedback along
with the lower input conductance values of the grounded-
cathode circuit. Tetrodes and pentodes may also be
used as rf amplifiers at vhf television frequencies, but

these tubes give substantially higher noise factors than
(63) triodes.

10 Measurement of Noise

Thenoisefactor of a receiver or an amplifier is usu-
ally determined by connectii^ a calibrated noise source
to the input terminals of the device, observing the

power output, and comparir^ this power output with the

power output observed when a passive termination at

standard temperature is connected to the input termin-
als. A temperature-limited diode connected to a re-
sistor of known value is frequently used as the noise
source. The diode produces noise because the emis-
sion of electrons from its filament is random, i. e. , it

depends on statistically independent events. The short-

circuit mean-square noise currentfroma temperature-
limited diode (i. e. , a diode operating with negligible

space charge) is given by the equation

i2 = 2 elA f (64)

where i^ is the mean-square noise current in amperes
squared; I is the dc current in amperes; e is the elec-

tron charge, 1.6x10-19 coulombs; and Af is the band-
width in cycles per second.
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Whenthe diode noise current is made to pass through
a resistance R, the available noise power is the sum of

(1) the available thermal noise power from the resistor

^AT' '^"^ additional available noise power
caused by the noise from the diode P^^. The available

thermal noise power from any resistor Pat
pressed as follows:

Pat = KT Af (65)

where K is Boltzmann's constant (1.37 x 10"^^ joules

per degree), and T is temperature in deg K.

The available power caused by the noise from the di-

ode is expressed as

^AD

or, using Eq. (64)

R i2/4 (66)

^AD = '^^/^

The ratio of these two available powers is the ex-

cess noise ratio of the noise-source diode plus the re-

sistor. For the diode-resistor combination, the ex-

cess noise ratio Ng is

Ng = eIR/2KT (67)

When the temperature Tis the standard temperature
Tq (290 K), the numerical result is:

Ng = 20IR (68)

because the quotient e/2KTo then gives the value:

1.6 X 10
1 Q / \

/coulombsi

2KTo 2 X 1.37 x 10
"^^ X 290\ joules j

20
ampere-seconds

watt-seconds

= 20 reciprocal volts

The value of the excess noise ratio Ng depends on the

value of the resistor R connected to the diode. How-
ever, the excess noise ratio is the ratio of two avail-

able powers, so a loss-free transformer can be con-
nected across the diode -resistor combination used as
a noise source in order to transform the terminal im-
pedance of the noise source to any desired value. The
use of such a transformer would not change the value
of either of the two available powers. Consequently,
the excess noise ratio Ng at the output port of this

transformer has the same value as the excess noise
ratio of the diode-resistor combination. The assembly
of the temperature -limited diode, the resistor and the

transformer, with an associated power supply and me-
ter, constitutes a noise generator.

Suppose this generator to be connected to the input

port of an amplifier with a noise factor F. When the

diode filament is cold, the input termination is pas-
sive and the total noise power output Pq is proportional
to the noise factor F as follows:

P^ = CF (69)

where C is the constant of proportionality. Alterna-
tively, this equation may be written as follows:

C + C (F-1) (70)

In this case the first term C represents the part of

the output noise power coming from the thermal noise

of the input termination, and the second term C (F-1)

represents the part of the output noise power origina-

ting in the amplifier.

When the noise diode is turned on, the noise power
from the input termination is increased by the excess
noise ratio Ng; the total noise power can be ex-
pressed as follows:

Pi = C (1 + Ng) + C (F-1)

= C (F + Ng) (71)

The ratio of the two values of noise power output is

Pj/Pq = 1 + Ng/F (72)

Solving for the noise factor F gives:

(73)

The usual way of usii^ a noise diode is to increase
its filament temperature until the noise output of the

amplifier under test is doubled. Then the denominator
of Eq. (73) becomes unity and the numerator can be
found from Eq. (68); the noise factor F may then be ex-

pressed as

F = 20IR (74)

where F is the noise factor (power ratio), R is the re-
sistance connected to diode in ohms, and I is the dc

current in amperes required to double the noise power
output.

In decibels,

F (db) = 10 log (20IR) (75)

The dc current meter used with a temperature-lim-
ited diode noise generator is usually provided with a
scale calibrated in decibels, in accordance with Eq.

(75). The scale marks in this case actually represent
the excess noise ratio Ng, expressed in decibels. Eq.

(73) can be used to determine the noise factor from ex-
perimental data giving noise power output ratios of any
magnitude. In decibel form,

F (db) = Ng (db) - 10 log ^.Zl -
1^

(76)

Some types of noise generators give only a fixed value

of excess noise ratio. For example, the argon gas-
discharge tube has an excess noise power ratio Ng of
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34, or 15.3 db. For such generators, it is necessary

to use relations of the type shown by Eq. (73) or Eq.

(76) to find the noise factor. When measuring a noise

factor, it is necessary that an amplifier be used which
has enough gain to provide for a measurable output of

noise level. Because the amplifier itself has a noise

factor greater than unity, determination of the noise

factor of a two-port requires that a method of separa-

ting the amplifier noise from the two-port noise be de-

veloped.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 10, the two-port (Y)

with input termination Yi may be considered as a noise

generator. When Yi is a passive termination at stand-

ard temperature, the available noise power from
the two-port (Y) is expressed as follows:

Pa = AGKTqFi Af (77)

where AG is the available gain of (Y), K is Boltzmann's
constant, Tq is standard temperature, Fj^ is the noise

factor of (Y), and Af is the bandwidth in cycles per

second.

The available noise power Pofroma passive circuit

substituted for (Y) and Y^ is Pq = KTq Af

.

the input termination Yj^, AG is the available gain of

the two-port (Y) with the input termination Yj, F2 is

the noise factor of the amplifier with the input termi-
nation equivalent to the output admittance of the two-
port (Y) when the input termination of (Y) is Y^, and F
is the over-all noise factor of the system made up of

the amplifier, the two-port (Y), and the input termina-
tion Yi.

The noise factor of a two-port is a function of the in-

put termination used. For any two-port, there is one

value of input termination admittance which results in

a minimum value for the noise factor. The relation be-
tween the noise factor and the input termination admit-
tance is given by the following equation:

RnGq
jY-Yc

GG^
(81)

where F is the noise factor of the two-port when the in-

put termination admittance is Y, Fq is the minimum
noise factor of the two-port, Yq is the input admittance

required to obtain the minimum noise factor Fq, G is

the real part of Y (conductance), Gq is the real part of

Yq (conductance), and Rjyf is the equivalent noise resist-

ance of the two-port.

INPUT
TERMIN-
ATION

TWO-PORT (Y) AMPLIFIER
POWER
OUTPUT
METER

AVAILABLE GAIN AG NOISE FACTOR Fg
NOISE FACTOR F|

Figure 10. Noise Factorfor Cascaded Amplifiers

The excess noise ratio Ng for the two-port (Y) is ex-

pressed as follows:

Eq. (81) can be developed by treating the noise of a

two-port as if it came from a current generator pro-
ducing a current Ij^ and a voltage generator producii^
a voltage Vj^, connected to the input port of an other-

wise equivalent noise-free two-port, as shown in Fig.

11. Fig. 11A shown the actual circuit and Fig. IIB
shows the noise-free two-port with noise generators

added.

Po

AGF,

1

AG + AG (F^-1) - 1 (78)

The first term AG in Eq. (78) represents the part of

the excess noise ratio accounted for by the noise from
the passive input termination Yj. The noise output

from the amplifier can be obtained from Eq. (78) and
Eq. (71) as follows:

Pj = C [F2-I + AG + AG (F^-l)]

where C is a constant of proportionality.

(79)

Because the output noise power Pg caused by the noise

from Yi is now given by Pg = CAG, the over-all noise

factor F is, by definition, F = Pi/Pg; or F = Fj^ + (F2

-1)/AG.

Solving for Fj^ gives:

1 AG
(80)

where Fj is the noise factor of the two-port (Y) with

Y (Y)

POWER
OUTPUT
METER

INPUT
TERMINATION

TWO-PORT
(A)

NOISE
CURRENT

GENERATOR

Vn

NOISE

1

—

(Y)
POWER
OUTPUT
METER

NOISE-FREE
E EQUIVALENT

(B)

GENERATOR TWO- PORT

UNCORRELATED
NOISE-FREE COMPONENT
EQUIVALENT

INPUT
TERMINATION

OF IN

(Y)

POWER
OUTPUT
METER

(C)

(Y)

POWER
OUTPUT
METER

(D)

Figure 11. Equivalent Noise Generators
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Let the current Ij^ consist of two components: (1) a
component which is not correlated with the voltage

Vj^ and (2) a component I^. which is correlated with Vjj.

Let the component Ij. be represented as the product of

the voltage Vj^ and a complex number Y^..

Because the quantity Y(. has the dimension of admit-
tance, it will be referred to as the correlation admit-
tance.

Although the voltage V-^ and the current 1^ are con-
sidered to have the same (average) frequency, a meas-
urement of the phase angle between Vjq- and 1^ at a time

would not permit prediction of the phase angle be-
tween these quantities at another time T2. A conse-
quence of this situation is that the average value of the

product of Vj^ and the conjugate of 1^ is zero.

%Iu 0 (82)

The average value of the product of V-^ and the cor-
related component I^, of Ij^ has a value:

VnIc* = Vn(Vn* Yc*) = Y *
(83)

Consider the noise from the input termination Y as
if derived from a current generator producing a cur-
rent Iq. The current Iq will not be correlated with any
other noise component. Fig. IIC shows the noise gen-
erators Iq, Iu, VjyfYc, and Vjj.

Then consider the voltage Vj^ to be produced by a
current generator with output Vj^Yq connected in par-
allel with the other current generators, as shown in

Fig. IID.

The total equivalent noise input current I is expressed
as follows:

lo + (Y,
o + Ye) + Iu (84)

The currents Vj^Y^ and Vj^Y^ can be combined be-
cause these two currents are correlated.

t2The total mean-square noise input current I is

Because the current generators of Fig. 11 have been
chosen to represent all the noise sources of the two-
port (Y) and the input termination Y, the noise power
output will be proportional to the total mean-square
noise input current P. Consequently, when the input

termination Y is a passive network at standard temper-
ature To, the noise factor F is the ratio of the total

current I^to the component Iq2 from the input termi-
nation, and may be expressed as follows:

Vn^
I

|2 lu^
F = 1 + -^r- |y + Ycl (86)

2 2
lo lo

The mean-square short-circuit current Iq^ from a
passive network at temperature Tq, with admittance Y

= G + jB at frequency f, in a small frequency band Af
centered at frequency f is:

Iq^ = 4 K To G Af (87)

An equivalent noise resistance Rj^for the two-port
(Y) is defined by the equation

'N
4 K T„ Rj^ Af (88)

and an unc orrelated noise conductance G^ by the equa-
tion

I^^ = 4KTo GuAf (89)

Combining Eqs. (87), (88), and (89) with Eq. (86)

gives

F=l + ^|Y + Ycr+
2

G
(90)

or

J ^ Rn[(G+ Gc)^ + (B + Bc)2] + Gu
G

(91)

An optimum value Yo for the input termination

Yo = Go + jBo (92)

exists, giving a minimum value Fo for the noise factor.

It is evident that the optimum value of Bq is

Bo= -Be (93)

then the noise factor Fg minimized with respect to B is

^N^c^ + ^uFg = 1 + 2 R^G^ + R^G (94)

The minimum value Fq is obtained for the value Gq
for G which equalizes the last two terms of Eq. (94).

Consequently,

RlsrGo^= + Gy (95)

and

Fq = 1 + 2 RnGc + 2 R^Go (97)

Subtracting Eq. (97) from Eq. (91) gives:

F-Fr
Rjq^G^ + Rjvf ^ + Gy

- 2 Rt,tG„ + R
(B+Bc)'

N"o ^^N G
(98)

Substitution of values from Eq. (93) and Eq. (95) in

Eq. (98) gives:

^^^^nGo^-^:^.r^(^'(99)
F-Fo =

F=Fo +

G G

Rn[(G-Go)2 + (B - Bo)^]
(100)
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Rn |y-Yo
= Fo+

An alternative form for Eq. (101) is

|Y-Yo|2F ~ Fq + RnGq-
GG^

(101)

(102)

therefore,

This form is identical with Eq. (81)

The terms and groups F, Fq, RnGq and Y -
1 Yq I V

GGoinEq. (102) are all invariant with insertion of loss-

free passive two-ports between the two-port (Y) and the

input termination Y.

Measurement of minimum noise factor, optimum in-

put termination admittance, and equivalent noise con-
ductance are made most conveniently with direct-read-

ing noise-factor measuring equipment such as the Hew-
lett-Packard model 340 noise-figure meter. Equipment
may be set up as shown in Fig. 12. The transformer
and the admittance measuring equipment are subject to

the same considerations discussed previously. The
following procedure is used with this set-up:

NOISE TRANSFORMERSOURCE
CIRCUIT

UNDER TEST

NOISE
AMPLIFIER FACTOR

METER

ADMITTANCE
MEASURING
EQUIPMENT

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

Figure 12. Measurement of Noise Factor

1. Adjust the transformer for a minimum noise fac-

tor reading. Record this reading.

2. Switch to the admittance -measuring circuit and
record the conductance and susceptance.

3. Adjust the transformer to obtain a chosen higher

noise factor reading.

4. Repeat Step. 2.

Values for Fq, Gq, and Bq for use in Eq. (81) are
obtained from Steps 1 and 2 and values for F, G, and
B are obtained in Steps 3 and 4. Insertion of these val-

ues in Eq. (81) permits solution for the equivalent noise
resistance Rj^ and the product Rj^Go-

Some of the results obtained previously show that

there are restrictions applying to acceptable values ob-
tained by the above procedures. Thus, Eq. (97) is

Fq = 1 + 2 R^Gc + 2 Rj^Gq

therefore,

Fo - 1 _
^

G„2 RnGq
Eq. (96) is

G = »/ G 2 + G /R.
o 1 c u' N

(97)

(103)

(96)

1 +

(RnGc)^
(104)

The uncorrelated noise conductance G^, as defined

by Eq. (89), is necessarily positive, sothe ratio Gq/Gj.

must be equal to or greater than unity and the ratio

G(,/Gq must be equal to or less than unity. However,
the correlation conductance G^may be positive or neg-

ative. Consequently, the ratio (Fo-l)/2Rj^o must
have values in the range 0 to +2; if values greater than

2 are obtained, something is wrong with the calibration

of the equipment or with the recorded data. A value of

unity signifies no correlation between the equivalent

noise resistance (voltage) and the equivalent noise con-

ductance (current) when the noise is referred to the in-

put port as in the preceding discussion.

Corrections for Lead Inductances and Capacitances

The internal electrode structure of a tube may be con-

sidered as a two-port even though the electrodes them-
selves are not accessible. The problem is to find the

signal-frequency voltages between the tube electrodes
and the currents into the tube electrodes from the re-

sults of measurements made at the accessible termi-
nals of the assembly of tube, socket, and filters. For
an example of procedures which might be used, con-

sider the circuits of Fig. 13.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 13.

(D)

Correction for Lead Inductances
and Capacitances
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First, assume that the short-circuit admittances have
been found for the circuit (A) of Fig. 13. The capac-
itances Cj^ and C2 might represent capacitances between
socket terminals and ground. At an angular frequency
w radians per second, C-^ contributes a susceptance
component J wCj^ to the short-circuit input susceptance

Yii, and C2 contributes a susceptance component JWC2
to the short-circuit output susceptance Y22- Subtrac-

ting these components from Yn and Y22 gives the val-

ues applicable to the circuit (B) of Fig. 13

The short-circuit admittance equations for this cir-

cuit may be written as follows:

^Ib = ^Ib "^llb " ^2b ^12b

''2b " "^Ib "^2 lb " ^2b "^22b

Solving these equations for the voltages gives the

open-circuit impedance equations for the same circuit.

Based on the equation

^b = Yiib Y22b - Y12 Y2it,

and subject to the condition D 7^ 0, the open-circuit im-
pedance equations are written as follows:

Vlb = lib + hb Zl2b

^2h = hb Z21b + hb '^22b

where

Zj^j^^ = Y22b/Dj^ is the open-circuit input impedance

Zj^2b = ^I2b^^3 is the open-circuit feedback imped-
ance

Zgj^l^ = Y2jjj/D)3 is the open-circuit forward imped-
ance

^22b
" ^llb^^ the open-circuit output impedance

The inductances hi and L2, shown in Fig. 13B, con-
tribute reactance components J w h-^ and J w L2 to the
open-circuit input and output reactances, respectively,
and the inductance L3 contributes a component J co L3
to each of the four open-circuit reactances. Subtract-
ing out these components gives the values applicable to

Fig. 13C

^llc
= ^Ub - Jw(Lj^ + L3)

Zl2c = Zl2b - J WL3

Z2IC = Z21b - J WL3

Z22c = Z22b - Jw(L2 + L3)

The open-circuit voltage equations for the circuit of

Fig. 13C may then be solved for the currents. The so-
lution gives the short-circuit admittance coefficients

for the circuit of Fig. 13C. The capacitances C4 and

Cg contribute susceptances J co C4 and J o) Cg to the

short-circuit input and output admittances, and the cap-
acitance C5 contributes a susceptance J O) C5 to each
of the four admittances. Subtracting these components
gives the short-circuit admittance coefficients of Fig.

13D, which represents the internal electrode structure
of the tube.

The applications of the indicated procedures depends
on knowing or estimating the values of the inductances
and capacitances involved. It is not difficult to meas-
ure the capacitances between the terminals of a socket
or the capacitances between each terminal and the plate

to which the socket is mounted. Capacitances between
the leads of a tube can be found by carefully removing
the envelope and the electrode structure of a tube and
then measuring the desired capacitances, or by obtain-

ing the desired tube parts and measuring the capaci-
tances. In many cases an inductance value can be de-
termined with sufficient accuracy by making a series

of measurements of susceptances at a number of fre-

quencies with a cold tube in a relatively simple circuit

and determining the amount of inductance necessary to

account for the observed variation of susceptance with

frequency. Because any measurement of inductance

actually must include all of the self-inductances and
mutual inductances of the components of a closed circuit,

it is still necessary to make an estimate of the values
of inductance to be assigned to the various leads in a
test circuit after the total value for the inductance of a
loop containing these leads has been determined.

Estimated values of inductance determined from the

ler^ths of leads in a tube or a socket may be used when
data from measurements are not available. The induc-
tance of a lead which is part of a circuit is determined
principally by the length of that lead and is affected to

a smaller degree by the lead diameter and by distances
of that lead from the leads completing the circuit.

Fig. 14 shows a rectangular loopformed from a round
wire. When the width of the loop x is small compared
to the length y/2 and the wire radius r is small com-
pared to the width x, the inductance of the loop is

L = 2y logg f
where L is the inductance, in millimicrohenries, and
y is twice the length of the loop, in centimeters.

When the ratio x/r is equal to 20, the natural loga-
rithm of this ratio is 3; therefore, the inductance per
centimeter of length of wire is approximately 6 mil-
limicrohenries. For a logarithm value of 2.5, the ra-
tio x/r is approximately 12; this ratio gives an induc-
tance value of 5 millimicrohenries per centimeter of

length. Because ratios of spacing-to-radius between
12 and 20, corresponding to ratios of spacing-to-dia-
meter between 6 and 10, are typical values for the leads
in vacuum tubes and sockets, good approximations to

actual values are obtained by assuming that the induc-
tances of the tube and socket leads amount to 5 or 6

millimicrohenries per centimeter of length. When two
or more leads are connected to a single tube electrode,
it is generally permissible to divide the estimated in-

ductance per lead by the number of leads.
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2R

3L 0
Y/2

Figure 14. Rectangular Loopformed from Round Wire

The total length of a lead from a tube element to the

chassis in the case of a miniature tube of standard con-

struction is about two centimeters; the inductance per

lead is about 10 or 12 millimicrohenries. This estimate

is made for a tube in a socket of standard construction

and a very short connection between socket terminal
and chassis.

LARGE-SIGNAL CONSIDERATIONS

The large -signal performance of a small-signal am-
plifier must be discussed on the basis that the tube is

a nonlinear transducer. When signals reachir^ a tube

are small, they are amplified without distortion of the

modulation envelopes and without appreciable produc-
tion of harmonies. Moreover, when several small signals

of different frequencies reach the input of a linear am-
plifier, they are amplified without interaction and,

therefore, may be subsequently separated by frequency-
selective circuits.

Consider an amplifier tube having a bias voltage ap-

plied so it operates near or beyond cutoff. Because the

forwardtransfer admittance is low or zero under these

conditions, there is little or no amplification of small
signals. However, the peaks of a large signal cause
considerable current to flow; consequently, the peaks
are amplified. For example, a television signal would
be distorted because the synchronizing pulses and the

signals correspondii^ to the black picture portions pass
through the tube, but the signals correspondii^ to lighter

portions are lost. Moreover, the picture signal passed
during the lighter parts of the picture may be so low
that the carrier needed for intercarrier sound is inter-

rupted, which would produce a bad buzz in the sound.

When a tube is operated with very low bias voltage

and a large signal is applied to the tube input, the ef-

fect is to reduce the plate-circuit peaks because of the

limiting action of grid-current flow, although amplifi-

cation of smaller signals takes place normally. For a

television signal, this action would result in possible

loss of synchronizing signals and compression of the

dark levels.

A tube biased near cutoff and subjected to a stroi^
undesired signal can produce cross modulation. In an

extreme case, the undesired signal can, in effect, turn

the tube on and off to permit passage of the desired sig-

nal when the amplitude of the undesired signal is large

and to suppress the desired signal when the amplitude

of the undesired signal is small.

In practical situations, trouble is experienced with

signals which are not large enough to carry the grid

voltage of a tube beyond cutoff or into grid current.

Estimates ofthe signal-handling capacities of tubes can

be made by measuring the degree of nonlinearity of

their transfer characteristics and then expressing the

results in terms ofthe signal amplitude required to pro-

duce a given amount of interference.

The characteristic in Fig. 15 shows plate current as

a function of grid voltage; for any grid voltage, for ex-

ample V(., which gives a non-zero plate current, a

power series can be used to represent the curve. The
coefficients in this series are proportional to the suc-

cessive derivatives of the plate current with respect to

the grid voltage. Let Vg be a signal voltage added to

the grid voltage V^.; then, defining the signal current

Ig as the difference between the current for V = V(. +

Vg and the current for V = V^, the power-series equa-
tion is

Is = Vg — +

dE^

Vs^ d^Ib

2 dE^^

Vg^ d^Ib

2+3dE^ m! dE'

-4
GRID BIAS VOLTS

Figure 15. Plate Currentas a function of Grid Bias
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But the first derivative of plate current with respect
to grid voltage is the transconductance G^^ of the tube.

The second derivative of the plate current, conse-
quently, is the first derivative of the transconductance,
etc. Denoting the successive derivatives of the trans-

conductance by Gjj,' Gjjj", and the (N-l)st derivative by

Gj^ <N- 1>
J
and usirg a summation notation for compact-

ness, the equation for the signal current can be writ-

ten as:

°° y N

^s=Yl Gm"^'^^ (105)

N=l

For this equation to be valid, the signal voltage Vg
must not be so large as to take the grid voltage past

cutoff or past any region where the plate current and its

derivatives cannot be considered as continuous. This

condition excludes signal excursions into regions of

positive grid voltage when large grid resistors are used
with a tube.

Let the signal voltage Vg be the sum of two sinusoidal

voltages with peak magnitudes Vj^ and V2 and angular

frequencies wj^ and Ci>2- Cosine functions may be used
to represent these voltages, as follows:

Consider the case for which the plate circuit of the

tube is tuned to the angular frequency wj. The only
components of the signal current giving outputs at this

frequency are those for which the exponent of e is j (jJ
i

or -j w
j^. The conditions giving these values are:

a - b = + 1

c - d = 0

For these conditions, the sum of a and b must be odd
and the sum of c and d must be even, so the sum of all

four terms must be odd. This means that the index
number N must be odd and, consequently, terms with
the angular frequency oj-^ are derived from the terms
containing the transconductance Gjjj and its even deriv-
atives Gjn", Gj^iv, etc.

For N = 1, the only permissible values for a, b, c,

and d are

a, b c d

10 0 0

0 10 0

For N = 3, the permissible values are

Vg = V|Cos Wj^t + Vg cos Wgt Abed
10 11

Substitution of equivalent exponential functions for the 0 111
cosine functions gives: 2 10 0

V^= Vijo^it
^

Vi^-jwit
^
\^^ja,2t^ \^^-ja>2t 12 0 0

For N = 5, the permissible values are

abed

^ 2 2 2 2

(106)

The equation representing the sum of a number of

terms raised to a power, in summation notation, is: 10 2 2

0 12 2

(p + q+..w)N= N! pab..^i 2 111^ a!b!..j! ^ ^ 12 11
a,b, c.j 3 2 0 0

2 3 0 0

a + b + . . j = N

Consequently, the equation for the Nth power of the

signal voltage can be written as:

N!
\c

a!b!c!d!\"2"/ [2 )

j[(a-b) co^ + (c-d) Wgjt

a+b+c+d=N (107)

After substituting Eq. (107) in Eq. (105), the equa-
tion for signal current becomes:

<N-1>/
^m Vl ^ ^

c+d

a!b!c!d! \ 2 I 2

a+b+c+d=N

^j[(a-b)a)^ + (c-d) ]t

(108)

If Ii, the plate-current component, has an angular

frequency coj^, the equation containing the contribu-

tions from terms including N = 5 is obtained by substi-

tuting the permissible values for a, b, c, and d in Eq.

(108); the resulting equation for is

\2

Il=(ei
]Wjt

Gm Vl
-Gm-^i^

IV
+ Gm

4 2

12 \ 2

This relationship is equivalent to:

Vl
f
V2

3V,

ll = cos O) jt GmVl+ Gm
VlV2^ + Vl^V2^

^ ifX
64 32 192/"

J2
4

+ G.
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(109)

The voltage output is proportional to the plate-cur-

rent component 1^. The voltage gain G is defined as a
quantity proportional to the quotient of the current com-
ponent Ij^ divided by the voltage (Vj^ cos wt). At low
values of V-^ and V2 the small-signal gain Gq is pro-
portional to Gjjj; therefore, the gain G is

The following statements apply to the voltage gain:

1. For small values of and V2, the gain is pro-
portional to the product of the signal-frequency volt-

age Yi and the transconductance G^.

2. When the undesired signal voltage V2 is zero or

small, but the desired signal voltage Vj^ is large, the

gain is modified by terms proportional to the products
of (a) even powers of the voltage and (b) the quo-
tients of even-order derivatives of the transconduc-
tance divided by the transconductance.

3. When the undesired signal voltage V2 is large,

the gain is modified by terms proportional to the pro-
ducts of (a) even powers of the voltage Vo, (b) pos-
sibly, evenpowers of the voltage Vj^, and (c)the quo-
tients of even-order derivatives of the transconduc-
tance divided by the transconductance.

4. When either of the signals is amplitude modulated
(i.e., Vi or V2 varies periodically with time) and
this signal is large, the gain varies with time.

(a) In the case of modulation of the desired sig-
nal, the result is a nonlinear relation between the

modulation of the output signal and the input sig-

nal with an increase or decrease in the relative

depth of modulation.
(b) In the case of modulation of the undesired sig-
nal, the result is a modulation of the output sig-
nal, which is a function of the modulation of the

undesired signal, i.e., cross modulation.

The characteristic in Fig. 16 shows transconductance
as a function of grid voltage. This curve can be ob-
tained from the characteristic showing plate current as
a function of grid voltage by differentiation, or it can
be obtained by plotting data from direct measurement
of transconductance.

Positive values of the second derivative of transcon-

ductance with respect to grid voltage (or third derivative

of the plate current) result in a concave-upward curva-
ture of this characteristic; negative values result in a

concave -downward curvature. At the inflection point,

the second derivative is zero.

Two cases illustrating the effect of the application of

a large signal voltage are shown in Fig. 16. For the

more negative grid voltage, with the indicated value of

signal applied, the transconductance averaged with re-

spect to time is greater than the transconductance for

the grid bias corresponding to the selected operating

point. The second derivative of transconductance is

positive at this point. For the less negative grid volt-

age, the second derivative is negative and the average
transconductance is less than the operating -point trans-
conductance. In either case, the development of cross
modulation can be illustrated by considering the effects

of changing the maximum value of the signal voltage

Vg. When this voltage is very small, the gain obtained

for a small desired signal (say, V^) is proportional to

the transconductance Gj^^ at the operating point. For
larger values of Vg, the gain for is proportional in

each instance to the average value of Gj^, for the value

of Vg; therefore, the modulation envelope for the out-

put signal derived from Vj^ corresponds to the curve of

average transconductance as a function of time derived
from the modulation envelope of the signal Vg.

-16

GRID BIAS—VOLTS

Figure 16. Transconductance as a function

of Grid Bias

The second derivative at a point on a curve such as
that of Fig. 16 may be determined by subtracting the

Gjn at the selected point from the mean of the two Gj^
values for voltages displaced by equal amounts (e. g.

,

by Vg) from the selected voltage. Then divide this re-
sult by one-half the square of the displacement Vg. The
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second derivative is the limiting value of this re-
sult as the displacement Vg is made small. In equation
form,

2 m^ c'
- II _ Lim

"V3*0 1 y 2

The procedure for obtaining a cross-modulation en-
velope by determining average transconductance values
for signals of prescribed magnitude is closely related
to this method of obtaining the second derivative. The
procedure using average transconductance may be con-
sidered as a method of taking into account contributions
fromthefourth and higher derivatives of the transcon-
ductance characteristics and as a method for obtaining
aresultwhen the continuity requirements of the power-
series equation are not satisfied.

The first two terms of Eq. (109), i. e.

,

give enough information about a tube characteristic to

permit discussion of various characteristic curve
shapes as they affect cross modulation and modulation
distortion.

The use of this equation for determining cross mod-
ulation maybe illustrated by substituting an expression
representing an amplitude -modulated signal for the

voltage V2; thus,

V2 = V (1 + M cos pt)

where M is the modulation coefficient of the undesired
signal.

Squaring this expression gives:

V^il +^ + 2M cos pt + ^cos 2 pt)

Substituting this result in Eq. (Ill) gives:

r G "/v^

+ —^ —— M cos pt +
Gm 2

(112)

When the degree of interference which can be accep-
ted is specified, the magnitude of the tolerable inter-
fering voltage can be found from Eq. (114). For ex-
ample, if the allowable cross -modulation ratio (M'/M)
is specified as 2 per cent, the tolerable voltage is

1/2 /r, \ 1/2

(2 per cent)

For 10% cross modulation,

V(10 per centr 0-45
^g^.,,^

1/2

When a curve of transconductance as a function of

grid voltage is available for a tube, the second deriva-
tive (Gjjj") of the transconductance can be found and
consequently the quantity (Gj^/Gm")''-/^ used inEq. (114)

can be derived.

It is generally necessary to vary the gain of the first

tube in a receiver by adjustment of the control -grid
bias, to accommodate the receiver to the various levels
of incoming signal that may be encountered. The volt-
age gain from the rf amplifier stage is proportional to

the transconductance Gjjj of the tube used in this stage.

Fig. 17 is a curve of the quantity (Gj^/Gj^'O^/^ plotted
against the relative gain in decibels for a tube having
characteristics approximately the same as those for
curves of Figs. 15 and 16. This curve shows that a
tube with the characteristics illustrated can accept a
fairly large interfering signal voltage when the gain is

high, but the tolerance to interfering signals is greatly
reduced for the low-gain conditions. For 2 per cent
cross modulation, the tolerable interfering signal for
a gain 22 db below the gain at zero bias would be 0.2

volts.

Eq. (109) can also be used to determine the distor-
tion of the modulation of the desired signal. For this

purpose, let the undesired signal voltage V2 be zero
and substitute an expression representing an amplitude-
modulated signal for the voltage V^, thus:

= V(l + M cos pt)

= v2 (1 +^ + 2M cos pt +^ cos 2 pt)
2 2

then, from Eq. (Ill)

= Gj^ V cos cot (1 + M cos pt) 1 +
Gm \8 16/

When M' is the first approximation to the modulation
coefficient of the signal-frequency current Ij, obtained
from Eq. (112), then

M' = M
G™

Solving for the voltage V gives:

(113)

(114)

or

+ GjjjVcos cot cos

- ^=^-4- cospt +— cos 2 ptjj(ll5)

I, = G^ V cos cot 1 + ^snl l~+ ^m
L Gj^ \8 16 /J

pt Fm fl +1^" V2 _1^\2 m2')1
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+ Gj^ V cos wt cos 2 ptrl^"v2M2l
Ll6 G„ -I

or, approximately

V( l + 4r^ Xr Icos cut

v\l cos pt + ^ ^IIL v^M^cos 2 pt + •

16

G^
1 + M +

4 G.

The fundamental-frequency modulation coefficient M'
IS

M' = M I 1 + —
4 G

(116)

m

The second-harmonic modulation coefficient M2' is

2/3 G,
M

[16 )
(117)

The tolerable signal for a specified change in modula-
tion or for a specified harmonic distortion is propor-
tional to the square root of the quotient of the transcon-

ductance divided by the second derivative of the trans-

conductance, as in the case of cross modulation. Solv-

ing Eq. (116) for the voltage V gives:

M' - m11/2

Gm" M

If a change in modulation of 25 per cent is permitted,

V(25 per cent) = ^'^m'^'^m'^^^^

If the change in modulation is limited to 5 per cent,

V(5 per cent)=0-45 (G„i/G^")^/'

and the larger effective areas of many receiving anten-
nas operate to increase the signal levels. In a metro-
politan area there can be thousands of receivers at

distances of less than 1000 meters from a transmitter,

so it is necessary to consider signal magnitudes of the

order of volts at the grid of the first tube in a receiver.

On the other hand, the smallest usable signal magnitude
is determined by the noise level of the receiver and may
be of the order of 50 microvolts.

-30 -20

RELATIVE GAIN-

Figure 17. Characteristics for Evaluating
Cross Modulation and Distortion

Curves like that shown in Fig. 17 can be used to de-

termine the allowable signal magnitudes for any chosen
specification of cross modulation from an interfering

signal or distortion of modulation of the desired signal.

The signals likely to be encountered in a television

receiver can be estimated by means of very simple
considerations. Suppose a transmitter emits power
equally in all directions. The area of a spherical sur-
face at a radius of 1000 meters is 4 TT X 10" square me-
ters. For a radiated power of 50 kilowatts, the power
density of the signal at 1000 meters from the source
would be (50 x 10^/(12.5 x 10^ = 4x 10-3 ^atts per
square meter. A receiving antenna with an effective

area of one square meter would thus receive this amount
of power. If this power was then delivered to the grid

of a tube with an input impedance of 1000 ohms, the rms
voltage at the grid of this tube would be 2 volts.

Calculations taking into account reflections from the

earth lead to lower estimated signal levels, but on the

other hand the directivity of the transmitting antenna

A television receiver for the vhf band uses a tuner
consisting of an rf amplifier stage with gain adjusted by
means of controlled grid bias voltage and a mixer stage
with no gain control. At minimum negative bias the

voltage gain of this combination may be from 30 to 50

times. Because the first if amplifier tube cannot oper-
ate properly with a signal level greater than approxi-
mately one volt, it is necessary to reduce the gain of

the tuner to unity or less than unity to handle the largest

probable signals. The required reduction in gain is of

the order of 30 decibels.

The magnitudes of interfering signals are reduced by
the selectivity provided in the tuner between the anten-

na and the grid of the first tube. Thus a signal which
could develop a two-volt magnitude at the grid of the

first tube when tuned to resonance might produce a few
tenths of a volt or half a volt at the grid when the tuner

is switched to another channel. The cross modulation

produced by an interfering signal of a few tenths of a

volt may, however, be more objectionable than the dis-
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tortion of modulation of a desired signal of a much lar-

ger magnitude. The same properties of the tube char-
acteristics are involved in either case, so attention to

the cross -modulation aspect of the large-signal prob-
lem is justified.

Consider the tube represented by the characteristic
curves shown in Figs. 15, 16, and 17. An immediate
objection to use of this tube is the high plate current
indicated for zero grid bias (Fig. 15). This current

can be reduced by supplying the plate voltage for the

tube through a series resistor; then the parts of the

curves for the lower currents will not be changed a great
deal, but the maximum transconductance will be re-
duced along with the maximum plate current. A new
determination of the ratio of the transconductance to its

second derivative (Fig. 17) would be necessary for the

changed operating conditions. However, it is clear that

the relative -gain scale would be shifted in accordance
with the amount of reduction of the zero-bias transcon-
ductance and that the left-hand part of the curve, cor-
responding to low plate currents would not be affected

very much. Suppose the current is limited to 25 milli-

amperes and the maximum transconductance is reduced
from about 16 millimhos to 12 millimhos. The zero-
bias gain is thus reduced by 2.5 db. The first minimum
for the quantity (Gjjj/Gj^") /^ as shown in Fig. 17 would
be found at about 20 db gain reduction. The allowable
interfering signals for relative gain values from -20 to

-30 db would be of the order of 0.2 volt at the grid of

the tube.

Improvements to be sought might be higher trans-
conductance at the maximum current value and a toler-

ance of larger signals. A more extended gain-control
characteristic would also be desirable. The charac-
teristics obtainable are limited, however, by the funda-
mental relations between the plate current, the trans-
conductance, and the higher derivative of tube charac-
teristics.

For consideration of cross-modulation interference,

it is reasonable to assume that the probability of a given
magnitude of interfering signal is independent of the

magnitude of the desired signal. The desirable tube

characteristic would be one for which the ratio of the

transconductance to the second derivative would be the

same for all values of transconductance. This condi-
tion is satisfied by a tube characteristic following an
exponential law, thus:

^b ~ ^o
^

Successive derivatives are

Gm = KIo e^Vg

G^"=K3l^eKVg

and consequently

(Gm/Gm")2 = 1/K

but also

Therefore, if a value 1/K of one volt over the whole
operating range is specified, the quotient G^/l^ is

thereby limited to unity; any higher quotient of Gj^/lb
implies a lower tolerance to cross modulation in at

least part of the operating range.

The tube design procedure for controlling the shape
of the characteristic of the transconductance as a func-
tion of grid voltage is the use of nonuniform spacings
of the control-grid wires. The characteristic curve
obtained canbe considered equivalent to that of a num-
ber of tubes with different cutoff voltages operated in

parallel. Tubes with characteristics approximating
exponential curves have been made in this manner. It

is more common practice, however, to compromise
the design to obtain a high ratio of transconductance to

plate current at the zero-bias end of the characteris-
tic. Then the interfering signal level for a specified
degree of cross modulation goes through a pronounced
minimum in some part of the operating range.

If a curve such as shown in Fig. 17 is given as a
specification for a tube characteristic, the curves of

transconductance as a function of grid voltage and plate

current as a function of grid voltage can be constructed,
given this curve and the plate current and transconduc-
tance for one value of grid voltage. The curve actually

represents athird-orderdifferential equation for which
a unique solution is obtainable when the given values of

plate current and transconductance are used as integra-
tion constants.

TUBE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The design requirements for tubes giving high gain,

low-noise factor, and adequate bandwidth at high fre-

quencies are met first by reducing the tube size and
the internal spacings to a minimum, and then by care-
ful attention to a great many factors which can help or
hurt the performance of a tube. Among such factors
are the texture of the cathode coatii^, cathode current
density, the uniformity of gridwindii^, and the lengths

and arrangement of the leads.

Small size is indicated first by purely static consider-
ations. It is generally desirable to have the resonant
frequencies of the circuits represented by the lead in-

ductances and interelectrode capacitances of a tube high

comparedtothe desired operating frequejicies; achiev-

ing this relationship means that the dimensions involved

should be quite small in comparison with the free-

space wavelengths corresponding to the operatii^ fre-

quencies. A very broad principle of scaling can be
mentioned here; if a given structure meets certain

standards of performance at a particular frequency,

a similar structure in which all linear dimensions are
reduced by a factor of two should meet the same stand-

ards at twice the frequency. Unfortunately, because
scaling in this manner quickly leads to difficulties in-

volving cathode current densities, mechanical strength

of parts, and heat conduction, compromises are neces-
sary if practical designs are to be obtained.

The equivalent diode represented by the cathode and
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the first grid is the part of a tube requiring attention

first. The transconductance of a triode, tetrode, or

pentode is proportional to the conductance of this equiv-

alent diode for the tube. For a parallel-plane struc-

ture, it is evident that all capacitances will be propor-
tional to the cathode area used; it, therefore, is advan-
tageous to make this area small. For a given cathode
area and anode voltage, the conductance of a diode is

inversely proportional to the square of the spacing be-
tween cathode and anode. Consequently, the numerical
ratio of conductance to capacitance is inversely propor-
tional to spacing under these conditions. In the case of

a triode, the parallel-plane relations are not realized
unless the grid-wire diameter and the grid-pitch dis-

tance are small in comparison to the grid-cathode spac-
ii^. This statement does not mean that closer spacings
are not to be used, but it does imply that theory based
on parallel-plane geometry will not be adequate to pre-
dict the characteristics of tubes with relatively small
spacings.

The effective voltage in the grid plane is the principal

factor controlling the ratio of transconductance to cur-
rent. K the ratio of transconductance to current and
the cathode area are specified, oneapproachto optimum
design is to choose the smallest grid-wire size con-
sidered practical and then determine the pitch and spac-
ir^whichwill give maximum current and transconduc-
tance with this size of wire. The mechanical problems
incident to obtaining and controlling very close spacings
are ignored inthis discussion. As for the grid-to-plate

spacing, large values of it lead to low capacitance and
high amplification factor, but also to requirements for

high anode voltage and high power dissipation. The
value chosen will depend on the relative importance of

these factors in different designs. The same remarks
apply tothe grid-to-screen grid spacing in a tetrode or
pentode.

With grounded-cathode operation, part of the short-

circuit input conductance of a triode, tetrode, or pen-
tode is determined by phase delay in the ac component
of the anode current; this component is a function of the

electron transit times between cathode and grid and be-

tween grid and anode. For a given effective dc voltage

at the grid, the transit time for an electron moving from
cathode to grid is proportional to the cathode-grid spac-
ing; this relationship is an additional reason for keep-
ing that spacir^ as small as possible. There is a part

of the input conductance which is proportional to the

product of grid-cathode capacitance and cathode lead

inductance. Therefore, it follows that a design which

keeps the grid-cathode capacitance to a minimum for

a given value of transconductance tends to minimize the

second part of the input conductance.

The minimum noise factor for a tube was found to be

a function of the product of the equivalent noise resist-

ance Rj^and the optimum input termination conductance

Gq. The theory for triodes with parallel-plane geom-
etry indicates that R^, should be inversely proportional

to the transconductance Gjj^, and that the optimum con-

ductance Gq is a function of R^ and the component of

noise current at the input port not correlated with that

at the output port. Theory for this particular component
of noise current has not been fully developed; in any

event, it is known that substantial deviations from min-
imum values occur in actual tubes because of deviations

from parallel-plane conditions and losses in dielectrics

and leads. There may be other reasons. But the total

noise current at the grid terminal of a triode, some-
times referred to as "induced grid noise, " is known to

be a function of the phase difference between cathode

current and anode current; measured values of noise

factor show that the uncorrelated component of grid

noise current is usually proportional to this total cur-

rent. This statement may seem like an elaborate method
of stating that the noise factor of a tube is a function of

the transit time, but it may be worthwhile to point out

that phase delay caused by transit time should not of it-

self produce uncorrelated noise components at input and

output ports; therefore, it may be possible to improve
tube noise factors substantially by discovering and min-
imizing other sources of noise. However, other things

being equal, a tube designed with reduced grid-wire

size and reduced electrode spacings does have reduced
noise factor.
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Design of Intermediate-Frequency Amplifier Tubes

M. B. Knight

Harrison

The intermediate-frequency amplifier stages of a
superheterodyne receiver may be correctly considered
as radio-frequency amplifier stages, but intermediate-
frequency (if) amplifiers represent a special case be-
cause of the nature of the application. Because an if-

amplifier stage uses fixed-tuned circuits, it is usually

possible to design for higher gain than is feasible for

an rf stage with variable tuning. For the same rea-
son, it is usually easier to neutralize the if stage. Shot

noise is seldom an important consideration because
there is usually signal amplification preceding the if

stage. Intermediate-frequency amplifier stages may
be required to operate at frequencies ranging from tens

of kilocycles per second to hundreds of megacycles;
the bandwith may range from hundreds of cycles to

tens of megacycles. The major performance consid-
erations of if stages are gain, bandwidth, stability, dis-

tortion, and the effects of change in gain on the other

three items. The tube design considerations which in-

fluence these amplifier performance considerations are
discussed in this chapter.

The characteristics of tubes important to their per-
formance as amplifiers are conveniently described in

terms of four-terminal (two-port) network parameters:
short-circuit input admittance (input conductance and
capacitance), short-circuit output admittance (output

capacitance and plate resistance), forward transfer ad-
mittance (usually grid-to-plate transconductance), and
feedback admittance (usually grid-to-plate capacitance).

Practical tube design requires that some compromise
be made among these parameters. The compromise to

be made will depend on the application. For example,
the 455-kilocycle intermediate frequency in radio re-
ceivers permits design of high-impedance tuned cir-

cuits with capacitances of the order of 100 micromi-
crofarads. As a result, tube input and output capaci-
tances are of little concern. Input resistance is us-
ually very high at this frequency, plate resistance must
be made high in order that the high circuit impedance
can be conveniently utilized. Even with moderate trans-
conductance values, the gain can be so high that sta-

bility becomes a limitation; therefore, grid-to-plate

capacitance must be as low as possible.

By way of contrast, the impedances of the tuned cir-

cuits ina 45-megacycle if amplifier for atelevision re-
ceiver are usually limited by the tube input and output

capacitances. The capacitance limitations, together
with the rather large bandwidth requirements ofa tele-

vision receiver, lead to a low-circuit impedances. High
gain requires low input capacitance, low output capaci-
tance, and high transconductance; although low feedback
capacitance is important, it may be compromised some-
what in favor of low input and output capacitances. In-

put loading is significant at afrequency of 45 megacycles
and should be minimized, but the plate resistance of

pentodes is usually so much higher than the practical

load impedance that plate resistance is often sacrificed
infavor of reduced output capacitance. (See section on
OUTPUT ADMITTANCE.)

Pentodes are almost always preferred to triodes for

if amplifiers because the inherently high plate resis-
tance and low feedback capacitance of apentode permits
higher gain than feasible with a triode. Triodes are
used occasionally when noise is an important consid-
eration as, for example, in the case of a first if am-
plifier following a crystal mixer. Design considera-
tions for such triodes are the same as for rf amplifi-

ers and, therefore, the remainder of this chapter will

discuss only the use of tetrodes and pentodes.

GRID-TO-PLATE TRANSCONDUCTANCE

The best-known factor affecting the gain of an am-
plifier stage is the grid-to-plate transconductance of

the amplifier tube. For a general analysis, this char-

acteristic is consideredto be atransfer admittance be-

cause transit-time effects cause a phase shift between
the grid voltage andthe plate current. The phase shift

has no direct effect upon amplifier gain, it enters in only

through consideration of feedback and then is of practical

importance only at frequencies of tens of megacycles and
higher.

Circuit designers usually seek the highest values of

transconductance obtainable within tube cost limitations.

In high-frequency, broad-band circuits, gain per stage

is directly related to transconductance; at lower fre-

quencies, tuned circuits can be designed to yield all

the gainpermittedby stability considerations with tubes

having relatively low values of transconductance, but

a higher-transconductancetube and alower-impedance
circuit maybe more economical. Tube design proced-
ured for obtaining the desired transconductance are

discussed in other articles.

It is desirable to obtain the necessary transconduc-
tance with a minimum of plate current and at low plate
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and screen- grid voltages to conserve power drain and
to keep electrodes at a moderate temperature. Some
power output is required, however; thus, a theoretical

minimum is set for power input. Practical limitations

imposed by tolerable distortion require minimum dc

power inputs to be much higher than the theoretical min-
imum set by efficiency considerations. This limitation

is often of importance in the last if amplifier stage and

may preclude the use of gain control on that stage.

INPUT admittance!' 2, 3

Input capacitance may be amajor factor in determing
how large the impedance of the tuned circuit with the

given bandwidth requirements may be. For large gain

in high-frequency, wide-band amplifiers, therefore,

the input capacitance should be small. Even in circuits

using an external tuning capacitance, a smalltube-in-

put capacitance is desired so that it will have a mini-

mum effect on the tuning and, therefore, frequency sta-

bility of the circuit.

Input capacitance is the capacitance between the grid

and all other electrodes except the plate. Capacitance
between the grid and the cathode is usually the largest

part of the total; capacitance between the grid and the

screen-grid makes upmost of the remainder. Capaci-

tances of a cold tube maybe calculated from electrode

areas and spacings, although analytical difficulties arise

in precise calculation, just as they do in calculation of

space current, when the geometry departs from planar

or cylindrical shapes.* Best tube design results when
the electrode and spacing dimensions are as small as

possible. Simple change of electrode areas (as in par-

allel operation of tubes) is of no advantage because
transconductance and capacitance change in proportion

to areas. If the spacings are also changed, however,
minimum capacitance for a given transconductance is

obtained with small electrodes. In the parallel- plane
case, for example, capacitance is inversely proportion-

al to the spacing while transconductance is inversely

proportional to approximately the square of the control-

grid- to- cathode spacing. Practical restrictions limit

the degree to which the structure can be scaled down,
however, and the most severe restrictions are usually

a consequence of the small grid wire diameter needed.

The control- grid- to- cathode capacitance of a conduc-
ting tube increases over the cold value because of the

influence of space charge. This increase is about 2

micromicrofarads in tubes of the sort normally used
for if amplifiers.

Input conductance, or "inputloading," becomes of im-
portance at high frequencies where it influences max-
imum power gain. It results mainly from two compon-
ents, both proportional to the square of frequency. One
source of loading is a function of transit time. A phase
shift between the applied rf voltage and the motion of

the electrons, principally in the control- grid- to- cathode

region, causes the electrons to absorb energy and,

therefore, an apparent input conductance results. The
second major source of loading is a result of the in-

ductance of the cathode lead. The rf cathode current

develops a voltage that has its phase shifted 90 degrees
at the cathode. The rf current through the control- grid-

to- cathode capacitance is shifted in phase so that there

is a component of current in phase with the applied

voltage. As a result, there is an apparent input con-

ductance.

Inductance in series with the screen affects input

loading in a manner similar to that of the cathode lead

inductance, but the phase shifts are such that the appar-

ent input conductance is negative. In some circuits,

inductance is intentionally added to the screen- grid

circuit to reduce the net input conductance. Too much
inductance, however, leads to amplifier instability.

Approximations can be made using basic formulas for the

simple geometrical cases. The simple formulas may be found
on pages 135-136 of Ref. 4.

Figure 1. Use of Double Cathode Leads in IF
Amplifiers: (A) parallel connection of cathode leads

gives lower inductance than single lead;

(B) proper connection to different chassis points

gives some isolation of input and output currents
so that cathode -lead inductance is not common

to input and output circuits.
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For minimum transit-time loading, small electrode

structures are called for. In fact, the considerations

are essentially those for obtaining the desired trans-
conductance with minimum capacitance; the quotient

of thetransconductance divided by the control-grid-to-

cathode capacitance is a good figure-of-merit indica-

tor for the transit-time component of input conductance.

It is to be noted that the ratio of transconductance to

plate current is in itself of no significance to input load-

ing because favorable values are easily obtained with
relatively large spacings and large cathode areas.

Cathode-lead inductance in conventional tubes having
wire leads, is most easily minimized by the use of mul-
tiple leads. In addition to the inductance reduction ob-
tained with parallel leads, double cathode leads permit
circuit arrangements in which input and output currents
flow in separate leads, minimizing the inductance com-
mon to input and output circuits. (See Fig. 1.)

Small components of input loading are introduced by
dielectric losses in the stem (usually very small) and
series resistance of the leads and cathode coating. The
rf losses in the cathode coating depend upon tempera-
ture and, in a well-activated cathode, are low at both
room temperature and at normal operatingtemperature.
They may, however, be several times higher at inter-

mediate temperatures.

OUTPUT ADMITTANCE

Output capacitance is the capacitance between the plate

and all other electrodes except the grid. It comprises
mainly the capacitances between the plate and the sup-
pressor or beam confining plates, the screen grid, and
the internal or external shield, if used. The plate should

be only large enough to capture the available space cur-
rent and to dissipate the necessary power. The spacing
of the plate to the suppressor grid or beam-confining
plates is predetermined by design for proper suppresion
and high plate resistance. For some applications, how-
ever, it may be permissible to reduce output capacitance
by increased plate spacing at the expense of optimum
suppression. The presence of shields has a large effect

on output capacitance, and, inasmuch as shields are gen-

erally used to reduce feedback capacitance, output and
feedback capacitances are somewhat interdependent.

Output conductance is more commonly known in its

reciprocal form, plate resistance. There is no first-

order relationship between transconductance and plate

resistance in pentode design. Because the maximum
available gain is directly proportional to the plate re-
sistance, all reasonable measures should be taken to

design for high plate resistance. Many circuits do not

realize the maximum available gain because of practical

difficulties of matching circuit impedance to the high
plate resistance. In such applications, the value of

plate resistance may be of secondary importance, but

any compromise should be considered carefully.

Plate resistance is determined by three general fac-
tors in tube design, the mu-factor of the grids in com-
bination, the effects of secondary emission, and the

distribution of electron trajectories®. The effective mu-
factor of the grids is the predominant factor when the

plate voltage is substantially above the screen-grid
voltage. This mu-factor may be calculated roughly as

the reciprocal of the sum of reciprocals of the mu-factor
of each grid to the next electrode. Theplate resistance

is calculated approximately from the mu-factor and
transconductance in the usual way. Actually, this plate

resistance is a function of plate voltage because the

approximate 3/2-power relationship of plate current

to plate voltage becomes apparent at very high plate

voltages. The designer usually has the most latitude

in adjusting the mu-factor of the screen grid because
otherfactors may control the designs of the other grids.

A screen grid with high mu-factor, however, tends to

intercept considerable current unless it is made with

very fine wire. The best compromise depends upon the

intended circuit application.

When the plate voltage is close in value to the screen-
grid voltage, the plate resistance maybe influenced by
secondary emission from plate to screen grid or from
screen grid to plate (Fig. 2). Secondary electrons flow

from the screen grid to the plate when the plate is above
screen-gridpotential. Because the secondary- emission
current becomes saturated at higher voltages, however,
the plate resistance is seriously affected only when the

plate is slightly above screen-grid potential. Design of

a suppressor grid to prevent these secondary electrons

from reaching theplate is not critical because it is nec-

essary to depress the potential between screen grid and
plate only slightly below screen-grid potential. For the

same reason, it is not difficult to suppress secondary
emission from plate to screen grid when the plate volt-

age is nearly the same as the screen-grid potential.

The design becomes more critical at lowplate voltages.

The potential in the plane of the suppressor grid must
be below the plate voltage in order to prevent passage
of secondary electrons, but the potential may become
low enough, particularly near the suppressor grid wires,

to turn back some of the space current. The nonuniform
field of the suppressor grid, being at lower potential

near the wires and at higher potential in the spaces due

to the influence of the plate andscreen-gridpotentials,

has an adverse effect on plate resistance. Best sup-

pression may be obtained with a suppressor grid de-

signed to operate at a positive voltage of about 10 per
cent of the screen-grid voltage because the field is then

more nearly uniform. Circuit economy, however,

usually dictates a zero-potential suppressor grid. The
problem is further complicated by the space charge
which results from the low electron velocity at low plate

-OVERSUPPRESSED
-TETRODE—SECONDARY EMISSION
FROM SCREEN GRID

NORMAL PENTODE
APPROACHES 3/2 POWER

UNDERSUPPRESSED—SECONDARY
EMISSION FROM PLATE TO
SCREEN GRID

PLATE VOLTAGE

Figure 2. Pentode Plate Characteristic Curve
Illustrating the Effects of Several Design

Factors on Plate Resistance

.
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voltages. Thus, optimum suppressor-grid design for

low plate currents yields oversuppression (rounded

"knee") at higher currents, while optimum design for

high currents permits secondary electrons to reach the

screen grid at low plate currents.

Distribution of electron trajectories, the third factor

influencing plate resistance, also influences suppres-

sor-grid design for low plate voltages as previously dis-

cussed. If the electron trajectories were all perpendic-

ular to the plane of the suppressor grid, a uniform -field

suppressor grid would give ideal performance. How-
ever, most electrons have transverse velocities and

there is, therefore, a range of plate voltages where the

perpendicular-trajectory electrons will pass and where
some of those with angular trajectories will be turned

back. Some transverse velocities cannot be avoided

because the initial velocities of electrons emitted from
the cathode surface start them at various angles. Fur-
ther deviations are added when the electrons pass near
grid wires, i. e. the elctrons are deflected by the non-
uniform fields of the grids. Good electron-beam for-

mation, as is obtainable with aligned grids, is the best
means to minimize transverse velocities but is seldom
practical in if amplifier tubes.

Consideration of the several factors influencing plate

resistance reveals an important practical implication:

design modifications to improve plate resistance at one

plate voltage may even impair the plate resistance at

another voltage. For example, increasing the mu-fac-
tor of either the screen grid or suppressor grid will

increase plate resistance at high plate voltages, but,

due to oversuppression or increased transverse ve-

locities of the electrons, may reduce it at low voltages.

FEEDBACK CAPACITANCE

The short-citcuit input and output admittances pre-
viously discussed are, in general, not those observed
in actual circuits in which the other network terminals
are not shorted. Feedback admittance (usually pure
susceptance) is always present in actual circuits. Sig-

nal applied to the input terminals produces voltage

across the load circuit; this voltage causes a current

to flow into the input circuit through the feedback ca-

pacitance. The phase of this current is determined by
the transit angle (susceptance value of the transfer ad-

mittance) and by the load admittances; the phase may
appear to be that due to a capacitance, inductance, or

resistance, including negative values. In a similar way,
voltage appliedto the output terminals produces a cur-
rent through the feedback capacitance and, thus, a volt-

age across the input terminals. This voltage produces
output current through the transfer admittance; the

effect appears as another component of output admit-
tance.

The various possible phases of the feedback current

may lead to interaction of the tuning of input and output

circuits, may reduce amplifier gain, or may increase
gain (with narrow bandwidth) even to the point of oscil-

lation. The tolerable value of feedback capacitance
depends upon the circuit, but the smallest value possi-
ble without undue sacrifice of other characteristics is

preferred.

Components of feedback capacitance are contributed

by the active tube electrodes, by "parasitic" capaci-

tances elsewhere in the tube structure, and by the socket

audits associated wiring. Some capacitance between the

active parts of the control gridahd plate is unavoidable

in practical tubes. This component is determined by the

electrode areas and by the mu-factors. This component
must, therefore, be a compromise with the many other

factors which affect the design of the electrodes. It may
be indirectly measured by measuring the parasitic ca-

pacitances by use of a special tube made with a solid

screen grid. The parasitic capacitances may then be

subtracted from the total capacitance obtained with a

normal tube.

Design for minimum parasitic capacitances is an

obscure subject. Calculation is usually not practical

because the leads and connectors often have intricate

shapes and depart greatly from the extensive surfaces

assumed for simple capacitance formulas. The im-

portance of minimum area and maximum spacing of

leads and connectors is apparent, but the use of shields

requires more study. A combination of theory and ex-

perience saves time compared to purely cut-and-try

design methods. Capacitance values are determined

by electrostatic fields, and the designer can get a good

"feel" for shield design through visualizing fields (a by-

product of other tube design experience) plus practical

experience gained at the console of a capacitance bridge

by whittling shields for a tube mount with removable
bulb.

An extensive grounded shield between two parts or a

shield surrounding one of the parts eliminates the ca-

pacitance between the parts. (See Fig. 3. ) A shield

placed alongsidethe parts may considerably reduce the

capacitance between the parts. A most important fac-

tor, but one difficult to handle analytically, is the in-

fluence of dielectric materials. Most of the commonly
used insulating materials, such as glass, mica, and

ceramics, have dielectric constants of about 7. Two
wires passing through such a material could just as

well be seven times as long or about one-seventh as

far apart in a vacuum for the same capacitance. For
example, an unshielded glass bulb has an effect similar

to that of moving the plate close to the stem leads.

A top mica shield is used to shield the "parasitic"

siderods and plate ears which extend through the mica
and, especially, to prevent the considerable added ca-

pacitance caused by the mica dielectric. These shields

are almost obligatory in if amplifier tubes because
their use reduces the feedback capacitance by a worth-

while amount without causing much increase in the in-

put and output capacitances. The shield is usually con-

nected to the cathode or suppressor grid but may, in-

stead, be connected to the screen grid so that it can

serve as a heat radiator for the screen grid. The area
of contact neededbetween shield and mica may be small
if the shield is properly placed and if intimate contact

is obtained between the mica and the shield. It is better

practice, however, to have the shield cover a large area
so that the intimacy of contact is not so critical. In

fact, it is common practice to space the shield away
from the mica with the aid of "dimples" so that possible

surface leakage paths on the mica are longer. Further-
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more, this method permits effective outgassing of the
shield without excessive heating of the mica.

0 0 0 0

(G) (H)

Figure 3, Illustrations of Effects of Metal and
Dielectric Materials for the Simple Case of

Capacitance Between Parallel Wires:
(A) parallel wires, A and B, in vacuum;

(B) CjiQ reduced to zero by complete metallic shield;

(C) Cab l^^^ t^<^^ (^)> due to grounded shield;

(D) greater than (A), due to indirect capacitance
caused by "floating metal plate"; (E) Cj^^ greater
than (A) due to dielectric material having dielectric

constant greater than unity; (F) Cj^ greater
than (A) due to dielectric material;

(G) Cj^^ less than (A);

(H) Cjjjj less than (F).

The bottom mica shield is used in the same way, and
may serve the additional function of providing shielding

betweenthe stem leads. One member of the shield may
be carried do'ATi to the stem close to the control-grid
lead. The same member may alsotouch the glass, pre-
ferably with a large-area contact, to reduce the ca-
pacitance caused by the glass with its relatively high
dielectric constant. Such a shield may be more sig-
nificant than is apparent from capacitance measure-
ments because conventional sockets do not shield the
external surface of the stem as effectively as do the
standard-capacitance adapter sockets used for tube
measurements. It is often effective to add tothe bottom
mica shield a member lying between the control-grid
lead and the bulb, especially if no internal or external
bulb shield is used. This shield member eliminates
some of the capacitance between the control-grid lead
and the plate via the bulb.

The presence of the glass bulb adds an appreciable
component to grid-to-plate capacitance in the manner
just described, especially in the absence of a close-fit-

ting bulb shield. The most effective remedy is an internal

shield surrounding the cage in order to completely shield

the plate from the bulb. It is desirable to have this

shield make good contact with the bottom mica or, better

yet, to penetrate the mica on the side of the grid lead.

The disadvantage of the internal bulb shield is that its

use increases the output capacitance. A small shield,

even a straight piece of wire, penetrating both micas
between the bulb and the plate half nearest the control-

grid lead reduces the control-grid-to-plate capacitance
almost as much as a full shield, but adds much less

output capacitance.

Two inevitable components of feedback capacitance
in single- ended tubes are the capacitances in the stem
and socket. The significance of these components to

the designer workii^ within the restrictions of a given
stem design is their effect on the choice of basing
arrangements; it is usually not practical to go beyond
simple shielding measures for the tube stem or socket.

Some approximate values for capacitances in 9-pin min-
iature button stems and sockets are shown in Table I to

facilitate considerations of basing arrangements. Pre-
cise values depend upon the conditions of measurement
and, if needed, must be measured for the particular

Table I

Capacitances In Nine-pin Miniature Button

Stems and Sockets

Pins
Measured
Between

Direct Capacitance
( ^x\if)

9- Pin
Stem

9- Pin

Stem With
Shielding

9- Pin
Wafer
Socket

9- Pin
Molded
Socket

3 and 4 0.11 0.1 0.3 0.27

3 and 5 0.014 0.012 0.018 0.02

3 and 6 0.005 0.0025 0.002 0.005

3 and 7 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002

3 and 8 0.001 0.0005 0.0004 0.001
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situation. Capacitance values shown are with all other

pins and sockets center- shield grounded; the stem shield

referred to is the commonly used disc in contact with

the center portion of the button.

In some critical circuits, feedback is caused by mu-
tual inductance between adjacent stem leads. The one

troublesome circumstance has been the placement of

the suppressor lead adjacent to the control-grid lead.

The first confirmed incident was found in a narrow-band
20-megacycle amplifier using type 6AU6. The rf cur-

rent flowing in the suppressor-grid lead through the

plate-to-suppressor-grid capacitance induced a regen-

erative voltage in the control-grid lead. The feedback

effect was found to be equivalent to 0.005 micromicro-
farads control-grid-to-plate capacitance at that fre-

quency. Subsequent similar tube designs have inter-

changed cathode and suppressor-grid leads to avoid

this effect.

GAIN CONTROL

Most if amplifier applications require adjustment of

gain; it has been found most convenient to adjust gain by
adjusting tube transconductance, particularly in auto-

matic-gain-control (age) systems. All known methods
of changing tube transconductance, however, change in-

put and output admittances and change the capability of

the tube to handle large signals with acceptably low
distortion. At some time in the past, adjustments on

each electrode have been tried, including adjustment of

filament voltage in tubes having tungsten filaments.

Only control- grid-voltage adjustment or suppressor-
grid-voltage adjustment satisfies the need for low con-

sumption of power from an age circuit.

Control-grid-voltage adjustment is used almost ex-

clusively now despite the problems of input admittance

variation and distortions. An additional difficulty is

that large signals, such as noise impulses or the trans-

mitted pulse in radar, may cause grid- current flow;

the resulting voltage developed across the resistance

of the age circuit temporarily disables the amplifier.

The remedies for these problems have been adequate

to build many successful receivers, even though equip-

ment designers are never fully satisfied with the state

of the art.

At first thought, adjustment of suppressor-grid volt-

age appears to offer attractive features. Control of

an electrode not receivingthe signal obviates the diffi-

culty caused by rectification of impulse noise and, there-

fore, high-impedance age circuits maybe used to over-

come the lower voltage-sensitivity of the suppressor
grid as compared to that of the control grid. Although
it would seem that the input admittance should not vary
as a result of control with an "outer grid," the variation

caused by returned electrons is very serious except in

tubes especially designed to direct the space current

returned by the suppressor grid so that it does not get

back to the control-grid-to- cathode region. The fact

that input loading increases as gain is reduced has occa-
sionally been used to compensate for the decrease in

input loading observed with control-grid adjustment by
using the two control systems simultaneously. Either

of these elaborate solutions leaves the problem of a ser-

ious variation in theplate resistance of pentodes. Pen-

tagrid structures would preserve high plate resistance,

but are notpractical because of higher cost andbecause
the additional screen- grid current represents a loss of

transconductance and a waste of power. But the crush-

ing blow to suppressor-grid control is that it gives poor

resiHts from the viewpoint of distortion. It would seem
that the signal-handling capability of the control grid

would be unaffected by suppressor-grid control. Even
if this were true, however, the signal output capability

would fall with the gain, an unsatisfactory situation in

most if amplifier applications. The experience of sev-

eral investigators, this writer included, has been that

the tube characteristics develop curious "wiggles" with

large reductions in transconductance, and that the dis-

tortion is quite bad. Therefore, control-grid voltage

adjustment remains the best choice for gain control of

if amplifiers.

As plate current and transconductance are reduced

with increase in gridbias voltage, the space-charge con-

ditions are altered and, therefore, input conductance

and capacitance are reduced. These effects cause

changes in the tuning and in the bandwidth of the am-
plifier. The problem has been handled by a circuit trick

to "spoil" the input circuit at low-gain conditions in

order to obtain fairly constant input conductance and

capacitance. A small, unbypassed resistor is placed

in the cathode circuit. When the tube is cut off this re-

sistor is in series with the control-grid-to-cathode ca-

pacitance, forming a "lossy" capacitance element. As
the tube is allowed to conduct, the rf cathode current

produces a voltage across the resistor in proper phase

to reduce the rf control-grid-to-cathode voltage and,

thus, to reduce the current through the control-grid-to-

cathode capacitance. This method is quite successful

if the proper value of resistance is used, usually about

50 ohms. Undesirable features are that some gain is

sacrificed by degeneration and that the input conductance

is made slightly higher.

The change in output admittance with adjustment of

grid-bias voltage is usually much less serious. The
plate resistance usually increases slightly as current

is reduced, but no appreciable detuning occurs. The
significance of charges in plate resistance is generally

reduced in practical circuits because the load impedance
is usually less than the plate resistance.

Feedback elements are usually not changed by this

method of gain control, but the effects of feedback are

dependent upon transconductance and, therefore, os-

cillation or serious changes in bandpass characteristics

will occur in unstable amplifiers.

DISTORTION

The problem of distortion is emphasized when gain

control used. It is usually required that the final am-
plifier stage provide constant output voltage as the gain

is changed; preceding stages, therefore, generally need

to handle larger control-grid signals when gain is re-

duced even though the output may be less. An ideal

situation would be to reduce gain without a change in

plate current, but this thought is not offered to present

an idea— rather to stimulate ideas. The output-level
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problem in the final stage is so serious that age is often

omitted or, at least, reduced in that stage lest the dc

input become so small that the required output cannot

be obtained.

Distortion is produced by curvatures of the tube trans-

fer characteristics. Second order curvature is seldom
of concern because it produces only harmonics and sum
and difference frequencies of input signals; any of these

spurious products of signals within the passband of the

amplifier usually fail outside the passband. Indeed, if

the plate current were a linear function of control-grid

voltage, transconductance would be constant and gain

could not be controlled by adjustment of grid-bias volt-

age. Third, fifth, and higher odd- orders of curvature
are manifested in several undesired effects. If three

frequencies arepresent, one type of distortion product

present is anew frequency which is the sum of two fre-

quencies minus the third and which may be in the pass-
band. This result may be apparent in another form if

the input contains a modulated carrier and an unmod-
ulated carrier; the originally unmodulated carrier is

modulated by the sidebands of the other carrier. Both
of these effects may be properly called "cross-modu-
lation, " although that term has acquired a more spe-
cialized connotation in rf amplifiers where the undesired
modulation appears on the desired carrier from a strong

signal of a frequency well removed from the desired fre-

quency. In order to make a distinction, cross-modula-
tion of signals within the desired passband is sometimes
called "intermodulation. " A third manifestation of dis-

tortion from odd-order curvature is an envelope dis-

tortion which changes (usually increases) the apparent
modulation percentage and yields harmonic distortion

in the demodulated signal. "Modulation rise" is a term
frequently applied to this type of distortion.

System performance is best measured by use of one

of the effects described earlier. Although various com-
ponents of the system may compensate distortions of

other components, such compensating effects are diffi-

cult to control. It is, therefore, desirable to minimize
the distortion in each component. Measurement of dis-

tortion in a tube is conveniently handled by direct or

indirect measurement of curvature of the transfer char-
acteristics without resorting to tests in an if amplifier.

Common methods of measurement include mathematical
analysis of the transfer curves, measurement of change
in transconductance with signal amplitude, and meas-
urement of third-harmonic distortion. These methods
will be discussed.

Third-order distortion is proportional to the square
of the signal amplitude and to the third derivative of

plate current with respect to grid voltage divided by the

first derivative. The first derivative is transconduc-
tance, so derivatives are more accurate and more easily

obtained from direct measurement of transconductance.
Because the curve of transconductance versus control-

grid-bias voltage must be differentiated twice, it is

essential that the original data be very accurate. Good
results may be obtained with this method, although it

is usually not practical to carry out the differentiation

to include the fifth- order distortion. The square root

of the reciprocal of the distortion coefficients puts the

data in the desirable form of tolerable signal level for

a given degree of distortion. There is, however, some
error in the regions of the curve having very low dis-

tortion. (The distortion coefficient at one point may be
zero, suggesting infinite signal-handling capability, but

the coefficient obtained by the derivative method be-
comes invalid for large signals.)

The transconductance change can be measured on a

bridge having provision for alarge range of input signal

amplitudes and a tuned null indication'^. Apreferred
procedure is to obtain a transconductance balance with

a very small control-grid-signal,to unbalance the bridge
a specified amount (usually 3 per cent), and to increase
the signal amplitude until the bridge is in balance. The
large-signal transconductance is usually higher, though

it may be lower in certain regions of the tube charac-
teristics. An advantage of this method is that it gives

data directly in the desired form, that is, maximum
tolerable signal amplitude for a given amount of dis-

tortion.

Another indirect method of evaluating curvature is

measurement of third-harmonic distortion (and fifth,

seventh, etc. in more refined analyses). The method
is straightforward except that the level of distortion

being considered is of the order of 1 per cent, so that

the requirements for distortion-free signal sources and
for measurement accuracy are quite severe.

There are some blind alleys in store for the idealist

who wants to design for zero distortion. It is clear from
the theory that a square-law plate-current character-

istic gives zero distortion because the transconductance

curve is then linear and its second derivative is zero.

One pitfall is that this linear transconductance curve

must remain linear through zero and into negative val-

ues, a requirement that implies that the plate current

curve must go to a minimum value and then rise with

increasing control-grid-bias voltage to complete the

parabola. It is inconvenient, at least, to design such
tubes although characteristics of this type have been
partly achieved by the use of complicated structures.

A difficult systems problem arises in applying age to

such a tube; at a control-grid-bias voltage giving near-

zero transconductance, a change in bias voltage in

either direction may increase gain—the system does

not usually recognize the change in the sign of trans-

conductance or in the polarity of the signal. There are

also some fundamental restrictions upon tube design.

The square-law plate-current characteristic of a single

structure cannot be carried down to zero current be-

cause the ratio of transconductance to plate current be-

comes higher than is permitted theoretically by the dis-

tribution of initial electron velocities. Avoiding this

region by the use of a limited part of the curve which
follows a square-law relationship leads necessarily to

excessively high plate current.

Plate current tends to be high in any low-distortion

tube. When a transconductance curve has been defined,

the maximum plate current, the integral of the trans-

conductance curve, is also defined. Thus, any measure
to extend cutoff characteristics necessarily increases

the maximum plate current. The compromise that has

best withstood the test of time is a characteristic having

a shape approachingthat of an exponential curve; an ex-
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ponential curve gives a constant distortion coefficient

with change in control-grid bias voltage.

The characteristics of "sharp- cutoff" tubes having

uniform electrode geometry throughout the structure

have a large rate of change of curvature of the trans-

conductance curve near cutoff. There are numerous
methods to extend the cutoff, such as tapered spacings

between control grid and cathode or between control

grid and screen grid, but any method is subject to the

same fundamental relations of transconductance and

plate current discussed earlier. The method which has

given the best freedom of design and ease of manufac-
ture is the use of a variable-pitch control grid. Some
extension of the cutoff characteristic is sometimes ob-

tained with a single gap at the center of an otherwise

constant-pitch grid. More stringent requirements lead

to refined designs having several gaps of slightly differ-

ent pitches. The gaps are placed at the center of the

grid to minimizethe effect of variation in cathode spray

length or longitudinal centering of the cathode with re-

spect to the grid. An exceptionally extended cutoff

characteristic was obtained by E. W. Herold in unpub-
lished experiments by the use of a very wide gap com-
bined with a cathode in which some of the area under
the gap had been made inactive by removal of the cathode

coating or by covering it with a band of nickel. These
tubes could tolerate very large signal amplitudes but

required excessively high age voltage, a limitation in-

herent in remote-cutoff tubes.

A circuit technique available for extending the cutoff

characteristic is the use of a relatively high screen-

grid supply voltage and a series dropping resistor. As
the control-grid bias voltage of the tube is increased,

the screen-grid voltage rises, and counteracts the

change in bias voltage. The resultant condition of high

screen-grid voltage and high control-grid-bias voltage

reduces the effectiveness of grid control by producing

a very nonuniform field in the region of the control grid.

The reduction in distortion at low transconductance
values is usually found to be in approximate inverse

proportion to the screen-grid supply voltage; the tol-

erable input signal is, therefore, proportional approx-

imately to the square root of the screen-grid supply

voltage. This improvement is obtained without com-
promise in the transconductance or the plate current

at high-gain operating conditions. The other methods
described improve cross-modulation characteristics

only at the expense of less gain or more plate and screen-
grid dissipation.
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T. J. Henry

Harrison

Almost all radio and television receivers now pro-
duced operate on the superheterodyne principle. In

this system, the incoming rf signal is heterodyned, or

shifted in frequency, to a new intermediate frequency

which is then fed into an efficient fixed -frequency am-
plifier of high selectivity and fixed bandwidth. The het-

erodyne process is carried out by beating the incoming
rf signal against a locally generated oscillation signal;

the set is tuned by simultaneously varyingthe constants

of the rf and local -oscillator circuits in such a way that

the difference frequency remains constant. The inter-

mediate-frequency signal output will, ideally, carry
the same modulation components that were present on
therf signal, although in practice some distortion com-
ponents may arise.

The stage in which the local -oscillator signal is gen-
erated and the heterodyning action or frequency con-
version takes place is called the converter stage. It

has also been called the first -detector, modulator, or

heterodyne stage.

Frequency conversion can take place only in a cir-

cuit containing a nonlinear element (i.e. , nonlinear for

output current or voltage vs. input current or voltage),

because linear circuits cannot produce any new fre-

quencies. When two voltages of different frequencies

fo and fs are applied to any nonlinear circuit, a num-
ber of resultant new frequencies will be present in the

output. Among these will, in general, be the difference

frequency fi = (fo-fs) or(fs-fo)- If the output impedance
of the nonlinear circuit is large for f^and negligible for

the other frequencies present, the output voltage will

be at the intermediate frequency fj only. In most re-
ceivers, the oscillator frequency Iq is higher than the

signal frequency fg.

Converters may also be operated in harmonic modes
where fi= (nfQ-fs) or (fg-nfo), and n is any integer. In

certain converter circuits, the desired output voltage

of the stage is the sum(fo + fg) instead of the difference

of the frequencies. These types of converters, how-
ever, are used today in only a few special cases, and
need not be of concern here.

When an electron tube (or other electron device) acts

as the nonlinear element in the converter stage, and is

supplied with an oscillator voltage from an external

source, it is called the mixer tube (or device). A tube

that performs the functions of both oscillator and mixer

is called a converter tube.

In electron-tube mixers, the oscillator and signal

voltages may be applied to the same input electrode, or

to two separate input electrodes, both acting on the

same electron stream. It is generally important to

operate the converter under conditions in which the out-

put-signal amplitude is substantiallylinear with respect
to the input-signal amplitude, in order to keep the mod-
ulation distortion at a negligible level. Such linearity

is closely approached when the oscillator -voltage level

is many times greater than the signal -voltage level.

This condition of operation is the one usually employed
in converter circuits.

The literature contains numerous articles on the de-
sign of converter stages, and on the design of special

converter and mixer tubes^. This chapter will outline

some of the problems of designing a converter stage,

consider the advantages and disadvantages of various
tube designs for specific mixer services, and discuss

some of the design problems of the electronics of the

converter tube structure.

The interested design engineer will find it to his ad-
vantage to read Chapter 25, Section 1, in the Radiotron
Designer's Handbook^.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CONVERTER AND MIXER
TUBES
The basic characteristic of the converter or mixer

tube is the conversion transconductance g^ defined as:3

"The quotient of: (1) the magnitude of the desired out-

put-frequency component of current by (2) the mag-
nitude of the input -frequency (signal) component of volt-

age when the impedance of the output external termina-
tion is negligible for all frequencies which may affect

the result.

"

This definition ordinarily assumes that the rf input-

frequency voltage is small. The conversion transcon-
ductance is a function of the oscillator -voltage amplitude

as well as of the dc voltages on the tube electrodes.

Conversion transconductance may be used to deter-

mine the small-signal conversion gain (neglecting feed-

back effects) in the same manner as grid -plate trans-
conductance (gjn) is used for rf pentodes.

Conversion Gain = g,, ; ;

1 + (Ri/rp)

where Rl is the load resistance and rp is the effective

plate resistance of the mixer tube with oscillator voltage
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applied. The magnitude of rp varies with the strength

of oscillation but under any given voltage conditions

may be defined as the inverse of the rate of change of

dc plate current with plate voltage.

The conversion transconductance of any mixer tube

may be computed from curves of signal -electrode-to-

anode transconductance as a function of the oscillator-

voltage amplitude. This method assumes that the sig-

nal voltage is small and that the oscillator voltage is

large, reasonable assumptions at low signal levels. By
use of a Fourier series analysis, the conversion trans-

conductance gc can be shown to be 2;

gjn coswotd(a)ot)

where gm is the transconductance from the signal elec-

trode to the anode, and the oscillator voltage eQ varies

at the rate Em coscoot around a dc bias voltage, Eq.

See Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Signal-Electrode Transconductance Versus
Oscillator Electrode Voltage for a Typical Mixer
Tube (applied oscillator voltage is shown at A;B is

the resulting time variation of transconductance)

An examination of the above equation shows that the

optimum g(, is obtained whengjj^ is zero during the neg-
ative excursions of coscoot, and is at a maximum
positive value gm(max) for all positive values of cos wot.

Under these conditions,

A tube with a characteristic similar to the one shown
in Fig. 1 will have a value of conversion transconduc-
tance of approximately 0.28 gm(max) when the oscillator

signal and the bias voltage are optimized. For many
purposes, it is sufficiently accurate to assume that the

optimum value of conversion transconductance can be

taken to be gin(max)/4-

As examples of the results obtained with the actual

mixer and converter tubes, Figs. 2 and 3 show curves

on two popular types. Fig. 2 shows the conversion
transconductance of the pentode section of a 6CG8 tube

as a function of oscillator voltage. In this curve, the

control -grid bias voltage is fixed and the conversion
transconductance increases rapidly with oscillator volt-

age and then falls off somewhat less sharply. The rate

of variation of conversion transconductance with oscil-

lator voltage will be considerably reduced when a grid-

leak-bias is used. Fig. 3 shows the conversion trans-

conductance from the grid No. 3 to the anode of a 6BE6
pentagrid converter as a function of current to grid

No. 1, oscillator grid, when the tube is self-excited.
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Once a curve of signal -electrode transconductance

vs. oscillator voltage has been obtained, the integral

may be evaluated approximately by the trapezoidal rule^.

Figure 2. Operation Characteristic of the 6C8G (Pen-

tode Unit) with Separate Oscillator Excitation

Higher values of g(. are possible in a tube in which a phase re-
versal of gjyi takes place when coswot passes through zero so that

the product (gffj cosa)ot)is always positive. Inthis case the theo-

retical maximum gc = 2gm(max)/'r. Successful mbcer tubes have
been constructed in which a phase -reversal of g^ has been ob-

tained by means of beam deflection control of the electron stream 5.

This method of analysis for conversion transconduc-
tance is a general one and is valid whether the oscil-

lator and signal voltages are applied to the same or

different electrodes. The method also applies to com-
putation of the conversion conductance of diode mixers.
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Operation Characteristic of the 6BE6 Con-

verter Tube with Self-Excitation

Many converter stages contain a Hartley oscillator

circuit in which the oscillator -frequency voltage is

present on the cathode (Fig. 4). This arrangement
changes the voltages between the cathode and the other

elements over the oscillator cycle in such a way that

the transconductance from signal electrode to anode
is reduced somewhat at maximum positive oscillator

voltage^. An accurate analysis for conversion trans

-

conductance in this case requires a transconductance

curve taken with the potentials on the oscillator -input

electrode and cathode varied simultaneously in their

proper ratio as determined by the ratio of the cathode

turns to the total turns of the oscillator coil which is to

be used. It is often sufficiently accurate in the calcu-
lation of conversion transconductance to disregard the

ac variation of cathode potential and to shift the signal-

grid-bias voltage in the negative direction by the peak
value of the ac cathode voltage.

IF INPUT o

TYPE
6BE6

It should be noted that a nonlinear mixer action can
be obtained with a linear transfer curve so long as the

current is cut off during part of the oscillator cycle.

This method of calculating conversion transconduc-
tance is helpful in understanding the operating princi-
ples of mixer devices and sometimes in analyzing par-
ticular designs in the development stage.

For accurate results on quantities of tubes, the con-
version transconductance is usually measured by one
of several methods that are widely used'^. The standard
method for multigrid types accepted in the industry is

described in the same reference as follows:

The definition of conversion transconductance shows that if

fj=f2, the difference frequency will be zero, corresponding to

direct current. If the two signals are in phase, the plate cur-
rent will be higher than with the two signals 180 degrees out of

phase. The difference in direct plate current, caused by a re-
versal of the phase relation of the two signals, divided by twice

the peak value of the alternating voltage on the signal grid, is

the conversion transconductance. It is assumed that the voltage

on the oscillator grid is adjusted to such a value that the cur-
rent drawn by the grid corresponds to its rated value.

In practice, multigrid converter and mixer tubes may be
measured in a circuit such as that shown (in Fig. 5).

With grid resistor K\ and grid current as rated, a signal

voltage Eg is applied to the signal grid 180 degrees out of phase
with the voltage appliedtothe oscillator grid. The bucking cir-

cuit is adjusted to give zero reading of the plate -current meter,
after which the phase of the signal voltage applied to one of the

grids is reversed and the reading of the plate -current meter
A Ijj noted. Conversion transconductance is then

gc
=

A lb

2 >/TE„

Figure 4. Typical Self-Excited Converter Circuit for
6BE6

For precision measurements, the signal voltage appliedto the

signal grid should be held to as low a value as possible and in

no case should cause current toflow in the signal-grid circuit.

For most converter tubes, it is convenient to make Eg equal to

0.354 volts rms. The conversion transconductance in microm-
hos is then equal to A I^ in microamperes."

This method is used as a standard, because the re-

sults can be duplicated at different locations with a little

care in measurement.

Other methods, which involve mixing two frequencies

and measuring the output current at the difference fre-

quency as a function of signal -grid voltage, are speedier

to use, and are widely usedfor factory and quality -con-

trol tests on converters. Unfortunately, good agree-

ment between test sets, even in the same location, can

only be maintained by continual calibration and circuit

adjustment. Agreement on readings among various

manufacturers is much more difficult to obtain with

these methods, and the phase -reversal technique de-
scribed remains the most useful industry standard.

Conversion transconductance of pentodes andtriodes

may also be measured, but for production controls and

even in development, it is often accurate enough to es-

timate conversion transconductance from the maximum
positive transconductance gm(max) reading under the

expected conditions of operation.
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Figure 5. Circuit Arrangement for Measuring Conversion Transconductance

SIGNAL-
GRID-BIAS

PLATE
SUPPLY

A characteristic curve of measured or computed con-
version transconductance (gc) vs. the control -grid -bias

voltage (Eg) is often useful (see Fig. 6). This curve
represents performance at one condition of dc element
voltages and atone oscillator -voltage amplitude. Such
a curve is useful in estimating the amount of cross

-

modulation that one is likely to encounter if automatic

-

gain control (age) bias voltage is applied to the control

grid. If the tube has a sharp cut-off so that low values

of conversion transconductance cannot be obtained with-

out working very close to cut-off, the use of age on this

tube will not be practical. In remote or semiremote
cut-off types, an estimate of the cross -modulation dis-

tortion at various bias voltages may be obtained from
graphical differentiation of the curve of control -grid

bias voltage versus conversion transconductance. The
cross -modulation is proportional to

d gp/dE,
X E

g

and it is desirable to keep this factor low over the op-
erating bias -voltage range. More accurate methods of

measuring cross-modulation are also available^.

THE DESIGN OF THE CONVERTER STAGE

The converter stage of a receiver presents a number
of special problems to the set designer in addition to

other important considerations not unique to this stage.

The converter stage must contain circuits for signal,

oscillator, and intermediate frequencies; and in gen-
eral, must be tunable over a considerable band of signal

frequencies. The problems of avoiding interaction of

the various circuits throughout the band may become
extremely complex. For simplicity of circuit design,

it would be desirable for the mixer tube to have three

sets of isolated terminals for the three different fre-

quencies and to have the electrostatic coupling through

the tube itself minimized. With multigrid-mixer and
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Figure 6. Conversion Transconductance of the 6BE6
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converter types, ideal isolation of the three circuits

can be closely approached, and therefore, these types

are used in most low -frequency services. Above 20

megacycles or so, the faults of such tubes outweigh their

advantages. As a result, triode and pentode mixers are

generally preferred despite their more complex cir-

cuitry .

Some of the areas which present problems to the set

designer are listed here. Optimizing the performance
in respect to all the important areas can generally not

be done and the set designer must choose a compro-
mise design suitable to the particular market demands
that the set must meet.

The characteristics of the tubes to be used in the con-
verter stage are an important consideration in circuit

design, and the tube design engineer and tube applica-

tion engineer should be aware of the set designer's

problems and requirements in order to provide the

best possible tube design for the job.

Automatic Gain Control (AGC)

In many applications, automatic gain control by bi-

asing the signal grid on the converter stage would be of

considerable advantage. Use of automatic gain control

on the converter requires: (l)that the curve of control

grid bias versus conversion transconductance have a

remote or semi-remote cutoff and be properly shaped
in order to keep cross -modulation low, and (2) that var-
iation of the control grid bias does not materially influ-

ence the oscillator frequency and thereby cause detuning

as the signal level (and age bias) is varied.

Tuning

Economic considerations frequently require that re-
ceivers bedesigned to tune over wide bands of frequency
(as much as a three -to-one variation in frequency) by

varying the tuning capacitance. Over this tuning range
it is necessary to have good tracking of the oscillator

and signal circuits, and it is desirable to have reason-
ably uniform gain and oscillator amplitude over the

band. This tunii^ problem must be solved by the set

designer with appropriate choice of circuit constants

and paddir^ networks. In such circuits, it is not prac-
tical to operate the oscillator tube at optimum condi-

tions throughout the band. The tube engineer can con-
tribute to the solution of the problem by providing con-
verter tubes (or oscillator tubes) with sufficient factor

of safety in oscillator performance to provide good os-
cillator excitation throughout the band under relatively

inefficient operating conditions.

Interaction of Signal and Oscillator Circuits

When the ratio of oscillator frequency to signal fre-

quency approaches unity, the impedance of the signal

circuit to oscillator frequency may be sufficiently high

that considerable oscillator voltage may be developed
on the signal grid of the converter tube, if coupling
exists in the tube. In multiband radio receivers, this

action frequently becomes troublesome on the high-fre-

quency bands. The effect is usually either to increase

or decrease the relative modulation of plate current

at oscillator frequency, and so, to change the conver-
sion transconductance. This is undesirable particularly

because the magnitude of the induced voltage usually

varies with frequency. The oscillator -frequency volt-

age developed on the signal grid may also become large

enough to exceed the signal -grid bias, and grid current
will flow in the signal -grid circuit^.

Oscillator Strength

In high-frequency applications, when circuit losses

become higher, it is important to have a high-gm os-
cillator tube that can be used with reasonably -priced
circuit components that will start readily, and will not

drop out of oscillation anywhere in the tuning band,

particularly under low line-voltage conditions.

Input Conductance at High Frequencies

At higher frequencies, the input conductance of the

signal grid will become high enough to be important in

determining the effective resistance of the input circuit,

and the gain will decrease because of the increased
loading. A similar input loading occurs on amplifier

types at high frequencies, but in many mixer designs
the effect is much more severe. Input loading is a func-
tion of frequency and often makes it difficult to obtain

uniform gain throughout a wide frequency range.

Noise

In high -frequency circuits, where tube gain is reduced
by input loading and higher circuit losses, the noise

generated in the first-stage tube has a marked effect

on the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver^O. Even
when an rf stage is used ahead of the converter stage,

mixer noise may be an important consideration if the

rf gain is low.

Oscillator Radiation

Local -oscillator radiation from television receivers
can be an important source of interference with recep-
tion on neighboring television sets, and must be kept

low. The rf amplifier stage attenuates any oscillator

signalfeeding back through the input circuits to the an-
tenna. A mixer without an rf stage ahead of it would
not be satisfactory according to present television-re-

ceiver standards unless a special type of tube circuit

could be devised which produced very little oscillator

voltage on the signal-input circuit. It is also desirable

to have a mixer that works satisfactorily with low levels

of oscillator voltage, in order to minimize radiation

directly from the chassis and oscillator circuits.

Frequency Drift During Warm-up of Television Re-
ceivers

It is desirable to keep the drift of oscillator frequency
on warm -up of a television set below one or two hundred
kilocycles in order to avoid the need for constant re-
turning of the set. Warm-up drift can be compensated
for by use of temperature -sensitive trimming capac-
itors, but oscillator types with low inherent drift will

reduce the maximum residual frequency deviation^ ^.
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Economic Considerations

In the entertainment market, the balance betweencost
and performance is very important. It is not enough to

make a good technical design of high performance; the

product must sell in a sharply competitive market at a

cost commensurate with the performance.

TYPES OF MIXERS AND CONVERTERS

Mixer tubes may conveniently be divided into three

classes:

1. Tubes in which the oscillator and signal voltages

are applied to the same electrode.

2. Tubes in which the oscillator signal is applied to

a grid further from the cathode than the electrodes to

which rf signal is applied. Such types are called

outer-grid-injection mixers.
3. Tubes in which the oscillator signal is applied to

a grid closer to the cathode than the electrode to which
therf signal is applied. Such types are called inner-

grid-injection mixers.

Figs. 7 through 12 show various types of mixer and

converter tubes and their associated circuits.
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CONVERTER
TO IF

AMPLIFIER

TO LOCAL
OSCILLATOR

(A)

TO IF

AMPLIFIER

LINK

TO LOCAL
OSCILLATOR
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Figure 7. Converter Circuits: (A) triode; (B) balanced
twin triode
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Figure 10. Electrode Arrangement of the Triode-Hep-
tode Type 6J8-G
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Figure 11. Use of 6SA7: (A) structure; (B) typical self-excited converter circuit

The Diode Mixer The Triode Mixer

The simplest mixer tube is a diode. Diode mixer
tubes always introduce a conversion loss and are very
poor for noise factor. They are practically never used.

The semiconductor diode, however, has a wide ap-
plication as a mixer at frequencies above 1000 mega-
cycles because of its relatively low noise factor at these
frequencies. Semiconductor diode mixer stages are

used as the front -end stage in almost all uhf television

tuners, (i.e., in the 500-900 megacycle range) as being
the best compromise design for noise performance and
set cost. More recently, several rf -amplifier triodes

are available that yield better noise performance than

the semiconductor diode mixer as a first -stage device

in this frequency range; it is largely a matter of econ-
omics as to whether an rf amplifier tube or a semicon-

ductor -diode mixer will be used in the first stage of new
designs of uhf television receivers. If an rf tube is

used, it will probably be used with a triode tube mixer
to obtain better gain and simpler circuitry than would
be obtained with a semiconductor diode mixer.

The triode mixer has the best noise figure of any

conventional type of mixer tube (excluding traveling-

wave tubes or parametric devices); and, when the plate

resistance of the tube is high compared with the load

impedance, it will give good conversion gain. A dis-

advantage of the triode is that feedback through the tube

loads the input circuit considerably. Neutralization, or

the use of specially designed intermediate -frequency

circuits with low impedance to signal frequencies may
be used to reduce this loading. Ordinarily, the oscil-

lator signal is injected into the grid where oscillator

power requirements are less. The use of cathode in-

jection will isolate the signal circuit a little more than

grid injection does, but the signal circuit is loaded down
by the feedback voltage across the impedance in the

cathode circuitl2. Many of the early television sets

used triode mixers or push-pull triode mixers, but to-

day the use of pentodes is more usual.

It is also possible to use a triode (or a pentode) as an
autodyne converter, in which the rf signal is applied to
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transconductance and high plate resistance so that good
conversion gain is realized. The noise factor is some-
what higher than that of the triode, but noise factor be-
comes fairly unimportant whena high-gainrf amplifier
stage is used ahead of the mixer.
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Figure 12. Beam-Type Converter Tubes: (A) cross-
sectional view of the 6K8 converter tube; (B) cross-

sectional view of the four-beam octode

the grid of an oscillator tube and no separate excitation

is needed. Such converters have been made to operate
satisfactorily, but are probably more tricky to design
and maintain over a tuning range than more conventional
circuits.

The Pentode Mixer

Because of its reasonably good noise and gain per-
formance, and its relative freedom from feedback ef-

fects, the pentode mixer is used in most present-day
television sets, particularly combined with a triode

oscillator.

It would be possible to use a remote-cutoff pentode
as a mixer and to apply automatic gain control to it.

However, the remote -cutoff pentode would require a

much higher oscillator voltage to drive it to optimum
conversion transconductance values, and oscillator

radiation problems would be increased considerably.
The noise -factor of a variable -mu pentode would also

be somewhat higher. Mixer pentodes currently used
in television sets are of the sharp -cutoff type, and do
not ordinarily have automatic -gain-control bias applied

to them.

The Outer-Grid-Injection Mixer

Examples of the outer -grid -injection mixer are the

6L7 mixer heptode and the 6J8G triode -heptode. In

both of these types the grid No. 1 is the signal grid,

grid Nos. 2and4 are screen grids operatingat a posi-
tive potential, grid No. 3 is the oscillator injection grid,

and grid No. Sis a suppressor grid tied to the cathode.
In the 6J8G converter, the heptode mixer is combined
with a triode oscillator section in the same bulb.

The outer-grid-injection mixer has the transcon-
ductance largely controlled by the design of the front-

end of the structure and can readily be designed to give

fairly high values of conversion transconductance. Grid
No. 1 may be made with a variable mu for low cross

-

modulation with automatic gain control. Because the

oscillator section performance is not affected materially

by grid No. 1 bias voltage, there is little of the tendency
toward frequency shift with automatic gain control that is

found in some inner-grid-injection converters.

The outer -grid-injection tube, in general, gives less

trouble from coupling between signal and oscillator cir-

cuit at high frequencies than inner -grid-injection types.
The input conductance tothe signal grid is positive and
may be considerably higher than when the same tube is

used as an amplifier. There may also be a dc grid cur-
rentto the negative signal grid whenoscillator frequen-
cies are higher than 20 megacycles or so.

The pentode mixer has a somewhat higher noise figure

than an equivalent triode with the same front end, but

the lower feedback capacitance (Cg2_p)makes the load-
ing effects less critical. In the pentode, the oscillator

signal is usually injected in the signal grid, but may be
injected in the cathode circuit with the sametype of ad-
ditional loading as on the triode. Oscillator voltage may
be injected into the grid No. 3 circuit but this method
offers no particular advantage.

The pentode mixer, in general, can be made with good

The negative grid current and the very high input con-
ductance of outer -grid -injection types are both due to

the oscillator grid returning electrons which pass again
into the signal grid region; both effects can be reduced^
by the use of auxiliary electrodes to reduce the number
of electrons that get back through the screen grid (grid

No. 2). These auxiliary electrodes may conveniently

be attached to grid No. 2.

A well -designed outer -grid -injection mixer will give

good performance allow and medium high frequencies.
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At higher frequencies, as in television applications,

noise and transit-time effects make this mixer type less

suitable than triodes or pentodes. The main disad-

vantage of outer -grid-injection mixing as compared to

inner-grid-injection is that a separate oscillator section

is required. In order to get a high-transconductance
triodefor strong oscillation at high frequencies, a large

cathode area is required for the triode. As a result,

a separate oscillator tube or a tube design with a large

cathode and high heater power is necessary. Because
the inner-grid-injection converters use the same elec-

tron stream for oscillation as well as for mixing, they

conserve heater power and make possible a less expen-
sive converter stage with adequate performance.

In the USA, the outer -grid-injection mixer or con-
verter is not used in present-day radio designs. In

Europe, combination tubes with atriode oscillator sec-
tion and a outer -grid-injection mixer heptode section

are still popular with radio set designers.

The Inner -Grid-Injection Converter

Commercially, inner -grid-injection tubes are always
converters in which the oscillator and mixer functions

are combined in one envelope and frequently use the

same electron stream for both functions.

The pentagrid converter, as widely used in the USA,
has the structure shown in Fig. 11A and uses a typical

circuit such as that shown in Fig. IIB. Grid No. 1

serves as the oscillator grid, grid Nos. 2 and 4 are

screen grids, grid No. 3 is the signal grid, and grid

No. 5 is a suppressor grid. By use of the hartley os-
cillator circuit, the screen-grid and plate currents to-

gether serve as the oscillator anode currentand, there-

fore, strong oscillations are readily obtained. Because
the cathode voltage is swinging, a judicious adjustment
of the oscillator voltage on the cathode is necessary to

avoid degenerating the conversion transconductance and
swinging the cathode to a voltage more negative than

that on the signal grid^.

At amplitude-modulation broadcastfrequencies, this

type of converter tube gives quite satisfactory perform-
ance, and is used because of the relatively good circuit

isolation. At higher frequencies, in the 6 to 18 mega-
cycle band, internal coupling and admittance effects

become important and complicate circuit design.

Because of the two screen grids and the type of opera-

tion, the screen-grid current in the pentagrid converter

is a large part of the total cathode current (about 60 per
cent as compared to 25 per cent in a pentode mixer);

and the noise factor is high and the conversion gain is

relatively lower than that of a good pentode mixer with

the same cathode current. In the amplitude -modulation

radio broadcast band, the tube noise in the receiver is

small compared to the noise from the circuit imped-
ances and adequate gain is not hard to obtain. The pen-
tagrid converter is the most convenient and economical
tube for this service.

The signal grid, grid No. 3, is usually wound to give

a remote -cutoff characteristic; automatic gain control

can be obtained by changing the bias voltage on grid

No. 3 without materially influencing the performance
of the other circuits.

In the pentagrid converter as in the outer -grid-injec-
tion mixer, it is undesirable to have electrons returning

through the screen grid (gridNo. 2) into the region be-
tween grid No. 1 and the cathode. The number of such
electrons will vary with the bias voltage due to auto-
matic gain control on grid No. 3; more electrons will

be returned toward the screen grid at high bias voltage
on grid No. 3. If these returning electrons reach the

grid No. 1 region, they will change the space charge
in that region and affect the admittance of grid No. 1.

These changes will cause oscillator frequency to shift

as a function of rf-signal strength and will make the

tuning difficultly.

COUPLING EFFECTS

With an inner -grid-injection type of mixer, the neg-
ative space charge in the vicinity of the control (signal)

grid increases as the oscillator grid becomes more
positive. This increase in negative space charge tends
to drive electrons out through the control-grid circuit.

The capacitance between oscillator grid and control

grid has the opposite effect, that is, a positive incre-
ment of voltage on the oscillator grid will tend to induce
a negative charge on the control grid and draw electrons
in through the control -grid circuit. If, as is customary,
the oscillator frequency is higher than the signal fre-

quency, the input circuit will offer capacitive reactance
to the oscillator frequency, and the variation in space
charge will produce a voltage out of phase with the os-
cillator voltage. This electron coupling acts as a neg-
ative capacitance from oscillator grid to signal grid.

The effect becomes more important at high frequencies
because, if the intermediate frequency is kept constant,

the signal and oscillator frequencies will have a lower
ratio and, therefore, the input-circuit impedance will

become appreciable enough at oscillator frequency to

develop higher voltages at oscillator frequency across
the signal circuit. With higher oscillator frequency
than signal frequency, this induced voltage of oscillator

frequency on the signal grid tends to reduce the con-
version transconductance. With lower oscillator fre-

quency than signal frequency, the induced voltage tends

to increase conversion transconductance.

The negative capacitance due to space -charge cou-
pling can generally be neutralized for any particular

frequency by connecting an external capacitance from
oscillator grid to signal grid, but at very high frequen-
cies, where transit time becomes a factor, a resist-

ance may be required in series with the capacitance.

This method of neutralization is not entirely satisfac-

tory. The use of a neutralizing capacitance increases
frequency drift in the 6K8.

Outer-grid-injection tubes also show some space

-

charge coupling due to electrons returning from the os-
cillator grid to the signal-grid region, but the effect is

slight. In the inner -grid-injection type, space-charge
coupling is inherently present because the space charge
near the signal gridmust vary at oscillator frequency.
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NOISE IN MIXER TUBES

An idea of the relative amounts of fluctuation noise

produced in the various types of mixers may be obtained

from a comparison of four fictitious mixers as calcu-

lated by HeroldlO.

Herold's paper compared a triode, a pentode, an

outer -grid-injection hexode, and an inner-grid-injec-

tion hexode. All four tubes were assumed to use the

same geometry for the cathode and grid No. 1 structures

in the tube. Fig. 13, from Herold's paper, shows the

type of characteristics to be expected in each type, the

relative conversion transconductances, and the equiva-

lent noise microvolts on the grid at a frequency of 60

megacycles and a 4-megacycle bandwidth. The values

for conversion transconductance and noise for the inner

-

grid-injection hexode are not readily evaluated in terms
of the front-end geometry and depend largely on the

transconductance that can be realized between grid

No. 3 and the plate. Experience indicates that the noise

values for the practical inner -grid-injection mixer are

not likely to be appreciably better than on the outer-

grid-injection tube. Both of them are too high to meet
the requirements of modern television receivers.

Frequency -modulation broadcast receivers (88-108

megacycle band) have been built using pentagrid con-

verters. Satisfactory results were obtained but fringe

-

area reception was considerably worse than would be

obtained with a triode mixer.

The noise in a second-stage tube in a receiver is not

important if the gain in the first stage is large enough.

The contribution of the second stage to the noise factor

of a receiver is shown by the following formula:

Fl+2= Fl + (F2-l)/G

where Fi_^2 is the noise factor of the two stages com-
bined, Fl is the noise factor of the first stage, F2 the

noise factor of the second stage, and Gj^ is the available

power gain of the first stage. The factors should be

stated as actual ratios, not in decibels. If the second

APPROX. APPROX. EQUIVALENT
TYPE OF TYPICAL CONVERSION EQUIV. NOISE NOISE MICROVOLTS

FIRST DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS TRANSCOND. RESIST. ON GRID*

Af = 4 Mc

Figure 13. Comparison of Four Fictitious Mixers Assumed to Have Similar Cathode and Grid No. 1 Structures
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stage has appreciable gain, noise from subsequent
stages may be neglected. is then very nearly the

over -all noise factor of the receiver.

A typical television mixer pentode such as the 6CG8
will have noise factor of 14 db, i.e. , a ratioof about 25,

at 200 megacycles. If the rf amplifier has a noise factor

of 6 db (a ration of 3.98) and a power gain of 100, then

Fi+2 = 3.98 + 24/100

which is equivalent to 6.25 db. An rf amplifier stage

with lower noise factor and higher gain than the values

chosen may readily be obtained with some of the rf twin

triodes now available. With such tubes, there appears

to be little to gain in over -all noise factor by reducing

the noise in the mixer stage of a vhf television receiver.

DESIGN OF MIXER TUBES

Triode Mixers

Triodes are not ordinarily used as mixers except in

the frequency ranges from 20 to 1000 megacycles; they

have largely been replaced by pentodes for frequencies

below 200 megacycles. The design objectives for a tri-

ode mixer are very much the same as those encountered
in the design of a good rf amplifier triode for the same
frequency band. They include:

1. High transconductance
2. Low noise factor

3. Low capacitances
4. Low lead inductances

5. High resonant frequency at the tube input leads.

Ordinarily, if the triode mixer follows a high-gain rf

amplifier, the mixer need not be exceptionally good for

transconductance or noise factor; therefore, some com-
promises with cost can be made.

A good mixer tube would ordinarily have a medium
value for mu, about 50-70, and a sharp cutoff.

High transconductance and low noise factor may be

obtained by using small grid-to-cathode and grid-to-

anode spacings and fine wire on the grids l'^-

The capacitances are kept low by using a small cath-

ode area with high current density, and by avoiding, so

far as possible, incidental capacitances outside of the

active electrode areas of the tube.

The lead inductances may be kept low in miniature
tubes by keeping the mount height as low as practical,

keeping the cathode lead short, and by using multiple

leads to the electrodesl^.

At frequencies above four or five hundred megacy-
cles, the use of disc -seal tubes is indicated for best

performance, although miniature tubes have been used
at frequencies up to nine hundred megacycles.

Pentode Mixers

The design of apentode mixer has about the same re-

quirements as that of the triode. The feedback capac-

itance from grid No. 1 to plate would, of course, be
considerably lower than in the triode, but a pentode in-

tended for mbcer service only would not require as low
a value for this capacitance as an rf pentode would for

the same frequency range, because the gain would be
lower and the output frequency would be different from
the input frequency. In some cases, mixer tetrodes
have been designed, but the operating conditions to ob-
tain high plate resistance (and gain) in a tube without a
suppressor grid are more restricted.

A number of combination tubes have been developed
in recent years in which a triode oscillator and the pen-
tode (or tetrode) mixer are combined in one nine -pin

miniature bulb. In the design of such a tube, a care-
ful study of the probable circuit layout is highly desir-
able to establish the best basing arrangement for short
connections to the circuit^S, Types have been made
commercially available with and without shielding be-
tween the two units; but, for best results in most cir-

cuits, shielding adequate to prevent undesired coupling

seems the better choice.

Outer -Grid-Injection Mixers

The design of the front-end (the cathode, grid, and
first screen-grid region) of an outer -grid-injection

mixer is very similar to that of an rf pentode. Be-
cause the oscillator drive is on grid No. 3, grid No. 1

can readily be made of the variable-mu type for remote
cutoff without the need for excess oscillator drive volt-

age. The use of remote cutoff for automatic gain con-
trol will increase the noise factor of such a design over
that of a sharp-cutoff tube but, at low frequencies, the

noise factor can ordinarily be neglected.

A discussion of the electronic design problems of the

region extending from grid No. 2 to grid No. 4 is given

later.

The design of the region including grids No. 2, No. 3,

and No. 4 is largely a choice of high screen current or

high oscillator drive. If grid No. 3 is chosen to have
a low amplification factor, the oscillator voltage re-

quired to swing this grid to cutoff will be high; if the

amplification factor of grid No. 3 is made high, too

much electron current will be turnedback to grid No. 2

even at slightly positive bias voltages on grid No. 3,

(that is, at the peak, positive oscillator swing) with the

result that the maximum grid-plate transconductance
and the conversion transconductance will be reduced.

To prevent the return through the screen grid of elec-

trons turnedback in front of grid No. 3, it is advisable

to put a pair of shielding plates on grid No. 2, as shown
in Fig. 11 forthe 6SA7, ora variationof this structure 1 "7.

This shield should be designed to let as much as prac-
tical of the initial beam of current from the region of

the cathode pass through the slot into the region between
grids No, 2 and No. 3 without any great portion of the

electrons retracing their paths. The use of a grid No. 3

siderod directly opposite the slot tends to spread the

beam and to reduce the number of electrons returning

directly into the slot. The siderod also reduces micro-
phonics by keeping the portion of grid No. 3 that con-
trols the electron stream from vibrating. Trouble from
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microphonics has been experienced with cylindrical

control grids with two siderodsand large spans of fine

wire because the resonant frequency of the wire span

may be in the audio range and, therefore, the space

current may suffer an undesirable modulation by micro

-

phonism

.

When a negatively biased grid is between two positive

screen grids, it is possible to have trouble from "grid-

blocking" if the secondary-emission ratio of the control-

grid surface is sufficiently greater than unity and if

there is considerable resistance in the grid circuit.

The negatively biased grid may be accidentally driven

more than a few volts positive either by too strong an
oscillator drive at some point in the tuning band or by

a positive surge voltage during band-switching. With

high secondary emission and a high value of grid-leak

resistance (perhaps 50,000 ohms or more), the grid

may reach a stable operating condition at a positive

voltage only slightly less than the screen-grid voltage.

In this condition, the tube ceases to operate properly

but can be restored to its proper operating voltages by

turning off the set for a few minutes. This trouble can

be eliminatedby selecting tube materials and processing

which will keep the secondary-emission ratio of the

control grid low.

Inner-Grid-Injection Converters

The inner -grid-injection converter depends for its

oscillator performance largely on the grid-to-plate

transconductance of the front end, and for its conver-

sion transconductance and gain on the design of the re-

gion between grids No. 2 and No. 3.

For the design of an oscillator section, the front end

may be considered as a medium-mu triode with high

perveance; the electrode spacings and cathode area

(and dissipation requirements of the electrodes) must
be balanced against the capacitances and transconduc-

tance requirements for the particular oscillator ser-

vice. For operation in a hartley circuit with swinging

cathode, the tube must require an oscillator voltage

swing which is not too high or trouble will be exper-

ienced with degeneration of transconductance or the

cathode may swing more negative than the signal-grid

voltage. 1^

The collector plates on the screen grid should be

positioned to permit as much as possible of the space

current to go through the screen grid, but to catch

practically all of the returning electrons.

The design of the region between grids No. 2 and
No. 3 is discussed later in general terms. Experience

has shown, however, that it is desirable to have a rea-

sonably wide space between grid No. 2 and grid No. 3

for best control and best value of conversion transcon-

ductance, but there seems to be no way at present to

determine the optimum spacing for a given set of volt-

ages without a considerable number of tests. The use

of finer wire and higher turns -per -inch can improve
the performance of the control grid considerably, but

mechanical problems and rising costs usually limit the

extent to which these solutions are practical.

A curve of conversion transconductance vs. bias volt-

age on grid No. 3 at a fixed oscillator voltage usually

shows a drop-off in transconductance after apeak value

is reached (see Fig. 6). The bias voltage for this peak
may vary from tube to tube and also in the same tube

as a function of oscillator excitation. In seeking to

maximize the conversion transconductance of the tube

at given grid bias voltage and other operating conditions,

the designer should be careful not to end up with a de-

sign in which a considerable portion of the product will

have the peak value of conversion transconductance
under negative bias voltage conditions on the signal

grid, and with a considerable drop in conversion trans-

conductance at zero bias. This type of characteristic

has caused poor set performance in several types of

converter designs in the past, and has been a source of

customer complaints.

It is advisable to study the performance of the curve

of conversion transconductance vs. bias voltage in grid

No. 3 for a number of sample tubes of a new design in

the region near zero bias voltage and to make sure that

the design is not optimizedfor one condition at the ex-

pense of general usefulness.

Application Testing

Thorough application engineering tests are especially

necessary on mixer tubes and converter tubes because
so many factors are involved in their successful opera-
tion, and because the circuit constants play such a large

part in their proper functioning. Some of the difficul-

ties that have not been discussed above, but which re-

quire application testing are hum, off-resonance micro-
phonism, and excessive variation in performance over
the expected range of oscillator excitation.

CURRENT CONTROL BY A CONTROL GRID FOLLOW-
ING A POSITIVE SCREEN GRID

The problem of current control by an ordinarily neg-
ative control grid placed between two positive screen
grids requires consideration. The electrons enter the

region between the first screen grid (grid No. 2), and
the control grid (grid No. 3) with a velocity approxi-
mately equivalent in electron-volts of velocity to the

potential between the screen grid and the cathode. In

passing through the first screen grid and the grid No. 1

before it, some of the electrons acquire transverse
velocity components due to the nonuniformity of the

field near the grid wires. There are also small veloc-
ity variations both toward the anode and transversely,
caused by the thermal distribution of velocities at the

cathode. When the electrons are slowed down in front

of the negative grid No. 3, the space charge formed
there depresses the potential in the fieldof that region,

and eventually space charge will set an upper limit on
the current per square centimeter that can flow on
through the control grid (grid No. 3) under a given set
of voltage conditions.

The geometry and the grid voltages of grids No. 2,

No. 3 and No. 4, and the incoming current through grid
No. 2 determine the control characteristics of grid
No. 3. The problem is to determine the portion of the

incoming electron current Iq that will pass on through
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grid No. 3 instead of returning toward grid No. 2. A
knowledge of this current distribution as a function of

grid No. 3 voltage would enable calculation of the grid

No. 3-to-plate transconductanceonthe assumption that

the ratio of grid No. 4 current to plate current is con-
stant. The cutoff voltage and the maximum plate cur-
rent and transconductance at zero-bias voltage (or a
slightly positive voltage) could also be determined for

use in outer-grid-injection mixer design.

Unfortunately, no accurate analytical solution for the

current distribution in such structures has been derived
to include space -charge effects, transverse velocity ef-

fects, and secondary-emission phenomena at the screen
grids. There have been nvunerous attacks on this prob-
lem, but a considerable amount of cut-and-try engin-
eering is still necessary to be sure that a design is

reasonably close to the optimum.

Some aspects of this problem will be discussed in or-
der to give a general picture of the mechanisms in-

volved. The problem has generally been attacked in

one of two ways, by neglecting transverse velocities

and concentrating on space-charge effects-*-^' , or
by neglecting space charge and treating the electron

optical problem^l) 22_ Recently, there have beensome
limited attacks on the problem in which space charge
and transverse velocities were both included^ "^j In

general, solutions have been confined to idealized par-
allel-plane structures.

When transverse velocities are neglected, the prob-
lem reduces to that of a parallel -plane diode with uni-

form initial velocities-'^^' Consider such a diode

with the first electrode at positive potential Vg and the

second at positive potential V^^, less than Vg, and with

the electrodes spaced apart a distance a (in cm). It is

assumed that current can flow only perpendicular to the

two electrodes. Let the current Ig from the first elec-

trode increase from zero. At first, all of the current

will flow to the second electrode, the plate, but as space
charge increases, the potential will be reduced in the

space and, eventually, a potential minimum will be
formed, but all of the current will continue to flow to

the plate. When a high enough value of Iq is reached,

the potential minimum will drop to zero volts and a vir-

tual cathode will be formed. When this condition oc-
curs, part of the current Iq will return to the first elec-

trode without crossing the potential minimum and the

rest will continue on to the plate. Any additional in-

crease in Iq will shift the virtual cathode further back
toward the first electrode, and a larger fraction of Iq

will return.

Fig. 14 shows the type of characteristic that would
occur in such an idealized case for two values of Va,/Vg.
As Iq increases, all of it continues on to the plate as

until a certain level of space current (three units for

V^/Vg = 0.2) causes the potential minimum to change
to a virtual cathode and I^^ drops to about 10 per cent

(at point A). Under small variations of Iq about point

A, the virtual cathode still remains. The plate cur-

rent Ig, is much less than Iq and decreases with increas-
ing lo. Once Iq drops below point B, the virtual cath-

ode vanishes and the hysteresis loop may be repeated.

It will be seen that in this idealized situation, there is
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Figure 14. Curve of Plate Current vs. Space Curreiit

in an Idealized Parallel-Plane Diode ivhich the Elec-

trons Enter with a Constant Finite Velocity

no change in plate current with change in plate voltage

until a virtual cathode forms during the plate -voltage

excursion.

If the plate of the diode is replaced by a control-grid

plane with a positive plate or screen grid beyond it,

there will be no transconductance from control-grid

variations until a virtual cathode formed.

Now, consider the electron optical problem in which
space charge is neglected. Jonkers2l)22 has studied
current distribution in multigrid tubes assuming (1) no
space charge, (2) equal fields on both sides of the neg-
ative control grid, and (3) small ratios of grid-wire
size to pitch on the control grid. His results indicate

the influence of the degree of dispersion of the electron

paths in passing through nonuniform fields in the planes
of the grids; but his original assumptions are far from
valid in many practical cases, and therefore, calcula-

tions based on his formulas may not be very useful.

In the electron-optical case, the distribution of cur-
rents is not influenced by space charge and, therefore,

the geometry of the structure and the ratios of the var-
ious voltages are the controlling variables. In such a
case, a curve of la vs. Iq for various values of E c3;
wouldhave the general shape shown in Fig. 15, in which
the ratio of laAo ^'^^ ^ given grid bias voltage is inde-

pendent of Iq.

Fig. 16 shows the type of 1^ vs. Iq curve that is ob-
tained in an actual mixer tube, and represents the gen-
eral shape encountered in such types. The values of Iq,

the actual current flowing outward through the screen-
grid (grid No. 2) had to be estimated in this curve; and
so the general shape is significant but the ratios of laAo
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Figure 16. Curve of Plate Current vs. Cathode Current
on the 6BE6, with Several Values of Grid No. 3 Bias

are not. It may be seen that the curves for different

grid bias voltages fan out similar to those in Fig. 15,

reach a maximum value, and fall off somewhat similar
to those shovifn in Fig. 15, but without the sharp break
or the hysteresis loop. The maximum value of la tends
to shift toward the right with more negative control-grid
bias voltage (that is, with a lower effective anode po-
tential in the plane of grid No. 3), in correspondence
with the idealized version of Fig. 14. This tendency
of the peak la to shift is much more pronounced in par-

allel-plane structures such as the 6K8 than it is in the

more-or-less cylindrical structure of the 6BE6.

In the design of a practical tube, the interest is usu-
ally in obtaining a high value of grid No. 3-to-plate

transconductance per unit space current, or in obtain-

ing a desired value of cutoff. General experience has
been that the highest value of transconductance is

reached somewhat sooner than the equivalent of point B
in Fig. 14, that is, before a virtual cathode can possibly
be formed. The use of fine wire grids, closely spaced to

obtain relatively uniform fields , will improve the trans -

conductance, because the effects of transverse veloci-

ties are reduced.

The maximum current density at which no virtual

cathode can exist maybe calculated from the following

formula:

lam = 2.33 X 10-6 (gJ/4 + eJ/4)2 x

in which Igjjj is in amperes per square centimeter, l-^

is the distance from screen grid (grid No. 2) to plate

[or the equivalent anode in the plane of the control grid

(grid No. 3)], Eg2 is the voltage on the screen grid, and

Eae is the effective anode voltage in the plane of the

control grid,

meters.
Voltages are in volts; distances in centi-

The value of Eae in the case under consideration may
be calculated by the following formula:

Eae
(E2/M32) + Eg3 + (E4/|[X34)

1 + (I/M32) + (I/M34)

in which E2 and E4 are the effective potentials in the

plane of grids No. 2 and No. 4, respectively, and may
usually be taken to be equal to Eg2 and Eg4, respec-
tively, if the screening is adequate; 32 = ^1^23
(reverse mu); and 1U34 = K;^lg^ (forward mu).
is a function of the turns per unit length N and the dia-

meter of the grid wire d used for grid No. 3. (See tables

or chart in the article by L. G. Scholz in this book)
This formula for Eg^g may also be used to estimate the

cutoff bias voltage of grid No. 3, although Jonkers^-'^

has found that a more detailed consideration of the field

in the plane of the control grid will give more accurate
results when space charge is not important.

It is interesting to note that considerable improve-
ment in transconductance per unit plate current from
a control grid following a positive accelerator electrode

may be realized by taking special precautions in the

design of the optics of the system to minimize the ef-

fects of transverse velocities. Such precautions were
taken with design of the 6BN6 gated-beam tube, 25 in-

tended primarily for limiter -discriminator operation.
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Design of AM and FM Detector Tubes

T. J. Henry

Harrison

DETECTORS

In radio, television, and similar communication sys-
tems, the transmitted signal is modulated by a modula-
tion signal containing the information or intelligence to

be transmitted. At the receiver, the operation of sep-
arating this modulation signal from the transmitted
complex signal is called detection, or demodulation.
By the time that this transmitted complex signal arrives
at the detector in a receiver it has been somewhat de-
graded by: (1) distortion in the transmitter, (2) selec-
tive fading of sidebands during passage above the earth,

(3) atmospheric noise and interfering signals from
space, (4) noise in the receiver, (5) sideband clipping

in the rf and if circuits, and (6) cross -modulation and
modiilation distortion from non-linearities in the rf, if,

and mixer circuits. Most of these sources of degrada-
tion cannot be corrected for in the detector stage or
after it, although standardized amplitude distortion in

the transmitter and receiver can be compensated for to

a large extent, and some degree of control of signal-to-
noise ratio can be obtained in the detector.

The ideal demodulator would, in general, produce an
output signal the same in content (subject to previous
degradation) as the original modulation signal at the

transmitter.

In practice, various distortions, such as harmonic
distortion, amplitude distortion, and phase-delay dis-
tortion, occur in the demodulator. Economic consider-
ations and the special requirements of any given system
determine the design of the practical demodulator stage.

DETECTION OF AMPLITUDE-MODULATED SIGNALS

General Considerations

In amplitude modulation, the amplitude of the sinus-
oidal carrier-frequency wave is varied linearly in pro-
portion to the modulating signal. See Fig. 1. The mod-
ulation factor m is defined in general for an unsymme-
trical modulation as follows:

For upward modulation m = =
hj

E -E
For downward modulation m = SiiS-

E
The maximum possible downward-modulation factor is

Figure 1. Amplitude-Modulated Carrier

1.0, but the upward factor is not limited. When the up-

ward-modulation factor m exceeds 1.0, the signal is

said to be over-modulated. Over-modulation is unde-
sirable in amplitude -modulated (AM) radio because of

the distortion that is introduced, but some over-modu-
lation in a television signal can be tolerated during syn-

chronization pulses.

In general, the amplitude -modulated signal has a

carrier of frequency f ^ modulated by a complex signal

G(t). G(t) can be resolved by the Fourier method into

a plurality of sinusoidal waves. The AM signal is phys-
ically equivalent to a carrier signal with symmetrical
sidebands displaced from the carrier by plus and minus
the frequency of each sinusoidal component of G(t). The
pass -bands of the transmitter and receiver determine
the maximum frequency component in the final informa-
tion at the detector input.

The Diode Envelope Detector

The most widely used detector ofAM signals is the di-

ode rectifier. A typical radio-receiver detector circuit

is shownin Fig. 2. This circuit is substantially the same
as that used for a haK-wave power-rectifier diode with

capacitor -input filter, but the amplitude of the output

signal varies with the modulation envelope, and steady-

state conditions do not apply.

The diode detector circuit has been analyzed in the

literature in many articles over the past thirty years;

satisfactory design parameters of the circuits for var-

ious applications have been established. 1>2, 3 Since most
of the problems relate to the circuit rather than to the

diode, they will not be covered in detail here.

The diode detector is widely used because it is an

economical method of detection, not easily subject to
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Figure 2. Diode Detector and Triode Amplifier for
Amplitude -Modulation Radio Receiver

containing the sound information against the picture if

carrier signal to produce a 4.5 -megacycle carrier fre-

quency modulated with the sound information. ^ This
intercarrier sound signal is then fed into the sound if

stage and from then into the sound detector.

As will be discussed later, the vestigial-sideband

signal usedin television cannot be detected by an enve-
lope detector without distortion. In practice, however,
the defects of the diode type of envelope detector have
not been serious enough to prevent its almost univer-

sal use.

Some special problems in the design of diode detector

tubes will be covered later.

overloading; and, when properly designed, will give
rectification that is linear enough for many purposes.
It also provides a negative bias voltage that can con-
veniently be used for automatic gain control.

At low input levels, some distortion arises because
the curve of plate voltage vs. plate current for the diode
is not linear and, therefore, square-law output is ap-
preciable at such levels. Above several volts input,

this source of distortion is negligible for most purposes.
Distortion at high modulation levels also arises because
(l)the diode RC circuit cannot follow the envelope of the

signal exactly at high modulation levels and (2) the ac
load on a diode is, in general, lower in impedance to

the modulation frequency than to direct current. As a
result, a phenomenon known as peak-clipping takes
place.

A typical television video-detector circuit is shown
in Fig. 3. This circuit operates on the same principle

as the radio detector, but it includes inductances added
to control the shape of the video response curve, and
uses a much lower value of load resistance, about 5000
ohms, than the radio detector. There are a variety of

diode-detector circuits used for television receivers,
^> 5 but they are all much the same so far as the function
of the diode tube is concerned.

In the design of the video detector, the television set

designer is concerned with obtaining the proper video
response, a reasonable rectification efficiency, low
distortion, minimum radiation of spurious signals, and
minimum cross-modulation between sound and picture.
In color television, the chroma subcarrier adds to the

problems of cross -modidation and distortion.

In most sets, the video detector serves as afrequency
converter by beating the portion of the video if signal

VIDEO
OUTPUT

Figure 3. Series Diode Detector Stage for Video De-
tection in Television Receiver

Other Envelope Detectors

There are a number of other types of envelope detec-
tors, many using multi -electrode tubes and having the

advantage of providing gain as well as detection. Two
of these multielectrode detectors, the grid-circuit de-

tector (commonly called the "grid-leak" detector) and
the plate-circuit (or grid-bias) detector^ were frequent-

ly used before 1930, but because of their limited range
of output, and lack of a convenient source of automatic

-

gain-control voltage (age) are little used today. The
infinite -impedance detector has possible special appli -

cations when low distortion at high modulation levels

is important enough to justify the added expense of an
extra amplifier tube for automatic gain control.

Another system of detection, exalted-carrier (or en-
hanced-carrier) reception, is also useful in reducing

distortion for signals which are received at high modu-
lation levels. 2 In this method, before detection of the

signal, a local source of sinusoidal signal of carrier

frequency is added to the received signal in proper
phase. In effect, this addition produces a new rf signal

of larger amplitude and of low modulation ratio that may
then be detected in the diode rectifier stage with low
distortion. Because of the complexity of providing a
suitable local signal, applications of this circuit in radio

are limited to specialized communication receivers.

Single -Sideband and Vestigial-Sideband Modulation

The amplitude -modulated carrier signal with sym-
metric sidebands requires a bandwidth of twice the

maximum modulation!requency and a signal power equal

to the constant carrier power plus the power in the side-

bands. With complete sinusoidal modulation, the total

power is one and one -half times the carrier power. All

of the information to be transmitted is contained in ei-

ther sideband and can be recovered at the receiver from
just a single sideband by appropriate demodulating
means. Elimination of the carrier and one sideband at

the transmitter produces a considerable saving in power
and in the frequency spectrum required.

In order to detect the single-sideband signal at the

receiver, it is possible to: (1) introduce a local signal

at the carrier frequency and then detect the mixture in

an envelope detector, or (2) apply the single-sideband

signal to a product detector, a circuit whose output con-

tains the product of two input voltages, in this case, the

single -sideband signal and a locally generated carrier

-
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frequency signal. Product detectors will be discussed

in more detail later.

In many applications, such as normal monaural tele-

phony, the local signal of carrier frequency does not

need to be referred in phase to the original carrier.

Where phase relations are important, some method of

synchronization is necessary.

When asymmetrically modulated AM signal contains

modulation components of low enough frequencies, com-
plete elimination of the carrier and the unwanted side-

band cannot be done in practical networks without ex-

cessive phase distortion. In such cases, vestigial -side-

band transmission is frequently used. The standard
monochrome (black-and-white) television channel (Fig.

4) uses this system with 4.5 megacycles in the upper
sideband and about 1.0 megacycle of the lower sideband
remaining.

< 0.0.
b^ 0.5 1 1.25

0.75

MC
MIN.

NOTE: NOT DRAWN TO SCALE

Figure 4. The StandardMonochrome Television Chan-
nel in the United States: the regions marked "A"
must exhibit 20-db attenuation of the picture

sidebands

.

In color television, a similar but more complex ves-
tigial-sideband signal is used (Fig. 5) with a slightly

wider upper sideband and with a chrominance subcarrier

at 3.579 megacycles. The chrominance signal contains

two independent components of color information Eg and
Ej that are present as independent chrominance-sub

-

carrier modulations in quadrature. 8

After an amplitude-modulated carrier signal with

symmetric sidebands has been passed through a filter

network to produce a vestigial-sideband signal, the en-
velope of the resultant asymmetric sideband signal is

no longer linearly proportional to the original modula-
tion. Detection by an envelope detector will result in

a distorted signal. 9

This distortion is a nonlinear function of the depth of

modulation, and is accompanied by phase modulation of

the carrier at the video modulation frequency. In mono-
chrome television, these effects result in incorrect ren-
dition of high frequency picture detail and an asymmetric
transient response. In color television, in addition to

defective rendition of brightness detail caused by the

X
1.0

X CO

6 0.5

tt: 0.0,
0 0.5 I 1.25

-A 0.75

MC
MIN.

FREQUENCY OF
CHROMINANCE
SUBCARRIER

NOTE; NOT DRAWN TO SCALE

Figure 5. Color Television Channel

nonlinear envelope distortion, spurious color transients

are produced by the phase modulation of the picture

carrier.

The product-detector system can be used to demodu-
late vestigial-sideband signals without the distortion

effects inherent in envelope detectors.

Product Detectors

The general principle of operation of the product de-

tector will be illustrated here by a simplified mathe-
matical approach. More extensive mathematical treat-

ments may be found in the literature. 9;

In the product detector, demodulation is obtained by
multiplying together (1) an unmodulated carrier-fre-

quency signal (usually locally generated) and (2) the

modulated signal that is to be detected. Detection can

be satisfactorily obtained whether the modulated signal

has symmetrical sidebands, asymmetrical sidebands,

suppressed carrier, or single sideband.

The ac output current of a tube with two input signal

voltages can be expressed in the form of a Taylor's

series in which the two input signal voltages are inde-

pendent variables. If the output of such a nonlinear de

-

vice is a function of two independent variables, there

will generally be present in the output a second-or-
der term (in the Taylor's series) which is proportional

to the product of the two independent variables:

or

K

K

— ee
6e2

'mi

6ec
-1^2 when

6i

6ei ?mi

Let = E J cos (wt + 0)

e2 = E2 cos wt + Ey cos (a)+ a)i + Ej cos (w- a)i
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where w is the angular carrier frequency, © is an arbi-
trary phase angle, and signal 62 is modulated by a signal
of angular frequency a. is the voltage of the upper
sideband component and is the voltage of the lower
sideband component. E2, E^, and E^ are independent,
and e2 represents the general case including as special
cases signals with symmetrical sidebands, vestigial

sideband, suppressed carrier, or single sideband.

If the cosine -wave values for e^ and e2 are put into

the Taylor's series term shown above, and the usual
trigonometric manipulations are performed, the output

plate-current signal component resulting from this

product term becomes:

6g
K

ml
Sec

E^Eg cos (2 wt + e) + E1E2 cos e

+ EjEyCos(2a)t + at + Q) + E-^E^ cos (G + at)

+ Ej^Ej cos(2a)t - at + O) + E^Ei cos (G - at)

If terms of order 2a;t can be filtered out, the remain-
ing ac output component after further manipulation be-
comes:

id = K cos 0 cos a t

5e
-k(Eu + Ei)
)

'-

+ Ej (E^- E^) sin 6 sin a t
j

.

When 6]^ is a locally applied carrier frequency of ad-
justable phase 0, © may be chosen to be 0, ^ or some
out-of -phase value and for:

© = 0,

e -|,

: K-^^ El (E„ + El) cos at.
5e2

K^Ei(E,
5eo

E^) sin at.

Examination shows that the detected output signal i^j

resulting from this product term in the Taylor's series
is independent of the signal carrier amplitude E2

,

whether one or both sidebands are present, and the out-

put is a linear function of the sideband voltages E^ and

El (that is, of the depth of modulation) even for off-

axis detection.

In the general non-linear device, numerous higher-
order terms will occur in the Taylor's expansion and
these may contribute important distortion terms to the

demodulated signal, provided their magnitude is large

enough.

A nonlinear device to serve as a product detector can
be: (1) adiodeormultielectrodetubein whichboth sig-

nals are applied to the same electrode, and in which

5gj^l/ 5e2 does not vanish; (2)atube with two signal grids

acting in series on a single electron stream; l-l or (3) a
beam -deflection tube with the electron stream modu-
lated in current amplitude by one control signal and in

the direction and percentage of current to the output

electrode by a deflection-control signal. 12 a combi-

nation of diodes or multielectrode tubes may also be
used for product detection. 13 It should be noted that

the two-input product device need not be nonlinear in

the input-output characteristic from either input, be-
cause it is the dual action of two grids on the electron
stream that produces the product term. Linear triodes

or multielectrode tubes swept beyond cutoff will also

provide nonlinear effects.

The product detector operates much the same in

principle as the mixer tube in a superheterodyne fre-

quency-converter stage. The major difference is that

the oscillator frequency and the carrier frequency are
the same, and consequently, the phase angle between
these two input signals influences the output.

The method of analysis usedby Herold for converters
14 may readily be applied to the product detector, pro-
vided the unmodulated signal e;^ is large with respect to

the modulated signal

When a product detector is used with the nonmodulated
signal synchronized by some means to the carrier of the

received signal, it becomes a synchronous detector.

Synchronous detection is required to separate the inde-

pendent duplexed chrominance signals that are in quad-
rature on the color subcarrier of the standard American
color-television signal. In this case, the synchroniza-
tion is derivedfrom the color -burst reference informa-
tion in the transmitted signal. 1^

Synchronization is desirable in many other cases to

eliminate the problems associated with phase and fre-

quency drift that might otherwise arise. In some cases,

such as in monochrome television, there may be some
advantage to off -axis detection, even with synchroniza-
tion, because of the improvement obtained in symmetry
of transient response. 9

Noise Advantage of Product Detectors

In the presence of thermal noise at the input to a prod-
uct detector, the output will be a linear combination of

(1) the in-phase components of the signals and (2) the

noise present at the input; there will be no change in

signal-to-noise ratio as a result of detection.

In the envelope detector at high signal levels, the

output will be a linear sum of signal and noise, as in

product detection; but when the signal grows weaker,

the signal becomes suppressed at the output terminals

and various cross -modulation and heterodyne effects

arise between the noise and the signal.

Fig. 6 shows the signal-noise outputs of product and
envelope detectors as functions of the signal-to-noise

input ratios. In monochrome television, the measured
advantage in product detection over envelope detection

can be as much as 11 db for limit fringe signals.

There may be some disadvantage to product detection

in television reception when impulse noise is present.

There will be some whiter-than-white "sparkle" in the

picture which can be eliminated by noise inversion or

cancellation in the video circuits.
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Figure 6. Comparison of Noise Response Character-
istics of Product Detectors With Those of Envelope
Detectors Showing the Poorer Signal-to-Noise
Ratio in the Output With the Envelope Detector

The Design of Tubes for Amplitude-Modulation Detector
Circuits

Diodes. The application requirements for diode de-
tectors determine the characteristics required. For
detection of conventional sound broadcasting with nar-
row bandwidths, there is no need to operate the diode

with a load resistance lower than about 100, 000 ohms,
because lower values will give little improvement in

quality and the problems of furnishing power to drive

the detector will become greater. A diode that will

supply one milliampere of dc current at 10 volts on the

plate is adequate for this service. Such a diode does
not require much cathode area or close spacing be-
tween cathode and anode. For economy of set design,

diodes of this kind can readily be designed into a multi-

purpose tube having a triode or pentode and one or two
diodes.

If a diode and a triode (or pentode) are in the same
envelope (as in Fig. 2), and an ac signal is placed on
the diode, some electrons will be accelerated towards
the diode plate during the time that it is positive. Their
number will depend upon the amplitude of the ac signal

voltage. Some of these electrons, instead of being
collected by the diode plate, may continue out into the

space beyond the diode plate where they maybe collect-

ed by the triode plate. The result is that a sort of tri-

ode is formed with the diode plate acting as the grid and
the triode plate as the anode; the combination produces
a distorted audio signal across the load in the triode

plate circuit. This distortion is particularly objection-
able in receivers in which the volume is controlled by
a potentiometer arrangement across the diode load re-
sistor Rl because the signal will not goto zero with the
slider completely to the right; furthermore, the phase
relations may be such that a null point occurs at some
intermediate position of the slider.

This diode coupling effect may be made negligible by
shielding the diode section of the tube with a grounded
shield so that very few stray electrons can escape, or
by arranging the tube geometry so that substantially no
diode electrons can get to the triode anode. In a circuit

similar to that in Fig. 2, except that the grid is ground-
ed, the amount of diode coupling may be determined by
applying an ac signal to the diode plate and reading the

resultant ac voltage across the triode plate load. Any
new design of multiunit tube intended for this service
should be checked in this manner before the design is

fixed.

Difficulties arising from coupling between the two di-

ode units in amplitude -modulated radio applications in

which each diode is used in a different circuit are ap-
parently of little general importance.

Because the diodes are generally located on one end
of the cathode, where temperature conditions are none
too uniform, and changes in processing may have con-
siderable effect, it is wise to make the design perveance
at least twice that necessary to give the one milliampere
at 10 volts mentioned earlier.

In addition, due to the position of the diodes and var-
iations in tube processing, variations in contact poten-
tial occur which may be a source of trouble. In order
to have any sensitivity at low signal voltages, it is nec-
essary that the contact potential be such that the diode
draw a small amount of current with no applied plate

voltage. In some types of circuits, such as that of a

diode-biased triode, it is important that the diode start

to draw current before the triode grid. This type of

circuit is used very little in present set design.

These diode -current starting points should be checked
by a periodic quality test to control process changes
which materially affect the diode-current cutoff.

In multiunit tubes, the temperature of the diode plates

is so low that no trouble has been experienced with pri-

mary emission from the plates. Primary emission
would produce a reverse current on the negative cycle
of the applied ac voltage. In tubes where considerable
cathode power is used, the diode plate temperature may
become high enough to cause some primary emission
and result in a reverse current. This reverse current
need not be large to cause decreased sensitivity on small
signals and should, therefore, be considered in the tube
design. Process control or the use of plates with better
radiating qxiaUties, i.e., plates made of blackened,
roughened material or with larger area, will prevent
the reverse emission.

In television detectors, bandwidth considerations re-

quire that the diode load resistance be from 3000 to 7000
ohms; therefore, a high-perveance diode is needed to

keep most of the drop across the load rather than in the

diode. A tube with the characteristics of the 6AL5 twin
diode appears to give adequate results. The 6AL5 will

deliver a peak current of 54milliamperes at 9 volts peak
plate voltage. Before the introduction of the 6AL5, the

6H6 was used in this type of application, but it did not

have a sufficiently high perveance to be completely sat-

isfactory. The 6H6 will deliver about 12 milUamperes
at 9 volts.

It is important to keep the cathode-to-plate capaci-
tance low on a diode detector for television; to obtain

low drop (or high perveance), it is, therefore, necessary
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to use small cathode-to-plate spacingsand small plate

areas. The 6AL5 has cathode-to-plate capacitance of

about 2.5 micromicrofarads for each diode.

In many uses of twin-diode tubes in television and
frequency-modulation receivers, it will be found ad-
vantageous to shield the two diodes from each other to

avoid electronic or capacitive coupling between the two
units.

Two major causes of field trouble with diodes in tele-

vision andfrequency-modulation applications have been
heater-cathode hum and variations in contact potential

from tube to tube. Heater-cathode hum is due to heat-
er-cathode leakage. If this leakage is too high, it may
introduce undesirable amounts of hum in the output when
circuits with the cathode off-ground are used. This
problem is controlled largely by suitable tube process-
ing and maintenance of the purity of insulating materi-
als. The tube designer can also contribute by using a
heater designed for relatively low-temperature opera-
tion. Contact -potential variations cause variations in

sensitivity at low signal levels. Proper control of pro-
cesses and materials, together with frequent spot

checks on the product, appear to be the only remedies.

Triodes and Pentodes for Envelope Detection. There
appears to belittle general interest in the triode or pen-
tode for envelope -detection application. No special de-
sign problems are apparent, and any sharp-cutoff tube

satisfactory for operation at either the intermediate or
radio frequency to be detected should serve the purpose.
Triodes should probably have medium values of mu,
i.e., between 20 and 70.

Product Detectors. As previously discussed, prod-
uct detection may be obtained with (1) diodes, triodes,

or pentodes, with the modulated signal and the beating
signal on the same electrode, or (2) with tubes having
tv/o control electrodes affecting the same electron
stream, such as pentodes with signals on grids No. 1

and No. 3, mixer hexodes or heptodes, or special beam

-

deflection tubes with dual control action. Triodes with
one signal on the grid and one on the cathode are also

used in color demodulators.

There appear to be no outstanding special require-
ments for diodes, triodes, or pentodes other than those
required for envelope detection.

In tubes with two signal grids in series, it is desira-
able to have tubes that will handle reasonable signal

levels without excessive distortion and that will not re-
quire large values of local carrier -signal voltage.

For use as the second detector in television receivers,
it would be desirable to have a tube with a fairly high
plate current (about 10 milliamperes), high values of

transconductance on both signal grids, linear charac-
teristics on the rf signal grid, low coupling between the

two input circuits, and good operation at 45 megacycles.
These specifications are desirable in order to provide
gain, distortion, economy, and simplicity of circuitry

competitive with those of other possible approaches.

The design of pentodes with input to both grids No. 1

and No. 3 is similar to the design discussed in the ar-
ticle on "The Design of Converter and Mixer Tubes" un-
der Design of Mixer Tubes. The requirements fortrans-
conductance on the first grid and for cutoff on the third

grid will largely determine the design. The allowable
cathode power and interelectrode capacitances will set

the spacings that must be used in the front end to obtain

the reqviired transconductance.

Mixer hexodeand heptode designs will also follow the

principles outlinedin the discussion on Design of Mixer
Tubes mentioned above, with the added problems of de-
signing the additional array consisting of the second
screen grid, the suppressor grid and the plate.

Beam-deflection tubes offer certain advantages for

product-detector use over tubes designed to have two
control grids in series. Less back coupling from the

second control element to the first control element is

encountered because the second control action on the

plate current is obtained by switching the beam rather
than by turning electrons back toward the cathode where
they may influence the magnitude of the cathode current.
(See the section on Coupling Effects in the article

on "The Design of Converter and Mixer Tubes.") In

addition, input loading is reduced because there are no
returning electrons. Linearity of the deflection charac-
teristics is good over most of the switching range; bal-

anced circuits may be used for higher efficiency.

Two types of beam -deflection tubes suitable for op-
eration as a product detector have been announced. The
first design, the 6AR8 sheet-beam tube, was designed
primarily for use as a color -demodulator tube, 12 ^^^t

may be usedfor other product-detection schemes where
a high value of deflector voltage is tolerable. Fig. 7

shows a schematic diagram of the cross-section of the

6AR8. The space current flows in two ribbon beams
through a control grid (grid No. 1), a focus electrode,

an accelerator grid, and between two deflecting plates
(deflectors) towards a pair of anode or plate electrodes.

The magnitude of the current in the beam is controlled

by grid No. 1. The beam is directed to one anode or
the other depending on the potential difference between
the deflectors. A maximum dc cathode current of 30

milliamperes is permitted.

(SUPPRESSOR GRID)

Figure 7. Schematic Cross -Section of the 6AR8
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Fig. 8 shows the transfer characteristics of the 6AR8.
The grid No. 1 to plate transconductance is 4000 mi-
cromhos at 10 milliamperes with plates and accelerator

grid at 250 volts, and the deflectors at zero volts. Be-
cause it requires a change in deflection voltage of a-

bout 30 volts to shift 80 per cent of the beam current
from one plate to the other plate, a large signal is re-

quired for efficient product detection. The deflector-

voltage -vs. -plate -current curve is quite linear over
the differential deflector -voltage range of plus 15 to mi-
nus 15 volts.

The design of beam -deflection amplifiers with ribbon

beams has been discussed by Kilgore^^ and Pierce.
The trajtisconductance from deflectors to one plate is

determined by the length of path through the deflectors,

the distance from a deflector to the intercepting edge,

and the mean electron velocity in the deflection region.

Limiting factors are allowable current density at the

cathode, thermal velocities, and space-charge in the

beam. The design of a conventional beam-deflection
tube with much better deflection sensitivity than the

6AR8 witMn the confines of a miniature bulb and for a
plate current of 10 milliamperes or more does not ap-
pear to be very practical. If the voltages are reduced
to cut down the electron velocity and thus to increase the

deflection sensitivity, thermal velocities and space

-

charge effects limit performance. The space within a

miniature bulb does not afford room for improving de-
flection sensitivity by increased distances between de-

flectors and anodes.

Another beam -deflection tube recently developed, the

RCA-7360, uses a different method of deflection and re-

quires somewhat less voltage for switching the beam
from one plate to the other. 18 it can be seen from the

cross-sectional diagram shown in Fig. 9 that the unique

feature of this type is the use of grid-shaped deflecting

electrodes with the beam passing through the deflecting

electrode to the collecting plates. A differential voltage

between deflecting electrodes will switch the beam from
one plate to the other. The characteristics of the 7360,

as shown in Fig. 10, are quite similar in shape to those

of the 6AR8. However, the transconductance from de-

flecting electrode to plate is increased, and less switch-

ing voltage is required.

According to conventional beam-deflection methods,
the spacing between deflectors should be kept small to

improve deflection sensitivity; but this requirement
limits the excursion of the beam that can occur before

the beam swings into a deflector, raises the deflection-

circuit loading, and reduces the output current. In the

7360 design with porous deflecting electrodes, these

electrodes are kept slightly positive at all times; but

the current alv/ays passes through one or the other of

50
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Figure 8. Average Transfer Characteristics of the 6AR8
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Figure 10. Average Characteristics of Type 7360

them with only a small amount collected by the deflector

even when the deflection signal is large. Consequently,
smaller spacing between deflectors may be used for im-
proved sensitivity.

DETECTION OF FREQUENCY-MODULATED SIGNALS

General Considerations

Frequency modulation has two useful characteristics
compared to amplitude modulation. First, the power
in the transmitted signal is independent of the degree of

modulation; and second, atmospheric noise and other
impulse noises such as ignition have less effect on the

signal-to-noise ratio.

The instantaneous voltage e(t) produced by a carrier
frequency modulated by a single sine wave is:

e(t) = Ej. sin (2 ui^i + j— sin 2 tt fj^ t +

m
where E^, = the maximum amplitude of the carrier volt-

age,

fp = the carrier frequency,
Af = the frequency deviation,

fm = the modulation frequency,

0Q = a constant component of phase angle.

The ratio is known as the modulation index,
fm

Transmission of more complex information may be
resolved into a plurality of sinusoidal waves.

A mathematical analysis of the frequency spectrum
of a frequency-modulated carrier shows that modulation
by even a single sine wave results in an infinite number
of sidebands separated by the modulation frequency fj^,

but all sideband signals of significant amplitude are in-

cluded in a band given approximately by^^

AF = 2(Af + fj^)

In the case of a complex modulation, fj^shouldbe the

highest modulating frequency to be transmitted.

Frequency-modulated signals are transmitted with

the amplitude held substantially constant; but selective

fading and multipath interference in the air, nonuniform
amplification overthepassbandin the receiver, atmos-
pherics, and ignition noises introduce amplitude varia-

tions that the detector system must ignore for correct
reproduction.

Detection of a frequency-modulated signal should,

ideally, result in the reconstruction without distortion

of the original modulating signal. The output amplitude
of the device should vary linearly with the frequency
deviation, and should be unaffected by accidental varia-
tions in the carrier-voltage level. There are several

general systems of detection that give satisfactory per-
formance over a limited range of carrier amplitudes.

The set-designer's problem is to choose the most eco-
nomical solution that meets the quality level require-

ments of the particular equipment.

Satisfactory operation using a frequency-modulation
detector that is sensitive to amplitude modulation of the

signal may be obtained by eliminating the amplitude

modulation in a preceding "limiter" stage from which

the output level is substantially constant for any input

level above some threshold value.

A limiter stage is one in which the signal output varies

more-or-less linearly with signal input until a threshold

value is reached beyond which limiting action takes place

and the output remains substantially constant for any
input. Limiting may be obtained: (1) by using an if pen-
tode stage in which the grid is biased by a grid-leak and
capacitor with such circuit constants that the steady-

stage gain varies inversely with the input; (2) by using

a parallel -tuned LC circuit loaded by a diode negatively
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Figure 11. Three Methods of Amplitude Limiting: (A)

Grid detectimi in a pentode in which the input sigiial on
the RC circtut biases the tube more negatively ivith large
signals and decreases the gain to maintain a substan-
tially constant output voltage; (B) A diode negatively
biased in shunt with a tuned circuit When the sig-
nal input exceeds the bias voltage, diode currentfloivs
and loads Z2- The difference in voltage between eiyi

and efy^^^ is the drop across the impedance Z^; (C) A
multigrid tube with the input signal on an outergrid
and the current limited by a precedingscreen grid.

biased so that the voltage across the tuned circuit is

limited by diode loading as soon as the signal is high
enough for diode conduction; or (3) by using a multigrid
tube in which an outer grid is used as the control grid,

and the current is limited by a preceding screen grid.

Fig. 11 shows these three types of Hmiters.

Practically all frequency-modulation detectors are
somewhat sensitive to amplitude modulation. The range
of amplitudes over which satisfactory operation may be
obtained can be extended by using a final if stage that

provides some limiting at high input levels. In a sense,
the last if stage and the detector stage itself ought to be
evaluated together as a detection system, even when a
true limiter is not used.

Evaluation of this system would include consideration
of the following points:

1. Threshold value of input level at some reference

point (the grid of the last if stage, in general) below
which detection does not occur or sensitivity to ampli-

tude modulation is intolerably high.

2. Maximum input signal that can be satisfactorily

detected without overload distortion becoming too

high.

3. Degree of insensitivity to amplitude modulation

over the useful range of signal levels, so-called AM
rejection.

4. Gain of the system =

output level of detected signal

input level at the intermediate frequency

established level of frequency deviation.

at an

5. Distortionof the detected signal due to nonlinear

-

ity of the detector.

6. Sensitivity to impulse-noise sources such as stat-

ic bursts and ignition noises.

7. The voltage output realized with a nominal value

of frequency deviation. This consideration is im-
portant in determining if the power-output stage can

be driven directly, or if a voltage -amplifier stage is

required between the detector and output stages.

A useful method of evaluating the performance of

frequency -modulation detector systems depends on

the use of a frequency -modulation generator and an

oscilloscope. The horizontal deflecting plates of the

oscilloscope tube are connected to the modulating sig-

nal of the generator and the vertical deflecting plates

are connected to the output voltage of the detector

.

An ideal detector would display the characteristic

shown in Fig. 12A, independent of the carrier am-
plitude. A practical detector with perfect limiting

would have a curve such as Fig. 12B with some non-
linearity and a tendency to flatten out at high deviation

levels. If the signal is amplitude modulated as well as

frequency modulated, and the AM rejection is imperfect,

a display as shown in Fig. 12C may result. In this case,

the AM rejection at center frequency is good, and a so-
called "bow-tie" characteristic results. The degree of

amplitude rejection maybe measuredfrom the width of

the bow-tie. If AM rejection is equally poor over the

frequency range, a broad band would be observed in-

stead of the bow-tie.

As the amplitude of the signal is increased, eventually

some sort of overloading will occur; a curve such as

Fig. 12B or 12C will then start to distort and break up.

Types of Frequency-Modulation Detection Systems

A number of methods of frequency-modulation de-
tection have been developed. Three basic methods are
in general use:

1. The signal is applied to a network, the impedance
of which depends upon frequency; the amplitude varia-
tions which result with frequency changes are recti-

fied by one or more diodes.
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(A) (B)
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Figure 12. Oscilloscope Traces of Frequency-Modula-
tion Detection Perfonnmice with Horizontal Sweep Syn-

chronized with Modulation Signal: (A) ideal frequency-
modulation detector; (B)frequency-modulation detector

with nonlinearity ; (C) frequency -modulation detector

with nonlinearity and poor amplitude-modulation

rejection (signal is both amplitude modulated and

frequency modulated)

2. Two tuned circuits are coupled in such a way that

the phase angle between them varies with the instan-

taneous value of the frequency. Detection is obtained
by using a gating tube with two control grids acting

on the same electron stream and, in this manner,
obtaining plate -current pulses that are proportional
to the phase difference. Because the phase -angle
difference at center (carrier) frequency is 90 degrees,
this method is often called quadrature -grid detection.

3. When an oscillator is oscillating weakly at its

natural frequency, it can be pulled into synchronism
with a strong external signal of nearly the same fre-
quency. The dc current through the oscillator tube
varies in a fairly linear manner with the frequency
increment through which it is pulled; when a frequen-
cy-modulated signal does the pulling, detection is

obtained by the "locked-oscillator" technique.

Detection by Amplitude Variations

The two most-used types of frequency-modulation de -

tection by means of amplitude variations withfrequency
are the Seeley-Foster discriminator and the ratio de-
tector. Fig. 13A shows the basic circuit of the Seeley-
Foster discriminator and the response curve as a func-
tion of frequency. In this circuit, the ac voltage applied
to each diode is equal at center frequency and the dif-

ference in amplitude across the two diodes increases
almost linearly withfrequency over a fairly wide range
of frequency deviation. The ac signals are rectified in

the two diodes and the instantaneous value of audio-
frequency output (El - E2) is the difference of the two

(A)

OUTPUT

=

Ei-Eg ^^'HIGH INPUT

NORMAL
INPUT
SIGNAL

LOW INPUT

Af
FREQ. DEV.

(B)

Figure 13. Basic Circuit of a Balanced Discriminator:
the output characteristic in (B) shows the dependence

of the output on the input signal amplitude

rectified e^ and 02 signals. As may be seen from Fig.

13B, this detector is sensitive to amplitude variations

and requires a good preceding limiter stage for satis-

factory operation. 20, 21

The ratio-detector circuit shown in Fig. 14A uses a
very similar network, but one of the diodes is reversed
so that the rectified voltages across the two load re-
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(HELD CONSTANT)

(A)

INDEPENDENT OF
AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS

IN INPUT

Af
FREQ. DEF

(B)

Figure 14. Basic Circuit of a Ratio Detector Using the

Same Phase-Shift Input Circuit as in Fig. 13. The
rectified voltage is stabilized so that the output can

be independent of input amplitude

sistors add together rather than subtract, 22 with an
output (El + E2). If (El + E2)is held substantially con-
stant by a battery or a very large capacitor, the audio-

frequency output taken off at the point shown will equal

(El - E2)/2 and will be independent of amplitude so long

as the ratio E1/E2 remains constant. (See Fig. 14B.

)

The diodes required for satisfactory operation of

these two detectors in a frequency-modulation receiver

or the sound system of a television system should be on

the order of the 6H6 or preferably the 6AL5 for per-

veance and capacitance. Balanced capacitances to

ground (and to heater) and low hum are desirable fea-

tures.

The ratio-detector gives excellent performance with

acceptable distortion and amplitude rejection, provided
it is carefully balanced. The ratio-detector transformer
must have a well-balanced center tap, and is therefore

usually made with a bifilar secondary winding. 22 This

type of transformer is relatively expensive. The out-

put voltage of the detector is low enough to require volt-

age amplification before the output stage.

Detection by Phase Variation with Frequency

When two inductance -capacitance (LC) circuits are

tuned to the same frequency and coupled inductively or

capacitively, a signal at resonance on one circuit will

produce a signal in quadrature on the other circuit. If

the signal frequency is varied, the phase of the voltages

on the two circuits will shift as afunction of frequency. 23

With a proper choice of Q values and couplings, the

relationship may be made to be fairly linear up to a 30-

degree phase shift from the quadrature position. If a

tube has two control grids acting in series on the same
electron stream and has a transfer characteristic for

these two control grids as shown in Figs. 15A and 15B
such that the plate current rises sharply with increas-

ingly positive bias voltage, and if grid a and grid b are

connected to each of two coupled circuits, the output

current will be a pulse as shown in Fig. 16, because
plate current will flow only when both grids swing pos-

itive. If the signal is frequency modulated, the phase
difference between the circuits will change withfrequen-
cy, and the pulse widthwill vary correspondingly. With

a resistance-capacitance network in the plate of the tube,

the pulses will be integrated and an audio -frequency

voltage corresponding to the frequency modulation will

appear in the detector output. If the plate current i-^

shown in Fig. 15 were completely saturated and had a

steep rise from zero, the detector would be insensitive

to amplitude modulation of the signal.

Three different types of tubes have been designed for

this type of detection, the 6BN6 gated-beam discrimina-
tor tube, 24the 6BE7 "0"detector tube, 25andthe6DT6
discriminator tube. 26

BIAS
VOLTAGE

-Co BIAS
VOLTAGE

-cb

(A) (B)

Figure 15. Transfer Characteristicsfor a Phase-Var-
iation Detector Tube with Two Control Grids: (A) curve
of plate current vs. voltage on grid a; (B) curve of

plate current vs. voltage on grid b.
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AUDIO
OUTPUT

Figure 16. Principle of Operation of Phase -Variation
Detection ofFrequency -Modulated Signals. Plate cur-

rent flows only when both e and e^ are positive.

Phase angle between signals e^ and is 90 de-
grees at center signalfrequency, but changes

as frequency is modulated.

The 6BN6 tube, shown in Fig. 17A, uses an electron
beam focussed by electron-optics to reduce the effect

of transverse velocities on the control characteristics
of the second control grid and to achieve a steep rise of

plate current (high transconductance). Both control
grids are shielded from the cathode so that the space
current saturates and produces a fairly flat-topped
characteristic, as shown in Fig. 17B. Capacitive cou-
pling between the two inputs through the tube is also very
low. The circuit for the 6BN6 is shown in Fig. 17A.
Coupling between the two tuned circuits is produced by
"space-charge coupling" through the electron stream
inducing a voltage on the second-control-grid circuit.

The phenomenon of space -charge coupling is treated in

the discussion of COUPLING EFFECTS in the article on
"The Design of Converter and Mixer Tubes."

The "(^" detector tube, 6BE7, obtains saturation in

the same manner as the 6BN6, but uses a conventional
multigrid structure with seven grids. (See Fig. 18A.

)

Instead of a steep rise of the plate current, a symmet-
rical pulse is obtained by using variable -pitch winding
on the two signal grids to produce the same shape of

characteristic for both grids. The 6BE7 is designed to

operate with inductive coupling between the tuned cir-

cuits and does not require the lowinterelectrode capaci-
tances that are needed for the 6BN6 circuit. Because
the 6BE7 has a characteristic with a rounded knee, as
in Fig. 18B, it does not limit well until a high signal-
input level is reached. The 6BN6 requires much less
input than the 6BE7 for good limiting.

The 6DT6 discriminator tube has a comparatively
simple construction and depends on an especially de-
signed circuit for proper operation. The tube itself is

ANODE
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LIMITER GRID
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Figure 17. The Gated-Beam Detector Tube: (A) schema-
tic diagram of typical frequency-modulation detector
circuitand internal construction of the 6BN6; (B) aver-

age characteristic of 6BN6

a pentode with control on grids No. 1 and 3. The char-
acteristics are shown in Fig. 19A and the circxiit, in

Fig. 19B. The 6DT6 in this circuit functions at low
signal levels as a locked-oscillator detector and at high-
er levels as a gating -tube phase-shift detector. When
no signal is applied to the circuit, the tube oscillates

because of energy fed back through the capacitance be-
tween grids No. 1 and No. 3, due to the voltage induced
by space-charge coupling of grid No. 1 to grid No. 3.

The magnitude of this oscillation is limited, because the
space -charge -coupling voltage tends to saturate when
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the space current through grid No. 2 becomes large 9. Murakami, T. , and R. W. Sonnenfeldt, "Tran-
enough to produce a virtual cathode between grids No. 2 sient Response of Detectors in Symmetric and
and No. 3. Asymmetric Sideband Systems. " RCA Rev. . vol.

16, pp. 580-611, Dec. 1955
If a signal of increasing amplitude is applied to the

input of the 6U8 driver tube, the signal on the input to

the 6DT6 will reach a threshold level where it can lock
the oscillator signal into synchronism and frequency

-

modulation detection will take place. With further in-

creases in signal level, the oscillation ceases altogether
and the phase -dependent width of the plate -current
pulses will produce the detector action. The grid-No. -

1-voltage-vs. -plate -current transfer characteristic of

the 6DT6 does not show saturation; limiting in the grid
No. 1 circuit arises from grid-current loading of the
input circuit and from some limiting in the preceding
stage.

The 6DT6 was designed primarily for use in television
intercarrier sound systems at 4.5 megacycles with 25-
kilocycle maximum deviation and would not necessarily
work as well at the standard frequency-modulation in-

termediate frequency of 10.7 megacycles with 75 kilo-

cycles maximum deviation.

The principles of design of tubes for this type of oper-
ation are discussed under the heading of DESIGN OF
MIXER TUBES in the article on "The Design of Con-
verter and Mixer Tubes. "
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Vacuum-Tube Oscillators

W. E. Babcock

Harrison

OPERATION AND ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL OSCIL-
LATORS
Oscillator Operation

In an amplifying device, such as a vacuum-tube ampli-

fier, a steady, dc source of power is converted into peri-

odically varying, or alternating power in the amplifier

output. This process is normally controlled by a sepa-

rate, external source of power converted in the grid cir-

cuit. However, most amplifiers can be arranged in

such a way that the controlling, or exciting, power is

obtained from the amplifier output. Such a device is

known as an oscillator. Such feedback types of operation

are not limited to devices containing electron tubes. For

example, when a telephone receiver is held close to the

mouthpiece of the transmitter, howling or singing re-

sults. Inthiscase, the transmitter acts as an amplifier,

while the receiver feeds part of the alternating power
back through the air to the transmitter to cause sustained

self -excited oscillations.

Sinusoidal Oscillators

From the dc supply, the vacuum-tube oscillator can
produce alternating power with almost any desired sta-

bility of frequency and purity of waveform . It can gener -

ate power at frequencies from a few cycles per second
up to several billion cycles per second and produce pow-
er outputs up to hundreds of kilowatts. The major appli-

cation of sinusoidal oscillators to be consideredhere is

for the generation of very small amounts of power for rf

signal generators or for production of heterodyning sig-

nals for superheterodyne radios and television receiv-
ers. However, the basic principles to be discussed can
also be applied to larger power applications such as
transmitters, diathermy machines, etc. Another type
of sinsoidal oscillator, theRC oscillator, isusedintest
equipment for producing audio -frequency power and will

also be discussed in this section.

Before the various types of oscillator circuits are
considered, some fundamental principles of oscillator

operation will be examined. The simplest form of os-
cillator circuit consists of a parallel combination of in-

ductance and capacitance as shown in Fig. 1. Ifcapaci-
itor C is given an electrical charge, the energy contained
in the capacitor is equal to 1/2 CE2, where E is the maxi-
mum potential across the capacitor plates. At the instant

when E is at its maximum value , the circulating current
in the circuit is zero. The capacitor then discharges
through the inductance L. At the instant when the cur-
rent through L is a maximum, the voltage across the

^ C

Figure 1. Simple LC Oscillator Circuit

capacitor is zero. The enerOT stored in the inductance
at this time is equal to 1/2 LP, where I is the maximum
value of current flow. The magnetic field then collapses

,

and energy is transferred back to the electric field of

the capacitor. If there are no energy losses, either by
radiation or by heat dissipation in circuit resistance,
this process repeats itself indefinitely.

Because the total energy stored in L and C must be
the same, the expressions for stored energy given
above may be equated:

1/2 CE^ = 1/2 Ll2 (1)

The maximum potential, E may be expressed as:

E =^ (2)
CO C

where w is 2 tt times the resonant frequency f of the

oscillatory circuit.

Substitution of this quantity for E in Eq.(l), gives

1
= L

a;2Lc = i

And in terms of frequency

f - 2 nyJTc

(3)

(4)

where f is thenaturalresonantfrequencyoftheoscil-
lations occurring in the circuit.

In a practical circuit some losses always exist, both
in the form of an actual circuit resistance loss and in

the form of radiated energy. The equivalent circuit

more closely representing an actual oscillator circuit

is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit for Figure 1

If the circuitin Fig. 2 is analyzedby Kirchoff 's laws,

the following equation is obtained for the current in any

branch of the circuit:

At

1 JJL+ 1\ ^+ / i = 0
2 V L pCy/ dt \LpC /

(5)

where r and p are resistances and L and C are the in-

ductance and capacitance in the circuit, respective-

ly.

A solution of Eq. (5) for current yields

i = Ae 2 \L pcy
sin cut

(6)

where A is a constant.

The frequency of oscillation is given by

f
2 7rV( p ) (lc)" 4(pc'*'

(-7)

The Exponential Factor . Eq. (6) shows that the cur-

rents in the circuit may decrease, remain constant, or

increase, depending on the sign or magnitude of the

quantity (r/L + 1/pC). If (r/L + 1/pC) is positive,

the exponential factor in Eq. (6) will decrease with time

and, as a result, oscillation will eventually die out.

However, if this quantity is negative, the exponential

factor increases with time and oscillation builds up in

amplitude. In the critical case, (r/L + 1/pC) is zero,

and the exponential factor is then equal to unity. In this

case, the amplitude of oscillation will remain constant.

Obviously, (r/L + 1/pC) cannot be negative or zero un-

less either r or p is negative. In the critical case when
(r/L + 1/pC) is equal to zero, p =-L/rC and the ampli-

tude of oscillations is constant, the expression for fre-

quency, Eq. (7), reduces to:

1 /J-P) (_i
2ti n p / VlC

(8)

In practice, r will be extremely small compared to

p and the frequency is practically equal to 1/2 tt lC
as given by Eq. (4).

Eq. (6) shows that sustained oscillations in the cir-

cuit of Fig. 2 will occur if the resistance is negative

and of such a magnitude that p = -L/rC. Theoretical-

ly, if p is larger than L/rC, the oscillations will con-

tinuously build up in amplitude. In actual practice,

two factors prevent this from happening: (1) circuit

losses due to radiation will tend to increase the effec-

tive value of r until p = -L/rC, and the oscillation am-
plitude will approach a constant; (2) self -regulating fac-

tors in the device producing the negative resistance

(such as those due to grid resistor bias or plate -current

saturation) tend to reduce the value of p until it is equal

to-L/rC.

In vacuum -tube oscillators, the negative resistance p

is producedby the tube. The electron tube can produce

an equivalent negative resistance across the tuned cir-

cuit in two ways: (1) by operation of the tube in such a

way that either the screen-grid currentvs. screen-grid

voltage curve or the plate -current vs. plate -voltage

curve has a negative slope; and (2) ,
by feeding back a

portion of the energy in the output circuit into the input

circuit of the tube. Although the oscillators in both (1)

and (2) actually operate as negative -resistance devices,

those employing the negative-resistance character-

istics of the plate or screen-grid-voltage character-

istics are generally referred to as negative -resistance

oscillators, while those utilizing feedback from the out-

put circuit are generally referred to as feedback oscil-

lators.

Eq. (6) shows that the circuit in Fig. 2 is oscillatory

if p is negative and equal in magnitude to L/rC. There-

fore, for the continuously oscillating case, another

form of equivalent circuit for Fig. 2 may be drawn, as

shown in Fig. 3.

Zl= net impedance
of oscillation

NETWORK
Figure 3. Another Form of Equivalent Circuitfor

Figure 2

Consider Zl in Fig. 3andpinFig. 2 as eithernegative

resistance or as an ac generator delivering power to re-

place the power losses in the oscillating circuit. Fig. 3

maybe used for an analysis of practically any oscillator

circuit by application of the following theorem:

Anoscillatory circuit containing a generator (or nega-

tive resistance) will have zero impedance to a test

generator connected in series and zero admittance to

a shunt-connected test generator.

An analysis of the circuit of Fig. 3 by means of the

above theorem may be made by insertion of a test gen-
erator in shunt with the circuit as shown in Fig. 4

.

For oscillation to occur, the admittance Yj. must be

zero.
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(Z2 + Z3 Z4)(rpfZ5)+Z2Z4(M + 1) + Z3Z4 = 0 (9)

TEST
GENERATOR

Figure 4. Test Generator Inserted in Shunt with
Circuit of Figure 3

Y 1
I

1

t p r + jwL

-— +
^

+ jwC

+ jwC

When both real and imaginary terms of the above equa-
tion are set simultaneously equal to zero, the following

is obtained:

L

where the value L/rC is the resonant impedance of the

circuit.

Solving for frequency gives:

2vy\ p AlC

as in Eq. (8)

The same expression may also be obtained by sub-
stituting a series generator in the circuit and setting the

series impedance equal to zero.

Other Requirements for Oscillation . A generalized
equivalent circuit of an oscillator using a vacuum tube

to produce the negative resistance is shown in Fig. 5.

TEST GENERATOR

Figure 5. Generalized Equivalent Circuit of an
Oscillator Using an Electron Tube to Produce

Negative Resistance

For purposes of analysis, it is assumed that the grid

does notgo positive; therefore, I3 = 0, and for oscillation

to occur:

Et
= 0

A solution of the above equation in terms of the imped-
ances shown in Fig. 5 indicates that for oscillation to

occur:

If it is assumed that the resistive components of the im-
pedances shown in Fig. 5 are small enough to be negli-
gible, some additional interesting facts maybe obtained
regarding the conditions necessary for oscillation to oc-
cur.

Substitution oiZ-^=]X-^, Z2=]^2 • etc.,inEq. (9)

gives the following result:

-XgCXg + X3 + X4) + jrp(X2 + X3 + X4) - X2X4 (m + 1)

- X3X4 = 0

Equating real and imaginary quantities to zero gives:

-X5 {X2 + X3 + X4) - X2X4 (/i + 1) - X3X4 = 0

Tp (X2 + X3 + X4)= 0

Since rp cannot be zero, Xg + X3 + X4 = 0

therefore, - X2X4 (fz + 1) = X3X4

and - X2 (m + 1) = X3

Substituting -X2 (/!+ 1) for X3 in the expression

X() + X(- X, 0^2 + ^3 + -4

gives )LtX2 = X4

Therefore, for oscillation to occur . X2 and X4 must be
of the same sign , i.e.

,
Z2 and Z4 both must be induc-

tances or capacitors. Similarly, since X2 + X3 + X4 =0,

then X2, X3 and X4 cannot all be of the same sign.

Therefore, X2 andX3mustbe of opposite sign and if one
is an inductance, the other must be a capacitor.

Example: Consider the circuit of an oscillator using
a tickler feedback coil, as shown in Fig. 6. Assume
the tickler winding (L2) is connected in the wrong
polarity so that the equivalent T of the circuit in Fig.

6 is as shown in Fig. 7. In this case, the circuit can-
not oscillate because Z2 and Z4 are opposite in sign.

However, if the tickler winding is reversed, the equiv-
alent T of the circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 8.

Oscillation can now take place because Z2 and Z4 are
of the same sign and Z2 and Z3 are opposite in sign.

A similar analysis can be made of other oscillat-

or circuits.

Oscillator Analysis by Feedback Amplifier Theory

It was stated earlier that all oscillators operate as
negative -resistance devices. However, itoftenis con-
enient to analyze certain oscillators by feedback ampli-
fier theory.

Let: Af = gain of feedback amplifier
A = gain of amplifier without feedback

i3 = fractional portion of output voltage fed back
into grid circuit

then, Af = A/1 -A/S

and if 1-A =0, then Af = ro
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M
G o- -op

K o- -oK

Figure 6. Circuit for Oscillator Using Tickler
Feedback Coil

In other words, the circuit will have an ac output volt-

age with no ac input voltage, and the circuit will oscillate.

A feedback amplifier and its equivalent circuit are shown
in Fig. 9.

The expressions for current, voltage, amplification,

and feedback factor are:

E

r„+Z5+.54_(Z2jLl3)
Z2+Z3+Z4

fxEgZ4(Z2+ Z3)

o (r + Z5)(Z2 + Z3 + Z4) + Z4 (Z2 + Z3)

Eq - M Z4 (Z2 + Z3)

A/3

Eg (rp + Z5)(Z2 + Z3 + Z4) + Z4 (Z2 + Z3)

- M Z2Z4

(r + Z5)(Z2 + Z3 + Z4) + Z4 (Z2 + Z3)

1 - A^ = 1 +

MZ2Z4

(r + Z5)(Z2 + Z3 + Z4) + Z4 (Z2 + Z3)

If feedback is such that oscillations occur, i.e.,

l-A/S =0, the above expression may then be equated to

zero to give the following expression, which defines the

requirements for oscillation.

(Z2 + Z3 + Z4)(rp + Z5) + Z2Z4 (fx + 1) + Z3Z4 = 0

This expression is identical with Eq. (9), obtained by

using a test generator and setting either the shunt ad-

mittance or series impedance equal to zero.

Negative -Resistance Oscillators

The dynatron is the best known of the negative -re-

sistance oscillators. This oscillator makes use of the

negative slope of the plate -current characteristic pro-
duced by secondary emission (see Fig. lOand Fig. 11).

Although the dynatron oscillator is not a particularly

reliable device because it depends on a screen-grid

emission factor which varies considerably during the

life of the tube used, it has found some interesting uses.

The frequency stability of the dynatron oscillator ap-

proaches that of a crystal oscillator without temper-
ature control. For example, it has been used as a

heterodyne wave meter. 1 Such a wave meter can be used

at frequencies much higher than the fundamental fre-

quency of the dynatron oscillator if headphones are con-

nectedin the screen-grid circuit. This makes it possi-

ble to hear beats between the harmonics of the dynatron

oscillator and other oscillators. The dynatron oscil-

lator can also be usedformeasuringthe high-frequency

resistance of a tuned circuit. 2 In this application, the

negative resistance of the tube is regulated by varying

the control-grid bias voltage until oscillations just be-

gin. The negative resistance of the tube is then equal

to the impedance of the parallel -resonant circuit. Thus,

_L

where L, C, andR are the inductance, capacitance, and

resistance, respectively, of the tuned circuit.

Z, = 0 Go-

Z3 = r, + ja)(L,-M)

24= jaiM

Z5=r2 + j<<'(L2-M)

-WV

-L "L

jai(L|-M) jw(L2-M)

jcuM

-OK

Figure 7. Equivalent Circuitfor Figure 6 With Tickler Winding Connected in Wrong Polarity

r, jo)(L| + M) j<u(L2 + M)

z,.o

23= r, + jtu(L| + M)

24= - joiM

25= ja)(L2 + M)
K o-

-L -_L -j<uM

-OK

Figure 8. Circuitfrom Figure 7 Having Tickler Winding Connected in Proper Polarity
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Z2 + Z3

(A)

(B)

Figure 9. (A) Feedback amplifier, (B) Equivalent
circuit with feedback tap omitted

Figure 12. Negative Slope in Screen-Current
Characteristic

This characteristic is utilized in the "transitron" or
negative -transconductance oscillatorS shown in Fig. 13.

A third type of negative -resistance oscillator is known
as the kallirotron. 4 The basic form of this oscillator

is shown in Fig. 14. The resistance between points A
and B can be made negative, as shown by the variation

of current flowing into B as a result of the application

of a voltage between points A and B. (see Fig. 15.) A
negative -resistance oscillator can be made by connect-
ing a parallel -resonant circuit between points A and B.

A practical form of such an oscillator is shown in Fig.

16.

COUPLING
CAPACITOR

HIGH
RESISTANCE

Figure 10. Curve Showing Negative Slope in Plate
Current Characteristic

Figure 11. Circuit Diagram of Dynatrcm Oscillator

If the screen-gridof a pentode tube is coupled to the

suppressor -grid in such a way that a change in screen-
grid voltage is accompanied by a corresponding or pro-
portioned change in suppressor -grid voltage (the sup-
pressor -grid remaining negative and the plate positive),

a portion of the screen-grid-current characteristic will

have a negative slope as shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 13. Circuitfor Transitron, A Negative -Trans -

conductance Oscillator

Figure 14. Basic Circuit for Kallirotron Oscillator

Feedback Oscillators

The feedback type of oscillator is almost always used
as the local oscillator for superheterodyne radio or
television receivers . Several typical oscillator circuits

are shown in Fig. 17.

The circuits used most frequently are the Hartley
oscillator, Fig. 17A and 17B; the Colpitts oscillator,
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to present an inductive reactance at the frequency of

oscillation. The equivalent circuit may be redrawn,

therefore, as shown in Fig. 17H, as one form of Hartley

oscillator. The equivalent inductance Lpand Lq shown
in Fig. 17H, are functions of the relative amounts of de-

tuning of the grid and plate circuits. In the tickler -feed-

back circuits (Fig. 17E and 17F), the grid-excitation

voltage is obtainedby inductive coupling of the grid and

plate coils. In the Meissner circuit. Fig. 17D, the tank

circuit is inductively coupled to the tube, rather than di-

rectly coupled, as in the other circuits shown.

Electron-Coupled Oscillator

The electron-coupled oscillator is of considerable in-

terest, although it finds its principal use as a generator

of radio -frequency power for transmitters, rather than

as a local oscillator for radio or television receivers.

This circuit (Fig. 18) combines the functions of an oscil-

lator andbuffer amplifier anduses a tetrode or pentode,

with the screen grid serving as the oscillator plate.

Enough electrons are intercepted by the screen grid so

that oscillations are maintained, but the greater portion

passes between the screen -grid wires to the plate. The
plate current, therefore, is modulatedat the oscillator

frequency, and useful power output can be obtainedfrom
the plate circuit by a tuned circuit connected to the plate

which is resonant at the oscillator frequency or at some
appropriate harmonic.

Grid-Circuit Considerations

Figure 15. Negative-Resistance Characteristic of
Circuit in Figure 14, Using Type 6N7 Twin Triode

Fig. 17C;andthe tickler feedback oscillator
,
Fig. 17E .

In the Hartley and Colpitts circuits, feedback voltage

of the proper magnitude andphase to sustain oscillations

is obtainedby connecting the gridand plate of the oscil-

lator to opposite ends of the tuned (tank) circuit. The
ratio of grid-excitation-voltage to output voltage is de-

termined by the ratio of the reactances on each side of

the cathode connection (inductive reactances for the

Hartley oscillator, and capacitive reactance for the

Colpitts oscillator). In the tuned-grid, tuned-plate cir

-

cult. Fig. 17G, both grid and plate circuits are tuned

Fixed-bias voltage is rarely used in oscillator cir-

cuits, except in those having very lowoutput. Generally

speaking, oscillators operate the tube under class C
conditions. If a high bias voltage were suppliedfrom a

fixedsupply, no plate current could flow when plate volt-

age was first appliedand, therefore, oscillations would

not start. The bias voltage must be low enough initially

to allow fairly high plate current to flow. After oscil-

lations have started, however, the bias voltage must be

high enough to prevent grid or plate currents from be-

coming excessive and to limit the plate -current con-

duction angle to that required for high efficiency. The
requirements of low initial bias voltage and relatively

high operating bias voltage are usually met by the use of

a grid resistor (commonly called grid-leak bias) to sup-

ply the bias voltage.

Figure 16. Practical Form of theKallirotron Oscillator
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ALTERNATE
CONNECTION OF
GRID RESISTOR RFC

(A)

RFC

(B)

_+

-AAA^

(C)

T
X

RFC

1-

(E) (F)

Cg-p

T
X

(G) (H)

Figure 17. Typical Feedback Oscillators: (A) Hartley, series feed; (B) Hartley, shunt feed; (C) Colpitis

circuit; (D) Meissner circuit; (E) Tickler feedback, tuned-plate circuit; (F) Tickler feedback, tuned-

plate circuit; (G) Tuned-grid, tuned plate circuit; (H) Equivalent circuit of tuned-grid, tuned-plate

oscillator

X

Figure 18. Electron-Coupled Oscillator Circuit Using

Tetrode

In the circuits shown in Fig. 17, a resistor is con-

nected between grid and cathode. In some cases, the

grid resistor may be connected directly in shunt with

the grid-blocking capacitor as shown by the alternate

connection in Fig. 17A. The dc grid current flowing

through this resistor produces a voltage drop which
makes the grid negative with respect to the cathode.

At the instant when plate voltage is first applied, there

is no ac voltage applied to the grid and, consequently,

no grid current. As a result, the grid bias voltage is

zero, and (until oscillations begin) plate current is limi-

tedonly by the current capabilities of the tube andpower
supply. Because the tube is operating with zero bias

voltage at this instant, transconductance is very high

and oscillations start. Once oscillations commence, an

ac voltage is applied to the grid, grid current flows, and

a negative voltage is developed across the grid resistor.

The use of the grid-resistor method not only makes
the oscillator self-starting, but also contributes to the

stability of operation under the desired voltage and cur-

rent conditions. If the amplitude of oscillations tends to

increase, the ac voltage applied to the grid will also in-

crease, resultingin an increased grid current andhigh-

er developed grid bias voltage. The higher developed

grid bias voltage tends to reduce the amplitude of oscil-

lations. If the amplitude of oscillations decreases, the

ac voltage applied to the grid is reduced, grid current

and bias voltage are reduced, more plate current is al-

lowed to flow, and the amplitude of oscillations in-

creases.
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Some form of grid-blocking capacitor is always as-
sociated with the grid resistor. When connected in the

alternate connection shown in Fig. 17A, this capacitor

bypasses rf currents around the grid resistor. In all

cases, the capacitor forces the dc grid current to flow

through the grid resistor and acts as a filter to main-
tain some average value of grid bias voltage

.

Intermittent Operation . If the time constant of the

grid-resistor/grid-capacitor combination is too large,

the bias voltage developed across the grid resistor can-

not adjustitself rapidly to sudden changes in the ampli-
tude of oscillation. This condition results in an effect

known as intermittent operation, "squegging", or

super -regeneration. When the rate of change of bias

voltage is so slow that oscillation dies out before the

bias voltage can change appreciably, then the oscil-

lator becomes very unstable. An explanation of this ef-

fect follows.

When plate voltage is first applied, oscillations start

and build up rapidly to a high amplitude. A high ac volt-

age is then applied to the grid, causing a large grid cur-

rent to flow and a large value of grid bias voltage to be
developed. This bias voltage decreases the amplitude of

oscillations. If the time constant of the grid-resistor/
grid-capacitor combination is so high that the capacitor

cannot discharge rapidly, the grid bias voltage remains
at a high value when the amplitude of oscillations de-

creases. Oscillation then dies out completely, and does

not start again until the grid capacitor discharges suf-

ficiently to reduce the grid bias voltage and produce
transconductance high enough to start oscillations again.

This process then repeats itself at a rate of about (1/
RgCg) times per second, determined by the RC time
constant in the grid circuit. Intermittent operation may
also result when the feedback voltage is barely sufficient

to produce oscillation, when tube emission or tran-

conductance is low, when feedback is excessively high,

or when the oscillator is loaded too heavily.

To minimize trouble due to intermittent operation,

it is important to keep the value of grid capacitor as

small as practical. The grid resistor value is usually

fixed by grid-bias voltage requirements. The value of

grid capacitor is especially critical when a high-mu
tube is used as an oscillator, because a small change
in grid bias voltage produces a large change in the ampli-
tude of oscillation. Feedback should also be adjusted

carefully to minimize trouble due to excessive or insuf-

ficient feedback.

Blocking . If the grid current should be reversed in

some way, the developed bias voltage would then make
the grid positive with respectto the cathode. A reversal

of grid current may result from secondary or thermal
emission from the grid. Secondary emission may be
causedby a transient of high voltage applied to the grid,

or by a high ac voltage developed because of excessive
feedback. Thermal emission may be caused by exces-
sive grid-driving power (excessive feedback). If the

grid resistor value is quite high, the grid may become
so positive that the reverse grid current is maintained
and the tube has a constant positive bias voltage. This
condition usually results in such high plate dissipation
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that the tube is destroyed unless plate voltage is removed
quickly.

To reduce the tendency toward blocking, it is desir-
able that the grid resistor be no larger than required for
proper operation of the oscillator , and that grid drive be
such that grid temperature does not become excessive.

OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS FOR SPECIAL APPLICA-
TIONS

Crystal Oscillators

The frequency stability of an oscillator can be made
exceptionally high if the usual tank circuit is replacedby
a quartz crystal having a mechanical resonant frequency
equal to the desired frequency of oscillation. Quartz,
like a number of other crystalline substances, has the

ability to transform mechanical energy into electrical

energy, and vice versa. This property is known as the

piezo-electric effect. Piezoelectric crystals have
natural frequencies of vibration ranging from a few
thousand cycles per second to several megacycles per
second. The natural frequency of vibration is a function
of the kind of material, the way in which the plate is cut

from the natural crystal, and the dimensions of the plate.

Because of the piezoelectric effect, the crystal can be
substituted for the resonant circuit. A crystal andhold-
er and its equivalent circuit are shown in Fig. 19.

Many oscillator circuits use quartz crystals as the

frequency -controlling element; the circuit most com-
monly used is shown in Fig. 20.

If the crystal in Fig. 20 is replaced by the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 19, the circuit in Fig. 20 becomes a tuned-
grid, tuned-plate oscillator in which the crystal serves
as the tuned-grid circuit.

CAPACITANCE
OF CRYSTAL
HOLDER

(A) (B)

Figure 19. (A) Crystal and holder, (B) Equivalent

circuit

Figure 20. Commonly Used Oscillator Circuit Using
Crystal as Frequency -Control Element
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Magnetostriction Oscillator cies is shown in Fig. 22.

Nearly all mechanical vibrators exhibit a sharpness
of resonance andfrequency stability approaching that of

the quartz crystal. These features are utilized in an-

other type of oscillator known as the magnetostriction
oscillator . 5 The magnetostriction oscillator makes use

of an unusual characteristic of several metals, such as

nickel, iron-nickel alloys, and Nichrome. These me-
tals exhibit a slight change in physical dimensions when
their degree of magnetization is changed. A typical

circuit of a magnetostriction oscillator is shown in Fig.

21.

rrrn

ROD CLAMP
AT NODE

Figure 21. Typical Circuit of Magnetostriction

Oscillator

The nickel rod, which passes through the grid and
plate coils, is clamped at the mechanical node and is

magnetizedby the flux producedby plate cur rent through

the plate coil. Mechanical deformation of the rod due

to the magnetic flux produced by the plate coil produces a

change in the flux linkingthe grid coil. This change in-

duces agridvoltage which, in turn, varies the plate cur-

rent and produces further deformation of the rod. The
amplitude of the mechanical motion of the rod builds up
at a frequency dependent upon the physical dimensions
of the rod. Fixed grid and plate coils can be used over

a considerable range of frequencies . Different frequen-

cies areobtainedby the substitution of rods of different

alloys or dimensions.

The magnetostriction oscillator does not compete with

the crystal oscillator because its use is confined to sonic

and supersonic applications, from 1 to 100 Kc. It finds

application in such fields as biological work, supersonic
cutting and drilling tools, and the like.

Low-Frequency Oscillators

Theoretically, any of the previously described oscil-

lators may be used at audio frequencies, as well as at

radio and supersonic frequencies. However, such limi-

tations as wide frequency-range requirements and the

weight, size, andcostof audio-frequency inductors have
led to the development of special oscillator circuits for

thegenerationof frequencies of the order of 5 to 500,000
cycles per second.

Beat-Frequency Oscillator . A block diagram of a
beat-frequency oscillator for producing audio frequen-

The beat-frequency oscillator is actually made up of

two rf oscillators. One oscillator operates at a fixed

frequency, such as 1,000,000 cycles; the other oscil-

lator is variable from 1,000,000 to 1,020,000 cycles,

for example. The two rf signals are mixed in the mixer
circuit and the difference frequency appears in its out-

put. Since, in addition to the desired frequency, the

mixer circuit produces the sum frequency, plus all the

harmonics and combinations of the radio frequencies, an
rf filter must be added to remove the undesired signals.

The two rf oscillators must be carefully shielded and
decoupled from each other to minimize the tendency to

synchronize or pull in to the same frequency when the

difference frequency becomes small. The principal ad-
vantage of the beat-frequency oscillator arises from the

fact thata continuous output from a few cycles per sec-
ond throughout the entire audio range may be obtained
by a single turn of a dial controlling a variable capacitor

.

FIXED
FREQUENCY

RF
OSCILLATOR

AUDIO

VARIABLE
FREQUENCY

RF
OSCILLATOR

MIXER
LOW- PASS

FREQUENCY
OUTPUT^

FILTER

Figure 22. Block Diagram ofBeat-Frequency Oscillator

in Audio Frequency Range

RC Oscillators . An RC oscillator is one which uses
only resistance and capacitance in the frequency-deter-
mining network. A practical form of one type of RC
oscillator which has been successfully usedina com-
mercial audio -signal generator is shown in Fig. 23.

The above circuit is that of a feedback amplifier with

l-A/3 = 0. An analysis of the circuit by feedback ampli-
fier theory, as discussed earlier, yields the following

expression for the frequency of oscillation.

1

(10)

2 TT-^RiRgCjCg

If the circuit constants are chosen such that R^
and C\ = C2, then Eq. (10) becomes

1
f =-

2 TT Rj^Cj^

R2

(11)

Usually this type of oscillator is constructed with Cj^

and C2 on a common tuning shaft. As the tuning shaft

is rotated, Q\ and C2 change at the same rate and,

therefore, the frequency of oscillation will be inversely
proportional to the capacitance of C\ or C2. As a re-
sult such an oscillator has a much wider tuning range
than any of the oscillators previously discussed (except-

ing the beat-frequency oscillator) which has its frequen-
cies of oscillation inversely proportional to the square
root of the tuning capacitance.

With the RC oscillator, conventional variable capa-
citors can be used to obtain a tuning range of 10:1 and
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Figure 23. Practical Form of RC- Oscillator Circuit

variation of resistors and R2 in steps of decimal

values can be used to give decimal multiplying factors.

The incandescent lamp in the cathode of Vi, together

with resistor R4, provides inverse feedback which sta-

bilizes the output voltage of the oscillator and reduces

distortion under wide variations of supply voltage, tube

characteristics, andfrequency. An increase in the am-
plitude of oscillation increases the current through the

lamp, increasing its resistance and thus increasing the

feedback. A decrease in amplitude tends to decrease

the lamp resistance and thus decrease the feedback.

One disadvantage of the circuit shown in Fig. 23 is

that Ci must be isolatedfrom ground. This requirement
dictates the use of a ganged capacitor with the two sec-

tions insulated from each other and at very low fre-

quencies, this insulation must have extremely high

leakage resistance.

A circuit which places both rotor sections of the tun-

ing capacitor at ground potential is shown in Fig. 24. ^

In this circuit, the frequency of oscillation is given by:

1

f
=

1

2 TT-y/ Rj^RgC^Cg

or, if Rj = R2 and Cj^ = C^,

2 TT R^C
I

as in the circuit shown in Fig. 23.

Stabilization of output and reduction of distortion can

be obtained, as in Fig. 2 3, by connecting an incandescent
lamp in series with, or in place of R3. Stabilization may
also be providedin both circuits by the use of amplified

and delayed automatic gain control (age) . The output of

the oscillator is sampled, amplified, rectified, and fil-

tered. It is then fed to the grid of the first tube as a
negative bias voltage which tends to vary in a direction

to compensate for any variation in output of the oscil-

lator .

Oscillators UsingResonant Lines . The circuits pre -

viously discussedhave used "lumped constant" elements
(inductors and capacitors) for the resonant circuits.

Such circuits can be used with conventional miniature
tubes through the vhf television band (250 Mc). How-
ever, for the uhf television band (470 to 890 Mc), and
higher, it is virtually impossible to construct an oscil-

lator with lumped constants. The effective tube capaci-
tances and lead inductances become such a large pro-
portion of the total circuit inductance and capacitance

that conventional coils and capacitors cannot be con-
structed small enough to complete the circuit. * Tank
circuits for ultra-high frequency oscillators, therefore

,

are always either resonant transmission lines or cavity

resonators. Such circuits have very high Q** and high

impedance and have relatively large dimensions in pro-
portion to the resonant wavelength.

Although it should theoretically be possible to con-
struct an oscillator of any of the types shown in Fig. 17

using resonant lines, the resonant-line oscillator is us-
ually of the Colpitts type with the lines connected to the

grid and plate. Normally, the only tuning capacitances
are the tube capacitances. Calculations for the dimen-
sions of the resonant line are made with the assimiption
that the tube represents a capacitance across one end of

the line. Fig. 25 shows a typical circuit of a resonant-
line oscillator, such as might be used with tube type
6AF4-A.

While it is possible to construct oscillators with open-
ended transmission lines, it is the usual practice to have
an rf short (in the form of a capacitor) at the end far-

thest from the tube. For such a configuration, the e-
quivalent line length must be one -quarter wavelength or
an odd multiple thereof. The approximate length of the

transmission line may be calculated by transmission-
line theory, as follows.

* For example, the 6AF4-A will oscillate at approximately
1200 Mc with its grid and plate terminals shorted.

** Q is a term used to indicate the relative losses in a tuned

circuit. Mathematically, Q =a;L/r where WL is the inductive

reactance and r is the series resistance in the circuit.
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Figure 24. RC-Oscillator Circuit Having Both Rotors of Tuning Capacitor at Ground Potential

(A)

Eqs. (12) and (13) can be used to compute the proper
length of transmission line required to resonate at any
given frequency. In most oscillator circuits, the trans-
mission line will have the grid-plate capacitance of the

oscillator tube connected across its open end. The
"line -shortening" effect of this capacitance must be con-
sidered in computing the physical length of the trans-
mission line. For resonance, the inductive input im-
pedance of the transmission line must be equal to the

capacitive reactance of the tube grid -plate capacitance.

(B)

Figure 25. (A) Resonant-line oscillator;

(B) Equivalent circuit of a resonant-line oscillator

Computation of the transmission line length can be
considerably shortened by use of the curves shown in

Fig. 26. These curves are derived from Eq. (12).

It must be remembered that at ultra-high frequencies,

the inductive reactance of the tube leads and the capac-
itive reactance of tube sockets cannot be neglected.

Usually, an estimate of the equivalent length of trans-
mission line represented by the tube leads and socket
can be made. If an intelligent estimate is made of the

effect of the tube and socket, the computed line length

should closely approach that required for the desired
frequency. The exact length will, of course, require ad-
justment when the oscillator has been constructed and
the frequency is actually measured.

The input impedance of a lossless transmission line

shorted at the far end is:

2771
(12)

(13)

where = input impedance of line in ohms
characteristic impedance of line in ohms
inductance per unit length of line in hen-
ries per meter
capacitance per unit length of line in far-

ads per meter
length of line in meters
wavelength in meters

"o
L

It is evident from Eq. (12) that the input impedance of

the line is inductive if the line is less than one-quarter
wave length long, capacitive from one-quarter wave
length to one -half wave length, inductive from one -half

wave length to three-quarter wave length, etc.

Example: Assume that tube type 6AF4-A is used in the

circuit of Fig. 25 at a frequency of 500 Mc. Assuming
the tramsmission line is made up of 1/8 -inch rods spaced
3/8-inch apart, determine what length of line is re-

quired.

Zq of the transmission line can be determined from ta-

bles or may be computed from Eq. (14).

Z„ = 276 log
/d-r^

10 l"
(14)

where d is the line spacing and r is the radius of the

line, measured in the same units

From Eq. (14), Z^ = 193 ohms.

The total capacitance across the open end of the line is:
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Figure 26. Curves for Computation of Transmission -Line Length

(C„ 0(C„ (0.45)(2.2)
C = C + P"^ = 1.9 + -=2.27|iMf

^'^ Vk+Vk) (0.45+2.2)

Cg_p = 1.9 ^.[xi

Cp_j^ = 0.45 MMf

Cg_j^ = 2.2 MMf

From the curves of Fig. 26,

1X
^

2 7r(500xl06)(2.27x10-12)

^.c = 140 = 0.725

140 ohme

Zq 193

1

-=0.1

1 = (0.1) (X) = (60) (0.1) = 6 cm or 2.36 in.

The estimated equivalent length of line represented by
the tube and socket is approximately 0.75 inch; the actual

length of external transmission line = 2.36-0.75 = 1.61
inches. In an actual circuit, it was found that the trans-

mission-line length for 500 Mc was 1.25 inches.

Coaxial Transmission Line Oscillators. Resonant

-

line oscillators using miniature tubes normally make
use of parallel -wire transmission lines. However,
oscillators using special uhf tubes, such as the pencil

and lighthouse triodes, usually are made with coaxial

transmission lines. The computations for coaxial-

transmission-line oscillators are similar to those dis-

cussed above, except that Eq. (15) must be used for

characteristic impedance of the coaxial line.

138 logio f (15)

where b

a

inside radius of outer conductor

radius of center conductor (b and a must
be in the same units)

Most miniature tubes will not oscillate at frequencies

above 1000 Mc and special tubes must be used. How-
ever, even though the lead inductance of the lighthouse

and pencil triodes is extremely small, the line-short-

ening effect of the tube capacitances becomes so great

that the length of transmission line becomes extremely

short. Accordingly, for frequencies of the order of 2000

to 3000 Mc, a special circuit, known as the reentrant

oscillator, is used. A sketch of such an oscillator,

using a pencil triode, is shown in Fig. 27.

The electrical behavior of a reentrant oscillator is

extremely complicated; a simplified explanation of its

operation follows. For those who desire to analyze the

LINE 4 A-LINE 3

CATHODE
CYLINDER

CATHODE -^GRID CYLINDER ^ANODE

Figure 27. Sketch of Reentrant Oscillator
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circuit more thoroughly, Whinnery has analyzed the re-

entrant oscillator as applied to the lighthouse triode in

terms of an equivalent circuit. ^

The circuit for Fig. 27maybe considered to be made
up of four transmission lines: line 1 havingthe cathode
cylinder as its center conductor and the outer cavity

wall as its outer conductor; line 2 having the grid cy-
linder as its inner conductor and the outer cavity wall

as the outer conductor; line 3 having the anode cylinder

as its inner conductor and the outer cavity wall as the

outer conductor; and line 4having the anode cylinder as

its inner conductor and the grid cylinder as its outer con-

ductor. Line 2 is the transmission line along which
energy is propagated from the plate -grid region of the

cavity to the cathode-grid region. The length of line 2,

together with the lengths of lines 1 and 3, determines
both the magnitude and phase of the feedback voltage

between cathode and grid. The length of line 4 usually

is the principal element determining the resonant fre-

quency of the cavity.

If the diameter of the outer cavity cylinder is large

compared to the diameter of the grid cylinder (Zq of line

2 high), there will be a large discontinuity at the open
ends of lines 2 and 4. Then line 4 will act essentially

as a half-wave line (electrical - not physical length) and
the resonant frequency of the oscillator will be almost
entirely dependent on its physical length. The lengths

of lines 1 and 3 will affect the phase and magnitude of

the feedback, but will have only a minor effect on the

frequency.

If the diameter of the outer cavity cylinder is only

slightly greater than the diameter of the grid cylinder

(Zq of line 2 low), the discontinuity at the open end of

lines 2 and 4 will be small. In such a case, lines 3 and
4 will have nearly the same characteristic impedance
and, in fact, they may almost be considered as a single

transmission line. Then the frequency, as well as the

feedback, is largely determined by the length of line 3.

However, since there will always be some discontinuity

at the open ends of lines 3 and 4, there will always be
a large portion of the stored energy in the circuit con-
tained in line 4. Therefore, the length of line 4 will

always be a large factor in determining frequency and
there will be a limit to the frequency variation obtain-

able by adjustment of line 3 alone.

NONSINUSOIDAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

A great many circuits have been developed for gen-
erating waveforms which are not sinusoidal. Only a few
of the more common circuits are considered here . Such
oscillators are used as sweep generators for cathode

-

ray oscilloscopes and television receivers, timing cir-

cuits for radar, and many other applications.

Multivibrator Circuits

In the multivibrator, the feedback voltage is so large
that the tube is driven beyond cutoff. It remains cut off

for a period of time determined by the RC constants in

its grid circuit. Some of the more commonmultivibra-
tor circuits are shown in Fig. 28.

From an examination of the circuits in Fig. 28, the

multivibrator obviously is anRC-coupled amplifier with

outputof the second stage coupled to the grid of the first

stage. In Fig. 28AandB, the outputof the second stage

is coupled to the grid of the first stage by means of a
capacitor. In Fig. 28C, the coupling is accomplished
by means of a cathode resistor common to both stages.

In the multivibrator , as well as in many other nonsi-
nusoidal generators, the mathematical analysis used for

sine -wave generators is no longer applicable. The
waveforms must be calculated by a method of transient

analysis, with the vacuum tube represented as a resistor

in series with a switch.

The circuit in Fig. 28A operates in the foliowing man-
ner. When voltages are applied to the circuit, currents

(C)

Figure 28. Commm Multivibrator Circuits: (A) Plate-
coupled multivibrator, (B) Biased multivibrator,

(C) Cathode -coupled multivibrator
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begin to flow in the plate circuits of the tubes. If the

two tubes have identical characteristics and the resis-

tors in each plate circuit are the same, the currents

through the two tubes may initially be very nearly the

same. However, perfect balance between the two tubes

is impossible and there will always be some slight dif-

ference in the two currents. Assume that initially a

slight increase in the current drawn by V2 occurs. This

slight increase causes an increase in the voltage drop

across resistor Rj^2> and a decrease in the plate voltage

of V2. Since the voltage across C
2^
tends to remain con-

stant, the decrease in plate voltage of V2 is accompanied
by a decrease in the grid voltage of Vj. This decrease

in grid voltage, in turn, decreases the plate current of

Vi. The decrease in plate current of results in high-

er voltage at the plate of Vj^ due to reduced drop across

Rli- This increase in plate voltage causes an increase

in the plate current of V2. This action is cumulative,

or regenerative, and ends with the plate current of V-^

reduced to zero and the plate current of V2 at a maxi-
mum value. With still cut off, the charge on capac-

itor Ci will leak off through resistor Rgj^ and, at some
point, the grid voltage of will become such that the

tube will again begin to conduct. This condition results

in a negative voltage being applied to the grid of V2 and
the start of a cumulative action, as described above,

which ends with V2 cut off and Vj^ conducting. The cycle

then repeats. This switching action actually occurs in

a very short time, in lessthana microsecondin aprop-
erly designed multivibrator

.

The method of transient analysis used with multivi-

brators will be illustrated by an example applying to

Fig. 28A. Assume and are 6J5's; E^b = 250,

RlI =RL2 = 100, 000 ohms, Rgi = Rg2 = 500, 000 ohms,
and CI = C2 = C. For purposes of analysis, assume
that Vi is cutoff andV2hasbeenconductingalongtime.
From a 100, 000 -ohm load line drawn on the character-

istic curves of the 6J5, it is evident that 6^,2 = 30 volts.

At this time, the capacitor between the plate of Vj^ and
the grid of V2 will be charged to 250 volts. At the instant

conduction is transferred to the static rp of

obtained from the ec = 0 characteristic and 100,000 ohm
load line is approximately 13, 300 ohms. The equivalent

circuit of the multivibrator may then be drawn as shown
in Fig. 29. The plate voltage may be expressed by the

following equation:

ebi eb-^-250 ebj^-250

+ + = 0
13,300 100,000 500,000

Solving the above equation gives: e\^i = 39.8 volts

The grid voltage eg2 of V2 at the instant conduction

is transferredto will be: eg2 = -250 + 39. 8 = 210.2

volts

.

From the curves for the 6J5, it is seen that the cutoff

voltage at a plate voltage of 250 volts is -15 volts.

Therefore, V2 will remain cutoff until eg2 reaches -15

volts. The rate at which eg2 approaches cutoff is de-

termined by the coupling capacitor C, the load resist-

ance Rl2, plate resistance ^'p, and grid resistance

Rg2. The effective discharge resistance for C is:

R = 500,000 . iH^^^^^HlM^O) =511,700
113,300

t = RC log„ -^i^ = (1.35 X 106) c
^ 15

The time t is the periodfor a half cycle; therefore, the

frequency of oscillation is:

f = l/2t = 1/2 (1.35 X 10^)C = 3.73 X 10-^0

Fig. 30 shows the relationship between frequency and
coupling capacitance when the coupling capacitors are

equal. When the multivibrator circuit is not symmet-
rical (i.e., the resistors or capacitors in the grid or

plate of V-^ are different in value from those on the grid

or plate of V2) the output waveforms will not have the

same period for each half cycle. It then becomes nec-

essary to compute the waveforms for both half cycles in

the same manner (as just described) and to determine the

two half periods, t^ and t2; ti + t2 is then the periodfor

a full cycle. A similar method of analysis may be ap-

plied to the circuits in Fig. 28B and 28C.

The method of analysis just described applies only

for relatively low frequencies where the coupling ca-

pacitors are large compared to tube interelectrode ca-

pacitances and to stray wiring capacitances. For high

frequencies, these capacitances must beincludedin the

equivalent circuit.

The frequency stability of a multivibrator such as that

shown in Fig. 2 8A depends upon the intersection between
the exponential grid voltage discharge curve, the sharp-
ness of the cutoff voltage, and the cutoff voltage at which
conduction starts. If the discharge curve is nearly hori-

zontal as it approaches cutoff, the intersection will be

poorly defined, the exact time of conduction will also

be poorly defined, and the frequency stability will be

poor. If the intersection is sharp, the point of conduc-
tion will be sharply defined, and the frequency stability

will be improved. A sharp intersection maybe obtained

by returning the grids of Vi and V2 to a positive bias

voltage, usually to the plate supply voltage, as shown
in Fig. 28B; Fig. 31 illustrates how this improverhent
is accomplished.

Because the effective grid-cathode resistance during

grid conduction is small compared with that of the grid

resistor, the grid voltage is affected very little by the

positive bias voltage during the part of the cycle when
the grid is conducting; the plate waveforms are like-

wise affected very little. However, during the part of

the cycle when the grid is negative, the grid voltage re-

laxes toward the positive bias -voltage value rather than

towards zero, as shown in Fig. 31. This behavior has

two important effects: by shortening the relaxation time

,

it increases the frequency; and by increasing the rate

of change of grid voltage at the time cutoff is reached,

it improves the frequency stability. A simple calcula-

tion shows that the frequency stability is improved by

this behavior. Suppose that the grid resistors, in the

example just discussed, hadbeen returnedto +250 volts.

The half period would then be:

RClog^ i^M = RClog^ 1.7 = 0.53 RC^ 265.2 ^
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Figure 29. Equivalent Circuit and Waveforms of Multivibrator Shown in Figure 28A
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be about 131,000 microseconds, or a change of about

three per cent. In the case of applied bias voltage, the

new half period would be about 26, 800 microseconds,
or a change of about 1.2 per cent.

The dependency of frequency upon the bias voltage

value provides a very convenient method of frequency
control. By suitable design, the frequency can be varied
over a range as great as 10 to 1 by adjustment of the

bias voltage.

Fig. 28C shows a cathode-coupledmultivibrator cir-

cuit; in this circuit, RC coupling is provided from the

plate of Vj^ to the grid of V2, exactly as in the plate-

coupled multivibrator circuit in Fig. 28A. However,
in Fig. 28C a cathode resistor (common to both tubes)

has been substituted for the coupling capacitor between
the plate of and the grid of Vj^ in Fig. 28A. The
frequency stability of this circuit may also be improved
by returning the grids to a positive bias voltage. The
waveforms and frequency of oscillation may be deter-

mined by the method of transient analysis previously

described.

Synchronized Multivibrators . By use of a synchro-
nizing voltage any multivibrator may be forcedto oscil-

late above its "natural" frequency or at a submultiple

of the synchronizing frequency. The output of a syn-

chronized multivibrator is especially rich inharmonics
and subharmonics, that is, contains frequencies that

are multiples and submultiples of the synchronizing fre -

quency. Harmonics as high as the 100th can be detect-

ed with the aid of tuned circuits without further ampli-
fication. By using a known frequency standard to stabi-

lize the oscillations of a multivibrator, it is possible

to maintain many frequencies related to the standard.

In this way, the multivibrator circuit functions as ei-

ther a frequency multipler or a frequency divider. For
this reason, the multivibrator is very useful as a fre-

quency-measuring device.

Figure 31. Grid-Voltage Waveform for Circuit

in Figure 28B

IfRC were 51, 170 microseconds, the half period would
be 27, 100 microseconds. If the grids are returned to

the cathode, the half period would be 135, 000 micro-
seconds, indicating that the frequency may be increased
almost fivefold by returning the grid resistors to a pos-
itive voltage. Now, if one of the tubes is changed, re-

sulting in a change of cutoff voltage from -15 to -16 volts

(in the case of no bias voltage) the new half period would

The control voltage, or synchronizing signal, may be
introduced into the multivibrator circuit by any one of

five common methods shown in Fig. 32; however, only

one method can be used at a time.

The synchronizing signal tends to force the multivi-

brator to oscillate above its natural frequency. How-
ever, as the circuit is made to function at higher and
higher frequencies, a pointis reachedbeyond which the

multivibrator synchronizes to one-half the control fre-

quency. Still higher frequencies provide synchroniza-
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CONTROL
INPUT 2

-bb

CONTROL
INPUT 5

Figure 32. Five Methods of Synchronizing a Multivibrator

tion to one -fourth the control frequency, and so on. Sim-
ilarly, the multivibrator may also synchronize to one-
third, one-fifth, one-seventh, etc. , of the control fre-

quency.

If the multivibrator is balanced, the frequency at which
it "locks" or synchronizes is 1/n times the control fre-

quency (where n is any whole number). If the multivi-
brator is unbalanced, it locks at any multiple or sub-
multiple of the control frequency. With perfect symmet-
ry, a multivibrator may oscillate at either even or odd-
frequency ratios, or showno discrimination, depending
on whether the injected synchronizing signal is intro-

duced in the same or opposite phases in the two tubes,

or is introduced in only one tube. Common methods of

synchronizing to submultiples of the control frequency
are shown in Fig. 33.

Sawtooth Generators

Some of the more common generators of sawtooth
waveforms are shown in Figs. 34 and 35. All circuits

shown here make use of the changing potential across
a capacitor which is being charged through a resistor
from a constant potential source. The potential across
the capacitor follows the form:

Ebb(l-e
-t/RC,

(16)

where E^i^ = supply voltage

t = time, in seconds
C = capacitance of capacitor, in farads
R = resistance of series resistor, in ohms

(A plot of this equation is shown in Fig. 36.)

As shown in Fig. 36, for a short time after the appli-

cation of voltage, the change of voltage across the ca-
pacitor will be fairly linear with time. Thus, if the

switching is properly timed, a sawtooth wave of reason-
ably good linearity may be obtained.

Gas -Tube Sawtooth Generators . One of the earliest

and simplest sawtooth generators uses a glow-discharge
or neon lamp, as shown in Fig. 34A. Assume there is

no charge on the capacitor when the switch S is closed.

The voltage across the capacitor will increase accord-
ing to Eq. (16) until it reaches the breakdown potential

of the gas in the neon lamp. The neon lamp will then
conduct heavily, rapidly discharging the capacitor to the

extinction potential of the neon lamp. The discharge
will then cease and the charge across the capacitor will

again rise according to Eq. (16) until the process re-
peats. The return time or discharge time of the saw-
tooth wave is very small, because of the high discharge
current through the neon lamp. The frequency of oscil-

lation is given by:
1

f =

RC logg
Ebb - ^6 (17)

^bb -'^d

where Eg is the extinction potential of the neon lamp
and Ed is its breakdown potential.

The neon-lamp oscillator has at least three obvious
shortcomings: (1) relatively high voltages must be used
to obtain linear sawtooth waves; (2) the amplitude of the

output wave is relatively small and not controllable;

(3) the frequencyof oscillation is somewhat unstable and
not easily synchronized. These shortcomings may be
largely overcome by substituting a thyratron for the

neon lamp, as shown in Fig. 34B. In this circuit, Rg
is a protective resistor to limit current in the grid cir-

cuit, Rp is a protective resistor to limit the peak plate

current and Rl is a charging resistor for the capacitor
C. If no synchronizing signal is applied to the control

grid, the frequencyof oscillation may be determined by
Eq. (17) (in which Rl is substituted for R). However,
with the thyratron it is possible to vary the breakdown
potential E,j of the tube by varying the grid bias voltage

Eqq. Thus, the frequency may be varied by variation

of supply voltage E^^j^, grid bias voltage Eg^,, series re-
sistance Rl, or shunt capacitance C.

If no synchronizing signal is applied to the control
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Figure 33. Circuits for Synchronizing to Submultiples

of the Control Frequency ; (A) Circuitfavoring odd value

of n; (B) Circuit favoring even value of n; (C) Circuit

favoring any value of n

R
r^WV

(A) (B)

Figure 34. Gas-Tube Sawtooth Generators; (A) Neon-
lamp oscillator, (B) Thyratron oscillator

grid, the thyratron sawtooth oscillator is no more stable

than the neon-lamp oscillator. However, it maybe syn-
chronizedat a given frequency by applying asmall volt-

age at the desired frequency to the control grid. The
manner in which synchronization is achieved is illus-

trated by Fig. 37.

(C)

Figure 35. Free-Running Vacuum-Tube Sawtooth

Generators: (A) Plate-coupled multivibrator type;

(B) Cathode -coupled type ; (C) Hartley oscillator type

Figure 36. Changing PotentialAcross a Capacitor Being
Charged Through a Resistor From a Constant Potential

Source

The natural frequency of oscillation, as determined
by Eq. (17), is adjusted to be slightly lower than that of
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t

Figures?. Effect ofSynchronizing Signal cm Frequency
of Sawtooth-Wave

the synchronizing voltage. Without synchronization the

tube would fire at points A, B, C, . . . . When a syn-
chronizing signal is present, the firing point will vary
in accordance with the gridsignal to A', B', C, . . . .

In a similar manner, the frequency may be synchronized
to a multiple or submultiple of the desired frequency.

Vacuum -Tube Sawtooth Generators . The plate -coup-
led multivibrator type of sawtooth generator operates
in the following manner. (See Fig. 35A) At the instant

when the supply voltage F,-^^ is connected, the capacitor

C will prevent any voltage from appearing at the plate

of V2. Therefore, Vj^ will conduct heavily and V2 will

be cut off. The potential across capacitor C will rise

at an exponential rate in accordance with Eq. (16) in

exactly the same manner as with the neon-lamp sawtooth
generator. At a certain potential across C, V2 will start

to conduct. The current through V2 will be supplied by
the charge built up in the capacitor C. The voltage across
C will then decrease. This decreasing voltage across
C (plate of V2) will be coupled to the control grid of Vj^

by means of the coupling capacitor C^,. The negative

-

going voltage at the grid of Vj^ will result in decreased
current through Vj^and a resultant increase in the volt-

age at the plate of Vj^. This increase in voltage at the

plate of V]^ is coupled to the grid of V2 andresults in an
increase in the current through V2. This action is cu-
mulative and, therefore, capacitor C is discharged very
rapidly through V2. When C has discharged to a value

at which V2 will no longer conduct, Vj^ again conducts
and the process repeats.

The operation of the circuit of Fig. 35B is similar

to that of Fig. 35A. However, while the coupling from
the plate of to the grid of V2 is capacitive, exactly as
in Fig. 35A, the coupling from the plate of V2 to the grid

of Vi is omitted. In its place, a cathode resistor , com-
mon to both tubes, is used. V2 then operates as a ca-
thode-follower and changes in its grid voltage also ap-
pear at its cathode and affect the grid-cathode voltage

of Vi.

Synchronization of the frequency of oscillation of the

circuits in Fig. 35Aand 35B maybe obtained by inject-

ing a synchronizing voltage into either the cathode or
grid circuits in a manner similar to that described for

multivibrators

.

The circuit in Fig. 35C illustrates one way of obtain-

ing a sawtooth wave from a conventional LC oscillator

circuit. This circuit is popular for electronic organs
in which a waveform rich in harmonics is desired for

achievingthe various "voices" and in which the frequen-

cy stability of the LC oscillator is required. Actually,

three waveforms are available from this circuit. A sine

wave is available at the plate end of the oscillator coil,

a pulse output is available across the resistor in the ca-
thode circuit, and a sawtooth is available at the plate

of the tube.

TUBES FOR USE IN OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

High transconductance is required in any tube to be

used as an oscillator. At very high frequencies where cir-

cuit losses are high and tube efficiencies low, trans-

conductance must be higher than at the lower frequen-
cies. In addition, the following factors are important
in the choice (or design) of a tube for use as an oscil-

lator: (1) available supply voltage
, (2) power output re-

quired, (3) frequency of operation, and (4) type of os-
cillator (sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal voltage output).

Supply -Voltage Considerations

Supply voltage is important because it determines, to

a degree, the amplification factor required in the tube

and the cathode area requiredfor a given power output.

When complete freedom of design is given, the amplifi-

cation factor of a tube is of very little importance in de-
termining how well it will function as an oscillator.

However, such freedom seldom exists in practice. The
plate supply voltage , which is the most important factor

,

usually is fixed by other considerations. In general, if

the supply voltage is low (as in portable or in radiosonde
equipment) the amplification factor should be fairly low.

Otherwise , insufficient plate current will flow to produce
adequate power output. In addition, if the supply voltage

is low it may be necessary to use a tube having a large

cathode area and requiring high heater power in order
to have sufficient cathode current available to produce
the desired output. Conversely, if the supply voltage

is high, the amplification factor should be high to pre-
vent both excessive plate current and plate dissipation.

Power Output Considerations

The tube chosen for use as a power oscillator must
have adequate cathode area and plate -dissipation capa-
bility to produce the required power output consistently,

both initially and during life. The power requirements
for local -oscillator use in radios and TV receivers are
usually so small that there is seldom any problem in

producing the required output. However, at ultra-high

frequencies, the oscillator efficiency is so low that most
of the plate input power is dissipated at the plate. In

this situation, a plate -dissipation capability of two to

three watts may be requiredfor reliable operation, even
though the power output required is only a few milliwatts

.

Frequency Considerations

Vacuum tubes are normally required to operate as
oscillators at frequencies from a few cycles up to about
1000 megacycles per second. In microwave applications
(not considered here), the upper frequency may be many
thousand megacycles per second. A tube which per-
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forms very satisfactorily at low frequencies may be

completely unusable at the high frequencies required of

a local oscillator for a television receiver.

In general, all oscillators operate with peak plate

currents considerably in excess of the average current.

Thus, all tubes designed for oscillator operation must
be capable of delivering high peak currents during the

conducting portion of the cycle. This property is es-

pecially important at the higher frequencies, such as

the uhf television band, because many factors, such as

radiation losses, and dielectric losses in tube sockets

and components tend to reduce the power output and ef-

ficiency of the oscillator. Any additional limitation on

the capability of the oscillator, such as too low a peak
current capability, tends to make oscillator operation

unreliable. This problem tends to force the tube de-

signer to use excessive cathode temperature in tubes

designed for uhf operation. The high cathode temper-
ature, however, may produce an effect exactly opposite

to that desired. Although the peak current capability

may be very high, the high cathode temperature can

cause sublimation of cathode base metal on the micas
and stem of the tube where it produces leakage paths.

These leakage paths appear as a low resistance in shunt

with the tuned circuit and cause severe loading; in some
cases, the effect is to stop oscillation completely. The
material deposited on the micas can also change tube

capacitances radically and cause a shift in the frequen-

cy of oscillation. For longest life, it is better to main-
tain normal cathode temperature and adjust the tube

processing toobtain the requiredpeak current capabil-

ity.

Tube capacitances and lead inductances are of little

importance at low frequencies. At ultra-high frequen-

cies, however, they may become major frequency -de-

termining elements. For example, the internal lead

inductances and capacitances of type 6AF4-A (together

with those of the associated tube socket) are such that

the self-resonant frequency of the tube is about 1200

megacycles when a short is connectedbetween plate and
grid. This high resonant frequency is achieved by the

use of multiple connections to the plate and grid elec-

trodes, low mount height to reduce lead inductances,

and small electrodes to reduce capacitances. While it

is possible to obtain oscillations above the self -resonant

frequency of the tube by series tuning, this method is

usually not practical. Most practical oscillator circuits

are designed to operate somewhat below the self-reso-

nant frequency of the tube. A further increase in the

self -resonant frequency of the tubes may be obtained

by the use of special tube constructions such as that used
in pencil tubes and lighthouse tubes in which the elec-

trodes are attachedto heavy disks and cylinders instead

of small stem leads.

Input loading is another factor which, although of no

concern at low frequencies, is quite important at ultra-

high frequencies. The loading produced by electron-

transit time and by cathode -lead inductance appears as

a shunt resistance across the input circuit of the tube

and reduces the oscillator output and efficiency. There-
fore, for best operation athigh frequencies, close inter-

electrode spacings and fine grid wires are necessary.

Inaddition, for best circuit -loading characteristics, the

grid should be shaped to match the contour of the cathode

.

Sinusoidal and Nonsinusoidal Oscillator Considerations

The requirements for tubes for sinusoidal output have
been fairly well covered in the preceding discussion.

Cutoff is of some importance because a tube with poor
cutoff is likely to have poor input loading and somewhat
poorer frequency stability. Cutoff is extremely impor-
tant in the case of nonsinusoidal oscillators such as mul-
tivibrators. If the cutoff is sharp and well defined, the

frequency stability of the multivibrator will be much
better than if the cutoff is remote and poorly defined.

It is common for multivibrators and other relaxation

oscillators to use extremely high circuit impedances;
plate and grid resistors of 0.5 to 10 megohms are nor-
mal. With such high circuit impedance, it is important
that interelement leakage resistances be very high in-

itially and during life. Leakage resistances should be
several hundred megohms initially and remain above 100

megohms during life. This requirement dictates the

use of cathode material which does not vaporize easily

as well as a cathode temperature which is no higher than

necessary for satisfactory operation. In addition, if

feasible, leakage slots should be incorporated in the

micas and the micas should be sprayed with alundum
or other insulating material to lengthen the leakage

paths.

In many applications of multivibrators, it is desirable

to make the rise time of the output waveform as short

as possible (a fraction of a microsecond). If the input

capacitance of the tube used is high, the grid voltage

cannot change rapidly and, therefore, the rise time
will be lengthened. Thus, it is desirable to use tubes

with small interelectrode capacitances for such applica-

tions. In addition, the use of tubes with high transcon-
ductancewill aid in obtaining a rapid transfer of conduc-
tion from one tube to the other.
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This article, which is concerned with the design of

beam power tubes, begins with a section on space-charge
effects andtheir influence on the plate-current charac-
teristics of the beam tube. The next section is con-

cerned with the electron beam-characteristics at zero
control-grid potential. Both sections relate the im-
portant parameters which affect the amount of screen-
grid current drawn by a beam power tube. Methods for

calculating the approximate beam shape at zero grid

potential are then presented together with an examina-
tion of the agreement between measurement and calcu-

lation. The next section covers the variation of screen-
grid current with control-grid potential and explains the

effects of beam formation at other than zero control-

grid potential. High-voltage phenomena and consider-

ations are discussed for those tubes which operate with

large plate-voltage pulses. The article concludes with

a discussion of a combined mechanical-thermal-elec-
trical design procedure suitable for beam power tubes.

Specific references mentioned in the text are compiled
at the end of the article, along with others of general

value.

A beam power tube can generally be operated more
efficiently in power output service than a pentode for

two main reasons: (1) relatively high plate currents can
be obtained at plate potentials considerably below the

screen grid potential; (2) the screen grid of a beam
power tube collects a relatively small portion of the

cathode current. The current flowing between the

screen grid and plate is sufficient to cause a large de-
pression in the space potential between them. When
this potential minimum occurs uniformly throughout the

area of current flow, is large enough in magnitude, and
is properlypositioned with respect to the plate, the ma-
jority of the secondary electrons from the plate surface
cannot penetrate this potential barrier, and hence, are
returned to the plate. A pentode begins to lose plate

current as soon as the plate potential falls below that

of the screen grid.

The screen grid collects a relatively small portion of

the cathode current because the screen grid is aligned
with the control grid. When the screen-grid and con-
trol-grid wires are aligned and properly positioned, it

is possible to cause a cathode current flow in directed

beams having the uniform current density necessary
for the formation of a uniform potential minimum. The
beams also serve to direct the majority of the cathode
current between the screen-grid wires. The pentode

structure also forms current beams, but electrons

approach the screen-grid plane ina more randomfash-
ion (due to the absence of grid-wire alignment) and,

therefore, a considerable number are pulled directly

to the screen-grid wires. In addition, a large number
of the electrons which pass through the screen-grid
plane approach the suppressor grid with insufficient

forward velocity-components to pass through the sup-

pressor-grid plane and reach the plate.

The design of a good beam power tube requires an

understanding of beam formation and the space-charge
effects in the region beyond the screen grid. Beam
formation is usually analyzed with the aid of fieldplots.

Space-charge effects are usually so complex that, if

an idealized plane-parallel treatment of the problem
does not yield sufficiently accurate results, an orderly

"trial-and-error design" of developmental structures

is most practical. The work in this article neglects

the effect of initial velocities of the emitted electrons,

and the effects of space charge between control grid and

cathode upon the electron trajectories, and is, there-

fore, insufficient to explain some of the phenomena asso-

ciated with tube operation at very low voltages. The
following three sections are concerned with space-

charge effects and beam characteristics.

THE BEAM POWER TUBE IN CROSS SECTION

Fig. 1 shows the field configuration and electron paths
in a typical beam power tube. The equipotential lines

were determined from the resistance-paper field-plot,

and electron trajectories were traced on this plot.

Initial velocities were neglected and the space-charge
minimum position was approximated by inserting a

zero-potential plane at the beam- confining plate posi-

tion. Note that the electrons leaving the cathode con-

verge due to the field shape, that the beam cross-sec-
tion is a minimum near the screen-grid plane. Those
electrons having large velocity components tangential

to the cathode do not penetrate the potential minimum,
but return eventually to the screen-grid wires. Also,

the field at the cathode is not uniform, so that the cur-

rent density in the outer electron rays is lower than

that in the rays near the center.

The two general factors of prime importance are the

characteristics of the beam, and the effect of the po-

tential minimum upon this beam. The space-charge
effects will be treated first.
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Figure 1. Field Shape and Electron Trajectories in a Typical Tube Operated
with the Control Grid at Cathode Potential and the Plate

Potential Lower than the Screen-Grid Potential

SPACE-CHARGE EFFECTSl' 2> 3

The potential distribution in the screen-grid-plate
region depends upon several factors,some of which are:

(1) The screen-grid and plate potentials, and the separ-
ation of these electrodes; (2) The injected current den-
sity; and (3) The amount of the current injected at the

screen-grid plane that gets through the potential min-
imum and reaches the plate.

The ideal plane-parallel case, with normal injection

and uniform velocity at the screen grid plane will be
treated. Under these conditions, the potential distri-

butions of interest are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Their
source and the nomenclature used are from Spangen-
berg, 2 who has classified three main types of poten-
tial distribution which may exist in the screen-grid to-

plate region:

1. Type A distribution, which is concerned with the

potential distribution formed with negative plate po-
tentials.

2. Type B distribution, which exists when the plate

potential lies between zero volts and that potential

at which all the injected current is transmitted to the

plate,

3. Type C distribution, which exists for all plate

potentials above that potential which is necessary for

full transmission of the injected current. The para-
meter T in Fig. 2 is the percentage of the injected

current which is transmitted through the potential

minimum. The designation 0rnin ^^S* ^ refers to

the normalized magnitude of the potential minimum
for that particular curve.

The ordinate in both figures is the ratio of the potential

of theplateto that in the screen-grid plane.The abscissa

1.0 2.0 3.0

0-, DISTANCE NORMALIZED TO Xq

1.0 2.0

<r, DISTANCE NORMALIZED TO Xq

3.0

Figure 2. Potential Distribution Curves, Type B Figure 3. Potential Distribution Curves, Type C
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in both figures is distance normalized to a distance Xq^
the distance between screen-gridplane and the zero-po-

tential virtual cathode when 100 per cent current trans-

mission through the minimum exists. If the virtual

cathode and screen-grid are considered as a diode, Xq
may be found from the relationship

where J is the current density in amperes per square
centimeter, and V2 is the potential in volts in the screen-
grid plane. For a particular current density and poten-

tial, the screen-grid-plate spacing is expressed in units

of cr. If, for example, Xq = 0.1 cm for aparticular

calculation, and the screen-grid-plate spacing is 0.14

cm. then o = 1.4. The potential distributions shown in

Figs. 2 and 3 apply for the case where 0 sEj^ s

where Eb is measured along the line 1.4 ct for this ex-

ample.

Fig. 4A shows some of the potential distributions

when the plate potential is increasedfrom 12 to 87 volts

(V2 = 100 volts). The sequence of curves a, b, c is

followed until the plate is at 30 volts potential. At this

point, the current transmission reaches 100 per cent,

and the virtual cathode can no longer be sustained at

zero potential. The distribution therefore jumps to

type C as shown by the curve c, and remains type C
through curves d and e. When the plate potential is

lowered, the distributions shown in Fig. 4B are en-

countered. The type C distribution is maintained until

the envelope of Fig. 3 is reached at curve h. At this

point, the distribution changes back to type B, curve
h'.

Fig. 5 shows the current transmission as a function

of plate potential for the structure of Fig. 4. It can be
seen that the knee of the curve occurs at 30 volts when
the plate potential is rising. However, 100 per cent

current transmission is maintained down to eight volts

onceatypeC distribution is established. The resultant

characteristic should be a familiar one to the beam tube

designer and user, even though other factors alter the

shape somewhat and the "shift" of the knee voltage is in

most cases much smaller in actual beam tubes.

One of the factors which causes a departure from the

"ideal" characteristics is secondary emission from the

plate. ^ Further examination of the potential distribu-

tions of Fig. 4A and 4B points out that, once the plate
potential is above 30 volts, this structure does not per-
mit the formation of a space-charge minimum much
lower in potential than the plate potential. Even when
the plate is at 87 volts, the minimum is 80 volts. The
difference of seven volts is probably just sufficient to

effectively suppress secondary electrons (figures of

10 to 20 volts are found in the literature). Secondary
emission will put a characteristic "undersuppressed"
trough in the region from c to e of the Fig. 5 curve.

Secondary-emission effects could be reduced by in-

creasing the screen-grid-to-plate from 1.4 a to 1.8 a.

The distributions would then be as shown in Fig. 4C .

Notice that the minimum is always at least seven volts

lower than the plate potential. However, the change
from a type B to a type C distribution does not occur

DISTANCE
(1.4 0-)

Figure 4. Potential Distributions for Constant
Injected Current: (A) sequence of increasing plate

voltages — 1.4a; (B) sequence of decreasing plate

voltages — 1.4a; (C) distributions with spacing of 1.8a
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Figure 5. Plate Current as a Function of Plate
Voltage in the Ideal, Plane-Parallel Beam Tube

until the plate potential is 70 volts. Freedom from
secondary-emission effects has been assured only by
accepting a relatively high knee voltage. Although it

may not be necessary to make the spacing as large as

1.8 a in the practical tube, the theory illustrates that

too small a screen-grid-to-plate spacing leads to sec-
ondary-emission effects in the tube characteristic.

Fig. 6 shows the changes made in the plate-current

characteristic of a developmental tube when the screen-
grid-to-plate spacing is changed. Curves a, b, and c

follow the sequence of decreased spacing. The curves
illustrate that when the screen-grid-to-plate spacing

is the only parameter varied, lower knee voltages are

accompanied by a drop in plate current and plate resis-

tance. If the spacing is too small, as incurve c, secon-
dary-emission effects are observed. Notice also that

the screen-grid current increases as the plate voltage

is dropped. Part of the increase maybe due to second-
ary-emission, as may be seen in curve c, but the

greatest part is generally due to the effects of the de-
celerating fieldbetween screen grid and virtual cathode.

This point will be covered later in the article.

Table I gives the approximate values of the para-
meters which affect the knee voltage Ey^Q- The injected

current has been approximated at 600 milliamperes for

the three versions. When this quantity is divided by the

virtual-cathode area (the beam confining plate "window"
area was used), the resulting current density is found

to be 85 milliamperes per square centimeter. The
average potential in the screen-grid plane is in the or-

der of 70 volts when the wires are at 100 volts and the

plate potential is about 50 volts. It will be assumed that

V2 in Eq. (1) is a constant 70 volts for all three versions.
The value of Xq is found to be about 50 mils. The
screen-grid-to-plate spacings in the three versions
yield the values of a found in the table, from which the

envelope of Fig. 2 may be referredto for the values of

E^o- The agreement between observed and calculated

knee voltage is reasonably good—better than can be ex-

pected in the usual case. The low a-value of 1.35 for

curve c indicates that secondary emission should in-

fluence the characteristic. This effect can be seen on
the characteristic. There is, however, no appreciable
effect at 1.55 a.

Table I

Approximate Values of the Parameters Which Affect

the Knee Voltage E^jq of a Developmental Tube

Curve

a

b

c

Injected

Current

I

ma.

600

600

600

ma./cm'

85

85

85

Xo
mils

50

50

50

1.75

1.55

1.35

3.15

2.8

2.45

EbO
(calc)

volts

49

32

20

PLATE POTENTIAL—VOLTS

Figure 6. Plate and Screen-Grid Currents as a
Function of Plate Potential, with Different Plate

Positions for a Developmental Tube

The quantity p is also shown in Table I. This quan-
tity is the ratio of the screen-grid-to-plate spacing to

the screen-grid-to-cathode spacingl. Most beam pow-
er tubes made for output service have values of p lying

between 2.9 and 4.1. The lower values will be found

in tubes where the operating screen-grid potential is

relatively high (2 50 volts or more), andalso in thelatest

low triode mu types of horizontal output tubes. Medium
to large values of p will be found in many tubes where
screen grid dissipations dictated the need for better

plate-to-screen-grid current ratios. In general, tubes

with low values of p must be more carefully designed,

because the knee region is more sensitive to the uni-

formity of beam-current density, dimensions of the

beam confining plates, "flatness" or "taper" of the ac-

tive plate surface, and the beam shape.

The position of the virtual cathode changes when the

injected-current density changes. A decreasing in-
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jected-current density causes the virtual cathode to

move toward the plate and thereby, lowers the knee of

the plate-current characteristic. This effect leads to

the characteristics shown in Fig. 7, which was obtained

on a developmental space-charge tetrode designed by
H. Ruzinskyof the Entertainment Tube Design Section.

This tube has no beam confining plates and is a "true"

space-charge tetrode. The plate cross-section is U-
shaped on each side of the cathode, with a concave "dent"

in the bottom of each U to keep secondary electrons

within the beam sothatthey will be returned to the plate.

Because the structure lacks beam -confining plates, the

potential distribution between screen grid and plate is

the closest to the theoretical condition that has yet been
found in a practical tube design. The degree to which
the knees are displaced is, therefore, about the largest

which could be expected in a practical design. Many
tubes show much smaller displacements of the diode

lines. Table II gives the approximate values of the

parameters which affect the knee voltage at different

values of control-grid potential. The calculated knee
voltages have a larger spread than the observed values.

There are several reasons for this:

1. The system is not plane-parallel, nor are all the

electrons injected normal to the screen-grid plane,

nor is the screen-grid-plane potential uniform or

constant.

2. When the control-grid potential is decreased, the

beam width is reduced due to the effects on the field

of the control-grid siderods. This action tends to

maintain the beam-current density, and therefore,

there is less movement of the space-charge minimum
than has been calculated.

3. Because the active plate surface is concave, an
average distance for the screen-grid-to-plate spacing

was chosen. When the virtual cathode approaches
the plate, the diode formed has a very nonuniform
spacing, a condition which has not been accounted for

in the calculations. This condition is of particular

importance, for example, at the control-grid poten-

tial of -20 volts where the average value of a is 1.03,

and the potential minimum does not exist in some
portions of the beam.

Table II

Approximate Values of the Parameters Which
Affect the Knee at Different Values of

Control-Grid Voltage

Control-
Grid

Voltage

0

-10

-20

Injected

Current

I

ma.

400

220

100

J

ma. /cm2

108

60

27

^0
mils

a
Eb

(calc.

)

volts

51 2.05 85

69 1.50 34

102 1.03 7

The largest spread in the knee voltage at different

control-grid potentials will be found in tubes which have
uniform beam-current densities and proper position of

the edges of the beam-confining plates. The effect is

particularly noticeable when the window of the beam-
confining plates is relatively wide.

The dimensions of the beam-confining plates should

be such thatthey form a continuation of the virtual cath-

ode beyond the beam, so that secondary electrons can-

not bypass the potential barrier and strike the screen
grid. The beam-confining plate-screen-grid spacing is

determined by the virtual-cathode position which cor-

responds to the beam-current density at which the tube

will be operated. In many cases, this position places
the window of the beam-confining plates roughly half-

way between screen grid and plate, perhaps a little

closer to the plate. The window opening should be as

wide as the beam which would be formed without beam-
confining plates. This width is usually at least as large

as the center-to-center dimension of the control-grid

siderods. The numerous deviations from the theoret-

ical case in a practical tube make the design of beam-
confining plates a somewhat trial-and-error affair.

THE ELECTRON-BEAM CHARACTERISTICS
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Figure 7. Plate-Current Characteristics of a
Developmental Space-Charge-Suppressed Tetrode

Having no Beam-Confining Plates

Electron beams of uniform density, injected normal
to the screen-grid plane, do not occur in beam power
tubes, because the cathode, control grid, and screen
grid form an electron-optical system which (with proper
applied potentials) causes the electrons leaving the

cathode to converge to line foci as indicated in Fig. 8.

This figure shows the trajectories of electrons emitted

normal to the cathode surface in a developmental tube

that is operated with cathode and control grid at zero
potential. Because the gradient is not constant over

the cathode surface, the current density is not constant

through any beam cross-section examined, and injection

at the screen-grid plane varies considerably from the

normal.

The converging beam does have an advantage, how-
ever, because the electron- optics may be chosen so

that the screen-grid wires intercept very little current

directly from the cathode. For example. Fig. 8 in-

dicates that none of the electrons emitted normal to the
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Figure 8. Electron Trajectories for a Developmental Tube

cathode surface of this structure are intercepted by the
screen-grid wires. The beam cross section is at a
minimum very near the screen-grid plane at zero con-
trol-grid potential. The measured current directly in-

tercepted by the screen-grid wires of this structure is

about 3 per cent of the total cathode current, and is

due to electrons which leave the cathode in directions
other than normal to its surface.

The ideal beam formation would be one which has just

sufficient convergence to assure a minimum of current
interception by the screen-grid wires, and then injects

current at the screen-grid plane with just sufficient

divergence to form a continuous space-charge minimum
at the virtual cathode. This condition may be approached
when the focal length of the beam is large compared to

the pitch of the grids, or when the field shape is such
that no real line focus is ever formed. Such a struc-
ture would require grids having a relatively small pitch
and extremely fine wires. Because of the limitations
inherent in the mechanical and thermal properties of the
grid structures, considerable development would be
necessary to achieve the ideal beam formation.

When electrons enter the screen-grid plane at angles
to the normal, they are no longer capable of penetrating
a virtual cathode at zero potential (neglecting initial

velocities) . The greater the value of the potential mini-
mum, the larger may be the angle of entry that will

allow penetration. The approximate value of potential
that will allowthe penetration of electrons with angular
velocities may be determined by considering the elec-
tron behavior in an isolated linear retarding field, as
shown in Fig. 9. Here, electrons are injected with a
volt-velocity V2 (100 volts in the figure) into the iso-

Figure 9. Electron Trajectories in Linear
Retarding Field

lated field bounded at the other end by the potential

Vmin (25 volts in the figure). The trajectories within
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the boundaries of the field are parabolic, and may be
expressed*

y - -Ex2 ^
X

sin a tan a
(2)

where a is the entrance angle and E is the field gradient,

which has the value

E - V2 - Vmin

The coordinates of the origin of the parabola are:

2V2
.

sin a cos a

'm

E

E
cos2 a

(3)

(4)

(5)

For the example shown in the figure, it can be seen that

an electron entering the field at the limiting angle

''^L = 30° just reaches the boundary at Vjjjjj^. A bit of

manipulation produces the expression for the limiting

angle in terms of the boundary potentials:

cos'
V2 - Vmin

V2 (6)

This expression is plotted with V2 as a parameter in

Fig. 10. This figure permits the determination of the

approximate value of the potential minimum which will

allow 100 per cent current transmission through the

minimum when the entrance angle and potential are
specified. A minimum plate potential of 25 volts, for

example, would theoretically allow 100 per cent trans-
mission of a 30 degree beam at a screen-grid-plane
potential of V2 = 100 volts. Any electron entering at

an angle smaller than 30 degrees would reach the plate,

while those with larger angles would be returned to the

screen grid. The practical tube will require an ad-
ditional potential (of the order of 10 volts) on its plate

to suppress secondary electrons.

100
Vmin—VOLTS

Figure 10. Limiting Entrance Angle for 100 Per
Cent Transmission Through a Linear Retarding Field

If it is assumed that all of the cathode current is

carried along the electron trajectories shown in Fig. 8,

the current distribution as a function of entrance angle

at the screen-grid plane can be determined as shown in

Fig. IIB. It should be cautioned that the distribution

shown is composed of current bundles having discrete

angles, and is not continuous. Fig. IIB was constructed

by determining the variation of mu over the cathode

surface*, computing the currents in each ray, and nor-

malizing the results as shown in Fig. 11A. It can be
seen that if the current in the outer 24-degree ray were
returned to the screen-grid wires (ajid 3 per cent for
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Figure 11. Relative Magnitude of Current in the

Beam Rays: (A) distribution of current along the

cathode surface; (B) entrance angles of current at

screen-grid plane

See Ref. 2, pg. 100. *See article on "The Electric Field and Space Current. "
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direct interception were added), the screen-grid cur-

rent would be in the order of that found by measurement,
i. e. , 6 to 11 per cent for many horizontal deflection

tubes. To accurately predict screen-grid current by
this method, more rays should be plotted. The direct

interception should also be determined by tracing rays
which leave the cathode at angles other than the normal.

CALCULATIONOF THE APPROXIMATE BEAM SHAPE
AT ZERO CONTROL-GRID POTENTIAL

It is possible to calculate the approximate beam shape
by applying the laws of electron ballistics in electro-

static fields and an equation for the focal-length of a

two-dimensional electron-optical system. The fol-

lowing analysis assumes that a "thin" electron-optical

system exists; that is, that electron deflection occurs
within a very small path length at the grid aperture.

This is not true in a practical beam power tube, as can
be seen from the traced electron trajectories. It is

possible to treat the structure as a thick electron-

optical system, but the author's attempts to simplify
the problem to the point where a mathematical solution

is less time-consuming than a trajectory-tracing have
not resulted in a consistent approach (or result, for

that matter)"^.

When a thin electron- optical lens is formed by a rec-
tangular aperture positioned between uniform fields,

rays parallel to the system axis tend to converge to an
apparent line focus distant from the plane of the aperture
as defined by the equation

2 Vl
E9-E1 (V)

which was proposed by Davisson and Calbick. ^ The
quantity fa is the apparent focal length of the lens; Vi
is the potential in the plane of the aperture; and Ej and
E2 are, respectively, the field gradients in front of

and behind the aperture. This equation does not take

into account the effect of the accelerating field beyond
the aperture, as was pointed out by Bull, who considered
the electron- optical system formed in tubes with aligned
grid. ° Bull proposed an equation for the "corrected"
focal length of the form

fo 1 ^B.
1 + 4s I Vl (8)

This equation neglects aberrations, assumes that the
lens is thin and that the field beyond the aperture is

ess entially uniform and free from space-charge effects

.

The quantity S is the control-grid-to-screen-grid spac-
ing, and V2 is the potential in the screen-grid plane.

The potentials Vj and V2 maybe removed from the ex-
pression for the potential in the control-grid plane

Vl=-
Eel + 17^

V2

1.1 +A
ix fza

(9)

where a is the control-grid-to-cathode spacing. Eq. (9)
may be reduced to the zero control-gridpotential ratio

(10)

The corrected focal length may then be expressed

(11)

To remove the potential terms from equation (7), the

gradients may be expressed in terms of and V2;

4 V,
El =0-

E,
V2

(12)

(13)

When Eqs. (10), (12), and (13) are substituted into

equation (7), the potential terms may be canceled out,

and the expression becomes

f

,

2a

The corrected focal length then becomes

(14)

2a
(15)

It should be noted that the term fxa/s is the amplifica-

tion factor from control-grid to cathode, which is com-
monly called the "reverse mu. " Long focal-length
beams will be obtained with low reverse mu and large
control-grid-to-cathode spacings. The desirable small
grid-to-cathode spacing needed for good perveance
forces the use of relatively small control-grid-wire
diameters, to permit a low reverse mu and good trans-
fer characteristics.

The angle at which the electrons at the beam edges
enter the decelerating field beyond the screen-grid
plane can be expressed

tan ffO (16)

where bis the grid pitch. The potential terms may again
be removed to give

tan a,
0

^1 + (s/a)

(IV)

The aberrations in the beam can be approximated by
considering the variation in mu over the cathode surface.

If the cathode is divided into small strips over which
the amplification factor is essentially constant, the focal

length for each pair of axisymmetric strips can be cal-

culated by repeated application of the focal-length equa-

tion, using the amplification factor associated with each
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pair of strips. An example of the degree to which the

calculated beam shape approximates the actual beam
shape may be seen by comparing Figs. 12 and 13. The
average focal lengths of the calculated beams are in

relatively good agreement with those found in the traced
beam, but the aberrations are similar only in the second
case where a/b = 0.50. However, the extreme cases
where a/b = 0.33 and 1.00 are not normally encountered
in tube designs, and the 0.50 value is near the com-
promise usually made. The entrance angles of the cal-

culated beam envelopes are considerably larger than

those of the actual envelopes. This fact is due, pri-

marily, to the thin lens assumption. Calculation of the

beam shape with equations as limited as those presented
in this text should be considered a guide only. An accu-
rate determination requires a considerably more exact

mathematical treatment or, better yet, a field plot of

the structure upon which trajectories may be traced.

DIRECTLY INTERCEPTED SCREEN-GRID CURRENT

When the plate potential of abeam power tube is higher
than the screen-grid potential and the control-grid

potential is betweenthe conditions of cutoff and control-

grid current, the screen-grid current is caused by
electrons which are directly intercepted as the electron

rays pass through the screen-grid aperture. Many
high-perveance beam tubes derive the majority of this

directly intercepted screen-grid current from electrons
which do not leave the cathode normal to its surface.

This current interception cannot be accurately pre-
dicted, in the general case, except by ray tracing

through the electrostatic field. The mathematical treat-

ment of the beam shape, however, does suggest that:

1. The directly intercepted current should be at its

minimum when the minimum beam cross section oc-

curs in (or near) the plane of the screen grid.

2. The amount of current intercepted will depend
upon the current distribution at the cathode surface.

If a control-grid potential is chosen such that the

minimum beam cross section occurs beyond the screen
grid and the control grid is then driven more negative,

one would expect the percentage of the cathode current
going to the screen grid to pass through a minimum and
then increase as the grid becomes more negative. If the

field is not constant over the cathode, the percentage of

the cathode current going to the screen grid will go
through a maximum with a further decrease in con-
trol-grid potential and then decrease again, because
the current flow is cut off at the edge of the beam be-
fore it is cut off at the center. Fig. 14 is a plot of the
direct screen-grid-current interception as a function

of the ratio of control-grid potential to cutoff poten-
tial Ecl/Eco in three different tube structures. * The
amplitude differences between maxima and minima are
predictedby the a/b ratio of each structure, except for
the structure marked "in, " where the minimum beam
cross section is displaced only a small amount from
the screen-grid plane before cutoff under the control-

grid wires occurs. The location of the minimum beam
cross section, when the control-grid potential is the

*First described by O. Schade Sr. , Ref. 1, p. 167.

same as the cathode potential, is as follows for each
structure:

Structure I: a relatively large distance before the

screen-grid plane.

Structure II: a small distance before the screen-
grid plane.

Structure III: in the screen-grid plane.

It can be concluded that the direct screen-grid-current
interception over the operating range can be held to a

minimum for a particular structure (whose control grid

is not driven positive) by designing it so that,

1. the minimum beam cross section occurs in the

screen-grid plane when the cathode and control-grid

potentials are the same.
2. a/b is small enough to restrict the formation of

a sizeable maximum in the negative control-grid

region.

The minimum beam cross section will occur in the

screen-grid plane when the electrons leaving the cathode
from the region under a control-grid wire converge to

a line focus slightly before the screen- grid plane. The
a/b ratio chosen, of course, should be a compromise
to best suit the requirements of a reasonably sharp
cutoff transfer characteristic and desirable beam shape,

as well as acceptably low direct screen-grid-current
interception.

HIGH VOLTAGE CONSIDERATIONS'''' ^' ^' 1^

Some Observations on the Breakdown Phenomena

When beam power tubes are used in vertical- and
horizontal-deflection service, high-voltage perform-
ance must be considered in the tube design. The tube

must withstand high- voltage pulses which appear on its

plate, without "breaking down. " A breakdown may be
considered the result of a change in the electrical

circuit between the two or more electrodes of concern.
For example, when the potential difference between
two "vacuum-spaced" electrodes is increased, a gra-
dient is eventually reached at which field- emission ef-

fects are observed. For many smooth metal surfaces
not speciallyprocessed to remove small surface irreg-

ularities or impurities, this gradient is of the order of

100 kilovolts per centimeter. ^ The emission-current
density may be relatively high when the current flows

between little points on the surfaces, to the extent that

excessive localized heating of the bombarded electrode
occurs. Gas is then driven from these hot points, and,

if the pressure is high enough, arcs will form. When
the phenomenon is first observed, these discharges
are likely to be intermittent, and may even "clean up"

as points are burned away. However, if the gas con-
centration is too high or further potential increases
are too large or rapid, the vacuum will no longer be
"self-healing" and a sustained arc will result.

The discharge along the surface of an insulator ap-

pears to be a more complicated phenomenon. At low
enough potentials, the current is determined by the

potential difference across the insulator and the resis-
tance betweenthe electrodes. As the surface gradient
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Figure 12. Pitch-to -Spacing-Ratio Effects on Beam Shape: (A) a/b = 1.00;

(B) a/b = 0.50; (C) a/b = 0.33
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Figure 13. Calculated Beam Shapes: (A) a/b =

1.00; (B) a/b = 0.50; (C) a/b = 0.33

is increased, intermittent discharges develop. These
might be local discharges on the surface, perhaps at

areas or irregularities of particularly high gradient,

or they might be discharges through a gas plasma near
the surface which shunts the normal surface resistance.

A further increase in gradient eventually results in a
continuous discharge. This discharge may have a

plasma associated with it; for discharges across mica,
it is not uncommon to see an arc jump across a leakage
slot. A fluorescence can sometimes be seen near the

junction of insulator and electrode. The phenomenon
is further complicated by the surface condition of the

insulator. For example, the mica maybe covered with

alumina, getter flash, carbon, and metals from the

tube electrodes. In addition, gases from the elec-

trodes and insulator are present.

Some of the design features which permit good high-

voltage characteristics will now be mentioned. There
are limitations to the ability of conventional structures

to withstand high potentials. Tubes with mica elec-

trode spacers will not perform satisfactorily at poten-
tials above 10 kilovolts unless precautions are taken
to radically lengthen leakage paths along the mica sur-

face. Tubes shouldbe "double-ended" when potentials

above 5 kilovolts are used, so that breakdowns or ex-

H 0.06

H 0.04

STRUCTURE a/b

I 0.67
I 0.45
m 0.51

Eb=2Ec2

HI /

n

J I

-0.60 -0.40 -0.20 0 +0.20 +0.40 +0.60

RATIO OF Ec| TO E^o

Figure 14. Directly Intercepted Screen-Grid
Current as a Function of Control-Grid Potential

cessive leakages do not occur at the base-pins or the

tube socket. Getter -flash position may also be an

important factor.

Considerations for Breakdown Between Metal Elec -

trodes

To minimize the possibility of breakdown between
metal electrodes:

1. The surfaces should be as smooth as possible.
Surfaces such as those found on carbonized plates

are inferior to clean, polished nickel. The alumi-
num-clad-steel surface generally gives much less

trouble in horizontal-deflection tubes than carbon-
ized plate surface.

2. The electrodes should be as cool and gas -free
as practical.

3. The geometry of the electrodes should be chosen
so that voltage gradients are kept low, definitely be-
low 100 kilovolts per centimeter, unless unusual care
is excercised to provide exceptionally smooth, clean
surfaces, such asthoseproducedby electropolishing.

A gradient of 70 kilovolts per centimeter has been
used successfully. It may be necessary to round off

the edges of the beam-confining plates.

4. In marginal situations, the tube should be spot-

knocked. Spot-knocking is the process of applying a
high voltage from a source of moderate power capa-
bilities to remove electrode and insulator surface
irregularities. It is necessary to spot-knock at po-
tentials above the tube rating (in some cases 30 to 40
per cent higher) to derive any real benefit from the

process. A moderate series resistance in the high-

voltage lead will reduce the severity of any discharges
that occur. The value of the resistor shouldbe deter-
mined by experiment; values of 50 kilohms to 500
kilohms are typical.

Considerations for Breakdown Along Insulator Surfaces

To minimize the possibility of breakdown along in-

sulator surfaces:
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1. Keep the voltage gradients low. Clean mica will

withstand surface gradient of about 50 kilovolts per
centimeter. Mica coatings such as alumina can in-

crease this figure to about 80 kilovolts per centimeter.

The approximate surface gradients can be determined
by field plots in the electrolytic tank or by the resist-

ance-paper field analogy. Safety -factors to both

these limits should be considered.

2. Keep clearances between the mica and the elec-

trodes it is supporting great enough to keep the gra-

dient below 50 kilovolts per centimeter.

3. Make leakage slots wide enough to keep the gra-

dient across them below 50 kilovolts per centimeter.

Some leakage slots must hold off almost the entire

electrode potential difference. This condition can be
quickly seen from a field plot.

4. Keep the mica surface free from metallic deposits.

5. Consider spot-knocking.

THE MECHANICAL-THERMAL-ELECTRICAL DESIGN
OF BEAM TUBESl' H' 12, 13

Design Procedure for the "Optimum" Tube

A design procedure will be presented in outline form.

Many other procedures are suitable. The choice of

procedure depends upon the extent to which design work
is required and upon the criteria imposed.

1. Determine the cathode area required. Factors

of heater power and permissible current densities

must be considered. It is advantageous to use the

highest permissible current density if an efficient

design is required. Direct current drains up to 100

milliamperes per square centimeter are presently

feasible.

2. Determine the style of the structure to be used.

The conventional, frame-grid, and multi-siderod

structures are discussed briefly at the end of this

article. Practical limitations of wire size and span,

and mechanical quality of the grids must be con-

sidered when the cathode geometry is chosen.

3. Pick the smallest grid-to-cathode spacing that is

practical for the application. This permits a choice

of the smallest a/b ratio acceptable for the transfer

characteristic.

4. Choose a control-grid wire diameter— a small
one is desirable.

5. The materials used in the grid and supporting

structure should have the best conductivity and lowest

thermal emissivity possible under the limitations of

the fabrication techniques and the conditions under
which the materials are to be processed and oper-

ated.

6. Calculate the average control-grid temperature.
A limit of 300 C is sufficient for many tube appli-

cations, but higher-than-normal grid-circuit imped-
ances may require a lower limit.

7. If the control-grid temperature is below 300 C,

the grid-to- cathode spacing may be decreased and
smaller wires may be used, provided that this is

mechanically feasible.

8. If the control-grid temperature is above 300 C,

consider the possibility of reducing thethermal re-

sistance from the grid wires to the heat sink (nor-

mally the chassis). If this value cannot be reduced

there is no recourse but to increase the grid-to-
cathode spacing and wire size until an acceptable
temperature is reached.

9. When the cathode size, grid-cathode spacing,

pitch, and wire size have been determined, the plane
of the screen-grid wires may be chosen. The result-

ing triode amplification factor and beam shape should

then be determined. If the results are not acceptable,

changes should be made in the design procedure
10. Next, choose the screen-grid wire size. It is

usually advantageous to use screen-grid wires which
are larger than those of the control grid. Large wires
are better heat conductors, impress larger poten-

tials in the screen-grid plane, are easier to handle,

and provide higher plate resistance and better high-

voltage cutoff characteristics than small wires, al-

though they will intercept a little more cathode cur-

rent. Wires three times the diameter of the con-
trol-grid wires have been used successfully, when
the beam shape is good.

11. The grid design is completed by determining the

average screen-grid temperature. Audio applica-

tions may permit temperatures of 500 to 550 C, but

horizontal-output service (with high-impedance
screen-grid circuitry) requires a limit in the order of

400 to 4 50 C to assure that screen- grid emission does
not become excessive.

12. The plate position is determined by the desired
suppression characteristics. The cooling should be
sufficient to limit temperatures to 450 to 500 C.

Beam-confining-plate geometries are also chosen
now, and high-voltage requirements considered, if

necessary.

Some General Characteristics of Tube Structures

The Conventional Structure . The mechanics of this

conventional structure are such that grid-to- cathode

spacing and grid-wire size are near their limits. Where
high-conductivity materials such as molybdenum, tung-

sten, and copper are used in the grid circuits, tempera-
ture rises in the stem leads, lateral wires, andsiderods
are of the same order. Grid radiators are reasonably
effective if made large enough and of low enough thermal
resistance. Cathode-current densities in the high-

perveance tubes are relatively low, indicating a more-
or-less brute-force approach to better performance.
Plate temperatures, grid temperatures, and high volt-

age ratings have little or no safety factor.

The Frame-Grid Structure . The frame-grid structure

being consideredfor beampower tubes consists essen-

tially of a rigid, rectangular frame similar in outline

to a picture frame. The lateral wires may be attached
to the frame by welding or brazing, or with the conven-
tional "notch-and-peen" technique, as used in Sylvania

Electric Products' "framelock" design. Usually, an
attempt is made to produce tension in the lateral wires.

Present techniques, primarily for economic reasons,

do not permit the use of high-conductivity materials
throughoutthe grid circuits. Grid lateral-wire temper-
ature rises can become considerably larger than those

of the supporting frames and stem leads unless the wire
span is kept small. Radiators are much less effective

than in the conventional structure. Performance can be
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improved and current densities increased. No marked
improvement in dissipation or high-voltage ratings is

realized, but the feature of "automatic alignment" of

grid wires may represent a cost advantage over the

conventional structure.

The Multisiderod, Cylindrical Structure . A "Nuvis-
tor" beam power tube with multisiderod, cylindrical

grids is now being developed. A helical wrapping of

"lateral" wireis brazedtothe gridsiderods. The rela-

tively small span of lateral wire permits the use of small
wire diameter throughout the grid without a loss of me-
chanical strength.

Although the techniques for making beam power tubes
in the multisiderod cylindrical structure have not been
fully developed, the mechanics appear to offer some
definite advantages. If ceramics are used for the stem
and enclosure, the plate circuit can be built with ex-

ceptionally low thermal resistance, allowing unusually
high plate dissipations in small tubes. There is prac-
tically no temperature rise in the lateral wires, but

large rises are found in the siderods unless they are
kept quite short. For this reason, cathodes become
short and large in diameter, and heater end-losses
must be given consideration. High current densities

and good performance can be attained. In addition, the

structure is well suited to automatic assembly.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

E Field potential gradient

El Fieldpotential gradient before the control -grid

aperture
E2 Fieldpotential gradient beyond the control- grid

aperture

Eb Plate potential

EbO Knee plate potential

EcO Control-grid cutoff potential

Eel Applied control-grid potential

Ec2 Applied screen-grid potential

Vi Potential in the control-grid plane
V2 Potential in the screen-grid plane

Vmin Space-charge minimum potential

J Current Density
a Control-grid-to-cathode spacing
b Grid pitch

s Control-grid-to-screen-grid spacing
Xq Screen-grid-to-virtual-cathode spacing at sat-

uration

X, Xjjj Distances

y, yju Distances

fa Apparent focal length

fo Corrected focal length

a Entrance angle to the normal at afield boundary
Oq Entrance angle of electron at screen- grid plane

Limiting entrance angle at screen-grid plane
p Ratio of plate-to-screen-grid spacing to

screen-grid-to-cathode spacing
6 Distance normalized to Xq
[I Amplification factor

T Normalized current transmission through the
virtual cathode

(/) Ratio of plate potential to screen-grid-plane
potential
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Audio Output, Vertical-Deflection, and Horizontal-

Deflection Tubes for Receiving Applications

M. Bondy

Harrison

The purpose of this chapter is to present a practical

approach to the design of receiving-type power tubes

for such important uses as the output stages of audio,

video, vertical-deflection, and horizontal-deflection

circuits.

AUDIO OUTPUT TUBES

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The first step in the design of an audio output tube is

to establishthe design objectives. These objectives are:

Power Output

Depending on the application, an audio output stage

of one or more power tubes maybe expected to deliver

at the secondary of the loudspeaker transformer any-

where from a few milliwatts for a personal-type re-

ceiver to as much as 50 watts for the highest-quality

home systems. One and one-quarter watts is normally
considered adequate for table-type radios andtelevision

receivers. Three to five watts is normally needed for

auto radios and better quality home receivers. For
high-quality auto radio, 10 to 15 watts is required. For
highest- quality home- entertainment equipment, 10 to

50 watts must be available, usually from a pair of tubes

operated in a push-pull stage.

Power Sensitivity

This term is defined as the quotient of power output

Pq in watts divided by the square of the grid signal E
in root- mean-square (rms) volts required to produce
that power output. It may be written as Pq/eZ. The
grid signal required at the output tube to produce the

chosen power output determines the voltage gain re-

quired between the audio input and the grid of the power
output tube. For low-cost receivers, where keeping
down the number of stage or improving their gain per-
formance is more important than achieving low dis-

tortion or high peak-power-handling capability, the

power sensitivity is especially important. For higher-
quality receivers, the designer must consider not only

power sensitivity, but must also give special attention

to achieving low distortion and ample peak-power-hand-
ling capability.

Distortion

For receivers employing a single power output tube,

total harmonic distortion up to 10 per cent is normally

acceptable at maximum power output. Most of this total

should be due to second-harmonic distortion because a
third-harmonic component of only a few per cent sounds
dissonant.

In the case of high-quality receivers, a total dis-

tortion of one to two percent (or even less than one per
cent) is the rule rather than the exception. For such
receivers, almost all of the distortion results from
odd-harmonic components because the prevalent use
of push-pull output stages causes the even-harmonic
components to cancel out.

Plate-Circuit Efficiency

The amount of dc power required to supply the plate

or plates of the output tube(s), and particularly the

amount of dc current, is of prime interest to the cir-

cuit designer because of cost considerations. Given
a certain power requirement, the equipment designer
usually chooses the circuit and tube which calls for the

lowest plate-current drain. Plate-circuit efficiency

N is defined as the ratio of audio power output to plate

input and is usually expressed as a percentage, thus:

^ ^ PowerOutput
^

Ebib

Knowing the power output desired and the efficiency

of various circuits and tube types, the tube designer is

ready to start his design. His first step is to decide

which class of tube-triode, pentode, or beam power
tube— offers the best choice. A discussion of the pos-

sibilities follows.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Whether the power tube design calls for a triode or

a pentode depends on the application. Each class of tube

has its advantages and its disadvantages so that a care-

ful analysis of cost andperformance capabilities is re-

quired. The following paragraphs discuss these matters

by class of tube.

Triodes

A power triode produces its highest positive-swing

value of maximum-signal plate current Imax ^
ativelyhigh plate voltage and its lowest negative-swing

value of maximum-signal current Imin a relatively
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low plate voltage. The plate-circuit efficiency of a

power triode is therefore low and the problem is to

make Imax ^-S large as possible and l^i^ small as

possible in order to obtain high output. The following

formulas* for a power triode operated in a class A amp-
lifier circuit can be derived from Fig. 1.

is usually very poor.

The distortion of a power triode is primarily due to

the second-harmonic component. Therefore, where
triodes are used in a push-pull circuit, the total dis-

tortion is very low because even-harmonic components
are canceled out.

PLATE VOLTAGE (Eb)

Figure 1. Typical Load Line for Triodes Used as

Class A Power Amplifiers ,
Shoiving Critical

Parameters

drmax-Imin; VJ^max"^mini) (E
Power Output (Pq) = g

—

Percent 2nd-Harmonic Distortion =

^ X 100

-Er

Imax + Imin - 2 Ibr

2 (Imax-Imin)

Plate-Circuit Efficiency (N as per cent)

Power Output

Ebib

Load Resistance (Rl)

x 100

Emax'Emin
Imax-Imin

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Units should be given in volts, amperes, ohms, and
watts.

Plate-circuit efficiency of triodes is not as good as

that of pentodes. For a triode, the minimum negative-

swing plate current at maximum output is usually about

10 per cent of the zero-signal plate current, and the

minimum negative-swing plate voltage is usually only

about 50percentof thezero-signalplatevoltage. Plate-

circuit efficiency of atriode in class A operation, there-
fore, is only about 20 to 25 per cent.

Pentodes

The following formulas* apply to power pentodes
(and also to beam power tubes) operated in class A
amplifier circuits. Refer to Fig. 2.

Power Output (Pq)

rdmax-Imin - 1.41 (Ix - Iv)1 2 Rl
32

Load Resistance (Rl) =

Imax-Imin

Per Cent Second-Harmonic Distortion =

Imax - Imin - 2Ib

^max - Imin - 1'41 (Ix-Iy)

Per Cent Third-Harmonic Distortion

^max - Imin - 1.41 (I^ - ly)

Imax - Imin - 1-41 (I^ - ly)

X 100

X 100

(5)

(6)

(V)

(8)

where Ix = plate current in amperes at

0.293 Egi, and
ly = plate current in amperes at

1.707 Eg]^, and
with Egj = max. pe^ grind signal in volts.

With a pentode design, the following comments are
of interest:

With a triode design, the following comments are of

interest:

In order to achieve a large value of Imax from a triode

at minimum plate voltage, it is preferable to design
for a low amplification factor.

In order to keep the amplification factor j:i at a rea-
sonable value (too low may mean an excessively high
grid-signal requirement), it is necessary to increase
the size of the cathode to obtain the same peak current
at a low plate voltage.

Power sensitivity of a receiving-type power triode

Maximum undistorted power output is obtained from
apentode whenit is operated so that the load line drawn
on the plate-family graph intersects the zero-bias volt-

age curve at the knee. A pentode is a form of square-
law amplifier.

When a pentode is operated with signal so that the

intercept on the load linebetween average plate-current
value and the maximum current value is equal to the

intercept between the average value and the minimum

*Terman, Radio Engineering, McGraw-Hill
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value, the second-harmonic distortion will be low. The
third-harmonic distortion will usually be fairly high,

i. e. , about five to ten per cent. The use of a lower

value of load resistance will reduce the third-harmonic
component, but at the expense of reduced power output

and increased second-harmonic distortion.

Because the screen-grid voltage is essentially con-

stant regardless of the amount of plate current that

flows, and because the plate will still collect current

when its voltage is belowthat of the screen grid, a pen-

tode designed with a much smaller cathode than would
be required for a triode of the same power output can
give higher plate current than a triode at low plate volt-

age.

The power sensitivity of a pentode can be made very
high. A pentode can have a high mu-factor (determined

by the triode amplification factor of the cathode, control

grid, and screen grid) and still supply high values of

peak plate current.

A pentode has the limitation that a substantial part of

the cathode current under signal conditions is collected

by the screen grid rather than by the plate, and that the

ratio of plate current to screen-grid current decreases
with signal increase. In effect, this limitation deter-

mines the amount by which the plate voltage can be
swung below the screen-grid voltage under signal con-

ditions. The ratio of plate current to screen-grid cur-

rent for a pentode with signal can range between three
to one and eight to one, and depends on tube design,

particularly, the tube amplification factor. For ex-

ample, a typical pentode, which has a ratio of average
plate current to the average screen-grid current for

zero-signal conditions of six to one, will show a ratio

at maximum signal of only three and one-half to one

because screen-grid current rises during the downward
sweep of the plate voltage. For this example, if the

desired output is four watts and the plate-circuit ef-

ficiency is 40 per cent, a plate input rating of 10 watts

(four dividedby four-tenths) is calledfor. Correspond-
ingly, if plate and screen-grid voltages are the same,
the screen grid must be designed to have a dissipation

rating of 2.85 watts (10/3.5, where 10 is the plate dis-

sipation rating under zero-signal conditions and 3.5 is

the ratio of plate current to screen-grid current at max-
imum signal). Because this screen-grid dissipation

rating is fairly high, the tube design would probably

require a screen-grid structure utilizing high-conduc-

tivity lateral wires and siderods.

Beam Power Tubes

The formulas shown for pentodes used in class A
amplifiers also apply to beam power tubes. The fol-

lowing comments will be of interest:

Forbeam power tubes, the plate family of character-
istics curves shows the knees of the curves as quite

sharp as compared with those of a pentode. The load

line, therefore, should not cut below the knee of the

zero-bias-voltage curve. This method of operation

tends to produce second-harmonic distortion. When
beam power tubes are used in push-pull circuits, the
even-harmonic components cancel out, and high output

is produced at very low distortion.

Beam power tubes are usually designed to have a lower
mu-factor than pentodes, because a relatively low mu-
factor is necessary to achieve proper beam formation.

As a result, the power sensitivity of a beam power tube

is not as high as that of a pentode.

Screen-grid dissipation is much less of a problem
with beam power tubes than with pentodes. Ratios of

average plate current with zero signal to average
screen-grid current with zero signal of ten to one or

even twenty to one are usual for beam power tubes.

Ratios under conditions of maximum signal ranging be-

tween seven to one and fifteen to one can be expected.

Thus, a beam power tube which is required to produce
four watts output at 40 percent plate-circuit efficiency

(plate input rating of 10 watts) and which has a seven to

one ratio of plate current to screen-grid current at

maximum signal would need to have a screen-grid dis-

sipation of only 1.42 watts, as compared to 2.85 watts

for a pentode having the same power- handling cap-

ability. It is possible, therefore, to use the pentode
cathode in a beam power tube and with it to obtain in-

creased output (limited only by the plate dissipation

capability of the beam power tube).

DESIGN EXAMPLE

An equipment designer who was using the 6AQ5 beam
power tube in a TV receiver was concerned about the

power output that he obtained when his set was used in

weak-signal areas. Normal operating conditions were:

1. 215-volt B supply.

2. Grid-bias voltage obtained from a cathode re-

sistor operating at a total cathode current of 0.035

ampere.
3. In good-signal areas, the grid signal to the tube

was over nine volts rms and the output was over two
watts.

4. In weak-signal areas, the grid signal to the tube

dropped to five volts rms and the output fell below
one watt.

Objectives of Design Problem

The equipment designer desired to use the same
transformer (resistance load equal to 5000 ohms), with

no change in plate- current drain, to obtain an output of

not less than 1.25 watts with a five-volt rms signal,

and of over two watts with a nine-volt rms signal.

Analysis of Design Problem

The existing circuit design was analyzed to deter-

mine its capabilities. The actual plate voltage applied

to plate and screen grid was equal to the plate-supply

voltage minus the voltage drop in the cathode resistor.

With a total current drain of 0.035 ampere and theknow-
ledge that the ratio of plate current to screen-grid cur-

rent of the 6AQ5 at maximum output is seven to one, it

can be estimated that the plate current is 0.030 am-
pere. Fig. 2, which is the plate family of curves for the

6AQ5 with a screen-grid voltage of 200 volts, shows
that the grid-bias voltage for 0.030 ampere is -13 volts.

Thus, the actual plate voltage is 215-13 or 202 volts.
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PLATE VOLTAGE

Fiffiire 2. Plate Characteristic of 6AQ5 with Screen
Voltage of 200 Volts. Typical Load Line Is Shown

When Used as a Class A Power Amplifier.
Critical Parameters Are Shown

By means of the load line and Eq. (1), an estimate of

the power output gives:

(0.063 - 0.006) (325 - 35) „ „„
Po = g"^-^^ = 2.07 watts

and for a weak signal of five volts rms (seven volts

= (0-051 - 0.013) (285 - 95)
^^^^^

In order to obtain the desired improvement in this

receiver, it is necessary that:

1. The new tube design have a plate family with knee
current at least as good as that of the 6AQ5, or with
a lower knee voltage.

2. The new design have higher power sensitivity.

This feature can be obtained by designing the new
tube to have smaller grid-bias voltage, higher mu-
factor, and higher transconductance. For example,
if the new design had exactly the same plate family,

except that the control-grid voltages were reduced
to 80 per cent of the present values (i.e. , in the ratio

of one watt to 1.25 watts), then a four-volt rms signal

(5 X 0.8 = 4) would give 0.9 watts output. For a five-

volt rms signal, the newpower output canbe approx-
imated as follows:

52
Po =~x 0.9 - 1.4 watts

42

3. It can be assumed, because distortion was not
mentioned, that distortion no higher than that of the
6AQ5 is acceptable. Lacking such information it

could be assumed that the accepted figure of up to 10
per cent would be satisfactory as a starting point.

Possible Solutions

A relatively simple solution, if it will give the desired
results, is to use the 6AQ5 structure but to redesign the
grids. One wayto increasethe mu-factor is to increase
the turns per inch of the control grid. In fact, beam-
forming considerations usually require that the increase
be done this way rather than by increasing the spacing
between the control grid and the screen grid. The turns
per inch of the screen grid would also have to be in-

creased to that of the control grid becausebeam power
tubes use aligned control grids and screen grids. The
process of aligning grids requires that both grids have
the same turns per inch and be adjusted so that each
lateral wire of the screen grid is shaded from the cath-

ode by a lateral wire of the control grid. The use of

aligned grids is one factor which provides beam power
tubes with a high ratio of plate current to screen-grid
current. Because an increase in mu-factor will lower
the plate current at the knee of the zero-bias curve,

the control grid will have to be moved nearer to the

cathode to raise the perveance of the tube. If this change
makes the spacing between control grid and cathode too

small for practical manufacture, the wire size of the

control grid should be reduced to keep the spacing rea-

sonable, and the turns per inch should be further in-

creased to compensate for the smaller wire size. The
turns per inch, wire size, and spacings of the modified

design may have to be changed to obtain the best com-
promise between the desired electrical characteristics

and practical mechanical design.

Assume that the new design data indicate that any
design which would meet requirements would be extre-

mely difficult to make. For example, the turns per
inch for the grids might be too high, the wire size too

small, or the electrode spacings too close for prac-
tical mass-production manufacture. With present-day
manufacturing methods, it is very difficult to make
aligned grids with turns per inch above 50, or with

wire size below two mils. If the design data indicate

that the beam power tube approach is not feasible, then

the evaluation of a triode design would be in order.

As a first assumption, consider a triode to operate

at a plate voltage of 200 volts and a plate current of

0.035 ampere, with a plate-circuit efficiency of 25 per
cent at full ratings.

Then, plate input is equal to:

200 X 0.035 = 7 watts

and power output is equal to:

7 X 0.25 = 1.75 watts

Because the design requirement is two watts, this

solution would not be successful. To use a triode for

this application, it would be necessary to raise the in-

put power to at least eight watts. With a plate voltage

of 200 volts, the plate-current requirement would be at

least 0.040 ampere.

The problem is to obtain from a triode design 1.25

watts at a five-volt rms signal and over two watts at a

9.2-volt rms signal. One method of attacking the prob-
lem is to construct atriode plate family (see Fig. 3) to

fit the requirements. Normally, the load line is so

chosen thatthe maximum plate current is equal to twice

the average plate current. This rule usually results in

a good compromise between power output and distortion.

If distortion is too high, the load resistance must be

increased. If distortion is low, the load resistance can

be reduced with the benefit of increase in the output
power. In this case it is not possible to draw a zero-
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Ih=0.080 A^

zu

o

5

Ib=0.040A-

340 V

PLATE VOLTS

Figure 3. Reconstruction of a Triode Plate Family
from Available Information. Any Number of Load

Lines May Be Calculated. Theoretically, Any
Family of Curves Can Be Draum. Experience and
Checks of Existing Triode Designs Must Be Used

as Limiting Factors

bias curve which will go through the 0.080-ampere point.

Either the plate voltage would have to be raised or the

load resistance lowered to make it possible to locate

the maximum current point as desired. A lower load

resistance should be used. A load resistance of 3500
ohms has been selected, because this value results in

a zero-bias voltage curve that looks fairly reasonable.

The choice of load is based on a knowledge of existing

power triodes. Thepointonthe -26-volt curve can also

be located. It should be as near cutoff as possible.

This choice would make the amplification factor of the

tube approximately 320/26 or 12, because amplification

factor multiplied by twice the grid-bias voltage equals
the peak plate voltage. Now, a rough calculation of

power output shows that:

For a 13-volt peak signal, power output is approxi-
mately

(0.080 - 0.005) (320

8

60)
2.4 watts

For a seven-volt peak signal, power output is ap-
proximately

(0.060 - 0.025) (275 - 135)

8
0.6 watts

Without proceeding further, it is obvious that the
power sensitivity would be poorer than that of the orig-
inal design.

A new approach is to consider a triode design with a
larger cathode. The formula for average plate current
under signal conditions is:

lb
KA

dgk^

'^cl
I

3/2

^1 4 1

3 u d„

(9)

where K
A
d,gk
Eb

cl

gP

(i .i M Qgk

= 2.33 X 10-6

= Area of Cathode (square inches)
= Grid to Cathode Spacing (mils)

= Plate Voltage (volts)

= Grid Voltage (volts)

= Amplification Factor
= Grid- Plate Spacing (mils)

From this equation, it follows that the lower the triode

amplification factor, the smaller the cathode can be for

a given current level. Conversely, the higher the tri-

ode amplification factor, the larger the cathode should
be for the same current capability.

A fairly straightforward method for determining the

size of cathode needed for an improved triode design
follows.

Assume a grid- cathode spacing. This assumption
requires some understanding of the limitations of tube
structures. No definite rules can be properly set up
because better structures permit closer spacings of

electrodes but currently, a grid with high turns per
inch and small spacing between its siderods can have
a grid-cathode spacing as small as 0.001 inch. For
larger grids for use with flat cathodes, a grid-cathode
spacing of 0.006 to 0.010 inch is reasonable.

Select a suitable ratio of grid pitch "a" (measured in

thousandths of an inch between centers of adjacent grid

laterals) to grid-cathode spacing b (measured in thou-
sandths of an inch after tube processing). For a design
which will have high plate current, good cutoff, and a
high quotient of transconductance over plate current, a
pitch-to-spacing ratio a/b of 1.5 is normal. For a de-
sign to give sharp cutoff, a ratio of 1.2 can be used.

The turns per inch and grid-cathode spacing for the

desired tube design can now be located on the amplifi-

cation factor nomogram (Vodges and Elder formula) in

the article on the Electric Field and Space Current, by
Scholz.

Choose a lateral grid-wire size and locate the ratio

r/a (where r is radius of grid wire) on the graph to de-
termine the grid-plate spacing.

If the values of grid-plate spacing or wire sizeprove
to be unsatisfactory, modify the assumed values to ob-
tain an acceptable compromise.

By means of the current value desired for the aver-

age plate current under signal conditions and Eq. (9),

calculate cathode area A. Increasing the calculated

cathode area by 25 per cent is suggested because the

larger value gives better correlation between actual

results and desired results.

From the area, compute the current density for the

cathode with average quiescent plate cirrent. Normal-
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ly, for power tubes, direct-current densities up to

0.080 ampere per square centimeter are used. How-
ever, some high-frequency tuner tubes use current
densities as high as 0.250 ampere per square centi-

meter. The chief reason that power tubes are designed
for relatively low cathode current densities is that de-

sign limitations imposed by mechanical considerations
of grid-wire size, grid pitch, and grid-cathode spacing
prevent the use of more efficient structures for this

class of tube.

Carrying through on thetriode approach would result

in a manufacturable design. The cathode would, how-
ever, be very large, and the power required to heat it

would be excessive — well beyond the point of practi-

cality for the customer.

GRID NO. 2 VOLTS = 250
6A05 DESIRED

GRID NO. I VOLTS = 0 0

-5 -3.6

-10 -7.2

-12.5 -9.0

-20 - 14.5

-30 -21.5

100 200 300 400 500
PLATE VOLTS

Figure 4. Plate Family of the 6AQ5 Showing the

Desired Changes in Grid Voltages to Obtain the

Desired Results

Another approach to the solution of the problem is to

consider a pentode design. The analysis so far has
shown that it is not practical to redesign the mechanical
structure of the original 6AQ5 design and produce a de-
sign, using the original cathode, which would be suitable

for mass-production methods. Therefore, a new de-
sign, whether it be a pentode or a beam power tube,

must employ a larger cathode. A very practical de-
sign would be to design a pentode around a larger cath-
ode and to employ nonaligned grids; in this case, only
the control grid need use fairly high turns per inch.

Such a design would give costs close to, if not lower
than, those of equivalent beam power tube design uti-

lizing aligned control and screen grids with medium
turns per inch andbeam-confiningplates, andrequiring
additional labor to align the grids. The choice between
a pentode and beam power tube should be based on a
careful cost analysis of each design. Consider the rat-
ings desired of the new design. The equipment designer
interested in an improved 6AQ5 can use ratings well
within those of the 6AQ5. He needs a plate input of

only 6 watts (0.030 x 200) and apower output of 2. 5 watts.

A pentode meeting these conditions and having a ratio

of 3.5 for plate current to screen current under con-
ditions of signal would need a screen-grid dissipation

rating of 6/3.5, or 1.75 watts. However, a more ver-
satile design, which would be of interest to 6AQ5 users,
could be based on a 12-watt plate input power. Such a
tube would require a screen-grid dissipation of 12/3.5,
or 3.43 watts. This requirement would be considered
high for normal receiving-tube pentode design, and
would call for a special and expensive screen-grid
structure. Therefore, an appropriate and more desir-
able design would be that of a beam power tube.

The objective for the new design is to obtain higher
power sensitivity than provided by the 6AQ5, that is,

the same power output with less grid drive. Fig. 4
shows the 6AQ5 and the desired characteristics. The
mu factor is increased from 8 to approximately 12. A
five-volt rms signal gives almost full power output.

Comparative typical operating data are given in Table
I for the 6AQ5 and the new beam power tube design.

The size of the cathode was calculated from Eq. (9)

but was modified as follows:

Because the calculated size would have meant a new

cathode design and, thus, new plate and screen-grid
designs, the next larger size standard cathode was se-

lected. New grid and spacing parameters were calcu-

lated to go with the new cathode. By this procedure, it

was possible to use many standard parts and thus avoid

the lost time and expense involved in new tooling.

After the cathode was chosen, the size of the plate

and its configuration are determined on the basis of the

desired plate-cathode spacing and the plate-dissipation

rating. For receiving-type power tubes and plate ma-
terials, it is desirable to keep the plate dissipation be-

low one watt per square centimeter. This limitation is

not particularly critical, but too high a plate tempera-
ture may shorten tube life and make tube processing to

achieve low gas content more difficult.

Critical Design Areas

Once the electrical characteristics have been estab-

Table I

Characteristic 6AQ5
Developmental

Beam Power Tube

Plate Volts 200 250 200 250

Screen-Grid Volts 200 250 200 250

Control-Grid Volts -13 -12.5 7.5 9.0

Peak-Signal Volts -13 -12.5 7.5 9.0

Zero-Signal
Plate Ma. 30 45 30 45

Max. -Signal

Plate Ma. 31 47 31 47

Zero-Signal
Screen-Grid Ma. 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5

Max. -Signal

Screen-Grid Ma. 4.0 7.0 4.0 7.0

Power Output

(watts) 2.1 4.5 2.2 4.5
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lished, it is advisable to consider a few critical areas

of the design. These are gas, grid emission, and audio

distortion. They are discussed in the following para-

graphs.

Processing of power tubes should always be based,

first, on keeping the gas-current level as low as pos-
sible. The reason is that equipment designers will

usually want to use the largest grid resistor permis-
sible and, thus, will produce a high-impedance grid cir-

cuit which, with any reverse current due to grid emis-
sion or gas, tends to reduce the bias voltage appreci-

ably and cause excessive plate current. Keeping the

gas content low requires: first, that consideration be
given to the choice of a plate configuration which can
be uniformly heated to a high temperature during the

exhaust cycle; and second, that materials for the heavy
stamped parts be such that they contain only small a-

mounts of occluded gas and can therefore be quickly de-

gassed at the temperature levels normally produced by
rf-heating equipment. Thick fluffy carbon coatings on
steel base material contain much gas which requires a

high exhaust temperature and a long exhaust cycle to

degas the material properly. On the other hand, this

material has excellent radiation properties, so that it

runs cooler than other materials for a given power in-

put. If the design involves a tube tjrpe which is critical

for gas and which will be exhausted onproduction equip-

ment providing a minimum of rf treatment, it might be
better to choose a material such as aluminum-clad steel

which, although it does not have the excellent radiation

emissivity of the fluffy carbon-coated material, does
have a much lower gas content. Such compromises in

balance must be considered during the design of each
tube type.

A second critical area is that involving grid emission
which is also a reverse grid current. Either the con-

trol grid or the screen grid can show grid emission.
In an audio power type of tube, screen-grid emission
normally is unimportant, first, because the voltage

gradient at the screen grid is low (the plate voltage rare-

ly gets higher than twice the screen-grid voltage) and,

second, because the impedance of the screen-grid cir-

cuit is normally so low that it would require a tremen-
dous amount of screen-grid emission to cause the tube

to operate poorly.

Control-grid emission, however, is an important
phenomenon because, first, the voltage gradient at the

control grid is high when the grid voltage is driving the

tube into cutoff condition; second, the impedance of the

control-grid circuit is high; and, third, the control-

grid temperature is normally high enough, due to heat

radiated from the cathode, to cause the control grid to

emit. Actually, the screen grid runs as hot as the con-
trol grid (if not hotter) but, as mentioned, it is much
less critical. The tube designer should take special

care to make sure that his tube design shows no sign

of grid emission. If there is evidence of any grid emis-
sion, then additional design precautions are necessary.
These, arranged in an appropriate order, include:

First, reduce the grid temperature by improving
the heat conduction from the grid to the stem leads.
Use of higher-conductivity wire for grid laterals, side-

rods, and stem leads is a suitable method. Second,
reduce the grid temperature by improving grid radia-

tion. Because the grid is surrounded by electrodes,

such as the cathode, screen grid, and plate, which
usually operate hotter than the control grid, it is neces-
sary to place any radiating structure in the clear above
or below the mount structure. Such a radiator may
help to reduce the grid temperature, but again, heat

must be conducted from the grid to the radiator before
it can become effective. Third, try surface plating the

grid with metals such as gold, palladium, platinum,

silver, and rhodium to reduce the activity of any bar-
ium which may deposit on the grid. Care must be taken

to keep the metal plating from vaporizing during tube

processing, or from combining with the grid material.

Fourth, use a less-active cathode material to reduce
barium evaporation from the cathode onto the control

grid. Other methods include changes in processing
procedures designed to boil off the evaporated barium
from the grid; the use of a lower cathode temperature
during processing; and the choice of an evaporant base
matrix on the grid which will increase its work function.

A third critical area is that involving distortion. As
soon as a design has been selected and tubes made, it

is necessary to read many tubes for plate current at

zero-bias-voltage and cutoff conditions, for distortion

due to the second-harmonic component and the third-

harmonic component, as well as for the total distortion.

The results obtained will establish reference informa-
tion for future use. Similar readings should be made
on batches of tubes as soon as the type is put into reg-

ular production. This kind of information is useful for

the following reasons: first, if these values are not

controlled by the specifications, the values originally

read supplement the normal control data and permit
more accurate evaluation of the effects of future chan-
ges in tube parts or processing; second, such infor-

mation can be used to evaluate a manufacturing prob-
lem such as 'lowpower"to determine what went wrong
and what should be brought back into line; and third,

such information may be helpful in analyzing customer
reports on tube performance. For example, a custo-

mer reported low power output on life for a well-estab-

lished production type. His report was based on life

test resxilts of tubes operated in a push-pull circuit in

which a pair of tubes was rejected if the pair failed to

give a specified power output at 10 percent distortion.

The rejected tubes passed the production test for power
output and distortion in a single-ended circuit, but fur-

ther investigation revealed that recent tube production,

due to a lower, more rounded knee on the zero-bias

curves, was running higher in third-harmonic distor-

tion and lower in second-harmonic distortion than the

initial production. The differences, together with some
minor emission slump on life, accounted for the low
power output reported by the customer.

VERTICAL-DEFLECTION TUBES

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The vertical-deflection circuit of a television set is

basically apower output stage driven by a sawtooth volt-

age; it is required to produce a variable current which,
when supplied to the vertical-deflecting coils of the
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yoke, deflects the electron beam of the picture tube

vertically (called the trace) in a linear manner, and then

to return the beam quickly to its starting position (call-

ed the retrace). The entireprocess is called the scan-

ning cycle. For simplicity, the deflecting coils can be
considered as providing a resistive and inductive load

in series with the output tube during the retrace por-
tion of the scanning cycle, and as providing a pure re-

sistive load during the trace portion. During the trace

portion, the sawtooth signal drives the tube as a class

A amplifier which supplies power to the yoke coils

through a step-down transformer. During the trace

portion, the vertical-deflection output tube require-

ments are very similar to those of an audio power am-
plifier tube. During the retrace portion, the similarity

no longer exists, because the tube is subjectedto high-

voltage pulses of about 1000 to 2000 volts peak.

The power requirements of a vertical-deflection sys-

tem depend upon the following factors: maximum de-
flection angle of picture tube, yoke design, neck di-

ameter of picture tube, ultor voltage of picture tube,

and losses of step-down transformer. Increasing any
of these factors increases the amount of power which
must be handled by the vertical-deflection output tube.

For present-daypicture tubes and circuitry, the power
normally required will be one to six watts. Theoret-
ically, the tube need handle only twice the required
power (based on an ideal circuit efficiency of 50 per
cent). In practice, the maximum efficiency attained for

the sawtooth waveform is about 33 per centfor atriode,

and about 40 per cent for a pentode.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Triodes

Triodes have been very popular as vertical-deflec-

tion output tubes. First, the characteristics of triodes

are such that the step-down transformer canbe designed

to complement the transfer characteristics of a triode;

the resultant current waveform is linear and may be
obtained with good circuit efficiency. Second, triodes

are usually lower in cost than pentodes or beam power
tubes and canbe incorporated in more-economical cir-

cuit designs. Third, in receivers which provide aboost-
ed B-supply from the horizontal-deflection circuit,

it is feasible to have a B-supply of as much as 550 volts.

With this much voltage available, it is possible to de-
sign a triode having a fairly high amplification factor

(about 16) and a small cathode. Such a tube would be
easy to drive (have high power sensitivity) and, if rated
at eight watts input to the plate, could deliver 2.6 watts

at a circuit efficiency of 25 per cent. If less power were
adequate, it might be desirable to place another me-
dium- mu triode in the same envelope for use as the

vertical-oscillator tube. Fourth, a triode may need a
larger cathode than a pentode for a specified current at

zero-bias voltage. Therefore, the triode can supply
a specified current at a lower current density than a

pentode, a condition which would normally mean that

the triode would have longer life and more stable op-
eration at lowplate voltage than acomparable pentode.

The major disadvantages of triodes are associated
with conditions of operation involving low B-supply volt-

ages and the high values of current at zero-bias voltage

and low plate voltage (more than 0.1 ampere at less

than 100 volts) are needed, the cathode required for a
triode must be very large, or the triode must have a low
amplification factor. The situation is made worse by
the fact that such high-current applications require the

use of a resistor in the cathode circuit. The reason for

such use is that large grid resistors are needed with
high-impedance driving circuits and practical values of

coupling capacitors. Because reverse grid current
caused by gas, grid emission, or leakage in the tube
can reduce grid bias voltage resulting from the use of

a grid resistor and thereby permit excessive plate cur-

rent, the cathode resistor regulates the plate current

and protects the tube. Another method used in some
applications for obtaining a degree of bias-voltage reg-

ulation employs feedback oscillator circuitry in which
a discharge tube supplies the regulation voltage. When
a low-mu triode is used, a cathode resistor of large

value is required. The high-voltage drop of such a re-

sistor decreases the plate-cathode voltage and thus re-

duces the power output capabilities of the tube. Fur-
thermore, a low-mu triode calls for a large driving

signal which maybe difficult to provide. When the am-
plification factor of the tube is made high, a large cath-

ode is required. Such a cathode may require so much
heat that a double-triode design of tube is impractical.

In addition, a large cathode increases the possibility of

grid emission because the cathode may radiate exces-

sive heat to the control grid.

Beam Power Tubes

Beam power tubes enjoy some popularity as vertical-

deflection tubes because: first, beam power tubes re-
quire less grid drive than triodes; second, they can give

higher power with a smaller cathode than an equivalent

triode and, therefore, require less heater power; third,

a pentode canbe used with a minimum of circuit change
to go from a design using a triode with boosted B-supply
to a design not requiring a boosted B-supply, the lat-

ter design imposes less load on the horizontal-deflec-

tion tube; and fourth, beam power tubes permit oper-
ation with a fixed bias voltage and, thus, eliminate the

need for a cathode resistor and its 60-cycle bypass
capacitor.

Beam power tubes present certain disadvantages such
as: need for damping components; need for special

care in load-impedance match, even at times, to the

extent of using yoke damping resistors with negative-
temperature coefficients; good linearity is difficult to

achieve and requires a certain amount of shaping of the

grid signal; a screen-grid voltage-dropping resistor
and bypass capacitor are needed when the screen grid

is to operate at less than the plate-supply voltage.

DESIGN EXAMPLE

Choice of Tube

A new vertical-deflection output tube for operation
from a 130-volt supply is needed. The first require-
ment is to determine the power which the tube has to

supply. The amount of power needed depends on the
ultor voltage of the picture tube, the deflection angle,

and the overscan capability specified by the equipment
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designer. Equipment designers may state their over-

scan requirement differently, as for example, 20 per

cent overscan at centerline voltage or full scan at a line

voltage of 100 volts, but allowance must be made for

this factor in establishing the power requirements for

the new vertical-deflection tube.

The power output of a vertical-deflection tube with

sawtooth signal input is:*

p = (Emax - Emin) (Imax " Imin) /-.nN

If a power requirement of 3.7 watts and a plate-voltage

swing of 200 volts for this power output are assumed
for the new tube design, then based on a dc plate volt-

age of 130 volts, a knee voltage of 30 volts, and a peak
plate voltage with signal of 230 volts, Eq. (10) can be
used to determine the current swing for the required

power output as follows:

Po X 12
Imax - Imin = = ^; = 0.222 ampere

^max - ^min

To give good linearity with a step-down transformer
having the proper matching impedance, the dc current

for operating conditions should be 0.080 ampere.

A triode design which would be capable of giving over

0.2 ampere at low plate voltage and zero grid-bias volt-

age would require a very large cathode. Such a triode

design would undoubtedly have to have alow amplifica-

tion factor, would be hard to drive, would require high

heater power, and would present grid-emission prob-
lems as basic disadvantages.

A pentode design looks more promising, but high

screen-grid dissipation could present problems. A
comparison of design objectives for a pentode and a

beam power tube are shown in Table II.

It shouldbe noted that the screen-grid-input objective

and, therefore, the required screen-grid dissipation,

is much higher than that of the beam power tube. Pro-
vided a screen-grid structure capable of handling the

required power at a temperature below that which would
cause grid emission can be manufactured on a reason-
able cost basis, the pentode might have the advantage
over the beam power tube in that it can be designed with

a higher mu factor and, therefore, would require some-
what less driving signal. In addition, it might have a
slight cost advantage. These advantages have to be
weighed against the cost of making the pentode screen
grid free from grid-emission problems and the prob-
ability that the beam power tube will have longer life

expectancy due to cooler operation.

Rms value of triangularwave is P^a^ ~ ^imn for voltage and

for current.

See Reference Data for Radio Engineers, 4th Edition, Inter-

national Telephone and Telegraph, p. 1020

Table H

Characteristic Pentode Beam Power
X LIUC UK^oX^ll

Lf\^ IrLdXii V OILS ioU 1

JredK iruSltlve-irUlSc irid-Lc

Volts 1000 1000

jju oriQ-JNO. z volts XO\J loU

ircdJv jrldLc IVld,

Lrria-iNO. z jvia. lor Jriate

Volts = 30 90 30

Average Plate Ma. * 80 80

Average Grid-No. 2 Ma. * 20 7

Plate Input (watts) 11.0 11.0

Grid-No. 2 Input (watts) 4.0 2.0

Measured at some grid-No. 1 voltage to be determined.

Critical Design Areas

So far as problems of grid emission, gas, and leak-
age between elements in vertical-deflection-output-tube
designs are concerned, the discussion in this chapter
on the same problems with audio power tubes applies.

Problems peculiar to the vertical-output application

include the following:

First, it is important to maintain consistency of the
cutoff characteristics because of its effect on perform-
ance. Tubes having sharper cutoff characteristics than
normal will cause the television picture to contract at

the top of the picture-tube screen; tubes with cutoff

characteristics more remote than normal will stretch

the picture at the top of the screen. The linearity con-
trol on the TV receiver provides some correction but

cannot compensate for wide differences in cutoff char-
acteristics.

Second, the plate current at zero grid-bias voltage
should be controlled to close tolerances, because this

value determines the maximum picture height.

Third, grid temperatures should be low enough to

insure conservative operating conditions. Control-grid
temperatures should be less than 300 C; screen-grid
temperatures should not exceed 500 to 550 C.

Fourth, the basing arrangement chosen should iso-

late the plate lead through the stem from leads opera-
ting at lower voltages in order to avoid stem leakage.

Fifth, the possibility of microphonism should be
guarded against. Microphonism can produce many
weird effects in a television picture.
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Sixth, the interference problems in a TV picture

caused by high-voltage pulses must be considered. The
article on "Circuit Troubles Caused by Unusual Tube
Effects, " by W. E. Babcock, discusses this problem.

HORIZONTAL-DEFLECTION TUBES

DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The horizontal-deflection circuit of a television set is

a power output stage which is driven by a sawtooth grid
voltage, and which is required to deliver current to the

horizontal-deflecting coils in such a manner as to de-
flect the electron beam of the picture tube horizontally

and linearly in one direction and then to return the beam
quickly to its starting position. The tube acts essen-
tially as the switch for a load which is primarily in-

ductive.

For simplicity of analysis, consider the basic hori-

zontal-deflection circuit as a tuned circuit and the de-
flection tube as a switch. (Refer to Fig. 5. )

Fig. 6

shows the sawtooth grid-voltage output of the circuit.

When the switch is closed at point 1 energy is built up
in the magnetic field of the coil by the current, which
increases exponentially to a peak value of Ii at point 2.

When the current reaches this point, the switch is

opened. The energy stored in the LC circuit causes
the circuit to oscillate at its natural frequency. After
one-half of the natural frequency cycle has passed, the

current reaches the negative peak value I2 at point 3.

At this point, the switch is closed again, the current
decreases toward the zero line at point 4, and the cir-

cuit is ready to repeat the cycle.

L

y
R '.

'I'l

Figure 5. Simplified Equivalent of a Horizontal
Deflection Circuit. The Power Tube is

Essentially Switch S. Deflection Coils Are
Simulated by the LRC Combination

Figure 6. Horizontal Deflection Circuit. Output
Current Waveform Showing Rise of Current to Ij

when Switch Is Closed. At Point 2, Switch Is

Opened. Stored Energy Is Released Resulting in

Oscillation of the LRC Circuit. After One -Half
of a Cycle of Natural Frequency Operation (point

3) the Switch Is Closed and the Process Repeated

In terms of beam deflection, point 1 occurs when the
beam is at the center of the screen, point 2 occurs at

the right-hand edge of the screen, andpoint 3 occurs at

the left-hand edge of the screen. The distance from
point 2 to point 3 is the retrace time. The only way in

which this circuit can provide linear deflection current
is to reduce the circuit resistance to zero. During the

period when the switch is closed, a negative resistance
is needed to supply a reverse voltage which will cancel
the voltage drop across the circuit resistance and, thus,

insure linearity.

A damper diode is used to accomplish this function

(refer to Fig. 7). Through the use of this diode, a
boosted B- supply is created, which can supply limited

power of a higher than B+ voltage external to the cir-

cuit increase. During retrace, the change of current
from a positive peak to a negative peak results in a
large back electromotive force (about 5000 volts posi-
tive at the plate of the deflection tube). By the addition

of turns to the transformer and by the use of a high-

voltage rectifier (V3), the high-voltage pulse can be
rectified and the picture-tube-anode voltage developed.

The horizontal output tube for the horizontal-de-
flection system must handle the power required to sup-
ply: deflection coil losses, linearity-transformer los-

ses, transformer losses, power used in boosting B-
supply voltage, and power used toproduce picture-tube
ultor voltage as well as the power needed by the filament
of the high-voltage rectifier tube.

The amount of power actually needed depends on the

picture-tube deflection angle, the picture-tube ultor

voltage, deflection-coil factors such as number of turns
and length of magnetic flux lines, effective yoke length

and coil diameter, and the drain of the B-voltage-boost
supply.

Eb=Ebb Ebb = Ebb

Figure 7. Simplified Horizontal-Deflection Circuit.

Vj Is the Horizontal Output Beam Power Pentode.

V2 Is the Damper Diode. F3 Is the High-Voltage
Rectifier which Rectifies the High-Voltage Pulses

from the High End of the High-Voltage Turns and
Supplies the Kinescope with its Anode Voltage.

E'jjjy is the Boosted Voltage Developed which Is

Higher than the Supply Voltage Ejjf^
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DESIGN EXAMPLE

A typical horizontal power circuit for a 17-inch, 110-

degree picture tube using a 6DQ6-A horizontal-de-
flection beam power tube might have the following op-
erating conditions:

350

B-Supply Volts

Ultor Voltage—Kilovolts

260

16.5 at 0 beam
current

15.7 at 100 micro-
amperes beam
current

Cathode Current—millimaperes 130

Grid-No. 2 Quiescent
Current— milliamperes 13.7

Grid-No. 2 Quiescent
Voltage-volts 182

Grid-No. 1 Signal Voltage—
peak-to-peak; volts 135

Deflection Peak Plate
Voltage—volts 630

In normal deflection circuitry, the ratio of the peak
plate current of the horizontal-deflection output tube to

the average plate current is approximately three.

Therefore, peak plate current in this application is

approximately (130 - 13.7) 3 or 350 milliamperes.
Although analytical methods for determining the plate
dissipation exist, they involve difficult measurements.
As a result, the accepted method is to determine the
tube bulb temperature during actual operation and then,

keeping heater, screen-grid dissipation, and ambient
conditions the same during the test, to setup a direct-

current circuit and plot bulb temperature vs. different

amounts of plate dissipation. In this example, plate
power equals:

Pp = 13 watts

Pc2 = 13.7 X 0.182 = 2.5 watts.

From the high current required at zero grid-bias volt-

age in the above example, it is apparent that any tri-

ode design for this application would need a very large
cathode and, therefore, that such a design would be im-
practical. Another limitation to the use of triodes a-
rises from the difficulty of cutting triodes off during the
retrace portion of the cycle. Pentodes and beam power
tubes must be used.

A major part of the plate dissipation loss is due to

the minimum voltage at the knee of the tube curve mul-
tiplied by the average plate current. (See Fig. 8.)
More efficient operation could be obtained if the knee
voltage were lower because the tube would then have
less plate dissipation and more output. The screen-grid
circuit is also quite critical. To obtain better stability

of operation, lower knee voltage, and lower grid dis-
sipation, it is usual practice not to obtain the screen-
grid voltage direct from the B-voltage supply, but to

\ / 1

lb
Ec| = 0

X i

/\ 1

I(, AVERAGE

Efnin

Figure 8. Zero -Bias Characteristics of Lhe

Horizontal -Output Beam Power Pentode.
Energy which Is Dissipated in the Plate

of the Tube Is Ij^ Average ^ E^^^

use a lower value of voltage obtained through a screen-

dropping resistor, properly bypassed. This method
provides a lower knee voltage (and current), a lower
screen dissipation, and a screen current having im-
proved regulation. The resistance of the resistor is

determined bythedesiredcurrent level and the screen-
grid dissipation rating of the tube. Screen-grid dis-

sipation is normally the factor which limits the output

of the deflection tube, in that it is usually the first tube

rating to be exceeded. The second tube limitation in

systems using a B-voltage supply of 250 volts or more
is the peak positive-pulse plate voltage. In systems
using lower B-voltage supplies the peak positive-pulse
plate voltage attained is usually lower and, therefore,

not limiting, but the cathode current increases.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Because high plate currents are required at the low-
est possible screen-grid dissipation, beam power tubes

of low- mu-factor design are used. A low- mu-factor
design is used so that the tube will operate at the low-
est possible screen-grid voltage which will give the

necessary high plate current at the knee of the zero-
grid-bias -voltage curve; a beam power tube is used to

obtain a high ratio of average plate current to average
screen-grid current.

In addition to normal beam power tube design criteria,

the following points should be noted:

First, the compromise between a high current ratio

and a low knee voltage should be carefully evaluated.

With typical compromises, the knee voltage occurs be-
tween 30 and 40 per cent of the applied screen-grid
voltage. Thatis, if the screen-gridvoltageis 150 volts,

the knee voltage of the tube would occur between 45 and
60 volts; however, the current ratio of a tube design
giving a low knee voltage may not be as high as would
be obtained from the design with a higher voltage knee.

Second, the tube design which has the lowest mu-fac-
tor should be attempted first. If the cutoff voltage

desired is known, the new design should be adjusted
to meet this requirement fairly closely.

Usually, the desired peak plate current on the zero-
bias voltage curve is known. A design with a low mu-
factor will give this current at a low screen-grid volt-

age. With proper suppression, the design should give
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a low knee voltage. A design with a higher mu-factor
will need more screen-grid voltage to give the desired
plate current on the zero-bias-voltage curve and, thus

will give a higher knee voltage.

Third, the design of the metal parts of the tube such
as the beam -confining plate and the plate, should take

into consideration the peak positive -pulse voltages that

will exist on the plate. The distance between the plate

and the beam -confining plate should be chosen to keep
the voltage gradients between these parts as small as

possible. In addition, it may be desirable to round
the edges of these parts to avoid high voltage gradients

attheedges. Any mica surface on which the plate bears
should be kept at the greatest distance possible from
other elements bearing on this mica and should be pro-
tected by a leakage slot in the mica. The spacing be-
tweenthe edges of the plate and the best means for vis-

ual alignment of the grids.

Fourth, the mica should be designed to obtain the

lowest voltage gradient across its surface from the

plate to the other elements. Slots should be used in

the mica around the plate holes, the beam-confining
plate holes, and other areas in high-voltage fields. Such
fields can best be found by means of an equipotential

plot. In adding slots, however, it is necessary not to

weaken the micaby making the mica bridges too small.

Fifth, careful thought should be given to the use of

the best available mica spray. The spray must not only

limit leakage at low voltage between elements, but must
also be resistant to charging and leakage effects at high
voltage. In addition, the coating must have excellent

adherence so as not to leave any bare spots on the mica.
It is good practice to review the standardizir^ notices

for the best available spray.

Sixth, the design of all parts should be such as to af-

ford easy degassing of the parts since current in the

grid circuit due to gas may cause the tube to exceed its

dissipation ratings and run away.

Seventh, grid emission from either the control grid
or screen grid can seriously reduce the output of the

tube. Therefore, the grid temperature should be kept
low: below 300 C for the control grid, below 450 C for

the screen grid. Screen-grid emission can seriously
impair the high-voltage performances of the tube. When
the control-grid signal cuts off the tube, the plate volt-

age jumps to a value of many thousand volts. The volt-

age gradient at the screen grid then becomes high and
causes the grid to emit the plate. K emission occurs,
the back electromotive force in the transformer is re-
duced which, in turn, reduces the picture -tube ultor
voltage.

Eighth, plate emission, during that portion of the

cycle when the plate voltage may be below zero volts

(after retrace) reduces the picture-tube ultor voltage.

The tube designer, therefore, should keep the plate

temperature low by using plate materials with good
radiating properties and low gas content and, if neces-
sary, radiating fins.

Ninth, as soon as a design has been established and

the developmental samples have performed in a satis-

factory manner, the tubes should be read for normal
cutoff. These readings are usually taken at the same
conditions which were used to check the lineup of the

tube. Appropriate conditions are plate and screen-grid
voltages of about 100 to 200 volts and the proper grid-

bias voltage to give approximately one milliampere of

plate current. The cutoff value obtained should be re-

corded in the test specification, because it is impor-
tant that the cutoff value be maintained consistently in

production.

Tenth, horizontal-deflection output tubes are espec-
ially critical to microphonism because the resultant

electrical disturbances in the tube output degrades the

linearity and causes visual distortion in the picture

raster. Therefore, a tight testing control is needed

to weed out productionproduct which shows microphon-
ism. In addition, it is important that the design engi-

neer provide a structure which ties down all elements

as rigidly as possible.

Eleventh, a disturbance called "snivets" is partic-

ularly annoying in the horizontal circuit. Snivets are
vertical black bars, lines, or patterns which show up

on the right-hand side of a kinescope picture. The ef-

fect seems to be caused by an instability in the virtual-

cathode region when the anode voltage of the horizontal-

deflection output tube is very low (see Fig. 9). It can

Figure 9. Horizontal Output Beam Power Pentode
Plate Curve Showing Discontinuity of Plate
Current at the Knee of the 0 Bias Trace

which Causes Snivets

result in discontinuous jumps in current during the

scanning cycle. These current changes are rapid enough

to produce a frequency spectrum extending through the

vary-high-frequency (vhf) band into the ultra-high-fre-

quency (uhf) band. When aperiodic coupling is intro-

duced between the tube and the tuner, the snivet signals

are approximately the same in all uhf channels. To
avoid this condition, the tube designer must take steps

to provide proper suppression at the desired current

level. Suitable tube design presents a major paradox
to tube engineers. The better the design, that is, the

sharper the knee, the higher the plate current at the

lowest knee voltage, the more likelihood that snivets

will be present. Conversely, the more rounded the knee

and, thus, the less efficient the tube, the less the likeli-

hood of snivets, but these methods usually involve ad-

ditional parts or reduce output. The design methods,

which have been tried with limited success, involve
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varying the spacing between plate and screen grid by
introducing either embosses or a metal part at right

angles to the plate structure as shown in Fig. 10. The
purpose is to make the plate surface irregular and, in

this manner, to improve the stability in the virtual-cath-

ode region.

Twelfth, in some designs, there is the possibility of

high-voltage leakage due to the material deposited by
the getter flash. If, for example, the getter is flashed

in the dome of a tube, and the tube has a top- cap plate

connection, then, the getter material becomes a part of

the plate circuit. If leakage occurs between the getter

material and any other electrode, the effect is an un-

desirable additional plate loading. If the leakage is

sporadic, it can also, through radiation, cause a hori-

zontal-synchronization disturbance in the horizontal

synchronizing signal. The getter flash should be so
localized that it does not provide a leakage path to any
other electrode.

EMBOSSES -SNIVET TIN

\ \

(A) (B)

Figure 10. Two Methods Commonly Used With
Some Success to Obtain Compromise between
Snivets in the 0 Bias Trace of Beam Power
Pentode and a Sharp 0 Bias Knee: (A) use of
plate embosses to present an irregular plate

surface; (B) use of a snivel tin for same purpose

terial form conductive paths between stem leads; leave

adequate room for a decent-sized deposit of flash ma-
terial because the gettering action depends upon the

amount of getter surface.

Thirteenth, if the getter is flashed in the stem, care
must be exercised to: avoid depositing getter material

on the mica where it could cause leakage across the mica
surface; avoid the possibility of having the getter ma-

Fourteenth, getters which are flashed against the

wall of the tube opposite the plate raise the plate tem-
perature and, as a result, should be used only with ex-

treme care.
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Black-and-White Picture Tubes

C. W. Thierfelder, et al*

Marion

A picture tube is a sophisticated cathode -ray tube

used to convert intelligence from an electrical form
into light. The conversion is accomplished by means
of an electron beam which is focused to a small cross
section on a fluorescent surface and is varied m posi-

tion and intensity to reproduce a picture.

A picture tube generally consists of a bulb, fluores-

cent screen, aluminum backing and an electron gun.

The bulb is a glass envelope which supports the screen
and maintains a high vacuum. The fluorescent screen
converts the electron-beam energy into light. Each
excited phosphor crystal emits light uniformly in all

directions. The light emitted toward the gun end of the

tube is reflected forward by the aluminum backing. As
a result, the light output is approximately doubled.

Without the aluminum backing, the backward light would
be diffused by multiple reflection from the inner bulb

surface and would produce a general background illu-

mination. The electron gun forms the free, thermi-
onically emitted electrons into a beam and focuses the

beam into a small spot on the fluorescent screen. The
intensity of the beam is modulated by the video signal,

and the beam is deflected to scan the screen in order
to reproduce the picture.

At present, cathode- ray tubes are most widely used
in black and white television service. In this applica-

tion, the picture tube, or kinescope, is required to op-
erate in a variety of receivers which have the following

voltages available:

1. Ultor (collector and connected elements) voltage =

10 to 25 kilovolts

2. Accelerating electrode voltage = 200 to 500 volts

3. Focusing electrode voltage = -50 to +450 volts

with no current flow

4. Video signal = 50 to 120 volts

Except for special kinescope applications, these voltage

ranges are typicalfor kinescopes of any deflection angle.

The kinescope design must meet the standards of com-
mercial picture performance and provide reliable serv-
ice under these operating conditions. In general, the

Authors: C. W. Thierfelder, D. C. Ballard, R. E. Benway,
E. O. Hanson, R. J. Konrad, R. L. Leigh, R. E. Salveter,

and L. E. Wuellner

picture quality is determined broadly by the large-area
and detailed contrast, focus, and light-output charac-
teristics.! Two of these, large area contrast and light

output, are significantly improved by a metal-backed,

(aluminized) screen. Detailed contrast is a function of

the beam spot size. However, some improvement in

detailed contrast may be obtained by aluminizing a

screen, since aluminizing reduces the beam power re-

quirements. Present aluminized kinescope designs

provide large-area contrast ratios of over 100. A light

output of about SOfoot-lamberts is obtained for an input

power of 6.1 milliwatts per square inch.

Because of the many combinations of electrode volt-

ages and beam currents possible, and since complete
dynamic focusing is not feasible, an Einzel lens (a soft-

focusing lens system) is used in current RCA designs.

Einzel lenses are designed to be insensitive to fluctua-

tions in electrode voltages. In general, acceptable pic-

ture focus is attainable by connecting the focusing elec-

trode to any potential between 0 and +500 volts.

The beam current is proportional to the drive or mod-
ulating voltage applied between grid No. land the cath-

ode. Control of the cutoff range must be maintained
since the cutoff voltage of the kinescope limits the

amount of effective drive voltage which can be used.

Because the amount of drive voltage generatedby the

television receiver is not a function of kinescope cutoff

voltage, the electron gun must be designed so that:

1. A substantial portion of the drive range of the

kinescope be used to provide about 6000tone values,

which can best be described as different light levels

from black to peak brightness

2 . The cutoff voltage must be high enough to accept
sufficient drive voltage for the cathode currents
needed to achieve the required peak highlights

ELECTRON GUN DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

An electron gun is a device which produces, controls,

and accelerates free electrons into a well-defined beam.
The gun may or may not include a focusing lens by which
the electron beam may be converged on a given surface.

The gun contains a cathode, from which the electrons
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are accelerated toward the ultor and controlled by the

potential difference between the cathode and the control

grid, known as grid No. 1. In a kinescope, these elec-

trons may be accelerated to the desired velocity by any
number of electrodes. The electrons are focused to

converge upon the fluorescent screen in a small, sym-
metrical spot.

Magnetic -focus guns normally do not contain the

means for focusing. The magnetic field required for

focusing is usually formed by a component external to

the kinescope. The gun, therefore, generally contains

only beam-forming elements, the cathode, grids No. i

and No. 2, and a final accelerating element known as

grid No. 3.

On the other hand, electrostatic -focus guns contain

electrodes which establish electrostatic focusing fields

uponthe application of the rated voltages. Electrostatic-

focus guns contain beam-forming elements in addition

to the focus electrodes.

In addition to the focusing media, many electron guns
contain a tilted or offset electrostatic lens, called an
ion trap, which requires a magnetic field component
external to the kinescope for its operation. Proper
spot centering or picture centering in a television re-
ceiver requires ion trap guns to be tilted with respect
to the axis of the tube, thus the term "tilted gun. " Be-
cause of this, the term "straight gun" has been limited

in usage to describe only those electrostatic -focus guns
which do not contain ion-trap lenses.

ELECTRON LENS THEORY^- 3> 4, 5, 6

Basically all vacuum tubes employ the effects of elec-

trons moving under the influence of electric or magnetic
fields. The electron dynamics principle represents the

foundation on which the physical and analytical concepts
are built. According to Gauss's law, an electric charge
constitutes a source of electric intensity or electric

flux. Electric flux is customarily represented by lines

starting on a positive charge and terminating on a neg-
ative charge. The force Fgg on an electron moving
through an electrostatic system in the direction s with
the potential difference of E is given by:

Fes = -eEs

The magnetic force Fy[ on an electron is determined by
the product of the velocity v of the electron and the

component of the magnetic field B normal to the direc-
tion of the electron.

Fm = -evXB

The velocity of an electron or ion moving through a po-
tential difference E is determined by:

Because the velocity is dependent on mass, the force
is dependent on mass in magnetic lenses; whereas the

force in electrostatic lenses is independent of mass.

An example of an electrostatic-lens system is elec-

trostatic deflection produced by two deflecting elec-
trodes. The deflection produced can be expressed by:

aLEi
D =

2bE

Where, El = Potential difference between deflecting

electrodes in volts

L = Distance from center of deflecting elec-

trodes to screen in centimeters
a = Length of deflecting electrode in centi-

meters
E = Acceleration voltage applied to electrons

at deflecting electrodes
b = Spacing between deflecting electrodes in

centimeters
D = Deflection of beam at screen in centime-

ters.

Magnetic deflection can be represented in a general
way by:

1 2mE
^ = B

Where, B = Magnetic field strength in gausses
m/e = Mass-to-charge ratio of electron

E = Accelerating voltage in volts

r = Radius of curvature in centimeters

Practical applications of kinescopes require some
method of causing the beam to scan the screen surface.

DEFLECTION

For commercial television, scanning provides a rec-
tangular raster with about a 3:4 aspect ratio.

Magnetic deflection, the method of scanning com-
monly used, makes use of coils placed adjacent to the

neck of the tube in the reference-line region (the ap-

proximate intersection of the neck and the funnel of the

kinescope) to deflect the beam. Two pairs of coils are
used: one for horizontal deflection, and the other for

vertical deflection.

The deflection of an electron traveling at a constant

velocity requires no power. However, power is re-

quired to supply the electrical losses in the magnetic
deflection coils used to establish the magnetic fields.

This is a major disadvantage of magnetic deflection.

This limitation is, however, outweighed in practical

applications by the advantage of being able to place the

deflection components outside the picture tube so that

the kinescope neck itself can be made small. Coils
provide a further advantage in that they may econom-
ically be shaped to give high deflection sensitivity and
to deflect high energy beams to wide angles. Another
advantage of the use of deflecting coils is that they be-
come part of the scanning circuit so that the high volt-

age for acceleration of the beam electrons is obtained

as a by-product.

Electrostatic deflection, on the other hand, has the

advantage of requiring little power since the deflection

is a result of electrostatic charges on deflecting elec-

trodes within the kinescope. The voltage producing
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this charge, however, is required to be an appreciable
fraction of the beam-accelerating voltage of the elec-

trons at the time of deflection and, therefore, causes
insulation problems. Accurately obtaining and con-
trolling the high deflecting voltage at the scanning rate

is also a problem. Electrostatic deflection is gener-
ally limited to small deflection angles (below 40 de-
grees) due to deflection distortion caused by the re-
stricted field size and the fringe-field aberrations.

Additional information on this topic will be found in the
article on "Oscillograph Tubes. "

With magnetic fields, deflection defocusing occurs
because the beam has a finite diameter at the time of

deflection. When the beam is deflected off the axis of

the tube, there is a difference in the magnetic field in-

tensity on opposite sides of the beam which produces
deflection distortion by deflecting the sides of the beam
to different amounts. The effect is to provide additional
focusing of the beam in the direction of scanning and to

distort the shape of the spot.

A somewhat different effect is observed in electro-
static deflection. The distance between the nearest de-
flecting electrode and the closer edge of the beam is

the variable which results in greater deflection of the

near electrons. The resultant spot is therefore under-
focused in the direction of scan and is thus distorted.

This deflection defocusing phenomenon adds to the
difficulty of gun design for wide -deflection- angle tubes
in that the electron gun must produce a small beam di-

ameter in the deflection region.

The tube designer must work closely with the de-
signers of deflection yokes and circuits to obtain op-
timum bulb and yoke contours. 7 Considerations must
include beam diameter, neck length, neck diameter,
gun length, methods of beam centering, the require-
ments of deflection sensitivity, and the reference line

contour.

Modern television receivers, with their compact
cabinets, require very short picture tubes. The re-
quirement for short neck lengths results in short guns,

which are immersed in the deflection field. The re-
sulting problems require very close liaison between
the tube designer and designers of sets and compon-
ents. The highly aberrated deflection field behind the
yoke may be positioned behind the cathode of ultra-
short-neck kinescopes, while the main field is used to

deflect the beam before, during, and after its passage
through the focusing lens. The beam passes through
the high-aberration sections of the focus lens with con-
sequent distortion of the focused spot at the outer edges
of the picture. This effect can be decreased by mini-
mizing the beam diameter in the focus lens region.

The wide deflection angles used for modern televi-
sion often require the use of small magnets in conjunc-
tion with the deflection yoke to correct the raster shape.

These magnets also add distortions to the beam. The
tube designer must, therefore, obtain small beam di-

ameters throughout the deflection region, and a smaller
spot size at the screen than otherwise would be re-
quired so that the effects of these distortions are less

noticeable.

To compensate for these distortions, dynamic focus-
ing, which is the application of an ac focusing voltage
at synchronized horizontal scanning frequency, is oc-
casionally used with electrostatic focus tubes.

Picture centering is usually obtained with a magnet
of variable strength and direction located on the tube
neck immediately behind the deflecting yoke. The dis-

tortions that result from this beam bending are similar
to the effects caused by deflection before focusing. The
centering correction requirement, which is determined
by the kinescope spot landing, horizontal -deflection

phasing, scanning linearity, and extraneous magnetic
fields, must be kept to a minimum. The effect of the

vertical component of the earth's magnetic field, being
relatively constant throughout the continental United
States, is best corrected through the use of a fixed

permanent magnet such as a magnetized yoke band.

This method allows the correction to be made near the

apparent center of deflection and minimizes the beam
distortions caused by asymmetrical focusing and de-
flecting fields.

TRIODE AND TETRODE CHARACTERISTICS

The source of electrons for picture tube guns is an
indirectly heated cathode, consisting of a nickel-alloy

sleeve with a closed end on which the cathode coating
is sprayed. Grid No. 1 is generally made from a
closed-end metallic cylinder with a centrally located
aperture (between 0.022 and 0.036 inches in diameter)
formed in the closed end. The cathode is mounted within
this cylinder with the cathode coating spaced approxi-
mately 0.0035 - 0.0075 inch from the inside end of the

aperture. Negative voltage applied to grid No. 1, or a
positive voltage applied to the cathode, controls the

beam current.

Coaxial with grid No. 1 and spaced along the axis is

another cylinder that operates at a positive potential

and provides a field to accelerate the emitted elec-

trons. For a triode type of gun (see Fig. 1), this elec-
trode is operated at the full accelerating potential.

Figure 1. Magnetic -Focus, Triode -Type Gun

Any changes in accelerating voltage affect the beam
current, cutoff voltage, and image reproduction. These
effects are minimized by the addition of grid No. 2, the

screen grid, to the conventional triode type of gun.

Grid No. 2 is placed between grid No. 1 and the ultor

or grid No. 3 (see Fig. 2).

Grid No. 2 operates at 200 to 500 volts and acts with
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the control grid to form the first electron lens, the

cross-over forming lens, and acts with the grid No. 3

to form the prefocusing lens. More important, it acts

as a shield to minimize the effects Of variation of grid

No. 3 voltage on the cathode current, cutoff voltage,

and image reproduction. Therefore, picture tubes us-

ing a tetrode gun may be operated at different final ac-

celerating voltages, depending on the set manufacturer's

design, without affecting the modulation characteris-

tics.

GRID NO. I GRID NO. 2 GRID NO. 3

Figure 2. Magnetic -Focus, Tetrode-Type Gun

CUTOFF VOLTAGE

The cutoff voltage is the lowest negative voltage

which, when applied to the control grid with the cath-

ode grounded, will reduce the beam current to zero.

A less negative voltage, or positive video signal, ap-

plied to the control grid increases the beam current

and the light output as illustrated in Fig. 3.

The similarity of the curves in A and B of Fig. 3 in-

dicates that the light output is directly proportional to

the beam current over a wide range. Furthermore,

the zero-bias, or maximum, beam current obtainable

without driving the control grid positive with respect

to the cathode varies with the cutoff voltage according

to the following relationship:

Mlb = K ^ Vco^

where MIjj is the maximum beam current, K is a con-

stant determined by the geometry of the gun (generally

equal to 3), <P is the cathode quality factor (which has

a nominal value of 1), and V(.q is the cutoff voltage.

Since light output is directly proportional to MIj^, ex-

amination of the equation will point out the importance

of the cutoff voltage in determining the peak highlight

brightness obtainable from a picture tube.

Design Parameters

The design parameters affecting cutoff voltage in

kinescopes are related by the following general form-
ula. The exact relationship for a particular grid-cath-

ode geometric configuration, though similar, would

have to be determined and verified experimentally:

^co f(a,b,t,D2)

Where Vco = grid-No. 1 cutoff voltage

Di = grid-No. 1 aperture diameter

D2 = grid-No. 2 aperture diameter

a = grid-No. 1-to-cathode spacing

b = grid-No. 1-to-grid-No. 2 spacing

t = aperture thickness of grid No. 1

E(.2 = grid-No. 2 voltage

K = a constant of proportionality

0 20 40 60 80 100

VIDEO SIGNAL VOLTS FROM RASTER CUTOFF

(A)

0 20 40 60 80 100

VIDEO SIGNAL VOLTS FROM RASTER CUTOFF

(B)

ULTOR VOLTS =18,000

GRID-NO. 2 VOLTS =500

GRID NO. I BIASED NEGATIVE WITH RESPECT
TO CATHODE TO GIVE FOCUSED RASTER
CUTOFF VOLTAGE

Figure 3. Grid Drive Characteristic of RCA -23MP4

In practical applications involving conventional kine-

scope grid-cathode constructions, the relationship can
be approximated by:

V .K^^
CO a, b, t

The value of K can be considered constant provided that

changes in the parameters are small. D2 is omitted
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because it has little effect for small changes and is nor-

mally held constant as other factors are varied.

In 1953 a series of curves (Fig. 4) were prepared by

H. C. Moodey which are useful in determining the ap-
proximate change in cutoff voltage caused by changes
in one or more of the parameters given in the general

formula. Origin, reference material, and notes con-

cerning these curves follow:

Curve for Sources of Data^> ^' ^

Moss indicates that this third-power rela-

tionship becomes a 2.5 power relationship

for unusually small values of and for

very large values of a. Allard shows 2.5

power; Maloff and Epstein show 2.0 power
for medium values, increasing to over 4

for high values of Dj^.

D2 Moss indicates D2 is independent of V^q .

a Moodey — large quantity of data: ends of

curve are dashed because "a" vs. V^^ is

somewhat affected by other factors. For
small changes in "a" and conventional gun
dimensions, V(.q = ka"" in which:

n = 1.0 (source: Moss)
n = 0.44 (source: Moodey)

b Moss

Ep2 Moss and Allard, substantiated by exten-
sive RCA data.

Additional Factors

Aperture thickness of grid No. 1, t: Moss indicates

V(.Q varies inversely as t (or t^-S fQj. very large "a"),

and Allard shows V(.q varies inversely as the 1.25

power of ("a" plus t).

Mechanical Variations

There are many mechanical variations in the manu-
facturing and assembly processes which cause varia-
tion in the design parameters. The most significant

mechanical variations are: tolerances allowed for fab-

rication and wear of perforating tools; variations in in-

coming material; thinning of materials during drawing
operations; variations in coining operations designed
to control thicknesses of very thin apertures; variations
in camber of the aperture surfaces; variations in height

of the grid No. 1-to-cathode spacer; variation in dis-
tances from the top of the cathode to the ceramic; var-
iations in cathode coating thickness and density; var-
iations due to expansion or distortion of parts upon
heating during processing and during normal operation;

movement of the cathode sleeve within the ceramic;
change due to fusion of the cathode coating; and mechan-
ical variations introduced in assembly techniques.

From a practical standpoint, more than 50 per cent
of the variation in cutoff voltage may be directly at-
tributed to variations in the spacing between grid No. 1

and the cathode. This high percentage is due to the

many mechanical variations affecting this parameter.

Practical Manufacturing Techniques

Measuring, sorting, and matching subassemblies for

each grid assembly is the most common method of fix-

ing and controlling the grid No. 1 to cathode spacing.

Sometimes, subassemblies are pre-sized before meas-
uring and sorting to reduce the number of categories
that require matching. Examples of these sizing op-
erations are, sizing grid No. 1-to-cathode spacers or

using a necked down grid No. 1 cup with the necked
down section presized, and sizing of the cathode-cap
height. Measuring the distance from the bottom of the

grid No. 1 aperture surface after positioning the spacer
in the grid No. 1, prior to the selection of a matched
cathode assembly, will minimize the effect of the grid

No. 1 camber on the grid No. 1-to-cathode spacing var-
iation. Another important factor in controlling grid

No. 1-to-cathode spacing is the control of the thickness
of the sprayed cathode coating and its density.

A relatively new process for controlling cutoff volt-

age utilizes a capacitance-comparison-bridge circuit

which will measure very small values of capacitance.

By setting up this bridge circuit to balance the cathode-

to-grid No. 2 capacitance of a mount that has a bogie

cutoff voltage, other mounts may be assembled using
random parts instead of selected and matched parts.

After grid No. 2-to-cathode spacing has been adjusted
to balance the bridge, the assembly can be welded or

crimped in place. Special circuits have been designed
in conjunction with this capacitance-comparison bridge
which balance out grid No. 1-to-cathode and grid-No. 1-

to-grid-No. 2 capacitance. The No. 1 grid becomes
part of a shield to prevent stray capacitance from af-

fecting the adjustment. (See Fig. 5. ) Effectively, this

bridge measures a small capacitor illustrated in Fig. 5

where one plate is a small circle of area Al, slightly

larger than the grid No. 1 aperture, and the other plate

has an area A2-A3, where A3 is the diameter of the

grid No. 2 aperture. In most picture-tube electron
guns, this capacitance is less than 0.004 ^^f.

Practical techniques for measuring and inspecting

grid No. 1-to-cathode spacing after assembly are made
possibleby use of the following types of tools: mechan-
ical contact or dial indicators, calibrated microscope;
measurement of voltage breakdown, air gage, capaci-
tance-comparison bridge, and optical comparator.

PREFOCUSING LENS

The electron emission from the cathode is usually

formed, by the electron lens field adjacent to the cath-

ode, intoanarrow beam having a minimum cross-sec-
tional area near the cathode surface. This minimum
cross section of the beam is known as the first cross-
over. The size of the crossover is determined by the

distribution in velocity and angle of the emitted elec-

trons as they strike the focal plane. As the beam
passes through this crossover region, it diverges so
that subsequent lens fields are required to cause the

beam to converge back to the second point of minimum
cross-sectional area at the fluorescent screen of the

tube.
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I 1.5 2

GRID-No.l CUTOFF VOLTAGE (Vcq) RATIO (NEW/OLD)

Figure 4. Approximate Variaticn of C^E^i with Change in Design Parameters

The electron beam may be focused by at least two

electron-lens fields: a prefocusing field and a princi-

pal focusing field (see Fig. 6).

The first crossover of the beam serves as the image
for the focusing lenses and forms a focused spot on the

screen. The prefocusing- lens field reduces the size

of the electron beam as it passes through the principal

focusing field, thus reducing the aberration effects of

the focusing lens by confining the beam to the more
uniform center portion of the lens.

To provide the optimum prefocusing- lens field for a

gun structure, the ratio of the diameter of the grid No. 3

aperture to the grid No. 2 aperture should be between
5:1 and i:l, and the potential distribution between the

two accelerating electrodes should be about 5 kilovolts

per 0.040 inch of separation. This optimized prefocus-
ing lens design permits the lens field produced between
grid No. 2 and grid No. 3 to penetrate the grid No. 2

aperture and produce a strong converging lens effect

on the electron beam in the crossover region. The

field penetration that results is sufficient to shape the

field between grid No. 1 and grid No. 2 in such a man-
ner that a strong converging lens field is provided be-

tween the crossover and the cathode coating. This con-

verging lens provides a smaller and better defined

crossover region especially under highdrive conditions,

where the space-charge effects are reduced by accel-

erating the electrons to a higher velocity. This con-

verging-lens field also reduces the divergent angle of

the electron beam as it passes out of the crossover re-

gion. The reduction of the divergence of the electron

beam passing through the crossover region results in

a smaller beam size. The beam is now more confined

to the center of the focusing lens, and less of the beam
passes through the outer portions of the lens field,

where the aberration effects become excessive. A
smaller beam diameter in the electron gun also results

in a smaller beam diameter in the deflection region of

the yoke and thus significantly reduces deflection dis-

tortion and defocusing.
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SHIELD

I
^GRID NO. I

CATHODE
CONTACT

GRID NO. 2-^ ^CATHODE

Fiffitre 5. Capacitance in Picture Tube Electrcni Gun

ION TRAP LENS

and grid No. 3 is great enough, the paths are bent so

that the beams do not emerge through the grid No. 3

(masking) apertures and are collected (or trapped) on

the electrode (Fig. 7B). Similarly, positive ions,

formed within grid-No. 3 cylinder will not pass through
the apertures of grid No. 1 and grid No. 2 and are col-

lected on grid No. 2.

The limiting trapping voltage is an important con-

sideration in an ion trap design. This voltage is defined

as the minimum grid No. 3 voltage required to cause
the beam to just not clear the grid No. 3 aperture when
the grid No. 2 voltage is at its maximum rating. The
limiting trapping voltage is therefore the minimum ultor

voltage at which a nonaluminized kinescope can be op-
erated during its life with absolute assurance that no

ion spot will form on the screen. The angle through

which a beam will be bent can be extrapolated from
data supplied by Moss, et al.-^^

If a magnetic field is applied normal to these beams
in the region of the lens formed by grid No. 2 and grid

No. 3, it is possible to bend the electron beam back
through the masking aperture while the ions remain
trapped (Fig. 7C). The electron beam is 'deflected

through a greater angle than the ion beam by the mag-
netic field because of the difference in mass between
an ion and an electron.

Since electrons and singly charged ions have equal

charges, they are deflected identically by electrostatic

fields. The tilted lens (formed by grid No. 2 and grid

No. 3) of RCA guns bends both the electron and the neg-
ative-ion beams along the same path in the direction of

the tilt. The strength of these lenses, or the amount
the beam is bent, is determined in general by the dif-

ference in potential between grid No. 2 and grid No. 3.

If this difference is zero, the beam is not bent and elec-

tron and ion paths are nearly straight-line continuations

of the paths through the grid No. 1 and grid No. 2

(Fig.7A). If the potential difference between grid No. 2

If the magnetic field is not relatively uniform, the

deflection of different segments of the electron beam
will be nonuniform since the electron beam has a finite

diameter. The result is spot distortion which appears
as poor focus.

The magnetic field distributions of most permanent-
magnet (PM) beam benders currently in use for renewal
kinescopes are extremely nonuniform. However, most
of the nonuniformity occurs in a region near the mag-
net. The field near the open end of the pole pieces is

relatively uniform.

GRID NO. 4

GRID NO. I GRID NO. 2 GRID NO. 3

PREFOCUSING LENS
(FORMED BY GRIDS NO. 2

AND NO. 3)

PRINCIPAL FOCUSING LENS
(FORMED BY GRIDS NO. 3,

NO. 4 AND NO. 5)

Figure 6. Electrostatic- Focus, Straight-Type Gun
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A magnet which has a stronger field than that re-
quired to return the beam through the grid No. 3 aper-
ture may be utilized by pulling it back toward the base
away from the lens formed by grid No. 2 and grid No. 3.

This adjustment causes some of the magnetic lines of

force to pass behind the cathode, where they have no
effect on the beam.

An ion-trap type of electron gun is tilted in the neck
of the kinescope in some designs merely to cause the

POSITIVE IONS
ELECTRONS AND
NEGATIVE IONS

GRID-No.3
APERTURE

GRID No. I ^GRID No.2 GRID No.

3

(A)

ELECTRONS AND
NEGATIVE IONS J

GRID-No.3
APERTURE

(B)

ION-TRAP
MAGNET -

ASSEMBLY

POSITIVE-

MAGNET

POLE PIECES

NEGATIVE IONS

GRID-No.3
APERTURE

(C)

Figure 7. Approximate Paths of Electron and Ion Beams Through Mount: (A) grid-No. 3 voltage = grid-No.
voltage — no ion-trap magnet; (B) grid-No. 3 voltage»grid-No. 2 voltage — no ion trap magnet

(C) grid No. 3 voltage»grid-No. 2 voltage — with ion-trap magnet.
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electron beam to travel along the axis of the tube after

it is deflected by the ion-trap-magnet field. The loca-

tion of the ion-trap magnet axially along the tube neck

has some bearing on spot centering because the bend-

ing of the beam takes place in the region of the magnet,

and the beam location with respect to the tube axis var-

ies with respect to distance. Since the change in cen-

tering is small, the angle at which the beam enters the

focusing lens is very nearly independent of ion-trap

strength. Consequently, the strength of the ion-trap

magnet used has little effect on focus performance.

In general, ion-trap guns are no longer used in mod-
ernpicture tubes. This is because of the superior focus

characteristics obtainable with straight-gun designs,

the trend toward short-neck, compact kinescope de-

signs, and the use of aluminized screens, where the

aluminum serves as a trap to prevent ion burning of the

screen.

FOCUSING LENSES

Magnetic Lens^

The magnetic lenses that are commonly used for pic-

ture tubes are very short lenses produced by a gap in

an external PM or electromagnet (EM) assembly. This

type of focusing has become less popular in recent

years due to the advent of compact short-neck kine-

scope designs. The magnetic lens also represents, to

the set manufacturer, an extra component that he has

to buy, mount, and adjust. This cost is eliminated
when an electrostatic-focus tube is used. Aberrations
that are present in magnetic lenses are very similar

to those found in electrostatic lenses; however, since

the magnet is located outside the neck where it has an

advantageous ratio of lens diameter to beam diameter,

a minimum of aberration is obtainable. Care in ad-
justment, to insure good rotational symmetry and ac-

curate alignment of the lens with the axis of the beam,
is required to avoid serious aberrations.

Electrostatic Acceleration Lens

In general, an electrostatic acceleration lens can be
formed by placing a potential difference between two
coaxial cylinders or apertured disks or a combination
of both that have been electrically insulated from each
other. If an electron beam is passed through such a

system, the electrons in the beam converge to a point

beyond the lens determined by the potential difference,

geometric configuration of the lens, initial velocity of

electrons entering the lens, and the final velocity of the

beam electrons. The functioning of this system can be
visualized by considering an electron that enters the

system at an angle, other than perpendicular, to the

equipotential lines of the field formed between the lens

elements. The path of the electrons is bent toward the
normal to the equipotential lines by the electrostatic

field. The amount of bending is dependent upon the
velocity of the electrons and the strength of the field
perpendicular to the direction of electron motion. The
shape of the field produced between the coaxial cylin-
ders or apertures can be controlled by their geometry
to form the desired electron lens.

To minimize lens aberration, nonrotational sym-

metry of gun parts must be avoided, and axial align-

ment of the gun parts must be maintained. To keep
aberration to a minimum, it is considered good prac-

tice to use only a small section of a large lens for fo-

cusing.

Because of the high sensitivity of an electrostatic-

acceleration lens, the voltage applied to the lens must
be adjustable. A slight change in voltage will correct

for slight geometrical changes due to tolerances in ac-

celeration-type lenses. Because adjustment is pos-

sible, the tolerances on spacing and parts diameters

of an electrostatic acceleration lens are not as critical

as those of an Einzel lens.

Because electrostatic acceleration lenses are so

sensitive to slight changes in voltage, the voltages

applied must be regulated for some applications. An-
other disadvantage of this lens is that the first element
sometimes requires a voltage source other than that

used for the second element.

A low-voltage electrostatic acceleration lens has

been developed by the choice of proper spacing and elec-

trode geometry. The focusing voltage for the construc-

tion illustrated in Fig. 8 operates between 0 and 300

volts. The major disadvantage of this electrostatic

acceleration lens is its sensitivity to changes of focal

length with slight variations in grid-No. 2 voltage, ultor

voltage, and ultor current.

GRID NO. 3 GRID NO. 4

GRID NO. I GRID NO. 2

Figure 8. Low-Voltage, Electrostatic-Acceleration-
Type Focusing Gun

The major advantages of the lens are: (1) perform-
ance is compatible with that of a compact gun for short-

neck- length conditions under which the focus lens has

to be located in the deflection field, (2) the high voltage

stability is excellent, and (3) spherical and coma aber-

rations are much less than those of an Einzel type lens.

When a slight gun misalignment occurs causing the

beam and the focusing lens to be misaligned with re-

spect to each other, the electrostatic acceleration lens

produces less spot deterioration than an Einzel lens.

A prototype high-voltage, electrostatic acceleration

lens is widely used for color kinescopes, projection

kinescopes, and other special-purpose cathode-ray

tubes. This type of lens is illustrated in Fig. 9.
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GRID NO. I GRID NO. 3

GRID NO. 2

CATHODE-
GRID NO. 4

Figure 9. High-Voltage, Electrostatic-Acceleration-
Type Focusing Gun

Major advantages of the high-voltage electrostatic

acceleration lens are: (1) its spherical and coma aber-
rations are much smaller than those of other electro-

static lenses, (2) the high-voltage lens can also focus

high beam current without excessive spot deterioration,

and (3) the electron- optical spot magnification is read-
ily controllable by design. The high-voltage stability

is excellent and generally compatible with operation up
to 100 kilovolts.

The disadvantages of the high- voltage lens are: (1) the

focal length varies with variations in ultor voltage and
current; (2) the additional circuit required to supply
the focus voltage (approximately one -fifth of the ultor

voltage) adds to the cost; and (3) along neck is required.

Unipotential Electrostatic Lens-'^-'^

TheEinzel, or unipotential, lens* is one having the
same refractive index on both sides of the lens. Equal
refractive indices are obtained by connecting together

the two outside elements of this three-part lens so that

a field is produced between the center element and the

outside elements. (See Fig. 10.)

The center element is tied to ground potential or

some other desired voltage. Proper selection of elec-

trode geometry and spacings will form a field that will

focus the electrons on a prescribed plane some distance
from the lens. Thus, this lens system uses the same
voltage to accelerate the electrons and to focus the

beam. The fact that only one voltage is required is an
important economic advantage that has made this lens

a very popular one, and is in part responsible for its

wide use.

When this lens is adjusted geometrically to have the

central, or focusing, electrode operate at or near
ground potential the focal length will remain constant
in spite of wide variations of the outer-electrode volt-

age. This characteristic permits the tube designer to

optimize all other lenses for minimum sensitivity to

voltage variations. Picture tube guns have been de-
signed, and are widely used, in which the focus is vir-

tually independent of the applied voltage and other op-
erating conditions. This feature is extremely impor-
tant to set designers, who have to provide for a wide
variety of final voltages on different receiver models.
It is equally important to the consumer because it in-

sures optimum focus regardless of operating condi-

tions. The elements of the unipotential lens can be
formed by disks, cylinders, or apertured cups. The
most popular form uses a cylinder for the central, or
focusing electrode. A smaller apertured cylinder pro-
jects axially into both ends of the center element (see

Fig. lOA). This configuration shields the lens from
the effects of extraneous electrostatic fields. The
spacing and electrode geometry are then adjusted so
that the electron beam will focus on the screen when
the desired low voltage is applied to the focusing elec-
trode.

LENS ERRORS^; 12, 13

Most electrostatic and magnetic fields with axial

symmetry focus electron paths close to the axis and
act much like a lens focusing a light ray. Unlike a

light-focusing lens, an electric or magnetic field is

continuous throughout the space. As a result, one has
much less freedom in the design of electron lenses than

one has in the design of light lenses. Because of this

inherent lack of freedom, electron lenses have very
severe aberrations. In analyzing these aberrations it

is important to separate them into the most important
component defects arising from different causes to con-
sider each separately.

Aberrations of electron lenses include: (1) distortion,

(2) astigmatism, (3) coma, (4) curvature of field, and

(5) spherical aberration. The first four, because they

affect only off-axis rays, are less significant for elec-

tron lenses used in picture tube guns than is spherical

aberration. When rays coming into the lens nearly par-
allel to the axis, but at different radii, cross the axis

at different distances beyond the lens, the effect is

called spherical aberration. Both electrostatic and
magnetic lenses have spherical aberration. Because of

the smaller diameter of an electrostatic lens, how-
ever, the effect of this aberration is much more sig-

nificant for electrostatic lenses than for magnetic.
Spherical aberration is usually severe in short-focal-

length lenses. The only practical way known to mini-
mize the adverse effect of this aberration is the use of

weak lenses and narrow beams. Apertured lenses ap-

pear to have more spherical aberration than any other

type of focusing lenses. This effect results from the

dipping of the field into the apertures which results in

nonuniformity of the lens. The cylindrical lens has
proved to be the best electrostatic lens for minimum
aberration.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

ELECTRON-GUN REQUIREMENTS
CHARACTE RISTICS

AND FOCUS

*Other names for the unipotential lens include: uni voltage lens,

saddle lens, and symmetrical lens.

The design of an acceptable electron gun is funda-

mentally an optimum compromise of a number of inter-

related parameters. As one characteristic is enhanced
some other favorable characteristic will probably have
to be sacrificed. It follows that a great deal of exper-
ience is requiredfor gun design, and that the most cri-

tical designs tend to be evolved after a series of design
and field tests.
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Aside from the effects of lens errors, the character-

istics of a lens that are of most interest from an appli-

cations standpoint are the depth of focus and sensitivity

of the focus to variations in grid No. 2 voltage, ultor

voltage, and beam current. The depth of focus is a

measure of the ability of the lens to remain in sharp
focus as the focusing voltage is varied from the opti-

mum value. Depth of focus may be defined as the dif-

ference between the minimum voltage at which a just

perceptible loss of picture quality can be seen and the

maximum voltage that will produce a just perceptible

loss of quality. (The "just perceptible loss of picture

quality" will correspond to about 100 lines loss of res-

olution. ) Depth-of-focus characteristics for typical

ULTOR-VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

(A) (B)

HIGH-VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

HIGH-VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

(C)

HIGH-VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

(E)

HIGH-VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

Figure 10. Electrostatic, Einzel-Type Focusing Lenses
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picture tubes using an Einzei lens and a low voltage

electrostatic acceleration lens are shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11. Depth of Focus Characteristics of Einzei

Lens and Low-Voltage, Acceleration-Type Lens

Typical depth of focus for an Einzei lens is 400 volts;

for a low-voltage electrostatic acceleration lens, it is

200 volts. A depth of focus above 300 volts will insure

the consumer sharp focus independent of line voltage

and chassis component variations and, as a result, will

for the equipment manufacturer eliminate the need for

a focus voltage potentiometer and critical focus ad-

justment.

Focus sensitivities are measures of the changes re-

quired in the optimum focus voltage as a function of the

operating parameters (grid-No. 2 voltage, ultor volt-

age, and ultor current). Focus sensitivities of typical

kinescopes using Einzei lenses and low-voltage elec-

trostatic acceleration lenses are shown in Figs. 12A,

12B, and 12C.

Modern picture tubes are required to produce distinct

and sharply defined scanning lines at both low and high

beam current. To meet this requirement, spot diam-
eter should be about 0.040 inch at low drive values,

and approximately 0.100 inch at high drive values. In

addition, the ratio of spot diameter at the center of the

screen to spot diameter at the edge should be between
0.6 and 1.0.

PICTURE QUALITY

Picture quality is the measure of the ability of a pic-

ture tube to faithfully reproduce an optical image or

picture from an electrical input signal. It may be eval-

uated both subjectively and objectively. Subjectively,

picture quality may be evaluated by judging a test pat-

tern or other picture in terms of: (1) tone gradation
(gray scale rendition), (2) graininess (presence of

"snow" or of screen nonuniformities), and (3) sharp-
ness (snap or resolution). Objectively, picture quality

is determined by measuring such kinescope character-
istics as: (1) transfer characteristics (drive curves),

(2) spot characteristics (spot size and intensity distri-

bution), and (3) contrast radio. Each subjective meas-
ure depends upon a combination of objective meas-
ures.
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of optimum focusing voltage with: (A) ultor current;

(B) ultor voltage; (C) grid-No. 2 voltage

Subjective Evaluation of Picture Quality

Subj ective testing can be used to obtain the customer ' s

point of view. Forexample, several tubes to be tested

can be placed side by side and operated under similar

conditions. Observers, through personal judgment and

opinion of the test pattern or scene, evaluate the tubes

for each of the subjective measures. This method is

certainly important; however, it suffers inaccuracy due

to human limitations, opinions and judgment. Objective
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measures are more absolute, but are sometimes dif-

ficult to interpret in subjective terms.

Factors Determining Picture Quality

Good picture quality is obtained by optimizing the gun

design parameters so that the electron beam has the

desired shape. Among other things, the distribution

of electrons in the crossover region and the action of

the main focusing lens on the beam determine: (1) the

size, (2) the shape, and (3) the intensity distribution of

the optical spot on the screen. These spot characteris-

tics, in turn, determine the picture sharpness. Since

the spot cannot possibly reproduce lines that are nar-

rower than the spot diameter, the basic size or diam-
eter of the spot limits the resolution of the picture.

The designer strives for minimum spot diameter com-
patible with compromises involving light output, relia-

bility, and manufacturing cost. Spot diameter increases

directly with beam current. Under extreme high-drive

conditions (near zero bias voltage) the aberrations of

the crossover forming lens may be sufficient to form a

relatively large-diameter halo, or bright disk, super-
imposed upon the spot. This halo may contain a signif-

icant percentage of the total light flux or energy. In

addition, light reflection from the front glass surface

of the tube face produces a circular disk of light around
the spot on the screen surface. This disk is called op-

tical halation. The size of this halation disk is deter-

mined primarily by the thickness of the faceplate. The
relative brightness of the halation disk is determined
by the color of the screen material, the transmission
of the faceplate glass and the surface condition of the

front of the faceplate.

EUipticity of the spot may cause resolution in the

vertical directions to differ from that in the horizontal

direction as a result of the difference in effective spot

diameter. EUipticity can be caused by misalignment
of the gun electrodes, asymmetrical fields near the

beam (e. g. , "bead charging") and by deflection defocus-
ing, which is apparent at the edge and corners of the

screen.

The distribution of intensity across the spot has the

greatest effect on picture sharpness. As in light optics,

the distribution of brightness or light intensity across
thediameter of thespot approximates a cosine-squared
curve. If r is the radius of the spot and I is the inten-

sity at the center of the spot, the intensity at a distance
d from the center is Icos^(d/r).

In practice, the intensity distribution of a spot de-
viates from the cosine- squared function. Intensity dis-
tribution determines the sine-wave response of the tube
and can be determined by measuring sine-wave re-
sponse.

Objective Measurement of Picture Quality

There are three methods of objectively measuring
spot characteristics (size and intensity distribution).

These methods are: (1) measurement of spot diam-
eter, (2) measurement of limiting resolution, and
(3) measurement of sine -wave response. The first

two methods are widely used; the third, because it re-

quires the use of highly specialized equipment, is sel-

dom used. It is, however, becoming more important
and valuable as engineers learn to apply and interpret

response data.

Measurement of Spot Size. The simplest method of

evaluation is measurement of spot size using a dot

generator and a microscope with a calibrated reticle.

The output pulse of the generator is adjusted to drive
the tube to predetermined peak current levels in the

dots, while the remainder of the screen is kept below
cutoff to eliminate background light.

Measurement of Limiting Resolution. The second
method of evaluation, although somewhat subjective and

inaccurate, is the measurement of the "limiting resolu-
tion" of a kinescope. This is done by applying an "In-

dian Head" pattern, or other calibrated test pattern to

the tube. By locating the point on the pattern where
the lines in the vertical or horizontal wedges are no

longer distinguishable, a measure of the limiting re-

solution is obtained.

Measurement of Sine-Wave Response. The third and

most accurate method for determining spot character-
istics is the measurement of the sine-wave response
of the kinescope. 15 The first step in this method is

to scan the tube in a manner such that a vertically com-
pressed raster is produced. The raster is compressed
to the point where the scanning lines overlap and are
not individually distinguishable. An audio-frequency
sine-wave signal is then imposed upon the driving elec-

trode at a frequency that will cause the resulting hori-

zontal bars to drift vertically across the screen. The
light intensity in a minute area of the screen is then
measured by means of a photocell behind an optical

system containing a very narrow aperture or slit. As
the sine-wave patternpasses across the area being ob-

served, the sinusoidal fluctuation in light level through
the slit generates a sinusoidal photocell current. The
amplitude of this fluctuation in current is recorded.
The frequency of the imposed sine-wave modulation is

increased, causing the bars on the screen to decrease
in width and spacing. As the width of the bars de-
creases, eventually approaching that of the picture tube

spot, the amplitude of light fluctuation decreases due
to the inability of the spot's intensity distribution to ac-
curately reproduce the sine -wave form.

Plotting the amplitude of the current fluctuation

against the frequency of the applied signal (converted
to lines-per-inch on the screen) gives the sine-wave
response curve. Fig. 13 shows the sine-wave response
of a typical 23-inch, li4-degree kinescope. The sud-
den drop in response of about five per cent at about one
line per inch is of interest. This drop is caused by the

presence of the optical halation disk, and can be used
as a rough measure of the size and relative intensity

of the disk.

The response curve can be transformed by Fourier
analysis into the intensity distribution of the spot. This
intensity distribution is of great value to the design en-
gineer in the measurement of aberrations. Because it

is difficult to directly interpret the sine wave response
in terms of picture sharpness, it is seldom used. The
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sine wave response can be used to determine a measure
of equivalence, or figure of merit, by a method devel-

oped by O. H. Schade, Sr.-'-^ Schade's figure of merit

by measuring the Ng of each component part and calcu-
lating the total from the following equation:

Ne is the "equivalent optical passband" of constant am-
plitude containing the same total sine-wave energy as

the actual passband (sine-wave response) of the spot

being measured.
The equation of Ng is

Ng = / N(r.A)'^dN

where r ii is the sine-wave response factor (normal-
ized to iOO per cent at zero lines per inch) at line num-
ber N. N is the number of black and white lines gen-
erated by the modulating signal. In other words, the

areaunderthe squared normalized response curve can
be represented as a rectangle (Fig. 14) of constant 100

per cent amplitude response from N = 0 to N = Ng. At
Ng the response of the equivalent optical passband drops
abruptly from iOO per cent to zero.
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Figure 13. Sine Wave Response of RCA-23MP4
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Figure 14. Equivalent Optical Passband ofRCA-23MP4

Photographic tests made with a number of pictorial

subjects, including test patterns, have shown that the

relative definition of images with equal Ng ratings is

substantially equivalent even though the limiting resolu-
tion may differ by a factor of as much as three.

Furthermore, the sharpness of an over-all televi-

sion system (including lenses, photographic films, am-
plifiers, transmission lines, etc.) may be determined

N

1/2

e
(total) L

Since the response of the human eye is Icnown in terms
of Ng at particular viewing distances, the above equa-
tion, by the addition of an Ng term for the eye, can also
account for the eye's response and be used to deter-
mine the entire system response.

By correlating the objective measure Ng with a sub-
jective measure of sharpness, the effectiveness of a
change in any of the components of a television system
can be evaluated.

A subjective unit of sharpness, the liminal sharpness
unit, has been defined by Baldwin. i6 He states that one
liminal sharpness unit (limen) is a barely perceptible
sharpness difference. For use in comparative tests,

the liminal unit is designated as the difference in sharp-
ness which will result in 75 percent of a group of view-
ers judging one picture to be sharper than another.
Greater differences in sharpness can be similarly re-
lated statistically to viewer preference. The basis of

Baldwin's scale in shown in Table I.

Table I

Difference

in Limens

Per Cent of Observers
Judging One Picture

To Be Sharper Remarks

0 50 50% guess
wrong

1 75 Just perceptible

(50% know
50% guess:

25% right

25% wrong)
2 91 Noticeable
3 98 Somewhat

Objectionable
4 99.5 Objectionable

Fig. 15 correlates Ng/^-Q^g^n multiplied by the screen
height V with the subjective measure of liminal sharp-
ness. Fig. 15 and Table I can be used to predict the

viewer's subjective judgment of sharpness from the

measured sine-wave response of the picture tube. As
a result, the sine-wave response measurement is ex-

tremely useful in the evaluation of relative perform-
ance and picture quality.

RELIABILITY

Reliability is the probability that a tube will perform
satisfactorily for some fixed period of time.

Reliability is extremely important in the picture tube

industry because of the practice of giving a compara-
tively long-term warranty and of the major economic
considerations involved. In addition, long tube life is
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essential to insure customer satisfaction, and thereby,

to maintain the tube manufacturers' competitive posi-

tion in the marlcet.

V = SCREEN HEIGHT

60 100 150 200 400 600 1000 2000 4000

EQUIVALENT PASSBAND (Ng x V)

Figure 15. Liminal Sharpness Units as a Function of

Equivalent Passbandfor Several Values of Viewing Ratio

Picture tube reliability may be affected by the design

of the product, by the control of the basic reliability

parameters during tube manufacture, and by the con-

ditions under which the product is used. In general,

major reliability improvements are realized when the

designer advances the state of the art or develops more
sophisticated techniques. For example, the use of an

improved large-area getter has doubled the average

emission life of picture tubes; the development of im-
proved materials such as a tungsten-nickel cathode has

also been used to double the average emission life of

kinescopes.

For a given design, the important reliability factors

must be adequately controlled to minimize the economic
risks involved in short-term epidemic problems. Sound

statistical control imposes aformidable economic prob-
lem due to the large sample size required to obtain the

required low rejection level at a high confidence level.

For example, a sample of 750 is required to detect a

one-half per cent rejection level with 95 per cent con-

fidence. Practically, techniques are developed to con-

trol the material, process, and manufacturing varia-

tions separately and to evaluate all internal and external

data sources for deviation trends in order to obtain

adequate economic control.

From the standpoint of cost, the optimum reliability

of the product is that which will minimize the sum of

the manufacturing cost and the cost of in-warranty re-

placement. The engineering objective is to optimize

the reliability cost. Ordinarily, increasing the relia-

bility of a product will increase its cost. However, it

is of interest to note that the major picture tube re-

liability improvements have been achieved by increasing

the sophistication of the design without increasing the

cost significantly.

The picture tube failure -rate characteristic approx-

imates a skewed cumulative gaussian distribution and

is determined by a large number of basic independent

and interrelated parameters. Failures may be divided

into two types: catastrophic and wear-out. Catastro-

phic failures are sudden, complete failures such as

those that result from air leaks, open heaters, or

shorted electrodes, and generally occur early in life.

Catastrophic failures are controlled and minimized by

material testing, process controls, and short-term

life testing at maximum rated operating conditions.

Wear-out failures result from gradual deterioration of

characteristics, such as might occur as a result of

loss of emission, to the point that the tube will no longer

meet standards for acceptable performance.

The criteria for acceptable performance of picture

tubes appear to depend upon warranty period. Consum-
ers tend to reject tubes for relatively minor defects

during the warranty period, whereas, tubes are re-

jected only for major deterioration of performance or

catastrophic failure after the warranty period. Wear-
out failures tend to occur later in life and are con-

trolled separately by material testing, process controls,

analysis of failures, and long-term life testing under
typical operating conditions.

The average emission life expectancy of picture

tubes ranges from three to eight years usage depending

upon the manufacturer. This long life is required in

order to minimize the cost of failures during the war-
ranty period and to maintain competitive customer ac-

ceptance.

Picture tubes have in-warranty failure rates ranging

from three to five per cent depending upon the manufac-
turer. This rate includes catastrophic failures and

wear-out failures, as well as the tubes rejected during

installation in the receiver by the equipment manufac-
turer for borderline performance characteristics.

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

The drive, or modulation, characteristics of pic-

ture tubes are normally presented in the form of a

transfer characteristic. Fig. 16 shows a transfer

characteristic of a typical picture tube.

For grid drive^ the control grid is normally biased

to cutoff with a negative voltage, the cathode is grounded^

and a positive video signal voltage is applied to the grid.

For cathode drive, the grid is normally operated at or

near ground potential, the cathode is biased to cutoff

with a positive voltage, and a negative video signal

voltage is applied to the cathode.

It is apparent from Fig. 16 that the modulation sen-

sitivity of a kinescope is higher when it is operated
under cathode -drive service than it is when operated

under grid-drive servic'e. This is due to the difference

between the dynamic relationship and the static rela-

tionship of the potential difference between grid No. 2

and the cathode. Most television applications use cath-

ode drive due to circuit economies.

The modulation sensitivity can be enhanced for kine-

scopes used in cathode-drive service (as shown in
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Fig. 17) by designing the gun for operation at low grid-

No. 2 voltage. In such a design, the spacing between

grid No. i and grid No. 2 is reduced to about 0.005 inch,

the grid-No. 1 aperture is increased from 0.022-0.025

inch to 0.031-0.036 inch, and the spacing between grid

No. 1 and the cathode is decreased to provide about a

45-volt cutoft voltage with a grid-No. 2 voltage of 50

volts.

RCA-23MP4
ULTOR VOLTS =18,000

GRID-NO, 2 VOLTS = 500
HEATER VOLTS =6,3

formance objectives require masking of the outer ex-

tremeties of the beam. The required diameter of the

masking aperture can be determined when the beam
diameter, masking aperture position, and the amount
of masking required are known.

10 20 30 40 60 80 100

VIDEO SIGNAL VOLTS
FROM RASTER CUTOFF

Figure 16. Transfer Characteristics of RCA-23MP4

A kinescope for operation at low grid-No. 2 volt-

age provides the advantage of reduced drive volt-

age requirements and related circuit economy, re-

duced background picture agitation, and improved ap-

parent contrast for a given drive signal. These ad-

vantages can be achieved only by accepting the follow-

ing inherent disadvantages: increased spot size with

the resulting loss of picture quality, increased spot

blooming, and limited peak highlight brightness un-

less the tube is operated out of rating for peak nega-

tive cathode to grid-No, 1 voltage. The resulting com-
promise has greatly restricted the use of this type of

picture tube design.

The brightness of a picture tube is determined by the

ultor voltage and current. The design of each type of

picture tube is optimized for the intended operating

conditions. Fig, 18 shows the general relationship be-

tween the ultor voltage and beam current of a typical

kinescope,

GUN EFFICIENCY

Gun efficiency and the resultant highlight brightness

are a function of beam diameter and beam centering

since the small apertures in the portion of the gun

nearer the screen have to be cleared; otherwise, ser-

ious beam masking will take place and the curve for

beam current (Fig. 18) will show saturation at high val-

ues. In determining the efficiency requirements of a

gun design, it is first necessary to ascertain if per-
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Figure 17. Modulation Sensitivity of a Picture Tube
ivith Loiv Grid-No. 2 Voltage Compared with that of a

Conventional Picture Tube

Another important factor that affects the efficiency of

picture tube guns is the accuracy of the alignment of the

beam with the apertures, particularly beyond the triode

section of the gun where the beam diameter is large.

The accuracy is determined largely by the basic gun
alignment, that is, the alignment of the beam-forming
and accelerating apertures in the portion of the gun
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nearer the cathode. Misalignment of these apertures

results in a tilted beam with respect to the geometric

axis and the apertures of the portions of the mount
nearer the screen. In general, a 0.001-inch aperture

misalignment tilts the beam off axis by one-fourth de-
gree.lO The result is partial beam masking by the

apertures due to the miscentered beam. Any masking
represents a direct reduction in brightness since the

light output of a kinescope is directly proportional to

the current exciting the phosphor. It is advantageous
with certain designs to mask the beam to reduce the

spot size, reduce the effective beam diameter, increase
the resolution, or improve the spot shape, especially

for high beam current values.
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Figure 18. Brightness of a Typical Picture Tube as a

Function of Vltor Current for Several Values of
Ultor Voltage

four parts: (1) a pressed face panel, (2) a pressed or
spun funnel, (3) a contact button, and (4) a flared neck
section. The all-glass bulb is assembled by first seal-

ing the button in the funnel and then sealing on the flared

neck by means of gas -air burners. Next, the face panel
is sealed to this assembly by an electric-arc technique,

where the thick glass walls are heated uniformly
throughout by high-frequency electrical power to make
a strong seal.

-I

1. FACEPLATE

2. CONE

3. FUNNEL
4. NECK

Figure 19. Glass-Metal Bulb Assembly

TUBE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

BULB DESIGN

The bulb of a cathode ray tube serves as the vac-

uum-tight member enclosing the electron gun and the

phosphor screen. This bulb may be made completely
of glass or may be a metal-and-glass envelope with two
glass-to-metal seals. Currently, all-glass types are

made in the largest volume, although following World
War II, the metal-glass bulb enjoyed periods of very
high production.

A typical metal-glass bulb consists of four parts:

(1) a uniformly thin curved faceplate of glass, (2) a
metal cone, (3) a glass funnel, and (4) a flared neck
section as shown in Fig. 19.

The faceplate is produced in a sheet, cut to size,

and then sagged to give it the proper curvature. The
metal shell is spun from a flat sheet and finished with
sealing lands at each end. The funnel is pressed with

a thin glass wall in the region under the deflection

yoke and is sealed to the flared neck section. The fun-

nel-neck assembly is first sealed to the metal cone
and then the faceplate is sealed to the assembly. Two
materials have been used with success for the metal
cone. These two are an alloy of chromium and iron

(either 37 percent or 17 percent chromium) and cold-

rolled steel. Different glasses with proper matching
thermal expansion coefficients are required for these
metal cones.

A typical all-glass bulb (Fig. 20) also consists of

I

1. FACEPLATE ^

2. FUNNEL
3. CONTACT BUTTON j I

4. NECK Z A

Figure 20. All-Glass Bulb Assembly

The glass-metal type of bulb served a very useful

role in the development of modern black-and-white pic-

ture tubes. Because of it, vendors producing the all-

glass bulbs were required to develop improved pro-

cesses to produce high optical quality in the pressed
face panel, lightweight face-panel designs, and light-

weight funnels, having thin wall thickness in the region

under the deflection yoke. With the development of the

improved glass processes and high-volume production

equipment, the all-glass bulb was able to overcome the

inherent quality and economic advantages of the metal-
glass type and eventually to replace it.

The metal-glass bulb still enjoys a weight advantage
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over comparable size all-glass bulbs because of its thin

uniform faceplate and its lighter weight, stronger metal
shell. It presents somewhat less of a safety hazard
when opened to air accidentally because an implosion
will not necessarily result. An implosion, however,
is somewhat less hazardous because fewer glass par-
ticles are produced and the metal cone tends to confine

them. Since the glass for the faceplate is drawn in

sheets, the plates can be cut so as to avoid defects in

the sheet, thus giving them high optical quality. The
metal-glass bulb also has the advantage of thinner glass
in the yoke region and, hence, less interference between
the deflected beam and the inside glass surface. The
metal-glass bulb has the disadvantages of requiring a
larger cabinet to provide adequate electrical insulation

between the metal shell, which operates at ultor poten-
tial, and the metal parts of the cabinet and chassis; and
of possible separation of the glass -metal seals due to

temperature changes and shock.

The size and shape of the bulb for cathode ray tubes
has undergone a continuous evolution during the period
following World War II. Table II lists the tube types
typical of production during this period and tabulates
pertinent defining data.

These data show the evolution from a 10 inch tube
with a deflection angle of approximately 50 degrees to

the modern 23 inch 114 degree tube with a net decrease
in over-all length. During the intervening period, the
over-all length has remained about constant. As the
demand for larger picture sizes has developed, these
types have been designed with wider and wider deflec-
tion angles and shorter neck lengths. The maximum
over-all length has been influenced by styling con-
siderations and the influence of doorway sizes on tele-

vision set dimensions. The change to rectangular tubes
was prompted by consumer preference, the desire to

save cabinet space on the larger-size tubes, and the
desire for enhanced styling. Inherently, the rectangu-
lar bulb is weaker because of its shape. The ideal bulb
shape for strength with minimum weight is a sphere.
Because of the difficulty of achieving a true rectangular
shape without excessive glass weight, the evolution of

more nearly rectangular bulbs has been made in steps.

The tubes listed as rectangular are actually rectangles
with rounded sides and corners. The "new look" tubes
closely approximate a rectangular shape.

Faceplate curvature affects bulb strength. Ideally,

the face should be curved as much as possible and

Table II

Tube Type Design Year Envelope
round or

rectangular

Screen Width
inches

Picture Area
square inches

A/Tq 'vi mi 1 TTi

Over-All
Length
inches

Diagonal
Deflection Angle

degrees

10BP4 Glass 1946 Round 9-3/8 18 52

12LP4 Glass 1949 Round 11-3/8 19-1/8 57

16AP4 Metal 1949 Round 14-3/8 22-5/16 53

16GP4B Metal 1950 Round 12-3/8 17-11/16 70

17CP4 Metal 1950 Rectangular 14-5/8 146 19 70

21AP4 Metal 1951 Rectangular 18-3/8 230 22-5/16 70

21AMP4A Glass 1954 Rectangular 19-1/16 262 20-3/8 90

24CP4 Glass 1954 Rectangular 21-7/16 332 21-1/2 90

21CEP4 Glass 1956 Rectangular 19-1/16 262 14-3/4 liO

24AHP4 Glass 1956 Rectangular 21-7/16 332 16-3/16 110

23CP4 Glass 1959
*

Rectangular 19-5/16 282 15-9/16 110

19AFP4 Glass 1960 Rectangular 15-1/4 172 11-15/16 114

19XP4 Glass 1960 Rectangular** 15-1/8 172 11-5/8 114

23MP4 Glass 1960 Rectangular** 19-1/4 282 14-11/16 114

"New-look" tube with laminated implosion panel

"New-look" full-strength tube (more nearly rectangular shape)
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should have nearly equal inside and outside radii. This

produces a facepanel of uniform thickness which has

the advantage of being strong under pressure loading

as well as being thermally strong. The "new look"

tubes have relatively flat facepanels with a composite
curvature to control the thickness as required for ther-

mal and mechanical strength.

The curvature of the funnel of the bulb has its effect

on bulb strength. To produce a strong bulb, it should

be designed as curved as feasible with no abrupt changes
in curvature and a minimum of flat surfaces. Bulb
strength may be tested by pressure testing to failure,

or by strain-gauge analysis as the bulb is pressure
loaded. Typically, bulbs for cathode ray tubes are ex-

pected to withstand an absolute pressure differential of

55 pounds per square inch minimum unabraded and of

45 to 50 pounds per square inch minimum after abrasion

with No. 150 grit.

Faceplate curvature depends on many factors, of

which bulb strength is only one important consideration.

The faceplate curvature is influenced by need to pro-

vide good uniformity of focus and suitable raster shape.

If maximum bulb strength were the sole consideration,

that factor would dictate a faceplate of extreme curved
contour; if, however, styling and customer preference

only were involved, the choice would be a flat face-

plate. As a practical matter, focusing and raster shape

must also be considered; these factors require a curva-

ture between the two extremes, ideally, with a radius

equal to the distance between the inside surface of the

faceplate and the apparent center of deflection of the

beam. As a general rule, the actual radius chosen is

somewhat longer than that required for best focus, but

it provides a more nearly flat faceplate with some dis-

advantages due to nonuniform focus across the raster

and pincushioning of the raster shape.

Fig. 21 shows an ideally deflected beam in a tube

with a spherical face having a radius of curvature equal

to the distance between the deflection plane and the in-

side surface of the sphere. It also shows the effect of

a flat viewing surface that is tangent to this spherical

face at the center. The plan view shows the pattern ob-
served when the beam is scanned onto spherical and
flat surfaces with equal deflection power applied. With
the deflection currents adjusted so that equal screen
width and height are obtained on the scanning axes of

the spherical surface, the pattern reproduced is square;

whereas, the picture on the flat surface is distorted as

shown. The elevation view shows that, since the elec-

trons are moving in a straight line, the longer the path

length for a given angle 0 the greater the radial dis-

placement. It is also quite apparent that as the angle

of deflection e increases, the change in the displace-

ment increases and gives a pincushion pattern with the

increased area as is shown in the plan view for the flat

surface. Similarly, since the gun has a fixed focal

length (for a given focus setting), the beam will become
increasingly defocused as it is scanned from the geom-
etric center onto a flat plate. In practice, pincushion

and focusing defects can be minimized by changes in

the winding distribution of the deflecting coils. Raster
shape can also be corrected by permanent magnets.
However, improvement of one defect by such means

usually results in degradation of the other. It is, there-

fore, imperative that the faceplate radius approximate
the ideal value, as closely as possible. Bear in

mind that as the faceplate curvature is increased for a

given screen dimension and deflection angle, the bulb

length is also increased.

Figure 21. Comparison of Flat and Ideal Spherical
Picture-Tube Faces

Modern rectangular tube designs are called "new
look" types (see Table II). The 23 inch liO degree bulb

has essentially the same glass thickness as used in the

conventional-design tube and as a result has reduced
strength. The facepanel of this 23 inch tube is protec-

ted by a safety cap laminated to its outer surface by an

epoxy resin. This cap covers the high stress area of

the bulb and pre vents weathering of and surface damage
to the weak area of the facepanel. In addition, the

resin tends to hold the facepanel together when the bulb

is broken, prevents flying glass, and thus results in

nonviolent implosions. The 23 inch 114 degree bulb

has been designed to have sufficient strength without the

laminating cap. Thickened glass sections are used in

the high-stress areas of the sidewalls of the facepanel.

This type of tube can be mounted conventionally and

used with a separate safety glass instead of the lamina-

ted safety cap.

The 19 and 23 inch tube designs feature improved
large-area contrast as compared with rectangular tubes

of conventional design. The improvement results from
the additional scanned picture area provided by the

more-nearly rectangular corners. For prototype de-

signs, more of the picture corner information is scanned
into the funnel sidewalls. The resulting electron dif-

fusion causes loss of contrast by producing general
screen background illumination.

Conventional and laminated bulbs utilize a filter-

glass for the panel. This glass is made from a modi-
fied glass composition that contains a neutral gray fil-

ter additive. The function of this filter is to reduce the

contrast dilution effect of ambient lighting and to reduce

optical halation. This effect is achieved because about

25 per cent of the light is absorbed each time the light

passes through the glass. It is recognized that the am-
bient and halation light passes through the filter twice,

whereas the viewed light emitted from the screen passes
through the filter only once.
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The cap, which is laminated to the bulb to produce

the bipanel tube, is made from a special filter glass

having a 47 percent transmission. This acts as a ser-

ies filter and further reduces the halation and ambient

light. It is noted that the halo diameter is increased

about three times due to the thicker effective panel

glass. Conventional tubes are mounted in receivers

with a filterglass implosion plate in front of the screen.

The conventional tube-implosion plate combination has

the same net system transmission — about 40 per cent —
as a bipanel laminated tube. The ambient light effect

in contrast is practically the same for both types of

tubes. The optical halation is reduced somewhat by the

thicker constant-index-of -refraction medium and re-

sults in a detailed contrast advantage for laminated

tubes.

Another important bulb design characteristic is ad-

equate "beam clearance," "penetration," or glass thick-

ness, in the region of the deflecting yoke. The lack of

good beam clearance results in the beam striking the

glass surface before being deflected enough to reach

the edge of the screen. This problem becomes more
critical as the deflection angle increases. More and

more effort has been directed toward achieving an op-

timum glass shape and obtaining control of this shape

as the angle became successively wider. For the 90

degree types, a set of gauges — JEDEC Nos. 113 and

116 — were designed to measure and control the glass

shape. For 110 degree types, it was experimentally

determined that the optimum inner contour of the bulb

in the vicinity of the yoke should be parabolic. A mica
card coated with phosphor and located in the yoke re-

gion within the tube was used to obtain a plot of the

beam path during beam deflection. The bulb was then

designed so that the inner bulb contour matched the

beam path in the critical region. The outside shape

under the yoke is also parabolic and separated from the

inside surface by the minimum glass thickness consist-

ent with process capabilities of the bulb producer and

with adequate strength. A set of matching gauges

(JEDEC Nos. 125 and 126) were also designed to meas-
ure the beam clearance of this bulb design.

SCREEN APPLICATION

In the application of fluorescent screens to picture

tubes, it is essential that the thickness of the screen

be uniform across the face. Uniformity is necessary

because the phosphor normally used is a two-compon-
ent type composed of a white powder emitting blue light,

and a yellow powder emitting yellow light. The light

being emitted from the tube originates within the phos-

phor crystals, and is emitted from the tube after mul-
tiple scatterings within the screen structure. Since a

yellow powder, by the nature of pigment action, does

not reflect or transmit blue light, the thicker a screen

of given composition, the more yellow the emitted light

becomes. Thus, a screen of nonuniform weight pro-

duces light of a nonuniform color.

To exhaust tubes properly, it is necessary that bind-

ers used for making the screen have low vapor pressure,

and binders are thus limited, in general, to inorganic

substances. Also, since incorporation of heavy metals

into the phosphor may cause changes in emission char-

acteristics, the screen application method must mini-

mize accidental introduction of these elements. To get

maximum light output from a screen, it is necessary
to have a phosphor structure with a minimum of optical

contact between the phosphor and the tube face. Fin-

ally, the screen application method should produce com-
plete coverage of the faceplate with the minimum amount
of phosphor. A more complete treatment of the optics

of the screen structure maybe found in Refs. 17 and 18.

The water settling process of screen application best

meets the preceding requirements and is universally

used. It is described by Hardy in his article in this

book on "Application and Colorimetry of Phosphor
Screens. " The process, although basically simple,

must be carefully controlled to assure good screen
quality. Heavy -metal contamination of the phosphor is

prevented by using demineralized water and high-purity

chemicals. Copper and nickel, in particular, are kept

at levels of less than 0.01 parts per million in the set-

tling solution. Proper screen weight uniformity is

maintained by minimizing eddy currents due to the fill-

ing operation; thermal convection currents are con-

trolled by controlling room temperature, glass tem-
perature, and settling solution temperature. The nat-

ural tendency of the screen to be heavy at the center of

the face due to bulb geometry is overcome by holding

solution temperature to somewhat below ambient tem-
perature; in this way, heat transferred to the solution

during settling produces convection currents which tend

to carry the phosphor from the center toward the edge

of the face.

Observation of settling rate of phosphor in bulbs, mi-
croscopic determination of phosphor particle size, and

consideration of Stokes law, reveal that the phosphor
settles in aggregates of individual particles. In order

that a relative measurement of the size of these aggre-

gates can be obtained, screens of known weight per unit

area are settled on glass, and then measured for light

transmission. It can be shown that the coarser the

structure, the greater the light transmission for a

screen of given weight. The reciprocal of the light

transmission, relative to a standard, is used as a

measure of effective particle size. A second important

settling characteristic is wet adherence, i. e. , the ad-

hesion of the phosphor to the glass before decantation

of the supernatant liquid. This characteristic is meas-
ured by settling a screen under desired conditions, and

before decantation, eroding a hole in the screen by im-

pingement of a controlled nonturbulent stream of water.

The reciprocal of the eroded hole size, relative to a

standard, is used as a measure of wet adherence. Dry
adherence, the measure of adhesion after decantation

and removal of free water, is measured by impinging

a controlled stream of water on a dried screen which

has been rewetted.

In adapting the screen- settling procedure to a specific

application, consideration must be given to obtaining:

(1) optimum light output by choice of the proper effec-

tive phosphor particle size and screen weight, and (2)

optimum uniformity and adherence of the screen by use
of correct quantities and concentrations of water,

binder, and electrolyte, as well as of suitable tech-

niques for introducing these into the bulb.
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Fig. 22 shows the relationship of phosphor particle

size and screen weight to tube ultor voltage and light

output. The curves show that for a given size of phos-
phor particle there is an optimum screen weight, and
that this optimum weight increases slightly with in-

creasing ultor voltage. Furthermore, the smaller the

size, the lower the optimum weight. It is impractical,

however, to take full advantage of the latter observa-
tion, because of the long settling times required with

smaller phosphor-particle sizes.

Fig. 23 shows the effect of settling- solution concen-
trations on wet adherence and dry adherence of screens.

It can be seen that with respect to wet adhesion, for a

given concentration of binder there is an optimum con-

centration of electrolyte, and vice versa. The same
applies to dry adherence.

Fig. 24 shows the effect on screen color uniformity
of varying the volume of suspension containing a con-

stant weight of phosphor when the suspension is dis-

persed onto a settling cushion of volume adjusted so

that total liquid volume in the bulb after dispensing is

constant.

Inpractice, a settling procedure for a specific appli-

cation includes: (1) choosing a phosphor particle size

and screen weight to optimize light output for the ultor

voltage requirement and available settling time; (2) de-
termining the total cushion volume needed for best uni-

formity; (3) selecting binder and electrolyte volumes
for adequate adhesion; (4) selecting proper phosphor
suspension dispensing nozzle for best uniformity, (5)

determining the proper water volume to accompany the

phosphor-silicate mixture, and (6) (if perfect screen
weight uniformity cannot be obtained) matching particle

size of blue and yellow components, so that the tendency

of thermal convection current to deposit larger parti-

cles at the center and smaller particles at the edge will

result in good color uniformity by compensating for

weight nonuniformity

.

FILMING AND ALUMINIZING

About half of the light emitted from a kinescope screen

is directed inward toward the funnel of the tube. If not

absorbed within the funnel, it may be reflected back

through the screen to reduce large area contrast by

illuminating black areas. Because this reflection de-

grades the picture, it is highly desirable to increase

the contrast of the picture by depositing a mirror-like

surface on the cathode side of the screen. Before this

mirror-like surface can be deposited, the porous struc-

ture of the screen must be made flat. This is done by

saturating the screen surface with water, and laying

down on top of the saturated screen a thin, smooth,

lacquer. A general description of this process is given

in the article by Hardy on "Application and Colorimetry

of Phosphor Screens. "

Lacquer formulation is a critical part of the filming

operation due to the effect on process scrap and lightout

of the finished kinescope. Lacquers for spray filming

consist of film formers, plasticizers, and solvents.

All components must be selected with a view to the

completeness with which they may be removed during

subsequent bake and exhaust operations without leaving

harmful residues. The various methacrylates have
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beenfound to be the most suitable film formers; some-
times cellulose esters are blended with them. Solvents

are chosen for proper volatility with evaporation rates

in the range from ethyl acetate to toluene. Plasticizers

are chosen to give the film the degree of flexibility

needed to enable it to cling to the screen without ren-

dering the film so free of gloss that a rough non mirror-
like surface results.

The vacuum metalizing process is discussed very
completely in Refs. 19, 20, 21, and 22. In general,

three conditions must be met. First, the pressure in

the vacuum chamber must be such that the mean free

path of a molecule at that pressure is approximately as

great as the distance from the evaporator to the screen.

Second, the material used for the evaporator should be

wet by, but if possible, should not alloy with the mate-
rial to be evaporated. Third, allowance must be made
for the fact that aluminum is propagated from the source
at a uniform rate per unit solid angle subtended at the

source.

In practice, kinescopes are aluminized at a pressure
of about 0.1 to 0.5 mm Hg absolute. The evaporation

takes place over a period of about one-half to two min-
utes. A fast pumping system is used because it is nec-

essary to maintain the low pressure condition in the

bulb during the evaporation cycle. Careful location of

the evaporator is necessary in order to meet the re-

quirements for aluminum thickness. These require-

ments are: (1) in the deflection yoke region, the alu-

minum must be thin enough to not shunt-out the yoke
field; (2) the aluminum deposited on the screen and fun-

nel must be thick enough to be electrically conductive

(about 500 angstroms); and (3) the aluminum thickness
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on the screen is, in practice, a compromise between
that which gives optimum light output (iOOO angstroms)

and that needed for ion- spot prevention with straight

guns. (Aluminum thickness at the center of the face is

usually about 1000 to 3000 angstroms.

)

Because of the natural difference in aluminum thick-

ness at the center of the tube compared to the edges of

the tube, due to the bulb- evaporator geometry, there

is a difference in the electron energy required to pen-

etrate the aluminum at the center as compared to that

required at the edges. In addition, because of the angle

of incidence of the beam at the edge of the screen, the

ultor voltage to light output relationship is not the same
at the edge as at the center. This effect is shown in

Fig. 25.
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Itcanbe seen from Fig. 25 that a tube with aluminum
thickness of 2000 angstroms at the center and 500 ang-

stroms at the corner, will provide equal light output at

the center and corner when the ultor voltage is greater
than 6.5kilovolts. At voltages less than this, the lower
light output at the center relative to that at the edge is

readily apparent to the eye, and appears objectionable.

Thus, as the deflection angle of tubes increases, the

minimum anode voltage for proper light output balance
increases due to the increasing difference in aluminum
thickness between center and edge.

BAKEOUT AND EXHAUST

The principles governing the bakeout and exhaust of

kinescopes are similar in most respects to those for

other vacuum tubes. The gases enclosed within the en-

velope and those occluded, absorbed, or loosely com-
bined on the interior surfaces must be removed to such
a degree as to assure a favorable cathode environment
for adequate life.

The large size of picture tubes places serious limit-

ations on the exhaust process. The rates of heating

and cooling are limited by the thermal properties of the

heavy-walled soft-glass bulb. With present getters,

chemical pumping is not practical and the majority of

the available getter must be reserved for use during
tube life. The large surface areas of glass, metal,

phosphor, and conductive coating that must be com-
pletely outgassed, places a limit on the minimum amount
of high temperature exhaust bakeout in order to obtain

satisfactory tube life. On the other hand, ideal labora-

tory-type exhaust conditions are impractical for mass-
produced picture tubes.

An optimum exhaust process involves many compro-
mises. The parameters governing exhaust must be
continually re-evaluated in an attempt to produce high

quality, long life tubes economically. Data obtained on

the gas content of materials, pressures during exhaust,

residual gas content, outgassing characteristics, and
optimum bakeout temperatures, combined with life test

information, provide the foundation for any kinescope
exhaust and bakeout schedule.

Before the exhaust of a kinescope, the coated,

screened bulb assembly is lehr baked for a period of

about two hours during which time the temperature is

kept above 400 C for at least 30 minutes. This prelim-
inary treatment volatilizes the filming lacquer and re-

moves much of the combined and absorbed vapor and
gases in the glass, coating, and screen prior to ex-

haust.

An analysis of the amount and ease of removal of the

gases remaining after this treatment has established a

number of factors for ideal exhaust conditions: (1)

bakeout during exhaust should keep the bulb over 400 C
for a minimum of 15 minutes; (2) standing time between
lehr bakeout and exhaust should not exceed two hours
to prevent appreciable reabsorption; and (3) the quantity

of internal conductive coating used should be kept to a

minimum to reduce the exhaust removal load.

A comparison of the quantity of gas evolved from typ-

ical aluminized and unaluminized tubes, as well as the

effect of the addition of coating, screen and mount is

given in Fig. 26. An aluminized bulb evolves only about

one-fifth of the gas of its unaluminized counterpart.

The large difference is attributed almost entirely to

the larger quantities of internal graphite coating in un-

aluminized types.

The effect of holding a bulb 24 hours between lehr

bakeout and exhaust on gas content is shown in Fig. 27.

The increased holding time results in about a threefold

increase in gas content for either type. The gas reab-
sorbed during extended holding periods is not as com-
pletely removed during a 15-minute, 400 C bakeout as

that from a bulb held only one hour. By arbitrarily as-

signing complete gas removal as that quantity of gas

removed in 60 minutes at 400 C, a bulb held one hour

has only about one-tenth the gas remaining after a 15-

minute, 400 C exhaust-bake as one that is held 24 hours

(see Table in).

EXHAUST CONSIDERATIONS

An important tool available for the proper selection
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of an exhaust index is the pressure curve measured
with gauges located inside a tube as it is processed on
production equipment. New exhaust schedules proposed
for meeting higher production requirements for attain-

ing improved life, or for reducing scrap can be directly

compared with proven established schedules. This in-

formation, coupled with other data, makes it possible

to change processing as well as materials, bulb con-

structions, and activation schedules with reasonable
assurance of the final results.

Table III
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Tube Type
Holding

Time

Gas Remaining
liter-mm *

Total Gas
liter-

hours 0 min 15 min 30 min mm

21" 700'*'
1 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.7

21ZP4B
(alum.

)

1 2 0.4 0.2 8

21ZP4B
(alum.

)

24 12 4 2 34

21ZP4A
(unalum.

)

1 10 0.5 0.5 45

21ZP4A
(unalum.

)

24 26 4 2 126

*The time indicated refers to the time tiie bulb assembly is

baked out at temperatures of 400-425 C.

"'"Total gas arbitrarily refers to that quantity of gas evolved

during a 60-minute bakeout at 400-425 C.

^This tube had no screen, coating, aluminum, or mount. The

addition of aluminum coating, screen, and mount to the glass

bulb increases the total gas content in an aluminized tube by a

factor of ten, whereas, the addition of coating, screen, and

mount to the unaluminized counterpart increases the gas con-

tent by a factor of 65.

Typical exhaust curves obtained on standard 35-posi-

tion, straight-line exhaust equipment are shown in Figs.

28 and 29, along with the position of rf outgassing, fil-

ament lighting, and grid bombardment. Consolidated
MCF 60 diffusion pumps baclted by Welch No. 1402 me-
chanical pumps were used in obtaining these results.

The measurements were automatically recorded from
ionization gauges using an RCA 1949 gauge tube mounted
directly above the grid No. 2 of a modified electron-

gun assembly.

The schedule is designed to bring the temperature of

grids No. 1 and No. 2 to about 700-800 C without sub-
jecting the hot parts to pressures above 10 microns,
and without vaporizing metal onto the glass neck. This

temperature, however, cannot be tolerated at the top

part of the mount since the glass neck would be broken
by the heat conducted through the bulb spacers. On
standard 6.3 volt, 600 millampere heaters, peak fil-

ament currents of 0.80-0.90 ampere for one to four

minutes have proved to give the most satisfactory re-

sults. The grid bombardment treatment consists of

drawing relatively high current densities (15 to 30 mil-

liamperes)to the grid No. 1 by applying up to +10 volts

atthegrid. Theoretically, many of the oxides that form
the "anode activation spot" on the underside of grid No.

1 are decomposed by 10-volt electrons.23 The purpose
of the grid bombardment process, then, is to break
down the oxides and exhaust the gaseous decomposition
products from the underside of grid No. 1.

Table IV was compiled from a series of determina-
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Table IV

Tube Type Index seconds
Pressure — microns

Tip-Off Temp-C
txr r 11 Tin nff

21" 90O Al 65 2.8 1.2 1.0 .08 .025 280

21" 90° Al 72 1.9 0.7 1.1 .11 .027 280

21" 70O Metal 60 14.0 6.0 2.2 .05 .041 215

17" 90° Al 90 2.8 1.1 .25 .03 .015 185

17" 110° Al 72 6.5 .65 1.7 .06 .021 220

14" 90° Al 40 3.0 .85 .37 .03 265

tions on various bulb types. The range of values is

considered typical of the product produced during 1956,

with known good field reliability. Thedecrease in pres-
sure between tip-off and the "cold" reading taken 20
hours later is due both to the pressure decrease with
lower temperature and to a gettering action by the rel-

atively gas-free internal surfaces. A decrease in tem-
perature from 275 C to 25 C would account for less than

a twofold reduction in pressure, so a large amount of

the gas remaining at tipoff is actually gettered by the

tube surfaces. The effect of decreasing the exhaust
tubulation diameter is shown in the results of an exper-
imental 17 inch 110 degree aluminized tube where the
inside diameter of the tubulation was 0.175 inch, as
compared to the standard size, 0.235 inch. Higher
pressures existed at about every point even though the

volume of the 110 degree bulb is less than that of the

90 degree bulb. When the design of the 110 degree stem
was modified to use a standard exhaust tubulation, re-
sults equal to those of the 17 inch 90 degree type were
obtained.
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Figure 28. Typical Exhaust Curve for Picture Tube
on 35-Position, Straight-Line Equipment
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Figure 29. Typical Exhaust Curvefor Picture Tube on
35-Position, Straight-Line Equipment

Bulb temperatures at tip-off have been found to be
quite critical and should be kept high. Measurements
comparing the pressure within the tube to that in the

exhaust manifold have consistently shown a cross-over
point where the tube pressure falls below the manifold
pressure. Since such a condition increases the possi-

bility of pump oil back streaming, the bulb temperature
at tip-off is maintained at or above 275 C.

Pressure Stability

The effectiveness of exhaust and of changes in materl-
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als can be evaluated by measuring the increase in pres-
sure of an ungettered tube over a period of time. This

method has been particularly valuable in comparing
various basic bulb-assembly designs. ^'^ A comparison
of three types of metal tube constructions is shown in

Fig. 30. Curve 1 is for a metal tube construction with

a shell of cold-rolled ND14 steel with both internal and
external surfaces of the shell completely covered with

enamel; curve 2 is for the same cone as curve 1 except

that only the glass sealing lands on the metal shell were
enameled to facilitate glass-to-metal sealing; curve 3

is for a tube with a shell made of No. 430 stainless

steel. It was because of these and similar data, plus

the poor life characteristics of ND14 steel, that the

decision was made to stop production of tubes of this

construction.

Of the metal tubes, only the type made with a cone
of No. 430 steel shows no appreciable increase in pres-
sure on holding. Tubes made with a cone of ND14 metal,

however, even after seven weeks, continued to show
increase in gas with no indication of leveling off.

60

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

DAYS

Figure 30. Pressure Stability in Ungettered 21AP4
Picture Tube

Residual Gas Composition

The composition of the gas remaining after exhaust

canbeas important to tube life as the total gas quantity.

Jenkins and Trodden25 have shown, in their work with

impregnated cathodes, that oxygen, water vapor, car-
bon dioxide, and air have a much greater poisoning ef-

fect on emission than do carbon monoxide, nitrogen,

argon, and hydrogen.

When changes are made in materials and processing,

it is quite possible that the composition of the resulting

residual gas canbe radically changed with no change in

the total quantity of residual gas. For a comprehensive
analysis of factors influencing kinescope exhaust, it is,

therefore, necessary to have methods of identifying the

composition of residual gases. In recent years, sev-
eral mass spectrometric techniques have been reported

for residual gas analysis in kinescopes. ' At the

three Tube Division C & P Laboratories, commercial
mass spectrometers have been adapted to residual gas

work. Very extensive reports on the study of the out-

gassing of tube materials have been prepared by Turn-
bull. 28

With these methods, it is possible to identify both the

type and quantity of residual gases in tubes with known
emission performance. By comparing these data with

those obtained on tubes processed by any proposed new
method, the effect of the new method on life can be
fairly accurately predicted.

The data presented in Table V show the residual gas

composition for black and white kinescopes. The values

reported by Philips and Kemet were obtained with

Omegatrons attached to the tubes. The RCA data were
obtained with a Consolidated Electrodynamics Model
620 mass spectrometer and an intermediate pumping
and collection system to transfer the residual gas from
the kinescope to the mass spectrometer. In all cases,

the measurements were obtained on ungettered, inop-

erative tubes. The differences in results probably re-

sult from the fact that the tubes were manufactured by
different companies using different materials and pro-
cessing methods. The data, therefore, emphasize that

processing and material variations can greatly change
the environment of the cathode and can affect reliability.
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Color Picture Tube Design and Processing

H. C. Moodey and A. M. Morrell

Lancaster

Color picture tubes to be described in this chapter

may be defined as directly -viewed cathode -ray tubes

capable of reproducing pictures in color. Most color

tubes contain screens composed of arrays of three dif-

ferent phosphors which emit light of the three primary
colors, red, green, and blue. The phosphors are divid-

ed into small areas, arranged so that each picture ele-

ment comprises an area of each of the three phosphors.
The color sub-elements comprising each picture ele-

ment are small enough not to be resolved by the eye at

normal viewing distance.

The color tube must include a means for selecting color
so that, as the electron beam scans the screen, only

phosphor areas which emit the desired color are bom-
barded. In some areas, of course, the desired color

may be blue, in others, green or red, or a combination
of these primaries. Thus, a beam must be directed to

a certain phosphor area within each picture element, and
directed away or shielded from all other areas of that

element.

In addition to the color tubes which contain screens

composed of multiple arrays of phosphor elements,

several other types have been proposed but not devel-

oped. One of these would employ a phosphor, the color

of whose output is dependent on beam current density.

Lack of phosphors which cover an adequate color gamut
is a basic reason for lack of development of this pro-

posal. Another system proposed, known as the "volt-

age-sensitive, " or "penetration," type, uses a screen
composed of two or more layers of different phosphors.

Varying the beam energy then varies the beam penetra-

tion into the screen layers, with consequent shift in the

relative excitation of the layers . Although technological

advances in applying phosphors have helped reduce the

necessary range of beam energy, this range is still sev-

eral thousand electron volts. Additional problems hin-

dering development include means for obtaining ade-

quate color saturation, raster stability during screen
voltage modulation, and suppression of high-frequency

radiation.

OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF MAJOR COLOR

-

TUBE TYPESl,2

The color -selection method maybe either electrical,

mechanical, or a combination of the two. Directly-

viewed color tubes maybe classifiedby the color selec-

tion method used, as follows: (1) accurate beam scan-

ning; (2) beam switching near the phosphor screen; and
(3) direction-sensitive screens.

Accurate Beam Scanning

In concept, the simplest of all color tubes is one in

which the screen, composed of horizontal strips of the

primary phosphors laidin color sequence, is accurate-
ly scanned, strip after strip, by a single beam. Simul-
taneously, the beam current is modulated by the video

signal to provide an intensity appropriate to the color

strip and picture element being scanned. A single beam
is used, whose focused spot size must be limited to the

alloted width of the phosphor line, that is, one -third of

the picture element size, in order to prevent color dilu-

tion by excitation of an unwanted color. If the screen
structure is reasonably fine, then the phosphor strips

are narrow, and the practical limitation on light output

is the ability of the gun to provide high current in a very
small focused spot. The problems of meeting scanning
accuracy, and stability requirements at modern scan-

ning frequencies and high definition, make this simple
variety of tube impractical.

In its successors, accurate scanning is combined with
feedback of a light or secondary-emission signal from
the phosphor screen. The signal is generated when the

beam (or an auxiliary beam) scans the signal area; it is

picked up, amplified, and fed to circuitry which cor-
relates this information with incoming video informa-

tion. This signal processing provides that modulation
of the beam to produce the required output of each
primary color occur precisely as the beam scans

the corresponding phosphor areas. The signal -gener-

ating areas may be located at the end of each scanned
line, or may be within the picture area. In the latter

case, correcting signals are provided from each pic-

ture element or small group of elements. When the

signal areas are thus closely spaced, the phosphor
screen strips maybe horizontal or vertical. In a hor-
izontal-line, single-beam tube, the beam is "wobbled"

up and down across a trio of color lines as it scans the

picture from side to side. Triple beams may also be
used in a horizontal -line tube, in which case each beam
is assigned to one color and the three beams may be

operated simultaneously. Gun andbeam requirements,
as well as light output limitations, are similar in kind

to those for the simple system without feedback. The
feedback tube has been called a "sensing" or "indexing"

type. The Philco "Apple"^, 4, 5 tube falls in this clas-
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sification, as well as several varieties investigated by

RCA. 6, 7/8, 9

Beam Switching Near the Phosphor Screen

A second type of tube uses beam switching near the

phosphor screen. Only one electron beam is used in

this type. The switching principle may be subdivided

into two categories:

Beam Deflection by a Field Between Elementary Elec-

trodes . An electrode structure, consisting of at least

two sets of closely spaced, electrically connected con-
ductors, is supported by the phosphor screenor is placed
nearit(Fig. 1). When suitable potentials are applied be

-

tweenthe sets of conductors, the beam is directed as de-

sired to any one of the three phosphor arrays. Such

switching electrodes may have capacitance between sets

of conductors sufficiently high to impose a rather severe
power requirement for switching color at high frequen-

cies. In addition, objectionable high-frequency radia-

tion may occur from the electrode structure unless pro-
per precautions are taken in its design.

In one form (Fig. lA) the phosphor lines are laid on,

or are coated with, strips of conductive material in color

sequence. Adjacent strips are insulated from each other

and all strips containing the same phosphor are elec-

trically connected, so that potential differences may be

applied between interlaced sets of conductive strips and
the beam thus deflectedto the desired set. Another form
(Fig. IB), which requires a lower switching voltage, has

a structure consisting of sets of small deflecting plates

placed near the phosphor screen and registered with the

elemental screen areas. In still another version (Fig.

IC) two of the phosphors are applied to the plates and
the third to the glass screen plate. The coated screen
plate must be sufficiently translucent to pass light emit-

ted by the phosphor coating on the deflecting plates.

A more practical modification of the system of Fig.

IB is shown schematically in Fig. 2. This tube, which
has been known by the name of the late Dr. E. O.

Lawrence, was developedby Chromatic Television Lab-
oratories as the "Chromatron. "10 Here, the electrode

structure consists of a grill of parallel wires. Alter-

nate wires are electrically connected, forming two
interlaced coplanar grills. Aligned with the wires is a

phosphor screen of parallel strips in a particular color

sequence, having portions of each of three color strips

opposite each interval between wires . When no potential

is applied between grills, the scanningbeam strikes the

array of phosphor strips located opposite the centers of

the spaces between wires; when a suitable potential is

applied between the grills, the beam is deflected to

strike another array of strips; and when this potential

is reversed, the beam is deflected in the opposite direc-

tion to strike the third array. Because the wire dia-

meter is small compared with the space between wires,

electrostatic focusing at the grill must be used to obtain

color purity, a principle which is described under
Focus -Grill Systems .

electron gun and neck axis are set at an oblique angle

to the screen. The beam is shown entering from the
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Beam Refraction or Reflection by Accelerating or Re -

tarding Fields . In tubes that use beam refraction or re-
flection by accelerating or retarding fields (Fig. 3), the

Figure 1. Color Selection by Beam Deflection Between
Elementary Electrodes
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Figure 3. Beam Refractio)i or Reflection by Acceler-
ating or Retarding Fields

lower left corner of the diagram . The screen structure
consists of two electrodes between which a potential dif-

ference is applied. These electrodes are an apertured
plate, through which the beam passes, and a plate beyond
and parallel to it. This figure shows the beam trajec-
tories in the two forms of this tube type.

In the refractive or transmission form (Curve 1) volt-
age Vc is more positive than voltage Vq and the result-
ant accelerating field between the two electrodes bends
the beam toward the normal, causing it to land on the

phosphor areas deposited on the final electrode, the

viewing screen. Modulation of the screen potential

serves to switch color by changing the refraction of the

beam and hence its landing position.

In the reflection form of tube (Curve 2) voltage is

negative with respect to voltage Vq and, therefore, the

retarding field between the two electrodes reflects the

beam which has passed through a slit aperture and
causes it to fall on the phosphor -coated aperture -plate

surface facing the final electrode. The range S of the

beam is a function of the field strength andbeam entrance
angle a. The phosphor coating consists of a set of three
color strips laid in each space between apertures. Be-
cause the width of each phosphor strip is about equal to

that of the slit, and because focusing action occurs, the

beam landing area is narrower than the phosphor strip.

Modulation of the reflector electrode voltage provides
color switching. The apertured phosphor plate is viewed
through the transparent final electrode. Considerable
experimental work has been done on the reflection type
by RCAll and GE. 12

The focusing action which occurs in both of these
forms is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, for a favorable choice
of the angle of incidence a and, in the accelerating types,
of the voltage ratio V^/Vq.

Figure 4. Beam Focusing in Refraction Case

Figure 5. Beam Focusing in Reflection Case
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The color tubes in this category require envelopes of

unconventional design, with the neck at an oblique angle

to the screen. They maybe made with somewhat lower

capacitance between switching electrodes than the

screen-switching types described earlier. The reflec-

tion form has the advantage of built-in register between
aperturesand phosphor arrays; the transmission form

,

however, may be designedfor higher efficiency than the

reflection form.

Direction-Sensitive Screen Assembly

Tubes containing direction-sensitive screens require

either three beams, or a single beam moved succes-

sively into positions corresponding to three beams.
(Figs. 6 and 7). A rotating single beam was used in

some of the first tubes demonstrated by RCA but was
quickly superseded, because of its short duty cycle, by

a three -beam arrangement. In the following discussion,

wherever three beams are mentioned it should be under-
stood that they can be replaced by such a single -beam
system.

Under direction-sensitive screens there are three

subdivisions.

Complex Screen Surface Containing Directional Ele-

ments . Each of the three phosphors is deposited on sur-

faces so oriented that only one array of phosphor areas

is exposed to bombardment by each electron beam. Sev-

COLOR-SELECTION
DEFLECTION SYSTEM

CONVERGING LENS
\

CENTER OF COLOR-
SELECTION DEFLECTION

Figure 6. Single-Beam Arrangement for use With Di-

rection-Sensitive Screen (gun end of tube)

ANASTIGMATIC
DEFLECTING YOKE

MAIN
CONVERGENCE

COIL PLANE OF
SCREEN

DYNAMIC
CONVERGENCE

COIL

><^— COLOR-SELECTION
DEFLECTION SYSTEM

Figure 7. Single-Beam Arrangement for use With Di-

rection-Sensitive Screen (screen end of tube)

eral types of configurations for this purpose have been
proposed and experimental tubes have been built and
demonstrated. 2 Some of these systems ( Figs. 8 and 9)

use a wide angular separation between electron beams
and therefore encounter problems in producing non -key-
stoned, well-registered rasters; others (as in Fig. 10)

use narrower beam angles. It appears that either the

angular separation of the beams must be so great as to

require separate deflecting yokes, or, for smaller beam
angles, a light loss must be tolerated because the phos-
phors lie on surfaces nearly parallel to the direction of

viewing. If separate deflecting yokes are used, severe
registry problems arise, requiring precise electrical

matching of the yokes and deflection waveforms, as well

as accurate keystoning. The basic idea behind such
systems is quite old; however, patents^ have been ob-

tained comparatively recently by Goldsmith and by Geer

.

The direction-sensitive screen systems comprising
the two remaining subdivisions permit a small angular

separation between the three beams. Hence, each em-
ploys a single yoke simultaneously deflecting all three

beams; this method eliminates the extreme register

difficulties just described.

BLUE
PHOSPHOR

GREEN
PHOSPHOR

RED
PHOSPHOR

BEAM

^"GREEN"
BEAM

-TRANSPARENT
PLATE

Figure 8. Direction-Sensitive Screen Having Prismatic
Surface Elements

DIRECTION OF
"GREEN" BEAM

DIRECTION OF
"BLUE" BEAM

DIRECTION OF

Figure 9. Direction -Sensitive Screen Having Pyramidal
Surface Elements
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TRANSPARENT

APPROXIMATE COATED METAL
DIRECTION OF OR OTHER

INCIDENT BEAMS HONEYCOMB

(B)

Figure 10. Complex Structuresfor Direction-Sensitive

Screens

Shadow-Mask System . 13 An apertured electrode is

placed near the phosphor screen and scanned by three

beams, each approaching from one of three apparent
sources or "color centers" in the deflection plane of the

tube (Fig. 11). Registered with each aperture in the

mask is a trio of phosphor dots, one dot for emitting
each primary color. The size and location of the aper-
tures and the size and location of the phosphor areas
are so chosen that one array of phosphor areas, and

PREFERRED DIRECTION OF
HORIZONTAL SCAN

FLAT GLASS PLATE
COVERED WITH TANGENT

PHOSPHOR DOTS

Figure 11. Diagram of Shadow-Mask System

only one, can be seen from each color center, looking
through the mask (Fig. 12). Because the bulb-wall,
mask, and phosphor screen are operated at the same
potential, rectilinear propagation of the electrons
occurs in this entire region.

The aperture mask and the phosphor plate maybe flat

or curved. 14 in the early tubes they were made flat, as
a separate assembly mounted within the tube envelope.
The mask was placed under tension, so that under normal
operating conditions its apertures didnotmove when the
mask was heated by electron bombardment. In the

curved form the mask is not stressed, but is so designed
and mounted that in normal operation its apertures have
very little motion transverse to the beam path. The
curved system permits use of a phosphor screen applied
to the faceplate of the tube, provided the mask and face-
plate curvatures are properly related. Curvature of the

assembly reduces the requirement for dynamic conver-
gence and simplifies the problem of obtaining a rec-
tangular (non-pincushioned) raster. Application of the

phosphor screen to the faceplate permits full utilization

of the bulb diameter, as in black-and-white picture

tubes.

The theoretical maximum transmission of any shad-
ow-mask is 33.3 per cent. Specific designs may be more
limited, as for instance the round aperture in a hexa-
gonal array, which has a maximum transmission of 30.3
per cent. These values assume a point source in the

deflection plane as shown in Fig. 12; they must be re-
duced when a beam of finite diameter is considered.
Also, the maximum permissible hole size is a function

ofbeam separation in the deflection plane, being smaller
for close beam spacing. Allowance for these last two
factors and a small amount of mechanical error re-

SCREEN

Figure 12. Shadow -Mask Principle of Operation
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Figure 13. Early Proposal for Line -Structure Shadow-Mask Tubes

quires reduction of mask transmission in a practical

tube to less than 20 per cent. Thus, a large fraction of

the total beam current is intercepted by the mask, and
a corresponding limitation placed upon maximum light

output.

The shapes of the apertures and the phosphor areas
are optional, but must correspond. Line structures of

the shadow-mask type have been described (Fig. 13),

but only the type having round apertures and phosphor
dots in hexagonal arrays has been produced commer-
cially.

The so-called "thin" tube of Dr. D. Gabor 15, 16 also

uses the shadovi'-mask principle for color selection.

Focus -Maskl'7 and Focus-Grilll8,19 Systems . As
in the shadow-mask type, an apertured electrode is

placed near the phosphor screen, aligned with corres-
ponding screen areas, andscanned by a beam approach

-

ingfrom each of the three color centers. In focus -mask
or focus -grill types, however, the apertures are rela-

tively large. An accelerating field on the screen side

of the apertured electrode produces an electron lens at

each aperture. These lenses collect the electrons in

each beam, which would otherwise bombard the three

phosphor arrays indiscriminately, into small pencils

which strike only one array (Fig. 14).

The focusing electrode may be of high transmission
(up to about 90 per cent for the grill structure) so that

it intercepts relatively little beam current and conse-
quently removes the severe limitation on light output

imposed by the shadow-mask.

The accelerating fieldbetween focusing electrode and
screen results in loss of contrast due to two types of

electron scattering. In the first type, secondary elec-
trons emitted from the focusing electrode (upon beam

Figure 14. Focus-Grill Operation

bombardment) are accelerated to the screen; in the sec-
ond type, primary electrons, back-scattered from the

screen coating at some loss in velocity, are re-accel-
erated to the screen. Focusing systems using an addi-
tional, or auxiliary, grill or mesh to prevent this loss

of contrast have been studied and investigated experi-
mentally, especially by RCA. 19 However, the addi-
tional transmission loss, complexity of construction,

and problems connected with placing the screen on the

curved faceplate, have combined to make this form of

tube unattractive.

Because of the fact that the beams are focused after

deflection, these types are sometimes called "post-de-
flection focus" tubes.
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As shown in Fig. 14, the focus -grill principle may
also be used with a single gun. In this case, color se-

lection is obtainedby grill switching. This combination
was mentioned previously in connection with the

Lawrence tube.

THE GEOMETRY OF SHADOW-MASK TUBE DESIGN

Planar Mask-Screen Assembly

The basic design dimensions of a shadow-mask tube

are determined by straightforward geometry. When the

mask and screen are curved, the geometry becomes a
little more complex than in the case of a flat screen
assembly because of the additional variables introduced,

namely, the curvatures of face and mask.

In Fig. 15 a flat mask and phosphor plate are shown
paralleltoeach other, spacedat distancesp and L, re-

spectively, from the source, which is a distances from
the axis of the assembly. This sketch shows only one

of the beams; the other two would be represented by
similar diagrams rotated 120 degrees around the axis.

The center -to -center spacing of the apertures in the

mask is a, and the center-to-center spacingof the phos-
phor dots of one color is D. In the phosphor-screen
application process*, and later during tube operation,

the mask pattern is projected onto the phosphor plate,

forming an image having dimensions D/a times the cor-
responding mask dimensions. This ratio D/a is equal

to L/p, which is termed the magnification X . The mag-
nification in this planar structure is constant, regard-
less of the angle at which the rays strike the mask.
Consequently, if the mask-hole spacing is uniform, as

indicated by the dimension a, the phosphor -dot spacing

D in each array is likewise uniform. By the same rea-

soning, the dot size and the dot-to-dot spacing within

each trio are also uniform, and each trio of dots is a

replica of every other trio.

Fig. 16 shows the basic design parameters for a
planar screen assembly. The algebraic derivation of

MASK-%

a p

a

\

\\
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»
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Figure 15. Planar Mask-Screen Geometry

"Lighthouse" design features are discussed in Refs. 20 and

21.

the equations relating these parameters is quite sim-
ple. 13 A basic objective is optimum utilization of the

screen area, which requires the best possible packing
arrangement for the phosphor dots (tangent dots in hex-
agonal array) as indicated at the right of the diagram.
Best packing also implies constancy of dot, and dot-

trio, size and spacing. Since practical mask fabrica-

tion requires uniformity of aperture spacing, uniform
trio spacing can be obtained only when the screen mag-
nification is constant over the entire picture area. As
already mentioned, this constancy is inherent in the

planar assembly.

Note that Fig. 16 takes into account the finite dia-

meter M of the electron beam in the deflection plane.

If the aperture diameter is given by B', electrons will

bombard the entire phosphor dot. However, if any slight

error in register of mask with screen occurs, elec-

trons will strike adjacent phosphor dots . Practical con-
siderations therefore require the introduction of a
"screen tolerance" by reducing the aperture diameter
somewhat to the diameter B given in the section of this

chapter on DESIGN EQUATIONS. The bombarded area
of each phosphor dot is thus decreased to provide a mar-
gin of safety between the fluorescent area and the edge
of the phosphor dot as shown in Fig. 17. Thus, to en-
sure pure color fields, mask transmission is sacrificed

to some degree.

From these considerations, it becomes apparent that

the "color centers, " shown as points in Figs. Hand 12,

should be redefined as small areas in the deflection

plane. All beam electrons passing through one of these

areas, and only those electrons, are directed so that, un-
less interceptedby the mask, they will strike the phos-
phor dots of one array. In the case of zero screen tol-

erance, the beam of diameter M exactly fills the color

center, as shown in Fig. 16.

Several relationships developed from the geometry of

Fig. 16 (see section on DESIGN EQUATIONS) have im-
portant effects on tube design. First, for a given cone

length and mask-hole spacing, the mask-to-screen
spacing q varies inversely with S, the beam-to-axis
spacingin the deflection plane. Second, either increas-
ing the beam diameter M in the deflecting plane or de-

creasing the value of S reduces the maximum permissi-
ble aperture diameter B and hence the transmission of

the mask. However, enlargement of S to increase

transmission aggravates the problems of beam con-

vergence, which are discussed further in several sec-
tions of this chapter. Upper limits for the phosphor -dot
diameter and the aperture spacing are set by the degree
of screen coarseness which is permissible.

Curved Mask-Screen Assembly^^;^^;^^

Thus far, only the case of a flat mask and screen
assembly, a type of construction used within the envel-

ope of the first production tube, the RCA 15GP22, has
been considered. For these tubes, the phosphors were
applied by a "silk screening" process. However, with

the development of photographic techniques for phosphor
deposition, the application of screens directly to the

spherical faceplate of the tube became feasible. For
several reasons, both mechanical and electrical, the

masks used with these screens were likewise spheri-

cally curved.
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L

Figure 16. Shadow-,

Figure 17. Magnified Portion of Screen of Operating
Tube, Showing Bright Fluorescent Areas Within Phos-

phor Dots

Fig. 18 shows the additional factors which must be
considered in the design of a tube with a spherical

-

screen assembly. The geometry of this tube is worked
out by first assuming a suitable radius of curvature for

the faceplate and then determining the coordinate mask
curvature needed to provide constant magnification.
The appearance of the picture demands that the faceplate
be of rather long radius of curvature; consequently, its

Design Parameters

Figure 18. Curved Mask-Screen Geometry

center lies at point C, back of the deflection plane OF.
The geometry of the system can then be worked out to

a first approximation for the condition of constant mag-
nification, that is, for a constant ratio of lengths OB to

OA at all deflection angles, where B is any point on the

screen. A slight compromise is needed to take into

account all three beams, that is, tlie center of mask
curvature must be shifted from point D to point E on the

axis, an adjustment which has negligible effect on tlie

constancy of magnification.

The geometry of the spherical system, in contrast
to that of the planar system, is such as toproduce asym-
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metrical instead of equilateral trios toward the edge

of the screen.

This trio distortion, a quasi-optical effect termed
"crowding," may also be derived geometrically. The
object, which is the set of three color centers in the

deflection plane, is broken into two components, one in

the plane within which the beams are deflected, and the

other perpendicular to this plane. Magnification ratios

are then derived for and applied to these two components
separately, to obtain the corresponding dimensional
components of the image on the screen, which is the trio

of phosphor dots. Fig. 19is adiagramin which the tube

axis and the rays corresponding to deflectedbeams lie in

the plane of the paper. The object size in this planets w,

and the corresponding image dimension (as read through
a microscope having its axis parallel to the tube axis)

is y cos j3 . If X is constructed parallel to y, and con-

stant screen magnification X is assumed, then

m _ y cos |3 ^ X.
(X - 1) cos i3

X - 1

1 + tan 0 tan /3

Thus, the radial phosphor-dot separation is a function

of radial position of the dot trio on the screen, even
though X is constant. Values of this function (also called

the "obliquity factor") depend on the relative magnitudes
of L and the radius of curvature of the screen. The
plane perpendicular to that of Fig. 19, containing the

deflected ray OP but not the tube axis, is considered
next (Fig. 20). Obviously, no such foreshortening of

the object takes place because Wn, the object projected

onto this plane, lies parallel to the image yj^. Thus,
the magnification of this component is

Yn
1

X
1

In the small triangle constructed at the object,

X w
sin (90 - 0q) cos (O^ -

/3)

and, since Oq= Gfor practical cases,

^ w cos Q
^ " cos (O - /3)

The magnification ratio relating the object in the deflec-

tion plane to its image on the curved screen is then

Fig. 21 shows the composite effect on trios, as viewed
fromtlie front of the tube. This diagram is not to scale,

but is exaggerated for clarity. The overlapping of the

phosphor dots maybe lessened somewhat by an optical

compromise at the time of screen exposure, described
in the following section.

ELECTRON-OPTICAL DEVIATIONS FROM THE
SIMPLE OPTICAL ANALOGY FOR SHADOW-MASK
TUBES

To a first approximation, simple geometrical prin-

ciples apply to the electron-beam behavior and hence
to the photographic method of screen deposition for

shadow-mask tubes. 21 xhe screen exposure is

made in a "lighthouse" within which, as shown in Fig.

12, light is projected from a source through the mask
apertures to the screen plate. The source must be of

RADIUS OF
CURVATURE
OF SCREEN

DEFLECTION
PLANE OF

YOKE

4.
\
\

0
13-

/

Figure 19. Geometry of Trio Distortioits (plane containing tube axis)
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Figure 20. Geometry of Trio Distortims (plane normal
to Fig 19)

Figure 21. "Crowding" of Trios on Tube Screen

small size and suitable shape, and must be properly
located. The screen plate is coated with a photosensi-
tive phosphor mixture.

As development of the shadow-mask tube progressed
in the direction of wider deflection angles and higher

-

quality screens, it became apparent that several elec-

tron-optical phenomena were preventing the shadowed
beams from landing accurately centered on the corres-
ponding phosphor dots. This misregister caused excita-
tion of unwanted colors. Pure color fields could, of

course, have been obtained by designing for a large
screen-tolerance but only at considerable reduction of

aperture size and light output. A consistent effort has
therefore been made to build into the tube corrections
for all types of systematic misregister, allowing suf-

ficient screen-tolerance only for random and other
errors not readily corrected.

Correction for the systematic errors is made in the

lighthouse at the time of screen exposure by simulating
optically the electron-optical effects which will occur
later in the operating tube. These misregister effects

include: (1) radial error, (2) degrouping errors, and
(3) errors due to any ambient magnetic field.

Radial Error

A radial error results from the fact that the effective

beam -deflection center moves toward the screen as
deflection is increased (Fig. 22). This characteristic

^B'

Figure 22. Forivard Motion of Deflection Center With
Increasing Deflection Angle

is a function not only of the tube parameters but also of

the yoke length and field distribution. The manufac-
turing variations amongyokes made according to a par-
ticular design do not, however, affect the characteristic

substantially. Hence, a radially symmetrical lens, de-

signed to fit the characteristic of the tube -plus -yoke

system, effectively corrects this type of misregis-
ter. 22,23, 25 Curves 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 23 repre-
sent the characteristics for three yoke positions, in

order of increasing screen-to-yoke distance.

To obtain the lens designee it is necessary first to

convert the data displayed in Fig. 23 into a relationship

between two other variables: the virtual source posi-

tion (analogous to the moving deflection center position

in the operating tube), and the corresponding points at

which rays from the virtual source intersect the lens

surface. These derived data are then fed into a com-
puter which has been programmed to furnish the

required lens contour or "grinding instructions. "27

Various considerations govern the detailed procedure
for carrying out these steps. The misregister charac-
teristic (Fig. 23) is generally determined by averaging
measurements on several tubes, taking as misregister
for each screen radius the average of a number of

azimuthally spaced readings. The yoke used during
these measurements must be of the same design as that

which will be used to deflect the lens -corrected tube*.

As indicated by the differences between the three curves
of Fig. 23, the characteristic is critically affected by

the yoke (i.e. , deflection center) position with respect

to the screen. In general, it is desirable to choose a
lens design for which a minimum amount of glass is

removed in fabrication, and in which the slope of the

surface is kept to a minimum . Such a lens will not only

require less grinding but will also tend to be more ac-

curate than a deeply cut lens. Furthermore, its place-

ment in the lighthouse will be less critical. Curve 2,

which roughly balances radial misregister on the plus

and minus sides of zero, corresponds to the correction

which an optimized lens will furnish. From any one of

* See also under Yoke
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Figure 23. Radial Misregister Characteristic of 70^

Shadow-Mask Tube

the characteristics, a set of points as required by the

computer program can be selected for conversion into

the new variables.

When a radial correction lens is used, a minor op-
tical adjustment is generally made to reduce the geo-
metrical trio distortion ("crowding") shown in Fig. 21.

If the lens is offset outward (away from the tube axis)

from a position centered over the light source, and is

rotated with the source successively into the three ex-
posure positions, the radial lens characteristic is such
as to reduce the "crowding" of the phosphor dots and
thus provide more nearly uniform screen coverage.
The effect of this offset is shown in Fig. 24. Here the

source is a distance S to the left of the tube axis, and
the lens center is offset a distance B to the left of the

source. The line joining the source and the screen
center indicates that optically the lens center is dis-

placed a distance A. Diametrically opposite rays,
striking the screen at equal distances r from the tube

axis, intersect the lens at unequal distances from its

center (p' < p"). Since the refraction produced by the

lens increases from its center outward, the ray reach-
ing point D lies at a greater angle to the tube axis than

the ray reaching C . Thus, the dot formed at D will have
been displaced outward from the axis by more than the

average radial correction for screen radius r, and the

dot formed at C will have received less than the aver-
age outward correction. If this figure is assumed to

represent the condition during exposure of the "blue"
dot array, point C corresponds to the "blue" dot at the

top of the screen and point D to the "blue" dot at the

bottom of the screen. Referring to Fig. 21, then, the

lens offset will move both of these dots downward from
the positions shown and thus reduce dot overlap or

"crowding. " The "blue" dots to the right and left of the

screen center will not be moved by the offset, but ex-
posures for "red" and "green" arrays will move the

corresponding dots apart.

Degrouping Errors

Degrouping errors result to a large extent from the

motion of the beams relative to each other produced by
dynamic convergence fields. These ac fields are pro-
vided in synchronism with scanning, to maintain the

beams in convergence over the entire picture area. *

The continual change in the value of S due to this beam
motion causes each beam, projected through a mask
aperture, to change correspondingly its landing posi-
tions relative to the phosphor dots. The entire "front

end" of the tube, from deflection plane to screen, may
be considered as an imperfect example of a multiple

-

pinhole camera in which the mask apertures are the

pinholes. As thescreenis scanned from center to edge,
the object in the deflection plane, which is the trio of

beam cross-sections, is enlarged by dynamic conver-
gence so that its image, the trio of fluorescent spots on
the screen, is correspondingly enlarged. But if the

phosphor dots were depositedon the faceplate by expo-
sure from a fixed light source (constant value of S), the

beam trio is magnified or "degrouped" with respect to

the corresponding dot trio, as shown in the left column
of enlargements (Fig. 25).

Considering one beam at a time, the degrouping is a
unidirectional vector throughout the picture area; the

magnitude of this vector is a function of beam position

on the screen. This magnitude, averaged around a zone
of a given radius, increases with screen radius in pro-
portion to the square of the tangent of the deflection

angle measuredfrom the tube axis. Around each zone,
there is an azimuthal variation of two cycles (Fig. 26),
of which the peak-to-peak amplitude increases with
screen radius. Furthermore, the azimuthal character-
istics for the three beams are separated in phase . This
separation is not 120 degrees, as might have been ex-
pected because both the phasing and the wave shape are
affected by the dynamic convergence which is, in turn,

related to the rectangular raster shape. The magnitude
and phase differences between the degrouping charac-
teristics of the three beams distort the shapes of the tri-

angles formed by the beam trios so that the symmetrical
"crowded" triangles (corresponding to the dot trios

shown in Fig. 21) are no longer observed.

As an early expedient to reduce the effects of degroup-
ing on picture quality, a compromise adjustment was
made in the direction of grouping the beams, thus re-
ducing the screen tolerance at the center to obtain more
tolerance near the edge (right column of enlargements
in Fig. 25). 23 This adjustment, used in the 21AXP22A
and known as a "short q"or "compromise S" arrange-
ment, consisted of settingthe mask-screen spacing for

an "S" value intermediate between the zero -deflection
and full -deflection dynamic conditions, and exposing the

screen from this intermediate "S" position.

A much better solution to the degrouping problem has
been incorporated in the 21CYP22. 24, 28, 29, 30 The
motion of each beam in the deflection plane, which is

equivalent to a transverse shift of the source, is simu-

* Further discussion of convergence will be found in several

sections of this chapter.
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Figure 26. Azimuthal Variation ofDynamic Degrouping

lated optically by the introduction of a prism. This
prism is not of the simple type having two planar, non-
parallel surfaces; although the tilt around any elemental
zone of this special prism is constant, the slope in-

creases continuously from center to edge of the lens.

Because this lens is mounted in fixed relationship to the

source in the lighthouse, and this assembly is moved
successively into positions representing the three color

centers for exposure of the three phosphor -dot arrays,

this optical system can simulate the motions of the three

sources, averagedfor each zone and phased 120 degrees
apart by use of the three lighthouse source positions.

However, the azimuthal variations around a given zone
displayed by any one beam cannot be reproduced by the

uniform prism around the corresponding lens zone. In

fact, this zonal uniformity of prism does not even cor-
rect for azimuthally uniform degrouping; it produces
an azimuthal characteristic of its own known as "print-

ing errors." Unfortunately, in shadow-mask tubes

these printing errors are not so phased as to compen-
sate for the azimuthal variations in degrouping, but

they do tend to reduce the dot "crowding" effect.

Thus far, attention has been directed toward means
for laying phosphor dots in the locations where the de -

grouped electron beams would strike the faceplate.

However, in a "constant magnification" tube, these dot

trios would be degroupedand the dots of adjacent trios

would overlap, thus reducing the useful phosphor area.

The remedy for this condition is a redesign of mask
contour in the direction of decreased curvature, so that

mask-screen spacing, and hence the magnification

ratio*, are gradually reduced from center to edge. The

mask contour is so designed as to provide in each zone

the exact grouping effect needed to nullify the average

degrouping. This correction is effective, of course,

for both light and electron beams.

In practice, the radial and degrouping corrections

are combined in a single lens surface (Fig. 27). No
mechanical offset between this lens and the light source

is needed for "crowding" correction; the slight optical

* For this "pinhole camera," the magnification ratio is the

ratio of the mask-screen spacing to the mask-deflection-plane

distance.

Figure 27. Contour of Degrouping Lens

offset inherent in this arrangement (mentioned pre-
viously under Radial Error ) is sufficient.

Use of the degrouping correction lens and redesigned
mask contour in the 21CYP22 removes the need (exem-
plified in the 21AXP22A) for groupedbeams at the screen
center. The regained tolerance in the central portion

of the screen may then be sacrificed to raise light out-

put by enlarging the mask apertures in this area. In the

21CYP22 it has thus been feasible to grade the mask-
aperture diameter upwards from 10 mils at the edge to

12 mils at the center providing a 44 per cent increase

in mask transmission at the screen center as compared
with that of the 21AXP22A.

Although the degrouping lens provides a major cor-

rection in shadow-mask tubes, a small error remains
as previously mentioned; furthermore, the amount of

this incorrigible error increases rapidly with deflection

angle, so that extension of these principles to tubes hav-
ing appreciably wider deflection angles is considered
impractical.

Ambient Magnetic Fields

Ambient magnetic fields such as that of the earth

cause register errors. 23, 31 Partial compensation for

the component of such a field transverse to the tube axis

may be made by offsetting the mask-screen assembly
in the lighthouse in a direction perpendicular to the

transverse field. As the orientation of the tube axis

in the horizontal plane is random, andman-made fields,

if present, may have any direction, the only field to

which all tubes are consistently subjected is the verti-

cal component of the earth's field. Consequently, the

lighthouse offset has been applied only to correct for a

weighted average magnitude of this vertical field in the

United States. Further discussion of magnetic field ef-

fects will be found later in this chapter.

TRIPLE-BEAM GUNS

Only the design and operational features peculiar to

multi-beam guns will be considered here, since basic
gun design for cathode -ray tubes is covered in other

chapters.
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Special Requirements

Triple -beam guns for shadow-mask color kinescopes

have several special requirements, in particular: (1)

their beams must converge everywhere in the picture

area; and (2) they must deliver higher currents than

guns in most other cathode -ray tubes, to compensate
for the inefficiencies of the mask-screen assembly.

Convergence . Convergence maybe obtainedmechan-
ically (by tilting the individual guns toward their common
axis), or electron-optically. Fixed mechanical tilting

provides convergence in only one zone of the screen.

Other screen areas require different angles of tilt be-
cause the beam path-length between deflection plane

and screen varies with deflection, and also because
the deflection field itself has some converging action.

When center convergence only is applied, the degree
of off-center misconvergence is roughly proportional

to the beam spacing in the deflection plane and to the

square of the tangent of the deflection angle.

In practice, convergence of the beams is maintained
over the picture area by dynamic electronic control

operating in synchronism with the scanning. Several
means for applying dynamic convergence have been in-

vestigated. At RCA, the first method developed was
the use of an electrostatic accelerating lens at the top

of the gun, common to the three beams. 32, 33 Varying
the potential of one of the electrodes which formed this

lens provided the necessary change in beam conver-
gence. In the 15GP22 gun assembly, which used this

principle, the individual guns were parallel to each
other and to the axis, and the final lens then provided
both the static and the dynamic convergence needed.

Two of the major shortcomings of this gun were the

requirement for close regulation of the convergence
lens potentials, and the lack of individual beam control

inherent in the common lens.

The succeeding gun, which is used in current color

tubes22 (Fig. 28), overcame both of these difficulties.

Through three pairs of internal radial pole pieces at the

top of the gun, amagnetic convergence fieldis appliedto

each beam and varied in strength as needed, with little

effect on the other two beams (Fig. 29). Foradded flex-

ibility in obtaining accurate convergence, a tangential

pair of pole pieces is addedto the "blue" gun, to obtain a

"lateral" or tangential dc adjustment of this beam (Fig.

30) . In addition, mechanical convergence is used in

this gun, thus bringing the required dc convergence
fields close to zero and obviating requirements for

extremely good regulation of power supplies.
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Figure 28. Photograph of 21CYP22 Electron Gun
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Figure 29. Schematic ofRadial-Converging Pole Pieces

vanish. The proximity of these two planes is limited

in practice, however, by distortions due to interaction

of the components and fields which provide deflection

and convergence.

Suitable dynamic fields can be supplied to the radial

pole pieces to provide excellent convergence all over
the picture area, but this essential correction gives rise

to the previously described "degrouping" effect (Fig.

25). Because the transverse center plane of the radial

pole pieces (called the "convergence plane") lies about
four inches back of the deflection plane, the application

of convergence fields between these poles causes the

separation of the beams in the deflection plane to vary.
If the convergence plane could be moved forward to

coincide with the deflection plane, degrouping would

High Beam Current . Although color picture tubes
are operated at higher voltages than other types, the

efficiency of the mask-screen assembly is so low that

considerably higher beam currents are required as well.

The "red" gun, in particular, has to operate at high
beam current because of the relatively low efficiency

of the "red" phosphor. The use of high cut-off voltages,

together with correspondingly high video drive, pro-
duces a focused-spot size. However, this approach
is limited by the effect on life of the higher cathode
loading imposed by such operation.
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Refinements have been made in present standard guns
to produce reasonably good focus and very small beam
diameter in the deflection plane. This latter character-
istic is important in relation to mask transmission and
screen tolerance, as mentionedin the section on Geom-
etry.

Description of Gun Types

The individual guns of the 21CYP22 gun assembly
(Fig. 28) have electrically isolated cathodes, control

grids, and No. 2 grids. Acceleration-type focus lenses

are formed between grids No. 3 and grids No. 4, which
have common connections for the three guns. Separate
connections to all of the lower gun elements are needed
to meet drive requirements, as explained later under
Drive Characteristics .

In the course of developing the present gun and tube,

many variations in gun design have been investigated.

In addition to the standard triple -cylinder design, a
triple -aperture type22,34 j^^s received considerable

attention. In the triple -aperture type (Fig. 31), each
electrode is common to all three guns, and consists

basically of a disc containing a set of three punched
apertures. This "horizontal" construction has an ad-

vantage over the standard "vertical" design in that no
transverse relative motion of the gun parts can occur.

The spacings between the three guns can therefore be
made very accurate and stable. However, this con-
struction does not lend itself readily to electrical sep-
aration of control grids and grids No. 2. A hybrid de-

sign may also be used, in which the lower electrodes

are separately fabricated and electrically isolated,

while the upper parts, forming the focusing lenses,

consist of a pair of triple -aperture discs. A ceramic

-

aluminum gun using this principle has been made.

Other gun investigations have included the so-called

"inline" type. 34 in contrast to the standard "delta"

arrangement, in which the individual guns surround the

tube axis at 120 degree separation, the beams in an
"in line" gun lie in a horizontal plane with the center

beam on the tube axis. It is easy to see that such an
arrangement will function in place of a standard gun

TRIPLE
APERTURE

DISCS

TRIPLE-
APERTURE

DISCS

GLASS BEAD
SUPPORT

GRID NO. 4

GRID NO. 3

GRID NO. 2
GRID NO. I

CATHODE

Figure 31. Schematic of Triple -Aperture Gun

when one realizes that multiple sets of "color centers"
exist in the deflection plane (Fig. 32). By definition

the beams may pass through any set of red, green, and
blue color centers to produce fields of pure colors. A
"first order" and a "second order" color center are
designated by 1 and 2 on this diagram. Location of

higher -order color centers may be worked out in simi-
lar fashion, resultingin an array of color centers shown
in Fig. 33. Here, the standard, first-order centers
are Bi, G^, and R^. However, if an "in line" gun is

to be used, the centers chosen are G2, Bj^, andR2,
shifted downward to place Bj^ on the axis. Strictly

speaking, these higher-order color centers are well

defined only for a planar mask-screen structure; in the

curved version they are smaller, out of round, with

hazy boundaries. For this, and for convergence rea-
sons, use of the higher -order color centers is not at-

tractive; furthermore, going to higher -order color cen-

2S

1

-DEFLECTION
PLANE

MASK-
PHOSPHOR DOTS
(ONE COLOR)

Figure 32. First and Second Order Color Centers
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B5

Figure 33. Array of Color Centers

ters does not permit enlargement of apertures as is

generally the case with increased "S. " Other consider-
ations are that this gun is less compact and that it shows
more extreme azimuthal variations in degrouping than

does the "delta" gun.

MECHANICAL DESIGN FEATURES OF SHADOW-MASK
TUBES

The geometry of the shadow-mask tube presents criti-

cal mechanical restrictions on tube construction. These
restrictions have led to unique construction of internal

parts of the tube in addition to special features in the

bulb.

The mechanical features of the metal tube, the

21AXP22 and the 21AXP22A, and the glass tube, the

21CYP22, are covered in this discussion.

The Shadow-Mask-Frame Assembly

The apertures in the shadow-mask are formed by a
photoengraving technique which permits accurate con-
trol of aperture size and spacing. The mask is etched
in a flat strip and later formed to its approximately
spherical contour. The forming operation stretches the

mask slightly, but with production tooling this stretch

is consistent and, hence, may be compensated for in

the original printing master.

Early masks were made of copper -nickel alloy,

0.008-inch thick, but with the 21CYP22, 0.006-inch
thick cold-rolled steel was used. The etching and form-
ing problems initially associated with steel have been
solved and steel's greater strength has minimized mask
denting and damage during tube fabrication. The lower
thermal expansion of steel minimizes expansion prob-
lems in tube processing and operation, and the lower

material cost represents a substantial saving. The
magnetic properties of the steel mask are also desir-
able.

The skirt of the formed mask is welded to a cold-

rolled-steel frame. Fig. 34 shows the details of one
of the three springs which are welded to the frame and
engage tapered studs secured to the panel sidewall.

This system of three -point support allows differential

expansion of the panel-and-mask-frame assembly dur-
ing tube fabrication. The flexing of the springs absorbs
the movement during thermal cycles and allows the mask
to return to its original position upon cooling.

This mounting system meets three basic require-
ments:

1 . Replaceability of the mask within the top cap with
an error of less than 0.0005 inch. Such accuracy is

required because the mask must be removed a num-
ber of times during the screening operation and,

therefore, any error in replacement position would
directly affect relative phosphor dot placement be-

tween the three phosphor fields.

2. Stability throughout processing. As discussed
previously, the system must allow for differential

expansion of parts and the return of the parts to their

original position.

3. Mechanical strength. Any assembly must be
mechanically strong enough to withstand handling dur-
ing tube fabrication. In addition, the mounting in the

finished tube must be rigid enough to pass drop and
vibration tests.

The frame used is made of cold-rolled steel fabricated

from strip material, wrapped and welded. To minimize
movement through tube -processing cycles, the frame is

stabilized by a 500 C, three -hour cycle while it is sup-
portedfrom the three points corresponding to the spring
attachment area.

In addition to the three requirements mentioned above,
the expansion of the mask due to electron bombardment
during tube operation must be minimized. Because the

Figure 34. Details of Spring Mounting of the Shadow-
Mask Support Frame (as used in the 21AXP22A)
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mask transmits only about 15 per cent of the electron

beam current, and typical receiver supplies deliver

about 20 watts, appreciable power must be dissipated

by the mask.

Increasing the emissivity of the mask and frame mini-
mizes the heating and expansion of the mask. The emis-
sivity of the funnel coating is also an important factor.

Fig. 35 shows the radial misregister caused by thermal
expansion with various combinations of mask and funnel

coatings

.

30
TIME-MINUTES

Figure 35. Relative Radial Misregister Due to Mask
Expansion Caused by Beam Bombardment

The steel mask used in the 21CYP22 is steam black-

ened to give high emissivity as well as to prevent rust-

ing during tube fabrication. Iron plating and chemical
blackening was used with copper -nickel masks but was
not satisfactory in the glass tube because of the high

temperature air bake required for bulb sealing. This
high temperature air bake caused the mask coating to

peel.

Because of the large mass of the mask and frame,
the expansion of the mask and frame does not follow

rapid variation in ultor current. From a cold start,

30 minutes to an hour is requiredfor the mask to reach
its final temperature and expansion for any given ultor

power. This time lag is shown in Fig. 35. The mis-
register produced by mask expansion is radial and,

hence, can be corrected by repositioning the yoke. A
compromise position of the yoke, made after the tube

has warmed up, often gives the best purity.

The design of the mask-frame assembly, must pro-
vide for minimization of the scatter of stray electrons

due to overscan. These electrons could reduce con-
trast and color saturation. In the frame design, the

lower leg of the "L" effectively keeps the electron beam
from scanning the inner vertical surface of the frame
and bouncing back to the screen. An "electron shield"

of thin steel sections (Fig. 36) is welded to the frame
at final mask insertion to reduce the space between the

frame and the panel sidewall. A small clearance is

maintained to accommodate differential expansion.
Minimizing this gap prevents electrons from "sneaking"
around the frame assembly and bouncing off the panel

sidewall into the screen.

ELECTRON SHIELD

Figure 36. Electron -Masking Shield

The design of the mask apertures must take into con-
sideration the possibility of "strays" (scattered high-
velocity and secondary electrons) generated at the mask.
The beam does not strike the mask normal to its sur-
face, except in the center, and, because the mask
thickness is comparable to the aperture diameter, a
tapered or conically shaped aperture must be used to

prevent the beam from striking the mask-aperture side -

walls. Fig. 37 shows this effect. The taper is not uni-
form in this mask but increases toward the edge as the

angle of the beam increases. Tapering the aperture
also increases the transmission upwards of 20 per cent

at the mask edge because the beam is not clipped by the

aperture.

As previously discussedunder Degrouping Errors , a
graded hole size is used to give increased light output

in the central area of the screen where screen toler-

ances permit such increase. In the fabrication of the

shadow-mask, the combination of graded hole size and
graduated taper is obtained by the use of two different

photographic masters, one located on each side of the

mask. One master is graded, the second, having larg-

er holes, is uniform. With the mask thus exposed, the

etching process produces the desired grading and taper

of the holes.

Bulb Design

The requirements of abulbfor acolor tube, over and
above those normally consideredfor the bulb of a black-
and-white tube, are:
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Figure 37. Advantages of Tapered Apertures in

Reducing Stray Electrons

1. Means for mounting the mask in the panel section

of the bulb.

2. Use of a separable bulb to facilitate screening.

3. More -accurate control of faceplate contour and

neck alignment.

4. Use of a hard glass to minimize bulb distortion

during thermal processing.

The first two items are essential structure require-

ments; the last two affect quality.

The mask is mounted by means of three tapered studs

which engage the springs on the mask-frame assembly.
In the metal tube

,
the21AXP22, these studs were welded

to the top wall of the panel section; in the glass 21CYP22
they are sealed to the wall of the glass panel. In both

tubes, their positions are established by jigging from
the faceplate contour and from the wall.

The two-piece bulb for the metal tube was made by

flaring out the two metal sections of the bulb and weld-

ing them together at final closure by an inert-gas

-

shielded arc weld. The two sections were aligned by

a dimple -and-groove system in the flanges of the two

sections.

The properties of the devitrifying frit are shown in

Table I.

Table I

Properties of Devitrifying Frit

Used for Sealing the Funnel and Panel

Property
Condition of Frit

Vitreous Devitrified

Softening-Point (deg C) 368 510 ± 10

Expansion (0-300 deg C)

(10-'7/deg C)

96.5 ± 0.5

Log of Volume
Resistivity (ohm -cm.)

At 200 C 9.5

At 300 C 7.8

The important characteristic of this frit is that it is

a soft-solder glass that devitrifies or changes into a

ceramic phase upon sealing. The sealing process is

not reversible, and once the seal is made, subsequent

normal thermal processing will not soften it. The frit,

which is made into a paste withamyl acetate and a nitro-

cellulose binder , is appliedto the seal edge of the funnel

by an extrusion machine. The seal is made by first

allowing the frit to air dry, then positioning the panel

on the funnel by means of an alignment jig, and finally,

by sending the two parts through a sealing lehr. The
thermal cycle involves raising the temperature of the

parts to 440 C, holding this temperature for one hour,

and then slowly cooling the parts. Upon completion of

this process, the panel and funnel are sealed together

and may be put through normal exhaust bakeout.

It is possible to combine the operations of sealingand

exhaust. In this case, the gun assembly is first sealed

in. Then a continuous thermal cycle is employed dur-

ing which the frit is first sealed and then the exhaust

pumping is started without the bulb cooling to room
temperature. This technique results in appreciable

saving in total processing time.

For the bulbs of glass tubes, it is customary to make
the panel and funnel sections separately. Bulbs for

black-and-white tubes are made by sealing these sec-
tions together, using an electric seal technique. This

operation is usually done by the glass vendor. In the

case of bulbs for color tubes, the two sections are

sealed by a devitrifying frit after the screen is applied

to the faceplate of the panel section. Because the glass

itself is not melted in this sealing operation, the edges
of the panel and funnel must be flatter and somewhat
wider than those used for the black-and-white electric

seal closure. The panel, being a pressed part, usually

has satisfactory edge flatness; however , the method of

fabricating the funnel is changed slightly. Rather than

spinning the funnel and cracking off the glass at the top

to form an edge, the glass is spun to a ring on the wide
end of the funnel mold to form a relatively wide smooth
edge.

To design a tube that requires minimum correction

and has optimum performance, the designer must con-

sider the faceplate contour, alignment of the bulb parts,

and reduction of bulb distortion.

The faceplate contour, measured with respect to the

three studs, is important since it, together with the

contour of the mask, establishes the "q" distance be-

tween the mask and faceplate required for optimum
phosphor dot size and spacing. Tolerances of ± 0.023-

inch at any point on the inner surface of the faceplate

referenced from the three studs and panel sidewall has

been maintained by the glass vendors on the 21CYP22.

Correct alignment of the panel and funnel is important

because, for minimum purity correction, the electron

beam positions in the deflecting yoke must coincide with

the positions of the light sources in the screening light-
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house. In the 21CYP22, accurate positioning is ac-
complished by relating the lighthouse referencing sys-
tem to the system employed for aligning panel and fun-

nel during envelope sealing. Fig. 38 illustrates the

method used for referencing the panel on the screening
lighthouse. The panel rests on its seal edge and is

oriented by the V-pad and one of the plain molded-glass
pads on the skirt of the panel . The same reference points

are positioned, during panel -to -funnel sealing, against

MOLDED PADS-

LARGE-RADIUS
CONTACT
FIXTURE

V-GROOVE IN

PANEL

(A)

MOLDED PAD

LARGE-RADIUS
CONTACT
FIXTURE MOLDED PADS

BALL FIXTURE
3/l6" DIA.

V-GROOVE IN

PANEL

GROUND
PADS

(B)

two ground pads near the seal edge of thefvmnel. These
funnel pads are ground concentric with the inside of the

neck by the glass vendor. Thus, when the gun is sealed
into the neck, its position will correspond to the posi-
tions of the light sources in the screening lighthouse.

The rotational orientation of the gun with respect to the

panel is established on the gun-sealing machine with
reference to the V-pad on the panel.

Distortions of the faceplate may be due to thermal
effects and vacuum loading. These distortions normally
reduce "q" or the spacing between the mask and face-
plate. In the center of the screen this movement is

relatively unimportant, but it becomes increasingly im-
portant toward the screen edge; the importance in-

creases roughly as the tangent of the deflection angle.

With a metal envelope, the flatness of the welding
flanges was the principal factor controlling faceplate

distortion. If the flanges are not flat originally, they
will be forced together by vacuum loading. This strain

distorts the glass faceplate.

The glass tube, with its devitrifiable frit, eliminates
the flatness problem; however, it is important that the

strain point of the glass be high enough so that it is above
the peak temperatures reached during thermal process-
ing cycles.

Faceplate distortion is normally measured and ref-

erenced from the center of the faceplate. It has been
customary to measure distortion at twelve equally
spaced points near the edge of the faceplate. The aver-
age of the change in the twelve points is interpreted as
average sag. This sag may be partially compensated
for, if it is consistent, by the design of the radial light-

house correction lens. The variations in values among
the twelve readings, cannotbe corrected within the tube.

The differences from the average values and resultant

misregister must be either allowed for as part of the

screen tolerance or corrected by external magnets.
Typical values of faceplate distortion are shown in

Table II.

Table II

Typical Values of Faceplate Distortion

Bulb Type
Distortion

Average
inch

Range
inch

Metal Bulb 0.010 0.008

Glass Bulb, 432 C
strain point 0.010 0.006

Glass Bulb, 455 C
strain point 0.006 0.002

Gun Design

Figure 38. System Used for Referencing: (A) Panel Features of the electrical design of the gun have been
on Screening Lighthouse; (B) Panel on Funnel previously discussed.
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The mechanical design of a triple gun requires that,

in addition to the normal alignment of the parts within

a gun, the three be properly aligned with respect to each
other. The convergence of the three beams at the center

of the screen requires that each gun be accurately tilted

at an angle of about one degree to the tube axis. The
three guns are individually beaded to two multiform
glass beads 160 degrees apart. They are then placed

on an assembly mandrel and welded together at the tops

of the grids No. 4 and at the grids No. 3.

To give satisfactory convergence of the beams, the

assembly mandrel should maintain the correct conver-
gence angle within ± 10 minutes. The mandrels must
also be designed so that they may be disassembled after

the three guns are welded to each other.

Misalignment of the grids will cause misconvergence

.

The lens formed by grid No. 3 and grid No. 4 is es-
pecially critical in this regard. It has been found that

an error of one mil in lens offset will produce 0.030 to

0.050 inch misconvergence. Although the pole pieces

permit magnetic correction of convergence errors, ex-

cessive correction is to be avoided. Large corrections

may cause beam distortions due to the strong correct-

ing field. In addition, the triangular orientation of the

three beams may be distorted because the orientation

of the correcting fields may not be the same as the ori-

entation of the convergence error.

The use of a three -bead assembly has certain advan-

tages over the six-bead unit. Fig. 39 shows the three

-

bead assembly wherein the three guns are assembled
as a unit and beaded together. This method simplifies

the assembly operation and provides a more rigid mount
than the six-bead unit with somewhat better alignment.

Stability of convergence during tube operation must
be considered in gun design. Thermal expansion of the

lower portion of the gun during the first 5 or 10 minutes
of tube operation can cause beam movements of about

1/32 -inch on the screen. This movement is usually

quite repeatable within a given tube and is usually con-

sidered an insignificant quality defect. Thermal shifts

should be considered in any major design modification.

Electrostatic charges on the inside of the neck oppo-
site the open gun lenses may affect convergence. Be-
cause the charging of a bare glass neck is rather erratic,

it has been found that an extension of the neck coating

down over the lens formed by grids No. 3 and No. 4 of

the 21CYP22 eliminates this charging problem. To
minimize arcing from the end of this coating to grid No.

3, especially during spotknocking, a high -resistance

iron-oxide coating extension is used.

COMPONENTS FOR SHADOW-MASK TUBES

Fig. 40 illustrates typical components for the

21CYP22. Because of the interaction of the tube and
its components, certain features of their design must
be carefully considered.

Yoke

The deflecting yoke for a shadow-mask color tube

must deflect a bundle of three beams and, therefore,

must handle a beam that is effectively one -half inch or

so in diameter. The misconvergence at the edges of

the screen is a fimction of deflection angle, the beam
spacing, and the yoke design. The amount of miscon-
vergence determines the dynamic correction needed,
which, in turn, is the major factor in beam degrouping.

(See reference on "Degrouping Errors.") It is, there-

fore, necessary to measure the yoke -tube degrouping
pattern so that the proper corrections may be incorpor-

ated in the lighthouse correction lens.

RADIAL-
CONVERGING
POLE PIECES

LATERAL-
CONVERGING
POLE PIECES

GRID NB 2

GRID NS

MAGNETIC-FIELD
EQUALIZER ASSEMBLY
' CORRECTION

"
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^|5/8"

^ |— %" MIN.

LATERAL-
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PURIFYING MAGNET

DEFLECTING YOKE

MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 39. Three -Bead Gun Assembly
Figure 40. Relative Placement of Typical Components

on 21CYP22
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The electrical length of the yoke is important because
it affects the radial correction to be used in the light-

house lens. Because radial misregister is a function

of both the yoke design and mechanical distortion of

the bulb, the average radial misregister of a tube made
with normal processing and with the bogey selectedyoke
should be made to establish the radial lens correction.

Coincidence of the horizontal and vertical centers of

deflection of the yoke is essential for minimum mis-
register in a color tube. Although this coincidence is

normally achieved automatically by the common core
used for both the vertical and horizontal winding, the

use of yoke shielding may upset this balance. This
coincidence of the horizontal and vertical centers may
be checkedby observing the radial register on the screen
as the yoke is rotated about the neck in a fixed axial

location.

The back of the yoke is sometimes shielded to mini-
mize the interaction of the yoke field with that of the

convergence pole pieces. One type of interaction, which
produces a red-green crossover, is illustrated in Fig.

41. The use of the "Y" shield in the pole piece assem-
bly of the gun (as shown in Fig. 29) minimizes the yoke
interaction and, hence, the need for yoke shielding.

Convergence Assembly

The design of the radial andlateral converging assem-
bly should be such that it closely matches the internal

poles (see Figs. 29 and 30). If the external and internal

poles are not matched, the magnetic flux from the com-
ponent will not be confined to the desired path and, as

, _ ALUMINUM OR
Ss^ COPPER SHIELD

i^^CONVERGENCE ASSEMBLY
V' INTERNAL

POLE PIECES

LEAKAGE FLUX

HORIZONTAL
FIELD
FROM
YOKE

RESULTING
RED-GREEN
CROSSOVER

Figure 41. Red-Green Crossover Pattern Caused by
Unshielded Pole Pieces

a result, interaction between beams andbeam distortion

may occur.

Purifying Magnet

The purifying magnet shifts the beams to compensate
for mechanical or magnetic effects in a manner such
that the beams are made to appear to originate from
the color centers. Usually, the purifying magnet is

located on the neck over the gun although "front end"
or post-deflection purifying magnets may be used. The
neck magnet is cheap and easily adjusted, but has the

disadvantages of shifting the raster (thereby requiring
centering in the deflection circuitry) and of distorting

the beam if a high amount of correction is required.
Front end magnets do not shift the raster or distort the

beam, but they are difficult to adjust so that a xmiform
shift over the entire screen area is produced.

Equalizers and Shielding

Tube shielding minimizes the effects of magnetic
fields. The equalizer magnets correct for misregister
errors caused either by mechanical errors or by mag-
netic fields. The magnetic effects will be discussed
later. The mechanical errors compensated for are
those that would affect only localized areas of the screen.
Bulb distortion, damaged mask, and incorrect dot size

are some typical causes of localized misregister. The
equalizer magnets mounted near the screen normally
affect only a small area although the distribution of the

magnetic field, and therefore its effect on register,

may be modified by the distance from the tube and phy-
sical size of the magnet, and by the use of pole pieces.

The pole pieces maybe a part of the equalizer assem-
bly or may be formed by the shield, metal cone , or in-

ternal frame and mask of the tube.

Improved control of all screening tolerances has made
it possible to eliminate the equalizer magnets on recent
tubes. The use of the shield and degaussing are suffi-

cient to give good purity and uniformity.

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

The requirements and the effects of tube operation
are closely related to the tube design and, therefore,

certain features in the application and usage of the tube

must be understood by the tube designer. The special

characteristics of shadow-mask color tubes include

drive characteristics and magnetic effects.

Drive Characteristics

The production of a satisfactory black-and-white pic-

ture requires that the color tube maintain a constant
color temperature over the entire range of the gray
scale. Such a tube adjustment is also essential for a
color reproduction to ensure that the color signal itself

is the only factor that will cause the screen color to

change. To achieve this condition, it is necessary that

the ratios of the beam currents striking the red, green,

and blue phosphor dots be constant. In the 21CYP22,
the relative phosphor efficiencies are such that, to pro-
duce a white , a beam current division of approximately
50 per cent, 30 per cent, and 20 per cent is needed for

the red, green, and blue phosphors, respectively.
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In considering methods for obtaining this condition,

there are two basic methods that may be used. The
first, is to have a different video drive ratio applied

to each gun. The video drive ratio would be such that

the desired division of current is obtained. This method
would produce a constant color temperature from low-

lights to highlights . Such a system is shown in Fig. 42.

The second method would employ equal video drive

for guns so that a common amplifier, for black-and-

white, could be used. This system modifies the drive

characteristic of each gun by changing its cutoff so that

the desired ratio of beam currents is produced with the

same input signal. Fig. 43 shows the drive character-

istics of the 21CYP22 gun. By changing the cathode-

to-grid-No. -2 voltage, which in turn affects the cutoff,

the drive characteristic is altered to make the low-
cutoff gun relatively easy to drive as compared to the

high-cutoff gun. From Fig. 43, it may be seen that for

any value of drive voltage the same ratios between the

three gun currents are maintained. This system has

two major disadvantages. The voltages needed for grid

No. 2 and grid No. 1, or for cathode bias, may exceed
those normally available in a television set. This con-

dition exists if there is a wide range of cutoff voltages

within the tube. The second shortcoming is the rela-

tively low current obtained from the red gun at zero

bias voltage. If the tube is driven to zero grid No. 1

voltage, the red gun will "give out" first and, as a re-

sult, a color shift will be noted in the highlights.

In present receivers, a combination of the two basic

systems is employed. Fig. 44 shows the so-called

"tapped video" system. On a bogey tube, the cutoffs

are equal and the tapped output of the black-and-white
amplifier provides the proportional cathode drive to

give the desired current ratios. The color information

is supplied to the grids No. 1.

The adjustment of the grid No. 2 voltages is made to
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compensate for variations in the cutoffs of the gun and
in the current ratios needed to produce white in individ-
ual tubes.

The requirements of individual cathodes, grids No.

1, and grids No. 2 for this drive system place some
limitation on gun design. Any consideration of a sim-
plification of amount structure that would use electri-

cally common cathodes or grids must be balanced
against the additional complexity of the video -drive
circuitry.
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a magnetic field normal to the path of the beam . The
effect of a stray magnetic field on the beam prior to de-
flection by the yoke may be easily compensated for by
the neck purity magnet. Stray fields acting on the

scanned beam are more difficult to correct.

The effect of the earth's magnetic field on a theo-

retical color tube, similar to the 2 1CYP22, butpossess-
ing no magnetic parts to disturb the earth's field would
produce a misregister pattern as shown in Fig. 45.

MISREGISTERdN MILS) DUE TO AN AXIAL FIELD OF
0.22 GAUSS -TUBE FACING NORTH

MISREGISTER ON MILS) DUE TO A HORIZONTAL
TRANSVERSE FIELD OF 0.22 GAUSS- TUBE FACING

WEST

MISREGISTERdN MILS) DUE TO A VERTICAL FIELD
OF 0.54 GAUSS

Figure 45. Misregister on a Nonmagnetic Tube With
Geometry Similar to That of 21CYP22

The exact misregister would vary slightly in various
geographic locations because of the different field

strengths. The values shown in Fig. 45 are typical of

the field in the Northern Hemisphere.

In practice, this misregister pattern is rather ex-
tensively modified by the magnetic parts of the tube or
by magnetic materials used in the television receiver
chassis or tube mounting. In particular, both the steel

frame and steel mask have agreat effecton the shield-
ing and shaping of the earth's field. The misregister
due to a typical value of the earth's field on a 21CYP22
is shown in Fig. 46.

The use of total shielding to eliminate these magnetic
effects has been considered but in practice this method
is not feasible. To be effective, such a shield would
have to project well beyond the front of the tube to pre-
vent the field from scooping into the tube. In a shield
of any practical size, its effect in distorting and con-
centrating the earth's field at particular points might
actually be more important than the reduction in the

average field strength.

The use of high-permeability metals has been found
unnecessary if proper degaussing procedures are fol-

lowed. Degaussing a cold-rolled-steel shield by a 60-

cycle magnetic field will give it magnetic shielding
properties similar to those of a high -permeability ma-
terial for a static field such as the earth's. Degaussing
will also remove any residualmagnetic effects that may
be present in the tube or in surrounding metal parts.

The actual misregister pattern due to the earth's
field of a given tube design and associated shield or
mounting must be determined experimentally. Such
tests are usually done in a magnetically shielded room
or by means of large Helmholtz coils. With a shielded
room in which the tube may be operated, the register

pattern may be read on a given tube. By reading the

register pattern again with the tube operating in the

earth'sfield, and subtracting the two patterns, the mis-
register due to the field is obtained. The use of large

Helmholtz coils to produce a uniform field of known
intensity and direction over the volume of the tube may
give more accurate readings because the field may be
reversedto permit direct observation of the field effect

and a higher field intensity may be used to magnify the

effect.

Compensation for the earth's field includes a number
of considerations. First, the tube parts, especially

those near the screen, i.e. , the frame and mask, are

made of magnetic material. Second, an external shield

may be used to add to the shielding effect already pro-
vided by the tube parts. Third, the uniform portion of

misregister caused by the vertical components of the

earth's field may be removed by an offset in the light-

house exposure. This offset is made such that the aver-
age misregister due to the earth's vertical fieldis zero.

In the 21CYP22, the lighthouse offset is 0.040-inch.

The remaining misregister must be allowed for in the

screen tolerance or compensated for by means of the

equalizer magnets.
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DESIGN EQUATIONS

A summary of the more useful design equations that

apply to shadow-mask tubes follows. With curved mask
geometry, the particular value of some of the individ-

ual parameters is different at various parts of the

screen. The equations apply to the center of the screen.

They may apply to other portions of the screen if all

other parameters in the equation are varied according-

ly. A previous section describes^ the basic geometry
and the general approach to the use of these equations.

MISREGISTERdN MILS) DUE TO AN AXIAL FIELD OF
0.22 GAUSS-TUBE FACING NORTH

MISREGISTERdN MILS) DUE TO A HORIZONTAL
TRANSVERSE FIELD OF 0.22 GAUSS - TUBE FACING

WEST

MISREGISTERdN MILS) DUE TO A VERTICAL FIELD
OF 0.54 GAUSS

Figure 46. Misregister on a 21CYP22 With Shield
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Definitions (See Fig. 47)

a = distance between aperture centers in the shadow
mask.

B = diameter of an aperture in the shadow mask.
C = distance from the convergence plane to the de-

flection plane.

D = minimum center -to-center distance between
dots of the same color.

d = distance from the center of a trio of dots to the

center of a dot in the trio.

g = distance from the center of the electron beam
to the axis of the tube at the convergence plane

.

K = difference in diameters between tangent phos-

phor dots and the area of the dot excited by the

electron beam.
L = distance from the deflection plane to the phos-

phor screen.
M = cross section diameter of the beam, at the de-

flection plane.

q = distance from the shadow-mask to the phosphor
screen.

R = diameter of tangent phosphor dots.

S = distance from the center of the electron beam
to the axis of the tube, at the deflection plane,

T = transmission of the mask.
a = convergence angle of one of the beams in re-

spect to the tube axis when converged at the cen-

ter of the screen.

X = magnification or ratio of screen array size to

the mask array size.

Equations
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L = Rq /J/{R /3 - a)

s.M/(J?-!^-P)

a = tan ^
^7

_L Rf
> = T> and for curved-mask geometry, \ = "5" forf Km

a tube having constant magnification where R^^
is the radius of the mask and Rf is the radius
of the faceplate.

21CYP22 Parameters

As an example, the various values of these param-
eters for the 21CYP22 are:

S = 0.273 inch

M = 0.050 inch for 500 microamperes; 0.090 inch for

2000 microamperes
q = 0.535 inch at the center, and decreases towards

the edge because of degrouping correction.

L = 15.650 inches

B = 0.012 inch at the center graded to 0.010 inch at

the edge
a = 0.028 inch

R = 0.0168 inch

K = 0.003 inch to 0.004 inch

d = 0.0096 inch

D = 0.029 inch

T = 16.6 per cent at the center, 11.6 per centat the

edge

g = 0.347 inch

C = 4.125 inches

a = 10 0.5'

X = 1.034

COLOR PICTURE TUBE PROCESSING

The general outline of typical color tube processing
is listedbelow. Only the major steps in processing and
those that are different from black-and-white picture
tube practice are described.

Panel Assembly

Mask. Etched in flat strip and formed to spherical
shape.

Frame . Wrapped from strip and butt welded. Sta-

bilized to minimize movement during tube processing.

Mask-Frame Assembly. Three springs are first weld-
ed to frame, then mask edge is welded to the frame.
The frame is jigged from the spring and the mask is

held by a contoured template. The assembly is then

inspected for mask contour on an air gage.

Panel . Pressed by glass vendor. Inspected for glass
quality and checked for contour on an air gage while

jigged from the three studs.

Panel-Mask Assembly . Panel and mask-frame as-
sembly put together and associated by the same iden-

tifying number to maintain this combination.

Screening Operation

The panel assembly is sent to the screen operation
which includes the following major steps:

1. Panel is washed
2. A slurry of sensitized phosphor is spun on to the

panel.
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3. After screen drying, the mask is inserted into

the panel and the assembly is placed on the lighthouse.

The lighthouse^O contains a high-pressure mercury-
vapor lamp and a quartz collimator whose position

with respect to the panel is the same as that of the

electron beam of the same color gun in the deflection

plane in the finished tube. The path of the light rays

from the collimator ismodifiedby the lighthouse cor-
rection lens to more nearly simulate the path of the

electron beam in the completed tube. An exposure
time of several minutes is used.

4. After exposure, the mask is removed and the

screen is developed (washed) with water. Those
portions that have not been exposed will be water
soluble and will be removed leaving a dot array of

the phosphor.
5. The process is repeated for the other two phos-
phors. Each time a screen is exposed, a lighthouse

is used which has its light source in the position cor-
responding to the electron beam that will excite that

array of dots.

6. The screen is filmed, aluminized, and baked.

7. The mask is reinserted to complete the panel
assembly.

Funnel

1. Funnel inspection - check of neck runout with re-
spect to the frit seal edge.

2. Washing and coating funnel with graphite.

3. Application of frit to the seal edge.

Frit Sealing

1. Prior to the sealing of the panel to the funnel,

the electron shield and the contact springs which
electrically connect the panel to the funnel coating

are welded to the mask frame.
2. The frit seal is made by positioning the funnel and
panel in the sealing jig and then heating the parts at

440 C for one hour.

Gun Seal

The sealing of the three -gun assembly is similar to

that of a black-and-white tube except that the mountand
the panel must have the correct rotational orientation.

Exhaust

The exhaust of a color tube and of a black-and-white
tube are similar except that the heating and cooling

rates for the color tube must take into account the frit-

sealed bulb.

Basing, Aging, and Testing

These operations are similar to those for black-and-
white tubes except that the color tubes require special-
ized tests associated with their color performance.
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Circuit Troubles Caused by Unusual Tube Effects

W. E. Babcock

Harrison

Designers of electronic equipment usually consider

the electron tube as simply another component in their

circuits. Tube characteristics are defined by curves
and tabulated data supplied by the manufacturer, and in

general, tube performance can be calculated with rea-

sonable accuracy from the published characteristics.

At some time or other, however, many circuit de-

signers experience the feeling that electron tubes are

part gremlin. This feeling is caused by some of the

peculiar effects noted with certain tubes in certain cir-

cuits. These effects are not mentioned in the data sup-

plied by tube manufacturers, nor are they described in

any textbook on tubes or circuits.

Equipment designers have reported these peculiar

effects to tube manufacturers at various times. In many
cases, investigation of the effects by the tube manufac-
turers has determined their causes. In some cases,

changes could be made in tube construction or design to

eliminate the effects. In other cases, however, the

effects have been found to be characteristic of the cir-

cuits used, and circuit changes are required to elim-
inate them.

This article discusses the causes of many unusual
circuit problems in the hope that they maybe eliminated

infuture circuit designs. It also describes some of the

problems which face electron-tube manufacturers in

making tubes at a reasonable cost to satisfy an almost
infinite variety of applications. Continued cooperation

between the equipment designer and the electron-tube

manufacturer should alleviate these problems and
should result in the production of equipment which nas

better performance and greater reliability.

SLEEPING SICKNESS

Perhaps the most attention on the part of both tube

manufacturers and circuit designers in the last few
years has beengiventoan effect termed "sleepir^ sick-

ness. " This effect has been most serious in computer
circuits, where a tube may operate for long periods of

time with its plate current cut off . In many cases, when
a problem is put to the computer which requires the tube

to pass a pulse of current, nothing happens. The tube

just will not conduct.

The sleeping-sickness effect is caused by the forma-
tion of a resistance layer, known as the cathode inter-

face layer, between the cathode base metal and the cath-

ode coating. This resistance layer, which is very thin,

acts as a dielectric for a capacitor in which the cathode

base metal is one plate and the cathode coating is the

other. This capacitor has a capacitance of the order
of 0.01 microfarad and is shunted by the resistance of

the interface layer.

R2

I
T iW<7^-f

1

TO SCOPE

Figure 1. Effect of Cathode -Interface Layer
on Plate Current

The effect of the cathode-interface layer is shown in

Fig. 1. When a rectangular pulse is appliedto the tube,

the capacitance Cj acts as a direct short across the

interface resistance Ri for an instant. The initial plate

current of the tube, therefore, is determined solely by
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the magnitude of the applied pulse and by the perveance
of the tube. During the flat portion of the pulse, how-
ever, the "capacitor" charges up and the current begins

to decay exponentially toward a value determined by the

interface resistance.

Although the interface resistance is normally close

to zero in a new tube, it can increase to several hun-

dred or even a few thousand ohms after many hours of

life with plate current cut off. The magnitude of the

interface resistance can be determined by the use of a

calibrated variable resistor R2 in series with the pulse

supply. The height of the trailing edge of the output

pulse Ri is first measured with R2 set at zero. The
value of R2 is then increased until the leading edge of

the output pulse H2 has the same amplitude that the

trailing edge had when R2 was at zero. This value of

R2 is equal to the interface resistance.

Cathode -Interface Problem

Cathode interface is a direct result of the efforts of

tube manufacturers to make tubes having a high value of

emission at a reasonable cost. While the tubes are

being evacuated during manufacture, the carbonate mix-
ture which forms the cathode coating is broken down
into oxides. Subsequently, during aging of the tubes,

the oxides are broken down to form a surface layer of

pure barium. A reducing agent is required at this step

to assure that the oxides produce pure barium without

liberating oxygen. This reducing agent consists of min-
ute impurities (less than 1 per cent) added to the cathode

base metal.

The impurity used as a reducing agent in most cath-

odes is silicon. Silicon forms the compound barium
orthosilicate as an interface layer during periods when
the barium is not being used to supply electrons for

emission. In tubes designed especially for applications

where "heater-only" or "plate-current-cut off opera-
tion will be used, cathode material having an extremely
low silicon content is used to limit the formation of an

interface layer. These tubes can be operated for thou-

sands of hours with negligible interface development.
However, because the amount of reducing material
available is small, factory processing of such tubes is

much more difficult than that of tubes using cathodes

which have a higher silicon content.

In applications requiring long periods of standby

operation, either biased to cut off or with only heater

voltage applied, it is advisable to use tubes designed for

computer service wherever possible. Ti practical, it

is recommended that some small amount of plate cur-

rent be maintained at all times to delay the formation
of interface.

Interface in Entertainment Tubes

In many cases ithas beenfound desirable to use low-

silicon cathode material in receiving tubes designed for

home entertainment applications as well as in those de-

signed for computer service. For example, low-silicon

cathodes are used in the RCA-6SN7-GTB medium-mu
triode, which is used as a horizontal-deflection oscilla-

tor in many television receivers. Most horizontal-

oscillator circuits tend to exhibit frequency drift, and
thus loss of "sync, " if the oscillator tube develops inter-

face.

22| 1 1 1 1 1

1

I4| I I I I I I
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CATHODE INTERFACE RESISTANCE IN OHMS

Figure 2. Free-Running Frequency of an Oscillator

as a Function of Interface Resistance

Fig. 2 shows the free-running frequency as afunction

of the interface resistance for the synchro-guide type

of oscillator circuit used in many television receivers.

A similar curve can be obtained with the multivibrator

type of horizontal oscillator. The upper curve, with the

sine-wave stabilization coil shorted, shows the fre-

quency drift when no attempt is made to compensate for

tube variations. The second curve indicates the im-
provement in frequency stability achieved by circuit

compensation. The compensation used in the synchro-
guide circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The sine-wave stabili-

zation coil, or ringing coil, tends to pull the oscillator

frequency back to its proper value when changes in the

tube or other components tend to change the frequency.

Although the use of sine-wave stabilization in the

synchro-guide circuit reduced the frequency drift con-

siderably, performance was still not considered satis-

factory. Therefore, the cathode base metal of the 6SN7-
GTB oscillator tube was modified to a low silicon con-

tent. Since this change was made, field troubles in this

circuit due to cathode interface have been nonexistent,

even after several thousand hours of operation.

BLACKOUT

Another effect, which in many respects is related to

cathode interface has been called "Blackout. " Another
name used for this effect is "Whippany Effect. " (So
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Figure 3. Compensation Used in Synchro-
Guide Circuit

called because the effect was first noted by engineers

of Bell Laboratories at Whippany, New Jersey. ) This

effect was first noted during the early days of World War
II, when the transmitted pulse of a radar would get back
into its receiver and cause it to go dead.

Blackout shows up only when the control grid is driven

positive. A semi-insulating layer is sometimes de-
posited on the surface of the control-grid wires during

tube manufacture. Whenthe grid is driven positive, this

plating acts as the dielectric of a capacitor in which one
plate is the grid wire and the other is the layer of elec-

trons collected on the plated surface. The tube then

develops its own bias voltage internally as in the famil-

iar grid-leak or grid-resistor method of biasing an
oscillator or class C amplifier.

Figs. 4 and 5 show two methods for determining
whether a tube has blackout. Inthe pulse method, shown
in Fig. 4, the plate voltage of the tube under test is first

adjusted for some given level of plate current, and a
positive pulse is then appliedto the control grid. If the

tube is good, the plate current will probably rise slight-

ly. However, if blackout is present, plate current will

drop sharply. This change in plate current can be ob-
served on an oscilloscope or adc milliammeter. Oscil-
loscope displays obtained with a good tube and with two
tubes having different degrees of blackout are also shown
in Fig. 4.

In the dc method of testing for this effect, shown in

Fig. 5, normal voltage is applied to the heater and a
small positive bias voltage is applied to the control grid.

If the tube under test is good, grid current will start to

flow in about 10 to 15 seconds and will rise rapidly to

its maximum value. If the tube displays blackout, how-

2200 •
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SCOPE

NEG.
OVERSHOOT
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 4. Blackout Test-Circuit and Oscilloscope

Displays (A and B, poor tubes: C, good tube)

ever, the grid current will rise very slowly and may
take as long as several minutes to reach maximum. The
grid current increases slowly because the resistance
layer on the control-grid surface has a negative tem-
perature coefficient. The effect usually disappears
completely in 5 to 10 minutes.

The negative temperature characteristics of the rests

-

sistance can produce some very annoying effects. For
example, inthe multivibrator type of horizontal-oscil-

lator circuit, it may be impossible to hold the oscillator

in sync for several minutes after the television receiver
is turned on. Because the magnitude of the resistance
varies as the tube heats up, the horizontal frequency
also varies, and the picture drifts in the horizontal

direction for several minutes every time the set is

turned on. Similarly, frequency drift, or detuning, can
occur in a local oscillator or in any class C amplifier

stage because of this effect.

Tube manufacturers have not as yet developed a pro-
cess for completely eliminating the development of this

effect in tubes, nor have they been able to develop pro-
cessing techniques which they can be sure will produce
tubes completely free from blackout initially. Fortu-
nately, however, normal processing techniques produce
tubes which are generally free from this effect and most
applications do not drive the control grid positive.
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Figure 5. Direct-Current Test Circuitfor Blackout
and Resultant Curves

DC SHIFT

Another effect, which appears to be similar to cath-

ode interface and blackout, is known as "dc shift." In

amplifiers using tubes having "dc shift, " the amplifier

gain is less for dc signals than for ac signals. In oscil-

loscope amplifiers, therefore, the usual ac calibration

signal is not reliable if the oscilloscope is to be used

for dc measurements.

The dc shift effect can be demonstrated dramatically

by the use of a very-low-frequency square-wave signal,

as shown in Fig. 6. If the tube is good, plate current

remains at a constant level during the flat portion of the

pulse. If the tube has dc shift, however, the plate cur-

rent drifts about 5 to 10 per cent over aperiod of about

2 seconds.

The dc shift problem has been investigated by RCA in

the tube laboratories at both Harrison and Princeton. It

has been attributed by Dr. Nergaard of Princeton to the

SprouU effect, which is caused by the formation of a

donor depletion layer near the emitting surface of the

cathode. In other words, dc shift is caused by the resis-

tance of the cathode coating itself, which is normally
called "bulk resistance." This resistance differs from
cathode interface in that it has a time constant of the

order of 1 or 2 seconds, while cathode interface nor-

mally has a time constant of the order of a few micro-
seconds. This shift effect is inherent in tubes having

close spacings, and can only be eliminated by the devel-

opment of a new cathode material for receiving tubes.

Fig. 7A shows the equivalent circuit of a tube which
displays dc shift in an amplifier circuit. If the average

PLATE
MA

Figure 6. Output of Good Tube (top) and one With

DC Shift (below)

plate-current level is maintained constant in a partic-

ular application, and the departures from average are

nottoo great, it may be possible to correct for most of

the effect by a relatively simple compensating circuit

such as that shown in Fig. 7B.

STRAY EMISSION

Stray emission in vacuum tubes can also cause some
peculiar effects. The most familiar of these effects is

probably the result of control-grid emission when an
excessively large grid resistor is used — the tube "runs

away" and usually destroys itself if no protective fuse

is used. Stray emission from the screen grid (grid No.

2) in horizontal-deflection amplifier tubes is often re-

sponsible for loss of scan. In recent years, tube manu-
facturers have worked to reduce screen-grid emission

in such tubes to satisfy field complaints of shrinking

picture width, especially when the television receiver

is operated at high line voltage.

The screen-grid current waveforms of two horizon-

tal-deflection amplifier tubes are shown in Fig. 8. The
emission current from the screen grid of tube B con-
sumes power which would normally be usedfor deflec-

tion. As a result, insufficient power is produced for

full deflection and the picture width is reduced. Simi-
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(B)

Figure 7. Equivalent Circuit of a Tube With DC
Shift (A) and Compensating Circuit (B)^

larly, emissionfrom the plate of the horizontal-deflec-

tion amplifer tube causes a power drain from the de-
flection system and a reduction in picture width. Al-

though tube manufacturers have improved deflection

tubes considerably and reduced the tendency toward
screen-grid and plate emission, operation of tubes out-

side of ratings will seriously aggravate this problem.

TUBE A

TUBE B

Figure 8. Screen-Grid Current Waveforms of Good
Horizontal Beflecticm Amplifier Tube (A) and of

One Having Screen-Grid Emission (B)

BULB OR MICA CHARGE

The deflection circuits of a television set also produce

many peculiar effects. Some of the most mysterious
effects are caused by bulb or mica charge, which pro-
duces jitter of portions of the picture. In horizontal-
deflection tubes, such charge may produce streaks or

jitter of the entire raster or, in the extreme case, an
effect called "cogwheel" or "pie crust." Fig. 9A shows
an unusually severe case of cogwheel; usually the effect

is barely visible. In the vertical circuit, mica charge
produces an effect known as "white line" or "bright line"

as shown in Fig. 9B. It canalsoproduce a "black line."

(B)

Figure 9. Severe Case of Cogwheel (A) and Bright
Line (B)

Bulb charge can be minimized by the use of a carbon-
ized bulb and by design of the tube structure so that elec-
trons cannot strike the bulb. Carbonized bulbs are
rarely used because loose carbon particles inside the
tube can be more troublesome than the bulb-charge
effect. Troubles due to mica charge are minimized by
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mica designs incorporating slots which interrupt leak-

age paths and by the use of a high-resistance material
such as alumina on mica surfaces. Equipment designers
can help to reduce problems caused by bulb or mica
charge by designing deflection circuits so that the peak
plate voltages of the tubes are well within ratings.

SPOOK INTERFERENCE

"Spook" interference is another peculiar effect asso-
ciated with the horizontal-deflection circuit. This type
of interference, shown in Fig. 10, acquired its name
because of its seemingly mysterious nature and because
its cause eluded explanation for so long. The interfer-

ence appears as a vertical line or band at the extreme
left edge of the raster or, in many cases, may not be

visible at all because of overscan of the raster or be-

cause it is in the blanked region. Sometimes, spook
interference is picked up from a neighboring receiver
and may move mysteriously back and forth across the

screen; service technicians have referred to this be-
haviour as "windshield wiper" effect.

Figure 10. Spook Interference

Spook interference is generated by the damper tube.

The plate current of this tube rises from zero to sev-
eral hundred milliamperes in a very short time—about
0.1 microsecond. This rapidly increasing current pro-
duces many higher-order harmonics of the horizontal

scanning frequency which lie within the television fre-

quency bands. These harmonics often get into the sync
circuits and cause picture instability.

It is impossible to eliminate the harmonics produced
by the rise of current in the damper tube. However, if

chokes are placed in the damper leads at the tube socket,

the interference is limited to that radiated by the tube

itself. It may also be necessary to put a shield around
the damper tube to eliminate radiation from the tube

structure.

SNIVETS INTERFERENCE

A very familiar kind of interference from the horizon-
tal-deflection circuit is the "snivet" type, shown in Fig.

11. One possible cause of snivet interference is illus-

trated in Fig. 12, which shows the plate -current, plate-

voltage characteristic of a deflection tube at zero bias

voltage. When the plate current rises from zero to very
high values, it follows a smooth curve. However, when
it decreases from very high values toward zero, there
is a discontinuity in the curve. This sudden change in

plate current produces harmonics which can be picked
up by the rf amplifier and produce interference.

Another theory holds that snivels interference is

caused by a form of Barkhausen oscillation. This theory

is logical because the plate voltage swings appreciably
below the screen-grid (grid No. 2) voltage in many re-

ceivers. This condition is especially severe in modern
flyback transformer designs which drive the plate volt-

age as far into the knee region as possible. An exam-
ination of the load line of a horizontal-deflection tube

illustrates this phenomenon quite well. The most famil-
iar load line to most engineers is that drawn for resis-

tance-coupled amplifiers, which is simply a straight

Figure 11. Typical Examples of Snivet Interference
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loov

Figure 12. Horizontal-Deflectim-Tuhe Plate Char-
acteristic at Zero-Bias Voltage

line. If the load is reactive, the load line then becomes
an ellipse. In contrast to these conventional load lines,

Fig. 13 shows the load line of a typical deflection tube

(RCA-25CD6-G) in a television receiver which exhibited

very strong snivels. Is it any wonder that interference

resulted?

REFERENCES

1. Code Nl
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PLATE VOLTS

Figure 13. Load Line ofa 25CD6-G Horizoi^tal-Deflec-
tion Tube in a Receiver That Exhibits Strong Snivels
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Some Factors Affecting the Design and

Application of Small Power Tubes

J. W. Gaylord

Lancaster

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the basic technical concepts
used in designing electron tubes in which the electron
transit time can be considered negligible. An arbitrary

division between small- and large-power tubes can be
made at a power output of 10 kilowatts. Although this

discussion is primarily concerned with the design of

tubes having power levels from a few watts to approxi-
mately 10 kilowatts, the same principles apply through-
out the power spectrum.

Small-power tubes are used chiefly in communica-
tions equipment amplifying, generating harmonics,
regulating voltage, modulation, switching, or gener-
ating signals by oscillation. The design of small power
tubes entails the conversion of desired equipment -per-
formance criteria into the mechanical and processing
specifications of a physical tube.

Most equipment manufacturers, when specifying the

requirements of a new tube, list the power output, band-
width, and frequency objectives of their equipment de-
sign together with the limitations imposed by the avail-

able driving power, electrode voltages or currents, and
environmental conditions. The tube-design engineer
uses these equipment-performance objectives to arrive
at a physical tube design by following a logical series
of calculations and approximations. These steps are
summarized in the following paragraphs and are de-
veloped in detail later in this article.

Design of Output Section

The output section of a power tube consists of the plate

circuit and associated tube electrodes. The amplitude
of the plate-voltage fluctuation and the fundamental com-
ponent of plate current are related to functions of the

frequency, bandwidth, and required power output of the

equipment by two independent relationships which com-
bine to determine the plate voltage and current. The
output capacity of the lumped tube-circuit combination
or the geometric shape of the distributed output circuit

can then be found because they are functions of the plate

voltage and operating frequency. The cathode area can
also be determined from thje required fundamental com-
ponent of plate current by estimating the division of cath-

ode current between tube electrodes and assuming a

class of operation. This estimation of current division

alsopermitsthe calculation of input power to the plate.

The plate dissipation can be determined next by subtrac -

ting the power output of the tube , which is a function of the

amplitude of the plate-voltage fluctuation and the funda-
mental component of the plate current, from the plate

input power. At this point, the output section of the

tube is fairly well determined if the physical design of

the cathode (area requirement) and plate (dissipation

requirement) are compatible with the output capacity or

geometry requirements imposed by the plate voltage

and operating frequency.

Design of Input Section

The input section of the tube is composed of the con-
trol-grid circuit and associated tube electrodes. The
choice of operating class made during the design of the

output section of the tube determines the bias -voltage

level of operation. Relationships are available which
permit the calculation of the geometric shape of the con-
trol electrodes as a function of the amplitude of input-

voltage fluctuations and the bias -voltage level at the de-
sired plate current can be determined from the ampli-
tude of the input or driving voltage. If the driving power
does not agree with the design objectives, alterations
in the class of operation or control-electrode configu-
ration, or both, can be made.

Tube Operation

The two independent relationships between the useful
power output of the equipment, the frequency of opera-
tion, and the bandwidth which determine the plate voltage

and current are quite simple, but require some deri-
vation and explanation. The following section explains
these relationships and presents the background mate-
rial necessary for their interpretation.

Power tube performance can be calculated with
reasonable accuracy by using the procedures outlined
below. Two graphical methods of presenting the elec-
trical characteristics of power tubes are presently
used: (1) curves of plate current as a function of plate

voltage at constant levels of control-electrode voltage,
and (2) curves of control-grid voltage as a function of

plate voltage at constant plate -current levels. With
either type of characteristic presentation, the class of

operation must first be chosen.

AMPLIFIER CLASSIFICATION

Classes of operation, which have been designated A,
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AB, B, and C, are best described by comparing the

relationship of the bias -voltage level Ec-^ to the zero-
current point of the transfer characteristic. A sub-
classification of 1 or 2 indicates whether control-grid

current flows. The transfer characteristics for the

various classes of operation are shown in Fig. 1. The
angle 6 represents the portion of a 360-degree cycle

during which current conduction across the tube struc-

ture occurs.

In general, the following rules apply. Large conduc-
tion-angle operation results in better linearity and
power gain than small-angle operation. Small-conduc-
tion-angle operation results in increased plate effici-

ency and harmonic components in the plate-current

pulse. '

class a -plate current flows
continuously; 9/2=i80 degrees

ib

ECiTIOe^
!
,1--^ A| (NO GRID

f'-i I CURRENT)

ECi-U;pi eci

I

A2 (GRID
I'J i CURRENT)

CLASS AB- PLATE CURRENT FLOWS FOR GREATER
THAN 9/2 = 90 DEGREES BUT LESS THAN 8/2=180

DEGREES

EC|L 9 ecl

! ABi (NO GRID
CURRENT)

iEC|L_Qieci

pulse shape is analyzed by a combination of graphical

conduction-angle determination and analytical series

expansion to arrive at the dc and fundamental compo-
nents of plate, control-grid, and screen-grid current.

Constant-current characteristics provide a means of

graphically determining the instantaneous conduction

angle. Because the shape of the plate-current pulse is

not assumed, but is analyzed directly, the result is

theoretically a more accurate determination of current

components.

In the following example, a typical class C amplifier

is operated at a dc plate voltage Ej^ of 900 volts and a

dc screen-grid voltage Ec2 of 300 volts. The design

procedure is as follows:

(1) Determine bias voltage: For class C amplifier
operation, the half angle of plate-current con-
duction is less than 90 degrees. At slightly less

than 90 degrees, the plate efficiency is not as

great as at smaller angles; however, the power
gain is higher. At an angle of 60 degrees, the

second harmonic content of the plate-current

pulse is at a maximum. Disregarding power gain,

a compromise angle for best plate efficiency with
least second-harmonic current is approximately
75 degrees. The required grid-No. 1 (bias) vol-

tage is determined as follows:

for a tetrode,

CURRENT)

CLASS B- PLATE CURRENT FLOWS
FOR «/2=90 DEGREES, Eq^ AT CUTOFF

lE C|r or eci

i N"-
let"

;I
1 I

CLASS C - PLATE CURRENT FLOWS FOR «/2<90 DEGREES
(fl/2 DEPENDENT ON DESIRED HARMONIC CONTENT

FOR FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS SEE REFI)

1 1 1

1

' I
'

— "l 'Cl
1

Figure 1. Transfer Characteristics for Classes

of Amplifier Operation

Current Component Ratios

The relationship between peak, harmonic component,
and average or dc plate current is required to calculate

tube performance. The relationship between peak and
average control-grid and screen-grid current is also

required to calculate driving power and screen-grid dis-

sipation. These relationships can be determined from
an analysis of current wave shapes of the plate, screen,

grid, and control grid. A graphical method or a Fourier
analysis of the plate-current pulse can be applied.

Graphical Analysis of Constant-Current Curves

In the graphical method, the actual plate -current

ep cos 6/2 +
C2

1-cos 6/2

for a triode.

cos e/2-
Mp

where

e/2

peak instantaneous control-grid voltage

Ec2 = screen-grid voltage

C2

P

screen-grid-to-control-grid mu factor

plate-to-control-grid mu factor

6/2 = half angle of plate-current conduction

Ec- = bias voltage

The peakplate current at which e^j^ occurs is approxi-

mately four times the dc plate current. The maximum
dc plate -current rating of the 6816 is 180 milliamperes
at maximum cathode -current loading; therefore, the

peakplate current is approximately 720 milliamperes.

On the constant -current curves for a screen-grid vol-

tage of E(.2 of 300 volts, ib occurs at a knee point in

the curves where ec^ is 16volts and the minimum plate
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voltage is 300 volts. The required bias voltage can

then be expressed as follows:

(16 cos 750 +
Id -31 volts

(2)

(3)

1 1 cos 750

Determine load line : The load line runs between

the point where the peak control-grid voltage and

peak plate current occur at the bend in the con-

stant-plate-current line and the point where the

bias voltage and plate-supply voltage coincide

(see Fig. 2).

Determine current components : A graphical-

angle computer* is placed over the constant-cur-

rent curves so that line OA passes through the

e^-^ point, line OG passes through the -E^
point, and the guide lines are parallel to the load

line. This transparent graph has lines OA, OB,

OC, OD, OE, OF, and OGwhichare 15 electrical-

conduction angle degrees apart. The values for

ijj, i^2' i(.i are tabulated every 15 degrees

as shown in Table 1.

Table I

ib '^2

A 700 80 90

B 680 50 80

C 600 10 50

D 400 0 10

E 150 0 0

F 15 0 0

tween F and G. The components of current can then be
calculated from a series expansion of the currentpulses
by the following equations:

average or dc current, 1)3= 1/12 (0.5A + B + C + D
+ E + F)

peak of funda-
mental component, Ip = 1/12 (A + 1.93B +

1.73C + 1.41D + E + 0.52F)

The results for the example cited are

1)3 = 183 milliamperes

Ip = 314 milliamperes

Ifjg = 8.3 milliamperes

Icj^ = 15.4 milliamperes

(4) Determine power output, etc . : Power output and

other tube performance characteristics are

determined as follows:

Tube power output TPO = 1/2 Ep/lp

= 600^0-314 94 ^atts

Useful power output = TPO x (output circuit ef-

ficiency) x (transit-time-

efficiency*)

Plate power input PI = E,^!^ = 900 x0.183 = 165
watts

Plate dissipation = PI - TPO = 71 watts

TPO 94
Tube Efficiency

PI 165
57 per cent

^GRID VOLTAGE

4c| OPERATING POINT

~'b-l-IOmo AT CUTOFF DEPENDING
\ ON PLATE DISSIPATION,

VOLTAGE, AND DISTOR-
TION REQUIREMENTS.

V-LOAD LINE

PLATE VOLTAGE

EcO GRID VOLTAGE AT
PLATE -CURRENT
CUTOFF

Figure 2. Constant-Current Curves for Typical

Amplifier Load Condition

The actual half -conduction angle can also be read

from the angle computer as 85 degrees by using one
milliampere as the cutoff plate current, and progressing
in angle from A to 2/3 of the 15-degree increment be-

Application Bulletin No. 5, Tube Performance Computer,
Eitel-McCullough Inc. , San Bruno, California.

Screen-Grid Dissipation = Ec2 Ic2 = 300 ^ 0.0083

= 2.5 watts

Tube Driving Power = Eg I^i = 46 x 0.0154 =

0.7T watt

Control-Grid Dissipation = e^j^Ij.^ = 16 x 0.0154

= 0.25 watt

Bias Dissipation=E(.^Ic^ =30x0.0154= 0.46 watt

Driver Power Output =

Tube driving power

Input circuit efficiency x Input transit time efficiency

Fourier Analysis of Constant-Grid-Voltage Curves

A Fourier analysis of the current components can be

used to determine the relationship between the average,

peak, and harmonic components of current if it is as-

sumed that the plate-current pulse is sinusoidal and the

The transit-time-efficiency factor has a value of approxi-

mately 1 up to 800 megacycles.
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control-grid current pulse and the screen-grid current
pulse have a squared sinusoidal form. 2 Table II sum-
marizes the results of this analysis and indicates the

normally chosen plate-conduction angles for various

classes of operation.

Table III shows the grid-conduction angle, which is

expressed as:

'2 = cos

where ec^ is the peak control-grid voltage and Ee^ is

the required bias voltage.

Choice of Operating Point

An operating point is chosen in the "knee" region of

the plate-current characteristic at the current magni-
tude required by the equipment performance objective

as shown in Fig. 3. The position of the operating point

defines the tube performance as follows:

Tube power output = TPO = 1/2 Epip

Plate power input = PI = Eb lb

Plate dissipation = PI - TPO

Screen-grid dissipation = Ec2 Ic2

Control-grid dissipation = I^^^

Driving power = (-E^, + e^ ) I^, (for grid-drive
circuit) ^ ^

^

, OPERATING POINT

'cl '
^cl = PEAK GRID VOLTAGE

Ec2= CONSTANT

Eb= PLATE-SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Figure 3. Constant Control-Grid Voltage Curves for
Typical Amplifier Load Condition

Cathode Drive Considerations

If the amplifier is a cathode-driven device, the vol-

tage reference is shifted. The only way to define oper-

ation properly is to indicate the circuit because, as

shown in Fig. 4 and Table IV, either the grid or cathode

canbeatdc ground potential during cathode-drive oper-

ation.

Ic^ = dc control-grid current

lb = dc plate current

Ip = fundamental ac component of plate current

Ejjjj = dc plate-supply voltage

Eb = dc plate-to-cathode voltage

Ep = amplitude of voltage fluctuation between plate

and cathode

Ej.^ = dc cathode-to-grid voltage

Ob = minimum amplitude of instantaneous plate-to-

cathode voltage.

Table II

e/2

Half of

total plate

-

conduction

angle

(degrees)

Ip amplitude lb

dc

plate

current

component

^C2

dc

screen-grid
current
component

Class
of

operation

1st

harmonic
component

2nd
harmonic
component

3rd
harmonic
component

90 4/2 ib/T \^/^
ABj* or AB2*
Bi or B2

75 4/2-2 i^,/3.7 ic2/4-7 Ci or C2

60 ib/2-6 iV3-6 ib/4.6 i^^/S.S Doubler

40 ib/3.6 ib/5.3 ib/6.9 i^^/S.s Tripler

*Approximate solution suitable for most engineering problems.

6 = plate -current conduction angle

i = peak current

A
ijj = peak plate current

A
ici = peak control-grid current

.A

i(.2 = peak screen-grid current
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Ep+ Eg

Figure 4. (A) Grid Drive Circuit, Cathode at DC Ground; (B) Cathode Drive Circuit, Grid at DC Ground;
(C) Cathode Drive Circuit, Cathode at DC Ground

Plate power output

Plate power input

Plate dissipation

: 1/2 Ep Ip in all cases

: 1)3 in all cases

= Ejj - 1/2 Ep Ip in all cases

Table III

^g/2

Half of total

grid- conduction
angle (degrees)

do

control-grid-

current component

90 4/4

80 4/4-5

70 4/5
60 ie/5.8

50 4/6.9

40 4/8-5

30 4/11.2

20 4/16

This procedure provides a better understanding of the

amplitude of the plate -voltage fluctuation Ep and the

fundamental component of plate current L- The rela-

tionship of these parameters to the tube power output
TPO is expressed as follows:

TPO = 1/2 Epip

This expression is the first of two independent rela-
tionships which determine plate voltage and current.

CIRCUIT OPERATION

The losses that occur in the plate and coupling cir-

cuits must also be considered so that the power deliv-

ered by these circuits to the load can be predicted. The
power at the load is the equipment designer's require-
ment. Determining the circuit losses requires an
understanding of the Q factor.

The Q Factor

The basic definition of Q is given by

2 7r f (stored resonant energy)
Q

power dissipated

The Qof a lumped parallel circuit (Fig. 5A) is deter-
mined from this basic definition as follows:

Q
^shunt

where X

X

w L or 1/ coc

at resonance

The derivation of this equation is shown below because
it deals with the application of the stored-energy con-
cept used later to analyze distributed circuits.

The total energy stored in the resonant circuit is cal-

culated by calculating the energy stored in either the

capacitor or inductor during the period when no energy
is stored in the other reactance.

For the capacitor,

dW q q
e dq = — dq because e = —

c c

where

W =

W =

q =

a =

1 r^", d2— / q dq =
2C

E^C

energy

instantaneous charge

max. charge
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Table IV

Plate Power
Input

(Watts)

Plate Power
Output

(Watts)

Plate

Dissipation

(Watts)

Total Power
Output to

Circuit

(Watts)

Driving
Power

Required
(Watts)

Ep

(Volts)

Case 1

Cathode grounded

Ebb h l/2(Ebb-eb)Ip Ebb lb

-l/2(Ebb-eb)Ip

l/2(Ebb-eb)Ip Eg Ic^ Ebb-eb

Case 2

Cathode drive

Grid grounded

(Ebb-Eci)Ib l/2(Ebb-Ec^
eb)Ip

(Ebb-Eci)Ib
-1/2(E.. -E„ -ejl

' ^ bb cj^ b' p

l/2(Eg+Ebb-Eq

-e )I

Eg(Ie,4) Ebb-Ec^-^b

Case 3

Cathode drive

Cathode grounded

^bb % l/2(Ebb-%)Ip Ebb lb

-l/2(Ebb-%)Ip

l/2(Eg+Ebb-eb)

b

Pg OR e OR i

l/2Po OR 0.707e

OR 0.707i

' SHUNT

1 f

D

Figure 5. (A) Shunt Circuit; (B) Series Circuit;
(C) Universal Resonance Curve; (D) Resonant Circuit

to Relate Q and Bandwidth

The Oof a lumped series circuit, as shown in Fig. 5B,

is determined in a similar manner.

Q = X
R
series

at resonance where X = wL or — , the derivation is

as follows:

for the inductor,

^ = ^dt-

W =/eidt =/i gdt
I

Lidi
Lr

When the current through the inductor is a maximum,
its magnitude is I because i = Icosoit. When the current
is a maximum, the rate of change of charge is a max-
imum. This maximum value occurs when the charge
on the plate of the capacitor is zero. Therefore, the

total energy stored in the resonant circuit is all in the

inductor and can be expressed as LI^/2.

When the capacitor is charged fully to a coulombs,
the voltage across it is E sin w t = E. At that time the
rate of change of charge is zero and no current flows in

L; therefore, no energy is stored in L. As a result,

the total energy stored in the resonant circuit, which is

all in the capacitor, can be expressed as l£p'C/2.

The power dissipated per cycle per second can be
expressed as

p 1/f
E / 1 p2

/ sin wt d wt - ^

I^shunt o
2f R,shunt

Therefore,

Q 2 77f(stored energy) , ^ ^
1/2 E^C „ ^^shunt

power dissipated e2 shunt x
2fR,shunt

The power dissipated per cycle per second is

1/f

Rse cos2 wtd cot =

Therefore,

Q = 2ff
1/2 Lr 2 77 fL X

I^ Rge ^se ^^se

2f

As shown in Fig. 5C, Q is also related to the band-
pass of the circuit under consideration as follows:

fQ =—
Af

where
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f = frequency

Af = bandwidth

1 + 6 1

1 + 6

R
L

The derivation of this relationship is included below
because certain simplifying assumptions can be made
which affect the calculated results for low values of Q.

In a circuit, such as shown in Fig. 5D, which has the

basic condition for resonance, i. e.

,

Xt

j cUq L = i/

where

Ct) = 2 TT f = angular frequency

o

w

2 77 f^ = resonant angular frequency

(1 + 6) at 1/2 power points

R
•at resonance

52 + 62

2 6 =

Because

Q =

R R

R

R
L

2+4 R

2 5

where the values for q2 are much greater than 1 and
have a positive root.

Therefore,

Q
2 6 2 6 fo

A f

R + j ( wL -

e

1 + j R

e

R

R / V w

At the 1/2 power points

i = iy2

Therefore,

: e e

V2R R

R
1 + 5

1 +6 /

1 + 6 - R
1+6 L

The above informationprovides the basis for deriving

the relationship which describes the circuit losses and
predicting the useful power delivered by these circuits

from the output gap in the tube to the load.

Circuit Efficiency

In the circuit shown in Fig. 6A, the tube is repre-
sented by a generator E. Rj^ is the series generator
impedance in the plate circuit, R2is the series load

impedance in the load circuit, Rpand Rg are the series
resistances of the coils, and Xp and Xg are the react-

ances. Therefore, Qp = Xp/Rp and Qg = Xg/Rg.

The power lost P^ost the transformer is expressed
as follows:

P, = 1,2 R + l2 R = i2^ ^ t2 ^lost 1 p 2 s 1 On 2 Q

LOAD
CIRCUIT

The result is the same for the positive or negative

case. For the positive case.

Figure 6. (A) Efficiency of Coupled Circuits;

(B) Maximum Power Transfer Circuit
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When a network of pure reactance, such as shown in

Fig. 6B, is adjusted to the correct coupling position so

that the tube is presented with the proper load imped-
ance, the series impedance coupled into the plate cir-

cuit to obtain maximum power transfer to the load is

R]^ because maximum power is transferred to the load

when the generator impedance matches the effective

load impedance. The proof is as follows:

Power Output P^^^ = R'^ - ^

(Rl + R'l )2

At maximum power output,

d (PO) ^ -2E^r'^

d R
1 (Rl + R{) (Rl + Rl)

Ri — Ri

The plate circuit then appears as shown in Fig. 6B,

where Rj^ is equal to R^^'.

Therefore,

I,
E

under optimum loading conditions
1 2Ri

for maximum power transfer.

In addition, the voltage induced in the load circuit is

wMI.

Therefore,
Ml, w ME E

R2 2 Rl R2 2,^^^^

where M = mutual inductance

1 w ivi^2

R,
(
wuy
Ro

These values can be substituted for and I2 in the

equation for power lost.

e2 Xr e2 X.

^lost -
2

'

4(Ri + Rp) Qp 4(Ri + Rp) (Rg + Rg)

If it is assumed that R^ is much greater than Rp and

R2 is muchgreater than Rg, the power input P^jj can be
expressed as P^^ = Ii 2Ri = e2/4Ri

The total efficiency t]

out

input

^input " ^lost

^input

= 1-

Therefore,

7] = 1-

lost

Pfnput Rl Qp R2 Qs

Qn Q;

Qp Qg

where Qp is the unloaded Q of the primary circuit (coil

only), andQgis the unloaded Q of the secondary circuit

(coil only). Qp is the loaded Q of the primary (tank

circuit), and Q'g is the loaded Q of the secondary (load

circuit)

.

Q'd Q'«
If

—

^ «1 since (l-a)(l-b) = l-a-b+ab

Qp Qg

The total efficiency may be expressed as follows:

Qp/\ / plate circuit 'load circuit

Therefore, the tube power output TPO can be related
to the usefulpower delivered to the load UPO as follows:

UPO = 7?TPO

The previously derived expressions can now be ap-
plied to determine the amplitude of plate- voltage fluctu-

ation Ep and the fundamental component of plate current

Ip from the equipment designer's requirements for

power output, frequency, and bandwidth in the lumped-
circuit case.

Determination of E and I for Lumped Circuits

Fig. 7 shows a lumped circuit and its equivalent cir-

cuit. From the relationships derived for Q,

R =^ = 2 TT fLQl
1Ql

2 77fC 2 77 AfC

where

at loaded resonance

Ql = loaded Q (the value of 0 when the load R is

receiving the desired power)
R = plate-load resistance (transformed value of

load resistance seen by tube output)

Ep = amplitude of plate-voltage fluctuation

I^ = fundamental component of plate current

L = inductance across tube output

C= capacitance across tube output(includes tube

output, tuning, and stray capacitance in

parallel)

f = operating frequency
Af = bandwidth

Therefore,

Ep =
I,

2 TT AfC

From the relationship derived for circuit efficiency:

2 UPO

Substitution yields:

UPO

TiC Af
Qu
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and

Figure 7. Equivalent Output Circuit

The value of C and unloaded Q (Qu) must be determined
to complete the numerical calculation of Ep and Ip. C
can be estimated from the physical size of the tube re-

quired to deliver Ip. The unloaded Q (Qu) is best esti-

mated by experience rather than calculated. It can also

be measured experimentally if a physical circuit is con-

structed. A value of 100 to 300 may be assumed for Qu
in well-designed lumped circuits.

FREQUENCY EFFECTS

As the frequency of operation increases, it becomes
difficult to resonate and couple power out of the output

circuit simultaneously and efficiently because the induc-

tance and capacitance must be reduced to maintain reso-
nance as the frequency increases. The inductance can-

not be reduced to a point which would prevent sufficient

current coupling to the load. K voltage coupling is used,

some increase in frequency can be achieved. Further
increase infrequency would result in a reduction in out-

put circuit capacitance. Eventually a frequency is

reached where only the output capacitance of the tube

remains. This arrangement prevents variable tuning

and is therefore impractical. The minimum practical

value of output capacitance of a nominal small-power
tube circuit is approximately 10 micromicrofarads
(tube-output, circuit-tuning, and stray capacitances).

The minimum practical value of circuit inductance is

approximately 0.05 microhenries (1-turn, 1-inch-dia-

meter coil).

Physical limitations eventually prohibit further

reduction of either L or C. Further increases in fre-

quency force a reduction of the other parameter and
change the ratio of L:C. If this ratio increases because
L is physically limited, the ratio f/Af = Ql must be
reduced to hold Ep/lp constant. A reduction of f/Af

below 10 increases the bandwidth and results in the

transmission of undesirable harmonics. If C is physi-

cally limited, the ratio L:C decreases causing the

ratio f/Af = Qlto increase when Ep/lp is held constant.

This reduces the useful power output by decreasing the

circuit efficiency:

circuit

The effect on tube structure of changing the ratio

Ep/lp is discussed under Perveance .

These limitations, which are inherent with lumped
circuits, can be overcome by increasing the unloaded

Q. The above expressionfor circuit efficiency indicates

that if the value of Qu could be doubled, the same cir-

cuit efficiency could be obtained at twice the magnitude
of Ql and, therefore, at twice the frequency. This

increase in Qu is obtained by changing from a lumped
to a distributed circuit.

Distributed Circuits

Typical values for Qu in coaxial resonators are shown
in Table V.

Table V

Qu Type of Circuit Frequency

300 1/2 X (conduction cooled) 500 megacycles

550 1/4 X 400 megacycles

800 3/4 X 1200 megacycles

1000 3/4 X 2400 megacycles

Substituting these values in the resonance relationship

yields:

f= i— = ^ = 225 megacycles

27rv/LC 27rVo.05xlO'6xlOxlO-12

Therefore, the maximum operating frequency of a nomi-
nal small-power tube using parallel-tuned lumped cir-

cuits is approximately 200 megacycles.

The effect of increasing frequency can also be inter-

preted in terms of bandwidth and circuit efficiency. The
equation

Ip V C Af

is obtained by combining two previously derived expres-

sions. According to the relationship f = 1/2 tt y LC,
an increase in frequency requires a reduction in both

L and C to maintain resonance.

Compared to an unloaded Q of 100 to 300 for lumped
circuits, a considerable extension in frequency can be

achieved by using distributed circuits.

The determination of Ep and Ip for the distributed

circuit case requires the use of some simplified trans-

mission- line theory and stored- energy concepts. These
areas are briefly discussed in the following two sections.

Simplified Transmission- Line Theory

A transmission line is any device which tends to con-

fine the electric and magnetic fields associated with a

traveling wave. By confining these fields, the line gives

direction to the traveling wave. The termination of a

transmission line is highly reflective. The length of the

line is determined so that reflected waves are in phase

with incoming waves. The working equations for trans-

mission lines are quite simple if no losses are assumed.
Because the line parameters are a function of the direc-

tion of the wave, "sending" and "receiving" ends of the

transmission line must be defined. When a series of
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lines are resonant, the voltage and conjugate imped-
ance at the junction of various lines must match. As
in lumped circuits, a series of lines resonate when the

reactance present in one direction is equal to the nega-

tive of the reactance present in the other direction (see

Fig. 8).

RECEIVING
END Zr Zsu

-<

SENDING
END

Figure 8. Basic Transmission Line Circuit

The basic transmission-line equations are as follows

Zj. + j Zq tan j3 1

2-8 - ^o
Zq + j Zj. tan/3 1

g = Ej. cos jS 1 + j Zq Ij. sin j3 1

E,
Ip cos ^ 1 + j— sin j3 1

(1)

(2)

(3)

where

X =

s =

r =

Z =

Zo =

1 =

2 TT /X

wavelength

sending end

receiving end

impedance

characteristic impedance

length from chosen reference

Some interesting specific cases may be derived from
these three basic equations. The characteristic imped-
ance of a one-quarter-wavelength line at resonance may
be derived from Eq. (2) or (3) as follows:

. Eo

Ir

El-

la

For an open-circuited receiver, from Eq. (2), (see

Fig. 9):

Eg = Ej. cos (3 1

\ t
s Zq2 E

< I >< L >-

-< i ^

Figure 9. Open Circuit at Receiving End

At resonance, when Zq equals Zq„, Eg equals Ej. cos

( 7r/2 - |3 L); therefore,
^

E^ = E„ sin i3 Ls r

For an open-circuited receiver, from Eq. (1),

^s - ^o
Zj. + j Zo Tan j3 1

Zo+ j Zr TanjS 1.

1 + j Zr Tan j3 1

iQ+j Tan ^ 1

Zs=-jZoCot jSlasZj.

For a short-circuited receiver, from Eq. (1),

Zr + j Zo Tan ^ I

^s " Zq
Zq + j Zr Tan /3 1

Zg = + j
Zq Tan /3 1 as Z^,- -0

For cavities having various characteristic impedances,
(at resonance, Zj^ equals Z2), (see Fig. 10),

Zi = + j Zq^ tan /3 1^

^2 = + j %2 ^^"^ ^ ^2

therefore,

Zq^ tan j3 Ij^ = Zq2 tan j3 I2

Stored Energy in Resonant Transmission Lines

In lumped circuits at resonance, the energy is con-

sidered to be stored in the electric field of the capaci-

tor and the magnetic field around the inductor. This

energy concept was used to calculate expressions for

the Q of parallel and series lumped circuits. Analo-
gously, the resonant transmission line stores energy in

its associated electric and magnetic fields. This stored
energy can be utilized in the definition of Q.

Q
2 7r f (stored resonant energy)

power dissipated

to relate Ep and Ip to power output, bandwidth, and

frequency.

"oi '02

Figure 10. Resonant Circuit with Different
Characteristic Impedances

Consider a resonant transmission one-quarter elec-

trical wavelength long, as shown in Fig. 11. The energy
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stored in a small element As of a line having capaci-

tance C per unit length is defined as follows:

^W= ^^(En cos jSs)^

where J3 =2 7r/x
,
Ep is the peak voltage across the line,

and W is the stored resonant energy

dW:

di3 s

Ce2—^ cos^ i3. sds

ds

therefore,

di3s

dW =

W

ds

CE

2/3

CEj

2|3

£ cos2 /3 s d^ s

/ cos2 |3 s d |3 s

W =
CE.

2^

W

W =

CEp

4|3

CE^

4/3

^s sin 2 /3 s— +
2 4

j3s + sin ^ s cos /3 s

1 + sin B 1 cos B 1

^1

Characteristic impedance Zq is defined as Zq = -sfz/Y.

The propagation constant is ^ZY, which is equal to

a + where a is the attenuation constant, and i3 is the

phase constant. For low-loss lines.

° VY^VG + iwC Vc

The power dissipated per cycle is the power supplied

by the tube divided by the frequency. The unloaded Q is

then expressed as follows:

Qu =
2 TTfW

power dissipated in circuit

The loaded Q becomes:

Ql =
2 TTfW 2 Ti fKE{^

power dissipated in circuit and load TPO

Cavities having various Zq sections and lumped re-

actances are treated in a similar manner. The stored

energy in each section and lumped reactance is computed
and added to obtain the total stored energy of the cavity

system. See Douma,3 Koros,4 and Swift, 5 for a more
complete discussion of the determination of stored en-

ergy in physical circuits.

Determination of Ep and Ip for Distributed Circuits

In this section, the information on transmission lines

and Q is combined into an outline of the steps used to

determine the amplitude of plate- voltage fluctuation and

the fundamental component of plate current necessary
to meet a specific useful -power output, bandwidth, and
frequency requirement. In the steps that follow, Qu is

the unloaded Q, Ql is the loaded Q, and K is a function

of the physical properties of the resonant line.

(1) Ql
Af

(2) Circuit efficiency = tj = 1 QL
Qu

(3) Tube Power Output = TPO = = 1/2 "E^l^

(4) Design the appropriate cavity for the frequency
desired and calculate stored energy W in terms
of E„

(5) Ql =

W = f (Ep) = KEp-^

2 77 f(stored energy) _ 2 tt fKEp^
power dissipated TPO

VzY =

therefore,

a+ji3 = V(H + j coL) (G + j
wC)

t^VLC

C =
wZ,

= wC

Upon substitution for C, the expression for stored
resonant energy reduces to

E^
W -^(/3 1 + sin /3 1 cos ^1) = KE^

4wZ. P

(6) Rearranging the equation of step (5) and sub-

stituting yields:

/2T
UPO

K(Af - J—)
Qu

Substitution into Eq. (3) yields:

= 4 TT K AfE
P

It is important to note that for both lumped and dis-

tributed circuits the load impedance, Ep/lp, presented
to the tube must be decreased to get greater bandwidth.

Atthispoint, it is of interest to compare the expres-
sions for Ep and Ip derived for the lumped-circuit case
to those parameters derived for the distributed-circuit

case. This comparison results in the equivalence of
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2K = C

Thus, K, which is a function of the physical proper-
ties of the tube and resonant line, is related to an equiv-

alent lumped capacitance which is only a function of the

physical properties of the tube and circuit combination.

PHYSICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Whenthe required amplitude of plate-voltage fluctu-

ations and the desired harmonic component of plate cur-
rent have been determined, the design engineer must
designaphysical tube structure which produces the re-

quired plate current and voltage (Ep and Ip) at reason-
able driving power.

The following purely physical considerations must
also be included in the design:

(1) compact size and low weight

(2) attractive appearance

(3) good life

(4) reproducible electrical and physical charac-
teristics

(5) inherent low production cost

(6) a rugged mechanical structure

(7) stability of operation

<ii.

Figure 11. Voltage Along a Resonant
Quarter-Wave Circuit

The remainder of this article deals with the conver-
sion of the desired magnitude of Ep and Ip into the physi-
cal dimensions of the electrode structure. The problem
of providing sufficient cooling for the electrodes is so
specific for any given design that it is not practical to

discuss it in general terms. From the practical stand-

point, the temperature of the electrodes is a very real

barrier to high-power performance. For this reason,
the designer must consider the thermal properties of the

tube design with as much attention as the electrical

characteristics.

In the section which discussed power output and tube
operation, graphical presentation of the electrical

characteristics of the tube was used to determine the

power output. These tube characteristics can best be
converted to physical electrode dimensions by first

considering the division of current which occurs be-
tween electrodes.

Current Division

The problem of determining the cathode current that

flows to the plate of a diode and the plate and control
gridof atriodeis relatively simple compared to deter-

mining cathode current in tetrodes and pentodes. The
pentode structure is rarely used in power-tube design

because of added cost, circuit complexity at high fre-

quencies, and increased output capacitance. Therefore,

the following discussion covers the current division in

the tetrode structure only.

A typical tetrode characteristic is shown in Fig. 12.

The cathode-current equations discussed later provide

the indicated cathode current. The sum of the plate,

screen-grid, and control-grid currents at any plate po-

tential must equal this cathode current (primary and

secondary emission from the controlgrid, screen grid,

or plate are neglected). Because no theoretical method
of predicting the division of cathode current has yielded

reliable results, only empirical means are discussed

below.

REGION

CATHODE CURRENT
PLATE CURRENT

SCREEN-GRID CURRENT

CONTROL- GRID CURRENT
0 E52 PLATE VOLTAGE—eb

E51 = CONTROL- GRID VOLTAGE = CONSTANT

Ec2= SCREEN-GRID VOLTAGE = CONSTANT

Figure 12. Typical Tetrode Current Characteristics

Current Division in Region A - Special precautions

must be taken to ensure current stability in region A to

permit tube operation where a portion of the plate volt-

age swing is below screen-grid potential. Regeneration
resultingfrom a negative slope in the plate current can

cause extraneous oscillations. ^

Current Division in Region B - All tetrode structures

exhibit stable current characteristics in this region.

Empirical Data on Cathode-Current Division

Figs. 13 thru 17 show the ratio of plate, screen-grid,

and control-grid current to cathode current at E]-, = 140

lb, Eb = 1/2 Ec2, Eb = Ec2, Eb = 3/2 Ec2, and Eb =

3 Ec2 for typical beam power tetrodes, parallel-plane

tetrodes, and cylindrical tetrodes over a range of con-

trol-grid voltage from -100 to 500 volts. Data were

taken at one or more screen-grid potentials from RCA
types 7213, 7214, 1649, 6816, 6146, and 7094.

The division of current is strongly affected by the

presence of space charge in the electron beam of the

tube.

A properly designed tetrode structure, which focuses

the electrons emitted by the cathode into beams, (1) pre-

vents primary cathode current from being intercepted

by the screen grid, and (2) forms a space charge which
prevents secondary electrons (emitted by the plate) from
reaching the screen grid.

This reduction in screen-grid currents results in:

(1) Low screen-grid dissipation, which increases the

total efficiency of the tube.
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(2) Increased plate current at low plate potentials,

which provides more efficient tube operation be-

cause of the added available plate-voltage swing.

(3) Stabilized screen-grid currents, which allow the

screen-grid potential to be obtained from series

screen-grid dropping resistors.

(4) High screen-grid voltage ratings, which result

in increased power output.

(5) Low screen-grid temperature, which results in

less primary screen-grid emission.

(6) Reduction in screen-grid secondary emission and
the resulting operational instability associated

with negative screen-grid current.

to determine the relative effect of geometrical changes
on screen-grid current.
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Figure 13. Current Division in Typical Tetrodes

The reduction of primary electron interception by the

screen grid is accomplished by adjusting the equal po-
tentials in the control-grid region so that during the

conduction part of the grid cycle, the focus shifts from
the region between the control grid and the cathode to

some point near the screen grid. During this shift, the

beam width at the screen grid must be less than the

distance between the screen-grid lateral wires. This
focusing action can be obtained by proper adjustment of

the electrode structure while still preserving the magni-
tude of plate current. The pitch between grid wires,

the degree of grid-wire alignment, the spacing between
the active areas of the electrodes, and the control-grid
driving conditions are adjusted to produce the desired
plate current and focusing action simultaneously. Otto
SchadeS describes the lens action of the grids and a test
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Figure 15. Current Division in Typical Tetrodes

The energy of the electrons as they pass through the

screen-grid wires must be such that during the period
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of minimum plate voltage they are decelerated to zero
energy in some plane closer to the plate than to the

screen grid. The space charge formed will then sup-

press secondary emission from the plate. K. R.

Spangenberg8 gives an excellent presentation of the ef-

fect of space charge on potential in the screen-grid and

plate region of tetrodes and explains the hysteresis

curve of tetrode plate and screen-grid current charac-

teristics.

For Triodes:
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Figure 16. Current Division in Typical Tetrodes

Determination of Cathode Current

The relationship between electrode geometry and

cathode current has been derivedby a number of authors

with the addition of quasi- correction factors for geo-

metries which do not conform to the strict mathematics.
For this reason, the usually applied equations are

merely outlined in this section. The designer should

refer to the references for detail and use the material

presented here as reference only.

For Diodes:

2.33 X 10- 'A .3/2— eb Geb
3/2

where
ig = cathode current - amperes

G = perveance

A = emitting area of cathode (sq. in.

)

grid-cathode spacing (in.

)

= plate potential volts

2.33xlO"^A
^ 2
dgk

MP

Mp 3Mp dgk^

where

control-grid voltage

Mp = plate-to-grid amplification factor for triode

dgp= grid-to-plate spacing (in.

)

For Tetrodes:

2.33xlO'^A|

where

dgg =

e„ +—
^=1 /Jc2 1^

,3/2

1 +
4

^^2 ^^
gs

screen-grid voltage

screen-grid-to-control -grid mu factor

plate-to-control-grid mu factor for tetrode

control-grid-to-screen-grid spacing (in.

)
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Figure 17. Current Division in Typical Tetrodes

These equations are based on the following assump-
tions: (1) The cathode is capable of emittii^ more elec-

trons than are drawn to the plate (space-charge-limi-
ted). (2) The cathode and plate are parallel planes

which are large enough to render end effects negligible.
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(3) Plate and cathode surfaces are equipotential. (4)

Electrons are emitted with zero initial velocity.

Correction factors have been derived by G. R. Par-
tridgeS for physical structures which do not fulfill the

above assumed conditions.

Thermionic Emission 10

Cathode emission must be high enough to provide
space-charge -limited condition at the desired operating

current level. The emission is related to cathode para-
meters as follows:

ig = BAt2 e'Ew/Ex

where

B = Dushmann's constant

A = emitting area of cathode (m2)

T = absolute temperature of cathode (deg K)

E^ = work function of emitter (ev)

Erj, = T/1160, electron-volt equivalent of tempera-
ture

For commonly used emitters, the constants involved
are approximately as shown in Table VI.

Table VI

Emitter
B

amp/m^
^W
ev

Tungsten 60.2 4.52

Thoriated Tungsten 3.0 2.63

Oxide Coated 0.01 1.0

The theoretical prediction of emission capability does
not include the effects of cathode deterioration during
life. Because good life expectancy is a design require-
ment, the cathodes in power tubes are rarely operated
at their maximum capability. A cathode- current den-
sity of 100 to 200 milliamperes per square centimeter
is used in practical designs for continuous -current op-
eration to provide the desired margin of safety. The
available current density for pulse operation is shown
in Fig. 18. The use of these "rule -of -thumb" cathode-
current densities in conjunction withthe estimate of cur-
rent division allows the designer to calculate the cath-
ode area required to provide the necessary plate cur-
rent.

Amplification of Mu Factor

The cathode-currentequations require the determin-
ation of an amplification factor (for triodes) or mu
factor (for tetrodes and pentodes) to complete the calcu-
lation. These factors are best defined by their mathe-
matical use in the cathode- current equation:

io = G
^ci +

'^2 ^b
V

Mp

where

fi = amplification or mu factor

ig = cathode current in amperes

G = perveance

e^^ = control-grid voltage

ec„ = screen-grid voltage

ejj = plate voltage

For a tetrode,

C2
'C2

~^e7

5er

'1 /ibeb

1/ib, e^

6eC21

^«c2;ib,eeA^^ci.

= M
PC2

For a triode.
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Figure 18. Present State-of-the -Art Pulse Current
Density from Oxide Coated Cathodes

The method of measuring this factor is as follows: A
tube is setup in atest circuit at initial control-grid and
screen-grid or plate potentials Care must be taken to

avoid excessive electrode dissipation if dc potentials are
applied. The grid potential is changed slightly and plate

current is brought back to its initial value by adjusting

screen-grid or plate voltages. The amplification or mu
factor is the ratio of the change in potential of the screen
grid, suppressor grid, or plate to the change in control-

grid potential at constant current. The so-called tri-

ode mu of a tetrode is measured by holding plate volt-

age constant (corresponding to Mc2)' or by connecting

the plate and screen grid. This latter measurement
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does not yield a mathematically correct value for 11^2

but is accurate enough to control product quality.

Mu factors are calculated as follows:

For small changes in jj. to adjust tube characteristics,
etc.

For tetrodes:

For triodes:

=KN2Ddgg

M „ = KN^ Dd
P gP

where

K = constant

N = control-grid turns per inch

D = control-grid wire diameter (inches)

dgg = control-grid-to-screen-grid spacing (inches)

dgp = control-grid-to-plate spacing (inches)

For quick calculation of /i for plate current above cutoff

level, calculate ii from the empirical formula^ ^ as
follows:

M = 2 n-Nd [0.2 + 6.8ND + 680 (ND)^]

This empirical formula is for ^ tetrode when
d equals the control-grid-to-screen-grid spacing in

inches andfor jUp of a triode when d equals thegrid-to-
plate spacing in inches.

The method by Vodges and Elder, 12 shown in Fig. 19,

should also be used. Both answers should be corrected
by the amount indicated on the empirical correction
chart shown in Fig. 20. The average of these twocor-
rected values is used as the final value.

For calculation of ji at plate-current, cutoff, see Ref.

13, Eqs. (16) and (17) in which

c

Mu |Li is a measure of the influence of the screen grid
or plate potential on plate current. For example, a low
screen-grid mu results in large fluctuations of plate
current with screen-grid voltage. If a tetrode has a
screen-grid mu of one, the screen-grid voltage would
be just as effective as control-grid voltage in control-
ling plate current. Thus, it would appear that tubes
designed for screen-grid or screen-grid-and -plate
modulation where screen-grid control of plate current
is desired or high zero-bias plate current (linear amp-
lifiers) where high zero-bias plate current is desired
should have low mu. However, there are some real
dangers to reducing the mu, as described below.

As an approximation:

where

=KN-Ddg3

= screen-grid-to-control-grid amplification
2 factor

K = constant

N = effective turns per inch of the grid

D = control-grid lateral wire diameter

gs control-grid- to- screen-grid spacing

To reduce mu, the lateral-wire diameter and control-

grid-to-screen-grid spacing may only be reduced to a

point where sufficient heat flow, beam formation, and
mechanical stability are preserved. A further reduction
in mu requires a reduction in effective turns per inch

of the grid structure. This open-grid structure may
result in an increase in the nonuniformity of the elec-

tric field at the cathode. This condition, called the

"inselbildung" effect by many authors, causes remote
cutoff and a nonlinear variation of plate current with

control- grid voltage. These effects cannot be tolerated

when linear modulation or simplification are desired.

A good geometrical rule of thumb which yields a practi-

cal structure is TPI>3/2 l/d~^. Too many turns per
inch result in excessive grid current because of un-
wanted blocking of the electron beam by the grid.

A high screen-grid mu in a tetrode usually indicates

good linearity if it results from high number of turns

per inch and large grid-to-cathode spacing. However,
high-mu tubes usually do not have high zero-bias plate

current because the grid-to-cathode spacing may be
large and the effective accelerating potential of the

screengrid, ^^2/ 1^ c2'
'^^^ power output of a

linear amplifier is limited by this low zero-bias plate

current because driving the control grid above zero
loads the driver and introduces poor linearity unless

thepower output of the driver is much larger than actu-

ally required and is artificially swamped.

The inselbildung effect should always be considered
as part of the mu problem. The reason for increasing

the fineness of control-grid structures is to reduce in-

selbildung effects so that grid control with linearity may
be preserved at high levels of plate current.

Transconductance

The transconductance may be defined and determined
for a tetrode as follows:

^6i.

5e.
'1

KA

'gk

V2

eci + (ec2/'^C2)
ecs

-GI
'^ci + lie.

l+(l/Mc2) + (4/3Mc2)(dgs/dgk)/ L 1

where

K = a constant

ib = plate current
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Figure 19. Penetration Factor (Kleijnen)
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A

control-grid voltage

screen-grid voltage

plate voltage

control-grid-to-cathode spacing

control-grid-to- screen-grid spacing

control-grid-to-screen-grid mu factor

active cathode area

perveance

20 r

0.6

Figure 20. Correction Factors for Determination of
Amplification Factor

The above equation is derived from the cathode-cur-

rent equations by differentiating with respect to control-

grid voltage.

For a grid-driven amplifier, power gain PG is affec-

ted by transconductance as follows:

PG UPC

DPO

i/2?7 E„I

A
®C| ^cIr. - E,. I

(eci Ec,)2

1^1 2r

2m^ Eglci +
2r

when

Eglc^«
2r

which is usually true for frequencies above 100 Mc be-
cause of the effects of reactance induced input admit-
tance and transit time induced input admittance. ^'^>

PG
7?Rr

-gm'

where

UPO
DPO

J?

E„

I,

P

useful power output

driver power output

output circuit efficiency

amplitude of plate-voltage fluctuation

fundamental component of plate current

r

Ep- = amplitude of control-grid-voltage fluctuation

average control-grid current

shunt resistor representing losses in control-

grid circuit (from leakage, skin resistance,

contact resistance, dielectric heating, radi-

ation loss, etc.

)

plate -load impedance = Ep/lp

ijj/Ip as a function of conduction angle

peak control- grid voltage

dc control-grid bias voltage (when bias is

negative, -E„, is positive)

maximum instantaneous plate current

R

m

Power gain is proportional to a power approaching the

square of the transconductance. At frequencies above

800 Mc, this dependence is not valid because of output

transit time effects and current division variations.

Transconductance may be increased as the square of

the control-grid-to-cathode spacing reduction as long

as current division does not change. Consideration of

the parameter m leads to the conclusion that power gain

increases as the plate current conduction angle in-

creases.

Perveance

The perveance of a tetrode may be expressed as:

KAG

'gk

where

K = a constant

A = the cathode area

dgj^ = control-grid-to-cathode spacing

Perveance appears in the cathode-current equation

as follows:
e. 3/2

Mc„

3/2

G

1 +.
^ _gs

3'^C2 %k,

Plate current and transconductance are proportional

to perveance; therefore, (1) Power gain is proportional

to the square of perveance providing the frequency is

between 100 and 800 megacycles. (2) Zero-bias plate

current for high linear-amplifier power output is pro-
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portional to perveance. (3) Higher circuit efficiency,

bandwidth, and frequency of lumped -circuit operation

can be achieved by increasing perveance, as shown by
combining the following equations:

Ed Ql

0) c
V Af

To arrive at the following relationships for 77, A f , and
f:

77 = 1

Af

wCEp

GKQu

KG
2 TT CE,

in limit where Cj--
KQu(l -ri )G

2 7rEp(Co + q)

where

K = constant

01 = loaded Q
Qu = unloaded Q
W = 2 77 f

c = Co + q
Cq = output capacitance of tube

= tuning capacitance

f = frequency

Af = bandwidth

DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS USED

A = Emitting area of cathode

a = A constant

B = Dushmann's constant

C = Capacitance - farads

Cq = Output capacitance of tube

Cj- = Circuit and tuning capacitance

D = Grid lateral-wire diameter - inches

DP = Driving power - watts

DPO = Driver power output - watts

d = Distance between tube electrodes - inches

dcro = Control-grid-to-screen-grid spacing - inches

^gk

*sk

Control-grid-to-cathode spacing - inches

Control-grid-to-plate spacing - inches

Screen-grid-to-cathode spacing - inches

Amplitude of sinusoidal voltage - volts

Eb

Ebb

E.

E

-1

C2

E„

DC plate-to-cathode voltage - volts

DC plate-supply voltage - volts

DC control-grid-to-cathode voltage - volts

DC screen-grid-to-cathode voltage - volts

Amplitude of control-grid-voltage fluctuation
- volts

Ep= Amplitude of plate-voltage fluctuation - volts

E = Electron-volt equivalent of temperature-elec-
tron volts

e

e'

^b

f

Af

G

gm

Ib

^^2

is

J

K

L

1 :

M

Work function - electron volts

Instantaneous voltage - volts

Effective grid voltage - volts

Instantaneous control-grid voltage - volts

Peak control- grid voltage - volts

Instantaneous screen-grid voltage - volts

Instantaneous plate voltage - volts

Frequency - cps

Bandwidth - cps

Perveance or conductance

Grid-to-plate transconductance - mhos

DC plate current - amperes

DC control-grid current - amperes

DC screen-grid current - amperes

Fundamental or higher -harmonic component
of plate current - amperes

Instantaneous plate current - amperes

Instantaneous control-grid current - amperes

Instantaneous screen-grid current - amperes

Instantaneous cathode current - amperes

Cathode-current surface density

A constant

Inductance - henries

Length

Mutual inductance - henries

Am = ijj/lp (a function of conduction angle)
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R.

N

PG

PI

Ql

Qu

R

shunt

R,
series

r

T

TPO

t

UPO -

w

X

Y :

Z :

pc2

Turns per inch of grid lateral wire

Power gain

Power input - watts

Loaded Q

Unloaded Q

Resistance - ohms

Shunt resistance - ohms

Series resistance - ohms

Resistance - ohms

Absolute temperature - deg K

Tube power output - watts

Time - seconds

Useful power output - watts

Energy - joules

Reactance - ohms

Admittance - mhos

Impedance - ohms

Characteristic impedance - ohms

Amplification or mu factor

Plate-to-screen-grid mu factor

Screen-grid-to-control-grid mu factor

Plate-to-control-grid amplification factor

Circuit efficiency

Angular frequency - radians/sec.

Resonant angular frequency - radians/sec.

w /ci)^ at 1/2 power level of resonant curve

= Wavelength

= 2 t/X
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Large-Power-Tube Design, Processing, and Testing

W. p. Bennett

Lancaster

The design of a large power tube, like any other de-
sign problem, must start with a listing of the perform-
ance requirements which the tube is expected to satisfy.

To determine these requirements, the designer must
first establish the application and specific class of serv-
ice of the tube.

APPLICATIONS AND SERVICE

The applications in which large power tubes are used
can be divided into two major categories: control serv-
ice and generator service. In control service, the tube

is used as an "electronic valve" to control the flow of

electrical energy from one circuit to another. In gen-
erator service, the tube is used with rf circuit ele-

ments to supply ac power, usually in the radio-fre-
quency spectrum. The term generator is used loosely;

the tube is not a true generator of electrical power,
but actually converts dc power supplied to it into rf ac

power. The primary objective is to supply large quan-
tities of rf power as efficiently as possible.

These two major categories of tube applications may
be further subdivided into classes of service. In con-
trol service, the tube may be used as an on-off switch,

a rectifier permitting current flow only in one direction

and blocking flow in the opposite direction, a regulator

to maintain a constant value of voltage or current, or
a variable circuit element (usually analogous to a re-
sistor) to provide a voltage and/or current which varies
inaccordance with some specified signal. The following

applications are typical of control service:

1. Switch tubes in a pulse modulator^ (e.g., in a

radar transmitter)

.

2. Modulator tubes in a plate -modulated broadcast
transmitter2.

3. Devices controllingthe flow of power to a machine
such as a particle accelerator or controlled atomic
fusion device.

Ingenerator service, the tube may be used as a self-

excited oscillator or as an amplifier. It may be oper-
ated under continuous -wave, steady-state conditions,

or it may be amplitude -modulated so that the output and
input are varied in a prescribed fashion (generally to

convey information or to program the power level for

some special process). The following applications are
typical of generator service:

1. Self-excited oscillators for the generation of rf

power for induction heating of metals and dielectric

heating of insulators^.

2. Frequency-modulatedbroadcast and communica-
tions transmitters.

3. Amplitude-modulatedbroadcast transmitters for

television and radio.

4. Pulsed radar transmitters.

5. Single -sideband communications transmitters4.

6. RF power sources for particle accelerators^.

7. Continuous -wave communications transmitters^.

Once the application is known and the category and
class of service have been established, the specific

requirements for the tube should be listed. The fol-

lowing criteria are important in the design of tubes for

use in both control and generator service:

(a) operating voltage and current (as well as the

power to be controlled in control service);

(b) output power, current, and/or voltage as a func-

tion of time;

(c) power sensitivity or gain;

(d) operating frequency and bandwidth;

(e) environmental requirements (e.g., temperature
range, altitude or pressure, radiation, shock and
vibration, etc. );

(f) size, weight, and input-power limitations, if any;

(g) any specific conditions or limitations imposed by
the equipment specifications (e. g. ,

type of cooling,

general class of tube, particular operating para-
meters such as maximum voltage or phase charac-
teristics).

THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

When the fundamental performance criteria have been
established, the next step is the selection of an over -all

design. This task may range from the simple specifi-
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cation of an existing design capable of meeting the per-
formance requirements, through the rearrangement or

modification of existing design concepts or components
into a new combination, to the creation of a completely

new design concept. When the development of new de-

sign concepts is required, the first phase is often car-

ried out to demonstrate the feasibility of the new con-

cepts, and the actual component development is later

pursued as an engineering project.

The conceptual design also involves the selection

and/or general outline of the major components of the

device, such as the cathode, grid, plate, and vacuum
envelope. This step often requires individual develop-

mental treatment in the form of theoretical computa-
tions, model studies, and chemical-physical- mechani-
cal development of an ejnpirical nature to establish

methods, processes, materials, and techniques neces-
sary to the proper functioning of the component or con-
cept in the over -all device.

DETERMINATION OF POWER REQUIREMENTS

The first step in the actual design process is usually

the determination of the proj ected plate operating values

for the tube. For control service these valves are gen-
erally specifled in the objective requirements; for gen-

erator service it is necessary to compute them from
the required power output to be delivered to the input

terminals of the following device (antenna or load).

The value of power output specified to the tube de-
signer is usually a minimum equipment or system re-

quirement which must be achieved at all times and under
all conditions. This objective power-output value must
be adjusted upwards as necessary to take into account
transmission losses, load-impedance mismatch, out-

put-circuit losses, power-input variations, and normal
variations from tube to tube.

1. Any transmission loss between the load at which
the specified power is to be delivered and the output

terminals of the tube -circuit power-generating unit

must be considered; the specified power should be
increased accordingly to determine the value which
must be delivered at the output terminal of the tube-

circuit unit to a matched transmission line.

2. If the load is not constant in impedance, the range
of the load mismatch must be considered and the ob-

jective power increased to determine the average
power required for an idealized matched load.

3. The output-circuit efficiency should be estimated
(including circuit losses both external and internal to

the tube vacuum envelope), and the power increased
to obtain the value which must be generated at the

electron interaction space within the tube.

4. Incidental variations in power input to the tube as

a result of line-voltage and power-supply variations

and equipment aging factors must also be considered,

and the objective power increased accordingly.

5. An additional safety factor is usually included to

accommodate normal variations from tube to tube.

measurement uncertainties, and some degradation

of tube performance with life.

When the minimum acceptable load power output has

been adjusted to provide for circuit losses as described

above, it is possible to specify the effective electronic

power which must be developed at an idealized electron

interaction space (a space short enough that it need not

be regarded as a distributed element in the circuit wave
space). Simplified computations'^ can then be used to

calculate the plate volt-ampere operating conditions.

DETERMINATION OF PLATE VOLTAGE

The operating plate voltage is one of the first elec-

trical parameters to be established. The value to be

used for a particular tube depends on the intended mode
of operation; continuous -wave, plate-pulsed, control-

grid and/or screen-grid-pulsed, or plate -modulated.

Table I shows upper limiting values for different modes
based on actual operating experience. These values

are not necessarily limits for future tube designs, but

they represent the present "state of the art". The val-

ues listed are limits governed by the internal vacuum
region of the tube; other limiting conditions are assumed
to be idealized.

Additional plate-voltage limitations may be imposed

on externally-circuited tubes by the possibility of ex-

ternal breakdown. In some cases, the use of gas under

pressure (such as air or special insulating gases) or a

dielectric fluid around the outside of the seal region

helps to prevent external corona and arcing. In gen-

eral, the limiting factors in control service are the

gradients resulting from the plate-supply -voltage com-
ponent; in generator service they are the gradients re-

sulting from rf voltages.

These additional limitations resulting from external-

breakdown considerations involve six major factors,

as follows:

1. Frequency of operation. The rf voltage appear-

ing at the external tube terminal is a function of the

operating frequency. At low frequencies it is equal

to the voltage inside the tube across the electron in-

teraction space. As the frequency is increased, how-

ever, the voltage across the tube seal decreases to

a minimum value at the "strapped" resonant fre-

quency, and then starts to increase again. At fre-

quencies 1.5 to 2 times the strapped resonant fre-

quency, the rf voltage across the tube seal may be

several times the value across the electron inter-

action space within the tube.

2. Clearances . As stated above, it is desirable to

operate a tube at or below its strapped resonant fre-

quency to keep the voltage across the output insulator

low. To achieve a high strapped resonant frequency,

however, it is necessary to reduce clearances be-

tween parts and to shorten insulators. This proce-

dure is in direct opposition to the general rules for

minimizing voltage gradients. In general, longer

insulators and greater clearances between metal

parts and between metal and insulation parts are con-

ducive to lower gradients and are, therefore, capable
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Table I

Upper Limiting Values of Plate Voltage

Type of

Service

Maximum
Pulse Duration

(Microseconds)

Limiting

Voltage
(Kilovolts)

Cathode
Type

Plate -Pulsed 10-15

100

2000

50-60

35-40

30-35

Matrix Oxide

1
Thoriated Tungsten

Control- Grid- and/or

Screen-Grid- Pulsed

1 2000

\
10-15

20-25

20-25

Thoriated Tungsten

Matrix Oxide

Continuous -Wave 20 Thoriated Tungsten

Plate -Modulated
(Carrier Condition)

15 Thoriated Tungsten

of withstanding higher operating voltages. As the

required operating frequency increases, therefore,

voltage gradients also increase and additional limit-

ations are imposed on the operating plate voltage of

externally-circuited tubes. (This limitation does not

necessarily apply to integral-circuit vacuum tubes.)

the type of cathode selected. The values given in

Table I assume the use of the type of cathode best
suited for the indicated class of service, based on
previous experience. In general, the limiting volt-

ages must be reduced if another type of cathode is

used.

3. Ceramic-to-Metal Seals . Almost all insulators

used in high-power, high-frequency tubes are made
of ceramic material having a high dielectric constant
(about 9). Because this dielectric constant is sub-
stantially higher than that of air or vacuum, electric

fields in the vicinity of the ceramic are distorted.

As a result, any thin air space between metal and
ceramic in the high-voltage region of a tube is sub-
jected to extreme voltage gradients. External volt-

age breakdown usually occurs in these vulnerable
areas of the tube, the metal-to-ceramic joints.

In the radial-compression seal shown in Fig. 1, there
is always a thin air space between metal and ceramic
whichtapers down to the point of actual contact; pot-

ting compounds have been used with limited success
to fill this small air gap. The metallized seal shown
in Fig. 2 does not have this air-gap problem because
the metallizing is intimately bonded to the ceramic,
but the metallizing itself ends in a relatively sharp
contour; this end contour provides a point of high-

voltage stress because the metallizing is a conductor
on which field lines terminate. In the improved seal
shown in Fig. 3, the sharp edge of the metallizing is

turned on a contoured ceramic to produce a relatively

field-free region; even with this seal, however, high
gradients exist at the ends of the ceramic under some
conditions of rf voltage.

4. Internal Tube Arcing. Internal tube arcing may
be caused by unusually high voltage gradients within
the tube structure. Such gradients are caused by the

shape and proximity of metal parts and insulators.

5. Type of Cathode. The permissible plate opera-
ting voltage for a particular tube is also affected by

6. Operating Bandwidth. Permissible operating
plate voltage may also be reduced by the electric or
untuned bandwidth over which a tube is required to

operate. Other things being equal, potential band-
width generally increases as operating plate current
is increased and voltage is decreased. To achieve a
certain bandwidth value, therefore, it may be neces-
sary to operate a tube below its full voltage and power-
output capability.

The limitations described above apply more to gen-
erator service than to control service. Because the

strapped resonant frequency is not a limiting consider-
ation in control service, clearances and insulators may
be made relatively large. As a result, uniform and
minimum voltage gradients can be provided both inside
and outside the tube. The limiting factors usually re-
sult from internal voltage breakdown in the electron
discharge space. Experience indicates a limiting plate-

supply voltage of about 40 to 50 kilovolts for large tubes
using thoriated-tungsten cathodes in control service.

SELECTION OF THE CATHODE

Only two types of cathodes are currently being used
in new large-power-tube designs: thoriated-tungsten^, 9

and matrix-oxide. The pure tungsten cathodes of earlier

tubes have been replaced by the carburized thoriated-

tungsten cathode, which supplies more current for a
longer expected lifetime at a much lower operating tem-
perature. The thoriated-tungsten cathode is also more
economical to operate because it requires less heating

power. (See article "Tungsten, Thoriated- Tungsten,
andThoria Emitters" by W.E. Harbaugh in this book.)

The matrix-oxide cathode, which is relatively new
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in the large -power-tube field, is a special adaptation

of the oxide cathode in which the emission coating mate-
rial is impregnated in a porous sintered-nickel matrix

bonded to a supporting base metal. The matrix cath-

ode is more suitable for use in large power tubes than

the standard oxide-coated cathode for the following rea-

sons:

1. The emission coating has better mechanical sta-

bility and adherence because the oxide is impreg-
nated into a firmly bonded metal matrix.

2. The relatively high-conductivity metal matrix

completely surrounds the individual particles of poor-
conductivity oxide emission material and provides
better thermal and electrical conductivity.

3. The emission surface is more resistant to damage
from electron and ion bombardment or inadvertent

arcing to the cathode. (See article "Oxide-Coated
Emitters" by C. P. Hadley in this book.)

The type of cathode to be used in a particular tube

depends upon the application requirements. The thor-

iated-tungsten cathode is recommended for all types of

service in which the average power demand (duty factor)

is substantial, i.e. , forcw service and for pulse serv-
ice in which the pulse duration exceeds 50 to 100 micro-
seconds and/or the duty factor exceeds two per cent.

The matrix-oxide cathode, which has a high peak-cur-
rent capability in short -pulse service, is preferred
when the pulse duration is less than 20 to 25 microsec-
onds and the duty factor is less than one per cent. (See

article "Fundamentals of Electron Emission" by L. S.

Nergaard in this book.

)

and smoothness of the electrode surfaces, and the

atomic structure of the metals used.

CERAMIC CERAMIC

DUCTILE PLATED
METAL

DUCTILE PLATED
METAL

^SAPPHIRE

DUCTILE--
PLATED
METAL

BEFORE ASSEMBLY AFTER ASSEMBLY

-CERAMIC RING

FORCE Fr

CERAMIC RING

DUCTILE PLATED
METAL

'DUCTILE PLATED
METAL

Table II shows the current state of the art in cathode

design based on actual experience with both cathode

types. Thoriated-tur^sten cathodes are preferred in

large power tubes for long-life service (in the order of

10,000 to 20,000 hours or more). Such service is based
on operating temperatures adequate to supply current

loadings of 3 to 4 amperes per square centimeter. For
short -pulse service, however, thoriated -tungsten cath-

odes are less suitable than matrix-oxide cathodes be-

cause they require 5 to 10 times the heating power and
supply only 1/3 to 1/4 the peak emission capability.

CERAMIC

FORCE Fc

METAL

DUCTILE PLATING
BUILD-UP

The one most important factor affecting the perform-
ance capabilities and life of a power tube is the cathode
temperature. The accurate measurement of the cath-

ode temperatures during design of the tube cannot be
overemphasized. It is imperative that these measure-
ments be made in an environment which simulates the

final operating environment of the device in all respects,
and that all the appropriate corrective factors be applied
in determining the true operating temperature.

The operating plate voltage of a tube is also a factor
in determining the most suitable cathode type, prima-
rily in control service. For example, a hard-tube
switch in a modulator is required to hold off high volt-

ages for the maj or portion of the operating cycle. Volt-

age-holdoff capabilities between electrodes in vacuum
depend upon the degree of the vacuum, the cleanliness

Figure 1. Radial Compression Seal

BRAZE

ELECTROSTATIC
SHIELD

Figure 2. Metallized Seal
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SHIELD

Figure 3. Improved Seal Using Contoured Ceramic

From the standpoint of voltage holdoff alone, pure
tungsten would be the first choice for the cathode ma-
terial. Because it has the lowest vapor pressure and
is the most refractory of cathode materials, it can be
processed most vigorously and thus contributes to the

best vacuum conditions in the finished tube. In addition,

it is a pure metal; therefore, it can be given a smooth
finish and will not give off decomposition products dur-
ing processing and life which may contaminate other
tube electrodes and parts. Furthermore, its simple,
easily maintained emitting surface is not easily de-
stroyedby ionbombardment or contamination; contam-
inants which may be deposited on it can easily be evap-
orated by heating.

Thoriated tungsten is somewhat less desirable than
pure tungsten for voltage holdoff because the thoria
and carbon added to form the tungsten carbide layer
evolve to some extent during tube processing and oper-
ation, and may contaminate other parts of the tube. In

addition, the more complex carburized thoriated-tung-
sten emitting surface is more susceptible to ion bom-
bardment and contamination, and is more difficult to

restore to suitable condition after contamination.

The matrix- oxide cathode has the lowest voltage-
holdoff rating because it is the most volatile cathode
material. Because it evolves great quantities of gas
during processing and to some extent during its opera-
ting life, it is not condusive to the best vacuum in the

finished tube. It also has the disadvantages of a rough
surface, and of substantial decomposition products
which tend to contaminate other tube parts. However,
it may be possible to enhance the performance capabil-
ity of tubes employing matrix cathodes for high voltage
use by employing ingenious methods for avoiding con-
tamination of other tube parts during processing.

COMPUTATION OF THE REQUIRED CATHODE AREA
When the class of service, the required power out-

put, the operating plate voltage, and the type of cathode
have been determined, the required peak plate current
can be computed. Allowance is then made for current
absorbed by the control grid (and screen grid, if appli-

cable) to determine the peak cathode-current demand.
It is then a simple matter to determine the useful cath-

ode emitting area required on the basis of the peak cur-
rent rating of the specified cathode in amperes per
square centimeter.

The first step is to determine under what conditions
and at what point of the operating cycle the plate-cur-
rent demand is the greatest in the particular class of

service intended. The peak value required under the

specified conditions is then determined. For switch-

tube service, this value is usually the total value of load

current which must be switched on and off. However,
if fast pulse rise time is required, (as in short-pulse
service), reactive charging currents can become ap-
preciable. These currents must then be added vector-
ially to the resistive load-current components.

In class B rf power-amplifier service, the effective

electronic power P which must be developed at the in-

teraction space is given by
A A

where Vp is the peak value of rf plate voltage developed
across tne interaction space and Ip is the peak value of

the fundamental component- of the electron space cur-
rent to the plate.

Because the maximum current flows when the instan-

taneous plate voltage is at its lowest value, the average
plate voltage E)^ must be sufficiently greater than Vp
to allow the plate-current pulse to pass to the plate.

After the value of Eb is established, a value for Vp is

assumed, and Eq. (1) is solved for Ip. For class B
service, the peak value of the current pulse is equal to

twice the value of the fundamental component. For
other classes of service, relationships can be devel-

oped for determining the value of the peak space cur-
rent to the plate.

At this point, the designer must project the type of

electron-gun configuration to be used in the new tube

design. He can then estimate values for the space cur-
rent absorbed by the control grid (and screen grid, if

applicable), i. e. , estimate the transmission efficiency

of the gun. The peak cathode current Ij^ is equal to the

peak plate current I]-, divided by the gun efficiency. The
useful emitting area required for the ^cathode can then
be determined by dividing the value of Ij^ by the current

rating (in amperes per square centimeter) for the se-
lected cathode type and service application.

CATHODE CONFIGURATION AND SUPPORT STRUC-
TURE

After the plate operating voltage and current have

been established and the required cathode area has been
computed, the mechanical design of the tube begins.

The first step is the selection of the mechanical con-
figuration of the cathode and its supporting structure.

Some of the typical arrangements in present-day large

power tubes may be classified as follows:

(a) cylindrical, unipotential, indirectly-heated, ma-
trix-oxide cathodes. Fig. 4 shows a cathode of this

type used in the 7213 beam power tube. An emitting

area of 40 square centimeters has been used in this

type of cathode in a developmental tube.

(b) thoriated-tungsten, directly-heated, woven-wire
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Table II

Cathode Design Data

Cathode
Type

Pulse
Duration

IVidA . Lyt: t> 1

1

Value for

Peak Current
(amp/cm 2)

Operating
Temperature

Design Life

Expectancy

Carburized
|

Thoriated

Tungsten
)

All Durations
|

to cw /

3

4

2000
2050

20,000

10,000

Matrix
^

Oxide /
To 15 /xsec 15 1100 >2000

cathodes. Fig. 5 shows a cathode of this type presently

being used in a developmental tube; this cathode has

been used in European designs for some time.

(c) directly -heated, helical-wound, thoriated -tung-

sten wire cathodes. Fig. 6 shows this type of cathode

as used in the 5762 power triode.

(d) directly-heated, cage-type, self -supported, thor-

iated-tungsten cathodes, formed of wires welded to-

gether in a "bud" at the top and supported on legs at the

bottom. Fig. 7 shows this type of cathode as mounted
in the 6166 beam power tube.

(e) hairpin-type, self-supported, directly-heated
cathodes used in linear array structures. Fig. 8 shows
this type of cathode as used in the 8D21 power tetrode.

(f) directly-heated, unitized cathode strands, sus-
pended between clip-in grooves and mechanically held

in place and Icept in tension by a flexible pantograph or

cantilever in which the tension is supplied by a spring

device.

NICKEL MATRIX
IMPREGNATED WITH
EMISSION COATING

CATHODE
'

ri r

I

Figure 4. Cylindrical, Unipotential, Indirectly-Heated,

Matrix-Oxide Cathode Used in RCA-7213

Figure 5. Thoriated-Tungsten, Directly -Heated,

Woven-Wire Cathode Used in Developmental Tube

GRID WIRE DOUBLE HELICAL
FILAMENT

Figure 6. Directly -Heated, Helical-Wound,

Thoriated-Tungsten Wire Cathode Used in RCA-5762
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CATHODE SUPPORT

Figure 7. Directly -Heated, Cage -Type, Self-Supported,

Thoriated -Tungsten Cathode Used in RCA-6166

Figure 8. Hairpin -Type, Self-Supported,

Directly -Heated Cathode Used in RCA-8D21

The complete mount structures sho'vn in Figs. 4

through 8 can be scaled up or down in accordance with
normal scaling rules, i. e. . all dimensions, including

control grids and screen grids, can be changed in lin-

ear proportion. For example, if the length and diam-
eter of the cage-type structure were doubled (increas-

ing the active area by a factor of 4), the diameter of

the individual wire strands would also be doubled, as

well as the clearance spacing between cathode strands

and between the cathode and the control grid. When
these types of structures are scaled upward to make
larger tubes, therefore, the electron optical system
(which involves primarily the control grid and the cath-

ode) becomes increasingly coarser; the tube then re-

quires proportionally higher driving voltages and shows
proportionally poorer electron-beam transmission ef-

ficiency (higher grid-current absorption). Because
driving power does not increase in direct proportion to

the scaling factor, but at a, rate several times greater,

tube linearity characteristics also may deteriorate.

These disadvantages of upward power scaling are
eliminated with the design approach used in the unitized

cathode strand and electron optical system. Because
similar units are added in parallel to make larger

tubes, the wire size and clearance spacing between
electrodes need not be scaled up in accordance with the

desired power increase. Thus, the driving-power re-
quirements need be increased only in linear relationship

with the power output. For example, if four units are
added in parallel, the active area is increased by a fac-

tor of 4, the driving power is increased by 4, and the

power output is also increased by 4; as a result, the

all-important power-gain factor remains constant.

The largest power tubes, therefore, and those hav-
ing the greatest power -frequency products, use a multi-

plicity of electron optical systems in a parallel ar-
rangement. The critical mechanical parameters of

each unit are independent, but the units are coupled to-

gether electrically for operation as a single tube.

Unitized designs may use either thoriated-tungsten

or matrix-oxide cathodes. The cathode is pre-fabri-

cated in either case, and is also pre-processed in the

case of thoriated-tungsten types. The ends of the fila-

mentary-type thoriated-tungsten cathode strands are

reduced in cross -sectional area to ensure a substan-

tially uniform temperature over the entire length of the

cathode between the terminal connections. (See article

"Tungsten, Thoriated- Tungsten, and Thoria Emitters"
by W. E. Harbaugh in this book.

)

The heads of the filament strand must be appropri-

ately shaped so that contact is made with the mooring
system in such a way that the following objectives are
achieved: (1) The filament strand must be accurately

located and maintain its proper position throughout the

life of the tube; (2) The contact between the filament

strand and the mooring block must be adequate to car-
ry the heating current and any rf currents without burn-
ing, pitting, or arcing at the contacts; (3) As the moor-
ing system acts to compensate for filament expansion
during heating or contraction during cooling, there must
be no binding action nor torque transmitted to the fila-

ment strand which may cause it to "bow" or move out
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of alignment; only direct in-line translational forces

of tension should be applied to the filament strand.

The filament mooring system must also be designed

so that it can carry the necessary heating current, but

it must be sufficiently cooled so that it does not reach

excessive temperature. Cooling is necessary to avoid

loss of hardness of spring -tensioning members or ex-
cessive permanent deformation of the surfaces in con-
tact with the filament strand or with other supporting
members (e. g., push rods and rocker arms in the pan-
tograph unit).

In addition, the mooring system must keep the fila-

ment strand under proper tension and accurately main-
tain it in its proper position throughout the life of the

tube. It must compensate for expansion of the strand

as it heats up to operating temperature, and must not

be disturbed by on-off thermal cycling of the system.
The tension in the system must be accurately con-
trolled so that the strand is not loaded beyond its hot

elastic limit nor relaxed to the point where loading at

the contact between filament head and mooring block is

insufficient to maintain an adequate current path for the

heating currents.

A simple cantilever-type spring -tension mounting
system is shown in Fig. 9; this system is useful only

for short filament strands in which the total expansion
during heating is relatively small. For longer filament

strands with greater expansion, the more complex
pantograph shown in Fig. 10 must be used.

NICKEL MATRIX IMPREGNATED WITH EMISSION COATING

SEMI-BALL
JOINT •

][

COPPER FILAMENT
CONDUCTOR

SPRING

MICA
INSULATION

CATHODE HEADER

HOT POSITION.

SAPPHIRE

COIL— SPRING

Figure 9. Cantilever-Type Spring-Tension
Mounting System

FILAMENT'

Figure 10. Pantograph-Type Mounting System

In the pantographic -type mounting system, the panto-
graph conducts the heating current to the filament

strand, carries the actual mooring block, and positions

the filament strand. It is made up of very thin (0.002-

inch) chrome-copper-alloy laminations, which are
gold-diffused together at their inner and outer periph-
eries. Individual pantographs or cantilevers may be

clamped into the tube structure, or an assembly of

pantographs may be made by diffusing disk-shaped lam-
inations together into a disk pack. Radial cuts are then

made in the laminated disk to form the individual sup-
port arms for the filament strands. The tensioning

force is supplied by hardened tool-steel coil springs
which are retained in tubular sleeves arranged in a

cluster. Each spring is coupled to a ceramic or sap-
phire push- rod which, in turn, presses against a rocker
arm which actuates the laminated pantograph. Thor-
iated-tungsten filament strands up to 12 inches long

have been successfully mounted with this system.

TYPE AND CONFIGURATION OF TUBE

The next major step in the design of a large power
tube involves the determination and/or selection of the

type and general configuration of the tube. Power tubes

may be classified in many ways. They may be (1) tri-

odes,10, 11 tetrodes, 12, 13, 14, 15 magnetrons, 16 kly-

strons, 1'7> 18 or traveling-wave tubes; 19) 20 (2) water-
or liquid-cooled, 21 forced-air cooled,22 or vapor-
cooled;23(3) single-ended or double-ended; 10 (4) single-

unit or twin or push-pull units within one envelope; 24

(5) designed for use with external circuits2 5 or designed
with integral -cavity circuits within their vacuum en-

closure. 26

The tube designer also has a choice of configurations

for the tube. He may use a coaxial arrangement of
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electrodes and supporting structures in which the elec-

trodes are a series of concentric cylinders, 27, 28 or

he may use a planar arrangement with flat or nearly

flat electrodes. 24 in the coaxial arrangement, the

cathode may be the central member surrounded in turn

by the other electrodes, or the plate may be the inner-

most electrode. An array of identical unit electron-

optical systems (triode or tetrode) may be employed
with individual unit electrode parts, or single "one-

piece" cathodes and grids may be used.

The electron conduction system is the most impor-
tant part of the tube. Other major areas of the design

problem include the method of electrically connecting
the elements of the electron conduction system to the

appropriate circuit parts; the method of mechanically

supporting the elements of the electron conduction sys-
tem; provisions for cooling the elements, supporting

structures, and internal circuit parts; and the design
of an appropriate vacuum enclosure.

The elements of the electron conduction system are:

the cathode, the cathode beam-forming electrodes (if

used), the control grid (grid No. 1), the screen grid

(grid No. 2), the post-screen-grid beam-forming elec-

trodes or additional grids (if used), and the plate

(anode). These elements will be discussed in greater
detail after a brief consideration of the general effects

of operating frequency on tube design. The intended

frequency of operation affects the design of the elec-

tron conduction system, the interaction of the electron

beam with the rf field, and the circuit components.

Frequency Effects in Control Service

In control applications, the signal or waveform may
be periodic or aperiodic; it is best described as a ser-

ies of transient conditions. The tube is used as a valve

to control the flow of current, and therefore electrical

energy, between appropriate parts of the circuit. It

may provide a continuously varying state of the circuit,

or successively different states with abrupt changes
between states. In switching service, there are two
states: "on" and "off".

The frequency-related effects are caused by the rate

of change of current or energy as the circuit switches

from one state to another. Any change can be described
as a transient. A change can also be described in terms
of, or resolved into, a combination of sinusoidal wave
functions of appropriate amplitude and frequency. The
transient phenomena can be related mathematically to

the series of wave or frequency functions by means of

Fourier Analysis. 2^ In general, the more abrupt the

transient change (the greater the rate of change with

respect to time), the greater will be the value of the

highest-frequency components of the Fourier Series.

For the purpose of this discussion, quantitative deter-

minations of the frequency components by Fourier
Analysis will not be attempted; the treatment will be
limited to consideration of the phenomena as simple
transient conditions in a qualitative manner.

When large power tubes are used in control service,

the electron can be considered to be without inertia.

Therefore, the designer can disregard problems aris-

ing from the transit time of the electrons across the

vacuum and the associated electron- interaction prob-
lems associated with flight time of the electrons. The
two major items of concern then become the passive
circuit properties of the tube (interelectrode capaci-

tances and lead inductances) and the volt-ampere char-
acteristics of the device.

Fig. 11 shows the simplified circuit of a triode tube

used as a switch in a hard-tube modulator.l,30The switch

tube turns the flow of current on and off in the circuit

so that power is delivered to the load resistor in rec-

tangular pulses. The waveshape of the current through,

the voltage across, and the power delivered to the re-

sistor is shown in Fig. 12.

When an idealized rectangular pulse having very rapid

rise and fall times is required, tube performance may
be limited by the interelectrode capacitances, or in

some cases by the inductance or resistance of the tube

leads, as well as by any capacitance shunting the load

to ground. A more realistic equivalent circuit showing

the tube capacitances and inductances is shown in

Fig. 13. The added capacitances and inductances as-

sociated with the tube and load are not conducive to

rapid pulse rise and fall times, and place additional re-

quirements on the emission capabilities of the switch

tube, the grid-driving supply, and the complexity of the

circuit. In some cases, auxiliary circuitelementssuch

as tail clippers are required to sharpen the pulse fall

time. The aim of the tube designer, therefore, is to

minimize both the tube lead inductances and the inter-

electrode capacitances.

Inmost cases, no special effort is needed to achieve

values of lead inductance and resistance which are low

enough to cause no appreciable detrimental effects.

When very high currents and/or very short rise times

are required, however, care should be taken in the de-

sign to assure that no problems will arise in this area.

The interelectrode capacitance values, on the other

hand, are of sufficient magnitude to produce noticeable

effects in a wide range of applications. The capacitance

Cl in Fig. 13 consists of any capacitance shunting the

load to ground, plus the capacitance from the space
platform on which the modulator rests to ground. Dur-
ing the rise time of the pulse, Cl must be charged and

Cpij (the tube plate-to-cathode capacitance) must be dis-

charged; the necessary coulombs of charge must be

supplied by current flowing through the switch tube.

This current is in addition to the load current flowing

through the resistor Rl, and, for fast rise times, may
even exceed the load current.

Inaddition, the capacitance Cgk (tube grid-to-cathode

capacitance) must be charged, and Cgp (tube grid-to-

plate capacitance) must be discharged during the rise

time; the coulombs of charge must be supplied by cur-

rent from the grid driver. The faster the rise time,

the greater the current demand.

During the pulse fall time, the capacitances are

charged and discharged in reverse order. However,
none of the charge is supplied by current flow through
the switch tube. The fall time is dependent on the na-
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Figure 11. Simplified Circuit of a Triode Tube Used as a Switch in a Hard-Tube Modulator

Figure 12. Waveshape of Current Through, Voltage Across, and Power Delivered to Resistor of Fig. 11

ISOLATION
CHOKE AND RESISTOR

^WP \AA; O +

Figure 13. Equivalent Circuitfor Hard-Tube Modulator

tural time constants of Cgp, Cgjj, and Rj^ in the grid-

drive circuit and Rl, Cpjj, and Cl in the load circuit.

The impedance Rj^ of the drive circuit may be reduced
to sharpen the fall time in the grid -drive circuit, but at

the expense of increased drive-power requirements. If

the fall time controlled by the load circuit is too long,

auxiliary circuits such as a tail clipper must be used
to shunt the load at the end of the pulse and reduce the

resistance at the circuit.

The tube designer can substantially reduce Cgp and
minimize the effect of this capacitor by using a four-

element electron conduction system in which a shield

is placed between the plate and the grid. If this shield

is returned directly to the cathode, the tube is called

a shielded-grid triode; if the shield is returned to cath-

ode through a large capacitor and is operated at a posi-

tive voltage with respect to the cathode, it is called a

screen grid and the tube is called a tetrode. The

shielded-grid triode is afavorite design for high-power
switch-tube service because of the simplicity of its ap-

plication and its rugged structure.

Switch-tube performance is also affected by the

amount of pulse control-grid voltage required to change

the tube from the "off" to the full "on" condition. The
lower the voltage required, the lower will be the drive

power required to overcome the limitations imposed by

Cgjj and Cgp. For this reason, electron conduction

systems having high amplification factor (ju) and high

transconductance (gj^) are preferred for switch tubes.

Frequency Effects in RF Generator Service

In rf service, the effects of increasingly higher op-

erating frequency first appear as circuit problems, in-

volving either the component parts of the tube as pas-

sive circuit elements or the choice of type and mode of
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operation of the electron conduction system to provide
optimum compatibility with the circuit aspects of tube

operation. This situation is much the same as in the

case of control service. As the frequency becomes
higher to the point where one wavelength is approxi-
mately within one order of magnitude of the tube dimen-
sions, the tube and its associated circuit components are
no longer treated as lumped-constant elements, but as
distributed-constant elements in the manner of trans-
mission lines and waveguides. At the higher frequen-
cies, therefore, additional boundary conditions are
imposed by the tube dimensions, besides those imposed
by mechanical and thermal considerations. Obviously,
the larger and more powerful a tube must be, the lower
will be the frequency limitations imposed by the tube
dimensions.

As the frequency is increased, a point is reached
where the electron can no longer be considered inertia-

less and the transit time of the electrons across the in-

terelectrode spaces comes within an order of magnitude
of the period of the operating frequency. The tube can
then no longer be regarded as a valve for electromag-
netic waves (i. e. , a valve for controlling current as it

flows in a metallic rod or resistor), but must be re-
garded as a region in which interaction between elec-
trons and electromagnetic fields takes place in a con-
trolled manner to produce high-frequency power. The
study of the interaction of electrons with electromag-
netic waves is extremely complicated. Much work has
beendone on the subject,31 but there is still no method
of analysis of electron-interaction phenomena for grid-
controlled tubes which can be used by engineers to pre-
dict the effects of electron transit time beyond the limits

of empirical experience.

connected as a grid-driven amplifier can perform very
creditably, even though neutralization is required to

balance out the feedback effects of the grid-plate capa-
citance Cgp. The merit of a particular triode type for
low-frequency operation is governed almost completely
by the quality of its electron conduction system, as in-

dicated by the volt-ampere characteristics. (Electron
conduction systems will be discussed in more detail

later.

)

Fig. 15 shows another popular method of operating
power triodes, the push-pull circuit. Two tubes are
connected in common input and output circuits in which
the grids are driven 180 degrees out of phase and the

plates also operate with out-of -phase voltages. The
push-pull connection has many advantages, as follows:

1. Cross-neutralization may be employed.
2. Harmonic output is reduced.
3. Linearity may be improved.
4. The effective input and output capacitances are
reduced.

5. The tube may work into a pure resistive load for
audio and video amplifiers (no tank circuit needed for

energy storage).

6. The outputs of two individual tubes can be com-
bined.

In audio service, a single tube must be operated in

class A service with attendant low efficiency (20 to 40
per cent). Tubes in push-pull, however, may be op-
erated in class B service without degradation in per-
formance and, in most cases, with improved linearity;

thus efficiency can be increased to the normally high
class B values (50 to 75 per cent).

Triodes

The simplest type of power-tube construction is the

triode. In low-frequency service, the triode is usually
connected as a grid-driven amplifier, as shown in

Fig. 14. The merits of a high-power amplifier are
based primarily on its power gain, efficiency, stability

(freedom from self-excited oscillation and parasitic

responses), and, in many applications, linearity and
bandwidth.

For frequencies up to several megacycles, a triode

As the operatii^ frequency is increased to values
above 10 to 20 megacycles, it becomes increasingly

difficult, and finally impossible, to neutralize the grid-
to-plate capacitance of a triode. At these higher fre-

quencies, however, triodes can provide satisfactory

performance ina cathode-drive (grounded -grid or grid-

separation) circuit, H, 27, 32 as shown in Fig. 16. Tubes
intended for such service should be designed to mini-
mize the plate-to-cathode capacitance Cpj^ (which be-
comes the feedback path). In addition, the grid should

provide as complete a separation as possible between
the plate and the cathode so that the output circuit is

B + SUPPLY

DRIVE

LOAD

I BIAS SUPPLY

Figure 14. Simplified Circuit of a Triode Tube Connected as a Grid-Driven Amplifier
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Figure 15. Push-Pull Triode Amplifier Circuit

isolated from the input circuit internally as well as in

external connections.

i—O B +

Cpk

BIAS O

Figure 16. Triode Tube Connected in a Cathode-Drive
(Grounded-grid or grid-separation) Circuit

The grid should also be supported on a continuous

member which extends through the vacuum envelope as

a solid shield, posts or support rods are not suitable

grid-support structures for a cathode-driven triode be-
cause the relatively open grid structure represents
substantial mutual inductive coupling between the input

and output circuits which acts as another source of

feedback. The right amounts of Cpj^ and Lg (mutual)

in combination can neutralize each other, but usually
only at one frequency or in a narrow range of frequen-
cies.

One disadvantage of the cathode-drive amplifier is

its relatively low gain compared to grid-drive types.

Besides normal grid and circuit losses, there is con-
siderable loss of driving power to the electron beam.
When the cathode is driven negative to cause electrons
to flow, the driver is placed in series with the plate

supply. Thus, the power absorbed by the beam must
be gupplied by J;he driver. This power is equal to

(EijIp)/2 where Ei^ is the peak value of the rf cathode-
grid voltage and L, is the peakpeak value of the fundamental
component of plafe current.

The power absorbed by the beam need not be com-

pletely lost because it may be recovered in the output

circuit. Furthermore, it represents a dissipative load

which provides a built-in broadbanding of the input cir-

cuit. Unless regenerative feedback is employed, how-
ever, the upper limit of the gain of the cathode -driven

stage is given approximately by Ep/Ej^, where Ep is

the peak value of the rf plate-to-grid voltage. For
cathode -driven tubes, therefore, the electron conduc-
tion system would be designed to minimize the input

or control voltage Ej^ required. High-mu, high-trans-

conductance guns are desired.

Input-circuit losses may represent a substantial por-
tion of the total drive -power requirements, particularly

as the frequency becomes higher, and thus may further

reduce the power gain. Because the circuit losses are

proportional to the square of the drive voltage, it is al-

most mandatory to design the electron gun to minimize
the peak input voltage required if power gain is to be

maintained at a high value. It may even be desirable to

do so at the expense of increased grid-current absorp-
tion for high-frequency tubes.

Tetrodes

The use of a tetrode-type tube reduces coupling be-
tween input and output in a cathode-drive circuit by the

addition of a second grid member, the screen grid.

However, the new circuit between control grid and
screen grid must be handled properly or it may become
a source of oscillations. Many straightforward engi-

neering techniques are available to prevent tetrode os-

cillations.

The cathode -driven tetrode amplifier shown in Fig. 17

provides a potential reduction in driving power, and
thus improved gain, as compared to triode circuits be-
cause less control-grid current is absorbed and less

rf control-grid voltage is required. The screen grid is

bypassed to the control grid for cathode -drive opera-
tion. Cathode -driven tetrodes (and triodes) can also be

operated in push-pull to combine the outputs of two
tubes.
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Figure 17. Cathode -Driven Tetrode Amplifier

Tetrodes provide even further advantages in grid-

drive amplifiers 12 such as that shown in Fig. 18. The
major advantages are as follows: (1) The shielding ac-

tion of the screen grid reduces feedback effects. (2) The
inherent high-gain characteristic of the grid-drive am-
plifier is retained. (3) Power gain is increased as a

result of the effect of the screen grid in improving the

control-grid volt-ampere characteristics.

LOAD

(SOLID CONNECTION IN

SHIELDED-GRID TRIODES)

Figure 18. Grid-Driven Tetrode Amplifier

For frequencies up to the uhf region, an adaptation

of the tetrode called a "shielded-grid triode" has been
very successful. In this tube, the "screen grid" is

connected directly to the cathode support structure with-

in the vacuum envelope. This design provides good
shielding, the inherent high gain of the grid-driven am-
plifier, and a tetrode -like plate characteristic. It has
all the advantages of the tetrode, but does not require a
screen-grid power supply and has no screen-grid dissi-

pation problems. Because these tubes require rather

high grid-driving voltages, however, they would result

in rather high circuit losses if used in the ultra-high-
frequency region.

Some tetrodes designed especially for uhf service
incorporate a built-in screen-grid-to-cathode bypass
circuit. These tubes are intended for use in grid-drive
amplifiers, and use a high-performance gun that re-

quires low grid-drive voltages. '^ Although these so-
called "high-frequency features" also make the tubes
more efficient at low frequencies, they are added to the

tubes at extra cost. The uhf versions may be the best
available technically for low-frequency applications, but

they are not always economically competitive.

The grid-driven tetrode may, of course, also be op-

erated in push-pull connection, as shown in Fig. 19,

with the same advantages discussed previously for tri-

ode s.

Although present high-power data do not indicate any

substantial degradation in performance due to transit-

time effects, it is not advisable to extrapolate into fre-

quencies at which no experience has been obtained with

high-power tubes and say that transit-time problems
will not arise. In future high-power tube designs, it

may well be necessary to minimize transit time in the

output regions by use of the "resnatron" principle. 13

This design, shown in Fig. 20, uses a high-voltage

electrode adjacentto the control grid to accelerate elec-

trons to high velocities before they enter the output

space of the tube.

NEUTRALIZING
CAPACITORS-

(IF REQUIRED)

SCREEN-GRID-TO- CATHODE
BYPASS CAPACITORS

NEUTRALIZING
CAPACITORS

(IF REQUIRED)

SCREEN- GRID-TO-CATHODE
BYPASS CAPACITORS

Figure 19. Push-Pull Grid-Driven Tetrode Amplifier
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Figure 20. Schematic Diagram Illustrating Use of
Resnatron Principle to Minimize Transit Time

Electron Conduction Systems

The electron conduction system is the most important
part of the power tube. It involves the flow of electron
space current through the vacuum region bounded by the

various metallic electrodes. (See articles "Space Cur-
rent Flow" by M. V. Hoover and "A New Approach to

the Calculation of Electron-Tube Characteristics"
by O. H. Schade, Sr. , in this book.) Factors affecting

the space-currentflow include (a) the spacings between
electrodes, (b) the shapes of the various electrodes,

(c) the voltages applied to the electrodes, (d) the availa-

bility of electrons at the cathode, and (e) the total size

(area) of the electrode array.
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The function of the electron conduction system is to

pass the maximum amount of electron current from
cathode to plate with minimum electron absorption by
the intervening grids (control electrodes). The positive

plate potential required to draw electrons across the

output space to the plate should be as low as possible.

Similarly, the positive potential required at the con-
trol-grid electrode to cause electron-current flow and
the negative potential required to cut off electron flow
through the interaction space should be minimized.

Many applications also require that the volt-ampere
characteristics of the tube exhibit a linear relationship

between plate current and control-grid voltage. In

other words, equal incremental changes in control-
grid voltage should produce equal incremental changes
inplate current (other parameters remaining constant)

at any point in the dynamic operating range of the tube
from cutoff to full plate current. Parameters which are
important in specific applications can be optimized in

particular tube designs at the expense of other, less

important parameters.

The volt-ampere characteristics of a tube may also
be affectedby secondary emission of electrons from the

control grid, screen grid, or plate. These secondary-
emission effects can drastically influence the charac-
teristics in certain regions of applied voltages.

Typical electrode configurations for a number of dif-

ferent types of electron conduction systems are shown
in Figs. 21 through 29. In the triode configuration
shown in Fig. 21, the directly-heated cathode consists
of a relatively heavy wire wound into a double helix.

The grid consists of lateral wires wound over or under
the grid-support rods.

PLATE

SCREEN GRID

CONTROL GRID

Figure 22. Tetrode Configuration Using Array of
Cantrol-Grid and Screen-Grid Elements
around Continuous Cathode Surface

GRID,

PLATE-

i

CONTROL GRID

DOUBLE-HELICAL FILAMENT

Figure 21. Triode Configuration Using
Double -Helical Filament

The tetrode configuration shown in Fig. 22 employs
an array of control-grid and screen-grid elements
formed into a "squirrel cage" around a unipotential,

continuous cathode surface; this type of configuration is

used in the RCA types 618l33 and 7213.28^ Fig. 23
shows atetrode configuration with "squirrel-cage" grid
structures as used in conventional large-power tubes
such as the 6166.

Fig. 24 shows part of the array of unit triode sys-
tems used in the electron-optical system of the 5831
beam triode. The triode units shown in Fig. 25 are
used in the 6949 shielded-grid beam triode. Fig. 26
shows an array of unit triode systems presently being
used in developmental high-mu tubes for uhf service.

FILAMENT

SUPPORT RODS

SCREEN GRID

Figure 23. "Squirrel-Cage" Grid Construction Used
in Conventional Large -Power Tetrodes
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1 THORIATED-TUNGSTEN
FILAMENT STRAND

BEAM -FORMING
CYLINDER

to relatively low-frequency operation (to about 200
megacycles) where rf grid-drive voltage can be readily

obtained without a premium on driving power. At higher
frequencies (uhf), high drive voltages are difficult to

achieve because of excessive input-circuit losses. Fur-
thermore, if grounded-grid (cathode-drive) operation

is employed, driving power is directly proportional to

grid-drive voltage. Beam-forming systems require
precise electrode shaping and dimensions, as well as

precise positioning, particularly with regard to angular

position of indexing (e.g., in a circular array of unit

triodes).

COPPER
GRID—CYLINDER

FLUID COOLED
PLATE

Figure 24. Unit Triode Systems Used in

5831 Beam Triode

THORIATED-TUNGSTEN
FILAMENT STRAND

BEAM-FORMING
CYLINDER

LIQUID
COOLING

GRID
WIRES

THORIATED-TUNGSTEN
FILAMENTARY—CATHODE

WIRE
SUPPORT

FIN

LIQUID COOLED
COPPER PLATE

Figure 26. Unit Triode Systems Used in

High-Mu Tubes for uhf Service

iGRID No. 2 PLATE

FLUID-COOLED
PLATE

FILAMENT

Figure 25. Triode Units Used in 6949
Shielded-Grid Beam Triode

Fig. 27 shows unit electron-control systems used in

high-power beam tetrodes such as the 6448. A different

beam tetrode configuration, shown in Fig. 28, is used
in the 8D21. Fig. 29 shows the array of unit tetrode

systems used in a tube designed according to the "res-
natron" principle.

Beam-forming systems, suchas the beam triode and
the shielded-grid triode, generally provide superbly

linear characteristics with extremely low grid-current
absorption.^ However, these systems require high

grid-drive voltages. These structures are well suited

to switch-tube and modulator applications, as well as

SCREEN— GRID

BLOCK

Figure 27. Unit Electron-Control Systems Used in

High-Power Beam Tetrodes Such as the 6448
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Figure 28. Beam Tetrode Configuration Used in 8D21

PLATE

Figure 29. Unit Tetrode Systems Used in

"Resnatron" Tube

Operation at higher frequencies usually requires the
use of a "fine-grain" structure in which the cathode
strip is spanned by small-diameter, closely- spaced
control wires. 32 This arrangement requires consider-
ably lower grid-drive voltages, but grid-current ab-
sorption is generally high. Angular position is not as
critical as in the case of beam-forming types, but ele-

ment spacings are usually smaller. The merit of the

high-mugun depends on the extent of refinement of the

structure; the smaller the wire size, the more turns
per inch on the control-grid winding, and the smaller
the cathode-to-grid spacing, the greater the merit. The
price paid for the fine-grain structure is electrical

fragility and more exacting mechanical tolerances. In

general, the wire-to-wire clearance spacing should not

exceed the grid-to-cathode clearance spacing.

The characteristics of the electron conduction system
are shown by volt-ampere curves for the tube. These
characteristics can be displayed in at least three dif-

ferent ways, as follows:

1. Constant-grid-voltage curves show the plate cur-
rent obtained as a function of plate voltage for a fam-
ily of different constant values of control-grid volt-

age. Fig. 30 shows this type of curve (called typical

plate characteristics) for the 7214 beam power tube.

2. Constant -plate-current curves show the control-
grid and plate voltages required to maintain a series
of different constant values of plate current. Figs.

31 through 34 show typical constant-current curves
for four different types of electron conduction sys-
tems.

3. Transfer characteristics curves show the rela-

tionship betweenplate current and control-grid volt-

age for various constant values of plate voltage.

The volt-ampere characteristics also usually include
the control-grid and screen-grid current values as
functions of the voltage values. In addition, for tetrode
types several complete sets of characteristics are usu-
ally shown for different constant values of screen-grid
voltage.

The space charge produced by the presence of elec-
trons in the conduction space affects the voltage distri-

bution substantially and must be considered in analy-
tical computations concerning the design of the electron
conduction system. Although many methods are avail-

able for computing the characteristics of space-cur-
rent systems, 14, 34 they may sometimes be inadequate
and empirical methods are also used.

Space-current systems may be studies by methods
employing analogs. Resistance-network analogs can be
constructed; the more complicated ones including space

-

current effects on voltage distribution require current
injection. Ray tracing may be accomplished by means
of "rubber dam" techniques. Recent advances in com-
puters and their increasing availability may make it

possible to predict the volt-ampere characteristics of

any given system completely and accurately without
actually building and testing the system. (See article

"A New Approach to the Calculation of Electron Tube
Characteristics" by O. H. Schade, Sr., in this book.

)

Perhaps the most accurate method for designing the
electron system is to construct a small sample or "unit"

which can be easily assembled and disassembled, and
in which spacings and shapes can be readily adjusted or
changed. This unit can be evacuated in a demountable
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vacuum system for measurement of its volt-ampere
characteristics under actual applied-voltage conditions.

This technique requires two special precautions: (1) A
sufficiently good vacuum must be obtained so that the

ionization of residual gas in the vacuum space does not

neutralize the electron space-charge effects. (2) The
processing must be of sufficient quality so that the elec-

trode surface conditions are representative of those in

the finished tube and the cathode is sufficiently activated

to supply the required electron emission current with-

out departing from the 3/2 -power or space -current-

limited emission value.

E^: = 5.5 VOLTS
GRID-N52 VOLTS= 1000

PLATE AMPERES

92CM-I0I86

Figure 30. Typical Plate Characteristics

for 7214 Beam Power Tube

In the design of electron conduction systems for con-

trol service, linearity of the plate characteristics is

important because the output is often required to be a

faithful reproduction of the input signal and to be free

from distortion. In switch-tube service, the voltage

drop across the tube should be a minimum during the

current-conduction period to improve efficiency and to

minimize the required dc plate -supply voltage. Low
currentabsorptionby the control grid (and screen grid)

is also desirable. The characteristics and grid-dissi-

pation capabilities should be such that the plate current
is insensitive to minor changes in grid drive at satura-
tion.

VOLTS AC

o o o o o o
O 00 ^ ^ f\I CVJ

GRID VOLTS (Ec)
'

92CM-690q

Figure 31. Constant-Current Curves for
5671 Power Triode

Because tubes in control service usually operate at

high voltages and are expected to perform their control

function under severe conditions without faulting, the

electron conduction system should be able to withstand
momentary overloading and should be rugged and not

easily damaged by internal faulting.

Circuit Connections

Within the electron interaction region, the tube elec-

trodes are used primarily for controlling electrons.

Beginning at the edge of the electron beam where the

interaction region ends, however, the electrodes serve
a pure circuit or passive function electrically. Thus,the
manner in which the electrodes are connected to the

external circuit is extremely important in determining
tube operation.
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GRID-N2 I VOLTS
<)2CM-q653

Figure 32. Constant-Current Curves for
6952 Beam Power Tube

There are many ways in which the elements of the
electron conduction system can be connected to the ex-
ternal circuit. The simplest is the mere connection of

wires, straps, or buss bars to the external tube term-
inals for completing the circuit paths; this method is

usedfor very -low-frequency applications or for control
service. In rf service, the tube terminals are connec-
ted to the lumped-constant elements of the rf tank cir-
cuits. Distributed-constant or transmission-line cir-
cuits may use parallel-line or strip transmission lines,

or coaxial transmission lines (sometimes regarded as
a cavity). In cavity resonators, the tube-circuit com-
bination truly becomes a unit, i.e. , the external circuit
elements are connected to the tube electrode-supporting
structures and envelope to form a complete self-shield-
ing rf resonant circuit. ^'^^

In some tube designs, the resonant circuit is com-
pleted wholly within the vacuum enclosure. In these
integrated devices, the built-in resonant circuits have

output terminals to which a pure resistive load can be
attached to remove the generated power, and rf input

terminals which present almost a purely resistive load

to the driving source. These integral-circuit tubes are
fixed -frequency devices unless some mechanical means
(such as a bellows) is provided for moving parts of the

circuit within the vacuum envelope to change the reson-
ant frequency. Because no boundary conditions are im-
posed by the placement of ceramic seals, however, the

circuit components can be tailored to fit the electron

interaction system to provide the ultimate electronic

bandwidth. The electronic bandwidth (signal bandpass
achieved without mechanical tuning) may be further en-

hanced by means of coupled-circuit tech-

niques,-^^' by intentionally offsetting the cen-

ter frequencies of the resonant circuits in the amplifier

chain in a prescribed manner, or by resistive loading

of the resonant circuits to widen their response char-

acteristics in the frequency spectrum. Any number of

different types of high-frequency tube-cavity combina-
tions may be executed. 12, 24-26, 28, 43-45

GRID VOLTS (Ec)
92CM -74 3 3

Figure 33. Constant-Current Curves for
5831 Beam Triode
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Ef = 7.3 VOLTS
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92CM-9305

Figure 34. Constant-Current Curves for 6949
Shielded-Grid Beam Triode

The input circuit is almost always connected to the

interaction space between the cathode and the control

grid. Its function is to impress a signal voltage be-

tween these two electrodes of the proper magnitude to

cause electrons to leave the cathode in sufficient quan-

tities during all or a portion of the time that the in-

stantaneous effective cathode voltage is positive. The
pulses of electrons which originate at the cathode are

then accelerated across the input space and pass as

density-modulated pulses into the output space.

The input circuit, whether internal or external to the

vacuum, should be designed for minimum circuit loss

and thus maximum power gain. (The circuit loss, which
is due to i2r, should not be confused with electron cur-

rent or interaction losses.) In other words, a given

amount of driving power should produce a maximum
grid-to-cathode signal voltage. This condition, which
is usually obtained when the circuit is designed to store

minimum energy, is also conducive to achieving maxi-
mum input-circuit bandwidth. If the bandwidth of the

input circuit is too small, it may be increased by re-

sistive loading; however, the over-all input-circuit ef-

ficiency will be reduced and the driving-power require-

ments will be increased.

Besides generating the voltage at the grid-cathode

interaction space, the input circuit may also act as a

transformer, i. e. , it may transform the impedance at

the interaction space into an appropriate value (usually

resistive) for the driving source.

The output circuit is usually connected between the

plate and the adjacent grid (in triodes, the control grid;

in tetrodes, the screen grid). Its function is to utilize

the bunches of electrons injected from the input region

as efficiently as possible in establishing proper fields

in the output space to convert dc power to high-frequen-

cy rf power. The output circuit is primarily a reson-

ant or energy -storage system which establishes volt-

ages on fields in the output space of the tube when elec-

trons are injected in pulses. It also transforms the

resistive impedance of the load and reflects a proper
value at the output interaction space. Low passive or

i2r circuit losses result in greater circuit efficiency

and delivery of maximum power to the useful load. Low
energy storage in the circuit tends to increase the band-
width.

In the conventional grid-driven tetrode, the circuit

between cathode and screen grid is also important. For
grid-drive operation, the screen grid and cathode must
be at the same rf potential (i. e. , no rf voltage between
screen grid and cathode), and the same rf signal volt-

age must appear between control grid and screen grid

as between control grid and cathode. Therefore, the

impedance of the screen-grid-to-cathode circuit must
be at least an order of magnitude lower than the im-
pedance of the circuit or path between the screen grid

and the control grid. Because the screen grid must be

isolated from both the control grid and the cathode for

dc voltages, the circuit must employ a bypass or block-

ing capacitor. This screen-grid-to-cathode capacitor

must have low impedance at the required frequencies

of operation. In addition, the remainder of the circuit

path from screen grid to cathode emitting surface must
be short and have very low inductive reactance.

As mentioned previously, coupling between the input

and output circuits should be minimized. The use of a

minimum number of openings in the metallic members
separating the input and output circuits minimizes both

inductive and capacitive feedback effects. Separate

current-carrying circuits should also be provided for

the input and output regions. These steps eliminate

both feedback effects and possible unstable oscillation

conditions at the fundamental operating frequency.

They also reduce the possibility of feedback and oscil-

lator conditions (and make it easier to eliminate them
by suppression techniques) at harmonic frequencies,

as well as at frequencies associated with other higher-

order or lower-order modes and resonances which are

inevitable in large circuit structures.

The discussion of input and output circuits, although

generally applicable to all applications, has been di-

rected primarily toward high-frequency rf service. It

has also been concerned with relatively high-Q (class

B and C) high-energy-storage circuits operating in the

"standing-wave" mode. Another type of operation, an-

alogous to the class A amplifier, is the "traveling-wave"

mode, as used in the distributed amplifier. Such amp-
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lifiers are usually low in efficiency, but they are out-

standing for their wide bandpass capabilities and over-
all power gain. 44

A wealth of information is available in the literature

on the design of both external circuits and those internal

to the vacuum enclosure. The time has passed when
the design of the electron conduction system can be
separated from the design of the circuit. Increasing
demands for higher power, higher frequency, wider
bandwidth, higher over-all gain, smaller size, resis-
tance to rigorous mechanical environments, and other

special performance capabilities demand that the rf

generator be designed asacomplete integrated package
in which the tube and the circuit function act as one
operating unit. 1^, 13, 24-26, 35, 46

Dissipation Considerations

The dissipation capability of the grids themselves is

probably the greatest single factor limiting the per-
formance of grid-controlled tubes. The primary effects

of inadequate grid-dissipation capability are evidenced
by (a) thermal grid emission and resultant instability

due to the flow of reverse grid currents in the circuits,

and (b) overheating of grids and resultant mechanical
failure, buckling, and even melting. In addition, there
are secondary effects which create an unfavorable en-
vironment for the cathode; these secondary effects pre-
vent realization of the inherent capabilities of the cath-
ode for long life and high peak current.

In conventional power tubes, grids are heated by
radiation47, 48 from the cathode, by electron bombard-
ment, and often by i2r losses, but are cooled only by
radiation or conduction through their support struc-
tures. Such tubes are almost always limited by their

grid-dissipation capabilities.

Many methods have been tried to cure the "hot-grid"
problem, including special high-thermal emissivity47
grid surfaces, special processing techniques, and coat-
ings which were intended to prevent grid emission even
when grids become thermally hot. However, the only
effective solution has beentokeep the grid cold by con-
duction cooling. Recent tubes such as the 6448 tetrodel2
and the 2054triodel0, 32, 49 make use of truly effective

water-cooled grids; these tubes are not limited by con-
trol-grid or screen-grid dissipation capability.

As a result of the new conduction-cooled grids and
the high-current capabilities of thoriated-tungsten and
matrix-oxide cathodes, the limiting factor in many
modern high-power tubes is plate dissipation. CW
plate-dissipation capabilities have been increased by the

use of high-purity water-system techniques21 and im-
proved plate designs which provide a better water-met-
al interface. In pulsed operation, however, severe
thermal gradients are set up through the plate thick-
ness from the bombarded surface to the water inter-
face. These gradients cause severe mechanical
stresses which reoccur at an acoustical rate (the repe-
tition rate of the pulse) and may cause fatigue or event-
ual rupture of the plate material.

Copper is traditionally used as the plate material in

power tubes because of its high thermal and electrical

conductivity. However, it is a poor metal mechanically
and has very low strength limit. Increasing the bom-
barded surface area of the plate reduces the unit dis-

sipation level and has proved beneficial.49 As the power
level and energy concentration increase, however, it

may be necessary to use more refractory metals such
as molybdenum or tungsten for plate materials.

VACUUM ENVELOPES

In high-power, high-frequency tubes, the vacuum en-

velope can be a limiting factor on the maximum opera-
ting frequency and the maximum power capabilities.

Particularly when the resonant circuit is partially with-

in and partially external to the vacuum enclosure, the

upper frequency may be limited by the accessibility of

the external circuit. For example, if the active ele-

ments of the tube and the ceramic window are equiva-

lent to 90 degrees of electrical length at a given fre-

quency (the strap resonance), the tube cannot be op-
erated in the X/4 mode at or above this frequency.
The X/2 or 3 X/4 mode can be used for operation at

higher frequencies, but these operating modes tend to

degrade the bandwidth performance of the tube.

When high power and high frequency are important,

therefore, the tube designer should carefully consider
the properties of the materials used in the ceramic-to-
metal seals of the vacuum envelope, the bonding tech-

niques used for the seals, and the seal configurations.

The proper combination of these three factors makes it

possible to minimize the critical electrical length.

Electrical Properties of the Ceramic

The important electrical properties of the ceramic
materialsSO used in ceramic-to-metal seals include
the following:

1. Dielectric strength is a measure of the voltage

required to puncture the ceramic when it is placed
between two electrodes. The "puncture" test differs

from a surface failure in which the arc travels along
the outer surface of the ceramic and does not enter
the body of the material. Surface failures can be
more troublesome because they are strongly influ-

enced by the changing environment of the seal.

2. Dielectric constant is a measure of the increase
in capacitance between two electrodes when the ce-
ramic replaces a vacuum between them. Because the

dielectric constant of ceramics ranges from about two
to several hundred (high-alumina ceramics have a

constant of about 9), their use produces a marked in-

crease in capacitances. In addition, the electrical

length in the direction of propagation is increased
over its physical measurement by the square root of

the dielectric constant. To conserve the electrical

length, therefore, it is necessary to minimize the

dimension in the direction of propagation and to choose
as low a dielectric constant as possible.

3. Loss tangent is a measure of the heat generated
within the ceramic as a result of dielectric losses.

It is the ratio of the electrostatic losses to the elec-
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trostatic energy stored per cycle, or, more exactly,

the tangent of the angle between the real component of

current through the ceramic and the imaginary com-
ponent.

4. Loss factor is a measure of the total loss within

the ceramic, and is equivalent to the reciprocal of

the Q of a capacitor. It is the product of the dielec-

tric constant and the loss tangent. The dielectric

constant provides a measure of electrostatic energy
stored, and the loss tangent gives the ratio of losses

to that stored energy.

Mechanical Properties of Ceramics and Metals

Both the ceramic and the metal elements of the vac-
uum enclosure must possess certain mechanical prop-
erties to provide satisfactory seals. The following

properties are the most important:

1. Expansion rate. The difference between the ex-

pansion rates of the metal and ceramic parts deter-

mines the rate of increase in stresses with tempera-
ture changes. If the two expansion rates were per-
fectly "matched" and the seal were in thermal equil-

ibrium, a very thin ceramic could be used without

fear of stress failure.

2. Mechanical strength. Obviously, the mechanical
strength of both the metal and ceramic parts must be

greater by some safety factor than the stresses in-

duced by the extremes of the environmental tempera-
tures. Because the compressive and tensile strengths
are equal in metals, the elastic stress limit and the

ultimate stress values must be considered. In the

region of elasticity, stress increases linearly with

strain, andthuswith expansion differences. For this

reason, soft annealed copper is often used as a strain-

isolation member in seal designs. In ceramics, the

ultimate stress and the elastic limit are essentially

equal, but the tensile strength is very low as com-
pared with compressive strength.

3. Moduli of elasticity. These moduli determine,
to some extent, the degree of sharing of the strains,

and therefore the stresses, between the metal and
ceramic parts. This factor is important in a com-
plete stress analysis of seal design, but is less im-
portant than the two previous factors.

4. Thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity

of both metal and ceramic elements must be consi-
dered to provide for the removal of all heat losses
generated in the seal assembly. This factor is par-
ticularly important in the ceramic where localized

losses can produce sufficient thermal gradients to

produce excessive tensile stresses.

Bonding Techniques

A detailed description of sealing and bonding tech-

niques is given elsewhere in this book (see article "Ce-
ramics and Ceramic-to-Metal Seals" by M. Berg);

however, a brief summary and comparison are included
here with special reference to the techniques used in

large power tubes.

Because ceramic is an oxide, it can not be "wet" by
molten metal, and thus can not be bonded by conven-
tional brazing techniques. The techniques used most
frequently for ceramic-to-metal seals in power tubes

are reactive-metal brazing, diffusion of refractory

metals, and ^mechanical or compression as-

sembly. 53

In reactive -metal brazing, a highly reactive metal
such as titanium is used to reduce the surface layer of

the oxide (ceramic) so that wetting may occur. The ti-

tanium or titanium hydride is generally mixed with the

brazing alloy, and the assembly is mounted in a jig for

conventional brazing. However, the brazing must be
done in vacuum or in an inert-gas atmosphere to pre-
vent oxidation of the titanium before it can reduce the

ceramic.

In the diffusion method, a refractory metal such as

molybdenum or tungsten is diffused onto the surface to

be brazed. Usually, the ceramic is painted with an ink

containing the fine metal powder, and then fired in wet
hydrogen at temperatures of 1400 to 1500 C until the

diffusion is sufficiently deep. The surface is nickel-

plated to improve its wettability, and the metallized ce-
ramic is then brazed in a conventional manner. Typical
applications of this metallizing technique are shown in

Fig. 35.
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THIN COPPER MEMBRANE

OXIDIZED WASHER TO
PREVENT BONDING

SUPPORTING RIDGE

B

KOVAR WASHER

COPPER

KOVAR (COPPER-PLATED)

Figure 35. Examples of Metallized and Brazed
Ceramic-to-Metal Seals
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Both the reactive-metal and the diffusion techniques
depend on molecular adhesiveness or chemical inter-

action for the ceramic-to-metal bond. The compres-
sion seal, ^4 however, is simply a press fit between
metal and ceramic. In this seal, deformation or strains

created during assembly cause radial compressive
forces on the interface which produce the vacuum-tight
seal. Elastic stresses then maintain these forces during
processing and tube operation. Typical compression-
seal configurations are shown in Fig. 36. In general,
this technique is used when a rugged seal is required to

handle very high average powers.

CYLINDRICAL TYPE

B

CERAMIC DISC

METAL SEALING SLEEVE

WINDOW TYPE

c

Figure 36. Typical Compression-Seal Configurations

Strain Isolation

Inboththe metallized seal and the compression seal,

some length of metal is used as a strain isolator to

compensate for the different expansion rates of the ce-
ramic and metal parts. The compression seal uses a

hardened-steel sealing sleeve of proper length and
thickness to isolate and yet maintain sealing forces
throughout the required temperature range. The steel

has poor thermal conductivity, but high rigidity. The
metallized seal uses either soft copper or kovar as an

isolator. Copper has good thermal conductivity, but

that of kovar is very poor.

The isolator shown in Fig. 35A is simply athin sleeve
sufficiently long to relieve the differential strain in its

plastic deformation. The type shown in Fig. 35B is

similar, except that the copper foil used is too thin

to support itself; consequently, a supporting ridge is

placed beneath it to provide axial support. This seal

provides the simplest rf path (least field disturbance),

but has little rigidity in the plane perpendicular to the

axis. When copper is used in either of the isolators

shown in Figs. 35A and B, it is made sufficiently thin

so that it can not create sufficient stress to crack the

ceramic.

Fig. 35C shows two isolators used in small power
tubes; the upper seal uses a kovar washer to restrain
the forces of the copper; the lower seal uses matched
(copper -plated) kovar entirely. The small emboss in

the lower seal is used to confine the width of the braze
to a narrow region.

Surface Losses

Because the compression seal is purely mechanical,
there is no adulteration of the surfaces and the surface
resistivity is the same as that of the copper or silver

plating used. In the metallized seal, however, surface
resistivity is increased as a result of the interaction of

the oxide and the metal. The extent of this increase
varies with the type of metallizing and the technique
used. A report from the University of Ulinois^S indi-

cates that molybdenum-manganese has the same re-
sistivity as nichrome. Work in progress at Lancaster
indicates that this resistivity can be reduced by proper
metallizing techniques. The main considerations are
the magnitude of the lossandthe possibility of sufficient

cooling if the loss does not seriously affect the circuit

efficiency. This considerationbecomes more important
at higher frequencies, where circuit efficiency tends to

decrease and accessibility for cooling becomes more
difficult.

Assembly Process

The compression seal is made in three steps

(1) the ceramic is ground to close tolerance (if small

parts are pressed isostatically, grinding may not be
necessary). (2) The sealing sleeve is polished. (3) The
ceramic and sleeve are pressed together in a hydraulic
press.

For the metallized seal, grinding of the ceramic may
not be required if tolerances can be held sufficiently

close. This seal is then made as follows: (1) The sur-
faces of the ceramic are painted or printed with metal-
lic ink and fired in wet hydrogen at 1400 C. (2) The me-
tallized surface is nickel -plated. (3) The parts are
jigged and brazed in a hydrogen furnace.
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Voltage Standoff

Both the metallized and the compression seal must
be shielded in some way from excessive voltage grad-
ients if maximum tube capabilities are to be achieved.

Seals have a tendency to initiate corona, which then

may cause flashover or, in the case of the metallized

seal, vaporize the silver from the feather edge of the

metallizing. This vaporized silver may then be de-
posited on the ceramic and eventually cause breakdown.

Fig. 37 shows three types of shields which can be

used for corona suppression.

POTTING COMPOUND IN AIR
GAP IF GRADIENT CANNOT
BE REDUCED BY SHIELDING

Figure 37. Shields Used for Corona Suppression

Materials

The high-alumina ceramics are very well suited for

insulators and rf windows in vacuum enclosures be-
cause of their high mechanical strength and low rf loss

factor. Beryllium oxide, when it becomes more readily

available, willbe evenbetter because of its high therm-
al conductivity. Pyroceram, the crystalline glass, of-

fers the advantage of a close expansion match to me-
tals, as well as the possibility of more economical
forming techniques.

MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF TUBE DESIGN

Because the power tube is an electrical device, its

theoretical design is based on electrical requirements
which become the governing parameters for the de-
sign. However, the degree to which the calculated

electrical performance can be achieved is directly re-

lated to the solution of mechanical problems. For ex-

ample, the use of closer and more uniform control-

grid-to-cathode spacings to obtain tubes of higher merit
depends entirely on the success of mechanical design
and execution. Good tube design must be based on an

underlying mechanical philosophy of construction and
assembly rooted in sound physical and mechanical
premises.

There are two facets to the mechanical design re-
quirements. First, the tube must meet the basic re-
quirements of normal operation and environment, in-

cluding normal operating temperatures, thermal stress-
es, and thermal cycling. If required, it must with-
stand environmental conditions of shock, vibration, and
extreme temperatures without detrimental irreversible
change which might impair its useful life.

Second, the tube design must be compatible with
available construction techniques. The parts must be
designed so that they are capable of being fabricated
and assembled, and also of withstanding the rigors of

high-temperature brazing or other joining methods such
as welding. The finished tubes must be able to with-
stand the rigors of final processing, in which they are
submitted to temperatures, dissipation conditions, and
thermal stresses beyond those of normal tube operation.

Besides the specification of shapes and dimensions of

component parts and assemblies of the tube, mechanical
design usually entails the selection of material and join-

ing methods to be used. These two items represent a
vast area of tube technology which is particularly rele-
vant to power -tube design. The selection of materials
for use in power tubes requires consideration of most
of their physical properties. When dissimilar pieces
are to be joined, it is necessary that a certain pattern
of compatibility exist among the components of the as-
sembly to effect a satisfactory union. In a simple vac-
uum-tight braze joint, for example, if the difference in

thermal expansion between the two parts is so great that

one of the parts is stressed beyond its ultimate strength,

the part will fracture and an unsatisfactory assembly
will result.

When alloys are used, an understanding of the metal-
lurgy of the metals is essential. 56 Alloys are useful in

many instances because of the strength and hardness
which can be achieved as a result of special heat-treat-
ing schedules. The designer should know what happens
to the metals when they are subjected to a given set of

time -temperature treatments. ^ '>

It is important to realize that when two metals are in

contact and one or both of them go into solution, new
alloys and mixtures of metals result. In many cases,
these new alloys have inferior mechanical and electrical

properties. Again, compatibiliW of the metals and the

joining technique is important.

Electro-plating of metal parts may be used to impart
special surface properties to structural parts so that

brazing can be carried out, or to provide a high-elec-
trical-conductivity surface.

The types of joining methods commonly employed
in power tubes are as follows:

1. Welding, which is used for similar metals and,

with caution, for dissimilar metals.

2. Brazing, in which two parts are joined together
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by a third metal or alloy having a lower melting point

than either of the two parts being joined.

3. Diffusion, in which two metallurgically compatible

parts are held together under pressure and heated for

an extended period of time to a temperature substan-
tially below the melting point of either part.

4. Mechanical or force-fit ioints, in which residual

stresses within the parts maintain the joint.

The tube designer should have a knowledge of the

physical, as well as the electrical, properties of the

range of materials used in power tubes. Some of the

important physical properties include:

compositions!, 57, 60-63

thermal conductivityS?, 60, 62-67

electrical conductivity57, 60, 63, 66-70

density57, 60, 62,67

magnetic properties {permeability)57, 60, 63, 66, 67, 71

thermal expansion as a function of temperature57, 60,

62-64, 66, 67, 72-74
vapor pressure as a function of temperature57, 60,

67, 75, 76
melting point57, 60, 62-64, 66, 67, 73

hardness (for specific thermal and/or mechanical
treatment)57, 58, 62,64, 67,73

ability to withstand voltage50, 77

critical metallurgical temperatures where phase
changes occur (for alloys)51, 57, 60, 62, 65

strength:57,58, 60, 62-64, 66, 67

elastic limit (at low and high temperatures)
yield point

ultimate strength or rupture point

modulus of elasticity

The following optical properties are also useful:

spectral emissivity (or curves showing true tem-
perature as a function of optical brightness tem-
perature48, 58, 60, 67, 78

total emissivity

The properties listed above apply particularly to metals,

although some are also applicable to dielectrics (in-

sulators). Two additional properties of dielectrics are
also important: 50, 60, 63, 70 dielectric constant as a

function of temperature and frequency loss factor as a
function of temperature and frequency.

The designer should, of course, also have a working
knowledge of the various materials used in different

tube components. Some of the more commonly used
materials are listed below:

For filaments, heaters, and cathodes

pure tungsten79, 80

thoriated tungsten
tantalum8l, 82

nickel83, 84

Hastalloy B (a precipitation-hardening nickel al-

loy) 57

For grids
oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper57,
60, 62, 63, 67, 73, 85

precipitation-hardening copper alloys:57, 86

chrome copper
phosmic bronze (#58 alloy)^'^

pure tungsten63, 79, 80

platinum88
molybdenum57, 62, 63, 67

For plates (anodes)

OFHC copper57, 60, 62, 63, 67, 73, 85, 86

For vacuum envelopes

aluminum oxideSO

beryllium oxide50

glass50
OFHC copper85, 86

various tool steels58

kovar63 (Fermico and cobalt nickel-iron alloy hav-
ing poor physical and electrical properties but hav-
ing a controlled thermal expansion rate which mat-
ches that of certain hard glasses)

Inconel and Inconel X (precipitation-hardening

nickel alloys)^^

stainless steels^'^j "^2, 90

For miscellaneous parts, supporting structures,

brazing alloys, etc.

silver57, 67

gold57, 67

high-speed tool steels (18-4-1)^^

silver-copper brazing alloy^^j

gold-copper brazing alloy^lj ^3

sapphireSO

quartz50
micaSl
beryllium copper57, 86

precipitation-hardening stainless steels57, 89, 90

zirconium92

EXHAUST AND PROCESSING

During the exhaust and processing cycle, the tube is

transformed from its unevacuated yet mechanically
complete form to a highly evacuated, metallurgically
and chemically stable, sealed-off state ready for final

electrical tests.

The major problem in achieving suitable high-vacuum
conditions for a power tube (10"^ to 10"^ millimeters of

mercury) is related to the condition of the internal sur-
faces exposed to the vacuum. (A special case is the
oxide -cathode tube, where chemical breakdown of the

cathode surface liberates great quantities of gas.) It is

not particularly difficult to achieve a vacuum of 10"^

millimeters of mercury in an enclosed chamber; the
problem is to maintain the vacuum under tube operating
conditions, when heated surfaces, high-voltage grad-
ients, and electron bombardment drive off adsorbed
gas particles from "unclean" surfaces exposed to the
vacuum.

The principal objective of the processing cycle, there-
fore, is to outgas the internal surfaces of the tube so
that subsequent operation will not impair the quality of

the vacuum. This outgassing is accomplished by heating
the parts, by electron bombardment, and by the appli-
cation of high voltages. Other processes, such as pro-
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ducinga controlled glow discharge within the tube, can

also produce beneficial "cleaning" results.

There is no substitute, however, for minimizing all

sources of contamination of tube parts in the first place.

Throughout the assembly process, extreme care should

be taken to keep the parts clean and free from all for-

eign material. Cleaning methods and cleanliness tests

are discussed in the literature. 93 Generally, it is un-

desirable to use cleaning methods involving chemical
reactions on final and partial tube assemblies because
the byproducts of such reactions can be sources of con-
tamination.

Bakeout

The first step in the exhaust cycle consists of a high-

temperature bakeout. The tube is placed in an oven and
heated slowly to the bakeout temperature, which is usu-
ally 350 to 500 C. This temperature is maintained for

a period ranging from 12 to 24 hours while the tube is

continuously pumped out by an appropriate high-vacuum
pumping system. (See article "High-Vacuum Tech-
nology and Equipment" by W. G. Henderson and A. L.

Lucarelli in this book.

)

The purpose of the bakeout cycle is to drive off oc-

cluded and absorbed gases from the internal metal and

insulator surfaces of the tube. This process is accel-

erated by heating the parts, and is more thorough and
more complete for higher temperatures and longer

bakeout times. As a result, tubes are usually baked
out at the highest temperatures the materials and struc-

ture can tolerate, or at the limiting capability of the

bakeout equipment. Many large tubes are maintained
in a secondary vacuum chamber during the bakeout cy-
cle to prevent excessive oxidation of the external sur-
faces at the bakeout temperature and to eliminate a

subsequent cleaning process.

Heating the Electrodes

After the bakeout cycle is complete, the tube elec-

trodes are heated for extended periods to temperatures
above their normal operating values. Again, it is gen-
erally true that the higher the processing temperature
and the longer the time at the high temperature, the

more thorough is the processing and the better the ul-

timate vacuum in the tube. However, if the tempera-
tures are too high or the time too long, irreversible

mechanical, metallurgical, and chemical changes may
occur which will damage the tube or impair its charac-
teristics. The secret of successful exhaust processing
is to find the combination of temperature and time which
is most beneficial in outgassing the internal tube parts
without damaging them.

In the processing of thoriated -tungsten tube types, the

filaments are outgassed first, with the other elements of

the tube heated only to the extent of the power radiated

from the filament. The plate, in particular, is not

cooled during this step, but its temperature is allowed
to rise. After the filament is outgassed, voltages are
applied to the other electrodes and they are further

heated by electron current drawn to them from the hot

filament.

In matrix-cathode tubes, great quantities of gas are
liberated from the cathode during processing. When the

cathode is heated, a chemical change takes place in the

coating during which the carbonates of rare earths are
chemically converted to the oxides of the metals. De-
composition products released by the cathode during this

"activation" process have a tendency to deposit on

cooler surfaces of the tube. These decomposition mate-
rials are undesirable on other active electrode sur-
faces, particularly the plate, which is later bombarded
by electrons. In these tubes, therefore, the plate is

heated to a high temperature (700 to 800 C) first, and
is maintained at this temperature while the cathode is

heated and activated. Decomposition products given off

by the cathode then can not stick to the plate surface,

but are pumped out of the tube. Matrix-cathode tubes

usually require a series of electrical processing steps

to activate the semiconductor emission material prop-
erly.

Except for the cases noted above, it is usually desir-
able to heat all the electrodes simultaneously to avoid

chasing the decomposition products from one electrode

to another. The last processing step prior to pinch-off

(removal from the exhaust system) should be a simul-
taneous heating of all electrodes; in this step, the tube
should be as hot as possible, even to the point of having
the filament lighted when the final pinch-off is made.

High-Voltage Breakdown

In the exhaust processing of high-voltage power tubes,

high voltage is normally applied between the plate and
other electrodes while the tube is "cold" (no filament
or heater voltage applied). During this processing,
minute particles or sharp points within the tube are
subjected to intense voltage gradients. The resulting

electron field emission and moving charged particles

cause a flow of current (called dark current) across the

vacuum space. ^4, 95 j-j^g voltage is increased,
the intensity of this dark current in a local area may
increase to the point where a breakdown occurs and in-

tensely localized energy is released. Such breakdowns
change the local surface conditions of the electrodes,

reducing gradients, rounding off sharp points, elimina-
ting loosely adhering particles, and thereby improving
the voltage hold-off capabilities of the tube.

Thevoltage value at which breakdown occurs, as well

as the frequency of breakdown, also depends on the rate

at which the voltage source (power supply) can supply

energy to the fault condition. Many occurrences of dark
current do not cause a breakdown or "fault" because the

power source can not supply energy fast enough to main-
tain the current. Power supplies with low internal im-
pedance and high-current capabilities cause breakdown
at lower voltages. The capabilities of the power source
may be increased by attaching a good storage capacitor
across the output terminals near the tube being pro-
cessed.

Tubes intended for switching service are subjected
to the most rigorous voltage-standoff conditions be-
cause they are connected across the terminals of a

large storage -capacitor bank having extremely high

current and energy capabilities. In such an arrange

-
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ment, the slightest internal tube activity can cause a

flash arc or internal fault. Consequently, these tubes

require the most vigorous processing with respect to

high voltage and the energy capability of the supply.

Because the voltages used for high-voltage treatment

(50 kilovolts or more) can produce substantial danger-
ous X-radiation, particularly when substantial dark
currents are flowing, proper safety measures must be
taken to prevent exposure. These measures may in-

clude the use of lead shielding, and the regular check-
ing of film badges worn by personnel subject to expos-
ure.

Activation and Aging

After the tube is removed from the exhaust equip-
ment, it is operated under dynamic conditions, first at

low power-voltage levels and then at increasingly high-

er power levels until the final aging conditions are
reached. Final operating conditions are usually at or
above the maximum published ratings for the tube.

The rapidity with which the power level is increased
depends upon the response of the tube. Gas current
should be monitored at frequent intervals to avoid tube

operation under extremely poor vacuum conditions.

Many flash arcs or internal tube faults occur during this

processing period; if they cause the cathode emission
to decrease, the tube may be operated with only fila-

ment power applied but at greater-than-normal filament
temperatures to reactivate the cathode coating.

This aging process is continued until the tube has

reached a stable condition as far as emission capability,

gas evolution, and flash arcs are concerned, and can
be operated at the full level of the high-power test con-
ditions without a tube fault for one hour or more.

Fault Protection

Microsecond fault-protection techniques must be used
during the aging process, when so many tube faults

normally occur, to protect the tube structure from
permanent damage. The rectifiers employed in su-
per-power testing equipment are powerful devices with
extremely high short-circuit current and power-de-
livery capability. If these energies are concentrated in

a localized spot within the tube when an arc occurs,
severe damage to the structure may result unless the

power source can be disconnected within a few micro-
seconds.

Mechanical circuit breakers and grid-controlled rec-
tifiers require periods of the order of several millisec-
onds to cut off power. It is feasible, however, to divert
the fault from the tube within a few microseconds by
firing an ignitron connected across the power-supply
bus. The ignitron is normally held in a non-conducting
condition. When the normal power-interrupting mech-
anism, either a circuit breaker or grid blocking of the

rectifier tubes, is caused to function, it interrupts the
flow of current in the ignitron (sometimes called "crow-
bar" or "dump" tube).

Fault protection is mandatory for all tube processing

in which the energy in the supply can damage the internal

tube structure in case of a fault. In addition, such cir-

cuits are always recommended for use in high-power
equipment.

Getters and Getter Ion Pumps

Because the activation and aging processes are car-

ried out after the tube is removed from the exhaust
equipment, gas generated during these processes is

merely redistributed among the various surfaces with-

in the tube and not pumped out. As a partial remedy
for this problem, most large power tubes employ a get-

ter, a chemical pump formed by evaporating an active

layer of barium compounds on a glass surface within the

tube. Most gases within the tube react chemically with

this getter surface and adhere to it. Another gettering

method is to attach a piece of zirconium metal to an
appropriate heated internal tube part, such as a radia-

tion-cooled grid member.

In many tubes, a preprocessedtype of getter is used
which consists of a conveniently shaped glass container
loaded with the getter material. The getter is "flashed"
and the getter material evaporated on the inside surface
of the glass container by conventional rf induction-heat-

ing methods. The flashing step is best carried out with

an atmosphere of argon gas in the container; the active

getter surface produced in argon is much lighter and

"fluffier" than the smooth surface produced in a vacuum,
and thus provides a greater total surface area for get-

tering action and a greater total pumping capacity.

More effective continuous pumping action may be

provided by the use of a getter ion pump. 98, 99 These
pumps are small in size, have no mechanical moving
parts, and require a power source of only a few thou-
sand volts dc and microamperes of current. They per-
mit operation of the tube under full-power dynamic con-
ditions with the pump still attached to the tube to re-

move gas generated during processing. This technique
is particularly applicable to high frequency tube types
in which the cavity circuits are built as integral parts

of the tube within the vacuum enclosure. Conventional
processing techniques are difficult to apply to such
tubes, and often heating and bombarding certain

parts of the tube can be accomplished only by high-fre-

quency dynamic operation. The principal advantage of

the ion pump in such cases is its small size and port-

ability.

TEST AND EVALUATION

Throughout the development program for a new tube

type, comprehensive tests are performed to establish

the validity of the design. Enough test samples must
be used to establish tube operating ratings and condi-

tions for the intended type of service, and a tube-test-

ing sequence for use on production units.

Two basic preliminary tests are performed on all

tubes. First, the "cold" tube is tested for any internal

short circuits between electrodes which are designed
to be open circuited. In this test, sufficiently high volt-

ages are applied between electrodes from a high-im-
pedance power supply to establish that no permanent
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shorts exist and that a good vacuum warrants the ap-

plication of filament power. The purpose of the second
test is to determine the gas pressure (degree of vac-

uum) within the tube. In this test, the tube is operated

as an ion gauge, i. e. , electrons are drawn to a positive

electrode and ionized gas particles are collected at a

negative electrode. When a getter ion pump is used,

this test may be eliminated and the base pressure meas-
ured with the pump.

Over-all Evaluation

In the over-all evaluation of a new tube type, a series

of basic independent tests are performed to establish

compliance with individual performance requirements.

These tests involve measurement of the parameters
uponwhichthe original design was predicated, such as:

1. cathode-emission capability,

2. voltage hold-off capabilitybetweenelectrodes,'^'''

3. ability of various coolant passages or air ducts

to pass the required fluid flow at the anticipated pres-
sure drop,

4. volt-ampere characteristics (ability to pass suf-

ficient electron current to the plate at the anticipated

voltages),

5. dissipation capabilities of the various electrodes.

Additional tests performed on high-frequency tubes

to measure their properties as circuit elements include

the following:

1. tuning characteristics showing the dimensions of

a specific cavity shape as a function of the resonant
frequency of the tube and cavity (for a fixed-tuned

device, the fixed frequency is measured);
2. unwanted modes or resonant conditions within the

desired operational frequency bands caused by struc-

tural elements of the tube;

3. other properties such as circuit loss, loading

characteristics, etc. 35, 36, 38, 46

Life tests are also performed on the critical elements
of the tube, particularly the filament and/or cathode
and its supporting system. These tests are conducted
for extended periods of time, both with the filament op-

erating under steady-state conditions to maintain nor-
mal operating temperatures, and with the filament volt-

age cycled at a rate which allows the filament to attain

thermal equilibrium in both the on and off conditions.

The purpose of these life tests is to demonstrate that

the emission capabilities are maintained at an adequate
value, that the filament volt-ampere characteristic does
not change substantially, and that the mechanical prop-
erties (structural integrity) of the device do not dete-

riorate throughout the expected service life. Special

life tests may also be required for components such as
the envelope of the anode if they are novel in design or

will encounter operating conditions beyond the current
state of the art.

Comprehensive over-all performance tests are also

made under the conditions of and in an environment
closely simulating that of the intended application. The
tests of primary importance are the demonstration of

the required power output at the required operating fre-

quencies. Tests for other performance criteria, such
as bandwidth, linearity, noise generation, and phase
stability, may also be important, depending on the ap-
plication. The final proof of performance consists of

a life test of sufficient duration conducted under the

conditions and environment of the intended application.

Diagnostic Tests

Another important type of testing is used when a tube
type under development is not performing as anticipated
and the reason for the malfunction is not evident. In

such diagnostic tests, a cause is hypothesized and a
testing sequence is carried out to determine the validity

of the hypothesis. If the hypothesis is correct, meas-
ures can be taken to correct the malfunction. If it is

wrong, a new one is proposed and the process is re-
peated.

In many cases, it may be impossible to obtain a pos-
itive indication concerning the validity of the original

hypothesis. However, the test sequence may provide
new information which will be useful in proposing a new
hypothesis, or analysis of the test data may. reveal a
new and useful approach to the problem. It is impor-
tant, therefore, that each test be carried through to a
logical conclusion. It is often useful to plot the results
obtained in curve form and study them carefully.

Mechanical Tests

Certain mechanical tests are also important in the
evaluation of a new device. For example, the physical
dimensions of the final design must be established and
defined within tolerances that insure mechanical com-
patibility with the intended equipment. Gauging proce-
dures which simulate the mechanical environment are
often the best means for defining and checking the me-
chanical dimensions. The device may also be subjected
to specified conditions of shock and vibration to simu-
late possible environmental conditions of the applica-
tion.

An important point, of course, is that the tube be de-
livered to its user in operable condition. Therefore,
the tube and its shipping carton must be designed to

withstand transportation hazards. A program of pack-
aging drop tests and actual shipping tests of the tube in

its container is an essential part of the tube design pro-
gram.

Circuit Development

It is often necessary for the tube design team to de-
velop specialized circuits and test equipment for use
in the development and final evaluation of the power tube
being designed. ^> Oi particula.r importa.nce is the

development of rf cavity circuits for use with tubes of

the external cavity type. Because cavity design and
tube design draw on many of the same disciplines, it

is desirable to have the same engineering team develop
the tube -cavity combination. Some of the principles
applicable to this area include:

1. choice of configurations to minimize voltage grad-
ients,

2. elimination of solid insulating materials wherever
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possible, or judicious shapino; and location of such
materials to minimize high-voltage gradients,

3. elimination of sliding contact fingers wherever
possible, or selection of designs which minimize cur-
rent flow through the contacts. 25, 26, 35, 36, 37, 43, 46
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Gas Tube Design

H. H. Wittenberg

Lancaster

The subject of gas tubes is an old one. Early electron

tubes were gassy due to inadequate pumping techniques.

Certain early amplifier tubes, on the other hand, were

gas -filled in an attempt to use the gain resulting from
avalanche ionization; early cathode -ray tubes also were
gas-filledtoassistfocusing. The gas tube field enjoyed

a heyday in the late 1920's when the phanotron (low-

pressure gas diode), tungar (high -pressure gas diode),

thyratron, and ignitron appeared in quick succession.

The gas -tube field was quiescent during the thirties

while vacuum tube development surged ahead. During

World War II the transmit-receive (TR) box and the hy-

drogen thyratron made radar practical and revived in-

terest in the gas-tube field. In the early 1950's, the

gas-tube field received another "shot in the arm" with

the developments of the Plasmatron and Tacitron by our

Princeton Laboratories. At this writing the fusion pro-

cess for releasing nuclear energy again focuses atten-

tion on gas tubes.

The theory upon which the foregoing devices are

based exhibits a similar chronology. Townsend origi-

nated the early theory in 1915. Langmuir, Hull, and

Slepian developed, in about 1929, the basic theory which

is currently found in the text books. Because much of

the phenomena are not yet understood, contemporary
researchers, including S. C. Brown, S. T. Martin, L.

Malter, andE. O. Johnson, using modern techniques,

are now developing new andmore comprehensive theory

.

The gas tube is often thought of as being limited to the

audio range in its frequency of operation; on the con-

trary, some gas tube phenomena occur at megacycle
rates. TR boxes involve the radar frequencies, meas-
urement techniques utilize ultrahigh frequency (UHF),

and the yet unharnessed oscillations inherent in a gas

discharge extend into the VHF spectrum.

The complexity of the gas tube may be ascribed to the

fact that three types of particles are involved: mole-
cules, ions, and electrons. Further complications arise

from the varieties and combinations of gases which may
make up the molecules and ions.

Although the gas -tube designer is spared the neces-

sity of mastering certain vacuum-tube operational char -

acteristics, he must be familiar with many techniques

and characteristics of the vacuum-tube field such as

pumps and exhaust, gettering, heaters, emission and
coatings, anode materials, heat radiation and conduc-

tion, grid emission, and amplification factor. In addi-

tion, he must master the techniques of gas filling and
understand the complex phenomena resulting therefrom

.

The scope of the material in this article is restricted

to phenomena unique to gas tubes.

PROCESSES PRIOR TO CONDUCTION

Collision

Mean-Free -Path . Gas molecules maybe ionized by

electron impact. This process is of major importance
since, when coupled with secondary emission of elec-

trons from the cathode, it makes possible a self-sus-

taining gas discharge. An electron injected into a gas

will collide with the gas molecules. If the molecules
were spaced in an orderly array, such that along a given

straight line the spaces between molecules were equal

and the electron continued along this same straight line

between collisions, then the free path between collisions

would be a constant length. But the molecules are in

motion and the electron direction is random and subject

to change after every collision. Consequently, the free

path of a given electron is continually changing.

The mean of this variable -length path can be found

in the following manner (see Fig. 1). In traveling a free

path through the gas, the electron may be imagined to

cut a cylindrical path of cross -sectional area n r^ , where
r is the molecular radius. If the center of the molecule
lies within this path, it will be hit when the electron has

traveled a length A, called the mean free path.

When the unit volume of the path of the electron is

equated to the unit volume pfer molecule:

\ Tir'^ = 1/N (1)

where N is the number of molecules per unit volume.

ELECTRON

Figure 1. Mean Free Path of Electrons
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The molecular mean free path, derived in a similar
manner, is found to be 1/4 of the electron mean free
path.l Because molecular speed is much lower than
electron speed, the seconder target molecule will have
moved during the free flight of the first molecule. A
more rigorous calculation taking this thermal motion
into account gives the molecular free path,

m l/4|/2~ Xe (la)

where Ae is the electron mean free path.

The molecule collides more frequently per given dis-
tance of travel.

By the gas laws:

N = PVAT (2)

where P = pressure (dynes/cm^)
V = volume (cm^)
T = temperature, degrees Kelvin
k= Boltzmann's Constant (1.38 x 10-16 erg/

deg)

Hence, the mean free path is proportional to the abso-
lute temperature of the molecules and inversely propor -

tional to the pressure of the molecules. Table I gives
the mean free path of the gases used in gas tubes at a
typical dosing pressure. ^

a distance dx is:

dn -n -1 dx
A (3)

where n = number of electrons traveling distance x
without collision

The negative sign signifies the decrease in n as x is in-

creased.

Integrating Eq. (3) and substituting boundary conditions
gives:

- x/A
(4)

where Uq = total number of electrons

This is known as the survival function and describes the

number of electrons surviving in their original path
without collision after traveling distance x. It is more
valuable to know the number of electrons having free

paths in the range of x to (x + dx). Differentiating Eq.

(4) with respect to x gives:

? (5)
dn

dx

To use this relationship, the differentials are replaced
by increments and regrouped to give

e-x/XAn X

J (6)

TABLE I. Mean Free Path

Mean Free Path in millimeters*

Gas For Molecule For Electron In Gas

H2 0.90 5.1

He 1.41 8.0

Ne 1.00 5.66

A 0.51 2.88

Kr 0.39 2.2

Xe 0.26 1.47

Hg 0.35 (100 M, 82 C)

3.5 ( 10m, 47 C)

35.0 ( 1m, 18 C)

1.98

19.8

198.0

Note: At 0 C and 100 microns (m) pressure except as
indicated

Free Paths vs. Number of Particles. 3 Because the

motion of gas molecules is random, the free paths are
randomly distributed with regard to distance. Some
paths are long while others are short. Since X is the

mean free path of the electron, 1/X is the mean colli-

sion frequency (collisions per centimeter) per electron.

The number of electrons dn colliding while traversing

Eq. (6) is plotted in Fig. 2. Note that in this case the

distribution function of Eq. (6) is the same as the sur-
vival function of Eq. (4).

To better appreciate these relationships, the distribu-
tion function of men's heights may be plotted, as in Fig.

3, corresponding to the function of Eq. (4), but having
a different shape. If knowledge of the number of men

° 0.10

X 0.08
I-
<
a.

^ 0.06
u.

ii.

o
£ 0.04
CD

3
0.02

>
I-
<
UJ

ASSUME
X=MEAN

=?ANGE /

FREE f

\X=0.IX

'ATH

12 3 4 5

RELATIVE LENGTH OF FREE PATHS,

Figure 2. Distribution of Free Paths
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I

X

23456789
HEIGHT h-FT

Figure 3. Distribution of Men's Heights

with heights greater than a given value h is desired,

Fig. 3 may be integrated to get Fig. 4. Fig. 4 is the

survival curve corresponding to the function of Eq. (4).

Examination of Fig. 2 shows that 10 per cent of the

free paths are in the range of 0 to 0.1 of the mean free

path X. Very few electrons have paths greater thanX

;

only 3.7 per cent have free paths in the range centering

at \

Free Paths vs. Voltage . If the electrons and mole-
cules are considered as solid spheres, it would appear

that the mean free path were independent of speed of the

moving particles. However, if the molecule is pictured

as a planetary system of electrons, it is easy to imagine

that a fast moving electron may miss the planetary elec-

trons and so avoid collision. Experimental evidence

shows that the mean free path is, indeed, a function of

speed S. It is customary to express this function4 in

terms of the mean collisions per unit distance and
voltage V (see Fig. 5). The reciprocal of Pq is the

mean free path. This quantity Pq has been miscalled
probability of collision, but is not a probability since

it has dimension 1/centimeter . From Eq. (1) it can be
seen that l/X is proportional to the cross section and
hence is sometimes expressed as collision cross sec-
tion.

Voltage is related to speed by the formula

S = {^—^
^ ^ meters/sec (7)

where q = charge of particle in coulombs
m = mass of particle in kilograms

The arrows in Fig. 5 show the kinetic -theory values

which were calculated using only the speed of thermal
motions (equivalent to fractions of a volt).

Ionization

Voltage Dependence . Having collided with an atom,
the colliding electronmay affect the planetary electrons

HEIGHT h-FT

Figure 4. Integrated Distribution of Men's Heights

VVOLTS

Figure 5. Probability of Collision

in the following ways:

(a) A planetary electron maybe excited, remain so for

about 10-9 second, and then radiate the energy received

in the collision.

(b) A planetary electron maybe excited, remain so for

10-3 second (metastable), and suffer asecond collision

from which it may be removed from the atom (cumula-
tive ionization).

(c) A planetary electron may be removed directly (ioni-

zation).
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(d) The electron may simply bounce off like a pea from
a cannon ball.

Table II gives critical voltages at which effects des-
cribed in (a) through (c) begin to occur.

Probability of Ionization . Like the probability of

collision, the probability of ionization actually is not a
probability but a coefficient. It is expressed as ions

per centimeter per colliding particle. (Townsend la-

beled this coefficient a . ) The ionizing coefficient is

shown in Fig. 6 as a function of voltage. 5 Above the

threshold values (shown in Table 11), the probability of

ionization increases to apeak and then falls. It will be
noted that the ionization coefficient is maximum at about
five times the threshold ionization voltage.

BREAKDOWN

Secondary Emission at Cathode

Assume that two parallel plane electrodes, immersed
in a gas, have a voltage applied to them. Stray radia-
tion striking the negative electrode will release a small
number of electrons. The electrons move toward the

positive electrode and further ionize in a manner just

described. Likewise, the ions move toward the negative
electrode colliding frequently with molecules, but few
ions are produced in such collisions. 6 However, upon
hitting the negative electrode the ions are effective in

releasing electrons by the process of secondary emis-
sion (Townsend labeled this coefficient of this process
y. ). Fig. 7 is a graph? of the secondary emission vs.

the electric field (in volts per centimeter) for hydrogen

TABLE II. Critical Voltages of the Gases 1'^'

Gas Weight
Vapor

Pressure*

First Ioniza-

tion Voltage

Volts

Second Ioniza-

tion Voltage
Volts

Excitation

Voltage
Volts

Metastable
Voltage
Volts

Cs 55 5 X 10-4 3.9 23.4 1.4

Rb 37 1 X 10-4 4.2 27.4 1.5

K 19 2 X 10-5 4.3 31.7 1.6

Na 11 1 X 10-"^ 5.1 47.1 2.1

Li 3 10-8 5.4 75.3 1.8

Ca 20 10-8 6.1 11.8 2.5 1.9

Mg 12 10-8 7.6 15.0 4.3 2.7

Hg 80 3 X 10-1 10.4 18.1 4.9 4.7,5.4

Xe 54 12.1 21.1 8.3,8.9

H2O 18 13.2 17.6

H 1 13.4 10.1

Kr 36 13.9 26.4 9.9, 10.5

O2 32 14.1 6.1

CO 28 14.2 6.0 3.5

CO2 44 14.3 10.0

H2 2 15.3 11.1

A 18 15.7 27.8 11.5, 11.7

N2 28 16.7 8.5

Ne 10 21.5 40.9 16.6, 16.8

He 2 24.5 54.1 19.7,20.5

*Note: Vapor pressure in mm Hg at 100 C
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with zinc electrodes. If the two processes of ion pro-
duction by electron collision with a molecule and elec-
tron production by ion impact at the cathode are com-
bined, the elements of a feedback system are perceived
to be present. If the gain of the system exceeds one,

the result is breakdown of the gas. Limitations in the

form of external resistance and ion losses with the gas

-

filled envelope prevent unlimited current build-up and
stabilize the gas discharge in various modes to be des-
cribed later. See AppendixA for a mathematical treat-

ment of current build-up.

Paschen's Law

tem feedback becomes unstable is called the breakdown
voltage. It is common experience that at atmospheric
pressure the breakdown voltage decreases as the dis-

tance between electrodes is decreased. It is not com-
mon knowledge that at low gas pressures the distance

can be decreased to a point where^ the breakdown volt-

age reaches a minimum and thereafter increases as the

distance is further decreased. The complete relation-

ship between breakdown voltage, distance, andpressure
was first discovered by F. Paschenin 1889 and is known
as Paschen's Law.

Paschen's Law may be deduced in anonmathematical
fashion. Referring to Fig. 8, the line labeled "Colli-

sions per Electron in Traversing Xg^" rises with in-

creasing pressure because the gas density increases
with pressure and consequently there are more mole-
cules inserted in the path of the traveling electron. The
line labeled "Energy per Collision" falls as pressure
increases, because (assuming that the electron loses

all of its energy at each collision) the electron has a

shorter distance between collisions to pick up energy
from the electric field. As was shown previously, be-
cause a certain energy must be acquired to produce
ionization on impact, the total number of ions produced
must be a productof these two values. This product is

shown as the curve "Ions Produced". It has a maximum
near the crossover of the two lines. The more ions that

are produced, the less voltage is necessary to cause
breakdown. Hence, the breakdown voltage curve has

a minimum. A similar reasoning process can be car-

ried through for distance as a variable, with pressure
constant. In the complete Paschen's Law, breakdown
voltage is a function of the productof distance and pres-
sure (pd). A plot of Paschen's Law exhibits the same
shape as the curve in Fig. 8. Plots of Paschen's Law
for the various gases, have different minimums as Fig.

9 shows, but all exhibit the same characteristic shape.

A mathematical derivation of Paschen's Law is given

in Appendix B.

The voltage at which the ion-electron generation sys-

Figure 8.

RELATIVE PRESSURE, P

Noit -mathematical Derivation of Paschen's
Law
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PROCESSES DURING CONDUCTION

Voltage vs. Current

Fig. 10 shows the voltage-vs. -current relationship

for a gas discharge. As the voltage is increased from
zero, a small current called the Townsend current

flows. Ionization gauges operate in this region and the

gas testfor vacuum tubes is performed here. With ir-

radiation of the cathode, the curve shifts to higher cur-

rents as shown by the dotted curve. Gas phototubes

are operated in this region and realize the benefits of

gas amplification. Geiger -Mueller (GM) tubes also

operate in this region and indicate the presence of cath-

ode irradiation by current increases. At further in-

creases in supply voltage, a plateau is encountered;

such a flat characteristic permits the use of a gas -filled

tube as a corona-type gas voltage regulator. Although

in Fig. 10 the plateau is at about 400 volts, different

gases and different electrode materials can shift this

region upward to several kilovolts.

On the plateau just describedbreakdown occurs which,

without the limitation of a series resistance, will re-

sult in an uncontrolled increase of current. Large
series resistance and a large supply voltage permit the

negative resistance portion to be traversed. Farther

along the solid line is the glow-discharge region. In

this region the glow-discharge voltage regulators (VR
tubes) and the transmit-receive switches (TR tubes) are

operated. Cathodes of such tubes are relatively cold

and emission occurs by virtue of ion bombardment.

Further increases of current lead to the sudden drop

of terminal voltage to about 10 volts. A very low voltage

and an incandescent cathode are characteristic features

of the arc discharge. If the cathode is externally heat-

ed, the glow discharge mode is bypassed and the low

voltage region is entered immediately. It is in this

region that the thyratrons and hot -cathode gas rectifiers

operate.
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Figure 10. Voltage vs. Current

Voltage vs. Distance

In a vacuum diode having parallel plane electrodes,

the voltageSis proportional to the 4/3 power of the dis-

tance between cathode and anode; the slight deviation

from linearity is a result of the negative electron space
charge. In a gas diode havingparallel plane electrodes,

the voltage distribution with distance may take several

modes dependingupon (1) whether the negative -electron

or the positive -ion space charge predominates and (2)

upon boundary conditions. Fig. 11 shows three of the

voltage distributions9 which have been identified. The
Langmuirmode is characterized by a sharp rise within

about a millimeter of the cathode and a practically con-
stant voltage from there to the anode. Visually, the

region next to the cathode (identified as the "sheath")

is dark, indicating the absence of excited atoms and
ions. The remainder of the volume (identified as the
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ANODE GLOW MODE

Figure 11. Voltage vs. Distance

"plasma") glows indicating the presence of excited
atoms and ions. The sheath draws electrons from the

cathode and accelerates them to sufficient velocity for

ionization. The existence of this sheath makes possible

the design of gas -tube cathodes with several times the

thermal efficiency of vacuum-tube cathodes.

The Langmuir mode is most common in typical gas
tubes. When the anode current in a typical gas tube is

reduced to a small percentage of the available emission
(as determined in a vacuum) the anode -glow models may
be observed. As Fig. 11 shows, the sheath occurs close

to the anode. The electrons enter the field-free region
from the cathode as a result of initial velocities. The
anode -glow mode may be enhanced by increasing pres-
sure above 300 microns and by minimizing ion losses.

The inverted structure in which the cathode surrounds
the anode is capable of operating in the anode -glow mode
to higher anode currents than conventional structures.

The Tacitron, designed to operate in this mode, ex-
hibits advantages of low noise and current cutoff ability.

At current levels intermediate between the Langmuir
mode and the anode-glow mode, the ball-of-fire mode
is encountered. As may be seen in Fig. 11, the voltage
rises to a maximum as the point of observation prog-
resses across the tube. With such a distribution the

maximum voltage may be sufficient to ionize whereas
the over-all voltage across the tube maybe appreciably
less.

Sheath

A sheath in a gas tube is defined as a region exhibit-

ing appreciable electric field. Its thickness is small
compared to the mean free path so that electrons and
ions cross the sheath without collision. In the sheath
just described, electrons emitted from the cathode en-
ter the sheath on one side, whereas ions emitted from
the plasma enter the sheath on the other side. Such a
sheath is actually called a double sheath. The sin-

gle sheath, which involves charges of only one kind,

is the simplest mathematically and so will be considered
first. The mathematical solution to the single sheath

case is identical to the solution of the space -charge

-

limited vacuum-diode case, known as Child's Law. ^

i = 5.23 10-8 M-1/2 d-2 v3/2 (9)

where i = current in amperes per square centimeter
M = atomic weight of ion

d = thickness of sheath in centimeters
V = voltage across sheath in volts

This formula holds for the case of an electrode im-
mersed in a plasma. Application of a voltage to such
an electrode causes the sheath to be formed. The plas-
ma serves as the emitter of positive ions which move
across the sheath to the electrode. The density of the

current to the electrode is identical to the density of the

current across a surface in the plasma (assuming the

electrode to be large with respect to the sheath thick-

ness). It will be seen later that the plasma current
density is fixed by the conditions of the plasma and, to

also satisfy Child's Law, the thickness of the sheath

adjusts itself. A double sheath exists when electrons
enter the source from one side and ions enter the sheath
from a source on the other side. Consider the sheath

to occupy the entire space between cathode and anode,
which means that electrons cross the sheath and collide

with gas molecules directly in front of the anode. A
mathematical solution to this double sheath problem 12

shows that the current in the external circuit is 86 per
cent greater for the gas -filled device than for the vacuum
device. This increased current consists of 98 per cent

electrons and 2 per cent ions. The ions contribute little

because they move slowly, but they reduce the negative
space charge permitting the larger electron flow.

If the circuit voltage is increased, the current in-

creases and the sheath thickness decreases to less than

the anode-to-cathode distance. A plasma develops in

the vacated space between the sheath and the anode.
Because the plasma is a region of high conductivity,

this case may be described as one in which a virtual

anode exists at the sheath boundary. In comparison,
the current flow for the vacuum diode would increase
with a decrease of anode-to-cathode distance. Mathe-
matical considerations show that the current for the

gas -filled device is always 86 per cent greater than
that for the vacuum diode if the anode in the vacuum
diode is placed at the same distance from the cathode
as the virtual anode is in the gas diode. In actual tubes,

this procedure is impractical because the sheath gen-
erally reduces across to a millimeter or less.

Plasma

Description . The plasma maybe defined as a region
of very small electric field. The electron and positive

ion densities are approximately equal. For example,
in mercury at a pressure of 1 micron, a discharge of

170 milliamperes per square centimeter has lOH ions

per cubic centimeter, lOH electrons per cubic centi-

meter, and 4 x lO^^ atoms per cubic centimeter . Note
that only one out of 4000 atoms is ionized. The atoms
move about as a result of their thermal energy which is

relatively lowl3 (0.04 volts at 25 C).
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Recombination of an electron and anion in the plasma
is rare because the electron is unable to dispose of its

kinetic energy in the collision with the heavier ion. See
Appendix C for the mathematics of this process.

Ions and electrons can combine easily at the walls of

a discharge tube . When a particle of either kind strikes

a wall, it gives up its kinetic energy as heat and ad-
heres by electrostatic attraction until a particle of the

opposite sign arrives to form a neutral atom.

curve (the total number of particles in the given volume)
remains constant.

The temperature of the ions is about the same as that

of the molecules of the gas (a few hundred degrees
Kelvin); both types of particles collide among them-
selves and witii each other, and thereby interchange
energy. The electrons are found to have amuch higher

temperature than the ions or molecules (in the tens of

thousands of degrees Kelvin).

Velocity Distribution . To analyze the behavior of the

plasma it is necessary to determine the velocity dis-

tribution of the particles therein. In the literature^^

may be found the theory which culminates in the follow-

ing function:

f(Vx2) = Aje
-AoV.

(10)

where V-̂ component of velocity in x-direction

f(V^2) - fractionof particles having speeds in

range dVx divided by dV^

/_m_\l/2

\^2 7rKTj
Ai =

^2 - 2KT

m = mass of particle

K = 1.38 X 10"^^ joule per degree
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin

This function is plotted in Fig. 12 for hydrogen. The
curves show that the most probable velocity component
in the x-direction is zero, but the resultant velocity is

not zero because the velocities

directions probably are not zero
Vy and V7 in the other

bution is a function of and is

Note that the distri-
2 and is, therefore, the same

in both the positive and negative directions. As the

temperature is increased, the number of particles hav-
ing higher velocities increases, but the area under the

>

3X10-"*

2X10
-4

<
a.

IXIO"

<
a:

CJ X
>

\t=273 K

HYDROGEN

73K

2X10^ 4X10^ 6X10^

VELOCITY ALONG X-AXIS,

Vx- METERS PER SECOND

8X10^

Particles Crossing Plane . 15 To determine the num

-

ber of particles crossing a sheath, it is necessary to

know how many particles cross a unit area (ABCD of

Fig. 13) in one direction. All of the particles in the

box of height Vx and base ABCD, having velocities in

the range Vx to (Vx + dVx), will cross area ABCD in

one second. Of course, some of the particles starting

at the far end of the box will leave the box because of y
and z components of velocity, but they will be replaced
by an equalnumber of outside particles. The total num-
ber of particles in the box is given by

N-Vx-1

where N = density of particles

(11)

Utilizing the velocity distribution function of Eq. (10)

to obtain the number of particles in the box having veloc -

ities between Vx and (Vx + dVx) gives

dnv = NVxAie""^''x
,-A2V:i

(12)

where the constants and A2 are functions of the

temperature and of the gas only

To find the total number of particles crossing the unit

area per second, it is necessary to integrate over all

velocities (0 to '=°) giving

NAi yTVxe ^2Vx dV^ (13)

(14)

Figure 12. Velocity Distribution (Hydrogen gas) Figure 13. Particles Striking Wall
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Multiplying the number of particles crossing the unit

area per second by the charge per particle gives the

random plasma current density Jj-. Useful in the analy-

sis of sheaths is the expression for the number of

charged particles crossing the unit area against a re-

tarding voltage. The particle must have a kinetic ener-

gy {l/2mVx^) equal to or greater than the potential en-

ergy qE (where q is the charge and E the voltage):

l/2mVx^ = qE (15)

Substituting V for the lower limit instead of zero and
integrating gives

-mVx

2KT

-qE

KT

(16)

(17)

Probes . The insertion of a third electrode in a gas

discharge between cathode and anode sets the scene for

a situation known as "probe behavior. " If the voltage

of the third electrode or probe is varied with respect
to the cathode, the current will vary in the manner
shown in Fig. 14. When the voltage of the probe is

more than a few volts below that of the cathode (line

A-B), the current is small and at saturation level; the

direction of the current and the saturation shows that

the probe is collecting positive ions only. Similarly,

along line C-D, the probe is collecting only electrons.

These saturation effects are accompanied by sheaths

which surround the probe and expand (see Eq. (9) and
discussion on sheaths) as the voltage between the probe
and the plasma increase.

Along line B-C, the probe is collecting both positive

ions and electrons. When the probe current is zero,

the numbers of ions and electrons collected are equal.

The corresponding voltage F is not the space voltage,

but is some negative value since the faster moving elec-

trons must be repelled to equalize the numbers of both

particles collected.

VOLTAGE

As long as the probe voltage is less than the space
voltage, the positive-ion current remains constant.

Starting at B and making the voltage more positive, the

electron current le increases according to the following

modification of Eq. (17)

-qE

where

le = ng oo Sq e

S = area of probe

q = charge
Tg = electron temperature

(18)

E = voltage

space

difference between probe and

Taking the logarithms of Eq. (18)

In I,e-^"^3 -kI-E (19)

Figure 14. Probe Characteristic

When the experimental data are substituted in Eq.

(19) and plotted, the straight-line portion gives the elec-

tron temperature Tg. The voltage at which the plot

departs from a straight line is considered to be space

voltage. At a more positive voltage, the positive -ion

space charge disappears and a negative electron space
charge appears. With Tg determined and assuming
saturated electron current, Eq. (14) can be used to ob-

tain the electron density Ng. The positive ion density

is Np = Ng.

Although a value for ion temperature can be deter-

mined by applying Eq. (14) to ions, the value thus de-

termined is higher than the gas temperature, which is

considered to be the correct value for ion temperature.

RECTIFIERS

Anode Efficiency

The efficiency of the hot-cathode gas rectifier ac-

counts for its nearly exclusive use in the application

range of 1000 to 20,000 peak inverse volts. For aver-

age currents from 0.1 ampere to 10 amperes, the gas

tube displays a low tube drop (about 10 volts), whereas
the drop across anequivalent vacuum tube is high (about

1000 volts). The resultant circuit efficiency can be as

high as 96 per cent for gas tubes compared to 60 per

cent or less for vacuum types. Average anode currents

for gas rectifier tubes range from 0.1 to 40 amperes
for the hot-cathode type, and from 5 to 400 amperes
for the pool -cathode type. (The designation "hot" refers

to a temperature at which radiation from the cathode is

visible; such a temperature normally is attained by the

application of external heat. The voltage -current oper-

ating region of the externally heated cathode type is

shown in Fig. 10. A hot cathode may be heated inter-

nally by ions. However, the number of types using this

principle (excluding fluorescent lamps) is negligible.

A gas discharge tube in which the cathode is a pool of a

liquid metal (usually mercury) is classified as a cold-

cathode type of special form.) A further advantage of

the gas rectifier is the superior regulation of output

voltage obtainable from power supplies employing gas

rectifiers. This good regulation results from the con-

stancy of tube drop from no-load to full-load current.
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The design of tubes using pool cathodes will not be
considered since such types are not manufactured by
RCA. However, the RCA product line does include

purchased mercury -pool types.

The hot cathode of a gas tube may be either directly

or indirectly heated; both types are employed in tubes

presently manufactured. The directly heated cathodes
have the advantages of fast warm-up time, simplicity,

and low cost. The indirectly heated cathodes have the

advantages of high thermal efficiency and freedom from
phase effects and hum effects.

Cathode Efficiency

The hot cathode of a gas tube offers a much higher
thermal efficiency than its vacuum counterpart because
in a gas tube the anode current may be drawn from crev-
ices and holes in the cathode surface. This phenomenon
occurs because the plasma extends to within about a

millimeter of the cathode surface. Thus, the emitting
surface can be convoluted so that thermal radiation is

conservedbut electrons may emerge via the conductive

plasma. Experience has shown that 1100 K is the opti-

mum temperature for the operation of the oxide -coated
cathode in a gas tube . To maintain a planar cathode at

1100 K with an emissivity of 0.25 (a value taken for

barium oxide) requires 2.1 watts per square centimeter,
assuming no conductivity losses. Conductivity losses
and poor thermal coupling of heater and cathode may
run the requiredpower to as high as 7 watts/cm2 for a
cylindrical outside -coated cathode. Convoluting the

cathode surface, reducing losses, heat shielding, and
good thermal coupling to the heater may reduce the

power required for 1100 K operation to as low as 1

watt/cm2. The indirectly heated cathode of type 3C45
(6130) (see Fig. 15) has a good thermal efficiency (3.6

watts/cm2) due to the coated insert. The indirectly

heated cathode of the type 5C22 (see Fig. 16) has ex-
cellent thermal efficiency (1.56 watts/cm^) due to the

fins and multiple heat shielding. Although the directly

heated cathode has perfect thermal coupling between
heater and cathode, other factors may prevent the at-

tainment of high thermal efficiency . The directly heated
cathode of type 5557 (see Fig. 17) (3.45 watts/cm2) does
not realize optimum efficiency because most of its area
can radiate to external cooler surfaces (no convolu-

tions). The directly heated cathode of type 866A (see

Fig. 18) is an improvement due to the edgewise winding
of the ribbon (2.55 watts/cm^). The directly heated
cathode of type 5855 (Fig. 19) (3.45 watts/cm^) has a
high thermal efficiency due to the inside coating and heat

shielding.

Cathode Design

Average Current . When a gas rectifier or thyratron
is to be designed, the service to which it will be applied

determines the average and peak cathode currents. The
cathode area is a function of these currents, the type of

emitting surface, and the expected life . Most gas tubes

use the conventional oxide emitting surface and 2000
hours may be considered a medium life expectancy . Ex-
perience has shown that, for gas tubes using the oxide

emitting surface, the average cathode -current density

should not exceed 0.200 ampere per square centimeter
of cathode area for a life expectancy of 2000 hours; a
longer life expectancy requires a lower current density.

Peak Current . Consideration of peak current may
require modification of the cathode area as determined
by the above figure. Peak current, as usedhere, means
the current having a duration as represented by half a

sine pulse from a 60 -cycle -per -second source and hav-

Figure 15. Indirectly Heated Cathode Structure of Figure 16. Indirectly Heated Cathode Structure of
Type 3C45 Type 5C22
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CATHODE

SHIELD

TYPE 5557

3.45 WATTS /CM2

CATHODE

SHIELD

TYPE 866A
2.55 WATTS/CM

2

Figure 17. Directly Heated Cathode Structure of
Type 5557

ing a total value of 0.008 seconds. For gas rectifiers,

it has been customary to rate the peak current as four

times the average current to cover the case of 180-de-
gree conduction from a sine -wave source which yields

a peak current of u times the average current. For
industrial applications, where polyphase rectification

and motor control are required, the conduction angle

decreases and the ratio of peak current to average cur-
rent rises. The design objective set up for thyratrons

by the industry's standards organization (JEDEC) is 12 .8

as the ratio of peak cathode current to average cathode

current. Experience indicates that sufficient cathode
area should be provided to avoid exceeding a peak cur -

rent density of 2 .0 amperes per square centimeter

.

Anode Voltage . The figures for current densities

given above are generally applicable to low -voltage
tubes (below 2000 volts peak). Experience has shown
that, for higher voltages, the current densities must be
reduced to obtain the same life. The reasons for this

interdependence are:

1 . During the early parts of the inverse cycle of volt-

age, ions remain from the forward conduction cycle.

These ions are accelerated toward the anode by the

Figure 18. Directly Heated Cathode Structure of
Type 866

A

CATHODE

CATHODE
ASSEMBLY

TYPE 5855

3.45 WATTS/CM

2

Figure 19. Directly Heated Cathode Structure of
Type 5855

high negative voltage. Upon impact, foreign gases
are released which poison the cathode

.

2. If sufficient ions remain during the early parts
of the inverse cycle of voltage, arcback may result.

3. The cathode current is thus limited, but not by
the cathode. In the case of thyratrons, ions may be
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acceleratedby the high voltage during forward break-
down, and cause cathode bombardment and destruc-
tion.

Thermal Efficiency . After the cathode area required
has been found, the power required to maintain this area
at the optimum temperature of 1100 K must be deter-

mined. As describedpreviously, the thermal efficiency

of the cathode depends upon the amount of convoluting

and the amount of heat shielding. The thermal efficiency

is not subject to ready calculation. By comparison of

a proposed structure with the samples given previously
under Cathode Efficiency , one may obtain any value of

thermal efficiency from 7 to 1 watt/cm2. Note, when
expressed in this fashion, a low figure means a high

thermal efficiency.

Heat Shielding. The use of a large amount of heat

shielding raises the thermal efficiency but incurs the

disadvantage of a long heating time . Some highly shield-

ed cathodes require as much as 5 minutes warm-up
time which is objectionably long to the customer. More
moderate amounts of heat shielding are used in modern
gas -tube design. The heat shields should have low ther-

mal emissivity on both inside and outside. The power
transferred by radiation from the cathode through the

heat shield to the atmosphere may be expressed as

q = A kCTj^"* - Tq"^) V watts

where A = cathode area
k = a constant (a function of shape)

Tjj = cathode temperature
Tq = outside temperature

and V = \

1/ei + l/e2 + 1/63 " ^

where e^ = emissivity of cathode

62 = emissivity of inside heat shield

63 = emissivity of outside heat shield

Heater Design

If the indirectly heated cathode is chosen for a design,

power must be transferred from a high -temperature
heater to a lower temperature cathode. The above
formula is useful to the extent that the power is radiated,

but compact designs involve power conduction, usually

through an insulating layer. Power transfer by both

radiation and conduction is a complex problem not unique

to gas tubes. The reader is referred to other portions

of this book and to a paper by Cecil E. Haller. 16 This

discussion hereafter will be confined to the directly

heated cathode.

Voltage

.

The maximum heater voltage for a gas tube

is limited to that value at which an end-to -end discharge
may occur across the filament. The heater voltage,

because it is ac, passes through a maximum of 1.41

times the rms heater voltage at 90 degrees phase angle.

At this phase angle, one end of the filament is negative

and capable of emitting electrons while the other end is

positive and capable of receiving electrons . A discharge

ensues providing the adjacent gas path becomes ionized.

This process may occur without the presence of current

to the anode. An end-to-end discharge will occur in

conventional mercury tubes at heater voltages of 9 volts

rms andhigher; athigh temperature, the resulting high-
er pressure lowers the threshold. This discharge may
be observed on the oscillogram of heater current as a
distortion of the sine wave near the peak.

By special design in which the heater is well -shielded,
higher filament voltages (110 volts) may be used without
showing end-to-end discharge.

Current. The combination of low heater voltage (2.5

volts) and high heater current is popular in modern gas
tube design because large cathode currents maybe per-
mitted without appreciably affecting the heater tempera-
ture. A low instantaneous ratio of cathode currents to

heater currents should be maintained at all times. In

addition, the resulting low-resistance heater circuit

permits the cathode current and the filament current to

flow simultaneously without encountering high voltage
drops. After the heater power and voltage have been
determined the heater current may be calculated by us-
ing the equation I = P/E.

Resistance. The hot resistance of the heater may be
calculatedusing Ohm's law R = E/I. The directly heat-

ed cathode is generally in the form of a ribbon which
gives a maximum ratio of surface to volume. The fol-

lowing formula gives the length of the filament:

\ 4PB/
where A = emitting area, both sides

R = hot resistance of filament
P = resistivity of filament material
B = ratio of width to thickness of ribbon.

Because the ribbon is made by rolling wire, the higher
the value of B, the more expensive the ribbon. B has
a maximum value of 40 for most materials. The width
W can be determined from the formula W = A/2L.

In the manufacture of a filament similar to that of

type 866A (Fig. 18) it is necessary to crimpthe ribbon
before winding it by threading it through a set of gears.

Such crimping distorts the ribbon cross section so that

the resistance may rise 5 to 10 per cent.

Experience has shown that to produce a directly heat-

ed filament from pure nickel for the standard low fila-

ment voltages of 2.5 to 5.0 volts requires such thin ma-
terial that the strength is inadequate for conventional
use. The resistivity of chemically pure nickel at the

normal operating temperature of 837 C is 44 x 10-6

ohm -centimeter . The addition of cobalt to form a nickel -

cobalt alloy raises the resistivity. An alloy of 40 per
cent cobalt and 60 per cent nickel (known as RCA N97
material), which has a resistivity of 87 x 10-6 ohm-
centimeters, is commonly used for directly -heated
cathodes of gas tubes. For design purposes, the cold

resistance of N97 material is 13.8 x 10-6 ohm -centi-

meter

.

Gas Filling

Choice of Gas. Referring to Table II, ^'^> it may
be observed that the alkali metals Cs, Rb, K, Na, Li,
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offer a possible choice of gas filling since they exhibit

some vapor pressure at a typical operating temperature
of 100 C. The highest in this respect is mercury with

cesium second. Mercury is used very successfully for

the gas filling of electron tubes. Cesium has been tried

on an experimental basis butno commercial tubes using
it have been announced. All of the inert gases have been
used for filling gas -discharge tubes or lamps. The in-

ert gases with low ionization voltages yield the longest

life in hot-cathode tubes due to the low energy of the

ions that bombard the cathode. Argon was used exten-
sively until xenon became commercially available. Be-
cause of their chemical activity or instability, other

gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and
carbon dioxide are not used. Hydrogen is a notable ex-
ception. Research during World War II showed that

hydrogen could be used provided exposed parts within

the tube were degassed of oxygen. The amount of ion

bombardment that a hot cathode can stand is described
by the disintegration voltage. 19 The following voltages

have been reported for the various gases:^^ mercury,
-22; argon, -25; neon, -27; and hydrogen, -600.

Clean-Up. Another factor in determining the choice

of gas for filling a gas tube is the gradual disappear-
ance of the gas during life; this phenomenon is known
as clean-up. 21 Gas ions, upon impact with the elements
or the envelope, may remain on the surface or become
imbedded within the body. The theory of gas clean-up
is still incomplete, but its characteristics are well

known. Gases such as nitrogen or oxygen clean up
readily. For the noble gases, clean-up decreases with

increasing weight. Xenon, because it is the heaviest,

finds almost universal use. The low pressure (less

than 100 microns) made necessary by the high inverse

voltage ratings of gas tubes makes clean-up a severe
problem. Clean-up may be reduced in a hot-cathode

gas tube by reducing the anode -cathode spacing and by
minimizing the surface area exposed to the discharge.

In other words, shielding the discharge from exposure

to wall surfaces of the envelope reduces clean-up. Op-
erating conditions affect clean-up which increases with

increasing inverse voltage, increasing forward current,

and increasing frequency. During the time immediately
following forward current conduction, ions remain with-

in the envelope (see Fig. 20). The number of these

ions is directly proportional to the electron current

flowing prior to cessation of forward current (time T,

Fig. 20). The energy with which these ions bombard
exposed surfaces is proportional to the inverse voltage.

This process, having a duration of 10 to 100 micro-
seconds, occurs every cycle and, thus, clean-up is

proportional to frequency. Average life expectancy,

which is an inverse measure of clean-up, is given in

Table HI for typical xenon -filled rectifiers for 420 cy-

cles per second.

Sputtering. Sputtering is the removal of particles

of the incident surface by the bombarding ions. Gen-
erally, gas clean-up is quite severe when accompanied
by sputtering. Studies of sputtering have shown there
is a threshold of voltage, characteristic of each metal.
These thresholds are shown in Table IV. 22 it is be-
lieved that the metals which sputter with difficulty will

show the least gas clean-up.
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Figure 20. Commutation Factor

TABLE III. Average Life Expectancy

Type Design
Inverse
Voltage

Kilovolts

Average
Forward
Current
Amperes

Average
Life

Expectancy
Hours

3B25
3B28

Unshielded
Shielded

4.5 Kv
10.0

0.5

0.25

5000
2000

For anode material, gas tubes employ copper, iron
with zirconium spray, nickel, molybdenum, and tanta-
lum. Copper, although subject to sputtering, is used
due to its high thermal conductivity.

Poisoning. In addition to sputtering, another effect

may occur when ions bombard a surface in a gas tube.

Foreign gases which will poison the cathode may be
ejected. An ion current of 1 milliampere bombarding
a previously degassed nickel surface at 250 volts ac-
celeration will poison a 1 -square -centimeter cathode
surface in 2-1/2 hours. This poisoning effect has been
demonstrated with the type 2050 thyratron.23

Circuit Cushioning. Circuit cushioning is used to

minimize the harmful effects of ion bombardment. In

Fig. 20, the inverse voltage reaches an appreciable
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TABLE IV.

Sputtering Threshold Voltages for Metals22

Mptnl-IVlc Lctl V UlLb

Coiumbium 99.0
Q7 19 ( .1

Aluminum 90.8
Hafnium 90.7
Tungsten 89.5
Yttrium 89.0
Titanium 85.5
Molybdenum 76.5
Zirconium o

1 U .0

Niclcel d7 .0

Iron

Rhodium b4.0
Chromium 55.7
Platinum 54.7
Copper 52.5
Palladium 42.0
Gold 36.2

Silver 33.4
Platinum 19.9

value before the ion current has decayed to a negligible

value. The use of a combinationof resistor and capaci-
tor in series across a gas rectifier, will reduce the rate

of rise of inverse voltage. Such a circuit is called a
cushioning, or snubber, circuit. ^4 xhe severity of ion

bombardment is describedpartially by the commutation
factor which is defined as the rate of fall of electron
current di/dt (Fig. 20) multiplied by the rate of rise of

inverse voltage de/dt. Many commercial tube types
have been rated to withstand some maximum commuta-
tion factor. The use of these tubes must be restricted

to circuits having commutation factors^ 5 within these
limits

.

The commutation factor depends upon tube design.

The 5685 (6.4 amperes and 770 volts) with its open
structure will stand only 0.66 volt-amperes per micro-
second squared, whereas the close-spaced 6807 (6.4

amperes and 1500 volts) will take 130 volt-amperes per
microsecond squared. To date commutation factor rat-

ing has been applied only to triodes, but it is equally

applicable to diodes. To design for a high commutation
factor requires that the following principles be incor-

porated:

(a) Use close spacing between anode and cathode or
grid.

(b) Enclose discharge to restrict bombarding area.

(c) Degas bombarding areas well by r-f or by ion bom-
bardment while on the pumps.

(d) For bombarded areas, use materials which resist

sputtering.

(e) Use gas which does not clean up readily.

Reservoir . A reservoir may be used to overcome
gas clean-up. The mercury tube has a natural reser-
voir in the drop of liquid mercury with which the tube

is dosed. There is clean-up in a mercury tube but it is

never observed because the liquid is capable of provid-
ing many fillings of gas. For example, in type 816 only

0.01 milligram of mercury is required to fill the tube

to 25 microns pressure (60 C), but theaverage liquid^S

mercury content is 500 milligrams. The absorption
and desorption characteristics of hydrogen by various
metals permit the design of a reservoir for the hydro-
gen-filled tube. Although hydrogen reservoirs have
been describedusing various metals such as zirconium,
titanium, tantalum, cesium, and lanthanum, titanium

has become the most popular. One gram of titanium

can be loaded with 300 liter -millimeters of hydrogen
which, if it all were available, could replace the gas
in a liter -volume tube 300 times to a pressure of 1

millimeter; (0.6 millimeter is typical pressure in a
hydrogen -filled tube). In practice, the reservoir oper-
ates as a ballast to maintain the pressure at the desired
value by absorbing or desorbing as necessary. The
equilibrium value is determined by the temperature of

the reservoir. (A typical temperature is 400 C.)27

Dosing . Several methods are available for dosing or
filling the tube with the chosen gas . If the filling is done
in the gaseous state at room temperature, the source
may be spectroscopically pure gas commercially avail-

able in flasks of 1/4 to 1 liter at atmospheric pressure.
Two stopcocks may be employed in series to dose quan-
tities into the system. On machine exhaust, a pressure
regulator reduces the pressure to about 100 millimet-
ers; a rotating valve permits further expansion to give

a dosing pressure of about 100 microns.

On trolley exhaust, a porous valve (Fig. 21) may be

used for fine control of the pressure. In the position

shown in the illustration, no gas leaves the supply be-
cause the mercury closes up the pores . When the upper
plug is brought in contact with the lower plug, mercury
is squeezed out from between the two plugs and gas

passes from the high pressure source slowly into the

system. The rate can be held as low as 10 liter -mi-
crons per second. For hydrogen dosing, the palladium

needle method is accurate and safe. In this method
(see Fig. 22), forming gas (10% H2 in N2) is passed
around the palladium needle which, when cold, is quite

impervious to all gases. Application of power to the

tungsten filament raises the temperature of the palla-

dium needle which then becomes pervious only to hy-

drogen. In this manner, very pure hydrogen is admitted

to the system at a controllable rate.

Several methods are in use for dosing mercury into

tubes. In high -production low-cost tubes, the mercury
is dosed through the exhaust tubulation by compressed
air before evacuation. A surplus of mercury is dosed
in this manner to cover the loss during bakeout and
radio -frequency treatment. More accurate control over

the final dosage is the hand-in -the -pellet method. In

this method, mercury is contained in a glass or metal
pellet which is attached to the mount before main seal-

ing. In the later steps of the exhaust cycle, the mercury
is released bycrackingor exploding the pellet with ra-
dio-frequency current. European practice includes
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Figure 22. Palladium Needle Doser

a further refinement: a pellet containing mercuric ox-
ide, zirconium, and iron is flashed at 500 C to decom-
pose the oxide and release the mercury. The oxygen is

gettered by the zirconium to avoid cathode poisoning.

Pressure . Paschen's Law (see Fig. 9) is a determin-
ing factor of the pressure to which a tube is dosed. To
obtain a high operating voltage, the pressure must be
above or below the minimum abscissa of Paschen's

Law. Tubes dosed above the minimum exhibit a long

deionization time which limits their usefulness even at

60 cycle-per-secondoperating frequency. Hence, prac-
tically all hot-cathode gas tubes are dosed below the

minimum of Paschen's Law. For example, to raise

the arc-back voltage of a xenon-filled tube to 1000 volts,

the pressure -distance product must be less than 0.5

millimeter Hg-centimeter . Maximum long path between
anode and cathode may be 2 centimeters which means the

maximum dosing pressure is 0.25 millimeters or 250
microns.

In the case of mercury there is no control over the

dosing pressure, but the operating pressure may be
controlled by controlling the temperature of the liquid.

The coolest surface inside the tube will condense the

vapor to a liquid and will therefore be the critical temp-
erature. Fig. 23 shows the relationship between the

vapor pressure and liquid temperature of mercury.

Anode Design

The power input to a gas tube is the product of the

tube drop and the cathode current. The electrons en-
tering the discharge at the cathode have a very low
probability of reaching the anode without a collision.

In Fig. 5 it is shown that an electron accelerated to 10

volts in mercury vapor will have about 60 collisions in

1 centimeter. The electrons which are collected by the

anode have been slowed down by collisions or have or-
iginated in the discharge. Thus the kinetic energy of

the electrons collected by the anode is less than 10

volts. The average anode heating is about 5 watts per
ampere, 2^ depending upon the anode material and area
relative to other surfaces exposed to the discharge.

The remaining power is removed from the discharge by

10 20 30 40 50 60
TEMPERATURE-DEGREES CENTIGRADE

Figure 23. Vapor Pressure of Mercury
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the ions and by radiation. Various materials are used
for the anodes of gas tubes dependingupon the applica-

tion of the tube. For a rectifier where high thermal
emission and low secondary emission caused by ion

bombardment are important, carbonized nickel is a
favorite material. Carbonized nickel which has thermal
emissivityof 0.7 and operates at 300 C will radiate 0.37

watts per square centimeter . If the anode heating figure

above is used the calculated anode area is 13.5 square
centimeters per ampere. For carbon anodes, where the

operating temperature maybe considerably higher, one
square centimeter per ampere is permissible. Tanta-
lum and molybdenum are used for anode material of gas

tubes because these materials resist the effects of ion

bombardment on the inverse cycle (see Table IV) and
have, as a result, low clean-up. Tantalum also has
the advantage of gettering foreign gases when operated
at about 1000 C. Zirconium is used as a coating for

other metals for anodes. Zirconium hydride is mixed
with iron oxide and is applied by spraying. Gettering

action begins at 400 C. In one gas tube, copper has
been used as an anode in order to readily conduct the

heatto a radiating surface and toavoidhot spots. Other
materials are described in reference 29.
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Tube Drop

Measurement . If a direct current is passed through

a gas tube, the voltage drop will show a constant or de-

creasing value as the current is increased. This effect

on voltage drop results from the increase in cathode

temperature caused by the increasing power injected

into the discharge. Such is not the case for intermittent

or periodic pulses of cathode current. Short duration

pulses, i.e., one -half sine pulse from a 60 cycle -per

-

second source injected once per second, do not alter

the cathode temperature and, therefore, give a true

picture of the effect of high current on tube drop.

Effect of Pressure . The voltage-current character-

istic of a gas discharge over many orders of magnitude
of current is shown in Fig. 10. Tube drop is, by defini-

tion, the voltage across the tube, anode-to-cathode,

subsequent to breakdown. Fig. 24 illustrates the man-
ner in which tube drop varies with anode current. If

the cathode is well shielded, as in the FG-166, there

is a slight decrease in tube drop as current is increased
from zero. After the minimum, there is a linear rise

to the rated maximum peak current of the tube. In the

case of an open cathode structure with little shielding

(such as that of the 866A), the tube drop rises continu-

ously from zero voltage without aminimum . The transi-

tion from the space -charge -limited current to the gas-
discharge current is imperceptible. Note that at low
current the tube drop is less than the ionization voltage

for mercury (10.4 volts). Since the tube drop in this

case is measured to the center tap, we must add half

the peak filament voltage (1.75 volts) to the values given

to get the peak circuit voltage . For the higher condensed
mercury temperatures, the circuit voltage is still less

than the ionization voltage. The explanation may be
found in Fig. 11, which shows that the spacial distribu-

tion may exhibit a voltage difference greater than the

circuit (cathode-to-anode) voltage.

Note, in Fig. 24, thatthe tube drop falls with increas-
ing condensed mercury temperature. This fall results

Figure 24. Tube Drop vs. Condensed Mercury
Temperature

from rising mercury pressure which is accompanied
by increasing probability of collision and greater ion
density. A corollary to this relationship is the effect

of decreasing pressure caused by clean-up in an inert

gas tube. The rising tube drop increases the -velocity

of the positive ions. The high-speed ions may imbed
themselves in the shield and cathode and thus accele-
rate the clean-up process. Furthermore, the rising
tube drop will eventually reach the destructive sparking
stage described later.

Effect of Filament Voltage . Fig. 25 shows how the

slope of tube drop vs. current varies with the filament
voltage (cathode temperature). The slope is an indi-

cator of the quality of emission. For different cathodes
operating at the same temperature, the one having the

least slope has the best emission. During life the slope
may fall slightly for about 100 hours, but thereafter will

increase to the end of life. Fig. 26 shows how the tube
drop increases as life progresses.

Sparking. For a given gas diode, if the pulsed cath-
ode current is increased, the phenomenon of sparking
will eventually occur. The voltage -drop trace on an
oscilloscope will show a sudden discontinuity (Fig. 27)
where the voltage drop will change from about 25 volts

(for a xenon tube) to about 5 volts characteristic of the
barium arc. Simultaneously, one or more incandescent
particles can be seen in the tube flying from the cathode

.

Prolonged sparking will damage the cathode since a
small spot of emitting area is destroyedat each spark.
It has been found30 that decreasing the pulse length
permits higher peak currents to be drawn without spark-
ing. Therefore, it has been concluded that the sparking
results from a definite amount of energy dissipated in

the cathode coating. Studies have shown that sparking
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Figure 25. Tube Drop vs. Filament Voltage
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Figure 26. Tube Drop vs. Life Figure 28. Sparking Limit Curve

tube drop vs. sparking current density is independent
of cathode quality andfilament current. Fig. 28 shows
such a curve for mercury vapor at a pressure of 25
microns.

Ion Starvation . If the cathode in a gas diode is well

shielded so that the discharge must traverse a hole of

small cross section and appreciable length, another
limitation on the maximum currents is encountered.
The trace of voltage drop will show a discontinuity; the

trace will rise to about the supply voltage and the cur-
rent will cease for a short interval. Subsequently, the

discharge will re-establish itself and oscillation may
ensue. This phenomenon has been identified as ion

starvation. The conducting path described has become
starved of conducting ions. All of the gas molecules
become ionized and the flow of ions to the cathode region
depletes the conducting path of positive space neutraliz-

ers. The negative space charge of the electrons rises

to that characteristic of a vacuum and causes the high
voltage drop. Neutral particles rush in to re-establish
the arc. The sharp discontinuities play havoc with the

circuitry. Ion starvation can be avoided by designing
for adequate conducting paths andusing sufficiently high

gas pressure during operation. Fig. 29 shows results

of an investigation of ion starvation on mercury tubes. 31

Fault Current . Gas tubes are rated for average cur-
rent, peak current, and fault current. The average
current is largely determined by the dissipation and
hence by the size of the anode and of the bulb. The peak

current is primarily a function of cathode design. The
fault current is the current which may be permitted per-
haps a dozen times during the tube life as a result of a
fault in the circuitry. Both sparking and ion starvation

must be considered in the establishment of a fault-cur-
rent rating. In addition, the leads must be capable of

carrying the fault current.
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Arcback

Pressure. As described earlier, the breakdown of a

gas between two electrodes is governed by Paschen's
Law. Breakdown in the forward direction is at a low

voltage because the externally heated cathode emits
electrons without the aid of ion bombardment. In the

reverse direction, breakdown is high because the nor-
mally cold anode will emit electrons only when bom-
barded by ions. Because the majority of gas rectifiers

are filled to a low pressure, operation is on the lower

side of the minimum of Paschen's Law.

The curve of Fig. 30 shows how the arcback voltage

varies with condensed mercury temperature for the

type 866A tube. Because pressure is a function of con-

densed mercury temperature, this curve represents the

portion of Paschen's Law below the minimum. After

equilibrium has been established, mercury vapor con-

denses on the coolest surface of the tube, and evapora-

tion from this region determines the pressure. It is

evident from Fig. 30 thathigh arcback voltage requires

low condensed-mercury temperature. To obtain this

condition, the designer must provide sufficient space

and heat shields between the mercury-condensing zone
and the heat producing elements within the tube. In the

type 575A, a metal disk is insertedbetween the cathode

and the mercury -condensing zone located just above the

base. In other types, such as the FG-166, the mercury
condensing zone is an appendage tubing fitted with radi-

ating fins.

The pressure in inert-gas -filled tubes is not subject

to the user's control. In such tubes, the designer must
select a pressure which is not so high as to cause arc-

back and not so low as to clean up too rapidly . A prac -

tical aspect of the arcback problem is that tubes may
arc back contrary to Paschen's Law for the known mer-
cury pressure. The reason may be the presence of a

foreign gas having a Paschen's Law different from that

for mercury. Limited operation at high voltage will

clean up the foreign gas. Such operation is known as
seasoning or high -voltage aging.

100
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Figure 30. Arcback vs. Temperature

If not retired for preventive maintenance, all gas

rectifiers fail by arcback. Verification of this statement
may be found in the arcback process just described.

Foreign gas, evolved from the rising tube drop accom-
panying emission failure, has an unfavorable Paschen's
Law which results in arcback at lower than rated volt-

age. Reduction of dc output voltage due to the emis-
sion failure is small in high -voltage circuits. Another
cause of arcback in mercury tubes is localized high

pressure. A deposit of mercury on the anode (as a re-

sult of shipment or condensation) may evaporate when
the tube is operated. Temporarily, the coolest surface

loses control over the mercury pressure until equili-

brium is re-established. Arcbacks may occur in the

interim.

Spacing. Paschen's Law further states that, to ob-
tain high breakdown voltage, the distance between elec-

trodes must be small. Close spacing between the anode
and cathode is not difficult to obtain, but possible long

paths between the same electrodes must be eliminated.

Close-fitting bulb and metal shields are employed to

this end.

Anode

.

High inverse breakdown requires that elec-

tron emission from the anode be minimized. Anodes
made of materials having a high work function such as

carbon (4.39 volts) or iron (4.36 volts)32 will have low
electron emission. Practically, the material chosen
must also have ahigh work function when contaminated
with oxygen or barium. Another method of reducing
arcback is to shield the cathode so as to minimize evap-
oration of barium onto the anode. Likewise, avoidance
of severe cathode activation schedules is desirable.

Aging and sparking schedules reduce arcback partly by
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cleaning the anode of barium and oxygen evaporation

products.

Because thermionic emission increases with temper -

ature, a cool anode will minimize arcbacks. Shielding

from the source of heat and good thermal emissivity

is helpful.

The shape of the anode is important. Curved surfaces

do much to reduce the electric field and thereby to raise

the arcback voltage.

Patch Effect . Another cause of arcback is the patch

effect>^4 in which an insulated particle on the anode sur-
face may pick up a charge. Although the charge may
be small, the minute spacing produces a large electric

field — large enough to initiate field emission; the re-

sult is arcback. High-voltage seasoning or "high pott-

ing" serves to burn off such particles.

Anode Lead Design . Good electrode design requires

careful attention to the entrance and exit on the bulb for

over -all success-. The anode lead is particularly

critical due to the enclosing high electric gradient.

Paschen's Law, normally presented for linear voltage

distribution, must be modified for this case. The pos-
sible arcback discharge paths originating at the anode

may be interrupted by oneor more glass pantlegs sur-

rounding the anode lead. Such glass pant legs (made of

tabulation) must not touch the lead or each other. They
also break up leakage paths. Most mercury rectifiers

use one pant leg; the inert gas rectifier, 3B28,uses
two pant legs, while the large inert gas rectifier, 4B32,
employs three pantlegs. In addition to pant legs, a re-

entrant structure is sometimes employed around the

lead on the outside of the bulb. Fig. 31 shows a com-
plex reentrant structure employed on the 5948 hydrogen
thyratron. The path between the outer lead and the bulb,

which may contain a plasma at near ground potential,

is interrupted by a layer of ambient air.

THYRATRONS

Control Characteristic

Grid . The insertion of a third electrode, called the

grid, between cathode and anode of a hot-cathode gas

rectifier permits control over the forward breakdown
voltage . A gas rectifier tube containing a grid is called

ANODE
LEAD

GLASS
ASSEMBLY

METAL
SHIELD

a thyratron. Fig. 32 shows the relationship between
the cathode -anode voltage and the cathode -grid volt-
age Eg for a negative-grid thyratron. (Positive -grid

thyratron design is adequately covered by United States

Government research reports.) 25 With Eg at zero, the

cathode -to -anode breakdown voltage at pomt a (Fig. 32)

is the same as if the grid did not exist. As the grid is

made more negative, the breakdown voltage (E^) in-

creases linearly. The portion of the curve between
points a and c is the useful region. A small voltage on

the grid (tens of volts) may hold off a large voltage on

the anode (thousand of volts) . The curve is shaded be -

cause it does not represent a function relationship be-
tween Eg and E^ but rather a dividing line between two

regions. Starting below the line, there is no breakdown
and no conduction of current between cathode and anode.
Raising either quantity Ea or Eg in a positive direction

takes a point on the graph across the curve whereupon
breakdown suddenly occurs. Recrossing the curve in

the reverse direction does not restore the nonconducting
condition; the reason for this lack of restoration will

become apparent as grid current is studied. In other

words, the grid of a thyratron is able to start conduction

but is not able to interrupt conduction or to vary the

amount of current. The exceptional cases and construc-

tions whereby the grid may perform the latter functions

is beyond the scope of this treatment. 36, 37

The slope of the useful portion of the control char-

acteristic (a to c, Fig. 32) is defined as the control

ratio, analagous to amplification factor in a vacuum
triode. The analogy is restricted to the case where the

parameter, anode current, is negligibly small.

The maximum positive anode voltage rating of a thy-

ratron restricts operation to the linear portion of the

(DC ANODE VOLTS)

ANODE

Figure 31. Reentrant Anode Lead Structure

(DC GRID VOLTS)

Figure 32. Thyratron Control Characteristic
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control characteristic. However, if the anode voltage

is increased beyond the rated maximum positive anode
voltage, the grid loses control even though it be made
very negative. This loss of control results from a
breakdown occuring between the grid and anode in ac-
cordance with Paschen's Law; anode conduction nor-
mally follows. The downward slope (c to d) of Fig. 32

indicates that the grid-to-anode breakdown voltage is a

constant value; this value is equal to the sum of the

magnitudes of the two voltages referred to the cathode.

The vertical line at point d is encountered when the nega-
tive grid voltage exceeds the grid-to-cathode breakdown
voltage; again, this is just Paschen's Law working. In

RCA Tube Division nomenclature this voltage is known
as "grid glow volts. " The magnitude of breakdown in

the negative grid direction is several hundred volts. In

the positive direction the control characteristic loses

meaning when the grid-to-cathode path breaks down
(point b) and the grid assumes the role of an anode . Here
the magnitude is approximately equal to or less than the

ionization potential (approximately 10 volts).

Theory . The voltage distribution in a typical thyra-

tron before conduction is shown in Fig. 33. The space
charge is negligible and, therefore, the equipotentials

are the same as they would be in a vacuum tube. Fig.

34 shows the axial voltage distribution in the same thy-

ratron before conduction. The hot cathode emits elec-

trons of various initial velocities. All electrons with

initial velocities less than that represented by the volt-

age minimum Vm are repelled and returned to the cath-

ode. As the grid voltage is made less negative, a small
portion of the electrons emitted are able to pass the

voltage minimum and enter the grid-to-anode region.

These electrons will collide with molecules producing
ions and a small preconduction current. As the grid

voltage is made less negative, the increasing number
of ions begin to affect the voltage distribution (see dashed
curve of Fig. 34). The positive ions have a greater
effect than the electrons due to the slow speed of the

ions. The rising equipotentials permit more electrons

to pass and this creates more ions. Thus, the thyra-

tron breaks down suddenly just as does a cold-cathode

diode . AppendixD shows mathematically why the break-
down is sudden.

Effect of Pressure . In accord with Paschen's Law,
the control characteristic of a thyratron is a function

GRID (-6 VOLTS)

Figure 33. Equipotential Lines in Thyratron Before
Conduction

of pressure. At a given grid voltage, as may be ob-
served in Fig. 35, the thyratron breaks down at a lower
anode voltage as the pressure rises. Because the dosing
pressure and the maximum spacings within the tube put

the operating point of thyratrons on the low side of the
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Figure 34. Axial Voltage Distribution in Thyratron
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minimum of Paschen's Law, it is logical to expect that

thyratron breakdown would be similar to that of a gas
diode.

Grid Current Prior to Conduction

Components
.

Fig. 36 shows the components which
constitute grid current in a thyratron prior to conduc-
tion. Normally, the magnitude of these currents is in

tenths of a microampere, but when the grid circuit re-
sistance is in megohms, the grid currents become im-
portant. For Fig. 36, a positive dc voltage is applied

to the anode. As the grid voltage is decreased from a
negative value, the voltage minimum of Fig. 34 decreas-
es in magnitude and some electrons surmount the hump.
The grid collects some of these high energy electrons
makingup component curve 1 in Fig. 36. Many of these
electrons pass through to the anode, because the grid

hole (or holes) may be a large percentage of the grid
cross section. The anode collects the remainder of

these electrons making up curve 1^. As explained

above, electrons reaching the grid-to-anode region are
accelerated to ionizing velocity by the anode field and
hence create ions. These ions flow in the opposite di-

rection and are collected by the grid making up com-
ponent 2 of Fig. 36; a leakage component 3 flows over
the insulators on which the grid is mounted. Leakage
is quite unpredictable; it generally decreases with grid

voltage but may do so nonlinearly. Leakage may occur
primarily to the anode, in which case it would be con-
stant in Fig. 36. Furthermore, leakage varies with

temperature. Curve 4, which represents electrons
emittedby the grid, is shown as fixed since the electrons
are generally attracted to the higher voltage of the anode.

Likewise, grid emission is a function of temperature.
Finally, capacitance current (curve 5) is shown as con-
stant with grid voltage because most of it flows to the

anode due to the higher voltage. In shield-grid thyra-

ELECTRONS COLLECTED BY GRID

POSITIVE IONS COLLECTED BY GRID

LEAKAGE CURRENT

ELECTRONS EMITTED BY GRID

CAPACITANCE CURRENT ^/ I

GRID
VOLTS

trons, the capacitance from grid to anode, and conse-
quently the current from grid to anode, is reduced. The
resulting current Ig is the algebraic sum of all the com-
ponents .

Effect of Anode Voltage
. Fig. 37 shows the grid-

current versus grid-voltage characteristic of a small
thyratron (type 2050) with anode voltage as aparameter.
The straight horizontal portions probably are leakage
and grid emission. No capacitance current flows be-
cause the anode voltage is dc. The appearance of the

ion component is quite evident as grid voltage is de-
creased. The small circles represent the point where
breakdown occurs. Of interest is the 2 5 -volt curve
showing how the electron current to the grid predom-
inates at low grid voltage.

Effect of Pressure . Fig. 38 shows the effect of pres-
sure on the preconduction grid current. As the pres-
sure is increased, the probability of collision and the

amount of ionization increase. Thus, the ion current
appears at a more negative grid voltage. The break-
down point is shifted to the more negative grid voltage
(see also Fig. 35).

Grid Current During Conduction

Effect of Anode Current . The grid current of a thy-
ratron during conduction is of the order of milliamperes

0.016

o = BREAKDOWN POINT

D-C ANODE VOLTS = 25

0.008 (2
a.
UJ
Ql

<
o
cr
o

o
Q

ai
tr

O

0.008 o

-8 -6 -4
GRID VOLTS

0.016

Figure 36. Components of Grid Current in Thyratron Figure 37. Grid Characteristic at SeveralAnode Volt-
Prior to Conduction ages Prior to Conduction
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— much greater than that measured before conduction.

The grid is simply a probe in the discharge and is sur-

rounded by a sheath across which ions flow to the grid

from the plasma. The plasma has a random ion-current

density determined by the anode current flowing. The
flow of current is governed by the 3/2 power law. Fig.

39 shows how the grid current of a typical large thyra-

tron (type 5563A) is saturated as the grid voltage is

made more negative. As was explained earlier under
"Probes, "the sheath increases in thickness as the volt-

age increases, thus maintaining a constant current.

Effect of Pressure . Fig. 40 shows the grid-current

versus grid-voltage characteristic with pressure as a

parameter for a large thyratron (type 5563A). Although

the random ion current of a plasma increases with pres-

sure, the voltage drop decreases (see Fig. 24) and

the saturated current then decreases in accordance with

the 3/2 power law.

Design

Shape . The grid of a thyratron may take many shapes

.

The conventional wire -wound grid of a vacuum triode

fiinctions poorly in a thyratron because the discharge
may start at the edges of the coil. The grid in a thyra-

tron must completely block all extraneous paths be-
tween cathode and anode and force the discharge through

the intended aperture. The aperture may consist of

holes or slots through a wall of negligible or appreci-
able thickness.

of considerable depth. In general, if either the grid-
to-cathode or grid-to-anode spacing is increased, the
control ratio (jui) increases. The reason for this be-
havior may be deduced from the equipotential plot of

Fig. 33. The field of the anode reaches through the

aperture to raise the equipotentials in the grid-to-cath-
ode space. If the anode-to-grid spacing is increased,
the anode voltage is not as effective and the control ratio

increases. Similarly, if the cathode-to-grid spacing
is increased, the anode voltage is less effective at the

cathode and the control ratio increases. This relation-

ship is valid for the type 5563A aperture which measur-
es 0.563 inch in diameter by 0.520 inch deep.

Aperture Size. Fig. 42 gives a curve of the control

ratio of a small shield-grid thyratron (type 2050) for

variable slot width of the grid. As the slot width is in-

creased, the anode field becomes more effective and
the control ratio, therefore, decreases.

Material . The prime consideration in the choice of

a grid material is grid emission, which is not unique

with gas tubes. Several materials are being success-
fully used for gas tube grids. A large thyratron (type

7086) uses a copper grid for high thermal conductivity

to reduce the grid temperature. The side exposed to

the cathode is sprayed with aqua-dag to reduce grid

emission. A high-voltage thyratron (type 5563A) uses
carbonized nickel successfully. Gold-plated grids are

Spacing . Fig. 41 gives some data on spacing of the

5563A mercury thyratron. The grid has a single hole

P,>P2

DC CONTROL GRID VOLTS

-40 -30 -20

DC GRID VOLTS

Figure 38. Grid Characteristic and Pressure Effect Figure 39. Grid Characteristic at Several Anode Cur

-

Prior to Conduction rents During Conduction
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Figure 40. Grid Characteristic at Several F^essures
During Conduction

usedin small thyratrons, e.g.
,
type 2050. Thyratrons

merchandized by RCA, e.g., type C6J, use tungsten

rods which have been heavily oxidized.
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APPENDIX A. BREAKDOWN

Let Iq = number of electrons leaving negative electrode
per second

a = ions or electrons produced per centimeter
travel of electron

la = electron current reaching the positive elec-

trode (anode)

= distance negative to positive electrodes

Ip = primary electrons leaving cathode (exciting

current)

1+ = positive ion current reaching cathode

y = secondary electrons released at cathode per
incident ion

The electron current will build up as it crosses from
the negative to the positive electrode. The increment
per element of path dx is:

dl = aldx (1)

Separating variables and integrating gives:

la = loe a«a
(2)

The positive ion current reaching the negative elec-

trode is, by subtraction:

1+ = lo (e'^^a-l) (3)

The current Ig leaving the cathode consists of:

iQ = Ip + yl+ (4)

Combining Eqs. 2, 3, and 4:

Ipe yxa
1=,

1 - r (e^^a-l) (5)

The constants y, a, and may be given finite values

such that the denominator becomes infinite; hence,
mathematically, there can be a breakdown.

APPENDIX B. PASCHEN'S LAW

Eq. (5) of Appendix A becomes the breakdown equa-
tion when the current la is increased to a critical value

cla. The variables remaining in Eq. (5) of Appendix
A at breakdown are:

QKa = the product of ionizing coefficient and distance

between electrodes
Y = the secondary emission coefficient of the cath-

ode

The ionizing coefficient oi (see Fig. 5) is a function

of the average number of collisions per centimeter

(1/ Xe) (see Fig. 4) and the kinetic energy V of the col-

liding electron.

thus a=ii (^)f2 (V) (1)

where Xe is the mean free path of the electron

Substituting for V

«=fl(-e)f2( ^V. Xe.

xa

where Va is the voltage between electrodes

(2)

Although X e varies with voltage, as Fig. 4 shows,
above about 10 volts Xe approaches the kinetic theory
value and can be considered a constant. As the pres-
sure is changed, Xe varies inversely.

Substituting

a=fl(p)f2(^)Aap

Multiplying by Xa

aXa = f3 (XaP) f2 ( ^)
cL

(3)

(4)

Thus one variable oix^ in the instability (Eq. (5) of

Appendix A) above has been reduced to functions of XaP
and Va.

The secondary emission coefficient y is a function

only of the energy with which the ion strikes the cath-

ode

where ^i is the mean free path of ion.

Like Xg, Xj varies inversely with pressure

r =f5 (

(5)

X.P (6)

Thus the variables of the breakdown equation have
been reduced to Va and XaP; the equation relating these

two variables is Paschen's Law.

APPENDIX C. COLLISION OF ELECTRON AND ION

M^vi^ MiVi^ M2V22
(1)

(2)M^vi = M^Vj + M2V2

where = mass of electron

M2 = mass of ion

VI = velocity of electron before impact

Vx = velocity of electron after impact
V2 = velocity of ion after impact

Solving these two equations for the kinetic energy af-

ter impact of the electron gives;

2M2 0

Wi = (1 wi
Ml + M2

wi = kinetic energy of electron before im-
pact

Wj^ = kinetic energy of electron after im-
pact

Because the mass of the electron is so small com-
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pared to the mass of the ion M2, the quantity in paren-
thesis is nearly unity andhence there is very little loss

of kinetic energy by the electron in impact. For the

electron to recombine, it must release all of its kinetic

energy to the ion. The above relationship precludes
this release and recombination is rare in the gas.

APPENDIX D. BREAKDOWN OF A THYRATRON

The solid line in Fig. 34 shows the axial voltage dis-

tribution of a thyratron without space charge. Of the

electrons emitted by the cathode, only those having
more kinetic energy than the potential energy of the

voltage minimum pass through to the grid-anode region.

Dividing both sides of Eq. (17) (An expression for the

number of charged particles crossing unit area against

a retarding voltage) by time converts the number to

current:

qVm

I = Ise"KT (1)

where Is is the total cathode emission

q is the charge and is negative.

The potential minimum Vj^ is a function <l>, of Vgand

Vm= <f (Vg + ^)
II = control ratio.

(2)

As Fig. 34 shows, positive ion space charge raises

the voltage distribution by an effective amount AVg^.

Assume that the amount of rise AV^ is proportional to

the anode current Ig^.

then

where R is constant

AVa = RIa (3)

Substituting in Eq. (1) gives:

I = I.S e

_3_
KT

(V + -3. a)

Taking the logarithm of both sides

Inl = InT + J_ 0 (V„ + + ^h)
^ KT ' S ^

>

Since Ig is a constant

Inl = <^ (V„ + + RIa)

where <#> is an unknown function

(4)

(5)

(6)

Now I is the electron current passing the voltage mini-
mum. The anode current la is augmented by the ioniza-

tion, but is a function of I.

Hence:

Inl,, f (Vg +1^1^)

Let the function f be a linear one

Inl^ K (V„ + Zal^a)
1^

(7)

(8)

K = constant

Rearranging

K^^a = K (Vg + ^)Inl^ _

Taking the derivative of Eq. (9)

dia _K
dV„

(9)

(10)1 KR

dia
In conclusion, -^y^ becomes infinite when 1 /la = -KR/jn;

la is no longer limited by Vg and breakdown occurs.
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Design and Processing of Oscillograph Tubes

E. M. Smith

Lancaster

Oscillograph tubes are cathode-ray display devices
similar to the more familar television picture tubes.

The important difference between the picture tube and
the oscillograph tube is the application for which each
is designed.

Oscillograph tubes are employed in many types of

equipment. The cathode- ray oscilloscope is probably
the most familiar. Oscillograph tubes are also used in

flying-spot scanning, projection, TV-picture record-
ing, and radar equipment.

COMPARISON OF MAGNETIC AND ELECTROSTATIC
DEFLECTION

There are two basic types of oscillograph tubes: first,

those which use electrostatic deflection; and second,
those which are magnetically deflected. In electrostat-

ic-deflection types, the electron beam is deflected by
means of a voltage difference between two deflecting

electrodes. A usual type uses two pairs of deflecting

electrodes mounted so that the deflection produced by
one pair is at right angles to the deflection produced by
the other pair. The angle through which the beam is

deflected by a pair of deflecting electrodes is directly

proportional to the difference in potential between the

electrodes, and inversly proportional to theultor volt-

age.

The beam is usually deflected by the deflecting elec-
trodes coupled to the outputs of voltage amplifiers which
apply appropriate voltages to the electrodes. If the am-
plifiers have broad frequency response, the beam can
be deflected over a wide range of sweep rates and at

random intervals.

In magnetic -deflection types, the electron beam is de-
flected by a magnetic field at right angles to the beam
path. This field is usually produced by a pair of coils

mounted transverse to the neck of the tube. Unlike the
arrangement of two pairs of deflecting electrodes for

electrostatic deflection, it is possible and advantageous
to place the second pair of coils on a magnetic-deflec-
tion tube so that the axis and fields of the two pairs of

coils intersect. The angle through which the electron
beam is deflected by a magnetic field is proportional to

the current in the coils and is inversly proportional to

the square root of the ultor voltage.

Because the deflection decreases in proportion to the

accelerating voltage for electrostatic deflection, and
as the square root of the accelerating voltage for mag-
netic deflection, the use of magnetic deflection becomes
relatively more favorable as the ultor voltage is in-

creased.

Because the relatively high inductive reactance of the

magnetic -deflecting coils limits the frequency of the de-
flecting current which can be used, magnetic deflection

is not feasible for displays requiring rapid changes in

beam position. Inmost applications using magnetic de-
flection, the beam is deflected at regular intervals and
at moderate rates, such as are used, for example, in

television and in most radar displays.

Both electrostatic and magnetic deflection are accom-
panied by a deterioration of focus known as deflection

defocusing. For high beam currents and wide deflec-

tion angles, deflection defocusing is five to ten times
greater for electrostatic-deflection systems than for

magnetic-deflection systems. For this reason, few
electrostatic-deflection tubes have an over-all deflec-

tion angle greater than 30 degrees, whereas an over-
all deflection angle of 110 degrees is common with mag-
netic-deflection tubes.

In applications involving a wide range of deflection

frequencies or a rapid shifting of the beam from one
area of the screen to another, electrostatic deflection

is usually preferred. On the other hand, magnetic de-

flection offers advantages where the beam must be de-

flected over wide angles or operated at high ultor volt-

ages. Magnetic deflection is preferred for tubes with

display patterns as is the case in radar and television.

Figs. 1 and 2 show typical electron-gun designs for

electrostatic-deflection and magnetic-deflection oscill-

ograph tubes. Typical electrode voltages are indicated.

An obvious difference between these two guns is the

gridNo. 2 voltage. In the electrostatic-deflection types,

grid No. 2 is operated at the highest accelerating volt-

age, whereas the grid No. 2 of the magnetic types is op-

erated at approximately 250 volts, and the highest volt-

age is applied to another electrode.

The use of a low-voltage grid No. 2 in the magnetic-
deflection tjrpe of gun is important in that changes in the

ultor voltage, caused for instance, by variations in

beam current, will have relatively little effect on the

control characteristic and on cutoff. Because magnetic

-
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(A)

MAGNETIC FOCUS

(B)

ELECTROSTATIC FOCUS
UOW -VOLTAGE TYPE

IN SOME TYPES THE GRID NO.

5

ASSEMBLY IS OMITTED AND THE
BULB COATING IS GRID NO. 5

(C)

ELECTROSTATIC FOCUS
PROJECTION TYPES

GRID NO. 3

GRID NO. 2

GRID NO.

GRID NO. 5

GRID NO. 4

GRID NO. 3

GRID NO. 2

GRID NO.

GRID NO. 4
(tNTERNAL
BULB WALL
COATING)

GRID NO. 3

GRID NO. 2

GRID NO.

TYPICAL OPERATING
VOLTAGES

TYPICAL OPERATING
VOLTAGES

TYPICAL OPERATING
VOLTAGES

GRID NO. I : -70 VOLTS
(FOR CUTOFF)

GRID NO 2: 250 VOLTS

GRID NO. 3: 7000 VOLTS

GRID NO. I :

GRID NO.2:

GRID NO.3:

GRID NO.4:

-70 VOLTS
(FOR CUTOFF)

250 VOLTS

7000 VOLTS

100 VOLTS APPROX.
(ADJUST FOR FOCUS)

GRID NO. 5 IS CONNECTED TO
GRID NO.3

GRID NO. I

:

GRID NO.2:

GRID NO.3:

-100 VOLTS
(FOR CUTOFF)

200 VOLTS

5000 VOLTS
(ADJUST FOR FOCUS)

GRID NO.4: 27000 VOLTS

Figure 1. Typical Guns for Magnetic -Deflection Tubes

deflection types are employed where the display is pro-
ducedby varying the beam current as the beam is swept
across the screen, a constant control characteristic is

important.

The electrostatic-deflection type of gun provides bet-

ter resolution at the relatively low ultor voltage used

in electrostatic deflection types. Also, for most appli-

cations where electrostatic deflection is required, grid

No. 1 is not used for control other than as anon-off de-

vice.
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GRID N0.4

GRID N0.3

GRID N0.2

GRID NO.I

(A) (B)

DISC-TYPE GRID N0.3 CYLINDRICAL GRID N0.3

TYPICAL OPERATING VOLTAGES. (A) AND (B)

GRID NO. |: -50 VOLTS (FOR CUTOFF) MAX.

GRID NO. 2: 1500 VOLTS

GRID NO. 3: 380 VOLTS APPROX. (ADJUST FOR FOCUS)

GRID NO. 4, THE BULB WALL COATING, AND THE DEFLECTING
ELECTRODE SHIELD ARE CONNECTED TO GRID NO. 2.

AVERAGE POTENTIAL OF EACH PAIR OF DEFLECTING
electrodes: 1500 VOLTS

Figure 2. Typical Guns for Electrostatic -Deflection

Tubes

ELECTRON GUN DESIGN~ELECTROSTATIC-DE-
FLECTION TYPES

Refer to Fig. 2 and consider the electrostatic-deflec-

tion gun in more detail. The number of electrons which
leave the unipotential, indirectly heated cathode and
enter the lower grid No. 2 aperture is controlled by the
voltage on grid No. 1. When a sufficiently negative
voltage with respect to the cathode is applied, the elec-

trons emitted from the cathode are turned back toward
the cathode, thereby producing a space charge between
the cathode and the grid. When a less negative voltage
is applied to grid No. 1, the accelerating field of grid

No. 2 can penetrate the grid No. 1 aperture and acceler-
ate electrons from the space-charge region toward the

screen. The electron optics system comprising the

cathode, grid No. 1, and thegridNo. 2 aperture nearer
the cathode is quite complex, but is, nevertheless, im-
portanttotheperformance of the tube. This combination
of three electrodes, known as the "triode" section of

the gun, determines cutoff, beam current, drive char-
acteristics, and, to a large extent, the resolution of the

tube.

Between grid No. landgridNo. 2, the electrons which
pass through the grid No. 1 aperture, cross over the

beam axis to form a minimum cross-sectional area
known as the cross-over. The cross-over is focused
on the screen by the focusing lens toprovide the mini-
mum spot size. If a perfect focusing lens is assumed,
the spot size in a given tube is directly proportional to

the cross-over size.

Beyond the cross-over, the beam electrons diverge
in the grid No. 2 cylinder. At the end of the grid No. 2

cylinder is an aperture which masks a part of the beam.
The part of the beam which passes through the masking
aperture is then converged by the focusing lens, which
consists of grids No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4. Beyond the

focusing lens, the beam is deflected first by the pair
of deflecting electrodes nearer to the cathode (DJ3-DJ4)
and then by the pair of deflecting electrodes farther from
the cathode (DJ1-DJ2). The twopairs of electrodes are
angularly displaced about the gun axis by 90 degrees.
After the electron beam leaves the influence of the de-
flecting fields between the two pairs of deflecting elec-

trodes, the beam follows a straight line (assuming no
post-deflection acceleration) to the screen.

Under normal conditions, the focusing lens will be
adjusted so that the beam focuses at the screen. The
size of the spot produced by the electron gun or the re-
solution of the tube is determined by (1) the size of the
cross-over, (2) magnification, (3) operating voltages,

and (4) aberrations in the gun. For minimum cross-
over size, the accelerating voltage (grid No. 2 voltage)

should be as high as possible, and the grid drive (volt-

age above cutoff) to produce the required light output,

should be as low as possible. Magnification of the gun
is the ratio of the distance from the effective center of

the focusing lens to the screen divided by the distance
from the cross-over to the effective center of the fo-

cusing lens. Neglecting other factors, this ratio should

be kept small to improve resolution. The general re-

lation, spot size = cross-over size x magnification x
(cross-over potential)l/2 / (acceleratingpotential),!/^

indicates the relative importance of the various para-
meters.

Aberrations in the gun occur in the triode section, in

the focusing lens, and in the deflecting- electrode sys-
tem. Aberrations can be reduced by limiting the size

of the grid No. 1 aperture and the size of the masking
aperture in gridNo. 2; the diameter of the focusing lens

should be made as large as possible. Aberrations and
defocusing of the beam in the deflecting system can be
reduced by limiting the beam diameter in that region.

Aberrations in the other sections of the gun can be min-
imized by using clean, round apertures mounted so that

the grid apertures and cylinders are exactly concentric.

The following tables may serve as a guide in deter-

mining a workable gun design. For a more complete
study of these factors see Refs. 1 and 2 and in the arti-

cle on Color Kinescope Design and Processing.

Table I lists the variables in gun design and indicates

the effect onperformance characteristics of an increase

in the value of each variable. An increase in perform-
ance characteristic is indicated by +, adecrease by — .

Table II presents the voltage vs. current relationships

that are of importance in gun design.
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Table I

Effect of Change in Variables
on Performance Characteristics

Table II

Voltage-Current Relations

Variable

Length of

grid No. 2

cylinder

Top grid

No. 2 aper-
ture diame-
ter

Performance
Characteristics

Affected

Diameter of

grid No. 2

aperture

closer to the

cathode

Grid No. 3

aperture di-

ameter

Length of

grid No. 3

cylinder

Spacing be-
tween grid

No. 2, grid

No. 3, and
grid No. 4

Length of

deflecting

electrodes

Spacing of

the deflect-

electrodes

Grid No. 1

to grid No.
2 spacing

Grid No. 1

to cathode
spacing

Grid No. 1

aperture
diameter

Magnification

Ratio: Beam current/
Cathode current

Ratio: Beam current/
Cathode current

Beam diameter in

focus lens and in the

region of the deflect-

ing electrodes

Cutoff voltage

Focus voltage

Aberrations in focus-

ing lens

Focus voltage

Focus voltage

Maximum voltage

rating for grid No. 3

Deflection factor

Maximum deflection

angle

Deflection factor

Maximum deflection

angle

Cutoff

Maximum rated volt-

age

Cutoff

Cutoff

Effect on Per-
formance

Characteristic

of Increase
of Variable

Cutoff voltage (CoEd) = k2Ec4

Focus voltage = k3Ec4

Maximum cathode current (zero bias) = k4(CoEci)3/2

INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCE

The latest electrostatic-deflection oscillograph tubes
are designed to have high deflection sensitivity and min-
imum interelectrode capacitances. Deflection sensi-
tivity is increased (deflection factor reduced) by the use
of close-spaced deflecting electrodes, small deflection

angles, and long deflecting electrodes. The optimum
design for maximum deflection sensitivity would be one
in which the deflecting electrodes are curved and spaced
so that the edge of the beam just grazes the deflecting
electrodes at the maximum deflection angle. In prac-
tice, this condition may be closely approximated by
mounting the electrodes at an angle with respect to the
gun axis and bending the electrodes at one or two places.

The capacitances between deflecting electrodes and
between the deflecting electrodes and other gun elec-
trodes are important considerations in cathode-ray os-
cilloscopes employing wide-band deflection amplifiers.
High-frequency response of the deflection amplifier can
be achieved more readily if the oscillograph tube has
high deflection sensitivity and low interelectrode ca-
pacitances.

The capacitance between the deflecting electrodes of

a pair can be minimizedby reducing the width of the de-
flecting electrodes and by mounting the electrodes so
that the supports do not contribute appreciable capaci-
tive coupling. Another important consideration is the
capacitance between stem leads. If possible, stem
leads adjacent to deflecting- electrode leads should be
left open.

The deflecting electrodes closer to the cathode (DJ3
and DJ4, Fig. 2) require less width than the top elec-

trodes (DJl and DJ2, Fig. 2) because the beam is de-
flected in the plane perpendicular to the lower deflect-

ing electrodes which passes through the gun axis. The
minimum width of these electrodes should be 1.5 times
the distance between the electrodes. If the electrodes
are narrower, edge effects will cause a nonuniform de-
flecting field and a loss of deflection sensitivity may
result.

DEFLECTING-ELECTRODE SHIELD

An electrostatic shield is placedbetween the two pairs
of deflecting electrodes. This shield usually consists
of a slotted plate mounted so that the center of the slot

is on the tube axis and the long dimension is in the same
direction as the deflection produced by the DJ3-DJ4
electrodes (Fig. 2). The deflecting- electrode shield
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reduces the capacitive coupling between the two pairs of

deflecting electrodes. The shield is usually connected
within the tube to grid No. 4. When high-frequency de-
flecting voltages and high-impedance deflecting- elec-

trode coupling circuits are used, the capacitive coup-
ling has the greatest effect, and effective shielding is

needed.

DEFLECTING-ELECTRODE DESIGN

Center of Deflection

The center of deflection of a pair of deflecting elec-

trodes is the point on the gun axis that intersects the

backward projection of the path of a deflected electron

beam after the beam leaves the influence of the deflect-

ing field (Fig. 3). For a flat, parallel pair of deflect-

ing electrodes, the center of deflection is on the axis

at a distance from the edge closest to the cathode of the

pair of deflecting electrodes equal to 1/2 the length of

the electrodes.

DEFLECTING
ELECTRODES

-APPROXIMATE CENTER
OF DEFLECTION

CENTER OF
DEFLECTION

POINT AT WHICH
BEAM LEAVES
INFLUENCE
OF FIELD

Figure 3.

PATH OF
ELECTRON BEAM

Center of Deflection of a Pair of
Deflecting Electrodes

For bent deflecting electrodes andthose spaced at an
angle with respect to the tube axis, the center of deflec-

tion is not as easily determined. For most nonparallel
electrodes, the center of deflection maybe assumed to

be approximately 1/3 the length of the electrodes from
the edge of the electrode closest to the cathode. This
point may be more accurately determinedby geometric-
ally constructing the path of the electron beam (as dis-
cussed in the following text) andprojecting backward to

find the center of deflection.

Deflection Sensitivity

Deflection sensitivity is defined as the number of de-
grees of electron-beam deflection that will occur per
volt of potential difference across the deflecting elec-
trodes. Deflection sensitivity DS can be calculated from
the relation (see Fig. 4):

DS =
cot~^D (degrees)

deflection factor (volts/inch/kilovolt)

where D = the distance from the center of deflection to
the screen (inches)

-DEFLECTING
ELECTRODES

COT e = D/l

e = COT

DS =
COT"'d

DEFLECTION FACTOR (VOLTS/INCH/KILOVOLT)

Figure 4. Determination of Deflection Sensitivity

The deflection sensitivity of a proposed design can be

accurately determined by comparing the proposed de-

sign to a similar design for which data are available.

Topermitthe comparison to be made, divide the deflect-

ing electrodes of both the known design and the pro-
posed design into several lengths which will be treated

as incremental, parallel-plate electrodes. The average
distance between each incremental pair (midpoint dis-

tance) is considered to be the distance between the equiv-

alent parallel-plate electrodes (see Fig. 5).

The deflection sensitivity for the proposed design can

be found by means of the relation:

DS' = DS

where DS

DS

Ij, 12,13,.

di,d2,d3,.

di,d2,d3,.

.

\\/d' 1 + I2/d2 -h l3/d3 + . .

.

Ij/di + l2/d2 + l3/d3 + • • •

deflection sensitivity of the proposed
design

deflection sensitivity of the known
design

lengths of the incremental parallel-

plate deflecting electrodes of the pro-

posed design

distances between the incremental par-
allel-plate electrodes corresponding
to I'l, I2, l3>' • • for the proposed design

lengths^ and distances corresponding
to Ij, I2, 13,. . .and dj, d2, d3,. . .for the

known design

The accuracy of the value of deflection sensitivity ob-

tained by the preceding method increases as the num-
ber of increments used is increased. Six to eight in-

crements are usually sufficient.

Electron-Beam Trajectory

After the deflection sensitivity of the proposed design

has been found, it is necessary to plot the path of the
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Figure 5. Two Examples of the Method of Dividing
Nonparallel Deflecting Electrodes into

Incremental Parallel -Plate Electrodes

electron beam at maximum deflection to be sure that

the beam will not strikethe deflecting electrodes. The
procedure is as follows:

1. Determine the angle between the center line of the

gun and aline from the approximate center of deflec-
tion to the point of maximum beam displacement on
the screen. (This angle is one-half the maximum de-
flection angle.

)

2. Use the incremental parallel-plate electrode
approximation that was constructed to determine de-
flection sensitivity and find the contribution of each
increment to the half-maximum-deflection angle by
means of the relation:

incremental deflection angle =

1/2 maximum deflection angle-

li/di + l^/d^ + l^/d^ + .--

3. Plot an enlarged diagram of the proposed deflect-

ing-electrode design with the spacings and length
drawnto scale as shown in Fig. 6. Show also the mid-
points of the increments chosen above.

4. Draw a line, at angle 6^ (Fig. 6), with respect to
the gun axis, which passes through the point on the
axis which is the midpoint of the first increment. At
the point this line intersects the line perpendicular to

the axis through the midpoint of the second increment,
draw a second line at an angle 02 with respect to the
first line. Continuethisprocedurefor all increments.

5. The line plotted indicates the approximate path
of the center of the electron beam. To determine
whether the beam will strike the plate, consider that

the beam has a diameter determined by the masking
aperture and plot the beam boundaries with relation to

the center of the beam.

©,,00,63,... = INCREMENTAL DEFLECTION ANGLES
CORRESPONDING TO li.lg.l-s, ...

Figure 6. Electron Beam Trajectory at Maximum
Deflection

POST-DEFLECTION ACCELERATION

Post-deflection acceleration is used in some types
of electrostatic-deflection tubes toincreasethe bright-
ness of the display by applying to the post-accelerator
electrode a voltage higher than that of the ultor . Appli-
cation of the higher voltage is accomplished by sepa-
rating the bulb wall coating and applying the post-accel-
erating voltage to the coating section (post-ultor) near-
est the screen. Fig. 7 illustrates atube that uses post-
deflection acceleration.

Because the deflecting electrodes operate on the
beam before post-acceleration, deflection sensitivity

is little changed by the higher voltage applied to the

post-ultor. The post-ultor voltage does, however, re-
sult in a focusing action which bends the deflected beam
toward the tube axis. Asaresult, in a typical tube type
utilizing a post-ultor voltage of twice the ultor voltage,

the deflection voltage must be increased by about 20
per cent to obtain the same deflection angle as would
be obtained with the same ultor voltage alone. For
single-band post-accelerator tubes, a voltage step-up
ratio of 2:1 is usually used. Higher ratios result in

excessive pattern distortion. Satisfactory operation
can be obtained with a ratio as high as 10:1 by using
multiple-band post-accelerator coatings or helical
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MAGNETIC DEFLECTION

POST-
ACCELERATOR
ELECTRODE

NSULATING
BAND

ULTOR

Basic design considerations for magnetic-deflection

oscillograph tubes are similar to those outlinedfor elec-

trostatic-deflection types.

The general design of the magnetic-deflection guns is

described in detail in the chapter on picture tube design.

In some cases, special features are necessary to fit

particular applications. For example, projection tubes

and flying-spot tubes are usually operated at consider-

ably higher ultor voltages than other types and thus re-

quire special designs to prevent voltage breakdown.

Fig. IC shows a typical gun designed for this type of

operation. Note that grid No. 3 is the focusing elec-

trode. To prevent voltage breakdown between grid No.

3 and grid No. 4 (the bulb coating), it is necessary to

have a smooth, clean surface on the grid No. 3 thimble.

The thimbles are, therefore, cleaned and polished to

eliminate sharp points which might cause an increase

in the voltage gradient sufficient to cause grid emission.

In flying-spot tubes and tubes for recording TV pic-

tures, the beam current requirements are usually con-

siderably less stringent thanthoseforpicturetubes. To
improve resolution, these types utilize smaller masking
apertures and longer guns than are used for other oscil-

lograph types.

Fif^ure 7. Oscillograph Tube Thai Uses Post-
Deflection Acceleration

coatings.

Post-deflection acceleration offers the advantage, in

addition to increased brightness and lower deflecting-

voltage requirements, that the high-voltage power sup-

ply may be grounded between the negative and posi-

tive terminals, thereby permitting the use of filter

capacitors having lower voltage ratings, and reducing

the problems associated with high-voltage breakdown.
In many applications, these advantages justify the use
of the more expensive post-deflection-accelerator

types.

The use of post -deflection acceleration causes the

edge focus to show some deterioration as compared to

the performance without post-deflection acceleration.

The explanation is that the beam in a tube having post-

deflection acceleration must be deflected through a
wider angle at the deflecting electrodes to obtain the

same screen deflection as would occur in the tube with-

out post-deflection acceleration. There is also a loss

in deflection sensitivity due to the fact that the post-

accelerator type must employ wider spaced deflecting

electrodes to make the wider deflection angle feasible.

In post-accelerator types, the secondary electrons

emitted from the gun structure (for example,second-
ary electrons resulting from bombardment of the de-

flecting electrodes by the beam at wide deflection

angles) are accelerated to the phosphor screen by the

post-ultor voltage and cause the screen to glow in a
diffuse halo, thereby reducing the contrast of the dis-

play.

PHOSPHOR SCREEN

Different phosphor screens are used in oscillograph

tubes to meet the requirement of various applications.

Usually, a tube type is available in several different

phosphor screens. For example, the 5U type is pro-

duced with the PI (5UP1), P7 (5UP7), and Pll (5UP11)

phosphors.

Information concerning color, visual efficiency, per-

sistence, spectral emission, and efficiency of energy
conversion is available for most registered phosphors.

These characteristics should be considered in deter-

mining the phosphor best suited for a particular applica-

tion.

Aluminum backing of phosphors is used to increase

the brightness and improve the contrast of oscillograph

tubes. Aluminizing is advantageous only if the screen

voltage exceeds 5 kilovolts, otherwise the energy lost

by the beam electrons in passing through the aluminum
more than offsets the gain in brightness produced by

light reflected from the aluminum backing.

In projection tubes and other types operating at ultor

voltages greater than 18 kilovolts, an aluminized screen

has an additional purpose. Phosphors have a second

secondary- emission cross-over potential lower than the

ultor voltage applied to projection types. If the screen

were not aluminized, the phosphor potential would not

rise above the secondary emission cross-over potential

and therefore no increase in brightness would occur for

an increase in applied voltage from 18 kilovolts to 40

kilovolts.

PROCESSING

The processing schedules used for oscillograph-tube
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production are the result of years of development and
production experience. They are determined from con-
siderations of the quality of the resulting product, the

cost of the process, and the cost of the scrap that may
be expected should the process be omitted or another
substituted having different cost.

Changes in some processing schedules occur fre-

quently. For example, grid emission from grid No. 1

aperture may cause scrap in some tube types. When
grid emission occurs, the processing of the aperture
may be changed to include gold plating, which is one
method of reducing grid emission. Because gold plating

increases the cost of the part, tests maybe made peri-
odically to determine if the gold plating is still neces-
sary. Frequently, the later tests show that grid emis-
sion is no longer a problem and that unplated apertures
can be used successfully. However, the majority
of processing schedules are relatively permanent.
Changes are initiated primarily to improve quality or
to lessen cost without sacrifice of quality.

The following enumeration indicates some of the pro-
cessing schedules used in the production of an oscillo-

graph tube. Awashingprocess, may actually be any one
of literally hundreds of different washing schedules now
in use. The type of wash specified is determinedby the

material, the finished tube requirements, the facilities

available at a given location, comparative costs, and
many other factors. Similar comments apply to the

other processes listed. Numerous inspections of parts
and assemblies are specified in the complete processing
specifications, but have not been included in the list.

Bulb

1. Wash
2. Apply screen
3. Coat exterior of bulb

4. Bake in air

Gun Parts (Stainless Steel)

1. Clean, de-burr, polish, etc.

2. Wash
3. Fire in dry hydrogen

Gun Assembly

1. Clean stems
2. Air bake (ceramic mounts)
3. Seal-in bulb

Design and Processing of Oscillograph Tubes

Exhaust (Rotary exhaust machine)

1. Bake
2. Pre-flash getters

3. Activate cathode
4. Flash getters

5. Tip off tubulation

Aging

1. Hot-shot treatment
2. Age
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Phototube Design

J. L. Weaver

Lancaster

This brief review of phototube technology emphasizes
the design of multiplier phototubes, because the design
of single-unit or of twin-unit vacuum and gas phototubes
involves similar techniques. Typical photocathodes are
considered first, with emphasis on the requirements of

multiplier phototubes. Representative types of second-
ary-emission multipliers are described. The overall

performance of multiplier phototubes is discussed in

relation to present design tests.

PHOTOCATHODES

Photocathodes of commercial interest are electrodes
capable of emitting electrons into a vacuum when ex-

posed to light or similar electromagnetic radiation. The
rate at which electrons are emitted from a photocathode
is proportional to the intensity of the incident radiation
over a range of at least ten billion to one. The maxi-
mum velocity v with which the electrons are emitted is

related to the frequency of the radiation by the Einstein
equation,

where m is the mass of an electron

h is Planck's constant
v is the frequency of the radiation

0 is the photoelectric work function of the photo-
cathode

Photocathodes which are sensitive to visible radiation

invariably contain one or more of the alkali metals. In

comparison to most other elements, these metals have
the lowest photoelectric work functions. The lowest
known value is 1.8 electron-volts (ev) for cesium. The
pure alkali metals are inefficient photoelectric emitters
because of their high optical reflectivity and strong elec-

tron affinity. Semiconductors containing these ele-

ments, however, not only have high photoelectric yields
but also often have lower photoelectric work functions
than the pure metals.

Present photocathodes of the semiconducting type
have, as an essential constituent, either the oxide of an
alkali metal or an intermetallic compound of an alkali

metal and a Group V element such as antimony. The
silver-oxygen-cesium photocathode, for example, con-
sists chiefly of amorphous cesium oxide containing col-

loidally dispersed silver and a stoichiometric excess of

cesium. ^ This cathode is sensitive to radiation of wave-

lengths between 0.3 and 1.2 microns, but if a silver-
bismuth alloy is used in place of the silver the response
to visible radiation is greatly increased and infrared
response is negligible. 2 Rubidium may be substituted
for cesium, as in the silver-oxygen-rubidium photocath-
ode.

The cesium-antimonide photocathode^ is an example
of the intermetallic-compound type of cathode. In this

cathode cesium antimonide, CssSb, is the compound
associated with photoelectric emission. Maximum
emission is obtained with blue and ultraviolet radiation;

practically none, with infrared radiation. Other photo-
cathodes of this type are the multialkali cathodes,
(NaK)3Sb and (CsNaK)3Sb. Characteristics of these new
photocathodes are described in the literature.'^' 5, 6

Although Cs3Bi, another photoemissive intermetallic
compound, has a much lower sensitivity than that of

Cs3Sb, it has beenused in multiplier phototubes intended
for use in colorimeters.

Photocathodes are formed either on a metal electrode,

as a thin semitransparent layer on the glass wall or
faceplate of the tube, or as a semitransparent layer on
a reflecting metallic substrate. Contact to the semi-
transparent layer on the glass wall or faceplate is usu-
ally obtained by overlapping the semitransparent layer
on an opaque aluminum film to which the cathode lead

is connected. Conductivity of semitransparent cathodes
deposited on glass is important because the cathode cur-
rent must flow laterally through the thin layer. Con-
ductivity of cesium-antimonide, for example, decreases
exponentially by a factor of ten for each 55 C decrease
in temperature below 40 C.

Conductivity across the semitransparent cesium-
antimonide photocathode can be increased by several
methods. One method is to deposit that photocathode
on an open grill of opaque aluminum which has been
previously deposited on the glass. The grill provides
bus bars for the photocurrent and thereby lowers the

voltage drop in the cathode material for a given photo-
emission current. Another method is to deposit the

photocathode on semitransparent backing layers, or
substrates, of inactive metals such as gold or rhodium.
A disadvantage of this method is that such a layer ab-
sorbs 10 to 30 per cent of the incident radiation. This
canbe overcome by using a transparent layer of stannic
oxide as a substrate. The conductivity of this material.
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however, decreases as the temperature is lowered,

thereby reducing the effectiveness of this method.

Low-temperature operation of multiplier phototubes

is desired in many applications because it reduces the

background noise level due to thermionic emission. At

20 C, thermionic emission from cesium-antimonide is

of the order of 10-15 ampere/cm2 as compared to 10-9

to 10" 12 ampere/cm2 for the Ag-O-Cs cathode. The
thermionic emission decreases almost exponentially

with temperature over a wide range. Because photo-

electric emission is practically unimpaired by cooling

the cathode to low temperatures, an appreciable im-
provement in signal-to-noise ratio is thus obtained.

The sensitivity of a photocathode may be expressed
in several different ways. For practical measurements
cathode "luminous sensitivity, " expressed in micro-
amperes of photocurrent per lumen of incident luminous
flux, is a useful figure of merit. Luminous flux is cus-
tomarily obtained from a tungsten lamp operating at a

color temperature of 2870 K. Because most of the ra-

diation from this illuminant lies in the red and infrared

regions of the spectrum, this method tends to overrate

the sensitivity of red-sensitive phototubes in compari-
son to that of blue-sensitive types.

A complete description of cathode sensitivity is given

by the spectral sensitivity characteristic, which shows
the photocurrent emitted per unit of incident, mono-
chromatic, radiant power as a function of wavelength.

The sensitivity at any particular wavelength is called

"radiant sensitivity" and is frequently expressed in am-
peres per watt. This unit is analogous to the number of

photoelectrons emitted per electron-volt of incident

energy.

The energy q per photon of radiation of wavelength
is given by the quantum relation q=hc/X , where h =

Planck's constant and c = velocity of light. If X is given

in angstroms and q is expressed in electron-volts, then

hc= 12,400 ev-angstroms. Thus, the ratio of the num-
ber of electrons emitted to the number of photons inci-

dent, or the "quantum efficiency" of a photocathode at a

given wavelength X, is the product of radiant sensitivity

at this wavelength expressed in amperes per watt and
the factor 12,400/X . The peak quantum efficiency of

cesium-antimonide cathode is about 12 per cent at 4000
angstroms. The highest peak quantum efficiencies of

commercial phototubes are 20 to 25 per cent.

Spectral sensitivity characteristics of typical photo-

cathodes in phototubes are shown on semilog plot in

Fig. i. Average characteristics of corresponding cath-

odes are listed in Table I. Because radiant sensitivity

is directly proportional to luminous sensitivity for a

given spectral sensitivity characteristic, the ratio of

the two may be used to compute the radiant sensitivity

of a cathode from a measurement of its luminous sen-

sitivity.^

Several aids to the study of known photocathodes and

to the "design" of new ones are available. The energy-
band structure of a cathode may be determined from
measurements of its spectral sensitivity characteristic.

its optical absorption characteristic, the behavior of

its conductivity and photoconductivity as functions of

temperature and, possibly, from Hall-effect data.

Chemical analysis of actual photocathodes is difficult

because of the small quantities present. Trace im-
purities and small changes in chemical composition
greatly influence the photoelectric characteristics.

However, mass-spectrometer and radioisotope tech-

niques may eventually yield significant information,

particularly in regard to cathode contamination prob-
lems.

SECONDARY-ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS

Because the photoelectric current produced at low
light levels is very small, current amplification within
the phototube is highly desirable in commercial photo-
tubes. Amplification of photoelectric current by fac-
tors of 4 to 10 is readily obtained by emission-limited
ionization of the inert gas contained in a gas phototube.
However, gas amplification of the photocurrent limits

the speed of response to that of ion transit time, which
is of the order of 10-4 second in gas phototubes con-
taining argon. Amplification of the photocurrent by
means of secondary emission, on the other hand, pro-
vides fast response to modulated light as well as very
high current- amplification factors.

In a multiplier phototube several secondary-emitting
electrodes, ordynodes, are used in cascade. Secondary
electrons from one dynode are accelerated and directed
toward the succeeding dynode. Successive dynodes are
connected to external potentials which increase by 100
volts or more per dynode stage.

Multiplier Dynodes

Typical surfaces which have a high secondary-emis-
sion ratio 5 at reasonably low voltages are cesium
antimonide (Cs3Sb), oxidized silver-magnesium
(AgMgO), oxidized copper-beryllium (CuBeO), and sil-

ver-oxygen-cesium (AgCs20). The cesium antimonide
and silver-oxygen-cesium surfaces are similar to the

corresponding photocathodes previously described. The
AgMgO surface^consists of a thin layer of MgO formed
on silver alloy containing a few per cent of magnesium.
The CuBeO surface is similar. 1^ The MgO and BeO are
insulators from which internally excited secondary
electrons can escape. However, these insulating layers
must be thin enough or have sufficient impurity conduc-
tivity to permit electrons from the underlying metal to

restore charge neutrality. Cesium antimonide is a
semiconductor which has a high density of impurity
centers from which secondary electrons can be excited.

The high secondary-emission ratio of AgCs<,0 is attri-

buted to the excess cesium which the surface^invariably
contains. Cesium absorbed on a secondary-emitting
surface tends to reduce its electron affinity and thereby
facilitates escape of internal secondary electrons.

H

The average current amplification per stage jJ.^ is

shown in Fig. 2 as a function of voltage per stage. In

a well-designed multiplier fJ.^ is approximately equal
to the secondary-emission ratio 5. This graph will

be used later in the text in the discussion of multiplier
phototube testing. Characteristics of the surfaces are
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WAVELENGTH ANGSTROMS

Figure 1. Spectral Sensitivity Characteristics of Photocathodes in Phototubes
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Figure 2. Average Current Amplification per Stage as a Function of Voltage per Stage
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Table I

Typical Cathode Characteristics

Device
S-Number

Photocathode Type
and Envelope

Wavplenp'th of

TVIaxi miim ResDonse
1 ^1 n crGt ynm <? 1VCLJl^OLX. WXllO /

Radi ant

Sensitivity
ma /watt^

Oil Q ntnm
Efficiency

{Y)PT PPTlt^\t-*^X ^^^XiU/

T 11 1'vi 1 Yt r\i 1

G

Sensitivity****

^ M-a/ lumeii^

<3 1o- i. 8000 2.35 . 36 25

QO-o 4200 1.86 . 55 6.5

T 1 fvi Q 1 O O O V^l 1 1j-iime-giabo uuiu

4000 39.1 12 40

Lime-glass bulb
3400 50.1 18 40

Q741 crl^iQQ hiilVi

O U 2.26 . 77 3

ijime-giabo uuiu
CI- 1 no— J.U 4500 20.3 5.6 40

C 1 T' Y»O C? O £1 4'oemi- 1 rd.nbpcireiiLj

T i YYt O _ (T 1 Q G C Vm 1 IVlJ_iiiIlt;""giclbo UUIU

o OU 4400 48.2 14 60

oemi - X I ctllbpdl. fcJilL,

T 1m £1 — (t1 Q a G V^i 1 11^i_]iilit; g idoo ijuiu

V_/ o —OU 4400 47.7 13 60

Semi -Transparent
Fused- silica bulb

S-17 Cs-Sb 4900 83.0 21 125

Lime-glass bulb,

Reflecting Substrate

S-20 Sb-K-Na-Cs 4200 64.2 18 150

Semi-Transparent,
Lime-glass bulb

* These are typical values obtained in practice. For maximum observed values see the article "Photoelectric and Second-
ary Electron Emission" by A. H. Sommer in this book.

** These characteristics are shown in Fig. 1. They refer to spectral responses of typical phototubes rather than to photo-
cathodes, and include the effect of the tube envelope.

*** Values given are for wavelength of maximum response.
**** Light source is a tungsten-filament lamp operated at a color temperature of 2870 K.

dependent upon the forming process. For example, the

characteristics shown are those which are obtained

commercially when the surfaces are exposed to cesium
vapor. Without cesium activation the values of sec-

ondary-emission ratio 5 are somewhat lower.

To be usable in multiplier phototubes a secondary-
electron emitter should: (1) have a high secondary-
emission ratio, (2) be compatible with the photocath-

ode, and (3) show negligible change in emission during

tube life. Oxidized silver-magnesium and copper-
beryllium show less fatigue under electron bombard-
ment than does Cs3Sb, but their values of 5 are lower
than that of Cs3Sb. The high thermionic emission as-

sociated with silver-oxygen-cesium dynodes prohibits

their use in high-gain multipliers. The development
of new or improved secondary-electron emitters for

multiplier phototubes involves techniques similar to

those employed in the development of a new photocath-

ode.

Multiplier Structures

Phototubes containing unfocused multiplier structures

are shown in Figs. 3A and 3B. Fig. 3A shows the con-

struction of the "Venetian blind" type of multiplier,

while Fig. 3B shows a multiplier that uses a box type

of dynode. Accelerating grids are used to direct elec-

trons fromdynode to dynode. In both structures, elec-

tron transit time between stages varies over a rela-

tively wide range as a result of the range in length of

trajectories.

Electrostatically focused multipliers '^ are shown in

Figs. 4A and 4B. In these structures the electric field

between consecutive dynodes is given a configuration

which focuses the space current between stages. With

properly designed dynodes, electrons emitted from a

relatively large area on one dynode can be focused upon

a smaller area on the succeeding dynode. The dynodes

are usually mounted between flat insulating spacers

which support the dynodes and confine the space current.

If an electrostatically focused multiplier is used in

conjunction with a large photocathode, the photoelec-

trons must be accurately focused upon the effective

area of the first dynode. The effective area is that

portion of the dynode surface from which secondary

electrons are focused upon the succeeding dynode. In

the structures of Figs. 4A and 4B the effective area
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maybe a little more than half of the active dynode sur-

facebecause part of the dynode is used to shape the in-

terdynode field. Satisfactory focusing of photoelectrons

on the first dynode is accomplished in these structures

by means of an auxiliary focusing electrode.

SEMITRANSPARENT
PHOTOCATHODE

INCIDENT LIGHT INCIDENT LIGHT

ACCELERATING
GRIDS

(A)

ANODE

(B)-

Figure 3. Phototubes Coittaining Unfocused Multiplier
Structures: (A) "Venetian blind" type of multiplier;

(B) box type multiplier

INCIDENT LIGHT

SEMITRANSPARENT
PHOTOCATHODE

INCIDENT LIGHT

1\

FOCUSING
ELECTRODE

ANODE

(A)

Figure 4. Electrostatically Focused Multipliers: (A)
circular multiplier structure used in RCA 6655; (B)

in-line multiplier structure used in RCA 6810A

An electromagnetically focused multiplier is shown
in Fig. 5. A transverse magnetic field (perpendicular

to the page) causes the electrons to follow cycloidal

trajectories between dynodes .13 Thistypeof multiplier

requires a uniform magnetic field of large cross sec-
tion. It should be noted that the structure shown here
permits feedback of ions from anode to cathode. Ion

feedback is minimized in electrostatically focused mul-
tipliers by overlapping consecutive dynodes to obstruct
possible ion paths between anode and cathode.

INQDENT LIGHT

PHOTOCATHODE

MAGNETIC FIELD
(INTO PAGE)

ANODE

Figure 5. Electromagnetically Focused Multiplier
Structure

A transmission type of multiplier is shown in Fig. 6.

The secondary-emitting material is deposited on a very
thin metal film which scatters the high-velocity primary
electrons. The scattered primaries cause secondary
electrons to be emitted from the active material on the

opposite side of the metal film. A strong plane-parallel
field between consecutive dynodes minimizes electron
scattering due to initial velocities of the secondaries
and assures small spread in their transit time between
stages. In these respects the transmission type of

multiplier is almost ideal. However, high interstage

voltage (approximately 2 kilovolts minimum) is required
to obtain values of Mq > 2. Development of ultra-thin

metal films and stable, thin-film secondary emitters
supported on a fine metal mesh may eventually make
the transmission type of multiplier commercially fea-

sible.

The current output of a multiplier is collected by the
anode, which is connected through the external load im-
pedance to a potential about 100 volts more positive than
that of the last dynode. The anode design should be
such that: (1) fluctuations of anode potential do not de-
focus the latter stages of the multiplier, and (2) all of

the current from the last dynode is collected by the
anode over a wide range of voltage between the last dy-
node and anode. These requirements are met in the
multipliers shown in Figs. 3 to 6 by using an open grid
structure as anode. Current from the second to the
last dynode passes through the open grid structure to

the last dynode; secondary electrons from this dynode
are then collected on the anode. By means of this close-
spaced geometry large space-charge-limited currents
are possible under pulse operation.
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Fiffiire 6. Transmission Type of MtiltipUer

Several techniques are available for the design of

multiplier structures. A rapid and fairly reliable

method for investigating the performance of electro-

static types of multipliers is the rubber-membrane
analog. If the multiplier structure has a uniform
cross section along one axis, the electric field between
dynodes is simulated by the slopes of a rubber mem-
brane stretched over a scale model of the multiplier

cross section.The elevation of each model dynode is made
proportional to its negative potential. For small slopes

of a uniformly elastic membrane it can be shown that

contours of equal elevation correspond to equipotentials

in the multiplier. Furthermore, a small ball rolling

down the slopes between consecutive dynodes on the

modelfoUows apathwhich approximates the trajectory

of electrons in the multiplier. With appropriate modi-
fications, transit time, ion trajectories, and the effects

of initial velocity of the secondary electrons can also be

estimated from the model. Special techniques may be

used for simulation of space charge, 16 and for the anal-

og corresponding to axial symmetry. ^'^

A more accurate analysis of multiplier performance
can be obtained from an accurate plot of equipotentials

which, in electrostatically focused multipliers, are

solutions of Laplace's equation. This equation is diffi-

cult to solve for practical structures because of the in-

tricate boundary conditions. The equipotentials can be

determined mathematically by relaxation methods (suc-

cessive approximation),! Sand experimentally by means
of the electrolytic -tankl9 or resistance -network anal-

og.20 After the equipotentials are known electron

trajectories can be plotted graphically. 19; 21

Actual electrontrajectories can be estimated by coat-

ing the dynodes with a phosphor. When the multiplier

is operated at one to two kilovoltsper stage, sufficient

current amplification is obtained to display the areas
of electron incidence through several stages of the mul-
tiplier. Focusing of photoelectrons on the first dynode

can be observed in the same manner. Another tech-

nique for multiplier design is to use dynodes which are

mounted adjustably in a demountable exhaust system.

A thermionic cathode is used as an electron source.

PHOTOTUBE DESIGN TESTS

Vacuum and Gas Photodiode Tests

Fundamental tests by which vacuum and gas photo-

tube designs are evaluated are: (1) cathode sensitivity,

both luminous and radiant as previously described;

(2) dark current; and (3) anode current as a function of

anode voltage and light flux input. Dark current is the

current which flows from the output electrode when all

radiation to which the tube is normally sensitive is ex-

cluded. In addition to thermionic emission from the

photocathode the dark also includes electrical leakage

current across the insulation between anode and cathode

terminals. Leakage current is held to a minimum in

well-designed phototubes by providing a long leakage

path between terminals and by avoiding deposition of

conducting material between the terminals.

Anode current of a typical vacuum phototube is shown
as a function of anode voltage in Fig. 7. The slope of

the curves above 50 volts is indicative of the residual

gas pressure in the tube.
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Figure 7. Anode Characteristics of a Vacuum Photo-

tube (type 934)

Anode characteristics of a gas phototube are shown
in Fig. 8. Above 15 to 25 volts the anode current in-

creases in proportion to the gas amplification factor of

the tube. For test purposes gas amplification factor is

defined as the ratio of sensitivity at 90 volts to that at

25 volts. At a voltage at least 5 per cent greater than

the maximum rated supply voltage, the anode current

increases abruptly to excessive values as a result of a

self-sustained glow discharge.

Multiplier Phototube Tests

Evaluation of multiplier phototubes requires similar
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fundamental tests. Sensitivity of the photocathode is

measured by connecting all dynodes together and testing

the tube as a photodiode with all the dynodes serving as
the anode of the photodiode. Anode sensitivity of the

multiplier phototube is measured at a reduced light

level and with dynode supply voltages fixed at some
specified value. The ratio of anode sensitivity to cath-

ode sensitivity is the "current amplification factor" of

the multiplier. Current amplification of the individual

dynode stages is measured occasionally during the de-
sign of a multiplier as a check on its secondary emis-
sion and electron-focusing characteristics. The cur-
rent amplification of a dynode is very nearly equal to

its secondary -emission ratio if electrons are properly
focused from dynode to dynode. Over the normal range
of interstage voltage, the average current amplification

can be approximated as a function of voltage by the re-

lation:

u = cVP (1)
o ^ '

where c = a constant,

V = supply voltage per stage

p = a constant ==1 {==0.7 for Cs3Sb and ~ 0.9 for

AgMgO)

Thus, for n similar dynodes^in cascade, the overall

current amplification Mj^ = c VP"^. Values of log ii^

for n stages of identical dynodes, each having a current
gain l-i. Q are given in Fig. 2. For example, a nine-stage
multiplier using cesium- antimonide dynodes and opera-
ting at 100 volts per stage will have a current amplifi-

cation of 4.65 per stage and an overall gain of 106. Be-
cause the overall current amplification varies as (total

supply voltage)?'^, regulated high-voltage supplies are
recommended for tests and commercial applications of

multiplier phototubes.

spacers and glass stem accounts for dark current which
is proportional to the overall supply voltage. An excess
of free cesium condensed on the insulation in the tube
can cause low internal leakage resistance in vacuum
and gas phototubes as well as in multiplier types.

At normal ambient temperatures, thermionic emis-
sion from the photocathode is the major cause of dark
current in properly designed multiplier phototubes.
Since this emission is a characteristic of the cathode,

it can be reduced only by cooling the tube to a low tem-
perature, by making the cathode area small, or by per-
mitting electrons from only a small portion of the total

cathode area to enter the multiplier.

Two other possible causes of dark current in multi-
plier phototubes are ion feedback and photon feedback.
Residual gases and, possibly, adsorbed gas atoms are
ionized at the latter stages of the multiplier where
electron current densities are highest. If a fraction B
of the total number of positive ions bombards a prece-
ding stage and causes y secondary electrons to be
emitted per incident ion, regenerative breakdown oc-
curs when By M= 1, where li is the current amplifica-
tion between the stages involved. Just below breakdown
voltage, dark current due to ion feedback increases
more rapidly than photocurrent with increasing voltage.

Photon feedback to the cathode occurs when electrons
excite fluorescence of the bulb wall and dynode spacers.
Electrons whichproduce the initial ionization or fluor-

escence may result from field emission or from am-
plified thermionic emission. Field emission alone may
cause high dark currents if strong internal fields are
present. Proper distribution of dynode potentials and
removal of sharp edges minimize field emission. The
in-line multiplier structure is superior to the circular
structure with respect to distribution of potentials and
isolation of output from input.
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Figure 8. Anode Characteristics of a Gas Phototube
(type 5583)

Several sources contribute to the dark current which
is measured at the anode of a multiplier phototube. 22

Ohmic leakage betweenbase pins and across the dynode

A useful figure of merit for comparing dark currents
of multiplier phototubes is obtained by expressing the

anode dark current in terms of the radiant, or luminous,
fliix input which would produce an anode photocurrent
equal to the dark current. This flux, called "equivalent

anode-dark-current input, " is simply the anode dark
current divided by the anode sensitivity. Equivalent
anode-dark-current input plotted as a function of anode
sensitivity is a useful multiplier phototube characteris-
tic. It shows a broad minimum extending over a range
of sensitivity for which the ratio of photocurrent to dark
current is maximum.

If the dark current were constant, it could be elim-
inated from the output circuit by suitable null methods
or by modulating the input flux and amplifying the al-

ternating component of photocurrent. However, the

limiting dark current, chiefly amplified thermionic
emission, fluctuates as a result of statistical variation
in the rate of emission of thermionic electrons from the

photocathode. This fluctuation, or shot noise, consists

of current pulses having a gaussian distribution of am-
plitudes. The rms value of shot-noise current meas-
ured at the cathode is given by^^ (2e Aflt)-*"/^, where
e is the electron charge, Af is the bandwidth of the cir-

cuit in which the noise current is measured, and \ is

the average value of the thermionic emission current.
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The noise current is amplified by the current amplifi-

cation factor in the multiplier and, because of the

random nature of secondary emission, the noise in-

creases by a factor mwhere m = + W ( U o
~

b= 1.5 a constant, Uq = current amplification per stage

at firstfewdynodes. Thus, at the anode, the rms shot-

noise current is given by

In= Un(2emAfi^) 1/2
(2)

1^ is proportional to (
Af)l/2 up to mid-band frequencies

(50-100 megacycles per second) at which the spread in

electron transit time begins to broaden the discrete

noise pulses resulting from current amplification of in-

dividual thermionic electrons emitted at the photo-

cathode.

The amplified shot-noise current may be expressed
in terms of radiant or luminous flux input. The flux in

this case is modulated in a specified manner to produce
an alternating "signal" at the anode. The rms value of

the signal Ig produced by a known flux input may then

be used to compute the signal-to-noise ratio, Is/In-

The bandwidth A f customarily is specified as one cycle

per second. From Eq. (2), signal/noise may be com-
puted for other bandwidths if the dependence of I on

bandwidth is also known. That value of flux for which

Ig = Ij^ is called "equivalent noise input. "

Square-wave rather than sinusoidal modulation of the

light input is frequently used because it can be obtained

by use of a light chopper — a simple and readily repro-

ducible device. If the "on" and "off" intervals are equal,

the amplitude of the fundamental component of the

square wave of anode photocurrent is 21)-,/ tt , where I]-,

is the anode current which flows during the "on" time

of the square wave. Only this component is passed by

a filter having a bandwidth of one cycle per second.

Thus, the rms signal measured at output of the filter

is given by

Is
= 1/2 \

(2)-
1/2

(3)

where I^j = '^n^k^'''

Sj^ = cathode luminous sensitivity in amperes per
lumen or watt

F = flux input.

The test flux F is usually such that (l' )2 >> (I ' )2. Un-
s n

der these idealized conditions, the signal-to-noise ratio

is

I< SkF

I^ 71- (em \ )
1/2

(4)

The equivalent noise input (ENI) is that value of F for

which Ig = I^, or

ENI
ds/^n)

75-(emI^)l/2/Sj^ (5)

ENI is quoted in published data on multiplier phototubes
and, in some instances, is given as a function of tem-

perature. From this characteristic and Eq. (5) the

thermionic emission Ij. can be calculated

Because the rms shot- noise current in a bandwidth of

one cycle per second (cps) is very small (micro micro
amperes for typical tubes) a larger bandwidth (1000 cps)

is commonly used. Harmonics of the square wave of

anode current which are passed by the filter contribute

to the signal Ig. Thus, with a low-pass filter which has
an effective bandwidth Af (equals 1/4RC) of 1000 cps
for "white" noise, the contribution from the harmonics
of a 90-cps square wave increases the rms value of

Ig by a factor of 1.060. Under these test conditions
the measured signal-to-noise ratio is

Ig 1.060 Sjj F
~

(1000)1/2 (emit) 1/2 ^ (6)

or a factor of 1. 060/(1000)1/2 lower than the value

which would be obtained in a bandwidth of one cps as

specified in the definition of ENI. Accordingly,

1.060 F
ENI

(1000)1/2 (yy
(7)

The signal-to-noise ratio theoretically realizable at

the photocathode is degraded if a portion of the photo-

current fails to enter the multiplier. The ratio of ef-

fective photocurrent, or that which is amplified and
produces anode current, to the total cathode photo-

current is called "collection efficiency. " This ratio

is difficult to measure directly — for example, by meas-
uring cathode, dynode No. 1, and focus-electrode cur-

rents. Secondary emission from the focus electrode

and first dynode usually obscures the true distribution

between these electrodes.

Relative collection efficiency as a function of position

on the cathode can be determined by the use of flying-

spot scanning of the entire cathode area. Instantaneous

amplitude of anode current maybe measured on an os-

cilloscope for a series of single-line scans. However,
secondary emission from the focusing electrode and

nonuniform cathode sensitivity or first-dynode emis-
sion are not readily distinguishable from variations in

collection efficiency.

Average collection efficiency may be computed if the

photocurrent Ij^ which actually enters the multiplier is

known. An indirect measure of this photocurrent is

obtained from its associated shot noise in a standard
test. 25 Constant photocurrent Ij^ is produced by an

unmodulated flux F. Ij^ may replace 1^ in Eq. (6) be-

cause both types of emission generate shot noise. Thus,

the ratio of rms signal current Ig to the rms noise-in-

signal current I^g is

^ns

1.060 SkF

TT (1000 me SkF)l/2

2.67 X 10 (4^)
1/2

under the test conditions previously stated. Sjj is the
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effective cathode sensitivity in amperes per unit flux

or the apparent cathode sensitivity (measured be-

tween cathode and all other electrodes connected to-

gether as anode) times the collection efficiency 6 .

In Fig. 9, e is shown as a function of Sj^ and signal/

noise-in-signal, which is expressed in decibels by the

relation S/Ng = 20 log Ig/Ins- example, assume
cathode sensitivity Sj^ = 65 microamperes/ lumen,

S/Ng = 35 db when F = IQ-"^ lumen so that S/Ng - 10

log F = 105, and that current amplification of first dy-

node is 5. From point where the line for ii = 5 inter-

sects 65 microamperes per lumen project a line ver-

tically to the line for S/Ng - 10 log F = 105. Collec-

tion efficiency e at this intersection point equal 94%.

The ratio Ig/lns is of fundamental importance in ap-

plications requiring the detection of variations of light

level in the presence of relatively high background il-

lumination, and in scintillation counting. In applica-

tions involving low contrast, shot noise in the photo-

current associated with background illumination tends

to obscure the contrast information. In scintillation-

counting applications light pulses of uniform amplitude
give rise to anode-current pulses which vary in am-
plitude as a result of the statistical fluctuation in the

number of electrons Ne per pulse which arrive at the

first dynode.

Although Ig/Ijis is a useful criterion for tubes used
in scintillation counting, a more functional test is used
occasionally in final evaluation of these tubes. The tube

under test is optically coupled to a crystal scintillator

such as thallium- activated sodium iodide. Scintillations

are excited in the crystal by the action of gamma radia-

tionfroma radioisotope such as Csl37^ and the result-

ing current pulses at the anode have a statistical dis-

persion in amplitude. Pulse-height resolution of the

phototube and the crystal scintillator combination is a
measure of this dispersion.

To measure pulse -height resolution, afrequency dis-

tribution of anode-current pulse amplitudes may be

Figure 9. Collection Efficiency as .a Fimction of Measured Cathode Sensitivity, Signal/Noise-in-Signal, and
First Dynode Gain, jn
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plotted as a function of pulse height, as in Fig. 10. The
number of pulses n per unit time which have an ampli-

tude between E and E+ AE may be measured by means
of a pulse-height analyzer .26 The amplitude E is nor-

mally obtained by amplifying linearly the pulse voltage

developed across the phototube load impedance by the

anode current. The mean amplitude Eq is proportional

to the mean flux per scintillation incident on the photo-

cathode. Intensity of the scintillations is proportional

to the quantum energy of gamma rays totally absorbed
in the crystal. Because of spectral energy distribution

of the scintillations is independent of quantum energy

of the gamma radiation, the pulse height Fq is directly

proportional to the gamma energy and may be calibra-

ted accordingly for gamma spectrometry.

600

PULSE HEIGHT (E)

Figure 10. Pulse -height Spectrum ofCs-^^^'as Obtained
from a Scintillation Counter Using Nal (Tl) Crystal and
a Single -Channel Pulse -Height Analyzer. By Defini-

tion Pulse -Height Resolution is E/Ec

Pulse-height resolution is a measure of the disper-

sion introduced by the phototube in gamma spectrometry
of the 662,000-electron-volt gamma rays from the ra-

dioisotope Csl37. The distribution of pulse amplitudes
E is approximately gaussian about a mean value Fq
corresponding to the 662,000-electron-volt spectral

line. The width of the curve in Fig. 9 is measured be-

tween points E2 and Ej^ at which the count rate n is 50

percent of the peak count rateng. Pulse-height resolu-

tion is definedas (E2-E^)/Eo- Pulse-height resolution

is proportional to (ESj5.)"V2 where, in this case, Sj^- is

the apparent cathode sensitivity to radiation having the

spectral energy distribution of the scintillations.

At the low end of the gamma spectrum (Fig. 10),

pulses due to dark current in the phototube are indis-

tinguishable from pulses resulting from incident gamma
or X-radiation. Hence, the distribution of noise-cur-
rent pulses is of importance in the design of multiplier

phototubes intended for use in low-energy gamma spec-
trometry.

The multiplier phototube should preserve the time-

discrimination as well as the pulse-height resolution

capabilities of the scintillator. Many organic and some
inorganic scintillators have decay times of the order of

10"° second or less. "Time-discrimination capability"

of a multiplier phototube is a measure of the minimum
time interval which can separate two individually dis-

cernible pulses of anode current resulting from uniform
light pulses of negligible duration. The current pulses

are considered distinguishable if the amplitude between
pulses decreases to 50 percent of the pulse amplitude.

Time-discrimination capability of the phototube is

limited largely by the spread in electron transit time
between cathode and first dynode and by the transit time
between dynodes. The time required to excite second-
ary and photoelectric emission appears to be two or

three orders of magnitude shorter than the variation in

transit time.^'^ Differences in transit time between
various regions of the cathode and first dynode are now
measured by scanning the cathode with light from a

high-pressure hydrogen arc, which is capable of pro-

ducing light pulses with a rise time of 5 X 10"10 second.

By means of this technique, the transit-time spread in

the cathode-to-first-dynode region has been reduced to

about 10"-'-'^ second over a cathode diameter of 1.5 in-

ches.28

Other design tests are performed whenever the ap-

plication requires special characteristics. Notable

among these are stability of sensitivity (required in

scintillation counting and critical photoelectric control

service), electrical leakage between dynodes, and peak
anode current output.
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Camera Tube Design and Processing

B. H. Vine

Lancaster

A camera tube is an electron tube that converts an
optical image into an electrical signal by a scanning
process. This discussion is limited to the storage type

of camera tube* in which the light from a given picture

element is utilized during an appreciable fraction of the

frame time. In all existing storage-type tubes, the

light produces an electrical charge which is stored on

the surface of atarget duringthe interval between scans.

TARGETS

Diagrams of the targets of the image orthicon, vidi-

con, orthicon, and iconoscope are shown in Fig. 1.

The conducting plate b (for backplate electrode) is in-

corporated in each target in order to provide every
element of the storage surfaces with a definite capaci-
tance. Between the storage surface and the backplate

is the dielectric d.

In the image orthicon, the storage surface is a thin

glass membrane, the dielectric is vacuum, and the

backplate takes the form of a mesh through which the

photoelectrons may pass to the storage surface. The
membrane emits more than one secondary electron per
incident photoelectron and consequently is driven pos-
itive in illuminated areas. In addition to its function

as backplate, the mesh serves as a collector for the

secondary electrons. The membrane is made of such
thickness and conductivity that no large potential differ-

ence builds up between its two surfaces, yet no appre-
ciable lateral conduction, which would reduce reso-
lution, occurs between picture elements.

Deposition of Signal Charge on the Target

In all of the camera tube types considered here, each
scan of the electronbeam brings the storage surface to,

or nearly to, a fixed potential. For types employing
low-velocity scanning this fixed potential is close to

that of the thermionic cathode. For types employing
high-velocity scanning this potential is close to that of

the collector of the secondary electron produced by the

scanning beam. In each type of tube (except the icono-

scope) there is a potential, different from that deter-

mined by the beam, toward which light drives the stor-

age surface. The difference between this potential and
that of the storage surface will be called the driving

potential difference.

PHOTOELECTRONS

.BEAM

(A)

LIGHT

.BEAM

In the vidicon, the dielectric layer is a photoconduc-
tive solid. The charge distribution is built up by photo-
conduction from the backplate electrode, which is trans-

parent and is ordinarily called the signal electrode be-
cause the signal is taken from it.

In the iconoscope and orthicon, the photoemitter is

on the storage surface. Since useful photoemitters have
lateral conductivity, the photoemissive surface is laid

down as either an array or as a random mosaic of islands

on the dielectric, which is a good insulator.

.BEAM

j LIGHT LIGHT

(C)

PHOTOEMISSIVE
ISLANDS—

N

'I BEAM

i:l
i

?l !

'I

'

ik
COLLECTOR FOR
PHOTOELECTRONS

(D)

For definitions of terms used in this chapter see Ref. 1.

For descriptions of the operating principle of the various

types of camera tubes see Refs. 2, 3, and 4 or the RCA
tube bulletins.

Figure 1. Camera Tube Targets: (A) Image
Orthicon or Isocon; (B) Vidicons; (C) Iconoscope;

(D) Orthicon (b = backplate electrode; d = dielectric;

s = storage surface)
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In the image orthicon, the mesh is maintained at a
potential about 2 volts above that of the thermionic cath-

ode. When the storage surface approaches mesh poten-
tial, the driving potential difference becomes small,

most of thephotoelectron-produced secondary electrons

fall back onto the target, and the amount of charge on
the glass membrane approaches saturation.

In the vidicon, the signal electrode is typically main-
tained at a voltage of 40 volts above the potential of the

thermionic cathode to provide driving potential differ-

ence. Ordinarily, the signals used in the vidicon pro-
duce a change in storage surface potential of only a few
volts. Thus, the stored charge does not approach sat-

uration.

The orthicon as originally built had a large driving-

potential difference, approximately equal to the wall-

electrode-to-thermionic-cathode potential difference,

so that saturation was never approached. The subse-
quent introduction of a mesh collector for photoelectrons
at a few volts above the potential of the thermionic cath-

ode allows signal saturation to occur just as it does in

the image orthicon.

Scanning, Signal Extraction, and Erasure

Ideally, the scanning beam deposits charge on the

target storage surface equal and opposite to that pre-
viously deposited by light, thereby bringing the storage
surface back to a fixed, uniform potential. The signal

may be extracted in various ways:

In all tubes, the signal might be obtained as back-
plate electrode current.

The signal level, however, maybe so low at the tar-

get that it would not be adequately above the noise
level of the amplifier circuit. Such is the case with

image orthicons. To obtain an adequate signal in

image orthicons, it is necessary to pass the returned
electrons that were not required to discharge the

signal charge on the target on to an electron multi-

plier from which a high-level, inverted signal can be
obtained.

In the isocon, the back- scattered electrons (whose
number is about proportional to the number of elec-

trons deposited by the scanning beam) are separated
from the specularly reflected electrons and enter a
multiplier to provide a signal of normal polarity.

In the iconoscope and vidicon, the target signal is

made high enough so that it can be taken out at the

backplate.

The erasure of signal charge from the target by the

beam is never quite complete, so that there is always
residual signal on the storage surface carried over from
one frame to the next. This effect has been given the

name capacitance lag.

High-Velocity Scanning versus Low-Velocity Scanning

When high -velocity scannir^ is used, the beam is not

easily deflectedand beam bendir^ is negligible; beam-
landing errors are not aproblem(infact, the entire beam

always lands); capacitance lag tends to besmallbecause
the excess of beam current used gives a more complete
erasure, and also, because redistribution electrons
tend to erase the signal already present on the target.

On the other hand, with low-velocity scanning there
is no problem with secondary electrons falling back on
the target with consequent reduction or modification of

the charge pattern. In addition, low velocity scanning
is less sensitive to contaminated areas on the target

(these areas will show up prominently with high- velocity
scanning when their secondary- emission ratio is differ-

ent from that of the remaining areas).

TARGET DESIGN

Target Size

The size of the target more or less determines the
size of the camera tube and the power required for de-
flecting and focusing the beams. Because increasing
the target size increases the tube size and power re-

quirements, it is generally desirable to keep the target

as small as possible. On the other hand, high resolution

is more readily obtained with a large target. Also,

high target capacitance, which may be required for a
high signal-to-noise ratio, is more readily obtained
when the target is large. Furthermore, if the target

size involves a dimension which must be kept small
compared to the element size, such as that of the mesh
pitch or the target thickness, then a large target is

simpler to fabricate.

It is conceivable that in the future the available

current density at the thermionic cathode may set the

target size. In tubes employing low-velocity scanning,

where the beam electrons are decelerated to approx-
imately cathode potential, the scanning-spot current
density cannot be greater than the thermionic-cathode
current density. Where alarge stored charge with high

resolution and fast scanning are required, the scanning
spot current density might have to be comparable to

thermionic-cathode current densities.

Target Surface- Potential Swing

The deposition of charge on the target by the beam is

controlled by the potential of the target surface. The
change in surface potential during the passage of the

beam over a given element will be called surfacepoten-
tial swing or potential swing. It is necessary to choose
a compromise value of potential swing. Too small a

potential swing leads to excessive capacitance lag,

while too large a potential swing may lead to beam
bending and related effects (for low-velocity scanning),

to lateral leakage problems, or to signal saturation if

the swing is comparable with the driving potential differ-

ence. Inthe image orthicon, too small apotential swing
gives low percentage beam modulation and, conse-
quently, excessive noise; too large a potential swing
will yield beam electron secondary- emission ratios

approaching unity with, again, low percentage beam
modulation.

Target Charge

The amount of charge stored on the target affects the
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signal -to- noise ratio which may be obtained. For ex-

ample, see the text headed Charge Required on an Image
Orthicon Target .

Some Target Relationships

Let m = number of elements in raster

Let t = active scanning time for these m elements

Then B = is the bandwidth required to transmit

elements per unit time.

Let A = raster area on target

Let d = storage-dielectric thickness

Let Cq = permittivity of vacuum

Let Cj, = relative permittivity of dielectric

Then C = A epej,/d = total target capacitance in ration-

alized MKS units,

C
Let c ' m ' element capacitance

Consider a target uniformly charged with charge Aq
per element, then, the total charge AQ = mAq. The in-

stantaneous target current is L. = AQ/t. The target

potential swing AV is AV = AQ/C = Aq/c.

Calculation of Capacitance Lag

Consider low-velocity scanning. Let the distribution

of axial electron energies be given in integrated form,

that is, the amount of current which lands on a surface

of potential V as a function of V with constant incident

beam current. A typical curve of I(V) is shown in Fig.

2. Call this the beam deposition characteristic.

Suppose, for convenience, that the scanning spot is

rectangular, has uniform density, just covers one ele-

ment for the time t/m and is moved stepwise from ele-

ment to element. The current I(V) decreases the charge
on the element, hence dq/dt = -i(V) where q is the

charge on the element. Since q = cV, substitution gives:

c(dV/dt) = -I(V). Integration gives:

(^1 dV^ 1 ft/m t t

J VqIW " cJo " " mc ° - C

If I(V) is given, 1/I(V) as a function of V may be ob-

I(V)

tained as in Fig. 3, Then JdV/I may be determined
as in Fig. 4. If I(V) is given as an experimentally de-

termined curve, then graphical or numerical integra-

tion must be used to obtain the curve of Fig. 4.

To interpret Fig. 4, note that the dimensions of JdV/I
are those of time divided by capacitance It is seen
that in the preceding equation the change in the value of

this integral during scanning is equal to the element
time divided by the element capacitance (or, alter-

natively, the active scanning time divided by the total

active target capacitance).

Let the potential of a given element of storage surface

be Vq just before scanning, and let the capacitance of

this storage element be ^. Thepotential Vq establishes

an initial point on the curve of Fig. 4. If the scan spot

remains on the element for a time t/m, then the value

of the ordinate of the curve decreases (negative sign in

equation) by an amount t/mc. The new ordinate deter-

mines the final abscissa which is the potential of

the storage surface after scanning. If, during the in-

terval between scans, a charge Aq is added to the

storage element, then the potential will increase by an

amount Aq/c to obtain a new value for the potential

which then yields a new initial point for the following

scan. The preceding general process may be repeated

over and over.

In the steady state in which the same charge Aq is

repeatedly stored between each scan and the next, the

steady state values of initial and final potential may be

V

Figure 3. Reciprocal of Beam Deposition

Characteristic

V

Figure 2. Beam Deposition Characteristic
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found as the two points on the curve which are separated

by an abscissa distance AV = Aq/c = It/c and by an

ordinate distance t/mc. The character of the curve of

Fig. 4 insures that there will either be one such pair

of points to satisfy this condition or no points which do.

The latter case corresponds to insufficient beam.

To determine the capacitance lag in the image orthi-

con, assume that the potential Vq and Vj are the steady

state values of initial and final potentials. If, after a

given scan, no signal is added, then the storage surface
potential remains at V-^ and this becomes the initial

potential for the next scan during which the ordinate

changes again by t/mc and the surface potential goes
to V2. Thus the scanning process deposits a charge
(V2 - yi)/C on the target and a signal corresponding
to this charge appears at the tube output even though
no charge was stored. This is lag signal. This process
may be repeated with V2 as the new initial potential

and another scan. The second lag signal will be smaller
th9.n the first and so on.

A slightly more elaborate problem is one in which
there is a nonzero value of A q in the dark such as due
to dark current in the vidicon, or such as would be
obtained by adding a uniform illumination to the image
projected on the image orthicon faceplate. The latter

will be called bias light. This type of problem is handled
by the general method.

Another problem which may be solved by this tech-

nique is that of resolving an observed vidicon lag into

its capacitance and photoconductive components, which
can be done if the capacitance and beam-deposition
characteristic are known.

It should be noted that the assumption of stepwise
motion of the scanning spot was made for simplicity.

The same result is obtained for continuous motion.

The curve corresponding to Fig. 4 may be determined
analytically for a Maxwellian distribution of electron
energies defined by a temperatureT, anda total current
Iq. Such a curve is given in Fig. 5.

Analysis of various cases with the curve of Fig. 5

indicates that the potential swing of the first residual

y V>0

Figure 5. The Time vs. Potential Function for
Maxwellian Distribution

signal will correspond to one to two times the equiva-
lent voltage of the distribution. That is, for an 1100 K
distribution, the first residual signal will be 0.1- to

0.2-voltpotential swing. Thus, to minimize capacitance
lag, the signal-potential swing should be made large

compared to a voltage of 0.1 or 0.2 volt.

Charge Required on an Image Orthicon Target

Even in the steadiest, most uniform light, photons
fall at random. The emission of an electron by a photon
is also a random event. In such a case, the number of

photoelectrons per element per scanningtime required
to give a signal-to- noise ratio of R is r2, according to

statistical theory. If this effect were the only source
of noise, the total charge required to be stored on the

target per scanning time would be meR^A where e is

the electronic charge and A is the charge amplification

factor at the target. When all secondary electrons are
collected (below the knee of the transfer characteristic)

the factor A is 5-1 where 6 is the secondary emission
ratio. In view of other sources of noise, a larger charge
mcR^A Z is needed. The factor Z is always larger than

unity and is defined in the next section.

Noise in the Image Orthicon

Consider the photons falling on one picture element
during the storage interval. These photons arrive in-

dividually and collectively at random. If the average
number is n, then according to statistical theory, the

rms deviation from the average will be Vn. The devi-

ations constitute noise. The signal-to-noise ratio is

then Vn. The signal-to-noise ratio of an actual tube

will be less than this and may be shown to be [(E7j/Z)n]-'^/^,

where E is the quantum efficiency of the photocathode,

77 is the mesh transmission factor, and Z is:

X-n-—A_ 1 ^ 1-m

(6-1)2 m(5-l) '*'m6i(5-l)

where 5 is the secondary-emission ratio for primary
electrons from the photocathode incident on the target

from the photocathode, is the secondary emission
ratio for return beam electrons incident as primaries
on the first dynode, and m is the beam modulation. In

this expression for Z , the first term (unity) comes
from statistical variations in the photoelectrons (pri-

maries) incident on the target, the second term from
statistical variations in the number of secondary elec-

trons per incident primary electron, the third term
from shot noise in the beam, and the fourth term from
statistical variations in the number of secondaries per
primary electron at the first dynode. Another form
for the expression for Z is that the ratio of the flux

actually used on a tube L to the ideal luminous flux

whose statistical variation alone would give the same
signal-to-noise ratio L (ideal) is L/L(j^g^j) = Z/Erj.

This figure is analogous to the "noise figure" used in

radio, except that photon shot noise is used as the basis
of comparison rather than thermal noise. The figure

L/L
fifjgai")

is just the reciprocal of a term called de-
tective quantum efficienty^. The expression for Z is

derived on the assumption that all secondary electrons
are collectedby the mesh, i. e. , operation is well below
the knee of the transfer characteristic.
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Video Amplifier Noise

The low-level output of a camera tube is coupled to

the grid of the first video amplifier stage (see Fig. 6).

A vidicon is used as an example. The low-level parts,

including the signal electrode in the vidicon, the leads,

and the grid in the amplifier tube, inevitably have

capacitance to ground which tends to shunt the high-

frequency components of the signal to ground. The
later stages of amplification are made with increased

high-frequency gain to compensate for this effect. The
signal-to-noise ratio due to thermal noise in the load

resistance and shot noise in the tube is found to be

Ris

{4kTB[R+ Rt(l+ |-7r2R2c2B2)]}l/2

where R is the load resistance, C is the total capaci-

tance of the low-level parts to ground, is the equiv-

alent noise resistance of the first amplifier tube, B is

the bandwidth, and ig is the signal current. Note that

the signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to the signal

current.

This expression is not fully satisfactory because it

indicates an optimum value for R indefinitely large,

while in practice a fairly definite optimum value of R
is obtained. The values of R obtained are such that the

dimensionless product RCB is about 4 when B is taken

as the bandwidth in cycles necessary to transmit the

useful signal information. C is usually about 30 micro-
microfarads. Perhaps the expression is deficient be-
cause it does not include the noise originating in the

later stages; such noise is probably significant at the

high end of the frequency band.

Capacitance Effects in Wide-Spaced Image Orthicons

Image orthicons in which the target-to-mesh spacing

is considerably greater than the element size are called

wide-spaced. When such tubes are operated at a light

level above that at which the knee would be expected on

the basis of the parallel-plate capacitance, they exhibit

even more edge emphasis than do conventional tubes.

This occurs because the edges of an illuminated area
have more capacitance than the remainder of the illum-

inated area. Another effect that occurs in wide-spaced
tubes is that the signal rises with illumination even
above the calculated knee. This effect occurs because
the area which has just been scanned is at cathode po-
tential and, therefore, the area which is about to be
scanned has appreciable capacitance with respect to

the freshly scanned area. Consequently, the area about

to be scanned has its potential lowered by the proximity

of the freshly scanned area. It follows that the area to

be scanned can be given extra charge by the excess of

light before the area is scanned.

ELECTRON OPTICS

This section covers only focus by means of a long

magnetic field. Other methods involving electrostatic

lenses and short magnetic lenses are possible. With
the small currents used in camera tubes ,space -charge
effects are not significant except near the focal point

of a beam deceleratedto near cathode potential. Elec-

trons emitted from any type of cathode have a distribu-

tion of initial velocities. Much of the design effort in

electron optics is concerned with obtaining a reasonable

focus in spite of these different initial velocities. Much
of the answer to this problem is to reduce the signifi-

cance of the initial velocities by making the potential of

the space through which the electrons travel as high as

possible.

Focusing

Two simplified and contrasting illustrative examples
follow:

1. Suppose that electrons are emitted with total in-

itial energies between zero andVg volts from a cath-

ode into uniform and parallel magnetic and electric

fields (see Fig. 7). This example is an approxima-
tion to the image section of an image orthicon. The
projection of the path of any electron on a plane per-

pendicular to the fields will be a circle. The elec-

trons which start with zero axial component of in-

itial velocity will come to a point focus at each of

the distances

N /V
L = 10.6 —g— centimeters

when B is the magnetic field in gausses, V is the po-
tential at L with respect to the cathode in volts, and

N is any integer. It has been shown^ that around

each of these points the circle of confusion of all elec-

trons has a radius L(Vq/V). This focus is not nec-

essarily the "best" focus, but is chosen for com-
parison with the next example.
2. Suppose electrons are injected all with the same
total energy corresponding to V volts into a uniform
magnetic field B and a zero electric field (constant

potential V). (See Fig. 8.) The distance required

to bring electrons injected at an angle a from the

field direction are brought to a focus at the distance

VIDICON

Figure 6. Coupling Impedance between the Vidicon
and Its First Preamplifier Stage

INITIAL

VELOCITY

POTENTIAL
V INITIAL

VELOCITY

CATHODE

Figure 7. Electron Path in Parallel and Uniform
Magnetic and Electric Fields (B = magnetic

field; E = electric field)
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UNIFORM POTENTIAL V

a-

Figure 8. Electron Path in Uniform Magnetic Field,

and Constant Electric Potential (B = magnetic field)

21.2
B

cos a centimeters

Because L varies with the angle of injection a, no

perfect focus is possible if electrons enter at all

angles between zero and some limiting value of a

which will be called qq. When L is chosen for focus

of paraxial rays, the radius of the circle of confusion

for small values of qq is

3 . \ 3/2

2 2 \ V /

where Vq is the maximum lateral component of ener-

gy, V sin2a;o.

This example corresponds to the use of a gun in

which the electrons leave the cathode without initial

thermal velocities, but in which some of the electrons

have been given lateral energy by the electric or

magnetic fields within the gun, and have lost corre-
sponding axial energy in gaining their lateral com-
ponent of energy. On the other hand, if the lateral

component of energy had been due to initial thermal
velocities, these thermal velocities would have pro-
duced no loss of axial energy and the focus would
have been perfect. Actually no such perfect focus

is possible because an axial distribution of thermal
energies will always be present. It is important to

distinguish between lateral energies due to electron

optics and those due to thermal effects.

The preceding examples show that it is desirable to

have the space potentials high and the distances short

to obtain a focus spot of the smallest size.

Deflection Aberrations

Deflection defocusing (field curvature) is difficult to

avoid with flat-target tubes, except by making the de-

flection angle small. Even this solution requires com-
promise because excessive beam-path length tends to

increase the on-axis aberrations. Periodic parabolic

wave form variation of the focus voltage at horizontal

and vertical frequencies can be used to overcome the

problem of deflection defocusing. There are additional

deflection aberrations, such as astigmatism, which
cannot be satisfactorily handled by focus voltage varia-

tion.

Beam-Landing Errors

When a low-velocity scanning beam is used, it must
approach the target with the same axial energy for each
point on the raster in order to drive the storage surface

to a uniform potential. Lack of such uniformity is

called beam-landing error (or porthole) and produces
lack of uniformity of signal output.

This lack of uniformity arises because the signal in

the vidicon or in the image orthicon (above the knee of

the transfer characteristic) varies with the driving po-
tential difference at the beginning of charge storage.

The driving potential difference will not be uniform if

the storage surface is not driven toauniform potential.

The beam landing error may be calculated as follows:

In the vidicon a fine mesh is mounted at the end of the

wall electrode to provide a boundary between the nearly

uniform potential space within the wall electrode and
the uniform decelerating field region between the mesh
and the target. The wall and mesh are called grid No.
3 and grid No, 4 respectively in the 7038 vidicon, and
are at the same potential in this tube. The distance

between the mesh and the target is small enough that

the effect of the magnetic field on the electron while it

passes through this region may be neglected. If the

electron beam, when deflected, passes through the mesh
at an angle other than perpendicular, the electrons do
not have as much axial energy as when the beam is

undeflected. The target surface is not driven to as low
a potential at points away from the center of the raster

as at the center. If the angle at which the beam passes
through the mesh is a, measured from the normal,
then the beam electrons lack Vsin^a volts of axial energy
comparedtoundeflected electrons, whereV is the mesh
potential above that of the thermionic cathode. This is

the beam landing error, and it is proportional to the

mesh potential. It appears that even when no mesh is

used, beam-landing errors tend to be greater at higher

wall potentials. However, it has always proved pos-
sible, through detailed study of beam paths, to make a

everywhere small enough so that beam-landing errors
are insignificant. If significant beam-landing errors

are unavoidable, then a compromise choice of mesh
potential V may have to be made between one that will

produce low beam-landing errors with low V and one

that will produce high resolution at high values of V.

(See section on Focusing .

)

Limitations on Beam-Current Density

Langmuir and others have shown'''' ^ that the maximum
possible current density j at any cross-section of an

electron beam is

3 = io
\ kT/

sin^e V> 0

where is the current density at the cathode, V is the

potential of the point under consideration with respect

to the cathode, and 6 is the maximum angle the path of

any electron makes with beam axis.

In the case of low-velocity scanning, the critical

point will ordinarily be directly in front of the target

where maximum current density is desired (so that the

scan spot may be as small as possible) and where the

potential V is approximately zero. It is probable that

electrons strike the target at all angles up to grazing
incidence, hence, at this point sin^ 9 is approximately

unity. In this case, the maximum current density in
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the spot is equal to the cathode-current density. (For

retarding potentials, V<0, the equation is

j = eeV/kT sin2 9.

When high-velocity scanning is used, eV/kT is a large

number and, therefore, there is no definite limitation

to cathode-current density. However, 6 usually is

small.

Approximate calculations obtained with the equations

developed for kinescopes^' 1^' H' 1^ indicate that the

focus in camera tubes such as thevidicon is not limited

by space charge in the beam. However, equations

really suitable for calculating space charge effects

with deceleration of the beam electrode to zero poten-

tial have not been developed.

In the vidicon, it appears that the secondary electrons

emitted from the mesh by the beam electrons move
away from the beam slowly because the magnetic field

holds them in the vicinity of the beam and because the

axial electrostatic fields required to sweep them out

are small. The "beam splitting" observed in the vidicon

when highbeam currents are used is believed to be due

to the effect of the space charge of such secondary elec-

trons on the beam. "Beam splitting" can be reduced by
operating the mesh a few volts above wall potential in

order to return secondary electrons quickly to the mesh.

MISCELLANEOUS SPURIOUS EFFECTS

Sticking and Burn

In general, target phenomena such as "sticking" and
"burn" seem to be the same as the phenomena referred

to in literature on dielectrics as anomolous charging

currents, or dielectric relaxation. These terms refer

to the fact that the electrical properties of a capacitor

with a given material as dielectric cannot be described

in terms of one ideal capacitance in parallel with an

ideal resistance.

It has been suggested that burn in the image orthicon

is due to the migration of cesium on the surface of the

target. This explanation has never been fully proved
or disproved.

Vertical Tilt

In both the image orthicon and the vidicon, it is often

observed that the signal decreases more or less linearly

from the beginning to the end of each vertical field. The
decrease is typically about 15 per cent, per unit. It is

believed that the effect is due to combination of nonper-
pendicular scanning and the tendency of the beam to be
deflected vertically downward by the positively charged
unscanned area below the beam.

Flicker

A certain area or combination of areas, usually in-

cluding the upper left corner of the raster on the moni-
tor, may give alternate high and low signals ("flicker")

on successive fields. There may be more than one
type of flicker involved but no satisfactory criteria for

classification of this phenomenon have as yet been de-

veloped.

Flicker is observed in both the image orthicon and the

vidicon. It occurs most readily when the beam is in

sharp focus. In vidicons, it occurs when the surface

potential swing is large, that is, at high signal levels,

and only in tubes with lowtarget capacitance. It occurs

in both noninterlaced and interlaced systems. In inter-

laced systems, correction of improper interlace has at

times successfully eliminated flicker. Flicker is

strongly affected by beam alignment. It has been found

that vidicon flicker can be eliminated by reducing the

grid-No. -2 potential.

Waterfall Effect

"Waterfall effect" is a rippling which occurs under

conditions similar to those which cause flicker.

Closely relatedto waterfall effect is "edge crawling"

(found in the vidicon only) in which the first and last

horizontal lines in each field are bright but not uniform
and the nonuniformities change from scanning cycle to

cycle. The reason that these lines are bright is that

the region of the target outside the raster comes to full

signal- electrode potential and, therefore, causes the

beam approaching the outer lines to be deflected out of

the regular raster to this high-potential region which

yields a large signal. This bright edge could be elim-

inated by limiting the area of the signal electrode to

just the scanned raster area. However, in many appli-

cations, the vertical blanking is made wider on the

picture tube than on the camera tube. This situation

removes the lines which show edge crawling.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Spectral-Response Characteristic

The relative spectral-response characteristic of an

image orthicon is just the spectral-response character-

istic of the photocathode. The image orthicon may be

tested as a diode phototube using the target as the anode.

The vidicon must be operated as a camera tube to ob-
tain significant test results of any kind. Because the

vidicon photosurface is nonlinear in its response to

light, it is necessary to illuminate the raster uniformly
so as to have a known power density. Because of the

nonlinearily, the spectral-response curves obtained at

constant radial power input have a different shape from
the curves obtained at constant output signal. The sen-
sitivity (responsivity) at constant output signal has been
chosen for publication.

Transfer Characteristic

To obtain the transfer characteristic of a vidicon, the

raster area is uniformly illuminated. The average
signal output is then read on a dc meter as a function

of the illumination. This method could be used for the

image orthicon, but ordinarily, no attempt is made to

obtain a carefully defined transfer characteristic for

the image orthicon because redistribution phenomona,
which are important in determining picture tonal ren-

dition, are not describable in terms of a transfer char-

acteristic.
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Resolution

The resolution of a cameratube is ordinarily specified

by giving a complete amplitude-response character-

istic. When a sine-wave amplitude- response charac-

teristic is available, an equivalent rectangular pass

band with quite useful properties maybe determinedly.

This band is specified by its maximum television line

number Ng. The Ng figure is ordinarily only a fraction,

say 1/3, 01 the limiting resolution observable on a test

set monitor.

Noise

Noise is ordinarily specified in terms of the signal

-

to- noise ratio. The black-to-white signal difference is

taken as the signal; the noise is the rms noise within a

stipulated bandwidth. No industry standard is yet avail-

able for defining the proper noise bandwidth. A further

refinement of noise specification might be to specify

the distribution of noise within the bandwidth (the noise

spectrum).

Persistence Characteristic

The persistence characteristic is normally defined

by measuring the decay of signal after a highlight level

of illumination on the sensitive surface is replaced by
darkness.

Sensitivity

The term "sensitivity" has several different meanings
when applied to camera tubes or camera tube systems.
The term is used with the phototube meaning in which
sensitivity is defined as the ratio of the output current

to the input flux (either radiant or luminous). This

ratio has also been called responsivity.

The term sensitivity may also refer to the illumina-

tion required to bring the tube to some design opera-

ting level such as the knee of the image orthicon. In

this sense an image orthicon with a large target-to-

mesh spacing is more sensitive than a close-spaced
one; that is, less illumination is required to reach the

knee of the wide-spaced tube.

In addition to the above, there is a figure of merit in

which the signal-to-noise ratio is included. This is

called detective quantum efficiency (DQE)5>14. This
figure is the ratio of the photon flux, whose inherent

random variations alone would yield the observed sig-

nal-to-noise ratio, to the actual flux of photons re-

quired. The DQE is always less than unity and always
less than the quantum efficiency of the primary photo-

electric process.

PROCESSING OF CAMERA TUBES*

Common Problems

Blemishes on the target or other surface which is at

a focus plane must be avoided. It is customary to use

See also chapter on Photoconductors for Camera Tubes.

specially constructed rooms and cabinets to avoid de-

position of atmospheric dust and lint. In addition, tube

materials may produce particles which may give spots.

These particles include metal splash from spot welding,

chips from insulator ceramics, particles produced when
bulb spacers enter the tube, particles which come out

of the evaporator or getter assemblies, glass particles

from drop-seal culletor from blowing open a manifold
tubulation.

Emission of gas or vapor from one tube part may
adversely affect the properties of another. This effect

may occur either during processing of the tube or dur-

ing its operation. Secondary-emission ratio, photo-

sensitivity, and thermionic emission from oxide cath-

odes are all quite sensitive to contamination. In addi-

tion, the sticking in glass image-orthicon targets is

quite sensitive to contaminants.

Ion spot in the image orthicon is caused by gas in the

tube. The beam produces positive ions which collect

at the center of the target. Their charge yields a

spurious signal. Careful treatment and handling of

tube parts, and thorough exhaust keeps ion spot under
control. Tubes which have a field mesh are normally
operated in a manner such that there is no field tending

to concentrate ions at the center of the target and, thus,

do not show ion spot.

Materials

Borosilicate glasses, such as Corning 7052 and 7056,

have been used for camera-tube bulbs for several

reasons. Weathering, which may affect image-orthicon
photocathode sensitivity and uniformity, is less of a

problem with these glasses than with other glasses and
there is reduced risk of cracking a bulb by thermal
shock. This reduced risk is important because camera
tubes represent substantial investments in labor and
material.

It is desirable that a minimum amount of cesium be
generated during activation of the image- orthicon photo-
cathode because the excess cesium causes electrical

leakage across the target and between the electrodes,

and because the most stable and uniform photocathodes
are those made with a minimum of cesium. Tube ma-
terials for the image orthicon are selected for minimum
absorption or adsorption of cesium. Parts made of an

80 per cent nickel 20 percent chromium alloy are used
in preference to stainless steel because the nickel-

chromium alloy yields less oxide during sealing of the

glass envelope parts. An evaporated-aluminum film

has replaced fired-on platinum because aluminum
absorbs less cesium. Lead-glass parts are avoided

because they take up cesium. Ceramics vary in the

amount of cesium they absorb.

Mesh Fabrication

The mesh used in image orthicons and vidicons is

electroformed on a glass master. To fabricate a glass

master, a polished glass plate is first coated with resist

and then ruled, by means of ruling engine, first in one

direction and then at right angles to the original direc-

tions. The tool used is a diamond in the form of a
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truncated wedge with the flat cutting surface of a pre-

assigned width to fix the width of the groove cut. The
flat surface of the tool rides on the glass surface and

does not cut the glass. The resist must be of such

quality that it neither chips nor leaves burrs when the

tool cuts across a previously ruled groove. After

ruling, the plate is etched to a suitable depth and the

resist is removed.

The mesh is made from this master by coating the

master with a very thinlayer of wax tofacilitate separ-

ation of the mesh and then sputtering the master from
a gold-palladum-alloy cathode. The metal-coated

master is placed in water and its surface is then rubbed
with apadto remove all metal except that in the grooves.

The sputtered deposit must not be so hard that it will

not rub off nor so soft that the material removed forms
into balls. The hardness of the sputtered deposits is

controlled by the conditions in the sputtering operation

and the wax parting layer.

The mesh is formed by electoplating the desired

amount of metal, either copper or nickel, on the

sputtered deposit remaining in the grooves. The mesh
is then rinsed, removed from the master, and dried.

The final mesh may be mounted on a support ring

having a suitable coefficient of expansion, and the

assembly then hydrogen-fired to stretch the mesh. In

the case of nickel mesh, the mesh maybe placed under
mechanical tension and then mounted on a ring to elim-

inate the need for firing. This method has the advan-

tage of avoiding the annealing of the mesh and the con-

sequent reduction in maximum tension which may be
developed in the mesh.

Glass Target Fabrication

The glass membrane of the target is made by heating

the closed end of a glass tube in a torch to a suitable

softness, and then blowing a large glass bubble about

0.1 to 0.2 mil thick. A portion of this bubble is cut out

and laid over the ring on which it is to be mounted. The
assembly is heated until the glass softens, adheres to

the ring, and is stretched flat by surface tension. The
assembly is then cooled at a suitable rate so that the

glass membrane ends up with thedesiredtension. Dur-
ing the cooling, there is a difference in temperature
between the ring and the glass, which cools faster than

the ring. If the cooling of the glass is too rapid, the

glass will not have adequate tension.

Weathering of the glass target, which occurs readily

even in the relatively dry air-conditioned atmosphere
of the factory, is a problem in two different ways. It

shows up as smudge and also seems to be closely re-

lated to the problem of a sticking picture. The smudge
problem has been fairly satisfactorily overcome by
using a uniformly weathered surfaceproduced by having

a trace of sulfur in the box in which the mesh and ring

heated for mounting the target. The sticking problem
is not completedly solved but may require prevention

of weathering altogether.

Dynodes

All of the dynodes in the image orthicon, except the

first dynode, are of silver- magnesium alloy. The parts

are processed (before they are assembled into the tube)

to yield a surface film of magnesium oxide for high

secondary emission. The processing consists of heating

the parts by induction in a vacuum system. Oxidation

is produced by water vapor obtained by allowing a liquid-

air trap containing water to warm up. The magnesium
is oxidized as it diffuses to the surface. The parts are

cooled in air so that the magnesium remaining in the

volume of the metal will also be oxidized. (The hot

silver is permeable to oxygen but not to water vapor.

)

The first dynode of the image orthicon requires a par-
ticularly uniform and stable secondary-emission ratio

because the beam scans across it. To obtain stability

for the first dynode, it is necessary to use material

having a lower secondary-emission ratio than that of

the other dynodes.

Photocathodes

In general, the glass substrate for the semitrans-
parent photocathodes should be very clean. The sur-

face is first polished with cerium oxide to removeposs-
ible weathering and then is carefully washed.

While it is possibleto evaporate the non-alkali metals
for the photocathode before the main exhaust cycle, the

sensitivities so obtained are not as high as when the

complete photocathode is deposited during final exhaust.

The Ag-Bi-O-Cs photocathode is made by evaporating

a silver-bismuth alloy to a given light-transmission

value, oxidizing it to a second given transmission value,

and then following with cesiation with the tube heated to

about 165 C so that cesium vapor moves about. Genera-
tion of cesium is continued to apeak of light sensitivity.

The Sb-Cs photocathode is made by evaporation of

antimony to a given transmission, followed by cesiation

as described aljove. A small amount of oxygen is help-

ful and may be added after cesiation with the tube at

room temperature. Another method is to evaporate

manganese to a given transmission value and then to

oxidize the coating with oxygen in a glow discharge to

a second given trans mission value before the deposition

of the antimony. The manganese sublayer also helps

obtain a satisfactory amount of lateral electrical con-

ductivity in the Sb-Cs photocathode.

The multialkali photocathode is made by first evap-

orating antimony. The tube is then heated and is treated

with the vapors of sodium, potassium, and cesium in a

rather elaborate schedule. This photocathode is easily

poisoned by small traces of oxygen and, apparently,

by other gases. The bake portion of the exhaust cycle

must be quite thorough to obtain maximum sensitivity.
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Image-Converter Tubes

R. G. Stoudenheimer

Lancaster

An image -converter tube is an electron tube which
reproduces on its fluorescent screenan image of an ir-

radiation pattern on its photosensitive surface.

An image -converter tube has three functional parts:

(1) the photocathode which emits electrons in a density

pattern corresponding to the incident illumination pat-

tern, (2) an electron lens which accelerates the emitted
electrons and forms an electron image of the incident

illumination pattern, and (3) a phosphor screen placed
in the plane of the electron image which converts the

electron image into a visible picture.

The picture on the screen of an image-converter tube

has no scanning lines, a characteristic which distin-

guishes its picture from that of television systems. The
absence of scanning makes the external circuitry sim-
ple, and makes the potential resolution capability high.

Usually, the limiting resolution (at least in the center
of the picture) is established by the resolving capabil-
ities of the phosphor screen. Hence, the resolving ca-
pabilities of the screen assume high importance in im-
age-converter tubes. For this reason considerable ef-

fort has been given to the preparation of fine -grain,

high-resolution phosphor screens.

External energy is introduced into the tube in acceler-
ating the electrons before they hit the phosphor screen.
Although a photon of light delivers only a few electron
volts of energy to an electron to enable it to leave the

photocathode, an external energy of many thousands of

electron volts is delivered to the released electron from
the external power supply. This augmentii^of the elec-
tron's energy makes the image -converter tube an en-
ergy amplifier with a potential capability for image in-

tensification, limited primarily by the efficiencies of

the photoemissive and cathodoluminescent processes.

The electrons may be focused into an image by either
electrostatic or magnetic lens action. In some cases
where high resolution is not required, a simple accel-
erating field without focusing action can be used suc-
cessfully. An electrostatic lens provides any desired
magnification or demagnification, inverts the image,
and is subject to all the aberrations encountered in light

optics. Several systems of magnetic focusing may be
used. The most common system employs superimposed
uniform electric and magnetic fields. A modified ver-
sion of this system employs magnetic and electric fields

concentratednearthephotocathode. Suchasystem pro-

vides a magnified, erect image with possibly a small
amount of image rotation. The short magnetic lens op-
erating in a region of high electron velocity, as used
in cathode-ray tubes and the electron microscope, is or-

dinarily not used in image-converter tubes. Such a sys-

tem provides an inverted image when the magnetic field

is very short, and an inverted image which shows in-

creasing rotation as the magnetic field is ler^thened.

HISTORY

One of the first image -converter tubes was made by

G. Holst^ and others in the Philips Laboratories at

Eindhoven and consisted of two parallel electrodes, a

photocathode and a phosphor screen, spaced very close

together. No focusing was used; the high field between
cathode and screenprevented appreciable spreading of

the electrons in traveling from a point onthe photocath-

ode to the screen.

Morton^ introduced the image tube with an electro-

static lens and proposed a cathode with spherical cur-

vature to minimize curvature of field and distortion.

He also developed an image tube (type 1P25) which was
used by the American Armed Forces in World War II.

A similar but larger tube was developedby Dr. Walter
Schaffernicht"^ (AEG Bildwander Tube) for use by the

German Army.

After World War II, military emphasis in America
was placed on developing high-voltage image tubes with

ringseal construction (such as the 6032 and 6380) and
unipotential image -converter tubes which could operate

without a voltage divider and with a very small amount
of power.

In addition to the use of image -converter tubes for

military applications, tubes were developed for intensi-

fying X-ray fluoroscope images, for light-shutter serv-

ice, and with cascade arrangement for intensifying very
faint images.

For X-ray intensification, tubes have been developed

by Westinghouse, "^Philips, 5 and the French Thompson
Houston Company. Mullard^ has developed a series of

tubes with magnetic focus for use in light-shutter ap-
plications. Recently RC A'? and DuMontS have developed
image -converter tubes with a gating grid and deflect-

ing plates for light-shutter service. An image-con-
verter tube was developedby Bliss and Ruedy9 for high-
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speed printing in computers.

Morton, Ruedy, and others 10 at the RCA Laborator-
ies analyzed the theoretical performance possible from
cascaded-image tubes and built a few tubes which were
evaluated primarily by military groups for performance
with faint illumination. Similar tubes were made by

Stoudenheimer, Moor, and Palmer ^1 primarily for use

in nuclear -track imaging. Russian scientists ^2 have

used cascaded-image tubes with magnetic focusing to

photograph tracks of nuclear particles in the scintil-

lation chamber. The Russian type of cascaded tube had
sufficient gain for the photographic recording of single

electrons released from the first photocathode.

1 o
L'AUemand "^atthe University of Paris has achieved

excellent results by focusing the electron image directly

on a photographic plate to obtain a factor of 100 increase

in the effective speed of photographic film.

Sternglass-'"'^ and others have developed an image -in-

tensifier tube in which the primary photocurrent is mul-
tiplied many times by transmission secondary emission
provided by a series of thin-film dynodes located in

successive electron-image planes.

CONVERSION GAIN

The ability of the image -converter tube to intensify

an image under certain conditions of operation is one

of its most useful characteristics. The characteristic

used to rate a tube for its ability to intensify an image
is called the conversion gain. Generalized, the con-
version gain is the ratio of the amount of exit flux to

the amount of incident flux. Depending on the applica-

tion, the incident and exit fluxes may vary in spectral

distribution and are measured in various units. For
direct visual observation, a user is interested in meas-
uring the luminous -flux conversion gain. If the output

screen is to be photographed, the user is interested in the

total radiation from a blue screen and will therefore
measure radiant -flux conversion gain.

The first practical image -converter tubes were used
in the sniperscope to convert a near -infrared image into

a visible image. The conversion gain measured for this

application is the quotient of the exit luminous flux di-

videdby the amount of incident near-infrared radiation.

Gain is desirably, although not necessarily, a pure
number without units. Consequently, to arrive at a gain

figure which is dimensionless, it is necessary to spec-
ify the amount of near -infrared radiation (which is in-

visible) in terms of the amount of an equivalent lumi-
nous flux. The standard way of stating the amount of

near -infrared flux is to give it in terms of the amount
of luminous flux which would produce the same lumi-
nous output flux from the image tube as produced by the

incident near -infrared flux.

The primary light source, both in actual use and in

the test, is a tungsten lamp operating at a color tem-
perature of 2870 K. For testing the tube, a stated a-

mount of this flux is made to fall on the tube within a

small central area of the photocathode. Measurements
may then be made of the incident luminous flux Fj^ and

the exit luminous flux Fg from the tube. If an infrared

transmitting (IR) filter is placed between the source and
the image tube, the incident luminous flux is reduced
essentially to zero but the output screen flux is now
FgT, where T is the effective transmission of the IR
filter. For the observer, viewing the screen only, the

effect of introducing the filter is the same as if the in-

cident luminous fluxwere reducedto the value Fj^T with-

out a change in the spectral distribution of the incident

flux. Consequently, the incident infrared radiation can
be stated to be equivalent to FiT lumens from a tungsten

lamp operating at 2870 K. The conversion gain (called

conversion index CI for this particular test) is:

i^j _ measured output flux
^ ~ fyf

The filter transmission T is not measured for each in-

dividual tube tested but is calculated for a tube having

the true S-1 response* by using the equation:

T ../^X JX Tx dx

/Rx Jx dx

where R x
= the value of the JEDECS-1 relative spec-

tral response at wavelength X

J X = the value of the relative spectral emission
of the 2870 K light source at wavelengthX

T X = the filter transmission at wavelength X

The conversion gain of image -converter tubes may
be made very high by cascading them. In cascaded-

image tubes, the cathode of the second stage is separ-

ated from the phosphor screen of the first stage by a

very thin transparent membrane less than 0.001 -inch

thick. The total conversion gain of a two -stage image
tube may be 1000 or more.

The theoretical conversion gain can readily be cal-

culated to compare with measured values. Calculation

of the theoretical infrared conversion index requires

knowledge of the cathode infrared sensitivity Sj^ (in

terms of the amperes per lumen of flux incident on the

infrared filter), the filter transmission factor T, and
the luminous conversion efficiency of the screen E, In

practice for a Corning 2540 filter and P-20 screen,

where typically: S^j. = 4 x 10-6 ampere per lumen

T = 0.116

E ^50 lumens per watt

V = applied voltage of 16,000 volts

„T S;„VE 4xl0-''xl. 6x10^x50

T 0.116

CI = 27.6

The luminous flux conversion gain G
for a two -stage cascaded image tube

G = SiV^E^KagVgEg

The JEDEC spectral response designation describes the over-
all characteristic of the tube including modifications by the

transmission properties of the envelope; the designation in no

way characterizes properties of the photosurface alone.
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Table I

Definitions and Typical Values of Gain Symbols

Symbol Definition Typical Value

^1 effective luminous sensitivity of first

photocathode

140x10"^ amp/lumen

peak radiant sensitivity of second

photocathode

0.05 amp/watt

Vi, V2 voltage across first and second stages,

respectively

14,000 volts

efficiency of first screen U.l rdQldLcCl W<xtLb/ WdLL

luminous efficiency of second screen 50 lumens/watt

K factor for converting peak radiant

sensitivity of second cathode to

sensitivity for P-11 radiation

0.88 for S-20 response

Generally the first photocathode has effectively S-20
spectral response, the first screen has P-11 spectral

energy radiation, the second cathode has effectively

S-20 response, and the final screen has P-20 spectral

energy radiation. If the symbol definitions and typical

values given in Table I are inserted in the gain equa-
tion, then,

G = (1.4xl0-4)x(1.4xl04)x(0.1)x(0.88)x(0.05)x

(1.4xl04)x(50)

G = 6000

In the calculation of the theoretical gain of cascaded-
image tubes, the integration of a product of a spectral-

response curve and of a phosphor spectral-emission
characteristic is usually encountered.

If W X d X is the radiated flux from the first screen
between wavelengths X and X +d X , and (J2X the

radiant sensitivity at wavelength X of the second cath-

ode, then the effective radiant sensitivity "ct 2 of the

second cathode to the phosphor radiation is

X Wx d X

/W^ dX

The units used for Wx are entirely arbitrary since the

same units appear in both numerator and denominator.

The value oi a 2 has been calculated for a number of

phosphor-cathode combinations; the results are shown
in Table II.

Table II

Sensitivity of Various Photocathodes

In Glass Enclosures to Radiation

from Various Phosphors

Phosphor No.

Photocathode
Response No. K = "2/0^

P-11 S-11 0.91

P-20 S-11 0.42

P-20 S-20 0.58

P-11 S-20 0.88

but U2x= ^ 2^2X

where R2 \ is the relative spectral response normal-
ized to unity at the wavelength of maximum response.
Then

ll - / ^2x "^X dX
_

^2 ^ dX
=^

The screen efficiency is not a constant for all values

of operating voltage. At low voltages the aluminum
film, which is applied to the phosphor, stops the elec-

trons; even without the aluminum film, the phosphor

permits such shallow electron penetration at low volt-

ages that the light scatters and is absorbed by the screen

layer between the excited layer and the exit face. At very

high operating voltages, electrons penetrate completely
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through the screen without delivering all of their energy
to the screen. A typical screen characteristic for a

settled P-20 phosphor is shown in Fig. 1 where the

maximum screen efficiency (slope of line from point on
curve to origin) is obtained at about 16 kilovolts. High-
efficiency screens can be made with particle sizes as

small as one micron. If the particle size is apprecia-

bly smaller than one micron, the screens become some-
what too opaque when their thickness is great enough
to absorb the energy of 20-kilovolt electrons and, as a

result, screen efficiency is low.

CATHODE- SCREEN VOLTAGE - KILOVOLTS

Figure 1. Light Output-vs -Voltage Characteristics

of P-20 Screen

The first attempts to make infrared-sensitive image

-

converter tubes with sulfide phosphor screens resulted

in photocathodes with slumping sensitivity to near-in-
frared radiation. This trouble arose because sulfide

phosphors are easily damaged by baking at high tem-
peratures (above 300 C) and, therefore, the first tubes
were not baked above this temperature. However, the

screens, especially the silicates used in these screens,
are not thoroughly degassed at temperatures below 450
C. As a result, if the tubes are baked at temperatures
below 450 C, the silver-oxygen-cesium (Ag-O-Cs) pho-
tocathode apparently absorbs gases released from the

screen during cathode processing and becomes contam-
inated with materials that have a great affinity for ad-
sorbing excess cesium. Although the photocathodes of

the early tubes had good sensitivity immediately after

their preparation, they lost sensitivity on standing. This
loss in sensitivity would start in the worst tubes after

a few days, and in the better tubes after two or three
weeks. The normal high sensitivity could be restored
by baking the tubes at a temperature which drives the

excess cesium off the surface of the photocathode. The
slumpir^ could result from cesium which diffuses to

the surface of the cathode from its interior or from
cesium transferred as a vapor from other parts of the

tube. Slumping sensitivity was only eliminated by the

use of a long degassing bake at a temperature of 450 to

460 C.

If a lens forms an image on the photocathode of an
image -converter tube the ratio of screen brightness to

scene brightness is the brightness gain of the system.

The illumination E on the tube is

B T
^ = 4(f/d)2(l + m2)

and the screen brightness B' is

B'
The brightness gain— is

B

B; TG
B ~

4(f/d)2(l + M)2m2

where B = scene brightness

T = transmission of lens

f/d = f number of lens

M= magnification of image formed by lens

G = conversion gain of tube

m= tube magnification

SCREEN BACKGROUND

If an image -converter tube is placed in complete dark-
ness, a residual faint glow will be seen on the output

phosphor. This residual glow is called screen back-
ground. Screen background lowers contrast at low lev-

els of incident illumination and limits the application to

illumination levels where the screenbrightness is well

above that of the background. High screen background
maybe due to thermionic emission from the photocath-

ode or to field emission. Field emission, even if it

does not result in direct electron bombardment of the

screen, may produce fluorescence in a bombarded re-

gion of the glass bulb; the light from the bombarded
glass is fed back to the cathode where it generates pho-
toelectrons that increase the screen background.

Thermionic Emission

In a well-designed and well-constructed image -con-
verter tube, background is due only to thermionic emis-
sion from the photocathode. In a photodevice having

S-1 response, it is difficult to reduce the thermionic

emission much below 10-12 ampere per square centi-

meter at room temperature. With a device having a

cathode sensitivity of 30 microamperes per lumen, the

thermionic emission of the cathode is equal to the pho-
tocurrentproducedby anilluminationof 3.3 x 10-5 mil-

lilumens per square centimeter (3.1 x 10-5 foot-can-

dles).

In the absence of screen background,

screen brightness =

cathode illumination x conversion gain.

(tube magnification) 2

Consequently, for agivenconversiongainandtube mag-
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nification there is a value for the cathode illumination

which would produce a screen brightness equal to the

background brightness.

Screen background brightness x (tube magnification)^ =

conversion gain

Screen background equivalent cathode illumination.

This expression is constant where thermionic-emis-
sion density is constant. In a given tube type, magni-
fication is constant and the test for screen background
is established as a test for the quotient of conversion
gain divided by screen background.

conversion gam
screen background

(magnification)'^

equivalent cathode illumination of

screen background

Thisquotient maybe evaluated for type 6032, which has
a tube magnification of 1/2. Assuming a thermionic
emission of 10-12 ampere per square centimeter and a
cathode sensitivity of 30 microamperes per lumen, the

equivalent cathode illumination of screen background
can be calculated to be 0.033 microlumen per square
centimeter.

conversion gain 1/4

screen background 0.033
= 7.5 per microlambert

Apractical minimum limit of 2.0 per microlambert was
established for production testing. In tubes where the

magnification is 0.75, the minimum test limit in com-
mon use is 3.0 per microlambert.

When type 6032 was first placed in production, screen
background brightness was high primarily because of

high thermionic emissionfrom the Ag-O-Csphotocath-
ode. Since slump in infrared sensitivity was observed
in some tubes at the same time, there was a good op-
portunity to compare the relative change in thermionic
emissionwith the infrared sensitivity. In these tubes,

the background due to thermionic emissionwas observed
to decrease by almost two orders of magnitude while
the infrared sensitivity* dropped to about one -third of

the initial values (see Fig. 2). The threshold shifted to-

ward shorter wavelengths as the tubes slumped. These
changes which accompanied slump were much the same
as those found by Prescottand KellylS as the adsorbed
cesium on the photocathode increased.

Evaporation of silver on a photocathode after exhaust
is effective in controlling infrared sensitivity and ther-
mionic emission. A very small amount of evaporated
silver is required for the cathode sensitivity to reach
apeak and start decreasing unless the cathode is heated
to a temperature of about 150 to 175 C after the silver

evaporation. Heating probably allows cesium to dif-

fuse from the interior to the surface of the photocathode

*Infrared sensitivity is defined as the quotient of the output

current divided by the luminous flux incident on the infrared
filter, where all radiation passing through the filter is incident

on the photocathode. Light source is a tungstem lamp operating
at a color temperature of 2870 K.

until equilibrium is established with the interior. The
use of the term "resilvering" here implies a subsequent
heating after silver evaporation to restore equilibrium

with the interior. As the silver on the surface is slowly

increased by resilvering, both the infrared sensitivity

and the thermionic emission increase as shown in Fig.

3, then decrease with further resilvering.
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IR SENSITIVITY (/xA/LM)

Figure 2. Relation hetweea Infrared Sensitivity
and Thermionic Emission as Cathode

Sensitivity Slumps

THERMIONIC EMISSION

AMOUNT OF RESILVERING

Figure 3. Effect of Resilvering on Infrared
Sensitivity and Thermionic Emission

By proper control of the amount of resilvering, high

cathode sensitivity and low thermionic emission are

possible. If the resilvering is stopped earlier, the

cathode sensitivity may be equally good but thermionic
emission is quite high. With proper resilvering of a

cathode in an image -converter tube with S-1 response,
a thermionic emission of 10"'''^ampere per square cen-
timeter may be obtained. It is also possible to control

the resilvering to obtain a thermionic emission as high

as 10-10 ampere per square centimeter.

Thermionic emission is a fundamental cause of screen
background which cannot be reduced by good design. If

a low screen background is desired, a cathode with low

thermionic emission should be used. The cathodes

listed in Table III are in the order of decreasing ther-

mionic emission.

Field Emission

Field emission is also a frequent cause of high screen
background. Where field emission has been serious in

the past, one of the following conditions was found re-

sponsible.
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TABLE III

Sensitivity and Thermionic Emission for Various Cathodes

Composition of

Photosurface

Sensitivity

to Z870 K
light source —
microamperes/

lumen

Thermionic
Emission

at 20 C —
amperes/sq.

centimeter

Silver-Oxygen-Cesium 30 10-12

Silver -Oxygen-Bismuth- 60
-14

7 X 10

Cesium

Antimony-Cesium-Oxygen 60 3 X 10-1^

Antimony-Sodium- 150 2 X IQ-l'^

Potassium-Cesium

Negative Electrodes with Sharp Edges . The example
usedhere is the 1C6-2, an early developmental version
of type 6929 developed for the U. S. Army Engineer
Research and Development Laboratories. The tube is

shown in Fig. 4.

SOURCE OF FIELD EMISSION

CATHODE CATHODE
SLEEVE

ANODE SCREEN

Figure 4. IC6-2 Developmental Version of Type 6929
Image-Converter Tube

At the edge of cathode sleeve, highfields were estab-
lished which resulted in field emission at a voltage of

about 6 kilovolts. The field-emission electrons did not

usually bombard the screen directly, but caused high
screen background indirectly by bombarding the glass
wall which fluoresced and resulted in light feedback to

the cathode. When a tube is similar in construction to

that shown in Fig. 4, it is desirable to keep the radius of

curvature of the edge of the cathode cylinder as large as
possible. Various types of donut-shaped rings (some-
times called corona shields) are frequently attached to

this type of electrode. Usually this type of construc-
tion, even with corona shields, is not as successful for
high voltage operation as other designs.

Glass -to-Metal Seals Subject to Electron Bombard-
ment. If glass is subject to electron bombardment, it

charges to a high potential because of the secondary
electrons emitted. Frequently, as the glass charges,
the electron bombardment increases and the charged
area spreads towards a negative electrode to which the

glass is sealed. When the highly charged area reaches
a negative electrode to which it is sealed, tremendous
fields are established between the edge of the glass and

the metal and cause very high field-emission currents
which exceed the current available from the power sup-
ply. As a result, the disappearance of voltage across
the tube causes the discharge to appear as a flash.

The early developmental versions of type 6032 (see

Fig. 5) were subject to this type of breakdown. Bom-
bardment of the glass by thermal electrons from the

grid were sufficient to initiate charging of the glass
surrounding the anode. The charged area would soon
creep to the grid and cause a burst of field emission
from the grid at the boundary between glass and metal.

To eliminate this type of breakdown, it is necessary to

shield the glass from electron bombardment. If glass
charges randomly in the region close to a gap in the

electrodes, the resulting charges deflect the beam and
cause the image to shift position on the viewing screen.
Because of the magnification in the viewing lens, a very
small shift in image position is quite annoying. Field
emission at glass -to-metal seals may sometimes be
effectively reducedby the additionof athinfilmof glass

over the negative electrode close to the seal area.

Electrical conduction through the thin glass prevents
charging if bombarding currents are not too large and
a large excess of cesium is avoided.

GRID BOMBARDED AREA OF
GLASS

ANODE

Figure 5. Developmental Version of Type 6032 Tube
Showing Glass-Charge Effects Adjacent
to Sealed-to-Glass Negative Electrode

Excess Cesium . Excess cesium used for processing
the cathode can lower the work function of negatively
charged surfaces and thus increase field emission. The
highest electric -field gradients causing field emission
are found at the electrode closest to the anode. Con-
sequently, excess cesium should be avoided in this re-
gion. Considerable trouble with field emission has been
encountered in a light-shutter type of image tube when
the cesium pellets were locatedon the anode. However,
when the cesium source was moved to a position very
close to the cathode, the operating voltage could be
doubled without trouble from field emission. Excess
cesium increases field emission both at sharp edges and
at glass-to-metal seals. Residual gas may also in-

crease screen background. However, residual gas is

more troublesome because it results in screen excita-
tion proportional to the cathode photocurrent and causes
a general loss of contrast over the picture.

ELECTRON LENS SYSTEMS

The quality of the image appearing on the output phos-
phor screen is of fundamental importance in image-con-
verter tubes. The quality of this image is determined
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by its resolution on the axis, its resolution in different

zones off the axis, and the magnitude of the distortion

in the image.

Resolution may be limited by the thickness or grain

of the phosphor screen, or it maybe limited by the ab-

errations of the electron lens system. Distortion arises

because the electron-lens system does not image the

electron source in its true shape. The distortion is us-
ually observed as a difference either in linear magni-
fication or in image rotation between the central and

outer zones of the image.

The electron-lens system used in image -converter
tubes differs from that used in most other electron-im-
aging devices in that the lens system must be a wide-
angle system (where the image is inverted), or it must
cover a large image generally whether the image is in-

verted or erect.

Uniform Electric and Magnetic Fields

The most common magnetic -lens system for image
tubes employs uniform electric and magnetic fields.

Basically, the system is similar to that shown in Fig. 6.

SOLENOID

PHOTO

-

CATHODE

~^ ~f
ACCELERATING
ELECTRODES
t d

ELECTRON
PATH

Vv =V7=0

(A)

Figure 6. Magnetically Focused Image Converter:
(A) schematic arrangement of electrodes, (B) mag-
netic and electric field and paths of electrons with and
without a vertical velocity componeitt, (C) electron

paths as seen from the screen

The acceleratii^ electrodes are generally equally

spaced along the axis. The voltage increments are es-
sentially the same between all electrodes, but should
be adjusted to provide a uniform electric field from
cathode to screen. A solenoid is placed around the tube
to provide the uniform magnetic field. The solenoid
should be longer than the tube to avoid the weaker,
flared, magnetic field at the ends. End effects in the

coil may be minimized byaddii^more turns at the end.

A permanent cylindrical magnet may also be used to

provide a uniform magnetic field.

If the voltage between the cathode and screen is V,
and the distance between them is d, the transit time t of

an electron emitted with zero axial velocity is:

t= dV
êV

where m = the mass of the electron

and e = the charge of the electron

If an electron is emitted with a small component of

velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, this elec-

tron will travel in a spiral path towards the screen and
require a time T to complete a revolution around a mag-
netic line of force, thus

a. 2 TTm

Be

where B is the magnetic field strength

If t = T, the spiral turn is complete when the elec-

trons arrive at the screen, all electrons leaving a point

on the cathode are focused into a point image on the

screen, and the following relation for focus exists:

dV
2m
eV

•m
Be

I
e 2 7r m

^ =^2-^ B

whend is in centimeter, V is in volts, andBis inGauss

then d = 10. 58
B

The image is erect and has the same size as the elec-

tron source.

Short Magnetic Lens

The long magnetic lens represents one extreme case

of the magnetic lens which is relatively easy to analyze.

The other extreme case is the hypothetical very short

axial magnetic field which has an axial component H2

over a very short distance but has no radial component.
If this magnetic field is placed in a region where the

electric potential is constant and equal tO(|>Q, it will be-

have as a lens where the focal length f is giv^n by:

1 e fB 2-= ^ (Hz) dz
f 8m0ojA

Object and image distances are relatedto focal length

in the same manner as in light optics. If a real image
is formed, it is inverted. Magnification depends on the

ratio of the image distance to the object distance. Al-

though a very short magnetic lens can be used in image
tubes, off -axis aberrations would be very severe un-
less the focus -coil diameter were quite large. This

type of lens has found very little application in image
tubes, but is widely used in cathode-ray tubes and in

the electron microscope where the object field is small.

One special type of short magnetic lens, having more
resemblance to the long magnetic lens than to the typical

short lens, has been frequently used in image tubes.

It was found that image defects were minimized, if a

short-lens coil was made in such a way that the flux

lines close to the cathode approximately coincided with

the paths taken by the electrons in the absence of the

magnetic field.
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A tube developed by lams, Morton and Zworykin^^
is shown in Fig. 7. The lens in this tube produces a
real image which is rotated about 30 degrees with re-
specttothe object. The electrons do not cross the axis
of the system as they do in the very short magnetic lens
placed in a region of constant high electric potential.

The electric field inside the anode forms a negative
electrostatic lens which causes the electrons to diverge
away from the axis. This divergence (along with the

diverging magnetic field in the same region) causes the
image to be magnified. However, because all electrons

start their path parallel to the axis at the cathode and
diverge only slightly inside the anode, the variation in

convergence is small for electrons starting from dif-

ferent zones of the cathode. Consequently, image cur-
vature is small and image resolution is good to the edge
of the picture.

-MAGNETIC LENS

PHOTO

-

CATHODE

SCREEN

Figure 7.

ANODE

Image Tube with Special Short

Magnetic Lens

The Electrostatic Lens

The electrostatically focused image -converter tube

is probably the most widely used. It is used in military

equipment because no focus coil or magnet is required
and equipment may be made compact and light. Power
requirements for the electrostatically focusedtube may
also be very small, especially if the tube uses a single

voltage (monovoltage tube) and can, therefore, be used
with a power supply having no voltage divider.

The fundamental electron lens system which provides
a crude axial image is as simple as the double -convex
lens in light optics. However, a lens system free of

aberrations is more complex and difficult to attain.

Basically, two cylindrical electrodes having a common
axis and a voltage between them (as shown in Fig. 8)

form an electron lens. Within the limits which permit
real images, there exists, for any electron source along
the axis inside the negative electrode, a corresponding
real image point alongtheaxis inside the positive elec-

trode. However, for off-axis points, such a lens is

found to have a large amount of astigmatism and a high-
ly curved image field. Morton and Ramberg2 analyzed
the relations existing between lens diameter, axial ob-
ject distance, and axial image distance; these relations

are shown in Fig. 9. Morton found that astigmatism
and curvature of image field could be greatly reduced
by making the cathode curved with the center of cur-
vature near the desired axis -crossover point. Morton
also showed that, in all electrostatically focused image
tubes, the tube magnification is approximately equal to

one-half the ratio of image distance to object distance.

OBJECT
DISTANCE

I

' ^ '
I

SCREEN

PHOTOCATHODE

Figure 8. Simple Electrostatic Lens System
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Figure 9. Relation between Object Distance and
Image Distance in a Simple

Electrostatically Focused Image-Converter Tube

In electron optics, as in light optics, image distance

and object distance are related by the expression:

n n'

s s f f

where n = index of refraction in object space (corres-
ponding to Y^otentiai)

n' = index of refraction in image space

s = object distance to first principal plane

s' = image distance to second principal plane

f = focal length in object space
f ' = focal ler^h in image space

Unfortunately, any change in the position of the photo-

cathode charges the field distribution so that the focal

length of the electron lens is chained. If an attempt is

made to change the object distance it is almost impos-
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sible to estimate how much the focal length of the lens

is changed at the same time. Consequently, determin-
ing image position and tube magnification before build-

ing a tube requires measurements of the axial potential

distribution and calculation of paraxial electron trajec-

tories. The electron trajectories can be calculated by
solving the paraxial-ray equation;

d^r ^
"^o'dr ^ r^p" ^ q

dz2 2<t>Qdz 40 0

Methods of solving the paraxial-ray equation are given

by Maloff and Epstein, ' Spangenberg and Field, l°and

Gans. Gans' method is simple and reasonably

accurate. Calculation of two electron paths is suffi-

cient to locate the paraxial image and determine par-
axial magnification. The paraxial image is located by
starting an electron at the cathode onthe tube axis in

a direction oblique to the axis and tracing the path until

the electron returns to the axis. An initial electron

energy of one electron volt and a velocity vector making
an angle of 45 degrees with the axis are convenient

starting conditions. A second electron is started a

short distance (object height) off the axis in a direction

parallel to the axis. This electron crosses the axis

and intercepts the paraxial image plane on the opposite

side of the axis at a distance from the axis equal to the

image height. The ratio of image height to object height

is the tube magnification.

Fig. lOA shows a monovoltage image tube designed
to provide a given magnification with a given distance

from cathode to screen without a special electrode for

adjusting the electrical focus. Various models were
constructed in an electrolytic tank where the potential

distribution along the axis was measured. A typical

potential plot is shown in Fig. lOB. Gans'method was
used to trace the required electron paths (Fig. IOC).

By proper adjustment of the convergence of the electron
lens and by placement of the lens at the proper distance

from the cathode the electrons could be imaged on the

screen with the desired magnification.

Lens Aberrations

In both light optics and electron optics, two aberra-
tions appear in the paraxial image and four additional

aberrations appear in images removed from the axis.

These are (1) paraxial aberrations, including chromatic
aberration and spherical aberration, and (2) off -axis

aberrations including coma, astigmatism, curvature
of field, and distortion. In the following discussion,

major emphasis is givento the aberrations encountered
in electrostatically focused image tubes.

Chromatic Aberration This aberration is due to a
refraction for light of different

The ab-
variation in index of

wavelength or for electrons of different speed,
erration is usually very small in electron optical sys-
tems where the spread in initial electron velocity is

small compared with maximum electron velocity; it is

small where a photocathode is the electron source, but

it maybe a serious limitation in systems using second-
ary emitters as an electron source. Henneberg and

Recknagel^-'- derived formulas for the chromatic aber-
ration in electron lenses and obtained the following for-

mula for image tubes with either an electrostatic lens

or a uniform electric and magnetic field.

Diameter A (in millimeters) of circle of diffusion on
screen to a first approximation is

V
A = 2m—

^k

where m = tube magnification

V = energy of emitted electron in electron

volts
= electric field strength at the cathode in

volts per millimeter

thus, for a type 6032 image tube,

if m= 0.5

V = 0.5 electron volts

Ejj = 50 volts per millimeter

Then A = 2x 0.5

>
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Figure 10. Potential Plot and Electron Paths of Mono

-

voltage Image Tube: (A) developmental type C73413A
image tube, (B) axial potential distribution, (C) cal-

culated electron paths, using Gans ' method
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With a P-20 screen, electron images smaller than
0.02 millimeter are not resolved and, therefore, chro-
matic aberration will not limit resolution for this type
of screen. With an evaporated transparent screen of

willemite, 150 lines per millimeter have been resolved.

The latter resolution is somewhat better than theory
predicts, but if a large number of electrons are emitted
with an energy of less than 0.5 ev, the distribution of

electrons in the disk of diffusion might be such that two
images spaced closer than 0.01 millimeter might still

be resolved.

Spherical Aberration. This aberration arises be-
cause of zonal variations of the focal length of a lens.

Although the electrostatic type of electron lens in an
image tube has serious spherical aberration, the small
diameter of a bundle of electrons from a point source
results in a small effective aperture of the lens and
very little spherical aberration in the image. Spherical
aberration could become serious at low electrode volt-

ages where the spread of the electron bundle is large.

Spherical aberration is related to other aberrations and
the methods of controlling its magnitude are therefore
important. At the present time, it is impossible to

eliminate spherical aberration in either a single -com-
ponent spherical optical lens or inany electron optical-

lens system. In optical lenses with spherical surfaces,
spherical aberration is controlled by the shape (bend-
ing) of the lens. All simple types of convergent lenses
have positive spherical aberration, that is, the focal

length for outer zones is shorter than the focal length
of the central zone.

Coma . Coma, like spherical aberration, depends on
the effective aperture of a lens. Because an electron
bundle in an image tube is so small in diameter, coma
is not a serious aberration in these tubes.

Curvature of Field and Astigmatism. These two ab-
errations are the most serious aberrations now encoun-
tered in those image tubes which invert the electron
image. They are closely related and can best be dis-
cussed if grouped together. In the case of all simple
lenses used in light optics, it was realized very early
that the image field is not flat but curved towards the

lens. In the absence of astigmatism, the radius of cur-
vature is given by a theorem22 commonly ascribed to

Petzval, but actually known and proved before this time.
This theorem states that, in the absence of astigma-
tism, the radius of curvature in the central part of the
field is given by p , where 1/p = [(n - nQ)/rnno],
where r is the radius of curvature of a refracting sur-

face separating media of indices n^and n, respectively.

The manner in which curvature of field is introduced is

illustrated in the simple lens shown in Fig. IIA where
an aperture is placed at the center of curvature of the

refractii^ surface to limit the imagii^ pencil of rays
from an object at infinity to a narrow bundle along the
radius and thus eliminate astigmatism. The focal length
f of the refracting surface is given by the equation

(n - no)(l/r) = f

An ^ 1

nr f

, nr - r A n r(n - An) rUn
= I — r — — — u

II An ~ An ~ An

1 An

Rn n^r

where An = n - n^

Rn = radius of curvature of image in medi-
um of index n

APERTURE

(A) (B)

Figurell. Curvabire ofImage Field, (A) Image in sec

-

ondmedium, (B)A second (plane) boundary at the aper-
ture permits the image to beformed in the first medium

of index 1

If the medium of index n extends only to the plane of

the aperture and the index of refraction of the medium
after the aperture is unity, as shown in Fig. IIB, the

image is in the latter medium and it is moved back so

thatthe optical path beyond the aperture is the same as

shown in Fig. IIA, where the medium after the aper-
ture has an index of n.

Then the radius of curvature of image = nRn = rngn/An
and 1/p = An/npur, which is the value predicted by the

Petzval theorem where the image is assumed to be in

air. The simple illustration is not a proof of the Petz-
val theorem. The latter applies universally to all lens

systems except perhaps the anastigmatic lenses where
the Petzval radius of curvature becomes very large.

In these lenses, high-order deviations generally result

in a Petzval surface with a reversed curvature near the

edge of the useful field.

The contribution A (1/p) to Petzval curvature of a

refracting surface in a system of many refracting sur-

faces is given by the equation

4^)^ (7)^
*A single refracting surface freed of astigmatism by proper
location of the aperture has acurved image field with the cen-
ter of curvature at the aperture. The image lies in the Petz-
val surface.
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The power* of the same refracting surface is given
by the equation

1

P = — An

Because Uq, n, and An are positive in electrostatically

focused image tubes, any values of r and n which in-

crease the power of a lens must also increase thePetz-
val curvature.

One of the primary considerations in the design of

camera lenses is the attainment of a very small Petzval
sum. The Petzval sum is reduced in light optics by
several practical methods. First, in a single menis-
cus-shaped lens, I'l may be made equal to r2. The
negative power of the concave surface does not com-
pletely nullify the positive power of the convex surface
if the lens is made sufficiently thick. Second, positive
and negative lenses may be separated. When positive
and negative lenses are placed closely together, their

power is very small but when they are separated the
required distance to eliminate the various aberrations,
the power is increased considerably. Third, field-flat-

tener lenses are often used in lens systems to control

curvature of image. Where a lens has been corrected
for all aberrations except curvature of field, a strong
negative lens may be placed very close to the image
plane, where it reduces the Petzval sum but does not

contribute appreciably to the power of the lens system
nor to any of the other aberrations.

The radius of curvature of the lens surface and the
aperture location were chosen in Fig. 11 to eliminate
astigmatism. Astigmatism is absent if a small bundle
of incident rays is symmetrical about a radius gener-
ating the refracting surface. However, if a bundle of

rays is oblique to the radius, the lens is stronger for
those rays in the plane containing the axis and the ob-
ject point, and, consequently, astigmatism is intro-

duced. In this case, if the lens is positive, astigma-
tism is positive, while, if the lens is negative, astig-
matism is negative. If a lens is afflicted with astig-
matism, the Petzval theorem does not give the radius
of curvature of the image but instead gives the radius
of curvature of the abstract surface called the Petzval
Surface.

If a lens has positive astigmatism, as shown in Fig. 12,

the image field has more curvature than the Petzval
surface P and is not well defined in a single surface.
Apointoff the axis in object space is imaged as a small
line tangent to a circle about the axis in the tai^ential
image surface T, and as a small line along a radius to-
wards the axis in the sagittal image surface S. Be-
tween the tangential and sagittal fields, the image is el-

liptical andprovides the best resolution where the image
becomes circular (the circle of least confusion). The
distance of the tangential image surface from the Petzval
*The power of any lens is the quotient of the index of refrac-

tion of image space divided by the focal length in image space.

The power P of a system of two lenses of power and P2,
respectively, is: t

P = P1 + Pi P,

surface is always three times the distance of the sagit-

tal surface from the Petzval surface.

SAGITTAL IMAGE
(SMALL LINE

DIRECTED TOWARDS AXIS)

TANGENTIAL IMAGE
(SMALL LINE X TO PAPER)

CIRCULAR IMAGE
(CIRCLE OF LEAST
~ CONFUSION)

APERTURE STOP

P= PETZVAL SURFACE

S= SAGITTAL IMAGE SURFACE

T= TANGENTIAL IMAGE SURFACE

PRINCIPAL RAY
FROM OBJECT

Figure 12. Convergent Refracting Surface Afflicted with

Positive Astigmatism (An object off the axis but in the

plane of the paper is imaged by rays in the plane of the

paper at a shorter distance from the lens than by rays

in the plane containing the principal ray but perpen-

dicular to the plane of the paper.)

In a light -optical system having a fixed Petzval sum
(Petzval curvature), astigmatism and, consequently,

curvature of image field may be variedby charging the

spacing between lenses or by changing the location of

the aperture stop. *

The simplest example of a properly located stop to

flatten the image field is the meniscus camera lens with

a stop on the concave side of the lens as shown in Fig.

13. The center of curvature of the convex surface is

beyond but close to the stop, while the center of cur-

vature of the concave surface is beyond both the center

of curvature of the convex surface and the stop. Ex-
amination shows that the principal ray (central ray of

imaging pencil) crosses the convex surface at nearly

normal incidence but crosses the concave surface at a

large angle of incidence. Consequently, the concave
surface introduces large negative astigmatism while

the convex surface introduces little or no positive astig-

matism. The residual negative astigmatism forms an

image with curvature in both the tangential and sagittal

images which is less than the Petzval curvature. The
residual negative astigmatism increases as the bend-

ing of the lens increases provided the stop is located

so that the principal ray, inpassing through the convex
surface, approximately coincides with the radius of

curvature of the convex surface.

In electrostatically-focused image tubes now being

where t is the separation of the lenses and n^

is the index of refraction of the separating
medium.

An aperture stop is a diaphragm with an apertiu-e centered
on the lens axis. It is used in many camera lenses to con-
trol aberrations. The aperture diameter controls the diameter
of the imaging pencil of rays and the axial location of the stop
determines the zone in which an off-axis pencilpasses through
a particular lens element.
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IMAGE FIELD IMAGE FIELD IMAGE FIELD

CENTER OF CURVATURE
SECOND LENS SURFACE

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 13. Flattened Image Field Using a Meniscus Lens with Properly Located Aperture Stop

made, most of the region through which the electrons

travel has convergent lens action. If electrons cross
the convergent equipotential surfaces at other than nor-
mal incidence, positive astigmatism is introduced which
results in image curvature greater than the Petzval
curvature. The curved cathode introduced by Morton
helps to start the electrons in a path normal to the equi-
potential surfaces. In addition, the curved cathode
helps to provide uniform curvature in the equipotentials

from the axis to the edge of the lens. Although negative

astigmatism in part of the path of the electrons can be
used to reduce the over-all positive astigmatism, neg-

ative astigmatism can only be introducedina divergent-
lens region; however, the divergent -lens region near
the anode potential is too weak to introduce significant

negative astigmatism.

Insummary, where electron trajectories are not nor-

mal to equipotential surfaces in the convergent region,

positive astigmatism is introduced which cannot be com-
pensated by negative astigmatism from the weak-diver-

gent region of the lens near the anode. Positive astigma-

tism is accompanied by increased curvature of field.

In the electrostatic lens of the image tube, the loca-

tion of the crossover point corresponds to the location

of the aperture in light optics. The position of the cross-
over point can be varied by the shape of the cathode and
by the distribution of the electrostatic field near the

cathode. The center of curvature of the cathode and all

equipotential surfaces should be near the end of the

anode facing the cathode. If the field between the cath-
ode and the crossover point is radial and directed to-

wards the crossover point, then all equipotential sur-
faces are spherical, all electron paths are along radii

generating the equipotential surfaces, and astigmatism
is zero. Schagen, Bruining, and Francken^S analyzed

the imaging properties of such electrostatic -lens sys-
tems and derived useful equations for calculating the

image position and magnification. However, such an
electrostatic lens is not usually achieved in practice

because the cylindrical sidewalls of the cathode distort

the field from the true spherical shape. With a suffi-

cient number of cylindrical grids of the proper length and
diameter, and with the proper applied potential, the

spherical shape of the equipotential surfaces may be
closely approximated.

In a comparison of the electron lens with an optical-

lens system, treatment is given only of spherical re-
fractii^ surfaces. Equipotential surfaces are reason-
ably spherical near the axis but may depart from spher-
ical symmetry near the walls of the electrodes. The
aspherical shape of the equipotential surfaces may in

some cases reduce some of the aberrations but, usually,

difficulty is encountered in avoiding those aspherical

shapes which increase the aberrations. The cathode

sidewall, for example, introduces excess curvature in

the equipotential surfaces near the edge which increases
astigmatism, curvature of field, and distortion.

Distortion. Linear distortion is present in an image
if the lens is not corrected for spherical aberration for

the entrance and exit pupils. Pincushion distortion re-
sults if the aperture stop (or crossover point) is behind
the lens and barrel distortion if the aperture stop is in

front of the lens. If the lens is symmetrical about the

stop, distortion is absent. Fig. 14 illustrates how dis-

tortion arises with the aperture stop in front of the lens.

In image space, a virtual image of the aperture (en-

trance pupil) appears to be located behind the stop.

This virtual image of the entrance pupil is the exit pu-
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pil. Because of the spherical aberration of the lens,

the exit pupil is farther back if it is imaged by edge

rays. A principal ray AL from the object, passing

through the center of the entrance pupil, appears in

image space to have come from the center of the exit

pupil. The image must terminate somewhere along

the linePLB; it is assumedthat the lens has the proper
strength to form the image at IB.

The displacement CL of the principal ray from the

axis at the lens, is proportional to the displacement OA
of the object point from the axis. If the exit pupil is

fixed in position, the displacement IB of the image from
the axis is also proportional to the displacement of the

principal ray from the axis at the lens. Consequently,

in this case, the magnification of the lens is constant

over the entire image and the lens is said to be free of

distortion.

Figure 14. Occurrence of Distortion ivith Aperture
in Front of Lens

However, if the exit pupil recedes from the lens as

the displacement of the principal ray from the axis in-

creases, the ratio, (image displacement from axis)/

(principal ray displacement from axis at lens) decreases
for large displacements. In this case the magnification

of the lens (image size)/(object size) is less in the outer

zones of the image than in the central zones. The lens

then is said to have barrel distortion.

In electrostatically focused image tubes, the situation

is similar, but not identical, to the case with the aper-
ture behind the lens. The center of the entrance pupil

is determined by the point on the axis towards which the

electrons appear to converge. In light optics, the en-
trance pupil is fixed, but, in an image tube, all rays
may not be started towards a common crossover point

in the early part of the path. Hence the concept of en-
trance pupil is only applicable in a general sense. A
common exit pupilfor all rays is desirable to minimize
distortion; a spherical cathode is necessary even to ap-
proximate this condition. It is easily seen that the con-
ditions necessary to minimize distortion are similar
to those required to minimize astigmatism. In some
special tube designs distortion has been made almost
negligible, but, with the exit pupil following the con-
vergent region of the lens, pincushion distortion is us-
ually encountered.

A magnetic lens frequently introduces rotation of the

image. If rotation is not equal in all zones of the image,
then the image is afflicted with spiral distortion. In

image tubes, rotation is minimized by keeping the mag-

netic field as parallel as possible with the principal

electron trajectories from every point on the cathode.
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Design and Processing of Storage Tubes

M. D. Harsh

Lancaster

STORAGE TUBES AND INFORMATION PROCESSING

Data processing is a term that should be familiar to

all who follow the current literature in the field of elec-

tronics. Vast sums of money are being invested in re-
search, design, and production activities on a wide va-
riety of often extremely complex and sophisticated elec-

tronic machines that perform the function of data or

information processing. Computers, radar systems,
weapon countermeasures systems, even systems which
communicate with space vehicles are some machines in

this category, to cite a few examples. Most of these

machines have one or more component units used for

information storage. This storage unit may be a punched
card file, a magnetic tape recorder, a photographic
film recorder, or a storage tube, among other ex-
amples.

Information storage implies the reception of a mes-
sage (usually in the form of a sequence of electrical

signals), retention of this message for a period of time
which may vary over a wide range, and the extraction of

this message on command for further processing or for

display in a meaningful form. In some instances, the

function of a storage device transcends the relatively

simple operation of information storage in that distinct

manipulations of the data being processed are also per-
formed. For example, the Radechon, one kind of elec-

trostatic storage device, may be operated sothat it auto-
matically and internally rejects repetitive elements in a
sequence of signals. Another kind of electrostatic stor-

age device, the display storage tube, internally converts
the energy of anelectrical messageto visual form, and
additionally performs a storage function in the sense that

the message may be rendered visible for periods of time
substantially in excess of its original time duration.

This article is concerned only with the electrostatic

-

charge type of storage tubes. A wide variety of storage
tubes for an even wider variety of applications has been
proposed. ' It is possible to make general comparisons
relating the advantages of electrostatic -charge storage
tubes to the advantages of other information storage
units only when the comparison is oriented to specific

applications. For example, the amount of information
available per unit area on the viewing screen of a dis-
play storage tube is much less than that available on a
photograph. When the relative speeds of these two media
are compared in terms of the time consumed between
data acquisition and display, however, the display stor-

age tube has an overwhelming advantage. Generali-
zations, therefore, must be limited to the following
comparative comments. As a rule, electrostatic

-

charge storage tubes are preferable for information
storage in situations where speed of operation, mini-
mum power consumption, and ease of integration with
other electronic elements are of prime concern. On the

other hand, systems in which gross data capacity and
permanence of storage are of major importance require
the use of other types of storage media. Occasionally,
functional requirements of a system can be met only by
exploiting the unique properties of some of the special-
ized electrostatic storage tubes. Comparisons with
other storage media in these cases are, of course, ir-

relevant.

Electrostatic -charge storage tubes may be classified
into three kinds, according to the form of the energy in-
put to the tube and the energy output from it.

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRICAL storage tubes are those
in which both input and output are in the form of elec-
trical signals. Tubes in this class typically perform
the functions of signal delay, signal integration, time-
base conversion, and/or automatic signal comparison.

ELECTRICAL/VISUAL storage tubes accept elec-
trical signals and convert them into meaningful patterns
of light. These tubes are useful in the display of infor-
mation which occurs too rapidly or too slowly to be
readily perceived on the screens of conventional cath-
ode-ray display devices. They are also capable of

providing readily visible displays in the presence of

high ambient illumination.

VISUAL/ELECTRICAL, athird class of storage -type
tubes, will not be considered in this article. These de-
vices are more conveniently discussed as camera tubes.

RCA has been active since World War II in the design,
development, and production of storage tubes. In the
section which follows will be found brief descriptions of

the application, construction, and operating principles
of storage tube types which are now, or recently have
been, in production at the Lancaster plant.

DESCRIPTION OF RCA STORAGE TUBES

Oscillograph-Type Electrostatic Storage Tube

The oscillograph-type electrostatic'tube is diagram-
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med schematically in Fig. 1; it is intended for service

as a memory device in large-scale, high-speed digital

computers. The application to which this tube is put

started with the use of oscillograph-type cathode -ray

tubes. One of the first practical demonstrations of a

binary digital computer memory bank of this type is

attributable to Williams and Kilburn^ in England in the

late 1940's. A feature unique to this system at the time

of its first demonstration was the capability of rapid,

random access to a relatively large body of stored bina-

ry information.

Figure 1. Oscillograph-Type Electrostatic Storage

Tube

Superficially, the oscillograph-type electrostatic

storage tube is indistinguishable from the conventional

cathode -ray tube found in laboratory test instruments.

It. too, has an electron gun, a phosphor screen, and a

vacuum enclosure or envelope. In its role as a storage

device, however, this tube must be fitted with a con-
ducting electrode, which is applied tothe external sur-

face of the glass faceplate. This electrode and the glass

faceplate with the layer of phosphor deposited upon its

inner surface make up the target of this storage tube.

In operation, the electron beam from the gun is posi-

tioned in one of N possible locations and turned on by a

voltage pulse applied to the control grid. If the beam is

turned off while in its original position, the phosphor
area under bombardment will be relatively more posi-

tive in potential than the immediately surrounding area.

The reason for this difference is that the secondary-
emission ratio of the phosphor surface is greater than

unity and many of the excess electrons have been redis-

tributed in the region immediately surrounding the bom-
bardedarea. Onthe other hand, if the beam is deflected

a short distance to the side of its original position before

it is turned off, redistribution of electrons will take

place into the initially bombarded area, which will then

shift in potential in a negative direction. Each of the N
possible beam locations on the storage surface plane

maybe chargedtoone of two potential levels, depending

upon the sequence of control operations performed upon
the beam. These two levels may now represent the digits

in the binary number system. Interrogation of any one of

the N locations on the target is accomplished by posi-
tioning the beam onthe proper location and then turning

it on. The character of the displacement current which
flows in the conducting member external to the faceplate

depends onthe state of charge at the location under in-

terrogation. External circuitry will, of course, inter-

pret the voltage signal developed across a resistance in

this circuit in terms significant to the computer.

Radechon

The Radechon, or barrier-grid storage tube,

shown in Fig. 2, was originally designed as a device
for the dynamic differencing of successive signal se-
quences. As such, it was proposed for use in Moving
Target Indication (MTI) radar systems. Subsequently,

however, it was recognized that the device possessed
considerable versatility and, consequently, a variety

of applications were developed in exploitation of its

properties. Among these were controllable signal de-
lay, digital datastorage, video signal to noise ratio im-
provement, and time -base conversion (bandwidth com-
pression, for example).

BACKPLATE '

Figure 2. Radechon

The Radechon employs a single gun mounted within a
glass envelope on an axis perpendicular to the center of

a storage target. The side of the storage target facing
the electron gun consists of a fine mesh screen called
the barrier grid. Immediately beyond the barrier grid
is a layer or sheet of dielectric material. Still farther
from the gun, in intimate contact with the dielectric, is

a conducting element called the backplate. Another ele-
mentis a secondary-electron collector in the form of a
conducting coating onthe inner surface of the bulb wall.

The scope of this article does not permit a detailed
description of the several modes of operation possible
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with the Radechon storage tube. Therefore, only a very
simple sequence involving the manipulation of the charge
situation at the Radechon target surface will be de-
scribed.

The barrier grid is normally operated at reference or

ground potential. Choice of the gun cathode potential is

dictated by the requirement that the beam arrive at the

target with a potential energy insuring greater -than-

unity secondary-emission ratio at the insulator surface
exposed through the barrier-grid openings.

Assume that the backplate receives a positive pulse

of voltage concurrently with linear deflection of the beam
acrossthe target. Because of the close capacitive cou-

pling involved, the free surface (the surface nearer the

gun) of the insulator is shifted in potential to practically

the same extent as is the backplate. K the backplate

voltage pulse is of sufficient amplitude, secondary elec-

trons produced as the beam impinges upon the insulator

surface cannot escape the retarding field set up by the

barrier grid at ground potential. An excess of negative

charge now exists along the line of the target scanned
by the beam, thus depressing the potential of this por-
tion of the surface. Kthis process were repeated a suf-

ficient number of times, the surface potential of the

insulator surface would eventually be depressed to ap-

proximately that of the barrier grid, at which time a

potential equilibrium would exist. Under this condition,

apotential difference corresponding to the amplitude of

the applied backplate pulse would be developed across
the target insulator thickness along the line scanned.

This process represents writing.

Suppose now that the backplate voltage pulse is not

applied during the interval of beam deflection. With the

backplate at barrier -grid potential, the potential dif-

ference built up across the target insulator thickness

along the line scanned previously imposes a negative

potential upon the surface of the target in this region.

Secondary electrons, produced as the target is scanned,

come under the influence of the accelerating field set

up between the insulator surface and the barrier grid

and are swept through the openings in this grid. These
electrons are attracted to the collector. Compensation
for the net loss of electrons from the target to the col-

lector is provided by a displacement current which flows

in the backplate circuit. This current constitutes an
output signal generated as a result of the charge stored
in the target during the earlier writing operation. The
process just described is called reading.

Because the reading process involves the loss of nega-
tive charge, it is likewise an erasing process. K read-
ing is repeated enough times the result is the return of

insulator surface potential along the scanned line to

barrier -grid potential, thus destroying the gradient

previously established. When the equilibrium is thus

established, no current will flow in the backplate cir-

cuit, and the storage target will be in an erased state.

Graphechon

The Graphechon, ^' ° as shown in Fig. 3, is intended

for service in scan-conversion systems. In one such
system, for example, radar video signals are converted

in such a way as to be viewable on conventional television

picture monitors. Such a system permits the display of

radar signals at higher brightness levels than are possi-
ble with usual Plan-Position-Indicator (PPI) radar
'scopes. In addition, it provides the electrically con-
trollable persistence of the image, the relatively simple
superposition of signals from several sources, and the

capability of employing an essentially unlimited number
of monitors for remote viewing.

The Graphechon storage tube consists of two electron

guns mounted on a common axis on opposite sides of a

storage target. The envelope of this tube type serves
its classic function as a vacuum enclosure and, to a

somewhat more important extent than in other cathode-

ray devices, as a support for aimingthe electron guns.

The target structure of the Graphechon consists of a thin

film of insulating material deposited upon a thin conduct-
ing membrane which is in turn supported by a fine mesh
screen. The membrane and the mesh screen are col-

lectively called the backplate. An essentially annular

element, called the anti-shading electrode, is mounted
at the periphery of the insulating side of the target. A
metal cylinder serves as a collector of secondary elec-

trons emitted from the insulating side of the target; it

may additionally serve as the output signal electrode.

An envelope wall-coating on the opposite side of the

target acts as the ultor for the writing gun.

In normal operation, the collector of the Graphechon
is at reference or ground potential. The backplate is

operated a few volts below and the anti-shading elec-
trode afew volts above this reference. By virtue of the
potential applied to the cathode of the reading gun, the
reading-beam bombards the insulating surface of the
target at an electron energy resulting in greater-than-
unity secondary-emission ratio. Under these circum-
stances, prolonged scanning of the target surface in a
uniform pattern causes the potential of this surface to

come to an equilibrium value close to the potential of the
collector. The action of the anti-shading electrode is

such as to promote uniformity of this equilibrium poten-
tial from point to point over the target surface. Under
conditions of equilibrium, the current flow in the col-
lector circuit reaches a steady-state value and a poten-
tial difference is developed across the thin insulator
film.

The function of the writing process is to selectively
reduce or eliminate this difference and establish on the
free surface of the insulator a potential pattern corre-
sponding to the input signal. The effect of the scanned
reading beam in re-establishing the equilibrium thus
disrupted is to produce a current flow in the collector
circuit. This current constitutes the output signal of
the device. Writing is accomplished by causing the in-
put signal to modulate the beam from the writing gun.
The beam is scanned concurrently in an appropriate
pattern. Wherever this beam strikes the target, itpene-
trates(by virtue of its acceleration potential) the open-
ings in the mesh screen, the thin conducting membrane,
and the insulator itself. Passage of the writing-beam
electrons, as well as charge carriers induced within the
body of the nominally insulating material itself, per-
form the discharging function desired. The bombard-
ment-induced conductivity effect just referred to is usu-
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Figure 3. Graphechon

ally the predominant factor in the writing process.
Maximizing the effect and, hence, the writing-speed
capability of the Graphechon requires that the writing-

gun accelerating potential be chosen so that the beam
energy is almost completely absorbed in its passage
through the insulating film.

Display Storage Tube

7 ftThe display storage tube''° is used to convert elec-

trical signals directly into patterns of light. In contrast

to conventional cathode -ray tubes which perform the

same general function, the display storage tube has a

very high light output capability and controllable per-
sistence. These tubes are useful in such applications

as radar display indicators for use in aircraft cockpits,

fire-control display indicators, sonar display units,

slow-speed video-data transmission monitors, and
oscilloscopes for the study of both high- and low-speed
transient phenomena.

Among the most important functional elements of a

display storage tube (see Fig. 4) are analuminizedphos-
phor screen on the inner surface of the faceplate of the

envelope, a storage target in the form of a fine metallic

mesh screen coated with a dielectric layer on the side

away from the phosphor screen, and a second metallic

mesh screen called the collector. These elements are

allmountedperpendicular to the major axis of the envel-

ope and are arranged with relatively close spacing in

the order mentioned. On the axis of the envelope a few

inches from the collector is a simple electron gun,

whose function is to flood the storage target, through
the collector, with a beam of low-velocity electrons of

uniform density. Painted upon the inner surfaces of the

walls of the envelope, or else supported closely there-
to, are conducting surfaces (cylindrical, conical, or

hemispherical - depending upon the specific tube de-
sign) to which potentials are applied which cause the

flooding electron beam to approach the target perpen-
dicular to its surface. Mounted off the tube axis, in

some cases in a separate neck, is an electron gun of

conventional design which functions as the writing gun.

In some versions of the display storage tube, still

another off-axis gun is provided for erasing stored
information.

In the operation of display storage tubes, the signals

to be displayed are applied to the control grid of the

writing gun. Concurrently, the resulting modulated
beam is deflected in a pattern appropriate to the input

signal. This beam is focused so as to impinge upon the

dielectric layer of the storage target with the smallest

possible cross section. The potential of the cathode of

the writing gun is chosen so that the beam will arrive

at the target with a potential energy between those of the

secondary -emission cross-overs associated with the

target dielectric surface. Because the collector is

operated at avoltagemore positive than that of the tar-

get surface, the effect of the writing-beam bombardment
is to establish a pattern of varying positive potential

which corresponds to the input signal.
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Figure 4. Display Storage Tithe

The flooding electron beam is normally operated con-

tinuously. In the absence of input signals to the device,

steps are taken to insure that the potential of the storage -

target insulating surface is sufficiently negative sothat

no electrons originating at the flood-gun cathode can

penetrate the openings in the target. Wherever the

potential of the insulating surface is made less negative

as a result of writing-beam action, however, pene-

tration of the mesh openings by the flooding-beam elec-

trons can occur. These electrons are accelerated to

the phosphor screen by an applied potential and thus

produce a pattern of light corresponding in geometry
and proportional in intensity to the pattern of potential

on the storage -mesh insulating surface.

The stored pattern, which otherwise would persist,

may be erased by returning the potential of the insulating

surface of the target to a negative level which will inter-

rupt or cut off the flow of flood-beam electrons to the

phosphor screen. Techniques for accomplishing this,

either instantly or gradually, will not be discussed here;

but, briefly, they involve the landing on the insulating

surface of electrons having insufficient potential energy

to cause secondary emission at greater than unity yield.

In this way, a negative charge accumulates and de-

presses the surface potential as desired. Electrons for

this function may come either from the flood gun or from
a focused and deflected erasing gun provided expressly

for this purpose.

THE STORAGE TARGET

The storage target of a charge storage tube is that

member on which is established a pattern of charges

that is related to the input information introduced into

the tube and that controls the generation of the tube's

output. The storage target determines the performance
characteristics as well as the very nature of a particu-

lar tube type. It should be evident from the preceding

section that storage targets take physical forms that

differ from one category of tubes to another. In this

article, this fact will be recognized and, therefore, no

all-inclusive compendium of design rules for storage

targets will be attempted. Rather, the discussion will

cover the choice and processing of materials suitable

for target fabrication in a general way.

Storage targets always consist of a layer of a dielec-

tric material deposited on or otherwise closely attached

to a metallic substrate or backplate. This backplate

sometimes takes the form of a continuous surface; in

other cases, it may be a perforated structure such as a

mesh screen.

The Backplate - Perforated Type

Backplates of the perforated type (mesh backplates)

are used principally in storage tubes in which a stream"
of electrons is to be modulated in intensity as it travels

to the output electrode. Among storage tubes of this

type is the display storage tube. In such tubes, the

dielectric storage surface itself assumes the perforated

nature of the supporting mesh.

Types of Mesh. Electroformed mesh screens are
widely used in storage -tube practice. Mesh screens of

this type are preferred for use as storage -target back-
plates because of their very uniform mesh and for the

essentially planar surface they provide for the depo-
sition of the dielectric material. These screens are
made by electroplating metals such as nickel and copper
on suitable masters. Two types of mesh masters are
incommonusage. RCA's experience inmeshproduction
is based mainly on the use of glass masters. ^' With
this method, athinfilm of an acid-resisting wax, coated
on a polished glass plate, is ruled through by a sharply
pointed diamond tool on a ruling engine especially de-
signedfor this function. Next, the glass plate is dipped
into an acid bath and then the glass surface exposed by

the ruling is etched to a depth of about 50 microinches.
After the acid-resisting wax is removed by a solvent,

the surface of the glass bearing the etched grooves is

coated with a suitable conductor by a sputtering process.
Careful rubbing of the coated surface removes the con-
ductor except for that adhering to the bottoms of the

grooves. The remaining conductor serves as the base
on which the subsequent plating proceeds.

Mesh screen made by plating from a metal master is

purchasedfrom vendors with recognized competence in

this field. The metal master is made by coating a

metal plate with a photosensitive nonconductor. This
photosensitive surface is exposed to light through a ruled

glass master having the grooves filled with an opaque
material. A developing solution is used to harden the

exposed nonconductor and then the unhardened, unex-
posed material is washed away. The master is now
ready for use in the production of mesh by electroplating.

Both types of masters have been used in routine pro-
duction to make mesh screens with counts as high as

1000 lines per linear inch. Mesh of even higher count

is technically feasible and will undoubtedly become
readily available as the art advances. Table I lists

typical combinations of the parameters which define
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the mechanical characteristics of electroformed mesh
screens.

Table I

Mechanical Parameters of Typical Electroformed
Mesh Screens

Mesh Count
(Lines/inch)

Transmission

(%)

Mesh Thickness
(Inches)

1000 45 - 50 0.0002 - 0.0001

750 55 - 65 0.0003 - 0.0002

500 25 - 75 0.0007 - 0.0002

250 35 - 80 0.0012 - 0.0003

The use of etched mesh may be contemplated in the

design of storage targets for display storage tubes of

large diameter. With large tubes, the relatively low
counts attainable in etching technology are not neces-
sarily restrictive so far as over -all tube resolution is

concerned. Etched mesh is made by the same process^
used in the fabrication of shadow masks for color kine-
scopes and will not be outlined here. However, a point

worth noting in connection with this type of mesh screen
is that the choice of basic material is not as restricted
as in the case of electroformed mesh screen. This
fact may enter into considerations of structural strength
as well as of cost.

Although woven mesh is generally unsuited to storage -

target backplate service owing to the aplanar nature of

the mesh boundaries, it will be mentioned here because
it is used in other storage -tube technology to be dis-
cussed later. Woven mesh is fabricated on looms simi-
lar to those used in the textile industry. Stainless steel

or bronze wires serve as the basic thread. A desirable
feature of such mesh screen is its strength in tension.

Its tendency to exhibit bunching of the individual wires
is undesirable. Bunching leads to distracting dis-

turbances in the output signal from devices in which
a woven mesh screen is employed. Mesh counts of 400
lines per linear inch are available, although 230 lines

per linear inch is used most widely.

Mounting of Mesh . Mesh screens for storage -tube
targets must, in practically all cases, be mounted under
tension to assure aflat, wrinkle-free surface. The de-
velopment of suitable mounting methods must take into

account the tension-relaxing nature of tube processing
encountered subsequent to mesh mounting, and the end
use of the finished storage tube must also be considered.
Operation under conditions of shock and vibration re-
quire that the mesh screens of a storage tube have no
high-Q mechanical resonances in the frequency range
up to several hundred cycles per second.

In one scheme of mesh mounting, copper mesh is

welded to a suitably substantial annular ring of cold-
rolled steel. Toprevent tearing the fragile mesh screen
during welding, it is sandwiched between the supporting
annulus andarelatively flimsy protective ring. During
this process the mesh screen is lightly stretched or

smoothed by hand to remove obvious wrinkles. A sub-
sequent firing of the mounted screen at 750 C for 2 min-

utes in an atmosphere of line hydrogen leaves the mesh
structure in ataut condition. The reasonfor this result

is the subject of some disagreement. Some say a re-
crystallization resulting in greater mass density is re-
sponsible. Others believe that surface tension effects

occurring while the mesh is highly ductile during heating
are a more logical cause. This technique is applied most
successfully totargets less than three inches in diame-
ter.

"Hot -blocking" has worked well in the mounting of

nickel mesh screens on rings up to 15 inches in diame-
ter. In this case, the screen is heated by radiationfrom
electric heating elements, causingthe nickel to expand.
While in this state the screen is welded to a type-430
stainless -steel annulus at approximately room tempera-
ture. On cooling, the mesh structure is then subjected
to considerable tension as desired. Stainless -steel
woven mesh screens may also be mounted in this way.
Both type-430 stainless -steel and cold-rolled steel an-
nuli can be used as supports for this type of screen.

Stretching a nickel mesh screen and its simultaneous
attachmenttoa supporting ring may be accomplished by
brazing. A type-430 stainless -steel ring having one
plane surface coated with a brazing compound (e. g. , BT
solder) is laid, prepared surface down, upon a piece of

mesh loosely supported from its edges. The ring's

weight, sometimes augmented by additional mass,
causes the mesh nickel as it expands under the influence

of heat to stretch smoothly under the ring. Heating is

provided in a hydrogen furnace at 800 C for 10 minutes.
After the assembly is brazed, it is removed from the

furnace to cool; the mesh, when cool, has acquired the

desired state of tension.

Some display storage tubes using spherically curved
backplates have been made experimentally. In this in-

stance, the mesh screen to be formed is placed between
two thin (approximately 0.06-inch thick) aluminum
plates and the whole is shaped between a punch and die

on apunch press. After forming, the mesh is carefully

trimmed to size and welded on a suitable stainless -steel

or cold-rolled steel annulus.

Throughout the preparation of backplates for storage
targets, extreme care must be used to avoid soiling the
mesh surfaces. Perspiration stains, for example, may
adversely affect the electrical properties of the dielec-
tric material subsequently deposited on the backplate.
Even very minute dust particles are to be avoided be-
cause they may later become detached, causing the
overlying dielectric surface to separate from the mesh
structure. Generally speaking, washing of finished
backplate assemblies is not effective in this connection,
because liquid baths rapidly become contaminated. Oc-
casionally vendors supply nickel mesh having visually
undetectable localized occlusions of foreign material
which become evident in afinished tube by their effect on
the electrical properites of the deposited dielectric ma-
terial. Firing of backplates made from such mesh in air
at 425 C for 20minutes prior to dielectric deposition is

used to improve target performance in finished tubes.

The Backplate -Continuous, Electron-Transparent Type

The principles which govern the operation of double

-
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ended storage tubes of the Graphechontype require that

the storage -target backplate be continuous, yet it must
not essentially impede the passage of electrons from the

writing gun. This requirement implies the use of a back

-

plate of a relatively low-density metal, such as alumi-
num, having a thickness no greater than about 1500

angstroms. A film of this character, stretched over a

supporting ring up to 2 inches in diameter would have
little mechanical strength and low resistance to melting
under electron -bombardment heating effects. Accord-
ingly, such backplates are supported on mesh screens
of the type discussed in the preceding section. In this

case, the screen serves solely as a structural member
and heat sink.

Mesh screens for this purpose are mounted and then

tightened by the firing technique. They are dipped into

an amyl acetate solution of Parlodianand spun dry. The
Parlodian fills up the openings and thus serves as a

temporary substrate for the deposition of the aluminum
backplate itself . Deposition of the aluminum is accom-
plished by a vacuum evaporationprocess. 12 Subsequent
heating of the tube causes the Parlodian film to be driven
off, leaving behind the desired backplate of continuous
aluminum.

In an alternate method of forming the Parlodian film,

the mounted mesh screen is placed in a container of

water. A drop of Parlodian solution is deposited on the

water surface, where it rapidly forms a film. The
mesh is carefully withdrawn from the water (or the water
bled from the container) leaving the Parlodian film

stretched over the mesh surface. This film, after

drying, is used as a substrate for the evaporated alumi-
num as in the previous method. This technique leads to

a thinner substrate for the evaporation process than
does the dippingtechnique. However, it is less suitable

as a production method because the thin film is quite

prone to pin holes.

The Backplate—Continuous, Electron-Opaque Type

In several types of storage tubes, the electron beam
does not impinge upon the backplate of the storage target;

this circumstance simplifies backplate designconsider-
ations. There are two cases of interest in this respect:

the Radechon and the oscillograph -type electrostatic

storage tube.

In the Radechon, the dielectric portion of the storage
target is usually a sheet of mica, or possibly ceramic,
sandwiched between the backplate and a barrier grid.

In order that the backplate have continuous intimate con-
tact with the dielectric, as requiredfor electrical rea-
sons, the backplate is formed by sputtering or evap-
orating a highly conductive metallic film directly upon
one surface of the dielectric sheet. This coated surface
is then mounted against a more massive disk or cup
which provides a means of electric contact and mech-
anical support.

Radechons have also been made in which the dielectric

material is formed as an oxide directly on the backplate.
In this case, the material for the backplate is chosen
from among those which may be readily oxidized by
anodizing or by other suitable methods. For this pro-

cess, aluminum is a likely candidate.

In the case of the oscillograph -type electrostatic stor-

age tube, the backplate is mounted on the external sur-

face of the bulb faceplate and normally is provided by

the tube user. In this case, the backplate may be a

metal foil or mesh screen cemented to the faceplate, a

film of conducting paint, orpossibly atransparent con-

ducting film of tin oxide.

Choice of the Dielectric

The rules which govern the choice of a dielectric

material for use in the target of a storage tube vary in

detail with the type of tube in question. Nevertheless,

certain general considerations are valid in practically

all cases; a discussion of these follows and includes

workability, stability, volume resistivity, dielectric

constant, dielectric strength, and secondary -emission

ratio.

Workability . It is immediately obvious from the

earlier descriptions of practical storage tubes that di-

electric materials which cannot be formed in thin sheets

or films are poor candidates for target use. As a general

rule, the dielectric layer of a storage target should have

a thickness that is small compared with the diameter

of the focused electron beam which deposits the charge
pattern. Otherwise, excessive capacitative or conduc-
tive coupling from one charged element to its neighbors

will adversely affect the resolution capabilities of the

target. In a later section, attention will be given to

methods of forming dielectric layers.

Stability. To be useful for storage -tube targets, the

dielectric must not deteriorate under the influence of

environments encountered during tube processing or

operation. Examples of such environments follow.

Heating of the dielectric in the presence of humid air

may occur during the closure operation. Exhaust bake-

out schedules may include heating to temperatures up
to 450 C. Localized heating due to electron bombard-
ment is inevitable in some modes of tube operation.

Mechanical stresses attendant upon shock and vibration

environments common to many storage -tube applica-

tions may detach the dielectric from its substrate

„

A special problem applying to the Graphechon is that

its proper operation requires the writing electron beam
to penetrate the dielectric layer. Materials for Graph-
echon storage targets must not be prone to the forma-
tion of permanent crystal lattice defects, lest the di-

electric properties be altered. Materials having homo-
polar bondingforces (e, g. ,zinc sulphide) are preferable

in this case to those having ionic bonding (e. g. ,
mag-

nesium fluoride).

Volume Resistivity. High volume resistivity is re-
quired of storage -target dielectrics to avoid leakage

-

induced deterioration of the information content of

stored-charge patterns. As a matter of fact, other
effects (such as spurious redistribution of secondary
electrons and landing of gas ions) are usually the pri-
mary contributors to charge -pattern deterioration.

Nevertheless, the following rule of thumb may be used
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to judge the suitability of a dielectric for application to

storage targets:

p min 1^1014

where p min= minimum usable volume resistivity in

ohms -centimeter
k = dielectric constant

T = In display storage tubes, required view-
ing duration in seconds

= InRadechons, time between writing and
reading operations in seconds

= In Graphechons, frame period associ-

ated with the reading process in seconds

Unfortunately, essentially no work relating to the vol-

ume resistivity of materials for storage targets has
been reported in the literature. The empirical fact that

white or colorless crystalline inorganic compounds
often exhibit volume resistivities of the order required
in storage -tube practice may be used as a guide.

Once again, the Graphechon must be considered as a

special case. The rule of thumb introduced above de-
fines the required nominal resistivity for a Graphechon
storage-target dielectric. In addition, these materials
must exhibit an effect called bombardment-induced con-
ductivity, '3 in which penetration of the target material
by the writing beam leads to the release of additional

charge carriers within the bulk of the dielectric. The
resulting temporary reduction of volume resistivity en-
hances the writing speed capabilities of the tube and,

more importantly, extends the period of time that written
information is visible in the output display. Most di-

electrics exhibit bombardment -induced conductivity,

the magnitude and time constant of which may be altered

by appropriate doping of the basic material before or

during target formation. This process is to some extent

an art, and no attempt will be made here to present
recipes appropriate to the several applications in which
Graphechons maybe employed. Zinc sulphide has been
foundto be the most suitable basic material discovered
to date.

Dielectric Constant. The dielectric constant of ma-
terials for use in storage targets affects not only the

leakage time constant, as implied in the preceding sec-
tion, but also the writing, erasing, reading, and view-
ing times of the completed tube. Table II gives some
values for dielectric constants as measuredfor typical

materials used in storage -tube practice. It is worth
noting that the dielectric constant of a material in film

form is usually lower than that measured on a large

crystal of the same material. This phenomenon appears
to be related to the fact that thinfilms tendto be micro-
crystalline in nature, with interstitial voids which lower
the apparent dielectric constant. Fig. 5 shows an em-
pirical relationship betweenthe dielectric constant of a

material and its optical index of refraction. This curve
may be used for rough estimates of the dielectric con-
stant for a material in the case where only the index of

refraction is known.

Dielectric Strength. Despite the relatively low sur-
face potentials which characterize charge -patterns de-
posited on storage targets, the extreme thinness ofuse-

o CALCIUM FLUORIDE

A DIAMOND

0 POTASSIUM CHLORIDE

X SODIUM CHLORIDE

• SILVER BROMIDE

A SILVER CHLORIDE

ALUMINUM OXIDE

oo MICA

INDEX OF REFRACTION (77)

Figure 5. Dielectric Ccmstant Vs. Index of Refraction

Table II

Dielectric Constants for Typical Dielectric Materials

Material
Dielectric

Constant

Aluminum Oxide (film) 8.7

Lithium Fluoride 9.0

Magnesium Oxide 9.7

Potassium Bromide 4.9

Sodium Chloride 5.9 - 6.1

Silver Bromide 12.2

Silver Chloride 11.2

Mica 5.4 - 7.6

Calcium Fluoride 7-10

Silicon Dioxide (Quartz Crystal) 4.54

Zinc Sulfide (Crystal) 12.1 - 16.5

ful dielectric films leads to very high potential gradients

through the films. Gradients of lO^volts per centimeter

are frequently encountered. Table III gives dielectric

strengths for several dielectrics. The surface condition

of the substrate on which a dielectric is deposited is most
important in this connection. Gradients in the vicinity

of a scratch maybe several times the average gradient

for the dielectric film as a whole. Scratches and sharp
particles adhering to the substrate frequently lead to

localized breakdown.

Secondary-Emission Ratio . The secondary -emis-
sionproperties of the storage -target dielectric material
play an important role in determining the operating pa-
rameters of a storage tube. Table TV lists several op-

erating parameters together with the relationships that

secondary -emission ratios bear to them. Fig. 6 shows
atypical curve of secondary-emissionyield as afunction

of primary -electron beam bombarding potential which
may be used to clarify the nomenclature used in Table
IV and in the text. As a general rule, 5 max and 5 min
should be, respectively, as large and as small as possi-
ble. For a given required writing speed, erasing speed,
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Table III

Dielectric Strengths for Typical Dielectric Materials

Material

r)ip]pr»f T*ip Strenpi"!!

volts/cm

Aluminum Oxide 3.5 X 10^

Silicon Dioxide 14.0 X 10^

Calcium Fluoride 5.0 X 10^

Sodium Fluoride 4.0 X 106

Potassium Bromide 3.0 X 10^

or output signal current, therefore, the storage tube

may be operated with a minimum value of beam current.

This circumstance leads to improved resolution per-
formance and extended tube life. Fig. 7 shows experi-

mentally determined secondary -emission characteris-

tic curves for several useful storage -target dielectrics.

The determination of such curves is fraught with many
error-introducingpitfalls.-'-'^) 15 These data, therefore,

should be used as guidance material rather than author-

itative statements of incontrovertible fact.

o
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PRIMARY BEAM ACCELERATING VOLTAGE, Vp

Figure 6. Idealized Secondary -Emission Curve
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Figure 7. Secojidary-Emission Characteristics,

Typical Storage-Tube Dielectrics

The Dielectric — Its Preparation

There are a number of methods for preparing thin di-

electric layers for storage targets; each method is best
suited to a particular category of materials. Typical
examples for the several categories will be considered
in the following discussion. The greatest attention will

be directed toward those techniques of processing which
are best known within RCA. Only passing mention will

be made of those techniques which are potentially useful
but have not yet been seriously developed.

Zinc Sulphide, Magnesium Fluoride, Calcium Flu-
oride, Cryolite. Lithium Fluoride. Storage targets
employing these dielectric materials are invariably
prepared by the vacuum evaporation process. Much of

the basic technology relating to this method has been
developed by workers in the opticalfield, particularly
in connection with anti-reflection lens coatings. It has
been a fortunate circumstance that many lens -coating
materials display favorable dielectric properties. A
brief description of RCA practices in this matter will be
given.

Table IV

Relationship of Certain Storage -Tube Operating Parameters to Secondary -Emission Ratio 5

Tube Type Parameter

Relationship of Parameter
to Secondary-Emission

Ratio, 5

Potential of Backplate
relative to Barrier
Grid during writing Remarks

Display Storage Tube Writing Speed lb (6 - 1) Vp(l)<Vp< Vp(ij)

Tf Erasing Speed lb (1 - 5)
p p(I)

Radechon Writing Speed
^b

positive

! t ft
I, (6 - 1) negative

Output Signal I^ (6 - 1) positive

f T
f T

^b
negative

Graphechon 1^(5-1)

I(j = beam current (see Fig. 6 for other symbols)
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The substrate to be coated with the dielectric material
is supported within a bell jar above the evaporating

source. The distance from the source to the surface

upon which condensation takes place depends on the di-

mensions of the surface and the uniformity of thickness

required in the resulting film. In the case of two ma-
terials used in RCA storage tubes (magnesium fluoride

and zinc sulphide) the evaporating source is a boat

formed by longitudinally folding a thin strip of platinum.

The ends of the boat are clamped securely to two binding

posts leading through the base of the vacuum chamber
to a low-voltage, high-current source of power. The
material to be evaporated is purchased as a chemically

pure powder and is compressed into pellets by a pill-

making machine. It has been found that pellets splatter

less than powder during heating. The pressure in the

bell jar is reduced to a maximum of 10"4 mm Hg before
heating of the platinum boat is started. The current
through the boat is increased slowly to permit thorough
degassing of the pellet before it is melted and then evap-
orated. Films in the range of 0.2 to 2.0 microns in

thickness are readily prepared by this method.

The thickness of the film of dielectric material con-
densing upon the metallic supporting substrate is judged
by observing the light -transmitting or reflecting prop-
erties of a film being simultaneously condensed on a
plate of glass mounted in approximately the same plane

as the surface being processed. This film acts as an
interference filter of continuously changing spectral

properties. The color of light from an incandescent
source transmitted by (or reflected from) this filter

varies through the spectrum as condensation proceeds,
the sequence repeating through one or more orders of

color until the desired thickness is reached; at this

stage, the operator discontinues the evaporation proc-
ess. Table V indicates, as an example, the color

changes observed by reflection as zinc sulphide is con-
densed on a glass plate. Although this technique has
proved to be quite adequate in assuring reproducibility

betweenfilms deposited in a given setup, more elegant
methods are available if greater absolute accuracy is

desired. In one such scheme, the incandescent
source is replaced by a monochromatic source, and the

human observer by a photocell. In this case, the vari-

ation of intensity of transmitted or reflected light is

detected and related to the thickness of the deposited
film.

Considerable art remains in the preparation of thin

films by the evaporation method. Both physical and
electrical properties of the deposited material may de-
pend upon such factors as the material of the substrate
and its surface condition, the rate of evaporation, the

number of evaporations performed since the most recent
cleaning of auxiliary structures within the bell jar, the

presence of volatile substances used in intermediate
target-processing stages, and the temperature of the

substrate during evaporation, as well as other factors.

Natural Mica . Natural mica is one of the few dielec-

tric materials suitable for use in storage tubes which
may be obtained directly in sheet form. Skillful cleavage
of the characteristic strata of this material can provide
useful layers of less than 0.001-inch thickness. 18 An
important defect of mica is ascribable to its natural

Table V*

Color Changes Observed by Reflection as Typical Di-
electric Materials are Condensed on a Glass Plate

Optical Thickness

A = 5461 A
Color Sequence

Zinc Sulfide Cryolite

Bluish -white Yellow

X/4 White Magenta

Greenish-yellow Blue

X/2 Magenta White

Blue Yellow

3X/4 Greenish-white Magenta

Yellow Blue

X Magenta Greenish-white

Source: O.S. Heavens, Ref. 17

origin. Physical and electrical properties may vary,

dependingupon the locale of the mine from which a par-
ticular batch was obtained. Mica of quality high enough
to be used in storage -tube targets is difficult to obtain
in sheets larger than about 25 square inches in area. As
a matter of fact, considerable selection is often re-
quiredto discover circular areas of 2.5-inch diameter
which are free from such defects as inclusions of for-
eign material between strata.

A number of methods have been used for cutting mica
sheets into the form desired for particular kinds of

storage targets. Among these are cutting with scissors,
cutting with a razor blade guided by the edge of a metal
template, and blanking by a piercing tool and die. One
of the more successful methods involves sand blasting.

The sheet of mica to be cut is placed between two sheets
of high grade, non-abrasive paper. The whole is then
placed beneath a metal template on a table, where a sand
blast directed at the template can rapidly erode away
the exposed mica area.

Aluminum Oxide . As was pointed out earlier in the

discussion of backplates, Radechon storage tubes have
been made in which the dielectric material is formed
directly as an oxide of the backplate material. 19 An-
odizing is a convenient process for producingthe oxide.

Although a variety of metals (titanium, tantalum, tung-
sten, zirconium, and hafnium)^^ are capable of being
anodized, aluminum is usually chosen because of its

general availability and the abundance of prior art deal-
ing with its anodizing. 21 The aluminum part to be an-
odized is used as the anode in an electrolyte containing
oxygen-bearing anions (solutions of acids such as sul-

furic acid, chromic acid, boric acid, amonium citrate,

etc, ). When current is passed through the electrolyte,

a coating consisting primarily of aluminum oxide is

formed on the surface of the part. The thickness of this

coating is governed by the voltage applied across the
anodizing cell. Typically, a thickness of from 10 to 15

angstroms results for each volt applied. Heating of the
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storage target in subsequent tube processing stages may
result in crazing and peeling of the coating from the

parent metal substrate due to differences in the thermal
expansion coefficients of aluminum and aluminum oxide

(AI2O3). For this reason, the maximum practicalcoat-

ing thickness obtainable is of the order of 0,0005 inches.

Silicon Dioxide. Silicon dioxide films are used in

display storage tubes made by another manufacturer,
Twomethods of fabrication are possible. In one meth-
od, silicon monoxide is evaporated onto a metal back-
plate by the method described above for zinc sulphide.

Subsequently, the assembly is heated in air at a temper-
ature of from 400 to 500 C; in this process, the silicon

monoxide is transformed to silicon dioxide. In the al-

ternate method, 22 the backplateto be coated is exposed
to high temperature (750 to 1100 C)in an atmosphere of

ethyl silicate vapor. This vapor decomposes as it

strikes the hot backplate to produce a film of silica.

Due to the toxicity of ethyl silicate fumes, this method
should be used only under carefully controlled condi-
tions.

Phosphors . Storage surfaces consisting of a layer of

powder, say of a suitable phosphor, findusagein certain

storage tubes. For example, the RCA 6571, an oscil-

lograph-type electrostatic storage tube, uses calcium
or magnesium tungstate phosphor material as the stor-

age medium. In this case, the layer is prepared by con-

ventional cathode-ray -tube, screen-settling proce-
dures, modified as necessary to provide exceptional

freedom from foreign materials. Storage surfaces of

this character have also been prepared by spraying and
by dusting.

Miscellaneous Dielectrics , There are several ad-

ditional materials and techniques for dielectrics which
have had only limited consideration within RCA in con-
nection with storage -tube practice. Nevertheless, the

storage-tube designer should be aware of their possi-

bilities when he is faced with future design problems.

In this category are sheets of ceramic such as barium
titanate, which may be considered as a replacement for

mica in Radechon-type tubes. Such sheets may be ob-

tained in about 0.010-inch thickness. Although this ma-
terial is somewhat difficult to work with due to its brit-

tleness and is somewhat granular in surface condition,

these defects may, in the future, be overcome or may,
in fact, be unimportant in special design situations.

For storage tubes where a dielectric in the form of

a mesh screen is desirable. Corning Fotoform glass
should be considered. 23 Fotoform mesh of up to

750-line count is available in experimental quantities. 24

Corning representatives believe that present problems
relating to nonuniformity of mechanical and electrical

properties will eventually be overcome.

The use of cataphoretic -coating techniques in storage -

tube practice 2 5 may well be considered where relatively

thick dielectric layers are required. Thick layers might
also be obtained by sintering finely divided glass parti-

cles directly to a supporting backplate.

Auxiliary Target-Assembly Elements

In addition to the backplate and the dielectric, a stor-

age -target assembly may include one or more additional

elements whose functions may include collection or re-
pulsion of primary or secondary electrons from the die-

lectric surface, prevention of undesirable redistribution

of secondary electrons, establishment of uniform ac-
celerating or retarding fields in the vicinity of the tar-

get itself, or other functions which will be evident upon
detailed study of the particular type of storage tube.

Elements in this category take the form either of

planar or spherically curved mesh screens. The
preparation and mounting of fine mesh screens have
already been discussed. Reference here, therefore,
need only state that the microscopically aplanar nature
of woven mesh is frequently found to be desirable for
electron optical reasons, particularly in the case of

collectors for some display storage tubes. Here the

very slight scrambling of the flood or viewing electrons
as they pass the plane of the collector minimizes moire
effects resulting from the proximity of the mesh-screen
collector to the mesh-screen backplate. Woven mesh
screens are also often used for the barrier grids of

Radechons due to the relatively large thickness for a
given electron transmission. In the case of the barrier
grid, it is desirable that the secondary-emission ratio

of its surface be very close to unity. This effect is ac-
complished by coating the barrier grid with a thin layer
of gold plating, or by evaporation or sputtering tech-
niques. 26

Some elements in the auxiliary category may be cy-
lindrical sections mounted with their axes perpendicular
to the plane of the target itself. These sections may be

formed by standard metal -working techniques such as

machining, deep-drawing, or wrapping on suitable man-
drels. Sometimes, it is convenient to form them di-

rectly on the inside of the glass envelope by painting the

inner wall with aquadag or silver paste, followed by an
appropriate thermal baking. Vapor -coating practices

have also beenused on occasion to achieve the same end
result. In either case, the coatings should be smooth,
hard, and essentially free from surface oxides.

Luminescent Screens

Strictly speaking, the luminescent screens of display

storage tubes are not considered as part of the target

assembly; nevertheless, they are introduced briefly at

this point for convenience. In general, the technique of

depositing luminescent screens is the same as that used
in the manufacture of oscillograph tubes. In addition,

care is taken to remove all stray phosphor particles

from areas other than the faceplate itself. For proper
operation of a storage tube, it is required that the phos-
phor screen be backed up by a conducting film. This
film may be either a conventional aluminized backing on
the surface facing the electron guns or else a transparent
conducting layer of tin oxide deposited directly on the

inside of the face plate before the phosphor screen is

laid down.

ELECTRON-OPTICAL STRUCTURES IN STORAGE
TUBES

Electron Guns

The primary goal of the designer of electron guns for
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cathode-ray tubes is to produce an electron-optical

structure that will produce, atthe phosphor screen, an
electron spot of smallest possible cross section and
maximum possible current density. The same criteria

generally apply to the design of guns for storage tubes.

In one important respect, the designer of guns for stor-

age tubes is at a disadvantage with respect to his col-

league in the conventional cathode -ray -tube field. The
latter is able to take fullest possible advantage of the

fact that focused electron spot sizes improve (become
smaller) with increasing acceleration voltage and are

limited in this respect only by the equipment designer's

restrictions on ultor power -supply voltage and deflec-

tion power.

In storage -tube practice, gun accelerating voltages

are determined by the characteristics of the target to

be bombarded. The optimum accelerating voltage de-

pends not only upon the type of material but also upon

the function to be performed by the electron beam in

question. The most favorable situation in this connec-
tion applies to the Graphechon writing gun. Here it is

desired to penetrate the storage target and to excite

charge carriers within the bulk of the storage medium. It

hasbeenfoundempirically that voltages of the order of 5

to 10 kilovolts are appropriate for this gun.

More restrictive are the cases wherein the desired

function of the electron beam is to generate as many
secondary electrons at the storage target surface as

possible. This condition applies to the Graphechon
reading gun, the display -storage -tube writing gun, and

the Radechon and oscillograph-type storage tube guns.

As maybe seenfrom the curves of secondary -electron

emission yield for various practical storage -target

dielectrics (see Fig. 7), optimum yield is invariably

obtained with an accelerating voltage of about lOOOvolts,

or even less. In most cases, a compromise favoring

improved spot size is reached, in which accelerating

voltages as high as 2 500 volts maybe employed. A truly

difficult situation arises in the case of the selective

erasing gun employed in certain display storage tubes.

Here the over-all acceleration potential difference be-

tween gun cathode and the plane to be scanned with a

focused beam (the storage target) is only a few volts,

10 volts at most. Because equipment design consider-

ations limit the average potential of the deflecting elec-

trodes (and hence of the ultor)tothe order of 100 volts,

focusing takes place at a low velocity level. As a re-

sult, spot diameters of one -eighth or even one -quarter

of an inch are obtained with a beam current of only

microamperes.

The flood gun of the display storage tube is similarly

limited to a low over -all acceleration potential - in

effect, zero volts. However, this requirement is not

as restrictive as in the previous case because here the

beam i"s deliberately defocused and intervening elements

such as the collector may be set at potentials as high as

several hundred volts. It is regularly possible to deliver

flood-beam currents of about one milliampere or more
to the vicinity of the mesh collector; of this current,

several hundred microamperes maybe delivered to the

phosphor screen when the insulating surface of the stor-

age target is "turned on" by the writing process.

One factor applicable to storage-tube gun design al-

most completely counteracts the restrictions on over-
all accelerating voltage just discussed, at least in a

number of cases. Notable amongthese are the cases of

both guns of the Graphechon, as now produced, and of

the writing guns in those display storage tubes intended

specifically for low-frame rate, video-display service

(e.g., sonar display service). Here very low beam cur-
rents are required, abeam of one or two microamperes
being quite typical. In these cases, very heavy beam
masking can be employed, thus restricting beam di-

ameters in the focus and deflection planes. In addition,

space -charge spreading of the focused spot is mini-
mized.

In spite of the exceptions mentioned above, the design
of guns for storage tubes generally follows the well-
established rules of cathode -ray -tube practice.

The choice of deflecting method in storage -tube gun-
design practice is almost completely dictated by appli-

cations requirements. For storage tubes intended for

computer memory service (oscillograph-type electro-

static storage tube, Radechon), electrostatic deflection

is mandatory. This use is a result of the desire to be

able to address information locations randomly at high

rates, say at 100,000 events per second. Magnetic-
deflection systems of this speed, operating at an eco-
nomical power level, are simply not available.

Electrostatic deflection is also chosen in those cases
where writing and reading are accomplished by a single

gun (as in a Radechon), quite possibly at widely different

scanning rates for each function; where more than one

sequence of signals must be time -shared on a single

gun (as in the display storage tube); or where very slow
scanning rates are encountered (also in the display stor-

age tube), as in sonar display systems for example.

Magnetic deflection is quite appropriate to the display

of Plan Position Indicator (PPI) radar information. This
use is usually accomplished by a single set of deflection

coils, mechanically rotated in synchronism with the

radar antenna. This type of deflection is employed in

some display storage tubes and in the case of the Graph-
echon writing gun. The beam of the Graphechon reading
gun is likewise magnetically deflected; the major appli-

cation of this tube at the time of its design involved

reading at television scanning rates.

The choice of the focusing component for use with

storage tubes follows conventional cathode -ray -tube
practice. From the point of view of system weight, bulk,

and power consumption, electrostatic focusing is pre-
ferred.

CoUimating Systems

For proper operation of a display storage tube, it is

required that the flood-beam electrons approach the

surface of the dielectric perpendicularly. The electron-
optical action which produces this result is known as
collimation. A simple collimating system for use with

a planar target is diagrammed in Fig. 8 along with its

light-optical analog. Unfortunately, the focal length of

such a system is so long relative to its useful diameter
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Figure 8. Simplified Collimating System (A) and its

Optical Analog (B)

that it is dimensionally unsuitable for use in a practical

tube. In addition, spherical aberrations militate against

uniform perpendicularity of flood-beam incidence at all

target radii. Accordingly, additional elements must
be introduced into a practical collimating system. 27

The design of such a system is usually accomplished
by a cut-and-try process involving either demountable
or sealed-off tubes. Recent advances in the application

of resistance -network analogs inconjunction withcom-
puter techniques28 have proved to be most useful in

establishing a logical starting point for such cut-and-
try experimentation.

Lens Raster Systems

The individual openings in the field configuration
around a backplate of a display storage tube give rise

to minute electron lenses which determine the paths
taken by flood electrons in their flight to the lumines-
cent screen. The totality of an individual lens is des-
cribed as a lens raster system. 29 The designer con-
cerned with display -storage -tube resolution must give

attention to this matter, because mesh-opening di-

mensions, mesh spacings, and applied voltages have
an important bearing on over -all tube performance. 30,

As in the case of collimating-system design, sub-
stantial insight into the problem is obtained by means
of resistance -network analog analysis. Several re-
ports dealing with this technique are available. 32

CONCLUSION

In the preceding pages, an endeavor has been made
to treat briefly the salient features of storage -tube de-
signand processingpractice. Of necessity, much per-
tinent information has been omitted, either for reasons of

space or because other articles in this book have cov-
ered the subject. Despite the general novelty of stor-

age tubes, many general tube -design rules are apropos.
The novice storage-tube designer, therefore, will find

profit in a careful study of all of the aspects of tube de-

sign.

The author takes this opportunity to acknowledge the
many contributions to this article by his colleagues in

the storage -tube engineering and manufacturing activi-

ties at RCA.
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Design and Processing of Microwave Magnetrons

F. E. Vaccaroand D. E. Nelson

Princeton

A magnetron has been defined as a diode immersed
in a magnetic field; iiowever, two additions should be
made to this definition. First, the dc electric field and
magnetic field must be at right angles to each other.

The relationship is often expressed by calling the mag-
netron a crossed-field device. Second, electron move-
ment occurs in such a way that the potential energy due
to the dc electric field is converted to rf energy.

The magnetron generally consists of a cylindrical

cathode surrounded by a cylindrical anode that may be
divided into segments and requires for its operation a

magnetic field parallel to the cathode. The rf circuits

are connected either between the cathode and anode or

between the segments of the anode. The region between
the cathode and the anode is called the interaction space.
In this region, the electrons interact with the rf field,

and the energy gained from the dc field applied between
anode and cathode is converted into rf energy.

In the analysis of the operating principles of a mag-
netron, it is desirable to first consider the case involv-

ing only dc operation (no rf voltage applied). An elec-

tron emitted from the cathode is acted upon by two ra-
dial forces, as shown in Fig. i. The force, Fi, due to

the dc electric field is directed toward the anode and is

equal to eE, where e is the charge of the electron and
E is the intensity of the electric field. The force, F2,

due to the magnetic field is directed toward the cathode
and is equal to e [^Vg x b]], where [^Vg x b] is the vector
cross-product of electron velocity and magnetic -field

density.

When the two forces, F-^ and F2, are equal and op-

posite, the electron travels in a circular path around
the cathode. In this "equilibrium" condition, therefore,

a cloud of electrons circling the cathode extends to a

certain radius. Beyond this radius there is no elec-

tron space charge. If this radius is less than the anode
radius the magnetron is said to be "cutoff", i. e. , no

electrons can reach the anode. However, if the anode
voltage is raised, the radius of the space-charge cloud
increases and electrons reach the anode.

A simple, or cyclotron-frequency, magnetron oscil-

lator results if a circuit that is resonant at the cyclo-
tron frequency of the electrons is connected between
the anode and cathode of the dc magnetron. The elec-

trons flow from the cathode toward the anode and then
MKS units are used throughout this article except where speci-
fied otherwise in the text.

back toward the cathode (at the cyclotron frequency).

This type of magnetron is very inefficient and is rarely
used.

F| = FORCE DUE TO ELECTRIC FIELD

Fg = FORCE DUE TO MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 1. Electron Motion in a DC Magnetron
(no rf voltage applied)

Of much greater importance is the traveling-wave
type of magnetron. This type is often called a cavity

magnetron although it does not necessarily employ cav-
ities, i. e. , the circuit could consist of lumped para-
meter elements or resonant sections of transmission
lines. The term cavity magnetron came into use be-
cause the first traveling-wave magnetrons of practical

importance were made with rf circuits which were res-
onant cavities.

Fig. 2 shows some typical unstrapped-resonant-sys-
tems for traveling-wave types of magnetron oscillators.

The anode may be considered as a series of N quarter-
wave transmission lines which act as resonators. A
system of N coupled resonators can be shown to have
N resonant frequencies called "modes, " each of which
has a different electric field distribution. At these res-
onant frequencies standing waves can be excited. These
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standing waves can be resolved into oppositely directed

traveling waves; if the electrons rotate in synchronism
with one of these waves, interaction will take place to

transfer energy from the electrons to the wave.

CATHODE

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 2. Typical Unstrapped Resonant Systems for
Traveling-Wave Magnetro}^ Oscillators: (A) With hole-
and-slot-type side resonators, (B) With slot-type side

resonators, (C) With vane -type side resonators

T^ig. 3 shows a linear form of the traveling-wave
magnetron illustrating some of the basic principles.

An rf wave is shown traveling to the right. If an elec-

tron travels with the same velocity as the waves and in

the proper phase, it will continuously lose energy over
a number of cycles. The magnetron, therefore, is in-

dependent of transit time; i.e., the electrons will con-

tinue to lose energy even though their transit time is a

number of cycles. If the linear magnetron structure of

Fig. 3 is rolled up it assumes the more usual circular

reentrant form.

Figure 3. Interaction of Electron with RF Wave
in Traveling-Wave Magnetron

Some of the paths of electrons in a traveling-wave
magnetron are shown in Fig. 4. The electrons travel

in cycloidal paths; however, thedesign equations ignore

the eye loidal motion and deal only with the average paths

of the electrons. Electrons out of phase with the radio

frequency fields are quickly returned to the cathode.

This action is one reason for the high efficiency of the

magnetron. A second reason for the high efficiency,

mentioned previously, is that the potential energy of

the electrons is converted to rf energy so that the veloc-

ity remains constant and the electrons, therefore, tend

to stay in proper phase. A third reason for high effi-

ciency is the phase-focusing effect which keeps the

electrons in the proper phase. Fig. 5 shows a plot of

lines of electric force on an electron (drawn for the

plane case) for the fundamental of the tt mode. The
plane of maximum opposing force on the electron inter-

sects that of the figure along the line M. The arrow
shown above the line M indicates the direction of elec-

tron motion. The force on the electron due to the dc

electric field is directed from cathode to anode. The
force lines shown may be considered to be those of the

total field component at the instant the rf field is max-
imum. An electron which lags behind the rf field, say
at point P, "sees" a radial component of the rf field

which adds to the radial electric field divided by the

magnetic field; this increased electric field accelerates

the electron until it is in the correct phase to give up

energy to the field. Similarly, electrons which get

ahead of the rf field are slowed down.

ANODE

Figure 4. Space Charge in Oscillating Magnetron

It should be realized that the traveling-wave magne-
tron and the traveling-wave tube are very closely re-

lated. Both tubes require a structure to slow down the

rf wave so that the electrons can have approximately
the same velocity as the rf wave and can continuously

lose energy to the rf field. In both types of tubes the

electrons may interact with forward waves or backward
waves. Both types may serve as amplifiers or oscil-

lators. The basic difference between the two tube types

is that, in the case of the magnetron, potential energy
is converted to rf energy while, in the case of the trav-

eling-wave tube, kinetic energy is converted to rf en-

ergy.

The most important use of the magnetron is as a self-

excited oscillator in pulsed radar systems. In the more
sophisticated radar systems now being developed, the

magnetron oscillator is being replaced by amplifier

tubes of the magnetron, traveling-wave, or klystron

type. Probably the most important future applications
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of magnetrons will be in lightweight radars and in the

field of dielectric heating where an efficient source of

high-frequency power is all important. At present,

magnetrons are being used in electronic ovens and dia-

thermy devices. Other magnetron applications include

frequency -modulation communication, weather radar,

and radar countermeasures. A typical magnetron for

use in pulsed radar is shown in Fig. 6.

DIRECTION OF
ELECTRON FLOW

M

Figure 5. Phase -Focusing Effect in a
Traveling-Wave Magnetron

INPUT

Figure 6. Cutaway Vieiv of RCA-6521 Magnetron

DESIGN OF THE MAGNETRON INTERACTION SPACE

Interdependence of Magnetron Components

The components of the magnetron are so interdepend-

ent that no one component canbe designed independently

of the others. The basic problem is, given a set of

requisite parameters by the magnetron user, to deter-

mine a design for each component meeting these para-
meters which is also consistent with the design adopted

for the other components. Fig. 7 is a chart showing an

analysis of the various factors in magnetron design.

At the left are the parameters specified by the equip-

ment designer. The relative importance of these para-

meters may assume equal or greater importance in

special applications; for example, frequency stability

may be especially important in beacon applications, or

weight may be important in airborne equipment.

The four components of the magnetron are indicated

in heavily linedblocks, namely, interaction space, res-

onant system, cathode, and magnetic circuit. The out-

put circuit is considered to be a part of the resonant

circuit in the chart although it might have been con-

sidered as a separate component. The arrangement of

the chart indicates the usual method of magnetron de-

sign, i. e. , atrial design of the interaction space is de-

termined which satisfies the required parameters. This

design establishes a set of specifications for the re-

maining components. Then it must be decided whether

or not each of the remaining components can be designed

to meet these specifications. Thus, the specified para-

meters plus the interaction space design impose sets

of conditions upon the remaining elements.

Modes of the Magnetron

In a circular system of N resonators, the phase dif-

ference between adjacent resonators may assume val-

ues 2 7J- n/N, where n represents the integers 0, 1,

2, . . . N/2. The variation of potential from one seg-

ment to the next depends upon the mode of oscillation

of the whole system of resonators. The mode number n

denotes the number of complete waves of potential

around the anode. Magnetrons are normally operated

in the n = N/2 or tj mode. These anode potential waves
may be either standing waves or waves traveling around

the anode structure with angular velocity 2 7rf/n radians

per second, where f is the frequency of the particular

mode n. For the two modes in which adjacent resona-

tors are in phase (when n = 0), or tt radians out of

phase (when n = N/2), only standing waves are possible.

These modes are a property of the resonant circuit.

An electron traveling around the interaction space

can continue to lose energy to one of the modes if it

crosses each anode gap in the proper phase. If the time

to reach the next gap is
( | q |

+ 1/2)T, the electron will

cross the next gap when the rf phase is the same as

when it crossed the previous gap. The letter q is any

integer. It can be shown that this action will occur if

the angular velocity of the electron is 2 wf/ |k |, where
k = n + qN. The number k is the Hartree mode number
and is equal to both the number of rf cycles required

for the electron to move once around the interaction

space and the number of spokes in the space-charge
cloud. K

I

k| = n, the electronic interaction is said

to be with the fundamental Hartree component of the rf

field. If
I
k

I
/ n, the electronic interaction is said to

be with a Hartree harmonic. Fig. 8 is a 7T-mode poten-

tial plot showing the Hartree fundamental and several

harmonics.

Magnetrons are usually designed for operation in the

fundamental component and the f mode. The use of the
^ mode is indicated by its greater mode separation (for
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Figure 7. Principal Factors in Analysis of Magnetron Design

a strapped or rising- sun system). The use of the funda-

mental component gives the most efficient interaction

of electrons with the rf field.

The Equations of Cross-Field Interaction

The relationship between the magnetic field B and the

voltage at which an electron just grazes the anode of a

cylindrical magnetron (with no rf fields present) is given

by the Hull cutoff relation: 1

eB^rl

8m (^)
(1)

Here e/m is the ratio of electronic charge to mass, and
r^ and r^. are the anode and cathode radii, respectively.

At voltages below the Hull cutoff voltage V^, no current
reaches the anode in the ideal case.

Langmuir's^ relation for space-charge-limited cur-

rent flowing between coaxial cylinders in the absence
of a magnetic field is:

v3/2
h ?! ' m (2)

where h is the height of the cylinders, V is the volt-

age between the cylinders, and ^ is a dimensionless
function of rg^/r^, tabulated by Langmuir.

The current which flows when the voltage just ex-

ceeds the cutoff voltage given in Eq. (1) is shown by
AUis^ to be:

h 4 Vm/ ;
(3)

where aj^ is afunction of rg^/rg(Fig. 9) approximately
equal to one.

Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) apply to the dc magnetron.

One equation is of paramount importance for the os-
cillating magnetron — the Hartree relation. Hartree^
has shown that there is a critical relation between B
and V which establishes a value of V below which oscil-

lation cannot be expected to start. If V is lower than

the value specified by Eq. (4), no electrons can reach
the anode with an infinitesimal amplitude of rf voltage

on the anode; a finite amplitude is required and there is

no way for this amplitude to be generated.

TT C
Br2r
IklX
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n6

k= 28 20 12

Figure 8. Plot Shoiving v -Mode Anode Potential Wave at Several Instants in an 8-Resonator Magnetron

Note that this relation depends on |k| X, the product of

the Hartree mode number and the wave length. The
value of anode voltage V given by Eq. (4) is called the

Hartree voltage.

1.5

0.5

ra/rc

Figure 9. Plot of as a Functimi of r^/r^

Fig. 10 shows the current vs. voltage characteristic

of a magnetron for a fixed magnetic field. The solid

line represents the ideal dc case; the current is zero
until the Hull cutoff voltage, Eq. (1), is reached. The
current then jumps to the Allis current, Eq. (3). As
the voltage is increased above the cutoff voltage, the

current increases and approaches the Langmuir diode
current, Eq. (2). The dashed curve shows the practical
dc case. The current begins to flow below cutoff. No
satisfactory explanation of the "leakage" current has
been made. Initial velocities of electrons and tube
asymmetries are not sufficient to explain the effect.

The long-dash line shows the current for an oscillating

tube. When the voltage reaches the Hartree voltage,

Eq. (4), oscillation begins and the current increases
above the dc leakage current. It continues to increase
above the dc value until the voltage nearby reaches the

cutoff value, at which point oscillation ceases. The
value of current at this point is empirically given as

one-half the Allis current. This value is not very ac-

curate, however, as most tubes cease oscillating at

current values considerably below that of half of the

Allis current.

O

LANGMUIR DIODEx

ALLIS /
^^CURRENT /

/ IDEAL-^
/ DC CASE

'/2 ALLIS

/ OSCILLATING^;
/ CASE y:

CURRENT,
"^OSCILLATION

CEASESy HARTREE-^ / /
VOLTAGE ^^i^;'..-^

^PRACTICAL
DC CASE

Vq VOLTAGE

Figure 10. Current-vs. -Voltage Characteristic

of a Mag)ietron for a Fixed Magnetic Field
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The Hartree voltage for the various magnetron modes
is often plotted against magnetic field. Such a Hartree
diagram for an 8- resonator magnetron is given in

Fig. 11. This Hartree diagram shows the voltages at

which oscillation in the different magnetron modes can
start. It is most useful in determining the mode in

which the magnetron is operating. The line represen-
ting the voltage for a particular mode is termed the

Hartree line for that mode. The Hartree mode lines

k = n = 4, 3, and 2 are tangent to the Hull cutoff curve.
The line for n = 4 gives the voltage at which oscillation

starts for the tt mode. As the current is increased
the voltage rises above the line for n = 4 as indicated

by the two lines shown in dashes. As the magnetic
field is decreased, the electronic efficiency decreases
until it reaches zero at the intersection of the line for

n = 4, as indicated by the two lines shown in dashes.
As the magnetic field is decreased, the electronic ef-

ficiency decreases until it reaches zero at the inter-

section of the line for n = 4 and the Hull cutoff curve.

The value of B and V at this intersection, "8
, the char-

acteristic magnetic field, and V, the characteristic

voltage, are of importance in scaling. Fig. 12 shows
a three-dimensional plot of current and voltage vs.

magnetic field, combining the information Figs. 10 and

11.

Interaction-Space Design Equations

The use of the characteristics scale factors,* 3, D,
S, <P, and-^, is valuable in both methods. In general,
these factors depend upon the Hartree mode number k.

For each mode, there are different values of the scale
factors. In the design of magnetrons, the tt mode val-

ues k = n = N/2 are usually desired; therefore, in the

equation n will be used instead of
I K I.

The characteristic magnetic field 5 is the magnetic
field at the intersection of the Hartree line and the cut-

off curve (see Fig. 11) and is given by:

m 2 TTc 1

~e" n >
3=2 (5)

or, if B is in gausses and

21200

X in centimeters

B gausses (5a)

Similarly, the characteristic voltage 1/ is the volt-

age at the intersection of the Hartree mode line and the

cutoff curve:

1 mj-2j^-j2 2

2 e n X -I a ^ '

There are two basic ways to design the interaction

space of a magnetron: (1) calculate the design from the

basic design equations, or (2) derive a new design from
an existing magnetron design in one of several different

ways. If a design is available which does not differ too

greatly from the desired design, the second method is

usually preferable. However, it is often worthwhile to

check the design by applying the basic design equations.
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Figure 11. Hartree Diagram for an
8-Resonator Magnetron

First, the basic equations involved in method 1 will

be presented; several ways of applying method 2 will

be covered later.

"))= 253, 000
\ nX

(6a)

The magnetron efficiency is zero at the point V,
and increases as the operating point moves out along

the mode line, i. e. , as V and B are increased. The
characteristic current 3 is the current flowing when
B equals 3 and Vis just greater than D, with no rf volt-

age present.

2 77 ai

(7)

or

8440 ai — amperes
^a

(7a)

where a.i is a function of rg^/r^. (see Fig. 9)

T is the characteristic power:

The characteristic conductance is

(8)

(9)

There are a number of ways of applying these equa-

tions to the design of the interaction space. The method
given here starts with the specification of the dc mag-
netic field B. (Alternative methods will be found in

*Page 416 of reference 5.
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section 10 of Ref. 5) The method is as follows:

Step 1: Specify values of X, V, and P^. Assume a

value of B which can reasonably be obtained.

Estimates of the anode height and radius will

havetobe made to judge what value is reas-
onable.

Step 2: Assume a value of N. Calculate r^/r^ from

Step

Step

Step

Step

N

rc N + 4

3: Calculate S from Eq. (5a).

(10)

4: Calculate M from Eq. (4), Hartree relation,

which can be rewritten in terms of "U and 13 as

V
9 -S-

1 (4a)

5: Calculate ra from Eq. (6a). Check to see

that2ra/ ^ < 0.3 for a strapped tube or < 0.6

for the rising-sun type.

(This inequality must be satisfied to insure

adequate mode separation.

)

6: Check the value of electronic efficiency by
means of Slater's equation:

(11)

tion is based on very simple assumptions, it

may give inaccurate results. This is a dis-

advantage of this method compared to scaling

from a known tube.

)

Step 7: Assume a reasonable- value for the circuit

efficiency rj
f,
and calculate I from

Po
I = (12)

v?7 n
' e ' c

Assume a value of anode height h, keeping in

mind the problem of attaining the required

magnetic field and the restriction that h/ X

<0.3 for a strapped tube or <0.6 for a ris-

ing-sun type (to insure adequate mode sep-

aration). Calculate the cathode current den-

sity Jc from

I

Step 8:

2 TTTgh
(13)

If J(. is higher than the proposed cathode can

provide, a larger value of h or of N must be

used.

Step 9: Select a value of ji (the relative slot width)

in the range 0.5 >^>0.3
' 2 77 ro

N
(14)

If ?7g is low, a larger value of N or a higher

value of B must be used. (Because this equa-
Satisfying this condition insures a good rf

field pattern in the interaction space. Fac-

PEAK CURRENT -AMPERES

Figure 12. Three -Dimensional Plot of Current vs. Voltage vs. Magnetic Field for a Magnetron
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tors to be considered in choosing ii are
thermal dissipation, mechanical strength,

and its effect on the resonant circuit and on
the slot conductance.

Two factors remain undetermined, the slot conduc-
tance Gl and the ratio of load conductance to maximum
power load conductance g/go- The slot conductance is

a characteristic of the resonant circuit. Methods of

calculating are given in chapter 4 of Ref. 5. How-
ever, the difficulty of accurately calculating G^ is such
that the usual practice is to ignore it in the design of

magnetrons. Fortunately, the operation is not critical

with respect to G^; for a particular design, the elec-

tronic efficiency varies from 50 to 60 per cent and back
downto 50 percent, as G^ is varied over a 5 to 1 range.

The ratio g/gQ indicates at what fraction of the load for

maximum power the magnetron operates and, there-

fore, is part of the output circuit problem.

The resonator impedance (which is a function of G-^

and the other resonator characteristics) and the value

of g/go are important in magnetrons designed for very
high power output. It is also important that the rf volt-

age be kept as low as possible in the design of very high

power tubes, in order that the electrons may interact

efficiently and, in addition, so that arcing between the

vane tips and between the straps is prevented. The im-
pedance appearing at the vane tips should, therefore,

be made as low as possible.

Magnetron Scaling

Giventhe interaction-space design of a magnetron of

known characteristics, the design of a magnetron of

different characteristics but with the same electronic

efficiency can be obtained by using scaling equations.

This method was originated before the design equations

discussed earlier were developed to their present state

and is still used because of its convenience. It should
be emphasized that the application of the scaling equa-
tions gives a design for a new magnetron of the same
electronic efficiency as the original magnetron. Thus,

if a magnetron for long wave length is scaled to provide
a shorter-wave length magnetron, the over-all effi-

ciency will usually decrease because the resonant cir-

cuit for the shortwave length will usually have a lower
circuit efficiency than that for the long wave length.

The scaling equations given below derive directly

from the equations for the characteristic scale factors

given previously. This derivation is equivalent to re-

quiring that the ratio of the time required for an elec-

tron to move between two points in the original magne-
tron to the time required for an electron to move be-

tween corresponding points in the new magnetron should

be proportional to the ratio of the wave lengths. It also

requires that the electron execute the same number of

convolutions in moving between the two points in each
case. This requirement insures that the electronic ef-

ficiency remains constant. In earlier scaling equa-
tions,6 this requirement was not included and the elec-

tronic efficiency, therefore, could change considerably

if a large change in N were made. If N is the same for

both designs, the equations reduce to the original scal-

ing equations derived by Clogston^ as shown in the
forthcoming paragraphs.

Eq. (10) for the ratio of cathode radius to anode ra-
dius is often ignored so that the cathode can be made
larger to obtain improved mode stability (at the cost
of reduced electronic efficiency). For this reason, the

equations are given in terms of r^. and instead of N,

so that they may easily be applied even if Eq. (10) is

not satisfied.

Define the following ratios where the subscript 1 re-
fers to the original magnetron and the subscript 2 refers
to the new magnetron.

\N2 + 4/ \Ni - 4 /

if Eq. (10) is satisfied, the cathode radius is given
by:

^c2 = « S r^^ (15)

If Eq. (10) is ignored, r(.2 maybe arbitrarily chosen;
its value may be as large, perhaps, as 10 per cent
higher than r^2 ^^2 " 4)/(N2 + 4).

The operating voltage of the new tube is

and the magnetic field of the new tube is given by

The current of the new tube corresponding to current
L of the original tube is

and the corresponding cathode current density is
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Jc2 ^ "^cl

2

The generated power P2 of the new tube corresponding
to the generated power of the original tube is given

by

r 1 2-, 2
r / cl\ n r

P2 = P
a J

1
+-
'al

r r

1

>a2'

2 -1

^a2
> (20)

1 +
v.. r

c2

and the power output is

o2 ^2^8 ^c2 (21)

If N2 = N]^, the equations are much simpler and are

identical to those derived by Clogston,? i. e.
,

\ M/
'c2 "^cl

«

B2 = B^/M

I, =Ii
m3

'c2 "
''cl

Pi

4
a 0

(22)

The application of the equations is straightforward
although it involves a cut-and-try procedure to obtain

the desired characteristic of the new magnetron.

Reduced-Performance Charts; Generalized Hartree
Diagrams

the results are to be absolutely accurate, ji must be
the same in both the original and the new magnetrons.

Calculation of the new performance chart can be sim-
plified by plotting the universal or reduced-performance
chart of the original tube. Fig. 14 shows the reduced
performance chart of the type 2J32 magnetron whose
conventional performance chart was given in Fig. 13.

In Fig. 14, the reduced magnetic field, power output,

and efficiency are plotted on the reduced voltage-cur-
rent plane. The reduced or dimensionless variables
are given by

-I
p^

(23)

where B, V, I, and Pare the magnetic field, voltage,

current, and power generated, measured experimen-
tally, while 8, &; a.nd'P are the characteristic

magnetic field, voltage, current, and power calcula-

ted from Eqs. (5, 6, 7, and 8).

Having derived this reduced-performance chart, the

performance chart of any new magnetron may be ob-

tained by calculating the characteristic factors 3, "V,

P, andP and reapplying the above equations to obtain

B, V, I, and Pg for the new tube. The electronic ef-

ficiency remains unchanged, provided the original and
the new tube have the same ju. and loading. Therefore,
the power output of the new tube is F V c-

This reduced-performance chart represents all mag-
netrons having the same ii and loading as the original

tube for which it was plotted. That is to say, that if the

effect of changes in ^l or in the loading are ignored,

then one reduced-performance chart represents all

magnetrons of the traveling-wave type. The perform-
ance chart for any new magnetron may be obtained from
it by calculating the characteristic factors, multiplying

them by the reduced variables, and taking into account
the circuit efficiency in calculating the power output

and over-all efficiency.

A plot of contours of magnetic field, power output,

efficiency, and sometimes frequency, in the voltage-

current plane for a particular magnetron is known as

its performance chart. Fig. 13 shows a performance
chart of a typical pulse magnetron. The performance
chart applies to a particular tube geometry (specified

by N, ju, Tg, and rg^) operating with a particular load-

ing, i. e. , a specific resonant circuit and output circuit

connected to a specific load, usually a matched load.

The preceding explanation has shown that from a
given magnetron, operating at a particular operating

point on the performance chart, the application of the

scaling equations will give the characteristics of a new
magnetron operating at a corresponding operating point.

If a number of operating points on the performance
chart of the original magnetron are all scaled to a new
magnetron of a particular geometry and loading, the

performance chart of the new magnetron may be predic-
ted. It should be noted that 11 is not involved in the de-
sign equations or the scaling equations. Therefore, if

A Universal or Generalized Hartree Diagram is shown
in Fig. 15; this diagram is useful in determining whether
a tube is operating in the tt mode. The diagram is

plotted on a reduced-voltage-vs. -reduced-magnetic
field plane so that it may be applied to tubes of any wave
length and anode geometry. The operating point of a
tube should lie just above the mode-number line k of

the mode in which the tube is operating. Thus, for a
tube operating in the n mode, the operating point

should lie just above the line k = N/2.

The Generalized Hartree Diagram may also be used
for designing a magnetron by a cut-and-try method. If

values of N, X
, B, r^,, and r^^ are assumed, the norm-

alized variables may be calculated and the operating
voltage obtained from the chart by the use of the proper
mode line, k = N/2. Operation at points near the Hull
cutoff curve must be avoided because the efficiency in

this region will be very low. For good electronic ef-

ficiency, operating points to the right of the dotted
curve should be selected.
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MAGNETRON RESONANT CIRCUITS

Types of Resonant Circuits

For the magnetron to generate rf power, there must
be an rf field with which the electrons in the space
charge can interact. This field must be of the desired
frequency and of the proper configuration for efficient

generation of rf power. The resonant circuit provides
this field by storing a quantity of energy, obtained over
a number of rf cycles. The resonant circuit must be a
stable frequency-determining element and must pro-
vide fields extending into the interaction space, where
the electrons can interact with them.

The resonant circuit of a magnetron oscillator may
be thought of as a filter circuit with a narrow pass band
which permits only the desired frequency component in

the electron stream to build up. As the magnetron
starts oscillation, the resonant circuit absorbs and
stores energy at this frequency. This storage results

in increased rf electric field with which the electrons
interact. The rf field, in turn, causes the electrons
to bunch in such a way that their energy in the desired
frequency component is increased. Thus, the resonant
system can absorb more energy, present still higher
fields to the electrons, etc. The start of oscillations

is, as in the case of other oscillators, due to random
fluctuations.

There are two major types of resonant circuits used
in traveling-wave magnetrons. The strapped system,
shown in Fig. 16, consists of a number of cavities hav-
ing the same resonant frequency and having the front

of alternate segments connected by straps to increase
the frequency separation of the desired ir mode from
the other modes. The purpose of using many cavities
is to reduce the required magnetic field and voltage for
a given frequency and anode diameter. The cavities

effectively operate in parallel and the frequency of the

system is approximately that of a single cavity. The
equivalent circuit of the strapped anode is shown in

Fig. 17.

The second major type of resonant circuit for trav-
eling-wave magnetrons is the rising-sun type shown in

Fig. 18. The rising-sun system consists of N resonant
cavities of two different frequencies. The large and
small cavities alternate around the anode; their fre-
quencies are so chosen to give optimum mode separa-
tion without the necessity of strapping. The rising-sun
system has the advantage of permitting twice as large
an anode diameter and anode length as the strapped
anode, before other modes become troublesome. It is

therefore used for very high-frequency and/or high-
power tubes.

Because the strapped resonator system is the more
common type, a method of design for this type follows.

PEAK AMPERES

Figure 13. Performance Chart of a Typical Pulse Magnetron (Type 2J32) (frequency, 2800 Mc; pulse duration,
1 usee; prr, 1000 pps; pulling figure, 12 Mc)
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Design information on rising-sun systems may be found

on page 470 of Ref. 5.

Design of Strapped-Resonator Systems

The basic requirement to be satisfied in designing the

resonator system is to obtain values compatible with the

interaction space design for the following four charac-
teristics: M , the relative slot width; Gj^, the slot con-

ductance; Qo, the unloaded Q, and X
, the resonant

wave length. The handling of ji and Gi was discussed
earlier. Qq should, of course, be as high as possible

to give the maximum circuit efficiency (for a given

Qext °^ output loading). Qq increases with wave length

and varies inversely as the number of resonators. It

also varies inversely as the relative slot width and the

slot conductance. In general, therefore, there is but

a limited control over the value of Qq because the range
of these parameters is limited by other considerations.

Approximate formulas for the calculation of Qq for

strapped anodes is given on page 466 of Ref. 5.

The most important resonator characteristic, the

resonant wave length, is now to be determined. The
basic method for determining the wave length is to solve

Maxwell's equations in the resonator region. Because
the boundary conditions at the junctions with the inter-

action space and the end space regions are complicated
and require approximations, the effort of solving Max-
wells' s equations usually is not justified. Instead, it is

normal practice to use approximate formulas to deter-

mine the wave length. The results are then verified

by constructing a model anode whose frequency can be

measuredby cold test methods (See Chapter 18, Ref. 2).

The approximation which follows is due to W. V. Smith
(Ref. 3) and is accurate to within 5 per cent.

The equivalent circuit of a magnetron operating in

the TT mode can be represented by a simple parallel

circuit of inductance L and capacitance C, whose val-

ues may be calculated from the tube geometry. If the

magnetron is strapped, an additional shunt capacitance

Cg is added which may be calculated from the strap

geometry. The wave length X is then obtained from:

X = / 0.0355 L (C + Cc (24)

where L is in micromicrohenries and C in micro-
micromicrofarads-

Values of L and C may be obtained by constructing a

scale drawing of the cavity, as shown in Fig. 19. The
area of the cavity is divided into two areas: A2, the

area from the vane tips to a distance s/3, and A]^, the

remaining area. Angles 0i and 02 are also constructed

and measured. C and L are then obtained from:

C = 0.090 N (0.8 + 0.7 Cot 02 + 0.2 Cot 0^ +0.02 s/w)

(h + 0.3 w) micromicrofarads (25a)

/ 12,600\ /Ai + 0.3 Ao\

micromicrohenries

1.5 2.0

PEAK AMPERES
3.0

Figure 14. Reduced Performance Chart of Type 2J32 Magnetron (N =8; a = 0.38; jJ. = 0.37; g = 0.51)
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where h is the axial height of the resonator.

The strap capacitance is calculated by using standard
capacitance formulas. For double-ring strapping, the

capacitance value will include the capacitance between
the two straps (multiplied by two if there is a set of

straps at each end of the anode) and the capacitance be-
tween each strap and the vanes which are not connected
to the strap. Formulas for standard resonator geom-
etries (for calculating C and L), as well as formulas
for some of the more common strap geometries, are
given in Ref. 8.

MAGNETRON TUNING

Single Tuning Cavity

The most direct method of mechanically tuning^ the

frequency of a magnetron is to change the inductance or
capacitance of its anode resonators. Fig. 20A illus-

trates two conventional methods used for this purpose.
The "crown-of-thorns" method utilizes a number of

pins that can be inserted into the back part of the mag-
netron resonators; these pins decrease the inductance
of the resonant system and thereby tune the tube to a
higher frequency. Magnetrons of this type are capable
of producing a plate power output of approximately 500
kilowatts at a duty factor of 0.001 and can be tuned over
a frequency range of 10 per cent within the X-band.
Figure 20B illustrates the technique used to change the
effective capacitance of the anode resonator. The bot-
tom end of the "cookie-cutter" tuner is made to pene-
trate between the strap rings of the magnetron. By this

method, the effective strap spacing is decreased; the

accompanying increase in capacitance results in a lower
resonant frequency. Although these methods can pro-
vide satisfactory tuning ranges, other performance
characteristics, such as stability, may be adversely
affected.

Figure 15. Universal (Generalized) Hartree Diagram
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Figure 1 6. Double -Ring Strapped-Anode Block (Section

)

Lr= RESONATOR INDUCTANCE

Cr= RESONATOR CAPACITANCE +
FRINGING CAPACITANCE

Cs= STRAP CAPACITANCE

Figure 17. Equivalent Circuit of Strapped Anode

Figure 18. Rising-Sun Types of Anodes

Another method of changing the frequency of a mag-
netron is to vary the reactance coupled into the anode
circuit by means of one or more external tuning cavi-

ties connected to anode resonators. This method is

well suited for high-power tubes because it does not

restrict anode cooling or require small dimensions
which can lead to voltage breakdown problems. A com-
mercial, high-power, X-band magnetron tuned in this

manner has demonstrated nearly constant power output

over a wide tuning range with simultaneous attainment
of low thermal drift, good spectrum shape, and excel-

lent mode stability even at high rates of voltage rise.

Tuning ranges slightly greater than the frequency
separation between the tt mode and the (N/2)-l mode
have been obtained at high peak power output by use of

four tuning cavities symmetrically arranged with re-

spect to the anode, i. e. , 90 degrees between adjacent
tuning cavities. The use of four cavities reduces field

pattern distortion and improves mode stability. High-
power tubes tuned with a single external cavity seem
to be limited to bandwidths of the order of one-fourth
the mode separation between the u mode and the

(N/2)-l mode. This approximate limit is set by a de-
crease in electronic efficiency, increased heating of the

cathode by back-bombardment, andmoding — mostly as
a result of field pattern distortion. However, certain
continuous -wave (CW) magnetrons operating at a rela-

tively low current leveland power output, successfully
use single-cavity tuning to cover afrequency range al-

most as great as the frequency separation between the
T! mode and (N/2)-l mode. Performance charts for

single-cavity, high-power, pulsed tubes also confirm
that much wider tuning can be obtained with good elec-
tronic efficiency when the power output is relatively

low.

S/3^
* S 1

»-

*l ^^,^^''^^^\ A2 J

REGION 1 1 REGION 2

Figure 19. Resonator Geometry as Drawn for
Calculation of Frequency

An important feature of cavity-tuned magnetrons is

their relatively small thermal frequency drift when the

tuner position or the input power is changed. These
magnetrons usually have thermal characteristics supe-
rior to magnetrons which are tuned by elements having
small clearance to the anode, because cavity tuners
dissipate little energy and the consequent heating causes
little movement of the tuner parts. Because the field

configuration in the cavity is well understood, it is rel-
atively easy to avoid extraneous tuner resonances and
the associated problems of heating and drop in output
power.

Description. Although the use of a single coupled
cavity9, 10, 11, 12 has given large tuning ranges only
at relatively low power, a study of its characteristics
is important because it helps in understanding some of

the general considerations applicable to the design of

multiple -cavity tubes.

Consider the magnetron anode and tuning arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 20C. The double -strapped vane-
type magnetron is coupled to a ridged wave guide tun-
ing cavity through a slot in the resonator diametrically
opposite to the output transformer. This cavity has the
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desirable features of low characteristic impedance,

wide band-width free from higher mode interference,

and an adequately high Q. It can be constructed with the

width of the ridge equal to the anode height, thereby

permitting the use of a thin coupling iris which is rela-

tively broadband. Because most of the energy in the

cavity is in the region between the ridges, a movable

short circuit between them provides a simple and ef-

fective tuner.

account, each mode being represented by one branch of

a series inductance-capacitance (LC) circuit. The iris

between anode and tuning cavity can be represented by
a parallel combination of L and C; if, however, the iris

is resonant far from the frequency range of interest, a

single shunt-reactance element is a good approximation.
The ridge wave guide tuning cavity is represented by a

section of wave guide terminated in a movable short

circuit and having a characteristic admittance Yq.

"CROWN-OF-THORNS"
TUNER

COOKIE- CUTTER
TUNER

PLUNGER

TUNING-CAVITY
IRIS

ANODE

(C)

Figure 20. Magnetron Tuning: (A) Crmm-of-thorns
inductive tuning element and anode; (B) Cookie-cutter

capacitive tuning element and strapped anode;

(C) Single -cavity tunable magnetron

Equivalent Circuit. Microwave devices such as tun-

able magnetrons are usually large compared to the free-

space wave length at which they operate and therefore
involve parameters of a distributed nature. An equiv-
alent circuit with lumped constants and having the same
admittance or impedance function as the device can be
synthesized according to network theory, but the use-
fulness of the circuit is restricted unless it has phys-
ically realizable parameters that can be directly related
to parts of the device. Fortunately, for the case of the

single-cavity tunable magnetron, there is a good equiv-
alent circuit which is relatively simple.

An equivalent circuit, neglecting losses, for the

single-cavity tunable magnetron is shown in Fig. 21.

This circuit is an extension of one used previously by
M. A. HerlinlO and is valid over a much broader fre-
quency range because all anode modes can be taken into

Derivation of an equation relating plunger position d

to the resonant frequency of the system, now that the

equivalent circuit has been established, is a straight-

forward network problem using the following relation

which applies at resonance.

Bm + 0 (26)

Bjjj, Bp and B^, are, respectively, the susceptances of

the magnetron anode, coupling iris, and a length d of

tuning cavity terminated in a short circuit. These sus-
ceptances are given by:

B.

Bi

N/2

m=l ^m/^

(x./x.x/xp

-Yq cot
/2 7rd\

^m = 2'^^^/L^

X . = ITJCI L. C;
1 V 1 1

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

where
X = free-space wave length

Yq = characteristic susceptance of tuning cav-
ity

^ g = guide wave length in tuning cavity

c = velocity of light

Substituting Eqs, (27), (28), and (29) into Eq. 26 and
solving for d gives

d = ^— cot
2 ir

N/2 1 /
^

^o y

m

X .a -X /X
. m=l ' m m-

1 Ci
-J-(X,/X- X/X

where n = 0, or a positive integer

(32)

n X,
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Figure 21. Equivalent Circuit for a Single -Cavity Tunable Magnetron

Using reasonable values for the parameters in Eq. (32)

leads to curves of dvs. A of the type shown in Fig. 22.

These curves are commonly referred to as tuning

curves.

Tuning Curves . Slaterl3 has derived, by the solu-
tion of field equations, an expression similar to Eq.

(32) for the tuning of a single multiple-resonant cavity

tuned by a coupled waveguide with a movable short cir-

cuit. Because the magnetron anode can be considered
as a multimode cavity, the general observations re-
garding the tuning curves for the magnetron and the

multimode cavity are the same. As in the case of the

multimode tunable cavity, a valuable insight into the
characteristics of the tunable magnetron can be obtained
from these curves.

From Fig. 22 it is seen that, when the plunger is at

d = nX„/2, the resonant wave lengths of the circuit are
those ot the anode alone, the curves being continuous
between adjacent anode modes and progressing from
one mode to the next as the plunger is moved a distance

X g/2. If the field pattern of an anode block is observed
as the tube is tuned from the point B to the point C, the
pattern will initially be that of the n mode, changing
continuously as d is decreased, and finally assuming
the pattern of the (N/2)-l mode. Thus, the field pat-

terns become distorted when a mode is tuned; the amount
of distortion is related to the mode separation and
amount of tuning. Because field distortion is one of the
main limitations on single-cavity-tuned tubes, the

widest tuning ranges are obtained by operating about the

TT-mode resonance and by using a structure having a
large mode separation. It also follows that expressing
the tuning range as a percentage of the mode separation
is meaningful, because it permits a better comparison
of the performance of tubes operating at different fre-
quencies and with different mode separations.

It is important to know the distribution of stored en-
ergy in the resonant system (as will be discussed later)

in order to determine in which of several possible
modes of oscillation a tunable magnetron will operate.
An estimate of this stored energy can be obtained from
the slope of the tuning curves. If most of the energy is

in the tuning cavity, the tuning curves will be steep be-
cause a perturbation of the boundary (such as a slight

motion of the plunger in a part of the system that con-
tains a considerable portion of the energy) will cause a
large change in frequency. On the other hand, the

nearly horizontal parts of the tuning curves like those

shown at the (N/2)-l and (N/2)-2 modes, indicate that

nearly all of the energy is in the anode rather than in

the tuning cavity.

PLUNGER POSITION (d)

Figure 22. Tuning Curves of a Magnetron with a
Single Coupled Tuning Cavity

Another quantity closely related to the distribution

of energy is the degree of coupling of the anode to the

tuning cavity for different modes. The degree is in-

dicated by the slope of the tuning curves at wave lengths

corresponding to anode resonances and by the value of

(1/Yo) /Ljn/Cj^ in Eq. (32). Denoting this term by

1/Qext m, it is seen that in this form Yq appears as the

loading on the series resonant circuit formed by
and Cjjj, the inductance and the capacitance of the mag-
netron anode. Resonances that do not tune will have a

very high Qgxt ™ indicating, as it should, a very light

coupling of the mode to the tuning cavity.

From Eq. (32) it should be noted that, at an anode
resonance, the term Bj^ is negligible compared to the

term Bj^. Although the iris does not affect the shape of

the tuning curves in this immediate frequency range, it

is important at frequencies far removed from an anode
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resonance. In these regions, an inductive iris will dis-

place the curves to the right while one that introduces

a shunt capacitance will displace the curves to the left.

To obtain precise values of the parameters for the

equivalent circuit of a particular tunable magnetron, it

is necessary to use information from its experimental

tuning curves. From these values, the anode resonant

frequencies and the slope of the curves at the resonances

can be obtained. Differentiating Eq. (32) with respect

to X and evaluating at the anode resonances gives

_gm

where ^gj^ is the guide wave length evaluated at X =

^ m-

Substituting the measured value of slope and the Yq
computed from the dimensions of the cavity into Eq. (33),

permits the evaluation of Ljjj/Cj^. Therefore, and

Cj;fjcan be determined because their product is known
from the anode resonant frequency. The parameters

of the iris can be obtained from its dimensions or they

can be determined with the aid of additional points on

the tuning curves, preferably at frequencies far re-

moved from that of an anode resonance. Tuning curves

computed from equivalent circuits give excellent agree-

ment with experimental results.

voltage, and We and Wh are the peak instantaneous

stored electric and magnetic energies in the system.

Solving Eqs. (35) and (36) for Wg and and taking

the smaller value to be the stored energy Wg gives

lEl^/dBs _ Bs
j

4 \dco CO /
(37)

Combining Eqs. (34) and (37) gives

1 +

dBc

dw

dBj

da)

Br

dBm
d cu

B,

w

(38)

This expression is valid for computing stabilization at

all values of

go to infinity.

all values of X except at X = X
j^^, where Bj^ and B^

An expression for S valid at X

from the following general network relations:

Xjjj can be obtained

X =
2 (Wh - Wg ) o)

(39)

Stabilization Factor . The energy stored in the tuning

cavity of a magnetron partially stabilizes it against fre-

quency changes resulting from variations in rf load and

input conditions and is an important consideration that

must be taken into account to arrive at a wide-tuning-

range design. The division of stored energy in the sys-

tem is given by the stabilization factor S,^'^ which is

defined as the ratio of the total energy stored in the

magnetron anode, coupling iris, and tuning cavity to

that stored in the magnetron anode alone.

Wm + Wi + We

W
(34)

m

Anexpressionfor this quantity in terms of the para-

meters of the equivalent circuit can be obtained by use

of circuit theory. The theory states that in a resonant

system the stored energy is equal to the peak instantan-

eous energy in either the electromagnetic field or the

electrostatic fields. At a frequency other than reson-

ance, these energies are not equal; the stored energy

in the system is always the smaller of the two. It has

also been shown-'^^ that, in general,

Be
2 (Wg - ) w

dBg 2(Wg - Wh)

d oj

(35)

(36)

E

where Bg is the shunt susceptance, E is the terminal

dX

dw

2 (Wu W^
(40)

where X is the series reactance and I is the terminal
current.

Solving for A% or Wg and evaluating at resonance gives

the stored energy. Substituting this value of stored
energy into Eq. (34) gives the following expression for

S which is valid X = X „

x=x_
1 +

d o) Xm

m dXm
d w

(41)

The stabilization factor can be computed at any point

on the tuning curves by use of Eqs. (38) and (41) and
the expressions for B™, Bj, and B c-

It has been shown that the speed of starting in a par-
ticular mode of oscillation varies inversely with the

degree of stabilization of the mode.-*^^ Therefore, if it

is desired to have a broadband tunable design which will

operate at fast rates of voltage rise and without the added
complexities of damping the interfering modes, it is

necessary that the stabilization factor be small. Fur-
thermore, from considerations of Eqs. (32), (38), and

(41), it can be shown that, once the maximum value of

stabilization factor has been fixed, the greatest tuning
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range of a particular mode is obtained by a tight coup-

ling between anode and tuning cavity.

Mode Selection Criterion. It would be very desirable

to have a criterion that would enable one to predict the

exact operating frequency range of a tunable magnetron.
This range, however, is difficult to establish because
mode selection is a very complicated process involving

many variables. Some of these variables include power
supply impedance, cathode size and emission, field

pattern distortion, voltage pulse rate of rise, mode
separation, stabilization factor, and rf load.

An approximate criterion useful for maximizing the

tuning range can be establishedl^ from the principle of

minimum dissipation proposed by B. Von der Pol.

This principle states that if a self-oscillatory system
has more than one possible mode of operation, it will

operate in the mode requiring a minimum dissipation

from the power sources present in the system. It fol-

lows that a magnetron will tend to operate in the mode
that has the greatest ratio of energy stored in the mag-
netron anode to the total energy dissipated, i. e. , it will

tend to operate in the mode with the highest value of

Ql/S.

That this ratio is not the only factor that determines
the mode selection is evident from an inspection of the

tuning curves shown in Fig. 22. Here it is seen that

one of the (N/2)-l modes does not tune and therefore

has a stabilization factor approximately equal to unity.

Furthermore, because this mode has two-fold sym-
metry, the weak coupling to the tuning cavity indicates

that it will also be lightly coupled to the output by a
transformer diametrically opposite the tuning cavity.

Eventhough this mode has a high value of Ql/S, tubes

operate in the ir mode with relatively little mode in-

terference over at least a part of this region. However,
it is known that this non-tunable mode does cause ser-
ious interference in some regions and that decreasing
its Ql/S decreases the interference.

Four-Cavity Tunable Magnetrons

The advantages accrued by coupling tuning cavities

to resonators (see Fig.23)canbe explained by showing
how this arrangement overcomes the limitations en-

countered with single-cavity tuning. It is evident from
the symmetry and number of tuning cavities that the

field pattern will be less distorted. The tuning curve
that passes through the 7r-mode wave length at d =

X g/2 will also pass through the (N/2)-2 mode wave
length at d = 0; the result is a relatively large frequency
range over which the jr-mode configuration is only

slightly distorted. Tests on a pulsed, high-power, X-
band tube have shown that there is no appreciable de-
gradation in performance from pattern distortion for an
18 per cent frequency band, this percentage being 1. 2

times the separation between the tt mode and the (N/2)-

1

mode. The uniformity of output coupling as a function

of frequency is also improved, because the impedance
of the output resonator remains more nearly constant.

No compensation for changes in coupling is required
when the tube is tuned.

Single-cavity tunable tubes, as shown in Fig. 20, have

one (N/2) -1 mode that does not couple to the tuning cav-

ity and output wave guide. As indicated previously, this

fact establishes a favorable condition for oscillation in

this mode. A magnetron with four cavities equally tuned

and symmetrically arranged with respect to the anode

does not have this difficulty. Both (N/2)-l modes have

high tuning rates because their doublet nature requires

thatthay have positions for maximum coupling at reson-

ators separated spatially by 90 degrees. In fact, for a

tube with 16 resonators as shown in Fig. 23, both doub-

lets of all odd-numbered modes will tune. Further-

more, the loading of the (N/2)-l modes by the output

can be approximately equalized over a wide frequency

range by locating the output at 45 degrees with respect

to the tuning cavities and by tuning two diametrically

opposite cavities so that they are slightly longer than

the other two cavities. This arrangement introduces a

discontinuity which orients the (N/2)-l modes for equal

coupling to the output resonator. Thus, the Ql/S ratio

canbemade much more favorable for the desired mode
with four-cavity tuning than by use of a single-cavity

tuning. It is also evident that a minimum of four cavi-

ties mustbe tuned to satisfy the symmetry requirement
and provide, at the same time, tuning curves with fa-

vorable Ql/S ratios.

Figure 23. Magnetron with Four Tuning Cavities

Four-cavity X-band pulsed magnetrons of the type
shown in Figs. 23 and 24 give tuning ranges of 1100

megacycles or greater (as compared to 300 megacycles
for single-cavity tuned tubes).

MAGNETRON CATHODES
The cathode is subject to a number of stringent con-

ditions which must be met for proper magnetron opera-
tion.
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Figure 24. Tunable Magnetron, RCA-7110

First, the cathode must furnish a large current den-

sity without sparking or becoming temperature limited

to an extent that sufficient change in potential distribu-

tion occurs to cause modingor even a decrease in effi-

ciency. Pulsed tubes usually operate at current den-
sities of 25 amperes per square centimeter and values

as high as 100 have been attained.

Second, the cathode must withstand bombardment by
returned electrons and ions and must have sufficient

thermal capacity and coolii^ to dissipate the back bom-
bardment energy without overheating. Often it is nec-

essary to decrease the heater power to zero when a
magnetron is oscillating. The cathode diameter for a

given anode design is limited by the decrease in elec-

tronic efficiency which occurs if the cathode is made
too large.

Third, the cathode must provide an axial boundary
to electron flow. The magnetron operates at a voltage

several times that of a tube with similar geometry but

withno magnetic field. The resulting high space-charge
repulsion forces would cause an excessive axial cur-

rent from the ends of the interaction space if no boun-
dary were provided.

In view of these conditions, it is not surprising that

the cathode is usually the element responsible for de-

termining the end of life of the magnetron. As a corol-

lary, it follows that the design of along-life magnetron
requires a massive cathode and operation of it at low

current density and at a low temperature. This design

has been used in the case of the type 6521 magnetron
(used in commercial airline weather radar) to give

tubes with a mean life of 6000 hours as compared to the

life of 250 to 500 hours for magnetrons less conserva-
tively designed.

The large current density required from a pulsed
magnetron cathode is not such a problem as it might
initially appear. First, pulsed magnetrons are nor-

mally operated at short pulse lengths — a few micro-
seconds, or even less, for high-frequency tubes. The

peak pulse emission which can be drawn from a cath-

ode is many times the steady-state emission. In ad-

dition, because most cathodes are reasonably good sec-
ondary emitters, the back-bombarding electrons knock
out secondaries which add to the primary emission.

The cathode thermal dissipation problem is more
serious. Three to ten per cent of the input power may
be expected to appear as cathode back-bombardment
power. Maintaining a reasonable cathode temperature
often requires the use of heavy support structures and
large radiating surfaces to increase the thermal dis-

sipation. The extension above the top end hat of the

center cathode in Fig. 25 is designed to increase the

area available for thermal radiation. The roughening

of surface areas of the cathode support by sand blasting

or spraying with molybdenum powder is a means of in-

creasing thermal dissipation.

The increased thermal dissipation required to com-
pensate for backbombardment introduces the additional

problem of heater life. The available space for the

heater is very limited and, therefore, magnetron heaters

often must be operated at temperatures far higher than

those employed in other tube types. The high tempera-
tures complicate the task of insulating the heater; con-

sequently, heater shorts due to the failure of the alumina
oxide insulation are a problem. Additions of small

amounts of titanium dioxide and chromium to the coat-

ing are sometimes made to increase the thermal emis-
sivity of the heater so that its temperature for a given

amount of heat radiated is decreased. In some in-

stances, a molybdenum powder coating is sintered to

the heater before coating it with insulation to increase

the adherence of the insulating coating. Quality control

measures are also indicated; the cycling of sample
heaters out of each coated lot in dummy cathodes is

frequently done before the lot is approved for use.

The normal method of providing axial boundaries to

the space charge is by the use of enlarged diameters of

the cathode support at each end of the cathode. These
supports are called end hats or end shields. Here
again, another difficulty is introduced by this solution.

K the end hats have large electron emission, either

primary or secondary, they are useless. The most ef-

fective techniques for reducing end-hat emission are the

prevention of contamination by the emission material

and the design of the cathode structure to provide low

end- hat temperatures by isolation of the end hats, or

by other means. In some cases, these methods are
not adequate and it is therefore necessary to reduce

end-hat emission by chromizing (diffusion of chromium
into molybdenum end hats and then oxidation of the ma-
terial) or by coating with zirconium powder. Both of

these techniques reduce the end-hat temperature by in-

creasing radiation; their effectiveness is partly due to

this reduction.

Several typical magnetron cathodes are shown in

Fig. 25. The left cathode, of the thoria-dispenser

type, is for a 200-watt X-band CW tube. The outer

sleeve is made of molybdenum and has a number of

0.010-inch holes drilled in it. The inside of the cylin-

der is packed with thoria, some of which reduces to

thorium and migrates through the holes to the outside
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of the cathode. The cathode operates at a temperature

of 1300 to 1400 Cand gives a CW current density of 1.5

amperes per square centimeter. Its life is relatively

short (a few hundred hours) due to the high operating

temperature and the small size which results in a me-
chanically weak structure. Larger cathodes of this type

give lives of a thousand hours or more at similar cur-

rent density and temperatures.

Figure 25. Typical Magnetron Cathodes

The cathode in the center is for the type 6521,an 80-

kilowatt pulsed C-band magnetron which was designed

specifically for long life. It is of the sintered nickel

type. A layer of fine nickel (0.030-inch thick) powder
is pressed on the inner molybdenum sleeve and sintered

in a hydrogen furnace. A barium carbonate emission
mixture is cataphoretically coated on the sintered

nickel, filling the pores to a considerable depth. The
nickel is then compacted in a press to the final cathode

size. This cathode operates at a temperature of about

850 C at a current density of 5 amperes per square
centimeter for pulsed conditions and gives a mean life

in excess of 6000 hours.

The cathode on the right in Fig. 25 is used in the

7008/7010/7111 series of tunable 200-kilowatt X-band
magnetrons, one of which is shown in Fig. 24. This

cathode has an active surface of type -A barium alumin-
ate impregnated tungsten. It consists of a sleeve of

porous tungsten impregnated with barium aluminate and
brazed to the molybdenum supporting structure. The
end hats are chromized to prevent emission. The cath-

ode operates at a temperature of 800 to 900 C and a

current density of 27 amperes per square centimeter.

The life is of the order of 1000 hours. These results

demonstrate the value of the impregnated-tungsten
cathodes because the untuned version of this tube (4J50)

which used a sintered nickel cathode had a life of only

about 250 to 500 hours.

OUTPUT CIRCUITS

Most magnetrons employ one of two major types of

output circuits. At frequencies below 400 megacycles,
low- and moderate -power magnetrons usually have a

coaxial-line output circuit. This circuit consists of a

loop coupled to the rf magnetic field in the inductive

region of one of the resonant cavities and of the mag-
netron anode. The loop is connected to a coaxial line

which is brought outside the vacuum-tight envelope

through a glass or ceramic seal. The coupling coef-

ficient can be crudely approximated by the ratio of the

area of the loop to the area of the inductive region of

the cavity (Ref. 5, p. 191).

Magnetrons for frequencies above 4000 megacycles,

as well as magnetrons designed to operate at very high

power at lower frequencies, usually have a wave guide

output. This type of output normally consists of a coup-

ling slot in the back of one of the resonators, followed

by a X /4-ridge-wave guide matching transformer which

connects to a standard wave guide. A matched glass or

ceramic window in the wave guide provides the vacuum
enclosure. The impedance of the ridged-wave guide

matching section is the geometric mean between the

impedance at the back of the resonator and the imped-
ance of the standard wave guide. Because the imped-
ance at the back of the resonator is normally in the

range of a fraction of an ohm to a few ohms, the match-
ing section impedance is roughly 40 ohms to give a

match to the 377 -ohm standard wave guide impedance.

The length of the matching section must be near enough

to X/4 so than an excessive amount of reactance is not

coupled into the tube. Other than causing a frequency

change, the detrimental effect of coupling reactance into

the tube is one of pattern distortion of the rf field pat-

terns around the anode. The usual criterionfor coupled

reactance is that is does not have a value in excess of

the coupled resistance. This requirement is not a

stringent; the simple x/4 transformer satisfies it over

a wide enough bandwidth for even the widest -tuning-

range tunable magnetrons.

The degree of coupling of the magnetron to the load

is indicated by the external Q which is defined as the

energy stored in the resonant circuit per cycle divided

by the power to the load. Qext '^^Y be measured by

cold impedance measurements or may be calculated

approximately. 5 The pulling figure of the magnetron
is defined as the maximum frequency change occurring

when a load having a voltage standing-wave ratio of 1.5

is varied through all phases. As Qext is decreased,

the circuit efficiency and the pulling figure increase.

The value of Qext' therefore, is a compromise between
optimum efficiency and the value of pulling figure which

can be tolerated. A high pulling figure may cause long-

life effects or it may cause the magnetron to mode.

The Rieke Diagram^ shows the performance of the

magnetron with constant input conditions but with vary-

ing load. It consists of contours of constant frequency,

power output, and voltage (taken at constant anode cur-

rent) plotted on the Smith impedance chart.

THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

There are two aspects to the design of magnetic cir-

cuits for magnetrons: (1) the design of the pole-piece
geometry to give the desired shape of magnetic field in

the interaction space, and (2) the design of the per-
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manent magnet (or in some cases, an electromagnet)
to furnish the required flux and magnetizing force to

the pole pieces.

The second aspect, the design of the permanent mag-
net, is straightforward except for the necessity of using
empirical factors to allow for the flux leakage along the

magnetic circuit. Literature concerning permanent-
magnet design, including estimates of leakage factors,

can be obtained from most manufacturers of perma-
nent magnets. Due to the great important of the leak-

age factors, however, it is wise to entrust the design

of the permanent magnet to a manufacturer of perma-
nent magnets whose experience enables him to make a

more accurate determination of the empirical leakage

factors.

The design of the pole pieces affects magnetron op-
eration (through the resulting field shape) as well as the

mechanical design of the tube structure and, therefore,

their design must be the concern of the magnetron de-

signer. An axial uniformity of magnetic field to better

than 5 per cent over the anode length is desirable. An
antibarreling field is especially to be avoided, because
it will concentrate the current at the ends of the anode
where it is least effective. An antibarreling field also

complicates the end-hat problem because it tends to

allow the electrons to escape past the end hats.

The magnetic field shape of a given set of pole pieces

may be determined through the use of the electrostatic

plotting tank or by the curvilinear square method of

field plotting. Both of these techniques require that no
part of the pole piece become saturated. There are

various forms of magnetometers available that are

small enough to permit experimental measurement of

the field shape.

In some cases it may be desirable to combine the de-
sign of the magnetic field shape at the ends of the anode

with the end-hat design. The objective is to obtain ra-

dial rectilinear electron flow with a sharp boundary at

the end of the anode. Plotting tank techniques may be

employed to determine the end-hat and pole-piece

shapes which give magnetic and electrostatic field

shapes that combine to give the desired electron flow.

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

Cavity magnetrons require a considerable number of

machined parts. The anode parts are usually made of

oxygen-free high-conductivity copper (OFHC), a mate-
rial not the most desirable for easy machining. It is

not surprising, therefore, that most of the special con-

struction techniques developed for magnetrons involve

machining methods or other techniques for making pre-
cision parts.

The anode is usually the most complicated magnetron
part, as well as the one requiring highest precision.
Hole and slot anodes of the type shown in Fig. 2A
(usually used for frequencies below 4000 megacycles)
are usually made by jig-boring the holes and either

slotting or broaching the slots. Tolerances of one-
halftoonemil are normally maintained on the diameter
of the holes and on the width of the slots.

The double -ring, strapped-vane anode shown in

Fig. 16 is the prevalent type for frequencies up to

10,000 megacycles. It is normally constructed by ma-
chining or stamping the vanes and straps and precision
brazing them in an anode shell. This structure, re-
quiring close tolerances, is probably one of the most
complicated types made by precision brazing. Stain-

less-steel jigs, withathermal expansion matching that

of copper, are oxidized in a wet hydrogen atmosphere
to acquire a surface which will not adhere to the parts

and which will not be wet by the brazing material. The
parts are assembled in the jig together with the brazing

material, usually silver-copper eutectic or a gold-

copper alloy, and the braze is made in a hydrogen
furnace. Tolerances of about one mil are maintained
on the spacings between vane tips and the spacings be-

tween the straps.

The rising-sun type of anode, shown in Fig. 18, is

used in very high frequency tubes — 10,000 megacycles
and higher. It is almost always made by hobbing, al-

though for lower frequency operation anodes are oc-

casionally made by precision brazing. Hobbing is the

technique of pressing a hardened steel mandrel (a male
master plug called a hob) into a metal blank to produce
the desired interior configuration. The complete ris-

ing-sun anode is made by this simple process except

for machining the ends of the anode. The force required
to hob an anode varies from a few tons for small high-

frequency anodes to over 50 tons for larger anodes.

Hot hobbing is sometimes used to reduce the force re-
quired or to permit hobbing of anodes with a large ratio

of radial vane length to vane thickness. The copper is

maintained in the annealed state by heating it to about

550 C during the hobbing operation. Anodes with vanes
of 0.020 -inch radial length and 0.004 -inch thickness have

been hobbed by this technique. Annealing the copper
before hobbing is of little or no value because it imme-
diately hardens as it starts to flow. The precision of

the anode depends primarily on the precision with which
the hob is ground. The hob must be ground after the

steel is hardened, because steel distorts enough during
hardening to make it impossible to maintain the required

tolerances. For very high frequency tubes, tolerances

are in fractions of a mil.

High-power pulse magnetrons sometimes require

anode dissipation densities so great that the surfaces

of the vane tips reach temperatures above the melting

point of copper during the pulse. For short pulse

lengths, analysis shows that the temperature gradient

occurs almost entirely in the first mil of metal thick-

ness at the surface. Use of molybdenum or tungsten

vanes does not help because the steady-state tempera-
ture gradient along the length of the vane is so much
higher than that of copper that it overbalances the ben-

efit of the higher melting temperature of molybdenum
or tungsten. The use of copper vanes tipped with a

thin layer of tungsten, however, permits peak anode
dissipation densities several times that of vanes made
entirely of copper. Tubes with tungsten-tipped vanes
have been made by brazing a strip of tungsten 0.010 to

0.015-inch thick to the vane face. The difference in

expansion is handled by maintaining radial pressure of

the vane tip so that radial tolerances are held. As the
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assembly cools, the copper deforms in a longitudinal

direction which does not affect tube operation adversely.

Due to the high thermal gradient in the first mil of

thickness of the tungsten there are stresses of large

magnitude repeated millions of times per hour of oper-
ation. Extrapolation of theory indicates the surface of

the tungsten should disintegrate. However, the limited

life experience available to date has not indicated any

such problem, possibly because of the short duration

of the stresses.

Further discussion of magnetron construction tech-

niques is given in Ref . 5.

MAGNETRON PROCESSING

Magnetrons with a surprisingly poor vacuum can still

oscillate. A gassy tube can frequently be aged in, due

to the large internal metal area available for gettering.

Often, a tube will start oscillating before the glow dis-

charge occurring during aging disappears. During
operation, however, even a small amount of gas has

detrimental effects. Moding on the leading edge of the

pulse is very sensitive to poor vacuum; the tube arcs

excessively and the spectrum is poor. Furthermore,
atube with a poor vacuum must be seasoned every time

it is operated. High-power pulsed magnetrons have

high voltage gradients between electrodes, usually in

excess of 500volts per mil. It is important, therefore,

to obtain a good vacuum.

The degree of processing required to achieve a good

vacuum depends to a considerable extent upon the type

of tube and the requirements placed on it. Tubes having

high current densities and high-voltage gradients, as

well as those required to meet very exact specifications

on such matters as moding on the leading edge of the

pulse, require very stringent processing.

Pre -exhaust Treatment

The maintenance of strict cleanliness during assem-
bly is, of course, a minimum requirement of pre -ex-
haust treatment. Vacuum -firing of cathodes and other

metal parts which operate at high temperatures is often

necessary. Most magnetrons contain internal pole

pieces of cold -rolled steel or soft iron, materials which
are notorious for giving off gas. It is usually necessary
either to fire these parts in a vacuum or to plate them
with nickel and copper. It is important to flow the cop-
per to close any pores in the metal surface.

Exhaust

During exhaust, it is desirable that all metal parts

be heated for some time to temperatures in excess of

those which occur in operation. However, it may not

always be possible to meet this requirement due to the

temperature limitations of other parts such as glass

seals. Because these limitations restrict the temper-
ature to about 425 C, it has been necessary with some
types to increase bakeout schedules to 10 or 12 hours.

Another technique is to place a gas burner under the

anode during exhaust to increase the anode temperature
without causing damage to glass parts. The replace-

ment of glass by ceramic permits an increase of the

bakeout temperature to about 500 to 550 C (with a cor-
responding reduction of bakeout time) in tubes using
silver brazing alloys. If all silver is eliminated from
the tube, even higher exhaust temperatures are prac-
tical. In some cases, particularly in high-power CW
or very high-power pulse tubes, it is necessary to oper-
ate the tube as an oscillator during exhaust to be sure
that all parts are heated to a sufficiently high temper-
ature. Precautions should be taken with such tubes to

prevent any material feeding back from the vacuum
pump. For this reason, copper foil traps and liquid-

air traps are indicated.

Getters

Most magnetron manufacturers do not employ getters;

RCA regularly uses them. It is believed that the long

life and the ability of RCA magnetrons to meet very
exact moding specifications result to a considerable
degree from the use of getters. Indications are that

getters improve both shelf life and operating life. They
also reduce the amount of aging time required in some
types.

At present, a flashed barium getter is employed. It

is placed in the cathode stem with a shield to prevent

flash from reaching the high -voltage region of the tube.

Other getters of the bulk type, such as Ceralloy or

sintered zirconium powder, are being evaluated.

Aging

Maximum stability, both with respect to arcing and
moding, requires that magnetrons be aged at peak cur-
rents that are considerably in excess of their operating

currents. Aging a tube at currents of one and one-half

to two times the operating current is done at a reduced
duty factor.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Note: MKS units are employed throughout this article

except where specified otherwise in the text.

)

ai a function of xj r^. (Fig. 9)

b reduced dc magnetic field

B dc magnetic field

Be susceptance of tuning cavity

Bi susceptance of coupling iris

Bm susceptance of magnetron

Bs shunt susceptance

B characteristic dc magnetic field

c velocity of light

C capacitance

Cs strap capacitance

d length of tuning cavity (Fig. 20C)

e electronic change
E rf voltage

f frequency
F force (on electron)

g load conductance presented to magnetron

So load conductance resulting in maximum power
output
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Gi magnetron slot conductance
b characteristic conductance
h height of magnetron anode
i reduced anode current

I anode current (referring to magnetron)
I rf current (referring to tuning cavity)

«9> characteristic current

Jc cathode current density

k Hartree mode number
L inductance

m electronic mass
n mode number of resonator system (referring

to magnetron)
n zero or positive integer (referring to tuning

cavity)
N number of magnetron resonators

p reduced generated power
p generated power
Po output power

? characteristic power

q any integer

Qext external Q (magnetron to load)

Qgxt™ Pseudo external Q (magnetron to tuning cavity)

Ql loaded Q
Qo unloaded Q
ra anode radius

rc cathode radius

s radial distance to back of resonator (Fig. 19)

S stabilization

T period of rf oscillation

v reduced anode voltage

^e velocity of electron

V anode voltage

Vc Hull cutoff voltage

M characteristic voltage

w vane thickness
W instantaneous stored energy
X reactance

Yo characteristic admittance

Langmuir's function for cylindrical diode

^0 permittivity of free space
over -all efficiency

electronic efficiency

^C circuit efficiency

a ratio of cathode radius to anode radius
> wave length

relative slot width
w angular frequency
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Traveling-Wave Tube Design

E. E. Bliss

Harrison

The term traveling-wave tube covers a broad field of

apparently unrelated tube types. Fig. 1 shows the var-

ious divisions and subdivisions of the field as well as

several specific examples of traveling-wave-tube types.

The two main divisions are forward-wave traveling-

wave tubes and bacliward-wave traveling-wave tubes.

In the forward-wave type, the electron beam and the

wave on the slow-wave structure both travel in the same
direction and usually at approximately the same veloc-

ity. In the backward-wave type, the beam travels in

one direction and the power flow on the slow-wave struc-

ture travels in the opposite direction. Both types can
be used as amplifiers or oscillators. The two main
types can be further subdivided into "0"-type tubes in

which the rf energy is extracted from the kinetic energy
of the electrons, and the "M"-type or cross -field de-

vice in which the energy is extracted from the potential

energy of the electrons.

cle is referenced, and this text includes just a brief

description of the material covered. However, where
the traveling-wave-tube component is usually scaled

from a known component, a fuller discussion, scaling

factors, and examples of performance are given.

Traveling-wave tubes lend themselves to a fairly

accurate theoretical analysis, especially in cases where
small-signal approximations are valid. Considerable
theoretical work on these devices has been published,

and fairly detailed design formulas are available. The
work of J. R. Pierce,! in particular, has long served
as a reference; the nomenclature and symbolism used
in this book are universally accepted.

The Appendix includes a sample design procedure for

a one kilowatt S-Band traveling-wave tube and covers

in detail the various design steps that must be followed.

TRAVELING-WAVE TUBES

FORWARD-WAVE BACKWARD-WAVE

AMPURER
in

OSCILLATOR
X

I

"0" TYPE
I

l"M" TYPE
I

|"M" TYPE "0" TYPE^ rM"TYPEj
I

"0" TYPE
I

ANY FORWARD WAVE
AMPLIFIER -WITH

EXTERNAL FEEDBACK

AMPLITRON
OR MAGNETRON

AMPLIFIER

OTHER TYPES
OF SLOW-WAVE
STRUCTURES

ICARCHOTRONl

Ihe'lixi

I
HELIX

I

OTHER TYPES
OF SLOW-WAVE
STRUCTURES

OTHER TYPES
OF SLOW-WAVE
STRUCTURES

H HELIX I

Figure 1. The Various Types of Traveling-Wave Tubes
are Divided into Two Basic Classes:

Forward-Wave and Backward-Wave Tubes

Comprehensive coverage of all traveling-wave-tube

types is beyond the scope of this chapter. However,
the fundamental theory for all types is based on the for-

ward-wave traveling-wave-tube amplifier and much of

the basic design information for that type is applicable

to the other types. Because it is also by far the most
common travelir^-wave device and is the type most
likely to be encountered in actual design practice, the

major portion of this chapter is devoted to forward-wave
amplifiers.

Where there is thorough treatment in the literature

of the design aspects of a specific component, the arti-

TRAVE LING-WAVE TUBE OPERATION

The traveling-wave tube overcomes many of the lim-

itations found in other types of tubes operated over 1000

megacycles. For example, in a triode operated at very

high frequencies, the transit time, i. e. , the length of

time required for an electron leaving the cathode to

pass through the grid region and arrive at the plate,

can be an appreciable portion of one rf cycle, resulting

in low efficiency. At these frequencies the reactance

presented by the capacitance of the tube and the induc-

tance of the leads can render the tube inoperable.

FORWARD-WAVE TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE

The limitations of the classical triode are overcome
in the forward-wave traveling-wave tube as shown in

Fig. 2. The electron beam is preaccelerated in the

gun region and then directed, at maximum velocity,

through an interaction circuit. A focusing device is

used to confine the beam in the interaction region. The
rf energy to be amplified enters through the input cou-

pler and travels along the interaction structure at ap-

proximately the same velocity as the electron beam.
The interaction between the electron beam and the sig-

nal on the slow-wave structure occurs continuously down
the entire length of the tube. The amplified signal is

then extracted by the output coupler and the spent beam
continues on to the collector. By maintaining the elec-

tron beam and the wave on the circuit in synchronism
down the ler^thof thetube, it is possible to take advan-
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tage of the transit time of the electrons to extend the

interaction between the wave and the beam over a con-

siderable distance.

ELECTRON
BEAM ATTENUATOR COUPLER

HELIX-TYPE /

SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURE'

INPUT OUTPUT

EXTERNAL FOCUSING MAGNET

Figure 2. Basic Elements of a Traveling-Wave Tube

The use of a slow-wave structure and the absence of

resonant circuits makes possible extremely wide fre-

quency ranges, typically an octave. The gain-bandwidth

product of traveling-wave tubes is very high compared
to those of lower frequency amplifiers and other types

of higher frequency amplifiers using resonant struc-

tures. For example, a typical tube covering an octave

at a ten-centimeter wavelength and having a power gain

of 30 db has a gain bandwidth product of 2 x 10^^.

Fig. 3 shows the interaction between the slow wave
structures and the electron beam. The wave travels

down the slow-wave circuit; at a given instant, the rf

voltage is alternately positive and negative along the

length of the slow-wave circuit. Thus, the electrons

which are moving inside the slow-wave circuit, at ap-

proximately the same velocity as the wave, are affected

by the small ac voltages. An electron at point A is sub-
jected to a small positive voltage with respect to the

average voltage of the beam and is slightly accelerated.

An electron at point B, where the rf field is zero, main-
tains a constant velocity, while an electron at point C
encounters small negative voltage and is decelerated.

Thus, as the beam moves through the slow-wave struc-

ture, theaccelerated electrons catch upwiththose elec-

trons which have been slightly decelerated and form
bunches or groups as they progress through the slow-

wave structure. These bunches are actually rf current
pulses which can induce a corresponding voltage back
onto the slow-wave structure and amplify the original

signal. The amplified signal then reacts further on the

electronbeam and causes even closer and more effec-

tive bunch formation. In this way, the signal is amplified

on the slow-wave structure until it is finally removed
through the output coupler.

Because the rf energy from this interaction comes
from the kinetic energy of the electron beam, the beam
slows down near the output region of the slow-wave
structure. Thus, for optimum interaction and effi-

ciency, the electron beam must travel at a slightly

greater velocity than the wave on the slow-wave struc-

ture.

For tubes having a gain of more than 10 db, some
form of attenuator is required to avoid the amplification

of reflections and subsequent oscillation. This attenu-

ator, which is usually some form of loss applied to the

slow-wave structure in the center of the tube, effec-

tively cuts off the circuit wave at that point. The sig-

nal is carried through the attenuator on the electron

beam which has already been partially bunched by the

interaction in the input region. The circuit wave is then

set up again on the circuit at the output side of the at-

tenuator and the amplification continues in the output

section of the tube. However, waves traveling from
the output end of the slow-wave structure do not interact

with the electron beam and thus cannot be carried past

the attenuator.

SUPERIMPOSED RF
VOLTAGE

DC VOLTAGE
ON HELIX

ELECTRON BEAM HELIX

Figure 3. Mutual Interaction between an RF Signal

on the Helix and the Electron Beam Results in an
Increasing Signal Wave on the Helix

BACKWARD-WAVE TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE

The operation of a backward-wave tube is basically

the same as that of the forward-wave amplifier, except

that the wave on the slow-wave circuit travels in the

opposite direction to the electron beam. The interac-

tion is identical with that in the forward-wave amplifier,

but the electrons are made to react as if the wave were
going in the same direction as the electrons and at the

same velocity as the electron beam in the following

manner. It is assumed that the slow-wave structure is

a folded waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4. A hole is

drilled through the length of the structure as shown so

that periodically the electrons are inside and outside

the waveguide. The electrons follow a more direct path

than the wave in the waveguide and therefore can travel

at considerably less than the speed of light and still

maintain synchronism. An rf wave travels from the

right side of the structure to the left side and at the same
time an electron beam travels from left to right. As
the electron travels through the waveguide, it encoun-

ters only one phase of the rf wave at point A. If the

velocity of the electron is arranged so that the same
phase of the rfwave is present at the time it enters the

waveguide again at point B, the electron will react ex-

actly as it did at point A.

This arrangement has numerous possible feedback
paths. For instance, the electron beam is slightly

bunched as it passes through point A and, therefore,

adds to the rf signal when it arrives at point B. Mean-
while, the rf signal which leaves point A and travels

to the left is amplified and causes greater modulation
at point C. As the electron beam travels from left to

right it becomes more and more heavily modulated and
the wave traveling from right to left becomes greater
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in amplitude. Thus, at the point at which the wave has
its greatest amplitude, the beam is just entering the

interaction region and has no modulation. At the point

at the right side of the structure at which the greatest
bunching has taken place, the rf amplitude is very low.

Consequently, the efficiency of the backward-wave os-
cillator or amplifier is usually quite low. However,
because of the feedback nature of the interaction, high
gain can be obtained over a relatively short distance.

This type of device has a narrow bandwidth because at

a given electron velocity, the rf wave is in phase over
only a very narrow range of frequencies. On the other
hand, the device is readily tunable by varying the elec-
tron velocity. Backward-wave oscillators can be made
which are tunable over as much as an octave frequency
band simply by varying the beam voltage. For this rea-
son, they are quite useful in signal generators and as
local oscillators when rapid electron tuning is desired.

As amplifiers, they are useful as tunable preselectors.

FOLDED— WAVEGUIDE
DELAY LINE

DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION
OF RF WAVE

ELECTRON
1

1

BEAM {c|

tu

Figure 4 . An Electron Beam Propelled through a Slow -

Wave Structure in a Direction Opposite to the Propaga-
tion ofan RF Signal along the Structure Results in Back-

ivard-Wave Interaction

helix and the other types of slow-wave structures is

presented later in this chapter.

ANALYSIS OF OPERATION

The traveling-wave tube is particularly suited to the-

oretical analysis; a large body of the literature is made
up of detailed studies of the small-signal behavior of

traveling wave tubes. Because many of the design arti-

cles and curves presented in the literature require cer-
tain basic background knowledge, this chapter includes

the basic approach to small-signal theory, the form of

the final equations, graphical use of the final equations,

and introduces much of the terminology.

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF A WAVE ON A
SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURE

Quantitative analysis of the operation of a traveling-

wave tube requires a mathematical expression to de-
scribe the amplitude and velocity of the rf signal as it

travels down the slow-wave structure. The amplitude
of an rf signal at a given point as a function of time is

expressed as follows:

'(t)
= V i cot

1 (1)

When the wave is constrained to travel in the z di-

rection of the slow-wave structure in a traveling-wave
tube, the rf signal amplitude can be defined as a func-
tion of both time and distance as follows:

SLOW-WAVE CIRCUITS

Many different types of circuits have been used for

the interaction structure of traveling-wave tubes. The
helix is most commonly usedbecause of its broad band-
width and ease of fabrication. The primary object of

the slow-wave structure is to slow the electromagnetic
wave from the speed of light to a velocity at which it

can interact readily with the electron beam (usually

about one -tenth the speed of light). In the helix, this

slowing action is accomplished readily because the wave
follows the wire of the helix around a circuitous path
while the electron beam travels in a straight line through
the center of the helix. In addition, the helix is fairly

nondispersive; i. e. , the velocity of propagation along
the axis of the helix is nearly constant over a wide range
of frequencies. Thus, synchronism of the rf wave with
the electron beam can be maintained over a wide fre-
quency band. However, the helix has poor heat dissi-

pation properties, and considerable difficulties are ex-

perienced with interfering oscillations when operated
at very high voltages.

V(z,t) -V.e'^e'^^e- (2)

where Vp, the phase velocity of the wave and a, the

attenuation constant are peculiar to a specific slow-
wave structure. The first term of this equation shows
the phase of the wave as a function of time and thus de-
scribes the frequency. The second term shows the

phase as a function of distance and thus describes the

velocity of the wave as it travels down the slow-wave
structure. For positive values of w/vp the wave is

traveling to the right or for negative values of w/vp
the wave is traveling to the left. The third term of the

equation is a real quantity and thus describes the peak
amplitude of the wave as a function of distance. Neg-
ative values of a indicate a wave increasing in ampli-
tude while positive values of Of indicate a wave decreas-
ing in amplitude. Generally, this equation is written as
follows:

(z,t)
=V,eiwt

where

+ a

(3)

(4)

For high-power tubes, the slow-wave structure is

usually some form of folded waveguide for backward-
wave oscillators or periodically loaded waveguide. If

the latter type of structure is used, the loading must
be sufficient to slow the wave velocity to the point where
it can interact with the electron beam at voltages from
10 to 100 kilovolts. A more detailed discussion of the

Tj^ is the propagation constant of a slow-wave struc-
ture and fully describes the behavior of an rf signal on
any given structure. Once the propagation constant of

a structure is determined and an rf signal is fed into

the structure, the location and amplitude of the signal
can be determined at any time or at any point along the
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structure. The propagation constant can be calculated

or experimentally determined for any type of slow-wave
structure.

MATHEMATICAL DESCIUPTION OF A WAVE ON A
SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURE IN THE PRESENCE OF AN
ELECTRON BEAM

When an electron beam interacts with the wave on a

slow-wave structure, the propagation constant of the

structure T^, is modified by the presence of the beam
and may be denoted as F . Thus, the equation for the

wave on the slow-wave structure in the presence of the

electron beam becomes

^(z,t) =Viwt- Fz
(5)

This new propagation constant F fully describes the

amplitude and velocity of the rf signal at any given time
and place in the slow-wave structure of an operating

traveling-wave tube. Once F is determined, the rela-

tive signal amplitudes at the input and output of a travel-

ing wave tube canbe compared, and the gain calculated.

THE DETERMINATION OF F

The development of the equation describing F is bas-
ically the same as that for the interaction between the

wave and the electron of transmission line down which
the wave is propagated and that a nearby electron beam
has a velocity close to the phase velocity of the wave
on the transmission line. A small ac or rf signal is

assumed to be on the transmission line and the effect

of this signal on the electron beam is calculated. Then
it is assumed that a small ac signal is on the electron

beam (effectively a small amount of bunching or rf mod-
ulation) and the effect that this modulation on the elec-
tron beam has on the transmission line is calculated.

The two relationships are equated and the resulting

transcendental equation defines F in terms of the prop-
agation constant of the slow-wave structure and the

parameters of the beam.

iKIp^e ^1

2Vo( Fi2-r)(i^ e -r)
(6)

where

F]^ = -i:^ (it is assumed that the slow-wave structure

K

P is lossless)

(where Uq is the velocity of the electron

beam)

is the impedance of the slow-wave struc-

ture encountered by the beam and may be
calculated or determined experimentally;

Iq is the beam current;

Vq is the beam voltage.

It is further assumed that Vp is not too different from
Uq and that F is not too different from F-^. The num-
ber of symbols may be reduced by defining C^ as fol-

lows:

C3=^
4V^^0

(7)

The determinantal equation for F may then be ex-

pressed as follows:

2ic3 f2 Fi

(
r,^-F2)(i . f2)

= 1 (8)

This equation is in the fourth power of F and has four
possible solutions. The solution is simplified by fur-

ther assuming that the electron velocity is equal to the

cold-phase velocity of the structure; i. e. , - Fj^ = i^e.

The solution has the following form:

where

r= i^e - ^'^eC

1 2 2

(9)

/i

The fourth solution describes the wave traveling in a

direction opposite to the beam, but not interacting with
the beam. This solution is lost in making the approx-
imation required to arrive at the other three solutions.

The propagation constant F in terms of and
Pierce's gain parameter C can be substituted into Eq.

(5) to calculate the gain of a traveling-wave tube.

CALCULATION OF GAIN

When the three solutions for F are substituted into

the wave equation [Eq. (5)] , the following equations

result:

^z,t)

V(z,t)

V(z,t)

V.MMo^^o^y] ^^eCz (10)

le L Vuq Uo ; J

V,e e - 2" eCz (11)

(12)

The first of these three equations describes a wave
traveling at a velocity slower than the beam velocity
and increasing exponentially in amplitude. The second
equation describes a wave again traveling slower than
the beam velocity, but with an amplitude which is de-
creasing exponentially with distance. The third equa-
tion shows a wave traveling faster than the beam veloc-
ity, but not changing in amplitude.

An input signal which is fed onto the slow-wave struc-
ture is divided equally among these three waves. After
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traveling only a short distance down the slow-wave
structure, the increasing amplitude of the first wave
very quickly swamps out the effect of the other two
waves which then have an increasingly negligible am-
plitude compared to the first wave. Thus, the voltage

at the output is

Vout = ^ e 2 (13)

where \f2/2 /3 gC is the attenuation constant from Eq.

(10), 1 is the length of the slow-wave structure and the

1/3 term comes from the input signal being divided

equally between the three waves. The power gain in db
can now be written

G =20 log
'out

' in

. \^/2i3gCl

20 log f
+ 20 logg (14)

or

G = -9.54 + 47.3 C N (15)

where N, the number of wavelengths in the slow-wave
structure, is equal to

li3e

2 IT

Eq. (15) was derived with certain simplifying assump-
tions: a lossless slow-wave structure, a beam velocity

equal to the phase velocity of the slow-wave structure,

and no space charge parameter. Practical tubes do not

satisfy these assumptions, and the gain equation must
be modified to take into account the following effects:

1. Lumped attenuation, which is usually introduced
to prevent the tube from oscillating.

2. An arbitrary electron velocity.

3. The passive or higher order mode parameter Q.

The more complete gain equation is now written as

follows:

G = A + BCN - L,
'att

(16)

where Latt is the loss due to the lumped attenuation.

The initial loss parameter A and the growing-wave
parameter B become functions of the distributed loss,

the electron velocity, and the space-charge parameter
QC. The passive-mode parameter Qmay be found from
Fig. 5, where it is plotted as a function of y for dif-

ferent values of beam-to-circuit diameter. The func-

tion y the radial propagation constant, which is the

argument for the Bessel functions which describe the

fields in the interaction region, are described under
SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURES. The function may be de-
fined as follows:

y = —
a Uq

2 Tra
(17)

Although not exact, this function is a close approxi-

mation for tubes operating below 10,000 volts.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the dependence of A, the initial-

loss parameter, and B, the growing -wave parameter
on the parameter QC. Fig. 8 shows the attenuation or

loss of gain which is to be expected with the introduc-

tion of the lumped attenuator. This curve is based on

the assumption that the slow-wave circuit is severed
andadrifttube of length measured by CN is substituted

for the circuit, as is very nearly the case when a lumped
attenuator with a loss in the order of 20 db per wave-
length or morels used. The wave beyond the drift tube

has a level with respect to the incident wave shown by

the ordinate.

Almost all the information required to calculate the

gain of the traveling-wave tube is now available. The
initial loss A, the growing-wave parameter B, and the

loss due to the attenuator can be obtained from Figs. 5

through 8. The length of the tube N in helix or slow-
wave wavelengths can be readily calculated from the

following equation:

^^lle ^ L506
2 TT '

(18)

The only factor remaining to be determined is the

impedance parameter K, which is included in the ex-

pression for the gain parameter C. How this parameter
is determined is described under Helix and Other Slow-
Wave Structures because Kis necessarily a function of

the slow-wave circuit used.

FORWARD-WAVE AMPLIFIER DESIGN

This section deals with the actual design of the for-

ward-wave traveling-wave tube amplifier, specifically,

the helix and other types of slow-wave structures, the

electron gun, the focusing structure, the couplers, the

attenuator, and the collector.

THE HELIX AS A SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURE

Previously, the expression for the gain of the travel-

ing-wave tube was derived in terms of the initial loss

factor A, the slow-wave parameter B, the length of the

tube N, and the impedance parameter C. The expres-
sions for the first three of these terms were derived
exclusive of the type of circuit used, but the determi-
nation of C can be made only from an examination of

the slow-wave structure.

Any circuit capable of propagating an rf wave at ve-
locities about one-tenth the speed of light and allowing

interaction with an electron beam may be used for the

slow-wave structure of a traveling-wave tube. The
helix is very nearly ideal for this purpose because it is

easy to construct, has a nearly constant phase velocity

over a wide frequency range, and can be readily cou-

pled.

The following parameters are used frequently during
this discussion:

y-P =— -v^ (19)

where y is the radial-phase constant, /3 is the axial-

phase constant, v is the phase velocity of the wave in
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the presence of the beam and Vp is the phase velocity

of the wave on the circuit in the absence of the beam.

o c

which is the free- space phase constant.

-10

Figure 5. Family ofCurves Showing the Passive-Mode
Parameter Q as a Function of Ya for Different Ratios

of the Radius of the Electron Beam to the Radius of
the Slow-Wave Circuit (b/a): (A) For a solid beam;

(B) For a hollow beam

the axis of the helix and a is the mean radius of the

helix. Fig. 9 shows various parameters which describe
the helix.

(20)
60

50

-9

-8

-5

B 40

30

20

0.

-0.
H

Q-

o.z 0.4 0.6 as
QC

1.0 1.2 1.4

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

QC

Figure 6. The Initial-Loss Parameter A
as a Function of the Space-Charge Parameter QC

The fields inside and outside the helix vary as cer-
tain Bessel functions, the argument of which is nor-
mally 7 2i

or Y-j., where r is the radial distance from

Figure 7. The Growing-Wave Parameter B
as a Function of the Space -Charge Parameter QC

Helix Phase Velocity

Fig. 10 shows the axial phase velocity of the helix

vp/c as a function of ka for various pitch angles.

For values of greater than 1.5, the phase velocity

approaches sine ;f and

V„ 13

(21)
27ra

At lower values of y^, the phase velocity varies ra-

pidly with frequency (under this condition the helix is
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said to be dispersive), and the proper pitch anglefor a
reciprocal velocity may be determined from Fig. 10.

Figure 8. Loss of Gain Resultingfrom the Use
of a Lumped Attenuator for Different Values

of the Space-Charge Parameter QC as a Function
of the Drift-Tube Length CN

Figure 9. Parameters which Define
the Geometry of a Helix

The means by which the helix is supported also af-

fects the phase velocity. The dielectric loading factor
DLF is defined as

DLF =
Phase velocity of the helix in the dielectric

Phase velocity of the helix in free space
(22)

The DLF for various types of helix supports can vary
from 0.7 to 0.9 depending upon the geometrical config-
uration and material used. Fig. 11 shows the approx-
imate values of DLF obtained for some typical config-
urations.

Some reduction in dispersion is obtained from the

dielectric supports because the DLF is normally not
constant with frequency. At higher frequencies, be-
cause the fields are closer to the helix and interact less
with the dielectric, the DLF decreases, as shown by
the typical dispersion curve in Fig. 12. In this case,
the small-fluted tubing used to support the helix pro-
duced a dielectric loading factor of 0.9 at the high-fre-
quency end and 0.85 at the low-frequency end of the
slow-wave structure. As shown in Figure, the config-

uration resulted in a considerable decrease in disper-
sion. An equivalent decrease in dispersion with the
other types of supports would require a large mass of

dielectric near the helix and result in a much greater
value of DLF, and would have a detrimental effect on
the helix impedance and gain.

Figure 10. Family ofCurves Showingthe Phase Velocity

of the Helix vp/casa Function of ka for Several Values
of the Helix Pitch Angle ^ . Lines of Constant Ya

are Included for Reference.

TYPE OF SUPPORT

SOLID GLASS TUBING

DIELECTRIC
LOADING
FACTOR

0.70-0.80

FLUTED GLASS TUBING,
SMALL FLUTES

SMALL CERAMIC RODS

FLUTED GLASS TUBING;
LARGE FLUTES

LARGE CERAMIC RODS

0.85—0.90

0.75— 0.85

Figure 11. Range of Dielectric Loading Factor
for Three Types of Helix Support Structures

A conducting shield around the helix may also be used
to decrease the dispersion as shown in Fig. 13. Ref-
erence 2 fully describes the effect of various size shields
on dispersion and on impedance.

Helix Impedance

The axial component of the electric field on the axis
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of the helix has an amplitude which varies with y^, as

shown in Fig. 14A. The impedance K, which is re-

quired to determine the gain parameter C [See Eq. (7)],

is a function of the axial electric field ^(z) ^^'^

phase constant 1/ 7 . High impedance is desirable for

two reasons: first, it enables a higher gain per unit

length; and second, it is essential for high efficiency.

In general, it has been empirically found that the ef-

ficiency T] is approximately equal to 2 x C. As shown
in Fig. 14A, the electric field on the axis falls off ra-

pidly at higher frequencies, and thus, the impedance
is a rapidly decreasing function of frequency. The im-
pedance parameter F( y is given as a function of y
in Fig. 15 where

REGION NORMALLY
OCCUPIED BY BEAM

K
2 V

(23)
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Figure 12. Effect of the Dielectric Loading on Helix
Dispersion Resultingfrom Different Types of

Support Structures
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Figure 13. Curves Showinghow the Use ofa Conducting
Shield over the Helix Reduces Dispersion
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Figure 14. Effect ofBeam Size and y a on Beam Imped-
ance: (A) Showing that the amplitude of the axial com-
ponent of the electricfield on the axis of the helix (Ez

)

varies as a function of y a ',(D) CN as a function of r a
for several solid and hollow beams of different radii.

CNis very nearly proportional to gain; thus, the curves
show the variation of gain with frequency

.

At normal ratios of beam-to-helix diameters of about
0.5 to 0.7, the impedance falls off at the higher fre-

quencies while the number of helix wavelengths N, be-
comes smaller at lower frequencies. A plot of CN,
which is roughly proportional to the gain [See Eq. (15)] ,

as afunctionof 7a for severalbeam diameters is shown
in Fig. 14B.

If the tube is operated at a frequency at which is

less than 1.0, the beam-field interaction is very effi-

cient (high C), but the helix becomes dispersive and the

beam and wave fall out of synchronism over a relatively

narrow frequency range. For this reason, only nar-
row-band operation is obtainable at low values of y^-

A helix designed for wideband operation is a compro-
mise between low y^, where the helix is a high imped-
ance circuit, but dispersive and high y^, where the

helix is less dispersive, but has a low impedance. Ex-
perience indicates that for most applications, a value

of y^i of 1.5 at the center frequency is a good compro-
mise between efficiency and broadband operation.

Fig. 14 shows that at a high value of y g,; the amount
of the electric field interacting with the beam is highly
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dependent on the ratio of the beam diameter to the helix

diameter. Thus, for the typical beam diameter shown,
a much larger proportion of the electric field inside the

helix is interacting with the beam when is equal to

1 than when is equal to 4. However, if the beam
diameter is increased, the impedance at high values of

y a increases rapidly. This effect is shown quantita-

tively in Fig. 16 for solid and hollow beams. When this

factor is included, the impedance becomes:

0 2 4 6 8 10

r a

Figure 15. The Impedance Parameter F/y
as a Function of ya- The impedance on the axis

of the helix is obtained from F^y a)-

The final correction factor to be introduced is Tien's
impedance factor F, which describes the reduction in

the electric field inside the helix as a result of the die-

lectric loading factor. In addition, the curve for

F( y a) was derived for a sheath helix and Tien's factor
includes the impedance reduction resulting from the

use of tape or wire instead of a conducting sheath. This
factor is plotted in Fig. 17 as a function of ka for vary-
ing values of DLF. Thus, the final expression for K is

written as follows

:

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

Figure 16. Family of Curves Relating the Impedance-
Reduction Factor to a fo^ Several Hollow and Solid

Beams with Different Radii. This factor is used to

modify the impedance on the axis for solid or hollow

0 0.1 1^0.2 0.3 0.4

Figure 17. Curves Showing the Impedance-Reduction
Factor F as a Function of ka

for Several Values of the Dielectric Loading Factor
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Limitation of the Helix

The helix, although simple to make and having ex-

cellent rf characteristics, is normally limited in use

to the lower power level traveling-wave tubes for sev-

eral reasons.

First, the helix has rather poor power -handling char-

acteristics. The structure is inherently light and

skimpy; at higher frequencies it is small and difficult

to cool. This factor primarily limits the cw capabili-

ties of a helix-type traveling-wave tube, as shown in

Fig. 18. The upper regions of this range are reached

only by providing some sort of liquid cooling to the di-

electric supportingthe helix or to the helix itself. How-
ever, as efforts in this direction are increased, dielec-

tric loading and the complexity of the structure increase

tothepointwhere other types of circuits are preferable.

Second, the use of helices for high-power traveling-

wave tubes is limited by the interference of other space
harmonics. Two effects are felt: first, a reduction of

impedance in the desired space harmonic and, second,

the occurrence of backward-wave oscillations at a fre-

quency near the operating frequency of the tube.

vi iu= :::;v:::-.-:v:;*-".

t 105 - OTHER SLOW WAVE
5 'r:v:iS;#i:;;S>Si:i STRUCTURES
s 10^ ^S^SiiSMg^-^

g 10^ - r^<^»|::iii
5 10-

1

I >0%^fliiSo |_
I

CW- HELIX \
£io-'-i

I I

% 10-2 -
I

I I W
Q- IO-3|_j

I I
\ Mmm-yi.

10^ lo' lo'' id'

FREQUENCY-Mc

Figure 18. Power Limitations on Traveling-Wave
Tubes Using the Helix Type of Slow-Wave Circuit

As described earlier, for a traveling-wave tube

must be between 1.0 and 1.6 to maintain both efficiency

and bandwidth. Thus, as the voltage is increased to

obtain higher power levels, remains fixed and ka,

which is y increases. Fig. 17 shows that Tien's

factor decreases with increasing ka, thus decreasing
the impedance at higher helix voltages. Fig. 19 is a

plot of helix voltage as a function of ka for both the for-

ward- and backward-wave space harmonics of a helix.

At the point where ka is 0.5, the phase velocity of both

space harmonics is the same. The tube can act as a

backward-wave oscillator at the frequency defined by a

ka of 0.5 while operating as a forward-wave amplifier

at some lower frequency. If the normal operating range

of the tube is as high as ka equal to 0.4, then it may be
difficult to suppress the backward-wave oscillation

without affecting operation in the desired band. This

condition normally occurs when the helix voltage is

about 10,000 volts or greater or at lower voltages if the

current is high or the tube is long and thus limits the

maximum peak power available from the helix type

traveling-wave tube.

OTHER SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURES
Many structures have been devised which in whole or

part circumvent the limitations of the helix at high-
power levels. In general, these structures have a con-
siderable amount of stored energy which cannot interact
with the beam and a much narrower bandwidth than the
helix. Typical of such structures is the folded wave-
guide which was shown in Fig. 4. In this structure, the
wave follows the waveguide at a phase velocity deter-
mined by the frequency and the dimensions of the wave-
guide, while the electron beam, following a more di-

rect path, travels at a velocity determined by the beam
voltage. By properly arranging the length of the path
in the waveguide, the arrival of the wave at each point

where the beam crosses the waveguide can be made to

coincide with the same electrons which the wave met at

the previous crossing point. In this way, the beam and
wave are in synchronism down the length of the struc-
ture and interaction takes place.

Figure 19. Phase Velocity vp/c as a Function

of ka for Both the Forward ana the Backward Space

Harmonic of the Wave on the Helix

A single cell of a practical structure is pictured in

Fig. 20. The folds of the waveguide are brought to-

gether to a common wall and coupling from cell to cell

is accomplished through the coupling slot. This is a

very rugged and massive structure compared to the

helix and is able to handle considerably higher average-
power levels. The useful space harmonics of this struc-

ture are at high values of ka. This permits operation

at voltages well above the 10-kilovolt limit of helices.

Figure 20. Single Cell of the Folded-Waveguide
Type of Slow-Wave Structure

An excellent survey of many other types of slow-wave
structures is given in an article by Nalos^ which de-

scribes some of the types that are in use and the fea-

tures that are desirable for specific applications. A
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more detailed description of the characteristics of some
slow-wave structures is given by Belohoubek.^ The
reader is referred to these and other references for

the actual choosing and design of structures for high-

powered traveling-wave tubes. Howc'/er, as an intro-

duction to these papers, a brief description of how these

slow-wave structures are measured and compared is

given below.

The characteristics of these structures is usually

described by a Brillouin diagram, which relates the

phase shift per cell to the frequency. A typical Brillouin

diagram for the folded waveguide is shown in Fig. 21.

The phase shift per cell is the amount of phase shift

in the rf wave at a given instant in the distance from
one interaction region to the next. This phase shift is

usually given in terms of |3 L, where |3 = co/vp and L
is the period of the structure. ^ L is equal to 2 ;r or

a 360-degree phase shift for that value of frequency at

whichthe guide wavelength Xg is equal to the period of

the structure.

SECOND
PASS BAND

SfO~P BAND

T FIRST
rPASS BAND

"I

Figure 21. co -
|3 Diagram for the

Folded-Waveguide Slow-Wave Structure

''p ^o X

2 TT 2 TT

(26)

For values of p L less than 2 tt, less than one rf cycle

is completed in passing from one cell to the next. For
values of ^ L greater than 2 tt, more than one rf cycle

is completed.

Notice that

CO
(27)

Thus, the slope of a line drawn from the origin to a

point on the curve is proportional to the axial-phase
velocity at that point. The slope of the curve itself is

related to the group velocity of the wave which indicates

the direction of power flow in the structure. Therefore,
in the region where 7r< /3L<2'r the phase and group
velocity are nearly equal and in the same direction. In

addition, the phase velocity is nearly constant over the

available frequency band from to W2 and indicates

little dispersion and, consequently, good forward-wave
interaction over most of the available bandwidth. The
constant voltage line intersects the second pass band at

point B, however, which would indicate interference
from possible oscillations at that frequency.

Also of interest is the region where 0< ,8L< in which
the phase velocity is still positive, butthe group veloc-
ity is still positive, but the group velocity is negative,

indicating power flow in a direction opposite to that of

the phase velocity. Note that for a given voltage there
is only one frequency at which interaction can take
place; thus, this is a backward-wave device, voltage-
tunable over the pass band.

The determination of the w -
j3 diagram is important

in the design and evaluation of slow-wave structures
because it gives information on the bandwidth, voltage,

and possible interference from other modes. The tech-

nique used is to take a short length of the slow-wave
structure, usually about 5 cells, short the ends of the
structure and determine the resonant frequencies.
These resonant frequencies can then be related to cer-
tain phase shifts per cell and plotted to form the w - j3

diagram.

The impedance of such structures can be obtained
fromperturbationof the fields on the axis of the shorted
structure by means of small dielectric beads. The im-
pedance can then be calculated from measurements of

the frequency change due to the introduction of the di-

electric. A detailed description of these measurements
is too complicated to be included here, but several good
descriptions of techniques are available in literature. 5

Figs. 22 and 23 show, respectively, a cross-section
drawing of a structure designed for 1 -kilowatt peak
power over a 20 per cent bandwidth at S-band and the
w- 0 diagram plotted for the same structure. This
structure may be scaled to other frequencies, with the

voltage constant, by scaling all dimensions to the change
in wavelength. The voltage is changed by scaling the
period only by the square root of the voltage. Varia-
tions of dimension "w" will vary the bandwidth. A
larger coupling slot will increase the bandwidth but de-
crease the impedance.

_0.325

O.J4O

1.750

S 0
-0.220

ST
0.140

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

Figure 22. Cross -Sectional Drawings of a Folded-
Waveguide Slow-Wave Structure Designed for S-Band

Operation at 1 Kilowatt of Peak Power
over a 20 Per Cent Bandwidth
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Folded-Waveguide Structure Shown in Fig. 22

ELECTRON GUN

The design of the electron gun can be extremely cri-

tical in the ultimate performance of a traveling-wave
tube. The formation of a well-defined beam of correct
diameter is important in obtaining the proper rf char-
acteristics of a tube. A gun producing a beam smaller
than required for a given helix or slow-wave structure

lowers the interaction impedance, particularly at the

high-frequency end of the band. Conversely, a beam
too large or not well defined is difficult to focus. In

high-power tubes in which interception on the slow-
wave structure can be sufficient to cause severe thermal
problems, a well-defined beam of the proper diameter
is vital to the successful operation of the tube.

Many different types of electron guns are in use on
traveling-wave tubes. One of the most common types

is the convergent-flow gun shown in Fig. 24. A related

gun, the parallel-flow type, isshown in Fig. 25. Fig. 26
is a hollow-beam parallel-flow gun. Fig. 27 is a con-
vergent-flow hollow-beam gun. Fig. 28 is a magnetron
injection gun. A typical low -noise gun is shown in

Fig. 29. Each of these types has a specific application.

The most commonly used is the convergent-flow solid-

beam electron gun. Because of the widespread use of

this particular gun, the following description is fairly

detailed, and some design procedures are also dis-

cussed. For the other types of guns, only the operation
and literature references for design are given.

HELIX ELECTRODE

ANODE ELECTRODE
BEAM FORMING ELECTRODE ^

HEATER CATHODE
ASSEMBLY

ELECTRON BEAM

CATHODE SUPPORT-:^ CERAMIC RINGS
^ TO SUPPORT
%UN ELECTRODES

Figure 24. Cross Section of the

Convergent-Flow Electron Gun

CATHODE-

LI
HELIX

\
ELECTRON
BEAM

BEAM FORMING
ELECTRODE

HELIX
ELECTRODE

Figure 25. Schematic Diagram of a

Parallel-Flow Electron Gun

BEAM FORMING
ANODE

OUTER ANODE

HELIX

HOLLOW ELECTRON
BEAM

CATHODE

INNER ELECTRODE
STRUCTURE

GLASS SUPPORT
ROD

Figure 26. A Hollow-Beam Type of
Parallel-Flow Electron Gun

BEAM-FORMING
ELECTRODE -

ANODE

CATHODE

'

INNER BEAM
FORMING
ELECTRODE

HOLLPW ELECTRON
BEAM

Figure 27. A Hollow-Beam Type of
Convergent-Flow Electron Gun

Convergent- Flow Electron Gun

The use of a convergent-flow, solid-beam gun is de-
sirable for several reasons. A higher current density

in the beam can be obtained than is normally available

from a cathode surface by converging the beam in the

gunregion. Convergence ratios of 2:1 to 10:1 are read-
ily available and provide extremely high beam-current
densities in the interaction region of the tube. An ini-

tially convergent beam is necessary for several of the

focusing schemes, described later, in which the gun
region must be shielded from the magnetic field and the

beam must enter the magnetic field with parallel elec-
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tron trajectories. From the parallel-flow gun the beam
would normally be divergent as it leaves the anode of

the gun. However, with a convergent-flow gun, a beam
minimum occurs some distance from the anode, at

which point the electron trajectories are parallel, the

radial velocities of the beam are at a minimum, and
the magnetic field can be introduced.

DRIFT TUBE
^ OR HELIX

ANODE-

HOLLOW ELECTRON
BEAM

REAR FOCUS
ELECTRODE

FRONT FOCUS
ELECTRODE

CATHODE

Figure 28. Cross Section of a

Magnetron-Injection Electron Gun

Considerable analytical baclcground is available which
makes it possible to design a convergent-flow electron

gun having a microperveance of less than one, where
perveance p is equal to l/v3/2. A particularly good
reference by Danielson, Rosenfeld, and SaloomS is

found in the Bell System Technical Journal. The gen-
eral approach to the analytical method is as follows:

It is assumed that in two concentric spheres, the inner
surface of the outer sphere emits electrons to the inner

sphere. By the law of minimum astonishment, the elec-

trons all travel in a straight line from the outer sphere
to the inner sphere, with none of their paths crossing.
The object in designing an electron gun is to cut out a
segment of these spheres and form a potential along the

boundary of the beam so that the cut out portion of the

beam is not affected by the missing portion of the

spheres. Presumably, the electrons travel in smooth
laminar paths from the cathode to an anode. Reference
6 provides the correction required for the hole in the

anode and also includes the effect of the thermal ve-
locities of the electrons.

For a perveance greater than one, the design curves
breakdown because the hole in the anode through which

the beam must pass becomes quite large compared to

the spacing between the anode and the cathode. Two
methods are available when designing a gun having a
perveance greater than one. The first method involves
setting up the boundary conditions for the beam in an
electrolytic tank and experimentally determining the

shape of the electrodes which produce the proper elec-

tric field along the edge of the beam. The second is to

scale from an existing gun. The first of these methods
has been adequately described in the literature. 7, 8

HEATER-CATHODE
STRUCTURE

FOCUS AND NOISE DETERMINING
^ELECTRODES

CATHODE STRUCTURE
SUPPORT

7.8

GLASS ROD

(A)

CATHODE AT 0 VOLTS

7.0
12.0

VOLTS
Y/

RD 9.0 _^

VOLTS

0 .010" .040"

Figure 29. A Typical Low-Noise Electron Gun:
(A) Cross section of the gun structure;

(B) Electrode arrangement and distribution of the

equipotential lines in the gun

An electron gun, the dimensions of which were em-
pirically determined by Siekanowitz i-n 1954 and which
has been modified to produce beams with a perveance
ranging from 0.5 to 1.7 ata convergence ratio of 4 to 1,

does provide an excellent starting point for scaling of

a gun design. The critical dimensions of this gun are
shown in Fig. 30; the minimum beam diameter has been
normalized to unity. This gun, operated at a perveance
of 1.25, produces a minimum beam diameter of 0.110,

from a cathode diameter of 0.400 with the beam mini-
mum located 0.550 inch from the anode aperture. The
original and scaled models of the gun have been used in

several tubes and have provided excellent focusing at

very nearly the minimum theoretical value of the mag-
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netic field. Figs. SOB, C, and D, show how the various
parameters of this gun were modfied in order to vary
the perveance from 0.5 to 1.75. In each case, the

cathode diameter remained the same and the beam-
minimum diameter remained the same within about 10

per cent.

v>

Figure 30. Schematic Diagram Showing the Electrode
Dimensions and Spacings of a Modified Siekanowitz
ElectronGun. Graphical data show how the parameters
of this gun may be modified to vary the perveance

over the range of 0.5 to 1.75 micropervs.

The performance of this gun has been consistently
excellent. For example, in one tube, a 100 milliam-
pere beam current at a beam voltage of 2000 volts can
be focused through a 0.17 5 -inch I.D. helix with only 1

per cent interception at a peak magnetic field of 350
gausses in a periodic permanent-magnet structure. In

another case, a 50-milliamperebeam at 1100 volts was
focused with 3 per cent interception through a helix with
an I.D. of 0.130 inch at a peak magnetic field of 450
gausses. Inboth cases, the peak magnetic field is very
near the minimum theoretical value. Such good focus-
ing can only be obtained with a beam generated from a
gun having few aberrations.

Parallel- Flow Gun

When the magnetic field is permitted to thread through
the cathode itself and the current density in the beam is

not too great, a parallel-flow gun may be used. The
derivation of the analytical approach for this gun is

similar to that of the convergent-flow electron gun ex-
cept that instead of two concentric spheres there are
two infinite planes, one of which emits electrons to the

other. In this case, the electric field along the beam
in the gun region is a simple function of the distance
between the planes and can be readily duplicated with
electrodesby following the procedure of Pierce. 7 How-
ever, because of the hole in the anode, the beam di-

verges as it leaves the gun and, therefore, this gun is

practical only in cases where the magnetic field threads
through the gun region. The disadvantages of this type
of focusing will be explained later.

Hollow-Beam Parallel-Flow Gun

The hollow-beam parallel-flow gun is essentially

similar to the parallel-flow gun, except that instead of

producing a solid circular beam, a long thin ribbon
beam is formed which is folded back upon itself to form
a hollow beam. This type of gun is extremely useful in

cases where the electron beam must be very near the

interaction structure for good performance. As dis-

cussed earlier, it is particularly useful to maintain high
impedance when operating at high values of y^.

In this type of gun, extremely high perveances may be
obtained. For instance, if the circular cathode is

spread out in a straight line and then divided up into

squares, the perveance of each square is limited to

about one, as described above for the convergent-flow
gun. However, with a sufficiently large length-to- width
ratio, there may be 10 to 100 such squares. Therefore,
the total perveance of the gun as a whole can be 10 to

100 times the perveance of a single square; it is not un-
usual to have a perveance of 10 to 100.

Convergent- Flow Hollow-Beam Gun

The convergent-flow hollow-beam gun has been rare-
ly used in experimental tubes. As shown in Fig. 27,

the inherent difficulty of obtaining a well-defined beam
from a hollow convergent cathode and properly direc-
ting the beam down the axis of the tube is so formidable
that no clear-cut analytical method has been found to

describe it. The experimental results to date, which
have not been very encouraging, are included in the

references. ^'

Magnetron-Injection Gun

The magnetron-injection type of gun has received
increasing attention in recent years because of its ex-
tremely high convergence ratio and the fact that the

beam can be readily focused in a uniform magnetic
field. As shown in Fig. 30, the electrons are drawn
away from the cathode by a slight positive potential on
Gj^, but are constrained to move in an axial direction

because of the magnetic field. In this way, a rather
well-defined hollow beam of very high current density

(compared to the current density of the cathode) can be
formed. Because no flux actually passes through the

cathode surface, the electrons leaving the gun have a
rotational velocity which aids focusing. The design
procedure for this type of gun is given in reference 11.

Low- Noise Gun

Special design problems exist in the development of

electron guns for low-noise traveling-wave tubes be-
cause, in these tubes, the gun serves a dual function:

not only is the electron beam generated and defined by
the gun, but the gun must also maintain the proper beam-
entrance conditions for minimum noise at the point of

entry into the rf interaction region.

Modern theory considers two essentially uncorre-
lated sources of noise: velocity fluctuations and cur-
rent fluctuations of the electrons leaving the cathode.

The beam can be considered as a propagating medium
for these noise waves and an analogy has been con-
structed between the beam viewed as a space-charge-
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wave transmission medium and the familiar transmis-
sion line. The gun may be considered to act as a trans-

ducer which must be carefully designed to match the

impedance (ratio of voltage or velocity fluctuations to

current fluctuations) at the cathode plane to the desired

impedance at the helix. Several of the familiar trans-

mission- line transformers can be used as models. The
exponential transformer comes closest to fulfilling the

requirements of the low-noise gun. The RCA "three-

region gun" is a transformer of this type.

A discussion of design of low-noise guns can be found
in a thorough study by R. W. Peter in reference 12.

The theory of low-noise guns is presently confused and
the design parameters in the region of the cathode are
now undergoing constant revision. At the time of publi-

cation, no survey article has appeared which covers
the developments of the past few years since Peter's
article was written.

FOCUSING

Many schemes have been devised for focusing the

beam in a traveling-wave tube. Most efforts have been
directed at reducing the size and the weight of the fo-

cusing structure. Several of the better-known types of

focusing which have actually been put into use in pro-
duction or developmental tubes are described below.

In most cases, the more esoteric forms of focusing are
some modification or combination of these focusing
methods.

Magnetic Focusing

Magnetic focusing was the first method used to con-
fine the beam in the interaction region of traveling-

wave tubes. After fifteen years, magnetic focusing is

still used in over 95 per cent of traveling -wave tubes.

During that time, the techniques and the means of sup-
plying the field have become increasingly refined.

Basically, there are two types of magnetic focusing.
The first and most commonly used in the earlier days
of the industry is magnetically confined flow, other-

wise linown as the "brute force" method. The second
and more commonly used method todayis magnetically
focused flow, frequently called Brillouin flow.

Confined Flow. When a strong magnetic field is di-

rected along the axis of the tube so that the flux is

threaded through both the cathode and the interaction

region, the magnetic field constrains the electrons to

follow a relatively straight path from the cathode down
the length of the tube. If the beam is not well focused,
the magnetic field is merely increased until it reaches
a value sufficient to provide the desired beam trans-
mission.

Radial forces on the electrons come from the space-
charge forces generated by the mutual repulsion of the

electrons; thus, the higher the current density in the

beam, the stronger the magnetic field required. The
path of an individual electron is shown in Fig. 31. Space-
charge forces produce a small radial component in the

electron velocity which, under the action of the mag-
netic field, results in a circular motion of the elec-

tron when viewed from the end. In traveling down the

tube, the electron follows a helical path. The strength

of the magnetic field determines the diameter of the

circle described by the electrons and thus determines
the definition of the beam. For beams of moderate cur-
rent density such as in a ten-watt S-band tube, about

500 to 600 gausses is adequate for focusing.

B ELECTRON
® y BEAM \ 'B

\ PATH OF .«s:-:Ka::SVv-ii;-v:::v^^

||^|=y7LECTR0N ilis^iMllliiillPiR

DIAMETER OF
CIRCLE DEPENDANT
UPON SPACE-CHARGE
FORCE AND MAGNETIC
FIELD

Figure 31. Path Traced by an Individual Electron
in Confined Magnetic Flow

A parallel-flow gun must be used with this type of

focusing because the electrons are under the influence

of the magnetic field from the time they leave the cath-

ode surface. Use of any of the convergent-type guns
would involve cutting lines of flux during the convergence
of the beam and, consequently, destroying the action

of the gun. In the parallel-flow gun, both the action of

the electrostatic lens in the gun and the magnetic field

tend to keep the electrons moving in a straight line.

Withthe exception of its use in low-noise tubes where
the magnetic field requirements are determined more
by the noise-figure properties than by the density of the

beam, this type of focusing is not generally in wide-
spread use because it requires a stronger magnetic
field than focused flow.

Focused Flow . Focused flow is considerably more
sophisticated and requires less magnetic field and a

smaller size magnet than confined flow. The most
common type of focused flow, known as Brillouin flow,

in which two counterbalancing forces on the electrons
in the beam tend to keep the beam on the desired path.

The electron beam is generated, usually by a conver-
gent-flow gun, and the magnetic field starts abruptly at

the point at which the beam reaches its minimum diam-
eter and the radial velocities are at a minimum. Bush's
theorem states that upon entering the magnetic field

the electrons begin to rotate about the axis with a ro-

tational velocity which is proportional to the distance

of each electron from the axis of the beam and the

strength of the magnetic field. Thus, we have set up
the conditions shown in Fig. 32; an electron beam trav-
els through the interaction region with each electron

following a helical path about the axis of the tube at a

constant radius.

Under the ideal conditions, three forces act on each
electron. First, there are the normal space -charge
forces which tend to increase the radius of the electron
path. Second, there is the centrifugal force, outward,
of the spiraling electrons which also tends to increase
the radius. Third, the spiraling electrons are cutting

lines of flux and experience an inward Lorentz force.

When the conditions for Brillouin flow have been satis-
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fied, these forces balance out to zero and the electrons

are focused down the length of the tube. The conditions

for Brillouin flow Bq are shown by the following equa-
tion:

326 1^/2
gauss (28)

where I is the beam current in amperes, V is the beam
voltage in volts, and a is the radius of the beam in in-

ches. In practice, the actual field required is frequent-

ly about 1.3 times the value obtained from this equa-

tion.

PATH OF AN INDIVIDUAL
ELECTRON IN THE BEAM

F| - CENTRIFIGAL FORCE

F2 — SPACE-CHARGE FORCE

F3 — LORENTZ FORCE

Figure 32. Path Traced by an Individual Electron
in Focused Magnetic Flow

If an electron is perturbed slightly, either by enter-

ing the magnetic field with an initially slight radial

velocity or as a result of some perturbation during
transit, thereare forces which tendto restore the elec-

tron to its original orbit. A force diagram of the rela-

tive forces on a given electron having an initial radius

rQ is shown in Fig. 33. As the orbital diameter of the

electron becomes larger, greater force tending to de-

crease the diameter is created because more flux lines

are cut. At the same time, the centrifugal and the

space-charge forces decrease. On the other hand, if

the diameter of the electron path becomes smaller, the

space-charge force and the centrifugal force increase
and the magnetic force decreases, tending to push the

electron out to its original path. Thus, a potential val-

ley is formed with a minimum at the equilibrium radius.

The steepness of the walls of this potential valley deter-

mine the stiffness of the focusing. Actually, if elec-

trons are displaced at any time, an oscillatory motion
takes place in the diameter of the beam as a whole, and
results in beam scalloping about the initial radius ro.

This type of focusing requires less field than con-
fined flow, but also requires a certain optimum field.

In other words, unlike confined flow in which the mag-
netic field is merely increased to improve the beam
definition and transmission, increasing the magnetic
field results in a severe inward scalloping of the beam
and a reduction in the average beam diameter which
can be detrimental to the rf performance of the tube.

Sources of Magnetic Field. Generating the magnetic
field for focusing traveling-wave tubes has been con-
siderably advanced in recentyears. Initially, the solen-

oid was used to generate a uniform magnetic field be-
cause performance was easily predicted and the mag-
netic field could be readily varied to find the optimum
field for best focusing. However, as traveling-wave
tube requirements become more stringent, especially

in airborne applications where power consumption and
weight were extremely important, solenoids were re-
placed with various types of permanent magnets.

Solenoids. Solenoids are still frequently used today
in special applications such as low-noise tubes in which
the magnetic field must be carefully controlled and
transverse fields held to a minimum, and in tubes for

high-temperature service, in which the commonly-used
magnetic materials cannot be used. Improvements in

the insulating materials for magnet wires will even-
tually permit the use of solenoids in ambient tempera-
tures up to several hundred degrees centigrade.

Permanent Magnets. Permanent magnets, although

weighing as much or more than a well-designed solen-

oid, have the advantage of requiring no power to main-
tain the magnetic field. Although largely superseded by
periodic magnet focusing, which requires considerably

less magnetic material, the straight-field permanent
magnets still are useful in focusing very-low-noise
traveling-wave tubes and tubes requiring a very high

magnetic field for a relatively short distance. In the

latter case, the present material limitations prevent

the use of periodic permanent magnetics. The design

procedure for the straight-field permanent magnet has

been described by GlasslS and Schindlerl4. These
magnets can be used for either confined flow with the

flux threading the cathode or Brillouin flow with the gun
suitably shielded from the magnetic field.

Periodic Permanent Magnets. Periodic permanent-
magnet focusing was the first major breakthrough in

making the traveling-wave tube a light-weight portable

device. As mentioned under "Brillouin Flow, "the cen-

trifugal and space-charge forces on the electron are

counterbalanced by the magnetic field. However, in

the equation describing this relationship, the magnetic
field term appears as Bq^. Therefore, the sign or

polarity of the magnetic field can be neglected. Thus,

if the magnetic field changes polarity periodically down
the length of the tube, focusing is unaffected.

The arrangement of a periodic permanent-magnet
focusing stack is shown in Fig. 34. The magnetic ma-
terial is in the form of rings of high-coercive-force
material, usually a barium ferrite, and the shims are

formed of magnetically soft iron, usually Armco iron.

The ring magnets are alternately magnetized so that

they oppose each other and form the indicated magnetic
field along the axis.

In a periodic permanent magnet, the stray external

fields tend to cancel each other and thus produce a much
greater percentage of the usable field in the center of

the magnet stack, where it can be efficiently used to

focus the beam. In general, as the length over which a

magnetic field is to be maintained is halved, the weight

of the magnet required to maintain that field is reduced

by a factor of 8. Thus, if a single permanent magnet
is replaced by a periodic permanent magnet having

some ten periods, there will be a theoretical reduction

of weight of 100 to 1. While this is not normally ob-

tained in practice because of the greater demagnetizing

forces in a periodic permanent magnet, a normal re-
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duction of greater than 10 to 1 in the weight of a focus-

ing structure is readily obtainable.
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Figure 33. Diagram of the Forces Acting on a

Single Electron in a Brillouin-Flow Beam

MAGNETS SHIMS

MAGNETIC FIELD ON AXIS

Figure 34. Cross -Sectional Diagram of a

Typical Periodic -Permanent-Magnet Focusing Stack

and the Distribution of the Magnetic Field along its Axis

Many design procedures have been devised to cal-

culate the magnet dimensions required to provide the

given magnetic field on the axis for a given period.

The most recent, by Schindler,15 includes probably
the most accurate and certainly the fastest available

designing for these magnets.

Two conditions must be met to obtain satisfactory fo-

cusing with periodic permanent magnets: the proper
rms magnetic field must be obtained and the periodi-

city of the focusing structure must be within certain

limits. Because the magnetic field along the axis is

sinusoidal, the Brillouin field Bq must be multiplied by
a factor of 1.4 to obtain the peak magnetic field Bjjj.

The proper magnetic field results in the same type of

focusing discussed under Focused Flow .

The periodic nature of the magnetic field imposes a

limit on the allowable period of the magnet structure.

The rising and falling of the magnetic field along the

axis of the beam causes a scalloping of the beam in

which the scallops have the same period as that of the

magnet stack. As in Brillouin flow, a focused electron

beam also has another scallop having a periodicity re-

lated to the restoring forces on the electrons. If the

scallops from the periodicity of the magnetic field and
the scallops from the restoring forces have approxim-
ately the same frequency, the beam tends to expand
rapidly. The condition which sets the allowable limits

of the period of the magnet structure is expressed by
the following equation:

Bm
(29)

where L is the period in inches, V is the beam voltage

in volts, Bjjjis the peak magnetic field in gausses, and
C is a constant between 0 and 16. If C is maintained

below 16, the scallops are not amplified and the beam
is stable. In actual practice, the value of C ranges
from 8 to 10. Above 10, the scalloping is excessive,

and below 8, the demagnetizing forces encountered in

the periodic stack are so high that the required magnet
stack is difficult to construct or too great in weight.

Fig. 35 shows two typical helix-type traveling-wave
tubes focused with periodic permanent magnet stacks.

For the tube using helical couplers in which the input

and output lines are of relatively small diameter coax-
ial cable, the line can be brought up directly through a

hole drilled in either the magnet or the shim. In gen-

eral, cutting through the magnet is best, because it

causes less interference with the magnet circuit and is

less likely to introduce transverse fields on the axis.

In the case of the waveguide coupler, the waveguide is

made as narrow as possible and is placed between two
magnets. This interruption of the magnetic field does
not seem to affect the focusing appreciably.

Fig. 36 shows how a periodic permanent-magnet
structure is built into a folded-waveguide slow-wave
structure. The walls of the cavity and the drift tubes

are made of soft magnetic material, and the outside

vacuum-envelope ring is made of copper. The soft iron

extends out beyond the interaction space and the mag-
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Figure 35. Cross -Sectional Drawings Showing the Arrangement of a PPM Stack in a Helix-Type
Traveling-Wave Tube: (A) Tube using helical couplers; (B) Tube using waveguide couplers

nets, whichare split for ease of assembly and are then

placed between the shims. This type of construction

has made possible X-band folded-waveguide traveling-

wave tubes of relatively small size and weight with peak
powers of 15 to 500 kilowatts and average powers up to

1000 watts.

MAGNETS
SOFT IRON
SHIMS

SECTION A-A

Figure 36. Arrangement of a PPM Stack

Using a Folded-Waveguide Slow- Wave Structure

Electrostatic Focusing

Because of the need for small and light traveling-

wave tubes for airborne equipment, missiles, and sat-

ellites, light-weight electrostatic focusing has been
used to eliminate the magnet or solenoid entirely. Two
major types of electrostatic focusing are used: (1) spa-

cially alternating electric fields such as the Einzel

Lens (Fig. 37) or (2) the radial electric field generated
between two concentric cylinders. In addition, com-
binations of these two methods with magnetic fields can
achieve greater stability of electron flow.

V| V2 V|

FOCUSING
ELECTRODES

Figure 37. An Einzel-Lens Electrostatic

Focusing Arrangement

Spacially Alternating Electrostatic Fields - Bifilar

Helices. A bifilar helix (such as that shown in Fig. 38)

having two different potentials applied to the two wind-

ings, has a net focusing force similar to that obtained

with an Einzel lens. As an electron passes alternately

high- and low-voltage helix wires, there is a net in-

wardly-directed force on the electron which is balanced
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only by the space-charge forces of the electron beam.

The force diagram, shown in Fig. 39, shows the relative

amplitude of these forces on an electron placed at a

distance rofrom the axis in a helix with a mean radius

of a. This form of focusing is not very rigid because

no strong forces tend to keep an electron exactly in its

original path. The inward-directing forces from the

bifilar helix fall off very rapidly from the helix and the

outward space-charge force is relatively weak. The
forces in this diagram indicate considerably less stiff-

ness than those of Fig. 33, which show Brillouin flow.

Because the electrostatic force falls off so rapidly from
the helix, it is generally believed that the beam be-

comes partially hollow as it passes through the helix

and becomes essentially a "dirty" hollow beam. Be-
cause of the lack of rigidity, the maximum perveance

which can be focused with a 3:1 ratio of the two helix

voltages is about one.

HELIX I-A HELIX IV2-A HELIX I-A H

) • o • o

• o
ELECTRON BEAM-

V|=

Figure 38. A Bifilar-Helix Electrostatic

Focusing Arrangement
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Figure 39. The Relative Amplitudes of the Forces

Acting on an Electron at a Given Distance from the

Beam Axis in the Bifilar-Helix

Electrostatic-Focusing Arrangement

The chart by Blattner and Vaccaro shown in Fig. 40

relates the ratio of beam-to-helix diameters, the helix-

voltage ratio, and the maximum perveance which can

be focused. The second helix wire in the bifilar helix

does not affect the rf characteristics of the helix, and

both the phase velocity and impedance are unchanged
from that of a unifilar helix having the same pitch angle

and diameter.

The original form of electrostatic focusing by means
of bifilar helices employed a stiffer form of focusii^

than that which has just been described. The gun re-

gion of the tube was immersed in a magnetic field which
was abruptly terminated as the electron beam entered

the bifilar helix region. By Bush's theorem, this

caused the beam to rotate rapidly about the axis as it

left the magnetic field and produced outward forces

based on both centrifugal forces and space-charge

forces. These forces were then counterbalanced by the

inwardly-directed force from the electric field of the

bifilar helix. The force diagram shown in Fig. 41 in-

dicates that this arrangement provides a stiffer form
of focusing which tends to keep each electron on its

original radius. This type of focusing was demonstra-
ted by Chang. 16

Another scheme proposed and demonstrated by

Changl7 to improve the stiffness of purely electro-

static focusing is the use of an inner bifilar helix con-

centric with the outer one, but having nonpropagating

characteristics; a hollow beam is directed between the

two pairs of helices. The force diagram shown in

Fig. 42 indicates the resulting forces on the electrons.

As seen from this figure, this is a very stiff form of

focusing in that the restoring forces are large. Rela-

tively high perveances per square can be focused with

good beam definition. Because of the complexity of the

device and because of the poor heat dissipation proper-

ties of the inner helix, this has only been used on one

experimental tube.

Folded-Waveguide Structure. Fig. 43 shows a typical

cross section of a folded-waveguide slow-wave circuit

in which focusing spades have been inserted between
the drift tubes of the slow-wave circuit. By isolating

these focusing spades from the body of the tube and ap-

plying a potential either lower or higher than the body

potential with a ratio between the two voltages of about

3:1, a 2.5 micro-perveance beam can be focused. One
such tube has produced 10 kilowatts of peak power at

X-band. Details of the design and construction of this

tube are given in several papers by Siekanowitz and
Vaccarolo and Belohoubekl9.

The basic philosophy of this design is similar to that

of the parallel-flow gun in that the spades and drift

tubes, which are shaped to provide the proper potential

along the beam boundary, simulate the flow of electrons

between two infinite planes. Fig. 44 compares the volt-

age shape actually obtained with the ideal.

Radial Electric Field. In Harris flow is an example
of focusing with radial electrostatic fields; a cylinder

or wire is placed coaxially inside the slow-wave struc-

ture and a hollow beam is shot between the cylinders

from a gun immersed in a magnetic field. The mag-
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28

Figure 40. Design Chart for the Bifilar-Helix Electrostatic Focusing Structure

netic field is abruptly terminated as the electrons leave

the gun region and enter the radial electrostatic field

region. By Bush's theorem, the beam begins to rotate

about the axis with a certain angular velocity with the

result that there are two forces tending to push the

beam outward: the centrifugal force of the rotating
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electrons, and the space-charge forces in the beam it-

self. These outward forces are counteracted by the

radial electric field produced by operating the inner

cylinder at a higher potential than the outer cylinder, as

shown in a cross section of atypical Harris flow travel-

ing-wave tube in Fig. 45; Fig. 46 shows the resulting

force diagram. Because there is less radial dependence

of the inward electrostatic force than there is for the

inward magnetic force in the case of Brillouin flow,

Harris flow is not as stiff and stable as Brillouin flow.

Only a few experimental tubes have been made using this

focusing scheme, because of the dissipation problems
on the inner cylinder and the problem of generating a

magnetic field in the gun region and cutting it off sharp-

ly as the interaction region is reached.
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Figure 41. Diagram of the Forces Acting on the Elec-
tron Beam in the Bifilar-Helix Electrostatic Focusing
Arrangement when the Electron Gun is Immersed in a

Magnetic Field that is abruptly Terminated at the

Entrance to the Helix Region
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Figure 42. Diagram of the Forces Acting on an

Electron in a Hollcnv Beam Propagating the Annular
Space between two Concentric Bifilar Helices

BODY OF STRUCTURE

ELECTRON BEAM

Figure 43. Cross Section of an Electrostatically

-

Focused Folded-Waveguide Slow-Wave Circuit

COUPLERS

The rf couplers of a traveling-wave tube are prob-
ably the nearest thing to a necessary evil on a travel-

ing-wave tube. They frequently take up space urgently
needed for the magnetic focusing, limit the bandwidth
of the tube, or require extra seals which are likely to

develop leaks. The basic function of the coupler is to

provide a means for passing rf energy from an ex-
ternal line to the slow-wave structure and then from the

slow-wave structure back to the output line. In doing
so, the impedances of the input and output lines must
be matched to the impedance of the slow-wave struc-
ture.

Coupling to Helices

Direct Connector . The simplest and most direct way
of coupling the rf energy into and out of the helix is by
means of a direct connection toa coaxial line, as shown
in Fig. 47. The impedance from the helix to the co-
axial line is matched by tapering the entrance of the

helix and providing a close shield about the helix. This
type of match is very broadband and usually a VSWR of

less than two can be maintained over a band of an oc-
tave or more. However, it is fairly difficult to con-
struct because a wire must pass through the envelope
of the tube and some form of tuning device is needed to
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improve the impedance match. A very low VSWR, e. g.

,

below 1.2:1, is difficult to achieve either over a wide

frequency range or at one specific frequency. However,
in certain types of tubes, specifically backward-wave
amplifiers or oscillators, in which coupling is difficult

because of the type of propagating mode set up on the

helix, this method of coupling is still in wide use.
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Figure 46. The Focusing Forces Acting on the Electron

Beam in a Harris -Flow -Focused Traveling-Wave Tube

Figure 44. Electrostatically-Focused Folded-Wave-
guide Slow-Wave Structure: (A) Comparison of the

ideal and actual shape of the focusing field;

(B) Cross section of the structure

CATHODE

-MAGNETIC POLE PIECE

INNER FOCUSING ELECTRODE

-

Figure 45. Cross Section of the Electron-Gun and

Helix Regions of a Typical Harris -Flow-Focused
Traveling-Wave Tube

Cavity Coupler. The cavity coupler, because of its

large size and relatively narrow bandwidth, is not con-

sistent withtoday's small light-weight broadband trav-

eling-wave tubes. However, it still has some limited

use in specific applications such as narrow-band low-

noise traveling -wave tubes in which the coupler loss

must be reduced to a bare minimum. Fig. 48 shows
the cavity coupler used on the RCA- 6861 low -noise
traveling-wave tube. The pertinent dimensions are

shown on the drawing; for design purposes, it is recom-
mended that dimensions be scaled to other frequencies

from the dimensions given in the drawing.

COAXIAL
RF CONNECTION

LINE OVER PLANE
TRANSITION SECTION
BETWEEN COAX AND

HELIX

TAPERED HELIX SHIELD TO
LOWER IMPEDANCE OF

HELIX

Figure 47. Cross -Sectional Diagram Showing the

Direct-Coupling Method of Coupling

RF Energy to the Helix
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-2.54

coax inner conductor

antennaI

GLASS ENVELOPE -7

COAX input/

LAST TURNS OF
HELIX STRETCHED

-MOVABLE WALL TO ADJUST
LENGTH OF CAVITY FOR
TUNING

GAP LENGTH
ADJUSTABLE
FOR TUNING~ 0.5"

Figure 48. Cross Section of the Cavity Coupler

Used in the RCA-6861 Traveling-Wave Tube

In this type of coupling, the helix is terminated by a

short antenna followed by a choke section. The last

three or four turns of the helix are stretched to provide
a smooth transition into the antenna. Surrounding the

antenna is an open portion of a fairly broadband and
low-Q cavity. The transition of the cavity to a coaxial

line is made as shown in Fig. 48.

Several adjustments can be made to achieve the low-

est possible coupler loss over a specific frequency
range; for example, the width of the gap of the cavity or

the over-all length of the cavity can be changed. Over
relatively narrow frequency ranges of 400 to 500 mega-
cycles at S-band, averylow VSWR in the order of 1.1:1

can be regularly achieved.

Waveguide Couplers. In the waveguide method of

coupling, the helix is terminated in exactly the same
manner as in the helical-coupler method with several

stretched turns, an antenna, and a choke section. The
impedance of the helix is matched by making the wave-
guide thinner by a factor of 3 or 4, either by a smooth
transition or by a multiple-step transition. A hole cut

through the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 49, is placed
over the antenna. One end of the waveguide is ter-

minated with an adjustable short and the other end goes
through the transition to the standard-height waveguide.
Bandwidths of more than one-half octave have been ob-

tained with this type of coupling, with a VSWR of less

than 2:1. Over narrow-frequency ranges, by adjusting

the position of the short and adding additional tuning

screws, low values of VSWR of less than 1.1:1 can be
maintained. Fig. 50 shows the dimensions of a typical

waveguide coupler for an X-band traveling-wave tube;

couplers for other frequency bands can be scaled from
these dimensions.

Waveguide -type couplers are most commonly used
in the frequency ranges of C-band, X-band, and above
for two reasons. First, at the lower frequencies, the

waveguide is large and bulky (frequently much larger
than the tube itself). In such cases, some form of co-
axial coupling is preferred. Second, at C-band and
X-band, where the helices are very small and supported
on ceramic rods, the diameter of the envelope of the

tube can be several times the diameter of the helix.

Under these conditions, the more commonly used heli-

cal couplers, to be described later, cannot be used,

and waveguide couplers are the preferred alternative.

At any frequency, where very high cw or pulsed power
is generated, the low-loss waveguide is preferred to

coaxial types.

Figure 49. Arrangement Usedinthe Waveguide Method

of Coupling Energy into and out of the Helix

WAVEGUIDE

TAPER TO STANDARD
SMALL X- BAND
WAVEGUIDE

ANTENNA

^,GLASS ENVELOPE

.08"

.15

08"

¥5=
'helix

^ MOVABLE TUNING PLUNGER

Figure 50. Cross Section of a Typical Waveguide
Coupler for an X-Band Traveling-Wave Tube

Helical Couplers. In recent years, most of the tubes

designed and in production employ helical couplers. The
helical coupler is extremely broadband; excellent coup-
ling can be obtained over more than an octave of band-

width. They take up little space and can be easily built

inside a periodic permanent magnet stack. Unlike the

direct connection, whichhasa roughly equivalent band-
width, the coupled-helix coupler does not require a

break in the vacuum envelope.

The bandwidth of the coupled-helix coupler is much
wider than that obtained with a cavity coupler or with a

waveguide coupler and is comparable to that obtained

with a direct connection. The helical coupler can be

made with a lower VSWR than the direct connection,

typically less than 1.5:1 over an octave. But the helical
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coupler will add several inches to the length of the tube.

The helical coupler occupies less volume than other

types and thus causes little interference with the loca-

tion and operation of the focusing magnets. In addition,

the helical coupler can couple to the bifilar helix used
in electrostatic focusing without coming in direct con-

tact with either of the helices. This can be very im-
portant in electrostatic focusing where the helices can
have a potential difference of several thousand volts.

The theory and design of coupled-helix couplers has
been thoroughly treated by Cook, Kompfner, and
Quate.20 Only the basic theory and some construction

details are presented here. The theory of operation is

simple, as shown in Fig. 51. Two helices having dif-

ferent diameters are wound concentrically with one
wound in the opposite direction to the other. If an rf

signal is introduced on the helix at the left-hand side,

the signal propagates down the helix in the right-hand
direction. Because the field of the helix extends into

the region occupied by the other helix, some of the en-
ergy is transferred to the other helix. If the phase ve-

locity of the two helices are the same and have the

proper diameter ratio, a beating phenomenon occurs
which is similar to the mechanical analog of the cou-
pled pendulum. After traveling a short distance, the

energy, which is initially all in the outer helix, is

transferred entirely to the inner helix. At a later point,

it is transferred back entirely to the outer helix. If,

however, the outer helix is terminated at the point at

which all the energy is on the inner helix, the energy
is, in effect, transferred or coupled from a coupling

helix to the tube helix. If the process is reversed, an
output coupler for a traveling-wave tube is formed.

IF OUTER HELIX IS CUT HERE,
COMPLETE ENERGY TRANSFER
TO INNER HELIX IS ACHIEVED.

DISTANCE ON
INNER HELIX

Figure 51. Diagram of the Interaction in the

Coupled-Helix Coupler

rounded by a close-spaced metal shield. With the proper
spacing between this metal shield and the coupling helix,

the impedance of the line-over-plane formed by the

coupling helix in the shield can be made to match that

of the coaxial line, and no impedance mismatch occurs
at the transition. The coupling helix then couples with

the tube helix as described previously. From the ref-

erenced article, it is possible to find the optimum diam-
eter ratio for the two helices for a given frequency range
and calculate the length of the coupled helix. However,
in practice, the length of the coupling helix is normally
one to two times the calculated value. The easiest

means to determine the actual length is to make an

overlength coupler and then gradually cut off turns until

the minimum VSWR is achieved.

COAX CENTER
xTCONDUCTOR

OUTER CONDUCTOR
'50-OHM COAX

HELIX WIRE

S5 1

Typical construction of such a coupler is shown in

Fig. 52. A 50-ohm coaxial line having a center con-

ductor wound into the form of a helix which is sur-

DIELECTRIC HELIX SUPPORT \

SPACING FOR 50-OHM LINE '

OVER PLANE
'excess DIELECTRIC CUT AWAY TO REDUCE LOSS

Figure 52. Cross Section of a Coupled-Helix Coupler

The optimum spacing ratio between the inner and
outer helices for broadband operation is about 1.6:1.

At higher or lower ratios, the bandwidth of the coupler

becomes more restricted. At higher ratios, e. g.

,

2:1, the length of the coupler required for complete
transfer of energy may become excessive. For this

reason, in C-band and X-band tubes in which the rela-

tively small fragile helix is supported on three ceramic
rods and the outside of the tube envelope may be sev-
eral times the helix diameter, helical couplers are not

generally used. However, at low C-band, S-band, and
L-band using larger and more physically rugged helices,

which can be held in precision glass or imbedded in

fluted glass, the outer diameter of the envelope may be
only 1.3 times the helix diameter and helical couplers

may be used.

Coupling to Other Types of Slow-Wave Structures

Means of coupling to other types of slow-wave struc-

tures are nearly as numerous as the types of slow-wave
structures. In the case of a coupled-cavity or folded-

waveguide structure, the last cavity opens up into a

waveguide, usually of reduced height, which is then

tapered to the size of a standard waveguide, as shown
in the cross section in Fig. 53. In the general design
procedure, a waveguide is tapered down to the size of

the final cavity and the impedance presented to the

waveguide is measured at various frequencies across
the passband of the slow-wave structure. This data is

then plotted on a Smith Chart and the required amount
of added inductance or capacitance is determined.
Normally, the addition of an inductance, as shown in

Fig. 53, is required as an inductive post where the

waveguide joins the first cell of the structure.
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Figure 53. Method Used for Coupling Energy into a
Folded-Waveguide Slow- Wave Structure

ATTENUATORS

The first traveling-wave tube, built by R. Kompfner^i
in England, did not have an attenuator and, consequently,

was an extremely unstable device. Reflections from the

output or from the load could be reflected back through
the tube, be re- reflected from the input or the genera-
tor, reamplified in the tube and, depending upon whether
in or out of phase with the original signal, could either

cause oscillations at some frequencies or cancellation
of output at other frequencies. It remained for Pierce
and Field22 in this country to add an attenuator in the

center of the tube to isolate the input section from the

output section and create a stable high-gain wide-band
amplifier. For stability, the value of the attenuation

should be about 10 db greater than the gain of the tube.

In the same way that lack of an attenuator can cause
oscillations, reflections from the attenuator itself can
produce the same effect. For instance, in the output
section of a traveling-wave tube, the gain may be as
great as 30 db. If a mismatch exists in the output cou-
pler or in the load with a VSWR of 2:1, the power re-
flected back down the helix from the mismatch is 10 db
less than the output signal. If the match at the input of

the attenuator has a 2:1 VSWR, the power being re-re-
flected from the attenuator is 20 db less than the output
signal. However, because the gain of the output sec-
tion is 30 db, the signal reflected from the attenuator
is amplified and emerges from the tube at a greater
amplitude than the original signal. This condition leads
to unwanted oscillation.

Many parameters control the placement, the amount,
and the type of attenuation used. Among these are the

amount of power handled by the attenuator, the efficiency

required from the tube, how the output power is to vary
with the input power near the saturation region, and the
type of slow-wave structure used. These parameters
are discussed below in connection with the various types
of attenuators.

Attenuators for Helices

In helix-type traveling-wave tubes, the design of the

attenuator frequently depends on the type of helix sup-
port used. Fortubes having rod-supported helices, the

attenuation must be applied inside the vacuum envel-
ope, usually on the rods. Helices supported directly

inside a glass envelope may use an attenuator external

to the vacuum envelope in the form of a coupled-helix
attenuator or lossy material painted on the outside of

the glass envelope.

Attenuators on Rod-Supported Helices . In tubes hav-
ing rod-supported helices, a carbon suspension. Aqua-
dag, can be sprayed on the rods at the proper location

to supply the desired attenuation. (Usually, at the ends
of the attenuator, the amount of carbon sprayed on is

tapered in density or geometrically shaped to provide
a good match looking into the attenuator. ) An excellent

discussion of the techniques used in applying attenua-

tion to rod-supported helices is given in an article by

Laico, McDowell, and Master.

This type of attenuation is usually limited to low av-
erage-power traveling-wave tubes because reflected

power absorbed by the attenuator is dissipated inside

the vacuum envelope and can cause overheating or out-

gassing of the rods or the helix. One drawback to this

form of attenuator is the lack of adjustment to either

the placement or the amount of the attenuation after the

tube has been constructed and processed. Particular

difficulty results in cases in which the processing of

the attenuation is not closely controlled, and drastic

changes in the amount of attenuation occur during tube

processing.

The primary advantage to this type of attenuation is

its effectiveness over a broad frequency range, usually

extending for an octave above and below the operating
range of the tube. This wide range can be particularly

important in suppressing certain out-of-band oscilla-

tions, especially those of the backward-wave type which
may occur at nearly twice the highest operating frequen-

cy of the tube. This type of compensation is frequently

not possible with other types of attenuators.

Coupled-Helix Attenuators. One means of overcom-
ing the power handling problems inherent in an internal

attenuator is to use a coupling helix (described pre-
viously) to extract the energy from the tube helix to a
point outside the tube envelope. Two types of coupled
helix attenuators are commonly used — a lossy-wire
coupling helix or a lossless-wire coupling helix imbed-
ded in a lossy dielectric.

The lossy-wire coupling helix is made by winding a
coupling helix of Karma or Baker alloy wire having a
diameter of 0.0005 inch. The helix is held in shape by
winding the wire on a cellophane -tape mandrel and then
covering it with another layer of cellophane tape. If

the tube must operate at high temperatures. Teflon tape

is substituted for the cellophane tape. This type of at-

tenuator is quite effective and 10 to 20 db of loss per
wavelength can be obtained. The number of turns per
inch and the diameter of the coupling helix are deter-
mined as described under COUPLERS.

The second method, having much greater power-
handling capability, uses a relatively lossless coupling
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helix wound with 0.005 to 0.010 inch tungsten wire for
rigidity. This coupling helix is then placed on a cyl-

inder of material having a loss of about 2000 ohms/cen-
timeter. The cylinder with the coupling helix is then
placed over the precision glass supporting the tube helix.

The lossy cylinder is usually a porous ceramic (Al-

simag 222) impregnated with carbon by either the meth-
ane cracking process or by soaking the ceramic in a
10:1 water-sugar solution and firing in hydrogen to re-
duce the sugar to carbon. Because it is of metal-ce-
ramic construction and located outside the tube envel-
ope, this type of attenuator can handle many watts of

reflected power without damaging the tube.

Both these types of coupled helix attenuators have high
reflection coefficients. A mismatch of 1.5:1 or 2:1

VSWR at the input of this type of attenuator is not un-
common. Some type of buffer attenuation must be pro-
vided at both ends of the attenuator to reduce reflections.

This is generally provided by painting an Aquadag arrow
on the outside of the helix bulb or by pasting on arrows
cut from carbon-impregnated paper. A typical cou-
pled-helix attenuator with Aquadag arrows is shown in

Fig. 54.

Figure 54. Cross Section of a
Typical Coupled-Helix Attenuator

Coupled-helix attenuators are especially useful on
bifilar-helix electrostatically -focused traveling-wave
tubes. Aquadag-coated rod attenuation would short out

the helices, but the coupled helix attenuator, which
makes no physical contact cannot cause shorting.

SeveredHelix. In general, the attenuator must be at

least 2 or 3 wavelengths long to provide the usually re-
quired attenuation of 50 to 60 db. At normal frequen-
cies (S-band and above), the length involved is relatively

short, especially in low-voltage tubes. However, for

high-voltage tubes at S-band and for tubes in the lower
frequency ranges, three or four helix wavelengths can
require several inches of length and in some high-power
low-frequency tubes, the attenuator may add as much
as a foot to the over -all length of the tube. In these
cases, it is frequently desirable to sever the helix in

the center, usually by inserting a drift tube between
th6 input and output section of helix, and terminate the
helices at the drift tube with just sufficient attenuation
to prevent reflections from the short caused by the drift

tube. In this way, 60 to 90 db of attenuation can be
provided over shorter distances.

Attenuators for Other Types of Slow-Wave Structures

The problems involved in the design of attenuators
for high-power tubes are even more complex than those
involved in the helix-type tube. For optimum efficien-

cy, the attenuator should be as short as possible. In

the case of the folded-waveguide or other types of cou-
pled-cavity structure, it is desirable that not more than
one or two cells be used for the attenuator. The circuit

is severed at the point where the attenuation is desired
by sealing off the coupling slots between the cavities.

This effectively prevents the propagation of the wave in

either direction past this point and immediately intro-

duces an isolation in the order of 50 to 60 db.

A lossy substance introduced into the cavities on each
side of the break provides a good match and absorbs the
incident power. The material used is a porous ceramic
described above. Generally, the lossy material almost
entirely fills the cavity, although the exact shape must
be determined experimentally to find the configuration
which provides the lowest VSWR.

When the power is so great that it cannot be handled
by an internal attenuator, waveguide couplers are used
on either side of the break to take the reflected rf power
out of the tube when it maybe dissipated in an external
load. To reduce the VSWR presented to these atten-

uators, several cavities (before and after the attenuator)

are lightly sprayed with Aquadag to provide some buffer

attenuation.

Attenuators for other types of slow-wave structures
follow essentially the same general design as for the

helix or for the folded waveguide. Some lossy mater-
ial, either Aquadag or ceramic impregnated with car-
bon, is placed on or near the slow-wave structure and
some form of taper is provided to maintain a good match
at the input of the attenuator.

COLLECTOR

In many low-power traveling-wave tubes, almost any
piece of copper is satisfactory as a collector if opera-
ted about 100 volts above the helix potential to prevent
secondary electrons from returning to the helix from
the collector. However, for tubes above the one-watt
level, the collector design must be more carefully

considered. The power which the collector must dissi-

pate may be considerable because of the low efficiency

of most travelir^-wave tubes. In a 100-watt tube, the

beam power can range from 500 to 1000 watts.

Depressed-Collector Operation

Because of the low-helix interception, nearly all the

dc power in the tube is dissipated at the collector. Thus,
any reduction in the collector potential at which the

beam is collected can materially increase the operating
efficiency of the tube.

One of the primary disadvantages of travelii^-wave

tubes, particularly in the high-power ranges, has been
their relatively low efficiency compared to crossed-
field or "M"-type devices. Thus, traveling-wave tubes

have been used only when equipment designers were
forced to use them because of their tremendous band-
width. As the techniques of collector depression be-
come more advanced and more widely used, the trav-

eling-wave tube, operating at efficiencies of 40 to 50

per cent, will be suitable for many equipments where
amplitrons and other crossed-field devices are pres-
ently used.
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The efficiency of an intermediate power tube such as

a 100-watt traveling-wave tube, which would normally

operate at about 10 per cent efficiency, can be doubled

or tripled simply by reducing the collector voltage and

collecting the spent electron beam at voltages far be-

low the helix voltage. However, several factors have

to be considered before this type of operation is readily

possible. For instance, when the collector is oper-

ated at a much lower potential than the helix, second-
ary electrons generated by the beam striking the col-

lector, are drained from the collector to the helix or

slow-wave structure, and cause local overheating.

Another limit to the lowest value at which the collector

can be operated is set by the space-charge depression
in the center of the beam. The effects of space-charge
depression and its limitation on the amount by which
the collector can be depressed have been discussed in

an article by Wolkstein.24 The limit is dependent on

the amount of beam current and on the ratio of the beam
diameter to the inner diameter of the collector. For
example, a 0.25-ampere beam in a collector with a

diameter twice the beam diameter, can be depressed
no lower than 550 volts. Fig. 55 is a design chart from
which the space charge depression of any beam can be

determined.

10000

QlOOO

100
1000

CURRENT

Figure 55. Design Chart Used to Determine the

Space-Charge Depression of an Electron Beam

Two-Stage Depressed Collector

An additional factor which determines the minimum
potential to which the collector maybe depressed is the

velocity spread of the electrons after they have given

up their energy to the rf field. Because the rf energy

comes from the kinetic energy of the electrons, the

beam is slowed down and a higher potential must be used
to collect the electrons. Not all electrons are slowed
down by the same amount and, as a result, there is a
considerable velocity spread in the electron beam. An
article by F. Sterzer25 describes this effect in detail.

His solution to the problem of optimum collector de-

pression is to divide the collector into two segments as

shown in Fig. 56. In this way, the few electrons which
have givenup the most energy to the rf wave and, there-

fore, require a higher collector voltage are collected

on the first segment. The remainder of electrons are

then collected on the second segment which collects

the bulk of the beam at a much lower voltage. With this

approach, he was able to obtain an efficiency of over
45 per cent in a 100-watt S-band traveling-wave tube in

whichthe efficiency would otherwise be only 15per cent.

Secondary-Emission Suppression

The secondary electron emission from the collector

to the helix may be reduced by reducing the emission
coefficient of the collector. A second and more effi-

cient means is to trap the secondary electrons in the

collector by making a small entrance to a large col-

lector — essentially a sort of Faraday Cage. The mag-
netic field must be terminated at the entrance of the

collector to prevent the secondary electrons from fol-

lowing the lines of flux back into the helix region.

Fig. 57 shows a collector of this type which has been
used on several traveling-wave tubes with a very small
number of returned electrons, even with the collector

depressed to near the theoretical limit.

CERAMIC INSULATING
SLEEVE

HELIX BULB
(GLASS)

SECOND
COLLECTOR

FIRST
COLLECTOR

END
PLUG

Figure 56. Cross Section of a Two-Stage
Collector Assembly

, MAGNET SHIM

^MAGNET
END SHIM

KOVAR GLASSING RING

COLLECTOR

FLUTED-GLASS
HELIX SUPPORT

Figure 57. Cross Section of a Magnetically -Shielded

Collector Assembly

Collector Cooling

Cooling of the collector is handled by relatively con-

ventional means — either by heat transfer to nearby
massive objects, by forced air cooling, or by some
form of liquid cooling.
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APPENDIX

DESIGNPROCEDURE FOR TRAVELING-WAVE TUBES

As an illustrative example of the procedures followed

in the design of a traveling-wave tube, let us assume
that a customer has requested an amplifier having the

following characteristics:

GENERAL TUBE DESIGN

Frequency range
Power output

Duty cycle

Gain (at 1.0 kw)

2.0-4.0 Gc
1.0 kilowatts

0.01

33 db

The broad bandwidth requires a helix type circuit.

With the low duty cycle resultii^ in an average power
of 10 watts, the helix is sufficiently robust to handle

the power. Focusing will be supplied by periodic per-
manent magnets. Because the customer did not specify

the voltage, we will calculate tube designs for a range
of voltages and then interpolate between these to deter-
mine the optimum design based on available electron

guns, magnetic field, and size of the tube.

The items given above, which include the midband
frequency of 3.0 Gc, are normally specified by the cus-
tomer and thus are not under the control of the designer.

The following three parameters do not change appre-
ciably from tube to tube and for a first approximation
may be chosen as follows:

Efficiency 15 per cent

Dielectric Loading Factor 0.85

ra 1-5

The efficiency is roughly equal to 2C (where C is

Pierce's gain parameter and the validity of the original

assumption can be checked later in the calculation when
C is determined. The dielectric loading factor can be
estimated depending upon the type of helix support to be
used but cannot be checked until a helix assembly has
been constructed and tested. The midband value of y^^

was chosen because of the wide bandwidth required.

The following two items are entirely at the discretion

of the designer:

Helix phase velocity, Vp 3.0 kilovolts

5.0

8.0

Ratio of beam to helix diameter 0.5

The effect of the beam-helix diameter was discussed
in the text while the effect of the various helix voltages
will be noted as a result of the calculations.

In the following discussion, the terms voltage and
velocity will be used interchangeably. They are related

by the equation

c " 506

where v is the velocity,

speed of light.

V is the voltage, and c is the

Parameter Units

Design Design Design
1 2 3

Midband frequency Gc 3.0 3.0 3.0

Wavelength centimeters 10.0 10.0 10.0

Helix phase
voltage, Vp volts

Helix phase
velocity Vp/c

3000 5000 8000

0.1085 0.140 0.1755

Beam current

T - Pout amperes 2.22 1.33 0.835

The space charge potential depression is the differ-

ence between the voltage applied to the helix and the

actual velocity of the electrons. This difference is

caused by the negative charge of the electrons as ex-

plained in the text.

Parameter
Design Design Design

Units 12 3

Space charge potential

depression (See Fig. 55) volts 2300 1650 1200

In order for the electrons to give up energy to the rf

wave, the electrons must travel faster than the cold

phase velocity of the helix. This difference is approx-
imately equal to 3/4 of the space charge potential de-
pression.

Parameter

Difference between
Vp and Uq

Design Design Design
Units 1 2 3

volts 1700 1250 900

Voltage corresponding
to electron velocity, Vq volts

Power supply voltage, Vpg
(electron velocity plus

space charge depression
voltage) volts

4700 6250 8900

7000 7900 10100

The proper voltage (i. e.
, Vp, Vq, or Vpg and the

corresponding phase velocities) must be used at the ap-
propriate occasions below as noted.

Parameter

27ra 506 ^
^3.= -t— 7= [SeeEq. (17)]

X /Vp

Design Design Design
Units 1 2 3

1.5 1.5 1.5

ka =
27ra

0.163 0.21 0.263

Helix radius, a (Calculated

from equation for y^) inchesO.102 0.132 0.165

F(y
)
(See Fig. 15) 2.62 2.62 2.62

IRF^(SeeFig. 16) 1.075 1.075 1.075
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Parameter
Design Design Design

Units 12 3

F [See Fig. 17)] 0.45 0.42 0.38

K - use Vp [See Eq. (25)] ohms 43.2 31.3 22.5

C - use Vo [See Eq. (7)] 0.172 0.118 0.081

At this point we can calculate the efficiency and check
the beam current which was calculated earlier using

the approximate efficiency. The efficiency will be twice

the value of C but reaches a limit about 0.2. The volt-

age corresponding to the electron velocity, Vq, should

be used, and the power output should be about 1.5 times
the minimum required to allow for the drop in power
near the ends of the frequency band.

Parameter

In

Units

amperes

Design Design Design
1 2 3

0.20

1.6

0.20

1.2

0.16

1.0

Using these new values of current, the electron ve-

locity and power supply voltage can be recalculated and

the value of C recalculated. The helix impedance K
will not change because the phase velocity does not

change.

Parameter

Space charge potential

Units

Design Design Design
1 2 3

depression volts 1850 1500 1350

Difference between Vp
and Uq volts 1400 1100 1000

Vq volts 4400 6100 9000

Vps volts 6250 7500 10350

C 0.158 0.115 0.085

We can now recalculate the beam current using the

same assumptions as before.

Design Design Design
Parameter Units 1 2 3

V 0.2 0.2 0.17

Iq amperes 1.70 1.23 0.98

These values of beam current are sufficiently close

to the previous set that no further recalculation is re-

quired.

Design Design Design
Parameter Units 1 2 3

Q (See Fig. 5A) 1.6 1.6 1.6

QC 0.272 0.197 0.157

B (See Fig. 7) 36 38 39

A (See Fig. 6) -6.75 -7.0 -7.2

Latt 6.0 6.0 6.0

The loss introduced by the attenuator can be read
from Fig. 8 assuming the attenuator is a sever in the

circuit and the length is known. However, because the

attenuator is composed of a finite amount of loss which
is tapered at each end, the first assumption is not en-
tirely valid and the exact length is difficult to determine.
Thus, an estimate of 6 db attenuation is a reasonable
average.

The next step is the determination of the active length

of helix required to obtain 33 db gain at a power out-

put of 1.0 kilowatt. It should be noted that the travel-

ing-wave tube equations apply to small signal conditions

only in which the rf power output is about 10 per cent

or less of the saturated power output. The gain at sat-

uration is normally about 6 db less than the gain under
small signal conditions. Thus, in determining the

length of the circuit as a function of gain, the small
signal gain, 39 db, should be used.

Design Design Design
Parameter Units 1 2 3

N, active length of cir-

cuit in helix wave-
lengths-See Eq. (16) 9.1 11.9 15.7

1, active length of cir-

cuit - use Vo'See Eq.

(18) inches 4.7 7.25 11.6

Coupler length inches 1.2 1.8 2.9

Attenuator length inches 1.4 2.2 3.9

Gun and collector length inches 6.0 6.0 6.0

Total tube length 13.5 17.25 24.4

The attenuator length must be about one -third the ac-
tive length of the circuit to obtain the required attenua-

tion.

The combined length of the input and output helical

couplers will normally be about one-fourth of the active

length required to obtain 30 to 40 db of gain.

Parameter

rQ, beam radius

Units

Design Design Design12 3

inches 0.051 0.066 0.082

Bm, 1.4 Bq - use Vq gauss 1450 880 572
[See Eq. (28)]

L, magnet period for

C = 8 [See Eq. (29)] inches 0.367 0.710 1.33

Gun perveance - Use
Vps fzpervs 3.4 1.9 0.81

The power supply helix voltage is used for the gun
perveance because we would like the anode to operate
at the helix potential.

Some of the more important parameters which have
been calculated for the three designs are plotted in

Fig. Al as a function of helix diameter. The only
parameter which is limiting is the gun perveance. At
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the present time, we do not have a gun with good per-

formance above a perveance of 2.0 and, thus, the

smallest helix diameter which could be used is 0.260

inch. A smaller diameter would be attractive because
of the shorter length tube which would then be possible

as well as the lower operating voltage which is always
desirable to the equipment manufacturer. For this

tube, however, the present state of the art of the elec-

tron gun sets the limit of the design. Tubes at other

power levels and other frequencies may be limited by
other factors than the gun such as the magnetic field

which can be generated by present-day magnet mater-
ials.
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< 0-

.20
I
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i

.28
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Figure Al. Design Parameters as Functions

of Helix Diamater

At this point, the tube design is essentially com-
plete. The major parameters are tabulated below:

Power supply voltage

Beam current
Helix diameter
Peak magnetic field

Magnet period
Active length of helix

Total length of tube

Electron gun perveance
Phase velocity of helix

Electron velocity

C

7400
1.25 amperes
0.260 inch

900 gauss
0.70 inch

7.0 inches

17 inches

1.9 /.tpervs

5000 volts

6100 volts

0.115

In order to verify that the performance will be uniform
across the band, the calculations made above should

now be repeated varying the frequency instead of the

helix diameter or voltage. The frequencies chosen

might be 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Gc. An
effort should be made to estimate the correct phase ve-
locity at each frequency, as shown in Fig. 10, and
modified by the dielectric loading factor. To calculate

the gain, start with the helix diameter, the phase ve-
locity, and the current at each frequency and compute
the electron velocity, the helix impedance C, and then

the gain. The results of this calculation will show if

the center frequency of the tube corresponds with the

required center frequency. K not, y^, or the beam-
helix diameter ratio, is adjusted and the procedure re-

peated.

SYMBOLS

A
a
B
Bm

c

d

DLF
F
f

I, lo

i

IRF

K
k
L

1

Latt
N
P

Q
r

V
Vo

'ps

V

Vr

Initial loss

Mean helix radius

Growing wave parameter (Fig. 7)

• Peak magnetic field in a periodic permanent
magnet assembly
Brillouin magnetic field

Beam radius; also rQ
Shield radius

Pierce's gain parameter C"^ = KIo/4 Vq
Constant determining allowable period of pe-
riodic permanent magnet stack
Speed of light

Helix wire thickness
Dielectric loading factor

Impedance reduction due to DLF (Fig. 17)

Frequency
Beam current
Square root of -1

Impedance reduction factor, actually an in-

crease of helix impedance due to finite size of

electron beam (Fig. 16)

Helix impedance
Free space wave constant k = co/c

Period of loaded waveguide slow-wave struc-

ture

Period of periodic permanent magnet assembly
Loss on helix or other type circuit

Length of circuit

Loss due to lumped attenuator (Fig. 8)

Length of circuit in guide wavelength N =

Helix pitch

Perveance, p = Iq/V^/^
Pierce's passive mode parameter

. Radial distance from axis of beam, helix, or
other slow-wave circuit

Beam radius; also b

Velocity of electron beam
Voltage
Voltage corresponding to velocity of electron

beam
Voltage applied to helix or other slow-wave
structures from power supply

Velocity of growing wave
Phasevelocity of circuit in absence of electron

beam
Attenuation constant

Growing wave phase constant, O) /v

Electron beam phase constant w/u^
Free space phase constant, w/c
Propagation constant of growing wave
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- Propagation constant of slow-wave structure

T) - Efficiency

2 TT a c
, radial phase constant

^o
A g - Circuit wavelength, X q

\q - Free space wavelength

P
(4 - Helix pitch angle, tan i/t =

g

01 - Angular frequency, a = 2 nt
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